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still here. You were going to give me

a transfer order- Do I need my law

clerk to prepare one or amend one?

MR. DILL: Yeah. I'll have

Mr. Reagan get with your law clerk

because , we' re not exactly sure when we

will need him. 'll have a better

idea toward the end of the day when

'll need him. And that' s probably
critical information for the order.

THE COURT:

MR. DILL:

Yes.

Because there s another

consideration. We do not want him to

have to come into contact with the

Defendant. So we would like to keep

them segregated once we get him here

and I think probably the best way to do

that is get him here and take him back.

THE COURT: Or house him in the
Decatur city jail, That would be a

better remedy in my opinion, nd we got

two DPD officers. It' s just across the

street and that would assure c - . I don'
know how I could do it in the Morgan

County jail as it' s arranged.

What I need you to do is add the

language and let Mr. Powell and

Mrs. Halbrooks review it and agree that

that would be the language you think

would get the jackets here. Then once

y' all edit it and give it to Katie and
let her type it and I' ll sign it and

get it to Captain Smallwood and we will

get him here.

MR. DILL: Right.
MR. POWELL: Of course, too in that

language we think we don' t have any

access to the NCIC or all these

records , they do.

THE COURT: But the State does and

their investigator does and they'

going to get that for you , and if they

don t I will. I'll do my best anyway.

m not going to make you a promise

that I can work miracles in D. O. C. but
ve had luck in the past from getting

that type of information.

MR. POWELL: I understand and I

appreciate that, Judge , and I

appreciate what Mr. Valeska says if we
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can get it we'll get it. Eu t not
meaning to sound repetitious but we'

heard that before.

THE COURT: I understand. All I
can tell you right now is you

entitled to it , and we may have to put

the thing on halt until we can get it.
MR . POWELL Including their

testimony?
THE COURT: We may be in abeyance

for a day or two until we get it.
think you re certainly entitled, if

they re going to testify, you'

entitled to have all of that

information.
All right. We'll be in recess.

We'll be back at 1: 30 if everybody is
ready, Let' s try to be ready I guess I
should say.

(Whereupon , at 12 :01 p. m., the
proceedings in the above-

entitled matter was recessed

to reconvene at 1:30 p.

this same day.
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AFTERNOON SESSION

(1:34 p.

(Whereupon, the following was

held outside the presence of

the jury.
THE COURT: Y' all ready?

MR . POWELL: One thing I wanted to

state on the record a sentence or two.

You got a second , please

Judge, this is again just

m still trying to reach

Judge?
a report.
Kevin

Bloodworth. I called at night and got

The answering machinea recording.

seems like when you try to start to

give it a message it clicks into a fax

machine, I talked to his wife last

night. She said call him after 10: 
their time and 11:30 our time.

rushed to the office, get an answering

machine. We can 't contact him and

we' re still trying. And I say that in

light of if we can' t we ask that we put



those reports in.
MR. VALESKA: We will contact him

tonight and ask him to give us some

numbers and we'll ask him to call in

tonight if we can get him.

working on it tomorrow.

Well keep

MR . POWELL: You can' t get him at
night because he works - - it' s my
understanding talking to his wife he

works from 2: 30 until 3: 30 in the
morning or something like that.

MR. VALESKA: If they' ll give us

the numbers we'll contact him and tell

him to call them.

MRS. HALBROOKS: Mike, you want to
come up and speak. After we broke for

lunch as well 'Mike did tell me that
Cary Straub was the Huntsville FBI

officer that was responsible for making

the call.
Am I correct in that?

OFFICER PETTEY:

MRS. HALBROOKS:

'No.

Can you tell me?

MR. POWELL: They weren

respon ible .

I didn' t tell youOFFICER PETTEY:

anything about him making a call.

said he was one of the agents involved

in it. Who placed the call I have no

idea.
MR. POWELL: Judge , what we ve been

told happened on the extortion call is,
I think I' m stating this right , Mike

heard about it , they went and got this

guy. I don't remember his name. They

bring him in. He says that he was

working for the FBI. They contacted
the agent in Huntsville and said the

guy was not doing this at our

direction. Is that right?

OFFICER PETTEY: He did it and then
called and told he did it but it was

BS. That was it for us. We had no

other involvement in it because all the

stuff about H . Nowlin we dispelled

anyway.

MR . POWELL: Did you tell us his

name?

OFFICER PETTEY: I don t remember

his name.
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MR. POWELL: We would really like

to have that contact if they can think

of it.
M? VALESKA: ll do our best.

And same thing about Bloodworth.

THE COURT: Bill if you'll go get

them we 'll get started.

MR. VALESKA: Judge, we' ve got two

people sitting back there that know

something when the Defendant got out of

jail and came up ' here to appear before

the Judge. I can' t imagine why we

would call them.

MR. POWELL:

MR. VALESKA:

They' re right there.

To me it' s nothing
substantive in the case. It would only

come in as rebuttal if they opened it

up. Out of an abundance of caution you

may ask them to step out.

THE COURT: Who are they?

MR. VALESKA: Mike is talking to

him now.

THE COURT: Those are probation

officers.
MR. VALESKA: Benjamin Trimm. They
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don know anything about the case
chief and can imagine how that
would come up, but Mr. Pettey made that
known to me. So I don' t know if they

need to step out or what.

THE COURT: I don' t think so.

MR. VALESKA: I don' t either.

OFFICER PETTEY: I didn' t want it

- to be a question , Judge.

sitting out there.
I saw them,

(Whereupon, the following was

held in the presence of the

jury. )
THE COURT: Thank you. Y' all 

seated. Okay. Ladies and gentlemen,

re finally ready to get started with

this case. I need to tell you a little

bit about what to expect. We passed

out the paper and pencils for you.

This case is going to take several

days. m one when I' m listening to
somebody in a series of things

particularly over a series of days I

listen better if I write notes.

Sometime I write notes and never go
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back and look at them , but it helps me

listen. You don' t have to take notes,

but I wanted you to have that available

to you. You may not want to take

notes.
There' s several things about notes

that I need to tell you. One, I' 
always reluctant to suggest to a jury

that they take notes because just

because you write something down

doesn't mean you heard it right or you

wrote it down right So if you do take

notes , your notes are for your use and
to refresh your recollection and help

you in your memory only.

At the clo e of the case - - and
ve got lots' of paper , and we 'll give

you more if you ant it At the close

of the case I' going to take those up

and destroy them without reading them.

You can write what you want to on

there , but I don' t want you to leave

here when the case is over with your

notes. You can use them during
deliberations. You re not to show your
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notes to somebody else and when you get

to the deliberation stage, you re not

to say, well , it says right here in my

notes and use that to try to prove

somebody else that you' re right and

they' re wrong. They' re just an aid to

your memory, okay? And because of the

length of the case and because of the

number of witnesses that we' re going to

hear from , I wanted you to have that

opportunity to be able to scribble some

notes there if it will aid you in your
memory. If it won' t, if it' s going to
create problems for you or create

problems among you , don' t take notes.

And certainly I' m telling everybody,

somebody tries to use their notes in a

way to convince you that they' re more
right or that their recollection is

better than yours because they wrote it

on a piece of paper three or four days

earlier, you stand your ground. Your

recollection is your recollection , but

I did want to make that available to

you.
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When a case is tried with a jury

and a Judge , the jury serves as the

trier of the facts. My job is not to

decide the facts of this case. My job

is to sort of be a traffic cop in one

sense to make sure we start on time and

that the witnesses are sworn, that the

trial flows, make decisions about when

we take breaks , when we start and when

we stop.
The biggest job I have is to rule

on the admissibility of the evidence 

There' s evidence that will be offered
during the course. of this trial by both
sides , evidence to be admitted, and
once it' s admitted thereby considered

by you in deciding what the facts are.
It has to be admissible according to

the rules of evidence , rules of

criminal procedure, other rules that we

go by when cases are tried. So it. , s my

job to make sure that evidence which is

admissible under law and offered in
this case is admitted so you can

consider it.
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It' s also my job to make certain

that information that is offered as

evidence which is not admissible under

the rules of law is kept from you so

that your ability to decide this case

won t be tainted or skewed one way or

the othe You are to decide the case

based on the evidence that the law

recognizes as reliable or admi$sible.
Some of the evidence you may hear

is in contradiction to other evidence

you may hear. When, that occurs your
duty will be to decide what weight to

give to the evidence , what evidence is

actually true and what evidence is

inaccurate or untrue. So your job is

to hear the evidence that , I allow in to
be admitted in the trial and to take

that evidence and to weigh it,
determine its credibility,

truthfulness, likelihood, reliability
and assign a weight to it and from all

that you determine what the true facts

are in this case. That is your job in
this case is to hear this evidence and



decide whether it' s credible, whether

it' s true or whether it' s believable

and based on that evidence to determine

whether the State has proven the

charges that are made in this case

beyond a reasonable doubt.
Now, at the close of the case I'll

go over a lot of legal definitions and

I'll go over the charges , the specific

charges with you , and the elements of

those charges before I give you the

case and allow you to retire to conduct

your deliberations. But at this point

I want to you listen carefully to the

evidence that comes from the witness

stand.
Now , the first phase of the trial,

not that we haven' t been through the

first phase , I guess I should say the

next phase , will be for the lawyers to

come forward and make what' s called an

opening statement. It' s not an opening

argument. It' s a statement" It' s a,

statement of what they expect the

evidence will show, What the lawyers

say in an opening "statement is not

evidence. In fact, what the lawyers

say throughout the course of the trial

is not evidence. The evidence on which

you are to try this case comes from

this witness stand. There may be

photographs or maps or dra ings or

other demonstrable pieces of evidence

things that you can touch , in addition

to the testimony that' s offered. But
what the lawyers say is not evidence.

The purpose of an opening statement

is to give you an overview. During
voir dire, during the jury selection

process, the lawyers have made

reference to things and we allowed the

lawyers to tell you a little bit about

the case because you have to know some

things about the case in order to be

able to answer their questions

intelligently. Eut still what you'

heard so far is not evidence.

opening statement is like looking at a

preview to a movie before you actually

sit down and start watching the movie.
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It' s like looking at a road map before

you take a trip. If you were going to
take a six or eight hour trip to a

place that you ve never been before,

more than likely you would like to look

at a road map and have some idea where

it is you re going and the places that

" you re going to go through along the

way. It' s hard to sit down and try a

case where the first thing you know i

what the first witness s name is and

you go from there and you don' t have

any overview or general idea about what

the evidence is likely to show you

during the course of a trial.

that' s all an opening statement is.

The State will go first. The State
has the burden of proof. That means

they brought these charges.

responsibility, the -State'

It' s their

responsibility to prove to you the

charges that are made and prove to you

those charges beyond a reasonable

doubt.
The State after opening statements
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will start calling witnesses to the

stand. The State will examine these

witnesses on what' s called direct
examination. As the State goes through

their witnesses and examines each one

on direct, the Defendant through his

attorneys will have the right to cross-

examine each of these witnesses. When

the State finishes presenting evidence

through witnesses , the State will

announce that they rest their case.

that point, of course, we 'll have a lot

of breaks in between then, we will take

a break and take up some things outside

your presence, which we may have to do

quite often in this case.

yet but we may,

I don 1 t know

The Defendant will then have the

right , if he chooses, to present
testimony in his defense, Notice 

said if he chooses. He has no

obligation or no duty or burden to

present any testimony or to even

testify in this case. Under the
Constitution of the United St tes, the



Constitution of the State of Alabama

guarantee a person the right if he

chooses not to present any evidence or

to testify against himself in a case

where he is charged.

the State s case' --

At the close of

MR . POWELL:

Judge.
I hate to interrupt

THE COURT: Did I misstate

something?
MR. POWELL: In the matter you said

that the Defendant takes the stand.

THE COURT: Let me clarify that.

The Defendant doesn t have to take the

stand. He doesn' t have to present
evidence. If he takes the stand I

guess he 'lQuId' have to testify.
mean that would be the purpose of him

taking the stand, but you can not hold

it against a defendant who chooses not

to take the stand in his own defense,
s guaranteed that by the

constitution, and I would charge you

now that -- well , I'll tell you now.

don' t know if he s going to testify or

not , and he actually may not know yet
based on how this case goes. His
lawyers may not have decided, and I'll

go over this later with you depending

on how he chooses. But if he chooses
not to testify so be it. You can
hold that against him. You have to

weigh the evidence presented by the

State and decide this case on the

evidence that is before you.

Did I clear that up, Mr. Powell?

MR. POWELL:

THE COURT:

Yes, sir.
The State after the

Defense if they do offer testimony, the

State may have some rebuttal testimony

which they woul offer. Generally
that' s very short. Sometimes it' s not

even necessary, but sometimes that does

happen and it is available to the State

if the need arises.

At the close of all the testimony,

after the Defense rests , after the

State rests of course and the Defense

rests, we will go into a closing

arguments. Sometimes it' s called a
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summation. Now , that is an argument.

That' s where the lawyers come back,
again , what they say during this phase

of the trial will not be evidence to be

considered by you , but it is helpful at

the close of a long case, all cases

really but particularly a long case

for th lawyers to come forward and

tell you what they believe the

strengths of their case are, to ask you

for it verdict. Maybe they want to

point out if testimony is offered and

the Defense would want to point out

wher the State' s case is weak maybe.

I don' t know what they'11 argue but.
they have that right. The purpose of

that is 'just to sort of draw the case
together, summarize the case, oint out

the strengths of their side and the

weaknesses of the other side and ask

you for a verdict.
Now , this case is a capital murder

case. The first phase is called the

guilt phase , and that' s what I just

described to you. When we get to that
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point your only question will be is the

Defendant guilty of one or all of the

charges or if he s not is he guilty of

a lesser charge possibly that would be

charged among these cases. Guilt _

not , guilty or not , those would be your
only options.

If you find the Defendant not

guil ty at that phase the case is over.
If you find him guilty of an offense

less than capital murder, your duty as

a juror or as a jury would be over with

at that point and then I would - - if
it' s not guilty he would be discharged

on these cases or this case. If it'
guilty of a lesser offense I would set

a sentencing and pick up and handle the

sentencing from there.
If you find him guilty of capital

murder we will then go into what'

called the sentencing phase. We would

have an additional trial. It' s not a

whole trial. It' s generally not as

long as the first phase by any means,

but we will go into the sentencing
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The State would bephase of the trial.

allowed to present to you circumstances

that are called aggravating

circumstances , and the Defendant would
be allowed to present to you

circumstances called mitigating
circumstances. You would then be

charged again and go back to deliberate

and come back with a recommendation of

death it used to be by electrocution

but now we have the option of lethal

injection in Alabama or life

imprisonment without parole. In the

sentencing phase if that' s where we

wind up.
Your verdict in that phase is a

recommendation' to the Court, It will

be my duty at a later date. after the

sentencing phase and after presentence

reports are conducted, -for me to hold a

sentencing hearing. Taking your

recommendation I would follow it or

not, but the ultimate responsibility

does not lie with the jury. It lies

wi th the Court , with the Judge.

would have to make that decision if

that' s where we wind up.

That' s what you can expect.
don t know how long this case is going

to take. I expect it' s going to take

certainly the rest of this week and

most of next week, You are

sequestered . I'll give you some more

instructions this afternoon before we

go home about things that have to be

done, that we need to do or how to

conduct ourselves while you

sequestered , things I' m going to ask

you to do, but I'll talk to you about

that later this afternoon.

That' s generally what you can
expect. I'll do my best to start court

every morning at or shortly after 9: 00

a 'clock. 'll - take about a fifteen
minute break around 10:30 and we'll
break for lunch every day around noon.

We'll start back at 1: 30. About 3: 00
0' clock we 'll look for fifteen or

twenty minutes there to break and then

we'll try to quit at 4: 30 or shortly
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thereafter every afternoon. I f we do
that and do that consistently you 'll be

surprised at how much ground we can

cover in several days. And that also

keeps witnesses lined up and keeps the

lawyers reasonably rested and refreshed

so they can do their best for their

respective sides.
One of the hardest things , and I

practiced law sixteen years before I
started sitting up here, one of the

hardest things I ever had to do in

trying a case was to get my witnesses

where I needed them when I needed

them. There are a lot of witnesses in

this case. So there are going to be

some delays as we go through the trial

of this c se, but I assure you the

lawyers have worked hard at locating

and lining up witnesses and hopefully

it will move rather smoothly.

Also , everything that' s said in
this case has to be on the record. My ,

court reporter has to take it down.

there are going to be times when
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obj ections are made when the lawyers
are arguing about the admissibility of

evidence that I' m going to have to
either slip down here and we' re going
to whisper among ourselves over my

court reporter' s shoulder so he can get
it all down or I' m going to ask you to

go out t.O the jury lounge down the hall
and give us an opportunity to flesh it

out here without having to whisper at

each other. And that' s very critical.
The way lawyers often say it is it'
very hard to unring a bell and it'
very hard to put toothpaste back in the

tube. If we flesh all that out in

front of you I might as well admit it

because you re going to hear it
anyway. There are questions about

certain things in evidence that have to

be addressed and discussed and argued

before I can make an accurate decision

or at least attempt to make an accurate

decision , and that' s going to be the

reason why from time to time I have to

send the jury out so we can all have



our say and be sure that we have all

the information before us before I make

a call,
Having said that now , I think I'

ready to hush and turn it over to the

lawyers.
So, Mr. Valeska, Mr. Dill, y'all

move these podiums wherever you want

them to be comfortable. If you want to

use them like we did in federal court

or I used to do in federal court that'

fine. Just make yourself comfortable

and try the case like you want to.

' all ready?
Are

MR. DILL:

THE COURT:

Yes , sir.

You may address the

jury, Mr. Dill'

This is william Dill for the State.
MR. DILL: Thank you , Your Honor.

May it please the Court, Mr. Powell and

Mrs. Halbrooks , ladies and gentlemen of

the jury. March the 12th of 1999

started' out as any normal day would for
Dr. Tipton, Dr. David Tipton , and his

wife , Karen Tipton , at 2330 Chapel Hill

Road here in Decatur, Family woke up,
Dr. Tipton woke up his wife, Karen

thirty-nine years of age on that day,
woke up two little girls , Caroline the

oldest, seven years of age , and

Catherine the youngest , three years of

Family woke up around 7: age.
clock. Karen started getting the two

little girls ready for school.

Dr. Tipton got ready for work, Family
had planned - - Dr. Tipton had planned
to try to come home early from work

that afternoon and the family was going

to see The Sound of Music right down

here at the Princess Theater down the

street from the courthouse. It was

going to be a local production. They

had a friend or an acquaintance who was

going to be in the program.

Dr. Tipton left for work the same

time that he normally did, he was

accustom to , around 7:25 or 7:30.

worked in Huntsville where he had a

practice , medical practice. Dr. Tipton

is a medical doctor. And about the
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same time Dr. Tipton left for work

Karen Tipton left to take Caroline , the

oldest girl, to school. Caroline was

enrolled' at Ben Davis Magnet School.
She caught the bus at the elementary

school down the road , and also to take

the youngest , Catherine, to the

Montessori Academy where she was

enrolled. Karen then would have

returned from dropping the girls off

from school and began her normal

routine, which was take care of the

house, doing housework just like she

did every day.

set of drapes.

She' s al so working on a

You see , Karen was very involved
with Dr. Tipton' s work. She had worked

with him before, helped him set up his

practice whenever he first came up to

this area from medical school where

they had met. They met when Dr. Tipton

was in medical school in Mobile. She

was working as a blood gas therapist.

A blood gas technician, excuse me. And

they were married in ' 89 and moved back
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here to Decatur.

As I said, Karen helped Dr. Tipton

set up his practice. She was his

office manager and had worked in his

practice off and on over the years.

When the two girls came along she took

off work from Dr. Tipton' s office to

stay home to raise the girls , but she

was getting ready to go back to work

with Dr. Tipton' s office and become

more involved. In fact , that day she

was working on a set of drapes, a set

of drapes that she was going to sew for

Dr. Tipton' s office. They were custom-

made drapes for a small area, small

window that didn' t have any drapes in

Dr. Tipton s office. Karen was a very

talented seamstress and helped decorate

- - she helped to decorate the office,
and this was something that she was

doing as part of that. Later that
afternoon we know that Karen Tipton

spoke to a friend of hers , Sarah

Holden , on the phone. She spoke to her

on the phone for some time , at some
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length and got off the phone with Sarah

after speaking to her for a

considerable amount of time , around

1:00 o' clock. And it was sometime

after that that Karen Tipton sometime

between 1: 00 0' clock and 3: 30 Karen
Tipton came into contact with this man

Daniel Wade Moore.

Now, Daniel Wade Moore took a

different route that day. Daniel Wade

Moore had an appointment up here at the

Morgan County courthouse for the

afternoon , but he called and he moved

his appointment nd he came up here and

met with the official he had to meet

with earlier that morning. Sometime

after that, after he had met with this

individual , whom you will get a chance
to hear from, Daniel Wade Moore made

his way to 2330 Chapel Hill Road, the

residence of Dr. and Karen Tipton.

You ll hear evidence that the Tiptons

when they had moved in this house at

2330 Chapel Hill Road they had had an

alarm system installed by Advanced
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Electronics and Alarm, a company owned

by Howard Godbee. And it was a company

where the Defendant, Daniel Wade Moore,

had been employed. And during the
course of his employment with that

company the Defendant had been to the

residence of the Tiptons He had been

there on more than one occasion.

had been there once with Mr. Godbee to

work on their alarm system and once by

himself.
So Mr. Moore was familiar with the

Tiptons, He knew where they lived.

knew Karen Tipton. He knew that she

would be there alone that day. He knew

that the two little girls would be in

school. He knew that Dr. Tipton would

be at work as was the case. Mr. Moore

went to the Tipton residence and

whether, it was fortuitous or whether
there was some other explanation , the

Tiptonshad been having problems with
their alarm system. Their alarm system

had not been working properly. And

Karen Tipton allowed this man, Daniel
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Moore, into her home presumably to work

on the alarm system.

Now , Karen Tipton as I explained to

you knew Daniel Wade Moore, He had

been out to the home, to their home

before. She had no reason to distrust

him. She had no reason to fear him.

She didn' t know what Daniel Moore was
capable of, and sometime after Daniel

Moore, who was no longer employed by

the alarm company on this occasion,

sometime after he had made his way into

her home , had obtained entry into her

home under false pretenses, you'

going to hear evidence - and the evidence
will show you what happened.

We don' t know exactly what started

the confrontation. Probably never

know. Karen Tipton, who is the only

person who can tell us, is dead, and

Daniel Moore is alive and he s a

murderer. At some point after Daniel

'Moore had obtained entrance into the

Tipton house he attacked Karen Tipton

and the attack was brutal and the
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attack was prolonged , and the attack

was sexual. And you' re going to see

the photographs , and they re not going

to be pleasant, but you re going to see

the result of Daniel Moore' s handiwork

and you' re going to see Karen Tipton

7 , injuries. You re going to see that she

was beaten. You ' regoing to see that
she suffered an injury to her mouth and

her lip was busted. You re going to

see she has a bruise right here on the

bridge of her nose as if she was hit

with a heavy, blunt instrument. You

going to see that she suffered repeated

and numerous stabbing injuries, and

you re going to see that she was cut on

the back of her neck. You re going to

see that she was stabbed behind her

ear, and you re going to see that she

had numerous stab injuries , stab wounds

right here on the left breast, left

chest area, where Daniel Moore stabbed

her repeatedly again and again and

again puncturing her heart and killing

her. You re going to see the Defendant



cut her throat. You re going to see

those pictures, three cuts on her

throat. Graphic like I explained, like

I explained to you in voir dire.

" You' re going to seethe evidence

and the photographs of the home where

the struggle ensued , and you' ll see

that most likely the struggle began

downstairs and that Karen Tipton was

invol ved in a violent and horrible and
terrifying fight for her life. And

you re going to see the evidence how

she fought for her life. She fought
against this man. She fought against

her attacker. He stripped her clothes

off. You 'll see the sweatshirt pulled

inside out downstairs in the den where

the blood first appears. You 'll see

the poker that' s been removed under the
fireplace , similar to the one many of

you ,have in your home, like! have in

, my home. A heavy metal poker that

matched the imprint of the wound that

she received right here on the bridge

of her nose. You'll see that it' s not

where it belongs beside the fireplace

but rather upstairs in the master

bedroom. You 'll see the blood trail

that went from the den to the foyer.

You'll see the blood in the foyer.

You'll see how the attack then

proceeded up the stairs as Karen fought

for her life. You 'll see the blood

stains in the bedroom , in the master

bedroom. You 'll see pictures of Karen

Tipton' s pant s where they were pulled
off of her by Daniel Moore , pulled

inside out as if someone grasped her

pants and took them off with the legs

inside out, panties still attached.

You'll see ultimately where her

body was lying, in the hallway outside

the master bedroom in the Tipton

residence as she was dragged to the top

of the stairs where her body would have

been visible to anyone who approached

the front door. How her body was moved

from that location , dragged down to in

front of the master bedroom where

Daniel Moore left her body arms
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outstretched , no clothing, no covering,

except for her bra, which was wrapped

around her arm, bloody bra which was

wrapped around her arm. You 'll see

where Daniel Moore left her body.

You 'll get to hear how later when

the investigators were responding to

the crime scene, when processing the

crime scene they played an answering

machine tape that had little Carolyn,
seven- year- old Caroline, calling from
the school expecting her mother to pick

her up and saying, Mother , where are

you? Why didn' t you pick us up? We

waiting on you. But the evidence in

this case shows you that 'Karen Tipton
couldn' t respond as she laid dead in
that hallway in front of her master

bedroom where Daniel Moore left her.

She couldn' t respond. She couldn' t go
pick up her child.

You 'll hear the evidence of

Dr, Tipton say that he went about his

business just like he did every day.

He was at work and had no idea what was

going on.
1016

Saw patients , went to lunch

with his partner, Dr. Kalachman. As I
told you earlier he was planning on

trying to get off earlier. That he was

detained at the office. He had to call
in a prescription, called it in to a

pharmacist also by the name of Tipton

who' s no relation. But he didn t get

off as early as he expected. He took
off work finally at 3: 30. He waS able

to get away. He drove home and it

takes forty- five minutes for Dr. Tipton
to get from his office to his home,

And he- arrived home at 4:15 , the time

he typically would have expected to get

home.

You 'll hear Dr. Tipton describe how

when he pulled up in the driveway of

his home , 2330 Chapel Hill Road,

everything appeared normal. His wife

Karen s vehicle was parked where it

normally is parked in the driveway of

the residence. As he approached the

door to go inside to enter the

residence from- the garage entrance just
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like he normally did every day when he

got off from work , he noticed that the

door was locked at the door handle but

the dead bolt lock was not locked,

which was unusual. Karen normally kept

both of . those locked , secured,

Dr. Tipton entered the residence

with his key and noticed upon entering

the residence that the larm keypad

beside the door, the alarm keypad of

their alarm system had been removed and

that the face plate wasn' t in place as

it normally was and as it had been that

morning when Dr. Tipton left for work.

And you ll hear that that was unusual

but Dr. Tipton admitted that the alarm

system had not- been functioning
properly and assumed someone had been

out to work on the alarm system,

So here he came inside just like he

did normally, proceeded to the laundry

room , took off his shoes. The TV was

on. He took off his coat as he

normally did , called for his wife,

called for Karen just like little

Caroline had called for Karen Tipton

and left a message on the answering

machine, and Karen couldn't answer it,
You 'll hear that he began - - he thought

this was unusual. Karen normally would

answer when he called, Didn' t hear
Karen answer or didn' t see any sign of
his two little girls, Caroline and

Catherine , who normally he would have
expected to find at home at 4: 15 in the
afternoon. You'll hear that as he

proceeded to see if he could find his

wife and he walk d into the foyer and

he noticed that there was blood on the

floor in the foyer. He began to walk

up the stairs , and as he walked up the

stairs and looked around the corner and

found his wife' s body. The most

horrific experience of his life, found

his wife s body right there where

Daniel Moore left her in the haul

naked, brutalized , beaten , stabbed

repeatedly, throat cut and he rushes to

her side. He feels her pulse to see if

she s al i ve , see if there s anything he
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Remember he' s a medical doctorcan do.

and he makes a determination that she

dead.
Immediately Dr. Tipton proceeds to

the master bedroom, attempts to call

911 and the phone is not working in the

master bedroom. So he rushes

downstairs , goes to the office, home
office that they have downstairs to the

fax phone, picks it up and calls 911

and reaches Kevin Plemons, who is

working as a 911 dispatch operator.
You'll hear Dr, Tipton' s voice, and

you 'll hear the fear in his voice hear
the alarm and heart is racing. He'

breathing heavily as you can well

imagine having just discovered the most

horrific thing that he has ever

experienced in his entire life- And

you'll hear that- conversation that he
has with Dr. Tipton , Kevin Plemons , the

911 dispatch operator , and you'll hear

immediately in spite ' of fear, in spite
of horror , Dr. Tipton' s concern,

parental instinct , where are my

children? He' s very concerned and
1020 

expresses this immediately to the 911

operator, I don t know where my

children are. They should have been at
And you 'll hearhome by now.

Mr, plemons talking to Dr, Tipton and

telling him just wait , hold on, I'
dispatched police , they re on their

way,

First officer who arrived on the

scene shortly after this dispatch

shortly after this phone communication

was Officer Bobby Willis of the Decatur

Police Department. You 'll hear Bobby

willis, Officer willis, explain to you

how he found Dr. Tipton waiting for him

on the phone, checked on Karen Tipton

and found that she was there , was

nothing they could do to help her.
They went outside out of the residence

to make sure the crime scene is not

contaminated and waited on backup to

arrive.
Shortly thereafter additional

officers came from the Decatur Police



Department and eventually Mike Pettey,
who was the investigator assigned to

the case, you 'll hear Officer Pettey

describe steps that he took to that
point o secure the residence to make

sure nobody went in the residence

- nothing could possibly contaminate this

crime scene. You 'll hear that at the

time initially when officers first

arrived we still don' t know where

Caroline and Catherine are. They still

don t know if there' s a perpetrator in
the house. We send officers , Officer

Crouch and Officer Darby through the

house. They go through the house to

secure the residence , make sure there

are no more victims in there and make

sure there are no perpetrators in the
house.

Police officers at that point put
asbestos booties over they' re boots to

make sure they don t contaminate

anything and walk through the house.

And you 'll hear that testimony from

Off icer Darby. He walked throughout

the house with his gun drawn not

knowing what he s going to find, if

he' s going to find the bodies of two

little dead children or a perpetrator

somewhere and walk throughout the whole

house and make sure there was nothing

there , secure it, lock it down.

At that point the investigation

began , and you re going to hear in
great detail the steps that Officer

Pettey and Officer Hamilton took with

regard to this investigation. There
are numerous things that police

officers have to do when encountering a

crime scene such as this, when

encountering a murder such as this,

numerous steps that they have to take,

And you 'll hear all about that, steps

that Officer Pettey and Investigator

Hamilton took to collect evidence from

the scene, take photographs of the

scene, talk to potential witnesses,

anybody who might know anything, dust

for fingerprints , walk-through of the

house they conducted with Dr. Tipton to
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determine what was missing, what had

been taken, what was stolen from the

house, and you'll hear how this was

conducted in great detail , a sweep of

the house. The poker as I said before

was normally downstairs was discovered

in the master bedroom. The bedroom

appears. to have been ransacked, drawers
pulled out. There was items that had

been stolen from the house.
hear what those items were.

You'll
That there

was some jewelry that was stolen from

the house: a large blue topaz ring,
matching earrings , emerald ring with

matching earrings, pair of diamond

earrings. eight gold chains, several

other gold chains. Appears there was a

video camera stolen from the house as

well as Karen' s purse, which contained

her credit cards and her cash, and none

of this was ever recovered.
As I told you before, you '11 see

the evidence as it was collected as

it' been preserved. Mrs. Tipton'
jeans how they had been pulled off her
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inside out and left on the floor of the

master bedroom, Police recovered a

bloody damp washcloth on the bed

containing what looked like pubic

hair. It also contained numerous hairs

from the bed itself and these were all

properly stored according to the police

in accordance with police procedure in

evidence envelopes, ' collected very
carefully by Officer Pettey and Officer

Perry, who was the evidence - - at the
time was the Decatur Police Department

evidence technician. Very careful to

make sure that they followed proper

police procedure to collect these items

carefully and correctly so they could

later be turned over , tested by the

Department of Forensic Sciences.
Now, as this investigation was

being conducted the police also went

through the house as I said with a

fine- tooth comb. This is a heinous,

horrible, atrocious crime and the

police were taking every step possible

to make sure that the crime scene was



secured and all the evidence is

collected in a secure and appropriate

manner in the hopes that a clue will be

found, that something will be found

that will link - - give them some small
piece of evidence that will link them

to the killer in -this case.
And the evidence will show that,

there was, as I said , a tremendous

amount of evidence that was recovered

from the crime scene on or around the

crime scene that was latter determined

not to have anything to do with the

death of Karen Tipton. You ll hear

pol ice recovered McDonald' s cup from

the kitchen. This was examined and

again found to' have nothing to do with
Karen Tipton' s death. Several miles
away !rom the house the police

recovered a blanket. Two miles down

the road from 2330 Chapel Hill Road the
police recovered a blanket and a sheet
wrapped up togethe and it looked like

had blood on it. Well, course,
when the police found it there was also

the carcass of a dog next to the

blanket and the sheet. And, of course

when the police find something like
this they think , well , the blood on the

sheet is probably from this carcass of

The dog was wrapped in the dog.

sheet and discarded by somebody;

But, again , as I told you the

police were taking every step, every

possible step. This is a horrible

crime. They wanted to collect

everything that they could possibly

collect that might provide some link or

some clue, anything to connect them to

the killer. They collected the sheet

The sheet was, later tested by the

Alabama Department of Forensic

Sciences. Excuse me. Later tested by

the Alabama Department of Forensic

Sciences and the blanket is determined

that the blood on the blanket is the

blood of a dog, which conf irms what the
police originally thought.

Numerous hairs recovered from the

crime scene that was recovered from the
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victim' s bed where she was brutally
murdered. Many of them, most of them

in fact, ultimately were matched to

Karen Tipton or Dr. David Tipton which

was of course what you would expect.

This was the bed where Dr. Tipton slept

with his wife every night. You would

expect ,to find hairs of Dr. Tipton and
from Karen Tipton.

There was other irrelevant

evidence, which I' m not going to go
into. Some of it was evidence that is

personal in nature and things that are
completely and totally irrelevant to

the murder of K ren Tipton, and it'
not something you re going to hear from

the State. That' s not , something that 
expect the State to introduce into

evidence. But you'll hear the details

of this investigation as it went along,

as the police searched, as they

collected evidence , sent it off for

test ing, tried to find anything they
could to link them to the killing,

You 'll hear about the break that
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came in this case, and that break

occurred on April the 8th of 1999 when

the Defendant, Baniel Moore, was

driving to this courthouse, Morgan

County courthouse, with his uncle

Sparky Moore , who! anticipate that
you re going to hear from Sparky Moore

from this witness stand. And the

police in this case have never heard of

Daniel Moore before this. But you'll

hear that in this encounter the

Defend nt, Daniel Moore, had with his

uncle Sparky Moore, that they had a

conversation. And Mr. Moore told his

uncle, Sparky Moore, Sparky I can' t go

back to jail. I' m in a lot of

trouble. Sparky questioned him about

that and eventually the Defendant said,

You ve heard of the psychiatrist' s wife

who was murdered , and Sparky said,

yeah, the one on Chapel Hill Road. And

the Defendant, Daniel Moore, from his

own mouth said , That was us. I was

involved in that. He admitted to his

uncle that he was there. Daniel Moore
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told his uncle Sparky Moore that he was

in Dr. Tipton s house on March the 12th

of 1999 at the very time that Karen

Tipton was murdered. Claimed that he

was upstairs and that a friend of his

downstairs murdered Mrs. Tipton.

Sparky said, how was she killed? How

did your friend kill the psychiatrist'

wife , and Daniel Moore told his uncle,

He cut her throat and stabbed her in

the heart. That' s what this man
Daniel Moore, told his uncle, Sparky

Moore , on April the 8th of 1999, weeks

after Karen Tipton was murdered.

Daniel Moore went on to say to his

Uncle Sparky that he felt bad about

that, he felt some remorse as you would

expect any human being involved in such

an atrocious crime and even indicated

that he was planning on ending his own

life as a result of this remorse that

he felt for being involved in this

horrible crime. Sparky, of course,

expressed or I don t know whether he

expressed this or not , of course,

Sparky Moore was shocked to have his

nephew tell him this. In fact , he said

that, Daniel , how could you be friends

with people who would do something like

that? Those people must be monsters

and Daniel said, Well , I didn' t know

what he was like.
Sparky after having this

conversation with his nephew took him

back to the Ramada Limited where he

stayed, where the Defendant Daniel

Moore was staying, dropped him off,

went back home and called his friend,

Wesley Lavender , who is an assistant

district attorney here in the Morgan

County courthouse and said , Wesley,

this is what my nephew just told me.

My nephew just told me -- confessed to

me that he was involved in the murder

of the psychiatrist' s wife that'
getting all this attentio Wesley

Lavender turned around and called

Investigator Pettey, Investigator

Hamilton and related to them what he

had been told by Sparky Moore and what
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the Defendant had told him. At that
point Investigator Pettey who also --

Mr. Lavender also told him that the

Defendant was staying at the Ramada

Limited where Sparky Moore dropped him

off and told him that he had worked for

Howard Godbee at Advanced Electronics

and Alarm, the alarm company as you 'll
recall that had installed the alarm in

the Tipton residence,

At that point Investigator Pettey

had a good idea of how this thing

developed. Investigator pettey then
took the necessary steps by calling
Howard Godbee and asking him , Howard

Howard Godbee was a former police

officer and had worked with Officer

Pettey before on the Decatur Police

Department, and he asked him , . Howard,

do you know Daniel Moore? Mr. Godbee

the provider of Advanced Electronics

and Alarm, told Mike pettey, yes, I
know him, he used to work for me.

doesn t work for me any more. Hasn'

worked for me in a couple of months but

he used to work for me.
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Officer Pettey

asked him, Have you ever been out to

the Tipton house with him? Howard

Godbee says , yes. Yes , in fact he

has. ve been out to the Tipton

residence with Daniel Moore once he

went with me and I even sent him out

there by himself, which is not

something that he would normally do.

But he has been out to the Tipton

residence.
The police then went to the Ramada

Limited to see if they could locate

Daniel Moore. Located his aoor,

knocked on the door. Daniel Moore

opened the door, responded to the

police. The police called, we' re here

with the Decatur Police Department here

to talk with you about some things we

need to talk to you about , and as soon

as Daniel Moore found out who they were

he immediately tried to slam the door.

The police stopped him and talked to

him and said, look , we need to talk to

you. You need to come down to the
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station house with us. Daniel Moore

agreed to come to the station house

with Officer Pettey and Officer

Hamilton. Took him down to the station

house, sat down and started talking to

him about some other trouble he had

been in. Asked him during the course

of this conversation , Do you know the

Tiptons? Do you know Karen Tipton?
Daniel Moore said , no , I don' tknow who

you' re talking about , don t know

anything about that. Next question
Officer Pettey asked him, Well, did not

you used to work for Howard Godbee?

, Mr. Moore at that point the evidence
will indicate realizes , oh, they know.

So he says, yeah , I know who you'

talking about,

MR . POWELL: Judge , we object to
him arguing. I don' t think he has any

idea what somebody else knew on that

occasion.
MR. DILL:

THE COURT:

I'll withdraw it , Judge.

All right. Just try to

keep your remarks to what you expect

the evidence will show.

MR. DILL: Thank you , Judge.

Once he was confronted with the

fact that the police knew that Daniel

Moore had worked for Advanced

Electronics , the alarm company that had
installed and maintained the alarm at

the Tipton residence , once Moore

realized that he said right, I know

who you re talking about now. ' I have

been out there. I have been out to the

Tipton residence. The police then --

Officer Pettey then went further and

said, we know that you gave a statement

to your uncle Sparky Moore saying that

you were involved in this homicide.

We' ve been working on this homicide

nonstop night and day three weeks.

Tell us what you know. I don' t know

what you re talking about.

know anything about that,

I don'

I wasn'

involved . I never said anything to my

uncle, Just completely denied anything

about it.
Officer Pettey and Officer Hamilton
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decide to leave the Defendant in the

interview room there by himself , let

him collect his thoughts, think for a

minute and then they' re going to come
back and talk to him hoping that he

will give them some sort of information

about how he' s involved in this
situation.

After Officer Pettey and Officer

Hamilton left the interview room

there' s another officer who' s watching

Daniel Moore via the closed- circuit
television camera that has a monitor

out in some other part of the police

department and a camera watching

Mr. Moore. He notices some unusual

behavior on the part of the Defendant,
Daniel Wade Moore. s not really
sure what' s going on but he calls
Officer Pettey over and says look at

this. It looks like he spilled some

water on his shirt. He' s doing

something. I can't tell what he'

doing. It looks like he' s poking
himself in the chest with a Penn. The
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police rush into the room and they find

Daniel Moore has removed from somewhere

that he had concealed on his person a

pen knife, small pen knife, like a

pocket knife, and he opened the pen

knife and he started to stab himself

repeatedly stabbing himself through his

shirt into his chest and that he had

stabbed himself , of course , this was

determined later, immediately

transported to the emergency room here

at Decatur General. He was worked on

by Dr. Ronald Workman, a surgeon,
Somebody said in voir dire that they

knew him. You 'll hear from

Dr. Workman. The evidence will show

that the Defendqnt, Daniel Wade Moore

when confronted with his involvement

with the murder of Karen Tipton stabbed

himself u
MR. POWELL: Judge, we object to

the argument.

MR. DILL: - - sixteen times.
This is what we expect the evidence to

show.
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THE COURT: I'll overrule the

obj ection as long as you' re sticking to
what facts you re going to put 

evidence. Just keep toDon' t argue.

what you expect to show.

MR . POWELL: The part we are

obj ecting to is he' s saying this is why

he did something.

argument.
That's improper

MR. DILL: Judge, that is in fact

not what I said. I said after he was

confronted with his involvement that he

stabbed himself , and that' s the facts

and that what we expect the evidence to

show,

THE COURT: You can state it that

way. Overruled,
MR. DILL: Thank you. The

Defendant had stabbed himself sixteen

times with this knife and the stab

wounds are severe, so severe sixteen

stab wounds right here in the left

breast and chest area same area where

Karen Tipton had been stabbed to death

where Karen Tipton had suffered her

fatal injuries-
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The Defendant stabbed

himself sixteen times in this same area

with this pen knife to the extent that

his lung was collapsed , partially

collapsed. And the blade of this pen'

knife had gone through his chest wall

and punctured his lung. I don t know

how many times. I think I anticipate

the doctor will say I don' t know how

many times his lung was punctured but

it was punctured enough times that 

began to partially collapse. Had to

take emergency medical procedure to

intubate his lung to save his life.

And of course, that confirms what he

had told his uncle, Sparky Moore, the

night before , the previous night.

MR. POWELL: Judge , he' s again

drawing from a mental conclusion.
says this confirms something he told

someone else.

MR. DILL:

THE COURT:

I'll withdraw that.

Don' t argue and don'

draw conclusions. Limit it to the

facts.
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While Officer petteyMR. DILL:

took the Defendant to the emergency

room to have his injuries treated , the

emergency personnel at Decatur General

Officer Hamilton went and found Sparky

Moore , talked to Sparky Moore , the

Defendant' s uncle, about this statement
or about the statement the Defendant,

Daniel Moore, had made. Sparky Moore

told them exactly what I said he said.
Further he said , not only that , when I

said - - when I asked him how could he
deal with peop e like this, how could

he have friends like this, they must be

monsters. I said, did you tell him

where any of our family lived? That'
how afraid Sparky Moore was for his own

safety and the safety of his family.

MR . POWELL: We obj ect to him

making arguments. He' s now saying --

drawing a mental conclusion from Sparky

Moore.

MR. DILL: Your Honor , this is a '
statement that they have had for some

time, This is a statement that Sparky
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Moore said.

THE COURT: Is Mr. Moore going to

testify as to his own fear? As long as
you' re not drawing conclusions about

what the facts would infer I'll let you

state it, If you re telling the jury

this is what Mr. Moore is going to

testify he can do that.

MR . POWELL: He said that he

telling them exactly what he said and I

want to make sure - that' s on the record
that he' s telling them exactly what he

said.
MR. DILL: I tell you what, Judge,

I'll read from the statement if this

will satisfy Mr. Powell in terms of
exactly what he said.

THE COURT: I don t care if you

satisfy Mr. Powell.

got to satisfy.
m the one you

MR. DILL: If it will satisfy the

Court.
THE COURT: As long as you'

sticking to what the facts are going to

show I'll let you testify - - not
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testify but I'll let you present to the

jury what you expect the facts to

show. But don' t argue from it or draw

conclusions from it.
MR. DILL: Thank you, Judge.
The State expects the evidence to

show that Sparky Moore told

Investigator Barry Hamilton exactly

what Daniel Moore told him. He told

him , n I asked Daniel how the other guy

killed her, and he said he cut her

throat and stabbed her in the heart

three or four times. I asked him, How

could he have friends like this because

they were monsters, Daniel said he

didn' t know they were that way until it
was too late.. ' I asked Daniel how many
was involved and Daniel said only him

and one oth r guy. Daniel told me that

he went to school with him and that he

was from Hartselle. I asked Daniel if

those people knew about my mother and

daddy, an Daniel said , no , they don'

know anything about anybody in the

family, " and the statement goes on.

That' s what the State expects the
evidence 'to indicate. You'll hear

evidence that Daniel Moore was treated

here at the local hospital for the

wounds that he suffered at his own

hand. You ll hear that . was -- then
after he had received this treatment in

police custody he was taken back to the

police department, interviewed again

and he made numerous statements to the

police department and denied any

involvement in the murder of Karen

Tipton. You 'll hear that he gave the

police an account of his whereabouts

the day of Karen Tipton' s murder , and

you 'll hear that he lied. You 'll hear

that he told police officers that he

was in Decatur that morning, came up

here to the courthouse. After he got

done with his business here at the

courthouse he left, went and bought

some beer and cigarettes, went back to

his apartment in Hanceville and stayed

there for the rest of the day and for

the rest of the evening. And ladies

I 9
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and gentlemen of the jury, that was a

lie. That' s what the evidence will
show.

MR. POWELL: I think calling him a

liar at this point is argumentative too

and we object to it.

THE COURT: If he s setting out to

sayar he' s saying that he' going 

show that I'll overrule it,
MR. DILL: You 'll hear right around

this time the police conducted,

executed a search warrant on the
Defendant' s hotel room. You 'll see the

evidence that was recovered from the

Defendant' s motel room including a
toolbox that the Defendant had taken

from Advanced Electronics and Alarm,

who he was no longer employed there.

And you 'll see the toolbox at the time

that it was recovered from his hotel

room had a sticker on the top that said

Advanced Electronics and Alarm. You 'll
see several letters recovered from his

hotel room, personal letters to his

family members to indicate his
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You ll get to read those

Bank statements, court

remorse.
letters.
referral receipt that was recovered

from his room indicating that he had

in fact, been up here at the courthouse

in Decatur on the morning of Karen

Tipton' s murder. You 'll see the

evidence will show that the Defendant

later executed -- the police later

executed a search warrant on the

Defendant' s apartment in Hanceville
where he was living at the time of the

murder and that they recovered phone

numbers, phone information that was

subpoenaed and recovered from Bellsouth

that show that someone using the

Defendant' s phone card beeped a
gentleman by the name of Darnell

Ellison three times on the evening of

Karen Tipton' s murder. Two calls , one

or two calls came fro Hanceville and

the last call came from a convenience

store here in Decatur. That' s what the
records show. Police then after having

found those records that indicated that
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those phone call s had been made
checked the numbers that had been

beeped, the numbers of the pager and

they traced it back that Mr. Darnell

Ellison.
Darnell Ellison , who you will hear

from , indicated that he knew the

Defendant, Daniel Moore, and had dealt
with him several times and in fact had

dealt with him on the evening of March

the 12th as the phone records

indicated. That that evening Daniel

Moore had beeped Darnell Ellison on

these three occasions that I described

to you, and that Darnell had after the

third beep called him back at a pay

phone and agre d to meet him at the

Piggly Wiggly across from Stonegate.

You 'll hear Darnell say that he

proceeded shortly thereafter to the'

Piggly Wiggly and found the Defendant,

Daniel Moore, there waiting for him.

This is the evening of March the 12th

contrary to what Daniel Moore had told

the police. That he was at the Piggly

Wiggly parking lot across from

Stonegate and that he met Darnell

Ellison there and that Darnell Ellison

traded with him something for -- that

the Defendant paid him a hundred

dollars and traded a camcorder for some

merchandise. You 'll get to hear from

Mr, Ellison.
The next step in the investigation

by the police, Officer Pettey executed

a warrant on the Defendant, recovered

hair , blood, and saliva samples to see
if there was anything from the

Defendant' s DNA that would match the
evidence that had been recovered from

Karen Tipton home , and you 'll hear

how this evidence was taken from the

Defendant' s body. Pubic hairs, they
collected head hair , collected his

blood and saliva, sent it to the

Alabama Department of Forensic Sciences

to see if they could find a match , a

scientific match to any of the evidence

that was collected at the time. You'll
hear from a scientist by the name of
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John Case who works out of the

Jacksonville laboratory, Jacksonville

laboratory of the Alabama Department of

Forensic Sciences. You 'll hear that

Dr. Case -- Mr. Case excuse me,

conducted a microscopic examination of
some hairs, the hairs that I spoke

about earlier that were recovered from

the Tipton bed , Karen Tipton' s bed,

from the washcloth on her bed and the

area around the bed in the master

bedroom. That he compared these hairs

these pubic hairs, to known samples

that belonged to the Defendant , Daniel

Moore , and the victim, Karen Tipton,

and that after he compared these hairs

to the known samples of Daniel Moore

that 'he found several hairs that
appeared to him to match

microscopically based on his
microscopic examination , that he found

several hairs that were collected at

the crime scene from Karen Tipton s bed

that appeared to match the Defendant'

known pubic hair samples.
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But he didn' t stop there, At that

point , the hair was sent to a Roger
Morrison who works in the Huntsville

lab , a separate branch of the Alabama

Department of Forensi9 Sciences. What

Dr, Morrison does is DNA testing, and

we talked a little bit about DNA

testing during the voir dire process 

So you 'll be familiar with that.

Dr. Morrison conducted DNA testing on

the hairs that he found that looked

like they had a sufficient root or skin

tag.
Now , I expect the evidence to show

and Dr. Morrison will testify that

there are different types of DNA

testing. And 'I will refer to one type

as nuclear DNA testing. There
another type of DNA testing that can be

done on hairs called mitochondrial DNA

testing. The Alab ma Department of
Forensic Sciences does not have the

capability to do mitochondrial DNA

testing, but they do have the

capability to conduct nuclear DNA



testing. But nuclear DNA testing can

only be conducted on hair that has a

root or what they call a skin tag, not

on a hair shaft itself, All of this is
going to be explained to you by

Dr. Morri son.

Dr. Morrison took the samples that

were forwarded to him from John Case

and began to cull through them to look

for the samples of the evidence,

evidence that was connected - - that was
found in and around Karen Tipton' s bed

to see if he could find a hair that had

a sufficient root or skin tag where he

would be able to find some nuclear

DNA. He found some hair that he

thought, one hair in particular, that

he thought had a sufficient skin tag or

a sufficient root that he felt like he

would be able to get a nuclear DNA

sample from. Found another hair that

was questionable. Had some smaller

root and he thought he might be able to

get something but he wasn t sure.

Dr, Morrison at that point

processed that hair the way that he

normally does in a scientific procedure

there in the lab at the Alabama

Department of Forensic Sciences and

obtained the results of the nuclear DNA

test that he had conducted on this

hair , the hair that had the sufficient
hair tag and root tag. When he got the

results of that test he took that hair

just like John Case had done with the

same hair , he took the results of that

DNA test that he had conducted on that

hair that was found in Karen Tipton

bed and he compared those with the

known DNA samples' that were recovered

from the Defendant, Daniel Moore , and

the known DNA samples of nuclear DNA

from Karen Tipton. He found the DNA

that he had recovered , the nuclear DNA

that he had recovered from hair that

was recovered from Karen Tipton' s bed
was a mixture of DNA There were two

components and possibly some other

contamination, but there were primarily

two components of nuclear DNA from this
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hair that was recovered from Karen

Tipton' s bed. There was one. strong
component and there was one component

that was much , much weaker. And you

going to hear Dr. Morrison explain to

you that the strong component that was

found in this DNA sample that was taken

from Karen Tipton' s bed matched the
known samples from the Defendant

Daniel Moore, and that the weaker

component of that mixture of DNA from

that hair from Karen Tipton s bed was

Karen Tipton.
Now , I' m saying that it matched,

Dr. Morrison you'll hear use different

terminology that the Defendant can t be

excluded. You' re going to hear all the

statistical evidence that there s a one

in 50, 000 or whatever chance that it

could be somebody else. But the hair

the primary component of that mixture

of that hair recovered from Karen

Tipton s bed was this guy, and the

contaminant or the weaker aspect of

that mixture is Karen Tipton , and
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you 'll hear Dr. Morrison explain --

MR. POWELL: Judge, we re going to

obj ect to him saying that hair was this

That' s not what the reportguy

shows and I guarantee that' s not what

Mr. Morrison is going to testify to.

That' s argument.
MR, DILL: Your Honor , that' s what

we expect the evidence to show.

THE COURT: I'll overrule.

that' swhat he expects it to show I'll
let him say. As long as he couches 

in those terms that' s what he says it'
going to show I' m going to let him

state it. It remains to be seen what

it actually shows but that' s what he'
saying it' s going to show.

MR. DILL: You'll hear Dr. Morrison

explain possible scenarios where you

could get a mixture like this, a

mixture with one strong component that

matches the Defendant and then a much

weaker component or much weaker

element --
MR. POWELL: If he' s going to go



over it three or four times is that

argument?

You' ve been over itTHE COURT:

once, have you not?

MR. DILL: No. m explaining the

aspect of the mixture which I have not

explained yet. m explaining what

Dr. Morrison is going to testify with

regard to how this mixture could have

occurred.
THE COURT:

MR. DILL:

Can' t he explain that?

He can explain it but

this is what we expect the evidence to

show.

THE COURT: Well, let' s move on.

ve been at it about an hour here and

I don' t know how much detail they need

to get an overview and get a clear

understanding of what you expect the

evidence to show. I don t know that

you really are allowed to go over it in

minute detail. SO move on if you can.

MR . DILL To move along, you 'll
hear Dr, Morrison explain that the most

likely scenario is that the hair

belonged to the Defendant and it'
contaminated with some body fluid from

Karen Tipton. That the pubic hair

recovered from Karen Tipton' s bed
belonged to the Defendant that was

contaminated most likely with body

fluid of Karen Tipton.

was a half mixture.

That' s why this

But we didn' t stop there. From
there that hair and the hair that was

recovered from the washcloth that
matched the Defendant' s pubic hair was

sent to another laboratory in New

Orleans. And you heard me speak

earlier about a different type of DNA.

There s a different type. It' s a new

relatively new , new compared to nuclear

DNA , and it' s called mitochondrial DNA

testing that as I explained can t be

done in Alabama, We don' t have the

capability, don' t have any lab in

Alabama that can do it.

So they sent it to this . lab
Reliagene Technologies in New Orleans,

Louisiana to go one step further to
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confirm that the findings of the

Alabama laboratories were correct.

That' s exactly what Reliagene
Technologies did, They took those

hairs that had already been matched to

the Defendant , one of them had been

matched to the Defendant

microscopically and also through

nuclear DNA. They examined them wi th
mitochondrial DNA along with some other

hairs that was recovered. And I told

you earlier they were found to belong

to the family members that live in the

house. They do this further DNA

testing, mitochondrial DNA, and you'll

hear the scientists explain what they

found. That these hairs were

determined to match the Defendant,

Daniel Moore.

Three different tests. Three
different scientific tests on these two

hairs that all showed that these were

Daniel Moore' s pubic hairs. That'
what the evidence will show, ladies and

gentlemen of the jury, three different
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tests at three different labs.

Can I have just a moment, Your

m just about done.Honor?

(Brief pause.

At the close of theMR. DILL:

State s case the Defense when the

Defense has had their opportunity, you

will have the evidence that we' ve been

talking about. The evidence I expect

will have proven to you beyond a

reasonable dout that the Defendant is

guilty of capital murder , capital

murder of Karen Tipton. You 'll have

the scientific evidence , his pubic hair

in her bloody bed where she was stabbed

twenty- eight times. You'll have the
words from this man s mouth , from his

own mouth, that he admits being in

Karen Tipton s house at the exact

moment that she was murdered. You 'll
have some of the circumstances, some of

it direct evidence that we described to

you today. The State is convinced that

you 'll be convinced beyond a reasonable

doubt .that the Defendant is guilty of



capital murder.

We' re asking you at that time after

you' ve been charged by the Judge

regarding the law to return the

appropriate verdict which is guilty of

capital murder. Thank you.
THE COURT: Thank you, Mr. Dill.

m proposing to take a break here

particularly if you' re going to speak

half as long as he did, because it'

getting close to 3: 00. We sent for

them at 1 :30.
going to be?

So how long are you

Are you going to need a

half an hour or longer?

MR . POWELL: Judge , we need to take
a break.

THE COURT: That' s fine.
Ladies and gentlemen , I' m going to

give you an opportunity to take a

break. I usually look for a place

around 3: 00 0 ' clock anyway.

getting there pretty quick.

It'
m going

to put you in recess until 3: 00.
ahead and say 3: 15 . 'll probably

shorten these as we go along.

going to ask you to stay out of the

courtroom. You may gather in the jury

lounge down the hall. And if you

would, please be there and I'll send

for you at 3: 15 and we'll start back.
I'll ask you not to discuss the case

among yourselves or with anyone else or

allow anyone to discuss it with you

during the break. Keep your blue

badges visible, If everybody in the

audience would stay seated while the

jury exists , please. You may go now.

(Whereupon, the following was

held outside the presence of

the jury.
THE COURT: Everybody else can go

now. Thank you.

(Whereupon, a break was taken.

THE COURT: Something come up?-

Judge , this is aMR. POWELL:

motion to dismiss. This prosecutorial
misconduct has gone on long enough.

September the 17th of this year we came

up here and asked for the Tipton'

answering machine tape. It is in your
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order and it' s on that record that they

denied it existed. In your order it

says any tapes from the Tipton
answering machine period. The State
responds none exist. That is your

order. That' s what you heard.
Now he gets up here and he said

we' ve got a tape of this little girl

that we' re going to play that her

mother lay dying while it was going

on, There s no way to undo that with

this jury. They can not put this tape

in evidence.

MR. DILL: That' s not what I said
Judge. I never said we had a tape.

don' t have a tape. The Tape doesn'
exist. We told that to the Court when

we were back here on the first motion.

I said you re going to hear Caroline

words that she called up and when her

mother was dead asked , Mother , where

are you? That' s exactly what I said.
Read it back on the record. That'
exactly what we planned and expect the

evidence to show. There are
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individuals who heard that tape.

Dr. Tipton heard it, Mike Pettey heard

it.
it.

There' s other officers who heard
That' s what the evidence is going

to show. That' s what we expect the
evidence to show. And Dr. Tipton can

explain what happened to the tape, why

it doesn t exist any more.

MR. POWELL: Judge , they didn' t say
it existed and we threw it away like

the hard drive and everything else that

they don' t want us to have. This is
another direct falsehood where they

have lied to this Court and you know

it.
THE COURT: Well , I remember when

Is it one of thosehe said that.
machines that erases that' s been

erased? I mean , was it erased at the

time?
MR. DILL:

THE COURT:

It was erased.

I have an answering

machine at my house and it doesn t have

hard tapes. It has quite a bit of

memory, but once I hear a message I hit



the delete button and it' s gone. It'
not stored anywhere that I know of,
tapes over and over and over again on

the same stuff. It doesn' t have

cassettes or anything that you pullout
and save. You have to unplug it and

put it on the shelf and keep the

batteries alive to preserve that.

if it was erased at the time, I mean, I

never heard him say today that we have

a tape and we' re going to play it,
MR. . DILL: I didn' t say that , Your

Honor. We don' t have it.
THE COURT: I heard him say that

the daughter' voice was on the machine

when Dr. Tipton got home.

MR. POWELL: ' That' s right. Why

didn' t they tell us that September
17th?

THE COURT: I don ' t think - - you
asked for a copy of it then and he said

no copy existed at that time 

September. That' s what I understood
you to say then.

MR. DILL: That' s correct, Your

And if it didn' t exist Honor.

September it still doesn t exist, but

that doesn t negate the fact that

Dr. Tipton can testify my daughter'

voice was on ' the machine , Mama , where
are you , words to that effect. I can

see how that happens very easily.

anything else?
MR. POWELL:

THE COURT:

, sir.

Overruled.
Get the jury, please.

(Whereupon, the following was

held in the . presence of the
jury. )

THE COURT: Okay, Everybody is
back. Mr. Powe 11 , Mrs. Halbrooks?

MR. POWELL: Let Mrs. Halbrooks go

first, Your Honor.

THE COURT: This isOkay.

Catherine Halbrooks for the Defendant"

MRS. HABROOKS: May it please the

Court, ladies and gentlemen of the

jury, Mr. Dill , Mr. Valeska and

Mrs. Poe. Karen Tipton' s murder was a
crime of passion. Whoever killed her
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knew her personally and she knew them.

For whatever reason on March the 12th

of 1999 they were extremely angry at

Karen Tipton.
We expect the evidence to show in

this case that within the months prior

to Karen Tipton' s death she had changed

her appearance drastically. There was

a male other ' than her husband that
visited her on a daily basis after her

husband left to go to work. We expect

the evidence to show that she was

approached by a friend of both she and

Dr. Tipton and asked if she would like

to swap partners. That happened a

month before her murder. We expect the

evidence to show that there' going 

be some other computer information that

will be relevant to the motive for

Karen Tipton' s killing.
Daniel Moore didn t have a motive

to kill Karen Tipton, He had no reason

at all to do what the State has alleged

he' s done. Not only did he not have

motive to kill Karen Tipton , he had no
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opportunity to kill Karen Tipton.

expect the evidence to show you very

clearly that someone else had a motive

to want Karen Tipton dead and it was

not Daniel Moore. Somebody else had an

opportunity to kill Karen Tipton and it

was not Daniel Moore. Our defense in
this case in a way is simple. We'

not saying we re not guilty because we

don t know what we did on March the

12th. We' re saying we' re not guilty,
we were not there. Daniel Moore was

never at Karen Tipton' s home on March

the 12th , 1999. He didn' t go there
wi th anybody.
alone.

He didn' t go there

The State in their opening told you

what they expect the evidence to show

and I' m not going to go through and
address each of those individually.
simply will tell you that through the

course of this trial you will one by

one eliminate the majority of what the

State has told you. Everything that is

important you will eliminate one by
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one, and it will be offered through the

evidence on this stand. Thank you.
THE COURT:

MR. POWELL:

Mr. Powell?

May it please the

Court, members of the prosecution staff

and great State of Alabama Attorney

General' s Office.
I would like to take this

opportunity to tell you a little bit

about what we expect the evidence in

this case is going to show you or the

lack of it. Now , we don t think the

evidence in this case is going to show

what Mr. Dill told you in his opening

statement. I hope you write down

everything he said. Write every bit of

it down the best of your memory and

keep up with it.
We think the evidence in this case

is going to show you that on March the

12th, 1999 that Karen Tipton was

probably there at home alone that

morning when her husband and children

went off to work and school. We also

expect the evidence to show yo that on
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the day before , on Thursday March 11th

1999, that the Tiptons had their

driveway paved, that there was a crew

of five different men. Hoke Bonner was

the ramrod of it and four more people

there working. There was a dump truck

driver that was bringing asphalt to the

scene to pave it. We expect the

evidence -is going to show you that on

Thursday March the 11th, 1999 that

these people went there and paved that

driveway where Karen Tipton and
Mr. David Tipton lived along with the

two girls We also expect the evidence

will show you that late in the

afternoon of March the 11th of 1999

that they completed most of the

driveway at the Tipton residence, and

we expect that the evidence will show

you that the next door neighbors, the

very next door neighbors , the Chances,

whose driveway goes right up by the

Tipton' s house , right by the garage
and behind their house where the Chance

house is , also employed the crew to
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pave their driveway.

On March - - I' m getting ahead of
myself. On the afternoon of rch the

11th, 1999, after they basically
completed the driveway at the Tiptons

they went over and made preparations to

start paving on the Chance Driveway.

We expe t the evidence will show that

this paving crew or at least two of the

members of that paving crew were there

working on that driveway in broad open

sight of the Tipton' s house, front and

back , and especially the side the
garage was on all day. We further

expect the evidence 'will show you that

Hoke Bonner and two of the men went to

eat lunch and left two of these people

there. I think the evidence will show

that these people were all from up

north Indiana , Illinois , way off up
We expect the evidence willnorth.

show you in this case the truck driver

the dump truck driver that was

delivering the asphalt when he came

back the second time and this was about
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2: lS and , you know , they say they are

going to prove that Karen Tipton was

killed between -- let me go back now

and look -- 1:00 and 3:30 on this date

and we expect the evidence from this

man will be that he saw one of the

members of this paving crew on a Bobcat

or skid stick come from right up at the

Tipton residence where they finished up

the day before, coming right from the

Tipton residence. Said he came down

that driveway at a high rate of speed

on this skid- steer Bobcat, hit Chapel
Hill Road and came over a few feet it

was and zoomed right back up there on

the Chance driveway. I think he will

testify that he looked in the bucket of
that Bobcat and he saw no material and

no tools. I think also that the

evidence will show that this gentleman

knowing that that guy had on one kind

of shirt that morning and that

afternoon he had on a different one,

We expect the evidence is going to

show you that some of the members of
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this crew said they saw a tr ck at the

Tipton s home that afternoon at least

an hour , probably much longer before

the police got there. We expect the

evidence will show you that when the

police did come there that the crew was

back over here cleaning up the acorns

and little mess and paper in the Tipton

driveway and they were right there 

the Tipton driveway and that they were

there for a good while before the

police got there and that Dr. Tipton

truck was already there.
there.

Was already

We expect the evidence in this case

is going to be from a neighbor out

there that on this afternoon for many

hours earlier in the afternoon that

they saw a S- 10 white extended cab

super truck. 10 Chevrolet super-cab

pickup truck sitting right there where

it normally sits in the Tipton driveway

by the white van and a white Explorer

and they recognized it and didn' t think

anything about it because this was the

truck that Dr. Tipton drove.

We further expect in this case that

there' s going to be some other
testimony -- I don t want -- I just

want to give you an idea of where we'

going right now. I have somewhat of a

disagreement with Mr. Dill about what

s going to prove, but I invite him

to prove everything he said he' s going
to prove, but we don' t expect the

evidence is going to be what he said it

was. As a matter of fact , when you get

to Sparky Moore s statement you read it

and see if it says what he said it was

going to say. It' s not going to do

it. We expect the evidence is not

going to air out what he told you.

We further expect this confession

that he wants to walk over here and say

the confession that this man made.

didn' t make any confession at all.
expect the evidence is going to show

you there' s a very clear explanation of
that. And we re going tell you right

up front , Daniel Moore is not going to
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make citizen of the year. Daniel Moore

was on drugs. He smoked marijuana.

used crack. He dran nasty beer.
smoked cigarettes, He went to school

at Hanceville. He did a lot of things

but that doesn t make him a murderer

and we don' t think the evidence in this

case is.' going to show that he had an
opportuni ty, a motive or any reason co

be over there and he was not there.

They talk about this Sparky

confession. What he didn' t tell you

about this was that he didn' t tell you

the rest of the story you might say.
We expect the evidence is going to show

you that Daniel' s grandfather was on

his bail bond and that Daniel even

along for several months , for a long

period of time had been such a

disappointment to his family that he

contemplated ending his own life, and

he even sat down and wrote letters of

farewell to his! family that he loves.
Hadn' t got anything to do with the

death of Karen Tipton because he didn't
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have any idea or knowledge or thought

about that. That' s not got anything to
do with them , which gets me back to

where I' m going about the evidence.
When they were taking him down

there because Uncle Sparky was going to

carry him down to the j ail and get
grandpa off, We expect the evidence to

show you that Daniel wanted that to

happen but he didn' t want to be put in

jail because he was afraid if he got

put in j ail all the bad checks he had

been writing that there were warrants

on him and they couldn t get him back

out. He didn' t want to stay in jail,
He didn' t want to be put in there but
he did want his grandpa off that bail

bond because he planned to kill himself

and he thought it if he did that they

would take his grandpa' s house away

from him.

What he didn' t - - we expect the

evidence to show is in this quote

confession " as Mr. Dill calls it, that

he first told them he said on the way
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and Sparky will tell

that, oh, you can

down to the jail

you this , he said

put me in there because they re going

to get me because r know about this

deal about a rich man or doctor in

Cullman, or somebody got done in down
there, Well , we don' t want to hear

that stuff. re carrying you down

there and we' re going to get him off

and we' re going to put you in jail

until the other bondsman gets there and

then that' s it.
So they didn' t believe the first

story they told him , which was a lie.

He didn t know anything about any

killing or robberies in Cullman County,
Alabama. - So he gets down there and
gets closer to the time and says, no, r
was just kidding you. It was really

one down here, Doctor' s wife. He said
you mean the one on Chapel Hill Road

and he said , yeah, yeah , that' s it.
They 'll put me in jail, and that' s what

happened on it. We expect the evidence

will show you that, and that' s why he

was doing it. And to back that up we

expect the evidence will show that

these notes to his mother , his

stepfather and his other family members

that he had already picked out and left

out in his motel room because he

already planned to kill himself,

The next thing I want to point out

that we think the evidence is going to

show in this case is that this business

about the DNA, and I hope you remember

and I hope you write down and never

forget what will Dill told you the

evidence is going to prove in this case

and what the experts were going to say

about this. I submit to you that the

evidence in this case is going to be

that the experts from the State of

Alabama and probably those somewhere

way down in Louisiana somewhere are

going to come in here and they re not

going to testify to you like somebody

said that this ' hair belonged to Daniel
Moore. They re not going 'to do that.
That' s not going to happen. The only
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thing
these
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they re going to tell you is that

hairs are mitochondrial DNA that

he can not be excluded. They re not

going to say that was his hair.

They re going to tell you that he can

be excluded. Remember what will Dill

told you he was going to prove?

';hey' re going to tell you some facts

and numbers and we re going to have an

expert that disagrees with them , and

s going to testify to about what

this mitochondrial DNA means and he'

going tell you and we expect the
evidence is going show that

going to tell you that even if what

they say true about this hair that
can t be excluded as coming from him,

that there is other people that share

this same characteristics. They don

know how many for sure, don t know

where they are, but let' s just say

there s five people out of 1600 in the

world that share this, So how many

would that put in Morgan County,

Alabama? We expect the evidence is
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going to show you or the lack thereof

that they' re desperate and that their

evidence is incomplete and it is not

conclusive beyond a reasonable doubt at

all that Daniel Moore was even over

there much less that he killed

anybody,

And some other points I wanted to

briefly let you know where we re going

just to kind of show you we re not in
agreement with what will Dill says at

all. Then we'll sit down and start

taking evidence. Another thing that I

wanted to mention to you is he says

that he had the knowledge , and I forget

the word he used, but we think the

evidence is going to be that Daniel

Moore had no knowledge in the world

that these people s alarm was broken.

We think there' sgoing to be testimony
in this case from Howard Godbee that

owned this electronic place that Daniel

Moore hadn' t worked with him or seen
him in months. He had no way of having

any knowledge that this alarm was



broken. We expect Howard Godbee is

going to tell you that this alarm

system had a short in the basic system

in it , and that Howard Godbee will tell
you a person of knowledge of this

system such as Daniel Moore did not

disarm this system. He did not take

the panels off the wall but that he

knew how to disarm it and that it was

not even disarmed. That' s what the
evidence is going to show to you.

We expect that the evidence is also

going to show you in this case that

somebody that did not know what they

were doing took these things off and

laid them down. We expect the evidence

is further going to show you that the

police department for the City of
Decatur went out there and there was a

lot of them. They did a lot of

invest igation. That they took

fingerprints, that they got Daniel

Moore' s truck , they got his motel room

they got his boots, got his drawers

they got everything they could find

that he had They got his apartment

and microscopically vacuumed and swept

them and cleansed them and have nothing
to show for it.

We expect the evidence in this case

is also going to show you that they

didn' t even bother to go out there in
the driveway and get in the vehicles

belonging to the Tiptons and check them

to see if there was any blood, check

them to see if there was any hairs,
check them to see if there' s any sheet

resins or fibers, that they didn' t do

that.
They get up here and tell you that

equivocally beyond a doubt that this

boy is guilty of murder. He' s guilty
of nothing but being a sneak thief and

being addicted to drugs and that' it.
And another thing that I want to

point out to you is this. I think

that - - well , I won' t go there.

this particular case they expect to

tell you - - they expect to prove to you

with their evidence and we' re going to
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expect the evidence to bear this out

but they expect the ' evidence to show
he said , that there was a wet rag 
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there in the bed and it contained a

hair that was his. He said it was his

and the experts will say it was his.

Well, we think in this case that you

know enough about people that rape and

rob or kill and as much as I knew or

Daniel Moore knew , and he tells you

that somebody is going to go over there

and get them a wet rag and a towel and

go in there and jump in the bed with

somebody and rape them and kill them.
Another .thing I want to point out

to you, we expect the evidence is going

to show you that this confession that

they rely on totally throughout that

says she was stabbed three or four

times downstairs. He also told you --

well , I don t think anybody has told

you how many times she was stabbed.

think the evidence will bear out that

that confession and what have you was

untrue.
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So just to be honest with you, we

don t think the evidence is going to

show - anything what they said it would
and I want y ' all to listen and take
notes.

Thank you.

THE COURT: Thank you , Mr. Powell.

Ready to call the first witness?

MR. DILL:

willis.
State calls Bobby

THE COURT:

MR. DILL:

Bobby who?

willis,
THE COURT: Officer Willis, if you

would raise your right hand.

(Witness sworn,

THE COURT: Have a seat. Mr. Penn

will help with you the microphone.

Are you going to examine him

Mr. Dill?
MR. DILL:

THE COURT:

Yes, sir.
If you can, move it

wherever you want to.
MR. VALESKA: I'll move it , Judge.

THE COURT: m sure you don t want

it there.



MR. VALESKA: , we don'

THE COURT: Your witness , Mr. Dill,
GEORGE ROBERT WILLIS

A witness for the State

was sworn and testified as follows:
EXINATION

7 BY MR. DILL:

16'
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State your name for the record.
George Robert willis.

And where do you work?

Decatur Police Department.

In what capacity are you employed

there?
Patrolman.
How long have you been employed ,by the

Decatur Police Department?

Approximately six years.
And what' s your rank?
Patrolman,
And were you so employed on March the

12th , 1999?

Yes.

And what shift were you working on that

day?

Second shift.
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And what is second shift just for the

record?
3:00 p, m. until 11:00 p.
And do you remember receiving a

dispatch to the Chapel Hill Road area?

Yes.

What was the nature of that call that

you received?
Homicide.
And where were you at the time that you

received that call?

At Danville Park Drive, Danville Road.

And do you remember what you were doing

at the time that you received the call?

I was at a business doing a business

visit.
And what did you do after you received

this dispatch?

Went to my patrol car and responded to

the scene.

What do you mean when you say you

responded to the scene?

I ran code to the scene.

What does that mean , ran code?

Code three , lights, siren.
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Do you know what time you received this

dispatch?

! 12
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Approximately 4: 30.
So you left from where you were and

proceeded to 2330 Chapel Hill Road?

Right.
And you had your emergency equipment

going?
Yes.

Had you ever been to that residence

before?
No.

Did you have any trouble finding it?
No, sir.
And what happened -- what was the first

thing that happened when you arrived at

2330 Chapel Hill Road?

I arrived and parked my patrol car

close to the road. I started walking

toward the house. There was no one

visible at the front. I radioed

dispatch to have the complainant that

called in to step out front, and he

came out front just before I got to the

front of the house.
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Explain how that works , that you called

ahead?
I called on my walkie-talkie to tell

dispatch to have them call him by phone

to tell him to come outside.

When you say dispatch , what do you mean

by that?
The communication center.
Is dispatch the same as 911?

Right, the people that dispatched the

call originally to me.

Could you see - - was there anybody at
the residence when you arrived?

There was no one outside when I

arrived.
Okay. When did you make the call that

you just mentioned?

When I was walking up to the house.

Okay. Did you have a radio on your

person?
Yes.

Is that like the one you have there?

Like this.
m going to show you items which have

been marked previously for



identification purpose as State'

Exhibit Number 3 and 4 and ask you if

you recognize --
MRS. HALBROOKS: Can I see those?

I know you showed them to us earlier

but if I could look at them just

briefly.
Thank you.

(By Mr. Dill) As I said, items which

have been marked previously for

identification purposes only as State'
Exhibits 3 and 4 and ask you if you

recognize what' s depicted in these

photographs?
Yes.

What do you, see in those photographs?

The house at 2330 Chapel Hill Road.

That' s the house that you just
described responding to?

Right.
On March the 12th?

(Witness nods head affirmatively.

And does it fairly and accurately

depict the house the way it looked on

the evening in question?

Yeah.

MR. DILL: State moves to admit

State s Exhibits 3 and 4.

THE COURT:

MR. DILL:

Show. them admitted.

May we publish?

THE COURT: You may.

He' s going to give these to you,

Are you going to publish them?

MR. DILL:

THE COURT:

Yes , Your Honor.

Give them to Mr. Hall

there. If you would just look at them

and pass them around and when they get

back to Mr. Batchelor if there' s nobody

there to receive them just lay them

there on the rail face down and we will

get them later.

(By Mr. Dill) Now , you t,estified that
the area you responded to, the area

depicted in these photographs, was 2330

Chapel Hill Road Southwest?

Right.
And is this in -- where is that

located?
Just a little ways off Danville Road.

Probably I would say approximately a
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And is that in Morgan County?

Yes.

And you described that you were walking

down the driveway and you called

dispatch.
that call?

What happened after you made

Just before I arrived at the front of

the house the homeowner stepped out

front.
The homeowner?

One of the homeowners,

Okay. And who was that?
Dr. Tipton.

Okay, And what did you do after

Dr. Tipton stepped outside the house?

I asked him what was going on , why he

called.
And did he respond?

He explained to me what he had found.

Okay, What did you do after this was

explained to you?

At that point he and I walked inside

the house up to the top of the steps

where I found the body of Karen Tipton.
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All right. Take a step backwards,

When you first encountered Dr, Tipton

outside his residence, did you notice

anything about his demeanor?

Yeah. He seemed very upset.

What about his demeanor indiCated to

you that he was upset?

He was kind of flushed. He talked in

short phrases, didn t say a whole lot

unless I asked him a question, that

kind of thing.
Did you notice anything, other than his

appearing to be upset, did you notice

anything about his appearance, physical

appearance?
Not at that time I didn'

What happened after you said you walked

inside and walked upstairs and there

was a body there?
Right.
Can ybu describe the condition of the

body?

The body was - - when I walked up the
steps the body was laying just to the

left of where I was standing on the



landing. I was still on the stairs.

never gqt on the landing. The body had

no clothes on except some article of

clothing near the head. There was a

lot of blood around the body.

Did you notice any injuries to

Mrs. Tipton?

I didn t look that close. I just

noticed a large amount of blood.

couldn' t tell any wounds at the time.
Did you take any steps to determine

whether or not there were any signs of

life?
He had told me he checked herNo.

pulse and found her to be deceased.

explained he was a doctor.
Okay. And what did you do after you

saw Mrs. Tipton?

We went back out to the front of the

house.
And what, if anything, did you do next?

We stood outside and I was talking to

the doctor and I noticed he had a small

amount of blood on his hand, and I

asked him if he touched anything in the

house, and he explained he got it on

him when he checked her pulse.

Okay. Did he have any other blood on

him besides that?
On his hand , no.

And what, if anything, did you do after

that?
At that time my sergeant , Sergeant

Darby, arrived at the scene.
And who is Sergeant Darby?

He was the supervisor at t.hat 'time when
I was on second shift.

So he was your supervisor?
Right.
And what happened after Sergeant Darby

arrived?
At that point the doctor started asking

me about his children. He wanted to

know the whereabouts of them.

And what , if anything, did you do in

response to those questions?

I advised one of the investigators that

he was asking about them.

And do you know if anything was done in

response to that?
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I can' t say what the investigators
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done. I only advised them of it.
So you didn' t take any steps?
No.

You just passed that along to your

supervisor?
Right.
And did you

Dr. Tipton?

Right.

remain there with

Where were y' all located?
We stood in front of the house for a

small amount of time and then I had him

have a seat in my patrol car.

MR. DILL: Can this witness step

down, Your Honor?

THE COURT: Sure. If you want to

approach the jury. step down from the

microphone there. Do you want him down

now?

MR. DILL:

THE COURT:

If that' s okay.

There s a hand-held
microphone over here. I would ask him

to use it so that everybody can hear

particularly my court reporter,

(By Mr. Dill)
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Officer Willis , once you

have the microphone I' m going to ask
you to step up here to the jury box.

THE COURT: You have to hold it

very close. It' s a cheap microphone.

So you have to get all the good out of

it that' s in it.
(By Mr. Dill) I ask you to step up here

to the jury box and referring to

State s Exhibit Number 4 and I'll ask

you to explain to the jury how you

testify that you arrived at the scene

of the Tipton residence.

Okay. When I --

r..

Step over here.
Okay, I arrived - - like I parked

somewhere near the front entrance of

the house. I can' t say exactly where I

parked , but it was in this area here.

When you say front entrance, was it a

driveway entrance to the drive?

Yes , on the side of it, and I walked

this direction up toward the front,

was probably closer this way. I walked

directly to the front of the house.
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This looks like that' s a pretty good

distance?
Right.
Step down here and show this side of

the jury box.

Okay. When I arrived, parked somewhere

in this area here and walked up to the

front of the house.

And where was Dr. Tipton when you

testified that he came out of the

house?
I was almost to the front , probably

right in this area here, when he came

out the front.
That was in response to the call that

you made to dispatch , 911?

Right.
Indicate where Dr, Tipton was located.

He walked directly in front , out of the

front of the house right here just

before I arrived.

You can return to your seat. Do you

recognize ' Dr, Tipton being in the
courtroom?
Yes (witness pointed) 

MR. DILL: Let the record reflect
that the witness has identified

Dr. Tipton.

Nothing further from this witness

at this time.

THE COURT: Did you turn that mic

off?
BAILIFF BILL PENN: Yes, sir. It'

oX).

THE COURT: Go ahead Mr. Powell.

Cross?
MR. POWELL: Yes , sir.

CROSS - EXINATION

14 BY MR. POWELL:

Mr. Willis , were you on patrol by
yourself that day?

Yes , sir.

units.
We patrol in single man

Driving a motorcycle , black and white

or what were you driving?

Patrol car.
Patrol car. How long have you been in

the police line of work as of March the

12th, 1999?

Approximately two and a half years at
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that time.
All of it with the city here?

Yes, sir,
So you were just on routine patrol when

you got a dispatch?

Right.
And it was determined that you were the

closest?
They assigned that call to me.

working that area,

I was

So when you went up there you didn'

drive up to the house; is that correct?

Right,
And you ve shown us where you stopped

down next to the road on a grassy area?

Right.
And when you stopped at 2330 Chapel

Hill Road and looked up there did you

see anyone outside the house at that

time?
No.

Did you see any vehicles other than a

white van, a white S- 10 and a Ford

Explorer?
No.
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So you were the first one on the scene?

Yes , sir.

And when you pulled up there and you

did not see anyone outside of the

house, did you make any request, radio

dispatch , phone call , or any

communication to anyone else?

I called dispatch on my walkie- talkie
and had them advise the complainant to

step out.
Is that after you walked up to the

house or before you left the car?

During the time I was walking up to the

house.
And so during the time you were walking

up to the house you requested the

dispatch to have a person in the house

to walk out any particular door?

I just had them step outside theNo.

house.
And was that for your protection?

Well, it' s so I could find out what was

going on.
And so when you went up there did you

have your weapon out?
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No.

So you walked up there and you told
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back out I assume the front door?
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dispatch to have the person in the

house to step out; is that correct?

Right.
And did the person step out?

Yes.

Out which door?

The front door.

After they came out of the front door

where did this person go?

They stopped on the steps.
Okay. And did you approach this

person?
Yes.

And who was it?

Dr. Tipton.

And after you identified who he was did

you tell him who you were?

Well , I told him I was a police

officer.
Did he make any statement to you at

that time?

He just told me what he had found, his
wife inside the house.

That' s all?
I don't remember any other maj 

statements he made to me at that time,
no.
Well , when he said - - told you that

what did you do or say?

We went inside the house,

Did you follow him?

Me and him walked inside at the same

time,
And step by step directly where did you

go?

Up the steps. I had him show me where

her body was at.
Who went firs t ?

I went first.

Okay. Did he follow you?

He was like probably a step behind me.

A step behind and you -went up there and

after you viewed Karen Tipton' s body

what did you do?

We went back -- directly back outside

the house.

Directly back outside. And at that

point in time after you went directly

,11
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uh- huh.

The front door is very close to the

staircase that goes to the second

level; is that correct?

Right.
And after you went back out the front

door where did you gO?

Stayed on the landing or the steps --

How long?

- - at the front of the house. Just as

we were walking out my sergeant was

arriving.
And who would that be?

Sergeant Darby.

Bill Darby?

Yes , sir.

And anyone else arrive about that time?
Officer Bloodworth arrived right after

Sergeant Darby.

Kevin Bloodworth?

Yes.

And when you came up there on that

afternoon , did you see any crew out

there anywhere working?

1100
I don t recall.

Don 't recall. Did you later have an

opportunity to interview a crew of

pavers that were working there?

I did not interview anybody, no.

Did you ever see the pavers?

I can' t say one way or the other if

there was a paving crew there or not.

at what point did you andNow

Dr. David Tipton leave the front porch

area?
We weren t there very long. Then we

went and had him have a seat in my

patrol car.
Okay. Had you already sealed off the

house at that time to prevent any

contamination?
Once the sergeant got there the

detectives arrived right after him and

it was turned over to them. I never

went back in the house after I came

out.
Did Mr. Tipton ever go back in the

house before he went to your patrol

car?



Not to my knowledge, no.

And the patrol car was still down at
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the road?

I brought it up to the houseNo.

before I had him have a seat in it.
Well , at what point did you leave and

go get your car?

I can' t say exactly,

Who did you leave Mr. David Tipton with

while you retrieved the car?

I can' t say for sure. There was

several other units there besides me at

that time.

When you first observed Mr. Tipton when

he came out the front door --

Yes.

- - can you tell the jury what he had
on?

If I recall he had on a white shirt and

some dress slacks.

Anything else?

I can t recall anything else.

Did you ever talk to him about when and

where he entered the house?

He stated to me at one point he came

in -- I believe he said he came in

through the garage.

Okay. You didn' t ask him that?
I don t recall if I asked him or he

told me that.

Did he tell you - - make a statement to

you that he came in through the garage,

through the garage door area?

To my recollection that' s what he told

me,

Did he tell you where he went after he

entered the garage?

I don' t recall what he said.

ll, did you ask him any quest ions
about things like that?

I just asked him some basic questions

about what he found.
What did you ask him?

I don' t remember the exact quest ions I
asked at the time.

Well , you said you did not not ice any
blood on his hand until you went up and

came back down the steps?

Right.
it.

We were outside when I noticed

. S
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And when you saw the blood on his hand

do you remember which hand it was?

I believe it was the right hand but I

couldn' t say for a hundred percent
certainty.
When you saw it on what you believe to

be his right hand , how did it appear
colorwise,
was it?

texturewise? Wet, dry, how

Dry. It was a small amount.

Small amount that was already dry.

about the appearance upstairs at the

How

top of the steps when you got up there,

what did you observe about the area

around Karen Tipton' S body?
describe that?

Can you

There was a lot of blood around her

body.
What made you think it was blood?
It appeared to be blood.

What color was it?
Red.

And where all was this red blood?Red,

On and around her body.

Was there any furnishings or furniture
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at the top of the steps?

I can't say for certain. I was

probably in there less than a minute.

Did he say anything to you about

whether the doors were locked or

unlocked when he came in the house?

I remember him making a statement about

one door being locked but not dead-

bolted and it usually is.
Do you remember which door he spoke of?

I don t recall which door he was

talking about,

Did he tell you

touched anything
whether or not he had

else in the house

after he entered?

NO, sir.

Did he say anything else to you at all

that you remember about what he found

as he came in through the door that

wasn't dead-bolted? Did he tell you

where he went after he came in?

He said he came in and he found some

spots of blood that had appeared to

have been cleaned up near the front.

He said right after that is when he
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went up the stairs and found his wife'

body.
So you remember he had on a shirt,

slacks and don t know what kind of

shoes he had on?

No, sir , I don' t know that,

You don' t remember what kind he had

on. Did he ever say anything to you

about any alarm system?

He made a statement about an alarm

system.
What statement did he make?

I don't remember his exact wording but

something about it had been disarmed or

dismantled or something like that.

Did you ask him about that?
I think --
Let me withdraw that. Did you . know 

house had an alarm system?

No, I didn' t know that.

been there before.
ve never

You had never been there before and you

didn t know whether it had an alarm

system or not?

Right.
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And you didn 't ask him about the alarm

system?
I don t recall if I asked him about an

alarm system or not. I remember he

made a statement about it.
I don t mean to argue with you.

trying to reason with you , but if you

didn' t know about an alarm system and
you didn' t see an alarm system and
nobody made you aware of one at all

would you have asked him about the
alarm system?

MR. DILL: Obj ection , calls for a

conclusion.
MR. POWELL:

THE COURT:

Cross- examination.
I would assume he would

have some standard practice when he

goes into a scene if he does and he can

tell you what his standard practice

is. He can answer that question.

Overruled.
A large house like that most of them

have an alarm system.

would have one.
m assuming it

(By Mr. Powell) Do you remember what
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he told you about the alarm system? To

the best of your recollection what did

he tell you?

Like I said, the best of my

recollection he said something about it

being dismantled as if it had been

taken apart , something like that.
Did yon make a report or records about

your participation and activities and

conversations on the scene March the

12th, 1999?

Yes,

Would you look at this and see if it'

your handwriting?

Yes , sir.

Is that the note you made of it?

Yes, sir.
Okay. Would you mind reading over

that , please?
Do you want me to read the entire

report?
Just read it for your own knowledge.

(Witness complied.

Let me show you what I' m going to mark
as Defendant' s Exhibit Number 1 , Your

110S
Honor. Three , I' m sorry. Judge
marked this as Defendant' s Exhibit

Number 1 and I' m going to put an

identical Defendant' s Exhibit sticker

over the one I marked 1 and. I' m going
to mark it 

For identification purposes would you

tell the Court and the jury what this

is?
Incident offense report.

MR. DILL: Mr. Powell , can we look

at that?

MR. POWELL: all gave it to us.

MR. DILL: I want to see it for

identification purposes.

(By Mr. Powell) This isOkay.

Defendant' s Exhibit Number 3 and you
say that is your offense report?

Yes, sir.
After looking at that does that jolt

your recollection of what was said and

done out there that day?

Somewhat.

Somewhat. Let me ask you again after

looking at this , ask you whether or not



he said anything about the alarm

system. Did he or did he not say

anything about the alarm system?

He said when he got inside he noticed

somebody had removed the alarm control

panel.
Did you ask him about that or is that

something he just said , unrequested

information?
I don' t .remember the exact question I

asked. More than likely I asked him

what happened when he got home and he

probably went through everything
telling me what he did from the time 

got home until the time he found her.

After he said someone had removed the

panel of the aiarm system, did he make

any other statement to you that you

remember?

About the alarm?

Alarm system.
said someone taped the ends of the

wires coming from the alarm box.

Let me just ask you in Exhibit 3, did

you write down quote

, "

David said he

noticed someone had" -- well,
1110

I read it

wrong, "David got inside, he noticed

someone had removed the alarm panel.

David stated he picked up the control
panel, and looked at it,

Righ t .

Did he tell you that?

He must have. I wrote it in the

report.
Said, "He noticed someone had taped the

ends of the wires coming from the alarm

box. " Did he tell you that?

Right , yeah,
Did he tell you, David stated he

walked into the laundry room and

removed his shoes.

Yeah.

Well , did he have on shoes when you saw

him or not, first saw him?

Like I said, I don t. recall if he had
shoes on or not.
"Stated he walked back through the

kitchen, into the foyer , to hang up his

coat. Did he tell you that?

Yeah.

1109
And then what did he say next as you
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remember?

Said he then noticed traces of blood

just inside the front door.

Then what did he tell you based on your

memory and your notes that you made on

that occasion?

It appeared that someone tried to clean

it up.

Then what?

said he then went to the stairs where

he found his wife s body.

Then what did he tell you?

I think that' s the point where he

walked outside , and once my supervisor

got there I didn' t really ask him any

more questions,

MR. POWELL: You didn' t ask him any
more questions.

Judge, we would' offer Defendant '

Exhibit Number 3.

THE COURT:

MR. POWELL:

Okay.

We would like the

Exhibit --
MR, VALESKA: We don t mind him

1112
identifying it. We don' t know yet --

we know what it is and it'

identified. So we'll make our

determination and our obj ection later
if we have one, We may not even have

one.
THE COURT: Well, if you re going

to make one make it now; otherwise, I'

going to show it admitted.

offered it for evidence 

MR. VALESKA: s read the whole

thing. I mean, I just don' t understand

the purpose of offering the report now.

THE COURT: Mr. Powell , do you want

to speak to that?

MR . POWELL: Well, Judge, Officer

wil is, you know , like the rest of us I

imagine three and a half , nearly four

years you forget a few things. These
are his notes. He made them,

looked at them. They refreshed his

memory and he relies on them heavily

for his testimony in response to the

questions I' ve asked him. I just think

it' s probably .more accurate than his
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memory.

THE COURT: m going to show it

admitted.
MR. VALESKA: Fine.
THE COURT: He read from it. Show

it admitted,

(By Mr. Powell) Officer, after you got

that far along in talking to him -- I

know what I asked you. Have you got a

judgment about how long it was and you

indicate on there that you got there at

4:34; is that correct?

was around 4: 3 couldn'
Do you know how long you talked to him

and how long took from the time you

approached him until you went up and

down the stairs and talked about these

other things until somebody else came

up and more or less took over and you

went to get your car?

Sergeant Darby arrived just a few

minutes later than me, not more than

five I wouldn' t think.

So you thought --
I would have to look at the dispatch

1114
log to know for sure the times, but it

wasn' t - - I wouldn' t think it was more

than five minutes when Sergeant Darby

arrived,
So in your best judgement it was about

five minutes after you contacted and

met Dr. Tipton until, other people got
there?
Before Sergeant Darby arrived.
Before Sergeant Darby got there.

do you remember anything else that

And

David Tipton said to you, vocalized to
you , asked you , from the time you got

there until Mr. Darby and the others

began to come?

Right after Sergeant Darby got there is

when he started to ask me about his

children. He didn' t make any
statements that I recall.

But he didn' t ever ask about the
children before he talked about the

alarm, the dead bolt , going upstairs

and back twice, and talking about

picking the alarm panels up and them

being taped? During all that time he

1113 1115
never said anything to you about his

children?
I don' t recall.

You don t recall. Do you believe if he

did you would recall?

I can t say for sure. I wasn t there

long before Sergeant Darby arrived and

right after he arrived he was asking me

about his children.

You never wrote anything in that report

about the children , did you?

No.

MR. POWELL:

THE COURT:

That' s all.
Redirect?

MR. DILL: , Your Honor.

THE COURT: Thank you , sir,Okay.

You may stand down.

MR. DILL:

Darby.
State calls Sergeant

THE COURT: Okay. Was the rule

ever invokea on the record or was it

just understood, assumed? I don't

recall anybody ever invoking the rule.

MR. VALESKA: We don t have any

witnesses in here.

1116
I understand thatTHE COURT:

but --
For formality of it weMR . POWELL:

do.

I understand. So theTHE COURT:

rule is invoked. I want to put it on

the record because I don' t believe

anybody ever brought it back up.

Come around, Sergeant Darby.

have to look at your shoulder to see

what rank your are.
(Witness sworn.

THE COURT:

MR. DILL:

Have a seat.

Can Officer Willis be

excused?
THE COURT: Absolutely. He' s free

to go. If he s needed we know where to

find him. Do you need an easel?

MR. DILL:

THE COURT:

Yes.

These are notes from a

civil case. You can take those down

and if you would lay them on these

steps and move that easel wherever you

like.
MR. DILL: I will do that while we



are getting these marked.

WILLIAM WADE DARBY

A witness for the State,
was sworn and testified as follows:

EXAINATION

6 BY MR. DILL:

131

If you will, state your full name for

the record?

william Wade Darby.

And where do you work?

1117 1119

I work for the City of Decatur Police

Department.
In what capacity are you employed

there?
m employed as a sergeant in the

patrol division.

How long have ' you been employed in that
capacity?

ve been a sergeant since 1995.

How long have you been with the Decatur

Police Department?

For a total of eighteen years and eight

months.
And were you - - how were you employed
on March the 12th of 1999?

11lS
I was a patrol sergeant working second

shift.
Second shift I think we ve already been

told is from 3: 00 to 10: OO?

3:00 to 11:00.

3: 00 to 11: 00. And did you get
dispatched to the Chapel Hill Road area

on that afternoon?

I did.

What was the nature of that call?

The nature of that call was a homicide.

And where we e you when you got that

dispatch?
I do not recall where I was.

And what did you do if you recall after

you received the dispatch?

I proceeded to Chapel Hill Road.

And what did you find when you got

there?
when I got to the residence I found

Officer Bobby willis out in front of

the house with Dr. Tipton.

And describe, if you will , the

appearance of Dr, Tipton.

Dr. Tipton was very quite. I did not
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have any conversation with him myself.
He appeared to be rather shaken up to

me.

And what did you do upon arriving on

that scene?
I instructed Officer willis to keep

Dr. Tipton with him and to stay on the

front of the house. I had another

officer, Officer Bloodworth , arrived

about a minute after I did.

instructed him to block the driveway.to

control access to the house. Just in a

very short time , just a few minutes,

the first detectives arrived on the

scene. I u
Who were the detectives?

The very first two detectives I believe

were Investigator Pettey and

Investigator John Crouch,

And what happened after they arrived on

the scene?

I conferred with Investigator Pettey

very briefly and myself and

Investigator Crouch then entered the

house and did a very quick search of

1120
the house.

Prior to that did you receive any

intelligence about what was going on

there?
There was a question at the time of

where the two Tipton children were.

And what do you mean when you say you

did a quick search of the house?

I did not enter each and every room

myself but between I vestigator Crouch

and I we started on the first floor and

we went up to the third floor checking

every room , looked in every closet,

looked under every bed.

How would you describe that?

a police term for that?

I s there

Our term would be clearing the house.

And what' s the purpose of that?

The purpose of that was to see if the

two children were there or if anyone

else was there or if any perpetrators

might still be there.

Okay. And did you know at the time

that you arrived on the scene how many

victims you had in the house?
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I knew for sure there was one victim 
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the house.

Do you know if there were any more?

I do not know if there were any more.

And what was your - - how did you - - how

were you situated as you went through

the house? Did you take any steps with
regard to your equipment or uniform or

anything?
Yes, sir. Investigator Crouch and I

both put on protective footgear , which

is kind of like you would see in the
medical profession, some kind of booty

that slipped over our shoes.
And what' s the purpose of that?

That is so that we would not

contaminate the crime scene with

anything we might track in the house,

Had you taken any - - because you didn I t
know what the situation was , did you

take any steps to pr0tect yourself?

Besides that, no, sir.
In terms of looking for the

perpetrator , was there anything you, did
to protect yourself?

In terms of looking for the

perpetrator, I had my pistol out.

going to show you what' s been

marked previously for identification

purposes only State s Exhibits 5

through 20 , and ask you to flip through

these photographs and let me know if

you recognize those. Do you recognize

the scene as depicted in these

photographs?
I do.

And what are they?

Those are the scenes of the Tipton

residence as I remember them that day.

All right. And do the scenes depicted

in these photographs, State' s Exhibits
5 through 20 , do they fairly and

accurately depict the Tipton residence

as it appeared on the evening that you

saw it?
. A. Yes, sir, they do.

MR. DILL: State would move to

admit State' s Exhibits 5 through 20?
THE COURT: Inclusive?
MR. DILL: Yes.

1123
THE COURT:

MR. POWELL: That' s fine, Your
Show them admitted.

Honor.

(By Mr. Dill) I' m going to show you a

series of blowups, what I would refer

to as blueprints , and ask you if you

recognize these. These have been

marked previously for identification

purposes as State' s Exhibits 21 , 22 and
23. You might need to step down to

take a look at these.

Is that okay with the Court?

THE COURT: That' s fine with me,

Question for me?

(By Mr. Dill) Do you recognize what

these plans depict?

I believe these plans depict the Tipton

residence.
DO they appear to fairly and accurately

depict the Tipton residence as it

appeared on March the 12th when you did

the walk-through clearing the residence

that you described?

Yes , sir, I believe they do.

MR. DILL: State would move to

1124
admit State s Exhibits 21 , 22 and 23,

MRS. HABROOKS: NO objection, Your

Honor.

Show them admitted.THE COURT:

MR. DILL: You can return toOkay.

the stand. I think I' m going to have
to ask to you step down just a second

though.
THE COURT: Have you got anything

else of this nature that you want to

lay the predicate for and get

admitted?
MR. DILL: No.

We'll break here thenTHE COURT:

for the evening.

MR. DILL:

THE COURT:

Okay.

You can step down

Sergeant, if you want to. We'

obviously not going to finish with you

today anyway.

Ladies and gentlemen , we' re going

to break here for the day. m going

to let you go back to the motel and

settle in for the night and have some

dinner and relax a little bit and get a
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good night' s rest hopefully and start
back tomorrow at 9: 00 .

Some of you - - a couple of things I
need to go over with you before you go

I hate to be putting you in anback.
inconvenience but I am anyway. So I'
going to do it full bore. Telephones
cell phone , pagers, I don' t need you

doing that. 'll make available

telephones for you with Mr. and

Mrs. Penn tonight. If you need to call

home and talk to folks, you know , but

cell phones and pagers are out. Also
m going to instruct you no alcohol

while you re at the hotel tonight.

There will be things to do. You

going to be able to watch television in

the hall. You 'll be able to watch

football games over the weekend.

You 'll be able to do a lot of things.

I don t even mind you watching national

news , CNN or Fox or something like that

but no local news or local newspapers.

Also Mr. Penn has done this many

times. Mrs. Penn has been with him

before. Until you can get back to me

whatever he says is what I say. So he

knows what he' s doing and I would
appreciate it if you would give him

your utmost respect and listen to what

he says. The purpose of all this is

you can see how meticulous and

methodical we have to go through these

types of cases. All cases are

meticulous and methodical to some

degree but this type of case is

especially. I don t want to do

anything to have to start over or make

a mistake or have you contaminated in

some way, that' s not the right word

maybe , but you understand what I mean

by having you exposed to information

that might have an impact or bearing on

you. So we go to these great lengths

to sequester you and keep you from

having access to that type of

information. So we will start back

tomorrow morning at 9: 00 0 ' clock.
Mr. Penn and Mrs. Penn will take care

of you tonight and have a good
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evening.

Remember what I say, even though

you' re the jury, don t be discussing

the case , don' t be talking about it.

You can talk about anything else under

the sun other than the case. You'

begun to hear evidence now. I would

ask that you keep an open mind until

you hear all the evidence. Don t start

drawing conclusions and making up your

mind about it and closing your mind

about it. Keep an open mind about it

until you ear all this evidence.

Y' all have a good night.

BAILIFF BILL PENN: Their notes,
Judge.

THE COURT: You can take those with

you. I don t want them to get thrown

You, can take those with youaway.

tonight and keep up with them. They

your responsibility to keep up with

them, and I do ask though that you not

leave part of them in the motel , that

you keep them and turn them in at the

end.

112S
Captain if you would . I haven't

put Mr. and Mrs. Penn under oath yet.
If you would take the jury on down to

the bus and y ' all come up here and let
me put you under oath and put it on the

record. There s an oath for the

If everybody in the audiencebailiff.
would stay seated while the jury

clears.
Do you solemnly swear or affirm

that you will keep this jury together

in some private or convenient place

that you will not permit anyone to

speak or communicate with them or do so

by yourself except by order of this

court, that you will return with them

to the Court when a verdict ' has been

reached or that when you are ordered to

do so by the Court, and that you will

not communicate to any person the state

of their deliberations so help you

God?

BAILIFF BILL PENN:

EAILIFF NORMA PENN:

I do.

I do.

THE COURT: Thank you. You can
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25 ,

join the jury.

All right. LetYou re free to go.

the jury clear the elevators before

' all crowd the elevators, please.
Y' all can stand up arid walk out in the
hall. That' s fine.

(Whereupon , at 4:35 p. , the,

proceedings in the above-

entitled matter was recessed,

to reconvene at 9:00 a. m., the

following day.

MORNING SESSION

(11- 2002)

(9 :00 a.

(Whereupon , the followin was

held outside the presence of

the jury.
THE COURT: I have a note from one

m showing it to bothof ,the jurors.
sides. I haven t talked to him

personally, but I sent word through the

bailiff just to raise his hand and I'll

accommodate him. So y ' all knew all
about that before we struck. So it may

slow us down a little bit but we 'll get

it, and I'll make this note part of the

Court file.
Everybody ready and ready to start

back? Is Officer Darby here?

MR. DILL:

THE COURT:

Yes , sir.

Get the jury and put

them in th box , Mr. Penn.

MR . POWELL: I was going to say we

are still willing to excuse that young
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man,

MR. VALESKA: There were two people
on the jury that wanted off. They told

I struck one. I as sumed theyyou.
would get rid of the other one. Fair?

THE COURT: s not asking to be

excused. If it becomes necessary we

will,
point.

m not willing to at this

MR, POWELL:

THE COURT:

That' s fine.
I won' t embarrass him.

I promise.

Let' s go on with what we' ve got.
If it becomes --

MR. DILL: First alternate back on

will be our alternate; is that right?

THE COURT: Yes. No.

(Whereupon , the following was

held in the presence of the

jury. )
THE COURT: Thank y' all.

seated.
Good morning, Sergeant. Anybody

need more paper? Make sure Mr, Penn

knows, ve got boxes of it. I hope
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everybody has blue badges visible.

hope you had a good night last night,

Toby, do you need to mark

something?
Yes , sir,COURT REPORTER: I do.

Give me a minute.
THE COURT: 1'11 quit talking while

you mark them.
(Brief pause.

THE COURT: Let' s go. I want you

to premark your exhibits in the

future. I don t want to wait until we

get in court and the jury is here.

Start marking exhibits and sharing,

both sides. Premark them and let --

Toby doesn t have to mark them. You

can mark them. They re your exhibi t s .
MR. DILL:

THE COURT:

I show 21, , 22 and 23 in?
Yes. Three through 23

inclusive are in.
(By Mr. Dill) Officer, I' m going to

show you what' s been marked previously
for identification purposes only a

photograph marked State s Exhibit

Number 24 and ask you if you recognize



that?
I recognize that picture.

Does that fairly and accurately depict

Karen Tipton the way you observed her

on March the 12th , 1999?

It does.

MR. DILL: State moves to admit

State s Exhibit 24.

Show it admitted.THE COURT:

MR. DILL: May the witness stand

down , Your Honor?

THE COURT: Yes, sir. Give him the
mic.

MR. DILL: Are we free to publish

these exhibits?
THE COURT: Yes.

Officer Darby, hold that close to

your mouth. It wort' t pick up unless

it' s about two inches from your mouth.

(By Mr. Dill) Sergeant Darby, I'
going to show you some exhibits that

were admitted yesterday and ask you to
describe what' s depicted in these

photographs , and if and when you saw
the items depicted in these photographs

and where you saw them. If you will

referring to State' s Exhibit 22 , first

if you 'll describe for the ladies and

gentlemen of the jury what this is.

This is a diagram --

THE COURT: You' re going to have to

go closer than that and point it right

at your mouth.

This is the diagram of the first floor

of the Tipton residence.

(By Mr. Dill) Before weAll right,
start with the photographs , does this

fairly and accurately depict the floor

plan or does this floor plan fairly and

accurately depict the Tipton residence

the way that you observed it when you

cleared the house as you described

earlier for the jury?

I believe that it does.

If you will show for the ladies and

gentlemen of the jury where you first

entered the house?

I entered the house through the main

front door entrance on the front porch

right here.
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And what was the first thing you did

when you entered the house?

The very first thing I did was followed

the directions given to me by Officer

Willis. I went up almost to the top of

these steps going to the second floor

where I observed her body laying right

there.
And you say her body.

to Karen Tipton?

You' re referring

Referring to Mrs. Karen Tipton.

What did you do at that point?

I returned to the front door and about

that time the detectives arrived, and

we consulted briefly about what we were

going to do from that point.
And what did you do after that

consultation?
After that consultation with

Investigator Pettey, Investigator John

Crouch and I cleared the house.

Okay. And I think you described for

the ladies and gentlemen of the jury

yesterday what that meant. Describe
the first steps that you took

1136
chronologically in terms of clearing

the house?

All right. Investigator Crouch and I

started on the first floor of the three

story house and went up, and between

the two of us we checked every room.

All right, Can you describe where you

went in the house?

I did not go in the garage. Like I
said , I did not do every room.

Investigator Crouch did some of the

rooms. From the front door I went into

the kitchen area , into the great room

area, this is all glassed in on the

back , through the study, and back

around to the master bedroom and back

around through here on the first floor.

All right. m going to show you

State s Exhibit Number 23 , also a floor

plan, and ask you if you recognize

this?
I do.

And what does this floor plan depict?

I believe that floor plan depicts the

second floor of the Tipton residence.
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And would you proceed to the second

floor after you cleared - - you and

1137

IUS 

Investigator Crouch cleared the first

floor?
I did.

Describe what you did on the second

floor.
I checked the hallway area and down to

the left of the top of the stairs down

into what I believe was the master

bedroom on the second floor , down in

this area.

And I'll show you now what' s been

marked and has been admitted and is

State' s Exhibit 21 and ask you if you

can recognize this?
I do.

What is that?

I believe that is a floor plan of the

third story of the Tipton residence.

Does that fairly and accurately depict

the third floor the way that you

observed it on March the 12th?

I believe it does.

And tell the ladies and gentlemen of

the jury what you did with regard to

this floor when you were clearing the

house?
From the top of the steps -- of course,

the third floor is mostly one big

room. Investigator Crouch and I were

up here together at the same time and

basically there are a lot of small

spaces up on the third floor that we

took a little time to go through along

in here , and we were both up here at

the same time,

entire floor.
We both covered the

And this is you going through with your

gun drawn looking for any information 

that you could find?

That' s correct.
Going back to the first floor , State

Exhibit 22 , I' m going to ask you to
take State' s Exhibit 6 and explain to
the jury what this photograph depicts?

This photograph is an interior

picture. This door here comes in from

the garage right in this area right

here, and it' s showing the door and the

241

wall.
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And this open area is going into

the kitchen which is pointing that way

in the direction of this shot.

THE COURT: Lawyers on both sides

if you want to get behind the jury box

so you can see better that' s fine.
MR. POWELL:

THE COURT:

Thank you, sir.

Feel free to move

around. I don' t particularly want

anybody else standing behind the jury

but the lawyers can.

(By Mr. Dill) And this is the way that

the door appeared when you walked in

the house on March the 12th?

Yes sir.
m going to show you State' s Exhibit

13 and ask if you recognize the scene

depicted in this photograph?

I recognize it.
And what does that depict?

That is a shot of the first floor from

the kitchen pointing into the den area

which will be a shot coming this way

through the kitchen into this area.

Does this fairly and accurately depict
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the kitchen the way you observed it on

March the 12th?

It does.

I'll show you State s Exhibit 9 and ask

you if you recognize the items depicted

in that photograph?

I do.

What is that?

That' s a picture of the kitchen area in
the first floor. picture of this area

right in here and the angle of that

shot is going this way.

I'll show you State' s Exhibit 7 and ask

you if you recognize the items depicted

in that photograph?

I do.

What does the photograph depict?

That is a picture of a counter top that

divides the kitchen and the dining area

on the first floor.

Where would this be located?

That would be what' s labeled on this
drawing as bar. This area right here.

And what if anything appears to be on

the counter?
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It appears to be a calculator and some

kind of looks like a child' s drawing
and an envelope and a cordless
telephone and some piece of electronic

equipment.
I'll show you State' s Exhibit 5 and if

ask you if you recognize the scene

that' s depicted in this photograph?

I do.

And what is that?

That is a sofa that is in the den area

of the first floor , this area right

here , and the windows behind it are
these windows right through here.

All right. And is this sofa fairly and

accurately depicted in this photograph

as you saw it on March the 12th?

I believe so.

m going to show you a photograph now

State' s Exhibit Number S and ask you if

you recognize the scene depicted in

photograph S?

I do.

Describe that for the ladies and

gentlemen of the jury.
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That is the scene of the entrance foyer 

of the house and the steps going up to

the second floor. That picture would

have been taken from the front door

area. Those steps in .the picture are
these steps right here.

Does that fairly and accurately depict

the steps in the Tipton residence as

you observed it on March the 12th

1999?

It does.

I'll show you now State' s Exhibit 10

and ask you if you recognize the scene

depicted in State' s Exhibit 10?
I do.

Describe that for the jury.

That is a picture taken from the second

floor landing of these steps right here

and pointing down back towards the

front door.

And does the picture fairly and

accurately depict the foyer the way --

the foyer of the Tipton residence and

the way you observed it on March the

12th?

It does.

I change the board to State s Exhibit
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23, which you previously described as

an accurate floor plan of the second

floor of the Tipton residence. I show

you State' s Exhibit Number 19 and ask
you if you recognize the scene depicted

in State' s Exhibit Number 19?

I do.

And describe that for the ladies and

gentlemen of the jury.

That is the banister of the second

floor landing and the hallway on the

second floor directly at the top of

these steps , and the angle of that

picture is going this way down the

hall, That table is in the hall

approximately in this area right here,

All right. Did you notice anything

unusual about the table --

I did.

- - on March the 12th?
I did.

What?

There was a large amount of blood on

i lS
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that table.

going to show you State s Exhibit

Number 12 and ask you if you recognize

the scene depicted in this photograph?

I do,

Describe that for the jury.

That is a picture of the same hallway

from a different angle of the same

table looking down at about this angle

right here.

And does this picture fairly and

accurately depict the table in the

hallway in the Tipton residence as you

observed it on March the 12th?

I believe it does.

I'll show you State' s Exhibit 15 and

ask if you recognize this exhibit?

I do.

Describe that for the jury.

That is a picture taken of the floor of

this bedroom up the steps and to your

left and going into this bedroom, and

that is a photograph of a fireplace

poker and a pair of blue jeans that

contained inside the blue jeans a pair



of underwear and a glass item which I

think was probably either a coaster or

an ashtray,
Was there a fireplace in the residence?

Yes , sir.

Where?

On the first floor in the den area.

And does this picture fairly and

accurately depict the poker as you

observed it in the Tipton residence on

March the 12th as you were clearing the

house?
I believe that it does.
I show you State' s Exhibit 14 and ask

you if you recognize the items depicted

in thi s photograph?

I do.

If you will describe that for the jury?

Those are the same items that' s from

the previous picture. That is a wider

view shot of this floor of this same

bedroom.

I show you State s Exhibit IS and ask

you if you recognize the scene depicted

in this photograph?

I do.

Describe it for the jury.
That is the bed in the same bedroom as

the previous two shots.
bed right in this area.

That was the

And does the picture fairly and

accurately depict the master bed in the

Tipton master bedroom?

I believe that it does.
Is there anything unusual you noticed

about the bed when you were clearing

the house on March the 12th , 1999?

There was what I believe to be blood on

the bed.

I'll show you State' s Exhibit 17 and

ask you if you recognize the scene

depicted in this photograph?

I do.

Describe it for the jury.

That is a shot of the same bedroom that

was in the previous couple of pictures

showing.. the corner of the bed , and the

view of that picture would have been

pointing this way across the room.

m going to show you State' s Exhibit
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Number 16 and ask you if you recognize

the scene depicted in this photograph?

I do.

And describe it for the jury.
That is a picture of the same bed and

the same bedroom as in the previous

couple of pictures. It' s a close-up of
the bed" and that was taken from an

angle from about this door here

pointing that way.

I'll show you State' s Exhibit 20 and

ask you if you recognize the scene

depicted in this photograph?

I do.

If you 'll describe that for the jury.

That is a picture of the sink and the

counter area of a bathroom that'

directly off of this bedroom. That
picture would be in this area right

here probably taken from the doorway

right there.

And does the picture fairly and

accurately depict the bathroom off of

the Tipton master bedroom as you

observed it when you were clearing the

114S
house on March the 12th?

I believe that it does.

Notice anything unusual about the
bathroom?
It was in somewhat of a "disarray.
ve got one last picture, Sergeant

Darby, and I ask you if you recognize

the person in State' s Exhibit Number
24.

I do.

And does this picture fairly and

accurately depict Karen Tipton the way

you observed her when you were clearing

the house on March the 12th?

It does,

And would you indicate on the floor

plan where this picture was taken?

The corner right here that you see on

the trim would be this corner right

here at the top of the steps, She

laying on her back in this hallway

about this area right here. Her head

towards the bedroom and her feet down

the hall. She was laying on her back

in this area right here.
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And does this picture fairly and

accurately depict the condition that
you observed Karen Tipton on March the

12th, 1999 as you were clearing her

house?
It does.

You can return back to the stand.
(Witness complied.

Now, Sergeant Darby, what if anything

did you do after you and Investigator

Crouch had finished clearing the house?

I conferred again with Investigator

Pettey.
And what did you do after you conferred

with Investigator Pettey?

I relayed to him some items of interest

and pointed out to him the location of

those items in the house , and after

that I left the house,

And where did you go?

Outside.
Did you do anything else with regard to

this investigation?

Yes , sir.

What did you do next?

I checked the exterior of the house.

We walked over the front yard and back

yard and grounds of the residence.

All right. And was there any evidence

that you collected in that walk-

through?
No, sir, I did not collect any

evidence.
MR. DILL: Can I have just a

moment, , Your Honor?

THE COURT: Sure.
(Brief pause,

(By Mr. Dill) Now , you described for

the ladies and gentlemen of the jury

that you found Karen' s body at 2330

Chapel Hill Road?

Well, sir, I' m not the one that
actually found her body.

I observed it.
That' s where

You observed it there?

Yes, sir.
Is that in Morgan County?

Yes, sir, it is.

MJ;. DILL: With the Court'

permission I' m going to publish these
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to the jury.
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That' s all I have for the

witness.
THE COURT: Do you have any

questions for this witness

Mrs. Halbrooks?

MRS. HALBROOKS: Yes , Your Honor.

EXAINATION

S BY MRS. HALBROOKS:

1150 i
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I 9 Officer Darby, who again was there when

you got there?
When I got there present were Officer

Bobby willis and Dr. Tipton.

What time did you arrive?

I believe I arrived at 4:37 p.

And when you arrived exactly ' where in
relationship to the house did you find

Officer Willis?

Standing on the front porch.

And where did you find Dr. Tipton?

Standing with Officer willis.

Did Officer willis share with you the

steps that he and Dr. Tipton had taken

through the house prior to your

arrival?
Officer Willis advised me on the
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location of Mrs. Tipton' s body and

Officer willis also advised me that

that' s as far as he had gone in the
house.
Did he advise you or share with you

anything with regards to the steps

taken by Dr. Tipton?

No, ma ' am , I do not recall him sharing

that with me.

So you don' t recall sharing with
Officer Pettey and advising Officer

Pettey at that point of the steps taken

by Dr, Tipton through the residence?

I probably advised Investigator Pettey

that the doctor had entered the house

and found her but --

You don' t - - excuse me, Go ahead.
I do not recall more than that , no,

ma I am.

Yes, sir. So you don' t recall actually
advising Officer Pettey step by step

the steps that Dr. Tipton took through

that residence that day?

I do not recall that, am.

You indicated I think in response to a
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question earlier that you did not find

Karen Tipton s body; is that correct?

I did not., ma am,

Dr. Tipton found her body that day; is

that right?

That is my --
Is that your understanding?

That is my understanding.

Do you have any understanding today of

the steps that Dr. Tipton took through

the residence prior to your arrival and

prior to Officer Willis' arrival on the

scene on March the 12th?

My understanding is that Officer willis

observed blood on one of the doctor

hands when he arrived.

Did you see the blood on Dr, Tipton

hand?
I did not.NO, mal am,

Did Officer willis to your knowledge

make any effort to obtain a blood

sample of the blood that was found on

Dr. Tipton s hand on that day?

MR. DILL: I' m going to obj ect 
her asking him what efforts Officer

willis made.

MRS. HALBROOKS: m asking if he'

aware of any efforts made.

THE COURT: If he has information

about that he can testify to it. If he

doesn' t he doesn I'll overrule the

objection..
No, ma' am, I' m not aware of any effort

made by Officer Willis in that regard.

(By Mrs. Halbrooks) And because you

didn t see the blood that day you

didn' t make a sample of the blood on
Dr. Tipton s hand; is that right?

That I s right.
You didn t look at Dr. Tipton' s hand to

see if it was injured or his own blood

or anything on his hand; is that right?

No, ma I did not.

When Dr. Tipton was seen by you

standing on the porch with Officer

Willis, what kind of shoes was he

wearing?
I do not recall his shoes , ma ' am.

Was he wearing shoes to your knowledge?

I believe he was.
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You were asked I believe by Officer

pettey to clear the residence?
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Yes, ma am.

And you described for the ladies and

gentlemen of the jury what that means;

is that right?

Yes, ma am.

Why is' it important to clear the
residence at that point?

To secure the scene.

Okay. How many times have you reported

to scenes of crimes of this nature in

your career as a police officer?

Many times.

would you say probably over ten , over

twenty?
I would say hundreds.

And it' important to clear the

residence for what reason?

It is important to clear the residence

to secure it for investigation , to

locate any more victims , to locate any

possible l perpetrators and to make sure
the evidence is preserved.

And when you clear the residence I
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think you indicated that y' all put 

some protective clothing?

On our footwear , yes , ma' am.

So the only protective clothing that

you were wearing is something covering

your shoes?

Yes, ma am.

And I believe you testified that

Officer Crouch also wore the same

protective gear?

Yes , ma' am.

You also indicated that you checked the

exterior of the residence and you did

that at Officer Pettey' s request?

I don' t remember him request ing that,
mal am.

Well, how long had you been there

before you checked the outside of the

res-idence?
I had been there for quite a while

because we had done the interior check

first.
Yes, sir. About how much time passed

between the time that you got there and

the time that you checked the outside
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of the residence?

Well , r could only estimate.

twenty minutes or more.

Probably

And, if you will , describe to the

ladies and gentlemen of the jury the

inspection that you did on the outside

of the house that day. Where did you

go and what did you look at?
We went into the back yard and there

was kind of . like a little trail going
into the woods behind the house, and

that trail goes back to what I would

describe as some kind of a little

sitting area with a table and chairs.

And back to the front of the house

around the west side and we . also looked

at the vehicles that were parked in the

driveway.
When we talk about the west side , some

people are like I am. I get confused

about east and west and north and

south. If r' rn going out the front door
of the Tipton s house we are going

which way?

If you' re going out the front door and

you re looking at the road you'

looking south.
All right, So what did you do in

relationship to the front of that house

as far as inspecting the grounds out

there?
I just walked around through the front

yard.
And you didn' t find anything?
I did not see anything of interest to

the investigation.
What vehicles were parked at the Tipton
residence when you arrived?

Officer willis ' patrol car and there

were three vehicles around the side in

front of the garage.

One was a 1991 Ford Explorer?

One was a Ford Explorer.

Another a 1993 Chevy van?

One of them was a van, yes, am.

And one was a 1992 white S- 10 extended

cab truck; is that right?

One of them was a white Chevrolet

truck.
All three vehicles were white?
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I believe they were.

And when you saw those automobiles that

day, did you walk over to them and open

the door and see if there was anything

inside those automobiles?

I did not open the door to the

automobiles.
Did you do any inspection whatsoever of

the inside of those automobiles?

Not the inside , no , ma' am.

Did you do any inspection of the

outside of those automobiles?

I felt the hoods of all three.

Why would you do that?

To. see which, ones were warm and which
ones were not.
And which one was warm?

The Chevrolet truck.
When you found that the truck was warm

to the touch, you didn' t think it would

be important to look inside?

I do not think that it was my job at

that time to go any further in that
truck.
Following your involvement in this
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case, did you make any notes of what

you saw out there that day? Did you

take any notes of your investigation?
No, ma' am , I did not.

So you didn' t f ill out any sort of
incident or offense report?

No' , ma am.

So you wouldn' t have had that available
for your review today for the ladies

and gentlemen of the jury?

No, ma' am.

And you re basing your testimony today

on what you remember of March the 12th

of 1999; is that correct?

I have also reviewed the other

officer' s reports , and I' m basing it 

my memory.

Yes, sir. So whatever is included in

the other officers' reports you would

have reviewed in preparation for this

trial today?

Yes , ma am, that' s correct.

Did you review Officer Pettey

incident report in this case?

The only thing written byNO, ma' am.
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Officer Pettey of his case report that

I have seen is the summary page.

Would it have been important you think

to review Officer Pettey' s report in
preparation for your testimony today?

NO, ma' ,am.

So you don' t think what would be
included in his report as far as your

invol vement would be important to you
in order to testify before the jury?

I did not anticipate testifying in this

case to the , you know , the actual

investigation itself other than the

crime scene, which was my involvement.

How long were you at the residence?

I was there for probably a couple of

hours.
Okay. I' m going to get the photographs

that you testified to and ask you some

specific questions about the

residence, You testified that in this

picture, State' s Exhibit 20 , the

picture of th bathroom, that things

appeared to be in a disarray, and I

think that' s the term you used; is that

correct?
Yes , ma' am,

What about the bathroom appears to be

in disarray?

The drawer being open and the item in

the floor.
So we' re talking about this drawer

being open and this item in the floor;

is that right?

Yes , ma am,

What is that item in the floor?

I do not know what that item is,

Do you know if it was taken into

evidence by the police?
I do not know.

And this appears to be something that

is abnormal for a bathroom for you?

Well, I don t know if it' s abnormal,

but it appears to be in somewhat

disarray to me.

Yes, sir. So you would say that it 

unusual that somebody would leave a

bathroom drawer ope and clothing or

something in the floor?

No, ma' am , I didn' t say it was unusual.

Well , you termed it as a disarray?
1163,
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That' s my words, yes, ma' am.

Let me ask you first about this

picture. Do you know when that picture

was taken?
I cannot tell you exactly when that

picture was taken.

And this picture of the bedroom that

you testified to , do you know when it

was taken, this State' s Exhibit 16?

I do not know exactly when the picture

was taken,
Were the tables turned over in that

picture or anything knocked off the

table?
There' s not an overturned table in that

picture I don't believe.

Did you go around in the bedroom

Officer Darby, and look to see what

types of clothing was laying around the

bedroom?

in that?

Did you have any involvement

, I did not.

So basically what you did is just take

a glance around and then leave the
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residence?

Yes , ma' am.

And the bedroom here, it will be your

testimony, would it not, that there are

four drawers open on the dresser?

There are four drawers opened on this

dresser in this picture.

Anything out of place on top of the

dresser?
Does not appear to be out of place on

the top.

That' s State' s Exhibit 17, State'
Exhibit 18, do you know when that

picture was taken?

I do not know exactly when that picture

was taken,
And , again, this picture shows the

bedside table and nothing appears to

have been knocked off the table and the

table is not overturned?

That table is not overturned,

ma' am.

State s Exhibit 15 , do you know when

that picture was taken?

I do not know exactly when that picture
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was taken.
State' s Exhibit 14 , another picture of

the bedroom. Do you know when that

picture was taken?

No, ma am, I do not know exactly when

that picture was taken.

State s Exhibit 19, does that reflect

the corner of the hallway table in the

upstairs hallway?

It does.

When you arrived there that day, was

there anything on top of that table?

I do not remember anything on top of

that table.

If I represented to you that there was

a piece of clothing up there , would

that help you to remember anything with

regards to the table?

It might.

And was there any lamp or any other

piece of furnishing on top of that
table that day?

I cannot recall.

Do you know when this picture was

taken?

No, ma' am.

State' s Exhibit 12, do you know when

that picture was taken?

No, ma r am.

State s Exhibit 24 , do you know when

that picture was taken?

No, ma am, I don'

And I'll represent for the ladies and

gentlemen of the jury that that' s the

victim I s body in the picture that

they 'll see in just a minute.

State s Exhibit 11, do you know

when that picture was taken?

I do not know exactly when that picture

was taken.
Officer Darby, while we re on this

picture, did you that day go around and

make any determination as to what doors

in this home were locked or unlocked?

No, ma' am , I did not.

State' s Exhibit 6, do you know when

that picture was taken?

I do not know exactly when this picture

was taken , no.

State' s Exhibit 13 , do you know when
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that picture was taken?

I do not know exactly when that picture

was taken.
Officer Darby, I want you to look at

this picture of the kitchen. It' s a

picture of the kitchen area, is it not?

Yes, ma' am.

Does it show the counter top in the

kitchen area?

Yes, it does.

It also shows the island; is that

right?
Yes, ma' am.

Does anything there appear to be out of

the ordinary to you?

Yes , ma am.

How so?

The item of electronic equipment laying

on the bar.
Did Dr.. Tipton make any statements to

you or are you aware of any statements

made by Dr. Tipton with regard to that

alarm panel on the counter top there?

, ma' am.

Officer Darby, what is this right here
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on the counter?

I believe that' s a cordless telephone.

Yes , sir, It' s actually depicted in

State s Exhibit Number 7; is that

right? Is that the phone right there?

Yes, ma' am.

And do you know when this picture was

taken?
I do not know exactly when that picture

was taken.
State' s Exhibit 5, do you know when

that picture was taken?

I can not advise you exactly when that

picture was taken.

State s Exhibit 9 , do you know when

t4at picture was taken?

I do not know exactly when that picture

was taken.
This picture shows a McDonald' s cup on

the counter , does it not?
it does.Yes, ma'

And that was there when you got there

that day?

I cannot advise you on that.

Did you look around the kitchen?
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Very briefly.

Do you know whether or not there was a
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plastic sheath to a knife on any of the

counters in the kitchen?

I do not know.

State' s Exhibit 8 , do you know when

that picture was taken?

I do not know exactly when that picture

was taken.
And State' s Exhibit 10 , do you know

when that picture was taken?

I do not know exactly when that picture

was taken.
Officer Darby, what' s that on the

stairwell there laying at the end of

the stairs?
Referring to the clothes hanger?

Yes , sir.

That appears to be a wire clothes

hanger.
Was that there when you walked in that

day?

I believe it was.

State' s Exhibit b , do you know when

that picture was taken?
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I do not know exactly when that picture

was taken,
And State s Exhibit S , do you know when

that picture was taken?

I do not know exactly when that picture

was taken.
Officer Darby, you told me that you

briefly looked around the house?

Yes, ma ' am,

Okay. Tell me best you ' can guess how

many minutes you were in the house just

looking around, just clearing the

residence?
I could estimate probably over twenty

minutes, maybe a little longer.

Twenty minutes. And in that twenty

minutes you didn' t observe all the
doors , you didn' t go around to each of

the doors to see if they were locked or

unlocked?
I did not go in every room.NO, ma' am. '

Did you come back and report to Officer

Pettey that the alarm panels had been

taken off the wall?

Yes, ma' , I did.
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Did you report anything with regards to

Mrs. Tipton' s purse? Did you know

anything about a purse at that point?

I do not recall anything about a purse.

In the den , Officer Darby, did anything

appear to be out of place?

In the den?

Yes, sir.
I do not recall anything out of place

in the den.

As you walked through from the den into

the foyer and up the stairs , did you

not ice anything out of place, knocked
off tables , anything like that?

I noticed blood in the floor in the

foyer.
But nothing out of place?

No, ma' am.

Did you observe any blood on the walls

of the residence anywhere?

I do not recall any on the walls unless

it' s just right by the body.

MRS. HALBROOKS: j Mike, would you

mind helping me bring that out here?

(By Mrs. Halbrooks) CouldExcuse me.
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you step down, please.

Officer Darby, is this the first

floor of the Tipton residence , the

floor plan?

It appears to be the first floor.

Is it similar n

THE COURT: The switch is not on.

'Ihere you go.

(By Mrs. Halbrooks) Is it similar to

the one you testified to earlier.

MR. VALESKA: I obj ect What are
you talking about? It hadn' t been

identified; it hadn' t been marked.

MRS. HALBROOKS: Your Honor , I had

previously marked it as Defendant'

Exhibit 5. I apologize.

THE COURT: Okay.

(By Mrs, Halbrooks) If you will, look

at what I previously marked as,

Defendant' s Exhibit 5 and is it the
plan to the Tipton residence?

If appears to be the first floor plan.

Okay. Does it indicate there s a

garage entrance here?

It indicates there' s a garage entrance
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Do you recall seeing that door leading

into the garage from the outside of the

residence that day?

I saw it from the outside.

As you come through the garage there

an entrance here into the house from

the garage; is that correct?

I believe so.

There' s also an entrance as you come
around the back of the house into the

laundry room; is that right?

I believe so.

All right. And then we come back

around the house and there' s a back
entrance leading into the den; is that

right?
I believe so.

Then as you come on further around the

back you got an entrance into the

study; is that right?

Possibly. I don t recall that door.

And here there are windows , here there

are windows , here there' s a window

here there' s a window; is that right?

Yes , ma' am.

And when you came into the house you

entered through this direction; is that

right?
the front door.Yes rna f am

And you saw an area of blood that

appeared to have been cleaned up here 
is that right?

I saw an area of blood on the floor

just inside the front door on the

tile. Some of this blood appeared to

me tp have been wiped.

What do you mean some of it? How would

you describe it?
I would describe it as blood spots and

there were looked like someone had

taken some item and had tried to wipe

some of them up is how it appeared to

me.

Yes, sir. And as you - - you actually
went from where when you came through

the front door and saw this?

The very first time r came in the house

I went right up to the top of these

steps. I observed Mrs. Tipton' s body.
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I went right back to the front door.
Do you know whether or not when you

traveled up and then back down these

steps if you ever touched this railing?

No, ma' am , I did not touch the railing.

Do you know whether or not this was

ever tested for prints?
I cannot tell you that.

And here is this where a rug would have

been , that marking in red?
recall a rug being there?

That is possible.

Do you

And would there be a closet right here

that' s marked for coats on this

diagram?
There is not a closet right there.

This is an open area.

Yes , sir. Is there a closet here?

There' s a closet on the other side.
Okay.

Not where that door is indicating.
All right. So the door to the closet

would be here?

The door to the closet I, ma' am.

think is around the corner to the left
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opening off the hallway or from the

other side of this room but it doesn'
open right there. I don t believe at

the top of these steps. That' s an open
area.

Okay. And you would have gone from

where to where through here?

On my second trip up the steps I ould
have gone to the left first.

, sir, I apologize. re on the

first floor. I may have misunderstood

you.

r misunderstood you.

Because I was wondering why we didn

have the door here.
floor.

re on the first

We' re on the first floor.

So there would be a door there and then

that closet?

I do not recall. That would be under

the steps on the first floor.
Yes, sir. So we are on the first

floor?
On the first floor.

And where did you go from there?



Went through the dining area.

After you went tbrough the dining area,
I don t think we have any pictures

identifying this, but did anything

appear to be out of place in the dining

area?
I do not recall.

All right. And then as you go out the
dining area where did you go?

Back towards the kitchen and back this

way.

All right. And as you went into the
kitchen did you go into the laundry

room?

I don t remember going into the laundry

r.oom, ma' am.

And you go through the kitchen and then

where did you go?

Breakfast room, den, study, back this

way and then back to the foyer.
In the breakfast room did anything

appear to be out of place there?

I do not recall anything out of place

there.
And as you went in through the great

room I think you testified nothing

appeared to be out of place and we

looked at the picture there; is that

correct?
Yes , ma I believe so.

And when you went into the study did

you notice anything out of place in the

study?
I do not recall anything out of place.

Was there a computer in there?

I believe there was.

And do you recall looking at the

computer?
NO, ma' am.

Was it on or of f , do you know?
I do not remember.

Okay. And as you came out here into

the master bedroom , what was actually

in the master bedroom , do you remember?

I do not recall what' s in that room.

Do you remember whether or not you

thought anything was out of place in

that room?

I do not recall anything being out of

place in that room.
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As we came into the study or the office

in other words , I think it was used for

that , there' s a desk here; is that

right?
I can not advise you of the exact

location of that desk.

Do you recall a desk being in there?

Yes, ma ' am.

And do you recall a computer being

there?
I recall a computer in that room.

Was there a fax machine beside the

computer to your knowledge?

I believe there was.

And was there a towel here by this

door?
I do not recall,

Officer Darby, I'll show you what I'

previously marked as Defendant'

Exhibit 4 and ask you if this is the

floor plan to the second floor of the

residence?
I believe that is the second floor of

the residence.

As we come up the steps you would have

l1S0
walked up the steps and where would you

have gone up the steps?

To the left.

So as you come to the left - - well, you

see that table right there at the top

of the stairway; is that right?

I saw that table,

All right. Were there any items of

clothing that you can remember?

Not on the table that I recall.

Was there anything laying by the

victim s feet?

There was.

What was that?

I do not remember exactly what it was.

It was some article of clothing.

And did you walk through this and down

the hall?

I had to step overYes, ma' am.

Mrs. Tipton both going and coming.

Yes, sir. And as you came into the

bedroom, did you notice any video tapes

laying in front of the television here?

I do not recall.

And I think you testified that some
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dresser drawers were open; is that

right?
In the pictures, yes , ma ' am.

And as you come out of the bedroom

where did you go?

Eack down the hall.

Did you ever go into this bathroom?

Yes, ma ' am.

And when did you do that?

Well , I don' t remember exactly.

Probably after I went into the bedroom

and then came back to the bathroom.

And did you go into this area of the

bathroom?

I went into the bathroom.Yes , ma am.

Was there anything out of place in this

area of the bathroom?

Not that I recall.

Okay. And as you come on back down did

you go anywhere else in the house?

I do not believe I went in these rooms

on this end.

Crouch did.
I believe Investigator

All right,
floor --

Did you go up to the third

I did.

- - of the residence. And what'Okay.

on the third floor?

It is basically one big open room and

it had what I believe was a musical

instrument collection in it.
What kind of musical instruments?

Stringed instruments.

About how many would you say you saw?

You can go back up. Thank you.
About how many stringed instruments

were upstairs in the third floor when

you got there that day?

There were several.
Is there any other musical equipment up

there?
Not that I recall.

Did you go into the third floor

bathroom?
I do not recall going into the third

floor bathroom.

So you can t test ify to the ladies and
gentlemen of the jury anything with

regards to the third floor bathroom?

No, ma am.

1181
When you arrived there at the house,
did you observe any other people around

llS2

11.
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the Tipton residence?

I did.

And who were they?
These were individuals who were on a

paving crew at the house next door.

Exactly where was the paving crew when

you arrived that day?

To the best of my recollection they

were -- this house is to the east of

the Tipton residence and it is behind

the Tipton res idence. They were back

up that driveway further off the road

than the Tipton house.

Is that the Chance residence?

I do not know their name.

But they' re located if I' m looking at
the Tipton residence , they re going to

be in back just further back from the

Tipton residence; is that right?

To the right, that is correct.
And so the Chance drive would actually

1' .

be longer than the Tipton drive?

That' s correct.

1184
Because they I re further back. Where

was the paving crew in relationship to

the Tipton residence and the Chance

residence when you first saw them?

I believe when I first saw them they

were further 'back up the driveway,
which would put them further off the

road than the Tipton house.

All right How far back from the

Tipton residence would you say the

paving crew was when you arrived at

4:37 p. m. that day?
I don' t know exactly.

You don t know exactly. Give me

your --
No, ma' am.

Give me your best estimate as to how

far back from the paving crew was from

the Tipton residence at 4: 37 that day?
I would say seventy- five to a hundred

yards.
Okay. Give me your best estimate as to

the distance between the Chance drive

as it runs parallel with the Tipton

residence from the garage door



entrance , the outside garage door

entrance? How far is it from there to

1185
ma' am.

11S6

the Chance drive?

I would say fifty yards at least.

Fifty yards?

(Witness nods head affirmatively.

So we have fifty yards distanceOkay,

from the garage door to the Chance

drive. Okay. And this paving crew was

how far back from there?

Well , they were further back.

Best guess?

I would guess that they were another

fifty yards up that driveway.

Is there anything blocking that paving
crew s sight from where they stood at

4 : 37 that afternoon to the garage door

entrance?
I do not recall.

How many men were on the paving crew

that day?

Memory I cannot tell you exactly.

Were you involved at all in the

interview of those men?

No, ma I am.

So you couldn' t tell me if there were
three or four or five men there?

I would say there was somewhere in the
neighborhood of three or four or five

pe0ple.
Three to four to five people there that

day at 4:37 p. Was there equipment?

Did the paving crew have some equipment

there?
I believe they did.

What kind of equipment did the paving

crew have there?
They had some trucks.

How many trucks?

I do not recall.

And where were those trucks parked?

I believe one was down closer to the

road, one of them was.

Down closer to the road on the Tipton

drive or the Chance

Their equipment was not in the Tipton

driveway.
All right. So all the equipment was

over at the Chance s driveway?

To the best of my recollection , yes
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And it was further toward the road than

toward the Chance s house?

I believe one of them was.

Where would the other one be?

Closer to the house next door,

Okay. Did you , Officer Darby, make any

pictures at all in this residence while

you were there?
, ma' am, I did not,

That was not part of your job?

That is correct.

Did you observe personally any pictures

that were found at the Tipton residence

that day, pictures that were there?

No, ma ' am, I did not.
Did you observe any videotapes other

than those that we' ve identified on the

diagram --
I did not observe --

- - in the Tipton residence?
I do not recall if there were any video

tapes. '
So you didn' t notice those in your

walk- through of the home?

l1SS
, ma ' am.

Were you given any instruction with

regards to Dr. Tipton on that day?

I do not recall being given any

instructions.
Okay. You weren' t staying with

Dr. Tipton in other words? You weren'
asked to remain with Dr. Tipton in any
way?

I instructed Officer willis to stay

with Dr. Tipton as soon as I arrived.

Okay. Why did you do that?

Well , I did not want him leaving and I

wanted an ,officer with him.
Why did you not want him to leave?

Well, he' s the only witness we had.

Only witness?
Well, he s the only one we had at the

scene.
MRS. 'HALBROOKS: Yes , sir.

believe that' s all that I have.
MR. POWELL: Wait just a second.

MRS. HALBROOKS: Just a second

You): Honor.

(Brief pause.



(By Mrs. Halbrooks) That' s called
llS9
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doing it thirty something years as

opposed to eight or nine.

Where was Officer willis ' car when

you arrived?
It was. in the driveway. The driveway

goes straight into the house and it

curves and goes around the right side

and it was past the front door over

towards the right front of the house.

And where did you park?

I parked behind him.

Okay. When you got there was 

daylight?
Yes , ma am.

Okay. And not dark at all?

No, -ma' am, not when I arrived.

The next door drive which I'll

represent to you is the Chance drive, I

know you indicated that you don' t know

the names of the residents there , but

the Chance drive, was it paved

completely when you arrived that day?

I do not recall if it was paved

completely.

If you will , could you step down for

just one minute, I think we can do

that without the mic because I have one

question, This is State s EXhibit 4.
Can you point out for the ladies and

gentlemen of the jury where you parked

and where Officer willis ' car would

have been parked when you got there?

Officer willis ' car would have been

parked over in this area.

On the paved area?

Yes, ma' am , in the driveway and I

parked behind him.
And the garage door entrance would be

somewhere in the neighborhood of right

down here; is that right?

Garage door entrance. There' s a brick 
wall right here kind of like a privacy

fence wall on this end of the house

and it covers -- hides from the road

any cars that would be parked right

there. You would drive around it and

have to make a 90 degree turn into the

garage.
Okay. And this part right here , this
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roof that you see here, that didn'

exist on March the 12th of '99 , did it? 
I don' t recall that addition.

So in other words , this whole area

would have been open here with no

garage attached to the house on March

the 12th of ' 99; is that correct?
m not sure of that,

Okay. All right. And the paving crew

in relationship to this garage area,
where were they?
house.

This is the Chance

To the best of my recollection the

paving crew would be over in this area,

Right along in here?

To the best of my recollection , yes

am.

Okay. And you said that one of their

trucks was parked where?

One of their trucks was parked around

here where they were working.

And you don t know where the other one

was?

No, ma am.

Okay. I have one other question for

you.
1192

Let me show what you I'll mark as

Defendant' s Exhibit 6 and ask you if

this is a picture taken at the

residence or appears to be a picture
taken of the residence on March the

12th, , 99?

MR. VALESKA: Can we see that

first?
MRS, HALBROOKS: Yes, sir.

apologize.
earlier.

This is one you provided me

(Ey Mrs. Halbrooks) Is this how you

found Officer willis and Dr. Tipton on

that day?

Well, it could be. I don' t remember

Dr. Tipton being seated when I drove up

but it' s possible.

How are his hands positioned in the

photograph there?
Looks like they' re in his lap.

This is the area I believe that you

testified to, the brick wall right

there?
That' s the corner of the brick wall.
Corner of the brick wall. What do you



see between the house and the brick

wall there?

That' s an open space.
Yes, sir. And can you see the

automobile there?
I can see the front end of two

vehicles.
Yes, sir. And you can also see a

distance between the front of the

automobiles and the residence; is that

right?
There is an open space there.

Officer Darby, would you agreeOkay.

that anybody standing at the end of

this residence would be able to clearly

see in between that wall and the home?

MR. VALESKA We obj ect ' That

calls for a mental conclusion as to

their --
THE COURT: I' 11 sustain as to what

somebody else can see and what

conclusions they can draw.

(By Mrs. Halbrooks) Would you have

been able to see, Officer Darby,

clearly see in between the house and

1194
this fence if you were standing in this

drive?
If I was standing in the area that that

picture was taken from I could see down

past the garage doors.

Yes, sir. Was the door open to the

residence there, the front door?

One of the doors is open in that

picture.
MRS. HALBROOKS: Your Hopor, we

would offer Defendant' s Exhibit 6.
MR. VALESKA: No obj ect ion.
THE COURT: Show it admitted.

(By Mrs. Halbrooks)

you got there?
Day or night when

Day - time.
MRS. HALBROOKS: That' s all I

have. Thank you.

THE COURT: Any redirect

Mr. Dill?
MR. DILL: Just a couple of

questions.
EXAINATION

24 BY MR. DILL:

Describe Dr. Tipton' s demeanor when you
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observed him.

Dr. Tipton was very quiet. He was not
speaking when I observed him unless he

was spoken to. For lack of a better

term I think he was kind of out of it a

little bit.

Did you notice anything about his

physical appearance?

No, sir, I do not recall.

How long have you been with the Decatur

Police Department?

Eighteen years and eight months.

You ve responded to homicide scenes

before?
Yes, sir, I have.

About how many?

I can not give you a number.

Just can you give me an estimate?

Many, many, dozens of homicide scenes.

Was there anything about Dr. Tipton

demeanor that you observed that you

thought was unusual?

No, sir.
MR. DILL: That' s all I have, Your

Honor.

THE COURT: Any further recross?
1196

MRS. HALBROOKS: No, sir.
THE COURT: Thank you, Sergeant.

You may stand down.

MR. DILL: May this witness be

excused, Your Honor?

THE COURT: Yes , sir. I think we

know where to find him if we need him.

MR. DILL: The State has a couple

of witnesses at this point that we

going to ask to take out of order. One

of them is out of rescheduled surgery

and they both need to get out of here

as quickly as possible.

THE COURT: That' s fine. You can
take them out of order if you like.

have no objection to that. Are any of
them relatively short witnesses?

MR. VALESKA: Next one will be

long. ve got to mark his exhibits.

It' s Dr. pustilnik.
THE COURT: Let' s go ahead and take

our morning break now. Ladies and

gentlemen, I' m going to the put the
Court in recess for twenty minutes.
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m going to ask the jury to remember

the instructions I' ve given you
earlier. I want everybody to stay

seated until we get the jury out.
Don' t discuss the case among yourselves

or with anything else or allow anyone

to discuss it with you.

If you want to leave your notes 

the chair that I s fine. leave your

purse or jacket in the chair that'
fine. I would ask that you return to

the jury lounge after you go to the

rest room or get a drink , whatever.

I'll send for you about twenty- five
till. That' s about twenty minutes.
Enj oy your break.

(Whereupon , the following was

held outside the presence of

the jury.
THE COURT: Those of you in the

audience , there are rest rooms on every
other floor in the center section

around the elevators. m goingi to ask

you to stay out of them for ten minutes

and let the jurors have them. There

are restrooms on every other floor in

the center section around the

elevators. There are stairs on both

ends. If you want to do that that will

help, especially you younger ones.

you 'll go downstairs , if you need the

rest room that' s fine. Just be back 

your seat twenty- five till if you

going to stay with us this morning.
You may be excused.

(Whereupon,

taken. )

a recess was

THE COURT: We I re ready to start

back everybody find their seat.
Bill , go get the jury.
BAILIFF BILL PENN: Yes , sir.

THE COURT: Let me put you under

oath if I could before you take the

stand. If you would raise your right

hand.
(Witness sworn.

(Whereupon , the following was

held in the presence of the

jury; )
THE COURT: Thank y' all.
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seated.
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Who published the police

statement? Did y all?
MRS. HALBROOKS: Yes , sir:

THE COURT: I don' t think all the

jurors got to see it.
MR. POWELL: I had it over here

with the pictures she offered to give

back to them.

THE COURT: Do I understand that

some of y ' all didn' t see it and wanted
to see it?

MRS. HALBROOKS: May we publish our

pictures as well?

THE COURT: Sure. You can publish

anything that I s been admitted.
Okay. Mr. Valeska , is this your

witness?
MR. VALESKA: Yes, sir.
THE COURT: For the record this

witness has been sworn for the jury.

It' s already on the record. But for
the jury s information I swore this

witness while we were waiting on you.
Your witness , Mr. Valeska.

1200
MR. VALESKA: m waiting for them

to get out of the courtroom.

STEPHEN PUSTILNIK, M.

A witness for the State,

was sworn and testified as follows:

EXAMINATION

7 BY MR. VALESKA:

22:

State your name for the ladies and

gentlemen of the jury and the Court.

Dr. Stephen Pustilnik.
And, Dr. pustilnik, where do you live?

I live in Houston, Texas.

Let me take you back to around March

the 12th , 1999. Tell the ladies and

gentlemen where you lived then , please

sir.
I lived in Indian Springs, Alabama.

And where is that?

That' s in Shelby County, just south of
Birmingham.

And tell the ladies and gentlemen of

the jury what you were doing for a

living then , please , sir.

I was state medical examiner for the

State of Alabama.



THE COURT: Let me interrupt you
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I think you mentioned to Mr. Valeska.

me but I don' t know that I mentioned to

the jury. You re taking this witness

out of an order or logical sequence

which you probably would otherwise use
to accommodate him,

MR. VALESKA: Yes , please, Your

Honor.

THE COURT: So as I mentioned to

you earlier in the week, getting

witnesses where you need them when you

need them is very difficult for a

lawyer. So Mr. Valeska has asked that

we take this witness out of an order

that he had planned to use him so that

we can accommodate him and get him on a

plane back to Texas. I thought you

ought to have that information.
So go ahead , Mr. Valeska.

(By Mr. Valeska) Dr. pustilnik, now

that the Judge has mentioned that

where do you live today?

I live in Houston, Texas.

Let me go back to March the 12th

1999. You told them you lived in

Indian Springs and you were the medical

examiner?
Yes , for the State of Alabama.

And what is a medical examiner?

Medical examiner is a forensic

pathologist who' s trained in both

anatomic and forensic pathology, who in

the State of Alabama determines the

cause and manner of death of people who

die under suspicious, unnatural and

unlawful circumstances"

And tell them , please, sir, where you
got your training and education.

I went to medical school at Washington

University School of Medicine in Saint

Louis. From there I went to the

University of Connecticut and did a one

year internship in general surgery.
From there I went to Yale University in

New Haven, Connecticut and did a three

year residency in surgical pathology.

From there I went to the Dade County

Medical Examiner s Office in Miami

Florida and did a fellowship in

1203
forensic pathology.

to work in Alabama.

From there I came

And in that time did you perform or you

told the ladies and gentlemen of the

jury that you determined cause of

death?
Yes. We are charged with determining

cause and manner of death in people who

die under suspicious, unnatural and

unlawful circumstances.
Is there a term for doing that,

examining the body? What is it called?
We do that principally through

performing of an autopsy.

And how many autopsies before March the

12th , 1999 ' did you perform, please

sir?
Approximately six or seven hundred.

And how many times had you testified in

court as an expert as to the cause of

death prior to March the 12th, 1999?

Perhaps half a dozen, ten times.

'And were those just courts in Alabama

or in other states?

In Alabama.

1202
MR. VALESKA:
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Judge, we would offer

Dr. Pustilnik as an expert in cause of

death and performing autopsies.
THE COURT: Okay.

MRS. HALBROOKS: No objection.

THE COURT: Granted.
MR. VALESKA: m sorry, and the

related fields of forensic pathology,

investigation , determination , et

cetera.
THE COURT: Okay. I'll show it

granted for the record.

(By Mr. Valeska) All right.
Dr. Pustilnik, I' m going to ask you if
on or around March the 12th, 1999 you

performed an autopsy on Mrs. Karen

Tipton?
We have her as March 13th.

All right. Tell the ladies and

gentlemen where you first saw

Mrs. Tipton , please, sir.
I first saw Mrs. Tipton at the morgue

at Cooper Green Hospital in Birmingham

where we do our autopsies.

And did you perform an autopsy on



Karen?

Yes, I did.
And tell the ladies and gentlemen of

the jury of the jury, please , sir , what

wounds if any you found on Karen

Tipton. .
Mrs. Tipton had two general classes of

wounds. She had both blunt trauma to

the face and head as well as what we

call sharp force trauma which includes

stab wounds and incised wounds to the

neck , face , chest and abdomen and

hands.
In examining Mrs. Tipton for the blunt

trauma injury that you just told the

ladies and gentlemen of the jury, how

many blunt trauma injuries did you

find?
She had multiple areas of bruises , one

to her -- 1 m sorry, two to her mouth,

lips and inside of her lips as well.

She had an area of injury to the back

of her head. She had a bruise on her

left cheek and side of her left face

and she had a bruise on the bridge of

her nose.

And based on your training and

education and experience,
Dr. Pustilnik, do you have an opinion

as to how Karen Tipton came to receive

those injuries?
She received blunt trauma to the face

or blunt trauma was inflicted on her

face such that she was either struck by

ari obj ect or her head was held and
struck against a fixed obj ect. She
also had some small abrasions, which

are also blunt trauma , to the area

around her vagina.
All right. Let me show you what I s been

marked for identification purposes --

m going to show you what' s been

marked for identification purpose as

State' s Exhibit 61 , 75, 74 , 76, and 78

and ask you if you can look .at those
and identify them for the ladies and

gentlemen of the jury, please , sir , and

if you can when you refer to each one

you can call the exhibit number for

them.

1205
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These exhibits are the photographs of

Mrs. Tipton that I took in the morgue

at the time of the autopsy.

her case number 99HV01656.

They bear

Do all these photographs that I just

showed you and called out there exhibit

number truly and accurately depict the

scene as you took those photographs of

Karen Tipton' s face?

Yes, they do.

MR. VALESKA: Judge , we offer them
in evidence.

THE COURT: That' s 61 75; 74,

and 78?

MR. VALESKA: Yes, Your Honor.

THE COURT: Show them admitted.

MR. VALESKA: Judge, may he step

down?

THE COURT: Yes , you can. I'll

gi ve you a microphone and ask you 

use it so the jury can hear you and my

court report er has to hear you. The

way we I re set up arid with, your back to
him if you don t use the microphone he

can' t hear you.

1208
MR. VALESKA: Judge told the other

witnesses, Stephen , you ve got to hold

it right up. +t' s not one of those
entertainment mics.

THE COURT:

dollar deal.

It' s not any high

(By Mr. Valeska) m going to ask you

please, sir , to split the jury in
half. You take exhibits as you are

comfortable with them and I want you 

show the ladies and gentlemen of the

jury the injuries that you have just

described for them. You must refer to

each photo by exhibit number for Toby

to take it down.

On the first Exhibit, which will be 61,
this is the photograph of Mrs. Tipton'

face , what I take as a standard
identification photo in the morgue.

shows the case number on the bottom of

the photo.

It shows several injuries to her

body. It shows the left side of her

eye you see a purple bruise, which is

blunt trauma , here on the left side her
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eye and cheek. The bridge of the nose

also shows a bruise. The lip, upper

lip just above her incisor also shows

another bruise. And then her neck

shows multiple sharp injuries, multiple

incisions or cuts across the neck.

Let me get you to step down.

Here we see the left side of her eye

and cheek, the bruise there. We see

the left side - - on the bridge of her
nose the bruise across there. We see

the purple bruise on the upper lip just

in front of her incisor , and then we

see the multiple incisions and cuts

across her neck.

Exhibit 75 --
Let' s start down here.
Exhibit 75 shows a close-up of the

bruise to the bridge of her nose

showing both the area of purple

bruising to the skin as well as another

what we call patterned injury that

shows two almost parallel lines of

bruising as well which suggests that

there was an object, a specific object
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that caused that injury that would have

at some point had a dimension similar

to that that left the injury to the

bridge of her nose.

Same thing.

Here' s the general bruising to the

nose, the purple, and here are the two

roughly parallel lines that are a

certain distance away and will have a

diameter or dimension consistent with -
some obj ect . This is Exhibit 740

Slide down here.

This shows the photograph of the left

side of her face showing the highlights

of the bruising across her right

eyebrow and right eye as well as on to

her right check, and those are the bony

prominences of the face such that .
she were struck with an object those

are the parts of the face that would be

impacted it. Or if her face - - her
head was held and slammed against an

object such as a floor or wall or some

other flat obj ect those are the areas

the bruising would be caused. Those

1209
are called bony prominences.
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Here the

bruising is over the bony prominences

on the lateral eyebrow, orbit and

cheek.
This is a photograph, Exhibit 76 is

a photograph of the inner surface of

her lip where we extended to look

inside the mouth in case there was

evidence she was struck in the mouth or

there was an obj ect placed over her
mouth showing the bruising and the

little superficial lacerations caused

by the injury in position consistent

with the incisors to show that the lip

was pressed against or struck the

incisor to cause the injury. This is.
the bruise to the inner lip cons1stent

with the position of her left upper

incisor.
This is Exhibit 78, orientation is

such that you can read the number.

This shows the back of her left ear.

The ears being held forward and shows

an injury, an incision that was made , a

cut behind her left ear. Here is the
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left ear being held forward and here I s

the incision behind the left ear.

Is there anything else you need to go

over with them?

No.

Just stay right there. Step down here

please.
THE COURT: Have you offered any

others before we publish those?

MR. VALESKA:

all, Judge.

ve offered them

THE COURT: , 74 , 75, 76 and 78.

MR. VALESKA: Right, are in.
THE COURT: Let' s get those

offered. I think these are a different

batch , are they not? Let him identify

them those and lay the predicate.

(By Mr. Valeska) Let me let you look
at them and call them by exhibit number

and tell the jury where those photos

were made.

These are the photos that I took also

from Mrs. Tipton at the time of

autopsy.
And do they truly and accurately depict
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the scene as performed or shown at the

autopsy that you performed?

Yes , they do.

MR. VALESKA: Judge, we would offer

them into evidence. They re State'

Exhibit 84, 69 , 68 , 63, 71 , 80 , 66,

65, 67 , and 82.

THE COURT: Okay. Show them

admitted.
(By Mr. Valeska) Dr. Pustilnik, we'll

do it the , same way again.
State' s Exhibit 66 is a photograph of

the back of Mrs. Tipton s head, back of

her neck and lower head, orientation

with the numbers so you can read it.

It showed what I had arbitrarily

identified as injury K, which is the

letter that' s shown in the photo. It'
a stab wound to the posterior right

side of her neck , which is just a

couple of centimeters long with what

was called a tail heading toward the

left across the midline of her back

which is a more superficial incision.

As the weapon is withdrawn from the

skin and it tails across the skin and

it just causes a superficial cut, This
is the injury, the stab wound is on the

right side of the photograph here and

the long tail going off to the left.
State s Exhibit 65 is a photograph

of the side of her left hand at the

base of her thumb showing a superficial

sharp injury to that area on the side

of her thumb. Those are injuries that

we often see in a person who dies from

sharp injuries as we call it, term it

defensive injuries. Here we see the

base of the thumb with the superficial

injuries right here on the side.

This is Exhibit 71, this shows the

pad of the right index finger showing

an incised injury across the pad of the

finger. Again , the typical position

for what we call a defensive injury.

There is the ' incision across the pad of
her index finger.

This is Exhibit 63, this is a

photograph of the mid thighs down to

the legs of Mrs. Tipton showing
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injuries , bruises and abrasions to her

left thigh and her area around her

right knee. There are bruises and

abrasions left thigh and right knee.

That was left calf.Sorry.
Exhibit 82 is a photograph of

Mrs. ,Tipton s neck with the head has

been tilted backwards to make the

identification of the nature and

quality of the incisions that were made

into her neck. You can see that there

are multiple incisions made with

multiple crossing patterns to them and

the two larger incisions with what I

call A and B are gaping, and you can

see the tissue and the structures of

the neck underneath. Those al so - - I'
sorry. The edges of them show little

tails on them as well which indicates

that each one of those larger

incisions, which looks like big

gaping - - actually it was made up of a
confluence of multiple incisions across

her neck. So this is made in sort of a

sawing or multiple slashing motions.
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These incisions were associated with a

cut into her voice box with a piece of

the cartilage had somehow fallen out

due to the incisions across them. Each

of the incisions and slash marks across

her neck and these are the little

irregular tails here showing that each

of these larger incisions are made by

multiple injuries. You can see that

this large one here is multiple small

ones associated with it. So it is,

again , more than just three that you

can - see.

Exhibit 67 shows the upper chest

and neck and lower face of Mrs. Tipton

showing the injuries again to the neck

but now we see some of the injuries

otherwise to the top of the left

shoulder as well as multiple stab

wounds over and centered around her

left breast and some of the other ones

underneath the breast on the left side

of her chest.

to the neck.

These are the injuries

Here' s the incision to

the top of the shoulder. One centered
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over the left breast and those on the

top of the chest,

Exhibit 80 shows the clustering of

the wounds to the breast and chest and

abdomen. Here we see the injuries to

the chest but now we have further down

we I re showing the clustering of wounds

to the lower left chest as well as the

abdomen with this long central midline

stab wound which looks like a long

tadpole with a tail, that the head of

the tad pole would be the stab wound

and there I s a long draw down the
midline of her abdomen of the blade as

it came down across her abdomen. These

are the multiple stab wounas here on

the breast and' the chest and this is
the head of the tadpole. The stab

wound with the long tail going down the

midline of the abdomen.

68?

68 is a photograph of the spleen.

photograph had been reversed when it

was copied so the number in it is

This

reversed. But it shows the injury, one

of the stab wounds had gone into the

abdomen and it had gone into the

spleen. This shows a defect in the

spleen as I' m indicating with my
finger.
Where is the spleen?

The spleen is underneath the ribs on

the left side of the abdomen. This is
the spleen and this is the stab injury

that went into the spleen right there,

697

69 this is again a reversed photo after

we duplicated of her heart and it shows

one of the stab wounds that had gone

into the front of her heart in the area

of the right and left ventricles here

in the front part of the heart.

Was there a number?

Excuse me?

Any amount of stab wounds -

She had --
- - in this Exhibit?
There' s one in that Exhibit. There are

multiple in the heart and the back of

the heart internal. Here is the heart
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and here is the stab wound in front of

the heart.

847

84 is a photograph also reversed of the

left lung showing multiple injuries to

the lung from stab wounds that went

into her chest, in these areas that I'
indicating. These are where they

actually got into the lung. These are
the darker red sort of longer

rectangular areas on the lung. These
are the lungs and there s an injury

here, here, here and here.

Thank you. You can be seated.
Now , Dr. pustilnik , do you need a

drink of water?

, not yet.

Based on your training and education

and experience in the autopsy,

photographs that you just explained for

the ladies and gentlemen of the jury,

do you have a medical opinion as to the

cause of death of Karen Tipton?

Yes, I do.

And what was that , please, sir?
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The cause of death was multiple sharp

force injuries.
Did you do other examinations of Karen

Tipton besides the wounds that you I ve

covered with the ladies and gentlemen

of the jury?

After we categorize and catalog and

photograph the external injuries on the

body, we then follow that by an

internal examination and look at the

organs from the head, neck, chest

abdomen and pelvis. We also draw

specimens for toxicology, specimens for

the DNA lab, and in this case I also

did a sexual assault examination where

we collected evidence of sexual

assaul t .

And wha is a sexual assault

examination that you just mentioned?

That consists of e mining - - pulling
some head hair from the victim, looking

at the pubic area, taking a comb and

combing through the pubic area to see

if there are any loose hairs in there

that may be from and assailant, and we
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collect those. We then pluck hairs
221
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from the victim that we know were hers,

that are still attached to her body.

Then we examine the vagina and the anus

to look for evidence of injuries, tears

abrasions irregularities. Then we

take swabs from the vagina and the anus

and also from the mouth for the

collection of DNA from a possible

perpetrator.
Now , you told them the purpose of the

combing of the pubic area , that you did

that?
Yes.

And did you find anything?

I don' t do the examination for what we

find. We just' take a piece of paper

and put it under the buttocks and we

comb through it. Any debris that falls

off could be hair , could be dried

blood, could be other trace evidence,

just falls into the paper. We put the

comb in the paper and fold it up real

quick so it doesn' t blow off and

package that up and send to the

laboratory.
And what laboratory is that if you

remember?

That' s to the forensic science portion
of the Department of Forensic Sciences.

And where is that?

It would come back up to the Huntsville

laboratory.
All right. You mentioned that you did
this in a sexual assault situation?

Yes.

Let me show you what' s been introduced

into evidence as State' s Exhibit 24.

This is in evidence. This is how

Mrs. Tipton was found by Dr. Tipton and

the police. - In that exhibit,

Dr. pustilnik, ,and in the reference you
made to sexual assault, based on your

training and education and experience

and the examination you did of Karen

do you have an opinion as to whether or

not this was a sexual assault crime?

Yes, I do.

And what is that?

That Mrs. Tipton was sexually assaulted
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as well as being injured with the sharp

force obj ect .

Now , in a sexual assault in your

examination do you look for the

presence of semen?

I do not. I collect the evidence and

send it to the laboratory, to the DNA

section of our laboratory and they look

for the semen.

Based on your training and education

and experience in sexual assault

investigations and autopsies,

always found in someone in

is semen

Mrs. Tipton' s condition?
NO.

And tell the ladies and gentlemen of

the jury why not.

violent sexual assault, which this

is, is such that for whatever, reason
the perpetrator may be unable to

achieve an erection or maintain an

erection or he may prematurely

ej aculate away from the body or he does
not ej aculate even though he has an
erection based on whatever emotional or
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stressful emotions that he' s having at

the time. So ejaculation is not

universal in a sexual assault. Also a

condom may be used.

Based on your training and education

and experience, lack of semen does not

necessarily indicate to you that no

rape or attempted rape occurred?

MRS. HALBROOKS: Obj ection , Your

Honor.

THE COURT: Rephrase your

question. I think --

(By Mr. Valeska) Based on what you

already told the jury and your training

and education and experience, do you

have an opinion as to whether or not in

a rape or attempted rape that semen

would have to be found?

MRS. HALBROOKS: Obj ection , Your

Honor. I think he' s leading the

witness to the answer that he would

like for him to give, and I think that

he can rephrase that question and get

his answer. I hate to --
THE COURT: He may have already
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testified to it. m going to

overrule. I think you probably could

do it a little better , but I think it'
not leading or suggesting. So I will

allow it. So you can answer the

question , Doctor.

In rape situations semen is not always

found, but in this situation my opinion

is that there was something going on

down there in her pelvic area because

of the abrasions around her vagina.

there may have been an attempted

penetration or completed penetration,

but I would -- just because there may

have been either of those I would not

automatically expect there to be semen.

(By Mr. Valeska) All right: Do you

based on your training and education

and experience in any other cases that

you had even recently to include

Limestone County, do you .have an

opinion as to the injuries to Karen

breast area in relation to a sexual

assault?
Yes.

And what is that, please, sir?
The breast of a woman are a sexual

obj ect and they are the focus of a
sexual nature. And the clustering of

the inj uries over the breast, th stab
wounds, I' ve seen in multiple cases of
stab wound sexual assault homicides.

There s often times a clustering of

injuries to the breast, around it,

around the nipple , sometimes mutilation

of the nipple. But when there' s a

clustering of injuries on the breast,

that makes it, you know, very often of

a sexual nature from the assailant'
point of- view.
And you base that opinion not only on

your training and education and

experience but in relation to State

Exhibits 24 , 67 , and 80?

Yes.

Judge, may I publishMR. VALESKA:

those to the jury?

THE COURT: You may.

MR. VALESKA:

Judge.
Just one second,

3.225

3.226
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(Brief pause.

(By Mr. Valeska) Dr. pustilnik , I left

something out. On State' s Exhibit 17

you described this as a defensive

injury. What do you mean by that?

A defensive injury is one in which the

assailant seeks to defend themselves

against what they can see or expect as

an incoming wound , and what they'11 do

is they'll throw their hands either up

to grab the object, they'll actually

grab the blade or they'll try and grab

the arm or hand or they 'll just put

their arms up to guard against their

face , head and neck. So there are

areas of the body which are typically

injured. For instance, a grabbing type

of defensive injury you'll see injuries
to the palms of the hands and .the pads

of the fingers. In a guarding type of

injury you 'll see them on the backs of

the hand or back of the forearm.

MR. VALESKA: Judge, may I publish

that?
THE COURT: Which number wasYes.
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it?

MR. VALESKA: 71, Your Honor.

THE COURT: It' s already in.
yes, you may publish it.

(By Mr. Valeska) Dr. pustilnik , I'
going to show you what' s been marked

for identification purposes as 25 , 58,

, 85 and 86 and represent to you that

they are different angles of State

Exhibi t 24 , which you' ve already

reviewed, of Karen at the top of the

stairs, laid out.

THE COURT: What are the numbers

again?
MR. VALESKA: 25, 58, , and

85.

THE COURT: Okay.

MR. VALESKA: ve shown them to

the Defense and they have no

obj ection.
evidence.

So we will offer them into

THE COURT: Show them admitted.

(By Mr. Valeska
at them first.

I'll ask you to look

(Witness complied.
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They are similar to State s Exhibit 24

of Karen; correct?

Yes.

Just different angles - 
Yes.

:- of the area and the injury. Based

1231

1.6

also exposed.

This is one of the more common

attitudes of a victim of a rape

homicide, on her back , partially nude

or completely nude with the clothing

exposing her sexual organs.

You may have covered that entirely in

State' s Exhibit 58.

on your training and education and

experience, Dr. pustilnik, is there

anything you need to show the jury in

reference to your testimony as to the

sexual assault aspect of this crime?
And you have to call them by number and

if you need to the Judge, m sure,

In 46 it shows that there is injuries

that were inflicted on her and when

will let you come down and you can

split up the jury.

It' s all right if he comes down?

THE COURT: ' Sure.
(By Mr. Valeska) We'll start . with

she s moved - - her body is found in a
different position from where a lot of

this blood has landed on the floor a

couple of feet from her. , again

State' s Exhibit 58 , please, sir.

As part of the forensic pathology

training we are taught to - - trained
how to go to the scene and evaluate a

scene so we doni t mess up anything and
to identify certain features of a scene

that may leave us to think that a

certain activity happened at a scene

such as a ritualistic crime or

attempted rape or gang related violence

or as is more common a sexually, based
crime,

The hallmarks of what you would see

in a sexually based crime are the woman

is either undressed or partially

dressed. She' s often times supine,

she' s bleeding a lot. She has a

which is on her back, and usually at an

area where she has been finally

assaulted , which this Exhibit 58 bears

all the hallmarks of it. We see that

significant injury yet she' s still
moving away. So there s evidence of

there' s a lot of blood on her body.

know there' s been a lot of injury to

her body. It' s of a close quarters

violence or struggle. Again, in a nude

nature for the stab wounds. It' s not a

woman like this it is hallmark of a

rape homicide.

Here is the area of blood on the

carpet ahead of her and her body is a

couple of feet away.

Do you need to go through these or do

distant gunshot wound. She has been

they cover it?
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I think I already covered it.

Be seated.

clothed because part of her clothing is

still on her. It has been put into a

disheveled or unkept way or manner

meaning her - - and it' s her brazier and
speciJically it' s been lifted up off

her breast exposing her breast and her

lower torso and her genital areas are
:: I
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MR. VALESKA:

Judge.
Just one second,

THE COURT: Sure.
(Brief pause.

(By Mr. ' Valeska) Dr. Pustilnik

State s Exhibit 80 you used the word

tadpole type injury.
Yes.

MR. VALESKA: Judge, may he come

down ?

THE COURT: Yes.

(By Mr. Valeska) Come down, please,

sir. This is for the jury again.

Based on your training and education

and experience, do you have an opinion
as to what would have cause this?
The injury to which we re referring in

State s Exhibit 80 is this large injury

here in the central of her chest.

has the long tail down around the

abdomen.

THE COURT: m having a hard time

If he' s going to testifyhearing you.



he I s going to need the mic. I can'

understand. I don' t know if Toby can

or not but I can I t figure out what he'

, saying.
The injury that we are referring to is

this one here in the lower central

abdomen, lower central chest, with the

long tail that comes down the abdomen.

The tail being in a situation like this

can represent one of two things in my

opinion. Number one, it could be a

thrust in of the weapon in such a

position . that the victim and the
assailant are fighting and one is

pushing away and the other is pushing

in and at some point she moves her body

away and he I s still thrusting and
moving downward so the blade catches

the skin and runs along the skin

causing this type of injury just as the

natural movement of the muscles in his

hand. Or in a situation like this,
again , where there s this sort of

sexual nature to the wounds that are

inflicted that this was intentionally

inflicted this way as an element of

torture to inflict more pain on the --

a Defendant creating a long superficial

cut either in a curiosity fashion or in

an intentional infliction of pain sort

of fashion.

(By Mr. Valeska)
half of the jury.

Show it to the other

This is the injury we re talking about

here with the stab wound and a long

tail and draw down the abdomen.

You can be seated.Thank you. Now

Dr. Pustilnik , you described the

injuries on Karen for the jury. Do you

have an opiriion based on your training
and education and experience as to what

type of weapon would have caused these

injuries?
It was a single edged knife o some

sort.
That' s for the stabbing cuts?
Yes. For the incisions you can not --

it I S an edged weapon because there are
no identifying characteristics of it.

For the stab wounds, they have the
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features of a beveled or pointed edge

to each stab wound then a squared off

edge on the other side of each stab

wound which is the hallmark of a single

edged stab weapon , which would be a

knife.
You' ve already told about the blunt

injuries earlier?

Correct.
Now, Dr. pustilnik, you told the ladies

and gentlemen of the jury that you live

in. Galveston?
Houston.

Galveston.
I work for the County of

You I re doing the same thing there that

you did here?

I I m the deputy chief medicalYes.

examiner for the County of Galveston.

MR. VALESKA: Thank you for taking

him out of order, Judge.

home.

He has to go

MR. POWELL:

THE COURT:

May I , Your Honor?

es, you may cross.

EXAINATION

1234

25 BY MR. POWELL:
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While we are talking about the

instrument that you believe could have

been used in this terrible crime, in

your examination of Mrs. Tipton in your

autopsy did you make any measurements

about the width or the length or the

depth of any of these?

Yes, I did.
And would you tell us , please, what the

length or rather the depth of the

wounds were?

Of each individual wound or just the

deepest wounds?

Just give the deepest one first.

I think the deepest wound that was

measured at 11. 6 cent imeters, which

would be - - 15 centimeters is 6
inches. So it would be four, four and

a half inches.

How many millimeters is how many

inches?
11. 6 centimeters would be about four

four and a half inches.

Okay. Do you know what a haft wound

is?



m sorry?
A hilt or haft?
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haft is used as a stab wound and it'

Yes.

What is that?

That is an injury from a - - it' s part
of the stab wound injury that -- the

hil t or the haft as you re referring to

it is the portion of the handle that'

usually an extra piece of metal or

whatever at the junction of the handle

with the blade to keep your fingers

from going forward. And if an injury
is inflicted with a knife that has one

of those and if it' s such a violent or

forceful thrust inwards, sometimes that

hil t will leave a mark on the skin.
Did you find any hilt or haft wounds on

this lady?

, I did not.

So you said the deepest wound you found

was approximately four and one half

inches?
Approximately. It was 11. 

centimeters, which is about four and a

half inches.
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And on that wound did you find any hilt

or haft --
No.

So what would that tell you?Okay.

That tells me in situations where I

know what the weapon is, in other cases

where there has been hilts or hafts

that didn t leave abrasions that tells

me nothing. That means that either the

thrust wasn t forceful enough or it

wasn' t deep enough for the hilt or haft

to reach the skin; therefore, it
doesn give me any descriptive words

about the weapon itself.

Well , would it not tell you that it was

at least over four and a half inches

long?
What was?

The blade?
No.

It wouldn'

Because I' ve seen weapons that , again
the abrasion is left if the thrust 

is forceful enough to leave the

abrasion. If a weapon with a hil t or a

I 9
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not done forcefully enough to leave an

abrasion, it won' t leave an abrasion

even though it does have a hilt.

Does it take much force to inflict an

injury such as these she' s had to her

chest and abdomen?

It depends on the sharpness of the

weapon. A shaper weapon takes less

force; a duller weapon takes more

force.
You don t have anyway to determine that

from looking at the wounds?

No.

So all you can really determine about

that is the knife was at least four and

a half inches long?

Again there s compression of theNo.

tissue as well. My opinion is it'

probably at least three to three and a

half inches long, and if you thrust in

you'll compress the abdominal wall,

you 'll get a deeper penetration of the

weapon.

Where was the deepest penetration wound
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that you noted?

It was one of the stab wounds from the

lower left chest that went through the

heart.
And can you show me where you

talking about or in one of the

photographs can you show us which one

it is?

That top photograph is fine.
This top one will work?

Yes.

That being Number 80, State' s 80?

Yes.

And which wound was that?

It is the group that I labeled J, which

is the injuries that are below on the

rib cage of the lower left chest.

Which specific one I don' t know because

they crossed inside of her tissue.
I don' t know which skin wound caused

the deepest wound in the heart and the

heart had multiple injuries to it.
Well , are you telling me that due to

the nature of these wounds that you did

not track the exact path of this
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penetration of approximately four and a

half inches?

They crossed -- the injuriesCorrect.
crossed in the tissue itself. So once

they cross into the cavity and the

tissue especially into the chest

cavity, the specific direction of each

individual wound is lost.

So what you re telling the jury is that

from the outside point of the skin to

the deepest place you found a thrust or

stab wound was this approximately four

and a half inches?

Correct.
So if it went in there at an angle it

could be longer?

It could have ' been longer , correct.
Doctor , you indicated when you were
showing the jury this photograph Number

80, I believe they' ve seen it , and we
talk about the tadpole wound , that is

this one with a long tail on it?

Correct.
Do you remember that?

Uh-huh.

And can you tell the jury which

direction that wound went after it

entered her skin, what direction?

That wound is part of a J group of

wounds , all the wounds on the lower

portion of her chest there, and those

all went upwards into the lung and

heart.
Okay. Can you tell the jury which way

the cutting edge of the instrument or

knife was pointed?

Yes , I can.

Would you please point out which way

the - - I would have a pocket knife but

they won t let you have them around

here any more.

THE COURT: They let me have one.

You can borrow it.
(By Mr. Powell) Judges get pocket

knives, lawyers don While we' ve got

this here, that' s a pocket knife;
right?
It' s a pocket knife, correct.

And where is the hilt or haft on the

knife?

There is no discrete hilt on this
1243

knife. The haft would be the area of

the scales, another term of knife

makers, the scales of the knife of the

handle are where the scales meet the

blade. So that would be what you

referring to that would leave the

abrasion on the skin. And that is

right there as I indicated, right at

the base of the blade.

Right where the blade stops and the

handle begins in other words?

It' s the leading portion ofCorrect.
the handle.

Leading portion of the- handle?
Yes.

Okay. If you would , I hate to make you

get up there. Let me get up here by

you. Now, if you look at this and

re talking about the J wounds some

right in here?

The J is a group of these.

m sorry, the tadpole?

The tadpole, yes.
Do you have an opinion as to how the
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blade , the one sided blade of the knife

1.0

wound, how did it - - what was the sharp
side and the not sharp side?

It was held upwards. it wasm sOrry,
held with the dull side or the back of

the blade upwards and the cutting edge

of the blade down.

And so it was about right there?

About there.
How about the rest of these wounds

there, can you make that same

determination from your examination?

Yes , you can.

How were all these you called them the

J --
- - group of wounds.

The group of wounds, how were they

made?

They were made with similar position of

the knife. The surface -- the dull

s ide of the blade was upwards , the

square edge of the wound, and the

angled edge of .the wound was downwards.
So is it your opinion then from your

examination and the benefit of your
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past examinations that these wounds

were thrust from the front into

Mrs. Tipton?

I can not make that determination on

stabbing. Any stab wound that can be

created, from the front and by the right

hand of a person can be created by the

left hand of a person standing behind

them.
You don' t know whether the person was

right- handed or left-handed?

NO, not at all. I don t know where

they were standing or how the two

parties were positioned.

You said a while ago that this I

believe you mentioned something about

perhaps torture?
Yes.
And why do you think that this lady was

tortured?
In my experience with other stabbing,

sharp injury sexual assault homicides,

these long draws out can either be,
again the two parties fighting and the

blade just comes across the skin or

it' s intentional infliction number one;

number two, there are other little poke

marks with the tip of a weapon ,and I'
assuming that only one weapon was used

that or just maybe a probing or a

trying to make a point to the victim

that the person is intending on harming

them; and number three, in her stab

wound one of the stab wounds that went

into the heart I showed the photo where

the injury was on the front of the

heart , that the weapon had gone all the
way through the left ventricle of the

heart and there were three individual

much smaller incisions of the back side

of the heart which tells me that weapon

was put through - - put into her , held
through her chest and was held there

for a length of time and perhaps even

twisted as the heart was beating and

would beat against the tip of the blade

creating one injury on the front of the

heart and multiple injuries on the back

of the heart.

Did you also --

1245
To complete my lengthy answer means

that it' s not simply a thrust in and a

1247

pullout to create stab wounds but it'
actually a thrust In and to be held 

which again it suggests to me from

other cases that I' ve seen is an
intentional act to make a point of some

sort.
So you think that whoever the

perpetrator was was trying to make some

point?
Don' t know. It' s possible.

Do you think that this was a crime of

passion?
I don t know. It' s possible.

Do you think this lady was - - well, let
me withdraw that. Let' s go back a
minute. You talked about some of the

earlier wounds like the bridge of her

nose and sides of her face and to her

lips and those places. Can you tell

the jury which one of these wounds were

made first, those to the face or those

to the chest area?

No, I cannot.

1246 1248
Can you look at the photographs of her

face and tell whether or not that those

, 23

blunt force trauma wounds were made

while she was still alive?

Yes, you can.
Well, you looked at them. Was she

still alive when they were made or not?

Yes , they were.

Do you know how long they were made

before she died?

NO, t don

Do you have a judgment about how long,
that it took to inflict all these

injuries that you observed on

Mrs. Tipton?

NO, I don The reason is that one of

the hallmarks that tell us when we do

the examination of the length of

survival interval, which is the

bruising around an injury, becomes moot

once a large blood vessel or the heart

is penetrated or the lungs because

blood will flow through the path of

least resistance. If you make a hole

in the heart it will flow out that hole
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rather than continue on its normal

pathway through the arterial system and

then create bruising in the tissues.
So once a large vessel is violated,

bruising may stop at other places.

that Rind of inhibits our ability to

accurately say she survived for this

length of time when she had this bruise

and this length of time when she had

this bruise.

Well , if somebody came up here and hit

Mr. Penn right up side the head , how

long would it take to make a bruise

such as the one like in 74 State'
Exhibit Number 74?

Again , that' s a complex question.

goes to the way that she bruises, and

we all bruise differently. You bruise

differently than I do, than the Judge

does , and whoever with different
force. So I don' t know how quickly she

does, how quickly she does bruise

number one. In general, from my own

personal experience and those of my

three kids , sufficient force can do

1250
that in a few minutes , . create a bruise
like that.

Well, if somebody caused these bruises

like are shown in the photograph

State s Exhibits to her face and lips

and the bridge of her nose and those

areas and at the same time a knife was

thrust through her _heart, would you

expect this to have occurred?

It' s possible.

simultaneously?
You mean

Yes.

It is possible which means that the

amount of force that was applied to her

face if she wasn 't stabbed through the

heart may have caused an even bigger

bruise , therefore, created only a

smaller bruise. Or else it' s possible

that she wouldn t have gotten any

bigger bruising. So there' s a whole

bunch of things we can' t tell once the

heart is violated.

Is it possible , Doctor , that these

bruises to her face that were inflicted

could have happened several minutes

1249 1251
before her death?

It' s possible.

Ten minutes?

It' s possible.

Fifteen?
Possible.
Thirty?
possible.
Do you have any judgment from the
information that you were given about

this case, Doctor, as to the time of

death of this lady?

, I don'

Could that have been determined by any

methods upon the investigation of this

crime scene?

The determination of' time of death?
Yes, sir.
When there' s no witness to the events

or any watch that' s broken or stopped

at any specific time, it' s very

difficult even on the best of days.

And the only way to make a reasonable

judgment is to examine the body to look

for - - testing for what I s called rigor

1252
mortis and what' s called liver mortis.

Those are the stiffening of the body

after death , which is rigor. Liver
mortis is the settling of blood in the

dependent or downward portions of the

body. In her it would be on her back
and her buttocks and the backs of her

arms. And knowing what the ambient

temperature is , ambient humidity is and
in general from other cases you ve had

experience with in that same region

where you know the time of death, how

their body s react in general. That'
why it makes it difficult. So she will
have developed liver lividity and

rigidity at a different rate than

someone down in Houston does because

the temperature and humidity are

different and at different times of the

year.
Well, will you make --

And in the best situation they can come

up with a range , not an exact time.

It' s not like we see on TV on CSI or

Law and Order or anything like that.
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If you were called to the scene of this 

homicide to investigate it, what would

be the first thing that you would do to

try to determine the cause of death?

Cause of death?

Not cause of death, I I m sorry. The

time of death. ve already - - we'
pretty sure what killed this lady and

now I' m working on the time.
I would touch the body to feel the

cooling, the temperature of the body.

I would feel what the ambient

temperature of the room was or the

house if it was central air in that

161

local area. And I would then after

whatever crime scene stuff had been

. processed, I would then begin to move
the body and bend the wrist and elbows

fingers, jaw, legs , hips and all that

stuff to see what the strength of the

rigidity was. And then when we rolled

her and moved her and looked at the

back I would test the lividity, to see

if it was blanching or fixed. So - that
would give mea range for the time.

wouldn' t give me an exact time.
What do you mean by blanching or fixed?

Lividity is nothing more than the

settling of blood in the tissues.

People get red. When the heart stops

beating the blood stops moving

forward. It' s liquid so it just flows

toward gravity. So someone who dies on

her back the blood would flow down

toward her buttocks and they would get

an area of reddening with an area of

blanching around it where the buttocks

actually touched the ground and was

excluded from that area. When you role

somebody over and -you look for
lividity. What you do is push on it

and you see if you can squeeze out the

blood a little bit. You leave a little

fingerprint and the blood flows back

That' s called blanching.in. If you

push on it and there' s no blanching

that means it' s fixed. That means the

blood has degraded and it' s leaked out

into the tissues and it' s no longer

able to move through the blood vessels
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and that gives you a general range of

time. An analogy is if you look at

your thumbnail and you push on your

thumbnail it goes from . pink to white.
That' s the same thing we' re doing on a

dead body.

What are you saying, the more blanching

you have the nearer the time of death?

Correct.
And is there any kind of rule or scale

or yardstick that you can measure that

by?

It' s personal experience in the region

with the atmospheric conditions to know

how it is. In general lividity comes

on in about two hours and it can come

on sooner in some folks that have other

medical problems, and it usually

blanches up until about eighteen to

twenty- four hours. So anytime between

two hours after death and eighteen to

twenty- four hours after death it will
Iblanch.
Well, when you did this autopsy did you

check it for blanching?

1254 1256
No, I did not because she was the next

day and she was in the cooler

overnight. So it I S always going to be
fixed for us.

It was fixed?

Yes.

Let me ask you to identify what I S been

marked Defendant' s Exhibit 7. Do you

recognize that?
Yes , I do.

Was that made in part of your autopsy?

I took that photograph.

You took that photograph. When did you

take it?
At the time of the autopsy.

What does that show?

It shows what' s called the typical
butterfly pattern of lividity showing

the areas - - dependent lividity across
the top of the shoulders and the lower

central back and the area of blanching

around the scapula , the shoulder bones

and the back where her body was on the

table in the morgue the next day.

So is that a result from being on the
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For us here in Alabama, yes. Often

1257
Did you find any other abrasions?

1258

times because, again , she' s sit t ing
overnight in the cooler and she' s on

her back.

Let me, ask you this. Do you know what

time her body was picked up off the

floor from the residence?

No, I don

Don r t have any idea. But this is a

photograph you made that shows the

lividity?
And that photograph was taken --Yes.

we started the autopsy at around 8; 
in the morning. So that was photograph

was probably taken around 9: 30 , 10: 00

or clock in the ' morning on the 13th.
On the 13 th, the day after.

Yeah.

MR. POWELL: Judge, we would offer

Number 7.

MR. VALESKA:

THE COURT:

No obj ection.
Show it admitted.

(By Mr. Powell) Talking about - - let
me ask you, you jndicated a while ago

that you observed some trauma to this

lady s private areas; is that correct?

Yes, I did.

And what did you ,observe?
She had a little area of abrasions to

the posterior or if the woman is on her

back and at the five to six 0' clock
area of the left labia minora, which is

the inner labia of the vagina.

When you say a small abrasion, describe

that to me?

It was just that - - it was just half a
centimeter which would be less than a

quarter of an inch.

So was this when you sayan abrasion

is that different from a cut or

laceration?
That is a rubbing of the surfaceYes.

of the skin.

Did you make any internal examination

of this area?

Did I examine her vagina, her vaginal

canal?
Yes.

Yes , I did.

I 22
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No, I did not. She was a fully

sexually mature woman. She had had

kids and her hymenal membrane was --

had been disrupted early in life. So I
would not expect to find anything on

her - - inside her vagina.

And you said that you did a combing?

Correct.
And you took the swabs?

Correct.
And you sent them off?

Correct.
Did you do any serology or blood

testing?
I don t do that but we collect the

evidence at the autopsy and send that

to that part of the lab that does do

it.
Did you , in fact, collect a specimen of

blood?
Yes, I did.
Where did you send it?

That went up to the Huntsville

laboratory by way of Mrs. Lindsey, our

/1260
morgue assistant and investigator fro

the Huntsville area. m sorry,
Mr. Dooly, Joe Dooly.

Did you receive a report back on that?

Not that I have with me. It probably

is in the folder , but they don r t show

them to me specifically.

m going to mark this as Defendant'

Exhibit Number 8.

identify that.
See if you can

MR. . VALESKA:

(By Mr. Powe 11 )

No objection.

Would you look at

Defendant' s Exhibit Number 8, please,
sir?

Okay.

What is that?

This is the toxicology report from

Mrs. Tipton.
And what does it reflect?

It reflects the analysis made by

Dr. Kalin , th toxicologist in the

Birmingham laboratory from the

specimens that we collected from

Mrs. Tipton at the time of the autopsy.

And does it have any place on there
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whatever reason, car accident, stab

wound, gunshot wound, whatever , those

muscles turn purple. And what that is

is that is a hypoxic change. That is a

lack of oxygen change in the blood flow

into the muscles of the palm of the

hand, and because the muscles are so

superficial, they' re a big group of

muscles underneath the skin, since

oxygen has left them it shows purple.

If you cut into it there s no blood and

there' s no bruising. It' s just purple

muscles because there is no oxygen

flowing because the blood has flowed

out of the body somewhere else.

seen that on multiple other cases.

Just in the hands, is that the only

place?
It' s a strange finding specific for the

muscle groups ' at the base of the thumb
and at the base of the pinky.

Thank you.

I did cut into them at the time of the

autopsy and there was not lividity and

there was not a bruise.
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So you did not find any lividity in her

arms or hands?

I did not find it in the palms of

her - - what you I re referring to in the
palm of her hand.

How about the back of the hand?

I would have to see a photograph of the

back of her hand.

You don t remember?

NO, I don

When you examined Mrs. Tipton now you

say she didn I t have a cut on the palm
of her hand. That I s the one you made?

I made a cut into the palm of her hand.

You made a cut into the palm of her

hand?

I made a cut. There was a cut on the

pad of her finger as well that I did

not make.

You didn I t make the one on the right
index finger pad but you did make the

other one?

I made a cut on the palm of her hand,

yes.
when you examined her down there did

181
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any jewelry on?

She had on a wedding band on the left

fourth finger. She had an engagement

style solitaire ring on the left fourth

finger.
Well , what did you do with those?

I gave those to Investigator Mike

Pettey who was there at the autopsy.

Do you have any pictures of the

solitaire diamond engagement type ring?

Perhaps. They didn I t make it up here I
guess from the department.

I guess not. Do you have any?

I may have taken them.

You made some?

I may have taken them.

From your recollection can you tell the

jury what sized diamond ring it was?

No.

Does it appear to you that whoever

brutally attacked and hit, beat or

tortured this lady was up close and

personal to her?

Could you be little more specific

about --

It was a direct attack?
126S

This is hand-to-hand combat what I
would call.

Hand- to-hand?

Yes.
When you talked a while ago and you

said a portion of the cartilage was cut

out of her voice box , how big a piece

were you speaking of?
It was about - - I measured it as two by

one centimeter wedge of cartilage which

would be three-quarters by one-quarter
of an inch piece of cartilage.
Three-quarters long and one --
About, yeah.
-- one-quarter inch wide.

find that about her person?

Did you ever

, I did not.

Can you tell the jury, Doctor , as to

whether or not this abrasion in her

vagina area, can you tell them when

that occurred or was caused?

The answer is possibly.

Just got to guess in other words?

I can say reasonably if you want to
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Yes.
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What does --

m sorry, yes.

What does it say?

On the blood from the chest they

analyze it for alcohol and it was

negative. On the urine they analyzed

it for drugs and the only drugs they

found were Bupropion metabolite and

Ibuprofen or Motrin.

Is that what you take for a headache or

something?
Ibuprofen, yes.
When it' s over there by drugs what does

that say by drugs? Let me turn it

around where I' can see it. Blood lAl
blood chest drugs, what does that have

out by it?
That has NA, not analyzed.

Not analyzed?

Correct.
MR . POWELL: We would offer

Defendant' s Exhibit Number 8 , Your
Honor.

. THE COURT: Show itOkay.

admitted.
The reason I guess you re implying it i

not analyzed it' s first done --

(By Mr. Valeska)
anything.

m not applying

MR. VALESKA: Judge, let him answer

the question.

THE COURT: There wasn' t a question

before him that I recall. I don'

recall you having a question before

him. Did you? You didn' t ask him
anything, did you?

MR. POWELL: I didn' t ask him

anything.
THE COURT: Okay.

(By Mr. Powell) Going back to the
lividity issue, if I can find it. Give

me just one second, Doctor. What I'
going to ask you and I' m going to look
at the photograph that may be of

benefit to you in answering the

question , did you examine other parts

of her body for this lividity or blood

settling means more to me?
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I looked at the entire surface of the

body.
Did you find any, signs of lividity or

this pooling of blood that were

inconsistent with her being found on

her back?

No.

Did you look at her hands?

Yes.

Did you find anything inconsistent

about that?
No.

Let me find it. Let me ask you to just

call your attention to the State

Exhibit Number 85 and the other being

State' s Exhibit Number is that 71?
Yes.

If we look at State' s Exhibit Number S5

and it portrays that she' s lying flat

on her back with her hands turned up;

is t4at correct?

Correct.
What is those dark areas on the palm of

her hand?

Palm of her - - the area that' s only on
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her right hand.

Only her right hand. That' s the only
one we can see right there?

That is an area of a purple coloration

to the tissues underneath her skin

which would be the muscles of the --

using medical terms in court but it'

called the thenar eminence, which are

the muscles that move your thumb.

There' s four of them.
That' s not lividity?

, that' s not lividity.
You say it' s a bruise?

No, it' s not a bruise.

Tell me again what it is.
It is again from my experience

noticed this on several occasions, the

hand is an organ. There' s no
circulation off the tip of your

fingers. Blood comes down your hand

and goes through a capillary bed and

comes back to your heart. What I'
noticed in several cases is that the

muscles of the hand after death

especially if someone bleeds out for
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show the photograph of it , it has a

quality to it where there is very

little blood in the surrounding skin

which means that the injury to her

vagina was either made after she had

died or after she had had an injury

that violated a major blood vessel or

her heart but that she was still alive.

So this --

That' s based on the fact that there'
no bruising around it.

There s no bruising around it. So,

Doctor , if you believe that that
abrasion to that area occurred after a

maj or violation of her heart or some

artery,
after?

that' s what you re saying,

Or her entire - - or after she was dead
too.
Or after she was dead. Again, that

would- be in your experience that you
have, that would again be some kind of

personal hatred sort of event that

occurred?
No, actually not. The quality of that

abrasion is such it looks like a

stretch abrasion.

Stretch,
Like an obj ect was pushed into that

area of her body and created these

stretch abrasions. We see them on car

accident victims when they re bent

backward over the hood of a car when

they are struck from behind. The skin
of they' re lower abdomen gets stretched

and ripped in such a way that' s a

stretch abrasion. It has a specific

quality to it. So that tells me some

indication of the type of force applied

to that area.

MR. POWELL: Just one moment

Judge. I think we may be through by

noon.
(Brief pause.

(By Mr. Powell) You may know where

this question came from, Doctor , but in

your examination of this lady or your

information received from the crime

site , at the time of her death was she

having her monthly period?

"" 
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I think - - let me find it. When I

examined her uterus there was a slight

blood tingeing to the lining of her

uterus. So she was probably toward the

end of her monthly cycle.
Toward the end of it?

Or just at the very beginning.

Or just the very beginning. So you

can' t tell which - - could possibly this

have occurred by the use of a tampon or

some device like that?

Again , she' s a fully sexually mature

woman. She s got a rather forgiving

vaginal orifice.
doubt it.

So the answer is I

Doubt it. But it is your opinion that

this homicide was done brutally to

torture and punish and hurt this lady

before she died?

Again, no, I don' t to those specific

things but it' s possible that there are

elements of that.

And those elements --
But, again , I can' t - - there are other

explanations.

1272
What are the elements of that?

The torture would be the holding the

weapon in the heart allowing it to beat

a couple of times , the draw across the

abdomen maybe as well , and the little

pokey thing in one of the - - one of the
little injuries was just the tip of a

knife in the lower central abdomen

perhaps.
Just the tip?
Yes.

And could this have been an attack by

someone standing in front of her just

poking her with a knife?

Do I have to answer that?

Yeah.

It' s possible.

MR. POWELL:

THE COURT:

That' s all.
Any redirect? Let'

finish with this witness before we

break.
MR. VALESKA: Yeah, Judge. We need

to ask few questions before we break.

1 BY MR. VALESKA:

EXAINATION
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You said on Defendant' s Exhibit S there

was no alcohol, no drugs, but aspirin

or a headache drug in Mrs. Tipton and

then Mr. Powell asked you about the NA

typed there.
Yes.

What were youYou started to answer.

going to answer?

The standard toxicology procedure is
that the urine - - if we have urine from
a body, we don' t always get it from

every body, the urine is examined

first. If there are no drugs found in

the urine or prescription drugs, in her

case it was Ibuprofen, which is just

Motrin but the Bupropion, the

prescription drug, if there s no elicit

drugs such as cocaine , heroine, LSD

all that sort of stuff, if that' s not

found then there is no more analysis

done on the blood because it' s a lot
quicker and faster to just screen the

There was nothing in her urine.NO.

So there was probably nothing in her

blood. Sorry, the Motrin and Bupropion

were in her blood. Sorry, in her
urine. So they' re going to be in her
blood but they were prescription drugs.

Now, Mr. Powell asked you if you could
tell the jury that this was a crime of

personal hatred. Can you?

From my examination of the scene photos

I would say that it is probably not 

There are elements of the way that her

body is found which do not suggest that

the person had a close personal

relationship with her for whatever

reason. She is -- again, from other

cases that I' ve dealt with and the
same, again, stabbing-rape homicide

situations , if a person is going to for

whatever reason brutally murder and

assault someone that they know, either

as a friend or relative or whatever

there is usually an attempt to what we

call depersonalize the body, which is

hide the identifying personalizing
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parts of the body, which are the face

and which are the hands. They ll cover

20 I

231 urine that way to get a result of
24 i not 1ng e1ng 1n er system.

So it ain' t hiding nothing?

them up wi th a shirt, wi th a sheet,

stick them under a bed, leave only the

sexual obj ect of their rage available
to them to injure which would be chest,

abdomen , and geni t al area. The way she
is found, there is no attempt to

conceal her. There is no - - there is
probably a person who probably

assaulted her , probably had no long-

term relationship with her because

there' s no attempt to depersonalize her
because they don t have a personal

relationship with her to begin with.

Now , you prepared a report in this case

obviously?
My autopsy report?

Right.
Yes.

Have you got it with you?

I have a copy that was sent to me.

MR. VALESKA: ' We want to mark it.

I want you to mark it for me, please.
THE COURT: What' s the number?

1274
89.

1276
THE WITNESS:

(By Mr. Valeska) I just want you to

tell me whether or not that' s a true

and correct copy of your report?

It' s a - - it is a true and correct copy
of my autopsy report and the

microscopic examination of her tissues

yes.
MR. VALESKA: Thank you. That'

all.
MR. POWELL: Very briefly, Your

Honor , I promise.

EXAINATION

14 BY MR. POWELL

You don' t know whether Mrs. Tipton was

wrapped up or wrapped up in a blanket

or sheet or anything else during the

time of this attack, do you?

None of that information was givenNo.

to me, no.

Did you go look at the crime scene?

No. I only saw photos of it.

Did you know that there was some

droplets of blood from the downstairs

den couch, through the foyer, up the
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steps into the bathroom, to the bed,
1277

1278

more blood?

I was told there was blood through the

house.
Did they tell you that there was a

pretty good amount of blood in there on

the bed?

They didn' t - - I wasn' t told how

I was told it was in different

No.

much.

areas of the house.

So you really don t know whether she

was stabbed or killed on the spot where

she lay or not, do you?

Some of the crime scene photos show

that the group J wounds have blood

coming out of them in a downward

position, which is consistent with her

body being where it' s found at rest.
So it' s possible that group of J wounds
was inflicted with her in that
position.
Without seeing all the rest of the

evidence you really wouldn t have a

real good opinion about that then,

would you?

m sorry, what?

About where she was - - the bruises that
occurred, the trauma to the -- the

blunt force trauma to the face and

head?

Correct, no, I don' She could have

received injuries, different injuries

in different parts of the house.

This could have been an ongoing thing

that started out with a few hits or

bangs or hits and resulted in

escalating to her death; is that right?

It' s Eossible.

And can you give me any idea what kind
of instrument was used in this blunt

force trauma to the head?

My best guess is that it is either a

fist or a hand or a flat object of some

sort , say a book or some other
flat object with a flat surface to it.

Or that her head was held and her head

was slammed into a flat object such as

a wall or floor or some piece of

furniture.
What if you had had a heavy fireplace

24 
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poker and you hit her across the nose

with that, would that do it?

Are you asking me if someone took like

a roundhouse right at her like a bat?

With a steel pipe or poker?

With a good hard swing?

Yes.

No.

That' s not compatible with that type of
injury?

Inflicting it in that fashion,No.

no. With that object possibly. Not as
a strike but as a means of control to

press down on her, to either choke her

and as it got dislodged from her neck

and then went up to her face and kind

of rested there between the bridge of

her nose. , no, I don' t think it

struck her very forcefully because

there was no fracture of the nose.

' fracture?
There was no fracture.

MR. POWELL:

MR. VALESKA:

That' s all.
That' s all, Judge.

May he be go home to Galveston?

1280
THE COURT:

MR . POWELL:

He sure may.

He lives in Houston.

We' ll let him go back there.

MR. VALESKA: Address is Galveston.

THE COURT: Wherever you live you

can go home.

MR. VALESKA: Can we approach,
Judge?

THE COURT: Yes. Everybody stay

seated while we clear up here.
MR. VALESKA: I know you said you

ve got a witnessbreak at twelve.

that' s got to get back for surgery
where he lives.

How long do you think it will be?

MR. DILL: Should be a short

witness.
THE COURT:

MR. DILL:

How long?

For our purposes I won'

have him up here more than fifteen

minutes.
MR. POWELL:

THE COURT:

It will be longer.

'll break.

MR. VALESKA: That' s fine.
wanted to bring it up.



THE COURT: m going to send the

If everybody will stayjury to lunch.

seated while the jury exits .
Captain , are you ready to take

them?

CAPTAIN SMALLWOOD: Yes , sir.

THE COURT: Remember the

instructions I' ve given you earlier.
Don t discuss the case among yourselves

or with anyone else or allow anyone to

discuss it with you. Don t leave with

any exhibit that' s been passed around.

If you ve got a cell phone turn it off

or get out of here. You can leave your

notes in your chair if you want to.
They'll be here when you get back.

Nobody will mess with them.

lunch.
Enjoy your

MR. POWELL: Let me ask this.

the courtroom going to be secured at

the lunch hour?

THE COURT:

MR. POWELL:

Yes , we 'll lock it.

I don 't want to carry

it back.

MRS. HALBROOKS: Nobody will be in

here?
THE COURT: Nobody will be in

here.
(Whereupon, the following was

held outside the presence of

the jury.
ll start back atTHE COURT:

1 :30. When the jury clears the

elevator those of you who aren '

students can leave the courtroom. Let

them clear first. If you want to go

out in the hall just give them

preference on the elevators.

(Whereupon , at 12:07 p. , the

proceedings in the above-

entitled matter was recessed

to reconvene at 1:30 p.

this same day.
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AFTERNOON SESSION

(1 :33 p.

THE COURT: Let me see the lawyers

up here.
(Side bar conference.

THE COURT: The juror with MS.

MR. VALESKA: Manly.

THE COURT: Manly, when he got off

the bus he had not just wet himself but

he had blood allover his pants and his
underwear. s passing blood.

approached Mr. Penn during lunch and

had to bathe and change, didn' t get to

eat. He said please tell that Judge I

can' t go. m ready to let him go.

MR. POWELL:

THE COURT:

We are ready.

Any objection from the

State?
MR. VALESKA: , Judge , I don' t -

think you have any choice.

THE COURT: Tell Mr. Manly thank

very much but he' s excused.

We' re ready.

1284
(Whereupon , the following was

held in the presence of the

jury. )
THE COURT: I hope you enj oyed your

lunch. I had to excuse Mr. Manly.

Mr. Manly had some health issues and

he' s asked to be excuseQ and I have.

There are now thirteen of you.

'll continue.

Call your next witness.

MR. DILL: State calls Darnell

Ellison.
THE COURT: I need to put you under

oath.
hand.

If you would raise your right

(Witness sworn.

THE COURT: Have a seat up here.

That chair will swivel and make it

easier to sit down.

Your witness.
DARNLL ELLISON

A witness for the State,

was sworn and testified as follows:

EXAINATION

25 BY MR. DILL:
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State your name for the record?

Darnell Ellison.

12851

1286

Where do you live, Mr. Ellison?

253 Cuba Street, Mobile , Alabama.

How old are you?

Thirty.
And where do you work?

currently employed?

Are you

Ingles Ship Building.

Where is that?

In pascagoula , Mississippi.

How long have you been employed with

Ingles?
About seven months.

And what do you do there?
Chipping department.
And is that where they build big ships?

Build ships for the marines and the

navy. ,

And how long have you lived in Mobile?

About a year.
And where did you live before you moved

to Mobile?

In Decatur, Alabama.

And where are you from originally?

Decatur , Alabama.
Had you lived all your life in Decatur

before you moved to Mobile?

Yes , sir.

And where did you live when you lived

here in Decatur?
Stonegate.
Do you know during the time that you

lived in Decatur, did you know an

individual by the name of Daniel Wade

Moore?

Yes , sir.

Do you see him in the courtroom?

, sir. Yes , sir,

Would you point him out , please?

(Witness complied.

You' re point ing to the Defense table?
Yes , sir.

The gentleman who' s not wearing the

coat?
Yes , sir.

Let the record reflect that the witness

has identified the Defendant, Daniel

Wade Moore.

Does he look different than he

looked before?
1287

Yes, sir.
How long ago was it that you knew

Mr. Moore?

since ' 99.

And how did you know Mr. Moore? Well,
let me ask you this.
meet Mr. Moore?

How did you first

He was coming through - - I met him
through other people because he was

coming through Stonegate , and he was

selling camcorders at the time. When I

met him, I stopped him and asked him,

did he have any camcorders and he said

yes. So I gave him my pager number and

when he got a camcorder he called me

and that' s when I first met him.

THE COURT: Mr. Ellison, let me ask

you to back up just a little bit.

up a little straighter or push the

Sit

microphone down. There you go. Just
talk over the top of it.

THE WITNESS:

(By Mr. Dill)

Yes, sir.
Let me ask you

something. You ment ioned a pager

1288
number when you first met the Defendant

in '99.

Yes, sir.
Did you have a pager?

Yes, sir.
And where did that pager come from?

Paging U.

Did you buy it?
, sir.

Do you know --
I had a friend buy it for me.

And what was his name?

Nicholas Williams.
Nicholas Williams?

Yes, sir.
And why did Nicholas Williams by the

pager for you?

Because I didn' t have an ID at the

time.
All right. And you said that you gave

the Defendant, Daniel Wade Moore, your

pager.
Yes, sir.
And did he page you frequently after

that?



Yes. He paged me I think it was a
12S9

strike the unresponsive answer.
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couple of days later and then it was at

night though I think it was on -- he

paged me a couple of days later.
Let me ask you , over the period of time

that you were acquainted with him , did

he page you over several different

days?

Yes, sir.
And what was the purpose for him paging

you?

To buy cocaine.
Now , I' m going to call your attention
specifically to March the 12th of

1999. Did you ever receive a page from

the Defendant on March the 12th of

1999?

Yes , sir.

Do you remember about when it was?

I think it was between 9:30 and 10:00

clock.
And where were you at the time that you

received that initial page?

Stonegate.
All right. Did you respond to the

initial page?

He paged me two more times beforeNo.

I answered his call. That third time I
called him back.

Okay. And when you called him back do

you know where he was?

No, sir , not at the time.

Okay. What happened when you called

Mr. Moore back after he paged you

several times on the night of March the

12th?
I told him - - he said he had a

camcorder and cash money. He told me

to meet him at Piggly Wiggly, and I met

him at Piggly Wiggly across the street

from Stonegate.

All right. And when you met the

Defendant at the Piggly Wiggly across

from Stonegate on the evening of March

12th, 1999 what if anything transpired?

He had a camcorder and I gave him a

fifty of cocaine for that and he bought

a hundred. But he had a large amount

of money with him.

MR . POWELL: Judge, we move to

IS I
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THE COURT: I'll turn it up and you

won t have any trouble.

BAILIFF BILL PENN: Don' t lean over

when you talk.

THE COURT: State your obj ection
again.

MR. POWELL: Judge, we obj ect
because he asked him a question about

what he thought and he just interjected

that he had a large quantity of money

without being asked anything about it.

THE COURT: I'll sustain and ask

the witness to listen to the question

and answer the question and don

interject anything that' s not asked.

Wait for the question.

(By Mr. Dill) You have said that you

gave him a hundred. What does that

mean?

I gave him a hundred, five rocks, for a

hundred dollars cash. Then I gave him

two rocks fGr the camcorder.

Okay. And when you say rocks you

referring to?

1292
Crack cocaine.
So you gave Mr. Moore seven rocks of

crack cocaine and he gave you a

camcorder and a hundred dollars cash?

Yes, sir.
And what happened with that camcorder?

I sold it.
MR. DILL: Just. a minute, Your

Honor.

(By Mr. Dill) Do you know who you sold

that camcorder to?

No, not right offhand. I forgot.

MR. DILL: Nothing further from

this witness.

THE COURT: Let me clarify one

thing. YQu may have asked him but I

missed it. You said it was 10:30 but

you didn' t say a. m. or p. m. that I
heard.

THE WITNESS: It was between 9: 

and 10:00 o clock p.
MR. DILL: Just a moment.

(Brief pause.

(By Mr. Dill) You ve referred to
living at Stonegate and that you met



the Defendant at Stonegate.

Stonegate here in Decatur?

1293
That' s the

Yes , sir.

You said that the Defendant looked

different at the time that you were

dealing with him?

Yes , sir.

How did he look?

Well, he was slimmer and he didn' t have

that much hair on his head. One

time - - a bunch he wasn' t wearing
glasses either.
In your estimation, what was the total

amount of time that you dealt with

Daniel Wade Moore?

From the first time I met him I would

say within anytime between there and

about altogether say about a month.

MR. DILL: Thank you , Darnell.

That' s all I have of this witness at
the time.

THE COURT:

MR. POWELL:

Cross, Mr. Powell?

Yes, sir. Judge , I'
looking for - - they had an envelope
that we presented in evidence one day

earlier this week. I don't remember

what the number of it was but I need

it.
EXAINATION

5 BY MR, POWELL:

1.3

You' re how old, Darnell?

Thirty.
And were you known as Don when you were

living out at Stonegate?

Yes , sir.

1294 I

Is that a street name?

That' s my nickname, yes, sir.
And while you were living out there did

you live out there most all - - in
Decatur most of your life until you

moved to Mobile to work in Pascagoula

about a year ago?

Yes , sir.

And let' s just say in March of 1999

where were you working?

I wasn t employed at the time.

As a matter of fact, I guess you were

an entrepreneur, a small businessman;

is that correct?

No, sir.

1295
Didn' t kind of run a recreat ional

pharmacy or anything?

, sir , I wouldn' t put it like that.

Well , did you keep an inventory of

cocaine or did you just kind of keep a

bear minimum where you could bootleg it

out when you got a call or how did that

work?

Well , mostly I was getting it whenever

I needed it.

So how long had you had this pager with

this number you re talking about?

I can't remember right off hand how

long I had it.
You don t remember whether you had it

more than a month or- two or three?
I know it' s more than a month.

And you say that you didn t buy it

because you didn' t have any I: D. ?
No, sir, at the time.

didn' t have it with me.
I had I. D. but I
I had lost it.

So usually you would be - - were you
living with your mother out at

Stonegate?
Yes , sir.

1296
And was that a government subsidized

housing?
Yes, sir.
So how long would you say you were in

business for yourself?

Right after - - talking about before
then?
Yes.

I would say along about three to four

months I think.

Three or four months?

Uh- huh.
Well , before that three or four months

were you employed?

Yes, I was working odd jobs.
working in and out of odd jobs.

If you don t lean down into it I think

I was

I can understand you better.

I was working odd jobs.

Odd jobs. m sorry. And so you

basically worked - - you re thirty now

you said?
m thirty.

So about four years ago in March , three

or four months before that you were



just working odd jobs?

Yes , sir.

1297
Didn' t arrest you?

No, sir.

129S

And so then did you get into selling

the cocaine?

I said I was selling cocaine before I

met him.

Yeah , but I mean after you quit the odd

jobs three or four months before March

of ' 99 is when you started dealing
cocaine?

Yes , sir.

And during this period of time, Don,

when you had this pager and selling the

rocks of crack and everything, how many

dollars worth a week would you average

moving?

Same thing, you know , $250 to $300.

$250 to $300 a week?

Yes , sir.

So you were making about $1, 000 to
$1, 200 a month?

Well, yes, sir.
How long did you deal in that stuff?Qi.

After I talked to Mr. Pettey. After I
talked to Mr. Pettey a couple of months

later I did but after I went and got

interviewed by him I decided to quit.

Do you see Mr. Pettey in the room?

Yes, sir.
Is that Mike Pettey over there in the

Decatur City pOliceman s uniform?

Yes, sir.
Do you remember when you talked to him?

Yes, sir.
When?

Couple of months after that, after I

had deal t wi th him. I don' t know

exactly when.

I didn' t mean. to

Where did you happen to run

Excuse me.

interrupt.
into Mr. Pettey to talk to him?

Well, he was looking for me and got the

word that he was looking for ' , that

he wanted to talk to me , and I went up

there and talked to him.

Did you tell Mr. Pettey that you were

dealing in cocaine?

Yes , sir.

Did he prosecute you for it?

NO, sir.

11i
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Did he tell you to you better quit?

Yeah. Well , no, sir.

Didn' t tell you to quit?

No, sir.

So when he called you in down there to

talk to you what did he ask you?

He asked me a question about Daniel

Moore.

And did you know Daniel Moore?

Yes.

By name?

Yes.

Or did you --
I knew him by Daniel.

Didn' t know his last name?

NO.

Well, did he show you a picture or

anything of him or how did you

recognize him?

NO, sir. He just asked me about him.

Just asked you about him?

Yes, sir.

And did you tell him that you had been

1300
selling the crack cocaine for three or

four months?

Three or four months.

Well, I say crack cocaine. Cocaine is
your words?

I don t understand the question you

asked me.

Did you tell him you had been in the

cocaine selling business for three or

four months sometime in the spring of

1999?

No, sir.

He didn' t ask you that?
No, sir.

He just wanted to know if you knew

Daniel?
No, sir. Well , he asked me - - he knew
that I was selling drugs.

He knew it?
Yes.

Have you ever been arrested for selling

drug s?

, sir.

And you say you kept on for a little

while after then and just decided to



qui t?
Yes , after I talked to the detective.

1301 1303

And did he promise to give you anything

or not to prosecute you if you talked

to him?

, sir.

So you just did it because you felt

like it was your civic duty?

, sir. I was just scared at the

time. I just told the truth what I

knew.

So did you tell him on that occasion

that Daniel had sold you - - as a matter
of fact that you had bought JVC

camcorders from him new in the box?

Yes.

Did you tell him you bought one Sony

from him new in the box?

Yes, sir.
Never did buy a used one from him?

, sir.

And you understand how this game works

about people w40 are hooked on cocaine,

don' t you?

Yes, sir.

1302
Maybe they go write bads checks and buy

a camcorder and they come and trade it

to you for about half price?

Yes, sir.
And you take it and you market 

somewhere else for whatever you can get

for it?
Yes , sir.

Or did you trade it to your supplier

for more cocaine?

, I sold it.

Sold it?
(Witness nods head affirmatively.

Where did you sell it?

In Stonegate.

Sell them there in Stonegate?

Yes.

So you made several thousand dollars

according to your testimony and you

weren t making but two or three hundred

dollars a week?

Yes , sir.

So how many sales a week would it take

to make two or three hundred dollars of

these, I don' t know , let' s see , you

call them a rock?

Yes, sir.
. Was it crack cocaine or just powder

cocaine?
Crack cocaine.
Didn' t deal in the powder?

No, sir.
Sell any grass, marijuana?

, sir.

Any ecstasy?
No.

How about crystal meth?

No.

Do you need to rest or get a drink?

Just in my throat.

Did you want any water?

Yeah , uh-huh.
Are you ready?

Yes , sir.

Did you have any other people that you

sold cocaine to?

Yes.

Did you know them?

Yes, sir.
Just know them by first name?

1304
Yes , sir.

That kind of business you didn' t really

go into last names too much, did you?

No, sir.

I twasn ' t like it was going to change

them by marrying them or anything.
Just first name basis?

Yes, sir.
Did you have anybody else in case a

customer called you and you weren'

available to go make the drop or

delivery, did you have anybody helping

you?

No, sir.
Do you have a judgment as to how many

crack cocaine dealers were over at

Stonegate during that period of time?

No.

Was it more than you think?

Yes , sir.

More than two?

Yes.

Where did you get it?
I bought it.
Where?
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From a person.
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cocaine would he give you?

For a hundred he gives you ten.Who was it? What' s his name?

Gives you ten for a hundred?

Yeah.

I can t recall his name right now.

Have you ever been prosecuted for any

And how much did you sell each one of

those rocks for?
kind of drug offense?

No, sir.
Twenty dollars a piece.

So you doubled your money?

But you don' t want to tell the jury

where you got. it; is that right?
Yes, sir.
Did you file income tax back during

, that ain' t it. I just don t know

that period of time?

No, sir.

the person I got it from. I was

State or federal either one?

No, sir.

getting it from different people.

Well , when you would go get it would

You see those lawyers sitting over

there at that table?

you buy it in say two or three hundred

dollars worth at a time?

No, sir.
Would you just go by a rock or two at a

Yes , sir.time?
I buy it fifty at a time.

Fifty rocks?

- You know they prosecute people for not

filing income tax on income , don' t you?

No, a fifty. Say they spend fifty. Yes, 'sir.
m trying to figure out how this They haven t prosecuted you, have they?

business goes. When you bought fifty No, sir.

dollars worth at a time, how much would 

you get?
Five rocks.

And nobody has ever prosecuted you

since you ve talked to Mike Pettey,

So you get five, that' s -ten dollars a

rock?

have they?

1306
No, sir.

That' s a hundred.No.

Usually when you went and bought your

crack to have a supply to sell , how

much would you generally buy from your
supplier at one time in dollars?

In dollars , between fifty and a

hundred. That' s what I was buying,
fifties and hundreds.

When you bought it from a wholesaler,
how much would it usually cost you for

a rock?

I don' t understand what you re saying.
Well , I don' t understand what you

saying. That I s why I' m asking the

questions. So if I ask you something

you don t understand that' s a good

answer , tell me you don t understand

and I '11 try to clarify it.

When you would go to your-supplier

and you say you went over there and you

had a hundred dollar bill and you went

over there and said here I S a hundred

dollar bill, how many rocks of crack

130S

Now , you said on this night that he

called you three times or paged you

three times. I want you to tell the

ladies and gentlemen of the jury how

you can tell who called you when it'

on a pager? Do you get a voice

message?

No, sir. I called them back the third

time he paged me.

So you called back a number?

Yes.

You don' t know who paged you the first

two times, do you?

It was the same number.No.

Same number?

Yes, sir.
And where did you call back?

In Stonegate.

That' s where you called from?
That' s where I called back from.
called the number.

What number did you call?

I can' t recall the number right now.

You don' t remember where you called?
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I just know it was in Stonegate.
Now , your telephone was in Stonegate.

1309 1311
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The number you called was in Stonegate

too?
I called the number that was on myNo.

pager from out at Stonegate.
Okay. So how many - - did he ever bring

you any other merchandise , new

merchandise to trade you for crack

cocaine?
NO, sir.

Just three camcorders?

Yes, sir.
And the two JCV'

Yes, sir.
And one Sony?

Yes , sir.

All three of them new in the box?

Yes, sir.
And in the business you were in back at

that period of time , if you were

dealing or making a deal was it common

for people to pull all their money out

and say look here what I got?

looky here what all I' ve got?

Don,

Did they

do that?
, sir.

Did they try to keep their money hid?

Sometimes, yes , sir.

And a lot of times -- well , let me- ask

you this. When you would meet somebody

and make a drop and collect the money

and deliver the crack cocaine , that was

kind of' a risky maneuver, wasn' t it?

Yes, sir.
And how would you do this? Would you

just meet them at some different place

every time or how did y ' all arrange a
meeting?
Well, I met them.

Met them. And would you try to meet

them in a place where you felt secure?

No, sir, I wasn r t thinking like that.
You weren t afraid in the business you

were in that somebody might bop you on

the bean and get all your little rocks

and run off without paying you?

Well , yes

yes,
it crossed my mind a time

And a lot of times did you ever make a

I S

I 9

sale to somebody where you got the

money before you gave him the rock and

you run off with their money?

Yes.

And have you ever snatched a gold chain

off somebody and run off with it

without giving them the rock?

No, sir.
Just snatched the money is all you ever

did?
Snatched the money?

what you re saying.

I don' t understand

Well in the business you were in I

don' t like to call it a dope dealer.

Just say pharmaceutical business

recreational pharmaceuticals, it wasn'

uncommon for somebody to try to rip you

off?
No, sir.

And it wasn t uncommon if you got a

chance you would rip them off?

No, sir.

You never did? 

No, sir.

So you were an honest dealer?

1312
, sir.

But you never ripped anybody off and

got the money and didn' t give them the

goods?
NO, sir.

Never did do that?

No, sir.
How many other people did you get

merchandise from besides Daniel?

Maybe two or three other people.

ust two or three others?

Well , maybe more.

how many.

I just can t count

How would you pay for the pager?

With money.

Cash money?

Yes.

Can you tell me if you know - - well

let me ask you this. You said you got

the pager from Nick - - you got it from
who?

, Nick bought the pager for me.

used his I. D. to get it for me.
Do you know when that was?

, sir , not right now.
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Well , how many different ones did you

have during the time period that you

were operating with that pager?

Maybe one or two.

Well , did it go bad or what happened to

it?
Yes , it broke on me.

It broke?

Yes , sir.

Do you remember what the name of the

pager you had was?

No, sir.
This has been marked previously as --

here' s the mark. I guess it' s going to
be sub-Exhibit, Your Honor. It'
already been marked as State' s Exhibit
Number 2 and we' re removing part of it

but we will put it back together.

THE COURT: Why don' t we do this

go ahead if you want to offer that now

as State' s Exhibit 2. You don' t have a

copy of it?

MR. POWELL: Thi s was our copy,
Your Honor. We never made one and we

don t need a copy. We can use this.
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I just want to keep the

I f you ve got a prior

THE COURT:

record clear.
Exhibit 2 you want to continue to use

that as State s Exhibit 2.
MR. POWELL; Could I call it 2 -A

Your Honor.

That' s fine as long asTHE COURT:

we at a recess go back and make a copy

so we have an intact 2 and a 2-

that make sense?

Does

MR. POWELL:

THE COURT:

Yes , sir.

Let' s do it that way.

If you want to go ahead now and offer

it as 2 -A that' s fine and let' s make
sure we put 2 back intact and have it

in the record.

MR . POWELL: Judge , I' ve separated
State s Exhibit Number 2. This was all

2 and I' m going to call - - I' m going to
identify it and put a 2 on that one and

m going to put an A under this part

of it.
MR. VALESKA:

MR . POWELL:

No obj ection.

What I' ve done is I'
taken State s Exhibit Number 2 , I'

21.
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separated it and put a new maker , blue

marker on the back part of it and it'

number 2. The other part of it I have

put a 2 with an A under it.

THE COURT: That' s fine. So the
record will be complete when we take a

break make a copy of 2 and reattach 

to 2-A.

MR. POWELL: I will.

Then if anybody isTHE COURT:

reviewing the record and we have the

former 2 we 'll be complete. Show it

admitted. You offered it with no

Show it admitted.obj ect ion.
(By Mr. Powell) Darnell, let me show

you what I' ve marked here as State'
Exhibit 2-A. This says Paging U. S . A.

Yes, sir.
And that says Nick Williams?

Yes , sir.

Is that the place where he got a pager

for you to use?

Yes , sir.

And I' m going to ask you to look and
see right there it says , This agreement

131.6
is to be effective on what date?

The 16th.
Of what?

'99.

Does it say three?

3/16/99.

Okay. So that' s when you got the

pager?
I had a pager before then.

So you have other records - - do you

have any other records for your pagers

you ve rented before that?
, sir.

Okay. We' ve got here on the second

page of State s Exhibit 2- , it says

Nick Williams and it says, Check

operation , not receiving pages.

Uh-huh.

And what date was that received?

S/9 of '99.

S/9 of '99. And it says date of

customer contacted, does it have a

date?
September 1 , '99,

And under that it' s got a date picked



up by customer and doesn' t have any

date on there , does it?

NO, sir.
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Okay. And this is some kind of - - what

is that? It says it' s a tag. Is that

a copy of a work order to fix a pager?

Yes , sir. They gave me a pager.
So you carried it up there when it

wouldn' t work?

Yes.

And you went back and got another one?

No. They gave me one, a lender.

They gave you a lender?

Yes , sir.

And did they charge you anything?

I can' t remember.

All right. Let' s go to this what I'll

call - - these things have a page number
penciled in. Do you see that?

Yes , sir.

That was page one and that one actually

says page eight. Well , it' s got a fax
number on it. I See that number?

Yes , sir.

So really the second not counting the
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cover letter , we' re talking about page

one and now we re talking about page

two and we go to page three.

that?
What is

Where?

I believe that' s a copy of the other

page. I believe those are same thing,

aren' t they, Darnell? They appear to

be. Do you want to look?

I don t understand what you re saying.

Page number two and three are identical

is what I see. Do you agree with

that? They both have 8/9/99, 8/9/99,
September 10

, '

99, same number, serial

number 249XXX4HGK?

Yes , sir.

m going to skip what' s numbered page

three and go to - - page two rather and
go to page four up here. Do you see
that? It says Nick Williams?
Yes.

And it says not receiving pages?

Yes , sir.

Date received is what?

4/27/99.
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And it says that was a Pronto pager?

Yes, sir.
So did you have trouble with it then

also?
Yes.

I believe that' s another double print.

The next one in here, what is that?

8/9/99.

And that says it' s account change form?

Yes, sir.
Why did you change the account?

Why did I change the account?

Yes.

I can't remember.

Okay. And this page seVen that'

another repair form that says Nick

Williams, same phone number?

Yes.

Renegade and it says that was brought

in 6/29/99.

Yes, sir.
The numbers are flipping on this.

goes to apparently it says page two

again. And this says Nick Williams 12

something Second Street Southwest

1320
building thirteen, apartment nurober

two. Where is that?

Stonegate.
Is that where you live?

Yes, sir.
Nick Williams lived there?

Yes , sir.

You all lived there?

1230 Second Street.

And how much did they charge a month

for the basic pager?

I don' t know. I can t even remember.

Well, it says you get 350 calls per

month and each additional call is 25

cents. Is that what that says?

Yes.

Is that the rate that you paid them

with?
I don' t know. I can' t remember.

You can' t remember that?
, ,sir.
MR. POWELL: Judge , we I ve already

offered this.
THE COURT: Okay.

(By Mr. Powell) So it looks like over
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here in September of 1999 you were

still using that pager.

Yes , sir.

Is that fair?

How long did you use it after that?

How long did I use it after that?

didn't use it after that.

think so.
I don'

So September that' s the 9th month of

the year; is that correct?

Yes , sir,

Were you still dealing crack in

September of 19997

No, sir.
What were you doing with the pager?

I don' t know. I had sold the pager at

the time after then.

Sold it to who?

I can t remember his name.

Well , did he keep the same number?

Yes , sir I guess. I don 't know.

Well , did you let other people use your

pager during the early part of ' 99?

No, sir.
You kept it on you?

Yes, sir.

1322 

would So how many calls a day average

you get on it?

I don t know. I don t know.

Well , and you say that you told
Mr. Pettey that you were selling

cocaine.
Yes , sir.

And he didn' t arrest you?
No, sir.

MR. POWELL: That' s all.
EXAINATION

12 BY MR. DILL:

On March the 12th of 1999 you had a

pager from Paging U. S . A. ?

Yes , sir.

And it was a pager that Nick Williams

had bought for you; is that right?

Yes, sir.
MR. DILL: Nothing further, Your

1321 1323
plan to recall him?

MR. POWELL:

THE COURT:

No.

Thank you. You' re free

Honor.

THE COURT: Thank you, sir. You

to go.

MR . POWELL: Judge, I do have one

may stand down.

MR. DILL: Can this witness be

question if I may, please.
THE COURT: Mr. Ellison if you

excused?
THE COURT: Certainly. You don'

would come back. He' s got one more

You won' t have toquestion for you.

climb back up there if you just walk to

the stand. I just want to ask you one

thing that I meant to ask, Judge.

promise I forgot.
EXINATION

15 BY MR. POWELL:

119

Do you see that gentleman standing in

the back of the courtroom with the

camel hair blazer on?

Yes, sir.
Who is that?

Richard Eavy.

Is he your driver? Did he bring you up

here?
Yes, sir.

MR. VALESKA: Weobj ect , Judge.

1324
works for the Attorney General'

office, He I S not Mr. Elison' s driver
s a state investigator.at all.

THE COURT: If that I s what he is

let' s don t go any -- let you tell me

where you re going, make a proffer

quietly over here on the record.

MR. POWELL: That' s all right
- Judge. m through.

THE COURT: Okay. Thank you

Mr. Ellison. You re free to go.

Call your next witness.

MR. DILL: State calls Kevin

Plemons.
THE COURT: Come around, please,

sir. If you would raise your right

hand.
(Witness sworn.

THE COURT: Can you have seat
here?

THE WITNESS: Yeah. done test
drove it.

THE COURT: Okay. Your witness.
KEVIN PLEMONS

A witness for the State,



was sworn and testified as follows:

EXAINATION

3 BY MR. DILL:

111

State your name for the record.

Nicky Kevin Plemons,

And where do you work?

m retired now.

Where did you used to work?

I did work for the City of Decatur Fire

Department.
And how long were you employed in that

capacity?
One month shy of nineteen years.

And when did you stop working for the

fire department?

Two years ago, year and a half.

And were you an actual fireman that

whole time?
The last year and a half to two years I

worked dispatch at 911.
dispatcher.

I was a fire

Okay. And describe for the ladies and

gentlemen of the jury what your duties

are as a dispatcher.

I would answe.r the 911 lines , the fire

phones, and sometime the police lines

if they were too busy to answer them

and dispatch fire and rescue and

ambulance service.
How long did you work in that capacity?

Close to two years.

And what would the dates of your

employment in that capacity have been?

I know I ended in Julym not sure.
1st of ' 99 but it was sometime in the
summer of ' 97 when I started I think up
there in dispatch.

All right. Would you have been

employed in that capacity as a dispatch

operator in March of '99?

Yeah.

And what shift did you normally work?

Second shift.

What time is that?

That' s from 3:00 to 11:00.
And were you employed on that shift on

March the 12th of 1999?

Yes , sir.

particular calls24 Q. Do you remember any
hat you got on that occasion?
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Yes, sir.
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III
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And what were they?
The Tipton case or this one here.

Okay. Do you know what time you

received your first call about --
NO, sir , I don' I don t recall the

time of it exactly.

Was it early in your shift?Okay.

Yeah it was. It was I would think

between three something to five

something because one of the other

persons was on lunch but we varied
thirty minutes in that. So I
couldn' t - - I can' t remember exactly

from two years ago.

Okay. And describe for the ladies and

gentlemen of the jury -- describe for

the jury the call as it first came in.
Well, it was Dr. Tipton called and said

that he had found his wife and she - had

been murdered , and I asked him how did

he know that she had been murdered.

said that I came home from work and

when I came in the alarm system had

been pulled out of the wall I think his

1328
words were and said he found some blood

at the bottom of the steps and that it

looks like it had been wiped up, Then

when he got to the top of the steps he

found his wife and that she had been

stabbed multiple times. And I said are

you sure she s dead, and he said, yes,

m sure , I checked her and she s dead.

All right. And did you detect any

signs of stress in his voice?

Back then I didn' t --

No?

Are you saying I --

Let me withdraw that question. Have

you had a chance to listen to the tape

since then?

Yes, I have.

And does the tape that you listened to

does it fairly and accurately depict

the conversation that you had with

Dr. Tipton when he called in to the 911

dispatch?
Yes , sir.

All right. Are there any gaps in the

tape?
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Yes , sir.

Can you explain why there would be gaps

1329

-- 

1330
procedure that you' re trained to handle

a call like that, emergency 911 call

. the tape?

I can only guess what the gaps would

be.
Based on your experience as having

worked as a 911 dispatch operator, can

you explain why there might be gaps in

the tape?

Yes, sir. It would either be me

covering the pone to answer another

line or me putting him on hold because

m answering 911 and fire and police

all at one time. So usually what I

would do is if the phone rang while I

was still, which it did, while I was

talking to him; I covered the

mouthpiece with my hand and answered

the other phone. But I didn ' t - - all I
did was say Decatur police, hold

please , and I put them back on hold.

Then I would go back to the

conversation and then if it rang again

I did the same thing a few times.

Let me take a step back. What is the

like that?

Well , we' re supposed to keep them on

the phone at all times.

Why is that?

To make sure nobody comes in case there

is just like any of the calls, a

robbery or anything like this , we _keep
them on the phone until we get a police

officer there in case somebody comes in

the room that maybe hadn' t left yet,

the scene. And that way we I 11 have

them on tape and, you know , be able to,

you know , pass that on to the officers

in route.

Okay. So when you re talking to the

indi vidual who called in 911 , do you

also have the capacity to talk to other

people?
On the other phones, yeah.

And how would you do that?

I would just cover the head -- the

mouthpiece and answer the phone , put it

to this ear.
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If you had to talk to a police officer

or somebody else while you were talking

, somebody on 911?

I didn' t talk to the police officers.

That was the police dispatcher who does

that.
Is there another person that does that?

Yeah. Everything that I say or he says

I repeated. We I re taught to do that so

they hear the whole conversation. When

he says something I repeat it. And

then that way they hear it the whole

time it' s being repeated back.

m going to show you an audio tape

which has been marked previously for

identification purposes as State '
Exhibit Number 119 and ask you is this

the tape that you listened to?

appear to be?

Does it

It appears to be, yes , sir.

And this is the tape that fairly and

accurately represents the phone

conversation that you had with

Dr. Tipton when he called in and told

you that Karen had been murdered?

1332
Yes , sir.

MR. DILL: I ask permission to

admit if and publish it to the jury,
Your Honor.

Show it admitted. YouTHE COURT:

may publish it.

MR . POWELL: What number was that?

MR. DILL: 119.

(Whereupon , the audiotape was

played for the jury.
MR. DILL: State moves to admit

that portion of the tape, just the

portion of the tape that was played

Your Honor.

THE COURT: Is there anything else

on that tape?

MR. DILL: There is.
THE COURT: Okay. I don t mind

that portion being admitted but I want

to figure out some way if the jury

wants to hear it in the jury room later

to have that portion on a blank

cassette. So if y' all can " do that.
MR. VALESKA: We can do that.

THE COURT: That should be easy to
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do.
1333

And that' s State' s Exhibit, We have a written log as far as them

keeping up with what time the call is

1334'
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taken and what time the officers arrive

on the scene or any radio contact with

the officer is written down on a radio

log.
Are you talking about a complaint

Okay.

what, 119?

MR. DILL: That' s correct , Your

dispatch card?

documents?

Is that one of the

Honor.

THE COURT: I think that' s what you

The card would be me

said earlier , 119.

(By Mr. Dill) The blank portions on

No, ma' am.

actually taking his call and writing

his address and what the call is, and

then I pass that to the dispatcher.

What I was talking about is the log

that - - I have a log for the fire
department. They have a log for the

that tape would have been what you

described as you covering up the mic

and answering another call? Is that

police department , and we write time

out and time in route and time of

arrival.
Yes , sir. So on the log

what that sounded like to you?

That' s what some of them sounded like.

All right.
that was created at 911 back on March

the 12th of ' 99, do you know who would
have completed it that night, who was

doing the log?

It would have been Tish Parker.

I couldn t swear that that' s what

every --
If you' re not an expert.

Tish Parker.
1336

And is that routine for

I know I heard one time where I said

Robin Knight, it' s 911 or something

then you hear a pause like there and I

think -- I thought she wasn 't getting
it and I covered then I went back to

talking to him.

MR. DILL: Nothing further of this

witness, Your Honor.

THE COURT: Cros s , Mrs. Halbrooks?

MRS. HALBROOKS: Yes.

EXAMINATION

2 BY MRS. HALBROOKS:

231

At the time that this call was made you

were over in Decatur. That' s where the
911 center was on March of '99?

Yes , sir.

At some point you changed and had moved

over here to the courthouse; is that

right?
Yes, ma' am.

And when it moved over to the

courthouse who maintained the records

that were over there, the 911 calls

that had been received at the Decatur

City location?

When it moved I had already retired

from the city. So n
So you don' t know?
No ma I am. I wasn 't there.

And when the call comes inAll right.
to 911 are there other documents that

are created by dispatchers there?

Yes, ma' am.

What other documents are created when

you receive a 911 call?

y' all to do that? You did that every

day as part of your duties?

Yes, ma am.

And to get back to the dispatch card,
that' s also something that' s --
Yes, ma' am.

You did that in this particular case?

Yes, ma I am.

And you note the phone number from

where the call came from?

Yes ma I am.

How did you get the number where the

call came from? How did you get that?

It prints out on our screen or we ask

the number if it doesn'

Okay. Do you know in this particular

case whether the number printed out on

the screen or whether you asked the

caller for the number?

I don' t remember. I didn' t hear me

asking. So I had to have gotten it off

the screen.

Yes, sir. Then that screen that comes

up as the call comes in , is that
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printed out and is there a hard copy of

that at some point?

Not that I' m aware of.
Who would maintain the logs from each

day? How are those kept or how were

they kept at the time that you worked

there?
At the end of the shift one of us

carries it downstairs and leaves it

with the desk officer at the front desk

of the police department.

And that log would tell us when a call

started, the exact minute, and when

that call ended , the exact minute?

Yes, ma am.

And when a call comes in and the tape

begins to run, is there any point where

that recording is turned off?

No, ma' am.

So if we were to take that tape and

compare it to whatever is reflected on

the log that tape should be equal to

the number of minutes that we have on

the log; is that right?

Yes, ma ' am.

Have you seen the call log for this

particular call?

No, ma' am.

Did you review it? Did the State

produce it to you to review in

preperation for your testimony?

, ma' am.

Without telling the ladies and

gentlemen of the jury what you said,
did you make a comment to the other

dispatchers in the room that night

while you were on the phone with

Dr. Tipton?

MR. VALESKA: We obj ect . That'
not relevant.

THE COURT: I'll sustain. I don'

know without more as to how that could

be relevant.
(By Mrs. Halbrooks) Would any comments

that you made, would they be reflected

on that tape recording if they were

audible if you said them?

Not necessarily.
How so?

If I had my hand over the mic.
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Did you put your hand over the mic each

time you talked to the dispatchers in

the room?

I did sometimes.

Did you on this particular occasion put

your hand over the mic?

Yes, ma' am.

And on this particular occasion did you

make a particular comment to the people

in dispatch again without telling us

what you said?
MR. VALESKA: We obj ect .
THE COURT: I'll sustain. You'

going to have to show me how that'

relevant. I'll sustain at this time

until I know more.

(By Mrs. Halbrooks) Have you and Tish
Parker discussed your testimony today?

Without saying what you discussed , have

the two of you talked about the fact

that you were going to be testifying in

this case?

Yes, ma' am.

And at some point after March the 12th

of 1999 following this incident, did
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you and Tish talk about that tape again

without telling us what you said?

Yes, ma ' am.

And did y ' all determine that some of
that tape was missing in that

conversation? Let me back up and ask

Prior to your preparationit this way.

for the trial of this case had you

ever listened to that tape again?

, ma am.

Did Tish tell you anything about her

reviewing that tape?

MR. VALESKA: We obj ect to that.

MRS. HALBROOKS: Your Honor , I know

So I can ask her.re calling Tish.

THE COURT: That' s fine. I still

don' t see the relevance of it , and I'

sustaining on the relevance of it.
don' t know how that' s relevant to

anything related to this trial. If you

want to make a proffer, if I need to

send the jury out that' s fine.
MRS. HALBROOKS:

like that , please.

Yes , sir , I would

THE COURT: Okay. Ladies and
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gentlemen, I' m going to send you ou
take up some matters. Let' s go ahead
and take a twenty minute break here.

Remember the instructions I gave you

earlier about not discussing the case

among yourselves or with anyone else or

allow anyone to discuss it with you.

If you want to leave your notes there

fine. Make sure you leave all the

exhibits in the courtroom.

(Whereupon , the following was

held outside the presence of

the jury.
THE COURT: Now that the jury is

cleared, anybody wants to take a break

that' s fine. I don' t want you moving

in and out while we' re discussing

things up here. I'll give you a few

minutes to clear if you want to.
Do you want to stand down or sit

right there?

THE WITNESS: I believe I better

stay in this spot.

MR. VALESKA: He knows.

MRS. HABROOKS: Judge, again --

THE COURT: Hang on. Let' s let
everybody sort of settle. Okay.

are going to start back here. If you

would close the door when everybody

gets out and sort of hold it down.

Go ahead, Mrs. Halbrooks.
MR. VALESKA: Judge, I' m going to

enter an obj ection here. As Your Honor

knows, you can' t unring a bell.
know --

THE COURT: We' re outside the

presence of jury right now.

MR. VALESKA: I know but there

news media , everybody in here , and I

don' t want her putting what she claims

is admissible in her question to the

Defendant.
MRS. HALBROOKS: I tell what you --

MR. VALESKA: I mean to the

witness.
MRS. HALBROOKS: ll call Tish

Parker and I'll do it that way.

MR. VALESKA: No, it won' t come in

that way either , and I ' mtelling the
Court right now, we' re going to object
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to hearsay to bringing Tish Parker in

to comment to a nonmaterial or relevant

statement by anybody in that room.

THE COURT: I have no clue what

you' re talking about.

MR. VALESKA: I understand.

THE COURT: Until I know that it'

relevant to this case, it' s not coming

in. I don t want you to bring it in

without giving me an opportunity to

rule on it and make a proffer and

especially if it' s of a highly

sensitive nature I want to do it as

discretely as I can because I don

want to do - - I don' t want it coming
out if it' s not relevant.

MRS. HALBROOKS: Quite frankly,
Your Honor , I don' t intend to offer

what he said. m offering it to show

that we don' t have the tape.

THE COURT: You re certainly

entitled to do that if -- you know

there' s as much as we' ve gone through
production and those type issues, I
certainly will allow you to protect the
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record but I don 't want to get - - you
can protect your record without getting

into the sensitive nature of something

that' s irrelevant.

MRS. HALBROOKS: Yes , sir.

MR. POWELL: Well , Judge, that'

We can tell you whatall we wanted.

the statement was and you can say we

can' t put it in any way.

THE COURT: I don I t want to know.

Y' all go ahead and take a break and we

will start back at, what did I say,

twenty minutes. When the big hand 

on eight. We 'll start back at 3: 

0' clock.
(Whereupon,

taken. )

a recess was

THE COURT: Bring the jury.
(Whereupon , the following was

held in the presence of the

jury. )
THE COURT: Everybody can be

seated. Ready to start back with this

witness on cross.
(By Mrs. Halbrooks) Mr. Plemons,
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you'll be on your way to Mobile in just

a few minutes. I have just a few

questions. On the tape we hear you

repeating some of the things that

Dr. Tipton says to you.

Yes, ma am.

Some of the information he' s provided

to you. Is that the people in the

room?

When I' m repeating?
Yes , sir.

Yes , ma am.

And at one point you say, so you

checked the pulse on her and you didn'
find one?

Yes, ma ' am.

Were you repeating something that

Dr. Tipton had said to you prior to

that or do you know?

I don ' tknow .
If you were would it be on -- it would

be on the tape; is that right?

If he s d it it would be on the tape.

Yes , sir. And if following that there

was no answer by Dr. Tipton, then that
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would be on the tape as well if he had

answered that-question?
On --
If Dr. Tipton had answered your

question that you asked, so you checked

the pulse on her and you didn' t find
one , if he had answered it it would

have been on the tape?

If he answered it would be on the tape.

Yes, sir.
Yes, ma' am.

MRS. HALBROOKS: Thank you so much.

THE COURT: Any redirect for this

witness?
MR. DILL: Just one, Your Honor

EXINATION

17 BY MR. DILL:

m going to show you an item marked

for identification purposes only

State s EXhibit Number 120 and ask you

if you recognize that item.

That' s the card filled out for the
call.
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you were a 911 operator?

Yes, sir.

Is this a record that you keep in the

ordinary course of your business when

And does this, in fact, have your

handwriting on it?
Yes , sir.

MR. DILL: State moves to admit

State' s Exhibit Number 120.
THE COURT: Okay.

MRS. HALBROOKS: Your Honor,

there' s no obj ect ion.
THE COURT: Show it admitted.

(By Mr. Dill) The Exhibit shows a time

received. Will you explain to the jury
what that means?

That was the time that the call came

in.
All right. And what time is reflected

on that card?

16:29.

And this is the card that you made in

reference to the 911 call that you

received from Dr. Tipton that the jury

just heard?

Yes , sir.

It shows what time that the call came
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in?
16 :29.

And what' s just underneath that?

The dispatch time.
And what does that mean?

That' s when we dispatched a unit.
And what time is reflected on that?

16 :29.

So it' s the same time that the call

came in?
Same time.

And what is 16: 29 in case somebody

doesn t know in regular time?

I have to add it up now.

4:29 p.
Yeah , 4 :29. Hey, it' s been a while.

MR. VALESKA: Military time.

THE COURT: 4 : 29 p. m. ; right?

THE WITNESS:

(By Mr. Dill) What' s just underneath

the dispatch time?

The arrival time.

What does that indicate?

The time that the first unit was on the

scene.
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That would have been Bobby Willis?

Yes , sir.

And what time is reflected on the card?

16: 34-

And what I s just underneath the arrival
time?
The clear time.
What does that mean?

That' s the time they cleared the scene.
And what' s indicated on the card as far

as the cleared time is concerned?

I think it I s 23: 02.

MR. DILL:

Thank you.
That' s all I have.

EXAINATION

16 BY MRS. HALBROOKS:

What phone number does it show that

Dr. Tipton is calling from?

number did he call from?

What

1349 1351

1350 1352

355- 3763.

THE COURT: Anything else for this

witness?
MRS. HALBROOKS: NO.

THE COURT: Thank you , sir. You

may stand down.

MR. DILL: Can the witness be

excused?
THE COtJRT: Yes , sir. You can go

to Mobile.

Call your next witness.

MRS. POE: At this time we would

like to calJ a witness out order.

THE COURT: You can call them any

way you need to.
MRS. POE:

THE COURT:

State calls Gina pineda.

Come around, please

ma' am. I need to put you under oath.

If you 'll come up and raise your right

hand.
(Witness worn.

THE COURT: Your witness , Mrs. Poe.

GINA PINEDA

A witness for the State,
was sworn and testified as follows:

EXAINATION

21 BY MRS. POE:

Mrs. Pineda , can you tell the jury your

name and where you work, please.

My name is Gina Pineda , and 1Yes.

employed as a forensic DNA analyst for
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a private DNA company located in New

Orleans, Louisiana called Reliagene

Technologies.
And what do you do for Reliagene

Technologies?
AS a forensic DNA analyst part of my

job duties include to receive evidence

in criminal and civil cases, process

the evidence through the laboratory,
obtain DNA profiles from the evidence,

interpret those profiles, write reports

in conjunction with the cases we g

and testify in court if needed.

Do you or could you tell the Court your

educational background in connection

with what you do for Reliagene?

In May of 1996 I obtained aYes.

bachelor' s of science degree from
Louisiana State University in-Baton

Rouge , Louisiana and my major was

microbiology and I also had- a minor 
mistry . Subsequent to that I had

enrolled in a graduate program at

Louisiana State University Medical

Center in the department of pathology

and am currently pursuing a master of

science- degree in forensic pathology
with a concentration on forensic DNA.

Have you testified as an expert in

court before in relation to DNA

testing?
Yes , I have. I have been admitted

approximately in thirty different

jurisdictions throughout four states,

Louisiana, Mississippi, Indiana, and

Kentucky and I believe I I ve testified
over sixty times.

Have you testified in both criminal and

civil cases?

Yes, I have.

Have you testified as a plaintiff'

witness?
Yes, I have.

Have you testified as a defense

witness?
Yes, I have. Being a private

laboratory, we do work not only for law

enforcement agencies such as police

departments and district attorneys

offices but we also do work for defense



attorneys who need preparation or DNA

education in preparation for trial as

well as private individuals.
Let me show you what' s been marked as

State' s Exhibit 128 and ask you if you

know what that is?

Yes , I do. State' s Exhibit 128 is a
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three page document entitled curriculum

vi tae . It is my C. V. and it includes a
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summary of my qualifications.

Is it current and up to date?

Yes , it is. The revised date is

September 24th of the year 2002.

MRS. POE: Your , Honor, we move to
admit that in evidence.

THE COURT: Show it admitted.

(BY Mrs. Poe) , Let me ask you for the

sake of explaining to the jury as well

as me , what is DNA?

In short DNA stands for

deoxyribonucleic acid, and it is

basically the genetic material that all

living things have. plants have DNA

animals have DNA, and we as humans have

DNA. A lot of our DNA is the same.

It' s what makes us human. It' s what

gives us one nose, two ears, one mouth

but less than one percent of our DNA is

different. Those areas that are

different are the areas that we like to

explore in the forensic community.

MRS. POE: Before I go any further

let me officially offer her to the

Court, tender her as an expert in the

area of nuclear and mitochondrial DNA

analysis.
THE COURT: Any objection?
MR. POWELL: Yes , sir. As long as

she , and I think we'll get to this
later , but as long as she stays wi thin
certain bounds we have no objection but

if we think she s stepping over her

area we -
THE COURT: Certainly. I don'

think you' re offering her as an expert

on every subj ect, just on --

MRS. POE: No, Your Honor, just on

the DNA analysis.

THE COURT: Nuclear and

mitochondrial is what you said.
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MR . POWELL: And I think in her

qualifications she s probably qualified

to run these tests but we re not saying

she I S qualified to interpret or give
results or statistics based on her

testing.
MRS. POE: If Your Honor will give

me an opportunity to I'll lay a further

predicate.
THE COURT:

(By Mrs. Poe)

Certainly.
Are you familiar with

nuclear DNA testing and mitochondrial

DNA testing?

And in addition to ruingYes , I am.

the tests in the laboratory, part of my

expertise includes interpreting the

results that I obtain and finding out

what the significance of these results

are. And that does include statistical

analysis in both nuclear and

mitochondrial DNA.

And when you were previously qualified

ias an expert witness in the cases you

referred to earlier, were you also

allowed to testify as an expert as to
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interpreting your results?

Yes , in all of them.

MRS. POE: Your Honor , on those

basis I would tender her as an expert

both in knowledge of DNA as well as

testing procedures and analytical

conclusions and interpretation.

THE COURT:

MR. POWELL:

Okay.

Again, Judge, we raise

the same objection.

THE COURT: Let me explain to the

jury, when I allow someone to be

qualified as an expert, basically what

that means is the Court allows them to

give opinions based on the data that'
been xtracted in the case or been

presented as evidence in the case.
going allow her to testify and offer

opinions as an expert would, but the
weight the jury gives to the testimony
is the jury' s decision. Just because

m allowing her and allowing the State

to qualify her as an expert doesn

mean that the Court is putting any

stamp of approval on her testimony or
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any other expert witness they may have

offered or offer in the future or any

expert witness that the Defense may

offer. It just simply allows them to

express opinions based on this data

that' s been offered and admitted into

evidence. So I am going to allow her-
to testify as an expert and the lawyers

understand what that means, but I

wanted to give that definition. The

weight you give to her testimony is

your decision and not the Court' s and

m not attempting to put any stamp of

approval on anybody who' s been

qualified so far as an expert or will

be qualified in the future.
MRS. POE:

THE COURT:

Thank you, Judge.
You may go ahead.

MRS. POE: At this time I would ask

the Court' s permission to come down

closer in f ont of the jury and use the

easel.
THE COURT: Certainly you may.

re going to put an easel up down

there and give her a microphone for her

hand.
MRS. POE: For the record these

exhibits have been previously provided

to defense counsel on regular paper

size, eight by eleven.

THE COURT:

MRS. POE:

Okay.

Would you come down

here , Mrs. Pineda , please.

THE COURT: And for the record in

terms of exhibits being offered, I see

some exhibits on that size document.

Those are trial exhibits and you can

use those to make it easier for the

jury to see, but I would prefer that

the exhibits actually be marked in

letter sized or legal sized paper and

that we put it in the record. It'
really hard to get those in a filing

cabinet if you know what I mean.

MRS. POE: Yes, sir and with the

Court' s permission when we finish I
will substitute those for those

exhibits that' s been previously marked.
THE COURT: That' s fine. That'

what I want.
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(By Mrs. poe)

what is DNA or
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Can you start with just

can you explain using

4 i

this chart where it' s found in the

body?

Yes , I can. AS I said, DNA is found 

every cell of the human body, and this

is a drawing basically of what DNA is

and to help me explain it a little

bit. First we have a human body here,
and we can see that within that body we

have different cells. Our body has
millions and millions of cells. Within
each of these cells are DNA structures

and there are two different types of

DNA.

The first type is what we call

nuclear DNA , which if you look at this

cell it sor of looks like an egg with

the center yoke part being the

nucleus. The nucleus has in it nuclear

DNA which is received or inherited half

from the biological mom and half from

your biological father, but outside the

nucleus we also have these structures
that look like kidney beans and these
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structures are called mitochondria.

And mitochondria are responsible for

energy production in the human body,

for energy production and storage

actually. And within each of these

mitochondrial structures we have DNA in

them. Each of them has also separate

DNA which is different than the nuclear

DNA.

So here we have an enlarged version

of those kidney-bean- like structures
called mitochondria and inside of these

you have these circular molecules that

are the DNA found within each of these

structures. If we zoom in into these

circular molecules you see that we have

here a circular strand of mitochondrial

DNA and this strand is composed of

different parts to it, different

subunits.
There s four basic different

subunits to all the DNA in our body and

these are called bases, these parts or

these subunits are called bases and

there' s four bases and we 'll call them
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, C, G, and T. The way that DNA
1361 1363

here are known as HVl and HV2 and that

stands for hypervariable regions one

and two. They are called hypervariable

differs from individual to individual

is in the way that these bases are

arranged.
Let' s say to give an analogy, if I

give each of the members of the jury

four different colored beads and I give

them 16 000 of them four different

colored beads. There I S four different

because they have such high variability

from one person to the next.

So in summary, we have many, many

cells in the human body. These cells

contain two different types of DNA,

nuclear DNA and mitochondrial DNA.

colors and I would ask you each to make

a necklace out of these beads. I can

this particular case Reliagene was

involved in performing mitochondrial

DNA in this part icular case.
They have two different types of

DNA. The DNA that we 'Ore interested in

assure you that every necklace that you

make will be different, and even though

they' re made of only four different
colored beads the way in which you

arrange those beads will all be

different. , likewise, with DNA we

looking at today is the mitochondrial

DNA , which is made up of about 16, 000

bases or 16, 000 different parts and

within those 16, 000 parts we only

analyze about seven hundred or eight

hundred of those bases , and that' s what

we do to obtain a mitochondrial DNA

profile from a particular item.
Are you able to use this process or

this knowledge of mitochondrial DNA to

determine a person s paternity for
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example or 'lineage?

. 23

have four different basic subunits that

we all have as humans but they differ

in the way which they' re arranged.

So within this circular structure

that we call mitochondrial DNA are

about 16 OO of these different parts,

different bases. We don' t analyze all

of them because, as I said, a lot of

our DNA is the same and we don'

actually care to analyze most of this

mitochondrial DNA in our field because

it' s the same from individual to

individual . And what we want to do is

identify differences from one person to

another.
Where is the DNA found? In what types

of bodily fluids , where would you find

this?
DNA is found in every biological fluid

of the body, every cell of the human

body, and that includes tissue, that

includes , teeth, the root material , - and

the teeth has a lot of DNA in it.
Bone , sweat , saliva , urine, it' s found

in every biological fluid that comes

from the body.

But to finish off with this

diagram , these are the 16, 000 or so

different parts that make up this

mitochondrial DNA, and within these

this orange circle that you see right

here , are the areas that we analyze.
These two areas they are enlarged right
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And mitochondrial hasYes, we can.
been used many times to identify

whether a particular individual has

come from a particular maternal

lineage, maternal dissent. For

example, we had a case in our

laboratory was one of the first

mitochondrial cases that we worked

where we had some mummies that were

found actually in Louisiana , and we

were asked to attempt to extract

mitochondrial DNA from these mummies

and we had a living descendant and they

wanted to know if a person was

maternally related to these mummies.

The mummies are about one hundred fifty

years old. So even though they were

that old we were still able to

determine whether or not an individual

is maternally related to the mummies.

Can you also use it to identify whether

or not if you have a known sample of

someone ' s DNA and you have an unknown
sample that you don' t know where it
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came from, are you able to compare the

two? Is there any process used to

compare the two to determine whether or

not the unown sample could be
consistent with the known sample?

Yes. In fact, that' s exactly what we

do in a forensic setting.
say a crime scene sample. Let' s say

We had let'

there' s a blood spot on the carpet of a
crime scene and we wanted to know where

that blood sample came from. We have

no idea. It' s just there on the carpet

at a crime scene. The police will then

properly collect that blood sample,

submit it tQ a laboratory, arid along
with that unknown sample of blood they

would also submit known samples or

reference samples, samples where we

know where they came from. Either they

were taken by a medical examiner during

an autopsy or they were taken at a

scheduled blood draw from a particular

individual .
So in forensics we have known

samples and we have unknown samples
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and in the end when you make comparison

between the two you can come to really

one of two conclusions. Either the DNA

profiles you obtained from these items

are the same or consistent with each

other , which means that this particular
individual is not excluded as being a

donor to this DNA, or they re not

consistent with each other , they'

different, which means that this person

could not ha e contributed the DNA in

this sample.

So that is how we use this type of

mitochondrial DNA analysis in a

forensic case.

Are there different types of DNA

testing that you can use to make such

conclusions?
Well, yes. Besides there being two
different types of DNA in the human

body, nuclear which is found inside the

nucleus and mitochondrial DNA , we have

different techniques that we can apply

to analyze these different types of

DNA. One of these techniques and the

lIS
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one that we use in the laboratory is

called the PCR technique and that

stands for polymerase chain reaction.

With the PCR procedure we can take

a very small, tiny sample and basically

make molecular Xerox copies of the DNA

found within that sample. When we do

we end up with a million fold times of

DNA we have to start off with. Now

it' s easily interpretable and easily

detectable. So PCR is the technique of

choice that we use in our forensic lab.
Has that technique , PCR technique, been

subj ect to analysis to ensure accuracy

and consistency?
and validated?

Has it been tested

Yes, it has. There has been numerous

scientific articles published 

journal s regarding the PCR technique
and we use the PCR technique to analyze

not only nuclear DNA but also

mitochondrial DNA. So the same

methodology can be used to analyze two

different types of DNA. The

methodology may also be used to analyze
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different types of samples such as

sweat or skin or hair , which in this

particular case is what we examined.

believe that we have a photograph of

what we examined.

ore you talk about it, can I ask you

if before we move on from the PCR

technique , is that something that is

usually accepted within the scientific

community as valid?

Yes , it is. And PCR has other

applications to it. It' s not just used

in forensics. PCR can be used for

example to find out if a person has HIV

or hepatitis or any kind of a disease.

PCR can also be used to find that

information out. If you have a donor

that wants to donate an organ and if

you want to find out if the person that

needs the organ is compatible with this

person , you might also use PCR to find

that- out.
So PCR has not only forensic

applications but it has many scientific

application as a whole.



I would like to ask you to refer to

what' s been marked as State' s Exhibit
121 and ask you what that is?

Yes. State s Exhibit 121 is a drawing

of a piece of skin containing hair in

it. I wanted to show you this drawing

because , as I said, DNA comes from
every biological fluid. For example

when you sweat you have sweat on the

surface of your skin which is shown up

here in the drawing, and you see these

brick like structures right here are
the cells. So you have some of these

cells also on the surface of your skin

and then you have sweat rolling off the

surface of your skin , some of those

cells come off ' with it. So from sweat

we get DNA from the shed skin cells

that are on the surface of the skin.
In addition , let' s look at this

hair sample right here. The hair of

course is embedded within the skin and

this part of the hair, the lower part,

the part that' s inside the skin , is the
root of the hair. If we have a root
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It' s surroundedyou look at the root.

by these cells on the inside of the

skin here and that I s where we can get
nuclear DNA from. So if you have a

hair with a root nuclear DNA is a

possibility. You can get a result from

But if you only have the shaftthat.
of the hair and you have no root , then

our only option is to perform

mitochondrial DNA because we still do

have mitochondrial DNA here on the

shaft of the hair.
In this case where Reliagene came

into the testing procedure we no longer

had a root on the hair that we examined

in this case. So our only option was

to perform mitochondrial DNA.

I would ask you to look at what'

referred to as State' s Exhibit 127.

will you identify that for me?

State' s Exhibit 127 is actually aYes.

picture of our results. It'
example of what we get from

mi t ochondr i al DNA.

Is this just a general where it says
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suspect reference, that' s not

particularly for this case?

No, it I S an example.
Can you explain this example in the

testing procedures?

Yes.

Before I explain this maybe I should go

into first the different steps of PCR

procedure. There s basically three

different steps to the procedure. The

first is the extraction step, which is

where we take the blood or the sweat or

the hair , whatever it is that we have,

and we, clean and purify and concentrate
whatever DNA is found on it as little

as there may. And we try to clean it

as much as we can. There' s all kind of
environmental insults done to all these

samples. So it' s very critical that we
clean them up thoroughly. So we purify

the DNA and at the end of the first

step you have what we call extracted

DNA. Then we go on to the second part,

which is the amplification, which is

the critical step of the PCR procedure
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because this is where you take let'
say for example one stand of DNA, after

one cycle of the PCR amplification

procedure you have two strands and then

after the second sample you have four 

then eight and sixteen, thirty- two and

so on and so forth so that in the end

of this procedure, the second step of

the procedure, the amplification step,
we have a billion fold times DNA that

we have to start off with. So that

makes it more easy for us to go on to

the third step, which is called the

sequencing. This is where we take

those four different bases or the four

different parts to the DNA, those small

part of the mitochondrial DNA that we

test and we label each of those with

different colors. Just like we had

four different colored beads , we label

each of the four different parts with a

different color , and then we detect

them so that in the end you can see

here in this Exhibit the peeks

represent different bases or different
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For example, let' s say this first

peek right here , I don I t know how well

you can see the color on here , but it

is a blue peek and it is labeled with a

base C. Remember I said the name of

the bases are A , C, G, and T.

have four choices.

So we

So at the end of the third and

final step, the sequencing step, we get

what we call this chromatogram , and

this is the actual DNA profile that we

detected from a particular sample.

Now , how do we report this profile.

re looking at about 800 bases and do

we compare every single base and' do we
write on our report every single base

, because we don t have enough paper

to write down 800 bases for each

sample. So we do a comparison to a

standard , and that standard ,is called

the Anderson reference. That is the

sequence up at the top by the Anderson

Reference. And we take the sample and

we compare it to the standard. This is

not a sample. This is just the first

time that the mitochondrial DNA was

looked at. It was done by a guy named

Anderson because he was the first one

to actually sequence the mitochondrial

DNA , then the standard was given his

name.

So we take the second panel of this

drawing, which is an example from an

evidence hair, let' s sayan unknown
sample that we don t know where it came

from, and we compare it to Anderson.

And also each of these individual peeks

that each represent a base has a number

designation to them. We don' t just

say, oh, this is number twenty. No, we

know what the numbers are previously.

They ve been assigned and we know what

each - - we know what base number one at
the mitochondrial DNA is supposed to be

and we know what. Anderson is at that

particular sight.
So then we take the evidence hair

and if you look at the circle base

right here , the peak under it on the
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Anderson is a C. You can see that'

supposed to be a blue color, and if you

compare that same position to the

evidence hair this sample has a T

here. So they are different in that

respect at that particular location.

So the way we would report this is

Anderson has a C, the number for this

particular base, the arbitrary number

that I said we assign , is 16168.

the way we would report it is at

position 16168 in the mitochondrial

DNA, this particular sample changes

from a C to aT. Then if you go on a

couple of bases further at position

16172 Anderson has a T but the sample

has a C. So we report 16172 T to C.

So what we re reporting is a comparison

between your sample and the standard

sample. Then we take the suspect

reference or could be a victim

reference, could be any reference that

we want to compare the sample to, and

we compare it to Anderson. And we see
that at this peak Anderson has a C and
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the suspect has aT.
change.

So that' s also a

Here at the second circle position

Anderson has a T and the sample has a

So that' s another change. So in
the end we compare the evidence hair

with the suspect reference and what

re comparing are the differences

they each have from Anderson. So in
the end you see that at 16168 the

evidence hair has a change in Anderson

but so does the suspect reference

sample. So in the end we make a

comparison of the bases that are

different from Anderson in the evidence

hair and in the suspect reference, and

if they have the same differences then

that means they' re consistent with each

other and this person could not be

excluded as contributing to this DNA.

So basically this just shows an actual

result. This typifies a sequencing

result that we get in the lab , and this

also shows how we report them, We take

the number designation for that base
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compare it to Anderson and if it

changes then we report that.

Is this the type of testing process you

use in your laboratory?

in this case?

Did you use it

Yes. We do t is type of analysis not

only in this case but in all the

mitochondrial cases that come through

our laboratory.
When you do this kind of testing, do

you run any kind of controls or any

type of process to make sure -- like

shooting a blank in a gun. Do you run

any kind of tests to assure the

accuracy of your own tests?

Yes, we do. We run what we call three

different control samples. It' s called

the positive control , the negative

amplification control and the reagent

buffer control. The first one of

those, the positive, is a sample of

known DNA. We know what the profile is

for that sample. We know what changes

it has from Anderson. If we take that

sample and process it with our case
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samples and in the end we get something

different than what we know that

profile to be, then that signals a red

flag and something went wrong in the

procedure and we go back and restart

the analysis procedure.

The other two controls are

basically negative controls. They have

all the water , all the solutions,

everything that we use in our testing

procedures and distilled water.

those samples should not have DNA in

them, and if in the end we do find that

they do have DNA in them then we take

the appropriate steps , reprocess the

samples until we get a negative, clean

negative control. If we had a type

within one of our controls that would

be indicative of contamination in one
of our solutions , maybe the analyst'

DNA got in the sample, which can happen

in the laboratory, and that' s why we

have these steps in place.
In this particular case, all three

controls produced expected results
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indicating that our experiments were

performed successfully.
Are these faulty controls that you 

to assure that there s no mistakes made

in the final analysis you do , are those

used in other labs? Is this 'common

practice or is this something that only

your lab uses?

, it' s not. There are actually
industry standards for DNA testing

facili ties in this country. These
standards are called the DAB guidelines

or standards , and DAB stands for DNA

Advisory Board, and this isa group of
scientists and attorneys and judges

professional individuals who got

together and decided what a DNA

laboratory should be doing and

shouldn' t be doing. These standards

say that if you re going to run a DNA

test in forensics that you have to run

these control samples and this is again

to ensure the validity and the accuracy

of your results.
Is Reliagene , the company that you work

1.80
for, are they accredited or not?

Yes , we are. In September of 1997 an

external agency came to our laboratory

and performed an on- site inspection.
They went through everything including

our personnel records, our case files

our procedures, our policy manual , and

they checked to see if we were in

compliance with these standards.

September of '97 we were granted
certification by this group, which is
called the National Forensic Science

Technology Center and we' ve been

certified by them since.

In May of 2000 another group came

to our laboratory and performed a

similar inspection and they also found

us to be in compliance with the

industry standards and they granted us

accreditation in the year 2000. This
agency is called the American Society

of Crime Lab Directors , Laboratory

Accreditation Board.

Thank you. For the moment if you will

go back to your stand.
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Mrs. Pineda , did you receive any
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evidence with regards to this case to

analyze?
Yes, we did. On three separate

occasions we received three different

items, three different submittals

including different items of evidence

in order for us to analyze the DNA

found in these items.

Okay. Let me show you what' s been

marked as State s Exhibit 9S and ask

you if you can identify that?

Yes. State' s Exhibit 95 is a white
cardboard box labeled with our

Reliagene case number and our Reliagene

sample number and is identified as a

hair slide , hair slide containing hairs

collected from a washcloth.

Could you read what the specific

numbers are there are assigned both the

number that came with it and what you

assigned it as a number?

The number it came with wasYes.

Exhibit 2 , and the number that

Reliagene assigned to it was 001363.

Okay. Do you want to open the box and

see what' s inside, if there is
anything. Before you do that, is that

sealed just for the purposes of the

record, is it sealed and how?

Yes, it is. Actually the last seal

that it has on it is some red evidence

tape with the name of our company,

Reliagene Technologies, with the

initials of our evidence custodian and

the date, March 5th of the year 20Dl.

Okay. Cou d you open it then , please.

OFFICER PETTEY:

it for you.

Let me. I '11 open

THE WITNESS: Thank you.

In the box we have a clear plastic

Petri dish, which is what we call this

container , and in this Petri dish is a
glass slide containing a hair

fragment. We tested part of this

fragment for our analysis. Also in the
box .is any remaining DNA extract that
we obtained from this particular hair

sample. So we have tWQ tubes , the DNA
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extract from the hair and the second

tube is the blank control that we

processed alongside the sample.

Just by the way, is there enough left

of that sample to run another test if

you wanted to?
Yes. And as a matter of fact, our

policy at Reliagene is to only use up

half the evidence. In case there is a

need or a request for independent DNA

testing in the future , we don' t use up

all of the evidence. So in all the

hairs that we tested in this particular

case , we have some hair remaining.

Do you know what date you received

that?
Yes. On January the 5th of the year

2001 at 9:45 a. m. we received this

sample.
Do you know from whom you received it?

Yes. We received it from Mr. Roger

Morrison at the Alabama Department of

Forensic Sciences via UP$.

Who received it in your office if you

know?
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When we receive a case, a forensic case

at Reliagene , the first thing we do is

our evidence custodian goes up to the

front and receives it from whatever

courier, UPS or Airborne or Federal

She then takes this case andExpress.
brings it into the laboratory to

perform what we call the log-

procedure, which is where each case is

assigned a unique case number and each

sample in that case is assigned a

unique sample number. This is all

thoroughly documented on the chain of

the custody document that we keep as

part of our case file.
MRS. POE: Just one moment, Your

Honor. I thought we marked this as an

Exhibit.
(By Mrs. Poe) Let me show you a copy

of State s Exhibit 130 and ask you if

you can identify that?
State' s Exhibit 130 are from ourYes.

Reliagene case file from the first

submittal that we received in this

case, It includes a chain of custody
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document which specifies what the

description for each item is and what

the sample number and what the exhibit,
number for that sample is. And it also

describes any transfer of evidence that

occurs with this , with these particular

items of evidence. It lists what item

numbers were transferred, what time and

date they were transferred , and it

lists who transferred which items to

who.

Let me ask you if you can tell from

that document who received the items in

State s Exhibit 95?

State s Exhibit 95 is not listed on

this particular chain of custody. This
was the first submittal. State I 

Exhibit 95 was I believe the second

submittal in this particular case.

m going to show you what' s marked as

Exhibit 129 and ask you if that' s the

second submittal?
Yes. State' s Exhibit 129 is the

corresponding chain of custody document

that accompanies this particular sample
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that is described as the hair from the

washcloth. And State s Exhibit 129

also contains a chain of custody

document which thoroughly documents who

received these items at our facility.
And in the end when we' re done with the

testing we also have to document what

we do with the items when we f ini sh .

In this case we returned them to the

Alabama Department of Forensic Science

via Airborne Express. Also included in
State' s Exhibit 129 and 130 is the air

bill that these items came in. When

the package comes in we make a Xerox

copy of the package just so we'll know

what this air bill looked like, and it

does contain information that does go

on the chain of custody. And also when

re done with the evidence we make a

copy of the air bill that we send the

evidence back in.
Okay. Let me ask you just to stay

consistent if State' s Exhibit 131 if

you can identify that?

State' s Exhibit 131 is the chainYes.
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of custody documentation for the third

and final submittal that we received in

this particular case. That submittal
was received at Reliagene on April 12th

of the year 2001 at 12:45 p. m. via UPS,

again from Mr. Roger Morrison at the

Alabama Department of Forensic

Sciences.
Let me ask you if you would to look at

what' s been identified as State'

Exhibit 93 and tell me , if you know what
that is?

State' s Exhibit 93 is a whiteYes.

envelope which is marked as including

five different tems in it. This
particular envelope came to our

laboratory on August the 9th of the

year 2000 at 9:50 a. m. via UPS , and
State s Exhibit 130 is the

corresponding chain of custody

documentation for these particular

items of evidence. Included in this

envelope are Exhibit A, which we

labeled at Reliagene number 00S17 which

is a reference blood stain sample of
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the victim , Karen Tipton. In this

particular package we had two unknown

samples and three known samples, three
reference samples. And the first

Exhibit A is Reliagene 00S17 was the

reference sample from the victim. The

second one is described as E ibit 16D

and it has Reliagene sample OOSlS and

it is a reference blood sample of the

suspect Daniel Moore. The third item

is Exhibit 19, Reliagene sample 00819

and that is a reference blood stain

sample from David Tipton. And finally

the two unknown samples that we had

were two hair samples The first one

was Exhibit 4- , which is a hair slide

containing hairs from the victim s bed,

and that is Reliagene sample 00S20.

And the second unknown item that we

received in this package on August the

9th of the year 2000 is Exhibit 8- 1 and

that is a hair slide containing hairs

from a towel on the floor next to the

bed. And that is Reliagene sample

00821.
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Well , let me ask you, does the

packaging on this appear to be sealed

at this time?

Yes, it does. Similar to State

Exhibit 95, the hair from the

washcloth. It does bear our Reliagene

Technologies evidence tape on it.
this tape we have our evidence

custodian s initials and the date that

she last sealed this package.

Does it also appear to have at some

time been opened?

Yes, it does.

All right. Let me ask you, once you

received this evidence into Reliagene,

once it comes into your company, do you

have any sort .of internal chain of
custody where you keep any sort of

record where the evidence goes and how

it' s stored?

In addition to the external chainYes.

of custody documents which were marked

State' s Exhibit 129, 130 and 131, we

also have in our case file

documentation that says what kind of

transfer of evidence occurred

internally at our laboratory. So when

we first receive it our evidence

custodian receives it , then she logs it
, gives all the samples a number.

When she I s done with that she puts it

in a secure locked evidence storage

location and this can be a freezer, a

refrigerator , or it can be a room
temperature storage. When she and the

evidence remains in her custody until

an analyst is ready to analyze it.
When an analyst is ready to begin the

case they will then go to our evidence

custodian and request this evidence to

be transferred to them.

In this part icular case, this

happened for all three exhibits , and

Mrs. Carla Moore , who is our evidence

custodian, relinquished the evidence to

the analysts working this case , which

in this particular case was me.

Did you, in fact , run mitochondrial DNA
testing on those samples sent to you?

Yes , we did.
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Okay.
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Did you prepare written reports?
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Yes, we did. We prepared I believe

four different reports in conjunction
with this case. The most recent one is

titled supplemental report and it

includes eight pages and it is dated

October 11th, 2002 , signed by myself

and the president and lab director of

our company, Dr. Sudhir Sinha. And

this final supplemental report includes

in it the results of all the tests that

we performed in this case.
Let me show what' s marked as copy of

State I s Exhibit 132 and ask if that is
the report you re referring to?

This was the original copy of ourYes.

most recent report.
Would you look through it and 'see does

it contain all three of the reports

previously submitted in addition to a

supplemental report, so essentially

four reports; would that be correct?

This report is cumulative in thatYes.

it contains information from all

previous reports.
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Did you provide a copy of this to

defense counsel prior to trial?

1392

Yes, I did. We provided a copy of the

supplemental report as well as any

additional lab sheet that was generated

in conjunction with the final report.

Is the information contained in here a

true and accurate description of what

you concluded as far as the testing

results?
Yes, it is.

MRS. POE: Your Honor, I move to

admit State I s Exhibit 132 into
evidence.

THE COURT:

(By Mrs. Poe)

Show it admitted.

Could you describe the

process for your comparison with

Exhibit one that you I re internal
Exhibit is marked 00820, which is

identified as the hair slide from the

victim' s bed. Excuse me, the hair

found in the victim' s bed.

Yes. When we obtained a mitochondrial

DNA profile from this particular hair,

we then made a comparison to the
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reference samples that were submitted

also in conjunction with this case to

see if they could or could not be

consistent with each other , and I

believe I have a chart with those

results 
Let me show what is identified as

State s Exhibit 125 and ask you if

that' s the chart that you prepared?

Yes , it is. The chart contains the DNA

test results obtained from that hair

from the victim s bed , which is item

four and it' s labeled as Reliagene

00820. It also contains in it the DNA

test results we obtained from the two

references , two of the three references

in this case, as well as another

unknown sample, the hair collected from

the washcloth, which is number two.

MRS. POE: Your Honor , may she

pproach this and explain this?

THE COURT:

MRS. POE:

Sure.
I think she needs to

look at it.

THE COURT: Do you want a pointer?

MRS. POE: She has a lasex.
(By Mrs. Poe) Could you explain the

process which you used and the

conclusions that you reached?

Is it working? It' s up, yeah.Yes.

There we go.
You have to talk beforeTHE COURT:

it works.

This particular Exhibit is titled DNA

test results, hairs from items four and

two. When we look at the first column

of this chart it' s titled hypervariable

region one and hypervariable region

two. So those are the two different

areas. Remember I told you HVl and HV2

areas that we examined on that circular

molecule of mitochondrial DNA.

second column details the bases

The

sequence , which subunit , which
portions , which bases of the unit we

tested , from what range to what range

and also the polymorphisms from

Anderson reference detected.

olymorphisms are another , word for
change. What were the changes from the
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Anderson sample we detected.

So if you take the last two items

first, the last two columns of this

chart, the second to last column is

titled Reliagene 001363, that was in

reference to the washcloth , which is

also known as item two. If we look

from the changes from Anderson that we

detected from the sample that means

that at base position 161S9, this

particular hair from the washcloth

changed from a T to a C. So remember I
said we report only the changes from

Anderson. So we had a 16189 T to 

In HV2 we have 263 A to G and also at

315 we have something we called a C

insertion , which is just another change

from Anderson. Then we look at the

next hair , hair number one from

victim' s bed, which is item four , and
if you look at the changes from

Anderson we see that they are the same

changes. 161S9 both of these 'hairs go

from a T to a C. And similarly in HV2

they also have the same numbers which
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means they have the same changes from

Anderson So that leaves me to

conclude that these two hairs could

have originated from the same donor.
Then when we look at let' s say

re comparing this profile to the

reference sample of the victim , Karen

Tipton , Mrs. Tipton in HVl at position

16269 goes from a A to a G and at

position 1629S goes from a T to a 

If you look at the column for the two

hairs, we see that those changes aren'

listed here. So that tells me right

away that this profile is different

from the profile of the victim,

that leads me to conclude that Karen

Tipton could not have contributed to
the DNA found in these hairs..

Next we do a comparison with the

suspect in this case, Daniel Moore , and

we look at his DNA, mitochondrial DNA

profile and we compare it to the hairs,
the changes from Anderson, we see that

they have the same change from Anderson

both in HVl and in HV2. So this tells
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me that Daniel Moore is not excluded as

a potential contributor to the DNA

found in these two hairs that we found

on the victim' s bed and on the

washcloth.
Can you identify what' s marked as

State' s Exhibit 126?

Yes.

What is it?

Exhibit 126 is a DNA test results chart

and this chart includes "results on

different hairs that we also tested in

conjunction with this case. Hairs in
item 8 and item 21 are listed on the

last three columns of this particular

chart, and we see that at HVl the

changes from Anderson these three hairs

have at base position number 16300 it

goes from an A to a G and we also have

several in HV2. We compare this to the
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known sample of the victim, Karen

Tipton , we see that they' re different.

This number 269 is different from

16300. , again , that tells me that

again Karen Tipton is excluded as

having donated the DNA found in these

hairs. And the hairs we re talking

about are the hairs from the towel on

the floor next to the bed and some

loose hairs in a bag with a soap bar.

So we know that these three hairs

found from the bed, from the floor next

to the bed and with the soap bar they

look to have the same DNA profile and

in fact they do. And when we compare

that DNA profile to the reference blood

stain sample from David Tipton we see

that David Tipton at HVl has a 16300 A

to G just like the hairs do and

similarly in HV2 David Tipton has the

same changes from Anderson that the

three hairs do.

So that leads us to conclude that

David Tipton is not excluded as a DNA

donor found in the hair on the towel in

the floor next to the bed and in the

two hairs that we tested that were with

the soap bar.

What you concluded with this testing

were you able to use any type of
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calculated scientific basis to

determine what percentage of the

population could be excluded from

certain of these exhibits, the hairs?

Yes. Typically what we do when we

reach a conclusion that a particular

individual is not excluded as being a

potential donor to the DNA found in a

particular unkown sample, then we go
one step further. We do this with

everyone our cases. We apply a

statistical analysis to this profile,

and what we do is we have a database of

random individuals. We have almost

000 different random individuals from

across the world that we have typed

their DNA through mitochondrial DNA

and we know what their types are. And

what we do is we take this profile that

we have obtained from our unknown case

sample and we upload it into this

database and we look to see how many-

times this profile has occurred

before. This is to get an idea of how

common or how rare a particular profile
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is in this set of individuals found in

this database of almost 5 , 000

individuals.
When we did that in this particular

case we took the hairs that were

consistent with Daniel Moore and we

took the profile found in those hairs

and uploaded it into the database.

were able to see that out of the 4, SOO

or so individuals found in the --

MR . POWELL: Judge, we hate to

interrupt Mrs. pineda. This is what we

obj ect to. This witness has just

testified that they took a sample of a

database of 5, 000 people around the
world , and I don' t even believe she

knows who they were , where they were,

anything else about them. I think
she' s basing all this on hearsay.

re not worried about some other

place. We' re worried about Decatur.

would like to voir dire her about

this.
THE COURT: You may. I'll let you

take her on voir dire.
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VOIR DIRE EXAINATION

2 BY MR, POWELL:

Mrs. Pineda , did you have anything to

do with obtaining the samples that you

elude to that carne from the 5, 000

different people around the world?

No. Reliagene did not put together

this particular database. Where we got

it from is the Federal Bureau of

Investigation. The FBI puts this

database together and they get samples

from different labs around the country

and around the world. And they
basically put the database together so

that laboratories in this country and

around the world can use this database

to extract some information from the

unknown profiles we get in a case.
Is one of the databases that is used by

the FBI based on 127 different FBI

trainees up in Virginia?

of their bases?

Is that one

That' s possible. I I don' t know that for
sure.
Just don t really know anything about

it more than what you ve been told?
That' s correct. The samples found in
the database are meant to be random

samples. In other words , where they

came from or the place of birth of

these individuals is not known because

in order to make a statistical

interpretation the samples by

definition has to be random in nature.

So there may be some that came from the

FBI employees and there may be others

that didn ' t, they came from other

indi viduals around the _country.
So these polymorphisms that you'

talking about, is ,it not -- is it true
or not true that these can exist more

so in one local than another?

Yes I that I s true.

possibility.
That' s a

Do you have anyway to cross- check and

tell us if any of these databases that

you use made a cross-section or used

any samples from this area of the State

of Alabama?

I have no way of knowing that, no.
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Can you tell with any degree of

certainty this Court or this jury that

these databases would be accurate in

Decatur, Morgan County, Alabama today?

I believe the samples found in the

database would be accurate if you

applied them to any sample from no

matter where it came from. You have to

remember that when we r re applying this
statistical analysis we I re applying 

to the sample of unnown origin .
don r t know where the sample carne from.
We' re not applying it to a known

sample, from a person that lives in

Decatur. We' re only applying it to the

unnown sample which we made some
inferences about regarding the known

samples. So we don t know 'where any of
the unknown samples carne from ' at the
beginning.
These polymorphisms that you talk

about , that' s the little deviations
from this yardstick you call Anderson

scale; is that right?

Yes, that' s correct.
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And let' s just say that down in New-

Orleans perhaps or maybe New York City

you ve got a highly homogenous society

where there' s a lot of people move in
and out; is that correct?

Yes.

And like maybe rural Alabama not many

people move in and out. Is it possible
t there' s a pocket perhaps that

Daniel' s mother, grandmother , great
grandmother and all his kindred live

here that there might be a pocket here

that is definitely larger that would

not apply to the general database?

That' s a possibility and we have steps
in place that we apply to our

statistical analysis to account for

that possibility. We do what we call a

95 percent upper confidence limit

calculation , and what that is is in the

interest of being conservative and to

account for things such as having

pockets of people that don I t move out

of a certain location is we say, okay,

if we had 5, 000 other people, 5, 000



people that again we don t know where

they came from but if we have another

database then 95 percent of the time

this profile would still occur and I

believe I have a slide for that. But

the upper confidence limit calculation

that we made was that 99. S percent of
the population is excluded or 99

percent could not have contributed to

this profile. I can be 95 percent sure

that if I used another database of

another five thousand individuals that

profile would still be 99. S percent of
the population could not have

contributed to this profile. So those
are actual possibilities and we have

steps in place ' that we put in our
statistical analysis to account for

possibiliti s like this.

What if we had another database

what if we had another five thousand

individuals and results we got from

that is 99. S percent of the population

could not have contributed to these

hairs.

I gather you' ve been asked these
questions before; is that right?

Yes , that' s correct.

And so, again, you can not tell this

court or this jury that any of these

surveys would be accurate in Morgan

County, Alabama or the City of Decatur

without going through the same answer

which I feel like you re fixing to do?

My opinion is that they would be

accurate when applied to a DNA profile

that came from anywhere in the world.

Well , what I' m really asking, you know

I really don' t know , I' m not really
fluid on this language that you use and

this subj ect matter. Please excuse me

for not being, but this is something

that' s foreign to me. Would it make

any difference about the accuracy of

these tests' that you performed if all
let ' $ say Daniel' sancestors have been
rooted here for many generations, would

that -- and. let me back up a little

more. Can you tell the jury whether

this mitochondrial DNA came from a man
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or a woman?

Mi tochondrial DNA --No.

Is the answer yes or no?

MR. VALESKA: Wait, wait.
obj ect . He cut her off.

THE COURT: I know but the question

called for a yes or no answer and if

she can answer it yes or no fine and

then she can explain it later on a

different question. But the question

he asked I think called for a yes or no

answer and if yes or no is not the

answer tell me that and I I 11 let you
expound , but if you can answer it yes

or no please do. Then wait for the

next question.

What was the question?
(By Mr. Powell) Could this

mitochondrial DNA that you' ve been

talking about off of this sample here,

I don t remember what it is, the one

you' re talking about that you say
dannot be excluded from Daniel , you

not saying it is his?

That' s correct 
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Could it be his mothers?

That is a possibility, yes.

140S

How about his sister?

As long as they' re maternally related,
yes.
Well , I can assure you his mother is

maternally related. Trust me on that

one. It could be hers?

Yes, that' s a possibility.

Could it be Daniel' s sister?

I f they have the same mother. yes.
So it, doesn' t matter if they have the

same father as long as they' ve got the

same mother?

Yes, that' s correct.

MR. POWELL: Judge , we don'

believe that' s accurate enough.
THE COURT: I have one question

for , Mrs. pineda.
THE WITNESS: Yes.

THE COURT: Has the test about

which you' re testifying gained general
acceptance in a particular field of DNA

testing and analysis?

THE WITNESS: Yes, it has.



THE COURT: I'll overrule your

objection. I think that makes it -- as

long as she s testifying to that fact

that it has gained general acceptance

in the field she can testify to it, and

the question of how much weight the

jury.gives it is their decision and
doesn t go to admissibility.

may consider it.
So you

MR. POWELL: We need. to note an

exception on the record.
THE COURT:

MR. POWELL:

I don t think 50.

Sorry for
interrupting, Beth.

THE COURT: No exceptions are

needed to be noted.

' BY MRS. POE:

19 Q. Let me ask you if you can identify
20 State' s Exhibit 124.

EXAINATION

Yes. State' s Exhibit 124 is the
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statistical analysis that we obtained

when we uploaded' this profile into the

database of individuals that we had.

And our conclusion for the two hairs

from items four and two that were

consistent with Daniel Moore is that

99. 8 percent and we have five

population groups: Caucasian , African

1410

Hispanic, Asian, and Native American.

99. S percent of these populations is
excluded as a possible donor to the

mitochondrial profile generated from

the hair collected from the washcloth

and the hair from the viet im ' s bed.

And, again, this figure 99. S percent 
applying to a 95 percent upper

confidence limit.
And just as in some of these numbers,

is what this chart reflecting and your

conclusions were that 99. S percent of
the population could be excluded as the

donor of the two hairs found in Karen

Tipton s bedroom?

Yes , that' s correct.

MRS. POE: Just one moment, please.

(By Mrs. poe) Mrs. Pineda, do you know

who hired you as an expert to review

the evidence in this case? Was it the

district attorney or was it the
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Attorney General?

When we received the evidence we were

requested to perform DNA analysis by

the Alabama Department of Forensic

Sciences. The D . A. ' s office at the

time also requested us to perform this

testing.
Thank you.MRS. POE: Your Honor

I move to admit all of the exhibits

that we previously marked. Make sure

they were admitted into evidence.

MR. POWELL: Same objection , Your

Honor , for the same reasons.

THE COURT: 1'11 admit the
just want to make sure that we re clear

for the record what they are so that my

court reporter can keep an accurate

list. m attempting to but I' m not

really sure. Blll , if you get' the mic

and put it up and let her come back.

Are you going to need her at the

chart or on the stand , Mr. Powell , or

do you have any cross?
MRS. HALBROOKS: She can return to

the stand , Your Honor.
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THE COURT:

MR. 'POWELL:

Okay.

Judge , have they

rested?
Are you through withTHE COURT:

the witness?

MR. VALESKA: One second.
I want make sure we getTHE COURT:

the exhibits in and get them identified

for the record clearly.

MRS. POE: Your Honor, if I might

do a couple of questions before cross

examination.
THE COURT: I f you re not through

that' s fine. Let' s get those before we

move on. Let' s list for the record

those exhibits which you' re offering at

this time if they haven't been entered

already.
MRS. POE: They may not be in

exactly the order.

THE COURT: I don' t care what order

they' re in as long we get them
identified.

MRS. POE: State' s Exhibit 124.

you want me to identify what it is?
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THE COURT:

MRS. POE:

Not if they re marked.

State I s Exhibit 126,
State s Exhibit 125 , 122, 121 , 127

132 , 12S, 129 , 130, 131 , 93 and 95.

MR. VALESKA:

Judge.
Just one second,

MRS. POE:

THE COURT:

Couple more questions.
Let' s show all those

admitted with the exception ,you'

going to provide regular sized exhibits
and these are just trial exhibits which

you previously marked.

MRS. POE:

THE COURT:

Yes, sir. I'll do that.

I'll let you withdraw

those once you submit your others.
MRS, POE: Okay.

(By Mrs. poe) Mrs. Pineda, when you

received what was sent to you as

Exhibit 4- , was there more than one

type of DNA on that hair?

Yes , actually there was. Exhibit 4-

which was the hair from the victim

I bed , we had a little bit of a problem

in obtaining a clear result. 

reason for that is that we det
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presence of more than one DNA donor on

this sample. And at first we thought

re getting two profiles from one

hair. You know , the only way that can

be explained is if there was an

extraneous biological fluid on the

hair actually like embedded in the
hair, that our systems wouldn' t pick

up.
So we detected that in this

particular item , on the hair from the

victim' s bed , and so we went back and

first we got a mixture of more than one

DNA donor. So we went back to the

hair , cleaned it up a little bit
better, cleaned the surface off with

several chemicals to try to get rid of

that surface fluid that was on the

hair. When we did that we were then

able to obtain a single source , single

donor DNA profile, and that profile was

consistent with Daniel Moore.

Would it be a fair statement that if

you subtracted the portion of the DNA

identified as consistent with Daniel
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Moore , would the remaining DNA factors,

for lack of a better term, be

consistent with the DNA of Karen

Tipton?
Yes, it would. If we take the single

source DNA profile that we obtained

that was consistent with Daniel Moore

and we subtract that profile from this

other mixture, then that leaves us the

profile that is consistent with Karen

Tipton. So to a reasonable degree of

scientific certainty, it is my opinion

that the DNA, the two DNA' s found on

this particular hair, were consistent

with the reference samples from Karen

Tipton and Daniel Moore , that'

correct,
MRS. POE: just a moment, Your

Honor.

(Brief pause.

MRS. POE: That' s all, Your Honor.
Thank you.

THE COURT: Cross?
MR. VALESKA:

Judge.
Just one second,
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MR. POWELL:

THE COURT:

Judge, may I ask --

Hang on just a minute.

MRS. POE:

THE COURT:

Thank you, Judge.

Cross, Mr. Powell.

MRS. HALBROOKS: May we begin our

cross tomorrow?

THE COURT:

lengthy?
Is it going to be

MR. VALESKA: May we approach?

(Whereupon , the following was

held out of the hearing of the

jury. )
MR. VALESKA: She had a flight out.

at six in the morning but, you know --

THE COURT: I f it' s go to be

lengthy I can' t go long tonight.

got to MC a banquet in a little while

and we' ve only left en minutes for the

Defendant.
MR. VALESKA: Gina , you have to

come back in the morning.

THE COURT: Sorry .
THE WITNESS: I'll get the flight

changed.
MR. VALESKA: Thanks.



MR. POWELL: m sorry.
(Whereupon , the following was

held in the hearing of the

jury.
THE COURT: re going to call it

a night here and take up in the morning

with cross-examination.
Mr. Penn , if you' re ready.

Captain, if your ready with them

m going to let the jury go. If you

want to take your notes with you

tonight that will be fine. Don' t show

them to anybody or do anything with

them. Keep up with them.

Remember what I advised you earlier

about not talking among yourselves.

You' ve heard a ' lot of evidence todaY4
but don' t start talking among

yourselves Qr with anyone else or all,
anyone to talk with you. We'll start
back tomorrow morning at 9: 00 0 ' clock.
Everybody in the congregation stay

seated until they get out of here.

Audience I think is probably the more

appropriate word.

(Whereupon , the following was

held outside the presence of

the jury.
THE COURT: Okay. If y ' all want to

Give them just astand up that' s fine.
few minutes to clear the elevator and

then y' all are free to go.

(Whereupon , at 4: 23 p. m. , the

proceedings in the above-

entitled matter was recessed,

to reconvene at 9: 00 a. m., the
following day.
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MORNING SESSION

(11- 2002)

(9:05 a.

THE COURT: Bill, if you 'll get the

jury we 'll get going.

(Whereupon , the following was

held in the presence of the

jury. )
THE COURT:

1.2

Everybody can be
seated. Thank you.

We had direct of ,Mrs. PinedaOkay.

yesterday. Mrs. Poe, are you ready to
go on?

MRS. POE: m through wi th 
direct.

THE COURT: Mrs. Halbrooks, are you

ready to cross this witness?

MRS. HALBROOKS; Yes , sir.

I'll remind you thatTHE COURT:

you re still under oath.

Your witness.

EXAINATION

25 BY MRS. HABROOKS:
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Mrs. Pineda , I' ve looked at your

biographical sketch, your C. V . , and I

noticed you don' t hold any doctorate

degrees in molecular biology, human

genetics, molecular genetics,

population genetics, and statistics or

related scientific discipline; is that

right?
Yes, I do not hold any doctorate

degrees at the moment. I am currently

enrolled in a graduate program at

Louisiana State University Medical

Center.
And how long have you been conducting

forensic DNA analysis?

six and a half years.

And have you published any articles in

any forensic science journals or

anything dealing with scientific

studies in the area of molecular

biology, human genetics, molecular

genetics, population genetics and

statistics?
I have been involved in presenting many

articles and presentations at several
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scientific meetings , but I have not

published anything in a scientific

journal.
Based on your formal education,

training and knowledge, you don t have

the expertise to testify as to the

scientific foundation of forensic DNA

analysis, do you?

Yes , I believe I do.

In fact, you only have the expertise to

testify as to the test you performed
and the results that you generated; is

that correct?

I believe I have the expertise to

testify regarding any case the aspects

of the scientific procedures and

methodologies that we use as well as

the interpretation of those results

that I obtain.

Only for those things that you tested

and the results that you obtained; is

that correct?

I would say -- we also get lotNo.

of cases from other defense attorneys

where I' m asked to review work that
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other laboratories have conducted, and

I believe I am qualified to review some

other lab' s work as well.
In fact , you didn' t discover or design

the technology that you use to perform

the tests or derive the equations used

to calculate how rare the DNA profile

was observed in this case; is that

right?
Not originally. At Reliagene I was

involved in validating the

mitochondrial DNA analysis methodology

for use in our forensic laboratory.

did perform and validate our in-house
studies regarding mitochondrial.

Basically when you performed the tests

that you described for the ladies and

gentlemen of the jury, you' re using a

procedure s manual cook book; is that

right? You go step by step and it
leads you through that; is that right?

We do have a standard operating

procedure that is a step by step

detailed protocol of what to do.

course, the analyst' s judgment always
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plays into account. For example,

this case when we first extracted the

hair , that was Exhibit 4- , perform the

procedures as stated in our protocols

and we came up with a mixed profile,

more than one DNA donor, if you recall

from my direct examination yesterday.

That required additional work , and

based on my expertise and what I felt

had to be done in this particular

sample to obtain an interpretable

profile I returned and modified that

profile slightly so that I could obtain

an interpretable profile. So you'
correct in that there is a protocol to

follow but the analyst' s judgment

depending on what the results are from

that protocol playa lot into the

picture.
And you' re talking about the mixture of

Karen Tipton s DNA with Daniel, Moore

DNA?

m talking about the mixture 

Exhibit 4-1, which was a hair from the

victim s bed , that' s right.
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And you I re testifying that you modified

your procedures until you were able to

identify that mixture , is that right,

that other lab' s were unable to
identify. Is that what you I re saying?

No. m saying that we made slight

modifications to our procedures so that
that hair could be cleaned up really

well and that any surface debris that

was on that hair could be cleaned off

of it and so that we could get a single

source , only one person DNA profile

from that hair. We performed this
before even processing the known sample

from either the victim or the suspect

in this case. So I' m saying that we
returned to the actual piece - of

evidence, the hair item itself , cleaned

it up a little better so that we could

get an interpretable profile from the

sample.
When the specimens in this case were

submitted to your lab to be analyzed

were you aware of the nature of the

crime, the theory that the prosecutor



was trying to prove?

NO, I was not.

I think you testified that when the

specimens that were submitted for

testing by your lab were submitted to

you they were marked as to the suspect,
the victim and the origin of the
evidence; is that right?

The reference samples or the known

samples were described to us as coming

from the victim , Karen Tipton , and the

suspect, Daniel Moore, and from David

Tipton. The unknown hair samples also

had a description as to where the

samples originated from at the crime

scene, yes 
As a matter of fact, you were told that

they came from a bed, you were told

that they came from a washcloth , and

you were told that they came from a

towel; is that right?

Yes, that' s right.
Did you have any person to person

telephone or other communication with

the police , investigators or the

prosecutor relative to the facts in

this case or the theory they ere
trying to prove?

If I can refer to my case file real

quick. We document all of the phone

conversations that take place regarding

any case in our laboratory, and the

first telephone contact that our

laboratory had was with the lady from

the Morgan County D . A. ' s office by the

name of Mary Stewart Rowe. She spoke

to my supervisor at the time, Joe

Warren , and she requested that

mitochondrial DNA be performed on the

samples to be submitted. We spoke

about how to submit a case to our

laboratory. That was the first

communication.
After that I believe the remaining

telephone communications that occurred

for this particular case were regarding

the results we obtained.

So she specifically asked you to do

mitochondrial DNA analysis?

Yes.
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I try to throw an extra R in there

every time.
We were specifically requested toYes.

perform mitochondrial analysis in the

case.
Your lab just started to do that just

recently, did they not, began to offer

that service?

I wouldn' t say recently. We validated

mitochondrial DNA analysis in I believe

of April of 1999 , and we performed

mitochondrial DNA analysis on I would

say approximately between eighty and

ninety cases since that time.

So it was only validated a month after

this crime occurred; is that right?

m not exactly sure when the crime

occurred , but the validation took place

in April 1999.

Is it not a scientific fact that

mitochondrial DNA identity testing is

not as exact as identity testing when

you use ' genomic DNA testing?
I would say that mitochondrial DNA

testing is certainly not as
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discriminatory as nuclear DNA testing

is simply because of the mode of

inheritance and the way that that

differs between the two types of DNA.

Have you ever conducted any research on

mitochondrial DNA?

Yes. As a matter of fact , my master '
degree thesis is involving

mitochondrial DNA.

That I S something you haven' t completed

at this point that you I re involved in?

That I S a work in progress, that'

correct.
Have you ever published a paper on

mitochondrial DNA?

Like r said ve been involved inNo.

numerous presentations at scientific

meetings and workshops but I' ve never
published a paper regarding that.
So it' s correct to say that your

knowledge and experience extends only

to the test that you ran in this case?
MRS. POE: Your Honor , I obj ect 

She s already asked and answered that

question. She s already stated that
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her experience allowed her to review

hypothetical situations or other

findings from other analysts.
THE COURT: I' 11 sustain.

appears to me that the question is

repetitive.
MRS. HALBROOKS: Yes, sir.

(By Mrs. Halbrooks) You can t testify

as to any scientific theory,
technology, and the basis for use of

mitochondrial DNA forensic analysis,
can you?

I believe that I can, yes.

In your report of October the 25th

2000 , you state that the mitochondrial

DNA sequence obtained from hair number

one from the victim' s bed identified as

Reliagene sample 00S20 has been

observed in zero in 928 individual of

African descent, five in 1 773

individuals of Caucasian descent , two

in 694 individuals of the Hispanic

descent, zero in 415 individuals of

Asian descent , and zero in 242
individuals of Native American descent;

is that correct?

Yes, that' s correct.

How did you calculate that number?

Well, what we do is when we have a

mitochondrial DNA profile from an

evidence sample,

particular case,

from the hair in this

and we come to a

conclusion that a particular individual

is not excluded as having contributed

the DNA found in this hair , then we

take this profile that we ve obtained

from the hair and we upload it into a

database of random individuals that has

been compiled. We know what their

mitochondrial profile is, and we look

to see how often this profile occurred

in this particular database.

In this case at the time of the

report October 25th the year 2000 was

generated we had a database of
approximately 4 000 individuals.

when we uploaded this profile into this

database of approximately 4, 000 people,
we were able to see how many times it

had occurred in this particular
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database before.
And I think you testified yesterday as

to where those people resided in the

particular database that you used; is

that correct?

I believe I testified that to my

knowledge I' m not aware of the
particular location of residence of

each individual in this database.

But you did testify. tha.tyou didn' t
sample anybody from Alabama, is that

right, or you don t know?

I don' t know.

You don' t know how many you sampled
from Alabama?

Like I said , I don' t know any ofNo.

the details regarding the database.

But as I understood your testimony you

did say that the frequency of

mitochondrial DNA sequence does differ

in people residing in different parts

of Alabama even; is that right?

That I S true, it may, yes.

Going back to the calculation that you

made in your last report and I believe
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you said at that point that four in

674 individuals of Caucasian descent

would share this DNA; is that right?

Yes, that' s correct. That was the
number that we arrived at when we

uploaded this profile into the current

mitochondrial database , yes.

Based on your numbers then if there'

117 000 Caucasians living in Morgan

County, how many of those Caucasians

could not be excluded given the numbers

that you provided in your report?

Well , as a whole when we apply another

statistical formula to our

calculations, we are able to determine

how many people can be excluded , how

many people could not have contributed

to these hairs. When we did that we

did arrive at the number that 99. 8 of
the population as a whole can not be

excluded or can be excluded as having

contributed to the hairs found in this

particular case. So that number , 99.

percent, of the excluded populat ion 

not necessarily limited to the Alabama
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area but it is worldwide.

Well , if you answered my question that
I asked , if you use the numbers that

you had in your report and you took
those numbers and you attempted to

identify how many out of 117 000

Caucasians in Morgan County would share

the DNA that you ve testified to, you
would corne up to at least 286 people
would you not, here in Morgan County

alone who would share the same DNA that

you ve identified as Daniel Moore' s; is

that correct?

Well, I would need a calculator to

calculate that myself.

(Whereupon , the witness was

provided' a calculator.

THE WITNESS: If I could have just

a minute.

THE COURT: Take what time you

need.
THE WITNESS: Thanks.
THE COURT: Do' you need paper?

THE WITNESS: No, I' m fine.
If we take the frequency of

occurrence of this particular profile

and we take the frequency that we

obtained from the most recent database

that we used, which includes in it

674 individuals, and we know that

that profile of individuals of

Caucasian descent and we know that that

profile has occurred four times

previously in this 'particular database
of 1 , 674 individual s, then we get a
frequency of occurrence of . 002

percent. I' msorry, . 002, which means
that that could be . 2 percent of the

population. m not exactly sure of

the population of Morgan County,

Alabama. . 2 percent of the population
could have that same profile randomly,

that' s correct.

(By Mrs. Halbrooks) m asking you to

assume that there are 120, , let'

make it easier , let' s round it to

120 000 people, Caucasians in Morgan

County. How many based on this . 2

percent that you just testified to , how

many Caucasians would not be excluded
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in Morgan County from sharing the same

DNA that you testified belongs to the

Defendant?
120, 000 you said?
Yes, ma am.

Yes. That' s true, I come up with a
number of 286 individuals of Caucasian

descent , but, again, that' s not

specific to Morgan County. Those are
286 individuals of Caucasian descent

worldwide.
But you can' t identify and can'

testify to the ladies and gentlemen of

the jury how many of those came from

Morgan County, how many of them came

from Louisiana , how many of them came

from anywhere in the world basically?

That' s correct. Because I don' t have

any information of where the people in

this database that I used resided, then

I can t make any conclusions regarding

where those 286 people would come

from. Again, as I said, this database

is worldwide.

Isn t it not a scientific fact that no
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one can know exactly who contributed

the mitochondrial DNA sequence

evidenced in this case?

I would say that with any type of DNA

testing when you have - - you can come

to one of two conclusions: either a

particular individuals was excluded as

having contributed to that profile and

that conclusion is a hundred percent.

If someone did not contribute the DNA

then that is a hundred percent no

question about it if there were no

laboratory errors made; however, if we

come to the conclusion that we have in

this case , which is that Daniel Moore

is not excluded from these hairs, then

we apply the statistical analysis and

that is not going to be a hundred

percent because it' s based on

statistics alone. So anytime you ru a
DNA case and you come to a conclusion

that particular person is consistent

with the same one and can not be

excluded , whether you use mitochondrial

DNA or you use nuclear DNA. Then you



can never be a hundred percent.

why we applied this statistical
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That'
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analysis to get at least an idea of

what we re talking about. But anytime

you run any kind of DNA and you have

this type of conclusion, no one can

know for certain a hundred percent ever

where these samples exactly came from.

How many hairs did you test from the

bed that you identified as belonging to

Dr. David Tipton where he was not

excluded as the . contributor of that
DNA?

How many hairs from the bed?

Yes , ma' am.

You re talking about Exhibit 4?

Yes, ma' am.

Where David Tipton could not be

excluded. We tested - - from that
particular item, Exhibit 4, which was

Reliagene sample 00S20 , which were the

hairs from the victim' s bed, we tested

hairs labeled number five and number

six and those did come back to be

consistent with the reference sample of

David Tipton. So two of those hairs

found in the bed that we tested were

consistent with Dr. Tipton , and he was

not excluded as the DNA donor in two of

those hairs.
m going to ask you to refer to your

conclusions reported October the 25th,
2000 on page five of your October 11th,

2002 report.

Yes.

Paragraph seven. m sorry.
Yes.

Paragraph - - I' m sorry, it' s on page

six. I apologize.

Yes.

You tested some loose hairs on a soap

bar; is that right?

Yes, that' s correct.
And what did those loose hairs - - what

were you able to determine as to who

could be excluded from those?

Those loose hairs that were described

to us as being in a bag with a soap

bar , we were able to take two of those
hairs and obtain a mitochondrial
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profile from them , and our conclusion

was that David Tipton is not excluded

as a potential DNA donor to the hairs

found in this bag with the soap bar.

In addition to that when we

compared this profile to the known

samples from the victim, Karen Tipton

and Daniel Moore, we were able to see

that they were not consistent with each

other. So we were able to exclude

Karen Tipton and Daniel Moore as being

a possible contributor to these hairs

found in the soap bar.

Paragraph fourteen on page six of that

report.
Yes.

Do you not report that zero in 1 , 773

individuals of Caucasian descent would

currently share that same mitochondrial

DNA sequence?

That' s correct. When we uploaded the

profile we obtained from the loose

hairs in the bag with the soap bar that

were consistent with David Tipton and

we did the same type of statistical
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analysis , uploaded it into our current
database , we were able to see that it

had never been seen before in this

database.
before.

It was seen zero times

5 !

So does that mean that David Tipton

doesn t exist?

No. It simply means that this
particular DNA profile that also

happens to be shared by David Tipton

has never been seen in this database of

about 4 000 people that we have.

You did some other comparisons where

you were able to come up, though, with

numbers and do this same calculation

where he did exist or where it wasn'

zero; is that correct?

For the loose hairs in the bag or the

soap bar?

Any other hair tested for David Tipton

that came back as David Tipton could

not be excluded?

I believe those were the only --No.

if I could check the report for a

minute. Of the hairs that came back to



be consistent with David Tipton , the

only statistical analysis we performed

was the one that I just spoke about

where the profile was never seen before

in the database.

Okay. So you didn' t calculate this
same number with reference to David

Tipton so that you could testify to the

ladies and gentlemen of the jury how he

compared to your database?

Are you talking about the exclusion

probability?
Yes, ma' am.

, I did not do that particularly.

can with the calculator if I can have a

few minutes.

MRS. HALBROOKS: That' s all I
have. Thank you.

THE COURT:

MRS. POE:

Redirect?
Yes, Your Honor.

EXAINATION

22 BY MRS. POE:

Good morning.

Good morning.
Has the fact that you have no doctoral
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degrees at this point prevented from

being qualified as an expert to testify

to mitochondrial DNA analysis and

interpretation in over sixty cases in

thirty different jurisdictions in this
country?

, it hasn'

21.
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You were asked about whether the theory

of this case had been discussed with

you. Do you ever skew - - have you ever'
in any case or this case skewed the

results , that is , changed , modified,

bent them, twisted , to fit a theory

that a defense counselor a State
attorney or a plaintiff or defendant in

a civil action has asked you to do?

Absolutely not.
Have you ever had to report results

that were unfavorable , that was not the

result that the party that hired you

hoped- to get?

Yes , many times.

I would 1 ike to refer you to State'
Exhibit 125 that was admitted

yesterday.
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Yes.

MRS. POE: Your Honor, may she come

down?

THE COURT:

MRS. POE:

Sure.
I don' t intend to rehash

all the things we went through

yesterday.
THE COURT: DO you want the easel

or let Mr. Valeska be yours?

MRS. POE: Mr. Valeska can be the

easel.
THE COURT:

(By Mrs. Poe) I want to be absolutely

That' s fine.

clear on about three or four things as

far as your interpretative analysis.

Is it true that you' re not telling the

ladies and gentlemen of the jury with

one hundred percent absolute accuracy

that the hairs found in items 'two and

four , the hair found in the bed, the
victim S f and the hair found in the

floor next to the victim s bed , was

absol tely one hundred percent sure the

Defendant'
That' s correct , I' m not saying that.
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Are you saying that to a scientific

surety that 99. S percent of the
population, the _general population , are

excluded from being the donor of those

two hairs?
Yes, that' s exactly what I' m saying.

99. S percent of the population as a
whole, and I would like to reiterate

that we looked at five population

groups around the world and were able

to conclude that 99. 8 percent of the

population as a whole is excluded or

could not have contributed to the DNA

found in these hairs.

Let me ask you conversely, does that

mean that . 02 percent of the
population, the general population,

could be the donor of that hair?

Yes.

Those hairs?
Yes. If you subtract a hundred from

99. S that will leave . 2 percent of the
population could potentially be

contributors to the hairs, that'
correct.



Is the FBI database that was used to

generate this information, is that

accepted generally within the

scientific community as a valid basis?

Yes, it is. There s been articles

publish d regarding this database and

it has been accepted in the scientific

community as an acceptable database to

use for this kind of forensic analysis.

Are there any two profiles in the

database that are the same?

There may be.

Same individual?

There isn t duplication of anyNo.

individuals but they are --
MRS. HALBROOKS: Your Honor , I'

going to object. I think she testified

she didn I t know what individuals make

up the database. I may be

misunderstanding the question.
THE COURT: I think I understood

it. I I 11 overrule your obj ection.
think she can answer it.
There has recently been a review of the

database. If you can imagine if there
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is the same individual in the database

twice then that might skew the database

and it might .not be correct. But there
has been a review of this database to

not allow for that possibility and so

there cannot be the same individual two

times in a database. There may be two

different individuals that happen to

have the same profile. That' s a

possibility. But it isn' t true that

there could be the same individuals in

the database twice.

(By Mrs. Foe) Do you know whether or

not the persons who comprised this

database included children, included

elderly people , do you know anything

about the ages of the people included?

No, I don'

Let me ask you this. Statistically
speaking, would the results be the same

if you applied the test results to say

the State of Alabama versus the entire

world? The percentages would be the

same 02 tenths of one percent of the

population would be the persons who

1445
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could have contributed the DNA on items

two and four?
Yes, that' s correct. And that' s why I

spoke about yesterday we apply a

confidence interval , a confidence limit
of what we believe the true frequency

of this profile to be. And that simply

means that if you were to take 5, 000

other individuals from another

database , if there were something like

that available , then 95 percent of the

time the frequency would lie in between

this particular range. So 99. S is

accurate in that it is applying a 95

percent confidence interval.
Let me ask you , do you know

approximately how many people comprise

the database of the FBI that' s used to
generate this information?

Approximately 4 , SO 0 .

Out of the 4 , SOO approximately based on

your percentages , how many people could

have the same DNA prof ile as the person
who contributed the DNA in numbers two

and four?
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When we uploaded this profile --

I thinkMRS. HALBROOKS:

covered this , have we not?

the third time?

Is this not

MRS. POE: This goes to her line of

questioning about Morgan County and the

population and the frequency of it.

I'll be brief.

I'll allow it.THE COURT:

ahead.
(By Mrs. poe) Is my math correct that

approximately four people out of that

800 people would have that DNA?

Yes, that' s correct. Those are the

results that we got when we searched

this profile in the particular

database.
And it is true that all four of those

people could live in Morgan County?

Yes, that' s correct.

But it' s also equally or more probable

that they could be anywhere in the

world. They could be in China, Japan

anywhere?

That is also a possibility, yes.
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And you don' t know whether the DNA of
those four other people might belong to

someone who s a child , someone who' s in

a nurs ing home , someone who'

incarcerated, or do you know?

MR. POWELL: We obj ect to her

7 - asking the question about there being

four other people. I don t think

there's any -- Mrs. Pineda' s testimony

is there s just four other people.

THE COURT: That' s what she
testified out of the database,

, the 4 SOO?

isn'

MRS. POE: She just testified, Your

Honor, that there were, correct me if

m wrong, there were 4, SOO people
approximately in this database and that

02 percent of that database would be

four other people. So there' s four
other people who could or four people

who could have this DNA.

THE COURT:

the 4 , SOO?

In the database, out of

MR. POWELL:

THE COURT:

Right.
Overruled.

understood what she said. Go ahead.

(By Mrs. Poe) You don' t know the age

or the location of those four people,

do you?

That' s correct, I don
MRS. POE: Just one moment" Your

Honor.

(Brief pause.

MRS. POE:

THE COURT:

Thank you.

All right. Let me see

the lawyers over here just a second.

MRS. HALBROOKS: I have one other

question.
THE COURT:

first.
I want to see you

(Whereupon , the following was

held outside the hearing of

the jury.
THE COURT: I want to ask a

question because I' m confused and I
don' t want to ask it. I don t want to

be the one to screw something up.

I'll ask y ' all to see if y' all
understand. When you were cross-

examining her you were using 120, 000
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people in Morgan County.

MR. POWELL:

THE COURT:

For an example.

For an example. And

she testified and I think she took. 02

times 120, 000 and came up with

approximately 240 or 236 , I forgot the

number she said. I know the math is

240. Then she said something about 240

people in the world. If you' r going
to use in the world why didn' t she use

000 000, 000 times . 02. I don t want

to ask that question, but 1 m confused
about that. So I'll give either

side - - I wanted you to have full

warning of why I' m confused.

clear that up,

all

MR . POWELL: Judge, our next

question written down over there I

think will solve that.
THE COURT: All right.

(Whereupon , the following was

held in the hearing of the

jury.
(By Mrs. Poe) Mrs. Pineda, let me ask

you a couple of questions. You were
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asked a question on cross examination
about the population in Morgan County,

assuming it was 120 000. Do you have

any basis of what the population of

Morgan County is?

NO, I have no knowledge about, that.

m a little confused as to the

question asked on cross-examination and

your answer about if the population 

Morgan County was 120 000 and you

weren t saying that there were 240

people in Morgan County who would have

that DNA profile, are you?

confused. Could you clear that up.

Yes, that' s correct. As I testified,

the database is comprised of racial

groups from around the world.
you want to take the Caucasian

So if

population from around the world and

apply that . 2 percent of the population
that could be included in this profile,

we could do that but it' s not specific
to Morgan County.

MRS . POE:

THE COURT:

Thank you.

Recross?



MR. POWELL: Yes.

EXAINATION

3 BY MRS. HABROOKS:

So in other words , do you know the
total population of the United States?

I believe it' s approximately
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350, 000 000. That includes all racial
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(Witness sworn.

groups.
So there' s 350 000 000 in the United

THE COURT: Have a seat. Mr. Penn

States and you take your. 02 how many

people share this same DNA? How many

will help you with the mic. Let me see

people could not be excluded?

put it to you that way.

I believe that would be theoretically

that card, please. Thank you , sir.

Let me

approximately 7 000 individuals.

So even if you cut it in half to

Ladies and gentlemen , I' m going to

account for whatever other racial

groups would be included in that

number , we re still talking about 3, 500

if you cut it in half?

If you can cut in half, that'

put the Court in recess. There is an

correct. I don' t know what portion of

out- of-state witness that we ve been

trying to get on the phone and the

the population id comprised by

Caucasian individuals .
And, Mrs. Pineda, one last question I

lawyers need to talk to him. So I
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have. In talking about all the numbers
and testimony that you provided with

regards to all this DNA, we re assuming

at this point that all of your testing

procedures were done accurately and

properly; is that correct?

I believe they were, yes.

I know that you believe they were and

can t continue wi thout the lawyers.

m going to ask the audience to stay

seated. I' m going to let the jury
retire to the jury lounge. I'll remind

you of the instruction I gave you

earlier. I don't know how long this is

that' s what we i re assuming for purposes

of your testimony that they were done

correctly; is that right?

m assuming that, yes , that' s correct.

going to take. I dQn ' t anticipate

MRS. HALBROOKS: Thank

taking any longer than it takes for

them to --

MR. VALESKA: They can go ahead

Yes, ma am.

you.

THE COURT: Last shot?

with the name and stuff.

THE COURT: Are you going to do

MRS. POE:

THE COURT:

, Your Honor.

Thank you,

this witness?

MRS. POE:

THE COURT:

Yes, Your Honor.

Let' s go ahead and get

Mrs. PilJeda. You re free to go. Sorry

the. material stuff in before we get

into the meat of the testimony.
1456

We may

for the inconvenience that we made you

wait.
Call your next witness.

MRS. POE:

Sinha.
State calls Dr. Sudhir

have him. They re telling me they

THE COURT: Come around , Doctor.

don' t have him yet.

start
Let' s go ahead and

If you would raise your right hand.

MR. VALESKA: We' got him.

THE COURT: Are you sure?
MR. VALESKA: got him.

THE COURT: the jury would then
be excused to the jury lounge.
Everybody else stay -seated. We'll
start back when the phone call gets

over. Go ahead , Mr. Powell, if you
want to. Y' all go ahead.

(Whereupon

taken. )

a recess was

THE COURT: Everybody is back. You

may be seated. This witness has been

sworn. So it' s your witness , Mrs. Poe.

MRS. POE: Thank you, Judge.
SUDHIR K. SINH

A witness for the State

was sworn and testified as follows:

EXAINATION

24 BY MRS. POE:

Good morning, Dr. Sinha. Could you



tell the ladies and gentlemen of the

jury your name and what you do?

My name is Sudhir K. Sinha and I I m the

president and laboratory director of

Reliagene Technologies, which is a DNA

testing lab in New Orleans.

Could you describe your educational

background with relation to your

present job?

Yeah. I did my bachelor of science and

master from India , and I did my Ph. 

in India and in 1977 I came to

University of Miami on a research

scholarship to do research in the areas

of proteins and DNA from National

Institute of Health. And there I was

from '77. 1980 I became research

assistant professor in University of
Miami. 82 I became research associate

professor and in '84 I became a

permanent U. S. resident , and that'

when I came to Miami and became adjunct

associate professor at Tulane Medical

School and also head of a biotechnology

company doing research in the area of

aids and HIV.
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That' s where I worked in
1990 and in 1990 I decided -- I was the

founder and started this DNA testing

company for application in forensic and

paternity. I continued as a professor
at Tulane Medical School. I' m still

today also adjunct professor in

biochemistry in Tulane Medical School.

Dr. Sinha , do you belong to any

professional associations or

organizations that have to do with DNA

analysis and interpretation?

m a member of American SocietyYes.

of Crime Lab Directors. m Delegate

Assembly Member of Louisiana Board of

Crime Lab Directors. m a member of
Association of Blood Banks, member of

American Society of Human Genetics,

member of the American Society of

Microbiology, member of American

Society of Biochemistry and Nuclear

Biology, member of American Academy of

Forensic Sciences. So I' m a member of
almost ten different organizations.

Do you ever attend meetings wherein you
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would present a paper or teach a --

give a lecture on molecular DNA or

testing, mitochondrial DNA testing,

anything along that line?

Yes , I have presented many of these

lectures. In fact, yesterday I

presented a lecture at the FBI meeting

in Washington. I was the chairman of a

workshop in American Academy of

Forensic Science meeting in Atlanta

this year for a whole day teaching to

the forensic scientist group about DNA

testing and interpretation of DNA

results in the courtroom. So I have

done almost every year many

presentations here and interhational
society also. Last month , two months

ago, I was invited to give a lecture in

the International Society of Forensic

Society meeting in Montpelier: France.

I was one of the teachers and lecturers

there in the France international

meeting.
Thank you. Let me ask you to look at

what' s been marked as State s Exhibit
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140 and see if you know what that is.
Yes. That' s my CV, curriculum vitae.
And is it correct and accurate? Did

you check and make sure it I S correct?

This does have generalYes.

description of my meetings,

presentations and my research papers.

I have over thirty research

publications in journals including

proceedings of National Academy of

Science and General Forensic Science.
MRS. POE: Thank you. A copy of

this has been presented to Defense

counsel. I move to admit this into
evidence as State' s Exhibit 140.

THE COURT Okay. Show it

admitted.
(By Mrs. Poe) Have you ever testified

in court anywhere as an expert witness

in mitochondrial DNA analysis and

interpretation?
Yes, I have.

Do you know approximately how many

times?
I don' t recall exactly for



mitochondrial. I think maybe two or

three times but others I' ve testified
many other times.

Would those other times have to do with

genomic DNA?

Genomic DNA and other types of DNA,

yes.
Were you accepted as an expert witness

in those cases?

Yes , in every case.

Were those criminal cases?

Yes, they are criminal cases.
Ever testified or served as an expert

witness for a civil case?

Yes. Many, many civil cases also.

MRS. POE: Your Honor, I would

tender Mr. Dr. ' Sinha as an expert
witness and ask that he be accepted as

such?

THE COURT: Okay. The Court will

accept his qualifications.

(By Mrs. Poe) Dr. sinha, are you

familiar with the process of

mitochondrial DNA analysis that would

use the PCR technique?

Yes.

Are you familiar with how to interpret

the data that' s generated by such
analysis?
Yes.

Did you review or participate in the

analysis of any evidence presented in

connection with this case?

Yes. I have reviewed all the documents

and all the results in this case.

In particular did you review what I
believe is documented within your inner

number that Reliagene gives as 001363

and 00S20? They are also noted as item

two and item four on this chart.

Yes.

Did you carefully review the work done

or did you participate in any of the

analysis?
I have the final results.Yes.

reviewed, I signed the reports.

Did you find any error or any

inaccuracy in Mrs. pineda s work?

NO. All the - - whenever we run any of
these systems we have many quality
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control and quality assurances checks

which we run with it. Like we run with

a sample we run a blank buffer control

we call it.

MRS. HALBROOKS: Obj ection , Your

Honor, unless he' s saying he
participated in that. He' s using the

term we;

THE COURT: I think he can testify

as to the pract ices that --
MRS. HABROOKS: I don t have any

I just couldn'obj ection to that.
understand if he say he participated in

that because I think he said he only

reviewed her work.

THE COURT: I think I know what

you re asking. When you say we you

referring to your lab which you

supervise?
THE WITNESS: That' s correct, Your

Honor.

THE COURT: And 'you ' re not
referring to the fadt that you

participated in it specifically?

THE WITNESS: No. m referring to
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the process in the lab which I have

approved for everybody to do it. And I
reviewed and checked and set up all

those processes and methods and quality

control requirements in the lab.
That' s what I' m saying.

THE COURT: Your line of

questioning is fine, but I'll sustain

her objection. He needs to make that

perfectly clear and I think he has.

(By Mrs. poe) Okay.

Yeah , I didn' t do this work.

You did not do the work but you

reviewed the work done by Mrs. Pineda?

That' s correct.
And just to make sure that we re clear

the standards that were followed and

the processes that were followed by

Mrs. pineda were those that you have

reviewed, put in motion , and they are

the standard operating procedures of

your lab?
That' s correct.
Are those standard operating procedures

for the form of your analysis
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consistent with that used in other labs

around the country?

5 i

That' s the standard.Yes. We have a

DNA advisory board of standards and all

our protocols are according to those

standards and followed by all the

accredited labs around the country.

And are they accepted in the scientific

community and your piers of scientists?

Yes. There is committees and FBI and

everything is well accepted by the

scientific community for forensic

application.
Do you agree with Mrs. Pineda

conclusions, her interpretation of the

data , that item 001363 which was

identified as the hair collected from

the washcloth and item number 00820,

which was identified as the hair

collected from the victim s bed, do you

agree with Mrs. Pineda' s conclusion or

her interpretation of the results of

the data analysis that those hairs are

excluded as being those of Dr. David

Tipton?
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I have reviewed all the originalYes.

documents and original tracings and

those hairs ,are excluding the DNA type
from Dr. David Tipton.

Would this analysis -- do you agree

that the Defendant' s, Daniel Moore , his

DNA would be included as a possible

donor of those two hairs?

Yes. We give the result that Daniel

Moore is not excluded as the donor of

this hair. He' s not excluded.

He' s not excluded but stated another

way, would it be fair to say that he is

within the . 02 of one percent of the
population that could have been the

donor of that hair?

That' s correct.
Let me ask you something about the

method by which this information is

generated. You utilize a database from

the FBI; is that correct?

Yes , that' s correct.

Is that database based upon a worldwide

population?
The database is based upon the U. 
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populat ion.
U. S. population. But it' s notOkay.

exclusi ve to anyone geographical
It' s not limited to Alabama orstate.

Massachusetts or Virginia; is that

correct?
, it' s not.

If you had concluded that 99. 8 percent

of. the population of the United States
were excluded as donors of these two

hairs, would that same statistical

analysis be valid to limit it to one

state? In other words , could you use

the same statistics and apply it only

to one state , say in Wyoming, or would

it be skewed to apply the nationwide

data to one state?

Let me explain a little bit in there.

We have a set of samples we want to see

okay if you find a match what the

weight of this match is, how much this

match is. And we have a random sample

of unrelated individual , and we use

that to estimate. So it is an

estimate. The estimation is then to
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make sure, to answer the question she

was asking, is that that estimate is

true for one area, other area, allover
the U. S . What we do we do make a 95

percent confidence limit calculation to

and that 95 percent confidence

limit means that if I take different

different area of people and then see

how many people who have the same

prof ile from allover the U. S . ,

different different areas , all together

or I make one in New Orleans, somebody

else make it in Washington, 95 percent
of the time the numbers will fall

within a range. And if I recall in

this case the numbers falling directly

is one in 1 200. If you take a 95

percent confidence limit you can take a

lower number or a higher number. Like
the numbers can fall anywhere plus this

way or minus this way. And the number

can fall anywhere from one in 1, 700 to
one in about 600. m just giving you

approximate numbers. Then when we do

what 98 percent or 99 percent we are
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talking about we take the number which

is the lowest , which is the most

beneficial to the Defendant. In this

theory if you take a number of people

here in Alabama it will be higher than

the number which we are taking.

are taking into account of this

So we

population variations and giving the

lowest number, more beneficial to the

10 I Defendant as the 95 percent confidence

limit and that' s the number that we are

giving here , which you say is that --

it says 99. S percent of the population

will be excluded and not have this

type. And this 99. S percent of the
population is taking the FBI' s data and

doing a confidence limit for the

population and giving the lowest

number. So it may increase if you took
a local population of Alabama.

But if you did take only a small

geographical area of . the population,
, would that be a valid statistic?

It is in some circumstances , not in

this type of situation" But we had

this kind of discussion in scientific

meeting for many years. This is not

new issue we' re talking here. We had

this kind of discussion in every

scientific meetings and we have

presented - - people have presented in
scientific meetings data from different

different populations, not in

mitochondrial but other genetic

markers , other DNA markers.
In fact , I did a study and

presented it for work from the Cajun

population from Louisiana because we

were -taking Cajun populations have

pretty close populations , are we seeing

any genetic variations so much

different than we can not use in a

national database for Cajun population

in Louisiana, and we did find there was

some difference but very minor

differences. That 95 percent

confidence limit catches that

variations. So we had this discussion

and in case only, and this is a

hypothetical example I' m giving you , if

111
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there is an island in Africa , very

isolated , nobody goes there , nobody

1471

comes out from there and there is one

of the research scientists has found,

they have found that there is enough

variations in that particular

population that we need to have some

more corrections made in the database

to apply to that 1 000 or 5, 000 people
there is on the island. So that type

of situation is very unique in our U. 

population and here all the studies and

all the research , all the scientific

presentations have all point out to be

that the data the way we are using is

valid, scientifically correct.

So just in concluding that part, is 

a fair statement that the analysis used

here and your statistics of 99

percent are valid in Alabama?

Yes.

That that would be valid in Alabama or

this county or this country?

That is a perfectly valid conclusion

which we have done here. And as I
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said , there are so many research papers

and publications, Journal of Forensic

Science publishes every month. I have

presented many different databases

different world populations and we

not found any kind of significant

difference to say that this is an

from

have

issue. This was an issue about six,
seven years ago that was raised but it

has been proved beyond doubt that this

is not issue.

Dr. Sinha , are you familiar with a

scientist named Acton, Dr. Acton, from

the University of Alabama?

m familiar.Yes,

Have you ever met Dr. Acton?

Yes , I met him several times.

Has he ever been to your lab to review

your procedures or your processes?

He has been at least two, threeYes.

times that I can remember to our lab to

check all our procedures and processes.

Do you know whether he ever found

anything in error about your procedure

or anything wrong with your lab?
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None of these cases I remember there

was anything which affected any outcome

of my data or any result.

Has he ever indicated to you that he

thought any of your analysts were

incompetent?
No.

Have you ever testified in a case where

Dr. Acton testified for the other side?

Yes, I have testified in case.

Do you remember how many times?
Many times he' s a different advisor so

I haven' t seen him testify in the
witness stand. But I will say at least

ten times.

Do you recall whether those cases --

MRS. HALBROOKS: Objection. I know

exactly where she s going.

MR . POWELL:

THE COURT:

Can we approach?
Yes. Meet me down

here.
(Whereupon, the following was

held out of the heaiing of the

jury. )
MR. POWELL: Judge , I don ' t pretend
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to be psychic and I sure can' t predict

what' s on a woman' s mind but if I 'm not
badly mistaken she s fixing to ask him

how many times one side or another won

in their battles. I don' t think that'

admissible, and I don t want it asked

before this jury.
MRS. POE: I think it is relevant

Your Honor , because the Defense is

attacking the credibility and bringing

into question the reliability of their

results, and if another scientist,

particularly one that' s been used for

their defense, has found nothing wrong

with it and the jury has found in

favor --
THE COURT: Well , you know , there

could have been so many other factors

that would cause the jury to rule one

way or another in the case. The jury
don' t vote on who has the best expert.

So I would limit you to going into what

the jury found in these other cases.

You know , I' ve let you say that he'
been there, he hadn' t found anything
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wrong, but I don t think getting into

who won other cases I think that really

screws this up pretty bad. In inj ects
a lot of things that don t belong.

MR. VALESKA: m going to ask the

Court for a break after we get through

right here for a few minutes.

THE COURT: Sure.
MR. VALESKA: But what' s good for

the goose ' is good for the gander.
They re not going to bring Acton in

here and let him get up here and say

and testify against this guy.

MRS. POE: Our witness will be

gone.
MR. VALESKA:. And we won.

THE COURT: Yeah, I agree.

MR. VALESKA: We only know he'
coming and if they represent to the

Court he s not attacking this man then

we won't go there.
THE COURT: m not saying that.

All I have said is what the jury

outcome in those trials are is

immaterial. You can testify about --
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ve let you testify about or him

testify about Dr. Acton never said he

found anything wrong, that kind of

stuff. That' s fine.
MRS. POE:

THE COURT:

Okay.

All I' m limiting you to
is don t ask him who won those cases.

MR. VALESKA: Yes, sir.
THE COURT: How the jury voted

because there s so many other factors

that could intervene.

MR. VALESKA: Can we have a break?

THE COURT: Are you ready now?

MR. VALESKA: Yeah.

(Whereupon, the following was

held in the hearing of the

jury. )
THE COURT: Are you ready to pass

the witness?

MRS. POE: Your Honor, could we

take a recess at this point?

THE COURT: Do you still want to

come back?

MRS. POE:

THE COURT:

I may, Your Honor.

That' s fine.
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We' re going to take our morning

break.
Doctor , if you want to stand down

you can and be comfortable.
m going to let the jury go to the

jury lounge. We are going to about a

twenty minute break here, midmorning

break. If you would take your notes.
If you want to leave them in the chair

that' s fine because you re coming right

back. Anybody runing out of paper let

me know or let Mr. Penn know. He will

get you plenty more. Remember the

instructions in I' ve given you earlier
about not discussing the case among

yourselves or with anyone else or

allowing anyone to discuss it with

you. Keep your blue badges visible and

enjoy your break. We'll start back at

a quarter till 11: 00.

(Whereupon , the following was

held outside the presence of

the jury.
THE COURT: Okay. Those of you in

the audience , there are restrooms on

147S
On the fourth floor here,every floor.

they I re in the center near the

elevators. m going to ask you to go

to the other floors if you need to use

the rest room for the first ten minutes

anyway. Give the jury an opportunity

to clear the rest rooms here. There'
a snack bar on the first floor. I want

you back -- you students I want you

back in your seats at a quarter till

11: 00. We I 11 start back then. Thank

you very much.

Leave quietly.

You have may leave.

There are trials going

on on all floors.

mind.
So keep that in

(Whereupon

ta)oen. )

a recess was

(Whereupon , the following was

held in the presence of the

jury. )
THE COURT:

may be seated.
Everybody is back.

You still have

You

questions for Dr. Sinha?

MRS. POE: Yes, just a few , Your

Honor.
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THE COURT:

(By Mrs. Poe)

Go right ahead.

Dr. Sinha, you stated
that you reviewed Mrs. Pineda I s work

entirely in this case; is that correct?

That' s correct.
Do you recall seeing what' s referred to

as the hair identified as coming from

the victim s bed? I believe it was

identified as your in-house exhibit or
your in-house number as 00820?
Yes.

Or al so known as Exhibit 4 - 1 ?

Right.
Do you recall whether or not when that

hair was sent to your lab whether it

was tested more than once?

Yes , it was tested more than once.

How many times?

It was tested twic

Why was that?

When we tested this hair for the first

time Gina s result , which I reviewed

showed mixture.
A mixture of what?

Mixture what was consistent with the

14S0
Defendant and consistent with the

victim. So it looks like there' s two

types of DNA in the mitochondrial DNA

testing when we did the first time.

Is it --

Now , a single hair can not be from two

people.
I was about to ask you the obvious but

thank you. Did you wash it in an

effort to determine the actual original

of the hair?

Yeah So when we looked at again and

say, okay, let' s clean the hair.
asked Gina to do that. I cleaned it

very thoroughly, And so we cleaned the

hair very thoroughly so that' any other
biological fluid which may be stuck to

the top of the hair is removed and

washed away and then we did the

mitochondrial testing again on that
hair.
And do you agree with the conclusion

that after it was washed that the

origin of the DNA on the hair was

consistent with that of the Defendant?
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After we washed that hair , we didYes.

the mitochondrial and that' s the result
is in the chart which is consistent

with the Defendant.

Let me ask you , did you review any

reports done by a Mr. Roger Morrison

from the Alabama Department of Forensic

Sciences?
Yes, I have looked at the report.

MRS. POE: Your Honor , all these

have been submitted to Defense counsel

prior to trial. m specifically going

to show the witness a Department of

Forensic report dated June 9th 2000

and ask you if you' re familiar with

that. Have you seen this report which

is identified as State' s Exhibit 164.

Yes, I have.

What is that a report on?

This is the report that the Alabama

Department of Forensic Science did on

the same hair , hair number one, which

the root portion of the hair, see the

root portion of the hair if it falls

has a little bit of skin attached to it

at the root.
14S2

If there is a little skin

attached to it we can do the nuclear

DNA test , the regular DNA test which

half is inherited from the father and

half is inherited from the mother, that

type of DNA test, and that' s the test

which Alabama did on this root.

MRS. HALBROOKS: Obj ect to that.

think he s fixing to start testifying

to Roger Morrison' s testing. Roger

Morrison has not been presented to this

Court. He can not testify as to things

that his conclusions that he reached

inside his report. If they would like

to bring Roger Morrison into court and

let him answer those questions I think

that they can. I think he can testify

that he reviewed it but I think that'

as far as he can go with that.

MRS. POE: in response,Your Honor,

we do intend to, bring Mr. Morrison in
to testify, but under rule 703 of the

rules of evidence an expert is allowed

to testify on facts that may be known

to him or before the hearing. In other

i 20
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words, he can review facts done by

someone else" Under this rule an

expert doesn' t have to base his or her

opinion solely on what they

conducted themselves. They may review
a hypothetical set of facts or someone

else' work and review it.
MRS. HALBROOKS: And again, Your

Honor , he' s about to testify to

conclusions reach by another individual
who has not been subj ected to any
examination as to his qualifications,

whether their lab is actually

certified, whether they were certified

at the time that they did this testing"

THE COURT: Mrs. Poe has

represented to the Court that they

going to bring him and can certify

him. I mean , I' m --
MRS. HALBROOKS: But the damage has

already been done you see. Then

they ve managed to get in him

testifying to help Roger Morrison lad

if the conclusion by this court is

that, you know, they re not qualified
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and that they weren' t qualified to

reach these conclusions or conduct this

type of testing --
THE COURT: Are you talking about

Roger Morrison?

MRS. HALBROOKS: Yes, sir

THE COURT: And the Department of

Forensics?
MRS. HALBROOKS: Yes , sir.

MRS. POE: Your Honor , the issue is

whether or not Dr. Sinha is qualified

to review another expert' s finding.

they want to attack the underlying

validity of the Alabama lab or the

Alabama scientist who did this, they 'll
have the opportunity to do that on

cross-examination, -but Dr. Sinha we
not asking him to validate every step

they took.
result ,-

re asking him is the

THE COURT: He can testify and give

his opinion based on information he

learned from another report that was

provided to him in order to prepare his

presentation to the jury and his



explanation. So I r 11 overrule.
course, it is subj ect to attack.

the Court were to find that

Mr. Morrison was not qualified and

we' ve got potentially a problem. But

m taking your representation and I'll

take judicial notice of the fact that I
have heard his qualifications before.

There' s some possibility that I might
recognize him as an expert.
ahead.

So go

MRS. POE: Thank you.
(By Mrs. poe) So you have reviewed the

report generated by Mr. Morrison at the

Alabama Department of Forensic

Sciences; is that correct?

That' s correct.
Are his findings consistent with your

findings and the findings of Mrs.

Pineda?
Yes. When he took the root portion of

the same hair and analyzed the nuclear

DNA we fJunda mixture, and that
mixture was consistent with and his

report says and I agree looking at the

report, it' s consistent with the

suspect and the victim I s mixture DNA
profile. And we did that and we found

the first time we tested the hair. 

mitochondrial DNA , test which is a

different type of DNA test, had the

same conclusion that there was

biological fluid from the victim on

that hair. And we took the other side

of that hair , washed it and that result

was consistent with the suspect.
Can you tell from your review of the

report whether or not - - well , first of
all let me ask you, does this report

appear to be based on nuclear DNA,

which lay people commonly refer to as

regular DNA , or mitochondrial DNA?

This report is based on as I said the

regular nuclear DNA which is half

inherited from the mother and father.

Can you tell from that report whether

or not the DNA that remained on the

hair after it was washed was

specifically consistent with Daniel

Moore or was it more limited -- excuse
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me was it more general to someone

related to him?

MR . POWELL: We obj ect to the form
of that question.

I I 11 sustain.THE COURT: Rephrase
that question if you would.

(By Mrs. Poe) Let me ask you , is it a

fair statement to say that based on

your knowledge and expertise of both

nuclear DNA, otherwise known as regular

DNA , is it a fair statement to say that

that report indicates and that you

would agree with that report that the

DNA results that remained on that hair

after it was washed were consistent

with Daniel Moore?

Let me say, our result is the result

which would be obtained after it was

washed and cleaned up. For this type

of test they can' t do that. They

didn' t do any washi!)g. They have the

mixtures. Our result indicate that

there were two people I s profile in
there. Their result is consistent with

it indicating that there was two

1488
people' s profile in there, the same two

people. We washed it. We got one
person s prof ile which belongs to the

persons from the hair , contributor of

the hair , not anything outside the hair

biological fluid , and that hair is

consistent with the Defendant. Now, if

I take based on my result , if I say in

this mixture if I remove the

contribution from the Defendant and

then what is left , that is consistent

in this report also with the Defendant.

MRS. POE: Thank you. I have no

more questions at this time.

THE COURT:

MR . POWELL:

Cross, Mr. Powell?

Yes , sir.

EXAINATION

18 BY MR. POWELL:

Doctor can you tell the jury about
these two hairs, believe one from a

washcloth and one from a bed number
00820 and 001363 believe what
we' talking about. Can you tell the
jury when those hairs were placed on a

washcloth a bed?-
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We can just say that, we can not.

DNA is found in that hair. We can not

say the time line.
Can you tell the jury how often the

victim in this case polymorphing parts

of the stringy DNA stuff that y ' all
talk about, can you tell the jury how

often these little mutations or

differences occur in the worla

population, the victim'
Please ask the question again.

didn' t understand it.
You re not talking about the combined

DNA here. What I' m asking you is can
you tell this jury that this DNA that

you say you washed off of a hair

belonged to Karen Tipton?

No, we canot say it belonged to her.

You can not say that; is that correct?

, I cannot but I can say that if you

look at the profile of the victim --

Yes or no?

Yeah , I can say - - see I have '

qualify my answer. I cannot say yes or

no.

You can

I cannot say that the material which I

washed off from the hair definitely

belongs to Karen. I can say that the

type which we removed after washing,
removed any type which was consistent

with the victim. Unders tand I' m saying
that I have a mixture. I have a

victim' s profile. I have a suspect'

profile, it' s a mixture. I washed it

off now I have only suspect profile.
So what I washed off is consistent with

the victim' s profile but as with any
DNA type I' m not going to say that that

is belonging. Only thing I can say is

that it was consistent with the

victim' s profile.

Let' s talk about the island off Africa
a minute. You said a while ago that

there s someplace that has a small area

has a unique profile , genetic profile?

Well, yeah.

hypothetical.
I gave you a

I gave you actually

scientific example and when we had

discussions I told you this issue of
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database has been discussed and

discussed in every scientific meetings

in DNA.

Excuse me.

When we had that --

MR. POWELL: Judge , I didn' t ask

him anything like that.

I think heTHE COURT:

attempting.
MR. , POWELL: I'll withdraw the

question.
THE COURT: That' s fine. You can

withdraw the question.
(By Mr. Powell) Can you tell the

ladies and gentlemen of this jury if

the hairs found on that bed that you

examined, 01363 and 820, came from a

man or a woman?

Well, --
Yes or no?

Just a second. Yes, '1 can say that the
mixture which was tested by Alabama

Department on that hair number one

which is found on a bed sheet is a

mixture of a man and a woman. I have

1492
the result here. Because there is a

gene which is called amelogenin gene

which has male female discrimination

and it says XY in this result, Y is

from .a male. So it shows that the root

of the hair which was tested by Alabama

Department has mixture of male and

female DNA. At least it' s a male DNA.

We know that since it' s the type of the

victim it' s a male female DNA.

Are you talking about your

mitochondrial examination or are you

talking about somebody else now?

No, I' m talking about Roger Morrison'
result, Alabama Department of - - based

on that result of amelogenin , which is

the gene that differentiates male and

female, I can say that the hair --

material on the hair, part of it

definitely came from a male. Part of
it came from a male based on that

result.
Based on your examination in your

laboratory down in Louisiana, and I'

talking about mitochondrial DNA , can
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you tell whether or not the two hairs

that y ' all examined that you say
doesn t exclude Daniel Moore' s type,

can you say whether they came from a

man or a woman?

, from mitochondrial DNA we can not

say that.

1493 1495
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'Q . And that 1 s all you did down there?
That 1 s what we did, right.
How much did you charge Morgan County,

Alabama for your services and coming up

here?
I charge I think about $2, 000 a day.

How many days have you put in it so

far?
Only today.
Only today?
Yeah. r came last night.

So that' s just your part.

Reliagene?
How about

We charge $1 , SOO for each sample of

evidence we analyze and $1 500 for each

reference sample, blood sample we

analyzed.
Well , give me a grand total?
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My accountingI don 1 t actually know.

department would know better but I see

here at least five , six samples.

could be $10 000.
So it

MR. POWELL: This is going to be

the next Exhibit I believe, the one

that y' all furnished. Y' all hadn'

already offered it? If you already

have I don 1 t want to duplicate.

MRS. POE: r think it is already in

evidence.
MR, POWELL: Where is it? What

number is it?

THE COURT:

MRS. POE:

What number is it?

State 1 s Exhibit 132
THE COURT: I show it' s in. Did

you ever offer State' s Exhibit 164?

MRS. POE: No, sir. I was going to

do that on redirect.
THE COURT: That 1 s fine.

(By Mr. Powell) I believe Mrs, pineda
talked about this and they offered it

but do you remember what State 1 s

Exhibit 132 is , Doctor?

This is our report , yes.Yes.
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That 1 S your report?
Yes.

And you say this is an accurate report?

Yes, this is my signature here.Yes.

Would you agree or disagree with me

that these polymorphisms , the mutations

of the genetic things could exist 

isolated cells that your database could

not correctly encompass?

Isolated cells, no. The human body

every cell of the human body whether

it' s a hair , blood, tissue , semen , has
the same genetic make-up. It cannot be

that I test a hair which has a

different DNA result from the blood

which will have a different DNA

result. It will not happen. See

nature' s way --
I know I' m not smart enough to make a

question that you understand with your

education , Doctor , but 1 m not talking

about a little tinincy cell in

somebody' s body. m talking about a

cell of human beings.

THE COURT: Are you talking about
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geographic locations?
(By Mr. Powell) Geographic locations.

For irtstance, if somebody ' s great,
great, great , great grandmother ten

generations ago had ten daughters, they

would all share her same mitochondrial

DNA?

Mitochondrial DNA --Yes.

Excuse me.

-- is inherited from mother to child,

that' s correct.
All right. If each one of those ten

had ten daughters, what kind of

mitochondrial DNA would they have?

Would it match the matriarch?

The mitochondrial DNA is passed from

mother to the children and then again

from the daughter to the children and

there is and it 1 S after several

generations when it is passed on there

is if you are asking that mutations

there is some one place like in all the

places, one place the change may take

place after three or four generations

because of the mutation, This change
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is used by scientists as a biological

clock. Like using this in

mitochondrial DNA research, scientists
publish papers that native American

Indians migrated from Mongolia through

the Alaska into U. S. and into South
American because if you take the

mitochondrial DNA now and take the old

fossil mitochondrial DNA in different

different areas, you see that this is

consistent with maybe one or two

changes. So over the generation one or

two changes it does take place. It'
used as a biological clock. But within

a very short time frame like today and

ten years from now , there will be no

change. One generation there will be

very few changes , maybe one mutation

sometimes. So mutation takes place but

in this case we are not talking about

five generations like one person
Dr. Peter Gill from England is matching

the Tsar bones with Prince Phillip in

England. re talking here same

person' s DNA. We' re not talking

different generations of changes.

it will be exactly the same.

will be no change.

There

Okay. Looking at paragraph fourteen of
State' s Number 132, you see that

paragraph?
Yes.

And what kind of mitochondrial DNA

sequence is that speaking to?

believe that' s a certain hair on a bar
of soap.

It is loose hair bag in the barYes.

soap and we give the number and that

was the hair which was consistent with

Dr. David Tipton, matched with him, and

that hair again the population and 

says in our database we did not find

that same profile in any of the

persons , zero in 92S, zero in 1 773,

and we could have calculated to say

99. 9 percent of the people tested would

be excluded without this type,
Now , that says all of the other people

in the world being excluded from that

DNA?
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Not in the world.
1499

It says zero out of

928 , zero out of 1 773. See we have a

database of four thousand people and we

looked at that profile and we didn'

find anybody has it, zero. So that' s a

unique profile but it is not a unique

profile in the whole world. His
brother will have the same profile.

Well, does this knife not cut two ways?

Yes.

This database you say here that just

because his doesn t exist but it

probably does but it doesn t show up.

Yeah In 4, 000 peoplethat' s correct.
we saw we didn' t see it. So we can say

this profile is unique of 4 000

individuals. That' s the way -- so in
this case we are saying that the

Defendant' s profile is unique ' of only
200 individuals in our database and

from there we calculated I told you

that 95 percent confidence limit to

make sure that we not - - sidce we have
aU. S. database, we don t have an

Alabama or a Louisiana , we' re giving
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this confidence limit to tell you that

if we find this profile that means that

99. S percent of the people tested will
be excluded , will not have this type.

Are you through?

Yes.
You told Beth Slate Poe a while ago,

and I wrote it down, you told her that

based on your examination of these

records that the characteristic of the

known sample from Daniel Moore you

could exclude, now this is what you

said, 99. 8 percent of the population.

Is that right or wrong?

That' s correct.
That leaves .
That' s correct.
2 times a million is how many people?

Pretty large number of people.

200 000?

'Yeah.

MR. POWELL:

all'
Thank you. That'

THE WITNESS:

MR. POWELL:

Let me explain this.

No.



THE WITNESS: I have to explain

that 200 000 people.

THE COURT: Do you have any

redirect?
MRS. POE: Yes , I do.

EXAINATION

7 BY MRS. POE:

23 I

First of all, was the number that you

meant to use. 2 or --

MR . POWELL: We obj ect to the form

1501 1503
could have the same type of profile and

then you have to consider that how many

people have access to the crime scene

and consider that to give the weight as

to the evidence.

MRS. POE: One moment , Your Honor.

of that question , Your Honor. She

MR. POWELL: We move to strike that

asked, he answered it.
record.

It. s on the

as being unresponsive to the question.

THE COURT: I'll overrule. Do you

have anything else?
MRS. POE: No, Your Honor.

THE COURT: Any recross?
MR. POWELL: No.

THE COURT: Thank you, sir. You

may stand down.

Dr. Sinha?

Anybody plan to call

THE COURT: I'll sustain. m not

MR. VALESKA: May he be

going to let you lead your own witness

and rearrange his testimony. If you

No.

excused?
THE COURT: You re free to go.

want to ask him a question about

something else that. s fine.
(By Mrs. Poe) Was the variation

Thank you.

Call your next witness.

Come around , please, sir.
your right hand.

Raise

factor - - was the percentage of the
population that could have consistent

DNA with that found on those two hairs,

number two and four , was that . 2 or
027

MR. POWELL: Judge , obj ect to
(Witness sworn.

THE COURT: Have a seat.

leading.
THE COURT: I '11 sustain. You can

15.

Your witness , Mr. Dill.
1504

JAMS ALLEN PERRY

A witness for the State,

was sworn and testified as follows:

EXAINATION

5 BY MR. DILL:

the time that you left your employment

ask him what it is but don t lead him.

(By Mrs. Poe) Okay. Dr. Sinha, what

was the point or the percentage of

persons who could have DNA consistent

with that found on the hairs in number

two and four?
According to our result, one in 1, 200

people with our database can have the

same type of profile, but in case of

forensic case work and this is the

estimate , as I said the estimate to

gi ve a weight to the evidence, in
forensic case work in any crime scene

there is not 1, 200 people going there.
If we have randomly picked out people

from the population that ' s what we are
telling you in the database. But in
this situation there is not 1 200

random people who can contribute hair

at that place. So you have to consider

the weight of the evidence based on

that that. yes, that we test general

population , one out of 1 200 people

State your name for the record.

James Allen Perry.
And where do you work?

Presently for the Department of

Forensic Sciences in Alabama.

In what capacity are you employed

there?
Forensic investigator.
How long have you been employed in that

capacity?
One month.
And where did you work prior to one

month ago?

Decatur Police Department.

And how long were you employed with the

Decatur Police Department?

For eighteen years.
In what capacity were you employed, 



with the Decatur Police Depart ent?
I was a police officer assigned as a

1505
It was actually

1507
Chapel Hill Road.

Chapel Hill Road.

What did you do after you received thatcrime scene investigator working under

the criminal investigation division.
What were your duties as a crime scene

invest igator?

information?
I responded to the scene and arrived

there about ten minutes later.
Included responding to crime scenes,

photographing the crime scenes

Were you in your patrol car?

It' s actually a van.

gathering evidence, maintaining

evidence , taking evidence to and from

the State laboratories.
And how long did you do that?

What is the purpose of the van?

It carries all the supplies that we

Eight years.
You done that for eight years up until

need as far as processing crime scenes.

So you need particular types of

a month ago?

Correct.

equipment and supplies to process a

crime scene?

It carries all photography equipment,

bags for evidence, markers , anything we

And are you retired from the city? !light need.

So this is what you drove around Not retired. I left the city and went

over the course of your job; you didn'

have like a patrol car?

I did later but at that time it was a

with the State.
Okay. I can t remember if I asked you

van.
And are there any special schools or

training that you went through to train

this or not. What do you do with

you in terms of being a crime scene

1506 150S

forensics?
Title is a forensic investigator.

responsible for gathering any kind of

police. medical or dental records to

assist the pathologist.

And were you employed with the Decatur

Police Department as a crime scene

investigator on March the 12th, 1999?

Yes, sir.
And did you have a normal shift with

that job?

Yes, sir, I did.

What was the shift that you were

working on that day?

At that time it was from S;OO a.m. to
4;00 p.
Do you remember being dispatched to

2330 Chapel Hill Road on that date?

I was actually off duty and was on my

way home when I received a page to call

the police department.

And did you respond to that page?

Yes, sir, I did.

And what did you find when you did

that?
I talked with the communications

personnel and they advised me that

there had been a possible murder at

2330, they gave it out originally South

invest igator?
Yes, sir.
Can you describe those for the ladies

and gentlemen of the jury?

I went through a couple of weeks at

Jacksonville State University on crime

scene investigation. Also spent two

weeks at Quantico at the FBI advanced

crime scene investigation and then

several two and three day seminars

across the southeast,

And what did you do after you received

this call to go to 2330 Chapel Hill

Road?

I arrived on the scene. The entrance
to the driveway was blocked by one

officer who allowed me in , and then the

first investigator that came up to me

at the time was Sergeant Alice Evans

and she kind of gave me a rough idea of

what was going on.
What did you do after you talked to

Sergeant Evans?

I gathered several handfuls of bags and

my photography equipment and I went up
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to the steps of the house where I was

met with Officer Willis who actually

allowed me into the scene.

What type of bags?

Just paper bags and manilla envelopes.

Okay. Is that typically what you used
to seal evidence in?

Yes , sir.

Do you seal all evidence in paper bags?

Paper or manilla envelopes, yes, sir.

And what did you do after Officer

Willis let you in the scene?

There was Investigator Mike Pettey and

two other investigators were there on

the scene , and they basically walked me

through the house to show me what was

going on.
Do you know about what time this was?

When I arrived it was at 4:52 p.

And what happened after Investigator

Pettey walked you through the scene?

I believe we started initially

photographing the scene.
And you took the photographs?

Yes, sir.

1510
You were accompanied by Officer Pettey?

I believe so.

And what did you do after you took the

photographs?
After a series of photographs were

taken we then began gathering the

evidence.
And how did y ' all go about that just

generally?
In general , of course we wore gloves to

not contaminate anything and then

placed items of evidence in paper bags

and noted the time that we gathered it.
And when you say we who are you
referring to?

Most of the time it was myself.

Several occasions it was Investigator

Pettey and myself.

Doing it together?

Yes sir.
And how long did this process take?

We didn' t release the scene until the

following -- it was 12:3S , after

midnight , 12: 3 S on Saturday morning.
Now , once you had collected the

1509 1511
evidence from the scene what did you do

with it?
It was placed into the van and taken to

the police department where it was

stored.
And you did that yourself?

Yes, sir.
And where was it stored in the police

department?
At that time it was the property room

for the criminal investigation

division.
Where was the property room when you

initially stored it?

At the time it was right off of the

offices where the criminal

investigation division works.

And who was in charge of maintaining

that property room?

I was.

And did that location ever change?

Yes.

Wheh?

m not sure of the year but we moved

it from the first floor down to the

1512
basement.
All right. And did you maintain

control of the evidence as it was moved

from that first floor doWn to the

basement?
Yes, sir.

And who was in charge of the property

room when it was moved to the basement?

I was.

And did you maintain the evidence that

you collected or that was provided to

you in this case in your constant care

custody and control qr locked from then

until you left employment with the

Decatur Police Department?

Yes , sir.

m going to show you some items that

have been marked previously for

identification purposes only and ask

you if you recognize these items that

have been collected from the crime

scene. m going to show you what I s

marked previously for identification

purposes only as State I s Exhibit Number

114 and ask you if you recognize that



item?
Yes, sir.
And what is that?

It' s a brand name was Gear For Women.

It' s an Alabama sweatshirt and a sock.
And where did that come from?

From the couch in the den on the first

floor.
Did you collect that?

Yes , sir.

What did do you .with the sweatshirt
after you collected it?

It was maintained in my custody until

it was taken to the Department of

Forensic Sciences for analysis.
m going to show you State s Exhibit

Number 5 previbusly admitted and ask

you if you recognize that Exhibit?

Yes, sir.
Is that the picture of the item in that

bag?

Yes, sir, it is.

m going to ask you to open that bag

up?

THE COURT: Do you want a letter

opener?
THE WITNESS: Yes , sir.

THE COURT: ve got scissors here

too.
(Witness complied.

(By Mr. Dill) Now , you referred to

State' s Exhibit Number 5 and this is

the same sweatshirt that you collected

from this sofa at the crime scene?

Yes , sir.

All right.
shirt away?

And did you ever send the

Yes, sir, to the Department of Forensic

Sciences.
All right. And what happened after you

sent it to the Department of Forensic

Sciences?
I turned it over to Roger Morrison

there at the department.

And after you turned it over to Roger

Morrison was there a time when you

received it back into your custody?

That' s correct.

And when was that?
The date - - I' m not sure the date.

1513 1515

1514
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Probably on or about April of 2001.

And other than what Roger Morrison did

to it, has it remained in your
constant, care , custody and control?

Yes.

And appears the same as it did when you

recovered it from the sofa in State

Yes, sir.
MR., DILL: Your Honor , State moves

to admit State s Exhibit 114.

THE COURT: Any objection?
MRS. HALBROOKS: No, sir.
THE COURT:

(By Mr. Dill)

Show it admitted.

m going to show you an

item which has been marked previously

for identification purposes only as

State s Exhibit Number 9S and ask you

if you recognize this item?

It was a pair of jeans that was removed

in the floor in the master bedroom.

Who collected those jeans?

Investigator Pettey.

And what did Investigator Pettey do

after he collected ' them?

1516
Immediately turned them over to me.

m going to show you State' s Exhibit

Number 14 and ask you if you recognize

that?
Yes , sir.

And what is State s Exhibit Number 14?

The photo includes the pants that are

in the bag.

And I'll ask to open State s Exhibit

98.

(Witness complied.

And are those the jeans you just took

out of State s Exhibit 98, are those
the same jeans that are depicted in

State s Exhibit 14?

Yes, sir.
All right. And did you at some point

send them to forensics?

Yes, sir , I did.

And did you receive them back from

forensics?
Tha,t 's correct.

And other than what happened to them in

forensics , have they remained in your

constant care , custody, and control
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until you left the Department of

Forensic , Sciences? I mean until you

left Decatur?

Yes.

MR. DILL: State would move to

admit State' s Exhibit Number 98.

MRS. HALBROOKS: Do we have a date

when those were submitted for testing?

THE WITNESS: You re wanting the

date they were submitted?

MRS. HALBROOKS: Yes , sir,

THE WITNESS: August 26th of 1999.

THE COURT:

MR. DILL:

State' s Exhibit 98?

Yes, sir. Show that

admitted?
THE COURT: Yes.

MR. POWELL: ' We don t want to seem

like we' re delaying the game or

anything, but we think that we do

obj ect to offering anything into

evidence unless they show the proper

chain of custody and possession of it,
including the dates and times it was

sent somewhere and received because the

fact that' s going to tie those gaps 

with other people later.
MR. DILL: We plan on doing that

Your Honor.

MR. POWELL: re asking that the

dates and time it was sent and

received.
THE COURT: I don' t mind letting

them come in now with your

representation that you' re going to tie

it up with Morrison' s testimony or
whomever. I do think they re entitled

to that information.

MR. DILL: We'll do that , Judge.

(By Mr. Dill) m going to show you

what' s been marked previously for

identification purposes only as State'

Exhibit Number 109 and you if you

recognize that item?

Yes, sir.
What is that?

It' s a pair of panties that were found

with the jeans on the bedroom floor.

Who collected that?

Investigator Pettey.

And what did Pettey do with it after he

1517
collected it?
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Turned it over tome.

And that' s the same pair of panties

that' s seen in State' s 14?
Yes , sir.

MRS. HALBROOKS: Again , if they can

say when they collected it. I think

there was some items of evidence

collected at different times so the

record is clear.
THE COURT: That' s fine. I f you

can do that.
(By Mr. Dill) When did you collect it?

8:28 p. m. on the 12th.
Did you provide - - was that provided to
Forensic Sciences?

No, it wasn

Go ahead and open that for me. While
you' re opening that, from the ' time that
it was collected has it been maintained

in your constant care , custody and

control from the time that you worked

with Decatur?

Yes, sir.
Does that appear the same as it did

1520
when it was provided to you by Officer

Pettey?
Yes, it does.

And as it does in State' s 14?

Yes, sir.
MR. DILL: State moves to admit

State s Exhibit 109.

THE COURT:

(By Mr. Dill)

Show it admitted.

Mr. Perry, I' m going to
show you an item that' s been previously

marked for identification purposes only

as State s 110 and ask you if you

recognize this item?

Yes.

What is that?

It' s like a fireplace poker.

And who collected that?

I did.

And when did you collect it?

8:26 p.
And have you maintained it constantly

in your care custody and control until

you left the Decatur Police Department?

Yes , sir.

m going to ask you to remove it from
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the bag.

(Witness complied.

Does it appear to be in an unaltered

condition from the time that you

collected it?
Yes , sir.

And as it appeared in State s 14?

Yes, sir.
MR. DILL: State moves to admit

State s 110.

THE COURT:

(By Mr. Dill)

Show it admitted.

m going to show you

now State s Exhibit Number 106 and ask

you if you recognize this item?

It' s a towel that was found next to the

bed.
And who collected that item?

I did.

What time was it collected?

S:39 p.
What did you do with it after you

collected it?
It was main ained until it was taken

over to the Department of Forensic

Sciences.

And did you receive it back from

Forensic Sciences at some point?

Yes, sir.
When was that?

I believe that would have been in April

of 2001.

And other than whatever was done with

the towel when it was at the Department

of Forensic Sciences, has it been

maintained in your constant care
custody and control?

Yes, sir.
And I'll ask you to open that at this

time.
(Witness complied.

Other than any testing that was

performed on it by the Department of

Forensic Sciences , their marks or

evaluations that they ve made on it,

does it appear to be in the. same

condition as it was when you recovered
it from the victim s bedroom?

Yes, sir.
And has it been maintained in your

constant care, custody and control?

1521
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Yes , sir.

MR. DILL: State moves to admit

106.

THE COURT:

(By Mr. Dill)

Show it admitted.

m going to show you 

this time State ' s 102 for
identification purposes only and ask

you if you recognize that item?

It' s a wash rag that was recovered from

the bed at 8:0S p.

Who collected that?

Investigator Pettey who turned it over

to myself.

And what did you do with it? What if

anything did you do with it after you

collected it?
I maintained it until it was turned

over to the Department -of Forensic

Sciences on the lSth.
And it was returned to you from the

Department of Forensic Sciences?

Yes.

And do you know --
MRS. HALBROOKS: March the l8th.

apologize. March lSth did I understand

1524
that?

THE WITNESS:

(By Mr. Dill)

Yes, ma' am.

Do you know when it was

returned to you?

Probably in April when I got the rest

of this stuff.
Other than when it was in the

possession of the Department of

Forensic Sciences, has it been altered

in any way, shape or form?

No.

Well, it' s been in your constant care

custody and control?
Correct.
I'll ask you to open it at this time.

(Witness complied.

And does it appear to be in the same

condition other than anything done to

it by the Department of Forensic

Sciences as it was when you collected

it?
Yes , sir.

If you would return that to its bag.

(Witness complied.

And you said this was the wash rag that



was collected from the victim' s bed?

Yeah , that' s correct.
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All right. And it was maintained in

your constant care , custody and control

until you left Decatur?

That' s correct.
MR. DILL: And it' s State s Exhibit

102. State moves to admit?

THE COURT:

(By Mr. Dill)

Show it admitted.

I'll show you State

Exhibit 99 and ask you if you recognize

this?
It' s a fitted sheet from the bed in the

master bedroom.

Well , who collected that?

Actually Investigator Pettey and

myself.
all collected it at the same time?

Correct.
What time?

At S:32 p. m. on the 12th.
All right. And what did you do with it

when you collected it?

It as placed in this bag and taken to

the Department of Forensic Sciences on

the lSth also.

All right. And it was returned to you

by Forensics in April?
That' s correct.
And other than when it was in

possession of the Department of

Forensic Sciences, has it been in your

constant care , custody and control?

Yes , sir.

m going to show you State s Exhibit

16 and ask you if you see the item 

that bag in this picture?

Yes , sir.

All right.
bed?

The sheet from the victim'

The fitted sheet, yes , sir.

Right. The sheet with the blood on it?
Yes , sir.

I'll ask you to remove it from the bag?

(Witness complied.

Now , this is the sheet, Mr. Perry, that

you and Investigator Pettey collected

from the victim' s bed; is that correct?

Yes, sir.
And other than the marks, alterations

1527
that were made by the Department of

Forensic Sciences, does it appear to be

altered in any way?

No, sir.

And has it been maintained in your

constant care, custody and control?

Yes, sir.
I also ' noticed that there' s a pink

night shirt in the bed?

Yes , sir.

Was that collected at the same time?

I believe so, yes , sir.

I ask you to return that to the bag.

(Witness complied.

MR. DILL: State moves to admit

State' s Exhibit 99.

THE COURT: Show it admitted.

That' s the sheet and the shirt together
as one exhibit?

MR. DILL: Yes, Your Honor.

(By Mr. Dill) m going to show you an

item which has been marked previously

for identification purposes only as

State' s Exhibit Number 107 and ask you
if you recognize that?

152S
It' s a black shirt that was also

removed from the bed at S: 10 p. m. by
Investigator Pettey and turned over to

me.

That was turned over to the Department

of Forensic Sciences?

Yes , sir.

Was it returned to you in April?

Yes, sir. It was turned in by them on

the lSth.
Was it maintained in your constant

care,
time?

custody and . control since that

Yes, sir.
MR. DILL: State moves to admit

State' s Exhibit Number 107.

THE COURT:

(By Mr. Dill)

Show it admitted.
m going to show an

item which has been marked previously

for identification purposes only as

State s Exhibit Number 108 and ask you

if you recognize that item?

It' s a sock from the bed that was

collected by myself at S: 22 p. m.

And what did you do with that when you
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collected it?
I placed it in the bag and then on the

1529
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lSth it was turned over to the

Department of Forensic Sciences.

Did you receive it back from Forensic

Sciences in April?

Yes, sir.
And has it been maintained in your

constant care, custody and control

since that time?

Yes , sir.

MR. DILL: State moves to admit

State' s Exhibit Number 10S.

THE COURT:

(By Mr. Dill)

Show it admitted.

I show what' s been

marked previously for identification

purposes only as State' s Exhibit Number
96 and ask you if you recognize that
item?
It' s a nightshirt found in the bedroom

floor.
who collected it?

Investigator Pettey.

And do you know when it was collected?

Be 9:56 p. m. and turned it over to me.

All right. m going to show you

State' s Exhibit 20 and ask you is that

the same night shirt?
that.

Go ahead and open

(Witness complied.

And what is - - what did you (ind in

that bag?

It' s a nightshirt that was found in the

bathroom and turned over to me

Does it appear to be the same

nightshirt in State' s 20?

Yes, sir.
And what did you do after you collected

it?
It was placed in the bag and then

turned over to Department of Forensic

Sciences on the lSth.
All right. Let' s return that to the

bag. Was it maintained in your

constant care, custody and control

after you got it back from Forensics?

Yes, sir.
MR. DILL: State moves to admit

State' s Exhibit 96.
THE COURT: Show it admitted.

1531
(By Mr. Dill) I'll show you an item

that' s been marked previously for
identification purposes only as State

148 and ask you if you recognize that

item?
It' s a cup and straw.

m going to show you - - don' t open
that . 1 'm going to show you a

photograph, State s Exhibit 9 , and ask

you if you recognize this photograph?

Yes , sir.

And does this photograph ' depict the cup
and the straw contained in that bag?

Yes , sir.

What did you do with it after you

collected it?
I didn' t collect it. It was turned

over to me on the 22nd at S:46 a.

From - who?

Investigator Pettey.

From the time that it was turned over

to you did you maintain it in your

constant care, custody and control?

I did. And it was also turned over to

the Department of Forensic Sciences.

1532
Was it returned to you in April when

the rest of the evidence was from

Forensics?
Yes sir I believe so.

From that time until you left Decatur

has it been in your constant care,

custody and control?
Yes , sir.

MR. DILL: State moves to admit

State ' s 148.
MR. POWELL: Just a second. You

said it was turned over to you on the

22nd?

THE WITNESS:

MR . POWELL:

Yes, sir.
What month and what

year?
THE WITNESS: March 22nd of ' 99 at

S:46 a.
THE COURT:

(By Mr. Dill)

Show it admitted.

m going to show you

two items which have been marked

previously for identification purposes

only as State' s 152 and 153 and ask you
if you recognize those items?

Yes, sir.
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What are they?

They are carpet cuttings. They were

1533
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made on April the 6th of r 99 at

9:52 a. m. and 9:59 a.
What is the carpet cuttings?

It' s one carpet cutting that contained

what we believed to be blood and the

one without.
All right.

cuttings?
And who made those

I did.

What time?
The one with the possible blood was

made at 9: 52 a. m. and the other 
9:59 a.
Were those sent to forensics?

No, sir.

Were they maintained in your constant

care, custody and control untii you

left Decatur Police Department?

Yes, sir.
MR. DILL: State moves to admit

State' s 152 and 153.

THE COURT:

(By Mr. Dill)

Show them admitted,

m going to show you

what' s been marked previously for
identification purposes only as State

154. '

Yes , sir.

Do you recognize that item?

It' s the bottom portion of a crystal

bowl that was collected from the night

stand on April the 6th of ' 99 at 10: 

by myself.

You collected that. And what did you

do with it after you collected it?
It was placed in the bag and it was

also later processed for possible

fingerprints.
Who did that?

I did.

And after you processed it for

fingerprints what did you do with it?

It was returned to the bag and

maintained in evidence.

In your constant care , custody and

control?
Yes , sir.

MR. DILL: State moves to admit

State' s 154.

I 16
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THE COURT:

(By Mr. Dill)

Show it admitted.

I show you State' s 155.

Do you recognize that?
That' s the top for the crystal bowl.
The same bowl that was just admitted

1547

I believe so, yes, sir.
All right.
I did.

And who collected that?

When?

On April the 6thth of '99 at 10: 04.
Did you do anything with it after you

collected it?
It was later processed for

fingerprints.
And other than that processing has it

been maintained in your constant care,
custody and control?
Yes.

MR. DILL: State moves to admit

State' s 155.

THE COURT:

MR. DILL:

What is that?

Top to a crystal bowl.

TOp to State' s 154.

THE COURT: Okay.

(By Mr. Dill)
1536

m going to show you an

item which has been marked previously

for identification purposes only as

State' s Exhibit Number lIS and ask you
if you recognize that item?

It' s a bag that contains a bar of soap

that was collected from the third floor

bathroom. Investigator Pettey
collected that on March 14th looks like

at 2:06 p. It was turned over to me

on the 17th at 2:15 p.

Did you later provide that to the

Alabama Department of Forensic

Sciences?
Yes , sir.

And did you receive it back from

Forensics?
Yes, sir I did.

Do you know when that was?

It should have been around April.

When you got it back from forensics it

had a forensics seal on it?
Yes, sir.
Has it been maintained in your constant

care , custody and control since that?



Yes, sir.
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And was that ever submitted for

testing?MR. DILL: State moves to admit

State' s Exhibit 118.

THE COURT:

(By Mr. Dill) m going to show you an

Show it admitted.

item which has been marked previously

for identification purposes only as

State s Exhibit Number 149 and ask you

if you recognize that item.

It' s a Dial soap cover , like a

multipack cover.
Was that ever provided to forensics?

No, sir.

Who collected it and when?

It was collected by Investigator Pettey

on March the 14th of '99 at 2:07 p.

And what did he do with it?

He turned it over to me on the 17th at

2:15 p.
Has it been constantly in your care,
custody and control since that time

until you left Decatur?

Yes , sir.

Same with 158, was that collected at

the same time?

1538
Looks like two minutes apart but it was

received by me at 2:15 p.
What is 158?

It' s an individual soap wrapper.

From Dial?

Yes, sir.
Was it maintained in your constant

care custody, and control?

Yes, sir.
Until you left Decatur?

Yes , sir.

MR. DILL:

and 158.
State moves to admit 149

THE COURT:

(By Mr. Dill)

Show them admitted.

m going to show you an

item marked previously for

identification purposes only as State

Number 159 and ask you if you recognize

that?
It' s a broken makeup top from the

vanity in the bathroom.

And who collected that?

I did.

What time?
It was April 6th.

i 10
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No, sir.

So was that maintained in your constant

care, custody and control until you

left Decatur?

Yes, sir.
MR. DILL: Move to admit State'

159.

THE COURT:

(By Mr. Dill)

Show it admitted.

I show you State' s 157

and ask if you recognize that item?

Contains a tube of Neosporin that was

found on the master bath coUnter?

And who collected that?

Sergeant Greg Sexton.
And was it provided to you?

He collected it at looks like

12:40 p. m. or a. m. on the 17th and
turned it over to me on that afternoon

at 3:19.

Was it ever submitted for testing?

It was processed for fingerprints.
Who did that?

I did.

1540
And you don t analyze those print s, do

you?

, sir.

You submit them to ABI?

That' s correct.
And did you maintain it in your

constant care , custody and control

since then?

Yes , sir.

MR. DILL: State moves to admit

State' s 157.

THE COURT:

(By Mr. Dill)

show it admitted.

I'll show you what'

been marked previously for

identification purposes only State
156.

Magnetic key holder.
Who collected that?

Investigator Pettey.

When?

On the 14th in ' 99 and turned over to
me on the March 17th at 2:15 p.
And has it been maintained in your

constant care , custody and control?

Yes , sir.
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MR. DILL: State moves to admit
1541

Yes , sir.

124

1543

MR. DILL: State moves to admitState' s 156.

THE COURT:

(By Mr. Dill)

Show it admitted.

151, I'll ask you if you

State' s 94 and State s 150.

THE COURT:

(By Mr. Dill) I'll show you what'recognize that item?

It contains a black shirt.

Show them admitted.

been marked previously for

identification purposes only as State

103 and- ask you if you recognize that?
It contains seven individual envelopes,

each envelope containing one swab of

And who collected it?

It' s got Sergeant Hamilton and

blood collected from around the

residence.
And who collected those swabs?

I did.

Investigator Pettey s names on here.

It looks like on the lSth.

when on the lSth?

Of March at 1: 3 0 p. m.

How did you collect those?

How did I collect them?

Was that ever submitted for testing?

Yes, sir, it was.

Yes.

You take a sterile cotton swab , moisten

And when did you receive it back?

I believe it was in April also.

And other than the testing, has 

it with distilled water and collect as

much of the sample you re trying to

get.
Then what did do you do with the swab?

remained in your constant care, custody

and control?
Yes, sir.

Swab is allowed to air dry then

individually packaged in a druggist

fold or manilla envelope.

MR. DILL: State moves to admit

State' s 151.

THE COURT:

(By Mr. Dill)

Show it admitted.

m going to show you

what' s been marked previously for

1542
identification purposes only as State'

94 and State' s 150 and ask you if you
recognize those two items?

Yes, sir.
What are they?

94 is a cigarette butt found in the

front yard and collected by myself at

5:10 p. m. on the 12th.
Was it submitted for testing?

To the Department of Forensic Sciences

yes, sir.
And received back from them in April?

Yes , sir.

And what is ISO?

It is a Wrigley' s Winterfresh gum

wrapper also found in the front yard

found at 5:11 p. m. on the 12th.

m not sure if you said, was that

submitted for testing?

No, sir.
Other than when 94 was submitted for

testing, have though two items remained

constantly in your care, custody and

control until you left Decatur Police

Department?

1544
And what did you do with it after you

packaged them in the manner you just

described?
It was submitted to the Department of

Forensic Sciences.

Do you know when that was?

On March lSth.

And did you receive those back from the

Department of Forensic Sciences?

Yes , sir.

Was that in April also?

I believe so.

And other than being submitted to the

Department of Forensic Sciences , were

these blood swabs maintained in your

constant care, custody and control?

Yes, sir.
MR. DILL: State moves to admit

State' s 103.

THE COURT: Show it admitted. This
a good place to break. You re nowhere

close to being through with all of it

are you?

MR. DILL:

THE COURT:

No.

'll break for lunch



here, ladies and gentlemen. m going

to let the jury go back and have

1 unch .

Captain, if you' re ready with them

downstairs.
If you want to leave your notes you

can. Everybody in the audience stay

seated while the jury clears. all
remember the instructions that I'

gi ven yo earlier. You can probably

quote them by now , but don' t discuss

the case among yourselves or with

anyone else or allow anyone to discuss

it with you. Enjoy your lunch.
(Whereupon , the following wa&

held outside the presence of

the jury:)
THE COURT: Students stay seated

but everybody else can leave. Just let
the jurors clear the elevator before

you try to get on the elevators , but

your free to leave. Mrs. Ledbetter , if
you want to send the students to get

the boxes and the stuff to go to Judge

Haddock. We' re going to Judge

Haddock' s again today.

down if you want to.

You can stand

MRS. POE: Judge , I wanted to move
to admit Exhibit 164, which was

Dr. Morrison' s report. I forgot to

formally introduce that.
THE COURT: I'll show it admitted.

That was 164.

If y ' all would please be quite.
are still on the record. I don' t mind

you leaving just don t talk as you go.

MRS. HALBROOKS: Your Honor, we

just have the same objection. Until he

gets here to testify to his findings,

his reports, we would rather it not be

admitted.
THE COURT: Since it is his report

let' s offer it when he is here.

don' t hurt anything. It' s not in now.

MR. POWELL: Before we leave this

might ought to be on the record.
William , excuse me. Judge, the only
thing is that we see, we asked that all

the evidence be brought. We don , t see

it. We just want to make sure it'
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brought this afternoon where we won'

have to stop and let Allen go hunt it

down or anything.

Mr. Dill?THE COURT:

MR. DILL: There' s a few things 

the back here.

MR. POWELL: Some more in the back

room. And, Judge, for the record even

though we specifically have asked many

times for every photograph that they

have of anything regarding this case, I
see one laying there of the toolbox

that has never been furnished before.

And I see a toolbox that we' ve never

been furnished before. We' re going to

obj ect to those being in the presence

of the jury. They placed them out here

in sight of the jury. We ve never been

furnished them even though we ve asked

for all the evidence on numerous

occas ions. ve asked you to make

them produce them on numerous

occasions. This is fir t time it'

been presented to our view.

THE COURT: If you haven'
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presented it yet or provided it yet

MR. DILL: It has been provided,

All this has been providedYour Honor.

to them.

That is not true.MRS. HALBROOKS:

MR . POWELL: That' s not true.
That was provided toMR. DILL:

them by Bob Burrell. We - reprovided it
to them when he went through all this.
We provided them with all the

photographs. They have come over to

the evidence locker and perused the

evidence locker. All of it was made

available to them from Officer Pettey

at that time and on subsequent

occasions. They ve certainly known

about it all this time. They felt more

than comfortable coming forward with

any information that they feel like --

that they knew about that was in the

report that they feel like they didn'

get. The toolbox is all in the report,

all this information. They were

complaining, in fact, earlier about the

sticker being taken off the toolbox and
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So obviouslywe went through all this.

they ve known about it.

MRS. HABROOKS: Judge , we

requested three sets of photographs.

They have the negatives. So they had

to take them down , have the negatives

made into photographs for us.

requested on three separate occasions

that we be made another duplicate

copy. We needed them for our crime

scene expert and for our own use in

preparation for trial. In all three

sets of those photographs they have

never produced the picture of that

toolbox or the two pictures that they

have right there. We' ve never seen

them, ever. It' s hard for me to

believ that when they copy pictures

three separate times thab it could just

accidentally not be produced to us.

MR . POWELL: Not only that, Judge,

in the photographs we. got, we didn'

get them all at one time anyway.

made request after request and we were

given more each time.
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It' s my understand atMR. VALESKA:

one motion hearing in the past you

ruled that the toolbox is going in.
There s the pictures. There' s no --

THE COURT: I don t remember it.

would have to - - I' m not arguing.
MRS. HALBROOKS: The toolbox , Your

Honor, they took it into evidence.

was the subject of a motion. They took
it into evidence. They removed the
sticker that was on it that they say

identified my client with this

toolbox. They removed it, took all the
things out of the toolbox, stuck the

toolbox somewhere and the tools

somewhere else. At some point later

they say, oh , wait a minute , this goes

with the Tipton case. So they put it

all back together and here we go. And

what they'. re going to do is they
going to say that picture fairly and

accurately represents the toolbox that

they found , you know , and' come in here

with this toolbox and say that it goes

to the weight of the evidence 
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You know , but we' ve been preaching

for months now about evidence that we

didn' t get. They know we didn' t get
this. They know we' ve never seen it.
They know we didn' t have the
photographs of it.

MR. VALESKA: She just brought it

up, at a prior motion hearing you ruled

it was going in. I mean , it' s like you
don t have to hit me twi.ce with the

same log. I get the message. And then
she turns around and just says it goes

to the weight not the admissibility and

she' s right.
MRS. HALBROOKS: That' s their

arguments. That' s what I said.
MR. DILL: And in the motion

hearing she' s referring to we talked

about --
THE COURT: which one was that?

Was that the September --

MR. DILL: They filed a motion in

limine. I "m not sure exactly when they

filed it.
MR . POWELL: Monday, wasn' t it?
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MR. VALESKA: No. It was the

second hearing in this courtroom right

before the trial, closest hearing to

the trial.

THE COURT: Wednesday prior to

trial?
MR. VALESKA: Right.
MRS. HALBROOKS: Was it lost on

them that we have repeatedly filled

motions to be shown all the physical

evidence in this case? This is only

one example of evidence we don' t have.

Do you know we still don t have

anything regarding the bribery call

even though the Court has put them

under an order to do it. They simply
say, I guess their response will be , we

don' t have it. Do you know we still

don' t have the files on the inmates

that they intend to call in this case

even though the Court said get it for

them. We' ve been told , well, yeah

've contacted somebody and it' s two

thousand pages or so but we'll get 

to you. We still don' t have it, and



they' re going to call this witness I
believe this afternoon if I understood

correctly and we still don t have that

information from which to cross- examine
them. But they re going to walk over

and they re going to hand it to us and

they' re going to say, well, Judge
we' ve given it to them.

You know , at some point this

becomes absolutely ridiculously unfair

to this Defendant. He' s on trial for

his life. At what point does this

become enough?

THE COURT: Well , I don

remember. I mean , I' m not saying I
don' I don t try to remember this

I rule on it and call it like , Istuff.
see it and go to the next one. I don'

remember the toolbox discussion at

all. not saying didn' would

have

- -

MR. DILL: was the
MR. VALESKA:

him.

YoU can get it from

THE COURT: You think it was on

Wednesday before?

MR. VALESKA: I think so.

MR. DILL: They just referenced

they filed a motion in limine on it.

MR . POWELL: Judge, we re not

trying - - to refresh your recollection
we did talk about the toolbox and it

had been modified, it had been changed

and altered, but they said they never

let it out of the evidence lock-up.
you I think said that you were going to

allow it.
THE COURT: It never came out of

the evidence lock-up.

MR . POWELL: That' s what they
testified, but even at that we' ve never

been furnished these pictures. The

oolbox again is altered. We don' t --

THE COURT: How were the pictures

provided? Were they provided in

notebooks or those little books I'

been seeing you flip through.

MR. POWELL: We made those.

MRS. HABROOKS: We compiled that

oursel ves based on the photographs that
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they gave us and provided us. Again,
Your Honor, we requested three separate

times.
THE COURT: Well , if y ' all have

gone over there and asked for evidence

and it was there and have you had

access to it? I mean , have you asked

specifically for it?
MR. POWELL: NO, sir.

MRS. HALBROOKS: We have gone over,

Your Honor , myself and my secretary,

she s still here, we went over and we

said we' re here today because we want

to see every single piece of evidence

that' s going to be offered in this

trial. We went through it. Allen was

very kind that day. m not speaking

to Allen being at all unkind in doing

that for us. He was very patient and

we went through every piece of

evidence. We photographed it. I made

a list of it. We left there that day

saying we' ve seen everything they have.

THE COURT:

MR. DILL:

Where was the toolbox?

It' s been in evidence
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lock - up the whole time.

MR. VALESKA: And if the Court will

just get the Court reporter to bring up

that hearing, those are the exact

arguments she made then and you ruled.

In fact, you questioned her, you said,
well, it was over there, you didn' t ask

for it specifically, you didn' t look

for if specifically. And, you know,

m really getting tired of them

hollering out for the press that we'

depriving this Defendant of a fair

trial for his life. We were just back

in your office this morning finding

them their witness they should have

found.
THE COURT: , that' s not --
MRS. HALBROOKS: Mr. Valeska , can

you represent to this Court that you

have not lied about evidence?

THE COURT: Hold up,
Mrs. Halbrooks.

MR. VALESKA: You are exactly

right, ma am.

THE COURT: Knock it off. I don'
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want to hear any of this. Y' all knock 

it off. We re talking about whether or

not this is admissible and whether the

photographs are admissible. all can

argue in the hall outside my presence.

You know, if that was in the lock-up,
and unless you can show me that - - you
know , I want to go back and look at

what I said really before I rule I

guess. But I' m inclined to think that
that comes in. If the photographs

wasn' t provided it doesn' t come in.

MR. DILL: The photograph has been
provided, Your Honor. She has looked

at that. Officer Pettey has shown it

to her. She has looked at it. She'
known about it

all this time.

She' s referenced it
The photographs were

all provided to them by Bob Burrell

before we got in it. They ve --
THE COURT: Based on the way things

are going I' m not going to accept that
really at this point unless you can

prove to me other than just a

representation that it was provided.

m not really willing to accept that

because Mr. Valeska has represented to

this Court repeatedly even this fall

that everything has been provided and

then repeatedly things just keep

popping up out of this room in here.

Unless you can prove to me when you

provided it to me the photograph is not

coming in. If that' s been in the

evidence locker that' s a different
story.

MR. VALESKA: You know, Judge

there' s a difference. There is a

difference between all this stuff has

been there but I can' t stop her from

coming in and throwing out accusations,
oh, we never saw it, we never got it.

Burrell says he gave it all to them.

You can bring Paul Matthews down here.

This man says he has showed them the

photographs. She can still say she

never saw them, and then' you get to

make a determination.

THE COURT: Did you provide her a

copy of them?
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MR. VALESKA: He says he did.
MRS. HALBROOKS:

absolutely --
That is

MR. VALESKA: And I realize that

you have to make the call but I want

you to know the other side of the coin.

MRS. HALBROOKS: That is absolutely

not trUe, and how many times have we

shown the Court that what we have

represented -to the Court has been true.
THE COURT: ve lost count.

don' t know.

MR. DILL: None , not one single

time have they accused us --
THE COURT: Yes , there has been

more than once , Mr. Dill. There have

been. I'll use the floppy and the file

that

. y'

all couldn' t find that you

produced.
MR. DILL:

THE COURT:

Can I speak to that?

When you represented to

the Court that you provided everything

there is and then those things app

the week of trial, it does cause me

some consternation.
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MR. DILL: Your Honor , with regard

to the floppy disks, we' ve done

everything that we knew that we could

do about those floppy disks. Now , they

started from the very beginning saying

that there was exculpatory information

on that. We provided you with the

floppy disks. I went and talked to

Mike Ballentine and there was some

confusion because Mike Ballentine

wasn' t working on this case anymore.

Mike told me that everything was on

those disks --
THE COURT: I understand all that.

We' re not talking about that now. But
m telling you that that' s the kind of

thing that causes me consternation when

you represent to me they' ve seen it and

they say they haven , you know, I have

to go back to where ' s the reliability
here, and it really is not on your side

,?ht now.

MR. DILL: Your Honor , there is not

one iota of prejudice first of all.

That should be one of the first things
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that we look at that they can say with

regard to this photograph. They

been provided the photograph. If they

haven t been provided the photograph

they certainly knew about it. They

filed a motion in limine earlier in

these proceedings.

THE COURT: IS it not reasonable

for them to conclude when you represent

to them that they I ve been provided
everything and they I ve gone over and
asked to see all the evidence that

there is and. they' ve been shown certain

things and a specific piece is not

included in that group, can they not

rely on your representation that we I ve

been shown all the evidence?

MR. DILL: They have been shown all

the evidence and Officer pettey will

testify that he showed her this

photograph. She can t say -- supposing

that she wasn' t provided a copy of it

which I think is a huge supposition

she can I t look at the photograph, hear
it talked about in court on the record,

knowing that it' s there all the time

and lay a _little trap and then come in

at the last minute and say, , I never

got it, take my word for it that I

never got it.
MRS. HALBROOKS: I would like Mike

Pettey to go on the record --
MR. DILL: We have a right to a

fair trial too.

MRS. HALBROOKS: Mike, are you

prepared to go under oath and say that
you showed me a photograph --

OFFICER PETTEY: Yes, ma am.

MR. POWELL: Judge, I can say right

quick that I' ve been looking at these
photographs that came dribbling in over

a long period of time and I' ve never
seen that photograph. We I ve looked at
them. I I ve been to the evidence
locker. I know the first time that we

went to the evidence locker over there

we asked to see everything, and not

only did they not display that toolbox

but they didn I t display the gym bag
full of marijuana and hash either.
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was only the second trip over that

there that we got to see that, and that

was

- -

you were there. She said
well what that over there. And

what did they tell you?

MRS. HALBROOKS: They reached down

and they picked it up, sat it back

down, they picked it up, put it on the

counter and I said, well, let' s see the

contents. That I s when we got to see
what was in the bag. We had no idea.

There' s no pictures , which interesting

about that too, is there s absolutely

not a single picture , crime scene

picture of the drugs, where they were

found, what they looked like when they

were found, but they do have a picture

of this Defendant' s toolbox that they

took. I think that' s interesting.

Never provided a single picture of

where they found Dr. Tipton s drugs

but they got the picture --
MR. POWELL: They got the pictures

of the beer can in the motel too.

MR. VALESKA: Do you want me to
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speak ' to that?

THE COURT: Sure.
MR. VALESKA: That' s incredulous.

If these police wanted to hide that she

never would have found it. They

never hid it. And, I mean , that' s the

inference that she s trying to get the

Court to draw.

THE COURT: No, I' m not sure the
inference is that they re trying to

hide this. The question is when there

have been discovery orders entered

repeatedly why hasn I t it been produced

timely. You know , we just found it is

getting to be pretty old. It' s wearing

thin. you know, we didn' t know
where it was at the time.

MR. DILL: We just got in this

case , Judge, six months ago and we were

told when we got in it that the Defense

had been provided everything. You

know , we have to go under that

assumption. Then they start coming in

with requests at the last minute all

the way up until day before trial and



say, well , we never got this , we never

got that , and then not requesting
apparently things that they know exist

that now they' re saying they never got

trying to, you know, wait until we'

in the middle of trial and then come up

and say, well, that' s been excluded.

Are you Baying that you never knew

about this toolbox? Is that what y ' all
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are saying?

MRS. HALBROOKS: m saying that

you gave us a report --

MR. DILL: Are you saying you never

knew about the toolbox?

MRS. HABROOKS: I am saying that

you provided us with an investigation

report that referred to a toolbox.

MR. VALESKA: Just tell her to step

back over there, Judge.

THE COURT: Y' all don' t get into

some screaming match. This is too

complicated as it is without y' all
getting your feelings on your sleeve.

MRS. HALBROOKS: Well , Judge , this

Defendant' s trial was delayed a period

of six months to allow them to prepare

for trial. They represented to this

Court that they could be ready by

November the 4th. This man has been

sitting in jail for an additional six

months waiting for them to get ready.

If they didn t feel like they could be

ready they could have refused to

prosecute it and it could have been

prosecuted by the big man upstairs.

But they said they would do it and they

would be ready by November the 4th. 

course, part of that is by being ready

they must produce to us the things that

re entitled to.
. MR. POWELL: again thisJudge,

goes I think kind of where you want to

go, the bottom line, and it matters not

to me whether they knew it or didn'

know it. Only thing that matters to me

is we weren t shown it, we weren

given a picture, and I don' t say it'

will' s fault or Don' s or whose. I just

know it' s not ours. They are presumed

to be knowledgeable of all these
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things , not us.
1567 !

MR. DILL: Your Honor , the more

important and pressing question should

be what prejudice have they suffered as

a result of this. They have known this

all along. If they have suffered no

prejudice, then the appropriate remedy

under Alabama law is not to withhold

evidence. If they are accusing us of

prosecutorial misconduct put me in

jail.
MR. POWELL: That will work.

MR. DILL: Don' t wi thhold

evidence. This is supposed to be about

a fair trial and seeking the truth.

They have suffered no prejudice as a

result of that. And if they are

accusing me of Prosecutorial misconduct

put me in j ail but let the evidence

come in.
THE COURT: Let' s go to lunch.

want to go back and look at what I said

on Wednesday before and what was said

then because I really don t remember

it. I know we had a lot of things that
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came up that day, and I want to be

consistent and have an opportunity to

think about it.
Mr. Powell just said heMR. DILL:

would be satisfied with that remedy.

He said, "That will work.

MRS. HALBROOKS: Your Honor , those

photographs were laying here of the

toolbox. They were not subj ect - - the
photographs were not subject of any

hearing before because I want to make

sure the Court understands, we saw

those for the first time yesterday on

this counter here when they were

marked.

THE COURT: Well , I'll talk to you

See you at 1: 3 0 .after lunch.

(Whereupon , at 12 :20 p. , the

proceedings in the above-

entitled matter was recessed

to reconvene at 1:30 p.

this same day.



AFTERNOON SESSION

(1:35 p.

THE COURT: Mrs. Halbrooks, let'
go on the record.

MR. VALESKA: Judge ,- I have -- I'
sorry .

THE COURT: ve looked, that'
what I' ve been doing, looking over
Mr. Chambers' record. He' s gone back

and pulled up the record for me here.

It' s still in this computer here. 
took this up Monday, and it was 

Officer Pettey s report that the

toolbox existed and it' s been in the

evidence locker and --
MR. POWELL:

THE COURT:

I agree with you.

And I had ruled that it

was admissible , the toolbox was

admissible.
MR. VALESKA: I thought! told you

it was Monday you did that. I want to

go forward now that she s done this , I

want to show the Court a fax to

Catherine Halbrooks -
THE COURT: Halbrooks.
MR. VALESKA: - - from Mary Stewart

Rowe dated 12/24/00. On page 37 listed

one red plastic toolbox displaying a

sticker for Advanced Alarm and

Electronics containing assorted

electrical and electronic tools.

the bottom of the fax , "Please call

Mike Pettey to view physical evidence.

Also we will send other forensic

reports as we get them. There may be

still some outstanding questions.

me if you have any questions. 
Call

MRS. HALBROOKS: Again, Judge, I
never said I wasn' t --

MR. VALESKA: Let me finish

please.
A memo which I ask the Court to not

show the Defense, an internal memo from

Chief Assistant Paul Matthews saying,

"Discovery has been complied with.
Another faxed report to Catherine

Halbrooks from Mary Stewart Rowe

, "
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you are aware there may be some

physical evidence in the custody of

investigating officers. If you wish to
view any of the evidence prior to

trial, please contact the D. A. ' s off ice
so these arrangements can be made.

Fax after fax to her , not Mr. Powell

to her.

MRS. HALBROOKS: And, Judge, --
MR. VALESKA: We can t spoon feed

her.
THE COURT:

MR. POWELL:

All right.
Judge , we' re not

arguing.
toolbox.

We know you ruled on the

I told you before lunch we

w what you done.
about that point.

We' re not arguing

THE COURT: Where are we with the

photograph then?
MR. POWELL: ve never seen it.

I don' t care what they say, Judge,

never seen it. It' s never been

produced to us.
THE COURT: I don t see where the

toolbox is critical. I mean, not the
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You' ve gottoolbox but the photograph.

testimony as to what was seen.

going to let the toolbox itself in.

Why is the photograph --

MR. VALESKA: As long as the Court

let' s in --
MR. DILL: Hold on just a second.

Let me just speak to this. The

testimony will be I expect from Perry

that the sticker was not even removed

from this toolbox until --

THE COURT: Turn that thing off

please. Don' t bring cell phones into

the courtroom.

MR. DILL: -- spring of 2000.

sorry. Spring of . 2001; is that right?
MR. ALLEN PERRY: 2000 would be

correct. Spring of 2000. 2001 is when

we barcoded , started barcoding

everything.
MR. DILL: Do we know when it was?

Can . you go back and check?
MR. ALLEN PERRY: Yes. Do you know

the number over there?

MR. DILL: We need to check on



that, Your Honor. Go ahead.
sorry.

MR. VALESKA: And we offer to the

Court that when the toolbox was

discovered who discovered it can
testify in court to this jury what

was - - that' s the toolbox , what the

sticker was on it, and what the tools

were. I submit that' s admissible, and

then if the Court determines that the

photograph is not it " s out.

THE COURT: That' s fine. The

photograph is not, toolbox is in.
MRS. HABROOKS: Where were the

tools when they were taken out?

MR. POWELL: Judge, ifExcuse me.

you remember ih the opening statement,

Mr. will Dill used in his opening

statement he told the jury in this case

just gratuitous that our man happened

to drop by on this occasion when nobody

was looking and she was there alone and

all this. That' s just ,getting to be

nearly - - and did not know that their
bUfglar alarm was broken. I don

think that' s admissible. That' s the
most far out -- there could have been a

million people --
THE COURT: He said that in

opening. Who' s going to say that on

the stand? He said that in opening. 

That' s not evidence.
MR. POWELL: I know it' s , not

evidence, but what I'm getting at is

what he' s saying is just because this
boy worked there months before that he

by happenstance could walk up there,
and I know what he' s going to say, with

this toolbox and had this sticker on it

and she just welcomed him in with open

arms. That' s almost to the point the
odds of ,that happening --

THE COURT: That goes to the weight

but not- admissibility. Nobody is going
to be able to say what he' s thinking.

They can' t testify to his --
MR. POWELL: I know, Judge, but

what they re saying is this sticker

that they tore off and threw away is --

THE COURT: The sticker is
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missing?

MR. POWELL: The sticker is gone

not by our hand.

MRS. HABROOKS: The sticker that

they say identifies him as an employee

of the security system.

MR. POWELL: If they want to offer

the toolbox keep their mouth shut about

what they destroyed.
MRS. HABROOKS: What they

saying they re going to represent to

the jury that he walked up there with

the toolbox with the sticker on it , she

opened the door because she thought he

was part of this alarm company that

installed the alarm.

THE COURT: m going to let the

toolbox in. The photograph is not

If you don' t have thecoming in.
sticker I don' t think --

MR. VALESKA: He can testify to

what he saw , Judge.

that.
Any witness can do

THE COURT: He can testify to what

he saw but it sure goes to the weight.
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MR. VALESKA: We admit that it got

torn off.
THE COURT: Somebody saw the

toolbox and the sticker I can I t keep

them from testifying what they saw.

That' s direct evidence. It' s a weight
issue not an admissibility issue.
not going to get into weight issues.

MR. VALESKA: Yes, sir. May I let

Mr. Matthews go?

THE COURT: Who is Mr. Matthews?

MR. VALESKA: Paul Matthews?

THE COURT: I didn' t know y u had

him here but , yes.

MR. VALESKA: I had him available

in case the Court wanted him.

THE COURT: Let' s get a jury.
MR. VALESKA: We got the jacket

coming from Montgomery.

THE COURT:

MR. DILL:

That' s fine.
The jacket for

Mr. Tillery was brought up with

Mr. Tillery. It' s like a two inch

thick file , and Sergeant Clemmons has

it in his office. We haven' t seen it.
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Of course , it I S available to them down
there. I don I t know if there'
anything else you want us to do with

regard to that.

up in u
I think it was brought

THE COURT: When are you going to

try to put him on?

him on the stand --
I don' t want to put

MR. DILL: We' re not going to put

him on the stand today.

MR. VALESKA: You get that jacket

and give it to -- who is it?

MR. DILL:-

THE COURT:

Tillery.
Tillery. Get that to

them.

CAPTAIN SMALLWOOD:

Judge.
I can get it,

THE COURT: Have you got the jacket

on Tillery?

CAPTAIN SMALLWOOD: Yes, sir.
THE COURT: Give it to Mr. Powell

and Mrs. Halbrooks.

All right. Put them in the box.

(Whereupon , the following was

held in the presence of the

jury. )
THE COURT: Okay. Everybody can be

Thank you.seated.
Mr. Dill , I reckon we' re ready to

continue on with these exhibits.
Yes, sir. Thank you,MR. DILL:

Your Honor.

THE COURT: What was that last

one? m trying to help keep up with

this, and I ' ve- got that it was admitted
but I' ve forgotten what it was. The

last one we did before- lunch. It was

not the last one we did before lunch.
It was the last one I did before I

flipped my page. what was the 158, the

soap wrapper?

MR . POWELL: Independent soap

wrapper.
THE COURT: Last one we did before

lunch was 103, seven swabs.

(By Mr. Dill) I I m going to show you
what has been marked previously for

identification purposes only as State

Exhibit Number III ask you if you

recognize that item?
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This is going to be the bra that she

was wearing when the body left for

autopsy, and it came back from

forensics in this maner.
And you received it from forensics?

Yes , sir.

You observed it on the victim s arm --
Yes , sir.

- - at the crime scene?
Yes, sir.

And when did it come back from

forensics?
If it was when all the other stuff came

in it would have been in April of 2001.

All right. And has it remained in your

constant care, custody and control?

Yes.

I ask you to go ahead and open that.

(Witness complied.

Does it appear the same as it did when

you observed it: on the victim' s body

other then any alterations that have

been done by the Department of Forens

Sciences?
Yes, sir.

1580
MR. DILL: State moves to admit

State s Exhibit Ill.

THE COURT:

(By Mr. Dill)

Show it admitted.

This is the bra that you

observed on the victim , Karen Tipton

arm when you were processing the crime

scene?
Yes , sir.

m going to show you what' s been

marked previously for identification

purposes only as State' s Exhibit number
112 and 113 and ask you if you

recognize those items?

These are bags that contain bags that

we used to secure her hands and make

sure any trace evidence that might be

in her hands if it falls out it will

fall into a bag.

Who put those bags --

I did.

And did you recover the bags from

forensics?
They were - - right, this is how they

were returned from forensics.
And that would have been in April?



Yes , sir.

And have they been maintained in your

1581 1583

constant care, custody and control
since you got them back from forensics?

Yes , sir.

MR. DILL: State would move to

admit State' s Exhibit 112 and 113.
THE COURT:

(By Mr. Dill) Let me show you what'

Show them admi t t ed 

been marked previously for

identification purposes only as State'

Exhibit Number 101 and ask you if you

recogize that?
This is a -- that' s a sexual assault

kit that was performed during the

autopsy.
Is that something you got from the

Department of Forensic sciences?

Correct.
And that' s the rape assault kit that

was done by Dr. pustilnik?

Yes , sir , and turned over to Roger

Morrison who released it to me.

It was released to you in April?

Yes, sir.
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And from the time that it was released

to you did you maintain it in your

constant care,
Yes, sir.

custody and control?

MR. DILL: State moves to admit

State' s Exhibit 101.

THE COURT: Show it admitted.

(By Mr. Dill) I' m going to show you an

item marked previously for

identification purposes only State

Exhibit Number 91 and ask you if you

recognize that item?

It I S a manilla envelope containing
evidence and extracted DNA.

All right. That was provided to you

f rom whom?

Roger Morrison , Forensic Sciences.

When did you receive this from Roger

Morrison?
That would have been in April of 2001.

And did this stay in your constant
care , custody and control from the time

you received it from Mr. Morrison?

Yes, sir.
State' s Exhibit Number 116 for

- 6

1.0
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identification purpose only, do you

recognize that?
This is a like a blood card with known

for Mr. Tipton.

Were you present when that was

obtained?
Not the blood card , no , sir.

something that forensics did.

This was

Forensics developed this?
Yes, sir.
Was it in your possession at some

point?
Yes. They released it to me in April

of 2001.

And did it remain in your constant

care , custody and control from the time

it was released to you in April of '99;
is that right?

, 91. I show that as ' 91.
It wouldn' t be ' 91.

2001.

2001. It remained in your constant
care custody and control from the

point that you received it from

forensics?

1584
Yes , sir.

m going to show you what' s been

marked previously for identification

purposes as State s Exhibit 11.7 and ask
you if you recognize that?

This was received in April of 2001 from

Forensic Sciences. It' s their cuttings

and standards.
And where did you receive it?

From Roger Morrison.
And when did you receive it from Roger

Morrison, in April 2001?

Yes , sir.

And has it remained in your constant

care custody and control since that

time?
Yes , sir.

going to show you what' s been

marked previously for identification

purposes only as State' s Exhibit Number
92 and ask you if you recognize that?

Yes, sir. This envelope contains two

purple stopper tubes of blood that was

collected from Mr. Tipton in my

presence and turned over to me.
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And what did you do with it after you

obtained it?
It was refrigerated and then taken the

next day I believe it was to the

Department of Forensic Sciences.

When did you recover it from the

Department of Forensic Sciences?

In April of 2001.

Does it appear to be in the same

condition now as it was when you

recovered it?
Yes, sir.
Has it remained in your constant care,
custody and control that entire time?

Yes, sir.
MR. DILL: State moves to admit

State s Exhibit Number 92.

THE ' COURT:

(By Mr. Dill)

Show it admitted.
'll show you what I s

been marked previously for

identification purposes only as State'

Exhibit Number 100 and ask if you

recognize that?
This is a box also received from

forensic Sciences that contains

scrapings , clippings, known hair from
Defendant and hair from bed.

And when did this come to be' in your

possession?
April of 2001.

And did you maintain it in your

constant care , custody and control from

that time forward?

Yes , sir.

Does it appear substantially the same

as it did when it came in your

possession in April of 2001?

Yes, sir.
m going to show you what' s been

marked previously for identification

purposes only as State I s Exhibit Number

115 and ask you if you recognize that

item?
It' s a sexual assault kit provided by

the Department of Forensic Sciences

which was turned over to me from

Investigator Pettey.

m sorry, were you looking for

something?
No.

1585
When did that come into your

possession?

1586
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On October the 14th of 1999.

And have you maintained it in your

possession since then?

It was taken to the Department of

Forensic Sciences.

And returned to you in April?

Correct.
Who gave it to you?

Investigator Pettey gave it to me.

Has it been maintained in your constant

care , custody and control since you
received it back from the Department of

Forensic Sciences in April of 2001?

Yes.
MR. DILL: State moves to admit

State' s Exhibit 115.

THE COURT:

(By Mr. Dill)

Show it admitted.

m going to show you

what' s been marked previously for

identification purposes only as State'
Exhibit Number 90 and ask if you

recognize that item?

It' s a manilla envelope that contains a

1588
small knife.
And where did you receive that knife

from?

I believe I received it from

Investigator Pettey on 4/12/99 at 1: 26 .

Has it been maintained constantly in

your care, custody and control since

you received it from Officer Pettey?

Yes, sir.
I '11 show you what' s been marked

previously for identification purpo

only as State' s Exhibit 163 and ask you
where you received that?

I received it from Investigator Pettey

April the 12th of ' 99 at 7 :38 a.
And what did you do with it after you

received it?,
It was maintained in the property room.

Did you say what it was?

It' s a pair of pants and a belt.

Okay. Do you know where it came from?

According to the labeling from Daniel
Moore.

MR. DILL: State moves to admit

State s Exhibit 163.
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(By Mr. Dill)

Show it admitted.
1589
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I '11 show you what'
been marked previously for

identification purposes only as State

Exhibit Number 133 and ask if you

recogni e this item?

It 1 S another bag that I received from
Investigator Pettey that contains a

shirt and a cap.

Do you know when it was recovered?

Tt was turned into me on April the

12th, '99 at 1:26.

Do you know what the origin of it was?

I believe from Mr. Moore.

MR. DILL: State moves to admit

State 1 s Exhibit Number 133.
THE COURT: ' Show it in.

(By Mr. Dill) I I m going to show you
what 1 S been marked previously for

identification purposes only as State'

Exhibit 161 and 162 and ask you if you

recogni e those items.
It' s left and right boot, Timberland

brand , size ten and a half medium.

Both of them were received from

Investigator Pettey by me on the 12th

of April at 7:38 a.

Do you know the origin of those boots?

It doesn' t say.

Let me show you what' s been marked

previously for identification purposes

only as State s Exhibit Number 139 and

ask you if you recognize those items?

Pair of Hanes boxer shorts. They were

received from Investigator Pettey at
4/12/99 at 7:38 a.
And when did you receive them?

On that date.

them.

I 1 m not sure when he got

Okay.

He received them on April the 9th of

99 at 11:52.

MR. DILL: State move to admit

State' s Exhibit Number 139.

THE COURT:

(By Mr. Dill)

Show it admitted.

State' s Exhibit Number
160 for identification purposes, do you

recogni e that item?

It' s a pair of socks that Investigator

pettey had -- he received it on 4/9 of

i 10
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99 at 11: 52 , turned over to me at

4/12/99 at 7:38.

It has remained in your constant care,

custody and control from the time you

received it from Investigator Pettey?

Yes.

MR. DILL: State moves to admit

State - Exhibit 160.

THE COURT:

(By Mr. Dill)

Show it admitted.

I show you State'

Exhibit Number 141 and ask you if you

recognize that item?

It' s a bag containing five handwritten

letters received from Investigator

Pettey. I received it on April the

12th , 7 :38.

Has it remained in your constant care

custody and control since that date?

Yes, :;ir.
Has it been altered in any way?

NO, sir.

MR. DILL: State moves to admit

State' s Exhibit \Number 141.

THE COURT:

(By Mr. Dill)

Show it admitted.

I show you State

1592
Exhibit Number 142 and ask you if you

recognize this item?

Clear evidence bag that contains a

court referral receipt. Investigator
pettey had recovered it on April the

lOth of '99 and turned it over to me

April the 12th of ' 99 at 7: 38.

And has it remained in your constant

care, custody and control from the time

you received it from Officer Pettey?

Yes, sir.
MR. DILL: State moves to admit

State s Exhibit Number 142.

THE COURT:

(By Mr. Dill)

Show it admitted.

I show you State

Exhibit 143 and ask you if you

recognize this item?

It' s an evidence envelope containing

bank records. Investigator Pettey

recovered it on 4/10/99 and turned it

over to me on 4/12/99.

On that day 4/12/99 when it was turned

over to you, has it remained in your

constant care, custody and control?

Yes, sir.
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Has it been altered in any way?

No, sir.
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MR. DILL: State moves to admit

State s Exhibit 143.

THE COURT:

(By Mr , Dill)
Show it admitted.

Let me show you what'

been marked previously for

identification purposes only as State'

Exhibit Number 13S and ask you if you

recognize that item?

Well , it' s a bag containing several
lighters and a tube of chapstick that

Investigator Pettey recovered on April

9th and turned over to me on April the

12th of ' 99.

And has it remained in your constant

care , custody and control from the time

you received it from Investigator

Pettey?
Yes, sir.
Been altered in any way?

No, sir.
MR. DILL: State movef! to admit

State s Exhibit 138.

THE COURT: Show it admitted.

(By Mr. Dill) I'll show you what'

been marked previously for

identification purposes only as State'

Exhibit Numb r 136 and ask you if you

recognize that item?

Bag contains a T- shirt that

Investigator Pettey also recovered on

April the 9th, turned over to me April

the 12th.

Has it remained in your constant care

custody and control from the time you

received it from him?

Yes , sir.

And has it been altered in any way?

NO, sir.

MRo DILL: State moves to admit

State' s Exhibit 136.
THE COURT:

(By Mr. Dill)

Show it admitted.

I show you what' s been

marked previously for identification

purposes only as State' s Exhibit Number

137 and ask you if you recognize that
item?
Clear evidence bag containing three

partially crushed beer cans that 25,
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Investigator Pettey had recovered on

April the 9th and turned over to me

April the 12th of ' 99.

And have these cans remained in your

constant care , custody and control from

the time you. received them from Officer
Pettey?
Yes, sir.
Have they been altered in any way?

, sir.

MR. DILL: State moves to admit

State' s Exhibit Number 137.
THE COURT:

(By Mr. Dill)

Show it admitted.

Let me show you what'

been marked previously for

identification purposes only as State'

Exhibit 135 and ask you if you

recognize this videotape?

Yes, sir.
And what is that?

It' s a videotape Investigator Pettey

made of the Tipton residence.

When was this received from you?

I don t recall.m not sure.
All right. Has it been in your
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constant care, custody and control from

the time that you received it from

Officer Pettey?

Yes, sir.
MRS. HALBROOKS: Your Honor, if I

might ask what' s the date the tape was

made just so I' m clear as to what that

is?
THE WITNESS: 3/1S of ' 99.

MRS. HALBROOKS: Thank you.

(By Mr. Dill) Does it appear to be

altered in any way?

NO, sir.

MR. DILL: State moves to admit

State s Exhibit 135.

THE COURT:

(By Mr. Dill)

Show at admitted.

I'll show you an item

marked previousiy for identification

purposes only as State s Exhibit 134

and ask you if you ever seen this?

Yes, sir.
What is that?

It' s a TufStuff brand red toolbox that

contains assorted electronic tools and

items.
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Do you know when that was taken into

custody?
It was turned in on the 12th of April

at 7: 3 S .

It was- turned in to you by whom?

Investigator Pettey.

All right. And did you maintain it in

your constant care,
from that time?

custody and control

I twas.
Has it been altered in any way?

Slightly.
How has it been altered?

When the evidence room was moved from

the first floor to the basement, the

tag apparently was accidentally

removed, original evidence tag was

removed and when it was later

determined that this belonged to this

case it was retagged.

So this evidence tag is whatOkay.

you' re referring to?

Yes, sir. It also had another tag on

the front of it.
Where?

Right above the drawers in the front.

And why is that not there now?

Like I said, the original evidence tag

got removed. So we thought it was a

piece of our equipment and the tag was

taken off.
All right. And can you describe the

tag that was on the front here?

I believe it was red and white and had

initials I think AEA.

Okay. So that' s how it appeared when
it was first provided to you 

Investigator Perry?

Pettey.
Pettey, excuse me.

Yes, sir.
And other than the sticker from the

alarm company that was on the front

here that was taken off --

MR. POWELL: Judge, we obj ect .
Move to exclude that, instructions for

the jury and/or a mistrial.
MR. DILL: I'll withdraw it, Your

Honor.

THE COURT: I'll instruct the jury
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to disregard the last statement.

(By Mr. Dill) Other than the sticker

that was removed from the front of the

toolbox here, was there any other

alterations to this toolbox that you'

aware of?
Not that I' m aware of.
Other than that it appears just like it

did when Investigator Pettey gave it to

you according to your earlier

testimony?
Yes, sir.

MR. DILL: State moves to admit

State s Exhibit 134.

MRS. HALBROOKS: Your Honor , may I

ask just some few questions at this

point about this particular exhibit?

THE COURT: Yes.

VOIR DIRE EXAINATION

20 BY MRS, HALBROOKS:

159S

When was this toolbox taken by Pettey?

Do you know when it carne into Pettey'

possession?
No, ma I am I do not.

And where did the tools go when you

1600
took the sticker off?

They stayed inside the --

Where did the tools and the toolbox go

when you say you took the sticker off?

Where did you put the tools and the

toolbox?
The tools are in the box.

Where did you put them? WhereI know.

did you put the toolbox?

It was in the evidence room.

Where in the evidence room?

On an evidence shelf.
But did it become separate and apart

from this other stuff?

Yes, sir. Yes , ma' am.

MRS. HABROOKS: I don' t have

anything further.
THE COURT: Go ahead, Mr. Dill.

EXAINATION (ctnd)

20 BY MR. DILL:

I show you what' s been marked

previously for identification -- I'
sorry, these have been -- I believe

these have been admitted. If not I'll

reoffer them at the end of this.
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THE COURT:

MR. DILL:

What numbers are they?

State s Exhibits 93 and

1601
These are admitted , is

1602

95.

THE COURT: I don t show them

offered
(By Mr. Dill) m going to show you

what' s been marked previously for

identification purpose only State'

Exhibit 93 and 95 and ask you if you

recognize these items?

These were received from the Department

of Forensic Sciences in April of 2001.

It lists slides and standards.

And after you received them from the

Department of Forensic Sciences were

they sent anywhere else?

They were actually returned - - well,
these were not sent -- once I received

them back they stayed in my possession.
So once you received them from the

Department of Forensic Sciences they

stayed in your constant care , custody

and control?
Yes.

And hadn' t been altered in any way?

No.

And that was in April 2001?

Correct.
MR. DILL: State moves to admit

State' s Exhibits 93 and 95.
THE COURT: Show them admitted.

MRS. HALBROOKS: What was 93 and

95?

THE WITNESS: State s 93 is an

envelope - that says it contains blood

standard on Karen Tipton, hair slide

second hair slide, and two more blood

standards.
MRS. HALBROOKS: 93 and 9S?

THE WITNESS: 95 isYes, ma' am.

the hair slide collected from the

washcloth and extracted DNA.

MRS. HALBROOKS: Thank you.

(By Mr. Dill) And they show markings

on seals , the latest seal from Roger

Morrison?
Yes, sir.
With the Department of Forensic

Sciences?
Yes , sir.

MR. DILL:

that correct, Your Honor?

93 and 95?THE COURT:

MR. DILL:
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Yes.

Yes.

Your Honor, can we have

Sure can.
Sherman .

Do we need this on the

record? Everything needs to be on the

Come down here.

(Whereupon, the following was

held out of the hearing of the

The jacket is going

to be faxed here and the original we 'll
bring with us Monday but we' re faxing

The thousand page

NO, it' s fifty

Of who?

Redman.
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Do you think our faxTHE COURT:

machine will stand up to that?

It' s going upstairs.

But what I' m saying is it' s going to be

exactly what we produced.

That' s fine.
I wanted to make

You got one jacket;

We got one, .Judge, but
it' s lengthy and greek to me. It'
going to be probably Monday before I'

had an opportunity to review it.
re not offering

MR. POWELL:

any of those witnesses today.

Okay. Don had wanted

us to get some material from Ronald

Acton , DNA expert we re bringing from

I called him. He had

THE COURT:

MR. DILL:

thrown his subpoena - - not thrown his
subpoena away on purpose and didn'

remember what you requested. So ours
was locked up over here. So we

going to send him one when we get back

just a moment?

THE COURT:

MR. VALESKA:

THE COURT:

record.

jury. )
MR. VALESKA:

it now.

THE COURT:

sucker?
MR. VALESKA:

pages"
MR . POWELL:

MR. VALESKA:

MR. VALESKA:

THE COURT:

MR. VALESKA:

sure.
THE COURT:

right?
MR. POWELL:

MR. VALESKA:

Birmingham.
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and we think we should have what he has

that you requested by Monday sometime.

MR. VALESKA:

THE COURT:

That will be great.
I think I still have

mine here. DO you want me to get

Jackie to fax him mine?

MR. POWELL: The number is on my

desk at the office. I told him we

didn t expect it today.

MRS. HALBROOKS:

number in the file.

ve got his fax

I mean I can get

you the fax number. We can fax him a

copy of that subpoena.

MR . POWELL: We'll do it our

recess.
MR. VALESKA: And plus he can bring

it when he comes.

MRS. HALBROOKS: The jacket for

Redmon is going to be faxed to the

s Office?

THE COURT:

the break.

Hope we get it byYes.

rtR. VALESKA: Yes.

(Whereupon , the following was

held in the hearing of the

jury. )
THE COURT: Anything further from

the State?

MR. DILL: That' s all the State has
for this witness at this time.

THE COURT: Do you have any cross
for this witness, Mrs. Halbrooks?

EXAINATION

9 BY MRS. HALBROOKS:

Allen, you testified that a lot of the

evidence as you were going through it
came back to you from the Department of

Forensic Sciences in April of 2001.

When you testify April of 2001 , is that

because you don t know a specific date

for each of those specific items or --
The majority of it was April the 6th.
Okay. Specifically item number or

State' s Exhibit 99, fitted sheet that

was taken from the bed , when was it

taken? When do your notes show that

that was collected?

When it was collected?

Yes, sir. I think you indicated

that - - well , I don t think you told me

1607
when.

It was originally collected on the

scene at 8:21 p.

On March the 12th?

Yes, ma ' am.

Specifically the McDonald' s cup and

straw , when was it taken into
evidence? I think you told me it was

collected by Officer Pettey?

March 22nd , 1999 at 8:46 a.

March 22nd

, '

99?

Yes, ma' am.

And carpet samples, the one with the

blood and the one without , Exhibit

Numbers 152 and 153, when were they

collected?
On April the 6th, . 1999.

State ' sExhibit 154 , the bottom portion

of the crystal bowl collected. from the

nightstand, who was it collected by and

on what day do you show?

It was also on April the 6th and

without looking at it I think I did.

And you would have collected the bottom

part of that bowl at the same time?

1606
Yes, ma' am.

1608

State s Exhibit 151, the black shirt
you told me it was .collected by Pettey

and Hamilton , is that right, and on

what day was it collected?

know?

Do you

m not sure when it was collected.

received it on March the 25th, 1999.

Yes, sir.
At 11:48.

MRS. HALBROOKS: I believe that'

all I have of this witness at this

time.
MR. POWELL: Wait just a minute.

(Brief pause.

MRS. HALBROOKS: Your Honor , I

don' t know if this is the appropriate

time to do this or not. We'

certainly willing to call Officer Perry

back to the stand if he would like to

do it later , but there was some

additional evidence that was taken by

the police in this case as well , is

that right, that has not been offered

by the State today?



THE WITNESS: I think so , yes,

am.

(By Mrs. Halbrooks) Specifically was

there a red and white duffel bag taken

into evidence by the police, gym bag I

guess is how --

Yes, ma am.

Ok9-Y'

today?
And do you have it with you

Is it somewhere here?

It' s in the room, yes, ma ' am.

Can you go get it for us if you don'

mind, any other evidence that hasn

been offered?
THE WITNESS: May I?

THE COURT: Sure.
(Witness complied.

THE COURT: ' You can take the podium

apart and use it as a table, the bottom

part.
MR. POWELL: It' s kind of gotten

allover the room.

(By Mrs. Halbrooks) Can we see the
duffel bag that was taken and if you

will tell us when that came into your

possession. I keep calling it a duffel

bag. When did you get that, Allen?

It was received from Investigator

Crouch on the 12th , April the 12th, at

11:50 probably p.
April the 12th or March the 12th?

m sorry, March.

March the 12th by Investigator Crouch?

Correct.
Does it indicate where in the house it

came from specifically?

Not on the tag, no, ma am.

If you will , can you step down here and
let' s see what the contents of this bag

is. You re welcome to get it out.

Let' s see what it is.
(Witness complied.

This was taken from the third story

bedroom of the Tipton residence , is

that right , on March the 12th, the
night of the murder?

Investigatorm not sure where.

crouch turned it over to me.

There' s something down in here too,
Allen? I think we ve got someYeah.

more stuffed down in here. So we have

1609

1610
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several bags here; is that right?

Yes , ma' am.

Was this substance identified to you

for you by Investigator Crouch?

Just what it appeared to be, yes

am.

What is it?
It appeared to be marijuana.

What does this appear to you to be,

Allen?
m not sure. ve never really seen

that before. ve seen the evidence

but I don t know what it is.

Would it be hash, a concentrated form

of marijuana?

MR. VALESKA: We obj ect to

speculating. The witness said he

doesn' t know what it is.
THE COURT: I'll sustain. Let'

don' t speculate. I f he knows he can
testify; if he doesn' t he doesn'

(By Mrs. Halbrooks) Allen, were you

there that night when this was

collected? Were you ,still there at the
Tipton, residence?

l6l2
Yes , ma' am.

And did y ' all ever determine who this
belonged to on that night?

I think we determined that it belonged

at the house.

To?

Mr. Tipton.
So Dr. Tipton owned all this marijuana?

MR. VALESKA: We obj ect . How would

he know?

THE COURT: I don t know. You can
ask him how he knew.

(By Mrs. Halbrooks) How did you know?

THE COURT: He wasn't led into that

answer. I mean, he offered it.

(By Mrs. Halbrooks) How did you know

that that belonged to Dr. Tipton?

We probably just speculated.

You speculated then?

It was in his house.

Did he confirm for you later that it

belonged to him?

Not to me.

To your knowledge did he confirm to

anybody else who it belonged to?
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MR. VALESKA: We obj ect to him

testifying for somebody else.

THE COURT: I'll sustain.

(By Mrs. Halbrooks) Allen, when you

looked in that bag that night did you

see anything else in there?

Just what' s out in the bag.

No photographs?

No, ma r am.

MRS. HABROOKS: Your Honor, we

would offer this as an Defendant'

Exhibit 9.
THE COURT: Show it admitted , DX

Put it back in the bag.

MRS. HALBROOKS: Yes, sir.
MR. POWELL:

Judge.
I'll take care of it

(By Mrs. Halbrooks) There were also
eleven eight millimeter video tapes

taken into possession by the police.

Let me ask it to you this way, Allen.

Do you recognize that?

It' s a bag that was turned! in to me,

yes , ma am.

Where did you get it? Who gave it to

you?

I believe it was Investigator Pettey.

I received it on the 17th at 2: IS.
Allen, have those tapes been in your

care, custody and control since that

time , from the time -- until you left
to go to the Department of Forensic

Sciences?
Yes, ma am.

Did anybody else ever have access to

those to your knowledge?

To the room itself , we have another

crime scene tech that had a key.

And do you know whether or not anybody

ever took those out of the evidence

room for any purpose?

Not while I was working for the police

department.
So do you have any knowledge of their

being removed after you left, any

personal knowledge?

From what I understand they were taken

somewhere to be viewed.

But other than that? Viewed for

purposes of this trial?

1613
Correct.

1614

1615

Okay. Let me show you this and ask if

you recognize that?
It' s a bag that contains a pair of

sleep shorts that were found in the

floor in front of the dresser in the

master bedroom.

going to mark that as Defendant'

Exhibit 10. It was previously marked

as State' s Exhibit 97 but not offered
at this point. Let me show what I'll

mark as Defendant' s Exhibit 11 ask you

if you recognize this evidence?

Yes , ma r am.

What is that?

It' s a cutting that was made from a

sheet that was removed - - the sheet was

removed from our biohazard drying

cabinet on March 24th at S: 15 in the
morning.
Where did you come - - how did you get
that sheet to begin with?

Investigator Pettey had placed it into

the drying cabinet.

On what date?

1616
m guessing the day before.

know.

I don'

The day before on what date?

The 24th.
So it would have been March the 23rd?

I guess.

Okay. Did you ever do anything with

that particular sheet?

It was photographed and then a sample

cutting was made. Then it was sent to

the Department of Forensic Sciences.

So you took photographs of the sheet.

It was a flat sheet?

I believe so.

And you took a cutting from it?

Correct.
And you sent that sample off to the

Department of Forensic Sciences?

Correct.
What did you do with the rest of the

sheet?
Due to the degrading of the material

that was on there or whatever the

sample was, it had a high odor to it

and it was destroyed.
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Let me show

1619
sheet. Does it show the section thatIt was destroyed. Okay.

you cut out of those sheets?

Yes, ma ' am.

what you I' ve marked as Defendant'
Exhibit 12 and Defendant' s Exhibit 13

and ask you if you recognize that.
This was a moving blanket that was also

Okay. And your testimony I believe is

in the qrying cabinet where two samples

were taken.
You cut two samples from those dog

blankets or moving blankets and you did

that you destroyed the remains , those

were burned?

Well, they were placed in a biohazard

container.

what with the rest?

There again, whatever was on there was

degrading and had a pretty bad odor to

What happens to them when they are

placed there?

it and it was destroyed.

ll show you what I'll mark as

The city contracts with a company that

destroys biohazard material.

Defendant' s Exhibit 13.
THE COURT:

12 and 13.
You' ve already marked

When were they destroyed? When were

MRS. HALBROOKS: , I apologize.

they burned or whatever , put in a

biohazard container?
Later on the 24th.

(By Mrs, Halbrooks) Let me show what

MRS. HALBROOKS: Your Honor, we

you I' ve marked as Defendant' s Exhibit

14 and IS and ask you, Allen, if that

fairly and accurately depicts the

moving blankets that was given to you

by Investigator Perry?

It' s the one that I removed from the

would offer Defendant' s Exhibit 16 and

, photographs of the sheet.

THE COURT: Show them admitted.

drying cabinet, yes , ma am.

And does it show the portion that you

MRS. HALBROOKS: permission to

cut out?

Yes, ma' am.

publish them to the jury?

THE COURT: ' Yes.

(By Mrs. Halbrooks) Allen, is it

MRS. HALBROOKS: We would offer

important to preserve any and all

161S 1620

Defendant' s Exhibits 14 and IS.
THE COURT: Do you have IS yet?

Are they photographs?

MRS. HABROOKS: Photographs, yes

sir, photographs of the moving

blanet.
the jury.

Permission to publish them to

THE COURT: Both of those are

photos both 14 and IS?

MRS. HALBROOKS: Yes , sir.

THE COURT: Show them admitted.

(By Mrs. Halbrooks) Let me show what

you I' ve marked as Defendant' s Exhibit

16 and 17 and ask you if you recognize

these?
Yes, ma' am.

What is that, Allen?

That I s the sheet that was removed from
the drying cabinet.
Both of them are photographs of the

evidence that you take in a case?

To the best of our ability.

Well, do you customarily put evidence

that you I ve taken in a case, that you
suspect s evidence in a case in the

biohazard container to be destroyed?

In this particular case it had a high

odor to it. We had no place to store

it properly.
Did it smell differently from the

bloody sheet that' s been offered in
evidence here today?

Yes, ma' am.

So because of its odor and for that

reason only it was destroyed?

That I s correct.
You also mentioned I think that you

removed a sticker and an evidence tag

and some evidence got separated in this

case as well; is that right?

Yes, ma am.

Was there not also a time when you came

into the evidence room and found some

evidence in this case piled on the

counter? I think you have a counter,



you did when you worked over at the

Decatur city, and there was evidence

when you got there that morning just

sort of placed there for you when you

got there. Do you recall that

happening at all?

Not in the evidence room we moved

into. There was only three keys in

existence.
So you didn' t find any evidence laying

on the counter one morning in this

case?
Not that I remember.

Allen , you said that you sent the

port ion of the sheet and the moving
blanket to the Department of Forensic

sciences for testing. Did you ever
receive those back into your

possession?
Yes.
When did you receive them back?

Majority of the evidence came back on

April the 6th of 2001.

Were the portions of the sheet that

you -- portion of the sheet that you

cut out and the portions of the moving

blanket, have they been maintained by

you in your care, custody and cOntrol

from the time you were given them by

Investigator Pettey until you went to

the Department of Forensic Sciences?

Yes.

And are they in substantially the same

condition as they were on the day that

ybu took them from Officer Pettey, the

samples?
Yes, ma' am. I placed them in these

envelopes.
MRS. HALBROOKS: Your Honor , we

would offer Defendant' s Exhibits 12 and

, being the samples taken from the

moving blanket, and Defendant' s Exhibit

11 being the sample taken from the

sheet. We would also offer at this

time Defendant' s Exhibit 10 being the

sleep shorts that were found in the

floor if front of the dresser.

THE COURT: Okay. show those

admitted.
MRS. HALBROOKS: Your Honor , we

1621

1622

1623
would also offer at this time

Defendant' s Exhibit 10, that being the
eleven eight millimeter tapes taken

from the residence.
m confused.THE COURT: I have

two tens.
MR. POWELL:

THE COURT:

She said two tens.
Let' s make the videos

IS and I'll show it admitted. Anything
else for this witness?

(By Mrs. Halbrooks) Did you ever send

off the drugs that were in this bag for

testing?
No, ma' am.

Were you ever requested by anybody, the

investigator in this case , Mike Pettey,

to test those drugs, Exhibit 9?

, rna ' am.

MRS. HALBROOKS: That' s all I
have. Thank you.

THE COURT: Anything else for this

witness?
MR. DILL: Nothing further, Your

Honor.

THE COURT: Thank you, sir. You

1624
Are you in Huntsvillemay stand down.

now?

THE WITNESS: Huntsville , yes , sir.

THE COURT: I f we need you back we
know where to find you.

THE WITNESS: Yes, sir.
Thank you.THE COURT: You' re free

to go.

Call your next witness.

MR. DILL:

THE COURT:

State calls Steve Hayes.

Come around, please,

sir. I need to put you under oath.
you would raise your right hand.

(Witness sworn.

THE COURT: Your witness
STEVE HAYES

A witness for the State,
was sworn and testified as follows:

20 BY MR. DILL:

EXAINATION

State your name for the record.

Steve Hayes.
Where do you work?

I 24 Bellsouth.
And in what capacity are you employed
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there?
m a security manager.

How long have you been employeq in that

capacity?
Twenty-nine years.
And what do you do as a security

manager for Bellsouth?

Basically my job is that of

investigations. m responsible for

assets and revenue protection of the

company.

Do you also respond to subpoenas when

you get that reqUest?

I do. I am also considered custodian

of records.

And you' re able to check phone records,
phone calls that have been placed from

one place and to another place?

Yes , sir.

MR. DILL: Your Honor , can I ask

the witness to stand down?

THE COURT: Sure. If you would

stand ' down there and let him give you a

microphone. Do you have trial Exhibits

you want to put on the easel?

MR. DILL:

THE COURT:

Can I use the pad?No.

Sure , sure. Do you

have something big to write with?

MR. DILL:

THE COURT:

Yes , I do.

Good.

MR. DILL:

THE COURT:

Blue if that " s okay.

You write whatever

color you want to. Only thing I have

to offer you is a Sharpie. You have to

hold that microphone pretty close to

your mouth and point it kind of at your

chin for it to work.

(By Mr. Dill) Did you receive a

request to check the number that I just

wrote on the board there , 256-352-3184
for March the 12th of 1999?

Yes, I did.
Did you check Bellsouth' s records to
see who that number was list d to?

THE COURT: That also has a switch

on it you have to push up.

Yes, I did. Thank you.

(By Mr. Dill) You did check to see who

that number was listed to on March the

12th of 1999?

1625
Yes , that' s correct.

And were you able to determine who it

1626
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was registered to?

Yes.

m going to take that microphone from

you and let you write that information

right above the name.

MR. POWELL: Right above the name

or number?

(By Mr. Dill) m sorry. Right above

the phone number. Write who that

number was registered to on March the

12th of 1999 right above the number.

(Witness complied.

For the record you' ve written Daniel

Moore?

That I S correct.
And did you check what calls were

billed to that number for March the

12th of 1999?

Yes, I did.
And describe what the results were from

that check?

On March the 12th there was a direct

dial call and there was al so three

162S
calling card calls, MCI calling card

calls.
And what time were the -- what time was

the direct dial calls made?

The direct dial call was made at

S:29 p.
All right. When you say it' s a direct

dial call , does that mean that the call

was made from this number?

That f S correct.
And were there some other calls? How

did you describe the other calls?

The other calls are calling card calls

MCI calling card calls.

And explain what that means to the

ladies and gentlemen of the jury.

Well, someone used a MCI calling card

to make those calls and it was charged

to the 352- 31S4 number.

And what time were those calls made?

One on March the 12th was made at

9:51 p. One on Marc 12th was made

at 10:19 p. And one on March 12th
was made at 10:43 p.

The one that was made at 9: 51 p.
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were you able to determine what call --

from what number that call originated?

It was the place called was Decatur , a

number 256-355- 9922 was registered to?

1630

308 -- excuse me. 256- 308- 4515.
Before we get to that --

And it was made from Decatur

256-355-1106

Now , you said this was a call that was

placed at 9:51 p.

That' s correct.
And it was a call that was billed to

this number , the number registered to

Daniel Moore?

That' s correct.
And it was placed from -- tell me that

number again.

256- 355- 1106.

And what was the next calling card call

that was made and billed to Daniel

Moore s number?

Next call was made at 10:19 p. m. and it
came from a 355- 1106.

So it came from this same number?

That' s correct.
And it was made at what time now?

10:19 p.
Did I do that right?

That' s correct.
And I think you said there was a third

call that was made that evening?

Right. It was ade at 10:43 p. m. and

it came from (256) 355-9922.

And I'll ask you first with regard to

the phone call that was made at -- the

two phone calls that were made at 9: 

and 10:19 p. m. were made from the same
number and billed to Daniel Moore'

number?

That' s correct.
Were you able to determine who that

number (256) 355- 1106 was registered
to?
That is for our records Bud' s Number

six. It' s a coin telephone.

Pay phone?

Yes.

And where is it located?

We show 3338 Point Mallard Parkway,

Decatur.
Were you able to determine who the

1631

Yes. That was listed to a Tamico at

2142 , 2142 6th Avenue Southeast.

Is that also a pay phone?

That' s a coin telephone, yes.
And was it located in Decatur?

That' s correct.
So these three times, 9:51 p.

10:19 p. , and 10:43 p. , these calls

were made from these three numbers and

all three of them were pay phones in

Decatur and they were billed to Daniel

Wade Moore?

That' s correct.
Ard who were these calls made to?

The first call at 9: 51 it was made to a

256- 308- 4515.

Hold on a second. The second call?

The second call at 10: 19 made from
355- 1106, placed called was

256- 308- 4515.

And the third call?

It was to the same place , made from the

355- 9922 to 256-308- 4515.

So all three of these calls billed to

1632
Daniel Moore made at 9:51 p.

10 : 19 p. m . and 10: 43 p. m . on the
evening of March 12th, 1999 were made

to this common number 256- 308- 4515?
That' s correct.
Are you able to determine who that

number belonged to?

Our records reflect it' s associated

with Paging U.

All right. DidThank you, Mr. Hayes.

you receive a subpoena for records for

the same date , March the 12th of 1999,

for the number S34- 8880?

I have a 256- 534- 8880, that' s correct.

For March the 12th?

That' s correct.
99. And I' m going to call your

attention specifically, were there any

calls around 3: 30 that you noted for

that number?

There was a call at 15: 26, which is
3:26 p.
And what number was that made to?

The 256-534- 8880 called 256- 536- 1910.
536?
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536- 1910.

MR. DILL: You can go ahead and

return to your chair. m going to

mark these notes here second page that
Mr. Hayes is referring to with the

256-S34 S8S0 , I' m going to mark as
State' s Exhibit 165 and ask that it be
admitted.

THE COURT:

it.
You said you marked

What did you mark it?
Second page I markedMR. DILL:

165.

THE COURT:

MR. DILL:
Okay.

The first page that we

referenced about 256- 352- 3184

registered to Daniel I'll mark as

State s Exhibit 166 and ask that it be

admitted?
THE COURT:

admitted.
MR. DILL:

THE COURT:

Both of them are

Thank you , Your Honor.

Anything further from

MR. DILL:

the State for this witness?

Can I have just a

moment, Your Honor?

THE COURT:

(Brief pause.

I don' t have anythingMR. DILL:

else for him at this time , Your Honor.

We' re going to take ourTHE COURT:

afternoon break here.

Sure may.

We' re going to

take until twenty after 3: 00.

leave first.

going to ask the jury to be allowed to

I'll give you the same

instruct ions as before. Don' t discuss

the case among yourselves or with

anyone else or allow anyone to discuss

it with you. Be back in the jury

lounge or be in the jury lounge at

twenty after 3: 00 and we 'll start

back.
You can stand down , Mr. Hayes.

If everybody in the audience would

stay seated until the jury leaves.
(Whereupon , the following was

held outside the presence of

the jury.
THE COURT: Okay. Now you can go.

I would remind you though if you run

into the jurors in the rest rooms and

1633
the hallways just smile and nod.

1635
Don'

be talking to them. all can go now.

(Whereupon,

taken. )

a recess was

(Whereupon, the following was

held in the presence of the

jury. )
THE COURT: Everybody is back. 

I think the State hadseated , please.

passed the witness.
Mr. Powell.

So cross to

EXINATION

13 BY MR. POWELL:

Did you bring some records with you

Mr. Hayes?

Yes, sir.
Can I see what you re talking about?

Sure.
And these are the records that you got

from the company that you work for?

Yes , sir. These here are from my

. company, yes , sir.

Where was the information a while ago

that you had , Mr. Hayes , where you were

talking about -- where you were writing

1634
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That' s what I wason the little board?

looking for.
These records.

THE COURT: Push that toward

Mr. Powell so you can talk in it.
This is the direct dial call right

here item number nine.

(By Mr. Powell) Nine?
Yes, sir. And these are the three

calling card calls , number five, six

and seven.
That I s where it originated?
This was the place -- this was the

number called here.

dial call.
This is the direct

Okay.

This number was called from this number

here.
So that' s the same number.

Judge, give me a minute. We hadn'

seen these before. m trying to

figure out what we' re doing.

Mr. Hayes, in honoring your

subpoena to the State, did you bring

any and all phone calls that were made
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from that 352, that' s a Hanceville area
prefix , is it not?

Yes, sir, 352 is Hanceville.

And that number that you brought you

said was listed to Daniel Moore and

1639
m going to ask you to 

it' s that 352?

3184.

THE COURT:

keep us informed of your whereabouts in

case we do need you. m sure

3184?

Yes , sir.

Bellsouth would allow you to come back

under subpoena.

What was the address of that account?

The address is 912 Main Street

5 '

THE WITNESS: I will come back just

Northeast, Apartment 404 , Hanceville.

Pinewood Apartments , Hanceville

as long as I have enough notice to get

back.

Alabama?

Yes, sir.

MR. POWELL: Could you give us

And in your records of that entire day

did you have any other phone calls that

where we could reach you?

a cell phone?

Do you have

originated by dial from the residence?

On March 12th?

THE WITNESS:

MR. POWELL:

Yes, sir, i do.

Is that on Ma Bell'

Yes, sir.
The only calls I have, this call here

account or personally?

THE WITNESS: I have a personal and

on March 12 and these three calls here

on March 12th.
Okay. Those were the calling cards?

Bellsouth but the number is 404 --

MR. POWELL; Do you want to give it

Yes, sir.

163S
You have one hard line, well not hard

line but dialed call from the apartment

to the world?

THE WITNESS: I don' t mind'

in Hanceville and the other three like

you told Mr. Dill; is that correct?

sir , one direct dial call and

glad to talk to any of all.
404- 374- 7002.

MRS. HALBROOKS: Thank you so much.

Yes,

three calling card calls.
MR. POWELL: Judge, I don' t think I

MR. POWELL:

THE COURT:

Thank you.

Anything else from the

have. any more quest ions for Mr. Hayes
right now , but we would like to have

him available if we need to call hame

back to the stand. Would that be

State for this witness?

1640 

inconvenient?
THE COURT: Where are you based?

MR. DILL:

THE COURT:

NO, Your Honor.

Enjoy your trip back to

THE WITNESS; I planned on going

Atlanta.
THE WITNESS:

MR. POWELL:

Thank you , sir.

Or Madison , whichever

back to Atlanta Sunday night, sir , or

one you I re going to,

very early Monday morning.

office now.

That' s my

THE COURT: Or Madison.

MR. POWELL: You live here or

Come around, please, ma' am. I need

Atlanta?
THE WITNESS: in the process of

to put you under oath. So if you 'll

moving to At lanta.
THE COURT: Do you still live

come around and raise your right hand.

(Witness sworn.

THE COURT: Mr. Dill , your witness.

here?
THE WITNESS: Yes, sir.

JEIFER DENSMORE

A witness for the State

was sworn and testified as follows:

IS BY MR. DILL:

EXAINATION

State your name for the record.
Jennifer Densmore.

Where do you work?

Paging U. S .
In what capacity are you employed

there?
Operations manager.residence is in Madison.



And how long have you been employed

there?
Four years.
And what does paging U. A do?
We sell paging of course and cellular.

What does that mean you sell paging?

Individuals that come in we sell them

ging communications.

On March the 12th of 1999 did y all
have a number 256-30S-451S?

Yes , sir.

And who was renting that pager

according to your records at that time?

Nicholas Williams.
MR. DILL: Your witness.
THE COURT: Any cross,

Mrs. Halbrooks?

MRS. HALBROOKS: Yes, sir.
EXAINATION

20 BY MRS. HABROOKS:

So basically you' re here to tell us

that 30S- 4515 belonged to Nicholas

Williams on what date?
He' s had it since April the 20th of

1641
LAUR CASEY DOSS

. 20

1995, and our records have it until --

the ,last date I have it is August of
'99, last date I have shown he did

anything.
Do you have anything that 'shows who

Nicholas williams is?
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I have a license or an I. D. card.
Can I see that? So he didn' t produce a

just an I. D. card?dri ver' s license,
Right.
MRS. HALBROOKS: Thank you.

Nothing further.

THE COURT: Nothing further?
MRS. HABROOKS: , sir.

MR. DILL: No, sir. May she be

excused?
THE COURT: Yes , she may. Thank

you very much for coming.

MR. DILL: State calls Laura Casey

Doss.

THE COURT: Come around , please

ma1 am. If you would raise your right

hand.
(Witness sworn.

THE COURT: Have a seat.
Your witness, Mr. Valeska.
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A witness for the State,
was sworn and testified as follows:

EXAINATION
BY MR. VALESKA:

State your name , please, mal for the

ladies and gentlemen of the jury and

the Court?

Laura Casey Doss.

Mrs. Doss, where do you live?
I live at 216 Church Street , Decatur

Alabama.

And are you from Decatur?

Yes, born and raised.
Was that your daddy in here earlier?

That was my ex- father- in- law.
Now, back on March the 12th of 1999

tell the ladies and gentlemen of the

jury were you worked , please, ma' am?

Okay. I was a court referral officer

for the State of Alabama.

And what is that?

That is like a misdemeanor probation

officer.
And were you working ' that day?
Yes.
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And prior to that day did you know

somebody by the name of Daniel Moore --

Yes.

- - through your job?

Yes.

And do you see Daniel Moore in the

courtroom today?

I think so.

Point him out?

It' s been a while. Is that --
That' s him.

His hair is different.
Let the record reflect that she

identified Mr. Moore.

Yes , that' s him.

You knew Mr; Moore prior to March the

12th of 1999?

Yes.

Tell the ladies and gentlemen of the

jury if you got a call on March the

12th , 1999 from Daniel Moore?

Yes.

Tell them what time.

It was in the morning. Probably, let'
see, ' opened the office at 8:30.



it would have to be between S: 30 and

10:00 o' clock.
You re talking about the office here 

the courthouse?

Yes.

And what did Mr. Mo re tell you or ask

you?

He asked me if he could come in early.

It was his last visit and he wanted to

come in early and get it over with.

told him that if you come in at 1: 

since we already had people coming in

and Gerald had to leave early, which is

the Court referral Officer I worked

with and I had to leave early that day

so we couldn' t see him until 1: 00.
That' s what you told him?
Uh- huh.
Tell the ladies and gentlemen of the

jury what time he came in.
He came in probably between 10 :30 and

11: 00.

After you told him 1: OO?

Right.
He came anyway?

Yes.

And were you there?
Yes.

And who else was there?

Gerald Fields was there.
And who is he?

He was the chief court referral officer

at that time.

And can you tell the ladies and

gentlemen of the jury where that

gentleman is today, please, rna f am?

He had a stroke and he is in the

Moulton Nursing Home.

So he' s unfortunately incapacitated?
Right.
All right. When Mr. Moore came in, did

he come - - and you told the ladies and

gentlemen of the jury the time.

come to your desk?

Did he

Yeah , he came to my desk first,

everybody did, because my office you

have to pass by me to get to Gerald.

And I believe I had a lady sitting in

there with me. So I scooted him into

Gerald.
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And how far apart are these desks

between you and Gerald?

We were very close. We had a very

small office but we did have a wall in

between us.
But you could hear?

Oh, yeah, you could hear. I could hear

what he. said and he could hear what I
said.
You knew that it was Mr. Moore?

Yes.

Now , did you bring some records from

your job at that time?

Yes. Yeah, this is just showing that
he was there. It' s a receipt ledger

that we keep in the office. It shows

that he was there. He was the fifth

person that we wrote a receipt for that

'day, and we usually see around twenty

to thirty people a day.

m going to show it to you and let'

say it' s identified as State' s Exhibit

167. ve shown it to Mr. Powell.

Tell the ladies and gentlemen again

what it is?
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It' s a cash receipts journal that we

keep when we write a receipt. You

know , we give the Defendant a receipt,

the actual receipt, and then we have a

copy of it. Well, there I s a ledger

card that goes in the file. Then we

have a copy of it for our records.

Is that true and correct?

that' s an original?
In fact,

Yes , uh-huh.
MR. VALESKA: We would offer

State s Exhibit 167.

THE COURT: Show it admitted.

(By Mr. Valeska) Down at the bottom --

it' s got one through twenty- five
entries; right?

Yes.

And down at the bottom twenty- five it
says who?

Daniel Moore.

Did Mr. Moore give y all some cash?

Yes, $20.

And let me show you what' s been marked

into evidence as State s Exhibit 142

and ask you if you can identify that?
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That I s the exact receipt.
That who got?

Gerald Fields.
kept that?

Oh, no, Daniel got the receipt.
Daniel Moore got that?
Yes.

And there date this receipt?
There sure is, 3/12.
March 12?

Yes.

Same date that I on State Exhibit
167; right?
Uh- huh.
How long was Mr. Moore the office?
Probably about five ten minutes.

MR. VALESKA' Your witness.
THE COURT: Cross?

EXAINATION

20 BY MRS. HALBROOKS:

So between 10: 30 and ll: 00 Daniel came
in and he had $20 cash with him?

Right.
And this was his last visit with

Mr. Fields?

Yes'

And did y' all complete a termination
report when somebody completes y' all'

program?
Yes, ma' am.

Let me show you what I have marked as

Defendant' s Exhibit 20 and ask you if
you recognize this document?

Yes , ma , uh-huh.
What is that?

That is a termination report that we

fill out on the last visit of the

Defendant' s time frame that we put them
on to come see us. It was filled out

by Gerald Fields. And , of course,

Gerald gives them to me and I make the

copies and file them with the clerk.

Yes, ma' am. What does it reflect there

with regards to Daniel' s termination

from the program?

It' s a successful completion.

it' s a very good completion.

Actually
Geraid

even put notes at the bottom that he

completed treatment , was going to AA

meetings and was clean and sober and

BY MR.
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had a sponsor.

What about that morning when he came

in?
He looked good. He was clean and well

groomed and happy that it was his last

visit probably, in good spirits.
MRS. HALBROOKS: Thank you so

much.

Your Honor , we would offer

Defendant' s Exhibit 20.
THE COURT: Show it admitted.

EXAINATION

VALESKA

Now, you just told her that he

completed his treatment at AA , was

clean and sober?

That' s what Gerald put on the
termination report, yes.

Did Gerald give Mr. Moore any tests

that day?

Not that I know of.

of.
Not that I know

Well , how would Geral& know that he was

clean and sober?

MRS. HALBROOKS: Obj ection to what

1652
Gerald would know.

Well, I do know -

THE COURT: Hang on just a minute.

I think he' s entitled to go into it and

see what basis he would have to say

that.
MRS. HALBROOKS: Yes, sir.
THE COURT: Overruled. You may ask

the question and you may answer it.

(By Mr. Valeska) I want you to tell

this jury how Gerald would know if the

Defendant was clean and sober that day?

I'll tell you what I had seen over the

years I worked with him.

I I m not asking you that, ma' am.

asking you how he knew . that day?
The only way that he would put that on

a termination report is if he had seen

them at the AA meetings, actually seen

him there and know who his sponsor is.
He wouldn t just have written that if

he had not seen him at a meeting.

m asking you about March the 12th?

, I do not know.

No idea?
I do not know.



No.

Now, is the evidence -- was this filled

out March the 12th?

Yes, sir.
And that puts Mr. Moore in Decatur

Alabama; right?

Yes.

MR. VALESKA: That' s all.
THE COURT: Anything further?

EXAINATION

11 BY MRS. HALBROOKS:

12,

131

You were asked how would know about

what Gerald Fields , why he reflected

that. What have you observed about

1653 1655
MR. DILL:

Holden.
State calls Sarah

Daniel over the years?

Well, I had just known him for the six

THE COURT: Come around , please,

months that he ' was reporting to us.
do know that he admitted himself into

treatment, that we did not send him

ma' am. Raise your right hand. I need

there. He did it voluntarily. I know

to put you under oath.

(Witness sworn.

THE COURT: Have a seat. DO you

that he completed an inpatient at

Sunrise Lodge, which is a good

facility, and I know that he did go to

AA meetings as we directed him to do.

But he kept all his appointments and we

need some water? Hang on just a

minute. Are you ready?

THE WITNESS: Yes.

THE COURT: Your witness, Mr. Dill.

SARA HOLDEN

A witness for the State

was sworn and testified as follows:

16 BY MR. DILL:

EXAINATION

really didn' t have any trouble out of

him.

MRS. HALBROOKS: That' s all I have.
MR. VALESKA: I have one.

THE' COURT: Sure.
EXAINATION

7 BY MR. VALESKA:

Do you know where Mr. Moore went when

he left y' all' s office?
No.

Do you know that he bought $150 worth

state your name for the record.

Sarah Joyce Holden.

And are you employed?

Yes, I am.

Where do you work?

m a substitute teacher from Morgan

County schools.
And where do you live , just the city?

Somerville, Alabama.
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of crack cocaine that night?

NO, idea, uh-uh.No.

THE COURT: Anything else?
MR. VALESKA:

MR. POWELL:

NO, that' s all.
Nothing.

THE COURT: Thank you. You may

stand down. Thank you for coming.

You' re free to go.

that was admitted,

Leave the report

Call your next witness.

MR. DILL: May Mrs. Doss be

excused?
THE COURT: Yes , sir. I already

excused her I thought.

That' s in Morgan County?
Yes.

Before Karen Tipton was murdered on

March the 12th, did you know her?

Yes.

When and how did you meet Karen Tipton?

Karen and I met probably about a year

before through some church associates

that I have. She had been asking some

questions about the church with our

missionaries and they asked me to go to

her home with them.

And you said that was about a year

before she was murdered?

huh.
And did you and Karen become friends?

Yeah. Very good friends, yes.

Over the course of that year?
Uh-huh.
How would you describe y' all'

friendship?
Our friendship?
Yes.

I hadn' t made any close friendships

here since we moved here and Karen was
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the closest friend I made and one of

the best friends I think I' ve ever had.

And did you speak to Karen on March the

12th of 1999?

Yes, I did. She called to check on me.

About what time did she call you?

About 10:00 a. m. or so.
And without saying anything that was

said in the course of the conversation,

was that a lengthy conversation?

Yes.

About how long did y all talk?
We probably spoke until sometime

between 12: 00 and 1: 00 0 I clock.

Okay.

Might have been a little closer to

12: 00.

And you talked to her on the phone for

that entire time?

Yes.

MR. DILL: Can I have just a

moment. Your Honor.

(Brief pause.

MR. DILL: Nothing' further , Your

Honor.

THE COURT: Cross?
EXAINATION

3 BY MRS. HALBROOKS:

Sarah, you had known Karen for how

long?
About a year.
About a year.
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It was sometime
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THE COURT: Wait a minute. Say

that again.

THE WITNESS: About a year.
THE COURT:

Good.

About a year , okay.

(By Mrs. Halbrooks) And on that

morning Karen called you; is that

right?
Yes, ma am.

And did your conversation start around

11: 30 that morning?

I believe it was earlier, ma am.

than that.
What I S your phone number , Sarah?

My phone number?

What was your phone number on March the

12th of 1999?

77S- 72SS. It could have been close to

181

11: 00 when she called.
around then.
If the phone records indicated that she

called at 11: 31, would that be correct

as best you know?

If that' s what the phone records show.

I had the flu. I was really sick at

the time.

And if the phone records indicated .that
the call lasted eighty-eight minutes,

would you agree or disagree with that?

That could be possible , yeah.

So your phone call would have gone from

11: 3l to 12: 59?

Yes.

So about 1: 00 0 ' clock. Following Karen

Tipton' s death you and your family, you

and your husband were called about the

Tipton children , is that right, the day

of her death?

I was called.

And who called you about that?

Someone from the police department.

Just somebody there in dispatch

perhaps?

1660
Yes, I suppose,

Did you do go and pick up the children

or were they brought to you?

I went and picked them up.

Where did you pick them up?

I picked Catherine up at the Montessori

School that was located on Spring at

the time and I picked Caroline up at I

believe the middle school that she --
or the elementary school she goes to

now. She had been bussed there I

believe from - - my son and her used to
go to the same school together , Ben

Davis.
During the year that you had known

Karen prior to her death you became

close personal friends?
Yes.

Q. - And you visited her in her home from

time to time?

Yes.

When you visited Karen in her home. was

she very careful about who she let in

there? Was she cautious about you when

you came in her door?



She wasn I t cautious about letting me

, no.
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Was there one occasion when her

children came to the door before she

did?
Yes.

MR. VALESKA: What' s the

relevance?
MRS. HABROOKS: Your Honor,

they ve said that --
MR. VALESKA: May we approach?

THE COURT: I think I see it but

I'll let you make your objection.

MR. VALESKA: Well, if you see it.
THE COURT: I see the relevance of

it. Go ahead.
(By Mrs. Halbrooks) Was there one

occasion when Karen' s children came to

the door before she could get there?

Yes.

What was the reaction by Karen to that?

Just that Caroline should have waited

and let her

MR. DILL:

THE COURT:

We object to hearsay.

You can' t say what

Mrs. Tipton said.
was her reaction.

She asked you what

You can tell what

you observed. Just don' t quote what

Mrs. Tipton said precisely,
THE WITNESS: m sorry.
THE COURT: No reason for you to

have known how to respond to that.

Just tell what you saw.

that?
Can you do

Karen just followed her to the door 

(By Mrs. Halbrooks) - Did she appear to
be upset with that, that her child had

opened the door?

I wouldn' t say upset, no.

Apprehensive about that?
No, just --

Did she discipline the child or react

in any way to the discipline?

MR. VALESKA: We obj ect . She said

no twice. She I S now arguing with the
witness.

THE COURT: No, I don t think she

arguing.
words.

I think she s grappling for
Did she correct the child and

give her general instructions not to do
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that again , is that what you'

asking?
MRS. HABROOKS: Yes, sir.
THE COURT: If you know.

THE WITNESS: I don t remember

THE COURT: That' s fine. That' s a
good answer. Let' s move on.

(By Mrs. Halbrooks) When Karen would

come to the door would she lock the

door behind you when you entered the

house?
Yes.

The eighty-eight minute conversation

that you had with Karen, did y all
discuss things that were going on that

day?

MR. DILL: Object to hearsay, Your

Honor.

THE COURT: She can testify that

they talked and that they discussed

things that were going on. The only
thing that would be hearsay is if she

started trying to testify as to what

Mrs. Tipton said. If she s offering it

to prove the truth of the matter
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asserted in the statement and that'

not what she was asked. So the way the

question was framed she can answer it.
(By Mrs. Halbrooks) Did she talk about

what was going on that day?

She talked about what she was doing,

yes.
And did she describe to you seeing the

paving crew outside working?

MR. DILL: Your Honor?

THE COURT: Let' s don t go there.

That' s getting a little specific and
getting into hearsay definition.

(By Mrs. Halbrooks) Well , you talked

to one of your closest friends for

eighty- eight minutes. Did y ' all talk
of anything of a personal nature during

that eighty- eight minutes?

m not sure what you mean by personal.

Did she talk to you about what was

going on in her life personally, any

problems she was having, difficulties

she was experiencing, anything like

that?
No. She was excited about having the



driveway paved.
How long after Karen I s death did the

police first come talk to you?

I believe I came to them. They callec;
me in and it was probably two days,
three. m not sure. I really don'

remember. That was kind of a blur.
d you give them any kind of

statement?
I spoke with them. They took notes as

far as I can remember.

So they took notes about your

conversation with them?

Yes.

Who took those notes?

m trying to look if he s in the

courtroom. I can' t remember the

officer' s name.

Officer Pettey, Officer Barry Hamilton?

They were the two that was in the
room. I. can t remember who actually

wrote the notes.
Yes , ma ' am When you were being

questioned by Officer Pettey and

Officer Hamilton , did they ask you what

you and Karen had talked about that

day?

I believe so, yes.

And at that point did you feel free to

disclose to them what you had discussed

for eighty-eight minutes with Karen?

Yes.

You described to them I suppose the

things that you talked about?

Yes.

And they took notes of that

conversation?
I believe so, yes.

MRS. HALBROOKS: That' s all we have
at this time , Your Honor.

17 BY MR. DILL

EXAINATION

What kind . car were you driving
during that period?
Excuse me?

What kind of vehicle were you driving
during that period?

was probably driving red Ford
Ranger with white cab a green

Mercury Sable.
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MR. DILL: Nothing further.

EXAINATION

1667

3 BY MRS. HABROOKS,

Let me ask you one other thing. Did
you keep Mrs. Tipton' s children from
time to time?

Yes.

How often did you keep them?

It wasn I t anything regular. Just --
Well, once a week, twice a week?-

It wasn t anything regular. Just we

each helped each other sometimes with

our children when we needed to.

Yes, ma' am. Did you have children that

were the same ages as her children?

MR. VALESKA: We obj ect . What'

the relevance?

MRS. HABROOKS: I'll withdraw it

Your Honor.

THE COURT: I don t know. Anything
else for this witness?

MR. DILL:

THE COURT:

No, Your Honor.

Thank you , Mrs. Holden.

MRS. HALBROOKS: Your Honor , we

would like to ask that she be still
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under our subpoena until the trial is
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over.
THE COURT: If you re going 

leave town or be unavailable we need to

know about it.

THE WITNESS:

MR. POWELL:

I'll be on call?

Yes, ma' am.

THE COURT: I don t know that

they re going to call you back but they

may. So you will still be subj ect to
the subpoena.

Call your next witness.

MR. VALESKA: Howard Godbee.

MRS. HABROOKS:

take up something?

Your Honor can we

MR. POWELL: No, we don' t need to.

THE COURT: Come on up.

would raise your right hand.

(Witness sworn.

I f you

THE COURT: Have a seat.

Your witness , Mr. Valeska.

MR. VALESKA: Thank you , Judge.

HOWARD GODBEE

A witness for the St te,
was sworn and testified as follows:



EXAINATION

2 BY MR. VALESKA:

State your name, please , sir , for the

ladies and gentlemen of the jury and

the Court?

Howard Godbee.
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circuit television, controlled access

gates , all the way to surround sound
systems , anything low voltage.
And tell us the name of your business,

And where do you live?

Seventh Avenue Southeast , Decatur

please, sir.
It was Universal security Alarm and

Alabama.

And what do you do for a living?

later it became Advanced Electronics

and Alarms.
All right. What year did you start as

I work at Goodyear Tire and Rubber at

this time and run a gun shop on, the

Universal in just your best judgment?

I would say about 1991 or ' 92. I had

side.
And I can 't tell which one of us is

that at the same time I was working at

the police department.

And when did the name change?

When I went in with a new partner andolder. How old are you?

that was approximately six years ago I

guess.
And what was the name of that again?

m forty-nine.

Back prior ' your life did you ever

Advanced Electronics and Alarms.

work at the police department?

Yes, sir.
just called it AEA.

And so that would make it back in '96?

Here in Decatur?

Yes, sir.
Yes , sir.

And how long did you work for them?

97?

Around that area , yes , sir.

Approximately seventeen years..
And just tell us what your duties were

briefly. All right. Specifically around the

What I did at the police department?

Just briefly.
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I worked patrol I guess the first three

to five years I was there. Then' I left

and went to another police department.

Then I returned to Decatur Police

Department and I worked investigation

for different aspects of investigation

probably a total of five or six years

and the rest of the time I was in

patrol, mainly third shift.
All right. When you left the police
department did you start your own

business or did you have a business

going?
Yes. I always had a business on the

My father and I had a gun shop,side.
and then I started a security business,

and when I left the police department I

went full time in the security

business.
And tell the ladies and gentlemen of

the jury what you mean by security

business?
Installing security systems , closed'

time of March the 12th , 1999 were you

running that business?

Yes, sir.
And was that your main job?

Yes, sir.
And, I mean you would get up in the

morning and go o work there and --
Only job I had then.

Do your work there and when you got off

at night you weren I t working anywhere
else as far as --

, sir. It was a corporation but

there was two partners in it and I was

one of the partners.
And like tell the folks again what you

did there in that business?

We installed security systems, closed

circuit television , controlled access

systems like gate card readers you use

to get in and out of doors with.

didn' t do any physical security.
Anything low voltage, surround sound

for homes, run telephone lines , TV

cable, installed satellites.
Okay. Let me ask you this,



Mr. Godbee. Does the address 2330

Chapel Hill Road ring a bell with you?

Yes, sir.
Let me show you what' s been introduced

into evidence as State s Exhibit 4 and

ask you to look at that for the ladies

and gentlemen of the jury and just tell

them, if you. can , identify the

residence or the area in that photo?

Yes, sir.
And what is it , please- sir?
That' s the residence of David and Karen

Tipton;
Right. And somewhere prior to March

the 12th , 1999 did Karen Tipton or her

husband , David , contact y' all about an

alarm system?

Yes , sir.

Do you remember which Tipton called

you?

Karen Tipton.
And had you ever met Karen before then?

, sir.

I mean , had you ever heard of her

before then?

, sir.

And when she contacted you what was it

about? Don' t say what she said, just

say what it was about.

An estimate for a security system 

the residence.

And obviously you would have to go out

and look at it; right?

That' s correct.
So did you go?

Yes, sir.
Anybody go wi th you?
No. I went by myself.

Do you remember - - just give us a
brief - - I mean a time frame if you can
hen this occurred?

It was - - I can' t give you an exact

date. It was right after they had

moved into the residence because while

I was there they still hadn' t put their

curtains up and there was a few things

they were still working on just like

when you move in a new house or

something. So they hadn' t been there

long I don' t believe I spent
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approximately two hours, two and a hal f
hours. It' s a big house. There was a

lot of areas to look at and a lot of

security concerns that had to be

discussed with her.
When you went there did you see any

kids there?

I believe there was one child at that

time.
You tell the ladies and gentlemen of

the jury it took several hours for you

to do your professional judgment?

Yes, sir.
And did you come to a determination

what type of system that house would

need in your professional judgment?

Yes, sir. It needed a hard wire and

wireless combination because the

existing structure there' s areas that

was incapable of getting wire to but it

was necessary to have a detection

device there because it was a large

house. So I explained to the Tiptons

that it would probably be best to use

both. The wireless maybe not as
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dependable as far as because you got to

change batteries on it and it requires

constant service was the drawback to

it. And the hard wire which I

preferred to do because it was more

permanent.
All right.

the Tiptons?

You said you told that to

I can t - - there was a couple of trips

on the estimate. One was to get the

initial layout, and then on a house

that size I normally go back, I work up

an estimate , different things that I

think either save money doing this or

whatever. Then I do a presentation.

return to the house and I can'

remember if Mr. Tipton was there during

one or both of those occasions.

can t remember totally.

Let me stop you there. You told me,

when you first went out there when

Karen contacted you --
She contacted by phone but they were

both there when I went.

So the first time you went out to the
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house they were both there?
That' s what I can t be sure. I know he

was there on one of the occasions.

Whether it was the first contact or the

second contact. I think it was the

second contact he was there.
But after the first contact you told

him you went back and --
Yes, sir.
And did up your estimate I guess is

what you call it?

Yes , sir.

And let me tell you up front , I know

nothing about electricity.

use your words.

So you just

Okay.

You went back?

Yes , sir.

All right. And you told Mrs. Tipton

what you proposed?

Explained to her -- we usually on a

return trip it' s a money amount. It'
the first trip to see what they need

and the next trip would be basically

the sale.

All right.
167S

After the second trip did

y' all come to an agreement --

Yes, we did.
- - for you to do the work?
Well , I think she had to discuss or

they were going to discuss it and then

she notified me at the office that he

took my bid and I could start the work.

When you went back the second time did

you take anybody with you?

No.

After you got the okay to do the work

did y ' all go do the work?
Yes , sir.

And who went with you to help you put

it in?

Well , that was several years - - that
was before I actually changed locations

and all that.

employees, ago.
So that was several

I would say during that

time I had one of the employees now

works for a fire company in New York

and the other one I can t tell you

where he is , but I had two employees at

that time and they probably went with
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me and did the installation. During
that time I had a different partner and

he was there.
Electronics.

That was Gateway

He owns that now but his

name is Bobby Monk and he was there.

Well , you got it done?

Yes.

And it. was a system that was up and
running?
Yes, sir.
All right. Did there come a time after

you got the system up and ruing that
you returned to Karen Tipton s house?

Over the next couple of years , which is

common , particularly in wireless

systems , you may have to change
batteries or there was several service

calls at the residence. Some were

covered under our warranty and

installation type deal and some

weren' They had some people working

on the house at one time that got into

the wires that we ran underneath the

house which caused them to short out.

And we went back and repaired those
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and I believe we charged on that time

but other than that the others were

small type service calls. I would say

I can remember four or five service

calls over there during that two or

three year period.

All right. In the course of running

your business, did you ever hire

anybody by the name of Daniel Moore?

Yes, sir, I did.

And when did you hire that individual

if you remember?

I don t remember the exact date he

worked. I know approximately one

year. I would have to say it was at

least two or three years after we did

the installation at the Tipton

residence. I changed business partners

and all that during that time.

Do you see Daniel Moore in the

courtroom?
Yes, sir I do.

Would you point him out for the ladies

and gentlemen of the jury, please?

Sitting there in the white shirt and
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the gray tie.
Let the record reflect he s identified

the Defendant, Daniel Moore. Did you

ever have an occasion to go out to the

Tipton house when you took Daniel

Moore?

Yes, sir, I did,

And was that prior to March the 12th

19997

You refer to that date. I don' t know

what date you' re reflecting to. So I
can' t judge whether it was prior to

that. Was that the date of the

incident or something?

That' s the day Mrs. Tipton got
murdered, yes.

Yes.

You took Mr. Moore out there prior to

that?
Yes.

And how did y ' all go?

In my vehicle, service van.

And you left your business and drove

out to Mrs. Tipton' s house?

remember?
Do you
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I don' t believe on that particular time

we left from the business. We were

already out on service calls and it was

a planned stop for a request on a

service call and went out there.

don t believe we came from the office.

In fact , I know we didn' t because we

had to return to the office to get some

more batteries.

Well , when you got to Mrs. Tipton' s it
was you and Daniel Moore?

That' s correct.
And y' all went inside?
That' s correct.
Then you just told the jury you had to

leave?
Yes, sir. We found the problem.

was a motion detection device in the

foyer that was faulting and we made an

adjustment on it. We also discovered

while we were, there some weak batteries
on a couple of wireless devices. So I
told her that we would return and put

some batteries in that , and I can t be

exactly sure if Daniel was with me on
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the two times. I know I went twice 

one day one time because I had to get

more batteries. Or if he was, you

know , on two different occasions there

I don t remember , but I know he was

there with me a couple of times I

believe.
And that' s your best judgment?

Yeah , my best judgment. Those type
service calls there wasn' t any bill on

it. Because it was a battery and there

was a bill on the motion. And now that

m thinking about it , he wasn' t with

me on the two day service because I

remember going out there and I had to

charge her for the motion etector.
Later on we went back he was with me

when I changed some more batteries out.

All right. And the two times he went

with you he rode in y' all ' s vehicle?
Yes, sir.
And wherever y' all left from you got to

the ipton residence without any

problem?
That' s correct.
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And when you got there with Daniel

Moore did y ' all in doing your work move
throughout the house?

Well, the system is zoned and we

went - - we checked at the - - as soon as
you go in their door there s a control

panel or a keypad and identified the

zone area where the problem was, and we

went to that area. There was no need

on that particular time to go

throughout the whole house looking for

a problem because we knew the zone that

as a problem.

and fixed it.
We went to identify it

All right. Then you told the ladies

and gentlemen of the jury that you

either went back and got batteries and

came back --
Yes.

- - or went another time?
Yes.

And at that time did y all go

throughout the house if you remember?

When Daniel was with me , to be honest,

I can' t remember if he was ever on a
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call with me there where it required us

checking all zones or going up into the

attic where the main control panel was

which would required going upst irs
through the master bedroom into the

attic. I can t remember if he ever had

to go there with me or not. I believe

he did. I believe we went to the panel

to check- a battery and a phone line
because it was common for me when I

went on a service call if they were

hooked to monitoring while I was there

just as a courtesy cheek , check the

communication link to be sure there

wasn' t a problem.

And the two times that you and Daniel

went, were there any children there?
Every time I' ve been there there was

usually children there. I can t think

of a time when there wasn't because it

was usually afternoon or- - during the

installation there might not have been

children thene all the time. But I
remember one child stayed at home all

the time and she did too. So there was

usually children there.
Now , the two times that you went with

Daniel Moore , was Dr. Tipton there if

you remember?

r don' t believe Dr. Tipton was there

other than the first initial - - my

first initial contact with the Tiptons

during the estimate and the sell of the

system. I can only recall him being

there maybe one other time because he

worked during the day. Naturally
Monday through Friday doing service

calls is when we come through there

during the day.
All right. He worked during the day?

Yes, sir.
Do you know where he worked?

To be honest with you I understand he

worked for the State of Alabama

psychiatrist or something like that and

he had a Huntsville office is all I

know. I don' t know what office he

works out of , you know , what building

or anything.

All right. You told the ladies and,
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gentlemen of the jury the name of your

firm at that time was Advanced

Electronics?
Advanced Electronics and Alarms.

Did y' all have any type of logos?
Yes, sir. I picked that name because

of the Alabama Education Association

AEA , was a recognized logo. So I
copied that, and our logo was just AEA.

Can you describe it for the ladies and

gentlemen of the jury, if you can, the

logo, if there was a color to it or a

shade?
We used patriotic colors, red, white

and blue. Letters were two different

color letters, it was A and the E and

the A and they were bold letters and

they were all linked together , and the

letters being -- it S been a while

since I looked at one ' since I' ve been

out of business, but I believe the

letters was red and blue and with white

background.
Did you put them out in any different

size , shapes or forms?

- 1688
We had large decals for windowsYeah.

and commercial businesses. Then I had

the smaller decals for a lot of

residential people did not want the

large decals on their windows because

they could be obvious they didn t fit
the looks of the house or whatever.

It' s the first thing you notice and

they didn I t like that. So we used the

smaller ones and then we had yard

signs. So we had all three types.

What kind of shapes did you have the
small decals in:
triangles?

circles , squares,

I did change the logo during one time.

I had a logo where the AEA was in a --

within type of circle confine design.

In other words, the A I S was bent and

the E was stuck in it like that and

then later on I just went to bold block

letters just AEA.

And would you do anything with those

stickers or your logo stickers and the

equipment that you used in your

business?
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Yeah. Just about everything that
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belonged, ladders , toolboxes , any tool

that was large enough that I could put

one of those small decals on I did just

for the sake if it was left on a job

site or something it was easily

identifiable.
So you put them on all your toolboxes

is what you re telling us?

Yes.

Let me show you , State' s Exhibit 134
Mr. Godbee, and ask you to look at that

and tell me if you can identify it for

the ladies and gentlemen of the jury?

Well, I had a red toolbox just like

this except it had decals on it.

THE COURT: . Turn the mic back

around if you would.

(By Mr. Valeska) It had what on it?
I had a red toolbox just like that

except for I had AEA decals on it

because as soon as I get a box that

size or any tool thing I usually put a

decal on it. Or some of my older boxes

I actually scribed AEA on them. But

the type of tools in there , the Allen

wrench set and stuff like that, are

typical of the tools I had in it.
appears to be a box that I had.

Just show us where yoU put the decal on

it if you remember, box like that?

Well , I might have had two on it.
would have one on the side, on each

side, or if it was a smooth surface on

top I would put it on the topple but

probably had it on the side right 

front, front and back.

And you testimony was you might have

had two, one on the front and one on

the back?

I have been known to put several decals

on it so they could be seen.

Specifically that toolbox you just

looked at --

I might have had one on it. I don

know if I had two on it, ve got some.

yellow boxes like that too, just like
, identical to it, that I have two

decals on , you know.

Right. Now , when Daniel Moore worked
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for you did you give him any tools or

equipment?
I remember Daniel didn' t have any

tools, and one of the things that when

I hired him he agreed to get some tools

and because of his lack of money or

something at the time he was trying to

get them as he went , and I gave him

some tools to use and told him he would

have to get a toolbox. And then as he

got his tools he would put mine back.
Well , my question to you is this: Did

you ever provide Daniel Moore with that

toolbox?
m sure when we were doing

installations whether it was new

installation or service calls that

toolbox was used by him , yeah. I
supplied -- I supply all the tools for

any employee except the personal tools

like your wire strippers, things like

that. But as far as any professional

tools, drill, bits and thing like that

I supplied those.

All right. After March the 12th , 1999,
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has Officer Mike Pettey ever showed you

that toolbox?

Until I came to the District Attorney

office to be interviewed by the State

Attorney General' s office, that' s the

first time I laid eyes on that box

since I thought it was left on a job

and was missing or somebody stole. it 
a job site.
So you thought that box was missing or

somebody stole it?

That' s correct because I remember the
guys coming back out of the field, I

couldn' t find the box in the back
because they were supposed to put their

tools up so I can go back at night and

look and say, okay, there I s all my
tools. It was missing. So I

questioned them about it and was upset

because there was a lot more tools in

that box than my average box and

quality tools. But they said they

haven I t seen it and they must have left

it on a previous job site, which I

even in fact, went back to a couple of
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job sites asking about that box and

nobody had ever seen it. I never did

see that box again or hear anything

about it until I saw a picture of 

that they showed me.

And you just told the ladies and

gentlemen that you asked the guys -about
the toolbox being missing?

T.hat ' s correct.

Who were the guys?

At that time Daniel worked for me and I

had a couple of part time people.

used -- I -always used two or three
part-time people and I always had one

or two full- time people either in the
store or worked out in the field with

me. Daniel was full time , and I had a

couple of part-time guys.

them on an as-need basis.
I would call

I think my

business partner' s son worked for me

then and one of his friends worked for

me along the time Daniel worked for

me. I questioned them where the box'

was, and they all said they hadn i t seen

it.
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And you remember questioning Mr. Moore?

Yes, sir.
THE COURT: Is this a good place to

stop for the day?

MR. VALESKA: Yes, sir.
THE COURT: Y I all are both going to

be a little while longer I think.

MR. VALESKA: I I ve got enough to --
THE COURT.:

for the day.

We' re going to break

I I m going to let you the
jury go back to the motel and have

supper. We'll start back Monday

morning at 9: 00 0' clock. I want to

remind you again about what I told you

earlier about not discussing the case.
You I ve heard a lot of evidence the last

day or so.
Mr. Godbee , if you want to stand

down you can and make yourself

comfortable.
Do not discuss this case among

yourselves or wich anyone else or allow

anyone to discuss it with you. I think

Mr. Penn has made arrangements for

y' all to see some football this weekend
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and visit and whatever.
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Just stay away

from newspapers and stay away from the

news, local news. 'll see you back

Monday. Have a good weekend.

MR. VALESKA: Be back Monday,

Mr. Godbee.

THE COURT: 9:00 o clock.

(Whereupon, at 4:30 p. m., the

proceedings in the above-

entitled matter was recessed

to reconvene at 9:00 a. , the

following Monday.
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MORNING SESSION

(11- 11- 2002)

(9:03 a.

(Whereupon , the following was

held in the presence of the

jury.
THE COURT: Good morning.

Everybody can be seated.
Good morning, ladies and gentlemen

of the jury. I hope you 
I ve had a

restful weekend and happy Veterans Day

to you. I think our duty is to make

sure the system works that all these

Veterans fought to preserve.
apologize to you for the inconvenience

that it' s causing you, but I think this

is an important part of being in

America.
Mr. Valeska, I believe it was still

you-r witness.

MR. VALESKA: Than you, Judge.
(By Mr. Valeska) Mr, Godbee, we were
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talking about the toolbox when we quit,

and you told the ladies and gentlemen

of the jury what logos were on it and

that that was a box that you --

Yes.

- - you questioned the Defendant about?

1698

Yes , sir.

Now , you also told them about a service

call that you went out to Mrs. Tipton

house with the Defendant. Let me show

you what' s been marked for
identification purposes as State'

Exhibit 168 and ask you if you can

identify that for the ladies and

gentlemen of the jury?

It' s a hand receipt for a serviceYes.

call on 10/2 of 1998. Being a hand

receipt means that I collected while I

was there. It wasn" t billed from the
office. Then I wrote down, as a matter

of fact, what check number that she

wrote when she paid for her service
call on there. So it' s one that I
collect - - so I know that was the date
it was collected and the date of the

service call because it' s on the hand

receipt instead of billing from the

office.
And who went with you?

Daniel Moore.

And this is your copy of the receipt?

Yes,

You left her her copy?

Yes, sir.
This is true and correct?

Yes, , sir.
MR. VALESKA: Judge , we would offer

it into evidence State s Exhibit 168.

THE COURT: What was the date on

it?
MR. VALESKA: 10/2/98.

Show it admitted.THE COURT:

(By Mr. Valeska) Now , did there ever

come a time when you went to work one

day and you found Mr. Moore inside your

office?
Yeah, on a weekend. Actually we were

closed for the weekend. Sometimes we

worked weekends but I went in there and

he was in the store and appeared to
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have been sleeping in the back of the

store.
And did you ask him about that?
Yes , sir, I did.

And what did he say?

He advised that he had an agreement at

home that he wouldn' t drink, and he

advised-, his mother found out he drank a
few beers with some friends or

something watching a ball game and she

kicked him out of the house.

And what did you tell him?

I told him that he couldn' t sleep in

the store and that he couldn' t let

drinking interfere with his work.

said he would have it corrected by

Monday and he would be back home.

Now , - did Mr. Moore ever attempt to get
money before he did work in his

employment with you?

Yeah. We gave him several cash

advances that were small or it may have

been he needed to pay for something and

we give him the amount that we needed

to and we would take it from his check
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and we would record it on the document

when we would do that.

And that' s in your records?

Yes, sir, it is.

Now , you told the ladies and gentlemen

of the jury that you put an alarm

system in Mrs. Tipton s house and it
had a keypad on it?

It had two keypads, both Custom English

keypads.
Where were they placed in the house if

you remember?

One was just as you come in through the

garage into the kitchen hallway entry

area on the wall there and one was

upstairs right on the wall in the

master bedroom next to the bed.

And it' s like I told you last Friday,
m not very good with electronics but

on that keypad where was the panic

button?
Keypads are designed just like a

telephone. If you look at a keypad of
a telephone, so when you push the

numbers and the star and pound button
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is always on the bottom left and bottom

right corner. So what you do is you
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Let me show you what' s been introduced

into evidence as State' s Exhibit 6 and

push the star pound button

simultaneously and it sends what they

call a silent panic alarm or you can

make it an audible. In residential

ask you if you recognize that, please,

sir?
I guess I better leave my glasses out

here.
cases and commercial cases most of the

time you make it silent. It sends a

Yeah. m like you.

response to central station if you I re

hooked through a monitoring system

which they are instructed normally on a

panic they do not call and alert the

resident in case there' s a hostage

situation. They notify the police as

it being what they call a panic button.

Now, is there a way to unconnect

Yeah. . That I s the door entry from the
garage of the Tipton residence.

There s an intercom there. Next to the

something, some type of little plug on

the keypad?

Yes.

Where you can prevent the alarm panic

intercom is the base of a keypad and

the wires that are sticking out that

some of them still have black

electrical tape is the wires that goes

to the plug that plugs into the

keypad.
All right. Based on what I talked to

button from being hit or from going

off?
There' s a wiring harness that '

designed during installation of the

keypad to be plugged into the circuit

you a minute ago about pulling out a

little plug where it would disable -

Yes , sir.

board. It' s like a four prong,

- - the pad , can you see that in that?

No. The plug is gone.

depending on the type of keypad , five

prong or three prong and it just plugs

in the back of the circuit board and

that goes into the base and then it

snaps up.

So if you take that plug out --

The plttg is gone?

Yeah.

Then the keypad won t work.

The keypad won' t work?

MR. VALESKA: May he step down?

That' s correct.

Now , but if you plug it back in --
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Yes.

Then it will work again.

- - then it will work?
Yes, sir.
Now, is there a way to disable the

keypad to where if you' hit the panic
button it won t work?

Well, you would have to either cut the

wires between. the plug and the panel or
destroy the keypad one.

All right. Let' s talk about cutting
If the wires are cut itthe wires.

won' t -- the panic button won t work;

right?
That' s correct.
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THE COURT:

Mr. Penn , get him the mic, please.

MR. VALESKA: May he split the jury

with the State' s Exhibit 6 first?

THE COURT: Certainly.
(By Mr. Valeska) You got to hold it

real close like that if you would.

you would just come down here and split

the jury in half and we 'll start with

these six jurors here first and ask you

to show them what you' ve testified to

on the stand.

This is the door entry.

This is State' s Exhibit 6.
This is the door entry from the garage

into the kitchen area. You can see the
entrance background, this little

hallway, intercom system. There s the

keypad that I installed for that entry

point.
keypad.

That' s the base , not the
That' s the base that goes on

the back of the keypad and those are

wires that normally have a plug on it

but the plug is not there. Some of the

electrical tape is there and some of it
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All right. Do the same thing on this

side, still State s Exhibit 6. Repeat

that.
Again; this is the entry from the

garage area. This is the wall right
there where the keypad was mounted.

That' s the base of the keypad, which is
not the keypad. Those are wires

sticking out, that normally would have

the plug that plugs into the keypad but

all you see is there' s four wires.

couple of them still have electrical

tape and a couple of them don

What I would like you to do, let me

show you State' s Exhibit 7 and ask you

if you can identify that for the ladies

and gentlemen of the jury?

Yeah. That' s the keypad itself. Those
are the wires that has the plug- in and

as you can see on the back of the

circuit; panel , that one is a five prong

plug and it goes to that keypad.

My question to you is this,

Mr. Godbee. Would it be easier to

explain to the jury with State'

Exhibit 7 or be easier for you to draw

my question to you about where you take

out the little plug that deactivates

the alarm system and you can plug 

back in as opposed to cutting the wire

to disable it?
I guess I could do that pretty simple.
Hold it close.

I could do that in a simplified form in

case they don' t understand as far as

showing.
Let me mark this just a second. Going

to mark this, Toby, for identification

as State' s Exhibit 169.
Howard Godbee.

Drawing by

This would be the keypad circuit

board. On that board on that

particular pad there s a E prong just

like on a computer that has four pins.
The wire that you see coming out of

there is this plug right here that goes

to those wires of course has four wires

coming out of it, and that particular

pad has got an empty port for in the
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south they don t use keypads with

heated LCD' s. Up north they have to

heat them because if you got one in the

garage the temperature gets so low.
that prong is for heating. They don

sell that down here. That' s the
purpose for having the empty prong.

But that plugs right in here. If you

notice if these wires are cut, here'

the keypad base that;' s on the wall and
here' s the wires coming out it , of

course, are broke. By breaking this

connection between here and here

enables, which is on the other side of

this is your punch pad, enables the

panic to work.

And this is easily removable?

Yeah. There' s not even a latch.
just pulls off, right.

So you could just pull it out and the

system would be fine, no damage to It?

That' s correct;.

But once it' s cut -
Then even if you plugged it back you

would have to re-establish the contacts

170S
between the wires where it; would
function.

Thank you. Now, let me show you

State s Exhibit 7 and ask you if you

can identify that for the ladies and

gentlemen of the jury?

That I s the downstairs keypad, the front
portion that has the circuit board and

all that attaches to that what we call

the back bracket. And those are the

wires that go to the plug , and if you

look close enough you'll see a black

flat plug at an angle that slides up on

those prongs. You can t see the prongs

because it' s still plugged in.

The wires have been cut in that

photograph?
Yes, sir.

MR. VALESKA: Judge, may he step

down ?

THE COURT: Yes.

(By Mr. Dill) Bring State' s Exhibit 7

and I ask you to split the jury again

and show them where the wires are cut.

If you 'll look right here the wires
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terminate here. They re coming from

what looks like a little base , little
black box' but actually that' s a thin
piece that slides up on four prongs.

These wires are coming out of that and

they are terminated right there. You

notice that there is still electric

tape on one but they ve been cut, cut

from the main wires.
Thank you. You may be seated. Now

you told the ladies and gentlemen of

the jury, Mr. Godbee, that there was

another keypad in the house?

Yes sir.
And where was that, please , sir?

It was located on the wall - - the same
wall in the master bedroom that the

headboard of the bed would have been

against right next to a closet or attic

entry. Not a closet entry. That
enters into the attic.
And is that the exact same type pad

that you just explained to the ladies

and gentlemen of the jury and showed

them in State s Exhibit 6 and 7?

Yes , sir.

So you could unplug it and disable it?

Everything applies to that one just

like the one we just showed.

All right.
Exact same style.

Now, did you have an occasion to see

these pads after Karen Tipton' s death?

Yes, sir I did.

And you told us about 6 and 7 , the

downstairs one?

Yes, sir.
Upstairs in the master bedroom were the

wires cut on that keypad?

Yes, sir.
MR. VALESKA: Judge , just one

second.
(Brief pause.

MR. VALESKA: Judge , we' re looking

for a picture.

(By Mr. Valeska) Now, obviously,

Mr. Godbee , you had been in Karen

Tipton s home with Mr. Moore as you

told the ladies and gentlemen of the

jury?
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Yes , sir.

m going to show you what' s been

introduced into evidence as State

Exhibit 42 and -- well , just go with 42

first. I ask you to look at that, and

if you need to look at IS for any

orientation feel free to do so. If you

can identify the one have you in your

hand for the ladies and gentlemen of

the jury just go ahead and do it,
please, sir.
That appears to be the keypad in the

bedroom. I know it' s a close-up just
showing the wall but I recall from

being there when I went and rehooked

them up after the incident the color of

the wall and the light switches there

and from looking at the other pictures

that appears to be the keypad base, the

base to the keypad, not the keypad.

All right. Look at State' s Exhibit 18

and see if that --

Yes, sir. That' s what I describe the
wall that the keypad was on in the

master bedroom , what I call the master

bedroom, and the door next to that

table there that' s close to the bed
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when you go in there that' s an attic in

there , storage type thing, and that'

where the main control panel was.

All right.MR. VALESKA: Judge,
may he come down?

THE COURT: Sure.
(By Mr. Valeska) Come down

Mr. Godbee. Show this half of the jury

where the keypad was .in Karen s bedroom

on IS.
This wall here the bed headboard of the

bed is against this wall. I f you look
on that wall there' s the night stand and

this item up by the white, the white

pad looking bracket there, that' s the

base of the keypad where the wires come

out that hook to the keypad. This
right here , you see that light on this

wall next to that door? That white

square, almost square pad is the base.

And that' s in relation to State'

Exhibit IS, Toby.

All right. Mr. Godbee ' let me show



you State s Exhibit 42 and get you to

do the same thing.

That' s the same base bracket that goes

1713
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to a keypad that I showed you. It'
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MR. VALESKA: Just one second,

the same pad just a closer picture with

the wires coming out fro the wall

which normally attaches to a plug that

goes onto the keypad.

Are these the wires that were cut?

Judge.
(Brief pause.

(By Mr. Valeska) Now, you told the

Yes , sir.

ladies and gentlemen of the jury I

believe that you sent Mr. Moore out on

calls by himself when he was working

for you-?

Towards the last couple of months or

month he would run small service calls

Show the ladies and gentlemen of the

jury.
because he had a vehicle then.
And what kind of vehicle did he have if

You can see right where the connection

is where we - - now whether these were
you remember?

I believe it was a black Chevrolet

soldered or not I don' t recall to be

honest with you. What we do is we use

truck. I can' t be sure of the model.

a twisted pair' and we twist the wires,
fold them over and wrap them so the

connection is actually as strong as the

wire itself. A lot of times you have

And were any of those calls that you

sent him out on his own to the Tipton'

get tape on this as tight as possible

so it fits in that hole , and to take

that tape off is very difficulty is

what I' m trying to get to. So if you

notice they' ve been cut right at that

j unc t on or pull ed hard enough - - I
don' t think they pulled apart because

the tape is on it. But they re cut

house that you remember?

I could not honestly tell you that I

right there at the junction where the

plug part would go.

MR. VALESKA: And that' s in

sent him there. He could have went

reference to State' s 42 , Toby.

Judge , may I publish these to the
jury?

THE COURT: You may.

there on a call to change a battery or

something by himself.
sending him there.

I don' t recall

(By Mr. Valeska) Of course there was a

.MR'- VALESKA:

Judge.
That' s all we have,

way to take off the pad without cutting

the wires as you told the ladies and

gentlemen of the jury by just pullipg

out --
That' s correct. Just pull it off the

171"
Thank you very much.
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THE COURT:

MR. POWELL:

Cross, ,Mr. Powell?
Yes, sir.

base and unplug it is all you had to

do.

Mrs. Tipton s house was in Morgan

EXAINATION

5 BY MR. POWELL:

Now

County, Alabama?

Yes , sir.

The address where these keypads were?

Yes, sir.
State' s Exhibit 18 and 42?

Yes , sir.

How are you thi s morning, Howard?
Fine.
Now, when you talked about the van that

y' all went out to the Tipton residence

that October the 2nd , 1995 , you said

that was a white van?

That was a Dodge Caravan. It wasNo.

silver I believe or gray.

Silver. And it had your business

advertisement on the side of it?

Yes, sir , it did.
Big enough to where you could do a

little rolling advertisement I suppose?

Yes , sir.

And - the only time you ever remember

taking Daniel out there that' s what you
went in; is that correct?

Yes, that' s correct.

And you can tell the jury to your

knowledge you never sent him out to
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their residence in his private vehicle?

As far as I know I didn

As a matter of fact, after he bought a

vehicle he would use it in going to

work and back and service calls and

installations and you would reimburse

him for mileage; isn' t that true?
That' s correct.
And also when he was working for you

did he not buy a toolbox and some tools

and you advanced it to him and took

that out of his pay?

ve done that withI could have.

several employees. I don' t recall

specifically giving him money for tools

or selling him t,ools. I do recall
telling him he ' had to get a toolbox , at

which time he did get a smaller box and

carry tools in.
And the reason you told him that is he

was just working out of an old dirty

pouch he had?

I think that' s correct.

So you wanted something that looked

better when he went to work or go in a

house?
Well, the first week I think it was out

of his pocket and then he came up with

the pouch I believe, yes, that'

correct.
Q. , So he started out working out of his

pocket and then it was out of the

toolbox ultimately which has

disappeared? It' s right here. You got
it. This is not an uncommon toolbox
is it?

, it' s not.
And it' s just got some drawers in the

bottoms of them?

That' s correct.
And the tools. After he got through

working for you and left your

employment, did he come bac one time
and bring you a line tracer that he had

forgot he had and was in his

possession? Do you remember that?

I remember asking him about the lin

tracer because I had him - - because
sometimes he kept some of the tools

that belonged to me in case he went on

: 24
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a service call or something, and when

he returned the tools I remember asking

him about one. Now , whether he

returned it that day or the next day or

what I don t recall , but he did keep

one with him as part of the, you know

the equipment that I provided. Now

when he" returned it I remember asking

him to return it because it wasn't with

the stuff that he returned and he did.

Okay. As a matter of fact, they kind
of had a couple of toolboxes, one of

them had a bigger heavier tools like

drills and such and the other would be

for working finer things, would they

not?
Yeah. The size box dictated the type

of tools for sure. If you had a drill

you put it in a bigger box , but the

normal box that I always used and the

other people that' s worked for me would
be that size or smaller. Because in
electronics you' re not using large

tools. Mainly it J s wire strippers and
line tracers.
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Thank you for your answer, and I guess,

you know, I asked you for it and you

answered it. To move on and try to

move on a little quicker here, he had a

key to your business that was located

here on the Beltline; is that correct?

Yes, sir, he did.

And he had the numbers where he had a

personal code he could deactivate your

burglar alarm in your business?

Yes, sir.
And as part of his duties there, did he

get out the cash every morning and put

it in the cash register and take it up

and hide it in the evening?

I believe, yeah , he helped in the front
sometimes and that would require him

handling cash , Yes, sir.

And how would you describe him to the

jury? What type of employee did he

make you?

He was a good employee.

Did you receive compliments on him?

Most customers he dealt with did

compliment on him.



As a matter of fact , you made a

statement later on after he was

arrested that you just couldn' t believe

that he was that kind of boy, did you

not?
MR. VALESKA: We obj ect to that.

That invades the province of the jury.
MR. POWELL: m just asking him

did he say it.
THE COURT: I'll sustain. Let'

don' t go there.

(By Mr. Powell) And do you have any

judgment about how many times that you

carried him to different houses, how

many different houses you carried him

to or how many different houses he

worked on while he was employed by

you?

Well, we were pretty busy during the

time that he was employed and he was

quite capable of handling the job.
I gave him more duties than the average

person , and I would - - we would run
anywhere from , depending on the type of

service calls, two to five service

calls a day. I mean, you could run

that many. Half of them would- 

commercial businesses , other half would

be residential , and towards his last
month of employment he pretty much

handled a lot of the service calls.

he did more than I did at that time.

And why did he leave your employment?

He said he wante to continue his

education in electrical and went to

Wallace State College. So he gave me

notice and said that he would be

leaving and that was why.

So he didn' t leave you on bad terms?
No.

Let' s talk a little bit aboutOkay.

the plugs and the panels and the backer

plates that was in the Tipton

residence. Was that a common item that

y' all had gone and worked on a regular

basis:'
Yes, sir.
In your judgment was Daniel familiar

with those

, sir.

paI)el s ?
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And from seeing that -- let me back

up. Did they call you out to the

Tipton residence on March the 12th of

1999?

I went out there it was either the day

after or two days after the incident or

something like that at the request of

Mr. Tipton I guess had asked that
either the police officers to have them

go 'out there and check it or either

they told me to call him. Mary handled

it in the office. All I knew is that

Mr, Tipton had requested we go out

there and see how we could repair the

alarm system since nobody was going to

be in the residence.

And so how did you gain access to the

residence a day or so after March the

12th?
We met and I have her - - I think I have

her name in the file , but we met a lady

that was handling that for Mr. Tipton

at the time and got a key. We met her

and got a key to the residence. It was

in the early evening at the time we got
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, and we went over to the residence

and I looked at the alarm system.

Can you tell me who gave you the key?

m assuming because this is the person

we dealt with because she was helping

Mr. Tipton , her and her husband. Jan
Johns is who we - - we made a note here
and I noticed that I got -- these are

some notes that I didn I t make. This is
just in the file.
being the name.

I remember that

And did you, in fact , go over there

late one afternoon a day or two after

March the 12th?

Yes , sir, I did.

And you gained access with a key

someone had gave you?

That' s correct.
And when you went in there did you

examine the panels as well as the

backer plates and the wires that used

to connect them?

Yes , sir I did.

And when you were there did you see any

kind of substance that was not normally



on your panels or backing plates?

Well , yeah. It appeared that the
panels, the keypad what we call them

had probably been dusted for
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telephone conversation with Karen

Tipton two days before March the 12th,
1999?

The day before.
The day before?
Yes , sir.

fingerprints.
And so after you looked and examined

Had you received a message through your

office, ' your business, your burglar

both the backing plates and the panels,

did you make a determination how the

wires had been severed? I think you alarm system business, that there was a

problem with the Tipton alarm system?

Yes , sir.

When did you receive that?

just answered that.

Yes , sir. They appeared to be cut to

The day before that , which would have

been two days before March the 12th I

me.

Appeared to be cut?

guess.
So if we do our math correctly we back

Yes, sir.

up to the lOth day of March 1999?

Yes, sir.

So if somebody wanted to deactivate the

system that knew what they were doing

And what message did you receive about

the Tipton' s alarm system?

how would they ' have done it?
I mean, if you just wanted to

MR. DILL: Your Honor , we obj ect to

deactivate the keypad you would unplug

it or take the power off of it.

As a matter of fact, the system that

was in this house would not be hearsay.
THE COURT: It appears to be that'deactivated by simply cutting the

keypads loose from the backing plate
would they?

, they would not.

To deactivate that system in the house

where you re headed. I don' t know what

what would you have to have done?

You would have to known the location of

the message is. I don' t know what

the control panel , went to it

unplugged the transformer and took the

back-up batteries off - line.
And how long would that take?

If you knew where it was at you could
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you re offering it to prove.

go directly to it and there I s a key to

the box. So you ve got to open the

box , and the transformer if it' s in the

same location, which I can t recall in

this particular application. A lot of

times we put the transformer further

away than the panel so if they did find

it they wouldn' t be able to unplug the

transformer. But in this case it was

probably in that attic area. You waul d

have to unplug the transformer, open

the control panel , the main panel , and
either unplug the battery wires or take

them off the terminals either one.

Let me ask you this. To your own

personal knowledge did you have a
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If you'

offering to prove the truth of the

matter asserted in the statement 

would be hearsay by definition.

(By Mr. Powell)

calI?
Did you receive a

Yes, sir.
And based on that call

day, on

did you institute

the 11th day

,- ;),

Karen Tipton?
Yes, sir.
And wherco w,-

I was in my van 

and called her from my cell phone

And did you have a conversation with

her.

Yes, sir.
And was that in light of the message

you had received through your office

the day before?

That' s correct.
At the time you talked to her where

were you headed?

To her residence for a s rvice call.



Okay. In your conversation with her
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did you learn anything about the alarm

system or any problem with it at her

residence?
MR. DILL: Your Honor , we' re going

to obj ect Same objection.

THE COURT: Overruled on that.
didn' t ask him what was said. He can
ask if h learned anything about it.
He can answer that yes or no.

Yes.

(By Mr. Powell) And you were on the
way to her residence at that time?

Yes.
Let me stop right here and fast forward

a bit. After you went over there and

examined the Tipton residence and the

alarm system and put the keypads back,
on the bases, was there a problem

existing at the keypad at that time

when you put it back together?

Yes, sir.
What was it?

It showed a short in the system which

causes the keypad to do a rapid

beeping, alert type thing.
put it back together

the system. Did

Okay. So when you

there was a short in

you later find where the short was?

No. We weren' t allowed to go back into
the residence after that evening.

had requested to come back on another

day because it was so late because the

type of short in the system would

either have been in the wiring

underneath the house or something where

I needed some assistance other than the

person that was with me. So what I did

at that time is r just left the system

off- line. I went upstairs and took the

system off - ine because of the keypads.

How much - - _ can you imitate what kind

of noise those keypads will make if

they remained hooked up?

It sounds about like a pager , you know

beep, beep, beep, beep type pager.

Maybe not as loud as some, same as

some. It' s enough to get your

attention. It. s not like an alarm
noise. It' s just a trouble condition
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alert that comes over the keypad.

anybody -- if you own an alarm system

when it shows low battery on your

system your keypad , some will beep

every once in a while , some do rapid

beeping. This particular one on a

short it does rapid beeping and it does

it until you enter the code and turn it

off.
Well , based on that problem that you

found when you reconnected the wires

over there , the keypads to the bases,

is that basically the same problem that

you had been called in about two days

prior to - the 12th?
The beeping at the keypad was part of

the complaint two days prior.

And why did you not continue on to the

Tipton residence on March the' 11th
1999?

MR. DILL: Your Honor, we' re going
to obj ect if he s going to say anything

he was told.
MR. POWELL: Well , you told them

all this , hadn't you?
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THE COURT, Well , it doesn t matter

what he' s told. What matters is you

can' stify as to what somebody told

Okay. You can testify that I hadyou.
a conversation. That' s a fact. That'
not hearsay. You can testify what you

did after the conversation , either I

proceeded or I didn' t, but you can

say word for word what somebody told

you in a conversation.

me, Mr. Godbee?

Are you with

THE WITNESS: Yes , sir.

THE COURT: Do you want to ask

him --
MR. VALESKA:

(By Mr. Powell)

Judge, we --
Whatever I asked you,

can you answer it now?

The service call was terminated because

the problem was taken care of

temporarily.
know.

Now, what problem I don'

Whether or not that' s true or not you

don' t know. You know that' s why --
I didn' t go. r was supposed to contact

the following day that the driveway



was --
THE COURT: I get lost in this, and

I don t know if the jury does or not,

but the following day from what? Give
me a date if you know. Was your last

visit there on the 11th?

THE WITNESS: It was supposed to

, Your Honor.

THE COURT: You went on the 10th?

THE WITNESS: That I s when the call
came in. I never actually went until

after the 12th.

THE COURT: Okay.

(By Mr. Powell) Well , Howard , when you
were coming from Huntsville in your

truck or whatever with your employee

and made your cell phone call to that

residence that day and had a

conversation with Mrs. Karen Tipton,

and

, '

Judge , we want to offer what he
was told as to why he terminated this

trip. Not for the truth of it, but to

show the reason why he didn' t continue
to go to their residence that day.

THE COURT: Let me hear it first
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outside the presence of jury then I I 11

tell you whether or not you can say it.

(Whereupon , the following was

held out of the hearing of the

jury. )
THE COURT: What do you anticipate

the answer is going to be?

MR. POWELL: Judge, he talked to
her on the phone and she told him she

had taken care of the problem and he

didn' t have come that day because he
would have to park down on Chapel Hill

Road and walk all the way up there

because they were paving the driveway.
THE COURT: And you don I t know

whether that' s true or not?
MR . POWELL: I don t know if it'

true or not. I just know that' s why --
MR. VALESKA: She s not here to

give her side of the story.
THE COURT: s trying to prove

why he didn' t go back there.
MR. VALESKA: And he' s already said

it.
MR . POWELL: No.
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MR. VALESKA: He said that the

problem was taken care of.

already said that. Now, this woman can

not come in here and testify.

THE COURT: That doesn' t make any

difference. He' s not being impeached.

It I S not being offered for that
reason. - I'll overrule the obj ection
and you can answer it.

(Whereupon, the following was

held in the hearing of the

jury. )
(By Mr. Powell) Okay. Mi. Howard

Godbee, when you talked to Mrs. Karen

Tipton and she said something to you

that caused you to discontinue your

mission to her house; is that correct?

Yeah. I was advised by the office -- I

always when I finish one call call the

office and tell them where I' m going on

my next call. I advised at the office

that I was on my way to the Tipton

residence because they had called the

day before, and at that time I was

advised by the office --
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MR. VALESKA: I object. Now we'

into double hearsay.

THE COURT: I'll sustain. Rephrase
your quest ion.
(By Mr. Powell) Howard, did you or did

you not tell me that --

MR. VALESKA: I object. Now he

going to say out in the courtroom --

THE COURT:

talked to.
You can ask him who he

(By Mr. Powell) Who did you talk to

Howard?

On the phone at the Tipton residence?

Yes.

Mrs. Karen Tipton. Mrs. Karen Tipton.
Where were you at that time?

In my van en route to their residence.

Okay. What did she tell you?

She advised that she had temporary

taken care of the problem and for me to

call the following day.

THE COURT: Which would have been

what?

THE WITNESS: I assume it would

have been the 12th. She just said the
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day or the next day, you know , tomorrow

or the next day, whatever was okay with

me because she had temporarily taken

care of the problem, set up an

appointment come out. The

conversation was that would come that
day I had to because know the type
of problem that she had. So I would be

glad to walk up, park on the road and

she said it wouldn' t be necessary.

(By Mr. Powell) Okay. So that' s why
you discontinued your trip up there?

That' s correct.
And how long had it been that March the

12th of 1999, how long had it been

since Daniel Moore had been an employee

of yours if ' you remember , please?
December, mid-December December 17th

I believe was his last day of

employment with us of ' 98.

Excuse me. When he left your

employment and turned in his key and

all those --

Yes , sir.

So he didn' t actually have access to

your office any more?

No, he didn

And did you have any further contact

with Daniel after he left your

employment?

Yeah. He came by the store once or

I think he may have dropped bytwice.
one time when I wasn t there and they

told me he came back to see me, and he

come by one time when I was there to

let me know that everything was going

good for him. You know , he was living

down in Hanceville and back in school.

Mr. Godbee , you worked thirteen years

as a police officer; is that right?

A little over seventeen years total.

And you' re familiar with Daniel' s work

in having worked for you?

Yes, sir.
Do you have an opinion about whether or

not the Tipton keypads were removed by

someone who had knowledge of that

system?

MR. VALESKA: We obj ect to that.

That calls for a mental conclusion.

THE COURT: I don' t think that
1739

would - - if you ' re trying to qualify
him as an expert at least ask him an

expert opinion. I do think it calls

for him to express his opinion as to

someone else s mental operation.

MR. POWELL:

Judge .

I'll withdraw it,

THE COURT: All right.
(By Mr. Powell) Howard , after you went

and looked at that system , did you talk

to members of the Decatur City ,Police
Department?

Yes.

Mike Pettey?

Pettey and --
Barry Hamilton?

Barry Hamilton.

Did you consult with them about whether

or not this was a professional removal

and disconnection of these systems or

not?
MR 0 VALESKA:

MR. POWELL:

We obj ect to that,

Judge , we withdraw
it. That' s fine.
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THE COURT: All right Anything
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further from the State for this

witness?
MR. VALESKA: Yes, sir.

EXAINATION

6 BY MR. VALESKA:

Mr 0 Powell asked you if the Defendant
was a good employee. Remember that?

Yes, sir.
Did you ever catch Daniel Moore lying

to you?

Yes , sir.

And tell the ladies and gentlemen of

the jury about that, please, sir 
MR. POWELL; We obj ect . I don'

know where he' s going with this or what
it matters.

THE COURT: Well , I. think you

opened ' the door. So I' 11 overrule.
MR. POWELL: Okay.

I dealt with a prewire installation

where you run certain wires and we have

a check-off sheet to make sure that the

wires are in walls before you put sheet

rock up. So it' important that you
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get all the wires in there because once

the sheet rock goes up it' s nearly
impossible to put it in without tearing

the wall- back down. So we have- a
check- off list, and a lot of times when
the guys were out on jobs when they

would come back I would go over them on

running wire. In a particular incident

I sent Daniel over there because the

wires weren' t ran on a previous day,

and his job was to go over there and

run it. When he came back he advised

he had , and when I went to inspect the

j ob he hadn'
And what did you tell him?

Well , I advised him that either he did

it to try to deceive me or just

carelessness, either way that activity

like that would get him terminated.

Now , if you didn' t want anyone to be

able to use the alarm you could cut the

wires; right?

That' s correct.
On the panel. Now , Mr. Sherman Powell

asked you about the beeping. Remember

that?
Yes , sir.

And you told him that to stop the

beeping you could enter a code.

those your words?

Were

Enter your code and hit the off button

or star would temporarily disable the

beeping.
MR. VALESKA: - Okay. That' s all.

11 BY MR. POWELL:

EXAINATION

How long is temporary?

Some systems depending on how they are

factory defaulted, on that particular

system I think they' re defaulted for

every two to three hours meaning it

checks the internal circuitry for

shorts and when it finds a short it
starts beeping again. So what would

happen is unless the programming was

changed to do it -- you can extend

out to twenty- four hours but I always

left them at what you call the factory

default which means about two or three

hours , depending on which panel that
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They are defaulted to recheck the

circuitry and then what it done is

after you cleared the beeping, wi thin
the next three hours once it checked

the circuitry again it would start

beeping over again until you cleared it

again.
And would cutting the wires in two on

the panel stop the beeping?

It would stop the beeping because the

beeping is at the keypad.

MR. POWELL:

all.
Thank you. That'

THE COURT: Thank you, sir. You

may stand down.

Call your next witness.

You re free to go if you need to.

THE WITNESS: Am I released from

the .subpoena?

THE COURT: You' re going to be

around if we needed you?

THE WITNESS: ve got to go back

to work.

THE COURT: You can go back to work

but if we did need you we can get you I
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think.

MR. VALESKA: Sparky Moore is our

next witness.

THE COURT: Come on up here,

I need to put you underplease , sir.

oath.
hand.

I'll ask you to -raise your right

(Witness sworn.

THE COURT: Your witness,
Mr. Valeska.

MR. VALESKA: Thank you Judge.
HERM MOORE

A witness for the State,
was sworn and testified as follows:

EXAINATION
BY MR. -VALESKA:

State your name , please , sir, for the

ladies and gentlemen of the jury and

the Court.

Herman Moore.

We' ve heard you referred to by a

nickname.
Sparky.
And tell the jury where you live

please, sir?
I live on Brookshire Lane in Decatur.
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And how long have you lived there?

About five years.
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And how long have you lived in Decatur?

About fifty years.

And what do you do for a living,

please , sir?

I I m a homebuilder,

And is it your business? Do you --
Yes.

What' s the name of it?

Sparky Moore Construction Company, Inc.

And how long you been doing that?
About eighteen years.
And in that business you build homes?

Correct.
Allover this part of the State?
Primarily just Decatur.

Now , do you know someone by the name of

Daniel Moore?

Yes.

And tell the ladies and gentlemen of

the jury how you know Daniel Moore.

Daniel is my nephew.

And do you see him in the courtroom?

Yes. He' s sitting right over there.

MR. VALESKA: Just let the record

reflect that Mr. Moore has identified

Daniel Moore.

(By Mr. Valeska) And obviously you

known Mr. Moore for his entire life?

Yes.

And his mother is your sister?

No.

m sorry. You tell them.

His father is my brother 

His father is your brother. All
right. Let me take you to Tuesday

April the Sth , Mr. Moore , 1999. Do you

remember that day?

I don' t remember the date but I

remember the day.

And would you tell the ladies and

gentlemen of the jury what if anything

you were doing that day or that - - what
time of day was it?
You know , I think it was in the

morning.
All right. Just tell the ladies and

gentlemen of the jury what you were

doing that morning in relation to
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Daniel Moore.

Well , I was just working as I normally

would , and I received a phone call from

my father. He told me that he had gone

down to the j ail and he had posted
Daniel' s bail and that he needed me to
come over and talk to him about it

because - he had told Daniel he had to
stay in their home until his trial. and

he refused to do so. And he wanted me

to come over and see what we could do

about it.

Did you do that, Mr. Moore?

Yes, I did.
And tell the ladies and gentlemen of

the jury where you went.

I went over to my father' s house and he

had put up his -- he put his house up.

He put up a property bond to get Daniel

out of jail , and he was trying to talk

Daniel into staying with him and my

mother, and Daniel wouldn I t do it.
told daddy he shouldn' t hdve put up his

house , that he should have got a bail
bondsman to bail Daniel out. And so
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Daniel said he knew a bail bondsman

that would bail him out but it would

cost some money, and I told him I

didn t care , I would pay for the bail

bondsman. I just wanted my father

house off the bond.

That' s what you told Mr. Moore?
Yes.

All right. Tell the ladies and

gentlemen of the jury, if y' all talked
any more, tell them what you said and

if you did anything tell them what you

did.
Well , Daniel went in and called a bail

bondsman , and he told Daniel he would

meet him down at I guess it' s the

county j ail. So we left my mother and
father' s house and started to the jail.

And who was in the car, please, sir?

Myself , my father and Daniel.
And how far in your best judgment is

your daddy I s house to the county jail?
Oh, probably two, two and a half

miles.
In that time in that car with you and
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your father and Daniel Moore was there

any conversation?

Yes , there was.

And would you please tell the ladies

and gentlemen of the jury,
that cONversation was?

sir , what

Daddy was still trying to talk Daniel

into staying with him, and Daniel was

adamant that he wasn t going to do it.
Daniel said that he couldn' t go to

prison and that he had to - - he thought
he was just going to -- he wasn t going

to stay around for the trial , he was

going to ru. And I asked him why he

would do something like that, and he

said that he and a couple of guys had

broken into a home in Cullman to rob it

and there wasn' t supposed to be anybody

at home but there was. There was a man

there and one of the other guys shot

the man and killed him. We were kind

of taken by surprise, and I told him --

I thought about it for a few minutes

and I told him that I had a friend that

worked in the district attorney
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office and that the best thing for him

to do would be for us to go talk to

him , tell him what happened, and try to

get this matter taken care of. And

Daniel just kept saying, I can' t go to

prison, I can' t go to prison.

wouldn t do it, and that' s basically
the conversat ion we had in the car.

All right. Did Daniel Moore say

anything else to you or your father in

the car on the way to the jail?

Not that I recall.

Did Daniel Moore in your presence and

in your father s presence say anything

about the death of a doctor' s wife here
in Morgan County?

MR. POWELL: We obj ect to leading
questions.

THE COURT: Well , I'll overrule.

I'll let him go that far with it.
When we got to the j ail my father went

in to I guess do whatever he had to do

to get his name off the thing and

Daniel and I were left standing outside

by ourselves. That' s when Daniel said
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something about the other thing.

(By Mr. valeska) And tell the ladies

and gentlemen of the jury, please,

what Daniel Moore told you.

sir

I was still talking to Daniel about

going to see the friend of mine and

trying to get this matter cleared up,

and he just out of the blue said,- well
that didn' t happen, I made it up. And

I said, What? He said , It didn'

happen. I made it up. He said , Have

you heard about the Huntsville

psychiatrist that' s wife was killed
and I said , Are you talking about the

lady on Chapel Hill Road , and he said,

Yes. I said , Yes , I' ve heard about it,
and he said , I was there; And I said,
You killed that lady, and he said , No,

I couldn' t do something like that, but

I was there. And I said, What

happened , and he said he and a couple
of his friends had broken into the

house to rob it. And I said, You just

stood there and let them kill her , and

he said , Well I was upstairs and they
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were downstairs and the guy killed her

while I was upstairs. And I asked

Daniel I said, How did he kill her?

said, well , he cut her throat and

stabbed her a bunch of times. And I
said Daniel, these guys have got to be

monsters. I said , Where did you meet

these people? He said, I went to

school with them in, Hanceville

they' re from Hartselle. So then I said

we need to really -- we need to go talk

to my friend now , and he said , I

can' These guys are mean. . He said

They 'll kill me. I asked him I said,

Do these guys know where mother and

daddy live or anything like that , and

he said , No, they don' t know anything

like that. And I said , Well , what are

their names and he wouldn' t tell me.

And , you know , I was just stunned.

just kept trying to talk him into going

to talk to my friend, and he kept

saying that he couldn' t, that he

couldn' t go to prison.
And who was your friend that you



been referring to, Mr. Moore, that

works in the D. A. ' s office?

Wes Lavender.

Now , did Daniel Moore make any
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statements to you after y' all left the
jailor did y' all leave the jail with

Daniel Moore?

Yes , we did.

And tell the ladies and gentlemen of
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the jury where you took him.

Well, we took him to a motel room.

think it' s the Ramada Inn on Highway

67. He asked us to take him that way

but he wanted to go by a service
station first. So we stopped at a

service station and I think we gave him

$10, I don t remember the amount, but I

believe he borrowed $10. He said he

had to talk to somebody there, and he

went in the service station and stayed

for a while. Then he came out and we

took him to the motel and let him out.

Now , when you took him to the motel and

let him out, did Mr. Moore say anything

to you about what he was going to do

with himself?

Well, no. He told me while we were

still at the jail that he was going to

just go to the room and take some pills

and kill himself , and I told him that

was stupid, that that wouldn'

accomplish anything. And he said,
Well , he just made a mess of his life

and he told me not to - - whatever I did
not to let my grandson ever get

invol ved with drugs.
Now, you told the ladies and gentlemen

of the jury, Mr. Moore, that Daniel

Moore told you that one of his friends

had killed Karen Tipton and cut her

throat and stabbed her?

MRS. HALBROOKS: Objection , Your

Honor. He said two friends.
(By Mr. Valeska)

The jury heard it.
I'll withdraw it.

Yes.

If I say anything tha ' s not your
words, Mr. Moore , you tell the jury.

Okay.

Do you remember where Daniel told you
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that Karen Tipton was stabbed , besides

her throat being cut, any location on

her body where she was stabbed?

, he didn' t -- he just said that he

stabbed her a bunch of times.
Okay. Let me show you your statement

Mr. Moore, and ask you to look at it

and specifically right there, that you

gave to the police. Does that refresh

your memory, . Mr. Moore?

Yes , I guess that' s what he said.
And tell the ladies and gentlemen --

MR . POWELL: Judge, we obj ect 
This is not something to be guessing

abou t .

THE COURT: Let' s be certain here.
You can' t speculate or guess now.

you re not sure say I' m not sure.
Don t guess.

THE WITNESS: m not sure.
(By Mr. Valeska) Is what is in that

statement what you told the police?

MR . POWELL: We object , Your

Honor. s already answered that.

THE WITNESS: Well, it' s about
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three years.

THE COURT: I'll overrule your

objection at this point and let

Mr. Valeska continue to question him

but don't speculate, Mr. Moore.

THE WITNESS: Okay.

(By Mr. Valeska) If that refreshes

your memory, Mr. Moore, tell the ladies

and gentlemen of the jury where Daniel

Moore told you Karen Tipton was

stabbed.
m not sure.

All right. Could you have told the

police in that statement back, and I

realize it' s been several years that

Daniel Moore told you this, that Karen

Tipton' s throat was cut and she was
stabbed in the heart three or four

times?
MR. POWELL: We obj ect to the

question , Your Honor. He asked him --
THE COURT: I'll sustain as to the

leading. Ask him another question.
(By Mr. Valeska) Is that the statement

that you gave the police when they came
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They didn' t come to see me.
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When you went downtown to see them?

As far as I -- I signed it.
be.

So it must

I understand, Mr. Moore , and I I m not

trying to argue with you. m just

saying it' s been some time.

talked a week ago; correct?

You and I

That' s correct.
And do you remember me asking you the

question about where the injuries were

on Karen Tipton down in the police
station?
Vaguely, yes.
And did you give me the same statement

that you gave the police?

read it; right?
I asked you if I could read it.

I let you

And you read it?

Yes.

Now , did you tell me just like you put

in that statement, stabbed in the heart

three or four times? Do you remember

telling me that?

No, I don

MR. POWELL: Judge , we object,

move to strike that.

MR. VALESKA:

MR. POWELL:

That' s all, Judge.
It' s leading and

suggesti ve and if Mr. Valeska is going
to testify he s going to have to go

back to the witness room and come out

like everybody else does.

THE COURT: Overruled. Let' s move
on. s addressed it and let' s don '

go there again.

(By Mr. Valeska) Yes , sir. Mr. Moore
you told the ladies and gentlemen of

the jury that you asked Mr. -Moore if he

had given the location of where your

parents lived.
That' s right.
That was the person in the car with you
and his wife is what you were talking

about; is that right?

m sorry.
Yes, sir.

Would you repeat that?

That was addressed to the

other person in the car besides you and

Daniel and his wife , concerning where

IS I
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they lived?

THE COURT: Do you understand that

question?
THE WITNESS: Not really, Your

Honor.

THE COURT: I don t either. You

need to lay a better predicate.

(By Mr: Valeska) I'll go back. When

you asked Daniel Moore if he had told

these monsters where your pa ents
lived, you were talking about your dad

in the car and his wife; right?

Yes, but I didn' t ask Daniel that when

we were in the car.

I know. When you were outside?

Yes, that' s what I was talking about.
That' s who you were talking about?
Yes.

That' s where I was going. That' s who
you were talking about?

Yes.

Now , you called Wesley Lavender to

teport this situation; correct?

Yes, I did.
And how soon after that was it when you
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dropped off Daniel Moore at the Ramada

Inn in your best judgment when you said

you thought it was the Ramada Inn?

I dropped Daniel off just as soon as

we - - we drove to the service station
and he went in there and came out.

drove to the Ramada Inn, let him out.

Then I went back to my father s and

then I went home. I called my brother

before I called Wesley.

All right.
please , sir?

And who is your brother

Wade Moore.

That night after you called Wade you

then called Wesley Lavender?

That' s correct.
Tell the ladies and gentlemen of the

jury, please, sir , why you called
Wesley Lavender.
Because I thought that there might be a

possibility that Daniel could know

something or could have been with the

people that did this and they might

know where my mother and father lived.

Anything could happen 
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And after you talked to r. Lavender he

sent the police to see you?

The police called me the next morning.

And they came to see you?

They asked me to come down to the

station.
You did that?

Yes , I did.

MR. VALESKA: Thank you so much for

your cooperation.
THE COURT: I have one question.

Is this Wade Moore Daniel Moore'

father?
THE WITNESS: Yes.' it is.

THE COURT:' Is he the only brother

you have?

THE WITNESS ' No, he' s not.
THE COURT: Cross?
MRS. HABROOKS: Yes , sir.

EXINATION

21 BY MRS. HABROOKS
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Mr. Moore, at the time that Daniel
Moore told you this on April the Sth I

believe you said; right?

m not sure about the date,

15 - 
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I told my father not to get
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When he told you this , did you know the

injuries that had been inflicted on

Yes.

Daniel out of jail.

And Daniel didn.' t want to go to jail

Karen Tipton? Had you read about that

and he told you that he went in to a

house in Cullman and robbed somebody;

is that right?

That' s correct.

in the paper yourself?

All I had read about it and heard

And y ' all kept on heading down there
after he told you that story about

rumors.
Yes , sir.

Decatur?
You said you built homes 

robbing?
Yes.

Yes.

At that time were you building some

You ju t proceeded with doing what you

were doing, get t ing the bondsman?

homes for H. M. Nowlin or working for

him in any way?

Probably. I can t be a hundred percent

Yes.

sure. Like I said, it' s been three

And then when y all continued to do

that, Daniel then said, no, I made that

up.' I didn' t do that; is that right?

That' s correct.

years but probably.' yes.
Yes, sir. And you said that Daniel

expressed to you that he didn t want to

go to jail?

Then Daniel makes up an even -better
story or another story at least about

Yes.

As a matter of fact , didn'

y.' 

all have

going down there on Chapel Hill Road;

is that right?

That' s correct.

a conversation on the way down there

about the fact that his father had told

you you need to leave Daniel in jail

and not get anybody on his bond; is

that right?

And you asked him , as a matter of fact,
are you talking about the one on Chapel

i 15
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Hill Road and he says yeah?

That' s correct.
And at the point that he told you that

story, then the bondsman is there and

Daniel is put on the bond and he s out

of jail; is that right?

That.' s correct.
And he never went to jail?

No.

He never had been put back in jail?

No.

When he told you this discovery about

Chapel Hill Road he told you that day

that he didn' t kill Karen Tipton; is

that right?

That' s correct.
As a matter of fact, he told you that

he and two friends had broken in?

That' s correct.
And told ,you that somebody had stabbed

her three or four times; is that right?

There again , he told me somebody cut

her throat and stabbed her. You know

I don t recall how many times or , you

know - - I was asking Daniel these
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questions because of the things I had

heard about it, you know.

Daniel didn' t tell you the names of any
friends?

NO.

And were you asked by the police to

include anything with regards to the

identity of those two friends in your

statement? Did they ask you about who

those two friends could be?

No.

So they didn' t follow up to find out if

anybody else had gone in there with

Daniel as far as you know , as far as

taking your statement?

As far as I know , no.

And Daniel tells you I believe you'

said that whatever you do don' t let

your grandson get involved in drugs?

That' s correct.
Y' all take him back to a hotel room and

Daniel told you that - - what did Daniel
tell you when you took him back to the

hotel room?

Daniel told me that he was going to

take some pills and kill himself , but

that was while we were still at the

jail. And then later- on on the way

back to the hotel room he says, I'll
just go in there and get a good night

sleep and maybe I'll feel better

tomorrow.

Yes, sir. I think you said that before

you called Wesley Lavender you did that

based on the fact that you thought
Daniel might have had some involvement

in it?
Yes.

You didn t believe Daniel Moore had

killed Karen Tipton , did you?

MR. VALESKA: We obj ect to that.
THE COURT: I '11 sustain. Don'

answer that one.

(By Mrs. Halbrooks) And going back to

the two friends that Daniel says he was

with , Daniel told, you that they had
broken into her house?

In Cullman, yes.

And going to the Chapel Hill Road, he

said that he and two friends had broken
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in?
Yes,

Okay. So Daniel told you they had

broken into this residence on Chapel

Hill Road?

Yes.

And he also told you that at the time

that this occurred that he was upstairs

and there were two people downstairs;

is that right?

Yes.

MRS. HALBROOKS: I believe that'

all I have, Your Honor.

MR. POWELL:

Judge.
JuSt one second,

THE COURT: All right.
(By Mrs. Halbrooks) I have toAgain,

point out he s been doing this much

longer than I have.

MRS. HABROOKS: Daniel actually

told you that somebody had killed Karen

Tipton downstairs; is that right?

That' s correct.
MRS. HALBROOKS: Thank you, sir.
THE COURT: Anything else for
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Mr. Moore?

MR. VALESKA: Yes, sir.
EXINATION

4 BY MR. VALESKA

But he , Daniel , was upstairs is what he

told you in Karen Tipton' s house?

When she was killed, yes.

And Mrs. Halbrooks asked you about the

names of the people Daniel said helped

him at the Tipton residence.

remember that?

Do you

Yes , I do.

You asked him for those names, didn'

you?

I asked him who was with him.

And you were his uncle and he wouldn

tell you?

No.

MR. VALESKA: Just one second,

Judge.
(Brief pause.

MR. VALESKA: That' s all , Judge.
THE COURT: Anything else for this

witness?
MRS. HABROOKS: No, sir , Your



Honor.

THE COURT: Thank you, Mr. Moore,

you re free to go.

MR. DILL: State calls
Dr. Workman.

THE COURT: Come on up here, please

sir. I need to put you under oath

before you take the stand.
right hand.

Raise your

(Witness sworn.

THE COURT: Have a seat. Mr. Penn

will help you with the microphone.

Is this your witness. Mr. Dill.

MR. DILL: Yes, sir , Your Honor.
Can we go ahead and take our break now?

THE COURT: Yes, we cano

We' re going ' to take our morning
recess now. m going to put the Court

in recess until twenty minute until

11: 00 by that clock. m going to ask

the people in the audience to stay

seated while the jury leaves. I'll
remind of the instructions I \ve given

you about a hundred times now. Don'

discuss this case among yourselves or

with anyone else or allow anyone to

discuss it with you. You can leave
your notes in your chairs and we'll

send for you twenty till.

Doctor , you can stand down if you
went to. Sorry, we put you up there.
We should have thought about that ahead

of time.

(Whereupon, the following was

held outside the presence of

the jury.
THE COURT: We all use the same

rest rooms , hall ways, water fountains
and elevators. Give the jury about ten

minutes if you want to go to the rest

room on the fourth floor . and if you

see them in the hall , they have blue

badges on , just smile and nod at them.

Don' t be talking to them.

to go.

You' re free

(Whereupon

taken. )

a recess was

THE COURT:

Bill.
Bring the jury in

(Whereupon , the following was
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held in the presence of the

jury. )
THE COURT: Everybody is back.

seated.
Your witness, Mr. Dill.

RONALD WORK. M 
A witness for the State,

was sworn and testified as follows:

EXAINATION

10 BY MR. DILL:

State your name for the record.
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Ronald Workman.

And where do you work?

Here in Decatur at Decatur General

Hospital in a private office.
What do you do?

m a surgeon .
And how long have you been employed in

that capacity?

Well , I' m self- employed but I' ve been
here twenty- six years.

Do you specialize in any particular

type of surgery?

General surgery.
And you said you were affiliated with

Decatur General?
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Correct.
And were you working on April the 9th

of 1999?

Yes.
And were you working at your office or

what were you doing that day?

I was at the hospital at that

particular time.

And do you normally work in the

emergency room?

No.

Do you ever work in the emergency room?

Our hospital , like others, have a call

list of specialist. If somebody comes

into the emergency room that needs a

specialist , if you' re the guy on call
that' s who gets called.

All right. And did you get such a call

on April the 9th of 1999?

Yes. I was the emergency room back-

surgeon that ' day.

Okay. And what does that mean?

That means that anybody who comes in to

the emergency room at Decatur General



for that twenty- four hour period I'
responsible for them.

And around 11: 00 0 ' clock that day you

were just doing your normal duties?
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Yes. I was doing surgery.

And you received some sort of a page or

summons?

Yes. What usually happens is that

there are doctors who are in the

emergency room twenty- four hours a day
and when they admit and assess a

patient and determine that they need a

surgical evaluation then a nurse will

call whoever is on the back-up call

that day and that' s how I got this

call.
And what was the nature of the call

that you received around 11: 00 0 ' clock
on that day?

That there was a gentleman in the

emergency room who I was told had

stabbed himself and was in need of

admission because of puncture wounds to

his chest.

All right. Did you proceed to the

emergency room once you received that

call?
Yes.

All right. And once you got there what

did you find?

Dr. Karashi, who was the emergency room

doctor , had already done some initial
assessments of Mr. Moore and had

determined that he had what' s called a

pneumothorax , which means that the lung
had been punctured, and that he needed

to be admitted. So I came down and saw

him and looked at the x-rays , looked at

his lab work, looked at the vital

signs , his pulse and blood pressure and
determined that he needed to be

admitted to the hospital.

All right. And once you came down and

took over then he was your patient at

that point?

Correct.
Did you have an occasion to examine the

injuries?
Yes , I did.

And describe those for the jury if you
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will.
Over an area about the size of the palm

of your hand there were sixteen

puncture wounds at the lower left

chest , upper abdomen area.
All right. And you mentioned earlier

that you had looked at some x-rays?

Correct.
What was the purpose of that?

The police personnel that accompanied

Mr. Moore told me that he had stabbed

himself , and I asked them the nature of
the- blade. I was told that it was a

pen knife with about a two inch blade.

And since this gentleman is a thin

person I was concerned with the length

of that blade and the number of stab

wounds that he might have punctured his

lung, which can be a dangerous

situation. -And , in deed, on the x-ray

there was a puncture of the lung which

led to what' s called a pneumothorax , as

I mentioned where the lung has

collapsed partially, and that is only

determined or is best determined by a

1776
chest x-ray.
Is there anyway to tell how many times

the lung was puncture?

, I don' t know how many of the

sixteen did it. It only takes one to

One could see blooddo the damage.

coming from the wounds and bubbling,

which is indicative of an air leak.

it was clear that the integrity of the

his chest cavity had been penetrated.

It could have been one puncture or it

could have been more then one?

It could have been all sixteen for all

I know but it only takes one.
And what steps did you take to treat

thi s ?

Well , we determined after a period of

observation that the pneumothorax was

not getting any bigger, and when we

have what' s - - this is called a sucking
chest wound. So when we have something

like this you cover it with an air

tight dressing so no more air can leak

out. And then you reassess after a

period of time and see if the collapse
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is worsening,
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in which case you have to

put in a tube to let the air escape,

suck the lung back up. But after a

while his appeared to be stable , and so

we didn' t have to do that.
And in, your experience as a surgeon

would ,you describe this as a pretty

serious injury?
Well , anytime you have that many stab

wounds in that part of the body in a

thin person it' s potentially life

threatening.
Are there other vital organs in this

area?
Yes. The blade could have gone in any

direction. If it would have gone down

it might have hit his spleen or his

stomach. It looks as though it went

upward though and only injured his

lung.
Were they also in the same general area

of the heart?

Yes, uh-huh. That was another area

that concerned us , although it was a

bit low for the heart. Certainly I

didn' t know where his heart was.
They re not always in the same place.

But as it appeared on the chest x-ray,

we marked the extent of the wound with

a paper clip so we could tell with the

x-ray where the upper most one was and

the lower most one was. And the heart

was in the vicinity all right but he

may not have made it to the hospital if

he hit his heart.

Dr. Workman, I' m going to show you an

item that' s been marked previously for
identification purpose only as State '
Exhibi t Number 170 , which contains on

the front of the document a

certification from Decatur General

Hospital and I'll ask you to open that

envelope.
(Witness complied.

Remove the contents.

(Witness complied.

I f you will, take just a second to
glance over those.
Yes, I' ve seen these.
Do you recognize those?
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Yes.

What are those records?

This is the hospital record for that

admission.
And that was the treatment -- those

records detail the treatment that you

just described of Mr. Moore?

The initial treatment, yes.

I think also were there some follow-up

visits?
Yes.

And do they fairly and accurately

depict or do they fairly and accurately

reflect the treatment as you supervised

it?
Well , yes. You mentioned the follow-

visits. They were at my office and

that' s not included here , but the time

he was at the hospital from the 9th

through the 12th that' s included here.

MR. DILL: Okay. State would move

to admit State' s Exhibit NuIDer 170.

THE COURT:

(By Mr. Dill)

Show it admitted.

If you will

Dr. Workman , describe the Defendant'
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demeanor when you first encountered

him.

I had been told by Dr. Karishi that he

was uncooperative and profane. So when

I came down I was prepared for that,

and he was profane and uncooperative,
but after that initial encounter after

he got to the floor out of the

emergency room and to his room in the

hospital he was cooperative after that

more or less.

How much time had elapsed between those

two different observations of his

demeanor?
Well, he was admitted sometime after

11: 30. I don t remember the exact time

but by that afternoon he was certainly

easier to deal with. 
Okay. Several hours later he had

calmed down?

Yes. When I made my afternoon rounds,

which is usually 4:00 or 5:00 o' clock,
he was easier to deal with.
What do you mean when you say - - can

you be more specific about



uncooperative and profane?

I don' t know how pecific you want me

to be. He was calling everybody names,

and Dr. Karishi' s note , if I might just

look at it here. May I look at this?

Yes , sir.

Combative, broke out in a rage , lashing

out and verbally accosting the

paramedics and the police department is

the notations that were made at the

time.
MR. DILL: Can we approach , Your

Honor?

THE COURT: Yes.
(Whereupon , the following was

held out of the hearing of the

jury. )
MR. DILL: Point out to the Judge

that we' re to go into the presence of

drugs in his system.

MR . POWELL: That' s fine.
(Whereupon , the following was

held in the hearing of the

jury. )
(By Mr. Dill) Did you take any action

based on your observations of the

Defendant' s demeanor and his behavior?
No. Sometimes when we' re in a

situation like that where the patient

is a danger to himself or herself and

we can' t carryon with treatment, we
have to restrain the pat ient.

Okay.

And that was not the case here.

Did you carry out any tests or anything

like that?

We did carry out some blood testsYes.

in the form of a drug screen.

And what did the drug screen that you

performed on the Defendant show you?

The drug screen was positive for

cocaine and for marijuana.

Did you question Moore about that?

I questioned the officers and they told

me that he had a history of alcohol and

drug abuse.

Did you ask Moore if he had been taking

any drugs?

I did. He told me, I' ve got a quote
here, He s"ays he uses" every drug he
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can get his hands on. I put that in

quotes. So I think that may have

prompted our test.

MR. DILL: That' s all I have for
this witness at this time.

THE COURT: Cross, Mrs. Halbrooks?

MRS. HALBROOKS: Yes, sir.
EXAINATION

9 BY MRS. HABROOKS:
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Dr. Workman , I have just a very few

questions for you. When Daniel was

there in the hospital , the police took

possession of some articles of clothing

that belonged to Daniel, did they not?

That may have happened before I saw

him.

Have you --
That' s the usual routine, yes.
And have you reviewed the medical

records for Daniel' s treatment for this

day?

I have.

And if they reflect in there that some

articles of clothing including his

boxers were given , that would be

1784
correct as far as you know?

Yes.

You also indicated that you were told

what kind of knife inflicted the wounds

to Daniel; is that right?

I never saw the knife.

You were simply told and you made a

note of that?

I did.

Was that less than a two inch knife?

Was that consistent with the wounds

that you found?

Yes.

You made mention that part of your

concerns stemmed from the fact that

Daniel was thin. So, therefore, I
guess a smaller knife might make more

of a difference because of the

likelihood of striking some sort of

vital organs; is that right?

Yes. ve seen that many times, yes.

Do you know or have an estimate of how

much Daniel weighed on April the 9th of

19997

m sure it' s on here someplace.
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don t know precisely, and I don' t know

that I can find it in a --

That' s okay.

But I would say 150 pounds, something

like that. I don' t know for sure.

excused?
1787

THE COURT: Certainly. You re free

Yes , sir. And as I also understood

to go. Than you very much for coming.

your testimony, I just want to make

sure that I understand, you said that

the injuries that he inflicted would

cover the space the size of your palm?

The palm, yeah. ve got the precise

MR. DILL: State calls Mrs. Owens,

measurements here if you like. The

Linda Owens.

THE COURT:

MR. DILL:

Is she in the room?

area is eight centimeters by 4.

centimeters. So that' s about three

Yes.

THE COURT: Come around , please

inches by two inches, something like

that.
You said that when Daniel came in and

you testified to his demeanor at that

time but then you said that he became

cooperative back when he was put on the

floor and later was cooperative with

the nurses and the other staff?
One never knows what to expect in these

situations , and we write an order for
suicide precautions. I did not get any

. ma' and let me put you under oath.

calls from the nurses about behavior

problems. Usually we do or sometimes

Raise your right hand.

(Witness sworn.

THE COURT: Have a seat.

we do but I did not.

Yes , sir. And if the nurses had noted

Your witness, Mr. Dill.

LINDA OWENS

A witness for the State,

was sworn and testified as follows:

18 BY MR. DILL:

EXAINATION

State your name for the record.

Linda Owens.

And where do you work?

Compass Bank in Cullman, Alabama.

You work at a particular branch?

The main office.

And where is that located?
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1715 Second Avenue Southwest in

that he was polite and cooperative,

that would be correct as far as you

know if they noted that he was calm and

polite?
They did mention that to me, yes.
You also mentioned that you did not

have to restrain Daniel while he was in

the hospital?

, that was not done. We did ask him

three different times if he wanted

counseling and the initial time was in

the emergency room and he refused But

then at the time of discharge he said

that that would be fine.
MRS. HALBROOKS: Thank you very

much. We appreciate you taking your

time to come.

THE COURT: Anything else for this

witness?
MR. DILL: He has surgery scheduled

for this afternoon. Can he be

1788

Cullman .

How long have you been employed at

Compass Bank?

Almost thirty- three years.

And you said you worked at the main

branch?
Yes, I do.

Are you the custodian of records?

Yes , I am.

And have you been asked prior to your

testimony here today to review the

records for a Daniel Moore around March

of - - in the months prior to and just
prior after March of 1999?

Yes.

Have you looked at those records?

Yes.

And was there an account for Mr. Daniel

Moore?

Yes , there was.

It was at your branch?

Yes, sir.
m going to show you some documents

which have been marked previously for
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identification purposes only as State

Exhibit 171 and 172. Let me clip all

these together. First I' m going to
give you State' s 171 and ask you if you
recognize those documents. Just take a

minute to look through that.

recognize those documents?

Do you

Yes, sir.
Q . What are they?

These are the records for the new

account for Mr. Moore. Also it shows

checks that have cleared the account on

specific dates.

That' s some copies of the cancelled
checks that cleared the account?

Yes.

MRS. HALBROOKS: If we might have

an opportunity to look them.

THE COURT:

MR. POWELL:

Sure.
Thank you.

Mrs. Owens , do those(By Mr. Dill)

records that you just looked at fairly

and accurately reflect the account of

Mr. Moore as you reviewed it in

preparation for your testimony here

today?
Yes.

MR. DILL: State moves to admit

State s Exhibit 171.

THE COURT:

(By Mr. Dill)

Show it admitted.

And when was that

account in the name of Daniel Moore

opened at your bank?

Looks like January of i 99.

And when was it closed?

I believe that was in May of ' 99.
And the records or do you know why it

was closed?

The account was charged off by Compass

Bank for insufficient funds and

overdrafts.
Explain to the ladies and gentlemen of

the jury what that means when you say

the account was charged off by Compass

Bank.

The account was overdrawn and no

deposits were made to cover the

overdrafts. There were numerous

insufficient charges that were posted

to the account, and the account was

1791
therefore closed by our bank for the

fees.
Do you have specifically the February

balance sheet there for . the account?
These are just the copies of the

checks. There s not any balances here

or statements here.

Let me- ask you - - let me show you
what' s been mark previously for

identification purpose only as State

Exhibit 172 and ask you to look at

these records. Tell me if you

recognize these documents reflected

here?
Yes.

Have you had a chance to look at that?

Yes.

Now , does that second set of documents

that I provided you , State s 172. does

that have some of the balance sheets

accounting information?
Yes , it does.

Q'. Does it have some additional checks

that were not in the first group?

m not sure. Some of them are the
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same. There s some of the same

records.
Okay. NOW , after your review of the

second records do they fairly and

acc rately reflect the status of

Mr. Moore' s account as you reviewed it

in anticipation of your testimony here

today?
Yes.

And what was the status of the account

at the end of January of 1999?

Okay. The statement date is January

21st through February the Sth of ' 99.
Ending balance of $Sl. 72.

, Q. Okay. And were there any checks that

were presented in January that didn' t

get covered?

NO, there was not in January.January.
What about February, what was the

status at the end of February?

The balance was $119. 94 negative on the
statement date from February 9th to

March lOth '99.
And how many checks had been presented

for which there were insufficient funds



in the account to cover?

Looks like a total of seven checks.
And this is from the statement that

1793 1795
paid on the previous statement , when he

went into the negative balance on the

previous statement.
There were checks that were paid forcovers?

February 9th to March 10th 99. which there were insufficient funds?

There were - - well, actually there wereAnd do ' you have a statement there for

the next statement? ATM withdrawals that were made.

those brought him down to an

Then
Yes.

What was the status of the account at insufficient balance on February 18th.

MR. DILL: All right. State movesthe end of the next statement?

March 11th, , 99 to admit State s Exhibit 172.

THE COURT: Show it admitted.

99 to April 9th,
ending balance as of April 9th negative

$503. 94.

And how many checks for which there was

insufficient funds on that statement?

MR. DILL: Nothing further from

this witness at this time

MR. POWELL: Thank you, Your Honor.

Looks like sixteen.

Do you have one more statement up there
EXAINATION

17 BY. MR. POWELL

Mrs. Owens, you said that the checks

started - - started writing overdrafts
in February.

, sir.

Is that what you said?

before the account was charged off?

This shows charge-off on May 4th,

When were they?

The overdrafts actually started on --

No.

99 for $503. , which was the amount

of the negative balance.

All right. And I think you testified

yes, sir it was. This second

earlier that the charge-off is where

Compass says, we ve had enough, that'
it, that' s all?

Uh- huh , closed the account.

Now , describe what happens when these

statement shows on February the lSth
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was the first NSF charge.

checks were presented for payment to

your bank?

If the funds are not available the

che ks are returned to the last
endorser.
That would have been the business or

person who received the check?

Exactly.
Y' all would send it back to them?

Right.
And the amount of the deficit that you

described, $500 final deficit, what was

the total amount that was owed when the

account was finally charged off?

$503. 94.

And was that for the amount of the

check or was that for the fines

incurred as a result of writing bad

checks or the charge that the bank

makes to the account holder for writing

the bad checks?

That was for the insufficient funds.
Also there was some checks that were

1796

Okay. And NSF means?

Insufficient funds.

Non sufficient funds, NSF?

Correct.
And do your records show how many NSF' 

there was in that period of time in

February?
Yes, it does.
How much?

There' s seven charges at $24 each.
Okay. That was the bank charge because

of the NSF?

Yes.

You do you know how much the checks

total that came in that there wasn

sufficient funds to cover?

NO, sir. That doesn' t show in this

record.
You don't have those with you?

No, sir , r don'

Did that pattern continue on into March

as well?

Yes , it did.

Did you bring the records showing



whether or not he made any deposits in

February and March of ' 99?

According to this there s two deposits

in February.

Yes, ma' am.

That was the last deposits that the

record shows.

So there wasn t any deposits made in

March in that checking account of

Daniel Moore?

No, sir.
Does it show how much the ATM

withdrawals were and when they were?

Yes, it does.

When were they, time frame?

Okay. February the 8th there' s a

withdrawal from the ATM. February the
8th. There s looks like four on

February the Sth. February the 9th.
So it doesn' t show any - - would it show

in your records if he deposited his

paychecks during March of 1999? Would

it show that he made any deposits and

where the checks were from?

In March?

Yes , ma am.

There wasn t a deposit in March.

Wasn' t any deposits in March?

No, sir.
Mrs. Owens, I believe you may have

copies of these specific items already

in your conglomerate there but would

you look at what I' ve got as -- I'll
have you look at this Defendant'

Exhibit 21 and see if you can tell what

that is.
It looks like check number 114 , check

to J-Mart for $9. 09.

Does that bear a date?

March but I can t read the date on the

copy.
Let me ask you to look at Defendant'

Exhibi t Number 22 and see if you
recognize that.
This is check number 115 written to

Southmart Number Five for $31. 30?

What date was that?
March 12th '99.
And let me ask you to look at Number

, Defendant' s Exhibit Number 23.
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Check number 112 written to Jet Pep for

$29. 21.

What was the date of that?

March 12th, 99.

Looking back at Exhibit Number 21 of

the Defendant' s, you said you couldn'

read the date on it?
I can t read it with a stamp across the

front of it.
Let me offer to let you look at

Defendant' s Proposed Exhibit 24 and see
if that' s not another copy of the same

thing that' s shown in Defendant'
Exhibit Number 21?

Yes.

It doesn t have that stamp over the top

of it, does it?

No.

And can you read the date on' it?
Yes.

What is the date?

March 12th 99.

MR. POWELL: We would offer, Your

Honor 21, 22 , 23 and 24.

THE COURT: Show them admitted.

179S
That'
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MR. POWELL:

all.
Thank you.

THE COUR'r: Anything else for this

witness?
MR. DILL:

THE COURT:

NO, Your Honor.
Thank you , ma ' am. You

may be excused. Thank you for coming.

MR. DILL: State calls Marve

Kalachman.

THE COURT: Come around and raise

your right hand so I can put you under

oath.
(Witness sworn.

THE COURT: Have a seat.
Your witness, Mr. Valeska.

MR. VALESKA: Thank you, Your

Honor.

MARVIN KALACHM

A witness for the State

was sworn and testified as follows:

EXAINATION

22 BY MR. VALESKA:

State your name, please , sir for the

ladies and gentlemen of the jury and

the Court.
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Marvin Kalachman.

And, Mr. Kalachman, where do you live?
Huntsville, Alabama.

What do you do for a living?

I work as a physician assistant in

psychiatry.
And for those of us who don t know

that, tell us what that encompasses.
Well, we' re licensed - - this profession
is licensed by the State Board of

Medicine and we work for purposes of

time , we work doing very similar things
that the physicians do but we have

restrictions in that we are supervised

by physicians in an indirect way. They

don t have to physically be there but

they ultimately will have a supervisory

role.
And how long have you been doing that

sir.?
, better than twenty- five years.

All in Huntsville?

, sir. In Huntsville since about

1994.

All right. And what is your education

degrees or what --
I was originally trained in a physician

assistant program which is a medical

program that was run by the U. S. Public
Health Service and then went on to do a
master s degree as well.
All right. Let me take you back to

March the 11th, 1999.

that time?

Do you remember

Relat i vely, yes.
And tell the ladies and gentlemen of

the jury if you knew someone by the

name of Dr. David Tipton?

Yes, sir.
And tell the ladies and gentlemen of

the jury how you knew Dr. Tipton.

Dr. Tipton and I were partners in a

practice in Huntsville, a psychiatry

practice.
other.

That' s how we knew each

And how long had that partnership been

going?
Since about 1995 or 1996 , somewhere

around there.
And where was y ' all' s business or

lS01
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partnership located?

In Huntsville.

And y' all obviously saw patients?
That' s correct.
And did that for that time period that

you told the ladies and gentlemen of

the jury?

That' s correct.
And obviously in that time period you

knew Dr. Tipton?

Yes, I did.
And who else worked in the business?

It was Dr. Tipton and I and we had an

officer manager named Jeanie. At that
time her name was Jeanie Gonsewski.

And now she' s Jackson, she' s married?

Yes.

Now, let me take you to the day of

March the 12th , 1999.

that day?

Do you ' remember

Yes , sir.

Would you tell the ladies and gentlemen

of the jury, please, sir, what time you
saw - - if you see Dr. Tipton point him
out.

1804
Yes, I do.

That gentleman right there?'
That' s correct.
Tell the ladies and gentlemen of the

jury what time you first saw Dr. Tipton

that day.

I couldn' t tell you exactly the first

time. Typically I see him in the

morning because I come in pretty early

in the morning. He usually comes in a

little later. We' re in the same

facility and we have two offices.

he may corne in an hour later or half

hour later but it would have been early

in the morning.

By early give us your best guess?

I usually get in there 7:30, S:OO

0' clock and he was usually there by
nineish or so.
And you lived -- so you tell the ladies

and gentlemen of the jury you lived in

Huntsville?
That' s correct.
Where did Dr. Tipton live if you know?

Decatur.
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And had you ever been to his house?

I have just a couple of times, two or

three times, something like that.

In your best judgment how long a

distance was it from his house to

y' all' soffice practice?
Depending on traffic , probably

somewhere between forty- five minutes

and an hour or so.
All right. After you saw Dr. Tipton

that morning did you go about your

work?

Yes, I did.
And did he go about his work?

Yes, sir.
Did y ' all have any meetings that

morning between the two of you?

We had no formal meetings but we had

interactions. Typically he would see a

patient and I would. So depends more

if we would finish the same time we

would see each other , but he may finish
before me or I may finish before him

and we may not necessarily cross paths

consistently. But all of us would

always go downstairs to the office

manager and patients would always be

seen there and have to reschedule.

So how big was the work area?

rooms or what did it encompass?

How many

We had two floors totaling about 1, 200

square feet. So we had the downstairs

floor which would be our office manager

and a waiting room for our patients and

then upstairs two offices that we both

used.
All right. After that morning that you

told the ladies and gentlemen of the

jury about, did you and Dr. Tipton do

anything about lunch?

Yes, sir, we did. We frequently went

to lunch together and we usually -- and

we did go that day.

And tell the ladies and gentlemen of

the jury what time it was if you

remember in your best judgment?

We typically would leave aboutYes.

11: 30 in the morning and get back about

1:00 o clock.
And would y ' all go to lunch often,

IS 05 lS07
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regularly, intermittently?

We go to lunch very often. Most of the

time we go to lunch unless we had other

arrangements.
All right. Do you remember where y ' all

went to lunch that day?

Yes, I do.

Tell the ladies and gentlemen of the

jury, please , sir.

We went to a Mexican restaurant which

is a few minutes from our office.

believe it' s called Lacachina Real or

Lacamino Real. That' s what it was.
And obviously y' all ordered lunch

there?
Yes, that' s correct.

And in your best judgment how long did

the lunch take for you and Dr. Tipton

to order , have lunch , and get ready to

go?

Well, the ride was about fifteen

minutes each way. So that would be the

fitst half hour , and typically we would

sit in the restaurant for about an

hour.

lS08
And is that what your memory is of

March the- 12th , 19997

Yes , sir.

What time if any did you get back to

the office if you remember?

It would have been right around 1: 
0' clock.
And when you got back to the office

tell the ladies and gentlemen of the

jury what you did.

Well , when I got back to the office

usually at 1: 00 0 ' clock we already had
patients ready to go. So I began

seeing patients at that point and

Dr. Tipton I believe did the same.

Did you see him again that day?

I have to say that I don t remember

whether I did or not for the rest of

that day.

For the rest of that day?

That' s correct. But I know Jeanie

would have because she was the officer

manager downstairs. We often would

cross paths but I don' t remember if we

did that day or not.
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And you told us the name of the office

manager?

That' s Jeanie.Yes.

MR. VALESKA: Your witness.
THE COURT:

MR . POWELL:

Cross?
Yes, sir.

EXAINATION

S BY MRS. HALBROOKS,

You are a physician I s assistant?
Yes, sir. Yes, ma ' am.

lS11

As part of your -- as a phys'ician
assistant you can' t write prescriptions

110

could enter on the first and second

floors of your office?
No. Actually they would have to

for patients , is that true?

, that I s not. Actually we are

enter - - all the entrances is on the
first floor. There is a back and

authorized to write prescriptions for

patients, but in Alabama, which is one

of the few states, we actually don I t 

we have physicians sign controlled

substance prescriptions. But all the

forward but the back door is typically

our office manager for example.

Patient$ would not use the back door.

There is a back door to your office?

rest of them we can write.

, in other words , Dr. Tipton wrote

There is a back door , yes.

MRS. HALBROOKS: That' s all I

your controlled substance prescriptions

for you?

That' s correct.

have. Thank you.

And from time to time isn I t it also

THE COURT:

MR. DILL:

Anything further?
, Your Honor.

true that you phoned in prescriptions

for Dr. Tipton?

That' s correct.
On March the 12th of ' 99 did you and

MR. VALESKA: May he be excused?

Dr. Tipton have a corporation together

by the name of Kal-Tip Incorporated?

That' s correct.
For what purpose was that?
That' s the psychiatry practice that we

THE COURT:

MR. DILL:

Yes , you may.

State calls Jenny

had.
So y ' all actually practiced under

Kal-Tip Incorporated but you called

Jackson;
THE COURT: Come around this way,

I need to put you under

yourself a different name?

Well, Kal-Tip Incorporated was the

please ma' am.

corporate name that we used and the

name of the practice was actually the

Child and Adolescent Behavioral Health

Center which we later changed to

Behavioral Heath Center because it took

up too much room.

There were two floors of your office

back on March 12th , 1999?

oath if you would. Raise your hand.

. Yes, sir.
And did those two floors each have a

(Witness sworn.

THE COURT: Have a seat.

separate entrance so your patients

Your witness , Mr. Dill.

jEANIE GONSEWSKI

1810 lS12
A witness for the State,

was sworn and testified as follows:

EXAINATION

4 BY MR. DILL:

State your name for the record.

Jeanie Gonsewski.

And do you have a different married

name or sir name now?

Jackson.
And where do you work?

I work for Laurel Tree Counseling

Service.
And how long have you been employed

with them?

Since April of this year.

And where did you work in March of

1999?

I worked for Dr. David Tipton and

Marvin Kalachman.

And in what capacity did you work for

them at that time?

I was the office manager.

How long did you work for Dr. Tipton

and Mr. Kalachman?

Five years.
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Do you remember just roughly when you

started?

lS13 ! 1815
Do you have a judgment how long it

takes to get from your office or

I don' t offhand.

And what were your duties as office

Dr. Tipton' s office at that time to

Decatur?
It would take about forty- five to fifty

minut,es.

manager?

Scheduled patients, made appointments

MR. DILL: That' s all I have fordid billing type work.

Who greeted the patients when they come this witness at this time , Your Honor.

THE COURT: Cross?in?
I would.

11 BY MRS. HALBROOKS

EXAINATION

lS14

And how was your office -- how was your

office situated with regard to the

door?
I had a back office and the patients

would walk in and check in with me , and

then I would alert the doctor and let

them know that their patient was there

to see them.

Okay. And did you work with Dr. Tipton

and Kalachman with regard to

administrative duties?

Somewhat, uh-huh.
And do I you remember seeing Dr. Tipton
on March the 12th?

I do.

And what - - did you have any contact
with him after he returned from lunch?

I did, uh-huh.
And describe that.

We had patients that afternoon. We

started back at work at 1: 00 0' clock,
and we saw patients until 3 :30 that
day. He had a telephone call to make

after he was through seeing his last

patient.
Do you know who he had to call?

I do.

Okay.

It was a pharmacist.

Regarding a patient.

And did you see Dr. Tipton leave after

he made that call?

I did.

Do you know about what time it was that

you saw him leave your office?

I would say about 3: 45.

And were you living in Decatur at this

time?
NO, I wasn

Do you live in Decatur now?

I do.

You go by Jackson or Gonsewski?

Gonsewski .

Are you married?

Divorced.
On March the 12th of ' 99 where did you

live?
In Harvest , Alabama.

When did you move to Decatur?

It' s been a little over a year.
Do you consider yourself a close

personal friend of Dr. Tipton'

A friend.
Would you consider yourself a close

personal friend or just a friend?

lS16
A friend.
Call yourself sort of like an

acquaintance you think?
Uh- huh.
Mrs. Gonsewski, you' re on the list of

people who are allowed to pick up

Dr. Tipton' s children from school, are

you not?
I am.

Would that indicate to you that you I re

a close personal friend of him?

I would.

Did Dr. Tipton owe you any money at any

point in time since March the 12th of

19991

MR. VALESKA: 'll object. What I s

the relevance of it?
THE WITNESS:

MR. VALESKA:

No.

I'll withdraw it.

THE COURT: Okay.

(By Mrs. Halbrooks)
No.

He did not?

He didn' t owe you. any money?

No.

So he hadn' t paid you any sort of money



since March the 12th of ' 99 for any

reason?
MR. VALESKA:

MR. POWELL:

We obj ect .

Cross-examination
Your Honor , and he said he didn'

obj ect now he does.

MR. VALESKA: Well, they just took

it a step further , since March the

12th. I mean , what' s the relevance?

MR. POWELL: Judge, we think we

entitled to ask questions like this on

cross-examination because , you know , it
might show bias or prejudice and just

like were they friends.

THE COURT: I'll overrule and let

them pursue it a little bit. I don

know where they re going with it.

can answer it.

You

(By Mrs. Halbrooks) Has Dr. Tipton

paid you any money since March the 12th

of 1999 for any reason?

I have done some baby- sitting services

for him.

How much do you charge for your baby-

sitting services?

It varies.

Tell me , do you charge by the hour?

No.

No?

No.

Do you charge him a lump sum?

Just whatever we agree upon.

Well, tell me what you agree upon

generally usually for baby-sitting.
Forty or fifty dollars, something like

that.
For how many hours?

Depends.

What' s the longest period of time

you I ve baby- sat for Dr. Tipton since
March the 12th of '99?

Several days. ve baby- sat his

children while he' s been on a trip.

How many days?

Nine.
Nine days?

Uh- huh.
Did he pay you for that?
He did.
When was that?

lS17 
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1819 i
It was a couple of weeks ago.

Couple of weeks ago?

Uh- huh.

How much did he pay a couple of weeks

ago?

MR. VALESKA: Judge, we obj ect 
What' s the relevance?

MRS . ' HALBROOKS: I I 11 withdraw
that, Your Honor.

THE COURT: All right. That'
fine. Let' s move on.
(By Mrs. Halbrooks) Having worked for

Dr. Tipton in the past, are you

familiar with Dr. Tipton' s signature?

I. am.

Let me show you what I I 11 mark for

identification purposes only as

Defendant' s Exhibit 25 and ask you do
you recognize Dr. Tipton s signature on

that document?

I do.

What is that?

MR. VALESKA: Can we see it first?

(By Mrs. Halbrooks) What is this

documerit? Do you recognize it?

1820
Uh- huh.
What is that?

It' s a check.

Check in the amount of what?

$500.

When was that made payable to you?

12/20 of 2000.

You also testified , have you not , that
there were other payments made to you

by Dr. Tipton for your baby-sitting

services; is that right?

Uh- huh.
Mrs. Gonsewski , do you agree with Marve

Kalachman that there was more than one

way to get in and out of your office on

March the 12th , 1999?

We did have two different doors to get

in and out, uh-huh.
MRS. HALBROOKS:

all I have.

Thank you. That'

THE WITNESS: You re welcome.

THE COURT:

MR. DILL:

Anything else?
No, Your Honor.

THE COURT: Thank you, ma' am. You

may stand down. You may be excused.



MR. DILL: State calls Dwight

Tipton.
THE COURT: If you would raise your

right hand and let me put you under

oath.
(Witness sworn.

THE COURT: Have a seat.
Your witness , Mr. Dill.

CHLES DWIGHT TIPTON

A witness for the State,
was sworn and testified as follows:

EXAINATION

13 BY MR. DILL:

State your name for the record.

My name is Charles Dwight Tipton.

And where do you wor

I work at The Medicine Shoppe in

lS21 1823

lS22

I 10

case they called me and asked if I

could tell about what time I took that

call- in prescription, and I called the
people that handle the software on our

computer and gave them the prescription

number that I had taken at that time

and they printed out a printout and

said that prescription was filled

between 3:00 and 4:00 p. And as soon

Huntsville, Alabama.

How long have you been employed there?

as I took the prescription from

Dr. Tipton I immediately filled it.
So he called you between 3: 00 and

4:00 p. m. to make a -- to call in a

ve been there four years.
Were you employed at The Medicine

Shoppe on March the 12th of 1999?

prescription?
That' s correct.

Yes , sir , I was.

And do you know about how long in your

best judgment y ' all talked?

In what capacity are you employed

there?

I would say we spoke for about fifteen

minutes because as I stated earlier we

I work there as a registered

pharmacist.

were talking about our family name.

All right. And you said you had gone

back and checked your records for March

How long have you been a pharmacist?

I received my license in 1975.

12th , r999; is that right?

Yes, sir, I have.

Do , you know Dr. Tipton seated at the

table?

And what is the phone number of your

I had talked to him on the phone but

until today I had never met the man

1824
business?

536- 1910, of course area code is 256.

before in my life.
And as far as you know , y' all have the

536- 1910?

That' s correct.

same last name, are you related at all?

We had that conversation on the day

that you re talking about, March the

And that' s called The Medicine Shoppe?

12th , and we were talking about where

our ancestors came from. But as far as

Yes, sir.

I know we' re no relation other than

maybe distant relatives.

And did you receive a call from

Dr. Tipton on March the 12th , 1999?

How do you spell Shoppe?

It' s S-h-o-

Yes , sir, I did.

And on that day Dr. Tipton called you

at that number?

Do you know about what time that was?

It was between 3:00 and 4:00 p.

Excuse me. Yes , sir , that' s correct.

And how do you know that it was between

3:00 and 4:00 p.

Between 3:00 and 4:00 p.

Between 3:00 and 4:00 p.

When the officers that investigated the

Called in a prescription?

For a patient of his , yes, sir.

And talked about ten or fifteen

minutes?
Yes, sir, that' s correct.

MR. DILL: Nothing further for this

witness at this time.

THE COURT:

MR. POWELL:

Cross?
Yes.

EXAINATION

24 BY MR. POWELL:

Do you remember what the prescription



was?

Yes, sir I do.

1825
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What was it?
It was for Tussinex Suspension four

ounces.
What is that?

It' s a cough syrup.

Cough syrup?
Yes.

And when they call one in like that do

they later send the script or how do

you do that?
NO, sir. They' re allowed to call in

certain classes of prescriptions. Some

prescriptions like a class two narcotic

would require a written prescription

for aM. D But they are allowed to

call that prescription in.

Are you saying that' s the first time
that you ever talked to David Tipton?

, sir. As best I can remember we

talked before but not at that length,
, sir.

But you remember talking for fifteen

minutes?

Yes , sir, I do. Because like I said

we were talking about our family name

and I told him that as far as I knew my

relatives had come from Virginia down

into Tennessee , on into Alabama and

Georgia.
So you think that was not the first

time you ever talked to him?

, don' t think that' s the first time I

talked to Dr. Tipton.

But you had never talked to him face to

face?
Not until this morning when I walked in

this courtroom. I wouldn r t have known

him.

And so you actually don I t know who you
were talking to on the telephone , do

you?

Well , I guess it I S hard to know exactly
who anybody talks to on the telephone.

But you never met him?

I never met the man.

You were not familiar with his voice

face to face?

, sir.

1827
If someone called in I - - well , I'll

withdraw that. Would a doctor' s office

manager ever call in a prescription for

these things?

Yes , sir. Doctor s office managers,

sometime the nurses call in for the

physicians.
So man? times you received these call-

in scripts or prescriptions and just

some of the staff perhaps calls them

in?
Yes , sir that I S correct.
And can you remember right off hand

back on March the 12th of 1999 any

other physician or staff that called 

any other prescriptions that day?

Not specifically that day, no, sir, I

couldn' t .
If they called in a script like that

would you ever have to have it backed

up with a written script?
, sir, they don' t back up those

prescriptions with written
prescriptions.

Did you have a written prescription for

1828
file for March the 12th of 1999 from

Dr. David Tipton for this Tussinex?

I have a prescription that I took,

verbal prescription that I transposed

into writing, and that I think you'

subpoenaed that and I sent you a copy

of that prescription.

Let me ask you to look at what I call

Defendant' s Exhibit 26. I believe it'
the records from The Medical Shoppe as

you call it?

Yes , sir, that' s my handwriting.

That' s the prescription I took.
And who signed D. Tipton on that?

When the physician called in a

prescription ' we have to write down who
the physician s name is or we wouldn'

know how to dispense it. This is a

verbal prescription that was called in

to me by a doctor. I transpose that to

writing and I have to write the

physician s name on there. This is. the
back of the prescription that you can

see where it was run through the

computer with the physician s name on



it and my initials that I took the

prescription, CDT , Charles Dwight

Tipton.
MR. POWELL: We would offer Number

, Your Honor.

THE COURT: Okay. Show it

admitted. That' s all. Thank you.

MR. DILL: Just real quick , Your

Honor.

THE COURT: Sure.
EXA'IINATION

12 BY MR. DILL:

141

Now , you mentioned having a discussion

with the police investigators in this
case.
Yes, sir, I did.

And that occurred shortly after March

the 12th?

Right, that' s right.
And they came to see you and you told
them that you received this call from

Dr. Tipton; is that right?

Actually they didn I t come to see me.

They called , me on the phone.

conversation about it.

We had a

lS30
You to d them that you talked to David

Tipton on the phone?

They asked me to find out what time I

filled the prescription and I said, I
think I can call the people that handle

the software on the computer and I I 11

find out. That' s that printout that I
faxed them a copy of too showing that

that prescription was filled between

3:00 and 4:00 p. m. on a Friday.
I think you mentioned you told them

about the specifics that you had a

conversation about your last name; is

that right?

That' s correct, sir.
MR. DILL: Nothing further.

EXINATION

IS BY MR. POWELL:

20,

211

Mr. Tipton , do you know or can you tell

the jury how many times that people

have called in to your pharmacy for

Dr. Tipton other than himself for a
verbal phone call prescription?

I can t tell you an exact number of

lS29 lS31

i 14

from his office have called in

prescriptions before.

Have they done it since?
No, sir , they haven

times , but I can tell you that people

If Jeanie Gonsewski called in would you

write on that script when you wrote it

down would you write David Tipton'

name on' it when you filled it?
If who called it in?

If one of his office assistants?

I would have to write the dispensing

physician .
How about Mr. Kalachman , if he called

one in and said I' m over here at
Dr. Tipton' s who' s name would you put

on the script?
We would have to put the prescribing

physician.
Or else you would be in trouble?

Absolutely. I can' t put anybody s name

on it. I can' t put a nurse' s name and

or physician' s assistant' s name on a

prescription in the State of Alabama.

MR. POWELL: That' s all.
MRS. HALBROOKS: I have one.

lS32
MR. VALESKA: Your Honor, wait.
THE COURT: Whisper it in

Mr. Powell' s ear.

(By Mr. Powell) Do you remember which

Decatur policeman called you about

this?
Yes, sir , I do. Officer Pettey.

Officer Mike Pettey?

Yes , sir, that' s correct.

And have you ever had an occasion to

meet him?

I saw him this morning when I walked in

this courtroom.

And that' s the first time?

That' s the first time.
And on that occasion did you - - when he
talked to you on the telephone , did you

tell him you had had a ten or fifteen

minute telephone conversation on that

day?

Yes, sir. I told him , I said I

specifically remember talking to

Dr. Tipton that day because we had a

longer conversation than normal.

And you think you had talked to



Dr. Tipton before?

I think they' ve called in prescriptions

lS33
And up here you see a calling number

and the called number?

, IS

lS3S

Yes, sir.
And what was the calling number?

before, yes, sir.
But on these prior occasions you never

struck up any conversation about you That number, 536- 1910.
might have' a common relative?

No, sir , I didn' This might help

Okay. And does that have a time upon

you. This is the way I answer the

it?
Yes, sir. It says two minutes.

phone. If someone calls in a Well, it' s got a date and it' s got a

time on it.prescription from a doctor' s office, I
say , This is Pharmacist Dwight Tipton

may I help you. That' s the way I'
always answered the phone. I identify

myself to them. And his reply was,
this is Dr. David Tipton and from that

we said , well, we have a common last

name and that's how the conversation

started.
And are you sure the conversation

m sorry. I see what you re saying,

lasted about fifteen minutes?

Yes. sir , I would say it lasted about

It says IS: 26.

So in military time that would be 3: 26?

fifteen minutes.

And that was the time that you

conversed with Dr. Tipton about your

Yes, sir, that' s correct. Wait a

ancestors?

That' s correct.
And so you are positive

1834

that the time

minute. Let' s see. Okay. I see what

y' all discussed ancestry there was

about a fifteen minute conversation?

m positive about that.

Let me ask you - - Judge, I want to mark

you re saying.

And do you recognize this calling

something as an example but we re not

going, to be able to prove the
authenticity of it until time when

Mr. Hayes comes back from the telephone

company. We would like to mark it and

number, the one right here under

let them view it at this time and we

will tie it in later.

THE COURT:

MR. POWELL:

Certainly.
This will be what I'll

calling number?

I don ' trecognize that number but I

call Bellsouth telephone phone records

Toby, and it will be Number 27.

(By Mr. Powell) If I represent this to

recognize 536-1910 is the drug store

number.

And under this right here it says

be a copy of Bellsouth telephone

records and I' ve highlighted an item
down here. Do you see Number 196?

duration. If I represent that' s the

that what it says?

Yes / sir.

duration of the telephone call , can you

lS36
tell the jury, please, what it

indicates the time --
It says duration two.

And does it bear a date?

MR . POWELL: Judge , we will offer

It says 3/12/99.

this at this time into evidence as our

Exhibit Number 27.

MR. VALESKA: We obj ect .

THE COURT: I I 11 sustain the
objection until you tie it up.

MR. POWELL: Do you want us to

leave it here?

THE COURT:

MR. POWELL:

Either way.

I'll leave it in the

Court' s possession. Thank you. That'
all.

THE COURT: Anything else for this

witness?
MR. DILL: Briefly, Your Honor.

EXAINATION

20 BY MR. DILL,

Now , you said you talked to Dr. Pettey

after this conversation happened and

you told him that you spoke to

Dr. Tipton , you talked about your

common ancestry; is that correct?
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20 I

121

That' s correct.
If the record shows that it was two

minutes then that' s how long the

conversation was; is that right?

It seemed like to me it was longer than

two minutes, but if that' s what he

says.
But did you have a specific

recollection of discussing with

Dr. Tipton the prescription that he

called in and your common last name?

Right , that' s correc
And- you talked about it with this

Officer Pettey a couple of days after

this happened?

When he called me on the phone.

MR. DILL:

THE COURT:

Nothing further.
Anything else?

1837
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them. Thank you. 'll be in recess

MR . POWELL:

THE COURT:

No, sir.

now.

Thank you. Now you'

(Whereupon, at 11 :58 a. , the

proceedings in the above-

entitled matter was recessed

to reconvene at 1:30 p.

this same day.
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AFTEROON SESSION

(1:32 p.

(Whereupon, the following was

held in the presence of the

jury. )
THE COURT: Everybody is back.

free to go.

We' re going to break for lunch

here , ladies and gentlemen.

to put the Court in recess.

m going

Let the

Call your ne t witness.

MR. DILL:

THE COURT:

State calls Tony Ward.

If you will raise your

jury leave first. If you I re seated in

right hand , please, sir.
(Witness sworn.

THE COURT: Have a seat there.

the audience , I' m going to ask you to
stay seated. Remember the instructions

Your witness.
CHRLES ANONY WARD

A witness for the State,

was sworn and testified as follows:

21 BY MR. DILL:

EXINATION

22' State your name for the record.

My name Charles Anthony Ward.

Where do you work?

Decatur Police Department.

ve given you earlier about not

discussing the case among yourselves or

with anyone else or allowing anyone to

discuss it with you.
the jury leave now.

m going to let

If everybody else

will sort of stay where you are. Enj oy

your lunch. We'll start back at 1: 
(Whereupon , the following was

held outside the presence of

the jury.
THE COURT: Those of you who are

seated on the audience, I' m going to
ask .you to be very careful about

talking. The jurors are sitting there

elevated with their backs to you.

hearing that they are fussing about the

fact that there s talking going on

behind them. So if you' re going to

whisper go out in the hall. If you

going to be in here be quiet , please.

Enjoy your lunch. We'll start back

at 1:30. Let the jury clear the

elevators before you try to get on
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And in what capacity are you employed

there?

121
I 22

lS42

Criminal investigations division.
How long have you been employed in that

capacity?
I' ve b en in criminal investigation

division approximately five and a half

years.
And were you so employed on April the

9th of 1999?

Yes, sir.
And what shift were you working on that

day?

Day shift, sir.
And did you corne into contact with the

Defendant , Daniel Moore, on that date?
Yes , sir, I did.

Do you remember about roughly what time

that was?

It was prior to 13:00 hours, sir.

What time . is that in lay person '
1:00 p.
1:00 p. And where was Mr. Ward - - 

mean Officer Ward, where was the

Defendant when you first came in

contact with him?

He was in the interview room, sir.
And who if anybody was with him?

Officer Pettey and Sergeant Hamilton.

And where were you when you saw him

first?
I was in Captain Collier' s office

watching the interview on a monitor.

And explain that for the jury, you

know, how you were able to observe it

from Captain Collier' s office?
There' s a camera in the interview room

which you can observe the interview on

the monitor in Captain Collier'
office.
And is the camera hook d up to a VCR?

No.

Just a closed circuit camera?

Yes, sir.
So you can observe what' s going on in

there but it' s not recording?

, sir.

Did you observe at some point in time

the investigating officers leave the

room and leave the Defendant by
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himself?
Yes, sir, I did.

And what were you doing when that

happened?
When Officer Pettey and Serg ant

Hamilton left the room, Sergeant

Hamilton stepped back in and asked

Mr. Moore if he would like something to

drink and he said, yes , water.

Sergeant Hamilton got him a glass of

water and then left the room.

continued to watch on the monitor

because I thought Officer Pettey and

Sergeant Hamilton were going to go back

into the interview room. As I watched

the monitor I picked up an equipment

magazine off Captain Collier' s desk and

began to flip through it while looking

up at the monitor occasionally. While
this was going on I saw what appeared

to be a stain on Mr. Moore' s shirt.
called to Officer Pettey and Sergeant

Hamilton and related that he had broke

a pen or something and he had a stain

on his shirt. Officer Petty and

1844
Sergeant Hamilton came into the office

and looked and Officer Pettey said he

probably spilled water on himself, and

they left the room. I continued to

watch the monitor and Mr. Moore reached

out, picked something up off the table,

placed it against his chest with his

left hand and began- to slam into his

chest, into his hand with his right

hand. At that time I told Officer

Pettey and Sergeant Hamilton that this

guy is stabbing himself. And Officer

Pettey and Sergeant Sexton ran into the
room , attended to Mr. Moore. I grabbed

an evidence bag and ran into the room

and Sergeant Hamilton raked the knife

off of the table into the bag, and I

held onto the bag until I later gave it

to Officer Pettey.

Did you see what the Defendant,

Mr. Moore , did when the officers as you

testified went back into the room after

you observed him stab himself?
Yes , sir. He fell kind of like limp

back in the chair.
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And describe the monitor that you have

told the jury that you were watching

this on.

It' s approximately seven and a half or

nine inches. It' s a small monitor.

Is it black and white?

Yes, sir, it' s black and white.

m going to show you an item which has

been marked previously as State

Exhibit Number 90. m not sure if

this has been admitted yet.

THE COURT: What number is it?

MR. DILL: 90.

THE COURT:

admitted.
It hasn' t been

(By Mr. Dill) I will ask you to open

what has been marked previously for

identification purposes only as State

Exhibit 90.

(Witness complied.

Examine the contents and tell the jury

what' s in that envelope, State s 90?

It' s a small pen knife, lock blade

type, black handled.

If you could raise it up just by the

handle. IS that the knife that you

observed the Defendant stabbing himself
with on April the 9th, 1999?

Yes , sir, it is.

This is the knife that you later

collected and placed or you later

collected from the interview room?

Yes, sir.
What did do you with it after you

collected it?
I held onto it until I turned it over

to Investigator Pettey.

MR. DILL: All right. You can
return it to the envelope.

State moves to admit State'

Exhibit 90.

THE COURT: Show it admitted.

That' s all I have forMR. DILL:

this witness at this time, Your Honor.

THE COURT: Cross?
EXAINATION

22 BY MRS. HALBROOKS:

How long had you watched him on the

monitor? Were you watching him from
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From beginning to end?

When he was first brought into the

interrogation room were you watching

him?

, sir. No, ma , I was not.

beginning to end?

At what point did you begin to watch?

I don' t know ftow long they had been in
the interview room but when I walked

into the office.
And was there somebody else watching

the monitor before you began to watch

on the monitor?

Yes , ma' am.

What purpose would you and other

officers be watching an individual in

the interrogation room on the monitor?

To listen , just to listen.

Just to listen?

Yes , ma am.

What about recording what was going on

in there?

NO, ma ' am. We do not record our

interviews
You don t t record your interrogat ions?

, ma I am.

1846
How long did you watch the
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interrogation? How many minutes would

you say you watched?

I don't remember them even asking him

any questions at the time that when I

walked in the office. I don' t remember

them asking him any questions, just

coming out of the room and I was

waiting until they went back in.

MRS. HALBROOKS: I don' t have

anything further. Thank you.
MR. DILL: Nothing further from

this witness. May he be excused?

Yes , he may.THE COURT:

Thank you, sir.

down.

You may stand

MR. DILL: State calls Rufus

Pettus.
THE COURT: Come around , please.

If you would raise your right hand.

(Witness sworn.

THE COURT: Have a seat there

please.
Your witness , Mr. Valeska.

MR. VALESKA: Thank you , Judge.



JAMS PETTUS

A witness for the State,
was sworn and testified as follows:

EXAINATION

5 BY MR. VALESKA:

State your name for the ladies and

gentlemen of the jury.

James E. Pettus.

And , Mr. Pettus, where do you live?
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morgue at Cooper Green, did her remains

change in any way, shape , fashion or

form?

NO, sir.

Huntsville , Alabama.

Back in March of 1999 did you have a

MR. VALESKA: Your witness.

contract with the State of Alabama or

did you work for the Department of

Forensic Sciences?

Yes , sir.

EXAINATION

7 BY MRS. HAROOKS:

Tell the ladies and gentlemen of the

jury what you did, please , sir.

What time did you pick her body UP?

I picked her up approximately 11: 44.
MRS. HABROOKS:

all I have.

Thank you. That'

I transported human dead remains and

evidence for the State of Alabama for

THE WITNESS:

MR. VALESKA:

You' re welcome.

May he be excused?

autopsies.
Let me take you right to 12 March 1999,

THE COURT: Certainly. Thank you

Mr. Pettus. Did you have an occasion

for coming, Mr. Pettus. You' re free to

to go to the home of Karen Tipton here 

in Morgan County?

Yes, I did.

go.
MR. DILL: State calls Michelle

And you went there in your official

capacity?

Dunn.

THE COURT: I need to put you under

Yes , sir.

oath. If you would raise right hand.

(Witness sworn.

Tell the ladies and gentlemen of the

jury what you did in your capacity in

reference to Karen Tipton?

THE COURT:

MR. DILL:
Your witness.

Okay. When I arrived on the scene I

Thank you , Judge.

MICHLLE DUN

A witness for the State,
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sworn and testified as follows:

IS 52

EXAINATION

3 BY MR. DILL:

went in and one of the officers met me

at the door and told me where the

deceased was. I got my stretcher with

a body bag. We went upstairs and we

loaded her in the bag and put her on

the stretcher and brought her back down

to the vehicle.

And that was your vehicle?

State vehicle.
Right.

please, sir?
And then where did you go

I left the scene and went straight to

Birmingham. I went to Cooper Greene

Hospital morgue.

The state morgue there?

Yes.

From the time you picked up Karen

Tipton until you delivered her to the

State your name for the record.

Michelle Dunn.

And where do you work, Mrs. Dun?
Employed by the City of Decatur as a

police officer.
Officer Dunn, how long have you been

employed with the Decatur Police

Department?
Just a little over six years.

And in what capacity are you currently

employed with Decatur Police

Department?
Title is a crime scene investigator in

the criminal investigation division.
What are your duties?

Process crime scenes, we also have

control over the evidence property

room.

And who trained you for that position?

Allen Perry.
You replaced him when he left?

ve been back there working with him
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almost two years.
And when he left you assumed sole
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this case been maintained in the
property room under your constant care,
custody and control since Investigator

Perry left?
Other than having some

control over the property room?

Yes.

Yes.

enlargements made on some photographs

yes.
And other than those enlargements and

these two items, none of it has been

And you' re the sole crime scene
invest igator now since he I s left?

altered or changed in any way?

That' s correct.

There is another officer now that just

started about three weeks ago that

And specifically with State s 93 and

State' s 95 , these two samples of hair

she s in training right now,

And how is the property room

collected from the crime scene , were

they removed from the property room at

some point?

Yes.

maintained?
As in securitywise?

The evidence lock-up?

Since it' s been in your control do you

know when that was?

Yes , it is locked up. We also store

I believe it was October 25th , just a

few weeks ago.

the felony or misdemeanor narcotics and

that' s locked in a separate room, which
has another key to that door inside our

office. Then our office has another

And that was by Officer Pettey?

door with a lock with a dead bolt.
So you re in charge of this lock-

Yes.

He returned them later that same

ever since Investigator Perry left; is

that correct?

We both had a key to it.

morning?
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Correct.

Correct.
And the evidence that I s in that lock-

up, you maintain it, control it , make

sure it' s not altered in any way but

for cases that you re aware of; is that

right?
Yes , sir.

And since Investigator Perry has left

the Decatur Police Department you'

maintained all the evidence and made

sure that it was controlled?

Yes, sir.
I direct your attention specifically,

m not going to go through this piece

by piece, but I' m going to direct your
attention to this evidence card here.

I represent to you this is the evidence

that I S been submitted along with this
toolbox and these sacks and some

photographs that' s been submitted in
this court in this case. This is the
evidence, is it not, that you brought

up to the courtroom at Officer Pettey

request?
Yes , it is.

And this has been with the exception of

these two items right here , State' s 93

and State' s 95 , has all the evidence in

IS 56
I think they were checked out

a little over two hours.

MR. DILL: Just a second.

(Brief pause.

MR. DILL: Pass the witness, Your

Honor.

THE COURT:

MR. POWELL:

Cross?
No questions.

Thank you, ma ' am. YouTHE COURT:

may stand down. You re free to go.

Thank you for coming.

MR. VALESKA: Judge, our witness is
here. We' re going to need like five

minutes.
THE COURT: Okay.

MR. VALESKA: He finally made it so

we need just a few minutes, Judge.

THE COURT: Shall I send the jury

out?
MR. VALESKA: I wish you would just

for you know five or ten minutes.

THE COURT: Okay. Ladies and

gentlemen , 1 m going to put the Court

in recess and give the State an

opportunity to talk to a witness that



just arrived , c a little late but he'

here. m going to ask the jury to

retire to the jury room. Remember the

instructions I' ve given you earlier.
don' t anticipate taking more than ten

minutes here. So if you re going to

leave , the audience , be back within

five, ten minutes.

MR. VALESKA: s here.

(Whereupon

taken. )

a recess was

THE COURT: Come around, please,

am. If you would raise your right

hand.
(Witness sworn.

THE COURT: Have a seat right up

here, Everybody is back.

Your witness, Mr. Dill.

LYN JETTON. M

A witness for the State,
was sworn and testified as follows:

23 BY MR. DILL:

EXAINATION

101

State your name for the record?

Lynn Jetton , M.

1857 1859
And, if you know, who collected the

evidence in that kit?

And where do you work , Dr. Jetton?

The emergency room at Woodland Medical

I did.

And when did you do that?

Center in Cullman, Alabama.

And how long have you been employed in

This says October the 14th, 1999.
And what does the evidence in that kit

that capacity?

Since 1983.

consist of?

In this particular kit it consists of,

And were you working in that capacity

in April of 1999?

what I wrote in the medical record, it

consists of head hair , saliva sample

mouth swabs, pubic hair , and purple

stopper tube of blood drawn from Daniel

Moore.

And describe how you obtain the head

hair from Mr. Moore.

Yes.

I plucked hair with my fingers from

four different areas of his scalp,

Describe how you obtained the saliva

In fact, did you work there in that

capacity in all of 1999?

Yes.

sample from Mr. Moore.

The saliva sample I swabbed the inside

And I' m going to show you State
Exhibit 115, which I think has been

of his mouth with wet gauze and a

couple of q-tips, a couple of swabs,

and let them air dry.

And describe how you obtained the pubic

previously admitted.

THE COURT: 115?

hair from Mr. Moore.

1858
I plucked pubis hairs from several

areas of his pubis , groin.

MR. DILL:

THE COURT:

Yes.

Yes, it' s in.
(By Mr. Dill) And ask you if you

recognize that item?

Yes , I do.

And what is that?

It' s an evidence collection kit that we

use in the emergency room, sort of a

standard collection kit.

117
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And the blood?

It was drawn from his left hand

antecubital.
What did you- do with the head hair

. after it was plucked. How did you

package it up --

Put that in the little envelope that'

provided and seal it. You don' t lick

it. You seal it with water, tap water

from the faucet. Everything is sealed

with tap water; you don 't lick it.
Why is that?

Don' t want to get your DNA on it.

You don I t want to contaminate it?

Yeah , right.

And what about the saliva sample, how

did you package that up?

You let it air dry and put it in

envelopes provided and identify those

wit the patient I s name and the time
you collected them and then sign who

collected them.

The Defendant' s pubic hair, how did you
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package that up?

Same way, with an envelope that was
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provided that was labeled what was in

, patient' s name , who collected it

and what time it was collected.

And how was the Defendant' s blood

packaged?
In a purple stopper tube, standard pack

container tube and wrote on the label

on the tube patient' s name, time, it was

collected, my name since I drew the

blood , and I don I t really recall if
there s actually an envelope that it'

put in but it already has a label on

it. So it' s labeled.

And the package that you store these

items in that you explained that you

recovered from the Defendant, they all

come in this kit?

It' s in this box.

This is a prepackaged kit?

Yes.

This is something you use frequently?

Yes.

And is this procedure that you just

described for collecting the known

hair , blood and sal i va samples from the
Defendant, is that something you do

frequently in your work?

Yes.

And you followed the normal procedure

that you always followed?

Yes.

And once you had packaged this and

returned it , this evidence and returned
it to this evidence collection kit, did

you seal it Up?

Yes. These are tamper-proof seals that
are provided with the kit and a

biohazard sticker because there' s blood

and human materials in there.

And once you had sealed this kit up who

did you give it to?

I dated and signed it and gave it to

Investigator Michael Pettey, and it was

indicated on the hospital chart and on

the box.

All right. So after you collected the

evidence you gave it to Investigator

Mike Pettey and he signed on your
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records where he received it; is that

correct?
Yes.

MR. DILL: Nothing further of this

witness at this time , Your Honor.

THE COURT: Any cross?
MRS. HABROOKS: No, sir, Your

Honor. .
THE COURT: Thank you, ma' am .

You' re free to go.

MR. VALESKA: May she be excused?
She needs to go quick.

THE COURT: Yes, she may.

MR. VALESKA: Thank you, Doctor.

THE COURT: Call your next

witness.
Come around, Mr. Morrison. Good

afternoon. Raise your right hand.

(Witness sworn.

THE COURT: Have a seat.
Your witness, Mrs. Poe.

ROGER MORRISON

A witness for the State

was sworn and testified as follows:

EXANINATION

lS64
1 BY MRS. POE:

Thank you, Judge. Good afternoon

Mr. Morrison. Could you state your

full name for the ladies and gentlemen

of the jury and tell them where you

work?

My name is Roger Morrison , and I work

with the Alabama Department of Forensic

Sciences in the Huntsville regional

laboratory.
How long have you worked there , sir?

I I ve worked in the Huntsville regional
laboratory for twenty- four years.

And what do you do for the laboratory

there?
Currently I' m the laboratory director.
I also work in the serology DNA section

or also known as the forensic biology

section. I do some case work in terms

of hands- on availability but mostly as

a review of the technical aspects of

the section. m the technical leader

for the section. I also do crime scene

investigations for the department.

Could you tell the ladies and gentlemen



of the jury what your educational

background is with respect to what you

do now?

I have a bachelor s of science degree

from Southeast Missouri State

University. ve done graduate work in

microbiology at the University of

Central Florida and I' ve taken some
graduate level courses in molecular
biology at the University of Alabama in

Huntsville and at the University of

Alabama in Birmingham.

Do you belong to any professional

associations or organizations?

Yes, I do. I belong to the Alabama

Association of Forensic Scientists.
belong to the Southern Association of

Forensic Scientists. m a fellow with

the American Academy of Forensic

Sciences. There s a couple of others

that I belong to. The International

Association of Forensic Hemogenetics

and I used to belong to several others.

but have dropped those.

Do you do any kind of continuing

lS66
education or continuing -- any kind of

continuing education?

Yes, I do. As required as part of the

accreditation process for the

laboratory, each DNA analyst is

required to attend at least one meeting

per year in their specialty area of

DNA. I also attend meetings associated

with other aspects of forensic science

particularly crime scene

investigation. And the most recent one

ve been to was about administration

in forensic sciences.

Let me show you what' s marked as

State' s Exhibit 174 and ask if you
recognize that?

This is a copy of my C. V .Yes.

Is it correct and accurate?

Yes. There' s a couple of things that I
added to it handwritten in there, just
some dates on different things about

technical leader aspects and auditor

training but it is correct to my

knowledge.

MRS. POE: Your Honor , I move to
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admit State' s Exhibit 174 as a correct

copy of Mr. Morrison' s curriculum

vitae.
THE COURT:

(By Mrs. Poe) Have you ever testified

Show it admitted.

in court, Mr. Morrison , as an expert in

DNA analysis and interpretation of the

DNA results?

Yes , I have.

Do you know approximately how many

times?
I don't keep track of that but I would

say somewhere in the neighborhood of

twenty- five to thirty times.
And have they been in jurisdictions

throughout Alabama or throughout north

Alabama anyway?

Yes. They have been in many

jurisdictions in Alabama" particularly

in north Alabama but also south Alabama

as well. As well as some other

states.
MRS. POE: Your Honor, at this time

I would tender him as an expert in the

area of DNA analysis and interpretation

lS6S
of the DNA analysis results.

THE COURT:

(By Mrs. Poe)

Granted.
Did you receive some

evidence in connection with this case

in your lab, Mr. Morrison?

Yes , I did.

How many submissions of evidence did

you receive?
Well , there' s a number of reports.

the first report there was four

submissions from the Decatur Police

Department. There was one

submission - - actually two submissions
from our forensic pathologist on the

second report that I did. There was

just some additional work on the same

submissions, and then there were two

additional submissions from the Decatur

Police Department. So total of six

from the Decatur Police Department and

two from our forensic pathologist.
Could you start with the first

submission and tell me what you

received just one at a time?

Do you want from our pathologist or do
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you want from the Decatur Police
Department?

The Decatur Police Department is fine.
We r 11 start there.

The first submission was on March lSth,
1999. The first item was a brown paper

bag which contained an Alabama

sweatshirt and a sock.

Let me show you what' s been marked as

State s Exhibit 114 and ask you if you

recognize that?
This was the container which theYes.

shirt, sweatshirt, and sock was

received from Allen Perry.

Could you look at it and tell me if it

looks to be substantially in the same

condition as when you received it?

With the exception of some stains that

were removed by me, that seems to be in

basically the same condition.

Excuse me. What did do you with it

when you were finished with it?

When I completed my testing on it it

was wrapped up in white paper , sealed

in white paper , and then placed back

lS70
into the brown paper bag and sealed 

the brown paper bag. And then it was

returned -- eventually returned to

Mr. Perry with the Decatur Police

Department.
MRS. POE: Okay. Thank you.
Your Honor, we would move to admit

State' s Exhibit 114 into evidence.
THE COURT: Okay. Show it

admitted.
MRS. POE: Do you mind if I put it

here just ,to' keep it separate?
THE COURT: You can place it

wherever you want.
(By Mrs. Poe) Let me back up. Can you

tell the ladies and gentlemen of the

jury ' what tests you performed on that
and what results you received.

Well , let me - - in general what is done
on each item of evidence is that it'

examined. It' s documented as to what

is contained in each sealed container

that we received. It' s then examined

for any biological stains or any kind

of stain which may be a biological
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stain. Those are documented and then

testing is done on any stain if there

are any to do.

On that item of evidence there were

numerous reddish brown stains which

gave presumptive tests for blood on the

sweatshirt. At least one of those , one

9 ,
stain was removed from the sweatshirt

for possibly DNA analysis later on.

There s also a pair of white shocks

that were in there and the white socks

also contained blood stains and gave a

positive reaction to presumptive test

for blood stains.
Did you compare that blood sample that

you found on that to any other samples,

known or unknown?

The sweatshirt we did do DNA analysis

on the sweatshirt and the profile

obtained from the blood stain on the

sweatshirt was consistent with that of

Karen Tipton.
Thank you. . What was the next item that

you received?
The second item was another sealed
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brown paper bag which contained a white

washcloth which was identified from the

bed.
What' s the item after the washcloth?

We'll go ahead and see if we can find

it.
The item after the washcloth is another

sealed brown paper bag which contained

a black shirt.
black T- shirt.

It' s a short-sleeved

Let me show you , Mr. Morrison , what'

been identified as State' s Exhibit 102

and ask you if you recognize that and

if so what is it?

This is the brown paper bag which

contains the white washcloth what was

identified as from the bed.

Do you recognize the item that' s in

there?
Yes , I do.

What is it, please , sir?

It' s a white washcloth which contains

several different stains on it.

Did you perform any testing on that

item?
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Yes , I did.

What were the results of that?

lS73
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The white washcloth was examined, had

several different stains on it. There
was one stain which gave a presumptive

test for blood. There were other
stains which were checked relative to

whether or not it contained semen

stains , and those were negative for

semen stains. I also examined the hair

for trace evidence or fibers, and there

were two hairs which were removed from

the washcloth.

Did you perform any comparative

analysis to another known substance?

From the bloodstain or from the hair?

Both?

There was no additional testing done on

the blood stain. It was a fairly weak

blood stain on the washcloth. The

hairs were examined at a later date in

an attempt - to do nuclear DNA analysis,

and there was insufficient amount of

DNA recovered from the hairs for that.

Okay. Do those items that were in this

sack identified as State s Exhibit 102,

are those in substantially the same or

similar condition as when you received

them?

The washcloth is with the exception

that the hairs have been removed.

What did you do with those when you
were finished with your testing?
with the washcloth?

Yes.

with the washcloth , the washcloth was

sealed back in the brown paper bag and

was later returned to Officer Perry.
The hairs were sent to John Case in our
Jacksonville laboratory for trace
examination , hair comparison.

MRS. POE: Thank you. Your Honor

we would move to enter State' s Exhibit

102 into evidence.

THE COURT: I think it' s already

in. My notes show it is. If it' s not
show it admitted.

(By Mrs. Poe) Let me show you what'

identified as State' s Exhibit 107 and

tell me if you recognize that.

131

This is a black T- shirt.
lS75

This was the

bag the black T-shirt came in and which

is identified from the bed. I believe

it' s still sealed.

If you could open it, please, sir , and
tell me what' s inside.

It' s the black T-shirt as I described

earlier-
Did you perform any type of testing or

analysis on this?

Yes , I did.

What did you do and what were the

results?
I examined the shirt for blood stains

or semen stains. There were none

found. The shirt was scraped down to

see if there was any trace type

evidence, hairs or fibers , and those I

think were sent to John Case.

MRS. POE: Your Honor, we would

move to enter State s Exhibit 107 into

evidence if it' s not already been so

admitted.
THE COURT: It has been I believe.

Show it admitted again.

(By Mrs. poe)

next item?

lS76
What' s yourThank you.

The next item was a sealed manilla

envelope which contains the hairs from

the bed.

Let me show you what' s been identified

as State' s Exhibit 93 and ask you if
you recognize that?
This is an envelope which was returned

to me from Reliagene which contains the

items of evidence which I sent to

Reliagene which consists of a blood

stain standard from Karen Tipton , a

hair slide which was identified as item

number four , a second hair slide which
was identified as item number eight,

and the blood stain standard from

Daniel Moore and a blood stain standard

from David Tipton.
Did you test these items?

I tested these items prior to sending

them to Reliagene , yes.

And , I' m sorry, can you tell me what
you did with them when you were

finished? You sent them to Reliagene
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sealed is that what I understood you to

say?

Yes. I did DNA analysis on the hairs

that were on the slides, one hair from

each of those slides. I also did DNA

analysis on the known blood standards

from Karen Tipton , David Tipton and

Daniel Moore. Those items were then
sent to Reliagene for additional

testing, mitochondrial DNA analysis,

and were returned to me after their

testing was conducted.

When they were returned to you what did

you then do with them?

I, again , had them sealed and returned

them to Officer Perry of the Decatur

Police Department.

MRS. POE: Thank you.

Your Honor I believe State

Exhibit 93 has already been admitted.

THE - COURT:

(By Mrs. PQe)

It is.

What was your next

submissiop, please, sir.

The next item was a brown paper bag

which contained a sock from the bed, a

white sock that was tied in a knot.
Let me show you what' s marked as

State' s Exhibit 10S and ask you if you
know what that is?

This is the brown paper bag in which

the sock was submitted to the

laboratory, and after I did my analysis

I sealed it in the bag and the bag

appears to still be sealed.
What kind of analysis did you do and

what was the result of your analysis?

Again , the sock was examined for blood
stains and semen stains primarily.

There were no semen stains identified

but there were several different blood

stains on the sock , which gave

presumptive tests for blood stains.
did DNA analysis on the blood stains

from the socks and they were consistent

with that of the known standard for

Karen Tipton.
And when you were through with your

analysis what did you do with it?

When I finished my analysis the sock

was sealed in the brown paper bag and
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it was returned to Allen.

MRS. POE: Thank you, sir. I f not
already in we move to admit Exhibit

108.

THE COURT:

(By Mrs. Poe) Your next submission.

Okay. It' s in.

Next item was a brown paper bag which

contained a fitted sheet and a pajama

top.
Mr. Morrison , let me show you what'

marked as State' s Exhibit 99 and ask
you if you recognize that?

This is the bag which was submitted to

the laboratory by Mr. Perry which

contains the sheet and a pink paj ama

top which we did analysis on. Once our
analysis was completed it was replaced

into the bag and sealed and returned to

Mr. Perry.
What kind of testing did you do and

what were your results of those tests?

Again , the same type of testing was
conducted. The sheet and the paj ama

top were examined for the presence of

any biological stains. There were no

lS80
semen stains identified but there were

blood stains which were found on the

sheet and as well as on the pajama top.

Were you able to identify the source of

those blood stains? Not the source,

excuse me. To who they would belong.

There was no DNA analysis conducted on

the items , from the sheet.

Okay. When you completed your testing

what did you do with the Exhibit?

Again , they were placed back in the

bag, it was sealed and returned to

Mr. perry.
MRS. POE: Thank you.

Your Honor , if Exhibit 99 has not

been admitted we move for its

admission.
THE COURT:

(By Mrs. Poe)

It' s in.
Your next item , please.

Next item was a brown paper bag

containing a nightshirt, a pink

nightshirt from the bathroom floor.

I'll show you what' s marked as State'

Exhibit 96 and ask you if you know what

that is or can identify it?
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This is the container which was

submitted to me which contains the pink

nightshirt identified as from the

bathroom floor.

Does it appear to be the same or

substantially the same as when you

received it?
With the exception of some stains or

cuttings from the nightshirt it appears

to be in the same condition.

What type of testing did you perform on

that and the results of your testing

were what, please , sir?

Again, the shirt was examined for the

presence of biological stains.. There
were a couple of stains which were

checked for semen which were found to

be negative. There were no blood

stains found on the shirt.

When you completed your testing what

did you do with that item?

It was wrapped up and sealed in white

paper and then placed in the brown

paper bag and sealed and then returned

to Mr. Perry at the Decatur Police

Department.
MRS. POE: Judge , if Exhibit 96 has

not been admitted we move its

admission.
THE COURT:

(By Mrs. poe)

I show it already in.

Your next item?

Next item was a towel which was

identified as from the floor next to

the bed.

Let me show you what' s been marked as

State' s Exhibit 106 and ask you if you
recognize that?
Yes , I do.

What is it, please?

This is- the container and the towel
which is identified from the floor next

to the bed which was submitted by

Mr. Perry.
Did you perform any type . of test on
that item?

Yes , I did. I did a number of

different tests. Checked it for the

presence of, again, semen stains and

blood stains. There were no semen

stains found; however, there were a
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number of different blood stains found

on the towel. Al so there was - - I did
a scraping of the towel to collect

trace evidence.

Did you compare the blood that you

found on there to any known samples?

Yes , I did. The towel was examined by

DNA analysis and was found to be

consistent with - - the blood stains on
the towel were found to be consistent

with Karen Tipton.

When you finished your testing of that

Exhibit , what did you do with it?
The towel itself was packaged in white

paper and sealed and then placed into
the brown paper bag and sealed and

returned to Mr. Perry of the Decatur

Police Department. The hairs and other

trace evidence which was removed from

the towel were sent to John Case of the

Jacksonville laboratory for trace

evidence for hair comparison analysis.

MRS. POE: Thank you.
Your Honor , we move to admit 106 if

not already admitted is this.

lS82
It' s in.
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THE COURT:

(By Mrs. poe) What was your next item?

Next item was a set of seven envelopes

which were identified as swabs from

different areas in the Tipton home.

Let me show you what' s identified as

State' s Exhibit 103 and ask you if can
you identify it?

Yes. This is the envelope that
contains the individual envelopes which

contain swabs of blood stains found at

the Tipton home.

Did you perform any testing on those

items?
Yes , I did. Each of the swabs were

checked to make sure , in fact , that

they did have blood stains and

presumpti ve tests indicated that, in

fact, they were blood stains. There
was DNA analysis done on four of those

swabs. All four of which were

consistent with the blood stain

standard of Karen Tipton.

What did you do with that Exhibit when

you finished?
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envelope was sealed and returned to

Allen Perry of the Decatur Police

Department.
MRS. POE: Your Honor , we move to

admit EJilibit 103 if not already

entered.
THE COURT:

(By Mrs. Poe)

It' in.
You re next item

please?
Next item was a sealed white package

which is identified as a sample from a

sheet.
Let me show you what' s marked as

State s Exhibit 145 and ask you if you

can identify that.
Yes. This is the white package which

contains a piece of sheet and it'
still sealed from when I sealed it up

and returned it to Mr. Perry.

Did you perform any type of testing on

that item?

Yes , I did.

What type of testing and what results?

I checked it again for the presence of

bloodstains.
1886

In particular there were

several blood stains on the sheet.
Presumptive tests were positive for

blood stains on the sheet. A sample
was removed for possible DNA analysis.

Did you compare that blood to any known

sample?

No, I did not.
Do you know what type of blood it was?

No.

When you were finished you sealed it

back did you say and who did you return

it to?

It was returned to Mr. Perry.
MRS. POE: Your Honor, we would

move for admission of actually it was

State r s Exhibit 145, also marked as

Defendant' s Exhibit 11.
THE COURT:

(By Mrs. Poe)

Show it admitted.

Your next item, please.

Next item was an another white package

labeled sample number one, which is a

piece of a blanket.

Let me show you what' s been marked as

both State' s Exhibit 147 and
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Defendant' s Exhibit 13 and ask you if
you could identify that? Excuse me.

Let me withdraw that and ask you about

State r s Exhibit 146 and Defendant r s

Exhibit 12?

This is the sealed white package which

contained a piece of blanket or what

- was identified as a moving blanket that
was submitted by Mr. perry.
Did you perform any tests on that

blanket?
Yes, I did.

What tests did you perform?

I examined the blanket for or piece of

the blanket for biological stains.
There were blood stains identified

presumptively. I did additional
testing to identify whether or not they

were of human origin , which they were

not. And then there was testing to

identify the species from which they

came and there was positive reaction

for dog bloocd.

What did you do when you were finished

with that piece of the blanket that you

1888
tested?
I sealed it back up in the package and

returned it to Mr. Perry.

MRS. POE: Your Honor, we move for

admission of State' s Exhibit 146 if
it' s not already admitted.

THE COURT:

(By Mrs. poe)

Show it admitted.

Next item , please.

Next item is the other white paper

package with another piece of the

blanket.
Let me show you what' s identified as

State r S Exhibit 147 and see if you can

idEintify that.

This is the. package whichYes.

contained the sample number two from

what was identified as a moving

blanket.
Did you perform any tests on that item?

Yes, I did. Again , it was examined for
the presence of blood stains. There
were blood stains presumptively

identified on the piece of blanket.

Those were tested against to see if

they were of human original, which they



were not. They were then tested

against dog and found to be consistent
with dog blood.
Were the tests performed on that

blanket any different from the test
performed on the sheet?
The identification of species was not

done on the sheet. The same

presumptive test were done but not the

identification of the species.

Why were the same tests not performed?

It was my understanding that the sheet

and the blanket were from the same

location , and the samples from the

blanket were better samples to work

with than the samples on the sheet.

And so the testing was done on -- the

species testing was done on the samples

from the blanket and not from the

sheet.
When you finished with this itemOkay.

what did you do with it when you

finished your testing?

I sealed it back in the white paper

package and returned it to Mr. Perry.

MRS. POE: Thank you.

Your Honor , we move for the

admission of State' s Exhibit 147 if not
already admitted.

THE COURT:

(By Mrs. Poe)

Show it admitted.

Next item, please, sir.
Next item is a sealed manilla envelope

which contains a long- sleeved turtle
neck shirt.

Let me show you what' s marked as

State s Exhibit 151 and ask you if you

can identify that?

Yes. This is the envelope which
contained the turtle neck shirt which

was submitted by Mr. Perry.
Did you perform any type of testing on

this item?

sir , I did. I examined the shirtYes,

again for the presence of blood stains

and semen stains and none were located 
When you were finished with your

testing what did you do with this item?

It was returned to the envelope

sealed up and then returned to
it was

Mr. Perry.
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MRS. POE: Thank you.

the admission of State s Exhibit 151 if

not already admitted.

THE COURT: It' s already in but
show it admitted.

(By Mrs. Poe) Next item, please.
The next item is a sealed manilla

envelope which contains a McDonald'

drinking cup and straw.
Let me show you what' s been marked as

State' s Exhibit 148 and ask you if you
recognize that?
Yes, I do. This is the envelope which

contained the cup and the straw.
Did you perform any type of testing on

this item?

Yes. There was a swab taken of the

outside of the top of the straw from

the side.

What were the results of your test?

DNA testing was conducted on the straw

and was found to be consistent with the

known standard from Karen .Tipton.
When you completed your testing what

did you do with this item?

1892
It was sealed back in the envelope and

then returned to Mr. Perry.
MRS. POE: Your Honor , we would

move for the admission of State'

Exhibit 148.

THE COURT: It' s in.
(By Mrs. Poe)

please?
What was your next item

Next item is a sealed brown paper bag

which contained a pair of jeans.

Let me show you what' s been marked as

State' s Exhibit 98 and ask you if you
recognize that and the ' contents in the
bag?

This was the pair of jeans whichYes.

were submitted ,in the bag from
Mr. Perry.
Do they appear to be substantially

similar or the same as when you

recei ved them?

Yes , they do.

Did you do any testing on those jeans?

Again , they were tested for the

presence of biological stains,
primarily semen and blood. There were
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blood stains identified presumptively

on the jeans.
was done.

No additional testing

1893
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What was the results of your test?

The presumptive test was positive for

blood stains on the jeans.
Do you know were those - - do you know

the origin of the bloqd stains, who

they might belong to?
No. They were not tested by DNA

analysis.
When you completed your testing what

did you do with this item?

They were placed back in the brown

paper bag, sealed up and then returned

to Mr. Perry.

MRS. POE: Thank you.

Your Honor , we would move for the

admission of State' s Exhibit 98.

THE COURT:

(By Mrs. Poe)

They' re in. It' s in.
Thank you. Next item,

please.
The next item was a sexual assault

evidence collection kit from Daniel

Moore which consists of oral swabs

pubic hair , and a known blood sample.

Let me show you what' s been marked as

State' s Exhibit 115 and tell me if you
can identify that.

This is the box of the sexualYes.

assault evidence collection kit which

did contain the blood sample , head and

pubic hair samples and an oral swab

from Mr. Moore.

Did you perform any tests on any of the

items in this box?

Yes. I tested the blood sample and did

a DNA profile from the blood sample.

What were the results of your test?

Well, I established a DNA profile for

the eight polymorphic losi interests as

well as a gender marker.

When you were finished with your

testing of this item what did you do

with it?
I sealed the blood tube and the oral

swab back in the kit and it was

returned to Mr. Perry. The hair

samples were sent to Mr. Case I

believe.
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MRS. POE:
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Your Honor , we would

move to admit State' s Exhibit 115 if

not already entered.

THE COURT:

(By Mrs. poe)

It' s in.
Your next item, please.

The next submission from the Decatur

Police Department was a sealed manilla

envelope which contained blood samples

from David Tipton.
Let me show you what' s been identified

as State' s Exhibit Number 92 and ask if
you can identify that?

This is the envelope whichYes.

contained the blood sample from David

Tipton.
Did you run any type of testing on

that?
Again a DNA profile was generatedYes.

from the blood samples inside, the
envelope.

Okay. What did you do with that when

you were finished?
When I completed my analysis they were

sealed back in the envelope and they

were returned to Mr. Perry.

1.896
MRS. POE Thank you.

Your Honor , we would move to admit

State s Exhibit 92 into evidence.

THE COURT:

(By Mrs. Poe)

It' s in.
Next item.

Next item was a sealed manilla envelope

which contained a cigarette butt which

was identified as from the front yard.

Let me show you what' s marked as

State s Exhibit 94 and ask you if you

recognize that.
This is the envelope whichYes.

contains the cigarette butt.
Did you conduct any test on that item?

Yes, I did. I did DNA analysis on the

cigarette butt.
What did you --

There was a DNA profile which was

generated from that which was found not

to be consistent with either David

Tipton or Karen Tipton or Daniel Moore.

Thank you, sir. When you completed

your testing what did you do with that

item?
It was returned to the envelope, sealed



up and returned to Mr. Perry.

MRS. POE: Your Honor , we move to

admit State' s Exhibit 94.

THE COURT: Okay. Show it admitted

or it' s already in.
(By Mrs. Poe) Your next item , please.

The next item I received from the

Decatur Police Department was --

actually it was a resubmittal of hair

which was from the washcloth which

we' ve already talked about.

What other items of evidence did you

receive from - - that' s all you received
from the police department; is that

correct?
Yes, ma am.

Who else did you receive items of

evidence from in connection with this

case?
I received items of evidence from

Dr. Pustilnik , items which were

collected at the time of the autopsy.

Can you tell me the first item that you

received?
The first item was a sexual assault kit

which was a sealed brown paper bag

which contain vaginal swabs and smears

oral swabs and smears. It contained

fingernailanal swabs and smears,

clippings , and pubic hair sample and

pubic hair combings and the bra from

Karen Tiptono
Let me ask you if you can identify

what. s marked as State' s Exhibit 101.
This is the brown paper bag whichYes.

was used by Dr. pustilnik as to contain

all of those samples in individual

containers inside the bag.

Did you perform any test on those

items, any of those items?

Each of the smear slides that were made

as well as the swabs that were made

from the vagina, anal and oral were

examined for the presence of semen

stains and none were found. The pubic

hair and pubic hair combings were

removed and sent to John Case of the

Jacksonville laboratory.
When you concluded your testing what

did do you with those items?
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With the exception of the hairs , which

were sent to John Case , the remainder

of the items were placed back in the

bag and sealed and returned to

Mr. Perry,
MRS. POE: Thank you.

Your Honor , we move for the

admission of State s Exhibit 101.

THE COURT:

(By Mrs. poe)

It' s in.
Your next item , please.

Before we go on , let me ask you if you

recognize State' s Exhibit 111?
This is the brown paper bag whichYes.

contains the bra which was removed from

Mrs. Tipton at the time of the

autopsy.
And have you performed any test on

that?
Other than to examine it , there were no

tests conducted.

And when you finished examining it what

did you do with it?
I placed it back in the bag, sealed it

up and returned it to Mr. Perry.

MRS. POE: Thank you 
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Your Honor, we move for the

admission of State' s Exhibit Ill.
THE COURT:

(By Mrs 0 Poe)

Show it admitted.

Your next item.
The remaining item which I examined was

a blood stain card which was made from

a blood sample taken from Karen Tipton

at the time of the autopsy.

Let me show you what' s marked as

State s Exhibit 91 and ask you if you

know what that is , please.

m not exactly sure. It' s --
Do you want to open it?

Is there an L-l?

This is State s Exhibit 117.Yes.

This may have been a sample that was

sent back by Reliagene. m not

certain. I would have to open it up.

These are samples which were returned

from Reliagene after their analysis.

They consist of loose hairs which were

recovered from a bar of soap And I
failed to mention that bar of soap,

which is one of the items that was sent

to me which is on a different report 
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There s hairs which were attached to

the bar of soap. So there s two. They

were sent to them as two separate

items. Then this, is the container in

which the DNA extracts were placed in.

So these are samples which I sent to

Reliagene and which they conducted

analysis on and then returned.
Did you conduct any type of testing on

those items?

There was some examination of theYes.

hairs from the bar of soap and loose

hairs associated with the bar of soap,
and there was insufficient amount of

nucle r DNA for a profile.

What did you do with those items when

you were finished examining them?

After I did the DNA profile they were

sent to Reliagene for mitochondrial DNA

analysis. After they completed it they

returned them to me and I returned them

to Mr. Perry.

MRS. POE: Thank you , sir.

Your Honor , we move for the

admission of State s Exhibit 91 if not

already admitted.

It' s in.THE COURT:

(By Mrs. poe) Let me show you what'

State' s Exhibit lIS and ask you if you
recognize this, please.

Yes. This is the brown paper bag which

contained the bar of soap and hairs

associated with it. It I s identified 
from the third floor bathroom shower.

And did you conduct tests on that item?

Yes. I removed the hairs that were

loosely associated with the soap in the

bag and also then removed the hairs

which were stuck to the bar of soap and

kept them separate. I did DNA analysis

or attempted to do DNA analysis from

the roots of some of those hairs.

There was insufficient amount of

nuclear DNA for any comparisons to be

made. The hairs were then sent to

Reliagene for mitochondrial DNA

testing. They did their testing and

then returned the hairs to me, and I
returned this container which contains

the bar of soap as well as the hairs
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which Reliagene sent back to me to

Mr. Perry at the Decatur Police

Department.
MRS. POE: Your Honor, I move to

admit State' s Exhibit 118 if not

already admitted.

Show it admitted.

Have you already

THE COURT:

(By Mrs. Poe)

identified, Mr. Morrison , State I s

Exhibit 11 

No.

Could you identify that for us, please?

This is a manilla envelope which

contains a number of different items,
cuttings from different items that were

submitted by the Decatur Police

Department as well as a sample of the

blood stain standard from Karen Tipton

and from Daniel Moore.

As I examined these items of

evidence, if there are blood stains or

multiple blood stains found on the

evidence I will cut out a piece of that

blood stain and place it into a

separate manilla envelope as I go

1904
through each of these items. All of

those cuttings as well as the blood

stain standards which are made from

liquid blood samples, they are placed

in the envelope and from that envelope

our DNA testing is conducted in various

rooms within the laboratory.

At the conclusion of the testing

that we performed in the Huntsville

laboratory, the remainder of those

cuttings as well as any cuttings which

may not have been analyzed by DNA

analysis are then sealed in that
manilla envelope and all the cuttings

are returned to the submitting agency,
in this case the Decatur Police

Department, Mr. Allen Perry.
What were the results of any tests that

you performed on those items?

Well, we' ve already discussed all those

tests. These are just a small cutting

of each of those samples that we have

talked about.

MRS. PqE: Thank you.

Your Honor , we move to admit
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State ' s Exhibi 117 if not already

admitted.
';HE COURT:

admitted.
Okay. Show it

(By Mrs. Poe) Let me ask you,

Mr. Morrison, if you recognize State

Exhibit 112 and 113?

These are - - I recognize them in that

they were received in the laboratory.

I did not conduct any analysis on those

items. These are bags which were used

to bag the hands of the victim,

Mrs. Karen Tipton, and those are

located inside these sealed paper

bags. That was done by Dr. pustilnik.

So you performed no test - - didOkay.

you perform any tests on those items?

, I did not.

Okay. When up finished with them what

did you do with them?

I didn' t conduct any analysis on them.

So they were received by me from

Dr. pustilnik. His seal is still

intact. They were just our case number

and the item number was placed on them

and they were returned to Allen Perry.
MRS. POE: Thank you.
We move , Your Honor , to admit

State' s Exhibit 112 and 113 if not

already entered.
THE COURT: They " re in.

(By Mrs. poe) . Okay, Let me show you,
Mr. Morrison, what' s identified as

State s Exhibit 161 and ask you if you
can identify that?

These are a pair of shoes or a shoe.
Maybe it would be easier if I did it

this way.

162.

I asked to also look at

Yes.

What is that , sir?

This is item 17 and 18. These were a

pair of Timberland boots or shoes that

was turned in by Decatur Police

Department. Let me see , that' s on a

separate report here somewhere. Let me

check my notes. These were submitted
by Allen Perry at the Decatur Police

Department on May the 25th of 2000,

consisted again of the Timberland boots
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or shoes. They were examined for the

presence of blood stains and no blood

stains were identified.

When you concluded your testing or

examination what did you do with those

two items?
They were sealed back in the brown

paper bags and returned to Mr. Perry.

MRS. POE: Your Honor, we move for

the admission of State Exhibits 162 and

161.

THE COURT:

(By Mrs. Poe) Mr. Morrison , let me ask

Show them admitted.

you if you can recognize State'

Exhibit 116?

This is an envelope which contains the

blood stain standard of David Tipton.

We received his liquid blood sample.

We placed a portion of that liquid

blood onto a special piece of filter

paper which helps .to preserve the DNA
in that sample. Then it' s then put
into an envelope, which is a foil- lined
envelope, along with desiccant package

to maintain that sample for relatively
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long periods of time as far as DNA

analysis is concerned.

And did you do DNA analysis on this

item?
Yes, we did.
What was the result of that?

I obtained a complete profile for the

eight polymorphic markers that were

used in our laboratory as well as a

gender marker and it was used for

comparison purposes with other items of

evidence that we discussed.

What were your conclusions as to who

the DNA might be consistent with?

Well , the DNA in this sample is the DNA

standard from David Tipton,
When you finished with tpat what did

you do with it?

I sealed it back up and it was again

returned to Mr. Perry of the Decatur

Police Department and a portion of it

was also sent to Reliagene for their

examination.
MRS. POE: Thank you.

Your Honor , we move for the



admission of the Exhibit 116

THE (:OURT:

(By Mrs. Poe)

It' s already in.
m going to ask you to

look at this last item , State s Exhibit

100 , and ask you if you know what that

is, please?

This is labeled as T- This was the

box sent back by John Case which

contained samples which I had sent to

him previously for trace evidence

examination, hairs and scrapings and

different things like that as well as

hair standards which were sent to him

for comparison purposes.

Did you do any testing on these items?

No. No, these were for his examination

purposes. The' samples that he sent
back for DNA analysis were sent back

separately.
Okay. And who were they sent to,please? 
These were returned to the Hunt Ville
laboratory. They were sealed and then 

returned to Mr. Perry. 
MRS. POE: Thank you. 
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Your Honor , we move to admit

State' s Exhibit 100 into evidence.
THE COURT: Show it admitted.

(By Mrs. Poe) Can you tell me if you
recognize State s Exhibit 95 and if so

what is it?

This is a sample that came from

Reliagene that they sent back to me.

This is identified as the hair slide

which the hair was placed on which was

removed from the washcloth.
And you performed any type of testing

on that?
I tested the hair prior to sending it

to Reliagene. There was insufficient

amount of nuclear DNA for a profile for

comparison purposes. It was then sent

to Reliagene for mitochondrial DNA

analysis and they sent the sample back

to me and it' s remained in the sealed

container that they sent it back to

me. And I returned it to Mr. Perry at

the Decatur Pol ice Department.
MRS. POE: Thank you.
We move for admission of State'
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Exhibit 95 into evidence.

It' s in.THE COURT:

MRS. POE: Your Honor , could we

take a break?

THE COURT: Are you through with
that?

MRS. POE: Not through with this

witness' but through with that part of
it.

THE COURT: This is a good place to

take a break then. We'll take our of

afternoon break here, ladies and

gentlemen. We'll start back twenty-

five after 3: 00. I ask the people in
the audience to stay seated while the

jury clears. Do not discuss the case

among yourselves or with anyone else or

allow anyone to discuss it with you.

I'll send for you at 3: 25.

(Whereupon , the following was

held outside the presence of

the jury.
THE, COURT: Okay. You may leave.

'll be in recess.
(Whereupon , a recess was
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taken. )

THE COURT: Bring them in

Mr. Penn.

(Whereupon , the following was

held in the presence of the

jury. )
E COURT: Let' s start bark.

Everybody have a seat.
Your witness.

(By Mrs. poe) Mr. Morrison, to kind of

pick back up where we left off, you

are -- you ve been qualified before as

an expert in DNA evidence?

Yes, I have.

Both in the testing and the

interpretation of the testing?

Yes.

MRS. POE: Your Honor, if it would

be all right for you I would like for

him to come down and use this easel

with the jury.
THE COURT: Certainly. Let' s get

him a microphone so he can be heard.
(By Mrs. Poe) If you would,

Mr. Morrison, come around to the front



and let me give you a marker.
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I think

everyone can see. If you would,

explain as best you can in laymen'

terms for my benefit and everybody

else' s here what DNA is?

Okay. . DNA of course stands for
deoxyribonucleic acid. DNA that is

done in the Huntsville laboratories is

what we call genomic DNA or nuclear

DNA. Every nucleated cell in the human

body has this DNA in it , and it' s all

the same whether it comes from a hair

cell or from a liver cell or a blood

cell or semen stains, saliva, any

tissue in the human body. If it' s a
nucleated cell it will contain the same

DNA for that individual. Each cell has

a membrane around it. It' s referred to

Within that is aas the cell membrane.

nucleus for that cell , and within the

nucleus of that cell is the nuclear DNA

or genomic DNA. This is the genetic

information that you inherit from both

your parents, your mother and your

father. Each contributes an equal

amount of DNA to that sample. You

started out as a single cell at the

moment of conception. By the time you

reach adul thood you have several
bill ion cells. Each has an exact copy

of this nuclear DNA.

So it doesn t matter where the

sample comes from. The nuclear DNA is

going to remain the same, and it' s an

equal amount of information both from

the mother and father joining together

which makes each individual unique with

the exception of course identical

twins. They will have for general

purposes they will have the same DNA.

Within the forensic laboratory

re looking at this DNA, ' a single
copy of DNA in each of these cells and

there s a lot. of information there.
Informationwise there s about three

billion bits of information. So a lot

of information there. It make us --

turns us into human beings. It gives

us two legs, two arms, two eyes , a

nose , a mouth , teeth, all the things

10 '
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which identify us as a human being as

opposed to a chicken or a cow or a

blade of grass or anything like that.
So there s a lot of information there

to make us a species as a human being

and then there' s also some information
there which separates us from other

human beings which makes you unique

individuals. It' s those unique parts

of that DNA that within the forensic

setting . ' re most interested in.
Even though, you know , the person

you re setting beside may have ninety-

nine percent plus of their DNA is

exactly like yours, that one percent or

less of three billion bits of

information is till a lot of

informat ion. So we have a lot of

different things that we can ork
within that DNA.

You ve heard earl ier I think about

mitochondrial DNA and each cell has a

number of mitochondria in it. 

can be hundreds or thousands of

mitochondrial in each side. That' s a
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different kind of DNA , mitochondrial

DNA, and it doesn' t have near as much

informat ion. There' s only about 16, 000

bits of information in that

mitochondrial . DNA and only a very small

portion of that is different from one

individual to another. And that

information is passed just from the

mother so that ,all siblings and mothers
and grandmothers and so forth will have

the same mitochondrial DNA type.

there can be a relatively large number

of people within a family for example.

There may be as many as perhaps fifteen

or twenty people in a large family

which might have the same mitochondrial

DNA but each of those people wi;l have

a different nuclear DNA. They will be

unique unless they are identical

twins.
So that' s why we use nuclear DNA

within our forensic setting. Even

though it has only one copy per cell as

opposed to hundreds of thousands,

mitochondrial has a lot of more
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information for us to choose from , to

pick through , to identify unique

individuals and that' s what we work
with.

Now to do that we take a blood

stain or semen stain or saliva stain,

anything that has nucleated cells in it

and we extract that stain. We go

through a process where there' s a stain
and we make an extract of that to

remove the DNA from that sample to try

to get rid of other proteins and

carbohydrates and other biological
components which would interfere with

our sample. We go through a number of

steps to purify that, to get it as pure

as possible.
We do that in a little test tube

and we recover that DNA. Then we have

to go through a process where we look

at that and see how much human DNA we

have recovered. Okay., That I S called a

ntitation step, and we 'll measure

the amount of human DNA we have , and we

make it specific for human DNA because

Ins
we' re not really interested in how much

bacterial DNA or fungal DNA may be

there. What we' re interested in is how

much human DNA we have.

Once we know how much human DNA we

have then we can take a sample of that

and start a process called PCR,

polymerase chain reaction. So when we

take a small amount of nuclear DNA and

usually we' re. talking about anywhere
from half a nanogram to maybe two

nanograms of DNA. Now, nanograms if

you re not a scientist, a nanogram is a

very tiny amount of sample. I f you
took for example a nickel and you made

equal pieces of that nickel and you

made a billion equal pieces of that

nickel , that would be so tiny that you
couldn I t see them , but each one of

them , each billion pieces of that

would weigh about five nanograms , and

we only need about a fifth of that.

only need about somewhere in the

neighborhood of one nanogram. You can
take that amount of DNA and put it in a
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tube and we can add some nucleotides to

it and some polymerase enzymes, some

other things which when we go through

this process mimics the process that

your body does to create n w DNA, to

make more copies of that DNA that you

started out with at the moment of

concept.ion. You have do it several

billion times. As you sit here you'

making copies of that , DNA because

you' re making new cells and each new

cell that you make has an exact copy of

that nuclear DNA that you started out

with at conception.

So within the laboratory we try to

mimic that process. It' s a system or a

technique called PCR , polymerase chain

reaction , and what we can do within an

hour and a half or so in the , laboratory
is make a few million copies of the DNA

that we' re interested in. We select

portions of that DNA which are

different within the population so that

when we generate a profile that profile

will be extremely rare within the human

1920
population, and we can by looking at a

population database we can give you

some estimate of how often that DNA

would occur within any given general

population.
So that' s the process that we go

through within the laboratory. Once we

have made that DNA so that we have

enough to work with because up until

this point after we make a few million

copies of it there' s still not enough

DNA for us to actually see at that

point. We separate that DNA on a gel

and it makes a series of bands and we

interpret these bands by looking at

known standards and we can generate a

profile for any given individual.
look at that and assess what that

profile is, and we can do the

calculations to see how often that

profile would occur or be expected to

occur within a given population group.

So that' s the process that we go

through with each sample. Now , wi thin
the laboratory there' s a number of



controls that we must go through to

make sure that we don I t make any

errors, that we don I t contaminate

samples , that all of ,our reagents are
working properly, the technique is

working properly, that we have in fact,

DNA is going through this process. 

there I S a number of controls that we do
continuously throughout this process to

make sure that we haven t contaminated

the sample within the laboratory and

that all the parameters of this testing

is performing as would be expected or

as it should be for the technology.

we generate a profile, and then we use

that profile to make for comparison

purposes.
There are also additional quality

control tests which are done as we

generate these electrophretic j ell here
which has this sort of a bar code, if

you will , of the genetic profile.

There' s an individual who reads that.
There I s a second individual that comes
along behind them and rereads it, makes
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sure that they come up with the same

answers. A report is generated. The

1922

report has a technical review. Someone

else looks at that and makes sure that

all of the conclusions which are

reported, there s substantial data to

make those conclusions up. Then

there I S also an administrative review
of that material as well to make sure

that those tests which should have been

conducted have been conducted and all

the documentation is present to support

any of the conclusions within the

report s . So there I s a number of

quality control measures outside of the

actual testing process which each case

must go through as well.
Thank you. Let me ask you , is the

process that you just described the one

that you used in your lab to analyze

evidence submitted in connection with

this case?

Yes , it is.

Is that procedure one that is generally

accepted in the scientific community?
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Yes , it is. This procedure and

procedures like it are utilized in all

forensic laboratories that do DNA

analysis throughout the United States

as well as the world. It has been

validated over a number of years by

laboratories throughout the world. Not

only is ' it used in forensics but the
same types of technical procedures and

processes are also utilized in all

forms of research, biological research

throughout the world from health

medicine looking at cancer genes and

different things like that as well as

the study of all kinds of other animals

in veterinary science, looking at
plants, to grow better trees, grow

better crops, all these kinds of

things. These are the same types of

techniques that are used in all the

other areas as well as in forensics.
The process that you were referring to

I guess is proficiencies to make sure

of the accuracy of your testing, those

checks and balances if you would, are
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those similarly accepted in the general

scientific community?

There is a group of individualsYes.

which is now called SWICDAM which has

initially set up guidelines in how DNA

analysis in the forensic setting should

be conducted , must be conducted. Those

guidelines have since been turned into

what' s been referred to as the FBI

standards, and there is a standard

methodology in which these tests must

be done. There is a couple of

different platforms in which they can

be done, but they still have to go

through the same types of testing.

addition those standards also determine

what the qualifications of a person

doing this analysis , must be, what kinds
of schooling they must h ve to do it,
any number of different things like

that. So there I s a very rigid set of
standards which every forensic
laboratory must do and are audited on

to do DNA analysis for forensic

purposes.



You mentioned proficiency, which is

an additional test which is part of the

standards, and that is that every DNA

analyst who I s reporting cases must do
at least two proficiency tests per

year. These are samples which are sent

by an outside laboratory system to our

laboratory. The analysts receives

those samples , they re set up in a

case- like scenario. Typically it has

two or three different suspects , a

semen stain and a blood stain and they

go through and extract DNA from all

these samples. They generate a

profile. They make comparisons and

they formulate conclusions based on

that. Then it' s graded by this outside

agency from whom the answer is already

known . Each analyst must do that at

least twice per year.

Let me ask you some questions that I

guess in lay terms , what is someone '

DNA profile? Would that be what you

referring to as identifying that

particular person r S unique DNA make-up?
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A DNA profile we ' re not looking at the

ent ire genome. We I re not looking at
all the DNA. That' s three billion bits
of information. That' 5 an overwhelming
amount of information. We don' t look

at that because most of it again is the

same from individual to individual.

Their profile consists of a set of

genetic markers which are different

from one person to another and have

these differences are called alleles
and so their profile then is a system

of these genetic markers and their

alleles associated with those genetic

markers, that makes up a profile. Now

the profile we can look at any number

of different genetic markers. In the

Huntsville laboratory currently we'

looking at eight different genetic

markers as well as a gender marker to

determine if the sample came from a

male or female.

Let me ask you this. Would it be

somewhat similar to when you look at

someone' s - - you look at fingerprint

1925
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identification and you would blow up

someone' s fingerprint and look for

certain unique factors and if you found

enough individual factors you would

identify it as someone I s particular
fingerprint?
Well , that' s a rough --
I understand.

That' s a rough comparison. Typically
in fingerprint examinations you look at

the number of ridges and the details of

those ridges. In an individual they

will be different and they are also

different on identical twins. If you

look at enough of those points you can

make a match. If you left your

fingerprint at a crime scene and they

lifted your fingerprints, they could

make a match. It depends on ,the
uniqueness of those points how many

they need. Some places may only

require eight some ten, some twelve.

It' s reatly up to the examiner in most

situations because of the uniqueness in

those points of comparison.
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In DNA it' s a little bit

different. These are genetically

inherited markers , and because they are

genetically inherited and because we

can measure them , we can give a

numerical evaluation of how unique that

set of genetic markers are. That
uniqueness is dependent upon the marker

that you examine and how many of those

markers you examine.

Let me ask you , did you receive - - I'
going to flip the page over.

recei ve copies - - not copies.
Did you

Did you

receive any samples of known profiles

of persons in this case?

NO, not of known profiles. I received

samples which are standard samples from

the individual. There is a blood

sample that was collected at autopsy

from Mrs. Karen Tipton. There was a

standard blood sample from Daniel Moore

and there was a standard blood sample

from David Tipton.
Were you able - - could you put their
samples up there , their known samples?



Could you draw them?

I could draw the profiles.

The profiles

Yes.

Thank you , Mr. Morrison. Can you

explain just briefly what your chart

means?

Okay. Basically what this . chart gives
you is the profile for each of these

three individuals. On the left column

here is the genetic markers that we

look at. For simplicity sake I' ve made
that a little simpler. These markers

next to this first one is known

chromosome 16. m calling it D16 but

the normal documentation for that is

D16S539 , but again just to make it

simple we re calling t D16. We have

, D13, D5 , CSF , TPOX , AME, THOl, and

vWA. Those are the eight genetic

markers we examined in the Huntsville

laboratory as well as the amelogenin,

which is the gender marker. The second

column is the types for Karen Tipton

and at each loci or each genetic marker

that we re interested in we have a

numerical value for what alleles that

individual has. An allele is a

difference in the genetic information

for each of these persons, and any

genetic marker may have - - some only
have one allele. So there s only one

type. Some genetic systems may have

twenty different alleles. So there.' s a
large number of different combinations

that can occur. So how they occur is

given a numerical value. What this

numerical value is based on is the

number of sequence repeats for each of

these markers, and without getting into
involved discussion what all that

means , for this purpose unless we have

interest in that, I' m just going to
leave it at the numerical value.

You can look at each one of these.

Karen Tipton at D16 is an 11 , 12.

David Tipton is also an 11, 12. Daniel
Moore is an 11, 13. At D7 Karen Tipton

was an S, 12; David Tipton was an S

10; and Daniel Moore was an 11 , 12.
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D13 Karen is a 12, 14; David Tipton is

, 14; and Daniel Moore is an S, 14.

DS Karen Tipton is a 10 , 13; David

Tipton is 11 , 11 ; and Daniel Moore is a

9, 9. At CSF Karen Tipton is a 10, 11;

David Tipton is a 10, 11; and Daniel

Moore is a 12, 13. TPOX Karen is as

8; David Tipton is a 8 , 12; and Daniel

Moore is as , 11. Amelogenin, of
course, Karen is X, X for female , David

Tipton and Daniel Moore are X , Y

male. THOl , Karen Tipton is 6, 7;

David Tipton is 7 , 9; and Daniel Moore

is a 7 , 7. VWA Karen Tipton is 17 , 17;

David Tipton is a 14 , 17; and Daniel

Moore is a 15, 17.

As we talked earlier about nuclear

DNA, this is information that you get

from both your mother and father.
when you look at these alleles or each

genetic marker , you get one of those

from your mother and one of them comes

from your father. So in Karen Tiptqn ' s

case at D16 , she got an 11 from one of

her parents and a 12 from the other
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parent. Daniel Moore for example got

an 11 from one parent and a 13 from the
other parent. So the combination

there' s a large number of combinations
that you can associate through parents

of people for their prodigy.

So there is a high level of

uniqueness in this given profile, and

that level of uniqueness can be

calculated and given a numerical value.

Let me ask you, did you issue a report

on February the 7th, 2000 c- let me ask

you this. m not sure that date is

correct. Did you compare any items of

blood and saliva that you received

against these three known profiles?

Yes, I did.

Could you tell us what you compared and

what your results were and perhaps

maybe list the item underneath what you

found or be consistent with whose

profile?
There were a. number of blood stains

which were examined , various items of

clothing found at the scene .as well as



from stains that were found at the

scene themselves. There was a

sweatshirt , blood stains which was
consistent with that of Karen Tipton.

There was a sock from the bed with

blood stains which were consistent with

Karen Tipton. The nightshirt had blood

stains which was consistent with Karen

Tipton. There was a towel by the bed

which had blood stains consistent with

Karen Tipton. There was a blood sample

collected from the foyer in the floor

which was consistent with Karen

Tipton. A second blood sample which

was collected from a different area in

the floor which was consistent with

Karen Tipton. There was a blood stain

from the table top, table at the top of

the landing, which was consistent with

Karen Tipton. There was a blood stain

removed from the sink counter in the

master bath which was consistent with

Karen T,ipton. The McDonald' s cup with

the straw , the straw had no blood

stains but saliva sample from the top

outside area of the straw which was

consistent with Karen Tipton.

Mr. Morrison

, .

were these items

reflected in a report that was done by

your office on February the 7th , 2000?

Let me show what I' m looking at, marked
as State s Exhibit 175. Would that be?

175 is what?MR . POWELL:

MRS. POE: It' s a report done from

the Department of Forensic Sciences

February 7th, 2000.

That' s John Case' s report. The report

was actually done on January the 20th

of 2000 and was sent out on February

the 14th of 2000.

MRS. POE: Can we mark this and

substitute a copy of the report?

that be all right , Your Honor?

Would

THE COURT:

MRS. POE:

Yes.

My Xerox is not good I

guess. So what' s identified as State'

Exhibit 177 is the report done February

14th , 2000.

THE COURT: Hang on a minute .

you have one, Mr. Powell, or is
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yours --

MR. POWELL: Judge , what he says
and what I' m understanding, this is not
done on February 4th but that' s when he

sent it --

(By Mrs. Poe) Your reportm sorry.
was done January 20th, 2000?

Yes, that' s when the report was

written.
MRS. POE: Judge, we move to

introduce this Exhibit into evidence as

State' s Exhibit 177 and substitute '
make a copy to give back to

Mr. Morrison.

THE COURT: Does the Defense have a

copy of that?

MR. POWELL: Yes, sir, Judge.

was just confused about the February

stuff. We know what she s talking

about.
MRS. POE:

THE COURT:

Okay.

That' s fine. We'll
proceed and show that admitted and make

sure Mr. Morrison has copies or we have

copies before he leaves.

1934
MRS. POE: Yes , sir.
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(By Mrs. poe) Did you make any other

comparisons based on a known blood or

saliva sample?

There was another submissionYes.

which was a cigarette butt which was

collected in front of the Tipton home.

It was compared. There was a DNA type

profile recovered from that cigarette

butt. It did not match either Karen

Tipton , David Tipton or Daniel Moore.

There was significant differences in

there. Only thing we know about that

other than that cigarette butt did not

come from any of these three

individuals is that it did come from a

male.
Okay. Is that reflected. in the report

separate from the February 2000 report?

That is on a report which wasYes.

typed on December the 20th, 2900.

If we can borrow that he we can

substitute a copy.

In addition to that there were hairs

which were attempte(, to be profiled
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which were from item two, which was the

washcloth. We attempted to do DNA

analysis on those hairs and there was

simply not enough genomic or nuclear

DNA for that.

That was the washcloth that was

identified as coming from where?

It was identified as coming from the

bed.
MRS. POE: Okay. Thank you.

Your Honor , I would move to admit

Exhibit 179.

admitted.
I think 177 has been

THE COURT: 177 is in. 179, any

objection?
MR . POWELL: I don' t know what it

is.
MRS. POE: 179 is the report issued

December 20 , 2000.

MR. POWELL:

THE COtj'RT:

We have one.

Show it admitted.

(By Mrs. Poe) Did you find any other
saliva or blood samples that was

consistent with David Tipton or Daniel

Moore?

No.

MRS. POE: Your Honor , I' m marking
the page that is showing the blood

profiles as State' s Exhibit 178 and

move to introduce that into evidence.

MR. POWELL: Is that Mr. Morrison

drawing?
MRS. POE: This is Mr. Morrison

drawing.
MR . POWELL:

(By Mrs. Poe)

Show it admitted.

Mr. Morrison

specifically did you examine two hairs

identified as your exhibits eight and

four?
Yes, I did.
What did you - - how did you examine

them and what did you find?
Hair number four or item number four

was identified as hair from the bed,

Karen Tipton' s bed. Again , the same
type of analysis was conducted. The

sample was originally sent to - - was

sent to our laboratory. Those hairs

which were recovered from the bed along

with several other samples were sent to

John Case of our Jacksonville

laboratory for hair analysis or hair
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comparison. That' s a microscopic
examination of the hairs to look at

morphological characteristics and to

try to associate those morphological

characteristics with individuals

whether they' re similar with an

individual or whether they are outside

of that range of similarities and could

not have come from that individual.

John Case does that type of analysis,

what' s called microscopic analysis and
comparison.

He sent the hairs back to me.

removed a portion of the hair from the

microscope slide that they were mounted

, this was the root end of the hair,

and then did the DNA analysis on the

root end of the hair from that sample.

What did you determine?

Well, from the DNA analys is what we got

was a mixture of DNA sources. There
was a number of alleles. There was

more than two alleles at some of the
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genetic markers which tells us

immediately that there is more than one

source of DNA because you can only have

one allele from your mother and one

allele from your father. So maximum

number is two in most situations.

So since there were more than two

we know that there was contamination in

terms of some environmental DNA being

present on the hair itself in some

fashion.
Would you mind just putting those 4-1

and 8- 1 up there and just marking whose
DNA you found to be consistent with

their profile like you did on the

previous page. That was the hair that
was identified as coming from the bed.

Whose profile did that match or whose

profile was that consistent with?

Well, actually it' s a mixture. So it

really ,doesn t match anyone particular

person. What we do in a mixture is to

look at what alleles are present and

how much of each allele is present,
whether there s a significant amount as
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opposed to a minor contribution.
1941

minor contribution at any particular

loci is put in parenthesis. For

1942

, 3
I 4

, 7

, 22

example , at D7 we have a relatively

small amount of S with more significant

contribution of 11 and 12. What we do

is we try to look at that mixture, we

look at any kn9wns that we have in this

case. We had three known standards,

Daniel Moore, David Tipton and ,Karen

Tipton , and we tried to eliminate

individuals from that. So what we

would do then is lOOK in Daniel Moore'

profile and see if his profile occurs

within this combination of alleles

which are present here. So we make

that one on- one comparison. In this

case Daniel Moore' s - - all the alleles
that Daniel Moore has also showed up 

this mixture.

Now , once if you can not exclude

someone then, you can look at their
particular type and do some

calculations to determine sort of the

likelihood of that person being a

contributor versus some random

individual being a contributor to that

mixture.
Did you do that in this case?

Yes, I did.

And what did you conclude?

Well , first conclusion is all of Daniel

Moore s alleles are present in this

mixture. , therefore , he can not be

excluded as one of the possible sources

of this mixture. Then we did the

calculations to identify or to

determine the likelihood, what' s called

the likelihood ratio for Daniel Moore

as being a contributor to that sample.

Is it a fair statement then this

particular hair had more than one DNA

profile on it?
you re saying?

I mean , that' s -what

Yes , there' s more than one, at least

two. We know that one of those

individuals has to be a male because we

have both the X and Y. So one of those

individuals has to be male. We can

look at if we fold the other chart

over.
1943

Sure.
Can we tear that off so we can see both

pages?
That' s fine with me.THE COURT:

I'll let you do it.

it won t be my fault.

If you tear it up

All right. Now,

if we look at the mixture and we look

at Daniel Moore for example, Daniel
Moore at D16 has an 11, 13 and in the

mixture we have a 11 , 12 , and 13.

Daniel Moore is included. At D7 Daniel

Moore has an 11 , 12. We have a slight

contribution of S and an 11 , 12.

Daniel Moore is still included. At DB
Daniel Moore is an S , 14. We have'

and 14. We have S, 12 and 14. So,

again , he s included. At DS Daniel

Moore is a We have a 9 and a small

contribution from a 13. So, again
he' s included. At CSF Daniel Moore is

a 12, 13. We have our mixture is a 10

11, 12 and 1 So, again , he s still
included. At TPOX Daniel Moore is a 8

11 and in our mixture we have as, 
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and 12 , 11 and 12 being minor

contributions. Amelogenin, of course,

he' s an X', Y and we do have an X , Y.

So at least one of these individuals

contributing to this profile or mixture

of profile is a male , and Daniel Moore

is a male. At THOI Daniel Moore is a 7

and in our mixture we have a 6 and a

And at vWS Daniel Moore is a 15 , 17

and we have a IS, 17 in our mixture.

So out of all these eight different

loci , these loci that we' re interested
Daniel Moore was included as one of

the potential sources of this DNA

mixture.
Were you able to determine who else

might have a consistent profile with

that mixture?

Well, if you look at Karen Tipton , if

you can look at her she 1 S an 11 , 12.

At D16 there is an 11, 12 in the

mixture. So she could be a potential

At D7 she is an 8, 12 and wesource.
have an 8 and a 12 at D7 in our
mixture. So she' s still included.
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at D13 we have a 12 and 14 and in our

mixture we have a 8, 12 and 14.

she' s still included. At DS there' s a

10, 13 and at DS we have an 9 and 13 

We don t have a 10. So we have to look

at that fairly closely when you are

absent of a marker in a mixture like

that. You have to look at

contributions , how much is contributed

by one person as opposed to the other

person , and sometimes a minor

contribution, someone whose DNA

contribution to that mixture is only 

very small portion, sometimes they lose

alleles. So we have to look at that

and consider that as a potential factor

here. At TPOX; I think we' re at TPOX,

she is an 8 and we have an 8 , 11 and

12. So she' s included. At THOI she

a 6, 7 and we have a 6 and a 7 in our

mixture. At vWA she was a 17 and we

have a 17 present.
So with the exception of D5 I

believe it is , yes, D5, all of her

alleles are also accounted for in this

mixture. So we only have lost the one

allele from her sample.

When you have a situation where you

have more than one DNA profile on an

obj ect like this hair, are you able to

determine whose hair it' s actually

consistent with?

Well , mitochondrial DNA testing is the

appropriate way to do that. When we

look at hairs in our laboratory using

this technology, when I take the root

off a hair I' m very careful not to
remove any substance which is on that

hair because what we re looking at in

that hair is to get something that'

called soft tissue from that hair. And

soft tissue can be an antigen root bulb

which is the active growing phase of

the hair bulb and/or it can be what'

called a root sheath , which is a

cellular material which surrounds the

actual hair itself , or it can be some

follicular tissue which is tissue from

which the follicle in which the hair is

growing.
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So these things are relatively

delicate. They can be easily knocked

off the hair and removed from the

hair. So we make an effort not to

remove any of that material because

that' s what we re able to do our DNA

analysis on. Now , if there s any other

type of.. substance on the hair itself
such as a blood stain , semen stain

vaginal secretions , nasal secretions,

saliva, any of those type tissues or

substances on the hair itself , then

it' s going to be -- it' s going to fall

right in with the DNA analysis. It I s

going to get its analysis right along

with the hair itself. So it becomes a

mixture in those situations , and the

only way to really identify the source

or the actual hair is to go back ana do

mitochondrial DNA testing.

In mitochondrial DNA testing we can

take the hair and we can wash that hair

very rigorously to remove any substance,

which may be on the hair. It' s a

substance which may be an additional

1948
source of DNA from that person or from

some other person. So then we only

look at the mitochondrial DNA which is

tightly bound up in the hair shaft

itself .
So that' s why in this case and in

the sample that sample was sent to

Reliagene to have mitochondrial DNA

testing done to associate that hair to

a given individual.
Did you also examine Exhibit 8- 1 which

was identified as a hair from the

towel? Did you do DNA testing on that

as well?

Yes, I did.

Could you put your results up there

similarly.
THE COURT: That' s been offered,

hasn' t it?
MR. VALESKA: We going to lay it

right here , Judge. We will offer it.

(Witness complied.

(By Mrs. Poe) All right. In looking

at the chart , Mr. Morrison, and

comparing the alleles were you able to
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determine whose profile that was

consistent with?

Okay. In the hair frqm the towel which

we identified as hair sample 8- 1, we

have no more than two alleles at any

loci , wh ch tells us that typically

this is going to be from a single

source DNA from a single source. If we

compare that to our three standards

that we have of Karen Tipton, David

Tipton and Daniel Moore, we can see

this only matches that of aren
Tipton. And, of course , it does come

from a female.

Let me ask you, when you received hair

number 4 and 8, did you notice any

difference in the root of the hairs and

if so what difference?

When I do DNA analysis on hairYes.

it. s important for me to look at the
hair microscopically not to determine

the hair' s morphology in terms of

trying to say whether it' s similar to

or dissimilar to any particular

individual but to look at the

morphology of the root of the hair

because it' s that morphology which
tells me whether or not there s going

to be enough material there to do DNA

analysis on. And typically dependent

upon the case, we may push the, system
and try to do DNA analysis on hairs

which we think probably is not going to

result in any useful information in

terms of genomic DNA dependent on the

conditions of the case. If the hair is
about all we have in the case we will

go ahead and attempt it even though

microscopically there' s not - - we don '

see any significant amount of soft

tissue from which to recover genomic
DNA. So sometimes we 'll go ahead and

do that even though we don t see that

kind of soft tissue present.

In the hair from the bed , which is

hair 4-1 , there was a significant

amount of soft tissue present. There
was a root sheath material surrounding

the hair shaft and the bulb of the

hair. So in my opinion there was a
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significant amount of soft tissue and

therefore a likely candidate for

nuclear DNA testing.

The hair from the towel there was a

pronounced club or bulb to the hair but

there was no extraneous soft tissue

present. So this is a hair sample

which typically does not yield any

significant nuclear DNA and therefore

no DNA profile. But if it' s a large

enough bulb or fat enough bulb

sometimes we'll go ahead do that just

to see if it will work because that'

the ultimate test , you know , whether it
will work or won t work is to actually

attempt to. In this case we did

attempt and we did retain a profile

from that hair which profile matches
that Karen Tipton.

Now since we had the hair from the

bed which gave us a mixture, so we know

that there is extraneous material on

the hair which is giving us DNA and

then we have to consider that also from

the hair from the towel , which is found

1952
right beside the bed , we also know that

the towel from beside the bed had blood

stains on it and the blood stains are

those of Karen Tipton because we

already tested those. So those are

some important factors that we had to

take into consideration. Even though
we got a DNA profile from that hair

re not saying that that DNA profile

is of the hair but of nuclear material

which is on the hair.

And is my understanding correct that

you can not say with one hundred

absolute accuracy. one hundred percent

that that hair belonged to a particular

person; is that correct?

Hair 8?

Hair 8?

No. , you can't say that because,

again , there s other circumstantial

factors involved here. First of all,
we know that I have a report from John

Case who looked at these hairs and

morphologically the hair was similar to

that of Daniel Moore , which he had



two - - at that time we had two known

standards. We had standards from Karen
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Tipton and we had standards from Daniel

Moore. The hair was consistent in its

morphological appearance with that of

Daniel Moore, similar to Daniel Moore.

It was inconsistent of that with Karen

Tipton. So when we get a DNA profile

that matches that of Karen Tipton , then

of course we have to consider the

source of this DNA profile. Is it from

the hair itself or is it from

extraneous material that' s on the

hair? And given the circumstances of

blood stains on the towel from which

the hair came , the blood stains being

those of Karen Tipton as well as we

know that we have extraneous material

on the hair from the bed itself, then

we have a profile but I' m not saying

that that profile is a profile of the

hair. m saying it was a profile

recovered from the hair.

, Are ,you able to assign any kind of

numerical value comparison as to the

general population as to who would be

excluded and who would not?

Which hair?

With regard to 8 and 4.
With regard to the hair from the towel

the profile that was generated from

that matches that of Karen Tipton.

the Caucasian population that we would

expect this profile to occur in one

in --
MR. POWELL: Excuse me,

Mr. Morrison.

Judge , we re going to obj ect to
this because I think he s about to go

into some hearsay on the databases.

We' ve been through it before and we

don' t think he' s qualified to evaluate

those and testify from them. He hadn '. t

told what they are to start with.

MRS. POE: Your Honor , he s already

been qualified as an expert in the area

of interpretation and analysis and that

would include statistical analysis.

THE COURT: Well, I' m not sure
exactly where he I s going. You know , I
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think if he s going there You better

lay your predicate first with him , but

I'll overrule the obj ection as to

whether or not he s qualified to

testify.
Go ahead.

I think he should continue.

(By Mrs. Poe) Mr. Morrison, in -- let

me start with this. Is it true that

you can not say for one hundred percent

sure that any DNA 'profile belongs to --
let me start allover.

Is there an accepted scientific

formula for determining a numerical

value to the general population of how

often that profile would appear in the
population?
Yes, there is.
Would you explain what that is?

Well , the method is a sample 'counting
method, and the method is to sample a

population and what our laboratory did

or our department did was to sample a

; population of people from Alabama, most

of them from around the Birmingham

We tested I think one hundredarea.
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fifty- four Caucasians and about one
hundred twenty- four African-Americans.
We actually count the number of how

many times within that population that

each of these alleles occur. These are
all independent alleles. So they don

have any influence on each other.
we can use the multiplication rule then

and we know the frequency for each

allele. We can just plug that into a

formula for identifying how often any

one profile for those particular

genetic markers would occur within that

given population database.
Is this formula to which you

referring something that is generally

used within the scientific community in

interpreting DNA analysis?

This is a - - these calculationsYes.

were done by a group of population

geneticists and statisticians. It' s a

methodology' which is used in all types

of biological samples. Not only in the

forensic community but in looking at

different populations of animals in



different worlds, and - - different
areas and trees and different things

like that.
For example, if you were a timber

buyer and you wanted to go to someone ' s

timber grove and determine how much you

would offer to pay for the rights to

harvest that timber , you would go

through there and you might look at a

certain area. Let' s say you had a
hundred acres of timber. You might

look at two or three acres of that
timber, count how many oak trees there

, how many popular trees , what the

size were and that sort of thing, and

then just do a mathematical calculation

for this is what occurs in these two

acres and he s got a hundred acres

this is what I I m willing to offer.
It' s the same as with this type of

analysis. We see what the allele

frequency is within a small group of

individuals within the State then apply

that to a large group of individuals.

Have you previously been allowed to

testify as an expert witness in

connection with DNA analysis or

interpretation? Have you been allowed
to use this formula in providing an

answer to the question about the

numerical comparisons?

Our population database,Yes , I have.

for example, it' s conducted by the

standard methods of doing the

population database. The data that was

collected has been studied by three

different population geneticists and

statisticians. It has been prepared

and published by the Journal of
Forensic Sciences. It' s been compared

to forty-three other population

databases. The numbers are very, very

similar across all these different

databases aCrOSS the United States,

which is what we expect to take place

because these are independent genetic

loci. So it' s been - - our population
numbers that we use have been compared

to at least forty-three other

population databases as well as
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analyzed on their own merit by three

different statisticians and population

geneticists.
MRS. POE: Your Honor, based on

this witness' answer it appears that

this formula used is based on generally

recognized methods and statistics in

the population.

THE COURT:

(By Mrs. Poe)

You may proceed.

ve forgot my

question. If you could give us your

conclusions as to the numerical

comparisons of this profile to the

general population on 4 and on 

Well , first of all, let I s look at 
since this is apparently from a single

source. We can compare that and we

were unable to exclude Karen Tipton of

that. So we look at that and this

profile is expected to occur in the

population only about one in two

billion individuals.

Would you mark that, please, sit , on

the chart.
(Witness complied.
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Your Honor , I' ve markedMRS. POE:

that page as State' s Exhibit ISO.

(By Mrs. Poe)

the other one.

Would you do that for

On the hair from the bed it' s a

different story, different way of doing
analysis. It is a mixture and; of

course , anyone who is excluded from
this mixture is excluded. That' s a
given that once you re excluded you are

excluded. But if you re included as a

possible source of this mixture , then

there s really a couple of different

ways that you can do these statistical

analysis.
There' s one method which was put

out in a national research counsel

publication in 1992 , which is a very

conservative method, and that was

updated in 1996 by the National

Research Counsel. Again , that' s just

way too conservative. We have

information here that we re not

utilizing and they gave a different

formula for doing that, and it' s called
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What you do is you

look at if there' s an individual that

you canot exclude as a possible
source, one of the possible sources

you can look at their type and look at

the types within that mixture and give

the likelihood, in other words, how

likely is it that this person

contributed DNA to this mixture versus

some random individual picked at

random. And if you did the

calculat ions on that, Mr. Moore --
MR. POWELL: Judge, we are going to

object to this because we think this is

a contaminated sample and he' s picking
and. choosing and he' s just giving a
State s estimate is all he s doing.

Furthermore, in his own report, Judge,

there is another allele marker in here

that doesn t belong to either one of

these two people. So we say the whole

thing faulty. This just stab
in the dark wild guess.

MR. VALESKA: We object to the

speaking obj ect ion.

THE COURT: I'll overrule the

objection. I' m going let him testify
to whatever information that' s included
would go to the weight, not to its

admissibility.
Okay. If you look at Daniel Moore'

profile and the mixture profile and do

the calculations, Daniel Moore is about

seven and a half million times more

likely to be the contributor to this

sample than some random individual.
MRS. POE: Just a moment, Your

Honor.

(Brief pause.

MRS. POE: I think thisYour Honor,

is a good breaking point if that' s good

with you. Before we do, Your Honor , I
would move to admit State' s Exhibit

17S 79 and ISO.

THE COURT: I'll show those

admitted. How about 177 , have you

offered that?
MRS. POE: No, sir. I think that

was one that was mismarked.

MR. POWELL: This is 177 , Judge.
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This is the one she did offer.

thought she did.
There was two reports.

You I re right.
THE COURT:

MRS. POE:

I thought 179 was theTHE COURT:

I missed it. All right.only one.

show all of them in.

We r re going to break here for the

day, ladies and gentlemen. We r re going
to let the jury go back to the hotel.

Remember the instructions that I'

given you earlier about not discussing

the case among yourselves or allowing

anyone to discuss it with you. I know

you' ve heard some twenty something

witnesses now and there' s, more to
come. So 1 m going to ask you to keep

an open mind about all this evidence

and not make up your mind until you

hear it all. I hope Mr. and Mrs. Penn

are taking good care of you.

free to go.

all are

(Whereupon , the following was

held outside the presence of

the jury,

1964
THE COURT: Okay. If y' all will

give the jury an opportunity to clear

the elevators. You re free to go.

'll start back at 9: 00 clock in the

morning.

(Whereupon , at 4:32 p. , the

proceedings in the above-

entitled matter was recessed,

to reconvene at 9: 00 a. m., the
following day.
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MORNING SESSION

(11- 12- 2002)

(9:02 a.

(Whereupon, the following was

held in the presence of the

jury. )
THE COURT: Everybody is back.

you 'll be seated. I trust you had a

good night. Hope you did. re ready

to start back.

Mrs. Poe

witness.
I believe it' s still your

MRS. POE: We call Mr. Morrison

back to the stand.

THE COURT: There he is.
still under oath.

(By Mrs. Poe)

Mr. Morrison.

Good morning,

Good morning.

Let me return just a moment to

yesterday when you discussed your

laboratory. I had a couple more

questions I wanted to ask you. How

long has the Alabama Department of

Forensics had a laboratory?
We started in 1935.

Is your lab currently certified now?

Yes, it is.

By who?

The DNA section of the laboratory is

certified by the NFSTC, which is the

National Forensic Science and

Technology Center.
Was it certified at the time the test

was run on the evidence in this case?

Yes, it was.

Let me go back, if you would, to
yesterday.

In fact, Judge , if you don' t mind,

if he could come back to the easel.

THE COURT:

(By Mrs. Poe)

I don' t mind.

If you 'll come back to

the easel , please. Let me ask you if

you can identify or tell what is on

State' s Exhibit 184?
This is a chart similar to the charts

that I have in my reports.

incorporates the known standards from

1965 
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Karen Tipton , David Tipton and Daniel

Moore as to their DNA profile, genomic

DNA profile ' for these genetic markers.
It also includes the hair from the bed,

which is item 4- , and the hair from

the towel , item 8-1.

When you were explaining the alleles

and what they meant yesterday, I

noticed that there was an allele on

this one, I believe TPOX, that was not

found to occur in the DNA profile of

either the Defendant or the victim; is

that correct?

Yes, that' s correct.

Do you know why this might be?

Well , there' s a number of different

possibilities for that.
TPOX, Karen Tipton is 

If you look at

8, Daniel

Moore is an 8, 11. We have an 8, 11

and also a 12. is a minorThe 12

contribution. It could be any number

of situations in which the minor

contribution could have come from a

third party, perhaps Mr. Tipton who'

an 8, 12 and a source of 12. Since we

1968
know that there are at least two

children in the household and we assume

that they are Dr. Tipton s children

any of those could also have a 12 since

he has one. So there s a possibility

of at least three family members who

could have contributed to this 12.

Is the presence of this allele that'

foreign to the DNA profile of the

victim and the Defendant, does that

change in any way the conclusion of who

the hair would belong to?

No, not at all. We look at this

profile or profile mixture here and we

compare that to Daniel Moore and all of

his alleles are present in that
mixture. The calculations then are

based upon all the alleles which are

present in the mixture compared to

Daniel Moore. So the only contribution

this 12 makes in the calculation is

that it lowers the number or lowers the

likelihood Df Daniel Moore being the

contributor but it doesn t detract from

him being the contributor. s still
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seven and a half time more likely than

the random individual to be a

contributor of that mixture.

And , again , it doesn 't change the fact

that there s a mixture of DNA profiles5 !

that would be consistent with the

victim and the Defendant , the fact that

there is this extra allele doesn

change that, does it?

It doesn I t change that. Certainly it
complicates things a little bit.

you look at it in a general sense, 

is fairly consistent with Daniel Moore

and Karen Tipton as the major sources.
There is one allele that Karen Tipton

has which fails to be in this mixture,
and there I s a foreign allele in the

mixture which she does not have.

when you re looking at very small

But

quantities, minor contributions, that I s

not unusual and in a household

situation there is the likelihood that

more than one individual is going to be

contributing to this kind of mixture.

Did you review by chance the report

1970 

Reliagene did on their analysis of this

hair?
Yes. In their report they did

mitochondrial DNA testing on the hair

from the bed and the mitochondrial DNA

testing from the hair showed that it

was consistent with Daniel Moore.

Did you also - - did you do DNA analysis

on hair number S or that' s designated

as number S?

1 was the hair .from the towelYes.

several hairs. This was hair number

I did DNA analysis from the root

end of the hair. There was genomic DNA

present and we got a pretty

straightforward profile which matched

that of Karen Tipton.

Did you review Reliagene I s report on

hair number S?

Yes.

Was it consistent with your finding?

It was inconsistent but not

inconsistent. Their reports says that
hair number eight matched that of David

Tipton. Now, there I s of course
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difference in DNA typing, mitochondrial

DNA typing of a hair versus genomic DNA

typing of a hair. In genomic DNA

typing of a hair we cut off the root

end of the hair and we analyze whatever

DNA is present on or in that hair and

its associated structures. So if

there' 5 . an environmental source of DNA
from another person on that hair, then

that gets all analyzed together with

the hair. So you may have an

environmental contribution on the

surface of the hair plus the actual DNA

of the hair" which is what we tend to
see here in item 4-

In S we have a single contribution

and in that case through mitochondrial

DNA testing we show that this - is

environmental contribution on y, that

we didn I t get any contribution from the

hair itself which means that it didn'

have an adequate amount of associated

uctures which is a source of DNA for

us to work with. So all we got was

what was on the hair , and what was

1972
apparently on the hair matches that of

Karen Tipton.
Did you by - - do I understand you to
say that hair number S, the one found

in the towel, that it did have some

sort of tissue attached to it when you

got it? Excuse me, number 4 , not

number S. Number 4?

Hair from the bed , which is our 4-1

does have associated structures to it.
This is part of a root sheath

follicular material , a source of soft

tissue, therefore , a source of DNA.

Is that significant for any particular

reason that it would have that attached

to i'
Well, it I s significant for several
reasons, and one reason is if there is

soft tissue then we would expect to get

some genomic DNA from that or nuclear

DNA from that and get a contribution

from the hair. Second thing is if

there is follicular tissue associated

with the hair root that means that that

hair did not naturally fallout, that



it had to be forcibly removed.

Looking at that chart, is ita fair
statement to say that Dr. Tipton' s DNA

profile is excluded from being one of

the contributors to either number 4 or

number 8,

Well , he' s definitely excluded as the

DNA profile which we got from hair

number 8. In hair number 4 there is

several different alleles that he has

which do not show up in that mixture.

So we exclude him as a source of that

contribution with the possible

exception of this 12 , which again it'

in minor cont ribut ions In the

amplification process when you have an

extremely minor contribution, there are

some of these loci and some of the

alleles within the loci which amplify a

little easier and a little better than

others. So you re talking about on

extremely low concentrations sometimes

you get that and that you will get a

particular allele at a particular loci

which you 'll see and no contribution

from that person at any other

location. I I m not saying that I s what
happened in this case, but I' m saying

that we could see that from time to

time. And, of course, he is a source

of 12 , which by him having a 12 either

one of his children may contain a 12.

We did not do DNA analysis on the

children. But in general, he is
excluded because there is more than one

allele which he possessed which do not

show up in here.

If you would look at what' s been marked

as State I s Exhibit 183 and tell me what
that is , please.

This is record that I issued and typed

up June the 9th of 2000, DNA report on

the hair 4- 1, 8- , and profiles of

Karen Tipton and Daniel Moore.

MRS. POE: Your Honor , I would move

for the admission of Exhibit 183 and

also this chart which is identffied as

State' s Exhibit 184.
THE COURT:

(By Mrs. Poe)

Show them admitted.

Mr. Morrison , do you

1973 1975
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know a Dr. Ronald Acton from the

University of Alabama in Birmingham?

Yes , I do.

How do you know him?

Dr. Acton is director of a DNA

laboratory, paternity testing

laboratory on the UAB campus in

Birmingham.

Okay. And have you ever testified in a

case against Dr. Acton?

ve never testified against him.

has testified for the Defense in cases

in which I have testified at the

request of the prosecution.

MRS. POE: Just one moment, Your

Honor.

(Brief pause)
(By Mrs. poe) Has Dr. Acton ever

testified in a case against the

findings of your laboratory?

He has disputed the findings ofYes.

our laboratory.
MRS. POE:

THE COURT:

Thank you. That' all.
Cross , Mr. Powell?

MR . POWELL: Yes, sir. Thank you,

1976
Judge.

EXAINATION

3 BY MR. POWELL:
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Good morning, Mr. Morrison.

you doing?

How are

m goc:d , sir. Good morning to you.
How long have you been working did you

say for the State of Alabama?

Twenty- four years.

During these twenty- four years have you

been closely associated with all the

police agencies in and around Morgan

County and north Alabama?

Yes, pretty much so.

And you ve also assisted them in these

criminal site and scene investigations

as well as the other evidence that you

evaluated in your laboratory; is that

correct?
Yes , I have.

How long has that laboratory been

certified to do DNA testing?

We started DNA work in latter part of

1988 and actually put DNA testing

on- line for case work in 1991 and been
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doing DNA testing since 1991.

Question was, how long has it been
certified?
The first certification was in 1999

which is the first time that we

attempted to get certified.

So that was in 1999. And let' s see,

this was in 1999 and 2000 when you were

doing this?
Yes, sir.
Has your lab ever failed to pass any

test or testing or certification?

In 2001 we lost our current

certification because of some changes

in the standards which were made, which

we did not have at that time, and we

recertified in ' July of 2002.
Now, this Mr. Allen Perry that was

keeping all these hairs over there in

the city police station , he' s now

working for you; is that correct?

Yes , he is.

And you can' t tell the ladies and

gentlemen of the jury where any of

these hairs that were furnished to you

came from can you?

They came from -- in our hands they

came from Allen Perry. Where he

collected them, the only way we have of

knowing where they came from is what

was written on the containers in which

they were received from.
Let' s just assume that one of these

hairs that was found on a bed or on a

towel or floor or anywhere over in the

Tipton residence, you can not tell this

jury when that specimen that they

brought and said they found there got
there, can you?

No, sir.
In the course of this DNA you seem to

talk about a lot of time there

contamination. If I went over there

and shook hands with Don Valeska and

gripped his palm and mine might be

sweaty or his or both, then would I

have a contaminated sample if you took

it off my hand?

Well , it depends on your definition of

contamination. In DNA testing in a

1977

i 12
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1978

1979
forensic laboratory there s a different
definition of contamination. Wha t we

see in the real world is that virtually

every forensic sample has contribution

of DNA from other individuals. If it' 
a blood stain that' s deposited on some
surface which has been touched by

somebody else previously or which is

exposed to the environment so skin

cells or other things fall on 

contaminated with bacteria, it'
it'

contaminated with fungi. So all these

things have other sources of DNA.

not a question of whether or not

It'

there' s other sources of DNA but

whether these other sources are there
in significant amounts, and that' s the

important question. Our testing and

our protocols that are set up ,are done
so that most of this kind of

environmental thing is dealt with.

look at levels of DNA where that really

doesn' t playa factor unless you get
down to very small amounts of DNA as

the initial. The lower amount of DNA

1980
that you collect , the higher any

contaminating kind of DNA , the more

significance that would have.

What we consider as real

contamination is things which happen

after the sample has been placed there,

either in the collection process or in

the laboratory itself , by putting some

additional source of DNA into that

sample. Those are what we consider as

contamination.
Were you furnished some nail clippings

of the left and right hand of

Mrs. Tipton?

Yes.
Did you examine those?

No.

You did not?

No.

You understand or did you understand

from talking - - back up. Did you ever
talk to any of the people that were

investigating this homicide?

Yes , I did. 

Who?
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I talked to Allen Perry and I' ve talked

to Mike Pettey.

Okay. Did they tell you that this

appeared to be a violent, brutal crime

in which they expected some of the

evidence might tend to show that she

was struggling with her assailant?

In relative terms , yes.

But you didn' t feel like it was
important to examine the fingernail

clippings to see if they had any DNA in

them , did you?

m sure they had DNA in them.
Why didn' t you examine them?

Because it would have been mostly

hers. A bloody scene like that , the

fingernails are caked with blood.

So you didn' t examine them to see if
there was any combination of DNA'

No.

And did you also talk to Dr. - - I can'
say that name.

Dr. pustilnik.
Pustilnik or pustilnik?

Pustilnik , did you talk .to him?
I don' t recall talking to him, no,

about this case.

You didn t talk to him at all about it?

About this case not that I' m aware of.
Did you talk to Mike or Allan or any of

those people that there might have been

a crime where somebody that knew her

wanted to cover up her head or face

while they were doing whatever they

were doing? Did you talk to them about
that?

No.

Who told you in this case that the

packing blanket that you examined and a

bloody sheet were together?

I believe that was Allen Perry, that

these items were located some distance

from the scene and that there was a

dead dog a few feet from these things.
They took a portion of the blanket and

the sheet and just wanted to check it

and make sure whether or not it was

human blood. So we took two different

samples from the blanket and found that

it was not human blood.

Now , you re telling us that sample

1983

1982

, 10

number 11 and 12 from the blanket were

not human blood?

Yes, sir.
But you never did make a test on sample

number 10 from the sheet as to whether

that was human blood or not?

No, sir. They were in - - 
recollection was that they were

associated with each other and we took

the best sample to do the testing.

Were you ever furnished any of the

pictures of the sheet?

, sir.

Were you ever furnished any pictures of

the deceased?

Yes , I saw them. I was not - - they
were not furnished to me but I saw

pictures.
Where did you view them?

In the laboratory.

to the laboratory.

They were brought

Who brought them?

I believe Mr. Pettey brought them to

the laboratory.

MR. POWELL: This is going to be

1984
our next exhibit.

MR. VALESKA: We have no

obj ection.
(By Mr. Powell) Let me ask you to take

a look at Defendant' s proposed Exhibit

28, Mr. Morrison. Have you ever seen

this picture of the sheet which you had

a sample number 10 out of?

No, sir.
Does that little quare that' s cut out

of it in that photograph appear to be

sample number 10?

I wouldn I t know.

You wouldn' t know?

sir.
They never did show that to you and

explain it to you?

No, sir.
Does this appear to be a part of the

packing blanket that you received?

It' s similar to the packing blanket

that I received or apiece of it, but I
don' t know that' s the same piece.

Well, if the State furnished us those

photographs and represented and they
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offered them into evidence, all of

these are in evidence in the case I

believe. This is just a different copy

1985

1986

and I'll check that to make sure , but

if I represent tnat to be true, you

tested the packing blanket but you

didn' t test the sheet to see what kind
of blood was?

That I S correct.
And you say you ve been involved in
criminal investigations?

I have.

And did you look at the photograph of

the deceased in this case?

I did.

Did it appear that her upper torso had

been wrapped in some obj ect in order to

smear and wipe the blood from it?

NO, sir not n my opinion.

It did not. For example, let me show

you what I'll identify as State'

Exhibit Number 24. I I 11 ask you to
look at that and in your examination of

it see if you see any blood droplets on

her lower torso that have not been

smeared or wiped?

Yes, there are.
On her upper torso is that the same

thing?
There are a number of blood drops on

the upper torso which show ruing 

gravity forced down the left side of

the victim which have not been

s)Jeared. There are other stains on the

upper torso which have been smeared.

So there is some on the upper that have

been smeared?

Yes.

Now , this in the center part of this

Defendant' s Exhibit Number 28 and I'
highlighted it. It says the piece of

sheet out of 10 and the piece of the

blanket out of 11 and 12 and the blue

jeans, item IS , also tested positive

for blood using presumptive tests.

Further analysis of the blood on the

blanket pieces 11 and 12 indicated that

it was not consistent with human but

rather dog blood.

Yes, sir.

1987
Did they tell in this case that the

Tiptons had a dog?

No.

Did they tell in this case that one of

the neighbors complained that she had

not seen the dog that day?

No.

MR. BOWELL: We would offer Number

28, Your Honor.

THE COURT: Show it admitted.

(By Mr. Powell) Did anyone tell you

where the sheet that you only saw a

piece of and the packing blanket were

found in relation to the Tipton

residence?
No, not exactly. It just said some

distance from the house:

And you also received the combings from

the autopsy doctor down there .from

Mrs. Tipton; is that correct?

Yes, sir.
Did you make any examination of those

cqmbings?

, sir. I sent those to John Case for

examinat ion.

1988
So you did not make any examination

before or after they were sent to him?

, sir, not on those.

And I know you ve al ready been asked
this , but I' m going to go over it a
little bit more with you. I want to

call your attention to State s Exhibit

Number 132 and I believe State

Exhibit Number 182. These are my

copies , but State' s Exhibit 182 was

your report of June the 9th, 2000; is

that correct?

I don' t know what the number was.

have a report of June the 9th.

It I s 183 instead of 182.

had it over here for you.

m sorry.
This is

State I s Exhibit Number 132 and that is
a report from Reliagene; is that

correct?
Yes, sir, it is.

And I'll ask you to go to page number

five of eight of that report.

Yes, sir.
And would you read paragraph number

five on page eight of State' s Exhibit



132 to the jury.

Mitochondrial DNA test results for the

hair l eled number one from towel on

the floor next to bed are consistent

with the reference blood stain sample

of David Tipton. Therefore , David

Tipton is not excluded as originating

from the same maternal lineage as the

mitochondrial DNA donor in hair number

one from Reliagene sample number 0081.

MR . POWELL: Judge, did they offer

this?
THE COURT: Yes.

(By Mr. Powell) So you read paragraph

number five on page five of one hundred

thirty- two; is that correct?
Yes, sir.
Now , on your exhibit of your June the

9th, 2000 , it' s right here.
copy, don t you?

You have a

Yes , sir, I do.

And I call your attention to the last

sentence on the first page of 183 which

continues - - well, this has got a page

missing.

Judge , from what we' ve been

furnished as being out of item lS3, it

does not have a second page.

Do y' all know where it is?

Wait a minute. That' s from John
I r m talking aboutCase. I I m sorry.

June the 9th , 2000.

THE WITNESS: This is a mixed up

report here. You ve got two different

reports put together.

(By Mr. Powell) What r'I know.

looking at is what I have to be your

report June the 9th, 2000 , which

contains page two of two with your

signature.
Yes , sir.

And on the copy I have , which is unlike

that one --
MRS. POE: Which page is missing?

MR . POWELL: That' s a different
one.
(By Mr. Powell) Let me ask you to look

at the copy that I believe to be your

June 9th, 2000 report. Does it appear

to correspond with the one you have?

1989

1990

Yes , it does.
1991

And starting on the bottom of page one

of this Exhibit, would you read3 '

starting with the last sentence that

starts on that page and continues over

to page two to the jury, please.

The DNA profile obtained from hair

number one from the towel on the floor

next to the bed, item S- , is

consistent with the DNA profile

obtained from the blood stain standard

of Karen Tipton , item A of memo

reported in July

" -

- excuse me,

January 20th , 2000.

And that differs from the oneOkay.

you just read from down in Louisiana?

Yes, it differs.
MR. POWELL: Yes, it does.

Judge , at this time we want to try
to - - we'll either offer my copy of
this Exhibit which corresponds to

Mr. Morrison' s but State s Exhibit 183

omits that second page of that June

9th , 2000 report.

MRS. POE: We have no objection

1992
Your Honor. I apologize. Every copy I
have of this is missing apparently this

page. It' s got two pages.

MR. POWELL:

the Defendant.

'll mark this 29 for

THE COURT: That will be your next

exhibit.
(By Mr. Powell) And let me ask you for

identification purposes if that Exhibit

Number 29 is not an accurate copy of

your June 9th , 2000 report because it

does have your second page and it

differs from the State' s Exhibit 183

which has the second page from John

Case?

That r S correct.
MR. POWELL: We would like to offer

this and publish it to the jury, Your

Honor?

THE COURT: You may. Do we need to
make some modification of State '
Exhibit IS3 so that we don t mislead

the jury?

MRS. POE: We withdrawal that.

THE COURT: Let' s show State '
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17'

Exhibit 183 as withdrawn.

(By Mr. Powell) Are you familiar with

1993

1994 

i 11

an ultraviolet light test and using

various filters on it, Mr. Morrison,

for checking like fingerprints and

blood stains and things like that?
Yes '- sir.
And how does that work?

Basically it works in a couple of

different ways, depending on what

you' re using it for. Using various
wavelengths of light certain biological

fluids will either absorb the light or

in some cases it will cause the sample,
the biological sample, to fluoresce and

emits light at a longer wavelength.

And do you have one of these units?

Yes, I do.

And do you know whether the Decatur
City Police Department has one?

I don t know.

, Do you loan yours out to various
agencies?

Loan , no.

You never loan it to any other police

officer or departments?

We have never been asked to, but in my

recollection we have never loaned it

out.
And , for instance, if you had this UV

light , do you not have some way to put
different filters or different colored

fil ters depending on what you'
looking for?
It depends on which UV light you -- we

have several different ones in the

laboratory, one of which has different

filters that you can put in it to

utilize different-wavelengths of

light. We have another high intensity

ultraviolet light which is at a single

wavelength or wave spectrum. Then we

have some smaller hand-held units which

are of lower intensity but also at a

single wavelength spectrum.

For instance, if you wanted toOkay.

come in this room and look around and

see if you could spot any fingerprints

with it, what color filter would you

put in it?

1995
Well, you basically - - that' s extremely 

difficult to do in the first place.

Most of the time if we were going to do

that , for example, in a car , we would

fume it with Super Glue or

cyanoacrylate and then you can get some

fluorescence off of that. In some

specialized situations you can use some

wavelengths of ultraviolet light to see

a latent fingerprint without any

manipulation. Usually we use

fluorescent powders to dust the areas

and then the fingerprint absorbs those

or holds those powders and you can see

it with ultraviolet light.

What color filter would you use if you

were looking for say semen or --

Semen we generally work in the range of

about 450 nanometers in the spectrum

which is in the ultraviolet spectrum.

Semen stains, saliva stains, urine

stains, and a number of different

household detergents and that sort of

thing all absorb that waive length of

light and then fluoresce at a longer

1996
wavelength of light. So you can see
the fluorescence of the material when

using that wavelength light.
Do you use that UV system in anywise or

manner with any other type filters to

look for any blood stains?

Generally, no. Blood of course is

colored, which makes it a little easier

to see. Blood does not fluoresce under

any wavelength of light. It absorbs
particularly the ultraviolet wavelength

of light s So depending on what matrix
the blood stain might be on, if it' s a

particular busy or dark colored

material, sometimes we 'll use -- we may

use ultraviolet light to actually look

for the absorbance of that wavelength.

So it appears as a darker spot on a

material which otherwise may have some

fluorescence to it.

When you do these DNA examinations,

have you got what I'll call a cookbook

where you just kind of like following a

recipe and you go through these various

steps according to the book to complete



your testing?
We have a set of protocols.

And I remember you testifying to Beth

earlier or it was yesterday, late

yesterday, you indicated that talking

about your database and you said in

your database here I believe in

Birmingham that you used 154 Caucasians

in the database?

I believe that' yes.
You also said that you used how many

blacks in your database?

I believe it was one hundred twenty-

four , something along those lines.
I notice in your report that you

indicated approximately three times

more likely that this bunch of alleles

would occur in a black than a white; is

that correct?

Which sample are we talking about?

Talking about the one that you said

that Daniel Moore could not be excluded

from , the one that you gave nu ers on.

If you I re talking about item number
4-1, which was the item from the bed.

Yes.

There was - - I gave statistical

evaluations based on the NRC report of

1992 which does a summation of all

possible types given those sets of

alleles. And, again, Daniel Moore

could not be excluded by using that

very conservative method of

calculations. You expect to see that

some or all possible contributing DNA

profiles occurs in the Alabama

Caucasian population with a frequency

of one in 93, 900 individuals , in the

Alabama Negroid population an

approximately frequency of one in

000 individuals.
So which numbers did you use when you

started running your calculator on

multiplication, Negroid or the

Caucasian, on the hair?
For the likelihood ratio?
Yes.

I used Caucasian because Daniel Moore

is Caucasian.

But you don' t know that sample came

1997

1998

141

1999
from him?

That I s not the calculation. The

calculation is the likelihood of his

hair or his profile being a

contribution to that mixture, and his

profile is from a Caucasian.

have to use Caucasian.

So you

But you I ve said that he could not be
excluded but you can not prove

absolutely that it did not come from a

Negroid?
That is correct.

Okay. So what you ve done is you'

given your opinion that is most

favorable to the prosecution?

NO, sir.

You haven'

No, sir.
And would you not agree that either

your lab or the one in New Orleans is

wrong about the two different conflicts

that we just presented to the jury?

, sir. In my opinion we I re not wrong

and they I re not wrong. They re looking

at the mitochondrial DNA of the hair.

2000
I I m looking at nuclear DNA from the
hair which can be an environmental

contribution.
Well, let' s talk a minute about this is

a blowup of part of your report that I

believe the jury may have it right now

or it' s part of one of your reports.

It may be this 183 I believe it is.
Yeah.

It' s part of that , yes , sir.

Well , lS3 has been withdrawn. It would

be our Defendant I s Exhibit 29 that we
have in evidence.

Yes , sir , it' s part of that report.
And you talked about that there I s going

to be major and minor DNA?

There can be.
contribut ion.

Depends on the

In other words , if --

There can be. Now , IThank you.

notice you talked about in here --
well, let me back up. When you have a

sample of DNA will it be complete or

incomplete?
It may be.

It may be. How many alleles --
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14,

211

It depends on - - if you have a good
sample then you should be able to get

the complete profile. If it' s a highly
degraded sample, there may be some of

these loci which do not amplify and you

won t get a complete profile. If you

have very tiny amounts of that DNA you

may get enough to see a few of the loci

but not all of the loci.
Let me see if I' m with you. You'

saying that some of these things like

, 13, is that one and is that one?

Is 11 and 13 for instance?

11 is an allele and 13 is an allele.

How many alleles are there in this DNA

sample from a human cell?

Well, typically there are two alleles

for each loci or each genetic marker.

We get one from mother and one from our

father. Somet imes they are the same.

For example, Daniel Moore at THOI --

For example an 11 , II?

THOI Daniel Moore is a 7 , 7.11, 11.

So he got 7 from both parents.

still has two alleles but they re just

the same.

many are there of these alleles in

DNA science?

How many different ones are there?

Yes.
They range but there' s basically about
anywhere from eight to ten or twelve

alleles per genetic marker possible

within the population and then those --

there s just a tremendous number of

possible combinations of all those to

present a prof ile.
I think I' m more confused than ever

but what is this three billion number

you talk about?

Three billion is the number of bits of

information our nucleotides which are

present in genomic DNA versus the

000 nucleotides which is in complete

mitochondrial DNA.

And you talk about you said DNA occurs

in all living things.

Yes.

Okay. So are you saying that there

might be some DNA in a plant that would

2001
be an S, 14?

2002
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NO, sir.

No?

These are for the most part , with a

couple of exceptions , these are human

or higher ape specific.
Human or higher ape specific. So in
each valid sample there I s going to be

like an 11, 12; is that correct?

For each genetic loci there are

generally two alleles.

Generally two. And , for instance , here

you talk about hair from bed on item

1 and you come down and it says

there' s a 10, 13 and 11 , 11 and all we

have here is a weak 13; is that right?

We have a 9 and a weak 13.

I didn' t mean to misleadm sorry.
you. You have a 9 but you don t have a

, 9 and you don't have a 10 , 13.

If you have - - we don I t report a 9, 9
with a low 13. It' s reported simply as

a 9 with a smaller contribution of the

13. So we ' re not saying that there'
not a 9, 9 individual being

2004
represented. We' re just reporting it

as a 9 because there s no way to count

the number of contributions from

alleles. In other words , we can' t say

that there' s an individual who is a

homozygous 9 or has two 9 alleles as

contributing or a person with only one

9 allele as contributing. We just

report it as a 9 and particularly in a

mixture. If it' s a single source
sample then we report it as a 9, 9 but

not in a mixture sample.

Just one second. So there' s a lot of
the material that was furnished , the

samples , the hand bags with the
fingernail clippings , and various other

things that were never tested by all?
Well, you characterize it as a lot.

think there are a few things.

Q. , Sorry?
There are a few things that we didn 

do because historically in our

experience tells us that it' s usually

not useful information. And

particularly in a stabbing incident



where there' s lots of blood, the
fingernails are almost always coated

with blood from the victim. That

amount of DNA contribution from the DNA

from the victim versus any small amount

from skin cells , you would never be

able to see those skin cells unless the

person was really scratched deeply.
Were you ever furnished any sweepings

or vacuumings or scrapings or anything

from any motor vehicles or cars or

trucks?
No, not that I recall.

Q. . The police department didn' t bring you

anything like that at all?

Not that I recall.

Would that be ' useful information in an
investigation of a homicide where it

might be' suspected that some material
was transported from the scene?

Well , it depends on the circumstances.

When you obtain the car, whose car 

is, you know, what the likely scenario

is of whether or not that car was used

after the homicide took place and it

just depends on that. You have to

examine thos factors to determine

whether or not that would be

beneficial.
Let me mark these.MR. POWELL:

Mark this Defendant' s Exhibit Number

30.

(By Mr. Powell) I'll ask you to

identify that one. Let me represent to

you, Don and Beth and Will , that this

is a report of his dated June 12 , 2000

regarding a pair or boots.

For identification purposes where

Toby can write this down I' m going to

show you what I'll represent to be part

of one of your reports.
date of that?

What' s the

Date of this report is June 12th,
2000.

And it' s in regards to a pair of

Timberland boots?
Exhibit 30.

That Defendant'

Yes, sir.
MR . POWELL:

THE COURT:

We offer that.

Show it admitted.

2005
(By Mr. Powell) And identify what'

2006

2007

marked as State s Exhibit 31, please.

This is one of my reports dated

December the 20th, 2000 in reference to
a known blood sample from David Tipton,
a cigarette butt from the front yard,

and a hair collected from washcloth.

MR, POWELL:

THE COURT:

Offer Number 32.

31 or 32?

MR. POWELL: 31. m sorry, Judge.

(By Mr. Powell) Please , tell us if you

can identify Number 31?

This is Defendant' s Exhibit 32.

THE COURT: 31 was admitted.
(By Mr. Powell) Number 32.

32 is a March 19th , 2001 report and

it' in reference to a bar of soap and

hairs associated with that bar of soap.

MR . POWELL:

THE COURT:

We would offer 32.

Show it admitted.

(By Mr. Powell)

33.

Please identify Number

Number 33 is my report dated Janua.y

the 20th of 2000 and is in reference to

a number of items , two different

2008
submissions from Dr. Pustilnik to our

laboratory as well as I believe there

were four submissions from the Decatur

Police Department in this report.

MR . POWELL:

THE COURT:

We would offer 33.

Show it admitted.

(By Mr. Powell) And when was it that

you said your lab lost your

accreditation?
July 2001.

When was it that you got the

accreditation?
Initially?
Initially.
It was in 1999.

Are you accredited now?

Yes, sir.
Why did you fail the accreditation?

Well, -we didn' t actually fail the
accreditation. There was - - the way

it' s set up is you have to undergo an

audit and the audit in 2000 was done

under a different set of standards than

the ones prior to that, and under these

different set of standards there were



some things that we did not have in

place. One of those was a written

training manual, which is what

ultimately kept us from being

recertified or reaccredited because we

didn' t have a written training manual.
There were some other issues which

we basically had an ongoing

relationship with the auditor who did

that about certain aspects which he

said were standards which were not in

the standards, and at that time there

was not a review process So there was

sort of an ongoing discussion with the

auditor about that. But eventually as

we corrected these things, and

corrected I mean we put into place

things -that the new standards required
we essentially ran out of time within

that accreditation period. So at the

end of that time the accreditation was

no longer in effect. So we had to come

back 'then with another audit to get the
reaccreditation.
Do you know what a blind proficiency

test is?

Yes.

Does your lab where these tests were

performed, have they ever had a

blind - - perform blind proficiency
tests?
Not in DNA we don'

You don' t do that?

No, sir.
Do you agree that even the best of

laboratories sometimes make mistakes?

Yes , sir.

And you already testified that you had

some kind of person-to-person or some

kind of communication with police or

other investigators in this case; is

that correct?

Yes , I have.

And you had that prior to your

testimony?
Some of it prior to, some of it during,
some of it after.

Some during?

Yes.

Have you ever talked to the prosecutors

2009 2011.
before, during or after this testing

was performed?

After.
Do you believe with all this prior

knowledge that you gained from them

that you could have been biased in

regard to your interpretation of these

tests?
No, sir.
It' s not possible?

I say it didn' t happen. I didn' t say

it wasn t possible.

happen.
I say it didn'

MR . POWELL: Just one second,

Judge. We re looking for one other

thing.
(Brief pause.

(By Mr. Powell) You received some --

do you remember -- let me ask you, when

did you first receive any of these

items or exhibits or hairs or wash rags

or towels or sheets and all this stuff

when did you receive any of that?

Well , I have to go back to my receipts

because my copy of this report that I

2010
received is missing a page.

2012
The first

submission from the Decatur Police

Department was on March the 18th, 1999.

Did you know if the Alabama Department

of Forensic Sciences was ever given

notice by the District Attorney Bob

Burrell of Morgan County, Alabama to

cease and desist of any further

testing?
No.

Who is Shay Tolson?

She is one of our administrative people

in our Auburn laboratory.

What do they do in Auburn?

Auburn is the administrative

headquarters for the Department of

Forensic Sciences. The director and

deputy directors as well as the

personnel officers, the accounting

people , those are all associated with
the headquarters lab in Auburn.

Let me ask you to look at what I'

identified as Defendant' s Exhibit

Number 34. DO you know what that is?

It' s a fax sheet.
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Does it have a date on it?

The date is August the 25th of 2000.
And does it have an addressee or

designation or destination to and does

it have a from?

MR. VALESKA: We obj ect, Judge.

asked the witness if he knew what 

was. The Witness said only thing he

knows is it' s a fax.

THE COURT: What' s your objection?

MR. VALESKA: That it calls for a

mental conclusion. It' s not a fax from

him to .anybody. It' s from one person

to another and this is not the man in

the fax.
THE COURT: Are you trying to

connect it to him?

(ByMr . Powell) m trying to see --

let me ask you this.

is that on?

What letterhead

MR. VALESKA: We object.

THE COURT:

MR. POWELL:

Let me see it.

Let me see it,
Mr. Morrison.

THE COURT: Well , it appears to me

to be from the Department of

Forensics. If he recognizes it he can

testify to it.
MR. VALESKA: I understand it'

from the department in Auburn.
doesn t even work in Auburn.

THE COURT: Well , he said he

didn' t -- I mean , it' s contradictory--
well , I' m going to let Mr. Powell
continue to question him on it. I'll
overrule the obj ection at this time.
(By Mr. Powell) Do you recognize

this - you may not have ever seen it

before , but do you recognize this

format and the headline?

Yes. I have not seen it before but I

do understand what it' s about.

And do you believe that to be part of

the records of the Alabama Department

of Forensic Sciences in Auburn

Alabama?

Yes, sir.
And you recognize that name up there of

Shay Tolson?

Yes , sir.

2013 2015
And who did you say that was?

She s one of the administrative staff.
Okay. And what does that purport to

be?

MR. VALESKA: And, Judge, we object
to that. That calls for his

interpretation of a fax from Shay

Tolson o another person in this

courthouse. This man had nothing to do

with that.
THE COURT: Do you want to get

Mrs. Tolson up here to testify?

that possible?

MR. POWELL: It looks like we

going to have time.

THE COURT: ll send for her.

Sustained.
MR. POWELL:

THE COURT:

That' s all.
Anything further?

MRS. POE: Just one moment, Your

Honor.

(Brief pause.

EXAINATION

24 BY MRS. POE:

2014

I 19

Mr. Morrison, just a few questions.

2016
you normally or does your lab normally

examine every piece of evidence

submitted to you for DNA?

NO, we do' not.
Why not?

Well, there' s a multitude of reasons
for that. One is that we' re severely

underfunded and can tafford to do it.
Secondly is that the function of the

laboratory is to answer questions

whenever possible with the evidence

submitted to us , and we try to answer

those questions in the most efficient

manner possible. So if we can answer

the question by looking at three items

of evidence out of ten , that' s all we

look at.
Have you had any additional requests

other than from the State' s initial
request to do any DNA testing on any

other evidence? Have you had any

further requests to do any testing on

the evidence that you received?

No.

Mr. Powell asked you a question about
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do you normally follow a quote

cookbook" type method of analysis.

it true that you do have a standard

protocol that you use for running your

DNA tests?

Yes, we' do.

Is there a reason, that you would use a

quote " cookbook" or a standard
protocol?
We use the standard protocol for a

number of reasons. primarily is that

each of the methods within the protocol

have been validated in our laboratory

as well as in other laboratories

throughout the United States. And we

use those protocols to make sure that

each step of the testing has been well

thought out and that we' re not going to

have people make interpretations based

on faulty testing methods.

Are you confident of the results run by

your lab in this test? Are you

competent of the testing and the

results that you have come up with and

presented to this Court?

Yes , I am.

One last question and I just want to

clarify something. There seems to be

concern over the conflict or what

appears to be a conflict between

Reliagene' s testing and the results and
the testing results you did with the

hair found in the bed. Could you

explain once more and that will -- or

just clarify any question. Are they
consistent or are they inconsistent

with the findings that you have?

MR . POWELL: We object. She

being repetitious. She' s asking to

redo something she s already done

again. That' s her question.
THE COURT: I'll sustain. I think

ve been pretty consistent in not

allowing either side to rehash or go

over the evidence that' s already been
admitted. So I'll sustain.

(By Mrs. poe) Are you confident that
your findings regarding the hair from

the towel identified as Exhibit S is

consistent with Reliagene ' s findings?
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MR. POWELL: We obj ect . That'

ground that' s already been plowed.

THE COURT: Asked and answered.
don' t know of an obj ection called
already plowed but asked and answered

is in the book. So I'll sustain.

MRS. POE: Thank you , Judge.

MR. POWELL:

THE COURT:

I'll go with that one.

All right. Anything
further from the Defense?

EXAINATION

I 12 BY MR. POWELL:
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Mr. Morrison , have we or anyone on

behalf of Daniel Moore , the Defendant

in this case , ever come to you and said

will you please check these fingernail

scrapings?
, sir.

Would you do anything if we came over

there and asked you to?

If it was a reasonable request we

would, yes.
And you would make that call?

Yes.

MR. POWELL: That' s all.

141
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That' s all , Your Honor.MRS. POE:

THE COURT: Thank you:, sir. You'

free to go. Thank you for coming.

Call your next witness.

MR. DILL:

THE COURT:

State calls John Case.

I need to put you under

oath, please, sir. Raise your right
hand.

(Witness sworn.

THE COURT: Have a seat.

Your witness, Mr. Dill.

JOHN M eASE

A witness for the State

was sworn and testified as follows:

16 BY MR. DILL:

EXAINATION

State your name for the record.

John M. Case.

And where do you work , Mr. Case?

I work tor the Alabama Department of

Forensic Sciences in the Jacksonville

division.
And what do you do for the Department

of Forensic Sciences?

m employed as a trace evidence
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examiner.
What does that mean?

Trace evidence is generally what we

consider to be small evidence like

paint chips , glass, soil particles,

hairs, fibers , and also examine things

like tape used in the commission of a

crime and other miscellaneous evidence.

And are you familiar -- were you

supplied with some evidence from the

Decatur Police Department or I guess

from Roger Morrison in this case , State

of Alabama against Daniel Moore?

Yes, sir.
And what did you receive and when did

you receive it?
I receive some evidence January the

27th , 2000. Would you like me to

enumerate all the items(

Yes.

I received a manilla envelope

containing nail lippings from Karen

Tipton. I received a manilla - - from
both hands. That will be two

envelopes , one from each hand. I also

2022
received a manilla envelope containing

known pubic hair from Karen Tipton , a

manilla envelope containing pubic

combings from Karen Tipton. Then also

received a sealed Petri dish containing

one hair which was identified as

collected from a washcloth on 8/11/99.

I received another sealed Petri dish

containing several hairs and other

debris identified as scraped from a

Ralph Lauren shirt 8/12/99. I also

received a sealed manilla envelope

containing several hairs identified as

recovered from a bed 3/12/99.
received another container identified

as scrapings from a fitted sheet and it

included several hairs. Also received
another container holding several hairs
identified as scraped from a towel from

the floor next to the bed 8/12/99.

also received a sealed container

holding several hairs identified. as
scraped from a black turtleneck

8/16/99. Then I also received known

pubic hair and known head hair from

2021 2023
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Daniel Moore.

Did you receive any other known

samples?
The only other known I' ve already

mentioned it, it was the known pubic

hair from Karen Tipton.

All right. Let me step back , Mr. Case,

and ask' you - - I' m not sure if I asked
you this or not. How long have you

worked for the Department of Forensic

Sciences?
Thirty- four years.
And do you know how long the

department, the Alabama Department of

Forensic Sciences has been in
existence?

m not sure the exact number of years

but it started back in the 1930' s.

Do you know what the function of the

Alabama Department of Forensic Sciences

is?
Well , generally the function is to

assist law enforcement in the

investigation of crimes and unnatural

deaths.

2024
And y ' all have been doing that since

the 30'

Yes, sir.
What qualifications do you have to

qualify you to perform the work that

you do for the Department of Forensic

Sciences with regard to trace evidence?

Well , my education consists of a

bachelor s degree of chemistry from

Birmingham Southern College. I have

numerous - - completed numerous

specialized courses in topics related

to trace evidence sponsored by the FBI

academy and the Chrome Research

Institute over the years including

hairs and fibers. ve also got

thirty- four years on-the-job
experience.
Ard have you ever been qualified as an

expert in the field of trace ' evidence
in forensic science?

Yes, sir.
In Alabama courts?

Yes, sir.
About how many times?
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I would estimate somewhere between
2025

As far as like physically when you

received it , how did it come in your

2026

twenty- five to fifty times.
MR. DILL: State would move to

admit Mr. Case as an expert in the

field of trace evidence.

THE COURT:

(By Mr. Dill)

Granted.
Now , Mr. Case, I believe

you testified that on January the 27th

you received some - - I' m going to call
your attention specifically to some

what I' m referring to as hairs that
were collected from Karen Tipton' s bed;

is that correct?

I did receive some of those, yes sir.
And some hairs collected from a towel

beside Karen Tipton s bed?

Yes, sir.
And some hairs from a washcloth on

Karen Tipton' s bed; is that correct?

Yes, sir.
And what did you do - - well, let me ask
you this. who did you receive those

items from?

I received them by UPS from Roger

Morrison with the Huntsville

laboratory.
And I assume you did something with

these items; is that correct?

Yes, sir.
And with the other items that you

testified that you received?

Yes , sir.

And when you were finished with all

this stuff what did you do with it?

When I finished my examinations I

returned them by UPS to Roger Morrison

on March the 23rd, 2000.

All right. And that would include the

hairs from the bed , hairs from the

towel, hairs from the washcloth?

Selected hairs from those , yes , sir.

And the known pubic and head hair of

the Defendant and the known hair of

Karen Tipton?
Yes.

What did you do with the hairs from the

bed - - well , let me start with this.
What did you do with the hairs from the

washcloth?
As far as the laboratory examination?

22-
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custody and what did you do with it at

that point?

After I opened the packages , that

particular package contained one hair,
hair from the washcloth. I mounted it

on a microscope slide and compared it

with the known hairs which were given

to me that is the known pubic hair of

Karen Tipton, known pubic hair and

known head hair of Daniel Moore.

Compared those using a comparison

microscope.
All right. Did you label or title that

hair , the hair from the washcloth , with
a number?

Yes.

For your inner department purposes?

Yes, sir.
And what did you title the hair from

the washcloth?

Labeled slide number two hair from

washcloth.
All right. And was that the only hair

202S
on that slide?

Yes , sir. That particular slide only

has one hair.
going to show you an item which has

been marked and admitted as State

Exhibit 95 and ask you if you recognize

this?
I don' t recognize the actual box , no,

sir.
Go ahead and open it up.

Yes, sir. Inside this little Petri

dish there s a slide with my

handwriting which says number two,

washcloth.
All right. Is that the hair that you

just described to the jury that you

recovered or that was sent to you from

Mr. Morrison that you mounted on that

particular slide?

Yes , sir.

And other than alterations that have

been made to it by Mr. Morrison and

Reliagene Technologies , does it appear

to be the same as it was when you

mounted it?



Yes, sir , as far as I can tell.

course, I didn' t make a photograph of

it, but that is my writing on the -- it

is the slide' that I sent.

And it has your mark on it?

Yes , sir.

All right. Now , Mr. Case , youThanks.

started to describe a - - I think you
referred to it as a microscopic

examination?
Yes, sir.
Can you generally discuss how you would

go about examining hairs of this nature

that you I re comparing from a crime

scene , a hair that was collected as
evidence at a crime scene to a known

sample that you have in your

laboratory, how and why you make that

examination?
Well, the reason for the examination is

to locate any hairs that may be similar

to the known hairs, and then if one is

found that is similar then further

testing can be done. If the hair is

not microscopically similar then

further testing would not be called

for. So basically what I would do is

put several of the known hairs on one

slide and then I'll put the unknown

hair on another slide. I have two

microscopes that are connected by a

bridge. So you can look at both sides

at the same time and basically compare

your unknown hair and your known hair

side by side at different

magnifications, comparing the color

the pigment, the diameter , the shape of

the hair , all these microscopic

features side by side.
And you said if the hair is not similar

further testing would not be warranted?

Yes, sir. If the hairs are not at all

similar then you would not want to do

any further testing such as DNA.

So is it fair to describe it as kind of

a screening process?

Yes, sir.
And what exactly would you be screening

for?
Well , basically if you found an unknown

2029 2031
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hair that was microscopically similar

to a group of known hairs from a

particular person , then in conjunction

with Conferring with the investigators

in the case you might decide to go

ahead and do DNA comparisons also to

further make that more specific.

But you I re not saying that if you find
some similarities from the hair

collected at a crime scene and known

hair samples that it' s an absolute

scientific certainty or anything like

this?
No, sir , by no means.

In fact, I' m going to show you an item
which has been marked previously for

identification purposes only as State

Exhibit 185 and ask you if you

recognize that?
cover page.

Actually marked the

Yes , sir. The memo included in that

Exhibit appears to be my memo regarding

the hair comparisons.

Okay. And check this with your report

that you have there in your file.

2032
this the same?

sir, it' s the same.Yes,

Full and complete?

Yes, sir.
MR. VALESKA: Sate moves to admit

185.

THE COURT: Okay. Show 

admitted.
(By Mr. Dill) And does your report

generally address this issue of the

uncertainty of the morphological

examination of hair evidence?

Yes , sir. The final two paragraphs

state that a microscopic comparison is

not definite proof of uniqueness.

Now, the hair that you testified as

hair number two that you found mounted

on the slide, what known samples did

you compare that particular hair to?

I compared it to Karen Tipton s known

pubic hair and Daniel Moore s known

pubic hair.
And what in your opinion was the result

of that comparison?

The hair was similar to the known pubic



hair of Daniel Moore microscopically.

And did you develop an opinion prior to

the comparison as to whether or not the

hair number two from the washcloth was

a pubic hair as opposed to a head hair

or arm hair or some other body hair?

Yes , sir. In my opinion it had

characteristics classic of a pubic

hair , Cau asian pubic hair.
And can you explain to the jury what

those characteristics would be?

Well , generally pubic hair is up to two

inches in length, variation in diameter

from the base to the tip. It has a

continuous medulla or canal running

down the middle of the hair. It can

display buckling or twisting as opposed

to a head hair. And coloration of a

Caucasian hair varies anywhere from

blonde to dark brown, and generally

this hair had all those characteristics

of pubic hair.
And these are the observations that you

made wi th regard to hair number two

from the washcloth prior to comparing

it to any of your known samples?

Yes, sir.
Now, I' m going to ask you next about
the hair or a group of hairs that were

provided to you from Mr. Morrison that

were identified as being collected from

Karen Tipton' s bed.

THE COURT: Before we get into

that, is this a good place to break?

It seems like you I re shifting exhibits.
MR. DILL: Yes.

THE COURT: We' re going take our

morning brake at this time. I' m going

to ask the audience to stay seated

while the jury leaves. I'll give you

the same instructions I' ve given you
before about not discussing the case

among yourselves or with anyone else or

allowing anyone to discuss it with

you. We I 11 send for you in about

twenty minutes.

(Whereupon, the following was

held outside the presence of

the jury.
THE COURT: If those of you in the

2033
audience would give the jury a few
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minutes to clear the bathrooms.

free to go.

You

(Whereupon, a recess was

taken. )

THE COURT: Come on back up,

Mr. Case, and take the stand.
Bring the jury in, Bill.

(Whereupon , the following was

held in the presence of the

jury. )
THE COURT: If everybody will be

seated. We'll start back.
Your witness , Mr. Dill.

(By Mr. Dill) Mr. Case , we had just

started talking about a group of hairs

that were provided to you from

Mr. Morrison that were collected from

Karen Tipton' s bed.

hairs come to you?

Now , how did those

I received them by UPS on January the

27th , 2000.

How were they packaged? 

They were packaged in a manilla

envelope.
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And what did you do with those hairs

physically when you received them?

Mounted them on a microscope slide and

181
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compared them with the knowns which I

was provided with.
All right. m going to show you an

item which has been admitted previously

as State I s Exhibit Number 93 and ask
you to see if you see that slide in

that envelope?

Yes, sir. This slide contained in this

container is my case number and the

slide number four.

All right. So this is the group of

hairs that you assigned the number 4

to?
Yes, sir.

And these were the hairs that were

collected from Karen Tipton I s bed; is

that correct?

Yes, sir.
Can you open it up without disturbing

the contents?

Yes , sir. It I S case number, number
four , from bed.



All right. And was there one
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particular hair on that slide that you

denoted specifically?

Yes , sir.

And which hair was that?

The hair number one.

And can you see where that' s annotated
on the slide?

Yes , sir.

How did you indicate hair number one as

opposed to the rest of the hairs

collected from the victim' s bed?
It has number one pointing to the

hair. It has a dot and the number one

pointing to the hair.
And other than the portion of the slide

that' s been removed and the testing

that was performed on the hair by

Dr. Morrison and later by Reliagene

does it appear the same as when you

mounted those hairs on that slide?

Yes, sir.
If you 'll return that to the Petri

dish.
(Witness complied.

And what, if any, examination did you

perform on hair number 4.

It was one of the hairs identified from

the bed. I compared all those hairs

with the known pubic hair from Karen

Tipton and the known pubic hair and

head hair from Daniel 'Moore.

And what were the results of that

comparison?
The hair was microscopically similar to

the known pubic hair of Daniel Moore.

All right. And was there also a group

of hairs that were provided to you that

were indicated collected from a towel

beside Karen Tipton s bed?

Yes , sir.

And what, if anything - - how were those
hairs packaged when you received them?

They were also enclosed in a Petri

dish , plastic Petri dish.

And what did you do wi th the hairs when
you received them?

I mounted them on a slide , numbered

them individually and compared them

with the known pubic hair of Karen

Tipton and known pubic hair and head

hair of Daniel Moore.
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All right. If you 'll refer to the

other Petri dish that was contained in

State s 93.

Yes, sir. This has the case number and

the slide number eight.

And is ,that the slide that you

prepared?
Yes , sir.

And did you denote one particular hair

on that slide?

Yes , sir. Hair number one.

How did you indicate that hair?

It has the number one and an arrow

pointing to the particular hair or

where a hair was.

And after you had mounted that hair on

that slide was there any particular

testing that you conducted on it?

Microscopic comparison with the known

submitted hairs.

And what, if any, results did you find

from that test?

That hair number one on the slide

2040
number eight was similar to the known

pubic hair of Daniel Moore.

And from your examination of this hair

other than the testing that was

obviously performed on it by

Mr. Morrison and the scientists at

Reliagene, does it appear similar to

the way that it appeared when you

mounted it on the slide?

Yes , sir.

Now , the three hairs that you'

indicated that you mounted on these

slides , hair 2 , hair 4. , and hair S .
you found some morphological

similarities to the Defendant on all of

these; is that correct?

Yes, sir.
And what did you do once you had made

those results , made those findings?

At a later date , approximately March

the 23rd, 2000 , I sent these to Roger

Morrison by UPS for further analyses.

And what was the purpose for sending

them to Mr. Morrison?

I believe there was a request that DNA



be done on those hairs.

And why did you choose those three

hairs?
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At that time the guidelines for hair
comparisons were to compare the unknown

hairs with the known hairs to try to

find a hair that is similar

microscopically, had a root present and

had some tissue adhered to the root

and those three hairs met those

definitions as far as my examination.
All right. So with hair number two,

which was from the washcloth collected

from Karen Tipton' s bed , and hair
number four , which was from Karen
Tipton s bed, and hair number eight,
which was from the towel beside Karen

Tipton s bed, did all those hairs have

some genetic material attached to the

root?
They had at least some material

attached to the root , yes, sir.

Of those three hairs he hair from the

washcloth , the hair from the bed, the

hair from the towel beside the bed,
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which had the most significant genetic

presence or root skin tag tissue

attached to it?

The one item number 4-1 which would

have been the hair from the bed.

And the other two --

The other two showed some but not as

much tissue.

All right. Mr. Case, in your opinion

as an expert I' m going to propose a set
of hypothetical circumstances to you

with regard to this hair , eight, group

eight?
That' s four.
That' s four?

Yes , sir.

Propose a set of hypothetical

circumstances to you for the purpose of

this question. With regard to hair

number eight , assume that this hair has

later been tested for nuclear or

genomic DNA and eventually tested for

mitochondrial DNA and the mitochondrial

DNA determination was that the hair was

consistent with the known sample of the
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Defendant , Daniel Moore, but it was not
consistent - - excuse me. Let me start

over.
Assume for the purposes of this

question these hypothetical facts.
That hair number eight, which from your

microscopic examination you determined

had some similarities to the

Defendant' s known pubic hair, assume
that later this hair was tested, the

mitochondrial DNA in this hair was

tested and that test showed that it , in

fact, was not Daniel Moore' s hair but

was consistent with the known samples

from Dr. Tipton. Can you explain your

findings in light of that hypothetical?

Well , that would be expected to happen

if you look at a large number of hairs

because two people can have hair that

have the same microscopic

characteristics. More than two

people. In other words , hairs are not

unique as far as their microscopic

characteristics.
And that circumstance is accounted for
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in your report?

Yes.

And if you will read that paragraph or

that section in your report that

explains that.
It' s a standard paragraph that I put in

all of my reports: "It should be noted

that hairs known to have originated

from the same person will display

varying degrees of microscopic

dissimilarities and further that hairs

do not possess a sufficient number of

unique individual microscopic

characteristics to be positively

identified as having originated from a

particular person to the exclusion of

all others with similar hair. What

that means is more than one person may

have similar hair.
Now , when you are comparing hair that

came from the washcloth , hair that came

from the bed and hair number eight from

the towel beside the bed , you testified

that you were comparing that hair to

the known samples of the Defendant and



from Karen Tipton?
Yes, sir.
Did you have Dr. Tipton s known samples

to compare it to?

, sir.

Would you expect under the hypothetical

that I posed that you would find some

similarities with that hair with

Dr. Tipton?

I would say there could be a

probability that there would be

overlapping characteristics. In other

words , one person s hair, all the hair

from a particular area of his body, say

the pubic area , will not be the same.

There will be a range of values.

Another person will have a range of

values regarding their hair and the two

ranges may overlap at a certain point.

But your finding was those three hairs

were similar to the Defendant I s hair;
is that correct?

Microscopically, yes, sir.

Based on your screening of these hairs

you referred them for further DNA

testing?
Yes, sir.

MR. DILL:

THE COURT:

Your witness.
Cross?

MRS. HALBROOKS: Yes, sir.
EXAINATION

7 BY MRS. HALBROOKS:

Mr. Case,
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this is not -- you can t rely on it
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I want to be sure I

understand what you re telling the

ladies and gentlemen of the jury. The

testing, the microscopic testing that

you did on these hairs is to identify

hairs that are microscopically similar

to known samples; correct?

Yes , sir , or exclude.

Right. And in this process , this

particular process , you identified

three, and so they went on to be tested

further in DNA analysis; is that right?

Yes.

But then on the same foot you'

telling the ladies and gentlemen of the

jury that you put this disclaimer in

here about how that all hairs may have

some microscopic similarities and that
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basically. Is that what you re saying?

I wouldn' t say all hairs. What I'
saying is if you I re looking at a

particular unknown hair and you find

that it I s similar microscopically to a
known sample from a particular person

about all you can say is that it could

originate from that person or another

person that has similar hair.

Why would you use this then to

eliminate or to identify hairs to be

tested for DNA analysis?

Well , if it' s completely dissimilar
it' s not warranted to go ahead and do

DNA because if it' s completely

dissimilar it probably didn t come from

that person. But if it is similar you

don' t know if it did or not. You just

know it could have. You can'
eliminate it.
How many hairs were found in the bed

that you' ve identified in number four?

There were twelve hairs in item number

four.

204S
How many hairs were on the fitted

sheet?
m looking for that itemLet' s see.

number. Fitted sheet had twenty-seven

Approximately twenty- sevenhairs.
hairs.
So you used this microscopical analysis

to identify one hair out of twelve and

one hair out of twenty- seven and those
were the only hairs tested for DNA

purposes; is that right?

Yes.

And in this comparison that you did you

didn I t have anybody else s known sample

other than Karen Tipton , the deceased,

and this defendant , Daniel Wade Moore;

is that right?

That' s true , yes.

You weren' t asked by the State to go

back and compare it to any sample of

hair that they might have found from

David Tipton or any other individual;

is that right?

Not microscopically, no.

Well , to your knowledge were any of the
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other twelve hairs or any of the other

twenty- seven hairs tested for DNA

purposes?
I don' t know this. I haven' t seen that

report.
You said that you t lked to
investigators about this case.

you talk with about this case?

Who did

I have a note here says

, "

Invest igator
Mike Pettey of the Decatur PD requested

possible DNA of the hairs.

When did he do that, Mr. Case?

It was on or about -- probably a few

days before March the 23rd because I

packaged the hairs up on March the 23rd

of 2000 and sent them to Huntsville.

When Officer Pettey called you and made

that request of you , did he share with

you any of the facts of this case as he

knew them to be?

NO.

When these hairs came into your

possession , though , they did indicate

to you the origin of the hairs. For
instance, hair found on towel in the
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floor next to the bed or hair from the

fitted sheet; correct?

Yes. That was the labeling on the

package.
So you knew for instance where the

police indicated they found those

hairs; is that right?

Yes, yes.
But you don 't have any independent

knowledge of where those hairs came

from or where they were found. You'

relying on what was presented to you by

the police; is that correct?

Yes.

With regards to hair number eight that

you ve identified in your report as

being microscopically similar to Daniel

Moore, that being the hair from the

towel , you did identify that as being
microscopically similar; is that

correct?
Yes.

And because of that identification that

hair was tested by Reliagene, for

instance; is that right?
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I don' t know who tested it. I just

sent it to Mr. Morrison and he handled

that procedure from that point.

Let me show you what' s previously been

offered in the case as Defendant'

Exhibit 29 and I' m going to ask you 

read , if you will , just the highlighted

portion if you will , please.

"The DNA profile obtained from hair

number one from the towel in the floor

next to the bed is consistent with DNA

profile obtained from the blood stain

standard of Karen Tipton, item A. See
serological examination memorandum. 

From June the 9th , 2000 , the Alabama

Department of Forensic Sciences reports

that they did a DNA analysis. and that
was Karen Tipton s hair according to

them; is that right?

MR. DILL: Your Honor , we' re going

to object to the form of that question.

THE COURT: Rephrase it if you

would.

(By Mrs. Halbrooks) That hair was

consistent with the DNA profile of
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Karen Tipton; is that right?

MR. DILL: We' re going to obj ect to
that question. The DNA profile which

Dr. Morrison testified came from the

biological fluid that contaminated the

hair that was consistent with Karen

Tipton on hair number eight.
I tell you what.

Your Honor.

I'll withdraw that

If you will , just read what'

the highlighted portion, please.

"The DNA profile obtained from hair

number one from the towel on the floor

next to the bed, item S-l, is
consistent with the DNA profile

obtained from the blood stain standard

of Karen Tipton.

Okay. And then I " 11 show you what'
previously been offered as State'
Exhibit 132 and ask you , if you will

to read paragraph number five with the

X beside it, please.

" which I assume means

mi t ochondr ial , DNA test results for

the hair labeled number one from the



towel on the floor next to bed are

consistent with the reference blood

stain sample of David Thornton;

therefore, David Thornton is not

excluded as originating - - therefore,
David Tipton " 1 m sorry, "is not

excluded as originating from the , same

maternal lineage as the mitochondrial

DNA donor in hair number one from

Reliagene sample 00S21.

Mr. Case , when you said Thornton you
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meant Tipton; right?

Tipton, yes.
I' understand it' s confusing. Thank

you Based on what you I ve read and the
microscopical analysis that you did,
you understand 'now that you say the
hair on the towel next to the floor was

microscopically similar to Daniel Wade

Moore but we have differing reports

from Reliagene as w ll ,as the Alabama
Department of Forensic Sciences based

on their DNA --

MR. DILL: Obj ect to the form of

that question. Mr. Morrison testified

that those findings were consistent.

THE COURT: I'll let this witness

testify to the same question.

Overruled.
The hair by mitochondrial DNA was shown

to be from a different person. That is
not surprising. I mean , it could

happen because the microscopic

comparison is only for microscopic

similarities and that I s it.
(By Mrs. Halbrooks) The slides that

you ve shown , the Petri dishe 

Yes.

Did you get those in that shape or were

those hairs loose somehow when you got

them?

They were loose.
slide myself.

I placed them on the

MRS. HALBROOKS: I believe that'

all I have , Your Honor.

MR. DILL:

THE COURT:

Just one question.

Sure.
EXAINATION

24 BY MR, DILL:

Mr. Case , you said that --
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Mrs. Halbrooks asked you if any of the

other hairs were tested for DNA.

think you said you didn' t know.

I haven I t seen that report.
The three hairs that you referred to

DNA testing were the three hairs based

on your expert opinion you were most

likely going to be able to get nuclear

DNA from the root; is that correct?

Yes, sir. Those were the three hairs

that I saw that were similar

microscopically, had a root and had

some tissue on the root.

MR. DILL: Nothing further.
Your Honor, I haveMRS. HALBROOKS:

one other question.

EXAINATION

IS BY MRS. HALBROOKS:

Did I not understand you to say that

the hairs from the bed, and I think you

told us there were twelve of those

that you identified the one with the

most significant skin tag but others

had some skin tag just not as much.

Did I understand that correctly?
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They appeared to have some adhering

tissue , yes.

Thank you.MRS. HALBROOKS: Yes.

THE COURT: Okay. Thank you, sir.

You re free to go.

down.

You may stand

Call your next witness.

MR. DILL: May we approach , Your

Honor?

THE COURT:

MR. DILL:

Yes.

We have one witness who

we' ve been told from ABI is just

minutes away. She may be in the hall.
Is that your nextTHE COURT:

witness?
MR. DILL: Yes.

re ready.MR. VALESKA:

checking to see if she s here.

Investigator says sheTHE - COURT:

not.
MR. VALESKA: State calls David

Tipton.
THE COURT: Come around

Dr. Tipton. Raise your right hand.

(Witness sworn.
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THE COURT: Your witness
Mr. Valeska.

VID T

A witness for the State,
was sworn and testified as follows:

EXAINATION

VALESKA :

State your name, David, for the ladies

and gentlemen of the jury.
David Tipton.
And where do you live , David?

I 'live in Southwest Decatur.
And how long have you lived in Decatur?

I lived in the area for about twelve

years but have lived inside the city

limits of Decatur I guess since 1994.

And let me ask you to tell the ladies

and gentlemen of the jury, everybody

has heard you referred to as

Dr. Tipton , tell the ladies and

gentlemen of the jury where you got

your education , please, sir.
I went to the University qf Alabama

from 1977 to ' 81 and graduated there
wi th a bachelor' s of science degree.

Went then to . the University of South
Alabama in Mobile, completed four years

of medical school there. So that' s my
D. degree. Then I spent four more

years in the psychiatric residency in

the same place, University of South

Alabama Medical Center in Mobile and

completed my psychiatry training.

And after you completed your psychiatry
training did you go into practice?

Yes, sir , in Decatur.

And what year was that?
1989.

All right. Tell the ladies and

gentlemen of the jury where you grew

up, please , sir.

I was born and raised in Rogersville,

Alabama , which is about fifty miles

west of here in Lauderdale County.

And is your dad a vet, retired vet over

there?
My dad is a retired veterinarian.

And tell the ladies and gentlemen of

the jury, please , sir , if there came a

time when you met a lady by the name of
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Karen Croft?
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as a medical

2058
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Yes, sir. I was working

student my third year of medical school

and was on a medicine rotation and met

her. She was working in the hospital

as a blood gas technician.
Now , which hospital?

That was University of South Alabama

Medical Center in Mobile.
And what year was that?

That would have been about - - that
would have been the fall of 1983.

And obviously you came to date Karen?

es, sJ.r.
And where was she from in Alabama?

She was from Bruton , Alabama.

Now how long did y all date?

Five years before we were married.

And what day were y' all married on?

June 24th , 1989.

And where were you living then? 

I was living in Mobile.

And how long did y ' all live there?
Not at all actually. I married the

last week of my training and literally
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the very last week that I finished my

psychiatry training I got married and

she moved from her apartment and I

moved from my apartment actually to

Madison , Alabama at that time.

And what were you doing there?

I just lived there. I was working as a

psychiatrist here in Decatur.

And how long did y' all live there?
About two years.

years.
Just less than two

Where did you move after that?

We bought a house in Hartselle.

And how long did y' all live there?
About three years I guess.

And what time did you come to move from

that house in Hartselle?

That would have been 1994.

was May of 1994.
I think 

And at that time did y ' all have any
children?
Yes, sir. We had one child at that

time, Caroline, who was born October

19th of 1991.

And you told the ladies and gentlemen
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of the jury that you moved from there.

where did you gO?

We moved to 2330 Chapel Hill Road.

And what was that date if you remember?
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The date that we moved?

To Chapel Hill Road?

It was in May Qf 1994.

All right. And obviously after May of

1994 you and Karen had another child?

Catherine was bornThat' s correct.
August 25th, 1994.

And you continued to work as a

psychiatrist in your profession?

That' s correct.
And tell the ladies and gentlemen of

the jury where your practice was

located.
ve worked several different places

over the last twelve years. Most

recently I was in a private practice in

Huntsville.
And who was that with?

That was with Mr. Kalachman , a

physician' s assistant.
The man who testified yesterday?

Yes, sir.
What was the location of that

partnership, if you remember?

It was in Market Place was the name of

the street in Huntsville.

And just describe for any of the ladies

and gentlemen who aren t familiar with

Huntsville what part of town that was

in?
It would be right behind the Huntsville

Times building, which a lot of people

would know that landmark. It' s just

of f South Parkway, just east of South
Parkway off of Drake Avenue.

And obviously you and Karen continued

to live at 2330 Chapel Hill Road?

That' s correct.

NQw, let me take you, David , to 12

March 1999. You and Karen were living

there with your daughters?

That' s correct.
And tell the ladies and gentlemen of

the jury, please, sir, what time you

got up that morning.

It would have been a usual day. About
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6:45 to 7:00 a.
And what time did Karen get up?

The same time.
And what did you do when you got up

that day?

I took a shower and got dressed and got

ready to go to work.

And what was Karen doing?

She was getting the girls ready for

school and for day care.
What time do you remember leaving the

house?
7 : 30 in the morning.

Was that the normal time that you left?

It was.

Was Karen still at home when you left?

She was.

How long did it take you in your best

judgment to get from 2330 Chapel Hill

Road that morning to your office?

Forty- five minutes.
Do you know or did Karen have a pattern

of whFt time she would leave after you

did?
We typically left at exactly the same
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time , and that' s what happened that

morning. We actually kissed good by in

the parking lot.
cars were parked.

I mean , where our

She took the girls

one way and I went the other.

And what type car or vehicle were you

driving?
An S- 10 Chevrolet pickup, white, 1991 I

believe.
And tell the ladies and gentlemen of

the jury what Karen was driving.

She was driving a Ford Explorer which

was an either -- also white, either ' 91

or ' 92. I don' t remember.

And Karen had both the girls in the

car?
That' s correct.
And where would she be going if you

know?

There would have been two places. One

would have been first to drop off

Caroline at the Chestnut Grove, which

was only a couple blocks away. She

took a bus there to the magnet school'
at Ben Davis. Then Karen would have



gone on into downtown Decatur to the

Montessori School where she would have

dropped off Catherin

Now , when you got to work in Huntsville

2065 2067
And what did you have scheduled at 1: 
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who was there from your office staff if

you remember?

Marve, Mr. Kalachman was there.

always there when I got there.
He was

And was there any other member of your

staff that came after y all arrived?

Jeanie Gonsewski, now JeanieYes.

Jackson, was there.

And what did Jeanie do for y ' all?
She was our office manager.

Obviously you remember what you did

that morning at work. Tell the ladies

and gentlemen of the jury what it was,

please, Dr. Tipton.

I saw patients as scheduled from

9:00 a. m. until 11:30 a.
And as scheduled , what does that mean?

It means I had an appointment book and

I had patients scheduled every thirty

minutes to an hour every day that I

worked.

All right. What did you do , if

anything - - after you saw the patients
that morning, did you and Mr. Kalachman

go anywhere?

We went to lunch.

And do you remember where you went?

I t was the Camino Real on - - I' m not
sure I know the name of the street but

it' s out by Grissom High School.

And do you know how long that lunch

took?
It was about a fifteen minute ride

there and back and it would have

probably been forty- five minutes to an
hour actually in the restaurant.
Did you and Mr. Kalachman go in the

same vehicle?

Yes, sir.
Whose?

His.
Obviously y ' all returned together?
Yes, sir.
And tell the ladies an gentlemen of the

jury what time you got back.

Just before 1: 00 0 ' clock.
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0' clock, if anything?

I had a patient scheduled at 1: 00.

And did you see that patient?

I saw patients until 3: Yes.

0' clock, which is when my last patient
ended that day.

And after you saw your last patient

that day, what if anything did you do

if you remember?

I had to - - it was a Friday afternoon
and I had to clean up various

paperwork. It turned out I had three

different phone calls I had to make,

and I made those three calls , tidied up

and left the office.

Now , was this after what time?

That was - - that began at 3: 
0' clock. I was seeing patients until

3: 00.

You told the ladies and gentlemen of

the jury I believe that you had three

calls?
That' s correct.

If you remember tell them who you
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called, please, sir.
I remember that two of them were to

patients directly, and do recall one

of their names but not with great

certainty. I would rather not say

their name here , but there was one that

I do recall , which was to a pharmacist

to call in a prescription and that was

Dwight Tipton.
Obviously there' s a physician-client or

physician-patient relationship and
specialty is psychiatry. People come

to see you when they have problems?

That' s correct.

Now , you tell the ladies and gentlemen

of the jury that you made a call to a

pharmacist. Do you remember what phone

you used in your office or what number

you would have been calling from?

Both. I made my phone call from my

office , which was on the second floor

and the phone number was , if I remember

it correctly, I haven' t used it in 

while, but I think it was S34- S880.

But it would be the number that y I all



paid the bill every month; right?

That' s correct. And it was the same
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humber for the four or five years that

we were in practice.

Now , the name of the pharmacist if you

remember that you called?

His name was Dwight Tipton.
And had you ever met Mr. Tipton before?

, sir , I had not.

Had you ever talked to him before if

you remember?

I think I had called in prescriptions

to him before but I don' t remember that

specifically.
Now , do you have a judgment as to what

time you were talking to Mr. Tipton?

I don' t even remember in what order I

made the three phone calls in , but it
would have been sometime between 3: 
and 3: 30 with certainty.
Between that time, David, and the time

that you and Mr. Kalachman came back

from lunch id you leave the office?

No, sir.

I think Jeanie was asked if there were

different exits to your office.
there?

Were

That' s correct.
Tell the ladies and gentlemen of the

jury where they were , please. sir.

There' s a front door where all the
patients would enter directly into the

waiting room , and then there was a back

door that was actually located inside

Jeanie' s office.
Now , Dr. Tipton , did there come a time

when you left the office that day?

Not other than lunch, no.

And after your call to Dr. Tipton or to

Pharmacist Tipton , did there come a

time when you left your office?

Yes.

Tell the ladies and gentlemen of the

jury what time it was in your best
memory.

My best recollection was that it would

have been 3: 3 0 at the very earl iest and
it could have been a little bit after

that.
Now , how many years had you driven from

4 .
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your office to your home here in

Decatur?
About five.
Tell the ladies and gentlemen of the

jury what the normal or average driving

time was based on all those years of

you doing it.

Forty- five minutes.
When you left your office on 12 March

1999 where were you going?

Home.

To 2330 Chapel Hill Road?

Yes, sir.
Did you stop anywhere along the way?

No, sir.
Did you have any reason to stop at that

time?
, sir.

And tell the ladies and gentlemen of

the jury if you had had any contact by

phone with Karen that day?

, sir.

Did you know what Karen was doing at

home while you were at work?

, sir.
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What route did you take from Huntsville

to Decatur?

I would have been just a block or I

guess two blocks away from the

Parkway. So I went north on the

Parkway, merged onto 565, took 565 back

to the point that I intersected 165,

then went south on 165, picked up 67 or

the Beltline exit in Priceville and

took that towards Decatur. Next

intersection would have been Highway 31

and 67 , and I would have turned left

there " gone a couple of blocks to Cedar

Lake Road which got me off the

Beltline, out of the traffic of the

Beltline and took me across southwest

Decatur on the rest of the way to

Danville Road. Then from Danville Road

the Chapel Hill Road was just off that

about seven-tenths of a mile I guess or

whatever it was out to Chapel Hill

Road.

Is that the route you took every day?

Not every day. sometimes I went

through Decatur itself. Instead of
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going down 65 I would stay on Highway

20 and go across the Tennessee River

Bridge there and go through downtown

Decatur. Just to keep it from being
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small TV in the kitchen.
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I noticed the
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keypad from the alarm laying on the

ki tchen counter. Went on through the

too boring sometimes I would take a

different route.

Was there any significant difference in

time going the two ways you described?

kitchen into the laundry room and took

off my shoes there.

Let me stop you there, David. When you

NO, sir. It was the same amount of

pulled up to 2330 Chapel Hill Road who

did you.expect to find at your house?

Karen, Caroline and Catherine.
time. It was just a little less All right. You told the ladies and

traffic to deal with the way I

explained first.

And when you arrived at 2330 Chapel

Hill Road do you have a judgment as to

gentlemen of the jury that you took off

your shoes.
That' s correct.
At that time or prior to any time after

what time it was?

It was 4: 15 or a little after.

And tell the ladies and gentlemen what

you entered the residence did you hear

Caroline or Catherine' voice or any of

their normal activity?

No, sir.you did when you pulled up in your

white truck.
I came down the driveway and parked it

where I usually parked it at the end of

Did you hear any activity that you

would normally have heard from Karen?

the garage and went into the house.

And when you pulled into the driveway

No, sir.

or into the parking area, did you see

Karen s vehicle?
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type of vehicle was that, please,

After you took off your shoes go

ahead.

Yes.

What

I came back -- basically retraced my

steps out of the laundry room, back

sir?
The white Ford Explorer.
Tell the ladies and gentlemen of the

jury what you did when you got out of

the truck, David.

I entered - - I entered the garage and
got my key out and opened the door into

the kitchen hallway.

And what do you mean by opening the

door?
Well , there were two locks on it, the

regular lock and a dead bolt, both

which used the same key. I put my key

into the dead bolt first and realized

that it was not locked. I then pulled

the key out and put the key into the

actual door knob itself and it was

locked but I unlocked it and entered.

And tell the ladies and gentlemen of

the jury what you did next , please

sir.
I took a right in towards the kitchen.

I noticed the television was going, the
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into the kitchen and into the foyer,
the main entrance of the house , because

there was a coat closet there, and I

took my coat off and hung it there in

that closet, which is my usual routine.

That' s what you do every time when you
come home?

Yes, sir.
Tell the ladies and gentlemen of the

jury what you did next, please, David.

Well, in the foyer as I' m pull ing my
coat off I noticed some drops of blood

on the foyer floor. I first noticed

just a couple of drops very close to

the closet. I took a couple of steps

further as in the direction toward the

front door and saw a larger amount of

blood that appeared to have been

smeared or wiped up.

What do you mean by that , David?

I mean that there was actually smears

in the blood itself, that it was

obvious that there - - it was obvious
that someone had attempted to clean

this blood up. At least it seemed
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obvious to me that that was the

conclusion I drew from looking at it.
Now , obviously in your profession and

in your education and your going to med

school, you ve been around blood?

Yes , sir.

From the time you noticed the blood

that you just told the ladies and

gentlemen of the jury about'.

Yes.

How long had it been since you had

entered y' all' s house from the door

that you told the ladies and gentlemen

of the jury that you went in?

It has to be a guess but two minutes I

would think at the absolute most.

All right. Tell the ladies and

gentlemen of the jury what you did

after you found the blood that you

described for them , please, sir.
I started up the stairwell.

And did you notice .anything going up
the stairwell?
Nothing at all on the stairwell.

Had you said anything at this time that

you remember out loud or to anybody?

, sir.

Tell the ladies and gentlemen of the

jury what you did next, please, sir.
I went on up the stairwell still

expecting to find Karen and the girls

somewhere in the house and got to the

top of the stairwell and maybe one step

from the very top and I could see her

feet. And from the top of the

stairwell turning to the left I saw the

fuel view of Karen s body.

You told the ladies and gentlemen of

the jury that you went to the left?

That' s correct.
And is that toward the master bedroom?

It is.

And when you saw Karen tell the ladies

and gentlemen of the jury what you did

please , sir.

I screamed once, a second time and a

third time.

What did you do then?

I checked her pulse.

And tell the ladies and gentlemen of
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the jury where you checked Karen'

pulse.
Right carot id artery, throat, with my

right hand, these two fingers.
Was there a pulse , David?

NO, sir.
Based on your training as a medical

doctor

, ,

do you have an opinion as to

whether or not Karen was alive?

She was dead.
Tell the ladies and gentlemen of the

jury, please , sir , what you did next.

I went for the closest phone that I

could find.
And where would that have been?

That would have been in the master

bedroom.

And tell them what you did.

I ran to the master bedroom, picked up

the phone and it was dead.

From the time you had entered the house

until now , do you have a judgment as to

how much time ad passed?

Three minutes at the absolute most.

Did you tell the ladies and gentlemen
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of the jury that the phone was dead?

That' s correct.
Tell them what you did next, please,

sir.
I ran back out of the bedroom.

checked Karen s pulse a second time and

then continued back on down the stairs

to the next closest phone , which would

have been in the kitchen.
And tell us what you did then , please,

sir.
I picked up that phone off the kitchen

counter and it was dead also.

Tell the ladies and gentlemen of the

jury, David, what you did after that.

Well , my thinking - - all that was in my
mind at that point was how to get to a

telephone to call 911, and I had gone

to two phones and I thought I was going

to have to run to the next door

neighbors, the Chance' in order to
make a phone call. So I went back in

that direction, you know, back through

the kitchen. I was in the kitchen

actually standing at the counter



opposite the kitchen , but went from

there again into the kitchen and into

the laundry room where there was the

exit or the way out and put my shoes

back on. My thinking was I' m going to

go to the Chance ' Before I left the

house I realized that I had another

phone line in the house connected to

the fax machine in the office which

was, you know , still there on the same

floor. So instead of going to the --

instead of going out I went back into

the house basically and I went to the

office , which is through the kitchen,

through the fireplace room, great

down the hall into the office.

room,

And what did you do when you got to the

office?
I picked up the phone and I had a live

phone line and I dialed 911.

Is that when Mr. Plemons came on the

line if you remember?

I had no idea who it was, but , yes , it
was answered.
And tell the ladies and gentlemen of
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the jury, they ve heard the tape , tell

the ladies and gentlemen of the jury

what you remember saying to 911.

Well , I' ve not heard the . tape. So it'
based on my memory, but my best

recollection is I said, My name is

David Tipton, I' m at 2330 Chapel Hill
Road. My wife has beenI need help.

killed. There' s blood everywhere.
MR. VALESKA: Judge , may he come

down ?

THE COURT: Yes, sir. Let' s get
the microphone.

THE WITNESS: I don I t think I need
, sir.

THE COURT: Let' s take it just in
case.

(By Mr. Valeska) Toby has to take it

down and your back will be turned to

him. David , I' m going to show you
State' s Exhibit 22 and ask you if you
recognize your own house?

I do.

What I just want you to do, please

sir , is take your finger and show the
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ladies and gentlemen of the jury the

route that you have just described to

them from the time you entered the

house until you got to the telephone.

THE COURT: Do you want the
pointer?

MR. VALESKA: I think he can use

his finger, Judge.

(By Mr. Valeska) Just show them the

route you took into the house and the

phone that worked.

Here' s the garage here. m parked
here. I entered the door here. That'
where the dead bolt wasn t locked.

This is a hallway here. I took a right

here and through the kitchen into the

laundry room, the utility room, took my

shoes off right here. I came back

here, came back here, came to the

hallway which is -- yeah , so far I'
having trouble reading it. Right here

down this hallway is the foyer. This
is all open it looks like. That' s not

a wall there but it doesn t show.

There s the closet. I hung up my
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Here' s where I saw the firstcoat.

spots of blood. Here' s where I saw the

larger amounts of blood. Went up the

stairs here to the top of the

stairwell, which is here. Karen I s body

was right here like this way.

master bedroom is right here.

The

sorry. From this point I' m wrong

because this is first floor. This is
the first floor bedroom. I was on the

second floor when I went up the stairs.

Just one second, Judge.

This is the same stairwell that was on

the other drawing. This is the second

floor.
floor.

All of this is the second

Once I got here the body was

lying right here on the floor. From

there I went into here, into the master

bedroom. Counter is right here where

the phone was, came back out past Karen

again, down the stairs. I come down

the stairs now and I' ve come to the

next phone which is here. It was also

dead. then I come back through the

kitchen , back to where the shoes were,



door out to the Chance' s, which is in

this direction. Then instead of

exiting I came back here to the --

sorry, there' s the hallway to the

study, and the fax machine is right

here, which is where I made the phone

call right here.

Thank you. David , the time you went

into the house until you got 91l on the

line, do you have a judgment as to how

much time had passed?

It' s really hard for me to say, but it
could not have been ten minutes and it

was probably around five.
Would you describe your condition to

the ladies and gentlemen of the jury,
please , sir , from when you found Karen

how you were - - you told them what you
did. Just tell them if it had any --

just tell them how you were doing,

David.
I was trying to do what I could do,

which was to c ll 911. I was trying to

figure out what had happened. It was

so overwhelming that I couldn' t even
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All Ibegin to think about everything.

could do was call the police and

cooperate with them, and that' s what I
did.
Even with all your medical training?

I went back and checked her pulse the

second time, which is not something a

medical doctor would have to do.
When you got on the line with 911 --

Yes, sir.
- - the jury has heard the tape.

long did it take - - well , let me
withdraw that.

How

Did you ever get off the telephone

before the police arrived or you were

told to do something by the 911

operator?
I stayed right there in the officeNo.

on the phone as I was told to do by the

911 operator.

So you did what you were told?

I did exactly what I was told.

Did there come a time when the 911

operator told you to exit the house?

Yes.
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And tell the ladies and gentlemen of

the jury how long in your best judgment

you had been on the phone with 911

before you were told to exit your

home.

Somewhere between five and ten

minutes. It seemed like a long time.

Tell them what you did then , David.

I went out the front door as I was

asked to do.

And was there anybody out there at that

time?

I have a recollection or theNo.

picture in my head of a police car at

the end of my driveway and the next

memory in my head is of a police

officer being literally right next to

me, and I don' t have any - - I did not
see him walking up. I don' t know.

saw the police car and then I saw the

police.
MR. VALESKA: Just one second,

Judge. I need an exhibit.

(Brief pause.

(By Mr. Valeska) David , I' m going to
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show you what' s in evidence as State
Exhibit 4 and ask you to look at that

please sir?
Yes, I recognize it.
Obviously you know' what that is?

Yes, sir. It I S an aerial photograph of
my home, the home I owned on Chapel

Hill Road.

MR. VALESKA: Judge, may he come

down?

THE COURT: Yes.

(By Mr. Valeska) Come , down, David,

please. I want you to split the jury

for me. I want you to show the ladies
and gentlemen of the jury where you

came out of the house , and you told

them you had a recollection of a police
car. I want you to first show them

where you went and show them about the

police car.
Front porch is right here, right in the

dead center of the house , and that'

where I came out. My recollection of

the . police car was it was right here at

the end of the driveway. Then the



policeman was right there to the side.

I did not see him.

THE COURT: Speak up. m having a

hard time hearing you.

(By Mr. Valeska)
I exited --

Let me get the mic.

Wait a minute. Le meJust a second.

get the mic.

please.
Talk into the microphone,

This is the house, dead center of the

house - - sorry. Dead center of the

house is where I came out, which is

right here. The police car would have

been located right here at the end of

my driveway.

You can be seated. Did you approach

the police officer or did he approach

you if you remember?

He approached me.

Did you know that police officer? Had

you ever seen him before?

No, sir.
Did you know his name?

I did not, no. I don' t know it right

now.

Tell the ladies and gentlemen of the

jury what if anything you and the

police officer did at that time.

He asked me what I had found or

something to that effect.

Did you tell him?

Yes.

Then what if anything did the police

officer do?

He said show me or something to that

effect.
Did y ' all go somewhere, you and the

police officer?
The first police officer on the scene

and I walked up the stairs to the point

that I could show him where Karen'

body was. Then we immediately walked

back down the stairs and out to the

tront porch.

And had anybody else arrived at that

time?
No, sir, Al though,I don' t think so.

there may have been another police car

out by the road at this point. m not

sure.
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What if anything did you do after you

came back outside the house, David?
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I stood on the front porch and answered

any questions that they had for me.

sat on the porch.

Was that the one police officer asking

you the questions that you went in the

house wi,th?
To start with but my recollection is

that there was a second one there

within minutes and that there was a

large crowd there in a very short

period of time, as in ten or fifteen

minutes.
But you were still outside the front

door of your home?

Yes , sir.

And in your best judgm nt how long did

you stand there in the presence of the

police officers?

On the front porch?

In that area?
In that area? Just a guess , fifteen or

twenty minutes at the absolute most.

Did you ever sit down or move around?
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Yes.
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I sat down on the porch at one

point.
When you left the porch or sitting on

the porch or the porch area with the

police did you go anywhere --

NO, sir.

-- with the police?

anywhere?

Did they take you

No, sir. Not - - no. I was taken to

the back seat of a police car.
And where was the car if you remember?

It had been moved up or it had been

driven in the interim and was, oh, I
don t know , thirty ,or forty feet from
where the front porch was right in

front of the house.

All right. Do you remember what if

anything the police officers asked you

or you said to them in this fifteen

minute period?
I remember generally it had to do about

mostly when did I get there, and I

don t recall any more specific

questions than , that other than - - at
that point I don' t remember any more



specific questions.

All right.
THE COURT: Is this a good time to

take a break?

MR. VALESKA: That' s fine , Judge.
THE C.OURT: Let' s break for lunch

here, ladies and gentlemen.

in recess until 1:30.

We'll be

Dr. Tipton , if you want to stand

down you may.

THE WITNESS: Thank you.

THE COURT: I'll remind you about

the instructions that I' ve given you
earlier about not discussing the case

among yourselves or with anyone else.

Those in the audience stay seated while

the jury leaves.

lunch.
'll let them go to

(Whereupon , the following was

held outside the presence of

the jury.
THE COURT: Okay. Let the jury

clear the elevators and you re free to

go.

(Whereupon , at 12:01 p. m.. the

proceedings in the above-

entitled matter was recessed,

to reconvene at 1:30 p.

this same day.
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AFTERNOON SESSION

(1:34 p.

THE COURT: Okay. Mr. Valeska,

your witness.
Everybody can be seated.
MR. VALESKA: Thank you. Judge.

(By Mr. Valeska) David, earlier in

your testimony to the jury you said

that you had called Pharmacist Tipton

from your office in Huntsville.

That' s correct.
On March the 12th. What was the number

from your office if you remember?

534- 8880.

All right. Did there come a , time that
. evening when you left with the police
to go anywhere?

That' s correct.
And where did y ' atl go?

To ci ty hall.

And how long were you down there?
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About three hours probably.
And then what happened?

take you after that?

Where did they

Back to the house.

And where did you go that night if you

remember after the police dropped you

off?
To a friend' s home.

And do you know or were you informed

who picked up Caroline and Catherine?

Yes, sir, that had been well before.

That was 1 ike wi thin an hour.
recollection is forty- five minutes.
Forty- five minutes roughly after the
police arrived I was told that they

were okay and that they were in good

hands.
And they were with Sarah Holden?

That' s correct.
All right. Now , tell the ladies and

gentlemen of the jury, please, sir , if
' all had an alarm system in your home

at 2330 Chapel Hill Road.

Yes , sir.

And do you remember who put that system



in?
That was Mr. Godbee with AEA.

And do you remember when it went in in
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No, sir.
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It was attached to the wall.
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your best judgment?

It was just right after we bought the

house , which was May of ' 94. So it

would have been wi thin a couple of
months of that I believe.

All right. Did there ever come a time

when there was problems with the alarm

system?
Yes , sir.

And was that ongoing or was it

occasionally?
It was occasional. We had minor

glitches would probably be the best

word for it throughout the time we had

it but not anything that was a really

big problem until right at the end.

When you went to work on March the

12th , 1999 tell the ladies and

gentlemen of the jury which way you

went out to your car.
I went out through the door from the

kitchen hallway that leads into the

garage.
And is that where the keypad is

located?
Yes, sir. Just to the left of that

door about chest high was where the

alarm pad was located.
And when you went out that day was the

keypad on?

Yes , sir.

And when you got home , and you told the

ladies and gentlemen of the jury what

time you got home, did you notice

anything about the keypad?

The keypad , that' s the first thing you

see when you walk in the door, was not

there.
wall.

It was not attached to the

It was lying on the counter in

the kitchen , which you can actually see

from where you enter the doorway there.

Let me show you State I s Exhibit 7 and
ask you if that is the keypad?

Yes, sir.
And when you left that morning that

keypad was not in that position; is

that correct?

! 14

And did Karen know anything about the

alarm system?

Very little. She was not a

mechanically-or electronically-minded
person.
And you can see from the photograph

that the lines are cut?

Yes, sir. It appeared that way to me.

And was there another alarm keypad

somewhere upstairs?

In the master bedroom, second floor

just to the east side closest to you

from the door next to the bed side.

Do you recall when you went to work

that morning whether or not that keypad

was on the wall ?
, absolutely it was on the wall as it

had been.

Now, had y I all been having any trouble

with the alarm right prior to March the

12th , 1999?

Yes, sir. For about the last two weeks

is my recollection.

And what was the problem?
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We ha4 a maj or malfunction in it , not

just a wireless device that was not

working. We were having a full system

failure from the alarm, and at the

point of time about two weeks before

March the 12th it had been beeping,
sending us an alarm. Not the alarm

going off but a warning beep telling us

that we had a system failure.

And do you know if Karen made any calls

to correct that or . did you?
Karen made all the phone calls , but I

know that she was making phone calls to

Mr. Godbee during that period of time

during that next two weeks period of

time.
And obviously you know who Godbee is?

Yes, sir. The owner of the alarm

company that had installed it.

I want to show you State s Exhibit 168

and ask you if you can identify that

for the ladies and gentlemen of the

jury?
Yes, sir. It I S a receipt for a service
call dated 10/2/98 to Mrs. Tipton.
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doesn' t say -- well, it lists the
batteries , what was done basically on

it.
That' s a copy; correct?
That' s correct.
Do you know where the original is?

I have it myself.

In fact, you brought it yesterday?

ve had it all week.

MR. VALESKA: And, Judge,
going to mark it and offer it later

today or in the morning when we get it

but it' s the original of this copy.

we" ll mark it State' s Exhibit 168A.

THE COURT: Show it admitted.

that not the original copy there?

MR. VALESKA: No, sir. It' s a

carbon copy that Mr. Godbee brought.

THE COURT: Okay.

(By Mr. Valeska) Do you remember that

day, David, from looking at that
receipt?
I do.

And tell the ladies and gentlemen of

the jury if you were home when

Mr. Godbee was there in relation to

that day?

I was. I came home just as they were

f ini shing .

And you say they. Was there anybody

else there with Mr. Godbee?

When I came into the kitchen Karen was

in the kitchen, Mr. Godbee was across

the counter, Caroline and Catherine

were there, and Daniel Moore was there.

And where was Daniel Moore?

He was standing on a ladder in the

great room or fireplace room

immediately adj acent to the kitchen
working on one of the wireless devices

that' s like up on the ceiling. I think

it was a glass break I think is what

it' s called. m not sure but I do

recall him being there on the ladder.

Is that the first time you had ever

seen someone by the name of Daniel

Moore?

Yes , sir.
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Godbee and his company ' were working on

your alarm that you ever saw Daniel

Moore?

Not to my knowledge.

Prior to the time of that receipt that

you just looked at and up until 12

March 1999 , do you know that Godbee'

company ad come out there or sent

people out there to replace batteries,

work on the alarm?

I don t have any recollection of that.

Now, the time that you were, down at the
poiice station on 12 and 13 March you

gave the police statements?

Yes, sir.
You wrote them out?

Yes , siL
And answered their questions?

Yes , sir.

Now, when the police brought you back

to your house on the early morning

hours of 13 March 1999, did you do

anything in regards to the answering

machine at your house?
I checked my messages.
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And did you have any messages?

There were two messages.
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And who was the first one from?

It was from Caroline.

And what if anything was on that

message machine?

It said - - she was giggling and she
said, mommy, you forget to pick us up.

And who .was the second message from?

It was from Jan Johns, who is a good

friend of mine, and it said something

along the lines of I' ve heard the news
and you need to get in touch with me as

soon as you can.
In fact, is that where you went that

night, to Mr. and Mrs. Johns ' house?

It is.

And where do they live?

In priceville.

Now , in the investigation of this case,

David, did you give the police a list

of things that were missing from your

I 2324 n I di

house?

And tell the ladies and gentlemen of



the jury, please, sir , what you
reported as missing.

There was a video camera, there was
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Karen' s purse and all the contents of

the purse that included wallet, credit

cards , cell phone, beeper , and jewelry.

Let me stop you there. Are you

familiar with Karen Croft Tipton

ordinary routine of carrying any cash

money in her purse?

Yes , sir.

And tell the ladies and gentlemen of

the jury what that would be in your

best judgment?

It had to be a range. It would

ordinarily be around a hundred 

rarely more than one hundred fifty to

two hundred dollars.

All right. Go ahead with what else you

reported to the police as missing.

I think that' s all. I mean , there were

specific pieces of jewelry that were

missing. There were I think five

separate gold chains. There was a

matching set of ring and earrings that

were blue topaz with a large stone on

it. There was an emerald ring, a real

emerald ring that I had bought her.

may not - - the list may not be complete
but that' s the most of it.
All right.
A couple of diamond - - a set of diamond

earrings.
And do you have a judgment as to the

total worth of all that property?

About three thousand dollars.

Now , from the time that you found Karen

up until and including the time you

went back to the house after you left

and the police brought you back home,

did you look in the bedroom and can you

tell the ladies and gentlemen of the

jury what the condition of the drawers

to the dressers in there and Karen

jewelry container whatever it was?

Yes , sir. The first time I was back in

the bedroom was the first time that I

was able to actually look around the

room. The first time in immediately

after finding her , going after the
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phone I didn' t take the time to look at

anything in the room. It was somewhere

around midnight when I was taken back

through the house with the police and-
was asked to retrace my steps. And

that was the first time that I actually

had an opportunity to observe the

bedroom '" When I got there my

recollection is that most if not all of

the drawers in the dressers,
particularly the one that I recall was

the one across from the bed, were

open. They were open. It was in --

the room was a mess, Let me put it

that way.

Was that the normal condition that you

would find your and Karen s bedroom 

when you came home from work?

No, sir , not at all.

Now, has any of her property been

recovered or returned to yOU?

, sir.

MR. VALESKA: Just one second,

Judge.
(Brief pause.
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(By Mr. Valeska) Now , David, did you

have any insurance on Karen, on her
life?
Yes, sir.
Tell the ladies and gentlemen of the

jury how much that was , please, sir.
It was a seventy- five thousand dollar

policy, life insurance policy, that had

a double indemnity. It pays double in
case of accidental death.

And that was all?

That' s it.
Now, the day before Karen I s death tell
the ladies and gentlemen of the jury

what time you got home if you

remember.

Somewhere around 4: 00 0 ' clock would be
my best guess. It would have been

about an hour and a half before dark,

whenever that would have been.

And was there anything going on in your

neighborhood concerning the roads?

Yes, sir. We ad a paving crew

actually asphalting our driveway that

very day, That was the day before on



the 11th.

And do you know who owned the paving
company?
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I think the name was Bonner but I don'

know anything more about it than that.

Do you know where they were out of?

No, sir, I don' t recall.

Did you hire them?

My wife did all that.No.

Now , when y' all got home or when you

got home, did you and Caroline and

Catherine do anything in regards to
what was going on in the driveway?

We watched them for at least an hour

and a half out the third floor window

and from the porch and even went out

into the yard to watch them.

Was there anything that struck your

interest about how they were working or

what kind of equipment they had?

What we were enjoying and the children

were enj oying watching was the
gentleman on the Bobcat I think it'

called because it was actually

entertaining to watch him work. He was

very fast and very good.

Now , when you went to work the next

day.
Yes, sir.
March the 12th , did you see the paving

crew there?
I don' t think they were there at that

point. May have been but they weren

in my yard that morning. There was

still equipment around because they

were working that next day on our

neighbor' s yard, on the neighbor'
driveway.
And who are your neighbors?

The Chances.

Are they your only neighbors?

No. They were the closest ones to us,

closest to our house.

MR. VALESKA: Okay. Judge , I'
going to ask him to step down.

THE COURT: I moved the mic out

there so we wouldn' t have to keep

pulling it out all the time.

MR. VALESKA: May he come down?

THE COURT: He can stand down.
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(By Mr. Valeska) I' m going to split

the jury in half like we did , and just

show them where the work was being done

on y' all' s property from the paving

crew on the day of 11 March 1999.

You can see the driveway on this

picture. The driveway is already

asphal t ed . Here' s the house. Here is
the driveway. This is where they were

working, right here.
Let me keep you here and we 'll do it

all together. Where would the Chance'

house be in relation to this picture?

This is the Chance' s house that shows

up in the picture and their driveway

that goes up through here.

Do you have any other neighbors close

by?

Not that close. I mean there'
another house if you were in proportion

that would be on the other side of

these trees. Same over here and

another across the road.

And do you know their names?

The only ones that I know the names of
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are the ones directly across the street

and that would be the Kidds.

Thank you. Step down here for a

minute. Show this to this section of

the jury where on your property the

paving crew was working.

On the 11th, this is the house. This
is the driveway. That' s where they
would have been working. It' s already

asphalted on this picture but that'

the work they did here. And then the

Chance s house is actually shown in the

picture. This is their driveway going

up to their house.

And show them again where the other

neighbors live, please.
The closest neighbor on this side would

be just on the other side of these

trees here. There s another neighbor

through more woods over here. You

actually couldn' t see their house from

ours, and then there s a house directly

across the street here and that' s where

the Kidds were. This is the Chances.

Okay. Thank you. Now , I want to ask
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you this, David.
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From the time you got

home and found Karen until the police

took you downtown to talk ' to you, do
you remember the paving crew being

there at that time?

I remember only very vaguely uponYes.

arrival there being a crew and

equipment around in the Chance s - - in
the Chance s yard. After the 911 call

I don' t have any recollection of the

paving crew.

Now , you told the ladies and gentlemen

of the jury som property of Karen'

that you reported missing. Did you

ever get a bill from her credit cards

or cell phone?

, sir.

After 12 March 1999?

, sir.

Now , did y ' all ever own a dog, David?
We owned two dogs in the time that we

were married. They were actually the

children' s dogs.

When did y' all get the first dog and
describe it by the name of the breed or

the name of the dog if you remember?

The first dog was Lady and she was a

cocker spaniel , full bred. That was
Caroline' s third birthday present which
would have been October of 1994.

And how long did y ' all keep that dog?
Until summer of 1995.

And what happened to that dog?

It ran off.

Was there another dog?

Yes, sir. We had a mutt, a mixed

terrier, small , black long-haired wiry

dog named Tramp, and we had had her

somewhere m best recollection is
beginning in sometime in maybe summer

of '97 would be my best guess.

What happened to that dog?

It ran off the same time the other one

did, summer of ' 98.

So on 12 March 1999 or any time in the

preceding months did y ' all have any
dogs that belonged to you --

No, sir.
-- at 2330 Chapel Hill Road?

No, sir.

Now , you have identified Jeanie

Gonsewski Jackson to the ladies and
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gentlemen of the jury. You were here

yesterday, and the Defense showed

Mrs. Jackson a check I believe it was

$500. I believe the date on it was

sometime in December of 2000.

Yes, si'
Did you write that check?

Yes, sir.
And it was to Mrs. Jackson?

Yes, sir.
And do you recall out of all the checks

you ve written since then what that was

for?
I do. It was - - if I' m not mistaken it

was just before Christmas of 2000.

That was my Christmas gift to her and

it was that large of an amount. because

she had refused to accept payment for a

lot of baby-sitting that she had done

over the last three months. Ihada
full-time nany up until October of
that year , and she filled in and helped

me out a lot during that period of time
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and refused any money for it. So I
took advantage of the Christmas

to make her take some money.

season

Have you paid any other - - you mention
the nanny.

Yes, ;;ir.
Have you paid any other ladies to take

care of Caroline and Catherine since 12

March 1999?

Yes, sir. The nanny, the full- time
nanny.
And who is that?

Mary Dalton.

And do you have a best judgment as to

what you paid her to take care of

Catherine and Caroline?

The total amount?

Whatever. Yeah, that' s great.

My best estimate of the expenses for

Mrs. Dalton would be in the range of

$30, 000 to $35 000-
And that was for care of your children?

It was really more than that. She was

living in the house, cooking, cleaning,
taking care of children full time so I



could go to work.

Did you give her an automobile or a car

or van?

There was a van, yes, sir , a full sized
customized Chevrolet van. And I
included the value of that in --

actually if I include the value of that

it goes to above $40, 000.
Prior to March the 12th , 1999, David,

had your wife, Karen, changed her

appearance in any way?

Karen when she had Catherine , our

youngest child , who was then three,

when Catherine was born my wife, Karen

began a very serious attempt to loose

weight and to get healthy because she

probably gained thirty pounds or more

during the pregnancy and was a very

health- conscious person. And she began

at that point just about three years

prior to her death to diet and to work

out, exercise , in an attempt to look

better and feel better . and be more

healthy. So there was a gradual loss
of weight . gradual change in her
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appearance over the last three years of

her life.
There was another event in that

same time frame that was very important

to her which was I think it was October

of ' 98, however many months that is.
Five or six months before she was

killed. She went to her twentieth year

class reunion. I went with her.

was really important for her to look

good for all of her classmates, many of

whom she had not seen for twenty

years. And she worked out even more

vigorously, lost even more weight, got

her hair done differently, had it cut

shorter, bought new clothes and all of

that for the reunion. After that, my

recollection is that she let up a

little bit but that she continued to

work on being heal thy. She worked out
on weights and tried to eat very

healthy and was still losing weight at

the time that she died.

But that' s the extent of her quote

having any appearance change?

2117
yes.
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Yes,

Now , I want to clear this up, David.

m going to ask you if you ever got a

bill on any of the things that were

taken from y' all' s residence. There
was nothing charged after 12 March 1999

that would have been removed from your

house, the pager, phone, anything 1 ike
that?
That' s correct.
You may have gotten a bill at the end

of March but nothing was charged after

12 March?

That' s correct.
Now, the gy bag that the Defense

brought out.
Yes, sir.
Is that yours?

It I S mire.
The videos that the Defense brought

out, eight videos.

Yes , sir.

Are you familiar with those?

I am.

Tell the ladies and gentlemen of the
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jury what are on the videos, please

sir. Just briefly. You don't have to

go into each one.

They are family home videos of me,

Karen, Caroline and Catherine during

birthdays , Christmases, et cetera.

Now , tell the ladies and gentlemen of

the jury, please, sir, what y I all'

marriage was like up until March the

12th, 1999 between you and Karen.

We had a good marriage. We loved each

other , loved having two wonderful
little girls. We were happy and had

everything that anybody could possibly

want. More.

Did you sneak out of your office on 12

March 1999, David , come home and harm

Caroline and Catherine' s mama?

. A. NO, sir.

MR. VALESKA: Your witness.
THE COURT:

MR. POWELL:

Cross?
Yes, Your Honor.

EXAINATION

24 BY MR. POWELL:

Dr. Tipton , you pretty well practiced
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psychiatry medicine, specialized in
psychiatry from the time you first came

to Charter Retreat until you retired;

is that correct?

I practiced psychiatry during all that
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And

time, ye,s, sir.

When did you quit the practice?

When did I quit?

Yes , sir.

October of last year, just over a year

ago.
Just been a little over a year ago.

Now , after March the 12th - - let me

back up. You knew a lady by the name

of Mary Dalton; is that correct?

I did, yes.

And her husband' s name was Mo Dalton?

Morris , Mo , yes, sir.
Morris "Mo" Dalton?

Yes, sir.
How long had you known her?

Since 19S9.

That was about the time you came to

Decatur?
Yes , sir, that I S right.

So Y I all met here in Decatur?

That' s correct.
And how did y' all meet?
She was - - Mary Dalton was the office

manager for another psychiatrist there

at the Charter facility, and she was

kind enough to help my wife set up our

office.
And did Mary Dalton have a daughter?

Two daughters. Three Daughters.

Do you recall their names?

Kimberly, Christy and Kelly.
And that I s Kim Danford?
That' s correct.
Is she the oldest or do you know?

I think she' s the middle but I' m not

sure.
You think she was the middle one.

after March the 12th of 1999 did you

make a call to Mary Dalton to come and

be a nanny and help you with your

children?
My recollection is that March 13th I

called Mary Dalton and told her I

needed help.
I 25
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And she came from up north somewhere?

I think it was Michigan.

Michigan?
I think it was Michigan.

And how long did she stay with you?

Year and a half roughly. From March of

'99 until October of 2000.

So until October of 2000. buring that
period of time she moved in your

residence with you; is that right?

That' s correct.
And really she didn' t have any outside

work. She was just to take care of the

children?
That' s correct.
Did she take care of the household

. cleaning or did someone else do that?
No, she did all that.

She did all that. So really she was

just a housekeeper and a nanny for the

children as well?

That' s correct.
d you furnished her transportation as

well as room and board?

Yes, sir.
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And on top of that do you have a

judgment as to - - well , did you have
any scheduled rate that you paid her

every week , or every month , anything

like that?

, we did not.

About in October of 2000 about the time

she was going to leave there , did you

make any payments or give her any money

or any vehicles or anything?

I did.

Do you remember how much?

There were - - in addition to the
vehicle there were two checks written,

one for $10, 000 and one for $9, 700.

Was there any other checks written to

her for her benefit during that period

of time?

During the year and a half?
Well , especially right at the end?

, sir , that' s it.
Well, how often did Kim Danford take

care the children for you?

I can' t give you a frequency but she

was obviously very close with her
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mother and there was a lot of

visiting. Anytime Mary had to do

2125 
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Kimberly A. Danford is the first line

and second says deposit only into

something and couldn' t be with the
children then Kim would be the most

frequent back-up that we would use.

Did pay her also?

account and it gives a number and then

there s a Mary underneath it and last
word I can' t make out but it' s -- we

both know what it says.
You re comfortable that she signed itOne of those

over to - her mother?
Yes, sir, that was the intention.

I wrote a check to her.

two checks that I just described one
of those checks was actually written to

her.
Do you remember which one?

The $10 000 one.

MR. POWELL: We would offer 35 and

Let me ask you to look at what I'
marked Defendant' s Exhibit 35,

367

MR. VALESKA: No objection.

Mr. Tipton, and see if you recognize

that item.

Yes, sir. This appears to be a copy of

THE COURT: Show them admitted.

a check written by me to Mary Dalton

8/30/99.

And how much is it for?

(By Mr. Powell) So you had known Mary

$10;000.

And would you look at Number 36 and see

Dalton for a pretty good length of

time, good enough to call her and ask

her to take care of your children on

the 13th of March of that year; is that

correct?
That' s correct.
And also during that period of time you

what that is?
It appears to be a check for $10 000 to

said that you provided room and board

for Mrs. Dalton?

That' s correct.
Kimberly Danford dated October 23rd,

2000.

On the second part of this Defendant'

And did you also have an account set up

Exhibit 35 is there not a third check?

Yes, sir. There is a copy of a check
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Let me ask

to Mary Dalton dated October 23rd, year

2000, amount $9, 700.

And that' s the same day you gave one to

Kimberly for 10, OOO?

That' s correct.
Then the other one to Mary was 10, OOO?

That' s what it says.
So that makes $39 000. And how much

was the van worth that you gave to her?

I don' t have any - - I guess it would
probably be worth $12 000, maybe more

than that.
Let me show you what' s on part of

Defendant' s Exhibit Number 36.
the endorsement on the check.

It'

Yes, sir.
And these were checks that were written

and signed by you; am I correct?
It appears to be that way.

And how is that endorsement on Number

367
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for her - - withdraw that.
you to look at the next Exhibit I'
got here, Exhibit 37. This is a

composite group of checks , photograph

of checks that I believe also were on

your account. Is that true? I f you

would like to look at each of them

you re welcome.

There are multiple checks here. Each

of them appears to be or are made out

to Mary Dalton and signed by me.

Is that some more money that you were

paying her throughout the term that she

assisted you?

m not sure on each one of these.
don' t have a recollect ion of paying her

directly this large of an amount of

money. There would have been other

reasons that I would have been giving

her money.

Well , I' m going to leave 37 laying
there and I' m going to mark this next
one Number 38. I'll ask you if you can

identify Defendant I s Exhibit Number 38

and it too reflects photocopies of bank
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Yeah. I'll have to go through each one
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I think it was - - I think it was in

2131

98. I think it was within a year of

I suppose but these are - - these are
checks that are written from my

account, from my David Tipton account

to be deposited into the household

account. I haven' t gone through all of

Karen' s death.

And did that trip have any purpose or
meaning to visit or go see an event or

them but it appears that way.

You re welcome to take your time.

occasion or somebody?

It did. Karen was a fan of Donnie

Donnie Osmond was performing

Yes, sir. That' s what they all are.

Osmond.

Joseph and The Coat of Many Colors and

she went actually to Salt Lake City to

see that presentation.

Karen wanted to go and of course I

assume you wanted her to go for her

So Number 38 appears to be checks on

your personal account to the David

pleasure?
Absolutely.

Tipton household account?

That' s correct.

And are you the one that asked Mary to

go with her and accompany her on that

So you would just deposit that money

into that account?

trip?
No. That would have been Karen.

Right.
And who wrote checks on it?

Karen did that. In the months prior to

Mary and I.
Both of you?

March the 19th , 1999 did Mary Dalton

and Karen Tipton have any association

or interaction with each other?

m sorry, I didn' t understand. Before

Yes , sir.

March 19th, 1999?
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Prior to that day, prior to Karen

Tipton s death, what I' m asking you is

And this Exhibit Number 37 , have you

had an opportunity to look at each one

of those items and you re satisfied

that those two are checks from yourself

and they are directed to Mary Dalton?

Each of these checks is indeed made out

directly to Mary Dalton from my

personal account.

MR. POWELL: We would offer these

Your Honor.

THE COURT: 38 ?

MR. POWELL:

THE COURT:

37 and 38, yes , sir.

Okay. Show them

admitted.
(By Mr. Powell) Mary Dalton was also a

close acquaintance - - let me back up.
How would you describe, please

Mr. Tipton , the relationship between

Mary Dalton and Karen Tipton during her

life?
They were friends.
Did they ever go on any trips together?

Yes , they did.

Okay. Did they go out
City, Utah together?

to Sal t Lake

That' s correct.
And when was that?
My recollection - - let' s see.

Just approximately.

2132

had they seen or visited or talked or

been with each other during those

several months?

During the several months prior to

March 12th?
March 12th. m sorry.
They actually had not been in any

personal contact with each other. Mary

was living in Michigan at the time.

So after they made the trip up to Salt

Lake City and back, at some point 

time you say Mary Dalton moved out ,
the State?

That' s correct.
Do you have a judgment about when that

was?

It would be the roughest of guess but

it was I think about a year before
Karen' s death. That' s just a very
rough guess.
Was Mary Dalton a confidant of yours?

No.

Did she ever have any conversationNo.
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with you at any time about Karen

Tipton' s association with other men?

You re talking about after Karen was

killed?
At any time?

Yes.

When was that?

I can ' t give you dates but there were
multiple occasions that this subject

was discussed following Karen s death.

And do you recall what she told you?

MR. VALESKA: We obj ect . It calls

for hearsay.

MR. DILL:

THE COURT:

And it' s irrelevant.

It would be an out- of-
court statement and I don' t know what

it is. So I aSsume you re going to use

it to prove the truth of the matter

asserted in the statement.

MR. POWELL: Mary Dalton is under

subpoena and she s on call, but we have

not yet reached our aspect of the case

yet.
(By Mr. Powell) But let me just ask

you this. What was the nature of the

conversation?
We were discu.ssing the rumors that were

swirling all around us and around town.

So do you remember how long after March

the 12th '99 that would have been?

That we would have had those

discussions?
Yes.

My recollection is that those -- within

a few months after the murder we were

hearing rumors.

You didn' t have that conversation
immediately after March the 12th?

No, sir.

You didn' t have it wi thin a day or two
from March the 12th?

No, sir.

. Let me ask you do you know a Mike
Ezell?
I do.

And how do you know Mike Ezell?

ve known him for thirty- five years.

I grew up in -- we grew up less than a

mile from him.

Where does he live?
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In Rogersville.

He lives in Rogersville now?
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Yes, sir.
And where does he work?

He works at Dunlop.

And even though y' all grew up close
together, were you friends or high

school classmates , same age or what?

He' s a year older I believe but we

played football together and played

music together.
Do you like bluegrass music?

I do , sir.

You had a pretty good collection of

expensive musical instruments in the

third floor of your home on the 12th

day of March, '99 , did you not?

That' s a fair characterization.
Would you have any judgment as to the

most valuable instrument you had up

there?
At that time?

Yes.

About three thousand dollars on one

guitar.
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Was that an acoustic or electric?

Acoustic.
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Mart in?

Galliger.
Galliger. How many guitars or base

fiddles or cellos or whatever you had

up there did you have?

It' s just a guess. I would guess that

in total there were easily twenty and

quite possibly twenty- five different

stringed instruments in that room at

that time.

And in your best judgment what was the

value of them total?

At most at that point $20, 000 probably.

Were any of them bothered or removed or

stolen?
No, sir.
And it was also on that floor where the

bowling ball bag over there that we

offered into evidence was located; is

that correct?

Yes , sir.

Would it be a fair statement to say

that was where the picking and grinning
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went on?

That' s correct.

2137

And is that where when people like

Mr. Ezell, your boyhood friend , would

come and use the marijuana?

Yes.

And was there also a substance wrapped

in tinfoil in the bowling ball bag?

Yes.

What is it?

It appears to be hash.

Well , I' ve never seen any hash before.
Have you?

I have.

And you believe it to- be hash?
Actually I don'

well , did you ' ever sprinkle any on one
of those cigarettes or in that pipe and

smoke it?

I didn' t sprinkle it in a cigarette but

I did smoke it.

Well, but you don' t know whether it is

or is not?

My opinion - - I can give you my opinion

as to what it is.

Well , what is hash to start with?

that a concentrated form of THC?

213S

Yes, sir , with THC being marijuana , the

active ingredient in marijuana.

And what does THC mean?

What does it stand for?

Yes.

Tetrahydrocannabinol.
And was there anyone else that came and

made music with y ' all and shared the
third floor and some of these

activities that went on up there?

Yes, sir.
who else?

I answered all those questions on the

13th of March.

So you re talking about you told the

police all - that?
Yes , sir.

I wasn) t there , Doctor. You 'll have to

excuse me for being ignorant what went

on on that occasion. Was one of them

David Reed?

As being present at the picking

parties?

201
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Yes.

Yes, sir.
And where does he live?

Somewhere here in Decatur. I think

Somerville.
How about Steve Kirk?

That' s correct.
Anyone-besides those?

That were regular members of our

get - togethers?

Yes, sir.
Yes, there ' s several others.
And you told the policemen all their

names?

Yes, sir.
And were you ever charged or arrest

or given any citation for the marijuana

or what you think is hash?

No, sir.
On this -- just a second. You talked a

while ago about that on March the 11th,
1999 that you came home about what

me?

Well, I said 4:00, 4:30 but I don

recall exact time. It was roughly an
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hour and a half before dark , whenever

that is in March.

Well, during that hour and a half that

you were home you spent with your wi.
and two children watching out of the

third floor window watching the Bobcat?

Part of the time through that window

and part of the time from other vantage

points but , yes, that' s correct.

Actually - - well , let me ask you this.
After you got home during about the

last one and one half hours of daylight

on March the 11th, 1999 were they doing

any work in your driveway?

On the 11th?

Yes.

Yes , sir.

At any point before dark did they

complete the work on that driveway and

move to the Chance driveway?

I can ' t give a yes or no on that one.

They had completed almost all the work

on our driveway and my recollection is

that they had begun some preliminary
work on the Chance s driveway already
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that evening, the evening of the 11th.

I'll ask it this way. Do you
they had any of the asphalt on

truck? Did they have any left

know if

the dump

over
when they finished spreading the

asphalt ,from down your driveway to the
Chapel Hill Road?

Now that you say that , actually I do
think that when they finished our

driveway that they took the asphalt

truck directly to the Chance' s at the

end closest to the house and were

pouring asph l t there.
So some of the asphalt that was left

over from your job started up next to
the Chance garage or parking pad or

whatever coming , down to Chapel Hill
Road?

That I S correct.
And did they leave any mess or

equipment down at the end of your

driveway when they went over there to

the Chance' s to try to get the rest of

that asphalt out of the truck that

afternoon?
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There was still equipment and trash I

think is probably a good description

for it that was in our yard at that

point on the 11th.

When you got - - when you came home on
March the 12th, 1999, was that trash

still there or had it been cleaned up?

I don' , recall specifics about the
trash. There really wasn' t that much

I think that there was a piecetrash.
of the heavier equipment that , I don'

know what it' s called, but the roller.
It has the roller on it to flatten out

the asphalt. I think that it was

somewhere towards the end of our

driveway on the 12th when I came home.

But there wasn t anything there that

blocked your being able to drive up the

driveway to the normal --

That' s correct , that I s correct.

So you did turn in and you weren'

blocked?
, sir.

And do you remember seeing any of the

paving crew working either in your
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driveway or the Chance driveway?

On the 12th when I came in I don'

recall that.
So the paving crew had only worked

there to your knowledge two dates,

March 11th then the next day March the

12th?
That' s 'my recollection.
Now , you said you were aware that there

d been some intermittent problems

with the pads or the touch pads for the

burglar alarm system?

Actually the problem as far as I knew

had nothing to do with the pads.

had to do with the functioning of the

alarm . It had to do with some of the

wireless, like the glass break or the

motion detector or whatever.

And you never did talk to Howard Godbee

subs,equentto March the 12th of ' 99 and
ascertain what the nature of the

problem that was causing the beeping

was?

Before the 12th or after?m sorry.
After?
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I never did - - I don' t believe I ever

spoke with Mr. Godbee after the murder.

Did you hear him testify in this

courtroom?
I did.

And did you understand that he said

that there was a short in the wire

under the house that was causing the

problem?
Yes , sir.

And how long had that problem been

going on?

My recollection is that the problem

with our alarm had been going on for

about two weeks, somewhere in that

range.
Well , according to Mr. Godbee the type

of problem it was it would cause the

keypads to beep, beep, beep. Is that

what you heard or how did you --

That I s what he testified to.
Is that true or not true?

Depends on when you I re talking about.
Two weeks before --

I r m talking about March the 10th, 11th,
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12th of 1999?

It was not beeping.
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Yes, sir, that' s correct.

And then would you describe for the

101
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record as you draw where you are and

how you re proceeding?

m entering the house proper here

kitchen, hallway, doorway, take a right

It was not beeping?

It was not beeping.

past the alarm pad, where it was

supposed to be anyway, into the kitchen

area, kitchen dining area , alarm system

pad here.
Just make a little whatever color mark

Were you aware of whether or not Karen

Tipton called the alarm company of

that is' on it.
On through the kitchen , into the

Howard Godbee s on March lOth of '99?

I was aware that she had called him I

think several times to try to get him

laundry room, utility room, shoes go

off there.

Okay. And that does have an exterior

there.
So it' s your testimony that when you

got home that day that you noticed the

panel was off the wall and on the

door right there?

That' s correct.

kitchen counter?

Yes, sir.

And then let' s go back from after the

shoes were taken off to where exactly

Did you pick it up and look at it?

Not that I recall.

you went.

Okay. Back through the laundry room.

So you just saw it and went on to the

laundry room to drop your shoes?

Backtracking now.

Back through the kitchen , back into

That' s correct.

here --
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Let me stop you right there.

Okay.

And so then when you got home that

day - - this is marked and this is our
Defendant' s Exhibit Number 5 and I
would ask you if you would, please, to

come and see if you recognize this as

being just another copy of your floor

plan of your house on Chapel Hill Road?

, Yes , sir, it appears to be that way.

Would you take this and identify this

is the garage. It was a single car

garage that had one raising garage

door; is that correct?

That' s correct.
But in your garage it' s like many of

our garages, there was no room for a

car , was there?
That' s correct.
But there was an exterior walk- through

door that went to the interior door

going into the little I guess it' s a

bathroom and hall, dining room, and

kitchen area?

That I S correct.
Would you take this and show me from

the time you went into the house , if

you would trace your path. And that'

the first door where I believe you

testified that you noticed the dead

bol t was not locked but the door knob
part was locked?

I 20
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I know you said earlier today that this

indicates probably a cased opening but

not necessarily a door.

Right.
But you disagreed with that and think

maybe this whole wall is open down

here?
Maybe not the whole thing.

recollection is that this may not be

entirely accurate right here but maybe

this opening was bigger. I could be

wrong on that. Now that I look at it

maybe this is accurate.

But- it wasn t u
It' s not closed. This is an open area.

It' s a cased opening is what I call

it.
Yes.

Proceed on through what you identified

as the cased opening.

Proceed on through here, into the

foyer. The next stop is right here

next to the closet that I s at the side



of the stairs in the foyer.

And off comes the coat there?

Off comes the coat here.

And then if you 'll notice on that, on

this Defendant' s Exhibit Number 5 is

what has, been marked and offered, 

you notice there we have indicated some

spots on the floor as well as some

other things there that I would ask you

if that' s not somewhat indicative of

some of the first drops of blood that

you said you saw?

It is entirely accurate based on my

recollection that these drops right

here or at least these were the - - this

was the location where I first saw any

drops of blood: As to how many and

what the generals are I don' t know but

that r s absolutely correct that' s where
I first saw the spots of blood.

And then after you hung your coat up in

the closet was there anything in this
red rectangle here? there a rug or

table or anything right in that area?

My recollection is that there was a rug

there.
Thank you. How did you proc ed from

where you saw those first spots there?

On this direction.

Across the rug and right there if

you 'll notice right at the bottom of

the staircase where it says foyer there

was some more indication of blood; is

that correct?

That' s correct.
And is that the same area where it

appeared that somebody had wip d it up

or tried to.
That r s correct , that' s my recollection.
Okay. From that point where you turned

to go up the staircase right there at

the bottom where you saw that blood , do

you have any judgment as to how far it

is from where you turned to go up those

steps and where you would walk over

there and open those double front

doors?
This from here to here?

Yes, sir. From the double front doors

to the staircase. If you can point 
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out or use this.
If this is the bottom stair, the

doorway, front door to the house would

be somewhere about here. So however

far that is.
would say.

Ten feet at the most I

At the most ten feet?
Right .

So you re saying from the double front

doors to where you turned to go up the

steps would have been a maximum of ten

feet?
Yes , sir.

All right. Where did you proceed from

there?
Up the stairwell.

And I believe you said that on the way

up the steps that you didn' t see any

more blood spots until you got to

nearly the top?

That' s correct.
And also as you reached or when your

head came above that level you did see

Mrs. Tipton s feet I believe?

That' s correct.

Okay.
2152

And go ahead and let me - - well,
I have to swap pages here to Number 

If you will look , this being the second

level of your home on Chapel Hill Road

that has a drawing that indicates

several things including the position

that Karen Tipton was in. Is that

approximately correct the best you

remember?

It is.

And after you topped the steps you said

that you immediately went to her and

probably had to kneel down?

That' s correct.
And with your right hand took her right

carotid artery and felt for a pulse?

That' s correct.

I didn' say that word right, did I?

Carotid.
And then you went where? Would you

continue to draw your path, please.

This is the second floor past Karen

body.
THE COURT: Speak up just a

little. The jury has to hear you.



MR. POWELL: Anybody can t hear?

(No response.

(By Mr. Powell) You re fine.Okay.

Past Karen s body, into the master

bedroom and to there,- which is where

the phone was on the dresser there.

this is the dresser - - I' m not sure.
If that' s the dresser then that' s where
I went right there.

Was there a TV or anything in there?

Now that you say that maybeYes.

that' s the TV there. Yes , there was a

TV in the room.

That - would be a fair approximation of

the TV, dresser and then directly

across here would have been the bed?

Yes , sir.

And then it had the nightstand , I know

we have pictures of all these, but also

it shows sitting chairs and I believe a

table on that side?

That' s correct.
And when you left there you looked for

a telephone or found a telephone, which

was it?

I believe I found a telephone here

which was not working.
And how many lines did you have in your

house?
How many separate phone lines?

Yes, sir.
Two separate phone numbers, two

separate phone lines.
Was one of them dedicated for the fax

and internet service?

That' s correct.
And so It didn' t go upstairs. You

didn t have a roll-over or anything?

That' s correct.
So the fax and the internet service

line only went to your study?

That' s correct.
So you couldn' t use it anywhere else 

the house?

That' s correct.
Please trace where you went after you

went and tried to use that telephone.

Back out of the bedroom , past Karen

again and down the stairs.

Did you stop?
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I did stop and checked her pulse the

second time.
Now , let me ask you, when you got to

what' s known as bedroom number two and

bedroom number five is the way that'

listed. Whose bedroom is bedroom

number five?

This is Caroline' s and this is

Catherine
So when you came back past Karen' s body

you went immediately down the steps?

I did.

So that takes us back down to the first

level , which is 5 , Defendant' s Exhibit

, and please continue after you

bottomed out on the steps which way you

went.

On the bottom of the stairs here I'

going to go back here through 

foyer , back into the kitchen and to the
phone, second phone, which would have

been on that counter.

Q. 1 And I believe you reported that it did
not give you a dial tone?

That' s correct , it did not work.

2156
Then where?

From there back to the laundry room,

again with the ideal being that I'
going to go out this door to the

Chances. I put on my shoes, changed my

mind, come back through the kitchen,

the great room as it' s labeled here,

into the study and that' s where I made

the call from.

can have a seat back. Thank you.
And is that where you stayed until
Kevin Plemons told you to lay the

telephone down and exit the house?

That' s correct.
And I believe that while you were

speaking on the 911 tape conversation

that night that you told them quote

"Yes I' m a physician.
where my children are.

I have no idea

There is nobody

here. There is blood everywhere.

you remember if that' s the correct

transcription of that tape or not?

m the only one here that hasn' t heard

, sir.

Now , do you recall saying later in that
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tape on that very evening that there

may be a message on the answering

machine?

I didn' t remember saying that,

If there was a message on your

no, sir.

21.57
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answering machine -- well , withdraw
that. Where s the answering machine?

The answering machine was located on

the kitchen counter where I described

the second phone that I went to.

And did you have any opportunity that

day or night to examine that machine

and see if there was a message on it?

About 4: 00 0 ' clock in the morning.

Does your answering machine when

someone left a message on it, would it

give a time that the call was received?

, it did not.

Okay. How would you know there would

be a message on the machine?

It had a little red light on it that

would flash if there were messages.

So you said that little Carolyn had

called sometime after she was due to be

picked up from school to see why mommy

had forgotten them?

That' s correct.
Do you have any judgment what time that

would have been?

I do. It would have been very close to

3:00 o' clock in the afternoon.
And when you retrieved that message

whenever it was , did it tell you what

time it was placed?

No.

Is your answering machine digital or

did it have a tape or what?

It had a microcassette in it.

Microcassette. And did you ever - - did
it have any other calls on it?

There was one other message on it.
And that' s the one you' ve already

spoken of?
Yes.

But the machine did not put on there

what time the call was , made?

That' s correct.

But according to that is it your

opinion that this phone line that you

tried to use to dial out about 4; IS,
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4 :30, whenever it is , that it had been

working an hour and a half or so before

that?
It certainly appeared that way.

So if she was calling then we know that

Karen Tipton had not picked her up at

3: 00 0 ' clock?

That' s'correct .
And when you came home and found Karen

Tipton and went up the steps and down

the steps , did you ever go down to

Caroline s and Catherine' s room?

No, sir.
Did you know where your children were

at that time?

, I did not.

And I believe you ve already answered

this but I want to ask you. Did

sometime later that night, somewhere

11:00 o' clock or midnight after the
gentleman said that he retrieved Karen

Tipton s body, is that when you went

back in the ouse to look around?

m not sure I understand.

Do you know what time Karen Tipton

2160
body was removed from the residence?

Yes. It was roughly midnight.
And did you also know or understand one

of the reasons for that was that

somebody had forgot to call the coroner

out there?

That was my understanding.

And, of course, you didn' t feel like 

was your job to call the coroner , did

you?

Not quite.
And do you remember what time the

coroner did arrive?
I don t recall, sir.

And during this period of time

basically they kept you out in the car?

That' s correct.
But after Mrs. Tipton s body was

removed and the coroner had been there,

is that when they asked you to come in

and look around and see if anything was

taken?
Actually, no.

When was it?

m not sure I' ve answered accurately
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And these dead bolts were thumb bolts

where you could lock them from inside

2162

house that night around midnight as a

walk-through to give the same story

that I' ve described for both sides
here. My recollection is that it was

somewhere in the - - no, wait a minute.

Monday would have been visitation

Tuesday the funeral. It would have

been Tuesday or Wednesday, somewhere in

that range when I went back in

specifically for the reason of

asking - - of looking to see what might

be missing.
So really it wasn' t until after the

funeral that you really got down to the

nitty gritty and got to go back in

there and itemize the jewelry list and

things?
That' s my recollection that it was
several days before I created a list.

Now , there were questions asked me

before that period of time, but before

I was able to get tails I had to go

back into the bedroom specifically and

look closely.

As far as Karen s habits or routine

was, did she routinely keep the house

secured by using the dead bolt?

Yes , sir.

Did she have any expression of fear or

phobia or do you know why she did that?

She had no special fear orNo.

phobia.
minded.

She was simply security-

Of course, you were raised up over

around Rogersville; is that correct?

That' s correct.
Was that downtown Rogersville?

No, sir. It was out in the country.

Well , kind of live in the country but

you see some, folks that never lock

their doors.

That I S correct.
Then somebody else might lock them

every time they go through one.

Yes, sir.
And you were describing Karen as one

that kept them locked as well as dead-

bolted?
That' s correct.

lIS
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the house without a key but outside you

would have to have a key to open it; is

that correct?

Yes , that' s correct.

Or to lock it?
Or to lock them for that matter , yes

sir.
They weren' t the kind of sliding thing

where ypu shut and lock it. It was the
kind that was inside the door and you

had to turn it?

It required a key from the outside to

do anything with it.
And you said you immediately noticed

that that was not dead- bolted when you

came home?

That' s correct.
And you also I believe made a statement

on the 911 and I believe to the police

that there' s not any sign of forcible

entry.
I don' t remember saying that. I can'

believe I would have used that fancy of

terms, but you ve heard the tape.
2164

And

I can answer your question I believe,
which is as far as I knew there was no

evidence of forcible entry.

certainly saw nothing that indicated to

me that there was a forcible entry.
And I believe according to the

transcript, if my recollection of the

tape, the transcript and recollection

is all accurate, the alarm has been

ripped out of the wall?

I may well have said that.

Is it true or not true that you could

just take it and lean it out undoing

pressure clips?
I had no idea of that at the time, sir.
Do you know now?

ve heard the testimony in court.
What kinds of -- I guess when you were

down there in Mobile going to school I

don't guess you really had the

inventory you achieved later on; is
that correct?

That I s very true.
And did Karen still wear the original
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engagement ring that you had given her?

She did.
And what was it? Could you describe it

for me?

It was a 1. and a fraction , one and

something carat pear shaped diamond.

And was the wedding ring returned to

you?

It was.

So some of the jewelry was returned and

that being her one plus carat pear

shaped engagement ring, her wedding

ring, which was returned from the

autopsy man back I guess to the police

department?
That' s correct.

And was that ring on her finger that

night when you found her?

I don' t know that I can say from my

recollection that it was but, yes.

It' s your understanding --
Yes, it was.

that it was.

It' s my understanding

And you said in the bedroom there

appeared to be some signs that were out

of normal on the drawer out or

whatever?
Yes , sir.

Was there anywhere else in the house

for instance where you keep the silver

or China or crystal , was that

disturbed?
Not that I recall.

Did you have any other - - bes ides your
musical instruments and silv r, China

and those sorts of things , did you have

any other place in the house where

anything was disturbed or appeared to

have been pilfered through or

ransacked?
Not that I can say.

And later you had two conversations I

believe. The first one that night you

would have had a conversation with

Officer willis when he first came up

there.
Yes, sir.
And you ve also verified that when

Mr. willis came up there that he parked

way down there on Chapel Hill Road
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rather than pulling up the driveway?

My recollection is that there was a

police car at the end of the road and a

policeman right next to me.

And do you know if there was S orne men

or some equipment down there blocking

his way as to why he couldn I t get 
there?
I don t remember the details.

remember that there was this roller

this piece of roller equipment that was

there somewhere at the end of the

driveway because I only remember that

because it seemed out of place.

I know and I hate to take so long, but

where was that areal photo. This
State s Exhibit Number 3 is not really

an accurate portrayal of the house that

was there on March the 12th , 1999, is

it?
You re referring to some remodeling

that' s been done on the house?

Yes.

m sorry, would you ask me again. Did

you ask me was it accurate or not?

2168
It' s not exactly like the structure and

the pertinences were on 3/12/99?

That' s right , that' s right.
And specifically, of course, we know

that that photograph there has got the

fall coloring appears in it. So 

wasn' t made in the spring, it was made

in the fall?
Yeah. Okay.

And we also noticed that there' s a

carport been built on it since the time

you left?

That' s correct.

So would you come point that out?

Well , actually what you re going to

point out to the jury is that this
carport that' s built outside of the old
garage door would be right in this
area?
That' s correct.
Behind the brick wall that sits

somewhere in here?

That I S correct.
And that was not there?

That' s correct. The brick wall was but
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not the --
If you would, just go point out if you

can that little bitty structure, that

carport --
To the jury?
To the jury. - - that' s been built on.

Right there is the edge of the house.

House and three cars. The little

things you see right there is what he'

referring to.
Okay. Show the other end there and

just let them hold it and , pass it down
if they would like.

Very extreme end is what he stalking
abou t .

Okay. Do you remember the number of

the fax? The dedicated line the fax

and the internet service came on, do

you remember that?

Do I recall the phone number?

Yes, sir.
Yes , sir.

What was it?

It' s already been given out once.

355- 3763.

The house number was what?

Do I have to give it out? It' s my

current number.

Is it your current number?

Both of these are my current number.

don't mind giving you the number.

If you would rather not I wouldn'

insist on it. You said this Mike Ezell

was your boyhood friend; is that

correct?
That' s correct.
Did you ever know whether or not Mike

Ezell , your boyhood friend and
companion , had propositioned your wife?

Did I know that -- did I know that he

had propositioned my wife?

Yes , sir.

I never knew that -- I never knew -- it

was never proposed to me as a

proposition but, yes, I was aware.

think I' m aware of what you
referring to.
Well , what I' m referring to is his
statement where he told the police

officers investigating this case --

2169
MR. VALESKA: We object to what
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Ezell told the police.

MR. POWELL: Well, Judge, ' we have

him under subpoena and they promised

they was going to get him here.

think we can tie it in. m asking if

he knew it. m going to tell him what

it is and see what he did or didn'

know.

THE COURT: I'll overrule the

objection. m going to let him go on

with it at this point.

I was aware that Karen had told me and

we' re talking about - - I' m not exactly
sure when, within a couple of months of

Karen' s death, Karen came up to the

bedroom one night. I was already in

bed reading or something, and she came

in and told me that she had had an

instant message I think is what it'

called, instant message conversation

with Mike Ezell.
(By Mr. Powell) I don t know anything

about an instant message.

instant message?

What is an

2172
It' s an internet form of communication.

An instant message , does that mean if

you' re in there on the computer and it

rin s and flashes up and says, You

got mail?

That' s e-mail.
That' s not it?
Those are two different things. As to

where the communication took place I '
not sure , but it was my understanding

from Karen that it was done real time

not in a message , not in an e-mail
message.
What was your understanding and this

was a message of some type, electronic

message over the internet system, from

Mike Ezell to Karen Tipton?

That' s my understanding.
What do you understand that message

was?

That he was flirting with her.

It was not your understanding from her

that he had told her or made a

proposition that y ' all would switch
partners?
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, sir , that was not my understanding.

Did the police or anyone else ever tell

you that he made that statement?

Actually I' m the one that told the
police the story.
So how did you know he made that

statement?
m telling you that Karen told me

about the conversation that night, and

I told it to the police when Karen was

killed.
If I read a statement to you and see if

this is familiar with you.

THE COURT: Identify from what

you re reading.

MR. VALESKA: We obj ect to him
reading the statement to Dr. Tipton.

He I s already answered the quest ion.
MR. POWELL: It' s a statement,

Doctor , of --
THE COURT: I understand what it

is.
MR. VALESKA: I don'

THE COURT:

MR . POWELL:

Show it to them.

We present it to you,

Judge, and you can examine it.

THE COURT:

MR, POWELL:

Mr. Ezell' s statement.

Judge, I believe that
it was presented to us as being a

statement of Michael Roland Ezell.
was taken by - - I don I t know who the
witnesses were but I believe one of

them i Mr. Pettey. They I re

photocopies and is not very easy to

read but it appears to be a statement

that' s signed by Michael Ezell and we

would like to mark a copy of it.

MR. VALESKA: We have no obj ection
to them marking it.

THE COURT: Okay. The witnesses
are Mr. Pettey and Officer Hamil ton.

MR. POWELL:

THE COURT:

Is that, what it says?
Barry Hamilton and

Michael, I don I t know your middle

initial , Pettey? And this will be what

number, Toby?

COURT REPORTER: 39.

(By Mr. Powell) Let me show what you

ve marked as De f endant ' s Exhib it

Number 39. Have you ever seen that?

2174
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Would you like me to read it

to myself?

I would like you to have an opportunity

to read it.
THE COURT: Why don I t we take a

break here. I I m looking for a place
anyway.

m going to put the Court in

recess for twenty minutes.

MR. POWELL: You can take it with
you.

THE WITNESS: Thank you.

THE COURT: We'll start back at

twenty- five after. Stay seated until

the jury exits. Remember the

instructions that I' ve given you
earlier about not discussing the case

among yourselves or with anyone else or

allowing anyone to discuss it with

you.
(Whereupon, the following was

held outside the presence of

the jury.
THE COURT: Okay. We'll start back

at 3:25. Let the jurors have the first

opportunity with the restrooms.
2176

Than
you.

(Whereupon, a recess was

taken. )

THE COURT: Go get the jury, Bill.
(Whereupon, the following was

held in the presence of the

jury. )
THE COURT: Okay. Everybody be

seated and let' s start back.

(By Mr. Powell) Did you have an

opportunity to read this Defendant'

Exhibit Number 39 , Mr. Tipton?

I did.

And have you ever been shown that

before by the people that took that

statement from Michael Roland Ezell?

, sir.

And have you read the entire three

pages of it I presume?

Yes, sir.
I direct your attention to page three

of three I believe it says consisting

of three pages where it' s signed.

says in there that I did ask Karen
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Tipton about swapping partners.
MR. VALESKA: Judge, I obj ect .
THE COURT: Overruled. Go ahead.

(By Mr. Powell) Did you read that?

Yes, sir.
Were you ever aware of that before?

In general , yes, sir.

And you' re aware this came from where?

That this statement came from where?

Yes.

Michael Ezell.
No. Well , what I' m asking is did

Michael Ezell tell you about that

incident that he said those things to

Karen Tipton?
No, sir.
Karen Tipton related sQmething about

that also to you?

That' s correct.
And as you said that was some two or

thre months before March 12th, 1999?

That' s correct.
MR. POWELL: We would offer

Defendant' s Exhibit No. 39.
THE COURT: Show it admitted.

(By Mr. Powell) Was Karen Tipton --

did she have an on- line mailbox

herself?
Yes.

So she was computer literate to the

point where she could go on- line and

converse and get instant messages and

send and receive e-mail?
Yes.

Do research?
I suppose.

And were you?

Yes.

And what name did you go by?

My screen name?

Screen name.

DTiptOnMD.

Let me ask you to look at what I'

marked as proposed Exhibit Number 40.

MR. VALESKA: Judge, can we

approach?
THE COURT: Sure.
MR. VALESKA: Just send the jury

out. I want to do this and not have to

whisper. This is too much.
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Ladies and gentlemenTHE COURT:

m going to send you out to let us

have an opportunity to discuss some of

this stuff. I think I mentioned to you

earlier that the opportunity would

arise when I needed to have an

opportunity to flesh out the

admissibility of certain pieces of

evidence outside your presence so that
we can make sure that what' s admissible

comes to you and what is inadmissible

doesn' So I' m going to ask you to
retire back to the jury lounge a

we'll send for you as soon as we'

ready.
(Whereupon , the following was

held outside the presence of

the jury.
THE COURT: Okay. The jury is

gone. In looking at Rule 412 (a) (3) if

you want to get your rule book.

MR. VALESKA: Just a second.

getting it.
THE COURT: Do you have a rules of

evidence handy?

21S0
Just a second.MR. VALESKA: Yes,

sir.
THE COURT: I assume --

MR. VALESKA: 412 (a) (3) evidence
related --

THE COURT: I assume that' s your

objection.
MR. VALESKA: That' s one of them

along with materiality, relevance and

the flip side of the coin.

THE COURT: The balancing test

you re talking about?

MR. VALESKA: Right. And the flip

side of the coin. I f she had been
hooked up on the computer to the Billy

Graham Crusade I couldn' t offer that.

Now , I' m sorry. I don' t mean to cut

m not trying to --the Court off.
THE COURT: I hadn' t said anything

yet. The floor is yours.

MR. VALESKA: And the Court has sat

here and this is now the seventh day

and the Court knows they cannot tie

this up at all.
THE COURT: I don' t know that.



MR. VALESKA: Well, I' m telling
you. ve asked you before just make

them do a proffer because - - but.
anyway, I' ll stop right there.

That' s fine. But ruleTHE COURT:

412 contemplates me reviewing evidence

in camera.
MR. POWELL:

THE COURT:

Yes , sir.

That would connect all

of this up. m not sure the document

offered qualifies as a 412 (a) (3) act.
It doesn And. then from what the
cases I' m reading there' s a balancing
test that would - - I have to be careful

on the one hand to protect the innocent

who might be on the fringes of this

trial against the constitutional

guarantee that the Defendant has the

right to present a defense. , you

know if I' m going to err I' m going to
err on the Defendant' s side in allowing

him the opportunity to present whatever

defense he may have. , If 412 -- let me
see if I can find that. 412 (d) (1) says
anytime before the Defense shall seek

to introduce the evidence covered by

section C the Defense shall notify the

Court of such intent whereupon the

Court shall conduct an in-camera

hearing to examine the Defendant'

offer of proof , and I think that'

where I am right now.

MR. VALESKA: Right, and I think

that' s --
THE COURT: Where I need to go.

MR. VALESKA: That' s where you need
to go. There s absolutely nothing that
prohibits them if they can tie it up

putting him back on the stand and the

Court letting him go there, but that

is - - and even Mrs. Poe pointed out
under 404 (b) I submit they can t go

there for that reason and the motion in

limine that we filed with the Court --

THE COURT: What I said earlier and

I, think the cases bear me out , is that
I would allow them to present specific

acts as long as they stayed away from

reputation or opinion evidence.

MR. VALESKA: Sure.

21S1
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THE COURT:
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Which is what the rules

say and the cases say they can' t go

there. . They can ' t offer opinions about
certain things and present general

reputation evidence about certain

things but the facts are the facts.
don' t think I can keep those out , but

I'll certainly review those in-camera

if I need to.

MR. VALESKA: And , of course, you

can keep it out, Judge , because of what

we said, relevance and materiality

first. It says right here , you can

conduct an in-camera hearing to examine

into the Defendant' s offer of proof;

and I' m telling you that they can'
connect it up. And you told them when

he started this trial that when they

don t you re going to charge this jury

if they don

THE COURT: Well, what the cases

say that I' m reading is that, you know
in determining whether or not the

exclusion of evidence violates the

accused' s constitutional right to

21S4
present a defense" the trial court must

balance the right of the accused to

present a defense against other

interests in the trial process. It' s a

balancing test. So I understand

clearly what the interests are on your

side and I need to review what they

got in-camera and go from there.

MR. VALESKA: And, of course, the

Court has cited me to 412 (a) (3) and I
submit when you look at the author'

statement of the rule that that covers

exactly what we' ve been saying.
don t know if it' s in your commentary

but there it is.
THE COURT: m just reading the

rule. m not reading the commentary.

What are you looking at?

looking at Gamble s book?

Are you

MR. VALESKA: Yes, sir right
there.

THE COURT: Well , that' s what I'
saying. m not sure what they' re
offering at this point qualifies as

that type of behavior. So a photograph
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is one thing, behavior is another thing i 1
is what I' m saying,

All right. ow long will it take

us? Is it going to take us the rest of
the afternoon to review this, go

through it ?
Judge , yes. It ve:ryMR. POWELL:

likely could. I think what you know

it' s going to come to at some point in

this trial is we have hard copies that

were furnished to us that were taken

from the fifth disk that was discovered

at a late hour. We have four other

disks and we would expect the evidence

to show , Your Honor, and I don' t want

anybody to feel like that this is

something we dId. I don' t think we'

surprising anybody. This was something

that occurred on or about March the

12th, 1999. We were not there. What

we' re talking about is these disks and

the fact that the computer shows that

they were opened and read in the time

frame of .about an hour and a half
immediately prior to the eighty-eight

21S6
minute telephone call from Karen Tipton

to Sarah Holden. I think you' re aware

of what this consists of or you may not

be.
THE COURT:

MR. POWELL:

m not.

I know they' ve been

furnished to your court reporter.
THE COURT: Well , the first four I

looked because I agreed to look at

those in-camera to determine whether or

not what was on them was discoverable

and then made those available to you.

MR . POWELL: Yes.

THE COURT: Fifth one was produced

after we were under way and I never

opened it. I think the copy was made

and delivered to you.

idea what 'was on it.
So I have no

MR. VALESKA: And, I mean , that is

why the rules say in- camera.
THE COURT: Right. So let' s - - I

think the wise thing to do is go ahead

and put the Court in recess for the

night because I don' t think we re going

to get back in here and take any
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further testimony today before 4 :30 and

let' s have that in-camera review and

start back tomorrow at 9: 00 0' clock.
So that' s what I'll do.

Katie, go get the jury and let me

instruct them as to what' s going on.

There s Bill. Never mind.
Bill , if you would bring them back

now.

BAILIFF BILL PENN: Yes, sir.
THE COURT: You can stand down,

Doctor , if you want to.
THE WITNESS: Thank you , sir.

THE COURT: Bill , I' m about to send
them back to the motel. re going 

be in an evidentiary hearing that'
going to last the rest of the day.

you want to just let them congregate,

huddle up right there and not . climb

back in the box that' s fine.
(Whereupon, the following was

held in the presence of the

jury. )
THE COURT: It' s not necessary to

ge tback in the jury box. m going to

21SS
send you home. m going to instruct

you as to what' s going on. Okay.

going to send you back to the motel.

We' re going to call ita day for
testimony. There s going to be -- I'
got quite a bit of stuff I' ve got to
review with the lawyers before we can

proceed , and I' ve got to do that

outside your presence. So rather than

me take thirty- five or forty- five
minutes and then send you home , I'
just going to send you home now and

we'll start back tomorrow at 9: 00

0' clock.
Remember the instructions I'

given you earlier. Has everybody got
theirs notes?

their notes?

Anybody want to get

You need to probably.

don t want you to leave them in the

chairs overnight. It' s okay during the

day. get your notes and we'll start

back at 9: 00 in the morning.

an Exhibit back there?

Is there

Mrs. Poe, would you get that and

make sure Toby has that before we leave
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tonight.
Y' all have a good night and we I 11

see you in the morning at 9: 00.

(Whereupon , the following was

held outside the presence of

the jury.
Okay. Let the jurorsTHE COURT:

clear the elevators and we'll be in

recess for the day.

(Whereupon , the following was

held if Judge Thompson'

chambers. )

THE COURT: Let' s go on the

record. All right. What have you

got?
MRS. HALBROOKS: Your Honor, we

have a search warrant that was executed

to AOL. Part of that search warrant is

an affidavit signed by Mike Pettey in

support of the search warrant.

says

, "

Victim in the homicide was

subsequently identified as Karen Croft

Tipton , a thirty-nine year old white

female. Investigation into the death

revealed that Mrs. Tipton died from

multiple . stab wounds to the body.
was further determined that Mrs. Tipton

had either been on or was using the

computer at the time of her death. The

computer was still on- line with AOL at

the time Mrs. Tipton s body was

discovered. "
When they sent this out they did it

based on something that they saw that

night. We also have phone records

indicating that the AOL was accessed

that riight from her home. Don t know

who, just know from the phone records

it shows that it was accessed that

night.
THE COURT: It was , still on- line

when she was found?

MRS. HALBROOKS:

the affidavit says.

Yes, that' s what

MR . POWELL: That' s what the
affidavit says.

MR. VALESKA: Hold on just one

second. I didn' t realize we needed

Mr. Pettey. So we sent for him.

THE COURT: Okay.

21S9
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(Brief recess.

MR. DILL: Can we start over with

that brief portion?

THE COURT Are you familiar with

this search warrant affidavit with AOL,

m sure you are.Mr. Pettey? That'
all she stated so far was what that

said down near the end.

OFFICER PETTEY: m familiar with

it.
THE COURT: All right. Here you

go. Let' s proceed.

MRS. HABROOKS: And then following

that we have some documents that were

produced that show that it was

executed - - that search warrant was

executed March the 20th of '99.
that would have been about nine days or

eight days after her murder. I twas
executed by Greg Phillips and he

provides information on one three and a

half inch disk. That disk was provided

to us again on - - well , I guess
actually about two weeks ago, three

weeks ago we were given the disk.

2192
the same time they gave us the disk

they gave us the file and copies from a

file that AOL had given them with some

hard copies of documents in there.

From those it tells you what

information would have been available

to the police at the time of her

death. It goes into what kinds of

things can be retrieved from their

e-mail. When you look at this -

THE COURT:

MR. POWELL:

Which is what?

The fifth disk.

MRS. HALBROOKS: Disk one?

MR. POWELL:

THE COURT:

The fifth floppy.

The one that you got

this week, last week?

MRS. HALBROOKS: Yes , sir. When

you look at that it gives you some

additional pictures and maybe it would

be better to --
MR. POWELL: Which is what I marked

as Exhibit Number 40 something,
whatever it was a while ago and showed

Your Honor that precipitated us being

in here.
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THE COURT: Okay.

MRS. HALBROOKS: They also gave us

some hard copies that have at the top 

title david cgi sexswap,

david aphrodite, porntrack , david cgi
sexswap2 and david sexhound2 along with

some pictures of three people engaged

in a sexual act and they are actually

two pictures. So apparently this was

information that was in the Tipton'

e-mail at the time of her death.

Your Honor , we think it' s relevant

in that the police for whatever reason

took this into evidence that night.

They determined that she was on the

computer. We think the jury is

entitled to kn6w what Mrs. Tipton would

have been looking at or what was going

on in her house at the time of her

death because, by Officer Pettey s own

admission, this computer was still
on- line, still in use. So we feel like

he jury needs to be able to know.

Also on the four disks that were

provided earlier that we would like for

the jury to be able to see, those were

literally accessed within an hour and a

half prior to her telephone

conversation with Sarah Holden, that

eighty- eight minute conversation. The

computer logs off at that point and

there' s within five minutes she s on

the phone to Sarah Holden. Or at least

let me say it this way. The last time

she accessed a file on those four

disks, it was five minutes later she

talked to Sarah Holden.

We believe these are facts that the

jury is entitled to know because we

think it indicates that in addition to

David Ezell' s statement where he wants
to swap partners with Karen Tipton --

MR . POWELL: Mike Ezell.
MRS. HABROOKS: m sorry, Mike

Ezell where he wants to swap partners

with Karen Tipton, we think all of that

shows another lifestyle of the victim

in this crime that leaves it open to

the inference that there are lots of

other people out there , Your Honor, who

2193 !
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might have a motive to want Karen

Tipton dead other than Daniel Moore.

That' s where we re going with it.
Do you have anything?

Yes. We did not --MR. POWELL:

this is nothing that we created, and

that' s why we offered to show it to you
or whatever before we tried to publish

it or even ask about it in this case.

But also, Judge , in this particular

case they have alleged, you know, rape

and sexual misconduct and whatever, and

we feel like that based on the autopsy

as well as the forensic evidence we

contend doesn' t show there was any male

sexual contact with the deceased on or

about this occasion , that there is a

possibility that from looking at these

erotic sites, voluntarily we contend

that it might have caused her to be

sexually aroused at this point in

time. And, again, these are inferences

that I' m not going to speak to or ask
anybody about, but I think it would be

a reasonable inference from all the

2196
facts in the case. And, again,
simply saying that we did not create

these facts, and we propose to offer

them at the appropriate time.

Can I respond toMR. VALESKA:

that?
THE COURT: Sure.
MR. VALESKA:

Judge.
Just hear me out,

THE COURT: I will.

MR. VALESKA: You can not say

because the police picked it up as

evidence it' s relevant. That' s for the
Court to decide. Mrs. Halbrooks has

just told this Court that they think

those are facts that the jury is

entitled to know; That' s why they'

got the rape shield law.

doubt it' s a fact
There' s not

THE COURT: Listen to me.

understand that. When I look at the

rape shield law we re talking about

prior sexual conduct , which is acts.

mean it talks about here subsection or

rule 412 (a) (3) relating to past sexual
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behavior , such term includes but is not
limited to evidence of the complaining

witness s marital history, mode of

dress, general reputation of
promiscuity, nonchastity, or sexual

morays contrary to the community

standards and opinion of those traits.

Now , I' m having a little difficult
time the fact that there were

pornographic pictures on the internet

or they were in the internet contacts

that' s not a sexual act I don t think.

Maybe I' m sheltered. I don' t know but

the fact that someone looks at a

magazine to me is not a sexual act.
Somebody looks at something on the

computer is not a sexual act which is

protected.
MR. VALESKA: Right, Judge.

totally agree with you, and then she

goes a step further and says we think

we I re entitled to, show another
lifestyle. But no matter what the

police pick up that doesn I t make 

relevant.

THE COURT: I agree.

MR. VALESKA: It' s only relevant

what you decide is relevant.

out , please , Judge.
Hear me

I will.THE COURT:

MR. VALESKA: You can look at 901

you can look at 105 limited

admissibi ity, but what the courts has

said is I' m concerned about the
Defendant I s right to a fair trial.
right.

THE COURT: That I S one part of the

balance test.
MR. VALESKA: Right. His right to

a fair trial is not inhibited by

keeping this out because his defense is

he didn' t do it.
MRS. POE: He wasn t there.

MR. VALESKA: He wasn t even

there. If this is tied so closely to

her death that unlike what Mr. Powell

said that she was sexually aroused, if

the Court wants to give the jury an

instruction that if the jury - - first
of all , their defense is four people

121
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did it: Dr. Tipton, the paver , the

mysterious man that showed up every

day, or Mike Ezell.

tied to that porno. If the Court wants

None of those are

to give an instruction to the jury that
because this woman was on the computer

shortly before her death, if you

believ -that she was in contact with

cyberspace and someone came and killed

her that I s fine with us.
THE COURT: Here s what 1

saying. Is that this Defendant has the

right to put on a defense that includes

the opportunity to present evidence

proving that another person committed

this offense for which he' s charged.

That' s all I' m saying. Now, trying to

think like Professor Gamble taught me

in law school and I' ve been trying to

think about evidence ever since , is it
protected by the rape shield act.
it' s not a sexual act, if it' s just as
you agree just lpoking at pictures or

being on the internet, that I S not a

sexual act by my definition. So it'
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not protected. Then I still have to

balance it because it' s going to be

embarrassing to some people, but I
think his right and I think he has an

absolute right and I think the Supreme

Court of the United States has said so,
that he has an absolute right to

present evidence that tends to show

that somebody else committed this

offense. He doesn t have to say who.

In fact, I don't think he can say who

did it, but he can show opportunity

that other people had. I think this is
relevant to that issue , and I think his

right weighs more than the other issues

that I have , other things that I have

to consider that' s weighed against it.

MRS. POE: I was looking at Rule

412 where it says under the rule and

it I S talking about paragraph two
sexual activity, included but not

limited to, it looks to me like we have

laws against voyeurism and pandering.

If looking at sexual things that are

considered pornography, pornography is
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not a protected activity, then it looks

like that that could be considered ii

sexual activity. And the purpose of

the rape shield statute is to prevent a

defendant or anyone else from

denigrating the reputation of a

person. If I have the worst of morals

and I' m the town tramp, and I'
certainly not saying Mrs. Tipton was

that, but if I were that makes it not

one bit right if I say no for someone

to rape me or otherwise sexually abuse

me. What they' re trying to do is maybe
call it facts, but the very innuendo

they re arguing and going to argue to

the jury is that because this woman

engaged or possibly engaged in looking

at something that most people would

consider sexually perverse or

pornographic, that somehow or another

that he deserved that. That' s open to

the jury for interpretation. It'
also - - he' s allowed a defense but not

at the expense of violating this rule,

and that' s the purpose of the rule.

show facts that show someone ' s past
reputation is vial or bad or immoral

has no relevance to whether or not a

sexual act was done or hot.

I don' t think that'THE COURT:

where you re going with that, and I

would do everything in my power to

: I
protect Mrs. Tipton s reputation from

that kind of attack. But what I do

think it clearly shows possibly or

could show is that there - - you know,
if she was involved in a mate swapping

thing, that there are other people out

there , that' s sort of an unusual

behavior that would give rise to the

possibility of a killing just as much

as any other theory that I' ve heard 

this trial.
MR . POWELL: Motive.

Motive, yeah. Motive.THE COURT:

So, you know it' s a difficult test.
don' t really want to go here but I

think if I don I t it' s an automatic

reversal if I keep Mr. Moore from

presenting the Defense that other

2202
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people not necessarily did it

specifically but certainly there were

other people that had opportunity.

Judge. for goodnessMR. VALESKA:

sakes, you re not doing that. They ' ve

already got four. It' s not a question

of could there be four, five.
were millions of people on the

There

internet. The Court certainly does not

believe that opportunity was there

because shortly before her death she

was on the computer?

THE COURT: No, no , no.

MR. VALESKA: That 1 s what I'
saying.

THE COURT: The close proximity

isn' t really a critical issue with me
but the evidence of those sites that

she cited is.
MR. VALESKA: The Court believes

that in the closeness of the time that

they re saying that opportunity existed

for someone from those porn sites to

get here to kill her?

THE COURT: No, I' m not saying

2204
that.

MR. VALESKA: Then let' s go where

They 1 re saying rightthey also went.

after talking - - right after looking at
that she got on the phone with Sarah

Holden. m submitting to the Court

that Sarah Holden has testified.

they bring her back in and say, oh. was

Karen Tipton talking to you about the

porno she was watching on TV?

THE COURT: Wasn t she already

asked , not specifically, but wasn' t she

asked something similar to that?

Wasn t she asked about the personal

nature of the conversation? Did

somebody ask her that?

MRS. HALBROOKS: She refused to

answer and she talked with Officer

Hamilton and Officer Pettey in detail

about that conversation , but the Court

would not allow her to testify because

Karen Tipton is dead.

MR. VALESKA: The Court can hear
from Pettey or Hamilton or from

Mrs. Holden if they can tie it up.
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That' s what I' m saying, they can' tie
it up. If you let it in I can' t unring

the bell.
THE COURT: Why do you say tie it

Up?

MR. VALESKA: If, in fact, Sarah

Holden said , yeah , we were talking

about the porno that she was looking

at.
MRS. POE: Judge , where ' s the proof

that she was looking at this?

facts are as stated, the way I

If the

understand them , somebody on this

computer that Mrs. Tipton had access to

was looking at that , but in our very

office one day when Mr. Dill was gone

one of the secretaries brought in a

teenage son and he went into Will'
office and got into all kind of bad

sites, which will didn' get into.
didn' t know anything about it. His

computer had been left on. It seems to

me that there' s still no proof that

Mrs. Tipton turned this computer on and

she was looking at it. You can get

anything on the computer.
2206

I had things

pop up I certainly would not look at

and didn I t want but they came. So it

seems to me that this would almost be

like rule 901 in the parts in there if

you get a telephone call purporting to

be - - -

THE COURT: Hang on just a minute,

This has got to be important.

(Brief interruption.

MRS. POE: Why is this any

different than when a phone call comes

and I can say I' m Santa Clause but you
don' t know that unless there

testimony of my voice recognition.
can write a letter and type it without

signing it and unless you recognize the

signatures or the contents of it. you

don' t know who sent that letter.

Anyone could have made it up.

likewise with this computer , anyone

could have opened that computer.

could have come on there without her

necessarily asking for it to get

there. There' s been nQ proof.
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THE COURT: I understand what

How do you tend to showyou' re saying.

or what is it about this evidence that

tends to show opportunity for someone

Can you articulate that?else?
MR. POWELL: Judge, I can

articulate that on the first four

disks, those disks show that on March

the 11th and March the 12th in the

morning hours of 1999 that someone

accessed these sites. It shows minute

by minute when they were looked at all

the way through. It shows up on these.

THE COURT: These aren' t just

POP-uPS?
MR. POWELL: There is some pop-ups

in there, yes, but these are things

that you have to access. It' s not the

kind of thing that you could be sitting

there researching the Sunday school

lesson and bam this just falls in

there. It is not that. That'
indicated on the Defendant' s Exhibit

Number 40 or whatever that it was more

than that. It was on those particular

220S
hard copies that we got it shows like

david swapmate or aphrodite and all

those things. Those are sites that we

have to access. Those sites are such

that they are - - let me see how to put
, Judge. They are places where you

can go and you leave messages on there

about you and what you re looking for

and what you want or what you do, and

they are accessed only for that

purpose. There are sites to go in

there and swap information with other

people about these subj ects.
Again, Judge, we didn' t create

these. We think they re material

because if they were - - Dr. Tipton has
already said that, and I think

everybody agrees, that he left her that

morning and I think somebody - - well. I
know a witness that will testify.

Mr. Chance , and I think somebody else

said they saw her corne back and go 
the house that morning. She was the

only one in there to our knowledge.

m not saying, Judge, anything
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other than these are facts. We think

they re material. It might show the

possibility that she was talking about

these things. There' s always the
inference that somebody else might not

like he doing this. We don' t know.

We just know that it happened. m not

doing anything to try to degrade Karen

Tipton or her life. We' re not allowed

to do that. re not going to do

that. But still we did not

have whoever was in that house that day

access these sites and looked at them

for an hour or so. I forgot the exact

time. They said it was on- line, and
this is what they thought was pertinent

and they asked ' for it. They sent it to

them and they finally sent us a copy of

this last hard copy last week and disk

five and that' s all we know about it.

MRS. HABROOKS: Your Honor, if I

might just add, you know again , we'

got the statement of Mike Ezell that

talks about mate swapping. We have

Dr. Tipton s own testimony that

Mrs" Tipton had told him about the

flirting that he had done, and that he

had actually told the police. I think

he said he s the one that said

something to the police about it.

think that the jury is entitled to know

that this was evidence of a lifestyle

of the Tiptons. You know, when you got

people accessing these sites and

repeatedly looking at this stuff , I

think it goes a little bit more to just

they happened to see it dropped into

their --
MR. VALESKA: You hit the nail on

head when you asked him to show me the

opportunity. To rule this in means

that if you have a computer on in your

house that that means opportunity is

for whoever is on- line to come over.

THE COURT: No, that' s not what I'
thinking at all. Are you going to have

an expert that comes in and testifies

a computer expert, that knows more

about it than you obviously do if you

don' t know what an instant message is,
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that she had accessed these sites,
these weren t pop-up messages?

MR . POWELL: Yes , we have someone

that will testify to that.

THE COURT: Well , I still think

that in the line of Defense that this

Defendant has taken where he is showing

or attempting to show multiple other

motives and opportunities that this

evidence is not protected by the rape

shield statute and it is admissible

tending to show that other persons may

have had opportunity or motive.

MR. VALESKA: Well, it' s certainly

not by this witness who they I re cross-
examining now to that. I think the

Court has covered by saying; well, you

can bring in an exert to say that

that' s what was on her computer but
certainly not by this witness.

THE COURT: I think he s already

testified that he didn' t know enough

about it and I think it' s undisputed

that he wasn t there. m not

commenting on the evidence in front of
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the jury, but I don t think there s any

possibility that Dr. Tipton did it

himself. I mean,- I don' t think you

even going to take a run at his alibi.

So I think you can get into it but I

don' t think you can - - I agree with
Mr. Valeska on that point, I don'

think you can go much further with

Dr. Tipton on it.
MR. POWELL: We respect your

ruling, Your Honor.

THE COURT: Thank you. Anything
else we need to talk about today?

MR. VALESKA: No.

THE COURT: Y' all have a good day

and we 'll start over in the morning at

9:00 o clock.
MR. VALESKA: Thank you.

(Whereupon , at 4 :31 p. m., the
proceedings in the above-

entitled matter was recessed,

to reconvene at 9:00 a. , the

following day.
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MORNING SESSION

(11- 13- 2002)

(9:04 a.

MRS. POE: Judge, I need to offer

State s Exhibit 173, which Mr. Morrison

identified. We move to admit it now.

THE COURT:

MR. POWELL:

Any objection?
Nope.

THE COURT: Show it admitted.

(Whereupon , the following was

held in the presence of the

jury. )
THE COURT: Good morning, ladies

and gentlemen. I hope you had a good

night and ready to get started back.
If you 'll take the stand,

Dr. Tipton. You' re still under oath of

course.
your witness , Mr. Powell.

MR. POWELL: We had offered State

Exhibit Number 39 yesterday, a signed

statement of Ezell , and it' s admitted

into evidence. I believe that'

correct.
THE COURT:

MR. POWELL:

Yes , it' s in.
We would like to

publish it.

THE COURT: You may. It' s already

been admitted.
(By Mr. Powell) Dr. Tipton , I don r t

remember exactly what we finished up on

yesterday, but want to go back again

and you talked about believe it was

early the next morning when you

returned to the residence in the wee

hours of the morning after going

downtown to the police station and

that' s when you noticed that there was

a blinking light on your answering

machine?

Yes.

Did you notice the blinking light on

the answering machine that evening

before you left the residence?

Yes , sir.

And did you or anyone else ever
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retrieve that message prior to leaving

the residence?

I did not myself.

And you said that the machine would not

record a time when the call came in?

That' s correct.
Do you recall any other incoming calls

to the residence that evening after you

got home that were answered the evening

of the 12th?

No, sir.
So you didn' t receive any other

telephone calls to your knowledge?

To my knowledge.
And I' ve talked to you yesterday about
some of your answers to the State

questions, and I believe we had talked

a little bit about your conversations

with Karen Tipton prior to March the

12th. Did she ever talk to you about

having these - - any kind' of e-mail 
quick mail conversations or dialogue,

whatever you call the e-mail stuff,

with Mike Ezell with you?

m not sure I understand. Yes , she
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talked with me about conversation with

Mike Ezell via internet.

And would you have any judgment as to

the time frame when that occurred?

Two or three months roughly prior to

her death.

Would it have been as far back as the

summer of 1995?

I don' t think it was that far.

And after March the 12th of 1999 did

you have occasion to discuss ' some of

these E-mails with Mr. Pettey or other

members of the police department?

Yes , sir.

And at that time had Mary Dalton moved

back down helping you take care of the

two children?
That first conversation took place the

day of the funeral and Mrs. Dalton was

in town but she wasn' t taking care of

the children yet.
And she was in, town for the funeral?
That' s correct.
And as a matter of fact, Mr. and

Mrs. Holden was still taking care of
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the two little girls at the time of the

funeral?
That' s correct.
And was there any kind of confrontation

between you and Sarah Holden at the

funeral home where you told her that

Mary Dalton was coming back and she

would take care of the children?

I wouldn' t characterize it as a

confrontation.
What happened?

I really don' t know because I didn'

hear the conversation.

She didn' t say anything direct ly to you
about that?
Not at. the time no.
Did she later?
She told me - - are you talking about

Mary Dalton telling me that?

No, about Sarah Holden?

Oh, no , I don t recall Sarah ever

telling me anything about that.
Didn t make any obj ect ion of Mary

Dalton keeping the two girls rather

than herself?

No.

So on - - do you recall having sent .Mary

Dalton any money or paid her any money

or sent her a check in February of

1999?

No, sir.

Let me ask you to look at Defendant'

Exhibi t Number 37 , please , and see if

you can identify that first check?

It appears to be a check written to

Mary Dal ton from me.

That , s your signature?

It appears to be , yes, sir.
And I represent and show to you the

next page, which would be the

photograph of the back side of the same

check Do you recognize the signature

on it?
It appears to be Mary Dalton.

Mary Dalton: d while we' re on that

subject let me ask you and I' l leave

all these exhibits where you can cross-

check with me if you care to do so, 35

, 37 , 38. What I have and I'll mark

as - - we'll mark this as Defendant'
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Exhibit 41, and I' ll represent to you
Dr. Tipton , as being a copy of this

first page of it is the household

account which corresponds to
Defendant' s Exhibit Number 38. What

ve done and if you care to come down

here and look and if you want to

examine . these. It' s kind of hard to

hold them up there.
can put them.

I found a place I

THE COURT: Put them in front of

the jury or use the easel.

MR. POWELL: I just want him if he

cares to verify that these are the same

names before we offer them, Your

Honor.

That takes us to there.
(By Mr. Powell) Okay.

1335 and I think that gets us through

and that' s it.
So the first two pages of this proposed

Exhibit Number 41 , which is an

enlargement of 38 1 believe

Defendant' s Exhibit 38. Now , the next
one I have enlarged that I want you to
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identify is Defendant' s Number 37.

Uh- huh. m sorry. It' s out of

order. I think that gets us all of

them on that sheet.

We have four more.

Okay. Would you mind going back a page

because I don t have this one on this

page.
, I don' t mind.

That' s fine.It' s here. Thank you.

Yes, sir , that takes care of it.

Okay. And then there' s a small - - I
bel ieve there' s three checks in

Defendant' s Exhibit Number 35 which
I'll ask you to verify on this fourth

page I believe it is. Yes , sir.

And then this one , yes.

are on these two.

These three

And these are the ones that were made

8/30/99, October 23rd 99, and October

23rd '99 to Mary Dalton , Mary Dalton

and Kimberly Danford?

You misspoke.

2000 and 2000. Those are over a year
It' ' 99 here and it'

apart.
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m sorry. So this one was in 99?

Yes, sir , August of ' 99.

Thank you. And then these two, the one

October 23rd, 2000 was $9 700 to Mary

Dalton and October 23rd of 2000 was to

her daughter , Kimberly Danford?

That I S correct.
And do you remember approximately what

date that Mary Dalton left your

residence and was no longer the nanny

for the children or nana I believe you

called it?
It was within a few days of when these

checks were written. It was October of

2000.

MR. POWELL: Judge , we would offer
Defendant I s Exhibit Number 41 and like
to publish it to the jury at this time.

THE COURT: Is that just an

enlargement of the exhibits that are

already in evidence?

MR . POWELL:

THE COURT

Yes, sir.
Do you want , to use it

as a trial exhibit? You don I t want to
offer it in evidence since they '

already in , do you?
2222

You can publish it

as a trial exhibit since he checked

it.
MR. POWELL:

checked it.

That' s fine.

THE COURT: Okay.

(By Mr. Powell) Doctor , what I' ve done
with these Exhibits , if you would like

a calculator. We would like - - if my
math is correct what I had it on the

household account that you put into the

j oint account between you and Mary

Dalton totaled $17 750.

I don I t doubt that.
You don 't dispute that?

No.

I know you hadn' t had an opportunity to

calculate it but I'll represent to you

that I have and I believe it'

correct.
I don t dispute that that' s the amount

I put into the household account.

And during the time starting in

February of 1999 you paid to Mary

Dal ton and her daughter a total of

2221 2223
$44, 7007

I wrote checks to her. I don' t dispute

that I wrote ' checks to her for that
amount.

And you wrote those to her personally

as per that Exhibit?

I wrote them - - I made them out to her.
And also during that time period, of

course you furnished her room and

board?
That' s correct.
Do you remember what period of time

that you conveyed the Chevrolet van to

Mary Dalton?
It was October of 2000 would be my pest

recollect ion.

And would you look at Defendant'

proposed Exhibit Number 42 and I'll

represent that to be a title transfer.

Yes, it appears to be , yes.

Does it have a time on it?

I don' t know. It' s mostly initials.

Okay. But it was a '93 Chevrolet Sport

Van?

Yes , yes
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Is that what it was?

Yes.

MR. POWELL: We would offer

Defendant' s Exhibit Number 42 , Your

Honor , and we would like to publish

these items of the checks and the title

to the jury.
THE COURT: Show it admitted.

MR. VALESKA:

(By Mr. Powell)

No objection.

Doctor , you indicated
yesterday in your testimony that your

marriage to Mrs. Tipton was ideal and'

nothing was lacking; is that correct?

I believe I said that it was good and

that we had everything that we could

have possibly wanted and more.

During the months, the year prior to

March the 12th of 1999 , did you

prescribe certain drugs for Karen

Tipton?
I don' t recall prescribing any

medication to her.
Let me ask you if you will look at what

I'll call Defendant' s Exhibit Number

43. I put 2 but it' s 3 arid I'll
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represent this - - Your Honor , we have a
druggist on call to verify these

records but he'll come during our case

and we would offer to tie these in.
MR. VALESKA:

(By Mr.. Powell)
That' s fine.
Would you look what

ve marked as Defendant' s Number 43

and see if you can recognize those

pharmaceutical records --
Yes.

- - from what' s the name, Meade
Pharmacy?

That' s what it says on the sheet.
Does it have any prescriptions there

that you ve written for Karen Tipton?

Yes.

And what is the first prescription and

the date of it?
Lotrisone Cream and the date is

February the 25th of 1998.

And what is that for?

It' s for vaginitis, yeast infection.

And what is the next one on there?

The next one is Serzone dated January

27th 98.

Yes , sir. ve summarized them here

and what was the quantity of that?

Thirty.
What is Serzone?

It' s an antidepressant.

And does it have any known side

effects?
Yes.

Do you recall what they are? I have a

PDR here if you don' t recall, if you

, like to refer to it.
I don t need a PDR.

What are the side effects of it?

There are about two pages of them

sir. pick one at random. I mean the

medication at random. There' s always a
long list of potential side effects.

Would you say that this Serzone is

prescribed for depression?

That' s correct.

Would it have been used -- does it also

suppress the appetite?

That is not a common side effect.

But this is a controlled substance or

not?

It is not a controlled drug.
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All right. And then I' ll ask you from
looking at those records again in '98

you prescribed any Wellbutrin , is that

a proper --
That is correct.

What is that?

It' s a1so an antidepressant.

Is that for mild , medium or chronic

depression?
It is for major depression.

Major depression. And so I' 11 ask you
from the records that we ' ve shown you

in 43 did you prescribe for her twenty

tablets on S/18/98?

Forty is what I think it says. No, 1

sorry. You' re right. It says twenty

right here.

It says twenty but it also has

permitted how many refills?

One.

So that would have amounted to forty?

Okay.

And then again I notice that it has on

the same date it has another
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prescription and it has a zero.

that how they would write up a 20

tablet Wellbutrin with one refill or

were they both filled at the same time

or can you tell me?

I can I t tell from looking at this.

Then again on 6/30 of 1998 did you make

another prescription of wellbutrin SR I

believe is the proper name.

That I S correct.
And that was for how many?

One place it says 30, one place it says

120. I think it' s the 120 but I don'

know what it means. It says one tablet

two times a day.

month' s supply.

So 120 would be a

And wellbutrin --

Two months.

Is there side effects to that?

Yes, sir. There are always potential

side effects to every medication.

Do you remember what they are?

I know a long list of them.

Well , for instance part of it?

Disturbed sleep, nervousness.
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Is Wellbutrin SR , is that a controlled

substance?
m sorry. I thought that' s what we

were just talking about.

I believe there was two I asked you

2230

NO, sir, it' s not.

MR. POWELL: It I S not. Judge, we

would offer Defendant' s Exhibit Number

43.

THE COURT: Show it admitted.

(By Mr. Powell) And during that same

period of time I'll ask you

Dr. Tipton, does it also have some

prescriptive medicine on there for

yourself? m only talking about the

time prior to March the 12th of 1999.

After that I don I t want to go into it.
You mean are you saying the second

page? Starting with the second page of

this is me?

m saying, let me direct your

attention to 10/31/98 and do you know

what Lorazepam is?
Sure , I know what Lorazepam is.
What is it?

It' s an anti - anxiety or sleeping pill,
sedative at night.
Is that a controlled substance?

It' s not a controlled substance.

And did you or did you not prescribe

for yourself Lorazepam thirty tablets

onlO/31/98?
m sorry, I can' t find it. Yes,Yes.

thirty.
Would you mark that some way for us,

please.
(Witness complied.

And also again on 12/31/9S did you

prescribe for yourself a quantity of
how do you say that?
Wellbutrin , yes.

Apd what is that for?

It' s an antidepressant.

And, again, on the same date , and if

you want to check to make sure. This
is just my summary.

there?
Do you see that on

Which date?

12/31/98?

Yes , sir.

Also on that date did you also

prescribe for yourself a quantity of
Lorazepam?
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about, Wellbutrin and Lorazepam?

Okay. That' s correct, New Year s Eve.

And, again, the Wellbutrin, this

doesn t say Wellbutrin SR. Is there

any difference in Wellbutrin and

Wellbutrin SR?

There are.
What?

SR is slow release. It lasts longer.

Same medication just a time release.

That I s correct.
And would you mark - - you' ve already

marked.
ve already marked those.

Then again on 2/16/99 did you prescribe

for yourself Lorazepam?

That' s correct.
And then after that or that' s the only

other on that list prior to March the

12 th of '99 ;am I correct?
That' s correct.

MR. POWELL: We would offer

Defendant' s Exhibit 43, Your Honor.
32"

THE COURT: It' s already in 

believe. 43, is that the pharmacy

records?
MR. POWELL:. Yes , that' s right.

That was the same one I offered a while

ago.
(By Mr. Powell) But , again , when you

returned home that day you said you

remembered some equipment, maybe the

thing that they rolled around and

mashed the asphal t in down there around

the end of your driveway?

Yes.

Did you - - I know you like to make

music and I assume you started doing

that as a young man; is that correct?

Ten years of age.

Ten years of age. And did you start

playing with Mike Ezell when you were a

young man?

When I was a teenager.

And who else -- did y all have aYes.

group known as the picking party?

It' s not a group. That' s the word that
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we use, friends , my closest friends and

family getting together about once a

month for the last ten years.

to it as a picking party.

We refer

And who was in that group?

My clos,est friends and family?

Yes.

Well , it wasn t a musical group. The

picking party was whoever we invited

that month. We had a corps group, and

those are the names that you listed
yesterday.
And after March the 12th of 1999 at

some point later in the year did you

resume playing with these same people?

Yes, sir.
Including Mr. ' Ezell?
Yes, sir.
And Mr. Ezell was a pallbearer at your

wife' s funeral?
That' s correct.

MR. POWELL: That' s all.
EXAINATION

24 BY MR. VALESKA:

Now , David , was Mike Ezell at your

wedding?

Yes, sir.
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And what was he?

He was my best man.

Now , look over here at the jury and

tell them whether you put any stock in

what Karen Tipton told you that Mike

Ezell communicated to her about

swapping?
No.

Have you broken off your thirty year

friendship with the guy you played

football over?

No.

Did you even -- did it even register

with yOU?

Did it register that I would like end a

friendship or --
Yes.

, no.

Did y ' all swap with the Ezells?
Of course not.
And you didn t stop your friendship?

, sir.

You don' t think Mike Ezell killed
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Karen, do you?

No.

Now , they asked you about some drugs.

Tell the ladies and gentlemen of the

jury what they were and why you

prescribed them.

As a physician a physician is allowed

to ,prescribe medications that are
considered to be routine and within the

usual range of their practice. Being a

psychiatrist makes it -- I mean, makes

it very clear that it is routine for me

to prescribe noncontrolled,

nonaddicting drugs to family members

and to take care of other routine

things like - - other things on the list
like antifungals and ear medicine and

antibiotics and those sorts of things.

The reason - - another thing , that 
would want to say, as a physician I

have access to samples , to free samples

for all of these medications, and that

the reason - - the only reason that
there would be a record of me giving
Karen antidepressants was because I
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chose to do it that way so that no one

could later come back and say at any

point that I I ve, you know , taken drugs
home in the office to her. I wrote the

prescription out myself with the names

on it making everything above board so

there would be a record, so there would

never be some implication that I was

doing something inappropriate by

prescribing medications for Karen or

for my children.

The same is true for me that in the

prescribing - - that takes care of this
page , This page are the prescrip ions
every prescription that I wrote for

myself prior to my wife' s death.

took small doses of antidepressants

during the wintertime, and what this

record would show very clearly, small

amounts or small doses of a

noncontrolled schedule four medication

in order to help me sleep during the

wintertime because I carry a ten year

diagnosis roughly of seasonal affective

disorder. I get down in the wintertime
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when I don I t have sunshine. Those

medications have worked best for me.

The rest of these in the exhibit,

the three pages here, I would like to

point out are all - - that includes
things like Zi thromax and an inhaler,
various other things. All of those

prescriptions are to me from other

doctors. I believe that I s right.
least anyone of them -- anyone of

them including in particular the

Ativan, the Lorazepam , those were all

done - - all written by my psychiatrist
and prescribed and filled by the same

person.
Now , you told the jury that every time

you wrote one you knew there would be a

record?
Yes , sir , of course.

NOW , what you took and what you

prescribed to Karen, did that affect

y' aIls marriage?
Not at all.

Did it make it go from the good

marriage you told the jury about to

anything else?
, sir.

And you never went back to live in the

house where Karen was killed , did you?

That' s correct.
Let me show you what' s been marked for

identification purposes as State '
Exhibit 191 and ask you to identify

that for me, please, sir.
This is a photograph of me and Karen

and Caroline and Catherine.

MR. VALESKA: We offer this.

THE COURT: What number is it?

MR. VALESKA 19l.

Show it admitted.THE COURT:

(By Mr. Valeska) Aid I' m going to show
you some photographs and ask you if

these photographs show a progression in

time of Karen. Let me just let you

look at them all first.

THE COURT: While he s looking, do

you know the numbers of those?

MR. VALESKA: m going to call

them out as soon as he looks at them

Judge.
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Yes, that' s what it represents.
(By Mr. Valeska) Let' s start wi th the

earliest one. Point it out for me.

Earliest
This.

one?

Call me out the Exhibit number.

State s Exhibit 186.

What' s.the date on that if you know?

April 2 98.

Give me the next one.

187.

Yes.

And that' s also April of 1998, same

trip.
Next one.
Next one is this one, Number 188 and

that would be October of 1998 , class

reunion.
And the next one?

Also October 1998 Gatlinburg.
sorry, 198 is that Exhibit

198?

, 189. Sorry.
189.

Sorry. 189, it was October of ' 98.
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Next one?

The last one is Exhibit 190 and that

would be Christmas of 1998 , December of

1998.

All those pictures are true and correct

copies of Karen and what you described

to the ladies and gentlemen of the

jury?
Yes, sir.

MR. VALESKA: Judge, we would offer

them into evidence. ve shown them to

Mr. Powell.

MR. POWELL:

THE COURT:

No objection.

Show them admitted.

(By Mr. Valeska) Now , Mr. Powell

showed you the household account and

the money and that' s what you paid her?

That' s correct.
But there came a time when you

terminated Mrs. Dalton?

That' s correct.
I thought I asked you this yesterday

and I thought you described it for the

ladies and gentlemen of the jury, the

size of the two dogs you named. The



first one, the Cocker Spaniel.

The Cocker Spaniel , Lady, was a typical
sized Cocker Spaniel, and she was fat
but I would guess she was at most

fifteen pounds or so but just a

typical- - it' s a full bred Cocker

Spaniel.
t'hat is.

So everybody knows what size
Tramp was actually smaller

than that, terrier mix, a mutt , and my

ess would be that it weighed ten

pounds. I mean , I can t imagine 

weighing more than ten pounds. It was

a dog that you could pick up with one

hand and a couple of fingers like

this. They were both small dogs.

MR. VALESKA: That' s all. Thank

you.

THE COURT: Any recross?
Briefly, Your HonorMR . POWELL:

if I may.

EXAINATION

22 BY MR. POWELL:
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Doctor , let me ask you to 190k at what

I represent to you to be a copy of your

telephone records of your residential
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telephone line , not your fax line, that 
was furnished to us in this case. It'
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marked 44 , and I will ask you -- I'

not going to publish this to the

audience, the number , but was this

yours?
Let me make sure.
It' s a Xerox.

I can' t read the number clearly but it

does appear to be my phone number.

And let me ask you to look at the

second page of this exhibit

Defendant' s Number 44, and I'll go down
to - - you see this phone call number

seventy- three?
Yes , sir.

And it' s dated what date?

March 12th, 1999.

And this is your residential number

the calling number.

that?
Do you recognize

Yes , that' s correct.

And do you recognize the called number?

I don

Okay. Does it also tell you a duration

124

of that call?

It says eighty-eight.

And that phone call was made at what

time?
The one we just said?

Yes , sir.

11:31.

It' s kind of small print. Then the

next call in the sequence of your phone

records for that date is number

seventy- four.

That' s correct.
And that was made at what time?

17: 10.

And do you recognize the calling

number? That was an in-bound call
calling and then this was your number?

Yes.

Do you recognize that number?

I recognize my phone number.

But not the calling number?

No, sir.

Duration time?

One.

And it says over here under, this line
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what does it say?

It says answered.

And then the number seventy- five, right

under that same date, does it have a

time?
Yes , 17: 14 .

Okay. And, again , that' s from

somewhere else to yours one minute?

Yes.

And then the next call it shows on that

date would have been what time?

20: 48.

And that would be what time?

8:48 p.
MR . POWELL: Judge , we would offer

Defendant' s Exhibit 44.
MR. VALESKA: We have no objection

as long as it' s tied up with Mr. Hayes.

MR. POWELL:

MR. VALESKA:

Yes, sir, we will.

No objection.

THE COURT: Show it admitted.

(By Mr. Valeska) Doctor, do you know

where Mary Dalton moved to when she

left your residence about the end of

October of I guess it would be 2000



wouldn' t it?

Yes , sir. She moved to Chicago or

Chicago suburbs to live-with one of her

daughters.
MR. POWELL:

all.
Thank you. That'

MR. VALESKA: That' s all. May he

come down?

THE COURT: Yes , sir , you may come

down.

MR. VALESKA: Martin Scott Lane.

THE COURT: Come on up, please

sir. Raise your right hand and let me

put you under oath.

(Witness sworn.

THE COURT: Have a seat.
Your witness, Mr. Valeska.

MR. VALESKA: Thank you, Judge.
MARTIN SCOTT LAN

A witness for the State

was sworn and testified as follows:
EXl"1 I NAT I ON

23 BY MR. VALESKA:

Martin, tell the ladies and gentlemen

of the jury your name, please, sir.

Martin Scott Lane.

Martin, you' ve got to speak up now.

You don' t have to put that right in

your mouth but just --

THE COURT:

a little bit.

Let me turn it up just

If you speak up I'll

turn it up and we 'll both get it I

think.
(By Mr. Valeska) And where do you live

now?

Colorado.Denver,
And how old are you?

Thirty- seven.

Do you ow anybody by the name of Hoke

Bonner?

Yes. That' s my boss.
And how long have you worked for Hoke

Bonner?

Off and on for about nine years.
And where did Hoke Bonner first hire

you?

In Chicago, Illinois.

And what did Hoke Bonner hire you 

do?

To black top, operate his equipment.

2245
And if you know the name of his 

2247

business tell the ladies and gentlemen

or please tell them what you did in the

business?

231 A.
nthe
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We do driveways, we blacktop driveways.

For nine years?

Yep.

Okay. 'Let me go right to a time if you
ever did a blacktop here in Decatur
Alabama out in the neighborhood around

2330 Chapel Hill Road and I' m going to
the day when all the police showed up?

Yes, sir.
Tell the ladies and gentlemen of the

jury what you were doing that day and

the day before.

We black- topped the Tipman' s driveway

and their neighbors.

Whose did you do first?

The Tipman' s.

And just tell the ladies and gentlemen

of the jury what your responsibilities

were in doing that driveway and what

equipment if any you used?

I grade the driveways. I operate the

2248
pavor. I operate the roller.

pretty much the single worker. The

rest are owners. So I' m pretty much
eighty percent of the work.

the work.

I do all

And were you doing that on the Tipton'

driveway?
Yes , I was.

What kind of little machine did you

have that you rode around in?

It' s a Bobcat.

And what " S a Bobcat?

That' s what you use to grade and clean
up, to just basically load trucks with.

And what does it look like?

It' s a small machine with a little

bucket on it.
What color ,is it?
I believe this particular one was

orange.
And you were using that on the day

before all the cops showed uP?

Yes.

Tipton house?

was.
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And when you got through the day

before, did you go wherever you were

spending the evening?

Yes, we did.
And did you come back the next day, the

day all the cops showed up?

Yes , we did.

Tell the ladies and gentlemen of the

jury what you were doing that morning

and how close it was to the - - well,

just tell them what you were doing the

next morning.

The next morning we were black-topping

on the neighbor' s driveway, and then

when the truck would leave to go get

loaded I would grade their driveway and

Todd had asked me to make sure the

Tipman s driveway is all cleaned up of

any debris and garbage.

Why did you do that if you know?

Because before they ask the customer

for a check the customer usually will

walk through the driveway and they

don' t want them to see garbage or

blacktop on the side of the lawn or

anything like that.

pick everything up.

And did you do that?

2250
So it' s my job to

Yes.

Were you working out - - how close was
the neighbor' s house to the Tipton' s if
you remember?

I would say two hundred to three

hundred yards.

And tell the ladies and gentlemen of

the jury how you worked their driveway

in relation to the Tipton house?

When we were black-topping that

driveway Todd was running the pavor on

the left side because that' s the

driver' s side and I was running the

pavor on the right side which would be

to the left of the Tipman ' s house and
my back was pretty much to the house

most of the day prior to me cleaning

up.
And did there ever come a time during

that day when the bosses or the other

guys you named left and you were there

by yourself?

2249
Yes.
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I believe twice that day they

did.
And while everybody else was gone did"

you continue to do your work?

Yes , I did.

And that' s the work you told the ladies

and gentlemen of the jury?

Yes.

Now , did they come and return? 

One time they got us lunch andYes.

then another time u they leave all the

time. So another time they left and I

heard that Todd went to the driving

range to knock a bucket of balls

around. I don' t know.

While you were out there byOkay.

yourself did you notice anybody?

I vaguely remembered as cleaning the

Tipman ' s driveway or coming down it and
around the driveway someone stopping me

and asking me if anyone was home and

that they possibly forgotten some tools

or that they were the alarm person or

something.
Did you pay any attention to that?

2252
Not really.

What did you tell that person as if you

knew if anybody was home?

I said I didn't know.

You didn' t know. All right.
ahead. Did you keep on working?

Yes, I did.

And did there come a time when

something unusual happened out there?

Not that I was aware of.

Did there come a time when

Not to me.

All right.
some police showed up?

Yes.

And tell the ladies and gentlemen of

the jury when that was if you remember?

I believe sometime in the evening.

How many came?

First one came and asked me and Todd

the address.

The police asked you the address?

Yes.

Did you give it to them?

I said I didn' t know because I wasn

aware of the Tipman ' s actual address.
And then what happened?



Todd I believe said I believe this is

the address , and then the police

officer went up and I believe

Mr. Tipman came out. Then we didn'
bother to , you know , go over to the

Tipman' S" We were back at our other

job next door , and then other police

and news vehicles and stuff began

coming up to the job.

Did the police come talk to you?

Yes , they did.

And tell the ladies and gentlemen of

the jury what they did with you.

They looked us over with flashlights to

make sure I gues s - - we didn't know why
at the time, now we do -- to make sure

there was no biood or nothing on us,
and they made us all stay there about

four hours and they questioned us and

they told us we could all leave and to

stay in touch.

And obviously you stayed in touch?

Well, I, stayed for a ple of days

yes , and they stayed and --
Now , did you ever go in the Tipton'

house and hurt Mrs. Tipton?

No, sir.

You told the ladies and gentlemen of

the jury that someone came up to you

and asked you some information while

you were working there?
Yes. I vaguely remember seeing

someone. I didn' t know if it was
particularly that day or not or what

time it was, but I do remember another

worker I assumed.

Can you describe that person?

I believed him to be tall , thinner.

Maybe sandy brownish hair.

MR. VALESKA: Your witness.
EXAINATION

17 BY MR. POWELL:

Mr. Lane , you say you 1 i ve in Denver

now?

Yes , sir.

2253
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And how did you get back down here?

Did you drive?
NO, I was flown.
Flown . Who flew you?

The D .

3 .

When did you first talk to the D. 

about this case?

2255

I believe it was last Thursday.

And so in March of thisLast Thursday.

year will be how many years from March

of 1999?

That would be three years.
That will be three years?

, 99, yes.
Be three years in what year?

THE COURT: You said this year.

(By Mr. Powell)

to clarify it.
m asking what year

2002.

So next March will be how many years?

It will be four years.

Have you talked withFour years.
anyone about this in the last three

years other than the D. A. ' s office?
I believe with Hoke and Todd and Chris

and the crew , the guys on the crew.

As a matter of fact, y ' all talked about
it a lot on the day that the police

came up there, did you not?

Sure.

2256
And did a policeman by the name of

Kevin Bloodworth talk to you?

I don' t remember his name.

Well , do you recall some officer coming

up and kind of gathering y ' all up and
keeping you together?

Yes.

All right. On March the 12th , the day

that you were paving the Chance'

driveway back on March 12th of 1999 

you said that y ' all were working on the
Chance s driveway that second day out

there?
Yes.

And when you do a paving job, you know

it' s kind of a dead- end driveway up to

a house. Do you start down at the road

or down at the residence?

Depends on if they have a real nice

yard or if it' s more like a field.

I can cut across the yard and not tear

it up I' ll cut across the yard.

Where did you start paving on the

Tipton ' s driveway?

We started at the top and worked down.
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You started up at the garage and worked 

down ?

Yes.

If you do it that way you don t have to

back the truckload of asphalt up to the

asphalt distributor , you can do that

without running over the driveway; is
that correct?

Sure.
And, of course ' if do you it that way

when you get down to the end of the

driveway you can pull right up to the

pavement of the Chapel Hill Road or

whatever and stop?
Yes.

You did it the other way you couldn'

pull all the way up against the garage

with the machine and spread it , could

you?

You could but then you have to track

all your equipment down through the

yard.
You don' t want to drive the equipment

back over the fresh asphalt , do you?

Not necessarily, no.

22SS
And do you want to stay off of it for a

minimum of twenty- four hours until it

kind of sets up?

Yes.

Why?

It let' s it set up and get cured.

Now , you say you were from what part of

Illinois?
Chicago. Well , originally Aurora.

Is this a suburb of Chicago?

Yes.

There' s a lot of suburbs of Chicago,
isn' t there?
Yes.

So how long have you been in Alabama

when you went over there for Hoke

Bonner to do this job?

I believe we had been down here about

two months maybe.

Two months?

Maybe.

And y ' all were staying with Hoke down
in Cullman?

I was actually staying in a motel and

he lives in Cullman , yes.

14 .
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What motel were you staying in?

Ramada.

Now , so you hadn' t talked about this

case wi th anyone in a long time, have

you?

Not really.
Back on March the 12th of 1999 on the

day that the police officer came up

there and a bunch others and all this

goes on , had y' all finished the
Chance s driveway at that time?

I don' t believe we were.

Don t believe you were quite through

with it?
I don' t believe we were quite through

with it.
If Mr. Hoke Bonner said that y ' all had

some cleaning up to do left at the

Tipton residence, would you agree with

that or disagree with it?

I would agree.

You would agree with it. And so to go

back a little further hen you first

paved the Tipton driveway on the 11th,
which would have been the day before

2260
the 12th , and I'll represent to you

that would be a Thursday and Friday.

Does that sound correct?

Yeah.

So when you started the Tipton

residence you started up at their

dri veway and paved down to the Chapel
Hill Road. What do you call that down

where it flares out to the road?

The approach.
You never call it an apron?

Sure.
Apron, approach or whatever?

Yeah.

And after you paved the Tipton driveway

that day' and you got down to the apron
where I believe it' s a little concrete

slab there , isn t it?

It' s sometimes a culvert will have a

concrete bumper or something on top of

it.
So when you paved down to there that

day, did you have any asphalt left in

that truck?

I don' t recall if we had asphalt left
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over or not.
Well, did you that afternoon after you

ran the asphalt spreader, what was it a

2261 2263

2262

Barber Green or what kind of spreader

was it?
It' s Leeboy.

Leeboy?

Leeboy.

How wide will it spread?

It will go twelve feet.

Twel ve feet. So you were making a

single pass or did you have to go back

and fill in along the edges of the

Tipton driveway?

I believe that was a single pass.

Single pass.
driveway?

How about the Chance

I believe that also was a single pass.

And you were operating the Leeboy?

I operate the one side of the Leeboy,

the Bobcat and the roller.

Okay. When you re operating the

spreader box do you have one op rator
that rides on it or are you just

walking with it?

It' s by your choice.

And ' was Mr. Chance and his son out

there when you were paving his driveway

off and on all day?

Yes.

Now , let me ask you if you recall this

or not. After you finished the Tipton

driveway, do you remember for sure

whether or not you started on the

Chance' s driveway on that Thursday

afternoon?
I believe we did. I know I did some

grading. I don t recall - - I think we
did put down a little asphalt.

Do you not recall that there was some

asphalt left on the truck?

Well , I do t really remember but if we

put down some that night obviously

there was.

What happens to the asphalt on a truck

if you let it sit all night before you

tried to spread it?
If it sat all night it would be no

good.
What temperature do you want the

asphalt to be when it' s delivered?

Usually comes out of the plant about

450. By the time ' we get it it' s about
350 and that' s the norm.

You don I t want to spread it below what

degree?
I actually don't know what degree would

be not good.

Okay. Now I'll represent that

Mr. Bloodworth gathered the crew there

that night including yourself , Hoke
Bonner, and who else?

Todd Jones , Chris Wages , and their

cous in Blackee. I don' t know his real

name.

Blackee.
That' s what we call him.
Where s he from?

He' s from Alabama.

Don' t know what part?

Bessemer.
And you said on this date the best you

remember that you did a little work

over at the Chance house after you got

spread down to the apron on the Tipton

2264
house?
(Witness nods head affirmatively.

And did you or did you not on this

Thursday before the Friday of March the

12th of 1999, did you see Mr. David

Tipton when he came home from work?

I don' t recall seeing him coming home

from work.

You don t recall seeing that?

I don

Let me ask you if you remember being in

a group consisting of yourself and

other paving crew members on the

afternoon of March the 12th of 1999,

and I want to read you this statement.

Present at the residence was a work

crew from Bonner Construction and

Paving consisting of Hoke Bonner , 21240

County Road 222, Dodge City, Alabama.

Is that where Hoke lived?

I I ve been to his houseI assume.

once. I don' t know his address.

Did you know his phone number?

I did but I don I t know if it' s the same
one.



I ask you if you recognize the phone
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number 256- 747- 3505 , do you?

That' s his number.
And it says Dodge City, Alabama, home

phone number 256- 747- 3505 and you

believe ,that to have been Hoke Bonner

phone number?

That is Hoke s number.

And it says Michael Todd Jones of 2329

Eastwood Drive, Snell ville, Georgia.
Do you know that man?

That' s his son or that' s hisYes.

brother- in- law s -- his nephew.

Nephew?

Yes.

DO you know where he lived at that

time?
I know that he also lived upNo.

north.
It said presently residing with Hoke

Bonner. Do know whether he lived

wi th Hoke Bonner or not?
I couldn ' t tell you.

staying th.-re.
I think he was

And it says Martin Scott, it just says

Martin Scott, lS454 --
Somalnauk Road.

-- Somalnauk Road , DeKalb , Illinois?

Yes.

Who is that?

That. s my parent' s house where I was

staying before I came down here.

What' s your name?

Martin Scott Lane.

So Martin Scott , doesn' t have Lane , but

you believe that to be yourself?

Yes.

Presently staying with Hoke Bonner.

He was paying my room and board.

Christopher Hugh Wages , lS79 North

Neltmor Boulevard, Apartment ISO , West

Chicago

Yes.

Do you know him?Illinois.

And continued to page two. Presently
staying with Hoke Bonner.

wi th that?
He was staying with him also.

Do you ag:ree

All of these subjects had been doing

paving work at the victim s house and

the house next door for approximately

25i
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three days. True or false or do you

agree or disagree?

I believe it was about two and a half

days.
I spoke briefly with all four subjects

about events of this day. Did that
police off cer speak to you and the

others in your presence?

Yes.

"All four men agreed on the following

events. At approximately 09: 00 or
09:15 to 1.0:00 hours , which I represent
to be 9:00 , 9:15, 10:00 o' clock in the

morning, this date - they arrived to
begin work at the ho se. As they were

pulling in they saw a white Explorer

pulling in the driveway and continue up

the drive four , f-o-u-r , four a small
distance , then pull off the drive on

the grass to the carport area adjacent

to the house. Do you remember that?

No, sir.

Do you remember being present when that

was said?
I don t recall.

2268
It' s been a while. Do you think you

were standing there and hearing this
conversation or not?

m sure I was but I don' t recall.

You don t have any independent

recollection of that?

No, sir.

No one saw the driver of the Explorer

who got out at the house; however , all

four men agreed that this was the

vehicle that the victim was seen

driving on previous days. Did you say

Karen Tipton driving the white

Explorer?
I remember her in a truck. I wasn'

sure what kind or exactly what color.

"All four men began working in both'
victim s yard and the neighbors.

that as you remember what happened?

I don t bel ieve the first day we had

the neighbor' s job done.

"Sometime near 10:00 and 10:30 hours

Hoke Bonner and Chris Wages left the

area to get lunch for all four men at

Chick Filet.
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I do recall that.
And was this the day that you were

paving the Chance driveway?

Every day. That' s all they eat.
That' s why I remember it.
they eat is Chick Filet.

That' s all

"Todd James stated that he and Martin

Scott stayed at the house - -
We obj ect . ThisMR. VALESKA:

witness has already said he don'

recall this statement , and Mr. Powell

keeps reading it to him and it "
hearsay and thosa people need to come

in and testify not this man to what --

THE COURT: He' s only said he

didn' t remember one item of the items
he I S gone over as I recall.

MR. VALESKA: I know, Judge, but

this man cannot know or this man did

not put in that report what' s in there

and that' s my point.

MR. POWELL:

THE COURT:

May I?

Yes.

MR . POWELL: Your Honor , we I ve been

over this before , and I think the Court

is well aware of Mr. Bloodworth.

expect to tie this in with Mike

Pettey. We expect to prove that
through Mike Pettey when he testifies

for them on cross or direct for us,
that this was a report taken by a

fellow officer on the scene that day it

says. He I S agreed that he was present

in this group, and 1 m asking them if
he remembers what this police officer

took and put in his report on that

date. We expect the evidence will show

and tie it in that this report was used

by Mr. Mike Pettey in his investigation

of this homicide.

THE COURT: m going to let him

cont inue . We I re aware of the

circumstance regarding him being in

Virginia and you are too. I think it'
going to tie , and I don I t see that
any harm is coming from him being asked

about these statements he allegedly

made to the Decatur police officer.

ahead.
(By Mr. Powell) Well, I know we got
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the Chick Filet. Todd James stated

3 i

that he and Martin Scott stayed at the

house of the victim and continued to

work until Hoke returned with lunch.

Do you remember that?

That' s every day. I don' t remember

that particular day but that' s normal.

"All four men were again present until

approximately 13: 00 hours, " which I
believe to be 1: 00 0' clock, when Hoke

Bonner stated he left and went to

Longworth Trailer Company to order a

work trailer for his business. Do you

remember that?

No.

Don' t remember that?

MR. VALESKA: See, Judge, that' s my

objection. First he says he s going to

get it in through Pettey. That' s fine,
but this man cannot verify just like

he' s saying.

THE COURT: Doesn' t it go to his

dibility or his recollection?

You ve asked him things and if it'

impeachment , you know. He didn' t deny
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making the statement. He didn t deny

being there. He denies certain facts

about it. Won' t it go to his

credibility?
MR. VALESKA: Thi s man can not

testify, Your Honor, that Hoke Bonner

went to get a trailer.

bring Hoke Bonner.

They need to

He I scorning.
Fine then.

MR. POWELL:

MR. VALESKA: I obj ect

to this.
MR. POWELL: We believe we can ask

him because he said he was present when

the police took this , and it indicates

all four are present and listened and

agrees. If he says I don t remember

that I S a fine answer. That' s what I'
trying to --

THE COURT: I'll overrule the

obj ection. You can continue.
(By Mr. Powe II ) Upon his return , he

Hoke Bonner , said he saw police cars in

the driveway of the house by the

roadside. " Do you remember when

Mr. Bonner came back that day?
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there.

I remember all of us being
2273

That he was in and out of the area?

2274

You remember all of you being there?

I don t remember exactly what time he

showed up.
Okay. And it says here , "He was unsure

of the time. You were unsure of the

time also?

(Witness nods head affirmatively.

Was it morning or afternoon?

I believe it was evening.

DO you remember where you were with the

paving on the Chance driveway when you

saw the police cars arrive?

I don' t recall. I believe we were

somewhere at the end or almost done.

Almost done. All three of his

employees were present at the viet im' s

or neighbor s driveway during this

time. Do you agree with that?

During what time?

During the day of March 12th , 1999.

believe yo testified earlier that you

would work over here, you would run

over there and do a little clean up.

Is that true or false?

Yes, yes.
I asked all four men if they had seen

anyone on the property during the day

or around the house or heard any

strange noises. Do you remember being

asked that question?

No.

Do you remember anyone asking that

question in your presence?

I don I t recall.
All four replied they had seen no one

except themselves and the neighbor and

his son. Do you remember that being

said?
I don' t recall this statement.
And his son , who they were also doing

paving work for and who had been out in

the yard all day off and on.

remember Mr. Chance?

Do you

Vaguely.
Was he in and out of the area where

' all were working?
Yes.

So you would agree with that part?

IS!
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Yes.

Yes , sir.

He was watching you. Y' all were paving
his driveway and he would come watch?

Yeah.

"That around 13:00 hours,It says

about 1 :,00 0 ' clock, they saw a white
male approximately forty years of age

jogging north to south on Chapel Hill

Road. " Do you remember that?

do remember someone jogging.
remember what color outfit

I vaguely

And do you

he had on?

No.

"Subj ect was wearing orange running

shorts. " Does that refresh your

recollection?
No.

All four men stated that this was all

that they remembered about the day I s

events. " Did you say that?
I don' t recall this statement. I don'

remember the statement.

Well, I' m asking do you recall saying

2276
that?

No.

Reading on the next sentence

, "

They did
further state that they believed that

the victim s husband returned home an

hour or so before he did on previous

days. "

I recall Todd saying that.

Did you agree or disagree with it?

I didn't see it. I don' t know.

You recall Todd saying that?

Yes.

Where is Todd?

He may be in Chicago.

May be in Chicago. How long has it

been since you' ve seen him?
ve not seen him probably in two or

three years.

"All four subjects were asked to remain

at the scene to speak with the

detectives. They agreed and asked if

they could move their equipment before

aark out of the road. They were

allowed to do this and returned until

questioned by Sergeant Evans and



Detective Crouch later that evening.

I do recall that.
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It' s our

Where was the equipment that you moved?

We took it to a church at first up the

road.
So y ' all were going from the Chance

driveway to a church in the

neighborhood?
Yep.

How long did you stay around this area

before you left after March the 12th

199?

A few days.
How many days?

I don' t know. I don t recall exactly.

Now , Mr. Valeska a while asked you

about did you see someone come up down

there and stop and ask you anything; is
that correct?

Yes.

You said you didn' t know what day that
was.

I don' t recall what day.

Do you have any judgment about what day

it was?

I truly don
2278

I just vaguely remember

someone asking me if anyone was home

and that they had lost some tools or

forgot some tool S or something.

And when is the first time you ever

remembered this?

After being questioned.

when I recalled that.

m not sure

As a mat ter of fact, did you remember

anything like that when some police
officers carne up north to talk to you
while you were in jail?
That could have been the first time

that conversation came up.

Well , did you tell them that or not?

I don t recall the first time I talked

to them.

You don t recall. Who did you talk to

in Denver , Colorado about this case a

few days or whenever it was ago?

Who did I talk to?

Yes. Who contacted you?

Ed Honeyman.Honeyman.

MR. VALESKA:

MR. POWELL:

Ed Honeyman.

Who is he?

10 I
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MR. VALESKA:

investigator.
Investigator.
(By Mr. Powell) Where were you in jail

when the police officers came up north

to talk to you?

I was in Cane County.

What?

Cane County.

Where is that?

It' s in Cane County.

would be Geneva.

Town I guess

What were you in j ail for?
DUI.

Have you ever had a DUI before?

One prior.

Do you have any other criminal history?

Some.

What?

I don' t know. I mean, a small record.

You don' t know that? After March the

12th when they told you that they were

going to ask you to stay ound a few

days , you said you did stay around a
few days; is that correct?
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I believe so.

Were you still here on or about April

22nd, 1999?

I don' t recall.

Let me ask you this. On April the

22nd, 1999 , were you contacted by the

Decatur Police Department by Sergeant

Barry Hamilton?

What date?

April the 22nd of 1999.

I couldn t tell you.

You don t remember whether you were or

not?
I don' t remember the dates that I was

contacted by these people.

Do you remember sometime after you . left
the site out there, perhaps on April

the 29th , 1999, that a police officer

from the City of Decatur contacted you?

After we left?
Yes , after you left the scene out at

Chapel Hill Road.

No.

You do not remember that?

No.
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Did you ever tell and I quote , Barry

Hamilton on or about April 22nd , 1999,

That he had spoken to investigators on

the night of the murder and had told

them everything that he knew. Mart in

Lane said he saw nothing, that he , had

his back to the residence the whole

time and was at the job site.

I do recall that.

You said you saw nothing?
Yes.

And you didn' t remember this thing that
they talked to you, brought you -- flew

you own form Denver today to tell

them?

It didn' t come up.

memory until then.

It didn' t jog my

I vaguely remember

something 1 ike that happening.

Well, wait a minute. How did your
memory get jogged?

I don' t pay ' attention about things on a
job, and that thing must have just

missed my mind at the time. Then .as

time went on and the progress that come

into my mind.
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So you re telling the jury and asking 

them to believe that after three and a

half years that suddenly --

No.

-- just because they contacted you that

you remembered this?

It was sooner than that:

Now, was it not true that they

contacted you out in Denver and asked

you if you remembered something like

this?
I don' t recall that.

You don' t recall that either?

No.

As a matter of fact , they suggested to

you that you remember this?

I don' t know.

You don t know. You can' t tell this
jury whether or not they called you up

and said don t you remember seeing

somebody come up there and say we lost

or left our tools , is anybody home?

They asked me if I would fly out there

for this. They ve pretty much kept me

in the dark with all this.

2281 i
Let me ask you this.
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Do you remember

12;
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being up in what county j ail was that
up north , the DUI?

Cane County.
Cane County. Do you remember Sergeant

Hamilton coming up there to talk to you

in that jail , him and Mr. Mike Pettey?

Yes, I.do.
And during that conversation with

Sergeant Hamilton and your

conversation, "He, Lane, said he had

been told by Hoke Bonner and Todd Jones

of police questioning a guy who worked

for an alarm company in reference to

the murder. Did they come and ask you

about that?
I don' t know if they asked me that or

if that' s something that Todd and Hoke

had said.
Did Todd and Hoke tell you that?

I don' t recall them saying that to me

exactly. That could hav been why my

memory got jogged. I don t recall.

So you re telling this jury or are you

denying when they came up there that

2284
you told Barry Hamil ton and Michael

Pettey that Hoke Bonner and Todd Jones

had told you of the police questioning

a guy for the alarm company in

reference to the murder?

Maybe I do and that' s where I
remembered somebody asking me about if

anyone was home.

Did you also tell Mr. Hamil ton at that

time when he heard this it struck him

as funny because he faintly remembered

a white male he described as being

tall , slim , with long straight brown
hair. Did you tell them that?

Yes, similar to that.
Wearing a ball cap, dark pants , white

T-shirt come to the job site and asked

him, you?

Yes.

While he was on the Bobcat if at the

Tipton residence, something about the

people being at home and some reference

to the alarm that he thought on the day

of the murder?

Or tool s or something. This is a very
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But, again, this is something that you

learned from Todd and Hoke Bonner?

That' s something that I heard from them
saying that someone had been questioned

or something and it jogged my memory

back to that day that I did talk to

somebody.

driveway.
Someone did stop me in the
Who it was I have no idea.

Lane said, this being you , did you tell

them, Hamil ton and Pettey, "Lane said

there was nothing else that he could

add because he had his back to the

Tipton residence the remainder of the

day.
Pretty much.

Mr. Lane , while they were up there did

anybody take any hair samples off you?

I don t believe so.

You don t believe so. That day h
well , let me ask you, do you remember
who the driver was that was driving the

asphalt dump truck?

I believe there was two different ones.

Do you remember their names?

NO, sir.

What were you wearing when you went to

work out there on the Chance driveway

that morning?

I don' t recall. I know blue jeans and

probably a shirt.

Have on one shirt, two shirts?
I don t recall.

Have on a blue shirt? Blue shirt?
I don' t recall.

White shirt?
I have no idea what I had on.

Did you change during the day?

No.

Are you positive?

Posi ti ve.

Anybody else drive the Bobcat besides

yourself?
Sometimes.

On this particular job --

I don' t recall.

-- on Friday March the 12th , 1999?

I don t know. Someone may have been in

it while I was rolling. Someone may

have not been in it. I don t know.
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But you were there all day?

Yes, I was.

And how did you load the asphalt in the

pavor in the Chance driveway?

I don t recall.

How long was the Chance driveway?

Pretty long.

footage ;'

I don' t know the exact

How long was the Tipton driveway?

A little shorter than the other one

bu t, again , I don t have the exact

footage.
Did you have any equipment down at the

Tipton driveway on the evening that the

police came?

There may have been buckets and diesel

fuel at the end of the approach or the

apron.
Did you have it blocked off?

I don t believe so.

Where did the first police car that

came on the scene park?

I believe he came in through the apron

and I believe he went up the driveway.

You believe he went all the way up the

2266
driveway or stopped down at the road?

When he questioned me .and Todd he was
at the road but when he went up to the

house I believe he went up the

driveway.
You say the first police car came up

there stopped and questioned you and

Todd?

Asked us the address.

Asked you the address.
what he looked like?

Do you remember

NO, sir.

The first one that got there do you

remember if he parked there at the

Chapel Hill Road at the end of the

drive or went to the house?

I believe he went to the house.

And were you right there at the Tipton

driveway when he pulled up?

We were towards the end by the apron.

So you were down there working on the

apron?
We weren' t working on the apron.

think we were going through making sure

we didn' t forget any tools and picking
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up, and I believe we have we might have

had some cans at the apron and down in

the ditch.
Did you see a white S- 10 Chevrolet
truck at the residence prior to the

police arriving?

I don t recall.

Well , if you were down there picking up

some things at the end of the driveway,

how long were you down there at the end

of the Tipton driveway picking up these

things?
I don t know. We go back and forth all

the time. It' s a common thing to go

back and find a tool, find a rag, pick

up a bucket. Since we re working next

door we bounce - back and forth quite a
bit.
I thought I asked you and I thought you

told me that you thought about this

late in the afternoon you were

finishing up laying of the asphalt in

the Chance driveway.

or incorrect?

Is that correct

Excuse me?
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I thought late in the afternoon March

the 12th, that Friday, that y ' all were

finishing up laying the asphalt on the

Chance Driveway? bo you know when you

finished laying the asphalt 

I don' t recall because I almost think

that we did finish it but I don'

remember for sure.

Do you remember being questioned by the

Decatur Police Department on April the

29th of 1999?

MR. VALESKA: We obj ect .

already asked that. The witness

answered.
MR . POWELL:

the 22nd.

I think I asked about

THE COURT: I' 11 overrule. If it'
a different date you can ask about it.
If it' s not, if it' s the same date,

it' s been asked and answered.

(By Mr. Powell) How many times were

you questioned by the Decatur Police

Department?
I believe twice.

And can you give me an ideal as to when
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those two occasions were?

The first night and then the second

time I believe to be in Cane County.

Okay. So the only two times you

remember is on the scene that day and

the next time in Cane County?

That' s what I remember.
Okay. 'And you say the best of your
recollection the day you talked to them

up there in Cane County that you did or

did not independently remember anything

about a tool or an alarm company, which

one?

I did recall something about a man

coming and asking me if anyone was

home, that he had forgotten a tool or

left some tools there or something.
All right.

day?

Now , when was this , what

I don t recall the day. It could have

been the first day. It could have been

the last day.

Wel , was it somebody with long,

straight , brown hair?
That' s what I vaguely remembered, yes.
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How long?

Like maybe my length.
About your length?
Yes.

Where were you?

I was in my Bobcat.

On your Bobcat where?

Around the corner of the first corner

of the Tipman' shouse, just shy of
where their front door would be.

the opposite side of the driveway on

the lawn.

So you' re saying whoever this was that

you now remember came all the way up

their driveway?

Yes , they did.

You were there working?

Yes.
And do you recall what they were

driving?
Not really.

Where did you go after you said you had

this conversation?

It wasn' t much of a conversation.

said I didn' t know and I revved my
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motor back up and I kept on doing what

I was doing.

What were you doing?
cleaning up and fixing up the edges.

would be the Chance' s if that' s the

2294

with the Bobcat?

Yes. There s gravel that gets pushed

up to a blacktop edge and I do that

with the Bobcat.

So you were trimming up the paving job?

Yes.
You were working on the driveway?

Yes.

when did this vehicle orOkay.

whatever it was leave there?
I don t recall. I didn' t pay no

As a matter of fact,attention to it.
as I think as I got to the end of the

driveway the dump truck pulled up on my

other job and I went back over there.

Now can you see when get to the end of

the driveway - - let me back up.
what time of day was this?

About

I don' t recall.

So you remember the dump truck --

Late afternoon. I would have to guess,

What' s your guess?

I would have to say late afternoon

because we had rented trucks and I know

they left to go get lunch or

something. So it had to have been

later in the afternoon. I remember we

were on the straightaway on the other

driveway when I went over to clean the

Tipman ' s.

You were on the straightaway of the

Chance driveway?

That would mean that we wereYes.
already halfway down and that would

have to be later in the day.

So State' s Exhibit Number 4 , do you

recognize that?
Yes, I do.

So you said later in the day. Who

driveway would this be?

That would be the Chance' That would

be the Tipman ' s .

And so from the time --

THE COURT: Pull your microphone

around so the jury can hear you.

That would be the Tipman ' s and that

, 4
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name.

(By Mr. Powell So youOkay.

saying that y ' all were working over
hal fway down the driveway somewhere
down in what area? What are you

t.alking about.?

Somewhere around here.

Somewhere down in here?

That' s as far as my memory serves me.
Would you show me where you think that

you were when the first police car

pulled up t.here?
Somewhere on this side of the lawn.

When the police car got there --

THE COURT: You re talking to

Mr. Powell and the jury has to hear it.
(By Mr. Powell) Come over here if you

would.
No.

Have you ever done kareoke?

If you would, point out the Tipton

driveway and the Chance Driveway on

this Exhibit 4.

Tipman' s and the Chance

And you' re saying that the afternoon
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hours , afternoon on the 12th when you
were doing the Chance driveway and you

were over halfway down?

Somewhere in this neighborhood here.

In that area right there is there

anything blocking you from looking over

here at any part of the Tipton driveway

or their parking area there at the

garage?
The fact that I was looking this way.

I worked on this side of t.he drive.
And when you said the dump truck driver

came back the last time of the day or

second time of the day?

Second to last.

You don t remember how many loads it

took?
, I don'

And you said that you' ve been working

off and on over here all day?

Yes, sir.
But on the afternoon on March 12th

1999, Friday afternoon, you did not

tell anybody there that you had seen

anyone come up there and ask you a
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question?
I didn' t remember it.

when you were up there in that county

jail, did they ask to take any of your

fingerprints or bodily fluid or hair
samples?,

I don' t believe so, no.

While you were up there One second.
that j ail after talking to Mr. Hamil ton
and Mr. Pettey, I want to ask you if

anybody asked you these questions.
Okay?

Yes.

Are you with me?

Did they ask you whether or not on

March the 12th, 1999 did you stab Karen

Tipton?
Yes, they did;
2330 Chapel Hill Road?

They didn' I volunteered to take a

lie detector test and they asked me in

the lie detector test.

So before you took this test had they

not already talked to you about - - and

you had you not already told them that

that was all you knew about it?

229S
I don' t believe the detectives asked me

that but the lie detector test asked

me.

But you talked with the detectives

prior to taking the lie detector test?

Very vaguely because I told them I

didn' t want nothing to do with this and
I would volunteer to take a lie

detector test to prove that I had

nothing to do with it.
And at that time before you took this

you also told them that Hoke or Todd

had told you that they had asked them

questions about some alarm guy?

Something to that affect.

quite remember.

I don

Did they ask you did you kill Karen

Tipton?
They didn t I don t believe.

Did anybody?

When I took the lie detector test they

asked me.

Did hey ask you did you help or plan

with anyone to kill Karen Tipton?

When I took the lie detector test they

2297 2299
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asked me.

Did they ask you do you know for sure

who killed Karen Tipton?

I don' t recall that question.

You don t recall it?

No.

What was your answer to these

questions?
Well, you had to answer one time no and

then in order for them to do the

polygraph correctly you have to answer

again yes to every answer and I guess

that' s how they figure out if you lied
or not.

So did you feel like you were being

named as a suspect?

I felt a little intimidated.

A little?

Well, I' ve never been involved in
nothing like this. So I was a little

nervous.
So you were a little nervous and felt

intimidated?
Slightly, yes.

Did you feel a little nervous or a

2300
little intimidated when they first got

up there to talk to you about it?

Sure.
Is that why you told them what Todd and

Hoke had told you?

No.

But you re saying you independently

remember that?

That came back to my memory, it did.

But you didn' t remember it on May the
12th , 1999?

No, I didn't.

excited then.

I was probably more

March the 12th , 1999?

No.

MR . POWELL:

MR. VALESKA:

That' s all.
That' s all.

redirect.
THE COURT: You may stand down.

Thank you for coming.

re going to take our morning

break right here, ladies and

gentlemen. m going to put the Court

in recess for twenty minutes and allow

the jury to leave. Remember the
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instructions earlier. If you want to

lay your notes in your chair that'
fine. We" re coming right back. 'll
start back at 10 till 11: 00.

(Whereupon, the following was

held outside the presence of

the jury.

THE COURT: Those of you in the

audience let the jury have a few

minutes to access the fourth floor

restrooms. There are restrooms on the

other floors. We'll start back at ten

till. We'll be in recess.
(Whereupon,

taken. )

a recess was

(Whereupon , the following was

held in the presence of the

jury. )
THE COURT: Come on up, please,

ma' am. Y' all may be seated. Raise
your right hand.

(Witness affirmed.
THE COURT: Have a seat. Your

witness , Mr. bill.
MR. DILL: Thank you, Judge.

GLORIA WALTERS

A witness for the State

was sworn and testified as follows:

EXAINATION

S BY MR. DILL:

1.1

1.5

1.6

1. 7

State your name for the record.

Gloria Walters.

And where do you work, Mrs. Walters?

I work for the Department of Public

Safety, Alabama Bureau of

Investigation , Latent Print Unit.

And what' s your title?
I am the supervisor of the latent print

unit.
How long have you been employed in that

capacity?
ve been with the Department of Public

Safety for approximately twenty- seven
years.
How long have you been in the latent

print unit?

Approximately twenty- two.
What is your duties as the supervisor

of the latent print unit with the

Department of Public Safety?
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My duties include the normal every

day - - supervising the normal every day
workings of the unit. And also I am a

certified latent print examiner, which

means I do work and make comparisons on

cases. This ' includes the actual taking
of inked fingerprints from indivlduals,
the comparison of inked prints to inked

prints as well as latent prints to

inked prints, the processing of

evidence that we receive in our office

from crime scenes as well as the

evidence that I collect or observe at

crime scenes which I process.

testify in courts as to ,my comparisons

or any dealings I have with cases.

teach classes allover Alabama for law

enforcement officers in latent print

matters. I am at times called upon to

take what is known as postmortem

prints. These are the prints from

deceased individuals and will sometimes

actually necessitate the actua: removal

of the hands or fingers and the placing

of the outer layer of the skin from

2304
that individual over my hands and

actually rolling ink prints.
Now, have you had any special training

or education to qualify you to perform

the duties that you ve described?

As I said , I am a certified latent

print examiner. I have a B. S. degree
from Auburn University in Montgomery 

criminal justice. I have three years

of on- the-job raining under certified

examiners. I then passed all tests and

met all the qualifications given or set

up by the International Association for

Identification. This is a worldwide

organization and I am one than less

than 1 200 certified examiners in the

world.
And have you ever been qualified in

Alabama courts as an expert to testify

in the area of latent prints and latent

print identification?

ve been qualified not only in

federal , state and county courts,
also been qualified in other states.

MR. DILL: State moves to qualify
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this witness as an expert in the area

of latent print identification.
THE COURT:

(By Mr. Dill)

Granted.
Now , can you explain to

the jury what an inked or known

fingerprint is?
An inked fingerprint is the

reproduction of friction skin on a

smooth contrasting background. This is
done by placing a thin film of black

fingerprint ink on a smooth surface

such as a piece of glass or piece 

formica , and it' s a very, very thin

film of ink. Then the finger ' or the
friction skin that is to be reproduced

is taken and in the full control of the

indi vidual taking the prints , such as a

fingerprint, roll from nail to nail.

The ink will then adhere to the ridges

on that particular friction skin area.

Again, the finger being inked will be

placed on a contrasting background such

FS a fingerprint card or a white piece
of paper , again, under the full control

of the individual taking the prints.

It will be rolled from nail to nail.

This will be a reproduction of the

ridges on that particular area.

These are known prints because it

is known by the individual taking the

prints who that particular print came

from.
And describe what a latent print is.
The term latent means hidden, which, A.

means it has to be made visible.

latent print is made up of sweat and

oil. The sweat comes from the pores

which line the ridges in the friction

skin area. The oil comes from these

ridges coming in contact with an oily

surface. It can be other parts of the

body or an object that is oily.
When a latent print is put down it

is put down strictly by chance. It'
whatever part of that friction skin

area touches a particularobj ect, which

means it could be ,the pattern area,
could be an extreme tip, a side of a

finger, palm print area or even soles

of the feet. Since a latent print is
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hidden, it must be made visible, and

how you make it visible is determined

by the item that is being processed.

If it is what we call a nonporous item

such as a piece of glass or a hard

surface, the latent print actually

rests on that surface, and if that

surface ,comes in contact with another

surface it can actually destroy the

latents that have been left.

If we' re talking about a piece of

paper , then the paper acts much like a
sponge and will absorb the latent

print , and you can rub that piece of
paper against another piece of paper or

any other object and it will not

destroy that latent print. Prints that
are developed on nonporous objects such

as a hard surface can be processed in

many different ways. That' s going to
be the determination of the individual

who is actually processing that piece

of evidence.

So you don' t go out to the crime scene
and collect latent prints, do you?

230S
When called upon , yes.

But not always?

Not always, no. We are limited in our
lab. We cover the entire State of

Alabama and work for the entire state

as well as cases that we might receive

from agencies not only in the United

States but outside the United States.

So, therefore, we re limited as to what

type of crime scenes we will process.

And normally if there are technicians

or polic' officers in the area that are

qualified to process a particular crime

scene , then we re not called upon to

process those crime scenes.

So many times you 'll receive latent

prints in from a crime scene that will

be processed by the local detectives in

the area?

The majority of the time that is the

way we receive our evidence.

receive it either by mail or they will

personally deliver the latents that

they have developed and preserved in

some manner to our office.
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And who makes the determination as to

whether or not the latent prints that

are provided to you by the local law

enforcement authorities are usable or

not?
The examiner who is assigned the case

will determine whether or not those

prints are suitable for comparison.
In other words, you or someone standing

in your stead?

The examiner assigned to the case.

Right. Now , if you can , explain to the

jury does someone always leave a

fingerprint? For instance , if I

touched this can you say for certain

with any certainty that I left a

fingerprint here? What sort of factors

go into whether or not someone leaves a

fingerprint on a surface when they

touch a surface?

There are many determining factors as

to whether or not a fingerprint or a

print of any kind is left on a 

particular surface. The individual
leaving the print , if they do not have
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sufficient sweat and oil , then they are

not going to reproduce their particular

friction skin ridges on a surface.

Okay.

skin.
Some people have very, very dry

So they don t as easily leave

prints. There are certain diseases

that will cause such a dryness of the

skin that they will not leave prints.

The weather itself can be a determining

factor.
Since a latent print is made up of

sweat and oil, extreme heat, extreme

cold can actually cause that print to

evaporate so to speak. The obj ect that

is being processed if you have an

obj ect that pas a lot of texture to it

such as a bumpy vinyl , then you' ve got

to in order to be able, to compare

latent prints you have to be able to

compare the points of identification

and if a ridge breaks it can be

considered a point of identification.

So a very textured surface you' re not

going to get the continuation of ridges

that you need in order to make an

adequate comparison.

A particular item that is

2311

extremely
grungy, has a lot of dirt on it , these

type items you' re not as readily going

to get prints on. How a particular
obj ect is actually handled by the

individual can make a difference.

area of- the hand the skin is very
This

pliable, and you can smush it

together. What we look at when we make

comparisons is the ridge detail and the

points of identification , and the

points of identification include a

ridge that will abruptly stop, a ridge

that will flow and at some point split

and make two, and then it can at some

point come back together to make a

single ridge again, a dot that' s as
large as the surrounding ridges or even

a tiny, short ridge and their

relationship is what we use to

determine whether or not a fingerprint

is identified. If that item is rubed
then it may not leave the ,necessary
ridge detail that we need to make an
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adequate identificati

There are times when you can tell

that an object has actually been

touched but it will not have sufficient

ridge detail to adequately compare it.
Which brings to mind my next question.

What sort of factors do you as an

examiner take into account to determine

whether or not a latent print that you

received for examination is usable or

is not usable?

We use the points of identification as

I just explained. Also, as our

department has set a standard of nine

points. All latents must have at least
nine points of identification in order

to qualify them as a latent of value, a

latent that can be positively

identified when compared to the right

set of prints. There is no set rule.

There is no standard. Each department

or agency sets its own standards.

is about the middle of the road.

Ours

There
are agencies that will go with less and

agencies that will require more;
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however , our standard is nine and all

our latents have at least nine points

of identification.

Are there any other factors that you

might expect or you' ve encountered that

you might expect that could result in a

perpetrator not leaving fingerprints at
a crime scene where they spent a

considerable amount of time?

If they re not perspiring, if they

not - - if there' s not oil on the

hands. Bank tellers did not

necessarily leave prints on checks that

have been forged because this is their

normal routine. They' re just not

sweating, they re not excitable, so

therefore they ' don t leave prints.

Also if someone takes an object and

wipes it, especially if it' s a hard

surface, then they could actually wipe

away the prints.

So it' s possible to destroy prints by
wiping a surface?

Yes.

What about if a person wore gloves?

If the gloves are of sufficient

thickness to come between the moisture

and the oil that is left on the ridges

and the surfaces they touch , yes, there

would not be a print left.

Now, I' m going to ask you to describe
your administrative procedures with

regard to examination of prints.

there usually more than one examiner?

In all cases we have two examiners look

at the case. We have a primary

examiner who will accept the evidence.

make the comparisons, and then write

the report. A secondary examiner will
me along after the primary examiner

has completed the report, they will

review everything to make sure all the

evidence that the primary examiner says

they receive is truly there with the

case, and that the report is accurate.

Then they will sign off on the case.

This is done for several reasons.

In case for some unforeseen instance

thB primary examiner can not be - - is
not available to testify in court, then

2313
the secondary examiner can take that

! 15
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case to court. In cases where

identifications are made the secondary

examiner will verify any identification

before it' s reported.

And did you serve as one of the

examiners in this particular case, case

of State of Alabama versus Daniel

Moore, for latent prints that were

collected from the scene of Karen

Tipton' s murder?
I served as the secondary examiner,

yes.
And the other examiner was Carol

Curlee?
Correct.
And she I s deceased now; is that

correct?
Correct.
m going to ask, you to remove from

your folder the envelope labeled

State s Exhibit Number 192.

(Witness omplied.
Do you recognize that item?

Yes , I do.

2314
Would you explain to the ladies and

gentlemen of the jury what that is

141

2316

State' s Exhibit 192?

This is an envelope which was received

by our office. It contains fourteen

latent lifts on fourteen white cards.

Okay. And you participated in the

examination of these latent lifts; is

that correct?

That' s correct.
You compared them to certain known

prints that were provided to you by the

Decatur Police Department; is that

correct?
Yes, they were compared.

MR. DILL: State moves to admit

State' s Exhibit 192.
THE COURT: Show them admi t ted .

Have you seen them?

MR. POWELL:

talking about?

Can we see what you

It doesn' t hurt them if

I turn them over that way?

THE WITNESS: You' re not goingNo.

to hurt them.

MR. POWELL: Thank you.
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(By Mr. Dill)

Agent Walters?

2317
Now , Mrs. Walters, is it

2318

Excuse me?

Do you go by Agent Walters?

No, just Mrs. Walters.

Mrs. Walters , if you will separate

those from the prints that were

determined to be usable.

Okay.

You have testified here earlier that

there' s a distinction between usable

prints and prints that are not usable;

is that correct?

Correct.
Where did you get those prints , all the

prints from?

Okay. These were submitted to our

office on March the 23rd of 1999 by

technician J. Allen Perry.

And since you received them fromOkay.

Invest igator Perry, have they been

maintained in your constant care,
custody and control?
Yes.

And other than the testing that you

performed on them were they altered in

any way?

Other than the markings which I made on

them , no.

Now, when they were provided to you was

there any distinction made between

usable and unusable prints?

No.

So you performed an analysis and came

to a decision with regard to that

issue?
They were all examined. The onesYes.

that are considered of no value have a

black X across them. The ones that are

considered of value have been marked

and labeled latents one, two and three.

And how many - - so you got one, two and

three are the ones that were usable or

, of value as you si'ld?
That' s correct.
So that would leave eleven of them that

were not usable?

Correct.
If you could indicate - - do the cards

indicate on the back where the unusable

2319
prints were recovered from?

They are from assorted places and

Okay. There is one that'
Yes.

items.
marked inside garage door dead bolt,

one marked top of inside door knob to

garage. There' s one marked third floor
bathroom sink. There' s a one marked
third floor bathroom in shower. There
are two marked top of stairs on table.

One marked bottom of inside door knob

to garage. One marked bottom left

alarm box downstairs. One marked

inside garage door 'above lock. One
marked left side door. I think it says

any, a- Facing from door to -- I

don' t know what that word is.

Foyer I think.
Okay. And one markedFoyer.

downstairs door den closet to wall.

And these are the prints that your
examination indicated were of no value,
or unusable?

Correct.
And you I ve already explained to the

jury the factors that go into that

2320
determination that made these unusable?

That' s correct.
All right. Where were the prints

collected that were of some value?

Okay. Latent number one was from

commode lid third floor bathroom.

Latent number two is coffee table.

Latent number three is downstairs den

closet to the couch.

And were those all fingerprints?

Latent number one is a fingerprint.

Latent number two and three are both

palm prints.

Okay. Now, at some point after you

received those latents did you receive

what you refer to as inked or known

prints from the Decatur Police

Department?
Yes, we did.
And was there several or known inke

prints that you received?
Yes.

For comparison purposes?

Yes.

And those prints that you received, did
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you compare or attempt to compare them

all to the latent prints that were

recovered from the scene of the murder?

Yes

, '

we did.
Were you able to develop any

comparis,ons?
We compared all the inked prints that

we received to the latent prints that

we had determined were of value. They

were all found to be unidentified, the

three latents were unidentified with

any of the individuals received. The

only notation on this case that where

better prints are needed are from the

postmortem prints of Karen Tipton.

So you didn' t receive any adequate
known prints from the victim in the

case, Karen Tipton?
We received postmortem prints, but they

did not show all the friction skin area

of the skin of the hands. So,

therefore, what area did appear on the

postmortem prin s was compared and it

did not belong or none of these

belonged to the area that we had.

2322
There were areas of friction skin that

did not appear on the postmortem prints

and, therefore, we were not able to

compare those areas with these prints.

So you can ' t say- whether or not the

three usable prints that you received,

latent prints , were or were not Karen

, Tipton
right?

Am I understanding you

Basically, yes. I can tell that you

they are not the friction skin area we

received. I ,cannot tell you whether

they belonged to the friction skin area

we did not receive.

Okay. So you just didn' t receive

adequate known inked prints from the

victim?
Correct.

MR. DILL: Can I have just a

moment?

THE COURT: Sure.
(Brief pause.

(By Mr. Dill) Now, describe the known

prints that you compared the latent

prints that you received to and when

you received them.
2323

What knowns did you

receive in this case?

We received inked prints, inked

fingerprints and palm prints on Kelly

Ezell , Michael Ezell, Jan Johns
Melinda Kerr, K-e-r-r , Ray Dohns, Sarah
Holden, Mary Dalton, Steve Kerr,

e-r-r;' David Tipton, Daniel Moore,
Lane Martin, Caroline -- excuse me

Carolyn Marie Tipton , and then

postmortem prints on Karen Tipton.

received prints on David Reed, R-e-

Howard Godbee, Joseph Holden, and

Darnell Ellison. Those were the prints

that we have received.

MR. DILL: That' s all I have for
this witness at this time.

THE COURT: Cross , Mrs. Halbrooks?
EXAINATION

20 BY MRS. HABROOKS:

Mrs. Walters, in summary you just

didn' t get any fingerprints of any
value from what the police sent you,

nothing that you could identify; 

that correct?

2324
We received -- we had one latentNo.

fingerprint and two latent palm prints

that could be identified.
not identified.

They were

None of them compared to any of the

fingerprints that you were sent by the

police department to compare those to;

is that right?

Right. None of them were identified.

I want to go through and just very,

very briefly, April the 30th of '99 is
when you received Kelly Ezell, Mike

Ezell , Jan Johns , Melinda Kerr, Ray
'Johns, Sarah Holden, Mary Dalton , Steve

Kerr , David Tipton, Daniel Moore; is
that right?

Let' s see. They were actually received

in the office on April the 14th. The

report you re referring to was typed on

the 30th.

April the 14th youYes , ma am.

received Lane Martin?

Yes.

April 27th Caroline Marie Tipton?

Yes.
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And April 29th postmortem fingerprints

and palm prints on the victim, Karen

Tipton?
Yes.

When did you receive the fingerprints

and palm prints of David Reed?

On June the 1st of ' 99.
When did you receive the inked

fingerprint and palm print of Howard

Godbee and Joseph Holden?

June the 21st of ' 99.

The fingerprint of Martin Scott Lane

the card that you have for him , does it

indicate who took those fingerprints

and when those were taken?

You mean Lane Martin?

Yes. m sorry.

Let' s see. Those prints were returned

to the investigator and I do not have

them. They were returned on April the

30th along with the report.
Do you have anything indicating when

the inked fingerprints and palm prints

of Darnell Ellison were taken by the

police?

All of - - we do not retain theNo.

inked prints. Those are sent back to

the officer who submits the case.

Yes, ma1 So in other words, they

don' t tell you when they got the

prints , they just send you what they
have for your comparison purposes?

They send them to us. Sometimes it'

written on the card, you know, who took

it and when they took it. Sometimes
it' s not. We do not make any notation

of that.
m going to show you whatYes, ma' am.

m going to mark as Defendant'

Exhibit 45 and ask you if you can

identify that for the ladies and

gentlemen of the jury?

This is a copy of - - excuse me. This
is a copy of the original report that

Mrs. CUrlee returned to Technician

Perry.
And is this the report dated July 7th,

99 that I'll mark as Defendant'

Exhibit 46.

Yes.

. I

2326
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And Defendant' s Exhibit 47 , can you

identify that for the jury?

That again is a copy of the report

that - - this one was returned to
Detective Pettey.
And can you identify Defendant'

Exhibit 48 for the ladies and gentlemen

of the j-ury?

Again, it' s the report that was

returned to Investigator Pettey.

And what I'll mark as Defendant'

Exhibit 49, can you identify that,
please?
Again, a report that was sent back to

Detective Pettey.
MRS. HABROOKS: Yes, ma ' am. Thank

you.
I don t have anything further, Your

Honor.

THE COURT: Are you going to offer

any of these at this point?

MRS. HALBROOKS: Yes , Your Honor , I

would offer each of those exhibits.

THE COURT: I'll show them all

admi tted.

2328
Any redirect?

MR. DILL:

THE COURT:

No, Your Honor.

Thank you , ma' am. You

may stand down. You may be excused.

MR. DILL: Your Honor, we have a

witness in route. Should be here

momentarily.
Momentarily?THE COURT:

MR. VALESKA: That' s what he just
told us.

THE COURT: Did he tell you where

he was?

MR. VALESKA: Dri ving here. You

may want to give them a five minute

break.
MR . POWELL: I didn' t hear the

question.
THE COURT: We' ve got a witness in

route that' s not here. The question is

do we break for lunch or just sort of

break and let the jury go back.

a long witness?

Is it

MR. VALESKA: NO, but the next one

is.
THE COURT: Why don t I do this,



send the jury back to the jury lounge

and let' s be in recess while we'

waiting on this witness and try to get

them in before lunch. I hate to just
break here.

Remember the instructions I'

given you. I'll send for you as soon

as this' witness gets here. We'll start
back and try to complete this one

before lunch. Sort of hang close to

the jury room because as soon as I'

ready for you I'll send for you.

(Whereupon

taken. )

a recess was

THE COURT: Come on up, please,

sir.
Y' all may be seated.
If you would raise your right

hand. Let me put you under oath.
(Witness sworn.

THE COURT: Have a seat right

here. That chair will swivel.

Your witness, Mr. Valeska.

MR. VALESKA: Thank you, Judge.

DAVID REDMON

A witness for the State,

was sworn and testified as follows:

EXAINATION

4 BY MR. VALESKA:

David, tell the ladies and gentlemen of

the jury your name , please, sir.
David Redmon.

2329
(Witness complied.

How long have you known Daniel Moore in

2330

And where do you live?

Falkville, Alabama.

And how old are you?

Twenty-nine.
Now, you got to speak up a little bit.

You don t have to holler into it but
don I t lean back.

holler into it.
You don' t have to

What do you do for a

living?
I finish drywall.

And do you know somebody by the name of

Daniel Moore?

Yes , sir.

And do you see him here in the

courtroom today?

Yes , sir.

Point him out for the ladies and

gentlemen of the jury?

14'
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your best judgment?

Approximately ten or fifteen years.
Now, let me take you to a time here in

this area. Were you ever in j ail after
March 12th , 1999 with Daniel Moore?

Yes, sir.
And where was that?
In the Morgan County jail.
And what were you in for?

Possession of marijuana.

And did you have a sentence or was

there a reason you were back in jail?

I did. It was a probation violation.

I was going down for eleven months

which at that point was probably down

to about nine months when we left to

go.
And after you had this conversation

with Daniel Moore you went on down to

jail ?

Right.
And where was that?
I went to Kilby first. Then from there

2332
I went to Ventris and took the SAP

program and went to work release.
Now , did the police come and ask you

about what Daniel Moore told you in

jailor did you contact the police?

Well , before or after?

Either one?

Well, I spoke with my wife prior to and

I told her that me and Daniel had had

some conversations , and my wife

contacted the police.
Did the police give you anything for

you to tell them what Daniel Moore

said?
, sir.

Did you get out of jail one day early

for what you told the police?

, sir.

So you re just out now because you

done your time?

Yes, sir. I EOS' d my sentence.
Let me take you to the conversation you

had with Mr. Moore. Tell the ladies

and gentlemen of the jury where it was,

please, sir.
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On the third floor in the Morgan County

jail.
And tell the ladies and gentlemen of

the jury, please, sir, what you said to

Daniel Moore.

What I .said?
What you said.

Did you start the conversation?Yes.

I -- well, no. He started the

conversation I think. He asked me

because I wasn' t gqing to ask him.

mean , I kind of knew what he was there

for and didn' t want to get into that.

He asked me why I was going to prison

first , and I told him possession of
marijuana. So after he told me --

after he asked me what I was in there

for I said , weil , Daniel , how did you

get mixed up in this? What brings you

here? How did you get involved with

this?
And what if anything did Mr. Moore tell

you?

He said, David, he said, man , I was so

strung out on drugs when this happened

on crack , I don t really know what all

happened. He said, I never meant to

hurt anybody. I' ve just been strung
out. He said, I I ve been out there.

MR. VALESKA: Your witness.
THE COURT:

MR. POWELL:

Cross?
Just one second,

please, Judge Thompson.

any questions.
We don t have

MR. VALESKA:, That' s all.
THE COURT: Thank you, sir. You

may stand down.

MR. VALESKA: Mr. Pettey.
THE COURT:

hand.
Okay. Raise your right

(Witness sworn.

THE COURT: Your witness: Mr. Dill.

MICHEL PETTEY

A witness for the State,

was sworn and testified as follows:

EXAINATION

21 BY MR. -DILL:

1 Q.

,.\ ,,"

State your name for the record.

Michael Pettey.
And where do you work?

City of Decatur Police Department.

2335
How long have you been employed with

the Decatur Police Department?

In my seventeenth year.

You' re in your seventeenth year right

now?

Yes, sir.
And what do you do with the Decatur

Police Department now?

m assigned to the patrol division as

a canine handler.

And how long have you been the canine

officer?
Since May of this year.

What does that mean, canine officer?

I I m responsible for the upkeep and the
training of the narcotics detection dog

that is the property of the City of

Decatur.
All right. What did you do before you

became a canine officer?

I was assigned to the criminal

investigation division for the city

police department.

And before you -- and what did you 

with the City of Decatur?

2334
Excuse me"

2336

What did do you when you were in the

criminal investigation department?

I was assigned to the robbery homicide

unit.
You were a homicide investigator?

That' s correct.
What were your duties as a homicide

investigator?
In the robbery homicide unit we were

responsible for investigating all

violent crimes: robbery, assaults,
homicides, even suicides and unattended,

deaths. Anything along those lines we

were responsible for.
Okay. And how long were you in that

uni t ?
Approximately ten years.
So you served as a homicide

investigator for ten years?

I was in the investigationNo.

division for ten years. Approximately
four , four and a half years as a
robbery homicide investigator.

And were you employed as a homicide
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investigator on March the 12th of 1999?

I was.

2338

And in your best judgment how many

violent crimes have you investigated in

your role as an investigator?

That would be hard to say. A hundred
or better as far as violent crimes.
As a homicide investigator do you work

a particular shift?
At that time I was working the morning

shift I believe. It overlapped at

Sometimes 'I woulddifferent times.

work days and sometimes I would work

the nights , just depending on what our

manpower was or what we had going on at

the time.

And on March the 1" , 1999 did you
receive a dispatch or were you summoned

to a scene?

I was.

How did that call come to you?

I received a page through the dispatch

center and returned the call to there,
ana at that point I was advised that

there had been a homicide on Chapel

Hill Road at 2330.

And what did you do upon receiving that

dispatch?
I proceeded to the scene.

All right. Were you in a marked patrol

car?
I was in an unmarked unit.

And did you eventually arrive at the

scene?
I did.

Did you have a judgment as to about

what time you arrived ,at the scene?
16: 35 which would have been about 4: 35 .

And who was there when you arrived upon

the scene?

Only ones I recall being there that I

spoke with directly was Officer Bobby

Willis and Sergeant William ' Darby.

What was the first thing you did when

you got there?

I proceeded up to the front of the

residence. I pulled in to the drive

and drove probably about halfway up,

stopped and got out. Then I walked the-
remainder of the way up to the

12 -

residence where I met with Sergeant

Darby and Officer willis.

All right. I' m going to refer to

2339

State' s Exhibit Number 4 and ask you if

you recognize the home depicted in this

photograph?
I do.

Is that the residence you described

that you proceeded to --

It is.

And you said you- - on March 12th?
drove your vehicle about halfway down

the driveway?

Yes.

Cap you indicate - - if you' 11 ind cate
with my pen.

THE COURT: Why don t you use the

Sharpie. It won t smudge.

(By Mr. Dill) That' s where you parked
your vehicle.

Yeah. I recall that. tree. It was just

on the other side of the tree.
Now , what was the next thing you did

after you proceeded up to the

residence?

2340
I walked up and talked to Sergeant

Darby briefly and he told me that the

victim had been located inside the

residence and that Officer willis had

spoken to Dr. Tipton and that' s who
they identified as the gentleman

there. I was unaware o who he was at

the time. But I turned around and

looked at Officer willis speaking with

the gentleman who was later determined

to be Dr. Tipton. I pretty much just
told Bill that I wanted everything

sealed off. I didn I t want anybody to
have access into the residence, into

the property, or anything along those

lines.
Okay. So the residence had not been

secured at that time?

The perimeter had not been actually set

up all the way around, and we were

trying to make sure that we didn I t have

anyone else come into the scene.

considered the scene from the roadway

up.
were you the first investigator toNow
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arrive on the scene?

I was.

The other two officers were patrol

officers?
That I s correct.
And did it become your investigation at

that point?

It did.

And you mentioned that the perimeter

had not been sealed.
jury what that means.

Describe for the

Well , there were other avenues that

someone else maybe able to come up to
the residence and that being through

the Chance residence, which was next

door, the driveway up, and I just

wanted to make sure we had someone

positioned that could see all four

corners of the property to make sure we

didn' t have anyone to walk on the
property while we were there. And, you

know , Sergeant Darby would take care of

the that as far as positioning officers

that those vantage points could be seen

and controlled.

2342
So you discussed this perimeter , making

a perimeter with --
I just told him I wanted it secured.

And what did you do after you talked to

Sergeant Darby about the perimeter?

I went over briefly and spoke with

Officer Willis. m mean, just briefly

and I was again advised as far as the

victim had been located' inside the
residence. And best I recall Officer

willis had advised me that what he

observed in the house was pretty

disturbing. ' And the way that he said
it to me it was obvious that it was

something that we didn I t come across
every day.

This was not the typical death

investigation that you were called out

on?

That' s correct.
When you arrived - - when you first

arri ved on the scene at 4: 35 you said
somebody pointed out to you Dr. Tipton;

is that correct?

That' s correct.

2341 2343
Did you observe or were you able to

observe his demeanor at that ime?
I was.

And what did you observe about his

demeanor?

He was quiet, kind of lost for words,

you know. He didn I t say a lot
officially but when I was sitting, there

or standing there talking to Officer

willis and Dr. Tipton was sitting there

on the steps, he did make the comment

that he didn' t know the whereabouts of

his children. And at that point I

wasn' t aware that there were even any

children that even lived at the

residence. And from what Officer

willis had said to me then when he

mentioned the fact of the two children

well , then I mean that became an
instant concern.

As a homicide investigator when you

respond particularly to death scenes,

did Dr. Tipton I s b havior appear

normally the way you would expect from

the relative of a murder victim?

2344
MRS. HALBROOKS: Your Honor , I'

going to object to what normally might

be.
THE COURT: I'll sustain. I don

know that anybody could testify as to

what normal is in that circumstance.

(By Mr. Dill) What did you do after

you -- after Dr . Tipton indicated to
you that he wasn t aware of where his

children were?

My primary concern at that point was to

make sure that the children were not

inside the residence. I instructed

Sergeant Darby and at that point

Investigator Crouch had arrived on the

scene, and I advised them that I wanted

them to go in and actually check and

secure the residence to make sure that

there were. no other victims inside the
residence and that there was no one

hiding inside the residence, which they
did.
And you sent Darby and Crouch inside

the house to do that?
I did.
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And did they report back to you after

this was done?

They did.
Had you been inside the house at this

point?
I had not.

Did you do anything while Officer Darby

and Crouch were securing the house?

I called for additionalNo.

investigators to come to the scene to

include my two bosses, which was

Sergeant Barry Hamilton . and Lieutenant
Dwight Hale , and the crime scene tech,

which was Investigator Allen Perry.

Why did you callout Officer Perry?
He was the crime seen tech for the

police department and it would be his

responsibility to gather or assist in

gathering and maintain control of the
evidence that was recovered on the

scene.
And what did do you after you summoned

your boss and the crime scene

technician?
Kind of just waited around until

Investigator Perry arrived on the

scene. He wasn t that far behind or

didn' t appear to me that he was that
far behind. I guess time passed a lot

faster at that point. It seemed like

it did anyway. He arrived on the scene

and when he did I advised him that I

would like the exterior of the

residence photographed so that we wquld

pretty much have stuff as it was

presented to us at that time, you know,

which he did. There were some small

items of evidence there inside the yard

in front of the residence that we saw

that were collected. That. would have
been a cigarette butt I think and a gum

wrapper that was recovered there in the

front yard right in front of the

residence.
From there Investigator Perry went

around and photographed the exterior of

the residence and then just kind of

waited until the other investigators

arri ved on the scene to make sure we
were prepared to go in and complete the
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investigation.
Did Investigator Darby or Officer Darby

and Officer Crouch report back to you

after they had secured or cleared the

house?
Yes, sir, they did.

What did you do at that point in terms

of perimeter or entrance to the house?

When they came back to me they reported

that in checking the residence that it

was determined that all the doors were

secure on the interior of the house.

At that point , I mean , there was no

need for us to just ruBh in. I'd lots

rather cool heads prevail as far as

trying to get a plan out in our head as

far as exactly what it is that we

wanted to do when we went in.
So, therefore, I waited until like

I say my boss and ultimately our

division boss arrived on the 'scene.
And is .that in accordance the way

you re trained to h;ndle a crime scene

such as this?

That' s pretty much my standard
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procedure, yes, sir.

And what happened after you

photographed the exterior of the house,

after Perry and you had photographed

the exterior of the house and collected

the evidence , the gum wrapper and the

cigarette butt?

The other investigators had arrived on

the scene by this time. That is to

include Sergeant Hamilton , and I

believe Lieutenant Hale had arrived on

the scene by this time. There were

some other investigators in the

division. Our partner Chris Delgado

had also been dispatched. I was

unaware of that at the time, but he had

already responded and some of the other

investigators in the division had

responded to be of assistance if at all

possible. If we needed them to do

something that they would be there to

assist us.

What did you do after you got this --

After we got all this stuff done, we

made a determination that we were
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prepared and ready to go inside the

residence.
Was there anything on the exterior of

the residence that you noticed that set

off prior to entering the residence?

At the Tipton residence itself , of

course , as we were walking around

taking the photographs and stuff we

noted that there were three vehicles

parked outside the garage of the Tipton

residence and there was a Chevy S-10

pickup, Ford Explorer , and a white

Chevy customized van. Next to the

Tipton residence there was a paving

crew that appear d had been working on

the driveway of the residence next

door.
And that was what has been described as

the Chance residence?

Sir?
That' s what has been described as the
Chance residence?

That is correct, yes , sir.

And other than the three vehicles that

belonged to the Tiptons, were there any

other civilian vehicles at the

residence during the initial

observation period that you described?

NO, sir.

And did you make any notes with regard

to the Tipton vehicles, those three

vehicles: the Explorer, Chevy S10 and

the Chevy van?

Just casually walking around and

looking at them. The hood or the

engine on the S- 10 was hot but the

Explorer and- the Chevrolet van were
not. They were both cold

And what did that indicate to you as an

investigator?
Well, that the van and the Explorer had

not been moved for a period of time , an

extended period of time because they

weren' t even warm. But the truck had

definitely recently been driven.

was hot to the touch.

And I think you said that at that point

all moved inside the residence?

After they had arrived on the scene

yes , sir. We kind of formulated a game
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plan and went inside.
And what did you do upon entering the

residence?
Best I recall when we went into the

residence it was myself and Officer

Perry. Customarily as a rule when we

go into the residence we photograph it

as we find it before anything is

disturbed that we touch , and those are

the photographs that have been

presented here that you' ve seen. That
is the condition in which we found the

items inside the Tipton home.

So that' s the first step that you took

is going through the photographs?

Yes, sir.

1:S

Prior to entering the residence had you

made a determination or discovered

where Caroline and Catherine were?

Dr. Tipton - - and when he said he was
concerned about his children , of

course , we asked where they were and we

were advised of that. Then we were

able to determine through Dr. Tipton

someone that could pick the children
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up, who was Mrs. Holden. This was

relayed to the dispatchers and they

were asked to make contact and have

someone in route to pick up the

children.
Of course, when Dr. . Tipton was

there, I guess to back up justa
minute , which is also customary with

us, that before we go into a situation

like that we always - - you try to cover

the bases. We asked for permission to

search the residence, and which

Dr. Tipton had given us permission to

search the residence. That is because

the fact that you really and truly

don' t know who may be involved in the

crime at the time. By getting

permission from him to Search, of
course, that allows us to go in and

search without really much difficulty

or obtaining a search warrant.

that we had him sign a written

After

permission to search form for his
residence , and we had asked that he

cooperate with us and he agreed that
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We didn' t want him to leave

We wanted to keep him there

he would.

the scene.

in case there was a question that we

had of something that may be located

inside the residence that we would have

him there at hand that we could come

back out and say what is that, can you

explain this, or is this out of the

ordinary, whatever the case may be.

So he was still there and we had

him secured inside a vehicle there in

the front yard.

And you said this was - - the details of
this crime scene were not what you were
used to encountering; is that correct?

That' s correct.

And is it fair to say that at this time

upon your first response that you had
no idea who may have done this; is that

correct?
NO, sir , that' s correct.

Before we break for lunch I' m going to

ask you to identify thdse photographs

quickly. State' s 51, 50, 49, 48
44; 43, 41 , 40 , 39, 38, 37 , 36 , 35, 34,

33, 32, 31 , 30, 29, 2S, 27 , 45. I'll
ask you to look over those and tell me

if you recognize what' s in those

photographs.
Yes, I' m familiar with them.
Are the photographs that I just

identified, are those the photographs

that you have described or some of the

photographs that you have described

that you and Investigator Perry took

inside the crime scene?

That' s correct.
And do they fairly and accurately

depict the evidence and Karen as you

observed them on March the 12th , 1999?

Yes, sir, they do.

MR. DILL: State would move to

admit the numbers previously

identified.
THE COURT: Show them admi t t ed.

This is a good place to break for

1 U?ch , isn tit?
MR. DILL:

THE COURT:

Yes, sir.
Ladies and gentlemen

'll break for lunch here. 'll
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start back at 1: 30. Remember the

instructions I' ve given you earlier.
Don t discuss the case among yourselves

or with anyone else or allow anyone to

discuss it with you. If those in the

audience would stay seated and let the

jury clear the elevators you may go.

(Whereupon , the following was

held outside the presence of

the jury.
MR . POWELL: Judge, we' ve got a

bunch of people that are going to line

up and I just wanted to know if they

could give us any prediction about when

or how many more witnesses. You know

I know they don I t have to but we' ve got
a lot of people lined up.

THE COURT: Y' all are going to be'

the rest of the day with Pettey, won'

you?

MR. VALESKA: He' s it.
THE COURT: He' s it. It will be a

while. right?
MR. DILL: Right. I mean , we could

depending on how things go with them

small possibility we might have to 
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follow up with some things but I don'

think so.
THE COURT: If he s it and they

going to be the rest of the day, you

know , if we get 3:30, 4:00 o' clock and

Y I all rest, we' re going to have a lot

of things to take up anyway. I don

see you being ready before the morning.

MR. POWELL: That' s kind of what we
thought. And, you know , we' re not
looking to hold anybody to it. We just

want to know.

THE COURT: It helps to know and 1

wouldn' t hold you to it either or hold

y' all to it. Y' all put your case on

however you want. If you need to put

somebody on after that.

Thank you. You' re free to go.

Make sure the jury has cleared the

elevators before you try to go down.

We '11 start back at 1: 30.

(Whereupon, at 12:00 p. , the
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proceedings in the above-

entitled matter was recessed

to reconvene at 1:30 p.

this same day.

AFTERNOON SESSION

(1 :35 p.

(Whereupon , the following was

held in the presence of the

jury. )
THE COURT: You can be seated.

Thank you.

1 unch .

I .hope you had a good

Mr. . Dill, your witness.
MR. DILL: Your Honor , may the

witness stand down?

THE COURT: pick up the micSure.
if you would so Toby can hear you.

THE WITNESS:

(By Mr. Dill)

Yes, sir.
Officer Pettey, you

testified that y' all started and took
some pictures of the outside of the

residence. Let me show you what' s been

marked and admitted as State ' s Exhibit
Number 6 and ask you if this is the

picture of the outside of the residence

that y ' all took on March the 12th?
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Yes, sir it is.

And who is depicted in that photograph?

Officer Bobby Willis and Dr. David

Tipton.
And that was what you were describing

to the jury as one of the first things

' all did when Invest igator Perry
arrived . is take pictures of the outside
of the residence?

That' s correct.
going to show you now what' s been

marked previously or what' s been

admitted as State' s Exhibit 11 ask you
if you recognize that .picture?
Yes, sir, I do.

Is lithe picture that you described
taking?

Yes , sir.

Where is that picture? Point to it 

that diagram.

This is the door that you see there

right in front of the van which enters

!nto the garage.

Now , I'll show you State' s 6 and ask

you if you recognize this picture.
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Yes, sir , I do.
And where would this picture have been

taken?
Just inside this door which is an

exterior interior door goes in. This
is the panel that you see right there

on the right.
This would be the inside of the

residence facing that entrance in the

garage?
That is correct.

m going to show you State s Exhibit 7

and ask you if you recognize where this

picture was taken?

Yes , sir , I do.

Where is that? Point that out for me.

This is the counter that you see right
here.
All right. What if anything is

depicted on that counter in this
picture?
The alarm keypad that went on the other

photograph that you just saw and the

cordless phone.

Is that the way these items appeared



when you were first taking picture

there at the crime scene?

That is correct.
And did you notice anything about the

keypad?

Just noted that it appears the wires

had been cut or taken apart anyway.

This is a photograph , picture of that

same scene?
That is correct.

Point from where this would have been

taken from?

Let me see the direction. You would

have been standing in this area here

back toward the bar to get the view

that you have there.
All right. State' s 5 , do you recognize

that picture?

Yes , sir, I do.

Where would that picture have been

taken from?

The couch that you see will be situated

in this area here , and if you sat on it

you would be facing toward the

fireplace. So the couch is here.
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And what , if anything, did you observe

on that couch on March the 12th?

This is a sweatshirt that appeared to

have blood in the area of the collar

the back of the collar.
Is this the way it appeared on March

the 12th?

It is.

Is that a close-up?

It is, , yes.
And you and Investigator Perry

collected this sweatshirt?

Subsequently, yes.
I show you what' s previously admitted

as State s Exhibit 40 and ask you if

you recognize this?
Yes , sir , I do.

What' s that?

This is the hardwood floor in this area

and it appears to be a bloody palm

print, and there are two located right

here in the floor just before you go

out this enclosed casing.
Was that blood droplets and all?

Yes , sir , it was.
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Do you know if it was matched to any

known print?
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It was not. One of those are the

photograph that was testified to

earlier that was actually an

identifiable print but it was not
identified.
I'll show you State' s 39.

recognize that?
Do you

Yes, sir. That' s the same print or one

of the same prints that you showed

there, just a close up with scale to

it, and it' s still in this area right

here.
I '11 show you State' s 45 and ask you if

you recognize what' s depicted in this

photograph?
Yes, I do. The blood spots or droplets

that you see right here, they

located in this area right here, right

outside the coat closet in the foyer as

you re headed in the front door.

They re right in this area ' right here.
Let me show you State' s 41 and ask you

if you recognize that?

Yes, sir, I do.
364

That' s just a close-
of the photograph that we just observed

that we had taken in this area right

here the foyer.
I'll show you State' s Exhibit 47 and

ask you if you recognize what'

depicted in this photograph?

Yes, I do.

What is this?

Right here at the bottom of the stairs

in the foyer right outside the front

door. This area here where you see the

blood droplets there and right at the

end of the banister you can see where

those -- I mean , kind of from here

around back toward where the other

ood droplets were. There did appear

to be a larger concentration of blood

and it appears someone tried to wipe it

up. It had been sitting there for ,
period of time before it was cleaned

up.
I'll show you State s S and ask you

what that depicts?

Yes, sir. It depicts the stairwell



going to the second floor , which is

right here, and if you re standing down

here looking up the stairwell that'
exactly what you see.
I show you State' s 10 and ask you what
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is that you can tell where the table

had been sitting there , that it had

been moved that way approximately a

foot from the original positioning of

the table.
That' s the way you discovered it?
Yes, it-is.

that depicts?

Yes , sir. That' s the same stairwell

What' s the significance of that?

Well , it appears as though at that

that we just looked at previously

looking up. This is at the top of the

point there had been some type 

struggle actually for it to be moved.

You seen those blood spots on that

table there. It appears as though they

stairwell looking back down toward the

foyer , the front door, and directly
under where that photograph was taken

before would be where the closet was

and you can still see the blood

droplets there that were wiped up.

I'll show you State I s 19 and ask you 

you can recognize what' s depicted in

went in a swat across the table that

way back from east to west.

I I 11 show you State I s Exhibit 46 and
ask you if you recognize that

this photograph?

Yes, sir , I do. That is at the top of

photograph?
Yes, sir, I do.

the landing.

Still on the second floor?

And what does that photograph depict?

Standing virtually the same area here

Yes , sir, it is on the second floor looking back down the hallway. What 

depicted is the table" and the body of
Mrs. Karen Tipton.
The table in the foreground is the same

now. As you get to the top of the
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stairs, which is that area right here

is what you re looking at, if you'

standing on the stairwell. looking east
is what you see here. This table is
against this back wall right in here

which leads into this bedroom.

What , if anything, is depicted on the

table?
That I s blood that I s dried.
And did you notice anything unusual

about the way the blood was on it?
It had dried. It rolled up on the

end. It had been there for a period of

time.
Let me 'show you State s Exhibit 12 and

ask you if you recognize this picture

of the same basic area?

Yes , sir I do. It' s still right here.
but you re up on the second floor

landing looking back west from east.
The photograph was taken from somewhere

right here next to this door looking

back toward this way.

And that' s the same table that I S

depicted in the previous photograph?

Yes, it is. The one thing you notice
about that photograph that we observed

table in the previous exhibits?

Yes, sir, it is.

That' s Karen in the background?
Yes, sir, it is.

Is that the way you observed it 

March 12th?
Yes, sir , it is.

COURT REPORTER: Mr. Dill, you

going to have to speak up.

a hard time hearing you.

m having

(By Mr. Dill) I'll show you State s 36

and ask you if you recognize this

photograph?
Yes, sir, I do.

And what does this photograph depict?

Blood spots that are in the carpet

right here at the top of the

stairwell. The largest pooling of

blood, of course, is in this area here

closer to the wall than the stairs.
There is several different areas right

there as you see here that after later

looking at Karen s body you can depict

that that' s run-off from the wounds
that she received. There' s also a wet
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place right here in the carpet which

once looking at it from another

photograph it appears to have the

outline of her buttocks in the carpet

there by the way the liquid is.
And what would the wet spot indicate?

How that she - - her bladder had
released and the fluids from her

bladder had been expelled from the

body.

And where would this photograph , where

would this blood spot have been, where

the bladder would have released?

The wet spot or the urine which we

believe to be would have been right

here and the blood spot would have been

right here where her head would have

been. And these other smaller areas

would have been between the two.
And what would this photograph indicate

to you?

It indicated to us at the time that she

had lay here for a period of time at

her death and after her death.

And how would Karen' s body have been

laying?
She would have been positioned with her

head would have been right here and her

feet would have been off the stairwell

here. So it would have been down this

Her head here , her feet here.way.

With Karen I s body positioned that way,
would she have been visible from

somebody at the front door?

Yes , sir. There s windows on both

sides of the door. Had someone come up

and looked inside those side panels

with the way that she was laying at

that point she would have really been

visible from the front door.
I'll show you State s 24 and ask you if

you recognize what' s depicted in this

picture?
Yes , sir , I do

What is that?

It' s the body of Mrs. Karen Tipton.

Indicate where it would be on this

diagram?
Right in this area here. Her feet were

here , her head was here and that
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opening right here that you see, that'
a doorway right here. So she would

have been across that doorway.

What is the item at the top of the

photograph on Karen' s arm?

This right here?

Yeah.

That' s her bra.

m going to show you State s 86 and

ask you if you recognize what ' s

depicted in this photograph?

Yes, I do. It' s the lower extremity of

the body of Karen Tipton.

And you already indicated where this

would have been on the diagram. What'

the significance of this picture?

At the time that we came up you can see

these areas right here, there s five or

six blood droplets on her upper thigh

that you can see that are ruing
contrary to the way her body was

discovered. It appeared though the

blood drops was running up here You

can see where they actually land on the

body then they drain down. Just as
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these are landing here and running down

this way. So, I mean, at that point

looking at us it was an indication that

at the time that that blood came in

contact with her body that er legs

were up and her knees were bent to

where that blood would hit there and

stay in that position for a period of

time for the blood to have a time to

drop.
Indicate those drops of blood --

COURT REPORTER: Mr. Dill, you need

to speak up.

Right here you can see the blood

droplets. You see where they actually

come in contact with the body and drain

down toward the hips there, there and

here. It I s the same. As you can see
these blood drops here where they

actually make contact with the body and

Q..

then drain toward the hip region.

I'll show you State I s Exhibit 58 and
ask you if you recognize this

photograph?
Yes , I do.
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And is this also a photograph of Karen

from the other angle?

It is, yes , sir.

How would this have been taken from the

diagram?
You would have been standing in this
area right here just prior to entering

the master bedroom or standing just

inside the master bedroom looking back

east.
here.

Karen' s body is laying right

State' s 85 is a closec up of that same
shot?
Yes , sir, it is.

I show you State s 16 and ask you if

you rec,ognize what' sdepicted in this
photograph?

Yes , sir, I do. That' s the bed in the
master bedroom where there' s blood
splatter on the bed and there' s also

blood that leads up to the bed between

the doorway and the bed. There' s blood
droplet s around in this area here.
appears that' s the largest
concentration of blood there, which is
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our belief that that is where her head

was positioned on the bed.

And is that based on the wounds that

you observed on the body?

Yes , sir.

Where would the entranceway of that

bedroom have beenJ
On this side right here. I f you'

going into the bedroom, this is where

that bed is actually located.

This is the master bedroom?

Yes, it is, right here.

Where would the alarm panel have been

on the wall in this photograph?

It' s right here just to the right hand

side of this lamp, which is right here

on this wall. It's depicted on this.

It' s kind of reverse. It shows that

there s a door on that side going into
the storage area which in actuality.
it' s right here on this side here.

There s not a door on that side.
Now , this is another different angle of

that same shot?

Yes , sir it is. The bed is still here

uI- Q.
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but this time you re standing at the

foot of the bed looking back up this

way ard across the bed.

Do you see the alarm panel in this

shot?
Yes, sir. You can see there s the

alarm panel and there' s the door that I
spoke of just a second ago.

Did you notice anything about the alarm

panel?
It appears as though the face plate had

also been removed from that base.

I show you State' s 43 and ask you if

you recognize that?
Yes, sir I do.

What does that depict?

That I s the concentration of blood that
you see on the other photograph that I

had just a secpnd ago on the bed that'

here. It would have been on this side

of the bed here which would have been

closest to the west wall.

This is where you think Karen s head

was, in this area?

Yes, sir.
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And this shows the fitted sheet?

sir, it does.Yes,

That was collected from the master bed?

Yes , sir.

m going to show you State s 14 and

ask you if you recognize that?

I do.Yes,

What is that?

It' s a pair of blue jeans, panties with

a menstrual pad attached and a

fireplace poker and the bottom of a

crystal bowl and they are located right

in this area just before you get to the

bed.
Were you able to determine from your

investigation where this fireplace

poker was normally kept in the house?

Yes, sir.
Where was that?

In the downstairs where the couch was

earlier that had the sweatshirt on it.
On the fireplace there is a fireplace

set of tools there, a brush and a

shovel and then the poker.

What' s depicted in State' s 44?
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This is closer up to the bed, the blood

droplets that were closer to the bed as

it was.

And was this picture taken below where

the alarm --
Yes , sir, it is. It i s in this area

right here. The nightstand that you

see that little table, is right here

against the wall and that' s directly at

the bottom of it.

State r S 42?

Yes , sir. That r S the alarm base or

alarm panel base that you saw in the

other photograph that' s on the wall
right here.

In the master bedroom?

Yes , sir.

What' s depicted in State' s 17?

Standing at the doorway, which is here,

looking back toward this area. One

thing we observed is that the drawers

were pulled out on this dresser right

here, It was kind of odd to us at that
point, didn' t know if it was

significant or not , but it appeared as

though the drawers had been gone

through and this is just a photograph

of it as we found it that day.

I'll show you now State s 20.

depicted in State' . 20?

What'

That' sthe bathroom off the master
bath. It goes in - - you see the
lavatories right here? That' s what
you re looking at right there is this

room right here.

And did you notice anything unusual?

Yes, sir. Around this lavatory here

there were areas of blood that appeared

as though they had been deposited there

when someone washed their hands. They

were not bright red like the other

blood that you have seen but as though

someone had washed their hands or tried

to clean up in some way. It wasn

quite as prominent red as what the

other had been.

And were those swabs - - did you make
any efforts to collect that evidence?

Subsequently we did, yes, sir, not

right then.
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That' s a close-up of the blood spots

that you were discussing?

Yes, sir. That' s on this lavatory
right there.

Is that the same one?

Yes, sir, that' s the same one.

And that blood was tested and it was

the blood of Karen Tipton?

That is correct.

Did you come back later in the

investigation and take some additional

photographs?
We did:

About what time was that?
It was later in the night as we were

actually going through the process of

gathering evidence I believe.
I'll show you State s 48 and ask you

what that photograph depicts?

Yes, sir. It depicts the upper torso,

the neck and the head of Mrs. Karen

Tipton. At this point we came in and
we were actually examining the body of

Mrs. Tipton at this point trying to

make a determination as far as injuries
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that we could readily see, and that we

could see that she received injuries to

her mouth. It appeared as though she

recei ved injuries to her neck. At this
point we weren' t exactly sure to the

severity of what they were , and then of

course the multiple wounds that she

received to her upper torso.
The one thing that I guess took us

all back is the area here that you

see. It appears as though someone had

just I guess for lack of a better term

or word is just that they doodled in

it, just played in the blood, just

smeared it allover the body.
I show you State s 45 and ask you what

that depicts?

This is stand- off photograph of

Mrs. Tipton' s upper torso, and as I say
you can see the areas of the blood are

on her upper torso on her body that are

well away from the injuries that she

received here that the blood appeared

to actually be coming from. There were

no injuries up in this area up here
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that would actually account for this

blood other than the fact that someone

just placing it to these areas here.

mean, as you can see it looks as though

it' s just been swiped on h r body.

m going to show you State r s 33 and
ask you what is depicted in this,
photograph?
In this photograph you can see there

a black shirt right there which is on

the bed here in the master bedroom , and

then right here below it right here you

can see there r s a white washcloth
that I S entangled up in that shirt and
the bed dressing.

I'll show you State' s 37 and ask you if

you recognize this?
Flip it over. Okay. Yes , sir , I do.

These are the bed dressings that were

on the bed in the master bedroom right

here , and this is a photograph of some

of the hair that was recovered from the

bed by Irlvestigator Perry and myself

that night.

This is the hair that was collected
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from the victim' s bed and packaged and

sent to Roger Morrison?

That is correct, yes, sir.
Subsequently tested for both nuclear

and mitochondrial DNA?

I don' t know specifically if those

hairs were. I just know those were

hairs that were submitted to the lab.
And they were submitted in that group

of hairs --
That' s correct, yes, sir.
-- from the victim s bed. I want to-

show you State s 35 and ask you what

this depicts?

The area- that you see right here it
appears as though it was not

necessarily a sharp instrument injury

but a something that had been used and

it was of our opinion that it was

probably the end of the fireplace poker

that caused that injury right there.
There was nothing else that we observed

in the area of the body that we feel

would have been used to cause that

injury.
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The injury you re describing is the

injury to her shoulder?

Yes , sir. That' s her left shoulder.
I'll show you State' s 32 and ask you

what this depicts?

This is a close-up of - - actually the
way you had it before is the way the

picture was taken. Close-up of Karen'

face. You can see the one thing we

observed it appears as though you can
see the darker area right there on that

bony part of her left eye , and on the

bridge of her nose there' s a - - there
are two lines there. In looking at

that and then what we had there at the

scene , we were of the opinion and our
impression was that the fact that

Mrs. Karen Tipton had been struck with

the fireplace poker that was located in

the bedroom in the floor next to where

her pants was.

m going to show you State s 4 and ask

you what this depicts?

Yes, sir. It' s just another photograph
that we had taken actually to show the
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upper torso of her body, the way that

the bra is draped across her head

there. It appears as though from the

time she was drug from where she was

initially laying up here back up the

hallway that her arms would have been

pulled above her head and the bra would

have swung up in that manner and when

her arms were laid out to the side

that' s just where the bra stayed.

You mayor may not be aware but were

there any defects in the bra at that

point?
If I' m not mistaken there was aYes.

stab wound that was in the left breast

cup of the bra , which is I believe

right there , but it appears as though

there was a defect from a sharp

instrument weapon that went through

that fabric.
I r m going to show you State' s 31 and

ask you what' s depicted here?
That was the injuries that Mrs. Tipton

had received to her upper torso on her

left side and left breast. That' s just
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a close-up of those injuries.
Let me show you State s 27 and ask you
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already been removed from the residence
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if you recognize what' s depicted in
this photograph?

Yes , sir, This that you seeI do.

right here is a sharp instrument wound

that she received to the back of her

neck. It' s a cut that appeared to us

to go from right to left which was

meaning - that it was deeper and then

trailed out. It would have been a

swiping motion across the back side of
her neck and that' s where we believe
the blood came from that was on the

sweatshirt that was on the sofa

downstairs.
I show you State s 29 and 30 and ask

you what these depict?
These are each of Mrs. Tipton s hands

prior to them being bagged that we had

taken that night. Of course this being

her right hand and this being her left

hand where her watch and there s a

couple of rings that are actually

associated with this left hand right

here.
Large amount of blood on the

fingernails?
Yes, sir. There are even some injuries

to the fingers that you could observe

that night that were actually later

identified by Dr. pustilnik.
Is that what you described from your

training as defensive wounds?

Yes, sir , it is.

At some subsequent point did you take a

videotape of the crime scene?

Yes , sir , I did.

I'll. ask you to return to the stand.
want to show you an item which has been

marked , I believe it' s been identified

previously as - - I believe it' s been

admitted as State s 135 and ask you if

you recognize that item?

Yes , sir , I do.

What is that item?

It' s a videotape of the Tipton

residence that I took on March 18th

1999.

And had the body of Karen Tipton

12,

when you came back and took that?

It had, yes, sir.

Had the residence been sealed up other

than testimony that' s been presented

here today?

Yes, sir. The only people that had

access to the residence of course was

Dr. Tipton and ourselves. We had asked

Dr. Tipton if he would allow us or

afford us the opportunity to return

back to the residence if we needed to

as the investigation progressed if

there was any other things that we

needed to do, and he was nice enough to

allow us to do that.
Have you had a chance to watch that

videotape since you initially recorded

it?
I have.

Has it been altered or changed in any

way?

It has not.

Does it fairly and accurately depict

the scene the way that you recorded on
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March the 18th?

Yes, sir.
MR. DILL: Your Honor , we ask to

play.this videotape for the jury?
THE COURT: You certainly may. Set

it up now. Are you going to ask him

any questions during he playing of the

tape?
MR. DILL: Yeah. I'll ask that the

officer step down.

THE COURT: Have seat in the green

seat and pick up the microphone so they

can hear you. I can turn the overhead

lights off but I found that it'

generally just as good. If you want

them off I can turn off the front half

or the back half or both.

MR. VALESKA: It' s obvious that the

one juror can t see.

THE COURT: Can everybody see?
you want to slide around front in your

chair? Make sure Mr. Hall can see over

you.
Is it runing?

OFFICER PETTEY Yes, sir.
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(Whereupon, the videotape was

played for the jury.
(By Mr. Dill) This is the front of the

residence?
Yes , sir. This is the side now, the
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garage entrance , the one that we showed

earlier on the pictures are right

there.
For the record, the counter on the tape

indicates that it was recorded on March

the 18th.

That' s correct.
I s that correct?
Yes, sir.
Around 9: 00 0 clock in the morning?

Yes, sir. And you can see the two

vehicles that are parked here are in

the same position that they were that

night, on the l2th. This is at the

east side of the residence and this is

the back , the back yard. This is the

Chance residence as you heard referred

to and seen in the photographs. This
is the drive that was paved by the

pavers on the 12th. Chapel Hill Road.

What 'is --
You can see this wall right here that

is between the road and the back side

of the Tipton home where the vehicles

are parked behind. This is the door

that enters off of the -- if you go in

this door here , it' s kind of a cupboard
and you turn to the right and go in the

kitchen. This is the back side of the

Tipton residence. That area here,
those doors come directly in to where

the couch where the sweatshirt was

located is right there. That is the

same 'room there. This area that you

see right there, that goes into the

office where Dr. Tipton placed the

call , from where he placed the call.
This is the west side of the residence

back to Chapel Hill Road out here and

that' s the front of the residence. The

front entrance there. You can see the
light panels on both sides of the front

door. Then right here is the second

floor landing. As you can see, you 

in and see the banister here to the
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second floor.
of the stairs.

Right there is the top

This is coming in

through the garage where the cars were

parked. You can see the items that

were inside the garage. This was the

door that Dr. Tipton would have entered

that afternoon as he has testified to.

You can see the area on this door right

here, these dark areas is where it was

actually processed for fingerprints.
As you enter into this door, which

was the door that we re coming into

now , there' s where the alarm panel

would be. Goes directly to the left
into the kitchen. As you go straight
ahead, this is the bar or counter top

that we had talked about. There is
where the top to the alarm keypad was

located. As you look at it, you can

see the darker areas here ' is where it
was actually processed for latent

prints. And you can see the tips of

those wires right there appear to be

smooth as though they were cut. This
is the kitchen area. This was where I
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showed you a second ago. If you come

and go to the left here you 'll go to

the door out back that' s got the dog
door in it and this is the kitchen.

The TV located there. The answering

machine was in that area right there.

This goes back into the kitchen den

area. This was the couch where the

sweatshirt was located. Right here you

see where the two palm prints were in

the floor that one of which was

lifted. And right there is where the

sweatshirt was recovered, and it goes

back to the floor there and into that

hallway. This is where the poker came

from. See the broom and the shovel and

the little log turner thing there 

you go . out this casing you can go to
the left into the foyer or go to the

right to the office and a play room

that had been set for Caroline and

Catherine. This is the area right here

where the area of the droplets of blood

were observed. This is the bathroom.

If you go straight through this
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that goes out to the garage, but these

are the droplets of blood that you

seen the photographs of earlier.

You proceed this is the front door

that you I ve seen from the outside with
the skylight or the window on each

side. This was the area here to where
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it appears as though the blood had been

wiped up. In a photograph that you I ve
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seen earlier some of these droplets

here you 'll see where it' s dried on the

outside of the ring. These areas here,
which would indicate that the blood had

been there for a period of time and had

already started drying and it would dry

from the thinnest to the thickest. 

the outside of the blood droplets would

dry first. That' s, the bottom of the
stairs. This is looking from the front

door back toward the den area, which

there s the casing that you go

through. This room right over there to

the left had a pool table and such as

that in it. This is the stairwell

leading to the second floor.
In checking all the stairwell that

night, there was no blood observed

anywhere on the carpet or on the wood

itself until this area right here. 
you can see those spots that were right

there on the underside of that carpet.
This was the table that you had seen

earlier in the photographs, the blood

on the top, the blood here on the wall

and then this here is where -- of

course, right there is where

Mrs. Tipton s body was discovered by

the police. This is the photograph

that you ve seen of the area where we

believe that Mrs. Tipton lay for a

period of time before she was moved.

Going back this way is the master

bedroom?

Yes, sir. You continue on west and it

will take you into the master bedroom.

These that you see here, these faint

marks , as you can see the little drag

places right there where , her body was
drug up the hall , and this is where she
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was left and the body was discovered by

Dr. Tipton.

As you proceed on west you come

into the master bedroom , and at this

point of course the bed sheets have

been removed but you still see the area

of blood that you saw on the sheet

earlier " that soaked through to the
mattress pad that was on top of the

mattress. It goes back over and

there's the alarm base that was on the

wall. Directly behind this is where

the, I guess for lack of a better word,

the brains of the alarm system was

located. It' s a box on that wall on

the inside there. You can see where

the face plate had been processed for

latent prints. Then going into the
lavatory in the master bath. This area

here all it was was just the lavatory,
and then the next room over is where

the shower and there was a large garden

tub located. You can see around the
area on that, the dark areas where it

had actually been processed for latent
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prints. This is looking back out the

master bedroom back east bound. The

top of the stairs. The rooms are
located off of that. You can see this

table right. Here, that dark black

stuff there is also latent print

powder.

One of the photographs we observed

where this table had been moved?

Yes, sir.

Which direction?

It had been moved toward me. In this

photograph right here it would have

been moved to the left, which would

have been back down this way. It was

initially positioned here but it would

have been moved this way toward the

direct ion of Mrs. Tipton' s body.

And, of course, standing on the

second floor landing looking back out

this is Chapel Hill Road. Here you can

see the oldest daughter' s bedroom.

There' s a bathroom off to this side
over here. Then directly across the

hall from that is the youngest
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That' s thedaughter , Catherine s room.

entxance to Catherine s room. And

looking in this room and the other

bathroom that you just observed.

Catherine' s room there was nothing that
we observed there that appeared to be

any more out of place for a child than

normal. There was no blood or anything

observed in any of those rooms. This
is the stairwell from the second floor

up to the third floor which has been

referred to as the picking room. This
is the hallway that leads down to the

third floor bathroom. To the left

there is a commode and to the right

there is a shower, and just before you

get to that on the left is a small

office which is right here or a storage

room closet, whatever you want to

refer to it as. You can see here where

latent print dust was used in an

attempt to recover prints as well as on

the commode. Then this is a closet in

that bathroom and there is the shower.
Did you find any evidence that anything

had been disturbed on the third floor?

No, sir. This is back down to the

first floor. This was the initial door

where we came in where the alarm panel

base is. You can see the fingerprint

powder on the inside of the door

there. This is a formal dining room,

appears to be set up for that , and this

is the entrance from the garage and the

alarm plate. That' s looking directly
across. If you were in that foyer,

that bathroom I told you as you came in

the door, you can look directly out and

see- the door that goes into the
garage. This is standing at the

doorway of that bathroom looking back

toward the front door. The coat closet

where Dr. Tipton put up his coat and

this is the hallway that leads down to

where his office is. If you turn right

you'll go into the office and if you

turn left you 'll go into the large

playroom that had been set up for the

children.
This is the room where the fax line
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was?

Yes, sir. Spun back around here I was

going to show you as far as the fax

machine and the phone that was used.

There' s the fax machine and the phone
that was used on the day that

Dr. Tipton placed the call to Decatur

Police Department. This is going back

down the hallway back to the den, back

to the front door. So this is where

the sweatshirt was located. Fireplace
back door , and of course back to the

kitchen.
This is where you can see this

blocked area right here is where that

print had actually already been

lifted. Going back into the kitchen.

This meal was ctually located inside

the microwave on the 12th.
Was it opened like that?

Just like you see there , yes. This is
from Chapel Hill Road looking back

toward the front of the residence.

This was the Chance residence.

How far apart are these two residences
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in your best judgment?

From house to house?

Yes.

One hundred fifty to two hundred yards.

Is that it?
Yes, sir.

(Whereupon , the videotape was

stopped. )

(By Mr. Dill) Officer Pettey, you

testified that initially y' all went
through the Tipton home and took the

photographs that you testified to

before the videotape?

That' s correct , yes , sir.

And what did do you after you took the

photographs?
We went back through and started

collecting evidence.

m going to take you through these and

ask you if you recognize what these

items are and where they were

collected. I'll show you first State

Exhibit Number ISO and ask you what'

in that envelope?

It' s a Winterfresh gum wrapper that was
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recovered from the yard that afternoon

of March 12th.

Can you reflect on State s 4 where that

would have been recovered?
It was right in this area right here

because when Investigator Perry arrived

on the scene he pulled his van up in

this area here and it was pretty close

in proximity to the front of his van.
State s 94?

It' s a cigarette butt. It was

relatively in the same general area.

Right inhere.
And State s 151?

That was a black shirt that was

actually recovered - - there' s a, small

tree right there on the left hand side

of the driveway going up is where it

was ultimately recovered from.
Let me show you State s 148 and ask you

what that is?

This is the McDonald cup and straw that

was recovered from the counter in the

kitchen on the first floor.
Is that from the interior of the

residence?
Yes , sir, it was.

If you can, indicate where that was

recovered.
Yes , sir. You can see the kitchen , the

bar that was right there in the center

is where it was recovered from.

And this was later determined to be

Karen s cup?

That' s correct.
m going to show you State s 155 and

154 and ask you if you recognize those

items?
Yes, sir, I do.

What are they?

It' s the top and bottom to a 'crystal
bowl that was recovered from the Tipton

residence. The top was recovered from

the vanity in the master bath, which is

on the second floor , and the bottom

the base , was recovered in the master

bedroom on the second floor next to the

night table stand.

going to show you State s 118, 149

and 158 and ask if you recognize these
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items.
Yes, sir I do.

And what are these?

The bar of soap, the wrapper , and then

the cumulative wrapper I think of eight

bars of soap.

And those were found in the third floor

bathroom'

Yes, sir they were.

And you later determined that that'

where Dr. Tipton took a shower before

he went to work that morning?

Yes, sir, that' s correct.

I show you State s 159 and ask you what

that is?

It' s a broken makeup compact top that

was located in the master bathroom on

the second floor just off the master

bedroom. It was located right in here.

m going to show you State' s 152 and

153 and ask you what those items are?

Yes, sir. They were standards or

samples that were cut from the Tipton

home. They would have been taken .from

this area right here just at the top of
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the stairs on the second floor landing.

I'll show you State' s Exhibit 156 and

ask you what that is?

A magnetic key holder that was located

on the kitchen counter. Right in here.

And State s 157?

That was collected by Sergeant Greg

Sexton in the master bath on the

vanity, which would have been right

here in this same area.

Envelope indicates it' s a tube of

Neosporin?
That' s correct, yes , sir.

And State' s 10S?
Yes, sir. This was a plastic sheath

for a knife that was located on the

counter right above I believe it' s a

washer, dishwasher right here. There
a counter there right next to where the

range is and it was located just above

where this was.

And you collected this?

I did, yes, sir.
MR. DILL: State moves to admit

105,
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THE COURT:

(By Mr. Dill)

Show it admitted.
2405 2407
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I show you . State' s 9S
and ask you what is contained in that

bag?

This is the pair of blue jeans that

were in the photograph earlier that

were laying just to the side of the bed

in the master bedroom.

Did you indicate where it was recovered

from?

The master bedroom is here. The pants
were located right here on the floor

between the bed and the door.

And how were the pants situated when

you located them?

They were pulled inside out. The legs
had been as though pulled from top to

bottom to where they re just -- the

legs are turned inside out.
And was there anything attached?

There was a pair of panties that was

also associated with the pants. They

were not per se attached.

there with the . blue jeans.
They were

m going to show you State ' s 10S and

ask you what that is?

Yes, sir. It' s a photograph of -- it'

not a photograph but it' s a sock that'
depicted in a photograph of a sock that

was located on the bed in the master

bedroom toward where the head would

have been. Up in this area here.

And I' m going to show you State' s 102

and ask you if you recognize what that

is?
Yes, sir , I do. It' s the bag that

contains the washcloth that was

depicted in the photograph earlier that

was recovered from the master bed or

the bed in the master bedroom. That
was in the fold with the black shirt.

And this is the washcloth that was sent

to Roger Morrison?

That is correct.

And I I m going to show you State' s 107?

Yes , sir. That' s the bag that contains
the black shirt that was. with the
washcloth that was we saw depicted in

the photograph earlier.

All right. And I' m going to he somehow

State' s 103 and ask you what that
contains?
This contains the swabs that myself and

Investigator Perry went back to the

Tipton residence and recovered from the

scene that was ultimately submitted to

the lab in Huntsville.

And these are the swabs that you

described taking, blood swabs from the

sink and other areas in the house?

Yes, sir.
And these were sealed up and sent to

the forensics?

That' s correct, yes , sir.

Let me show you State' s 114 and ask you

what this is?

It I S a bag that contains the Gear For
Woman sweatshirt along with the sock

from the den or the couch in the den

which is located on the first floor in

this great room right here. The couch

would have been longways this way.

And earlier we showed the jury a

picture of a wound on the back of the

victim' s neck. Did that correspond as
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well with the blood on the back of this

sweatshirt?
Yes, sir.
m going to show you State' s 109 and

ask you what that is?

This is the bag that contains the

panties that were associated with the

blue jeans that were in the floor of

the master bedroom, which they were

both recovered' in this area right here.

Let me show you State s 97 and ask you

what that is?
It' s a pink sleep shirt that was

recovered from the floor in the master

bedroom. If you recall in the

photographs the dresser is here, the

photograph that had the drawers open on

the dresses. In front of it you 'll
observe this object laying in the floor

right directly in front of the dresser.

1'11 show you State' s 96 and ask you

what that is?
Yes , sir. In the photograph that we

had earlier when we were in the master

bath where the vanity was located,
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there was a sleep shirt that was

located in the floor right here at this

corner. This is that garment.

Do either of those two exhibits, 96 or

, appear to have any blood on them?

I don' t recall. At the time that these

items of evidence were recovered we

were very careful as to picking them up

and looking at them or do anything

along those lines. They were

probably -- I can just about guarantee

they were picked up directly and put

straight into a bag without picking

them up to examine them or anything

along those lines. If there had been

trace evidence we would not want to

lose it by picking it up and looking 

it.
I want to show you State' s 106 and ask

you what' s in there.
This is the towel that was located on

the west side of the bed on the master

bedroom. The bed of course being

located here. In one of the

photographs you can see there' s a towel
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right here on this side of the bed and

that' s that towel.

This is the towel that was sent from

forensics and they recovered a hair

from?

That is correct.

m going to show you State s 99 and

ask you what that is?

Yes, sir. It was the bag that contains

the fitted sheet that came off the bed

in the master bedroom.

And this is the sheet that was in the

picture where the hair was collected?

That' s correct, yes , sir.

That hair was subsequently sent to

forensics?
That is correct.

I think they labeled it their number

four. Let me show you State' s III and
ask you if you recognize what' s in this

bag and what the bag depicts?
Yes , sir. It depicts the bra that was

recovered from the body of Mrs. Karen

Tipton.
That' s in the photograph that you
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showed?

Yes, sir.
Do you observe any defects or describe

or detect that was in the bra?

As you can see here there appears to be

a sharp instrument damage to the bra

which would have been the left breast.
This would be the side that would be

against the body and this would be in

direct reference to the injuries that
Mrs. Tipton received on the date of her

death.
m going to show you State' s 110 and

ask you if you recognize this item?

Yes, sir I do.

What is this?

It is the fireplace poker that was

recovered from the master bedroom. The

bed being here , the pants and the

fireplace poker lying in the floor

beside them.

And all these items that you testified

to were recovered by you from the crime

scene , you and Investigator Perry, and
sent to forensics?
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Except for the Neosporin, it was

recovered by Sergeant Sexton.

m going to show you State' s 115 and

ask you if you recognize this item?

Yes, sir , I do.

What is this?

It is a sexual assault or evidence

collection kit that I received from

Lyn Jetton on October the 14th, 1999.
This contains a known blood and saliva

sample from Daniel Moore?

It does.

Did you observe Dr. Jetton taking

these?
I did.

Once she had taken the samples that you

described to the jury she sealed it in

this kit and provided it to you?

That is correct.

And where did you take it?

Back to the Decatur Police Department

and released it to Investigator Allen

Perry ,

going to show you Defendant'
Exhibit la and ask you if you recognize
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that item?

Yes, sir I do.

2413
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What is that?

It I S a bag that contains eleven eight
millimeter videos that were recovered

from the' Tipton home.

And have you watched those video tapes?

I have.

What do they consist of?

Family gatherings, Christmas Easter,
birthdays , there I s some vacation
footage there.
oriented stuff.

It' s just family

And the family depicted is the Tiptons?

That' s correct, yes, sir.
And it' s Dr. Tipton and Mrs. Tipton and

the two children?

Yes, sir.
And are there any dogs in these videos?

Yes, sir , there are.
What type of dog?

There is one that appears to be a small

terrier. I ' don' t know the exact breed

of it, but it appears to be a terrier.

The other . is definitely a cocker

spaniel puppy.

Okay. Both relatively small dogs?

Yes, sir. They re pretty small.

Can you guess as to their weight?

No, more than ten pounds I would say

either one of them.

During your subsequent investigation

did you find the carcass of a dead dog

somewhere within several miles of the

victim' s home?

I did.

Where was that located?

It was right at two miles west of the

Tipton residence on what would have

been an old logging road.

And describe the carcass of the dog

that you observed.

My best opinion it would have been a

mix between a Doberman , Rottweiler.

appeared to be a mix between those two

breeds , and it was a substantial sized
dog. I put it in regards to my canine

now , he s sixty- four pounds. So it

would have been very close to that

sized dog.
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In excess of the two dogs --

Sixty pounds , yes, sir , thereabout.

And that dog that you observed several

miles from the Tipton home, was it one

of the dogs that you observed in the
family videos?

NO, sir.

Was there anything associated with the

carcass of that dog?

Yes, sir. Within the proximity of six

feet or so there was what appeared to

be a moving blanket and a sheet that

were intertwined with each other. You

look here and , you know , six to eight

feet from it was the carcass of the

dog.

And could you tell anything with regard

to the dog' s injuries?

Well, when I got there and saw it my

initial thing was the fact of that the

dog had been used for fighting, which

is common around here. That happens.

Either that or the dog had actually

been run over by a vehicle or something

along those lines. It had some severe

2416
injuries to its body and appeared as

though it had succumbed to those

injuries.
And the ' dog was near the sheet and the

blanket you described?

Yes, sir. It was within just from

there to here.

Could you tell the dog had been

associated with the sheet and the

blanket that were intertwined?

It appeared to me as though it had.

There were drag marks on the sheet

coming out directly in the same

direction that the dog was laying.

mean , they were laying like I said

within six to eight feet of each other.

And what, if anything, did that

indicate to you?

That the dog had been wrapped up inside

the blanket laying out in the weather

like it had been and that some

scavenger animal had come along and

drug the dog outside the blanket and

the sheet.

What did you do when you observed this?
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When we observed it we were pretty well

satisfied as far as --
MR. POWELL: Judge , that' s not the

IS!

IS I
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question he asked , about his opinion.

He asked him what he did.
THE COURT: I'll sustain. Just

listen to the question and answer it if

you can.
(By Mr. Dill) What did do you when you

observed this scenario, the dog that

was drug out of the blanket?

We ultimately gathered up the blanket

and the sheet.
Why did you do that?

Well, I guess just to confirm our

suspicions as far as it being dog blood

on the blanket and the sheet.
Okay. What did do you after you

collected the blanket and the sheet?

I transported it back to the Decatur

Police Department and put it in the

biohazard cabinet which is located in

the basement just outside the evidence

room for it to be allowed to dry. Then

after that I contacted Investigator

Perry and from there we made cuttings

from the blanket and the sheet and

submitted those to the Department of

Forensic Sciences.

Okay. m going to show you what I s

been marked as State s 145, 146, 147

and what' s been marked as Defendant'
Exhibit 12 and 13 and ask if you

recognize these items?

Yes, I recognize them.

What are they?

They re the samples that we cut that we

sent to the Department of Forensic

Science for testing.

From the dog blanket and the sheet?

That' s correct , yes, sir.
I show you State s Exhibit 95 and 93.

This is evidence that was developed by

Morrison, Roger Morrison; is that

correct?
Yes, sir.
Did you ever take that into your

custody?
Yes , I have.

When was that?
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It was back in October of this year I

took it and transported it to the

Huntsville lab.
Okay. And Morrison looked at it in

your presence?

He did.
And you returned it to the evidence

locker?
That is correct.

MRS. HALBROOKS: Your Honor , if I

might, I don' t know if maybe I missed

, but what evidence was taken in

those exhibits and again I may have

missed it?

THE COURT: 95 and 93 is what it

was, whatever was in it. I didn I t hear

him testify as to the substance, but I
know both of those have been admitted

previously subj ect to them connect ing
it.

MR. POWELL: We didn' t have those

numbers committed to memory, Judge.

THE COURT: I don' t either. I'
got them on a list though.

(By Mr. Dill) Let me show you

2420
Defendant I s Exhibit 9. Do you know

where this was recovered from?

Yes, sir. It was recovered from the

third floor , the room that was shown

right there in that hallway by that

office area right there is where it was

recovered from.
Okay. And this is the same third floor

that is depicted on the video where the

musical instruments were?

Yes, sir, that' s correct.

And you said you found no evidence of
anything related to the death of Karen

Tipton?
That is correct.

THE COURT: Are you at a good

spot?
MR. DILL:

THE COURT:

Yes.

Let' s take our
afternoon break here, ladies and

gentlemen. We'll be in recess until

3: 20. I I 11 ask the jury not to discuss
the case among yourselves or with

anyone else or allow anyone to discuss

it with you. Everybody stay seated
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until the jury gets clear.

(Whereupon

taken. )

a recess was

2421

22' experience. In your judgment how many
23 . omicide cases have you been invol';ed
24 

25 A. Been involved in twenty or better.
2422

THE COURT:

(By Mr. Dill)

Let' s start back.
Officer Pettey, you

briefly described earlier what your

experience was. Can you tell me , have

you had any special training,

education, schools, classes, with

regard to homicide investigation?

Yes , sir , I have. ve been sent to
several homicide investigation schools,
most of which have been outside the

State of Alabama: Kentucky, Florida,
down in Miami, Dade County through the

medical examiner s office in Dade

County, Florida , Tennessee which

encompassed crime scene investigation

blood splatter investigation , and then

on-the-job experience.

And you' ve mentioned on-the-job

And have you based on your experience

and education worked on crime scene

investigations before?

Yes, sir , I have.
You' ve had classes in that regard?

I have yes, sir.
And based on that experience have you

developed an idea or from your

experience with regard to the Tipton

home and the investigation that you

conducted and presided over that

evening as to where in your opinion the

attack on Karen Tipton first occurred?

I do.

And where was that?

In my opinion it would be in this area

right here where the couch was located

where we ultimately located her

sweatshirt and sock on the couch.

And what' s the basis of that?
Well, initially . it' s due to the fact
that her sweatshirt and sock are

removed and are left on this couch , and

also that the fireplace poker is

ultimately removed from this area where
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the fireplace is. If you 'll remember

through the photographs , the bloody

palm prints that are here on the floor,
it would be in my opinion that her

attack began here , she received the

first injury that she had on her shirt

which would have been on the back of

her neck where the blood have been

transferred to her hand reaching back

to her injury. Then she progressed
from here into the foyer.
And what does the evidence that you

recovered from the foyer indicate to

you?

Well, the main thing is that as she was

coming out this way the blood drops

that you observed in the area here

would be what we characterized as a

ninety degree drop or straight down.

The blood droplets themselves are

symmetrical, not oblong or L shaped or

anything along those lines, and it

would appear as though she had been

detained here for a short period of

time before moving to the area of the
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base of the stairs where the larger

concentration of blood was. Where you

also saw the symmetrical blood drops

that fell straight down. Some of which

considerably larger than thewere

others which means there was a larger

pooling of blood or droplets that were

actually discarded from her body before

she made her way up the stairwell.

And what would that indicate to you?

Well , initially indicates tome as far
as that goes that she was detained

right here for a period of time.

would be my opinion that when she came

from here she was headed to the front

door but she was detained and was not

able to get out of the door. So,

therefore, her next exit was up the

stairs.
And what does your experience indicate

to you would have been next in the

progression of events?

second floor?
Do you need the

Please. As you observed in the

photographs and as we said previously



that, at the time that she reached the
second floor landing it would be my

opinion that she went from there , this

direction into the master bedroom and

that due to the fact that you see the

blood is' concentrated on the bed , on

the bed there is a concentration here

where her neck would have been where

she received her initial injury on the

back s ide of her neck. In this area

2425
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here where this night stand and this
chest is , there are low , medium and

high velocity blood splatter. And I
say that due to the fact of the greater

the force the smaller the droplet of

blood just due to the fact of th

amount of force that' s used to actually

cause that splatter. So the smalier

the droplet the greater amount of

force.
After it appears as though that

there had been a period of time that

had been spent here, that Mrs. Tipton

was able to get away from her attacker

make it back into the hallway into this

area here where you saw this table.

would be my opinion at this point that

she was detained again right here and

that this is where she actually

received if not the injury that

actually caused her death it was in the

area of it. Therefore, the table was

moved to the left. The blood spots on

the top of that table was to the left,
which would have taken you directly to

where her body was. And at this point

right here is where she actually

succumbed to her injuries, , and then was

ul timately drug from her to here.
And when you describe that she

succumbed to her inj uries , you

indicating at the top of the stairs?

That is correct, right here.

And that would have been in view of the

front door , someone standing outside

the front door?

Yes, it would have been. The one other
thing that we observed in regard to

this which was discussed with

Dr. Pustilnik at the time of the

2427
autopsy, from what we observed here --

MR. POWELL: We object unless we

know who all we is.
THE COURT: I don' t know if that'

a figure of speech. If you re talking
about yourself I I 11 let you testify as
to what you observed and what you saw

but I don' t think you can testify as to

a committee.

What I observed on that date , on March

the 12th , here the amount of blood that

was associated to where I believe that

Mrs. Tipton s head was located and due

to the fact that her throat was cut as

severe as it was , there would not be

the amount of blood that would

associate with that injury here if she

had still , in fact, been alive.

believe that it was more reasonable

than not that her throat was cut after

her death and that from here she was

drug to this area and that' s where she

was left.

Now , you described some blood splat ters
as high velocity . What did that

2428
indicate to you , the aspect of the

struggle that occurred in the master

bedroom?

It would be my opinion that during the

time that she was on the bed here that

she was struck to the point that it

would cause the blood to be discharged

from the body at a higher velocity than

if it had been cast off because there

was some very small blood splatter that

was here which in my opinion was due to

the fact of her being struck while she

was on the bed.

And you describe earlier blood trails

on Karen' s legs. What would that

indicate in terms of this crime scene?

Well, I mean, there were a number of

things that we noted and , of course,

one of the first things we noted and

then of course one of the first things

we noted coming in is her being totally

nude. Due to the fact that when we

came into this bedroom here her pants

had been pulled inside out which

indicated to us that someone had
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forcibly removed her pants with her

panties of course. Then later on when

we actually got to observing the body

of Mrs. Tipton was the fact of the

blood droplets on her legs on the upper

thigh to which it appears the blood

droplets had actually hit the leg and

ran back toward the pelvic region

which indicated to us as though her

legs had been fashioned in some way to

where the knees were bent or the legs

were above the body, whether on her

back or whatever the case may be. And

from what we saw there I was of the

opinion that she had been sexually

assaulted.
And was there anything - - you said that

you believed she had succumbed to her

injuries in this area at the top of the

stairs. What indicated that to yOU?

Well, as I said earlier, I mean , the

amount of blood that was here that was

associated with the injuries that she

had and also the fact that the urine

that we believe was there after her

death , that the bladder had released

the urine.
All right. Based on your experience,
is that something that typically

happens?
Yes, sir, it happens at the time of

death depending on what it is. Some

will defecate, others will urinate.

So, I mean, it' s common at the time of

death for that to happen just due to

the fact that the body just relaxes.

Thank you, Officer. You may return to

the witness stand. Officer Pettey,

what happened after you had finished

collecting the evidence?

That night after we had collected the

evidence and were sure that we had

pretty much covered all of our bases

for what we knew at that time , that

being myself, Sergeant Hamil ton and

Lieutenant Hale , which were the

investigators that were actually

charged with this case, we went out and

brought Dr. Tipton back into the

residence and did a walk-through with

2429
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him.
243l

Now , this is after the completion

as far as the investigation goes.

course, before that occurred we had

released Mrs. Tipton s body to the

Department of Forensic Sciences for an

autopsy to be performed.6 ;

And tell me what you mean when you say

you did'a walk- through of the scene

wi th Dr. Tipton.
We went out and asked that Dr. Tipton

accompany us back through the residence

so that we could clear up some points

and ask questions and try to get

answers to some of the things that we

observed inside the residence. That
being that the alarm panel faceplates

or keypads had been removed , the

drawers upstairs in the bedroom being

opened, if that was natural or ' was

common or anything along those lines

and then if there was any property that

he observed inside the residence that
may b missing at that time.

And did Dr. Tipton indicate to you

anything about any missing property at

2432
that time?

Yes, sir. When we did the walk-through

at that point only thing that

Dr. Tipton was sure of was the fact

that Mrs. Tipton I s purse was missing
which her purse would encompass the

fact of her checkbook, cash , cell

phone, pager , and personal items of

that.
All right. So about what time was this

conducted?
To the best of my knowledge it was

around 12:30 on the 13th.
And how long did this walk- through

take?
Fifteen, twenty minutes.

All right. And where had Dr. Tipton

been before you did that walk-through?

The majority of the time he had been

seated in a patrol car out in the front

yard. I think just prior to doing the
walk- through he had gotten out and gone
into the garage and that' s where I went

out and spoke with Dr. Tipton, inside

. the garage , and from there is when we
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did the walk- through. We came in the
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It consists of a Miranda waiver and a

statement of Dr. David Tipton.

All right. And does it show what time

2434

same way he did that day.

his steps where he went.

We retraced

Then as we

went through we asked about the
different things that I' ve already
indicated to you.

All right. And later did he come out

and give you a more comprehensive list

of the property that was missing?

Yes , sir, he did.

And what did he do - - and I think you
may have said this. The 12: 30 that you

did the walk-through, that was 12: 00

midnight?
That' s correct. It was on the morning

of the 13th.

And what did you did after the walk-

through?
We left the residence, went to the

police department. We had Dr. Tipton

transported to the police department.

Myself and Sergeant H milton went

there, and from there we conducted an

interview with Dr. Tipton.

Do you know about what time that

interview took place?

I don t recall the time right off.

When we got there we probably took a

short break.

Is there a copy of it in here?

What' s that?

The interview?
There s one over there somewhereYeah.

if you like me to get it.

MR. DILL:

THE COURT:

Can he step down?

Sure.
(By Mr. Dill) I believe you' ve already

indicated at this stage of the

investigation you had no idea who the

perpetrator was; is that correct?

NO, sir, we didn'

And I' m going to show you the item
which has been marked previously for

identification purposes only as State '
Exhibit 193 and ask you if you

recognize that?
Collectively 193 all this?

Yes.

Yes , sir :r do.
And what does that consist of?
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that was administered?

Yes, sir. 1:53 a.
That would have been on the 13th?

That would have been on the 13th.
What was the purpose of the Miranda

warning?
At that point just as it had been

explained to Dr. Tipton he was as much

of an suspect as anybody.,

And that' s because you explained
earlier you had no idea what was going

on?

That I S correct.
And what did Dr. Tipton tell you?

His activities for that day.

Okay. And that' s what' s reflected in
State' s Exhibit 193?

It is.

MR. DILL: State moves to admit

State' s Exhibit 193.

THE COURT:

(By Mr. Dill)

Show it admitted.

What happened after you
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took this statement from Dr. Tipton

describing his activities for the day?

He was allowed to leave.
And what, if anything - - did you do
anything else that evening?

NO, sir , I don' t believe anything that

evening other than having Dr. Tipton

transported back to his vehicle.

And what was the next step you took in

the investigation?

The next morning I attended the autopsy

of Karen Tipton at Cooper Green

Hospital in Birmingham, Alabama.

And after you attended the autopsy what

did you do next?

Returned back to Decatur and got with

Sergeant Hamil ton. From there we, you

know, kind of got together and trying

to put our head together trying to

figure out what different possibilities

that there could be and which direction

that we needed to proceed in.

Were there any significant developments

between that period that you described

and April the 9th?
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Yeah , to me there were. During the
time tha we were doing the
investigation and just, as I said , when

we talked to Dr. Tipton that day he was

told up front you know, you' re not

above suspicion. We don t know exactly

who it was that committed this crime.

We want to ask you questions , we want

honest. answers, and we want direct
answers. I explained to him just as we

have everybody els it' s as much our

job to prove innocence as it is guilt.
I want to know where you' ve been , who

you were with , where you were on the
12th , what time you left, where you

went , when you got home and all that

sort of stuff. Those things we were

able to go back between the 13th and

April the 9th and we were able to

confirm through work associates, phone

records, through --
MR. POWELL: Judge , I don t know

whether he confirmed anything.
obj ect to his conclusions about this.

If he wants to testify what his

243S
investigation revealed that' s fine but

we obj ect to that and move to exclude.

THE COURT: Okay. I'll overrule

the objection. Are you ready to move

on?

Yeah.THE WITNESS:

(By Mr. Dill) Dr. Tipton answered the

questions that you posed to him?

He did.
And accounted for his whereabouts on

the day that Karen was murdered?

He did.
And you went back and checked on those?

MR . POWELL: Judge , we object to
the form of those questions. They'

leading and suggestive and they

asking him things - - he didn' t ask him
what he did, he didn' t ask him what he

said:
THE COURT: I'll sustain. This is

direct. You are leading.

(By Mr. Dill) What did you do when you

received the account from Dr. Tipton

with regard to his whereabouts for the

day of March the 12th?

2437
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I don' t know if I can answer it any

different than what I did a minute

ago. We were - - we took what
Dr. Tipton told us , we went back and

retraced his steps from the time that

he said that he left his office, how

long it would have taken him to get

back here, the route that he took.

Myself and Sergeant Hamilton went back

to his office, drove the route that

Dr. Tipton said that he took. That
would have taken us, and this was on a

Sunday morning, not very much traffic

and we drove back and we drove right at

or slightly over the speed limit and 

took us forty- five minutes to drive
back from Dr. Tipton s office to his

residence with very little or no

traffic on early Sunday morning.

therefore, with that and what

Dr. Tipton had told us and what we were

able to confirm in speaking with his

business partner , his office manager
that from the time that they had said

that he left and the time that

2440
Dr. Tipton said he left were

corresponding with each other. So,

therefore, we were confident that

Dr. Tipton had been at work and had

left at the time he said he did and

arrived home, which also went in

regards to the time that we received

the call at the dispatch center at the

police department. All those went hand

in hand. I mean , they matched up just

like you would expect them to in what

it was that he was telling us.

Dr. Tipton had also told us that he

had called in a prescription to a

pharmacist in Huntsville for one of his

patients. Through the course of the

investigation we subpoenaed those

records and in those , as Mr. Hayes has

testified to, that those records

indicated that a call was placed from

Dr. Tipton' s office , as he said he had,

to this pharmacist and at the time that

he had indicated that he called.
called and spoke to the pharmacist

Mr. Dwight Tipton. He confirmed to me
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that he had talked to Dr. Tipton on the

afternoon of the 12th and that the

prescript ion had been called in. All
those things went together to confirm

in our mind what it was that Dr. Tipton

had told us where he had been and what

he had done and in the time frame that

he stated. At that point we were

2442

confident that Dr. Tipton was not

involved in the death of Karen Tipton

and were pursuing other areas of the

investigation as far as where we need

to focus our efforts.

Let me take you back for an second, put
you back at the crime scene. Prior to

the walk-through , did you have an

occasion to observe an answering

machine somewhere in the Tipton home?

There was one that as I stated earlier

there on the kitchen counter. During
the time that we were in the home I

recall myself and Investigator Perry

coming back down to the downstairs and

taking photographs and walking into the

area of the den where the fireplace and

the couch was located where we

recovered this sweatshirt and hearing a

voice message being played. I didn'

actually retrieve the message myself.

I just happened into the room at the

time it was being played , and it was

that of a small child, unbeknownst to

me at the time exactly who it was.

I don' t know that I can recall the

And

exact words but it was along the lines

of, mama, where are you. You forgot to

pick us up. And, you know, just

continued on through. At that point

Sergeant Hamilton and Lieutenant Hale

were there. At that point I was really

focusing my efforts on other aspects of

the investigation.
So you never collected that tape?

I did not , no, sir.
After you had confirmed Dr. Tipton

whereabouts from March the 12th , what

was the next step you took in the

investigation?
of course, we were chasing everything

we possibly could. At this point we
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had no idea anything except we were

conf ident that Dr. Tipton wasn

invol ved . So, therefore , we had to go

to other areas, and we went back and

were trying to speak with people that

had been there that day. Sergeant
Hamilton conducted interviews with Hoke

Bonner aTId Michael Todd Jones who were
members of the paving crew there on the

day of Karen' s death. We ended 

locating Hoke Bonner and Michael Todd

Jones, speaking to them. We located

the dr ver for the asphal t company,

which I believe was Good Hope Paving,

that had actually brought the asphalt

to the job site. Located him , spoke

with him, and was attempting to locate

one of the other members of the paving

crew which was Martin Scott Lane , who

was the gentleman that we were able to

determine that had been left there at

the job site by himself during that day

to see if maybe he had seen something.

At that point we were unable to locate

Mr. Scott. He had left the area and,
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you know , we re talking three or four

days after the death of Karen Tipton we

3 ' went up to Cullman to try to locate him

and he was already gone at that point.

But still at this point we really

didn' t have a focused area to look at.
We were looking at everything that was

possible that we could do in regards to

this.
On the morning of April the 9th we

received a phone call from Mr. Wesley

Lavender. That phone call initially
went to Sergeant Hamilton. Sergeant
Hamilton spoke to Wesley Lavender and

after he spoke to him he came to me.

He told me that he received a phone

call from Wesley Lavender who told

him --
MR . POWELL: Judge, we obj ect 

hearsay.
THE COURT:

(By Mr. Dill)

I' 11 sustain.
After you received this

communication from Assistant District

Attorney Lavender , what was the next

step that you took?



I called the owner of Advanced

Electronics and Alarm; which wa

Mr. Howard Godbee. In speaking with

Mr. Godbee I asked him if he knew an

individual or had had an individual

employed' by him by the name of Daniel

Wade Moore. He stated that he did

that he worked for him for a period of

time before 1999. And I asked him you

know, if he still worked for him and if

he did not why the reason he let him

go, and at , that point Mr. Godbee told
me that he 'did not work for him , that
he let him go because of his drinking.

MR. POWELL: We obj ect and move 

exclude. That is not what Mr. Godbee

said and it is hearsay.

THE COURT: I'll sustain and

instruct the jury to disregard the last

comment.

(By Mr. Dill) Did you ask Mr. Godbee

if the Defendant had ever been to Karen

Tipton s home?

I did. Of course, from the information

that we received that was one of the

main reasons I was calling Mr. Godbee

to see if he had worked for him, if he

knew the whereabouts of the Tipton

residence and if he had actually been

there before. Mr. Godbee answered in

the affirmative to both of those, that,
yes, he knew where it would be and that

he had actually been there before with

him.

I did not know the name Daniel

Moore, had never seen Daniel Moore , had

never heard his name before. I asked

Mr. Godbee if he could describe him to

me and, of course , he gave me kind of a

generic description of tall , slender --

MR . POWELL:

THE COURT:

Obj ect to hearsay.
I'll sustain.

Mr. Godbee' s testified once. So we

don' t need to get into retestifying for

him.

(By Mr. Dill) After you talked to

Howard Godbee - - let me ask you this.
What was the significance of the fact

that Daniel Moore in terms of your

investigation the fact that the
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Defendant had worked for Howard Godbee?

Well , one of the main things was the

fact that we had observed that the

keypads to the alarm panels in the

house had been removed , and we felt as

though that it was important due to the

fact that we feel as though somebody

who knew something about the alarm had

disabled it. With him working for the

alarm company, of course , he would have

that knowledge.

And what was the name of Howard

Godbee' s company?

Advanced Electronics and Alarm.

And where were they located?

The actual business was located here in

Decatur off Spring Avenue on what' s now

known as the Wimberly Drive.

And what was the name of the Tipton

alarm service?
Advanced Electronics and Alarm.

And what did you do after you talked to

Mr. Godbee?

Sergeant Hamilton and myself loaded up

in our police car and went to the
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Ramada Inn Limited located on Highway

67 just south of Highway 31.

What do you after you arrived at the

Ramada Inn Limited?
We confirmed that there was a gentleman

by the name of Daniel Wade Moore

staying there at the motel and that he

was staying in room 111. At that point

we went - - which was located on the
back side of the motel on the ground

floor. We drove around to the back

side and got out and walked up to the

door and knocked.

And after you knocked on the room III

door?
A gentleman came to the door that I

would describe as a tall , slender,

white male with relatively shoulder

length hair. And as a general rule we

went up to the door - - we were in plain
clothes. So at that point as a general

practice for me I would take out my

badge case, which I have on me now , I
would take it out to where I would be

able to have my identification and a



badge to where I could show the

individual that came to the door to

identify myself as a police officer.
When the individual opened up the

door, I showed the badge and said

Investigator Michael Pettey with the

Decatur Police Department. About that

time the individual inside the room

attempted to shut the door. With the

information that Sergeant Hamilton had

relayed to me prior to our going over

there , was really unsure of who may be

present in the room.

So what did you do when this person

tried to shut the door?

I put my hand up on the door and kept

it from being closed and just , you

know , said we need to talk to you for a

minute. And about that time the

indi vidual just opened the door up.
Myself and Sergeant Hamilton went into

the room. At that point we made sure

that there was no one else in the room

other than this individual and

identified him as Daniel Wade Moore,
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Do you see that person in the courtroom

today?
I do.

Point him out , please.

The gentleman at the table right there

in the white shirt.
Let the record reflect that the witness

has identified the Defendant , Daniel

Moore.

MR . POWELL:

THE COURT:

I couldn' t hear you.

He said let the record

reflect that the witness identified

Daniel Moore , the Defendant.

MR. POWELL:

well, Judge.

I can t hear him real

MR. DILL: . I apologize. I'll try

to speak up.

(By Mr. Dill) What did you do after

you identified the Defendant?

We asked that he accompany us to the

Decatur Police Department , that we were

investigating the death of Karen

Tipton.
And did he agree to do that of his own

free will?
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He did , yes , sir.

And what happened after that point?

We left the room with Mr. Moore and
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walked out to the patrol car. At that
point Sergeant Hamilton did a cursory

pat down, you know , you don' t have any

guns, knives, bazookas or anything like

that on you that would endanger us or

you , to which the answer was negative.

We loaded up in the police car and went

to the pol ice department.

What happened after you arrived at the

police department?

We took Mr. Moore to the investigation

division, took him to an interview room

and completed a personal history form

which is common practice for us. We do

that with people that we bring in that

we interview if they are suspected in a

crime or anything along those lines.
And then after that he was advised of

his rights according to Miranda by

standardized form that is used by the

Decatur Police Department.

All right. Is that the same Miranda
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form that you use anytime you interview

a suspect?

It is.

And what' s the purpose of that?
It' s to ensure the individual

understands what his rights are and

that he' s not required to talk to us in

any way.

Do you have a copy of the Miranda form

that you used with Daniel Moore on

April the 9th, 1999?

There' s one here , yes, sir.
I'll show you two items that' s been

marked previously as State' s Exhibits

lSl and lS2. Is one of those the

Miranda warning form that you used on

April the 9th?

It is.

Which one?

This one right here , 181.

Did you sign it?
I did.

Did the Defendant sign it?
He did.

Did he sign it in your presence?
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He did.

Did you read it to him or did he read

it?
Well , both. Initially when we go in

and sit down I take the personal

information from the individual: their
name, date of birth , their years on

this earth , if they have a college , if
they completed high school , if they can

read or write, and the social security

number as an identifier for that

individual . It has the date that the

Miranda was given , the time. The

standard way that I would do it is show

it to the individual and ask that they

read the first line on the Miranda to

ensure the fact to me the fact that he

can read , which is what I did on this

instance.
After doing that I advised

Mr. Moore that I would read the

remainder to him but have him follow

along with me, and I would have him

initial beside each one of them as we

went through it, which he did each one
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After giving him the Mirandaof those.

he was advised of the waiver of the

rights, which was read aloud to him and

asked if he understood it, asked if he

understands what the word coercion

means , which he indicated that he did.

That there was no pressure or anything

along those lines and ask that he sign

and speak wi th us , which he did.

And the initials that you described are

the initials DM that are written beside

each line of this Miranda waiver form;

is that correct?

That is correct.

I'll ask you to read the rights. You

don' t have to read the personal

information.
You have the right to remain silent.

Anything you say can be used against

you in court. You have the right to

talk to a lawyer for advice before we

ask you any questions and to have him

with you during questions, If you can

not afford a lawyer one will be

appointed for you before any
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questioning if you wish.
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If you decide
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to , answer questions now without a
lawyer present, you will still have the

right to stop answering at any time.

You also have the right to stop

answering at any time until you talk to

a lawyer. A lawyer will also be

provided for you now if you wish. The

waiver of rights at the bottom:

have read this statement of my rights

and I understand what my right s are.
am willing to make a statement and

answer questions. I do not want a

lawyer at this time.

know what I am doing.
I understand and

No promises or

threats have been made to me.

pressure or coercion of any kind have

been used again me " and it' s signed

Daniel Moore.

You also signed that; is that correct?

I did.

All right. And that I s the form that
you read to him on the date in

question?
It is.
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Did you threaten Daniel Moore in any

way?

I did not.

Did you tell him things would be better

or worse for him if he were to give you

a statement or not give a statement?

I did not.

Did you coerce him or apply any type of

force to get him to speak to you?

I did not.

MR. DILL: State moves to admit

State' s Exhibit lS1.

THE COURT:

(By Mr. Dill)

Show it admitted.

After you read the

Defendant his rights did he agree to

speak to you?

He did.
And what was the nature of your

discussion at that point?

We advised Mr. Moore again the fact

that we were investigating the death of

Karen Tipton , and I asked if he knew of

the Tiptons to which he denied any

knowledge of them or where their

residence would be. He was asked then



if he knew a gentleman by the name of

Howard Godbee. At that point
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20.

apparently that refreshed his memory

and he said, oh , yes, I know who you re -

speaking of now and he was referring to

the Tipt'ons. He said he had been there
on prior occas ions with Mr. Godbee and

had worked on the alarm. He was asked

about a statement that he made and he

denied any knowledge of a statement

that he had made.

What statement did you ask him about?

He made' a statement to his Uncle Sparky

Moore.

And what did he say when you asked him

about that statement?

He didn t know what we were talking

about. He hadn' t made a statement.

And what happened after you asked him

about the statement, the statement that

the Defendant had made to Sparky Moore?

We went over as far as what his

activities were on the date of March

the 12th , and as best I recall, and I

can refer back.

Let me ask you this, Officer.
24SS

Did you

ask the Defendant if he had ever been

at Karen Tipton s house?

We did.

And what was his response?

Well, initially he stated he didn'

know who we were speaking of.
Did he later come back and tell you --

He did. When we mentioned Mr. Godbee,

if he had worked for him, he stated,

yes , I know who you re talking about

and then stated that he had been to the

Tipton residence prior.
And did he state how many times he had

been there?
He said that he had been to the Tipton

residence on one occasion with

Mr. Godbee and one time by himself he

thought.
And what else, if anything, did Moore

say at this portion of the interview?

Well , after that he didn' t - - dpring

the time that we were speaking with him

and we were talking in regards to the

death of Mrs. Karen Tipton, Mr. Moore
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became shaken I would say would be my

characterization of his activities.

became visibly nervous to the point, to
where you could visibly see that his

hands were shaking. He began to

shuffle his feet and move around and

just , you know , you could tell that he
was very uncomfortable being in the

room that he was in.

Myself and Sergeant Hamilton

decided at that point that we would

take a break. We did. Sergeant
Hamilton asked Mr. Moore if he would

like to have something to drink in

which he was given a cup of water.

that point myself and Sergeant Hamilton

stepped outside the interview room and

were conferring in the hallway.

were subsequently advised by

Investigator Tony Ward that it appeared

as though Mr. Moore had spilled

something on his shirt or something

along those lines. I walked id and

looked at the monitor which was there
in Captain Carter' s office and observed
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an area on the left side of his shirt,
you know, and that' s what it appears as
though he probably spilled some water

on his shirt while he was drinking it

because in my opinion he was about that

nervous. He was visibly shaking to

that extent that I could see he could

probably shake some of it as he was

trying to take a drink of it.
I walked back outside the office to

again to confer with Sergeant Hamilton,

and about that time Detective Ward

stated that Mr. Moore was either

stabbing or striking himself with

something in the chest. I think that

Sergeant Hamilton went into the room

and observed Mr. Moore strike himself,

and at that point we ran back into the

room and observed that Mr. Moore had,

in deed, inflicted injuries to himself

in his left chest area.

We immediately called for an

ambulance , and they arrived and he was

transported to the emergency room of

Decatur Hospital.



Did you see the knife that the

Defendant stabbed himself with?
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I placed them in this bag and

subsequently released them to

Investigator Allen Perry.I did.

Let me show you State' s 90 and ask you
if you recognize this?

I do.

And what is that?

That is the knife that Daniel Moore

struck himself in the chest with on the

date of April the 9th.
And what happened after the Defendant

was transported to the hospital?

When the ambulance arrived at the

police department they came inside.
Mr. Moore was located on the gurney or

was placed on the gurney. He was taken
to the ambulance. At that point I rode

to the hospital with him.

Did you ride in the ambulance?

I did.

Describe his demeanor.

Well , at that point he was pretty well

flushed because he had hurt himself to 

the extent that he was in a pretty good

bit of pain. He was having difficulty

breathing.
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Once we got to the hospital

and he was taken in he had become

belligerent , and, of course , was

cussing me. And, you know, they came

in and was trying to do what they could

to medically assist him, and during

that process they were removing

garments from his person. You know, as

they would remove them we would take

them and put them in a bag and we took

them from the hospital.

All right. m going to show you

State s 163 and ask you if you can tell

the jury what that is?
It' s labeled Daniel Wade Moore , 4/9/99,

ll: 52 military time and these are the
pants that were taken from his person

and handed to me and placed in this

bag.
This is on April the 9th?

That' s correct , when we left out of the

interview room and went to the

hospital.
And what did you do when you collected
this evidence?

110

I :
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MR. DILL:

THE COURT:

Is 163 in , Your Honor?

Are you offering it

now?

MR. DILL:

THE COURT:

Yes, sir.

Show it in.

(By Mr. Dill) I'll show you State'

160 and ask you what that is.

It' s labeled Daniel Moore' s socks,

4/9/99, at 11:52 MT , which is military

time , being 11:52 a.

white athletic socks.

It' s a pair of

And were these given to you at the

hospital as well?

They were.
What did you do after you received

them?

I subsequently released them to

Investigator Allen Perry.

MR. DILL: State moves to admit

160.

THE COURT:

(By Mr. Dill)

Show it admitted.

m going to show you
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State s 133 and ask you to open that

and see if you know what that is?

Yes, sir. It' s a shirt and a ball

cap. As you can see on the shirt the

area here where the wounds were

inflicted to the chest of Mr. Moore.

That' s on the left side of the shirt?
That is correct.

This was the shirt that he was wearing

when you conducted the interview that

you described to the ladies and

gentlemen of the jury?

It is.

And this is the shirt that you

recovered from the hospital personnel?

It is.

On April the 9th of ' 997

It is.

What did you do with it when you

recovered it?
Subsequently released it to

Investigator Allen Perry.

MR. DILL: State moves to admit

State s Exhibit 133.

THE COURT: Show it admitted.
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(By Mr. Dill)

Exhibit 139.

Labeled Daniel Moore, 4/9/99,

What about State'

11:52 a. m. MT , pair of boxer shorts.
All right. Those were recovered by you

from the. hospital personnel?
That' s correct.

MR. DILL: State moves to admit

139.

THE COURT: I show those were

already admitted. They' re in.
(By Mr. Dill) What did you do after

you collected these items of evidence

from the hospital?

While we were there due to the nature

of the interview that we had conducted

with Mr. Moore, due to his activities

during that interview , I admit we

became more suspicious of Mr. Moore.

At that point I asked for permission to

search the motel room at the Ramada Inn

Limited room Ill.

'Q . Did you after that take steps to secure

a warrant to search that room?

I did.

Were you able to do that?

I was.

And did you later travel to that room,

room Ill, at the Ramada Inn Limited and

conduct a search of room Ill?

I did.

What time was that?

What time was the search?

Yes.

Just a second.

MR. POWELL: We obj ect to Mr. Dill
pointing out his answer for him.

MR. DILL: m showing him evidence
that was recovered from the scene.

MR. POWELL: Let him answer his

other question before you give him

another script to read.

THE COURT: I'll sustain.

It says on the execution of the search

warrant that we have executed the

forgone search warrant as directed
herein. In searching the within

described residence located at 1317

Highway 67 East , room Ill , Decatur,
Morgan County, Alabama , at 5 :44 p.

2465 2467
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III
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Actually it' s in military time, 17: 44,

but that' s 5: 44 on the 9th day of April
1999.

Did you recover some items from the

search warrant?

I did.

m going to show you State s Exhibit

136 and'ask you what this is?
It is a Levi 501 T-shirt that was

recovered in the floor next to vanity

in room 111 at the Ramada Inn.
What did do you with this when you

recovered it?
It was taken into evidence and placed

in the evidence room at the Decatur

Police Department.

And I show you State' s 141 and ask you
what that is.

Yes, sir. It' s five letters that were

taken into custody in room III at the

Ramada that had been written by

Mr. Moore or purported to have been

written by Mr. Moore.

And this is written on hotel

stationary?

It is.
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There I s a sample of the hotel

stationary also in that bag.

And you turned those over to the

evidence locker?
I did.

I'll show you State' s 138 and ask you

what these are?

These are seven Bic style lighters and

one tube of Chapstick from the

nightstand from room III at the Ramada.

And did you take these into custody

upon executing the search warrant?

I did.

Did you turn them over to the property

lock-up?

I did.

And I show you State' s 137 and ask you
if you recognize those items?

Yes , sir , I do.

What are these?

There are three twelve ounce Budweiser

beer cans that are empty which have

been fashioned in a way to smoke crack

cocaine.
And did you recover those on April the
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9th from the Defendant' s hotel room?

I did.
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are?
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What did you do after you took them

into custody?

They were released to Investigator

Allen Perry of the Decatur Police

Department in the evidence room.

What did you do after you executed the
search warrant on the Defendant' s hotel

room?

With the information and the evidence

that we found a warrant was obtained

for his arrest for drug paraphernalia.

And did you execute that warrant?

I did not, no , sir,

Do you have any knowledge if it was

executed?
It was.

What was the next step that you took in

your investigation?
In reg rds to that or -
Just the next step chronologically that

you took.
After obtaining this search warrant and

obtaining that property from the motel

room, I believe the next step that we

took was actually to obtain a search

warrant for the residence of Mr. Daniel

Moore, which was located in Hanceville

Alabama.

And what type of residence was this?

It was an apartment located at 912 Main

Street Northeast, Apartment 404

Pineywood Apartments.

And where is Hanceville?

South of Cullman.

About how far is Hanceville from

Decatur?
Forty miles or so I guess , maybe a

little further.

And what did you do after you obtained

the search warrant for the Defendant'

apartment in Hanceville?

We went to the residence and executed

the search warrant.

When was this?

It was at 12:43 p. m. on the 10th day of

April, 1999.

I show you State' s 161 and 162 and ask

you to tell the jury what these items;

251
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Yes , sir. It' s a left and right

Timberland boot that was recovered from

the closet in apartment 404 , the

residence of Daniel Moore.

If you can, describe how the apartment

was appointed when you went there to

execute " the search warrant?

m not sure I understand that

question.
MR. POWELL: What does appointed

mean , Judge? We don' t understand.

(By Mr. Dill) Describe the apartment.

There were not very manyBare.
amenities inside the ap rtment. Bare

necessities as far as furniture goes.

I don t recall there being any TV or

anything along those lines. I don

recall there being anything - - there
wasn' t very much in the refrigerator or

in the cupboards.

bare.
It was just pretty

m going to show you State' s 142 and

ask you if you recognize that?

Yes, sir I do.
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What is that?

A receipt that had been given to Daniel

Moore dated 3/12 for $20. It was from

the Court referral office here at the

Morgan County Courthouse.

And where was this recovered?

In the drawer of a dresser in the

bedroom inside the apartment.

From the Defendant' s apartment?

That' s correct, yes, sir.
And what did you do when you recovered

it?
It was ultimately released to the

evidence tech , Mr. Allen Perry.

going to show you State' s 143 and

ask you if you recognize that?

Yes, sir , I do.

What is State' s 143?

It' s records that we had recovered from

the dresser in apartment 404, that of

Daniel Wade Moore , in regards to a

Compass Bank account. On the records

we discovered there it shows several

- NSF charges to an account. There'
even copies of one of the checks that



had been returned.
And that account is in the name of
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whom?

Daniel Moore at 912 Main Street

Northeast, 404 Hanceville , Alabama.

You recovered this from Daniel Moore'

apartment in Hanceville?

That' s correct.
And what did you do with it after you

recovered it?
It was taken and released to

Investigator Allen Perry of the Decatur

Police Department.

m going to show you State s Exhibit

134 and ask you if you recognize this

item?
Yes, sir, I do.

What is this?

It is a red toolbox that was recovered

in apartment 404 in Hanceville

Alabama , that being that of Daniel Wade

Moore.

And does this toolbox the way it sits

here in this courtroom appear the same

way it did as you when recovered it

from the Defendant' s apartment?

It does not.

How is it different?

There was a sticker located here on the

front that would just about cover up

this area here that had Advanced

Electronics and Alarm, It had a large

AEA , Advanced Electronics and Alarms,

with an address on the sticker.
And what did you do with this when you

recovered it?
It was transported back and placed in

the evidence room of the Decatur Police

Department.
What did you do next after you had

executed the search warrant on the

Defendant' s apartment in Hanceville?
Of course , we came back to Decatur and

that' s when these items were released

to Investigator Perry. That was on a

Saturday morning I believe. So,

therefore , it would have been Monday

when it was released to him.

subsequently obtained a search warrant

for the truck that belonged to

Mr. Moore.

MR. POWELL: Excuse me , I thought

he asked the question , Judge, what did

he do next on that Saturday. Now he

volunteered about a truck. I want to

know what he did before that since he

asked it.

THE COURT: I '11 let you ask him
I would though ask youthat on cross.

to pay close attention to the question

and answer it and not volunteer.

(By Mr. Dill) What happened to the

Defendant, Mr. Moore, when he was

released from the hospital if you know?

He was arrested on the warrant for drug

paraphernalia and transported to the

Decatur Police Department and locked

up.
And what did you do - - did you take
steps to speak with him again?

I did.

And how did you do that?

On the morning of the 12th Mr, Moore

was released from care at Decatur

General Hospital. At that point there
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was an officer there who immediately

took him into custody on the drug

paraphernalia charges, transported him

to the Decatur Police Department and

locked him up.

Later that day in the afternoon

Mr. Moore was again approached by

myself and Investigator Hamilton and

was again taken to an interview room

and again advised of his rights

according to Miranda.

Did you follow the same procedure as

was described earlier with regard to

the Miranda warning?

Yes, sir , I did.

And in reference to State' s lS2 , is

this a copy of the Miranda warning that

you read to him?

It is.

On April the 12th?

It is.

And does it have substantially the same

information?
It does.

MR . POWELL: Wai t, Judge. Let'
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find that other one.

MR. DILL: State moves to admit

182.

THE COURT:

(By Mr. Dill)
Show it admitted.

Same thing, you didn'

threaten Mr. Moore or intimidate him,

tell him things would be better or

if he didn' t speak to you?worse

That is correct.

What did you ask him on that occasion?

We began to cover his activities for

the date of March the 12th. Mr. Moore

stated that he had to come to Decatur

to see Gerald Fields, who was his court

referral officer. He was in town that

morning. His appointment wasn' t until

later in the day but he called to see

if he could come in early, and he

ultimately did go in early, somewhere

around 10: 00. He saw Mr. Fields and

stated that he had given Mr. Fields his

last $20, which I assume was his fee

that he had to pay.

MR. POWELL:

THE COURT:

Judge, we obj ect .

I'll sustain.

MR. POWELL: That could have been

the last $20 that he owed or it could

have been the last $20 he had in his

pocket.
him.

That' s for them to decide, not

I sustain.THE COURT: Don I t make

assumptions , please.

(By Mr. Dill) In fact, you already had

in your possession the receipt that you

recovered. Was that from his

apartment?
That' s correct, yes, sir.
And what else did the Defendant tell

you about his activities for March the

12th?
Mr. Moore stated that after he saw

Mr. Fields that he left, went straight

home other than stopping in priceville

and buying cigarettes and beer.

he went back to his apartment in

That

Hanceville and that' s where he stayed
for the remainder of the day, that he

went nowhere else.
All right. Did you ask him anything

else?
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We did. We asked him in regard this

time to the statement that he had made

to his Uncle Sparky Moore in regards to

the statement that he had made that he

had killed the doctor s wife on Chapel

Hill Road.

MR . POWELL: Judge, we obj ect 
That' s not what the statement said.

THE COURT:

MR. POWELL:

I'll sustain.

That' s just what he
wants it to say. We object to him

saying that. We move that to be

excluded and instruct the jury and

instruct him not to do that any more.

THE COURT: I'll instruct the jury

to disregard the last statement and

instruct the witness to listen

carefully to the question and make it

comply with what the statement ' said if
it was about a statement.

Go ahead, Mr. Dill.

(By Mr. Dill) I believe that' s all I
have with regard to that statement.

THE COURT: Are you at a good

stopping place?

2480
Yes , sir

That I s all you had with

MR. DILL:

THE COURT:

regard to that statement, is that what

you said?
MR. DILL: Yes.

THE COURT: This is a good place to

break for the evening. We 'll call it a

day and start back in the morning at

9:00 o' clock. Remember the

instruct ions that I' ve given you
earlier. Take your notes with you.

See y ' all tomorrow.
If everybody in the audience will

stay seated while the jury leaves,

please.
(Whereupon, the following was

held outside the presence of

the jury.
THE COURT: Let the jury clear the

elevators. You re free to go, We'll
be in recess.

MR. POWELL: Did Y all offer the

affidavit and accompanying search

warrant for both of the searches?

MR. VALESKA: I think you did.



MR. POWELL: Did you, Will?
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MR. DILL: No, I didn'

he had gone to his residence and he

remained there the remainder of the

day, didn' t go anywhere.
Okay. And did you ask the Defendant

about the checks or the bank statement

MR . POWELL: Judge, since they'

that you recovered from his apartment?

Yes , sir. The checks that we recovered

offering evidence subject to a search

warrant, we want to see the affidavit

and the search warrant.

THE COURT: You re entitled to it.
from the apartment showed that there

was an NSF balance in the checking

account, and we had asked him in

regards to why that was , and he stated

due to his drug problem that he had

that he had written checks to various

businesses for property which he would

take and trade for his drug use.

And what was the next step that you

took in the investigation?

(Whereupon , at 4:30 p. , the

proceedings in the above-

entitled matter was recessed,

to reconvene at 9: 00 a. m. , the

following day,

MORNING SESSION

(11- 14- 2002)

(9:02 a.

(Whereupon, the following was

held in the presence of the

jury. )
THE COURT: Good morning. You may have

Subsequent to the time that we talked

to Mr. Moore, of course, we were still

a seat. Hope everybody had a good

Ready to get started back.

looking at other avenues as far as

items that needed to be covered and

directions that we needed to go.

were still looking or one of the

nigh t .

Mr. Dill , your witness.

MR. DILL: Thank you, Your Honor

gentlemen that was associated with the

paving crew that we had not been able
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andlocate, Mr. Martin Scott Lane

were ultimately able to locate

through Batavia , Illinois Police

123

(By Mr. Dill) Officer Pettey, when we

stopped yesterday evening we were

talking about the second statement that

you took from the Defendant.

Yes, sir.
And I think you had testified that the

Defendant told you what his whereabouts

were on the evening of March the 12th?

That' s correct.
And what did he tell you?

On the evening of March the 12th that

2484

him

Department.
All right. Let me come back to that.

Did you receive the autopsy results

from Dr. pustilnik?

I did, yes, sir.
And at some point did you obtain a

warrant to retrieve hair, blood and

saliva samples from the Defendant?

I did.

And were you present when that warrant

was executed?
I was.

And you' ve already testified with
regard to State s 115. These are the

samples that you observed drawn by

Dr. Jet ton from the Defendant?
That is correct.

And you gave these to Investigator

Perry to supply later to the Department

of Forensic Sciences?

I did.

m going to show you a group of



documents labeled State' s 194 and ask

you if you recognize what those

documents are?
Yes, sir , I do.
What are these documents?

2485
That is correct.

And those calls were made to what

2486

They are search warrant affidavits,

search warrant and execution or returns

for those search warrants.

For the warrants you executed on the

Defendant I S hotel room

, '

his apartment

and for the hair, blood and saliva?

Yes , sir, and one other.
THE COURT: What' s the number on

those?
MR. DILL:

admit 194.

194. State moves to

THE COURT:

(By Mr. Dill)

Show them admitted.

Now , did there come a

time when you attempted to confirm what

the Defendant had told you about his

whereabouts on March the 12th?

Yes , sir.

Of 1999?

Yes, sir.
What steps did you take to attempt to

confirm that?
We obtained a subpoena for phone

records for his residence in

Hanceville, Alabama.

And did those records confirm what the

Defendant said that he had gone home

and stayed home in Hanceville the rest

of the day from March 12th, 1999?

They did not.
In fact , what did they indicate?

It indicated on the night of March the

12th that there were at least three

calls placed away from his residence

and inside the city limits of the City

of Decatur.

All right. Where were those calls made

from?

One - - or correction , two was placed

from the Bud' s on Highway 67 just off

65 and the other was Teneco Station

located on 6th Avenue at Fairway Drive.

I direct your attention to State'

166. These are the three calls

indicated on State s 166 made at 9: 51
10:19 , and 10:43?
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number?

308- 4515.

During your investigation were you able

to trace who that number belonged to?

We were.

And whd was that?
It was to a pager that was purchased

through Paging U. S . A and through Paging

U. S . A. we were able to determine that

the registered owner of that pager was

Mr. Nick Williams.
And did you trace the pager further

beyond Nick Williams?

We did.

And who was in possession of the pager

according to your investigation on

March the 12th of 1999?

Mr. Darnell Ellison.
And did you contact Mr. Ellison?

I did.

And did Mr. Ellison confirm that the

Defendant had been in Decatur on March

the 12th of 1999 that evening?

2488
He did.
Did there come a point in time when you

placed the Defendant under arrest?

sir, there was.Yes,

When was that?

November the 1st of 2000.

And what was the charge?

Capital murder.

I just have a few more questions

Officer Pettey. Now, in the course of

this investigation I think you

already mentioned that there was a

paving crew in the area of 2330 Chapel

Hill Road during the - - on or around
March the 12th of 1999; is that

correct?
That is correct,

And were they questioned?

They were.
And you mentioned that you took steps

to locate one of these members of this

paving crew?

We did.

And who was that?

Martin Scott Lane.
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You mentioned earlier that you heard a

message being played on the victim

answering machine; is that correct?

That' s correct.,
And that was when you were processing

the vict'im' s home; is that correct?
That is correct.

And I think in your earlier testimony

it was a child' s voice saying, mama

where are you , you forgot to pick us up

or something along those lines?

Yes, sir.
And who was playing that message when

you walked in the room?

When I walked in Lieutenant Hale and

Sergeant Hamilton was standing around

the counter there in the kitchen, and

as I entered the room is when I heard

it.
Now , yesterday we went through the

crime scene in some detail. Did you

find any evidence in your processing of

the crime scene that anyone had

attempted to clean up some of the

evidence?

Yes, sir.
And what was that?
Of course, the initial thing that we

observed was the floor at the base of

the stairs to where someone had

attempted or someone did wipe up the

majority of the blood that was there,

It appears as though someone had gone

into the bathroom in the master

bedroom. It appears as though someone

had attempted to clean up some there

and there was also the washcloth that

we located on the bed that appeared to

have blood on it to where someone tried

to clean up.

In fact, the sink you re describing

where someone washed up, that' s where

you took the swabs of the blood , the

diluted blood and it came back that it

was the victim' Karen
That is correct, yes, sir.
Was there any missing articles

clothing or anything?

As far as to be able to tell you towels

or anything along those 1 ines , when we

2490
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spoke with Dr. Tipton he was unaware.

He couldn' t advise but he didn' t know

what count or anything along those

lines. One thing we did observe in the

master bedroom , which is depicted in

the photographs, is that there' s a

pillow case missing off one of the

pillows there next to the nightstand in

the master bedroom.

And what does that indicate to yOU?

Well, that the pillowcase was removed.

MR. POWELL: We obj ect . What does
that indicate?

MR. DILL: Judge, he can testify

based on his experience.

THE COURT: I think as a homicide

investigator he can offer an opinion as

to what that would lead him to conclude

based on what he saw at the scene.
Overruled.

MR. POWELL: He asked him what that

could indicate.
MR. DILL: ' I'll rephrase the

question.
THE COURT: Rephrase your

2492
question. I think he s qualified to

answer what you' re trying to ask him.
(By Mr. Dill) What could that pillow

case have been used for?
It would indicate to me that due to the

pillow case having one opening and one

being closed that you could put

articles in that and that they could be

contained inside that without falling

out just by holding the open end. And

it would be my belief that whatever was

used to clean up the blood there in the

home was removed in that. As you can

clearly see the other pillows that are

depicted in the photographs, each of

those have a cover on them.

And you re referring to State' s 44?

Yes , sir.

And you never did find the towel that

appeared to have been used to clean up

that blood in the foyer?

, sir.

None of the items that Dr. Tipton

reported stolen were ever recovered; is

that correct?



That is correct.

MR. DILL: Can I have just a

moment, Your Honor?

THE COURT: You may.

(Brief pause.

(By Mr. Dill) 2330 Chapel Hill Road is

in Morgan County; is that correct?

That is correct.

MR. DILL: That' s all I have for
this witness at this time , Your Honor.

THE COURT: Cross, Mrs. Halbrooks.

MRS. HABROOKS: Yes , sir.

EXAINATION

14 BY MRS. HALBROOKS:

Officer pettey, you gave us a rudown
yesterday of your work history. What

date were you assigned to the robbery

homicide unit?
I don' t remember the exact date.

Do you know about how long it' s been?

It was probably in the latter part of

, 96 , middle to the latter part of '
probably.
Were you called the chief investigator

in the murder case of Karen Tipton?

I would have been , yes , ma am.

As the chief investigator what are your

duties specifically?
To pretty much oversee the

investigation.
Would everybody pretty much answer to

you, all the officers that report to

the scene and anybody involved in

investigating this case, would they

report to you?

Well, I wouldn' t have the total say so

as far as what happened at the scene.
It would be something that would

probably be brought to my attention and

it would be something that would be

discussed because I also have two

bosses.
Who are they?

Barry Hamilton and Lieutenant Dwight

Hale.
So Barry Hamilton was your boss on

March the 12th of 1999?

that' s correct.Yes, ma

Did you ask them specifically for any

assistance in the course of your
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investigation?
m sure I did.

You did?

Yes, ma' am.

Was this your first capital murder

investigation?
That I would have been in charge of,

yes, ma am.

In the course of your investigation

you , of course, took in lots of

evidence and took statements, made

notes , that sort of thing; is that
correct?
We did.

And as you do that you compile a

report, do you not?

That is correct.

And you compiled in this particular

case an initial report that contained

about one hundred twenty- five pages; is
that right?

I would assume that that' s probably

correct, yes , ma ' am.

And you followed that up later and you

did a report with 125 pages that'
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dated January the 16th , 2001; is that

right?
Only one report was submitted.
Would this have been your only report?

m not sure I understand your

question.
Well, this one is dated January the

16th, 2DOl. So is it your testimony

that you only did this one report?

Well , if you re talking about the cover

sheet that' s on this right here , the

cover sheet could have been made at any

time. There was only one report that

was actually written and submitted.

The cover sheet could be - - it' s an
arbitrary date on it.
Well , do you recall ever submitting a

report with another date other than

January the 16th, 2001?

I don t recall the date that it was

submitted. The front of that report

there, if I could look at it again.

Yes , sir.

THE COURT: Keep in mind the record

doesn' t know what he' s looking at.



if you' re going to mark it.
2497 '

You don

have to offer it but mark it.

I don see that being a final report

because there are no initials on the

report.
THE COURT: That' s referred to as

Defendant' s Exhibit what?
MRS. HABROOKS: This will be

Defendant' s Exhibit SO , Your Honor , a

report with a cover sheet on it dated

January 16th , 2001 and containing 125

pages.
(By Mrs. Halbrooks) But, again , you

don' t recall specifically the date of

the final report?

And what it is you have there isNo.

not the entire report that would have

been submitted anyway. That' s just the
written part. That doesn t contain

reports or anything along those lines.

I I m get ting to that. Just bear with

me.

Okay.

This is one hundred twenty- five pages

is the body of the report that has a

cover sheet dated January the 16th

2001 ?

Yes , ma' am.

In addition to this you fill out some

supplemental incident offense reports

and there are evidence receipts that

are attached to your report and search

warrants that are attached to your

report and that sort of thing?

That is correct.

Documents that back up chain of custody

for evidence and that kind of thing?

That' s correct.
And all of that is part of your final

report?
That is correct.

What would be the purpose of compiling

something in writing like this?

For prosecution purposes.

Specifically though for prosecution

purposes what would it be?

m not sure I understand your

question. For prosecution purposes to
be able to refer back to as far as how

the investigation progressed.
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Yes, sir.
2499

To refresh your recollection

to testify in court?

That is correct, yes , ma' am.

It would be hard to remember what

happened March the 12th of 1999 when

you I re testifying to those facts some

three years later?
That is correct.

Almost four quite frankly.

In March will be four , yes, am., A.

So when you got ready to try this

particular case you went back and you

reviewed your report?
Yes , ma am.

To help you remember. The things that

are reflected in this report would be

accurate at the time that you wrote

them and that you put them in there; is

that right?

Are you saying that report or the

report that I submitted?

The report that you submitted?

Yes, ma am.

Would be accurate. But you re not

saying that this particular report

2500
would be your final report as far as

you know. You' re just saying this is

one dated January 16th , 2001.

That' s what that cover sheet is, yes
am.

Going to March 12th of ' 99 you arrived
at the scene at 4:3S?

Thereabout , yes, ma ' am.

It was daylight outside?

It was.

And when you got there who was there?

Best I recall that I saw was Sergeant

Darby and Officer willis and

Dr. Tipton.

And where was willis parked when you

got there?

I don I t recall where his vehicle was
parked.
What about Darby?

I don' t recall exactly where his

vehicle was parked. I know that when I

came in there was a vehicle there at

the entranceway and then I pulled up

onto the grass and got out and walked

up the rest of the way to the



residence.
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So, you know , I didn' t pay

that much attention back out to the

road at that point. I was focused up

to where Sergeant Darby was at.

Who was up with Sergeant Darby,

anybody?'

He was standing in proximity to where

Officer willis and Dr. Tipton was.

And I may have asked you this. If I

have forgive me.

outside?
Was it daylight

It was.

And had anybody gone into the Tipton

residence before you got there , any

police officer?
Yes , ma' am.

Who was that?

Officer Willis.
( Had Darby gone in at that point?

I believe that he had yes, ma' am.

Do you know whether or not Darby or

willis at the point that they went into

this residence before you got there was

wearing any kind of protective

clothing?

I would tell you that they probably

were not.
You mentioned in your testimony

yesterday that y' all put on some

protective clothing when you went in.

What' s the purpose of protective

clothing with regards to the crime

scene?
Just to make sure you don' t contaminate

the scene.

How would you contaminate a scene if

you go in without protective clothing?

One way you could step in fluids that

are in the floor or you could step in 

place where you would leave footprints

or something along those lines.
Yes , sir. Did that happen in this case

to your knowledge?

Did what?

Did anybody step in fluids, blood

anything like that?

Not that I' m aware of, no, ma ' am. Each

one of the officers that responded out

there it wasn' t their first time that

they had responded to a scene like

2502
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that. So we re pretty careful..
Did you talk to Officer Darby when you

got there?

I did.

What did he tell you about what he knew

about the scene at that point?

I can t recall everything that he told

, but 'mainly the fact that the victim
was located on the second floor landing

was the primary thing. To tell you

exactly what it was he told' me I' m not
sure I can do that.

Yes, sir. Did he tell you what

Dr. Tipton had shared with him about

finding his wife there in his house?

He stated that Dr. Tipton was theYes.

one that had found the victim.
Did he tell you about Dr. Tipton

telling him about the steps that he

took when he came into the house that

day?

I don t know that we did right then or

not.
Officer Pettey, I' m going to ask you if

you will to look at page three of this
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report that' s got a cover page dated
January 16th and that I' ve marked
Defendant' s Exhibit SO for
identification purposes.

that say right there?

What does

It says, "Sergeant Darby said

Dr. Tipton advised the following.
And did you review this for your

testimony today in court before you

came to the stand?

This document that you have?

Yes, sir.
I haven t looked at that document.

Well, let me ask you this. Do you

recognize this document, this page

this particular page , page three?

you write that?

Did

It appears as though as far as what we

had submitted , yes, ma' am.

All right. If you will, begin right

here and read to the ladies and

gentlemen of the jury what that says

right there.

All that he told me?

Here.
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Just starting right here?
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"Dr. Tipton

said that he went to the laundry room

located just off the kitchen and

removed his shoes , which is a normal

practice. Dr. Tipton said he called

out to his wife and children who were

usually home at the time but he did not

receive a reply.
THE COURT: Hang on just a minute.

I think that witness is for all.
MR. POWELL:

THE COURT:

Sorry.
Go ahead. If you want

to repeat that. I might have

distracted the jury.
(By Mrs. Halbrooks)

I didn' t mean to.

I tell you what,
read just begin right there.
just start allover.

Let'

"Sergeant Darby said Dr. Tipton had

advised the following. When he,
Tipton, arrived home from work at

around 16: IS hours he entered the

residence through the garage entrance

as usual and that the door' s lock was

locked as usual except for the dead

bol t , which was out of the norm.

Dr. Tipton said that upon entry into

the residence he noted that the

faceplate to the alarm touch pad

located on the wall to the right just

inside the residence had been removed

from the alarm panel. Dr. Tipton said

the alarm panel was in place when he

left for work this morning. Dr, Tipto:"

located the alarm face plate on the

counter in the kitchen. Dr. Tipton

then noticed that the television in the

kitchen was on as usual but realized

that he had neither seen nor heard his

wife or children. Dr. Tipton said that
he went to the laundry room located

just off the kitchen and removed his

choose, which is a normal practice.

Dr. Tipton said he called out to his

wife and children who were usually at

home at the time but did not receive a

reply. Dr. Tipton continued through

the home back through the kitchen to

the den , to the foyer , to the front

door where he put his coat in the

closet. Dr. Tipton called out to his

I 25
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wife and children again but still does

not receive an answer, which is very

strange due to the fact that his wife'

vehicle is parked in the drive.
Dr. Tipton said that he walked to the

area at the foot of the stairs and

there saw a large concentration of

blood which appeared to have been

cleared up or at least someone had

attempted to clean it up. Dr. Tipton
then walked up the stairs to the top of

the stairs and he discovered the nude

bloody wife of his body (sic) .
Dr. Tipton advised that he attempted to

get a pulse on his wife. When he

failed to get one he went to get a

phone to call police. Dr. Tipton first

went to the master bedroom in an effort

to get a phone, cordless , to call

pol ice but the phone would not work.
Dr. Tipton said he went to the first

floor where he called from the fax

phone located in the office. Once he
made contact with the police he

followed our instructions and waited

2508
for them to arrive.

Did he tell Officer Darby at that point

that he had gone back into the laundry

room and put his shoes back on?

Well , if he did it wasn' t relayed to me

because it' s not in the report.
Right. And it' s also not in your

report, is it, that he tried or thought

about going down to the Chance

because the phone didn' t work and
that' s why it brought him back in the

laundry room. That' s not in the
report is it?

That is correct.

It' s not in your report either is it
that - - I'll withdraw that for now.

It' s not in your report either , is

, that he attempted to get a pulse on

his wife twice?

No, ma am.

at that point you advised OfficerNow

Darby to clear the residence?

Not at that point, no.

while after that.
It was a little

About how much longer after that?
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Well, Investigator Crouch had arrived

on the scene. So I don' t know exactly
how many minutes had passed, but it was

a period of time. But after Crouch

arrived they did clear the residence

yes, ma" am.

All right. What was Dr. Tipton and

Officer Willis and Officer Darby and

yourself doing while y all waited for

Crouch to get there?

Dr. Tipton was still on the front porch

with Officer willis. If they were

speaking or conferring with each other

at that time I' m not really and truly
sure. I was standing in the front yard

trying to formulate a plan as far as

what it is I needed to do in my mind.

So when Crouch got there you asked

Darby and Crouch to clear the

residence?
Yeah. They didn t do that until after

Allen Perry had arrived , and Al didn'

get ' there until right at 5: 00 0 ' clock.
So it was that period of time because

they had to have covers on their feet

2510
when they went inside the residence and

we would have gotten that from AI.

So that twenty- five minutes had passed

since you got there from the time that

Darby and Crouch entered and cleared

the residence?

That' s correct.
And you said that when they went in

they were wearing protective footwear?

Well , covers over their footwear.

What else? Any other protective

clothing that they might have been

wearing.
NO, ma ' am.

Did Officer Darby and Crouch report to

you at that point anything about the

locks on the doors?

They advised that the residence was

secured.
What does that mean " for the ladies and

gentlemen of the jury, the residence

was secured?
That they located no other persons

inside the residence and that the doors

were all secure.
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Officer Pettey, you then called Darby

to secure the residence as well as any

accessible routes so no one could

either enter or leave the scene without

your knowledge; is that right?

Yes, ma am.

Why is that important?

Well , ! don t want anyone else to have

access to the residence without our

owledge because you don' t want to go
inside the residence and find somebody

else inside there. Also you don t want

anybody to go in and be able to

contaminate the scene,
Exactly. So how long do you keep that

procedure in place where you have the

residence cleared? How long is it

important to ensure that the crime

scene is not contaminated?

Well, at that point it' s not
contaminated until we enter the scene

and , of course, when we enter it we

going to contaminate it.
Well, how would you contaminate it?

Just by the fact of being in there.

All right.
2512

So what about third persons

off the street other than police

officers, would you want them in your

crime scene?

, ma' am.

For how long would you want to exclude

third persons from the crime scene?

Well , during the time that we

initially there.

Initially meaning what?

Until we go in and do the initial

processing of the scene. In this case

until we removed Karen' s body from the
residence and we cleared.

Okay. So she s removed that night

sometime later by I think Mr. Pettus

testified to the time that he picked up

her body. So at that point I think

' all stayed there a little bit longer
and y ' all cleared the residence so to
speak , and is it at that point that

third persons can feel free to come

into your crime scene?

Well , after we released the scene back

to Dr. Tipton that night , we asked if



we be allowed to go back to the scene

if we needed to for follow-up and which

he agreed that we could. But we did

2513
Fireplace poker?

not - - we did not ask him to stay out
of his residence , no am.

So Dr. Tipton was free to come and go

out of that residence as soon as he

left the police department after giving

a written statement to the police; is

that right?

He would have been allowed to go back

yes, ma' am.

At that point you padn' t talked with

Marve Kalachman , at that point you

hadn' t talked to Dwight Tipton the

pharmacist, and you hadn' t talked to

Jeanie Gonsewski the office manager; is

that right?

That' s correct.
You didn' t talk to them as a matter of
fact until two days later on the 14th;

is that right?

That is correct yes , ma' am.

So pretty much after y' all leave that
night Dr. Tipton' s free to invite

2514
anybody in his home who he chooses and

to have whoever in there?

Yes, ma ' am.

Y' all were still getting some evidence

out of the house , weren t you?

We did at a later date , yes mal am.

As a matter of fact, you got lots of

evidence out of the house after the

12th , after that night, didn t you?

I wouldn' t characterize it as a lot,
no ' am.

ve got a list here of some evidence

that was taken that night --

Yes , ma ' am.

-- on the 12th, and I want to you just

listen. m going to read this and see

if you agree with what I' m saying was

taken that night. Y' all took a white

sweatshirt and a sock that was from the

couch in the den; is that right?

That' s correct.
Okay. White sock tied in a knot lying

on the bed?

Give me just a second here. Yes,

rna I am.
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Yes , ma am.

Blue jeans, panties and menstrual pad?

Yes , ma' am.

A black Ralph Lauren short-sleeved

shirt from the bed in the master

bedroom?

Yes , ma' am.

A white washcloth?

Yes, ma' am.

A pink sleep shirt from the bed in the

master bedroom?

Yes, ma am.

A light pink colored piece of clothing

from the vanity in front of the

bathroom in the master bathroom?

front of the vanity in the master

bathroom? I think I misspoke.

I don' t see that on my list but , yes

' am , I would say that that'

correct.
And a pair of pink sleep shorts from

the floor in the master bedroom in

front of the dresser?

Yes, ma am.

2516
There was some things on the 12th that

were still left at the residence and

m going to list these for you and see

if those were still there on the 12th.

Do you want me to cover the others that

we recovered that night?

Well , you recovered a fitted sheet off

the bed?

We did.

What else do you have on your list?

Pair of jeans size 12 , towel.

The towel from the floor next to the

bed?
Yes , ma am.

Uh- huh.
Then there were also fingerprints,

latent prints that were recovered that

night.
Were there seven latent prints

recovered that night?

Yes , ma am.

still left at the house that night was

a pillow and a white pillow case that

was located to the left of the feet of

Karen Tipton; is that right?
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That' s correct.

A blue sweater located to the left of

the feet of Karen Tipton; is that

right?
That is correct.

A white and blue striped sweater

located on the table in the hallway

where Karen Tipton s body was found; is

that right?

That would be correct.

The light blue chenille robe laying at

the foot of the table in the hallway

where her body was found?

That would be correct.
You also left the alarm panels there

that night?

We did.
Were any of the items that you left

there that night tested for blood to

see whose blood was on them?

Items that we left?

Uh- huh, yes, sir.

No, am.

And as a matter of fact, when we saw

the crime scene video yesterday, some

2S1S
of those items were still there on the

17th when you went back to do the crime

scene; is that right?

I think the film was on the lSth.

lSth I apologize. They were still

there?
That' s correct, yes, ma ' am, they were.
Why did you not take those items into

evidence and ask that those be

submitted for DNA analysis?

We didn' t see the necessity in it.

Where did those items go?

they?
Where are

I have no idea.

m not going to go back through this

list again, but you might want to
look. The items that you left at the

residence that we don t know where they

are today and were not tested and the

items that you took into evidence on

the 12th , as far as the clothing would

you agree with me that all of those

pieces of clothing are female clothing?

All the - you need to ask your

question again. m not sure I

2517' 2519
understood that.
With regards . to the items of clothing
that we reviewed, both those things

left at the residence on the 12th and

the things taken into evidence on the

12th , would you agree with me that all

of those are female items of clothing?

The majority of the clothing, yes

ma' am. As far as the socks , I couldn'

tell if you they were male or female

but the maj ori ty of the clothing, yes
mal I would were female.

re talking about the white sock that

was with her sweatshirt on the sofa and

the white sock on the bed?

That' s correct.
But other than that you agree that

they re all female clothing?

I would , yes, ma' am.

And I think you mentioned to us that

the dresser drawers were pulled out in

the bedroom?

That is correct.

And y all took that to mean that it had

been ransacked?

2520
That would have been our opinion , yes

am.

Would you agree with me that it could

have been a woman getting her things to

leave?
I wouldn t agree with that, no, ma' am.

Let me show you what I' ll mark as
Defendant' s Exhibit 51 and ask you if
you recognize this picture from the

bedroom of the crime scene?
Yes, ma am.

Did I understand your testimony

yesterday to mean that there were some

cast-off blood patterns in this
direction?

In this area here on theYes, ma' am.

table and down to the floor.
So on the table and down into the floor

here?
Yes, ma' am.

Do we have any pictures showing that

blood there in the courtroom?

Well , the picture that we have from

this side of the bed over here is going

back that way, and I' m not sure if it



depicts the blood over there on that

side as far as the close-up goes. And
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one reason for that is probably due to

the fact of it being -- the partials

being so minute. As I told you the

differences in the blood pattern being

high, low, or medium velocity impact.

You' re basing that high , low and medium

velocity testimony on your memory then

because we don' t have any pictures
depicting what you r re testifying to; is
that what you re saying?

That exactly right, yes ma' am.

We don t have any pictures showing this

area along in here in the floor; is

that right?

You' ve got a picture from that side of

the bed. As far as a close-up, m not
sure if there is one,

Let me ask you this. What is that

no, roa I am.

right there in the photograph?

If we can get the other photograph I

can tell you for sure.

Do you know where the other photograph

is that you re referring to?

It' s in the photographs that we have 

There' s a photograph that shows a
little bit closer up of that that

you ve just shown me. I don't believe

this is all the photographs that we

have 

I tell you what , we'll probably take a

break in a little bit and we'll see if

we can find it and I'll ask you about

it then.

Okay. There is a closer photograph

that shows - - you can see some of the
blood on the table here , this side and

on the papers and even off over here to

this side. That will probably be a

better photograph for to you use to

show that 
In this picture can we tell what'

right here?

you can t, not in thatNo, mal

picture 
With regards to the low , medium and

high velocity blood spatters that
you re talking about and I think

testifying to there being direct

you

drops
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they weren' t elongated blood patterns

as far as the drops in the foyer , the

drops at the foot of the steps; is that

right? Did I understand that right?

That' s correct.
Did you take any measurements of those

blood drops?

We didOnot.
So we don t have any idea as to the

measurements , the diameter of those
circles of blood?

We don

What would that tell us if we did?

About the only thing really that it

will be able to tell you is really from

the height that the source of blood

was.

So the heighth from which the blood

fell?
That' s correct, yes, ma' am.

And tell us why that' s important?

Well , it gives you the reference point

, as far as probably from where the blood

originated from.

So that would be real helpful , would it

2524
not, in investigating a crime scene and

investigating what happened in the

crime scene?

m not going to say that it would be

insignificant by any means but it

wouldn' t be the deciding factor, no,
am.

The face plates that were on the alarm

you didn' t take those into evidence?
We did not.

You did process them for fingerprints

as I recall?

We did.

And you didn t get any prints?

I think there was some prints that were

actually recovered from the face plate

but if they were actually identifiable

or not. I don 't think that they were

from the testimony that we had

yesterday.
If I told you that there was one print

that they couldn I t get off the keypad
would that be accurate as far as you

know?

I would have to look at the report and
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see.
You do recall from willis' report

that' s been offered into evidence in

2525
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the case that Dr. Tipton stated that he

picked it up and looked at that

keypad. Do you remember that?
I believe that' s correct.

The one on the counter in the kitchen?

I believe that I s correct, yes , ma' am.

When were the keypads processed for

fingerprints?
That night. I don 't believe that it

has the exact time which ones on this.
You can look at the print card itself

and it will have a location and a time

and a date on the back of it. We can

do that if you like to. I can tell you

the times that they were taken.

We'll do that at the break as well and

I'll come back to that.

Okay.

The door leading from the garage into

the kitchen that Dr. Tipton testified

that he carne through that day, when did
you process that for prints?

'll have to look at the cards.

will have the times on there.

Would you have done that that night?

Yes , ma am.

You would have?

Yes , ma' am.

On March the 12th, '99?

We did it that night , yes am.

And is that what we see in the crime
scene video with all that gray powder

on it?
It is, yes , ma' am.

So the gray powder was still there on

March the lSth?

Yes , ma' am.

Would it have been important you think

to have kept the face plates on the two

alarms, the keypads, for evidence in

this case?

That would be an opinion thing.
don' t think that it was crucial to the

point. We had processed the plates

and we were satisfied as far as that we

had obtained the information that we

could from them. I mean , we looked at
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the wires and it appears that they had

been cut and processed it for latent

prints and, you know, we did what we

could to retrieve those.

As a matter of fact, in one of your

supplemental incident offense reports

you talk about the keypads and you said

that the keypads had been surgically

removed. Did you use that term?

I did yes, ma am.

But we didn' t keep them here for
Mr. Godbee to talk about or anybody

. else to talk about how they worked?
I think Mr. Godbee referred to that in

his testimony that he went back and the

same face plates is what he put back on

there at the residence.

We don' t have them to show the ladies

and gentlemen of the jury?

That I S correct, yes am.

You testified to the fact that you

think that the initial attack of

Mrs. Tipton occurred in the den;' is

that right?

That is correct.

252S
Okay. Was there anything in the den

out of place, knocked over , strewn

about?
Actually the only thing that we had

observed there that night was that it

appeared as though that a cane was in

the floor that was laying in the floor

which appeared just a little bit out of

the ordinary.

m going to ask you to look at this

and I' m not going to mark it. I think

this has already been offered into

evidence. Is that the cane that you

talking about?

Yes , ma' am.

And that' s the cane laying just across
Mrs. Tipton' s shoes there in the den
floor?
Right in front of it along with that

cordless phone.

So you thought that was sort of

evidence of something being out of

place , strewn about?

Well , it' s just, you know , just thrown
out in the floor there in the walkway



and the phone being in the floor.

mean, that was just a little odd to us.

THE COURT: For the record what

exhibit was that that you were

referring to if you know?

MRS. HALBROOKS:

look.
I '11 have to

THE COURT: Is that your copy of

it?
MRS. HALBROOKS: Yes, sir. This is

just my copy and I think it I S been

offered but I don I t know the number.

THE COURT: It I S your record.
keep that in mind.

MRS. HABROOKS: Yes, sir.
MR . POWELL:

look for it.
Let me have it. I'll

(By Mrs. Halbrooks) Was there any

blood in the den other than what you

said appeared to be palm prints there

in the floor?

Yes , ma ' am. There was blood on a shirt
that was ' on the couch.
No blood on the sofa?

Well , the fabric of the couch itself

was dark and to say that there wasn

any there, no, 1 m not going to say

that.
Well , you didn' t do any test of any

fabric?
We did not. That' s correct, yes

rna 1 am .

You didn' t take any pictures of any
areas on the sofa that you believed to

have blood on it based on --
Like I say, we recovered the sweatshirt

from there on the couch and , you know

there could have been blood that was on

the shirt that got on the couch or it

came directly from Mrs. Tipton on the

couch. I mean , I don I t see that or
didn' t feel as though at the time it
would have been significant to actually

take a photograph of that. m not

sure that even with the contrast it

would have shown up in the photograph.

In your initial walk- through I think

you said that y' all found some hairs 

the fitted sheet in the master bedroom;

is that right?

2529
No, ma' am, that' s not what I said.
What did you say?

2530
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On initial walk-through I didn' t say

anything about finding hairs on the

bed.
Did you go back through --

When we went back throughYes, ma am.

and started processing the scene that'
when we found the hairs on the bed

yes, am.

And specifically you found hairs on the

fitted sheet in the master bedroom; is

that right?

That' s correct , yes, ma' am.

And I think that there s been a picture

as well here that you referred to and

showed the ladies and gentlemen of the

jury about the hair that you found on

the sheet; is that right?

One of the hairs, yes , ma am. I think

there' s actually two depicted in that

photograph.
How many in all did you take from the

fitted sheet?

I think it' s stated that there were

2532
twelve I believe that we actually

picked up. Of course, there was

possibly more that was recovered by the

Department of Forensic Sciences when it

was submitted to them.

Let me show you what I'll mark as

Defendant' s Exhibit 51 and ask you 

you recognize that.
It looks like one of Investigator

Perry s notes of evidence collection.

What' s it called up there at the top?

Decatur Police Department property

evidence invoice.
Okay.

for?
What evidence is that an invoice

It' s a fitted sheet.

Fitted sheet taken from?

2330 Chapel Hill Road Southwest:

Where does it say it was taken from

here?
Floor master bedroom.

We talked about a fitted sheet that was

found on the bed. Where' s the fitted
sheet that was found on the floor in

the master bedroom?



That' s a typo.
It' s a typO?
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Yes, am.

This is Defendant' s Exhibit 28. It'
already been offered. This depicts the

sheet that was found two miles down

from the Tipton residence on Chapel

Hill Road; is that right?

That' s correct , yes, ma' am.

Does it appear to be a flat sheet?

It does.

Let me show you what I'll mark as

Defendant' s Exhibit 52 and ask you if
you recognize this?
Yes, ma' am, it' s another form.

Another property evidence invoice.
What does it show?

Hairs.
How many hairs?

I don' t believe that it says.

Quantity?
Item six saying that' s there s one

sample.
One hair?

No, ma I am.

And where was that taken?

From the bed in the master bedroom.

Do you recall looking over some of the

physical evidence in this case with

myself and sherman Powell on January

the 4th , 2001 over at the Decatur City

Police Department evidence room?

I didn' t understand yourm sorry,

question.
Do you recall looking at the physical

evidence with myself and Sherman over

at the evidence locker at the Decatur

Police Department January the 4th of

2001

I remember looking at the evidence.

to the date I don' t recall the date.

Well ve been over several times to

look at it. I' 11 represent that to you
today, You and I have only ever been

there together one time; is that right?

I believe that' s correct , yes, ma' am.

On that occasion did y ' all take out
some soap that y' all had recovered from
the third floor master bedroom?

We had.
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And on that day did we find anything on

the soap?

We did , some hair.

As a matter of fact. you did a little

memo and attached it to your report

regarding that, didn' you?
I did , yes , ma' am.

DO you 'recall the subj ect of your memo?

I don' t recall the entire content of

it, no, ma' am.

Do you recall it saying that we had

found the hair on the soap, the bar of

soap and the hair in the bag and

Sherman had called it to your attention

so you were going to send it for

testing?
It could very well state that , yes,

am.

And as a matter of fact, you did send

it for testing after we found that

hair; is that right?

We did yes, ma' am.

That' s all the hair that came back to
be Dr. Tipton' s; is that right?

I don t know. We would have to look at

the report.
Well , if the experts have testified

2536

that the hair found on the third floor

bathroom in the soap was Dr. Tipton'

you wouldn' t disagree with that, would

you?

No, I wouldn t disagree with it , no,

am.

Now , talking about the hair on the

soap, you took those into evidence at

what time? Do you remember what day

you took the soap?

. No , ma' I don' It' s on the bag.

We can look at it and get the date and

time.
DO you remember why you would have

taken soap from the third floor

bathroom?
It had hair attached to it I' m sure.
Anything else? Anything else that

would have caused you to take that

evidence?
I don' t recall specifically. You know

probably along the lines of thinking it

was possible that whoever it was that
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had tried to clean up downstairs may

have gone there and taken a shower.

There would be an abundance of reasons

for that.
Again, I' m going to show you the same
report that we ve references that I'
marked Defendant' s Exhibit 50 dated
January the 16th , 2001. If you will

read to the ladies and gentlemen of the

jury that paragraph.

"In the bathroom located on ' the third
floor items are located which suggest

that it may have been possible for

someone to have showered in hopes of

cleaning up before leaving the

residence. "
Again, I'll ask you does that help you

to refresh your memory as to what you

might have seen in the bathroom that

caused you to believe that somebody had

taken a shower?

Just the fact that the soap had hair on

it. We already observed and already

testified to the fact of that

downstairs in the master bath it

appears as though someone had wiped

their hands or tried to clean up a

little bit. So it wasn' t too far of a

reach to believe that it' s possible

that they may have gone up and taken a

shower. They didn t get all the blood

off their hands at that time then they

would have gone up and taken a shower

or it' s possible that they could have.

Did you see the blood on. Dr. Tipton'
hand that day on March the 12th?

NO, ma' am. I can t tell that I recall

seeing it.
Did any of the other officers tell you

hey, look , Dr. Tipton has blood on his

hands?
NO, rna I am I don' t recall that they

did.
So it wasn t tested and we don' t know

whose blood that was on his hand?

it wasn t tested., ma

We talked a little bit about the bloody

palm prints which you said seem to

appear to be bloody palm prints on the

floor , there in the hardwood floor in
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21;

the den; is that right?
2539

Yes, ma ' am.

You said in your report that you

couldn' t do any lifting of those prints
because it was believed to be that the

palm prints are still too wet to try

and lift; is that right?

Yeah. As I say, depending on the

amount of blood that' s present at the

time, it would take a period of time

for it to dry to where when you put

fingerprint powder on it that it

wouldn' t just be absorbed into the

fl uid . So I wanted to make sure it had

ample time to completely dry before we

attempted to recover it.
Let me show you what' s been offered and

admitted as State' s Exhibit 40 and ask
you if that' s the print that you

believe appeared to be a bloody palm

print?
Yes , ma' am .. I believe that to be one of

them. I believ it actually depicts

both of them there.

Okay. Let me show youAll right.

2540
what' s been offered as State' s Exhibit
39 and ask you if that' s also the same

thing that you said appeared to be a

palm print?

Yes, ma' am.

And that' s what we' re talking about

appeared to be too wet to lift at that

point?
Yes , ma am.

And we do have a measurement of this

particular print, though , don' t we?

Yes, ma am.

We have something used to measure this

one?

Yes, ma ' am.

Now, the blood up on the table up on

the second floor landing I think.
Yes, ma am.

I think you testified to that. I think

we showed the ladies and gentlemen of

the jury that in the crime scene video.

Yes , ma' am.

A lot of blood up there.

Yes, ma am.

One of the largest concentrations of
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blood in the house, wouldn' t you say?

I would say so, yes , ma' am.

And in your report you indicate that

appeared to be dry; is that right?

Yes, ma' am. That' s correct, yes
ma' am.

Could this be a footprint?

, ma ' am.

Could not be?

No, ma' am.

Did you take my client' s, Daniel'

Timberland boots pursuant to one of

your search warrants?

We did, yes,

What did you

For blood.

Did you see Dr. Tipton with his shoes

ma' am.

test it for?

on or off on March the 12th of ' 99?

I believe they were on.

You also said that the blood droplets

there in the foyer in front of the

closet where Dr. Tipton placed his coat

according to his testimony March the

12th of ' 99, you described that blood
as being undisturbed; is that right?

Uh- huh.

Based on Dr. Tipton I s testimony he
would have walked through that

particular blood how many times before

he phoned the police?

m not sure I understand your

question. Walked through the blood or

walked through the area where the blood

was?

Walked through the area where the blood

was?

At least three times.

Where the body lay for a period of time

at the top of the stairs you testified

yesterday that it appeared as though an

area that was wet was where Mrs. Tipton

lost her urine after her death; is that

right?
That would be my opinion , yes, ma' am.

Yes , sir. You didn' t test that area
though?

I didn', ma'

In your report on page twenty- nine you

list some areas where you took samples

of the blood, and I' m going to show you
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that and ask you if this reflects the

six areas where you reported you had

taken the blood samples?

Let me see if I can look back here and

make sure. Yes, ma' am, that appears to

be correct.
The floor of the foyer at the bottom of

the steps, the floor of the foyer in

the back toward the den.

Floor of the foyer.

The floor of the foyer , yes, sir. The

top front edge of the stairway steps,
the floor of the second floor landing,
the table in the second floor hallway

and the counter in the master bathroom

second floor. Are those the six areas?

Yes, ma am.

And those were taken on March the 16th?

That is correct, yes , ma' am.

And that was done by you and Officer

Perry and Officer Hamilton on that

date; is that right?

That is correct , yes, ma' am.

So during that period of time between

the time that Karen Tipton is murdered

2544
on the 12th and you go back out there

to take these samples four days had

passed?
Yes , ma am.

Had Dr. Tipton and whoever else he

wanted to have in his home could have

been in the crime scene at that point?

Yes , ma' am.

The bloody sheet and the bloody moving

blanket , when did you find this? And

m referring to what' s been offered as

Defendant' s Exhibit 28.
- Let me look back in here right quick.
March the 23rd.
March the 23rd or March 24th?

It was located on March the, ma' am.

23rd. It was released to Investigator

Perry on March the 24 th.
What drew your attention to these

items?
As we had done before, we were just

riding down the roadway looking on both

sides , which is pretty much a common
practice to see if anything may have

been discarded on the side of the
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road. And we just happened to pull

into this area two miles west of the

Tipton' s residence because it looked
like an area where someone could pull

off the road that would be out of the

view of anyone else and looked around.

That' s when we discovered the blanket
and the sheet and the dog s carcass.

When you say we, who are you talking

about?
Myself and Sergeant Hamilton.

Do you remember in an earlier hearing

in this case you testified to the Court

that you found that all by yourself and

you were the only one that could take

me to where it was found? Do you

remember that?

ma' am, I don' t recall that.

How far off the road were the moving

blanket and the sheet found?

You went there with me. We were

probably the distance off the road

about as far as from me to Mr. Powell.

And did you take any pictures of where

you found it?

we didn', ma' am,

You didn' t take any pictures of the
position of the sheet in relationship

to the moving blanket?

am, we didn't.

But in spite of your testimony that the

dog was wrapped up in there you still

took it into evidence in this case?

Yes , ma' am.

You logged it in , you hung it up in the

cabinet and you allowed it to dry; is

that right?

That' s correct , yes, ma ' am.

And then you cut out samples out of

each of them and you destroyed the

others; is that right?

Yes , ma' am, that' s correct.

When they were tested by- the Department

of Forensic Sciences both of them had

blood on them?

The sheet and the moving blanket?

Yes, sir.
Yes, ma' am.

And the moving blanket they tested to

determine whether or not it was dog
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blood?
That' s my understanding, yes, ma' am.

Do you know why they only tested the

blanket?
Only from what Mr. Morrison stated here

in Court due to the fact that the sheet

was entwined inside the moving blanket

that they tested the moving blanket and

it showed positive for dog blood.

And all we have with regards to that is

your memory from March the 23rd of 1999

as to the position of these items when

you found them?

That' s correct.
We don' t have any pictures or anything

to show how they were found?

Yes, ma' am , that' s correct.

According to that evidence receipt that

you say is a typographical error about

the fitted sheet found on the floor of

the master bedroom, were you at all

curious about whether or not that could

have been Karen Tipton s blood on the

flat sheet that you found two miles

down the road?
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No, ma' am.

Who made the decision to destroy the

sheet and the blanket?

Actually Investigator Perry did. We do

not keep biohazards for any length of
time just as in any case unless we have

to. Most of the time if something is

cut and sent to the lab then the

remainder of that is destroyed because

of the fact that it is a health hazard.

Well, you kept the sheet that was on

the bed. We' ve looked at that, haven

we?

AS I said , if it'Yes, ma am.

necessary it' s kept. If it' s not a
sample is submitted and the other is

destroyed.
And , again, you get to decide what'

necessary; is that right?

Well, you know, in this case that was

recovered that you showed here , the

sheet , was recovered two miles from the
Tipton residence several days

afterwards in the vicinity of a pretty

much mutilated carcass of a dog. The
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sheets from the Tipton s residence in
our mind was a totally different piece

of evidence.

The pictures that had been offered into

evidence in this case, you haven

testified to when any of these pictures

were taken, is that right, as far as

the dates for each individual picture?

I don 1 t think for each individual

picture but collectively the majority

of those photographs of the crime scene

itself were taken on the 12th of March

yes, sir.
I noticed in your report that you

instructed Officer Perry to take some

pictures of the outside of the

residence first; is that right?

Yes , ma' am.

Okay. And I noticed , again , that you

told him to take pictures of the inside

of the residence; is that right?

Yes, ma' am.

So he would have taken pictures of the

inside and the outside on March the

12th of 19997

That is correct,

To your knowledge did anybody take

pictures after March the 12th of 1999?

Of the outside or the inside?

Let' s talk about the inside.
sorry. Yes.

Yes , ma am, there would have been some

photographs that would have been taken

after that date.

Yes, sir. When would that have been?

It' s possible we may have taken some on

the date that the samples were

collected from the carpet in the Tipton

residence.
That would have been April the 9th of

99; right?
m not sure. I'll have to look back

and see. No, ma am, that would have

been on April the 6th.
April 6th. So we had somem sorry.

pictures taken April the 6th of

evidence as well you think?

I would say that there probably were

yes, ma' am.

Why would you have taken pictures on
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April the 6th of ' 99 of the inside of
the residence?

Well , due to the fact that we were

al tering - - we were showing where we
got the samples that we cut from.

Anything else?
I wouldn' t think of a reason why.No.

Let she show you what I' ve marked as
Defendant' s Exhibit 53 and ask you 

these are photographs , two photographs

taken of the bed side tables at the

Tipton residence?

They appear to be, yes , ma ' am.

Let me just let you look up here with

me. This obviously would be March the
12th of '99. The sheet is still there.

Yes, ma am.

The sheet on the bed y' all took into
evidence March the 12th of '99' ; is that
right?
That' s correct.
Okay. I f you'll look right here the
sheet is gone; right?

Uh- huh.
So this was sometime later?

2550
It would have been after we recovered
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the sheet , yes, ma ' am.

Where' s that book that was there March

the 12th?

I have no idea. That could have been

just later in the night on March the

12th.
So same question.
I don t know.

Where s the book? Why is everything

moved around? Do you notice how

everything on the table is shuffled

around? Why would that be?

Probably what' s depicted in this
photograph was that item right there.

Well , that item actually was off the

floor wasn t it?

m just showing that' s probably what

was depicted in the photograph. It may

have been picked up there and sit there

to say that' s what it was we took into

evidence, yes , ma ' am.

Yes, sir. But using your example that

actually when you arrived there was in

the floor?
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I believe it' s depicted in one of the

other photographs, yes, ma' am, that'
correct.
On the floor by the bed.

that up there?

So y' all put

Yes, ma am.

But can you explain how all this other

stuff got rearranged and how that book

came up missing?

ma I am.

Is it possible given the fact that we

could have had anybody in the house

after all left March the 12th that

other items of evidence were missing as

well?
Other items of evidence?

Yes , sir.

I guess it depends on what you

classified as evidence. We consider it

to be evidence if we think it'
necessary to take it into custody,

that' s when it becomes evidence.

Well , let' s talk about then being

necessary to take into evidence eleven

eight millimeter video tapes.
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talked about that and you talked about

how they are family videos; is that

right?
Yes, ma am.

Y' all elected to take those into

evidence?
I did it at the direction of my boss.

You don' t know why he directed you to

do that?
No, ma am.

Who is that?

Lieutenant Dwight Hale.

We haven' t heard from him?

NO, am.

There were other tapes in the bedroom

actually. There s one right there on

the bedside table in that picture

isn' t there?
there is.Yes, mal

But all took those eleven?

Yes, ma' am.

We' ve already heard test imony about
Karen Tipton having a watch, an

engagement ring and a wedding band on

her hand at the time of her death; is

IS I
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that correct?

That' s correct, yes , ma ' am.

You didn' t take any pictures of those
items, did you?

I think that the watch is depicted in

the photographs and, you know

understand when you re on the scene of

a crime you try not to disturb as mu,

stuff as you possibly can. At the time

when that was taken , Mrs. Tipton was in

the same position in which we had

discovered her body. At that point

before we did anything with her hands

or whatever, we bagged her hands.

those items were left intact with the

body. But we re not going to remove

jewelry and such as that at the scene.

If you' re looking for the photograph

there it' s probably back toward the

back.
Thank you. Let me go on with my

questions and hopefully I'll find it

here in a minute. You attended the
autopsy of Mrs. Tipton; is that right?

That is correct.
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When you were down there were you

talking with Dr. Pustilnik about the

case?
Pustilnik?
pustilnik , I' m sorry.
I was, yes , ma' am.

Did you talk to him or discuss your

theories about the case at that point?

I don t believe so , no , ma ' am.

Did you discuss with him particularly

what you would like for him to look at

or investigate with regards to Karen

Tipton' s body?

I don t tell him how to doNo, ma' am.

his job.

m sorry?
I didn t tell him how to do, ma'

his job.

Dr. pustilnik gave you back Karen

Tipton' s jewelry at the autopsy, didn '
he?
He did , yes , ma ' am.

What did you do with them when he gave

them to you?

Transported it back to City of Decatur.
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Where did you put it?

It was locked in the safe in Lieutenant
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Hale' s office.
So it wasn' t locked into evidence or

anything?
, ma um.

On the watch on Karen Tipton' s arm when

this picture was made does it say it'

11:00 o' clook at night?
That' s what it looks like.
And we' re referring to State' s Exhibit

29?

That is correct, yes , ma' am.

So y ' all don' t log in her jewelry into

the evidence locker; y' all just put it
in a safe in one of the offices; is

that right?

We elected to in this case. We were

not looking to keep it. It was

evidence in a sense that it was

recovered from her body and it was

brought back and placed in Lieutenant

Hale ' 5 office due to the fact of the
potential value of those items.

On August the 1st of 1999 you gave

those back to Dr. Tipton, didn t you?

I don t recall the exact date but we

have a form that he signed for that

property.
that.

You should have a copy of

Yes, sir. And if I represented to you

that the date on that is October the

1st of ' 99, would you agree or
disagree? Have any reason to

believe otherwise?

If that' s what was on the form, yes

am.

So August the 1st of 1999 you just

decide that' s the day to give back

Dr. Tipton Karen Tipton' s rings?

That' s when it was returned to him
yes , ma ' am , if that' s when he signed

for it.
Have you heard around about that same

time that they tested these two hairs

that y all say y ' all found and they
were consistent with Daniel Moore? Had

you already learned that when you gave

it back to him?

No, ma , I don' t recall that.
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You testified yesterday to the bra that

Karen Tipton was wearing and that it

was found over her body at the time of

her death and the fact that it had one

cut in it that seemed to be consistent

with the way she was stabbed; is that

right?
Yes, ma' am.

There was another cut as well; is that

right?
I don' t remember another cut. I just

recall the one. There may be more.

It' s here. We can look at it.

MRS. HALBROOKS: State s Exhibit

111. I don t know if any of you guys

know where I can find the bra?

MR. DILL:

THE COURT:

I'll help you find it.

hy ,don' t we take a

break this morning while you find it.

I'll put the Court in recess for twenty

minutes and allow the jurors to take a

break. Remember the instructions

gi ven you all week and last week. Just
leave your notes in your seats if you

want to. I' 11 send for you in twenty

2560
minutes and we'll start back.

(Whereupon , a recess was

taken. )

THE COURT: Everybody is back.

Thank you. Be seated. If you re ready

we'll start back.

(By Mrs. Halbrooks) Officer Pettey,

m going to go back to March the 12th,

99 and you asked according to your

testimony yesterday for certain

officers to secure the perimeter of the

residence; is that right?

I don' t recall asking for certain

officers to secure the perimeter , just

that it was secure.

Do you recall who did that?

NO, ma ' am.

And where they were?

NO, ma' am.

You asked Officers Crouch and Evans to

do a search of the outside area; is

that right?

I don' t know that I specifically asked

that they do it. They were there on

the scene and were probably asked to do
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it, but I don' t recall having actually

asked them, no, ma I am.

If your report indicates that Crouch

and Evans conducted the search of the

outside area , you wouldn I t disagree

with that?
, ma' am.

And do you recall what evidence they

obtained as a result of their search of

the outside ground of the Tipton

residence?
Not that I' m aware of.
I know you testified to some things

that Officer Perry I believe found but

you don t know of anything that Crouch

and Evans found that day?

That' s correct, yes , ma' am.

You did, though, go back on March the

15th, three days after the murder , and

you found a black shirt in the front

yard of the Tipton residence; is that
right?
I believe that' s correct, yes am\

So even though Officers Crouch and

Evans searched the residence on the day
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of the crime they didn' t find this but

you found it three days later?

They didn' t search the residence.
Searched the ground out s ide the

residence.
That' s correct, yes, ma' am.

The vehicles parked outside the Tipton

residence on March the 12th of ' 99, did
you open the door and look in any three

of those vehicles?

We did.

You did?

Yes, ma' am.

Who did that?

Myself and Sergeant Hamilton.

Is that reflected anywhere in your

report?
No, ma I am.

NO, sir. Do you think it would have

been important to put that in your
report so that you could remember what

was found, who did it , when they did

, what they saw?

Had anything been recovered it probably

would have been , ye s, ma ' am.
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Of course , I think as I recall your

testimony yesterday was that you felt

of one of the hoods of the cars, that

being Dr. Tipton s truck, and it was

hot. Is that what you said?

Yes , ma' am, that I s correct.

And I believe what was actually

reported was that it was warm; is this

not right?
I don't recall that saying it was warm

, ma' am.

Did you take any pictures of the inside

of automobiles?

No, ma' am.

Did you take any carpet samples or did

you attempt to get any fingerprints out

of the vehicle or any other trace

evidence out of those three vehicles

that day?

I did not.

Did you fingerprint all of the counter

surfaces in the house, that being the

kitchen counters, the bathroom counters

in all of the bathrooms?

, ma am, we did not.
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Did you fingerprint all the faucets in

the house?

We did not.

Did you fingerprint all of the flat

surfaces, the banister , the stair rail

there at the house?

We did not.

Did you fingerprint all of the doors

and the locks to the doors and every

entrance and exit to the house?

, ma am.

Officer Pettey, I' m going to show you
what I' ve marked as Defendant' s Exhibit

54 and ask you if you recognize that?

Yes, I believe that' s in theam.

front yard of the Tipton residence

looking westbound.

What' s depicted in that photograph?

Their house and some trees. Appears to
be a blacktop road which I would

represent to you to be Chapel Hill Road

and then there' s also some tracks here
in the front yard.

Is there any significance to these

tracks as you recall?
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Let me show you what I' ve marked as
Defendant' s Exhibit 55 and ask you if
you recall what that depicts?

Yes, ma' am.

What is that?

It' s a pile of ruble that' s on the
west boundary line of the Tipton

residence of their property line.

Do you recall why that' s significant

and why a photograph was made of that?

Yeah. We went out there and dug

through it to make sure nothing was

buried in it.

Defendant' s Exhibit 56, is that you on
the dozer there digging?

That' s me.
MRS'. HALBROOKS: Your Honor , we

would offer at this time Defendant'

Exhibi ts 54 , 55 and 56 and ask that we

publish them to the jury?

THE COURT: Show them admitted.

You may.

(By Mrs. Halbrooks) Why did you dig?
Make sure there wasn' t anything buried

in that pile,

Who would have buried it you think?

Didn' t know when we did it.

Well , did you suspect that the pavers

had buried something out there wi 
their equipment?

, ma ' am.

You didn' In your training in
investigations of homicides , what are

you trained to do to estimate the time

of death of an individual?

Well, there s a long list of things

actually that you can do, not that you

should or would do at each scene by any

means. You can tell as far as

previously been testified to rigor

lividity, temp of the body, and that'

usually the tell-tale factors.

Did you take her temperature?

We did not.

Did you note rigor mortis?

We did not.

Did you note liver mortis?

We did but not fixed.

You heard Dr. Pustilnik' s testimony
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with regards to lividity.

Yes , ma ' am.

You were in the courtroom.

Yes, ma' am.

And did you understand him to say that

the area in the palm of Karen Tipton

hand was not lividity?

Yes 1 ma I am, that' s what I heard.

He was questioned I think some time

about that. m going to show you

again your report and ask you if you 'll
read from page fourteen, this paragraph

that you wrote.
MR. DILL:

THE COURT:

Your Honor.

Yes.

MR. DILL:

THE COURT:

Can we approach?
Yes.

(Whereupon , the following was

held out of the hearing -of the

jury. )
MR. DILL: Now , yesterday I asked

Officer Pettey about some questions

that he ha& asked from Howard Godbee,

which Howard Godbee said something

different to them at the time of the
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investigation from what he said when he

testified , and you wouldn' t let him go

into that. Now she s asking him to say

something that Dr. Pustilnik said and

Dr. Pustilnik has already testified.

You know , it ought to go both ways.

we can t ask about what Godbee - - you

struck what he said , that Godbee had

told him during the investigation from

the record and instructed the jury not

to consider it.

THE COURT: Well, I did it - - slide
I did it because whatover this way.

he said was so far removed from what I

recall Godbee said that it wasn t in

evidence.
MR. DILL: Right, and that' s the

same thing that' s going on here. You

know , Godbee said something different

and if we can elicit that as

impeachment testimony of Godbee then

they shouldn I t be allowed to put in
something different from

Dr. Pustilnik' s testimony.

Dr. Pustilnik was here and they cross-
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examined him.

THE COURT: Where are you going?

haven' t picked up where the Defense is
going.

MRS. HALBROOKS: I just recall that

Pustilnik' s testimony was that the

lividity in the area of her palms was

not consistent with lividity. Okay.

Mike I S report says that at autopsy it

is determined that the lividity shown

in her hands was lividity in the palm

of her hand and not bruising as

originally thought, which would be

inconsistent with the way that the

victim' s body was found.
MR. DILL: And that' s exact same

situation as testimony of Howard Godbee

that you struck from the record when he

testified yesterday and ordered the

jury not to consider it.
THE COURT: Refresh my recollection

about what happened yesterday with

Godbee.

MR. DILL: I remember doing it with

regard to what Mr. Moore said that he

testified that Howard Godbee told him

when he went back and talked to him

just about whether or not Daniel Moore

ever worked for him , that Godbee told

him that he had sent -- that he had

been out to the victim s house with the

Defendant once and that he had sent the

viet im out - - he sent the Defendant to
the victim' s house once by himself.
When he testified that you struck it

from the record and told the jury not

to consider it. And here she s trying

to elicit the same sort of testimony.

THE COURT: I still don t recall

from yesterday that Godbee said what

now?

MR. DILL: I think Godbee when he

testified he said that he had been out

to the - - that he recalled he had been
out to the victim s house once.

THE COURT: He being the

Defendant?
MR. DILL: With Godbee, right.

Godbee and the Defendant had been out

to the vict im I s house once together.
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THE COURT:

MR. DILL:

Yes.

When Officer Pettey

talked to him he said that the

Defendant had been to the victim

house once with him , once with Godbee

and that he had sent him out to the

victim' s house once by himself and
that' s what Pettey testified to

yesterday.
THE COURT: Okay.

That you struck becauseMR. DILL:

it was inconsistent with the earlier

testimony.
THE COURT: But we re talking about

a different finding here. We are not

talking about what Pustilnik said to

Pettey. We' re talking about Pustilnik

finding it one way and the autopsy

finding it another. are we not?

MR. DILL: She s trying. toNo.

elicit what Officer Pettey recalls

Pustilnik saying. Exact same

scenario. Dr. pustilnik was here and
testified as to what his findings were,
and they had an opportunity to cross-
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examine him. Now they' re wanting to

get out from Officer Pettey the same

thing that we couldn' t get out through

Godbee.

THE COURT: I'll give you the last

argument.
MRS. HALBROOKS: Excuse me?

THE COURT: Do you have anything

else you want to say?

MRS. HALBROOKS: No, except that
what' s happened here is that pustilnik

took the stand saying it wasn'

li vidi ty . Mike' s report says that at

the autopsy he said something

different.
MR. DILL: And that' s exactly what

we were not allowed to ask about.

can ask him --
She

THE COURT: m going to sustain

the obj ection. Let' s move on.
MRS. HALBROOKS: Yes , sir.

(Whereupon, the following was

held in the hearing of the

jury. )
THE COURT: Are you ready?
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MRS. HALBROOKS: Yes.

(By Mrs. Halbrooks) So you didn' t take
the pulse, you didn' t document liver
mortis , you didn' t document rigor

mortis; is that correct?

Excuse me?

You didn' t document the temperature of
the body of Karen Tipton I s body, you

didn' t document rigor , mortis or liver
mortis. You didn't check for any of

those things; is that right?

Yes , ma' we checked. You can look
at the - - in looking at Mrs. Tipton'
body. We didn' t take a temp.

didn' t want to disturb the body.
weren' t going to insert anything in any
orifice that would be checked at

autopsy. She definitely was cool to

the touch. There was no rigor mortis

and as I stated the lividity was not

fixed.
Do you routinely call the coroner when

somebody dies?

Yes , ma' am.

When do you call the coroner?

It depends.

In relationship to when the police

arrive at a scene?

It depends.

Depends on what?

There' s no set standard as far as when
you have to call.

There isn't?
, ma I am.

In this particular case when was Russ

Beard called?

I don' t recall the exact time. There
was a period of time in between when we

arrived and when he was actually

notified or asked to respond to the

scene.
Yes , sir. Why wasn' t he called until

later?
Just an oversight.

Just an oversight?

Yes ! ma am.

all just forgot to call him?

Yes, ma' am.

The crime scene video that you made and

that was shown for the ladies and
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after the murder
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jury was made six days

of Karen Tipton?

That is correct.

Why did you do the crime scene video

six days after the death?

No particular reason. ve done it

times longer than that and shorter than

that. It was just to give an overview
as far as the outlay of the house, not

as the crime scene was depicted on the

date of the death.

Well, do you think in investigating a

homicide of this nature that it would

have been a good idea to have seen all

the evidence as it was on March the

12th of ' 99, the body of Karen Tipton
as it was on March the 12th of ' , the

outside area of the house as it

appeared on March the 12th of ' 1999?

Yes, ma I am , and I believe you have

through the photographs.

But we don t have a video?

That' s correct.
And , of course, the photographs that we

all taken by y all and theysee were
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certainly don' t show the area beside

the bed that we demonstrated earlier to

the ladies and gentlemen of the jury

that you ve testified to about high

low and medium velocity blood; is that

right?
Yes, ma I am I believe so. The

photograph that I showed you earlier

shows some of that, and then there

should also be another photograph of

that side of the bed that would depict

that if you can locate it. It' s here.

If you will , show me that area on the

side of the bed?

I don' t know that it' s in these

photographs that' s here. I think

you I ve got a copy of all the

photographs that would be in there to

where you can do that. There I s the
initial one that we were speaking of

earlier that was a little bit closer to

the bed that shows that nightstand.

There s not one in these blown-up

photographs. You' ve got some of the

smaller ones that it should be depicted
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in there though.

In the crime scene video we see a

hanger hanging there on the banister at

the foot of the steps; is that right?

Yes, ma' am.

That I salso depicted in some of the
photographs as well; is that right?

That' s correct.
And this is the area were you say

Mrs. Tipton would have gone through

after the initial attack through the

den; is that right?

Yes , ma ' am.

And I think your testimony also was

that she couldn' t get to the door so

she fled upstairs.

that right?

Did I understand

That would be my opinion , yes , ma' am.

And she did all that without knocking

that hanger off the banister right

there?
Sure.
The crime scene video also shows us

that the children s bedrooms, the two

rooms for the children , were at the

opposite end of the hall from Karen

Tipton; is that right?

Yes, ma am.

It also shows that their play room is

directly across from the office where

Dr. Tipton phoned the police; is that

right?
Yes, ma am.

You testified to a statement that you

obtained from Sparky Moore and he'

also testified in this case; is that

right?
I didn' t take the writtenYes, ma' am.

statement from him but I' ve spoken to
him in regards to it, yes , ma' am.

And as a resul t of Sparky Moore

statement you investigated some of the

things that he said, that I s what led

you to Daniel Moore; is that right?

That' s correct, yes, ma am.

Following your conversation with Sparky

Moore , obtaining his statement in this

case, and in the course of your

investigation , did you go down to

Wallace State where Daniel was a

2577
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student and ask them for a list of all

the male students that resided in the

City of Hartselle?

No ma 1 am.

Have you made any attempt whatsoever to

identify whoever it was that you say
Daniel said he was with on March the

12th of, ' 99?

MR. VALESKA: We obj ect .

MR. DILL: Obj ect to the form of

the question.

MR. VALESKA: He does not say who

Daniel said , Sparky Moore did.

THE COURT: I'll sustain that.

Rephrase your question.
(By Mrs. Halbrooks) Have you ever

looked for anybody else involved in

this crime that went into the house

allegedly with Daniel Moore on March

the 12th of '99?

m not sure I understand your

question.
Well, have you ever looked for any

other individual that went into the

house with Daniel Moore on March the

2SS0
12th of '99?

No, ma am, I haven

On April the 9th of ' 99 when Daniel is
hospitalized you' re given his clothes

including a pair of his boxer shorts;

is that right?

I believe that' s correct, yes, ma ' am.

And during that time that he' s in the

hospital you get some search warrants,

don' t you, to go and search his

apartment, his hotel room , and his

truck; is that right?

That' s correct.
In your search warrant you say that

you re looking for bloody clothing,

jewelry of assorted descriptions

including necklaces, rings, electronic

device to include an eight millimeter

Canon camcorder. Did you find any of

those things in his apartment, his

hotel room or his truck?

No ma I am.

en you searched his hotel room you

find three crushed beer cans; is that
right?
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him; right?
I didn r t go out there. I spoke to himAnd you get a warrant for his arrest

for possession of drug paraphernalia; on the phone , and, yes, ma' , that'

what he said.
Do you understand his testimony in this

court is that he talked with Dr. Tipton

is that right?

That' s correct.

for ten or fifteen minutes that day?

Yes, ma' am.

And he s arrested for that and he'

brought back down on March the - - April

And you got the phone records, did you

the 12th of 1999 for you to question

him again; is that right?

He is, yes, ma' am. not?
I did.When you bring him down on the 12th he

tells you that he arrived at Gerald And they indicate a two minute call?

It does.Fields' s office around 10: 00 0' clock;
is that right?

Yes, ma' am.

Did you get suspicious?

And when he left he went to his

No, ma I am.

apartment in Hanceville after stopping

at Priceville to buy beer and

cigaret tes; is that right?

That' s correct.

Did you say, you know, that doesn'

ring true?

And you testified earlier that he had

lied about that because of his phone

am.

records indicating that he had called a

drug dealer that night; is that right?

Back up and repeat that last part

You didn'

again.
You said he lied because of these phone

, ma I am.

records that you have?

About staying at his apartment the

And you heard Marve Kalachman tell the

ladies and gentlemen of the jury that

remainder of the day?

Yes, sir.

he didn' t know w ere he was that

afternoon , he hadn' t seen him.

hear that?
Did you

Yes, ma ' am.
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That he was seeing patients , yes

You didn t ask him where he went that

day, did you? Did you give him an

opportunity to tell you?

I asked him and he said he went nowhere

else.
But you didn r t ask him?

He said he went nowhere else.

You didn' t follow up on what he tells
you but you followed up on what

Dr. Tipton told you about Marve

Kalachman and Jeanie Gonsewski and

Dwight Tipton?

Yes , ma' am, I believe I have.

Let' s talk a little bit about the alibi
for Dr. Tipton. When you go out there

and you talk to Dwight Tipton the

pharmacist, who shares his same last

name , he tells you, yeah, I talked with

2584

ma' am.

With regards to Jeanie Gonsewski , did

you take the time to figure out what

kind of relat ionship Dr. Tipton might
have with Jeanie Gonsewski?

Yes , ma' we asked.
You asked?
Yes ma' am.

You didn' t ask Daniel though?
If he had a relationship with

Mrs. Gonsewski?

You didn t ask him if he had madeNo.

any phone calls that night.

give him any opportunity.

decided he lied?

You didn'
You just

No, ma I am. I asked him for his act ions
that day.

You asked him if he stayed home that

day.
I asked him his actions, ma r am.

that day.

You 'didn' t ask him what --
MR. VALESKA: We obj ect to her

interrupting.
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I told you we asked him what his

actions were for that day and we went

through that. He came to Decatur , went

and seen Mr. Fields, he left , on his

way home he stopped and bought beer and

cigarettes , he went home and he stayed

there the rest of the day. I don'

know how much clearer that can get.

April the 12th of ' 99 he told you that
he made the statement to Sparky Moore

so that he would make his bond; is that

right?
I don t believe that was on the 9th.

believe that was on the 12th.
The 12th,
The 12th.

m sorry.

Yes , sir. Is that what he told you on

the 12th?

I believe so, yes, ma' am.

The paving crew that was out there on

March the 12th of 1999, did you

personally speak with any of them?

I did.

Who did you talk with?

Hoke Bonner and Michael Todd Jones.
On March the 12th of ' 99?

I did.

Okay. And what did Michael Todd Jones

and Hoke Bonner share with you on March

the 12th of ' 99?

To the best I recall is that they were

there working and that they had

observed the 8- 10 pickup come in and
park there on the side of the garage

and that it was earlier than they had

previously seen it before coming in.
You re talking about Dr. Tipton'

truck?
That' s correct , yes , ma ' am.

And do you recall Officer Kevin

Bloodworth being there on the scene as

well?
He was there, yes, am.

Officer Bloodworth has moved to

Virginia; is that right?

I guess.

s no longer with Decatur City Police

Department?
That' s correct.

lsl
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He completed, though, an incident
offense report, is that right , in this

case?
He did.
And he actually interviewed all four of

these men on that day, did he not?

That' s what' s purported, yes , ma' am.

m going to show you what I'll mark as

Defendant' s Exhibit 57 and ask you if
this is a copy of Officer Bloodworth'

report?
I would say that' s correct , yes , ma' am.

And did you review Officer Bloodworth'

report in the course of your

investigation in this case?

Yes , ma ' am , I did.

2588 

And was it included in your report as

well?
It was.

And he says that he interviewed a work

crew from Bonner Construction and

Paving consisting of Hoke Bonner

Michael Todd Jones , Martin Scott Lane;

is that right?

Yes , ma am.

He says that Martin Scott Lane lives in

DeKalb, Illinois i is that right?

That' s what' s in there, yes; am.

And he says that Christopher Hugh wages

was also there. Do you remember Chris

Wages?

I believe so, yes , ma' am.

He' s also from Chicago, Illinois?

If that' s what it says.

Does it say in this report that all

four of these men agreed, which would

include Martin Scott Lane who was on

the stand here yesterday, that all four

men agreed that they saw nothing, heard

nothing that day regarding that crime?
MR. VALESKA: We obj ect . It calls

for a mental conclusion of this witness

for what Officer Bloodworth wrote in

what he ',yrote.
THE COURT: Well --

(By Mrs. Halbrooks) I tell you what,

let me ask you if you will 

THE COURT: Are you going to
withdraw the question?

MRS. HALBROOKS: Yes, sir. Thank
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you.

(By Mrs, Halbrooks) If you

reading right there and tell

Officer Bloodworth --

Right where?

Right here if you would , please.

All of these subjects had been doing

paving work at the victim' s house and

the house next door for approximately

three days. I spoke briefly with all

four subj ects about the events of the

day. All four men agreed on the

following events. How much further?

Just keep on going.

"At approximately 09: 00 to 09: 15 to
10: 00 , this date they arrived to begin

work at the house. As they were

pulling in they saw a white Ford

Explorer pulling into the driveway and

continuing up the driveway for a small

distance and pull off the drive onto

the grass to the carport area adjacent

to the house. No one saw the driver of

the Explorer , who got out at the house.

However, all four men agreed that this

was the vehicle that the victim " I
can' t make out that word II was seen
driving on previous days. All four men

began working in both the victim s yard

and the neighbor' Sometime near

10: 00, 10: 30 hours Hoke Bonner and
Chris Wages left the area to go get

lunch for all four men at chick Filet.
Todd Jones stated that he and Martin

Scott stayed at the house of the victim

and continued work until Hoke returned

with lunch. All four men were again

present until approximately 13: 00 hours

when Hoke Bonner stated that he left

and went to Lone wolf Trailer Company

to order a work trailer for his

business. Upon his return he stated

that he saw police cars in the driveway

of the house and by the road side,
was unsure of the time. All three of

his employees were present at the

victim s neighbor' s house at this

time. I asked all four men if they had

seen anyone on the property during, 
m going to assume that' s the

, "

the
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will begin 
I 2us what 
I 3: 4

day or around the house or heard any
2591

strange noises. All four men replied

that they had seen no one except

themsel yes and the neighbors and his
son and they were also doing paving

work for and who had been out in the

yard all day off and on. They stated
that at.around 13: 00 hours they saw a
white male approximately forty years of

age jogging north on South Chapel Hill

Road. Subj ect was wearing orange
ru.nning pants. All four men stated

that this was all that they remembered

about the day' s events. They did

further state that they believed that

the victim s husband returned home ' an

hour or so '" in quotations , "before he

did on the previous day. All four

subj ects were asked to remain at the

scene to speak with detectives. They

agreed and asked if they could move

their equipment before dark out of the

road. They were allowed to do this and 
returned until questioned by Sergeant 
Evans and Detective Crouch later in 
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evening. " Do you want me to read the

log that' s on there?
MRS. HALBROOKS: , sir. Thank

you.
Your Honor , we would offer

Defendant' s Exhibit 57.
MR. VALESKA: And we obj ect . The

bottom of that page until a witness

comes in here and testifies to 

that' s available unlike Officer

Bloodworth.
MRS. HABROOKS: Your Honor , there

is part of this and we are prepared to

bring that witness in.

THE COURT: That' s fine. I'll
withhold admitting it until that

officer comes.

(By Mrs. Halbrooks) Did you take any

DNA samples from any member of the

paving crew?

We did not.

Did you take any hair samples from any

member of the paving crew?

We did not.

Qther than Martin Scott Lane , did you
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If you will, look right here - I 1

obtain any fingerprints from any

of the paving crew?

l\. We did not.
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Did you obtain any written statements

from any member of the paving crew:
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Chris Wages , Michael Todd Jones , Hoke

Bonner or Martin Scott Lane?

I don t recall any that I personally

took.
You heard Mr. Martin Scott Lang'

testimony about Blackee.

Blackee being out there?
Do you recall

I don' t know who that is.
Y' all go down to Batavia, Illinois; is

that right?

Yes I rna I am.

To interview Martin Scott Lane?

Uh- huh.
When you go down there you still don'

get DNA samples, hair samples, blood
samples , anything; is that right?
That 1 S correct yes , ma' am.

Mike , I I m going to represent to you

that what I' ve marked as Defendant'
Exhibit 58 is a map of the State of

Illinois.
and tell me if that is Batavia where

you traveled to meet with Martin Scott

Lane.

that' s what it looks like.Yes,

And you and Officer Hamilton went down

there; is that right?

We went to Batavia.Yes , ma am.

think that he was actually in Cane

County, and I' m not sure if that'
where Batavia is or not or it' s the

county next to it or what.

Are you saying you flew into Batavia?

we drove., ma' am,

You drove?
Yes , ma' am.

How far was Satavia from wherever it

Z\.

was that you say?

I don I t know.

How long did it take you to get there?

Thirty, forty- five minutes.
Also took a statement of Mike Ezell

that' s been published to the jury in

this case; is that right?

We did, yes am.

And what brought Mr. Ezell to your

attention?

2595

well , he was a friend of the family and
there was question in regards to him ac

the beginning, and we brought Mr. Ezell

in for questioning just as we have a

lot of others as far as trying to cover

every base that we could.
And when you bring him in for

questioning he tells you that he'

wanting to swap partners with

Dr. Tipton and Karen Tipton; is that

right?
That was brought up, yes, ma' am.

You subpoenaed some records from AOL

the internet provider; is that right?

We did.

And you did that based on the

affidavits where you said that at the

time of Karen Tipton s death or --
MR. VALESKA: Your Honor, we

obj ect . May we approach?

THE COURT: Yes.

(Whereupon , the following was

held out of the hearing of the

jury. )
MR. VALESKA:

2596 i

We obj ect and ask the
Court to instruct her not to put any

answer in her question about what the

Court I S already ruled in this

proceeding when we had the hearing a

day and a half ago and we' ve got a case

for Your Honor.

THE COURT: Refresh my recollection

but what I instructed was no opinion

testimony or reputation testimony.

MR. VALESKA: Right.
THE COURT: But that the

information on the internet was not a

sexual act protected by rule 412.

MR. VALESKA: Right, but you said

they would have to bring in their

expert and they said they would and

it I s the same wi th -
THE COURT: Really what I indicated

was that she shouldn t go further with

it with Dr. Tipton.

MR. VALESKA: Right.
THE COURT: But if he got records

and he has personal knowledge of those
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things they can prove it through him as

well as they can anybody else who has

personal knowledge of it. I didn'

say that - - I didn' t mean tomean to
exclude them f om admitting it any

other waY except through their expert.

All I was suggesting to them is to not

bring it up to Dr. Tipton any more

because he had already said he didn'

know about it. So if he has personal

knowledge about it he certainly can

testify to it.
MRS. POE: It' s not relevant.

MR. VALESKA: Then you let them

identify it but I don' t want them

saying until they have an opportunity

to tell you how they re going to

connect it up.

THE COURT: I think I know what

they re attempting to show and what I

think they have the right to do is to

than that defendant to kill her. I 24

:'" 

me 
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put on evidence that there is a

potential motive from somebody other

MR. VALESKA: I don' t mind that.

They don' t -- we admit that just by

fact of being on the internet. Let
give -- we just found this case and

this was covered by the --

Ohio Court of CriminalMRS. POE:

Appeal s .

MR. VALESKA: I don' t mind them

identifying it , whatever , through him
but I don' t want them blurting it out

2599
the same motion as I made before that

they have to tie it up to Your Honor'

satisfaction.
And the only thing IMR. DILL:

would add to that is that you ve said

that she can ask him of his personal

knowledge before she blurts out what it

is or asks him what it is. We ask that

she be required to lay that predicate

that he can say - - that he can say it
of his own personal knowledge before.

THE COURT: I think you have to do

that to go there with this witness.

has to have personal knowledge not

based on what somebody saw. m going
to keep that if I can to look at it.

MR. DILL: Thank you.
(Whereupon, the following was

back in the hearing of the

jury. )
THE COURT: Okay.

(By Mrs. Halbrooks) Officer Pettey,

you subpoenaed some information from

AOL , the internet provider?

We did.

,eMoh In order to do that did .you do a
warrant affidavit?
I did.

Was that signed and sworn to by you?

It was.

In that affidavit did you state the

victim in the homicide was subsequently

identified as Karen Croft Tipton, a

thirty-nine year old white female. The

investigation into the death revealed

that Mrs. Tipton died from multiple

stab wounds to the body. It was

further determined that Mrs. Karen

Tipton had either been or was using the

computer at the time of her death. The

computer was still on- line with AOL at

the time Mrs. Tipton s body was

discovered. Did you sign that

affidavit under oath?

If that' s what' s in the affidavit , yes,

ma ' am , I did,

When you say the computer was still

on- line with AOL at the time her body
was discovered, what was it logged on

to?
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Just on to AOL.

Do you recall what you saw on the

screen?
I!. The best I recall the home page.

The home page?

Yes, ma am.

For AOL?

Yes, ma' am.

Did you access the computer yourself at

any point that night?

No.

You didn t go back and access the

internet provider again?

, ma am.

Pursuant to this subpoena did you

receive some documents?

I received a document.

What was the document that you

received?
That Dr. Tipton had an account with

AOL.

Is that that one page subscriber

information that you provided?

Yes, ma am.

Well, did they provide some other

information later?
Not to me, , ma I am.

Who would they have provided that to?

m mot sure.
Well, correct me if I' m wrong, did we

not in a hearing have you come in with

a file that was a big yellow file that

was marked AOL on it? Did you not come

into a hearing in this courtroom with

that?
Did I bring it in?
Yes, sir.
No, ma I am.

How did it get here, do you know?

No, ma' am.

Well, do you have any personal

knowledge of how I' ve come into
possession of four disks from AOL and

another disk from AOL?

From what I understand that came

through the Court.

How did the Court get it? Who brought

it to them?

The disks?

Yes, sir.

2601
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The disks came from me , yes , ma' am.
2603 i

Okay. So you brought thoseAll right.
five disks over to the Court and I got

it from the Court. Where had they been

before you gave them to the Court?

Initially they were in my possession.

When did you take them into your

possession?
I don t recall the date now.

Would it have been AOL though?from

No, ma' am.

Who did you get them from?

Those were recovered from the scene at

a later date from the Tipton computer.

All right. And you kept themOkay.

with you until what time?

They were released to the FBI and then

they were returned. I believe that we

maintained possession. I believe that

we maintained possession of them up

until the time that they were brought

here to the Court.

Did you look at them?

All of them?

What' s on the disks?

, ma I am.

Did you look at part of them?

There were a couple of files , yes,

ma' that I saw.

Yes, sir. What was on the file that

you saw?

MR. DILL: Your Honor , same

objection.
THE COURT: Overruled. If he saw

it he can testify to it.
There was one of a Donnie Osmond site I

believe and then there was one that had

some pornography on it.

(By Mrs. Halbrooks) I know that this

is a delicate subject and we don'

usually talk about these kinds of

things in mixed company, but what

type u
MR. VALESKA: We obj ect to her

making the speech.
THE COURT: I'll sustain. Just ask

the question.

(By Mrs. Halbrooks) What type of

pornography specifically?
Well , practically anytime you ve got
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humans that are unclothed it'

considered to be pornography.

Yes , sir. would you characterize them

as being of any particular kir-d or
nature? For ir-stance, lesbian, gay sex

acts, anything like that? Would you

characterize the majority of them fit

into one of those categories?

MR. DILL: Your Honor , I obj ect to

the form of that question. He hasn'
even testified that he seen the

maj ority of whatever she s referring
to.

THE COURT: Well, the question
would be limited to what seen.
You only testify to what you have

personal knowledge of. So you can ask

the question related to what he knows

about it.
(By Mrs. Halbrooks) Yes, sir. Of the

pictures that you saw, how would you

characterize the majority of the

pictures that you saw?

Maj ority is very few. I f you' re asking
for a majority it would just be

heterosexual sex.
Heterosexual , male- female?
Yes, ma am.

When you subpoenaed the AOL information

you specifically asked for, did you

not , e-mail information, buddy lists,
that kind of thing?

I don' t remember exactly how it'

stated in the affidavit. We can look

at it and see. Whatever is in there is

what I asked for.
Did you receive to your knowledge any

mail information , buddy list

information , anything of that nature?

No, ma' am.

Before I forget to do this , let me show

you what' s been marked for
identification as State' s Exhibit Ill.

I believe this to be the bra of

Mrs. Tipton. Would you take that out

and let' s look to see if there was

another cut or tear in the bra. I f you
will just show the ladies and gentlemen

of the jury the one that you showed

them yesterday.
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This area here.
Are there some others there?

There is right here on that side

closest to the hasp.

If you would just show them?

(Witness complied.

Thank you very much. Thank you.
May I put it back up?

Yes, sir. On March the 12th when you

initially made contact with Dr. Tipton

he indicated to you did he not, that

he had not looked through the house and

he wasn' t sure if tne children were

home or not; is that correct.

Yes rna r I believe that would be a

fair statement.

You testified to having Dr. Tipton

retrace his steps at 12: 3 8 a. m. on the
13th , just after midnight on the 13th;

is that right?

Yes, ma ' am.

And prior to his coming in to retrace

his steps where had he been?

The majority of the time he had been

out in the police car in the front

260s
yard.
Yes, sir. What about the other part of

the time where was he?

Just prior to going inside he was in

the garage.

Why was he in the garage?

He had been brought in.
He had been brought into the garage?

Yes, ma' am.

For what purpose?

To do the walk-through.

If you don' t mind stepping down and I'

going to have you refer to what'

previously been marked and offered as

Defendant' s Exhibit 5, If you will

can you tell us the steps that

Dr. Tipton told you he had made through

the house when y' all went through with
him that night?

The best I recall is that he came in

the garage where we were at, come in

through the side door into this little
area that comes into the kitchen , in

the utility room, back in through the

kitchen , through the den into the
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MR. POWELL: Time out. Can you

hear , Toby?
CO!JRT REPORTER: Yes, sir.

To the stairs , up the stairs where he

observed Mrs. Tipton s body, which is
on a different floor.
(By Mrs. Halbrooks) I show what

marked as Defendant' s Exhibit 4.
Through to the master bedroom, back

out , down back to the first floor, and
into the study.

Okay. When all retraced his steps

that night, he doesn t tell you about

going back into the laundry room to put

on his shoe , does he?

I don' t recall that he does, no

ma r am . Can I step back?

Yes, sir. Thank you.

MR. POWELL: Judge, have we ever

offered 4 and 5 of the Defendant?

don' t believe we have.

THE COURT: I'll have to look back

and see. No, you haven'

MRS. HALBROOKS: We would offer

Defendant' s Exhibits 4 and 5, Your
Honor.

THE COURT: Show them admitted.

MRS. HALBROOKS: We would also

offer Defendant' s Exhibit 53, that

being the two pictures depicting the

bedside table at this time if we have

not previously done so.
THE COURT: Show it in.

MRS. HALBROOKS: If we had not

previously done so, the four pictures

of the moving blanket and the sheet.
THE COURT: 28 is in.
MRS. HALBROOKS: Yes, sir.
THE COURT: If you offered 50, 51

and 52 I didn' t write it down.

Toby, do you show those in?

MR. POWELL: I don' t think they'

been offered , Judge.

THE COURT: That' s fine.
MRS, HALBROOKS: I'll offer

Defendant' s Exhibit 52 , that being the

property evidence invoice dated 3/12/99

showing one hair found in the bed of

the master bedroom.
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THE COURT: Show it admitted.
2611

MRS. HALBROOKS: ll offer

Defendant' s Exhibit 51 , a property
evidence invoice dated 3/12/99 showing

one fitted sheet found on the floor of

the master bedroom.

THE COURT: Show it admitted.

MRS. ,HABROOKS: And we would offer

Defendant' s Exhibit 51 depicting the
bed in the master bedroom.

THE COURT: You have two 51' s.
THE WITNESS: Yeah, that' s 51 too.
MRS. HALBROOKS: This would be 59

Your Honor. I apologize.

THE COURT: Show it admitted.

(By Mrs. Halbrooks) When did

Dr. Tipton tell you that Karen Tipton

purse, cell phone , pager , wallet , cash

and credit cards were missing?

That night when we did the walk-

through.
Did he indicate to you where those

items were?

He indicated where they usually where

and that was on the kitchen counter.

2612 i
according You had placed him I believe

to your testimony out in the patrol car

so that he would be available to answer

any questions regarding the crime scene

and the property; is that right?

Yes, ma' am.

Did I understand that right?

Yes, ma am.

When he comes back in there to retrace

his steps and y ' all bring him through
the house, did you ask him to look for

jewelry that might be missing or any

other items of property that might be

missing?
Not at that point.
Dr. Tipton called you does he not, on

March the 25th and he tells you that
he' s located some additional items of

property that are missing; is that
right?
I don 't recall the date but he did

later get with us.

Okay. And on March the 26th he tells

you that there s a large blue topaz

ring, a pair of matching earrings , an
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emerald ring, a pair of matching

earrings, a pair of diamond earrings

square cut , eighe yellow metal chains
mainly necklaces, one eighteen inch

diamond cut chain , two twenty-one to
twenty- four inch herringbone chains and
one small yellow metal chain that he

described as being flat squares with

hearts embedded in each square. Did he

tell you that those items were missing?

If that' s in the report that' s what he

said.
He also told you on that date that the

camcorder was missing?
If that' s what' s in there, yes / ma' am.

Dr. Tipton also on March the 26th

provided you some information with

regards to a knife that was missing; is

that right?

He did , yes, ma ! am .

What did he tell you about the knife

that was missing?

I don' t recall the exact words but that

there was one that was missing from the

drawer.

Did y ' all look for a knife that was
missing that night?

Which night?
March 12th of ' 99?

Didn' t know one was missing that night.

When did you find the plastic sheath

that you said was laying on the

counter?
It was a couple of days after that.

March the 14th of ' 99?

If that' s what' s on the envelope that'
when it was collected , yes, ma am.

Well , did you look March the 14th of

1999 to see if a knife was missing that

would fit in that sheath?

The sheath that we found?

Yes, sir.
Z\. Yes, ma am.

You did?

We did , yes, ma ' am.

But did Tipton call you some fourteen

days later and tell you that he s found i 22
one that' s probably missing? i 23

I think he said it was a large knife 
124!

and I know where that knife was becau
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Let me show what I' ll mark as
Defendant' s Exhibit 60 and ask you 

chat' s the knife that you took?
That looks like it, yes am.

Let me show you what I' ll mark as
Defendant' s Exhibit 61 and ask you if
that' s L e sheath from the knife that

was found on the counter?

I don t know if that' it or not.

have it here. We can look at it and

see.
Well , does that look like the sheath?

Yes, ma' , it looks like ie. To tell

you that' s it I don t know , but it'
here and we can look at it.

MRS. HABROOKS: Let' s go ahead and
get the knife and the sheath out of the

evidence at this time.

MR. DILL:

find that.
You may be able to help

THE WITNESS: The sheath is over

here.
(By Mrs. Halbrooks) I'll show what you

I'll mark as Defendant' s Exhibit 62 and

2616 i
ask you if you recognize this package.

It I S got my initials on it with a
Chicago Cutlery knife on the outside of

it. Do you want me to open it?

Yes, sir , please.

(Witness complied.

Is that the knife that you took from

the residence?

It is.

And we I 11 get back to the sheath. He'

still looking for that.

Did you find it, Will?
MR. DILL: I think this is it.

(By Mrs. Halbrooks) Do youOkay.

recognize that package?

Yes, ma am.

If you will open it and tell the ladies

and gentlemen of the jury what that

is.
It' s a plastic sheath.

Is that the sheath that you found on

the counter in the kitchen that you

testified to earlier?

It is.

If you could leave that out.
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MR. DILL: It' s State' s Exhibit 105 

that' s previously been admitted. 
(By Mrs. Halbrooks) Okay. I didn'

realize it had been admitted. 'Nas the

murder weapon ever found in this case?

It 'Nas not.

You ve seen the drugs that were found

in the residence that night in a red

and white bag; is that right?

I have.

And it had marijuana and hash in it;
that right?

Had marijuana.

Well, what' s the substance in the

tinfoil that nobody seems to recognize?

I have no idea.

Have you ever seen hash?

No, ma' am.

Is that a pretty rare kind of thing to

see around?

I don' t even know what it is.
You don'

, ma' am.

You couldn' t tell me?
I don' t have any idea what

How many drugs cases have you ever

worked?

I don t particularly work drug cases.

Judging by your looking at that

marijuana that was in that red and

white bag, how much -- how many ounces

would you say is in that bag

altogether?
I don' t know. There were several bags

but I don t think that each bag

contained a large quantity at all.

Well , actually some of them contained

some seeds, didn' t it?

I don t recall.

How many bags are in there, those

little plastic bags?

I don' t know. I think you counted them

the other day.

Were they bagged up like you would

expect to see someone who was selling

drugs?
No, ma I am.

We don' t prosecute cases all the time

people for trafficking drugs and they

come in there and they seize all of

12,

, 14

117
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their little plastic baggies full of

dope?

Do we prosecute people for transporting

or trafficking?

Yeah , trafficking, and that' s how

they' ve got their drugs packaged up
just like that?

, ma ' am.

hash is. 251
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No. What' s the statute of limitations

for charging somebody with possession

of marijuana?

Depends on if it' s a misdemeanor or

felony.
Let' s say felony.

m not sure on the felony.
Misdemeanor would be a year. m not

sure. I don t ,work drug cases. So I
can' t tell you what the limitations

are.
What about the statute of limitations

for trafficking?

I don t know.

If I represented to you that I believe

them to be three years , would you be

able to contradict that at all?

5 i

ill
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I don t know.
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Dr. Tipton clearly wasn I t charged with

trafficking or possession, was he?

That is correct.

Why not?

And you probably know better than I

would since you said that. Trafficking
has to be in excess of a hundred

pounds. Possession can be anY'Nhere

from seeds to otherwise.

I didn' t think you knew very much about

drugs , but obviously' you know a little
bit. He also had three pipes in that

bag of stuff, didn' t he?

I haven' t seen all the contents of 

or don' t recall all the contents. Let
me put it that way.

Well, three pipes would be called

paraphernalia , wouldn t it?

It would be, yes, ma am.

He had three pipes and Daniel Moore had

three beer cans?

He did.

Okay. Daniel gets charged and

Dr. Tipton doesn' rlhy is that?
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The main reason is the time that we

were investigating this case - - of
course , it comes down a lot to officer

discret ion. One, at the time that the

evidence is fo d inside the Tipton

home we' re investigating a brutal

murder where Mrs. Tipton has lost her

life. The amount of marijuana in 

opinion that was found inside the

residence weighed against the

circumstance that we had , as far as

putting our efforts which would be in

the best service of the case , the

determination was made not to charge

Dr. Tipton with marijuana misdemeanor

possession.
You felt sorry for him?

understand that right?

Did 

No. I said we were channeling our

efforts.
THE COURT: Are you at a good

stopping place? I see you about to go

to a different piece of evidence,

MRS. HALBROOKS: Yes, sir

THE COURT: We' re going to break

for lunch here.

Officer Pettey, if you want to step

down you can.

Ladies and gentlemen, we ll break

for lunch. 'll start back at 1:30.

Remember the instructions I' ve given
you earlier about not discussing the

case among yourselves , with anyone else

or allowing anybody to discuss it with

you. If y all stay seated in the

audience and let the jury clear the

elevators.

(Whereupon , at 12:01 p. , the

proceedings in the above-

entitled matter was recessed

to reconvene at 1 :30 p. m.,
this same day.
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AFTERNOON SESSION

2623

(1:35 p.

THE COURT: Everybody may be

seated.
You may continue, Mrs. Halbrooks.

MRS. HABROOKS: Thank you , Your

Honor.

(By Mrs. Halbrooks) Let me show you

what' s marked as Defendant' s Exhibit

63. Do you recognize that?
Yes, ma' am.

What is that?

A photographs that were taken of a

green leafy substance believed to be

marijuana from the chest that was on

the left hand side of the bed in of the

master bedroom.

Okay. Who did this belong to?

.1.. I assume it belongs to Dr. Tipton.

And is that a pipe there?

Yes , ma am, it appears to be.

MRS. HALBROOKS: Your Honor , we

2624 i
would offer Defendant' s Exhibit 63.

THE COURT: Show it admitted.

(By Mrs. Halbrooks) And, again , he

wasn t charged with those drugs; is

that right?

That' s correct.
Was that marijuana visible when you

arrived at the residence?

am.

Where was it found?

To my knowledge it was found in that

top drawer that you see there that'
opened.

Did you take anything else into

evidence from the top of that drawer?

No, mal am.

Let me show what you I'll mark as

Defendant' s Exhibit 64 and ask you if
you recognize that picture?

It appears to be aYes, ma am.

photograph of the knife that I have

here in front of me.

Okay. Let me show you what I'll mark

as Defendant I s Exhibit 65 and ask you

if you recognize that picture and if
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you will describe to the ladies and

gentlemen of the jury what that is?

Yes , ma' am. It' s a photograph taken by

Investigator Perry on March the 12th

1999 of the front of the Tipton

residence depicting Officer Bobby

willis and Dr. David Tipton on the

front steps.

And what I' 11 mark as Defendant'
Exhibit 66 do you recognize that?

Yes, ma , I do.

What is that?

It' a photograph of the east side of

the Tipton residence depicting three

vehicles.
Okay. d Defendant' s Exhibit 67 , what

is that?

This is a photograph also depicting the

east or a picture from the east side of

the residence showing the front of the

residence with myself, Dr. Tipton
Investigator Crouch , and Investigator

Alice Evans at the front steps.
Defendant' s Exhibit 6S, what is that?
It' s a copy of this picture right here

you ve already showed me , 66,

Actually it shows a little bit more of

the back of the yard , doesn' it?
Well, it' s depicting the same thing.

Defendant' s Exhibit 69?Okay.

This is the"- it'Yes , ma' am.

depicting the front of the patrol unit

521 there at the Tipton residence.

And Defendant' s Exhibit 70?
Another view depicting the same as the

other two that you had there with the

east side of the residence depicting

the three vehicles belonging to the

Tiptons.
These are the pictures that you

described fairly and accurately depict

those things as you saw them that day?

As best I recall , yes , ma am.

MRS. HALBROOKS: Your Honor 'lie

would offer Defendant' s Exhibit 64

through 70

THE COURT: Okay. Show them

admitted.
(By Mrs. Halbrooks) When you went down

to question Martin Scott Lane, you had

221 A.

241 right, spoke with him
Martin Lane?
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called and talked with Hoke Bonner

April the 21st of ' 99; is that right?

2627

I had not , no, ma' am 

Let me show you this. m not going to

mark ic but what does that appear to

be?

It appears to be a supplemental report

that I completed.

All right. What does the first

sentence say?

"On the night of April 21st, 1999

Investigator ?ettey spoke with Mr. Hoke

Bonner , owner of Bonner Paving, and
inquired if he had seen Martin Scott

Lane wi thin the recent past.

Does that refresh your memory that you

phoned him on April 21st?

If it' s in there, yes, ma am.

So you called and spoke with Hoke

Bonner and asked him how you could get

in touch with Martin Scott Lane?

2628

Yes, ma ' am, that' s what that says.
You did make contact with him, is that

over the phone?

2626
Yes, sir.
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Yes, mal I believe so.

Do you recall what he said to you when

you contacted him and spoke with him by

phone?

If my memory serves me correctly that

he would be willing to come back and

speak with us in Decatur.

All right. Let me show you again and

ask you if this will refresh your

memory as to what he said. Does that

appear to be your report and what you

reported at the time that you spoke

with him?

"1. It' s the same report.

If you will , read this paragraph with

the asterisk beside it, please.

Martin Scott Lane said that he had

spoken with the investigator on the

night of the murder and that he told

him everything that he knew. Mart in

Lane said he saw nothing and that he

had his back to the residence the whole

time that he was on the job site.

After this conversation you traveled
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down to Batavia, Illinois and you

questioned him further; is that right?

3 i We did , yes , ma' am.

And when you' re down there he makes

another statement; is that right?

He does"

And he told y ' all, did he not , and I'

just read this, " During Sergeant
Hamil ton and Lang' s conversation he,

Lane , said he had been told by Hoke

Bonner and Todd Jones of police

questioning a guy who worked for the

alarm company in reference to the

murder. Lane told Hamilton that when

he heard this it struck him funny

because he faintly remembered a white

male he described as being call , slim,

with long straight brown hair , wearing

a ball cap, dark pants and white

shirt come to the job site and ask

him, Lane , while he was on the Bobcat

at the Tipton residence something about

the people being at home and something

referenced the alarm he thought on the

day of the murder. Is that not what

he told you when you went down there?

That' s in the report , yes , ma ' am.

Now , did it strike you as odd that he

had suddenly remembered when he had

been asked two times prior to this what

he saw and he said he saw nothing and

had his back to the residence the

entire day?

Did it strike me as funny?

Yes, sir.
No, ma ' am.

It didn' t strike you as odd that he

might have made that up because y' all
were up there about to give him a lie

detector test?
No, ma I am.

On April the 12,th of 1999 when you

questioned Daniel Moore what was his

demeanor on that day?

Initially he was more cooperative.

didn' t show the signs that he had shown
on April the 9th when we interviewed

him. He was more relaxed.
Going back to March the 12th of '

when you were at the Tipton residence,

2629
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did you check all the doors and the

windows of the house to see if there

2631 

was any forced entry?

He did.

How long did it take you to do that?

it was during the time we were

there. We were in the house about

seven and a half hours.

Well , give me your best estimate as to

how long it would have taken you to go

around each of the doors and the

windows in the house and determine that

there had been no forced entry?

Inside and out?

Yes sir.
Checking the second floor it would have

taken a little longer than it would had

we just been doing the ground floor

but the ground floor probably within

fifteen minutes.

MRS. HALBROOKS: That I S all I have

at this time, Your Honor.

MR. DILL: Just to clear up a

couple of things, Your Honor.

THE COURT:

2632 i

Sure.

2 BY MR. DILL

EXAINATION
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Now , the Defense has asked you about a

lie detector test of Martin Lane.

Yes, sir.
Was Martin Lane given a lie detector

test?
He was.

Were you told what the results were?

We were.

And what were they?
MR. POWELL: Judge , we obj ect.

MR. DILL: They' ve asked about it.
MRS. HABROOKS: Well , it came

out. I think Mr. Lane volunteered it.
MR. VALESKA: , sir

THE COURT: Was he asked about it?

MR. VALESKA: Mr. Powell asked

him. Mr. Lane volunteered nothing

until he asked him with those question

sheets.
MRS. HALBROOKS: We simply asked

him about a series of questions, Your

Honor.

THE COURT: - don' t remember him
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asking him about the lie detector.

remember being a little bit surprised

frap ly when the witness mentioned a

lie detector test. He asked him as I

recall I assumed the same questions he

probably was asked on a lie detector

test having been somewhat familiar with

that. I don' t remember that. Now , if
you go there --

MR. DILL: ll withdraw that

question.
THE COlJRT: There may be reason for

opening a door there that you may not
,..ant opened. I don' t know. But that'
my recollection of it.

And I' ll instruct the jury that I'
not to comment on the evidence.

what you recall about the evidence is

what you would decide this case on.

don' t want you to take anything I'
saying to these la /ers as my attempt

to comment on the evidence because I'

not going to do that.
(By Mr. Dill) And after you had been

up there and done whatever the Defense

mentioned to you , you turned around

came back from Illinois to Alabama; is

that right?

We did,

m going to show you what' s been

marked Defendant' s 52 , I think it'

been admitted , and ask you to explain

what this is.

Yes 1 sir. It' s the Decatur Police

Department evidence invoice that was

completed by Invest igator Perry. What

it shows on this it says description
under the item as hairs. It says

quantity one. The reason why it says

quantity one is the night that we

collected these hairs they were placed

into what is called a pharmacist fold

and that is that the papers is folded

in in such a way that it' s folded in on

top of itself and those are contained

within that. That' s what was submitted
to the Department of Forensic Sciences

for the hairs , which it says on there
it' s pI ural, for hairs which we

collected off the bed.
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These are the hairs , the several

multiple hairs that you collected from

Karen' s bed; is that correct?

That' s correct.
From the fitted sheet on top of her

bed?
Yes , sir.

And that' s why the collection form

indicates that you collected hairs and

then all placed in one evidence fold;

is that correct?

Yes, sir , that' s correct.

Now , you indicated on cross- examination
that the blood in the hallway upstairs

which was a larger collection of blood

the largest collection of blood, was

dry; is that correct?

m sorry, rephrase that.
That the blood in the upstairs hallway

of the residence was dry; is that

correct?
Some of it.

Is there some reason why there would be

somewhere up there that the blood would

be dry and other places it might not

26361
be?

Yes , sir.

Or not as dry?

Well , on the table it was dry. On the

carpet it wasn' t dry. It was our

belief that due to the fact that that

area there is open , you know, vastly

open, and you can tell from the

photographs, that the intake for the

air was upstairs which pulls it up.

Therefore, there s a draft that goes

across that which would hasten the

drying of the blood. It' s out in the

open up high to where the air can

circulate around it contrary to the way

that it is in the carpet and contrary

to the way that it was downstairs on

the hardwood floor.

I think under your direct examination

you talked about the blood on the table
had been curled up?

Yes , that' s correct.

Was that caused by the phenomenon that

you just explained?

That will be my opinion , yes , sir.
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The Defense asked you under cross-
examination about the boots that were

collected from the Defendant I s

apartment.
Yes, sir.

Is this them?

The Timberland boots?
Yeah.

Yes , sir.

And I think you said you sent these to

forensics; is that right?

Yes , sir , we did.

When were these collected?

At the time we conducted the search

warrant on the residence or his
apartment which would have been the

10th was when they were collected.

The lOth of what?

April.
So a month after Karen Tipton was

murdered?

Yes , sir.

Now , did you spend a good deal of time

with Dr. Tipton on the evening of March

12th , the afternoon or evening of March

the 12th?

All total I would say within a couple

of hours.

Did you see any injuries to Dr. Tipton?
I did not.

The Defense asked you if you went and

got a roster or a list of all the male

students at Wallace State College which

I presume is where the Defendant was

going to school. Did you ever question

the Defendant about the statement that

his uncle had heard him say about being

in Karen Tipton' s house?

Yes , sir, we asked him about it.

And did you ever ask him to give you

the name of who this second person was?

Yes, sir.
Did he ever tell you that anybody else

was in the house with him?

No, sir. I mean when we asked him

MR. POWELL: We obj ect to that

because he never did tell him that he

was in the house. That' s another
misleading statement --

MR. DILL: He told his uncle --

MR. POWELL: - - to influence the
jury. We ask the Court to instruct him

2637
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not to do that any more.

THE COURT: m not sure exac

what the question was and I' m not sure
you understood it. Rephrase your

question and base it on the evidence

that' s already been admitted.

instruct you don' t assume facts not in

evidence if you would, please.

Do you want to take another run at

it?
(By Mr. Dill) Did the Defendant ever

give you a name of any other person who

was in the house wi th him on March the

12th?
, sir.

MR. POWELL: Judge , we object to
that and move to exclude it because he

never has said he was in the house.

That' s again assuming --
MR. DILL: That I s directly contrary

to his uncle' s testimony, Your Honor.

THE COURT: Based on the statement

he gave his uncle that question would

apply. He I S not representing that
Mr. Moore gave that statement to

2640
Mr. Pettey.

MR. POWELL: Well , Judge, it' s a

suggesting and leading question. 

think he asked him did he ever give you

the name of any other person that was

in the house with him , and the form of

that question is even bad because he

never did even say he was in it to him.

THE COURT: Can you rephrase it and

qualify it based on the statement that

Mr. Moore gave to Sparky Moore?

MR. DILL: I'll try, Your Honor,

think that' s what I did the first time
when he objected but.

(By Mr. Dill) You are privy to a

statement that the Defendant gave to

his uncle, Sparky Moore; is that

correct?
That is correct.

And in that statement the Defendant

told his uncle that he was in Karen

Tipton s home at the time that she was

stabbed twenty- eight times, is that
correct, and murdered on March 12th --

MR . POWELL: , again, Judge
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that' s not what --
THE COURT: That' s not what his

statement was.

(By Mr. Dill) In that statement the

Defendant told his uncle , Sparky Moore

that he was in Karen Tipton s home when

she was murdered at the very time that

she was murdered; is that correct?

That' s correct.

In fact, he said that there was some

other fellow who was there with him; is

that correct?

That' s correct.

Did he ever give you the name of that

other fellow?

No, sir.
Than you. Now , when you went and

talked to Dwight Tipton about the phone

call that he had received the afternoon

of March the 12th from Dr. Tipton , did

you ask him to collect some records for

you?

Yes. When - spoke to him on the phone

we asked him that if possible for him

to retrieve the prescription that he

had written or had filled for

Dr. Tipton when he called on the

afternoon of March the 12th.
Okay. And did he pull that

prescription for you?

He said that he did , yes, sir.

Is that what' s in Defendant' s Exhibit

267

ve never seen it. I just spoke to

him on the phone and he said that'

what he had, that he had it, and that

he was keeping it in his possession.

So according to his testimony that '
what he pulled?

That' s it , yes, sir.
Now , the Defense has asked you about a

statement taken by Officer Bloodworth

from the paving crew that was out there

on the scene around on or about March

the 12th; is that correct?

Yes, sir.
All right. In your investigation did

you determine whether or not anybody on

that paving crew wore a watch?

Yes , sir , I did.
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And what did you determine?
2643 i

That none of the members wore a watch.

Now, Mrs. Halbrooks asked you why you

arrested the Defendant on a drug

paraphernalia charge and you didn'
arrest Dr. Tipton for the marijuana

that was found at his residence, and I

think that you explained why you didn'

arrest the doctor but you didn'

explain - - you didn' t get to finish why
you did arrest the Defendant on drug

paraphernalia charges.

Explain the reason why?

Yeah. Go ahead and finish that.

with the information that we had at the

time and when we went or brought Daniel

Moore to the pol ice department,
interviewed him and his subsequent

injury to himself , all the years that

ve been doing this I never had that

to happen. I I ve never had a individual
harm themselves during an interview.
With the information that we were

2644

already armed with at the time from the

information that we had gained of the

statement that he made to his uncle,

his activities, he became more of a

suspect at that time. And at that

point we were going to do everything

within our power to be able to make

sure that we knew where he was, and if

that entailed putting him in jail when

we found the contraband in the motel

room then that' s exactly what we

pursued.
Couple more things, Officer Pettey.

When you observed Karen Tipton in her

upstairs hallway on the evening of

March 12th , how was this bra positioned

on her person?

One of the straps was across her left

bicep area and draped across her head.

Dangling from her left arm?

Yes, sir.
One more thing, Officer Pettey.

going to ask you to step down with the

Court' s permission and this won'
involve a verbal response. If you 'll
check this toolbox that you recovered

from the Defendant' s apartment and see
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if there s anything in that that could

be used to cut those wires to that
burglar alarm?

MR . POWELL: Judge - - well , never
mind.

(By Mr. Dill) Show that to the jury.

(Witness complied.

Return to the box , please.

(Witness complied.

MR. DILL: That' s all we have , Your
Honor.

THE COURT: Any further recross?

MRS. HALBROOKS: Yes, sir.
EXAMINATION

15 BY MRS. HABROOKS,

Do you have anything in your pocket 
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that will cut those wires?

Anything in my pocket that would cut

those wires?

Yes.

Yes , mal am.

Did I understand you to stay the

difference in charging my client with

paraphernalia based on three crushed

beer cans and charging Dr. Tipton with

2646
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paraphernalia, trafficking,
distribution, possession , is that you

were looking after my client' s safety?

Did I understand that right?

NO, am.

Okay. Then did I understand that maybe

he was a suspect?

Yes, ma' am.

Okay. Well , at the time that you

discovered all this dope belonging to

Dr. Tipton you testified to the ladies

and gentlemen of the jury yesterday

that he was a suspect.

difference?
So what' s the

Judgment call.

Judgment call.

good judgment to
Do you think that'
let somebody off who

has possession of all these drugs

using them?

judgment?
DO you think that' s good

That' s my judgment.
Yeah. Same judgment you used when you

made this case; is that right?

That' s correct.

You received a call from H. M.. Nowlin

111
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regarding a bribery attempt in this

case , did you not?

26471

I didn'

Did H. M. Nowlin call you to come down

to his office to listen to a call that

he had received regarding a bribery

attempt made on him regarding the

murder of Karen Tipton?

He did not.

Are you aware that H. M. Nowlin received

a bribery call regarding the murder of

Karen Tipton?
I am.

How so?

Through my captain.

And in the course of your investigation

what did your captain tell you about
the bribery call made to H. M. Nowlin?

MR. DILL: We' re going to obj ect to
that , Your Honor.

THE COURT: I assume the captain

will be available.

hearsay.
That will be

MRS. HALBROOKS: Yes , sir.

2648

(By Mrs. Halbrooks) That' s captain?

Kenneth Collier.

When you got the AOL information back

from your subpoena , you took into

possession Dr. Tipton' s hard drive

computer hard drive, did you not? You

went out and took his computer out of

his residence , did you not?

Subsequently, yes, ma ' am.

And then you sent the hard drive , did

you not , to the FBI so they could look
at it and determine what was on it?

We did.

You did. And they copied off some

files; is that right?

m not aware.

You don t know anything about that.

You do know, though, don' you that
you gave Dr. Tipton back his hard

drive?
Yes , ma' am.

You took it into evidence but you give

it back to him?

It didn' t go back to him through me,

but I know it went back to him, yes,
mal am.
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THE COURT: Anything else for this

witness?
MR. DILL: Nothing further , Your

Honor.

THE COURT: Thank you, sir, You

may stand down.

MR. DILL: I have one more

question.
EXAINATION

DILL:

It was 16 months later that you gave

the computer back; is that right?

I think when Dr. Tipton goc that back

yes, sir.
MR. DILL: Your Honor that' s all I

have.
MRS. HALBROOKS: Your Honor , I have

one more question.
EXAINATION

Whether it was sixteen months or two

years, it was before we got a chance to

look at it , wasn' t it?

Yes, ma am.

MRS. HALBROOKS: That' s all I'
got.

MR. DILL: Nothing further.
Thank you , sir.THE COURT:

MR. VALESKA: State rests , Your

Honor.

THE COURT: Okay. Ladies and

gentlemen , at the close of the State'

evidence and the State has offered all

the evidence they exp ct to offer in

this case, there are matters that I

have to take up with the lawyers

outside the presence of the jury.
m going to put the jury in recess to

retire to the jury lounge. I don'

have any idea how long this is going 

take us. I'll send word if it' s going

to be an extended period through

Mr. Penn , but I would ask that you

retire to the jury lounge at this time

and let us take up these matters.

Remember the instructions I' ve given

you earlier.

(Whereupon the following was

held outside the presence of
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the jury,

THE COURT: Are y all ready?
' all need a minute?
MR . POWELL: re ready, Judge.

ve got an out of town expert witness

in my office and I' m just going to get
my secretary, Tammy, to go ahead and go

get him:

THE CDURT: That' s fine. You can
have a seat. re going to be a

while. Let me ask the State, we ve got

a five count indictment here. Are you

proposing to go forward on all five?

MR. VALESKA: Yes , sir.

THE COURT: Are there any of those

that you think might need to be

eliminated?
MR. VALESKA: No, sir.
THE COURT: All right. I'll hear

from the Defendant.

MRS. HALBROOKS: Your Honor, we

would make a motion for judgment of

acquittal as to the rape count

kidnapping count , sexual abuse , theft.

MR. POWELL: And to enter them to

all of them , Judge , separately and
2652 

severally. Each of the five or six

counts , whatever it is they say they
traveling on today.

THE COURT: Five. ve got count

one was murder during the kidnapping in

the first degree by abducting Karen

Tipton with the intent to inflict

physical injury upon her or to violate

or abuse her sexually or to attempt to

do both. You know , let me say this.

think the evidence clearly supports

count five. I'll just skip to it.

Murder during a burglary in the first

degree by causing physical injury to

Karen Tipton. It supports or there

sufficient evidence to go to the jury

on that issue. , you know we '

going on count five for sure , murder

during a burglary.
Now, murder during a robbery in the

first degree while armed with a deadly

weapon or dangerous instrument, you

know in this situation there' s a fine

line there between murder and burglary
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and robbery. You know , she was there 
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when he got there , that' s really more 
prone toward the robbery than it is the

burglary. , you know I could charge

You get intothat in the alternative.

the - - let' s talk about kidnapping.

MR. VALESKA: ve got a case

we'll produce to the Court.

THE COURT: Let me see it. Because
there' s no question that she was

brutally murdered , but I' m having a
difficult time with the kidnapping

aspect of it. Maybe there' s a

definition of kidnapping which I' m not
that familiar. Well , actually I'
looking again at the elements of

kidnapping. Technically it applies.

Key element, if you go over the

elements of the offense of murder

during a kidnapping, what they would

have to prove is Karen Tipton is dead.

That Daniel Wade Moore caused the death

of Karen Tipton by stabbing her or

cutting her with a knife or another

sharp instrument. That in committing

the acts which caused the death of

Karen Tipton the Defendant intended to

kill the deceased or another person.

5 I

Fourth element will be he abducted

Karen Tipton. And the fifth element

"lOuld be that. he intended to inflict
physical injury upon her or violate her

sexually. The sixth element is that

the murder took place during the

kidnapping and if you go to the

definition of abduction , which is

really the critical issue, means to

restrain a person with intent to

prevent his liberation by either

secreting or holding him in a place

where he' s not likely to be found or
using or threatening to use deadly

physical force. So that sort of takes

care of the definition of abduction.

So maybe that one should stay.

MR. DILL: :: think the case
Mr. Valeska has gone to get is a case

that indicates that moving someone from

room to room inside their residence

suffices for that. I think the

21!
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evidence in this case --
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THE COURT: I think the definition

of abduction takes care of it.
diQ ' t look at it that closely, but 
think it probably does. So do you want

to go on until he gets back?

MR. POWELL: If I understand it

right you re inclined to leave them all

in there?

THE COURT: Three of the five I'

in right now.

MR. POWELL:

THE COURT:

Okay.

ve got the rape and

the sexual abuse I want to talk about

those and be satisfied that those need

to go.

MR. POWELL: Judge, they' re the
ones that' s got to prove them. If you

leave them all in there they ve got to
prove them. Basic theme to all of it

is they re going to have to prove that

Daniel Moore was out there and did

something.
understand.

You know, I don

We do understand why all

these are in here , Judge, and that'

where they could use the rape shield
2656 i

law. They don t have any real use for

That' s why they re- indictedit.
instead of using Bob Burrell'

indictment. We understand why they

in there. And they' re not going to
dismiss any. Just whatever you want to

do we re ready to proceed with our case

as soon as possible.
THE COURT: Mr. Valeska , when I

look more closely at the definition of

abduction, that' s really the abduction
part was what I had problems with , and

I looked closer at that definition and

m satisfied that it'

MR. VALESKA: ve got the exact

case moving from room to room.

be here shortly.
It will

THE COURT: m going to leave it

in. m down really to what to do with

the murder during a rape, murder during

the sexual abuse. You know

duplicitous a word? Hello?
MR. VALESKA: Yes, sir.
THE COURT: You know , do you really
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want to go with both of those?

MR. VALESKA: Yes , sir, Judge.

THE COURT: Based on the testimony

that I heard I can see just from the

circumstances sexual abuse is probably

not a problem. You know, rape is a

different subject. You had the wound

in the - - where was it?
MR. VALESKA: Genital area.
THE COURT: Genital area but was

there penetration, was it rape , you

know and my point is this:

charge them if you ve got the evidence

out here I don' t mind charging them

but just my rough draft without having

seen any requested charge from either

side is going to be close to an hour

with these five charges.

MR. VALESKA: Right.
THE COURT: This is not the first

time I I ve been around this block, and
it' s my opinion that a jury is going to

listen to me pretty closely for a

little while then it I S all going to

tend to run together.

MR. VALESKA: I understand. But

ve got a case that says that , the

Simons case out of Birmingham , that for

sexual assault , rape and attempted rape
and we will provide that to the Court.
And if you look at it and you decide

that you re not going to charge it,
then that I s the Court' s decision.

the evidence is there.

But

THE COURT: You ve got expert

testimony that says it was a sexual

assault.
MR. VALESKA: Right.
THE COURT: You ve got a nude

body. You' ve got someone else' s hair
in the genital pubic sweep location.

You know , really it boils down to a

question of whether or not you

proven rape as opposed to sexual

abuse. I think sexual abuse is

probably clear if it should be charged

there. You know , the element I' m going

to charge them on on count three if you

want it to stand would be, one , that

Karen Tipton is dead; two , that Daniel

26571
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Wade Moore caused the death of Karen

Tipton by stabbing her; three , that in

committing the acts which caused the

death the Defendant intended to kill

her; and four , that Daniel Wade Moore,
a male, engaged in sexual intercourse

with Karen Tipton. That' s where --
MR. VALESKA: I understand.

THE COURT: m not sure you ve got

evidence before the Court that is

sufficient to charge on that. And I
frankly don' t see what . i t gains you if
m going to charge them on sexual

abuse.
MR. VALESKA: And attempted
THE COURT: And attempted.

forcible compulsion or attempt

thereof. Count four is a murder during

sexual abuse in the first degree by

subj ect ing her to sexual contact by
forcible compulsion or attempt thereof.

MR. VALESKA: Judge , I think it' s a

jury quescion.

THE COURT: Okay. I' 11 let you --
I I 11 go with all five of them then.

2660 '
And I may withdrawMR. VALESKA:

it. I just want to check that case.

THE COURT: Let me know before I

get started with charging the jury.

I will.MR. VALESKA:

THE COURT: Now, let' s talk about

lesser and included at this time.

me it' s either capital murder or it' s a

not guilty. Can you show me any basis

for something that wouldn' t be capital

murder? Is the Defense going to

request a lesser and included?

MR. POWELL:

THE COURT:

We hadn' t made any.

You know , you indicated

earlier felony murder and manslaughter.

MR. VALESKA: No, not manslaughter,

murder.
THE COURT: Those are pattern I

guess.
MR. VALESKA: Right.
THE COURT: I don I t see how you get

to there. You know , if it weren t a

capital case where you have the two

acts in concert , you know, to make it a

capital offense maybe but how in the
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world could this be a murder without

being a capital murder?

MR. VALESKA: it' s a juryJudge,

ques ion as to whether anything was

olen.
THE C01.JRT: Well , it' s a jury

question as to whether Daniel Moore

killed her.

MR. VALESKA: Right. And based on

his statement that we ve put in
evidence and I think the Court is

better to err on the side of caution

than not. And let me remind the Court

about the aupair case in Boston.

Defense wanted no lesser included

The

charges. The minute she was convicted

of the highest charge, the Defense came

in and said, oh , we made a mistake, you

should have charged and the appellate

court reversed it. So you commit no

error by charging on murder or felony

murder.
THE COURT: Well , I don' t want to

open the door for compromise either.

Now that' s the danger I get into.

MR. VALESKA: I know , Judge.

THE COURT: If the jury wants to

compromise.

MR. VALESKA: Lesser included
offenses have been the law of this

State since 1819. I mean I can

speak for the jury for what they find

based on all the evidence they' ve heard

so far. I mean, there is absolutely no

case ever been reversed when the Court

has given lesser included offenses , and

I agree there s no way it'
manslaughter. It' s either capital

murder , murder , or felony murder 
MRS. HALBROOKS: We don' t want any

lesser and included.

MR. POWELL: Judge, if he felt like
he was guilty of something lesser why

didn' t he indict him for something
lesser?

MR. VALESKA: Judge , I didn'

indict him. The Grand Jury indicted

him. We presented evidence.

THE COURT: Those are contained

within the indictments,

2661!
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MR. VALESKA: Right.
THE COURT: I don' t think they have

to spell it out.

that right now.

I don' t have to know

I'll certainly leave

that one open. But you know , it'
just hard for see how you get
murder felony murder from this.
Either did didn' and
did it' s capital and if he didn' t he

didn'
MR. VALESKA: Judge , by the

introduced from hisstatement wer

uncle, he says he was upstairs and had

nothing to do with it. So there

felony murder right there. Now , if
they end up believing nothing was taken

and, you know , it was just a fight,

then that stuff applies.

THE COURT: Okay. That' s a good
point. All right. It' s 2:30. Y' all

take just a couple of minutes for

yourselves. Do y' all need any time?
Have you got your first witness lined

UP?

MR. POWELL: We' re ready,

THE COURT:

myself.
I want ten minutes for

2664

MR . POWELL: Feel free, Your Honor.

'll start back inTHE COURT:

about ten minutes. Let' s make it
2: 30.

(Whereupon

taken. )

a recess was

MR. VALESKA: May 'lie approach?
THE COURT: Sure. Mr. Powell

informed me right before the break that

the expert witness has brought none of

the things that the Court ordered them

last Friday and gave them over the

weekend to produce. They' ve had all

week to produce.

doesn t have it.

Says that he just

MR . POWELL: That' s exactly right.
The doctor is here. We sent him the

subpoena and said bring these items if

you have them, produce them, and he

doesn' t have them. So we can' t produce
them.

THE COURT: You indicated to me

that you had calked to him and he said
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him today. That' the first time
had them.

THE COURT: that what you

looking for?
MR. VALESKA: That I s part

What' the otherTHE COURT: part?
MR. VALESKA: A list all the

he had them.

MR. VALESKA: Mr. Dill talked to

him.

MR. DILL: That he said what?

THE COURT: He had them and it

;/ouldn' t be any problem. So I said

fine , tell him to bring them.

What he told me is theyMR. DILL:

told him not to talk to me.

THE COURT: That' s not what you

told me. Somebody on your side told me

that all had talked to him and said

he had them and that he would bring

them.

MR. VALESKA: When we called him,

Judge, he said the Def ense told him he

didn' t have to talk to us. Then you

andI
THE COURT: That was the first

time.
MR. VALESKA: Right, talked about

the subpoena. And last week you just

said file a motion to compel and I did

it orally and you told 

MR. POWELL: He brought those with

cases he' s testified and the fees that
s received.

THE COURT: How many times --

MR, VALESKA: Testifying for the

Defense , and what it entails instead of

having the list - - I' ve got forty cases
over there where I' m going to have to
go through him , he testified in this

case versus State of Tennessee, versus

Jones, State of Louisiana versus - Smith

and just list them out.

MR. t'OWELL: If you' ve got a

list 

MR. VALESKA:

list.
We asked for his

MR . POWELL: We don' t have them.

THE COURT: If he doesn' t have one

he doesn' t have one. I don't know is
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always a good answer if that' s the

truth. I don t know what else to do.

If you want to ask him about forty

cases you I ve got that I S fine with me.
Let' s get started.

Get me a jury, Mr. Penn.

(Whereupon, the following was

held in the presence of the

jury. )
MR. VALESKA: Can we approach?
THE COURT: Yes.

(Whereupon, the following was

held out of the hearing of the

jury. )
MR. VALESKA: We filed two motions

to produce and they produced it today.

You know , we went over this. You said
in the hearing we came up here on

Wednesday and we said make sure that

they don t bring it in the day 

trial. Not only did they bring it 

the day of trial they brought it in

five minutes or one minute before he

testifies.
MR. POWELL: Judge , I' ve never seen

2668
this or touched it until less than an

hour ago. This is something that he

has prepared since he' s talked with us
the last time. All we know is it is

something he brought that will explain

his testimony. It' s nothing to do with

any testing whatsoever.

based on their testing.

It' s simply

It' s nothing

new.

THE COURT: I don' t know what to do

with it other than just go on.

really don I really don It'
happened over and over in this case

this way. I can t do anything but

shrug my shoulders and say let' s go.

Bring him up.

(Whereupon, the following was

held in the hearing of the

jury. )
THE COURT: Call your first

witness.
MR. POWELL:

THE COURT:

Dr. Acton.

If you would raise your

right hand.

(Witness sworn.
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A witness for the Defense,

was sworn and testified as follows:
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What is your name, please.

Ronald T. Acton.

Hang on just a minute.

not right wi th that mic.

Something is

Mr. Penn , did you turn it off?

BAILIFF BILL PENN: I didn' t turn

it off. Somebody did.

THE COURT: Go ahead.
(By Mr. Powell) Say it again and see

if the mic is working.

Ronald T. Acton.

And how old are you?

m sixty-one.

How are you employed?

m a professor in the departments of

microbiology, medic ine and

epidemiology at the University of

Alabama at Birmingham , and I' m also a

director of the immunogenetics lab of

the University of Alabama Health

Services Foundation. I should say

immunogenetics DNA diagnostics lab of

the University of Alabama Health

Services Foundation.

And what type of work do you do for

your employer or employers?

I conduct a large research program

that' s involved in identifying genes

and their relationship to disease

states. I teach medical students,

dental students, and I teach graduate

students in several programs. I teach

in the medical genetics graduate

program. I teach in the cellular and

molecular biology graduate program and

I teach in the Forensic Science

graduate program. Then I serve on

various committees within the

university. m presently on the

medical student admissions committee.
m on the medical school promotions

committee. And I' m on the faculty
counsel which advises the dean within

the school of medicine with regard to

faculty promotions. And I direct the
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immunogenetics DNA diagnostics

laboratory.

2671 i

Where did you attend college?

I graduated from Birmingham Southern

College with a degree in biology.
received my Ph. D. degree from the
University of Alabama at Birmingham.

then continued my training, spent one

year as a postdoctoral fellow 

cl inical immunology and rheumatology.
I then spent two years training in

immunogenetics at California Institute

of Technology. And then I continued my

training as a special fellow at Oxford

University in England, and I returned

to the faculty at the University of

Alabama at Birmingham in August of

, 73 . I then went back to school in '
to become board eligible in medical

genetics and took a year s training 

that.

2672 

September

So when did you graduate from all these

schools?
I graduated from Birmingham Southern in

65. I completed my requirements for

the degree, my Ph. D. degree 6

of ' 69. They only awarded the degree

one time a year. So you could go ahead

and begin your postdoctoral training at

that time, So I actually did not

receive the Ph. D. degree until 1970.

And the other training, postdoctoral

training was not a degree granting type

of training.

In what areas of studies did you major

in?
From a Ph. D. degree I I ve maj ored in

microbiology and immunology.

In lay terms what does that mean?

Well, my concentrat ion was in
immunology, which is looking at how one

builds up resistance to disease. Your

immune system and how one builds up

resistance to disease.

And do you participate in any

continuing education programs or attend

seminars or meecings concerning any DNA

analysis?
I have co based on my boardYes.

certifications. I have to participate
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in a certain amount of continuing

medical education each year. The most

recent one as - - well, I spent two days

in Chicago , and this was back in the

summer in medical genetics. Then I' 'Ie
attended a variety of other like one

day or two day meetings where we

received continuing medical education

for the amount of time we spent at

those meetings.

How long have you been conducting DNA

analysis?
The immunogenetics DNA diagnostics

laboratory has been in now operation I

think twenty years and DNA analysis

came in to being or at least where we

could -- let me put it this way.

During my graduate training you got to

realize that DNA our knowledge and

ability to do this was not discovered

too long before I began my graduate

training. So in those days the

organisms that we could work with to

try to understand genetics was

microbes. So I first began during my

graduate training with formalized

course work in microbial genetics,
which is still today the foundation on

which we re allowed to do most of the

tests that we' re allowed to do.

In terms of - - let me just look at
my publications. In terms of when we

first began either in a research or

laboratory, fee- for-service laboratory
setting to conduct DNA analysis

itself. Now , we were doing genetic

tests way before then but we were

looking at the products of the gen

But our first publication I think where

we actually published on looking at

actual genes by looking directly at the

DNA was in - - okay, The first

publication was in 1985.

1985 ?

JI. Yes, sir.
Have you ever testified in regards to

DNA in a court of law in Alabama

before?
Yes.

80 you know how many occasions?
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Well, in terms of paternity cases I
2675 :

can' even begin to think how many

times that' s been. But in terms of DNA

cases specifically with regard to

forensics I' ve testified five times.
don' t have the exact citation on all

those cases. I can give you the

particulars of the cases.

Three of those cases was for the

prosecution in Jefferson County. One

was very early on when DNA began to be

used in forensics and I testified in a

case. We did not conduct the actual

analysis in that case , but I testified

for David Barber in a case there.

We actually conducted the analysis

in a case you may have heard of , and

again I don' t have a citation , but it

was where a lady that was pregnant had

been murdered and her child taken out

in Tuscaloosa. So we actually did

analysis for that case.

Then we also did the analysis for

the case where the little girl was

purportedly sold for crack and her body

2676
was found in a crack house in the

closet in Birmingham, and we did the

testing for that case.

So those were three cases for the

prosecution. Then I do have citations

on two cases I' ve actually testified
more recently for the Defense. One for

State of Alabama versus John Hulsy and

that was in Tuscaloosa County in a

hearing. It was not a trial.

Then State of Alabama versus Watson

which was in Lauderdale County and that

was actually a trial.

Have you ever been qualified as an

expert in the field of micromolecular

biology and forensic DNA analysis?

Yes.

When and where?

Well , I' ve been qualified in the State
of Alabama and I' ve testified not
through laboratory cases that we

conducted but as a private consultant.

ve testified in twenty states many,

many times. : can' t remember the total

number of times I' ve testified in all
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those states.
Did you keep any kind of a list or

ledger of these?

No.

So the only records you have is just

from memory?

That I S correct. Unless it I S a current
case that I might be working on , but I
don' t keep a historical treatment of

all that. As you see in this case here

ve got two files. These are the file

material in this case , and that'

normally the situation. I certainly

since our university allows us to

consult we must do it outside of our

university employment and not use the

resources or actual property. I have

to maintain a separate office, and I

just don' t have the facilities to

maintain those files. So once the case

is completed and those files since they

have confidential information they are

destroyed.
MR. POWELL: Judge, we move to

qualify him as an expert in the field

of molecular biology and Forensic DNA

analysis.
THE COURT: Granted.

(By Mr. Powell) Dr. Acton, we on

behalf of Daniel Moore employed you to

look at some material tha was

furnished to us by the State of Alabama

in this case; is that correct?

Yes.

And have you done any of your own

independent testing of any of the items

of evidence in this case?

I have not but my understanding was

that the material was utilized , there

was none to be tested.

But you have not tested anything?

No, I have not.

Have you been furnished the records

from the office of Dr. Roger Morrison

with the State laboratory?

I have.

And have you reviewed the records of

Reliagene , a laboratory down 

Louisiana?
Yes.
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And are you familiar with the Alabama

Department of Forensic Science lab?

Yes.

Are you familiar with their
accreditation?

m familiar with the process they

gone through over the years with that.
MR. VALESKA: We obj ect. That'

not the answer.

THE COURT: Listen carefully to the

question and answer if you can.

THE WITNESS: Yes , sir.

THE COURT: Wait for the next

question.
(By Mr. Powell) Have you had an

occasion o review their records of

accreditation over the years?

Yes.

And are you familiar with it?

Yes.

Can you tell us your knowledge of that

accreditation process and the time

frame of it for that laboratory?

At one period of time they had received

a one year accreditation from the

National Forensic Technology Center.

I'll have to look at the actual title

26S0 I

of that. Then their standards were

changed governing that accreditation

and they applied when that period ran

out , they applied again and they were
not accredited due to some problems

with the physical structure of the lab

in terms of how you need to segregate

the various portions of the lab when

you' re conducting the DNA analysis, the

original evidence from where you

isolate and where you actually

analyze. And then they also did not

have someone with the educational

requirements to meet the technical

director or technical supe fisor I
think is the term they used.

And who was this accreditating body

that you spoke that they were

accredited by?

It' s the National Forensic Science 

I'll have to look - - Technology Center

I think is the correct recitation of

that.
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Is that a mandatory accreditation?

No. There' s actually no mandatory by
law or any other means of accreditation

for forensic laboratories.

That' s just for forensic. How about

your laboratory ac UAB in Birmingham?

Well , since we conduct both paternity

forensics and medical genetic testing,
we have to be accredited by a number of

agencies. We' re accredited as a

clinical lab under the State of Alabama

Department of Health and also by the

federal government under the Clinical

Laboratory Improvement Act.

accredited for paternity testing by the

American Association of Blood Banks and

then we' re accredited for both

forensics , medical genetics and

paternity by the College of American

Pathologists.
And what you spoke of about the

accreditation of the Alabama Department

of Forensic science lab and why they

became accredited, you mentioned

something about separation of

examinations; is that correct?

That was one of the items in the review

process made available to me and that

was one of the items where the physical

containment situation was not up to the

standards. In terms of there' s a

problem with PCR analysis that if you

have evidence you bring into the

laboratory which contains with any

gi ven gene we have two copies, but yet
when you use this particular technology

in analysis you multiply those copies

up to millions of copies. So there s a

need for segregating the process so you

don t contaminate these millions of

copies that can actually be aerosolized

in the air, the original evidence.

there was some problems about having

that physical containment set up.

So when you say that word, you'

talking about these DNA can float

through the air and contaminate another

cuI ture over here, Is that whac you

mean?

It can under the right circumstances,
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You know , any liquid you can create an

aerosol and you re dealing with these

little tubes that you have to pop

open. So you can , you know , pop a tube

open and get a little aerosol. You can
actually if you re not careful about

your handling, you can transfer -- you

know , I take my thumb and press it

right there on the paper and in all

likelihood can isolate DNA from that

that can be processed. So you can
imagine if you re handling DNA in the

process you got to be very careful and

make sure you don' t go back through a

process, back to original evidence

without changing your outer garment and

gloves and things of that nature.

have to be just extremely cautious

You

because you can transfer materials back

and forth , and you re supposed to have

a certain flow through the lab whereby

original material is here, isolation is
here , and the actual polymerase chain

26841

reaction this procedure where you'

multiplying it up to millions of

copies, is in your last setting.

flow has to be always in that
The

direction , and you have to change

garments as you go from the last back

So it' s those kinds ofto the front.
containment procedures that has to be

in place.

Well , is contamination of DNA samples a

problem?
It is a problem for all DNA analysis

but it' s certainly a problem based upon

the nature of forensics.

Why?

Well, in a paternity or medical

genetics type of testing, we re usually

working with a pristine biological

material.
And what do those big words mean when

you say pristine?

down a little bit?

Can you break that

WeIl you know , if you go to your

doctor and the doctor draws a tube of

blood out for a cholesterol test,
that' s done in a sterile situation , in

a sterile tube and that tube is
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transferred to the laboratory and it' I 1

sterile. So you got - - that' s what I 
I 2mean , pristine. It' s a very -- 
i 3Pure. 
I 4 

Well , I guess that' s another way to I 5 

I 6phrase it. You usually have quite a

large volume of material to work with.

It' s usually unlimited quantities

because if there' s a problem and you

need to repeat a test , you can usually

go back to the person and get more.

Many of you may have had lab tests and

the doctor calls and say we need to do

this again and have to go back and get

another specimen.

And the other thing that you have

working in terms of a lot of material

a very pure amount of material

biological fluid to work with is that

you have a built- in system in both
medical genetics , most medical genetic

testing and certainly paternity

testing, in that you' re looking within

a family of the genes that are

inherited. So you can say, well , I'

doing a paternity test. I know the

child has to contain at least half of

the genes that the mother possesses at

any particular system you re locking at

because if not she woul ' t be the
mother. That I S usually not an issue.
Could be but usually not. So you got
to have at least that check and balance

that the child must at least be

compatible with the mother' s genetic

system before you can even ask the

question is this person the father.

Well, if you re doing a medical

genetic test where you I re asking about
inheritance of a gene that causes a

disease situation, often times those

are family studies.

check and balance.
lie have the same

Well , in forensics jusc due to the

nature of what you re working with is

often times the material is
contaminated as part of the crime.

can be contaminated if the

investigating officers aren t very

cautious about collecting that. They

i 11

I 25
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should wear booties , they should wear

gloves, they should wear face masks

because coughing, sneezing, these
things could actually contaminace the

scene. If you pick up one piece of

evidence and put it in a bag you should

change gloves before you go to the next

piece. So all of those things are

potential for contamination you have to

guard against.
Then once it gets into the lab your

problem is there is you got to make

sure -- and this is the same problem

for medical genetic testing and

paternity testing. You' ve got to make

sure you segregate your different

stages of the process so you won t get

contamination once you bring the

samples into the lab.

Do you hold any certifications or

specifications or designations or

whatever you want to call it in

forensic examination of DNA material?

Well now , to my knowledge there' s not

a, the way you phrase it, there' s not a

certification specific for that.
2688 

But

one of our certifications the lab

certification is by the College of

American Pathologists and that covers

us and they site visit us and we'

accredited for medical genetic testing,
DNA testing, paternity DNA testing, and

forensic DNA testing.

I do hold a certification as a

clinical - - what' s that. Certified
Laboratory Specialist in molecular

biology and that' one of the broad

fields that covers DNA testing.

And , again , talking about when you

getting DNA samples in forensic

situations and possibility of

contamination let me ask you this.

For instance if you picked up five
hairs off of a pillow or something and

put them all into the same envelope

would there be any risk of

contamination from one hair to the

other?
If those five hairs contain materials

from different individuals in deed.
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them touching each other you could

transfer biological material from one

to the other.

And as far as any risk of

contamination I believe you said a

while ago that in forensic situations

you often have nonpristine samples that

you take.
Often times , yes. The evidence often

times is not a pure sample , yes.

In talking about the laboratory at che

forensic science lab and accreditation

over at the Alabama Department that

Dr. Roger Morrison or Mr. Roger

Morrison runs, are you familiar with

their current operating status as far

as accreditation goes?

I think as of April that they became

certified again by the National

Forensic Technology Center.
Well , is that a temporary permit or

permanent?
Well , it' s given
they will have to

All certification

periods of time. So you have to be

recertified when that runs out.

Let me see if I can find what I want to

ask you about.
is right now.

I don t know where it

Doctor, let me ask you

what I'll call Defendant' s Exhibit --
did you prepare a C. V. that you
furnished in this case?

Yes.

And does it trJly and accurately

represent your curriculum vitae?
As of October the 30th it does.

MR. POWELL: And did you get a copy

of that , Don? I believe you did.

you want to see this one?

MR. VALESKA: ThankWe got a copy.

you.
(By Mr. Powell) Let me ask you to look

at Defendant' s Exhibit Number 72 and

see if you can recognize what that is?

That' s a copy of my curriculum vitae.
And how many years does that cover?

It covers from my degree in 1965

forward.
MR . POWELL: We would offer that
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Your Honor.
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THE COURT: As Defendant' s 75;

that right?

MR . POWELL: Defendant' s 72 is what
I numbered it.

THE COURT: That' s fine. I just

didn' t hear what you said.
MR . POWELL: I believe I skipped 71

on purpose because I already marked

something else with that number.

THE COURT: Show it admitted.

MR. POWELL: It was the State

report of June 9, 2000, Judge, from the

Alabama lab. - know it' in here
somewhere but I don t know where.

Judge, what I' m going to show him is a
copy of State s Exhibit 164 what I'll

identify it to be.

(By Mr. Powell) Let me ask you to look

at that and see if you have looked at

that before.

I want to make sure it was the same one

I was provided.

Sure.
Yes , that' s the one I was provided.

Okay.
2692

You have your own copy of that 

Exhibit there, don' yoU?

Yes.

And can you tell the jury what that is?

This is a report from the Alabama

Department of Forensic Sciences dated

June 9th, 2000 , and it is a report

based on DNA analysis of several items

of evidence. It' s hair under the bed

hair from the towel , and it' s in

comparison with the victim and suspect

in the case,

And have you reviewed that document?

Yes.

I call your attention to the item 4-

Do you know what I' m talking about?
Yes.

And let me ask you if you will today

when you came up to my office this

afternoon , did you bring with you this

Exhibit , Defendant' s E ibit Number 71?

". .

Yes.

What is this?

Well , what I did is I took the DNA

profile that had been reported for the
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suspect and also the hair from 

Then I presented in that last
victim
the bed.

column the DNA profiles that we know

exist in the population that many of

them are different from those profiles

in the victim and the suspect but when

they are mixed together would give you

the same allele profile that was found

and reported in item 4- , the hair.

In the June 2000 are you familiar

with that and it says hair from bed and

it shows what I will represent to you

to be a contaminated sample; is that

correct?
It definitely is a mixture of DNA

profiles which is indeed indication of

contamination.
I want you to come over here in front

of the jury. I think this is on. Talk
straight into it. I want to identify

this as Defendant' s Exhibit Number 71

Dr. Acton , and this is something that

you prepared and brought with you

today; is that correct?

That is correct.

And on this it shows in comparison

the June 9 , 2000 Exhibit of the State,

it shows the victim' s alleles and

whatever these things are and the

numbers and it also shows there s some

hair from bed, 4-1;

That' s correct.
is that correct?

From looking at that, Dr. Acton, can

you conclude in your field of expertise

whether or not this sample absolutely

came from these two known samples?

Well , we can' t conclude absolutely.

All you can say is that , well , it' s a
mixture and there' s multiple profiles
in the mixture. You can say that there

are certain alleles in this mixture

that are consistent with both the

victim and suspect. There are other

alleles that are not. There s a 12

here is not found in either victim or

suspect. But you can t conclude that

these are the sole or only contributors

or only if they are absolutely the

contributor. And that' s the nature of

this last column because these alleles
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that show here as well as other alleles 

at this particular genetic loci and

this is the address , position of the

gene in our body. This is just like

129 Moulton Street. Those of us who

deal with genetics we know exactly

where that resides because that' s the
address ' of that gene. This is the

various alternative forms of the gene

that is randomly distributed in the

population , and there s many more than

actually those that are shown here.

But the point is that we each of us

possess only, only two copies of every

gene in our body. We get one copy from

one parent and another from the other.
So if we' re looking here at this

particular loci and these two alleles I

should say, one of these came from one

parent and one from the other. Now , we

can t determine by looking at that

which came from which. Now, if we had

the parents of that individual we could

and that I s the whole basis of paternity
testing.

26961

But we know that you have to

have two. So anytime you have more

than two alleles in a forensic evidence

sample you know that there I s a mixture

more than profiles that would have come

from one individual.
Now, the next thing one has to look

at in analyzing the data is, well, are

there other alternatives than mixing a

victim and suspect that will give you

that profile with these combination of

genes, 11, 12 and 13.

Is there?

There is and that I s what' s shown here.
Would you explain what is shown in the

third column.

What I' ve done is I' ve taken just these
three alleles and I I ve shown various
combinations of those alleles that

exist in the population. Many of you

may actually possess some of these.

When mixed together it will give you

this profile. I'll just go through

it. If we took an individual who was

an 11 , 11.

And you I re talking about a loci
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at this e-mail address or body

whatever you call it? 
This is the locus and these are the

alleles coded by the gene at that

locus. So if we took someone who had

an 11 and 11 and that person exits,

many persons exist in the population

and someone who possessed a 12 and a 13

and we mix those and you know now those

two profiles in an individual that' s an

11, 11 is different from the victim and

suspect and that person is a 12 and 13

is different from the victim and the

suspect. But if you mix them together

it gives you exactly what' s found in

the evidence.

So what you re saying is if you --

MR. VALESKA: We obj ect to him

testifying.
MR . POWELL: m asking.

No you werenMR. VALESKA:

You re saying what you' re saying is.
THE COURT: Just ask him a

question.
(By Mr. Powell) Dr. Acton, if you took

a person that had an 11 , 11 at this

loci or loci and you took a person who

had this genetic sample of a 12 and 13,

could you have a mixture that contained

6 !

what as they say was item 4-

If you mix those two together that'
exactly what you get , 11 , 12 and 13.

Is there any other combination of

alleles in persons that would result in

that combination?

If you took someone who' s a 12 and a

12, which neither one of the victim or

suspect has that profile, and mix it

with someone who s an 11 and 13, now in

that case one of the individuals, the

suspect, does have that profile , but if

you mixed those two together you would

end up with the same combination.

you mix a 13 and a 13 together , which

neither one of the victim or suspect

possesses, and the 11 and 12 , that'

the same as the victim , then that would

gi ve you the mixture. Or if you mixed
three people together , one that was an

-- and 11 , which neither the victim or
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suspect possesses , someone that was a

12, 12 which is different from the

2699

vict im and the suspect , or someone was
who was a 13 and 13 , which is different

from the victim and suspect , mix those

three samples together and you will

indeed get an 11 , 12 and 13.

What you I re saying 

MR. VALESKA: I object. There he

goes.
MR . POWELL: Don, I' m sorry.

didn' t mean to get you going again.
MR. VALESKA: I obj ect to that

too.
THE COURT: Just ask him the

question. Y' all don' t get into it.
Just phrase your remarks in the form of

a question.

(By Mr. Powell) I' m going to ask you

to go down the list and look at each

one of these loci and tell the jury

whether or not there' s any other

combinations besides the known victim

and a known suspect samples that could

result in item 4- 1 mixture that they'

27001
got on here?

At the locus D7 , S820, you take someone

who' s an 8, 8, mixed with an -- well,
let' s just use those that are not --

I'll only restrict it because I think

that' s what your question was , only
from those of the victim and the

suspect. That would be someone who is

a 12 , 12, which is different from

either the victim and the suspect,

mixed with someone who was an 8 and 11,
which is a different from the victim

and the suspect , which would give you

exactly that mixture. Someone who is
a - - well, that' s the only combination

unless you use one of the combinations

of the victim and the suspect in that

situation,
Go to the next one, D13 S31 7 locus,

someone who is an 8 , 8 , which is

different from either suspect or

victim mixed with someone who is a 12

and a 14 would give you this.

who is a 14 and a 14, which is

Someone

different from the victim and the
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suspect, mixed with scmeone who s an 8 
and a 12, which is different, would

give you exactly that profile in the

mixture. Okay. That' s the combination
there , uniquely different from the

victim and the suspect.

Go to the locus D5SS1S someone who

was a 9, 13 and mixed with a 13 , 13

would give you exactly that and neither

the victim or the suspect has.

CSFIPO , someone who is a 10 , 12

mixed with an 11, 13 , both of those

profiles are not found in the victim

and suspect, gives you exactly the

mixture of the profile. Take someone

who is a 10 , 13, which is different

mixed with an 11 , 12 will give you

that. Someone who is a 10 , 10 mixed

with an 11 , 11 will give you the

same - - plus a 12 , 12, plus a 13, 13

will give you that profile.
Let me ask you, you re down to TPOX

now.

Yes.

Go ahead with the TPOX and I want to

2702
ask you too if you' 11 give us any other 

unique individuals that possess the

traits to make that combination other

than the two known?

Well, the TPOX you got, as I said

earlier , you ve got a 12 allele that is

not found in victim nor the suspect.

And so you can have all these different

various combinations here that someone

who was all , 11 mixed within an S , 12

would give you that profile. Someone

who is S , 12 and 11, 12 will give you

that profile, and neither one of those

are found in the victim or suspect.

Now , the next one is the sex

specific loci, amelogenin it' s called

and there you only have two

combinations. You mixed a female with

a male a you got have least
male you have markers from male, but

least male and least one female
would give you this profile. Or just a

male by itself will give you that

profile.
The THOl , at that locus if you
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mixed a 6
27031

6 with a - - well , actually
there I S no two unique combinations.

There' s always going to have one of
these will be unique but one will be

the same as the victim and the suspect

in that particular combinat ion.
With vWA, if you mixed -- well

again there s no two combinations.

There' s individual combinations --
excuse me. There' s individual profiles
that when mixed with one that would be

consistent with either the victim or

the suspect will give you that.
There' s no two together at that
particular locus.

Can you see on there under the item 4-

it has some areas that are 

parenthesis , some of these alleles or

numbers alleles?

Yes , I see that.

What does that mean?

By their designation those are weaker

alleles that are out there.

Doctor , does an individual possess all
of these DNA markers in every cell in

their body or does some cells just

part of them.

2704
have 

Every cell in your body with the

exception of red cells has all of our

genes. The red cells have none of our

They are unique in that regardgenes.
and it' s unique somewhat to human in

that regard. So if you leave any

biological fluid that has any of our

cells, you don' t leave part of your

genes you leave all of your genes.

Well, can you explain how TPOX only has

a partial?

Well , I mean, whoever left the trail

could be a 12, 12, could be an 11 , 12

or an 8 , 12. So you got three

possibilities of profiles that would 

we don t know the percentage of people

who have those but at least it' s three

profiles that could give you that

profile.
And that --

That is different from the victim or

suspect.
Okay. Put that down and have a seat.
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Dr. Acton in materials that was

furnished to us that we furnished you

from Mr. Morrison s Alabama State

Forensic Lab , did you also view in
there the material that you were

furnished, some information about the

Alabama Department of Forensic

Science s database they use in making

their mathematical conclusions about

the --
The database of the frequency ofYes.

the genes that they analyzed , yes.

And explain that to the jury.
that?

What is

Well , as I just testified , for every

one of these alleles that we re looking

at in any gene ' in our body, those genes
are found in other individuals. The

only individuals that would be

absolutely identical would be identical

twins. Everyone else we may share

certain genes in common but we would

have combinations or other genes that

would not be in common with the next

person. But there would be somebody

out there with certain combinations we

would share.
So in order to determine the

uniqueness , if you will , of a given DNA
profile, one needs to know how

frequently that profile is found in the

population at large.
And are you familiar with the database

that the Alabama Forensic Lab over here

used?
m familiar with one of their

databases governing these particular

genes, yes.
which one?

The one governing the frequencies for

these genes that we used in this

report.
How many people are in that database?

It' s around one hundred fifty to two

hundred. It varies with the different

gene. I'll have to look at the exact

number.

I f you have it please look.
I will.

MR . PC\ ELL : While he s looking at

2705
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that, I' ve got this and I' m going to
call it Defendant' s E ibit Number 73

and if I could I would just mark that

one like 73T for trial exhibit.
that be okay?

Would

THE COURT: That' s fine.
MR. POWELL: That one is 71

rather. ' This will be 71T and this one

will be 71, which is an exact copy that

we would offer.

THE COURT: Okay.

We would like toMR, POWELL:

publish this.
THE COURT: You may.

I thought I had the individual database

but all I have is the individual

frequencies for those genes or alleles

that was detected. So I don I t have the

composite. I thought I had but I was

drawing from my memory of having looked

at it in a case in Florence. So I
don' t have the individual database in

this set of documents.

(By Mr. Powell) Let me talk to you 

minute 'about a database. If I
2706 270S
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represented to you that they used a

database that consisted of,

approximately one hundred fifty-six

Caucasians in Birmingham, Alabama and

approximately one hundred twenty
something Negroids in Birmingham

Alabama , would that be an accurate

database to use in Morgan County,

Alabama?

Well , in terms of the numbers it would

be a marginal number of individuals to

make an estimate of uniqueness on. Two

reasons , one is that as in this report,
I mean, some of these probabilities are

coming up in the thousands of

millions. So that' s, you know , to
estimate that the uniqueness is only so

many in certain hundreds of chousands

or millions out of one hundred fifty

that you sample, the problem is is that

database representative of the

individuals when the crime was

committed. Are there what we call

substructuring, are there certain areas

of Alabama, we know there are, and we



know that in other states there are

where the frequencies of genes in

various populations may differ.

One notable example was actually in

the newspaper here not to long ago

before St. Patrick' s Day where it
pointed out the frequency - - the number
of individuals in various parts of

Alabama that had Irish ancestry and it

turns out that Hartselle , Alabama is

the highest. Seventeen percent of the

population there based on census , U. S.

census data , reported Irish ancestry,

and we know if you go to Mobile based

on that data that the Irish population

is much less than Mobile and it' s more

of a conglomerate based on the

migration patterns into this area and

the history of that in terms of Mobile

was under five different flags and

people came from France, Spain , Africa

Europe or wherever.

So the problem is with that limited

sample is you don t know if you

sample is biased and is it really

representative.
2710

The only way you would

know that is to take another one

hundred fifty up here in north Alabama

and say one hundred fifty in Montgomery

and one hundred fifty in Mobile and

compare them and that will tell you

well , it really does represent the
various individuals that reside in

Al abama .

The reason that we know that' s a

documented scientific principle that

the frequency of genes will vary based

on the racial and ethnic composition.

We have to use that data every day 

medical genetic calculations. And I

can give you two examples of that , how

there s a racial difference and how

there' s a ethnic difference. Sickle
cell trait is relatively common 

Africa. It' s relatively common in

African-Americans. Not quite as much

as it is in Africa , but it' s very rare

in Caucasians. Conversely cystic

fibrosis trait is extremely rare in

Africa but it' s very common in
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Europeans, Northern Europeans and white 

and Caucasian Americans. Those are 

ethnic - - I me racial differences.

Thalassemia , another blood disorder , is
relatively common in the Mediterranean

area , Sicilians, Greeks, southern
Italians, it' s relatively common in

that area but it' s extremely rare in

northern Europeans , particularly

Scandinavian countries. So we know in
the whole of human genetics you look at

blood groups , A- O blood groups. It

will vary by racial and ethnic groups.

Every gene will do that.

Knowing that what you would like to

have is a large enough sample that if

you sort of coalesce all of that

together so you re not using the

database that may be biased toward one

particular subgroup that exists in your

population.
Doctor , in the report of June 9 , 2000,

I forget the number, you have it there

before you , did you read on page two of

that report , the second of two pages

2712
and the second full - - first full
paragraph , the second paragraph on that

page , the approximate frequency numbers
that Roger Morrison assessed to the

genetic make-up in that item 4-

Repeat that question , please.

I don t know if I can, too long. This
paragraph, did you read that paragraph

of Roger Morrison s report?

Do you want me to read it out?

Yes.

The mixture of DNA types obtained from

hair number one collected from the bed

parenthesis, item 4- , close

parenthesis, was evaluated

statistically to ascertain the

frequency of all possible profiles

which could have contributed to the

mixture. Parenthesis , NRC 1992, close
parenthesis. The sum of all possible

contributing DNA profiles occurs in the

Alabama Caucasian population at an

approximate frequency of one in 93 900

individuals apd in the American Negroid

pcpulat ion - - excuse me, "in the
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Alabama Negroid population at an

approximate frequency of one in 27 000

individuals. Daniel Moore is not

excluded as a possible contributor. 
Do you agree with the way that

statistical information 'lias formulated
or arrived at?

The actual calculations I do not

disagree. I mean , it' s a pretty set
formula the way you calculate the

actual frequency of the profile. The

issue is whether or not that database

or those frequencies based on a sample

of one hundred fifty some odd folks , if
that' s adequate and does that consist

of the various populations that exist

in Alabama and' is it not biased toward
one particular subgroup versus

another. I don' t know the answer to

that.
In your expert opinion do you agree

with that database , that that would be

an accurate statistical conclusion?

Well, we can never use accurate,
view you can never use accurate.

In my

It'

at best even with the most pristine

database an estimate. It' s always

going to be an est imate. You never can

get absolute. But the estimate is
governed by how good your database of

gene frequencies is.
Let me ask you, Dr. Acton, have you

seen the information that was furnished

by Reliagene in Louisiana?

furnished to you?

Was that

There was materials from Reliagene

furnished to me.

Have you examined their

accreditation --
Yes.

-- reports? When were they accredited?

They ve been accredited a number of

years. They were accredited in the

time frame when this particular testing

took place. They were accredited by

the National Forensic Science

Technology Center. They were

accredited in September 15th , 1999 for

one year. Then they were accredited

October 1 , 2000 for one year. They
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were accredited by the American Site 

Crime Laboratory Directors May 5 th

2000 and that was for five years.

Those were the two sets of documents of

accreditation that was provided.

Did you also receive a copy of their

proficiency test results?

Yes.

And did you review those?

Yes.

And what did you find - - what did you
find their proficiency test results to

be?

I received results for a period from

7/99 to the present except the present

stopped because they had not received

the information back on nine of these.

So they didn' t whether or not how they
scored on those. So it was the

information provided was from 7/99

until 12/3/01, and that consisted of

thirty-nine proficiency tests and out

of those thirty-nine there was one

2716

error.
Doctor, in making a statistical

conclusion, is there any writings or

teachings or standards that you have

that should include within these

statistical conclusions not only the

database and the alleles and all that

stuff but also the proficiency test

results?
Well , there' s starting with the NRC

report, which I read, that was

mentioned in the report by Mr. Morrison

from the Alabama Department of Forensic

Science. He said he calculated the

frequency of occurrence of these

alleles in that particular test that he

conducted based on the NRC 1992 report,

and that' s this report here that the

National Research Council put together

a learned body which included

scientists, medical geneticists, even a

lawyer and forensic scientist, and

their recommendation was that you

should include - - that we need to have
some -- based on the large rarity of

these profiles that can be calculated,

such as one in several hundred thousand
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to be able

the actual 
and so forth, that you need

to factor in to that number

error rate of the laboratory.

Now , what that engendered is how

best to determine that and they made a

recommendation in 1992 that it be

proficiency tests. The National
Research Council looked at it again
and, which is another learned body that

was put together to review the use of

DNA and forensic again based on some

issues that were raised by the first

one , that, you know , that' s hard to do

but one needs to have some way to try

and get an estimate of the overall

error of the laboratory.

Well, about' the only thing one has

that can be utilized is either

secondary testing of every sample and

that will give a true error rate.
Every sample a laboratory does an

indepepdent laboratory tests it again.
That we don' t have very much data on

that. So really the only thing we have

is the results of the proficiency

2 i

5 i

tests, and these are performed - - you

know you re being tested but most

accreditation programs and those that I

quoted that Reliagene possesses require

you to undergo proficiency testing by

certain agencies that they approve.

So you got a sample into your lab.
You know it' s a test. You don' t know

what the answer is. So you generate a

result and send it to the individual or

the agency conducting that proficiency

test and they send you back a report,
and that' s what was given to us here
about whether or not you scored

correctly or not on those tests.
And you say in theirs they missed one

out of thirty-nine?
Based on the data they provided there

was an error in one out of thirty-nine
of the tests.
Doctor , are you familiar with this

mitochondrial DNA?

Yes.

What is that?

Well , we' ve been talking about thus far
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in the analyses that were performed by

the Alabama Department of Forensic

Science in what we term genomic DNA.

if you can imagine the cells inNow

your body, little round , sometimes

they' re irregular, but just a lot of
them are real round , lymphocytes

particularly, and in the middle of that

cell you have another little round body

called the nucleus. That contains our

chromosomes where all the genes in our

body, which is estimated now to be

about 44, 000 genes, are contained, all
wrapped up. If you took DNA and

stretched it out it would probably be

three or four feet long. You couldn'
see the strand but it would be that

long. But there are all of these

chromosomes inside that little nucleus

packet, and those are - - that DNA
those genes are inherited in a strict

fashion what' s called Mendalian - _. he

was a Czechoslovakian monk -- Mendalian

laws of segregation. So we have exact

ways we know those genes should be

distributed from one person to the

other.

2720 I

Now, we have anomalies that occur

that creaces various genetic disorders

and so forth, but in a normal sense the

genes should be inherited in a strict

order.
Mitochondrial DNA lies outside of

the nucleus and it is different in that

you only inherit that it I s thought , now
there ' S some dispute about that
currently, but the maj ority of the

scientific opinion and evidence is that

you only inherit mitochondrial DNA from

your mother , whereas the DNA in your
nucleus, the genomic DNA, which is the

maj ority of your genes, are inherited

one half from one parent and one half

from the other.
So mitochondrial is different in

that regard and due to the fact that

it' s believed that it' s mainly a

maternal lineage, You only get it from

the mothers handed down through

generations. And , you know , you have
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to isolate it and deal with it in a

different fashion than you would the
genomic DNA.

How so different?

Well , it' s - - you know , if you just

went in and disrupted the cell and

started isolating DNA you would get a

mix. So you ve got to use special ways

2721'
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to do that, which is just a technical

procedure. It' s not -- anyone who

knows how to do it it' s not a very

extremely difficult procedure. But

then you don' t look at these various

alleles like you would in genomic DNA,

you know since we each inherit one

gene from each parent even though that
may be different from each parent.

have to look at a sequence of the

mitochondrial , certain segments of that
long stretch of DNA , the chemical

structure , and look for mutations that

occur in the inheritance of the

mi tochondrial from the mother.

Okay. Is mitochondrial DNA a proven

science?

Well, it' s well recognized. We know

it' there. We use it in a number of

contexts, medical genetics and other

contexts. "he problem is that it' s a

newer science I mean particularly 

using it in forensics. It' s a much

newer technology than the genomic DNA

technology for forensic analysis, which

we call identity testing, and there '

still debate about , first off, is it
truly only inherited from the mother.

Can you obtain different types of

mitochondrial in the same cell which. we

call heteroplasmy, and there I s also

debate about how it should be utilized

in terms of forensics. There r S some

guidelines have been set down.

I just went to the - - we have from
the National Library of Medicine we

have the ability to go in and look at

data , publish data, scientific and

medical published data. So I just went

back and pulled out a few articles for

my own edification and just to look at

and see how much was still being
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debated and , in deed, I' ve got four

articles dealing with the various

aspects of it.
One is the fact that one individual

has found extremely high levels of

heteroplasmy which would be more than

one DNA, more than one type of DNA in

this one article here.hair. Then

there r S another article that come out

that said, well , we I re not sure that
exactly is found. That might be an

anomaly and so forth. But at least we

do have a set of guidelines that'

published by or that was by the DNA

Commission of the International Society

for Forensic Genetics, guidelines. for

mitochondrial DNA testing, that at

least based on the current state of

knowledge should govern us in terms of
using the DNA test ing in forensics.

How does that apply to us here today?

Well, it really applies in a couple of

areas. A lot of this they don t know

I mean, in terms of the maternal

inheritance versus the heteroplasmy and

2724
so forth , but there I s one particular
part that is germane , particularly to

the report of Reliagene of October the

11th, 2002. Here there' s two parts to
the report, and one is consistent with

the previous reports that they had

submitted and one part is an

additional -- is an addition to the

reports that previously have been

generated.
First off is that in terms of the

database in genomic DNA analysis, you

know , we discussed, the fact that the

database that' s utilized to estimate
the frequency of occurrence of a given

DNA profile is obtained by sampling a

certain number of the relevant

population. Well, since mitochondrial

DNA is inherited only from the mother

we' re in a little bit different

situation. So what has been

accomplished here is that there s a

prototype sequence that ' s been
generated. It was generated by this

scientist called Anderson. That was
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published. So what we re doing now is 

that all additional sequences that are 
generated are compared to the

prototype. And so the databases you

saying, okay, thus far we' ve sequenced

X number of people and this particular

mutation that we re finding in this
forensic evidence as compared to the

suspect or victim is found in X number

of those sequences that we ve thus far
obtained. And in the report of October

, 2002 , for instance they say that

this particular sequence that was found

in the hair number one from the

victim' s bed has been identified in 0

of 928 individuals of African descent.

Now , what that means is that 928

individuals of African descent has been

sequenced thus far and this is a

database, not an individual , laboratory
database , this is sort of a national

database , and zero people have been

found to possess that particular

mutation that was found in the hair.
The report says that 5 of 1 , 773

Caucasian individuals possess the

actual mutation that was found in the

hair. So that' s about one in three

hundred and something individuals would

have that mutation found there.
Now , that part is consistent with

the recommendation. The recommendation

says you need to do one other thing,
and if I may I'll read the

recommendation.
Please.
I'll read this whole paragraph because

this is a summary paragraph because

it' s germane to this portion of the

report I just mentioned and one other

portion. It says

, "

When mitochondrial

DNA profile from an evidence sample and

one from a known reference sample can

not be excluded as originating from the

same source , it is desirable to convey

some information about the weight of

the evidence. presently the practice

is to count the number of times a

particular sequence or haplotype is

observed in a database and applying a

I 25
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correction for sampling errors such as

a confidence in erval, boot strap

value , or Baldwin and Nicholas

correction " and they cite these

scientists who published this method.

Now , let' s me explain. I know

that' s a lot of words that may not mean

anything. What they' re saying is that,
okay, as has been done here , the five

for instance individuals in a database

or sequencing of 1 773 individuals were

found to possess the same mutation as

found in the hair. They' re saying you

use that, but what you do is you apply

a correction for sampling errors such

as confidence intervals , and they cite

the authors that should be utilized.

That was not done in this case.

what that would give you is that would

give you an estimate of the range of

error that may exist in this number.

So we don' t have that in this report.

And then here' s what' s relevant to
this population substructure and

2728 i

different genes in different population

that I mentioned previously. This is
the next sentence. The estimated
mitochondrial DNA haplotype frequency

should be interpreted in the light of

the data available concerning the

distribution of the mitochondrial DNA

haplotypes and the possible

subpopulation structures within the

relevant population, populations'

They' ve got an S with a parenthesis.

As for other DNA evidence it is

desirable to communicate the value of

the DNA evidence using likelihood

J;atios. " That was not done.

What was done is -another piece of
this report that they now are

calculating it or expressing the data I

should say in a manner which is not

even recommended or deal t wi th here,
saying that 99. 8 percent of the

Caucasian , African, Hispanic , Asian and

Native American populations is excluded

as a possible donor of the profile that

they observed, and that' s a calculation

that is not - - is part of 
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recommendation by this international

body, which includes people from the

FBI I might add as well.
What' s the best use of mitochondrial

DNA , Dr. Acton?

The use it I S been put to and actually
it I S not fraught with as many of the
problems as when you I re trying to use
it in identity testing per se is trace

inheritance patterns. And you may have

heard in the news it was used to

identify the Romanov remains, and the

way you use it there since it only

comes from the maternal line, if you

know the maternal line if you know

your family history, then you can look

at the inheritance of those patterns

all the way down to the present group.

The fact that Prince Phillip, you know

Queen Elizabeth I s husband , is part of
the Romanov line and was still alive

they could use him and go back and

determine if in deed the Romanovs was

- - those skeletal remains of the
putative Romanov family that they found

in Russia was indeed what they

thought.
Also it was used in Thomas

Jefferson trying to trace some of his

family as well. So that' s, you know, a
little bit sounder foundation using it

in that context because you' re looking

strictly at the maternal line as it'

inherited from one generation to the

next.
Dr. Acton , from your material that was

furnished to you from Reliagene, can

you tell how that they made this

calculation on their last set of

results that they furnished in their

report?
I could not. I got this report

recently and it did not have - - I did
have the calculations from the previous

methods. But this came recent and I

did not have the calculations. Wrong

data. I would have calculated it in

this report.

So you don' t know how they did it?
I don' t know, d that part about the
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99. 8 percent would be excluded , I don'

know. You know , I don t know how they

did it. We do use a similar - - it'
not the method but we make similar

statements in paternity testing but

there s a prescribed method by an

accreditation body and as prescribed

and been published by the joint

committee of the American Medical

Association and American Bar

Association and published in the Family

Law Quarterly that dictates that. It I s

been proven scientifically that you can

say you can exclude X number of wrongly

identified men by your given data.

it I S approved for use there but here I
have no idea how you would do it in

this context.

So in your opinion, Dr. Acton, has the

report --
MR. VALESKA: We obj ect . Just ask

him what his opinion is.
testify, please.

Don

THE COURT:

MR. POWELL:

I'll sustain.

I believe that saIl.

2732
EXA'1INATION

2 BY MR. VALESKA:

Dr. Acton, tell the ladies and

gentlemen of the jury how many

mitochondrial DNA tests you have done?

With my own hands?

Right.
I don t do any of the testing -- well,

let me put it this way. I have not

done any of the testing in my

laboratory. It' s being done but not in

my laboratory by my own hands in many,

many years.

And tell the ladies and gentlemen of

the jury how many times you have gone

to the Reliagene lab that Dr. Sinha

runs and Gina pineda works there?

Oh, three or four , maybe even more.

can t - - it I S been over many years.
don t know the exact number but I'

been there.
Right. Now , they I ve testified to this

jury and I want you to tell the times

that you have complained to them about

just what you read out of this book you
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brought here today?

I don' t understand the question.

Well , tell the ladies and gentlemen of

the jury how many times you read to

Dr. Sinha out of that book and said

your mitochondrial DNA testing is no

good, it' only good for inheritance , I
mean checking who your ancestors are?

Well , first off all the times in the

past that I' ve visited his laboratory
it was not reviewing mitochondrial DNA

data. As a matter of fact, I don'

even think they were doing it. It'
been over a year or more last time I

visited their lab. I don t think they

were doing mitochondrial during those
particular times. But you got to
understand when you go there you re put

in a room. It' s by court order.

You re put in a room and you ask to see

certain documents. As a matter of
fact, I' ve only seen in all those times
in that facility, and he just come in

for a brief time, Dr. Sinha. So I
never had but one occasion during those

visits to actually talk to Dr. Sinha

period. But you re. sitting in a room

and you say, I want to look at item so

and so. A person , and that person has

been on at least one maybe two

occasions Gina Pineda , will go get that
item. You re allowed to look at it and

when you get through you say I want to

look at the next item. So that' s the

type of situation that when you go

there you re deal ing wi th. You re not

there to lecture or converse with him

regarding whatever he' s doing, You'

actually there for the purpose to

review the documents that' s ordered in

that particular court.

I guess you're through. Are you

through?
Yes.

Tell the ladies and gentlemen of the

jury how many hours you have spent

preparing and investigating in this
case?

Okay.

it for you right here.I I ve got
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prepared all these exhibits and all and

reviewed this stuff last night.

Through last night I' ve spent a total
of 13. 62 hours.
And according to this a lot of that has

been phone conversations with

Mrs. Halbrooks , telephone consultation

wi th Mrs. Halbrooks , telephone

consultation with Mrs. Halbrooks,

telephone consultation with

Mrs. Halbrooks and the total is

thirteen hours?

13. 62 hours.
62. How many --

MR. POWELL: We object to him

testifying.
THE COURT:

testify.
It' s cross. He can

(By Mr. Valeska) How many tests in

this case have you run or has your lab

run?
We have run none because our

understanding there was no data left --

I mean no evidence left to pursue

testing on these items that we

referring to here.

2736 !

You never tested any sheet that came

from a dog?

I didn' t even know there was a sheet

from a dog.

So you only know what the Defense

lawyers told you about Reliagene and

Morrison; Drright?
No. We asked for certain material and

this is the material that was given to

, and I don t recall in reviewing

that material anything about a dog.

may be in there but I don I t recall it.
Now , really what you do, Dr. Acton , is

you do paternity testing; right?

Absolutely not. As I' ve already
testified today, we have tested cases

for the State. Presently are testing

cases for the State. AS a matter of

fact , -- well, I said for the State.
We' re testing cases that are being

tried or have been tried in the State

of Alabama. re currently testing,
we have in the past tested them , and
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ve tested them for other

jurisdictions outside of our state.
In fact, you brought up, oh, an hour or

so ago , you brought up the baby case in

Tuscaloosa , Alabama where the baby was

cut out of a woman; right?

That' s correct.
There were three defendants in that

case?
I don t remember that. I don' t know.

Do you remember the poor little girl

who got killed and her baby got cut out

of her name?

Do I remember her name?

Yeah.

I do over 10 000 cases a year.
I didn' t ask you that. You brought it

up. I asked you if you remembered.

I do not.

How many other baby cases have you had

where a woman I s baby was cut out of her'
while the woman was still alive?

That' s the only one.
You don' t remember her name?

m sorry, I do not.

Well , let me tell you something,

Dr. Acton.

THE COURT: Just ask him a

question. Don' t tell him anything.

(By Mr. Valeska) I tried everyone of

those cases. Defendant Angela Burden

Defendant Frederick Polian, and

Defendant Felicia Scott. Now , which

one of those cases did you testify in?
I don' t remember exactly which one.

know that I asked my administrator

which cases does he have on record for

me having testified , and I do

remember - - the reason I do remember
those two cases is those samples came

to us from Dr. Bris i who s there at our

campus. So I don I t remember which of
those - - I know of one of them was

actually there was two issues about

it. One was a maternity issue. We'

testified to that, but , you know, a I

said I do so many of these I can I t

remember the particulars.

You can I t remember a horrendous case

like that?
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As I said , I deal with more horrendous

material than that with regard to the

diseases I deal with.

And what you said was Dr. Brisi , the

State doctor just like Dr. pustilnik

sent you a piece of tissue; right?

Well , that and some blood too, yeah.

&,d you examined it?

Yeah, and he' s not the State. He'

actually the Jefferson County medical

examiner.
So you didn I t even comeThank you.

testify?
Well , the record that my actual

administrator gave me I asked him to

look at the times when he had, and he

came back and said here' s the ones.

When you sent me the subpoena I asked

him to give me that record because I

have it not in my mind , and he told me

these are the five cases that he had

that I testified about.

And what you did there had nothing to

do with DNA or mitochondrial DNA, did

it?
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It did DNA. We didWe tested.

identity testing on those.

do mitochondrial.

We didn'

I thought you just did paternity

testing to determine that the baby

belonged to the lady Karithia Curry?

It was maternity testing.

Right.
That' s a DNA test. I don' t understand

the question then.

All right. And you mentioned the case

of State V. Watson that you did over

in - - where did you say?
I can' t remember. Let me look.

Lauderdale County.

Yes.

Now, really, what it is, Dr. Acton, you

don t like the Department of Forensic

Sciences, do you?

I have no problem at all wi th the
Department of Forensic Sciences. As a
matter of fact, I think at least six of

those people actually rotated through

my lab when DNA first become available

and they asked could they come up and
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rotate through the lab and learn about

DNA, I have no problem with the

State. As a matter of fact , we offered
if they needed anything from us we

would be glad to help them. I teach in

the forensic science program.

have no bones with them.

So I

In fact , the testing that your lab does

is a lucrative business, is it not?

A. . Well, it' s a state run -- I mean , a

state- owned operation and last year we
went in the hole I think on the order

of $30 000.

And when you were asked over in the

case that you brought up to the ladies

and gentlemen of the jury, State v.

Watson, you were asked this question:

Dr. Acton , are you. trying to put the
Alabama Department of Forensics outs of

business? Do you remember what your

answer was?

I do not.

Oh, absolutely not.It was I mean

many of these people worked in our

labs. ve talked to many of those

2742
people in Birmingham and I' m not trying

to put anybody out of business. Now

this case was testified to on June the

12th , 2002. Do you remember that date?

I don t remember the date , no.

Now , I' m going to show you a letter
that you wrote to a district attorney

here in Alabama dated September the

17th , 2002 and ask you if you did not

write this letter?

"'.

I did write it, yes.
Right. And in that letter you offered

to take away from the district attorney

the Department of Forensic Sciences

business, did you not?

I just said that we hadNo, sir.
testing available if they chose to use

it. I didn' t offer to take away no

business.
MR, VALESKA: Mark that , please.

They re not a business. They are a

state institution just like we are.

We' re not a business.

iBy Mr. Valeska) If you testify,
Doctor , your lab gets paid; right?
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The institution gets paid, yes.
2743 I

THE COURT: What number is it?

MR. VALESKA: State s 195.

(By Mr. Valeska) of course , if
the DA has hired you Roger Morrison and

his forensics lab would be out of

business; right?
They re not a business. They are an

established laboratory that has a

budget furnished by the State of

Alabama. You know , they have more

cases than they can process.

So you don' t have any ill will toward
Roger Morrison or the Department of

Forensic Sciences?

As an individual absolutely not.
terms of scientific data, the quality

of some of the data as I' ve testified

as you have record of , I do. m a

scientist. m asked to evaluate data

and give opinions for many reasons.

I have testified as to the quality of

the data , yes, but its individual

2744

people I have no problem with them.

Now , I had asked you to bring a list

cases where you had testified, did I

not?
That was in the subpoena, yes.

And you didn' t bring it, did you?
I don t have a list other than those I

just gave you. I don t have a list of

all the times I' ve testified as a

private consultant , no.

I want to ask you , Dr. Acton , if you

testified for the Defense in the case

of the State of Mississippi versus

James Earnest Watts , alias Squirrel?

ve testified multiple times in

Mississippi, I don t recall that

specific case no.
I'll ask you if you testified in the

case of the State of Mississippi versus

Willie James Pope for the Defense?

I don t recall that one but, again I

ve testified multiple times in

Mississippi.
I'll ask you if you testified for the

Defense in the State of Oklahoma versus

Mark Anthony Taylor?
Now , I do remember going to Oklahoma.
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I don t remember that specific case

for another reason , because of an

indi vidual I met there , but - don

remember that cication, no. I think

ve only testified in Oklahoma one

time.
For the Defense if you remember?

Most of the those cases I think I'

only testified just a couple or three

times for the prosecution in all the

cases that I' ve done under that
particular arrangement.

Yeah. Those are the three you said you

testified for David Barber in

Birmingham?

As I said earlier , those fiveNo, no.
were only in Alabama. The remaining

ones that you re talking about there

are those that I' ve done as a
consultant, and the majority of those,

you know, probably only an odd one or

two here and there that I' ve ever

testified for the Defense -- I mean for

the prosecution in those types of

cases.
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Testified for the Defense in the State

of Mississippi versus Gary Simons.

you remember that?

I do not.

Do you remember testifying in the case

of the State of Tennessee versus Steven

Whitehead for the Defense?

I do not.

Do you remember testifying in the State

of Tennessee in the case State of

Tennessee versus Matthew Cox?

I do not.

For the Defense?

I do not, no.

Do you remember testifying in the case

of the State of Arkansas versus Theodis

Franks?
I don' t remember the exact part iculars

but I do remember that because it was

the first time I had ever been to that

particular city because I remember

going there, yes.

And let me ask you chis. Do you

remember testifying in the case of the

State of Mississippi versus Jackie Lee
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Hull ?
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No.

In Sunflower County, Mississippi , does

that ring a bell with you?

That one does not, no.

And you were talking about databases a

minute ago; right?
I have " talked about it , yes.
Were you barred from testifying in the

State of Mississippi versus Jackie Lee

Hull, the case that I just asked you
about, by Circuit Court Judge Howard Q.

Davis for refusing to turn over your

database to the State of Mississippi?

Well it wasn t me refusing it.

don' t know if that' s the exact

citation, but I do know I was in one
case in Mississippi, as I said earl ier
those were done as a private

consultant. So they subpoenaed the

university of Alabama records. So I
met with our counsel and they said

well, look , that' s proprietary
information to the university. What

you re doing hadn' t got anything to do

with the university, and as I said

earlier, we can testify or we can

2748 i

consult as long as it doesn' t conflict

with our institutional requirements and

we do it off our university time.

they said, well, you know , we can

provide information for which we' re not

a party to the case. So you got to

withdraw from the case. So that' s what

I had to do. ve had to do that on

two other occasions.

Now , when you testify on the side you

get paid; right?

When I testify as a consultant , yes, I

get paid.

MR. VALESKA: Would you mark that

for me Toby, please.
I get paid for my time , yes , sir.

m going to ask you --
THE COURT: Hang on. He can

write and mark. You can mark them in

advance if you want to, but he'

writing while you re talking.

(By Mr. Valeska) I'll ask you if you

testified in the case of the State of
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Louisiana versus Darnell Lewis for the
Defense?

I don I t remember.

ll ask you if you testified in the

case of the State of Florida versus

Miguel Vargus for the Defense?

:t". I don' t remember. ve testified

multiple times in Louisiana and

multiple times in Florida but I don '

remember that particular case.

Well , Docter , I asked you to bring a

list of all those cases , didn I t 
I don t have a list.

That' s fine. Now , I'I understand.

ask you if in the case of the State of

Tennessee versus John Allen Chapman you

testified fer the Defense?

I den ' t recall.
I'll ask you if you testified in the

case of the State of the Commonwealth

of Virginia versus Michael Satcher?

I don' t remember that one either.

Let me just show you that one.

Dr. Ronald T. Acton?

You are

That' s correct.

Dr. Acton also testified. Now does

that ring a bell?

Well, I I m not disputing the fact that
if you got the record that I

testified. You re asking me do I

remember if I testified there , and I'

saying over the course of my career

ve done many of these things and I

can t remember everyone of them as I
testified previously this morning.

, if I kept all the records of all

the time I I ve consulted both on cases
like this and other types of

arrangements, I don t have the

capacity. I Don I t have the need to
keep that material. So I don' t keep

it. But you ve gotten the record

there. You read the record. I f you
got the record I did it.
Did you testify in the case of the

United States of America versus and

there s a list of these, I'll just read

them instead of saying the United

States of America again. Kevin Porter
Alfonso Forte , Byron Galipond , Daren
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Moore, James Newton, and Kevin Orner?

I don t remember any of those names,
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Hagans , Rodney House , Lomax Hughes

Arthur James , Tony Lexington , Frank Lee

but was that in the District of

Columbia?

That' s correct.
I do remember that particular case.

Now I didn' t testify. I only testified

by affidavit in that one, but I do

remember that because of the certain

circumstances about that and that' s the

only one I' ve ever done in the District
of Columbia.

For the Defense?

Yes. Actually I think that was a court
appointed thing based on the hearing

they had.

In fact, Dr. Acton you are listed in

the Florida Criminal Defense Lawyers

Manual For Expert Witnesses aren I t

you?

m not sure. m listed in Alabama I

think.
Well , let me ask you if you' re listed

in the Directory of Forensic Experts

for the Florida Public Defenders as
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Dr. Ronald T. Acton of South Horizon

Consultants?
Well , I see it there.

was , but I see it.
I didn' t know I

What is South Horizon Consultants?

It' s a consulting company that my wife

and I have.

And how much money do you make

testifying in the company that you and

your wife run called South Horizon

Consultants? Is that your only form of

income for that company?

For that company. My wife s a

consulting dietitian, and I consult on

a number of - - for a number of reasons
outside of actually forensic paternity

DNA or medical DNA. So on any given

I can I t tell youyear we ve grossed,

the actual income we I ve grossed on the
order of twenty or more thousand

dollars.
Now , . do you remember the case in
Lauderdale County that I asked you
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The one you volunteered to the

ladies and gentlemen that you 

I remember that one , yeah.

State V. 'tlatson?

Right.
MR. VALESKA: Give me just a

second, Judge.

THE COURT: Take what time you

need.
(Brief pause.

(By Mr. Valeska) In there you

testified you don' t get paid anything,

it all goes to the University of

Alabama in Birmingham; is that correct?

For the activities that I do outside of

that consulting. Like today and so.

forth. Anything I do in the State of

Alabama those are - - that' s part and

parcel to my laboratory duty and that

goes to the University of Alabama Heath

Services Foundation , our laboratory

account, Immunogenetics DNA Diagnostics

Laboratory .
I'll try it again, Dr. Acton. Did you

testify in the case of the State of

Alabama versus James Watson for the

Defense that the money you got paid did

not go to you, it went to the

University of Alabama?

Well , the University of Alabama Health

Services Foundation. They are
different entities budgetarywise.

Now , the money you re charging today

does it go to that or does it go to

South Horizon Consultants?
It goes to the University of Alabama

Health Services Foundation. As I
stated earlier , all the things that we
do in the State has to be under the

hospices of that laboratory.

Now , you testified that you prepared or

did you prepare a report in this case?

Other than that last night, that

Exhibit. If you call that a report.

No, I wculdn' t call it a repo.rt.
You re right:.
your report?

Where is it? That'

Well , I mean, it' s an Exhibit.

Whatever you want: to call it.

Now , you had Roger Morrison' s report
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didn' t you?
Yes, . did.
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And you had Dr. Sinha and Gina Pineda'

report s , didn' t you?

I did.

But you didn' t provide a report to us
so we could let them look at your

report

, '

did you?

I wasn' t instructed to. The attorneys

did not instruct me to provide one for

them or anybody.

Right. Now , let me ask you this
Dr. Morriso.n.

Acton.
Are you in hereI mean Dr. Acton.

telling the jury that Roger Morrison --

let' s just get it down to this simple

question. Are you telling this jury

that Dr. Morrison or Mr. Morrison'

report is wro.ng?

Well , I' m telling the jury that the

2756
suspect, you can find their alleles 

there. He didn' t say it in that - 
said it' s consistent I think is the way

interpretat ion of that report, parts of
that report , is misleading. I don'

disagree as I already testified to.

Yes ,. you can say that the victim and

he said it, and he .put a probability on

it. The problem is trying to say that

okay, the only possibility is that.
m showing that this is no.t as stated

in his report is not the only

possibility, there' s other

possibilities.
Now , you re basing that on their

reports that you looked at.
what you re telling us?

Is that

Well , that' s all I had to go by is

their report that they provided.

Well , did you ever call Mr. Morrison up

and say I disagree with you?

No., I did not.

Did you ever call up Dr. sinha and Gina

pineda and say I disagree with your

mitochondrial DNA results?

No, I did not. I mean , they -- it'
after the fact that they gave me the

reports and why disagree after they'

already generated the report? What I
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tell them has no value.

So you did no tests yourself?

Thac' s correct.

And brought in this book to read to the

jury from?

I hadn ' t read this to the jury, this

book.
Well, which book or which paragraph

were you reading to the jury?

That was out of this particular article

here on the recommendation. Let me

find it. The recommendations on --
yeah. This was this article out of

International Journal of Legal Medicine

on the report by the DNA Commission of

the International Society for Forensic

Genetics, Guidelines for Mitochondrial

DNA Typing.

So what you' re telling us is you went
and looked up four reports In your

library four articles; right?

I think it' s five.
Five. Now , how many did you look up

that said mitochondrial DNA is good?

Well, I screened probably --

I asked you how
2758

many you looked up 

you brought four or five in here and

said it was bad. How many did you find
in your research of 13 hours and. 62

minutes that said it was good?

Well, for certain aspects of it these

articles has in there that it' s good

for certain things. These articles are

not in their totality saying that

mitochondrial DNA is all bad. I didn

testify to that. I just said - - I only
testified to the fact that they said

here is the way you should actually

calculate the frequency of occurrence

the way they recommend it, and I said

that Reliagene did not follow that

recommendation,
So what you re doing is giving us your

expert opinion; right?
m giving you my expert opinion. Also

based on a commission which includes

people from the FBI' s statement of how
it should be done.

And if Dr. Sinha and Gina pineda and

Mr. Morrison testified that they used
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the databases out of the FBI, you

wouldn' t disagree with that , do you?
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I don' t disagree with what they used

, the databases. It I s the
calculation is what I' m disagreeing,
not the fact that they used a certain

database.
And you came in here and said that you

reviewed the Reliagene reference

material and you found out they made

one mistake?

That' s what chey provided.
that.

They said

Right.
It' s their document. m just reading

what they said.
And , of course , your lab doesn t make

any mistakes?

, absolutely you re right we make

! '

mistakes. There' s not a form of human
endeavor that one does not make

mistakes , and we have and we'll
continue to make mistakes. But you try
to limit that as much as you can , and

you do that through what you find on

your proficiency tests and other

quality assurances.

Now , are you telling this jury that

Mr. Morrison s lab is so contaminated

that the results he testified to these

people under oath is no good?

I didn t testify to that. I said

that -- when asked what was the reasons

for their failure to achieve

accreditation I said that was what was

cited in that report.

And if Mr. Morrison came in here and

testified that his lab is accredited

and has been accredited except for that

one time when they found the door open

and some people that needed a few more

advanced degrees , you wouldn' t disagree

with that, would you?

I would have to see the data. I don'

know that that' s been - - that. , s true.
You' re telling me that buc I don' t know

that' s true.

And the chart that Mr. Powell held up

that you did --
MR. . POWELL: Ask Will,
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Do you remember that?

I do.

You did all that in thirteen hours and

did all that talking on the phone?

I didn t do this in thirteen hours.

did this las night. I can tell you

how many hours it took me.

m asking if you did all this work

within that thirteen hours?

I just said , no, I did not do it.

can tell you how many hours it took me

to do that though.

Does your bill not show that you spent

a total of 13. 62 hours on this case?

It does and , you know , you see I have

here what was provided and this is

detailed scientif:.c information. You

can look at it and see on every page

there' s all kind of numbers and
things. I had to review all that, and

I had to have - - as we went along I

didn' t have all the data. I had to

back and ask for more data of the

attorneys. So all that was involved in

our discussions with obtaining that and

what I was finding as I went along.

I spent 13. 62 hours to date in

reviewing all of this and those

discussions, yes, and preparing this

document.
In the paternity lab that you run

Dr. Acton , what do you tell the father

when you run your test and determine

that he is the father? What does your

report say? You are not excluded?

Well it says first off , it' s not the
father. You re working first off with

an alleged repudiative father, That'
what the document says, Then if you

run your tests and do not exclude the

alleged repudiative father, then you

calculate the probability and the odds

of paternity, the probability that he

is the father compared o any random

man in the population at large and the

odds that he would be the father
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compared to any other random individual

in the population at large.
That' s what I asked you.

you re not exc uded.
You tell them

Well , you tell them three things if

s not excluded. You say exclusion

yes or no. If it' s no , then you do a
probabiiity of paternity calculation

and you 'll do an odds in favor of

paternity. So there s three sections.

Did you do any tests to determine any

mixtures that have been testified to in

this case that were found on any piece
of evidence in this case?

As I' ve already testified no.
And really, Dr. Acton , what you are is

a witness for the Defense; right?

, I don' t consider myself a witness

for either party. m a scientist.

ve been trained, and what I do every

day is evaluate data and draw

conclusions from that data. I was

asked and appointed by the Court and

paid, my lab was , for me to evaluate

the data. Now , what that data says if

2764
it helps one party versus the other

have no - - you know , . I have no part 
that. I only am giving you 

interpretation of the scientific data

based on my training and background.

And that' s your report right there, 71?

Well , if that' s what you' re calling a

report. I mean , I prepared it as an

Ex. ibit but, you know, if it' s a report
to you fine.

MR. VALESKA: That' s all.
THE COURT:

MR. POWELL:

Anything further?
I just wanted to

identify something.

EXAINATION

POWELL,

I'll mark this Defendant' s Exhibit

Number 73. What is that, Dr. Acton?

That' s an itemized invoice as of last
night the time I' ve spent consul ting on
this case.

Is your laboratory capable of doing

everything that Morrison' s and

Mr. Sinha' s laboratory does?

Well , we re capable. One thing that we
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are still validating in our own lab, we

just got a new set of instrumentation

and so we re validating it , is
mitochondrial DNA testing. We' ve been

doing it for research and other

purposes, but we' re not yet where we

want to offer mitochondrial DNA

testing.
Is that a bill, Number 73?

Well, it' s the start of one. It' s an

invoice and I was asked as part in a

subpoena to prepare, you know , the

amount of money that had been - - 
time and money spent on this case.

I have it calculated based on the time

as of last night how much the

Immunogenetics DNA Diagnostics

Laboratory, University of Health

Services Foundation will bill on this

case. Now , I' ve got to include today
as well.

You re going to include today as well

but as of last night I believe when you

reviewed some DNA evidence material how

much was it?

043. I had already received $500

towards that amount. So the remaining

amount due as of last night was $1 543.

How much do you get an hour or how do

you do this?
It' s calculated - - all the laboratories

whether we I re doing medical genetic

consulting or whatever is billed at

$150 an hour.
MR. POWELL: That' s all. We would

offer that.
THE COURT: Show it admitted.

you have anything else, Mr. Valeska?

MR. VALESKA: Just one second

Judge. That' s all.
THE COURT: Thank you , sir. You

may stand down. m going to call it a

day, ladies and gentlemen. We'll start
back at 9: 00 0' clock tomorrow. Take

your notes with you and protect them

tonight. If you run out of paper just

let Mr. and Mrs. Penn know. ve got

plenty.
earlier.

Remember what I told you

Enj oy your evening and we 'll
start back at 9: 00 in the morning.
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(Whereupon , the following was

held outside the presence of

2767

the jury.
THE COURT: m going to release

this witness.

That' s fineMR. VALESKA:

THE COURT: You re free to go.

Thank you very much for coming.

Those of you in the audience, if

you will let the jury clear the

elevators you re free to go. Thank

you.

(Whereupon, at 4:26p.m. the
proceedings in the above-

entitled matter was recessed

to reconvene at 9: 00 a. m. , the

following day.
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MORNING SESSION

(11- 15- 2002)

(9: 05)

Is everybody ready?THE COURT:

get them , Bill.

(Whereupon , the following was

held in the presence of the

jury. )
THE COURT: Everybody can be

seated. Good morning ladies and

gentlemen. I hope you had a good night

and ready to go back to work.

Call your next witness.

MR. POWELL: Mr. Chance, walk up

there and face Mr. Thompson.

administer the oath, please.

Let him

THE COURT: If you would, please

sir, raise your right hand.

(Witness sworn.

THE COURT: Your '",itness.
VERNON CHCE

A witness for the Defense,
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was sworn and testified as follows:
EXAINATION

POWELL,

What is your name , please?

Vernon Chance.

THE COURT: Mr. Chance , you need to

talk to the jury even though Mr. Powell

might get around to this side here.
MR. POWELL: You don' t have to

follow me.

THE COURT: Give your answer to the

jury because I didn' t hear you and I'

sitting here close to you.

Vernon Chance.

(By Mr. Powell) You might have to lean

into it a little bit. It' s kind of far

away, Where do you live , Mr. Chance?

2324 Chapel Hill Road Southwest.

THE COURT: It' s not on. Push the
little button on the bottom and make

sure the light is on.

MR . POWELL: ve got a light now.

(By Mr. Powell)

address?
And what is your

2324 Chapel Hill Road Southwest.

2770 

And in relationship to I believe 2330 
Chapel Hill Road, the residence where 
Mr. And Mrs. Tipton used to live , where

is your house in relation to that?

If you face our houses I would be on

the right hand side.

And is it the next house down from you?

Yes.

Let me ask you to look at State

Exhibit Number 4 and see if you

recognize that photograph?

Yes.

Can you point out where theOkay.

Tipton residence was?

Right there.
Talk loud.

THE COURT: You ! re talking to
Mr. Powell because he s close.

Right there.
(By Mr. Powell) Can you point out

where the Chance residence is?

m right back up here.

And if we look at this photograph your

house is in kind of to the right side

and behind?

769
And behind there , that is correct.

And does that show the driveways to the
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two residences?
Yes. Yes.

And back on March the 19th - - March the
12th , 1999, do you recall that date?

Yes.

And was there any work going on in your
yard or driveway that day?

Yes.

What was happening?
They were paving my driveway.
They being who?

Bonner Paving.
And do you know where they had worked

the previous day?

Yes. Over at the Tipton residence.

And where do you work, Mr. Chance?

m retired part - time. Right now I

work for a company in Huntsville part

time.
And where are you retired from?

U. S. Army Miss ile Command.

And how long have you lived out at this

residence?

Now about thirteen years.

Thirteen years now?

Yes, sir.
On the day that the Bonner Paving crew

was paving your driveway were you

present?
Yes.

And what were you doing?

I was just kind of watching what they

were doing during that period of time.

I was not watching them all the time

because I was doing other activities

around the house, doing some clean-up.

So you were watching them part of the

time?
That' s correct, not all the time.
And did they start the paving job at

which end , at the Chapel Hill end or up

at the Chance house end?

Chance house end.

And how did they progress during the

day?

They progressed down the driveway and

finished up toward the end or the day.

At any time that day did you have an



occasion to observe any vehicle
approach the Tipton residence?

In the midafternoon , I can' t ellYes.

you exactly what time it was, but in

the midafternoon there was a white

pickup that went up to the Tipton

residence.
And where were you when you saw that?
I was down there probably about halfway

down to the road.

MR. POWELL:

THE COURT:

That' s all.
Cross,

EXAINATION

14 BY MR. VALESKA:
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Do you remember talking to Mr. Pettey

in this case , Mr. Chance?

Well , it was one of the officers.

don' t remember the officer' s name.

And you told the ladies and gentlemen

of the jury that, you know, you had

been there watching on and off all day?

Yes.

And did you know Dr. Tipton s truck?

I just know that I think he hadNo.

three vehicles down there. I think one

SUV, and I can' t remember what the

other one was.

You re not telling the jury that was

Dr. Tipton s truck that lived right

next door to you are you?

, no. What I said was - - again let
me repeat what I said was it was a

white pickup truck. I didn' t say what

kind of pickup truck it was.

said a white pickup truck,
I just

You knew David' s truck. You lived

right next to him , didn t you?

, sir. I have never met David during

the period of time that I lived there.

I have met his wife I believe one or

two occasions , and that is the extent
of it.
And did anybody get out of the truck?

I can' t answer that. I just saw the

truck ride up or drive up.

MR. VALESKA: That' s all. Thank

you.

THE COURT: Anything else?
Nothing further.MR . POWELL:
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THE COURT: Thank you for coming.

You' re free to go.

MR . POWELL: Thank you , Mr. Chance.

MRS. HALBROOKS: Mary Dalton.

THE COURT: Come around , please,

ma' am. I need to put you under oath.

I f you would raise your right hand.
(Witness sworn.

THE COURT: Your witness
Mrs. Halbrooks.

MARV DALTON

A witness for the Defense

was sworn and testified as follows:

EXAINATION

15 BY MRS. HABROOKS:
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Thank you. If you will, state your
name for the record.
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of them was a pickup, one of them was a

Mary Dalton.
And, Mrs. Dalton , where do you live

right now?

Chicago.
m going to show you what I' ve marked

as a map of Illinois and ask you if you

recognize that to be a map of Illinois?

Yes.

And is this Chicago up here?

Yes.

Is that where you live?

I live right about here.

Yes, ma am.

live in the suburbs.

MR. VALESKA: Your Honor , we would

offer Defendant' s Exhibit 58 at this

time?
THE COURT: Show it admitted.

(By Mrs. Halbrooks) Mrs. Dalton, did

you know Karen Tipton on March the

12th , 1999?

Yes.

Did you know Dr. David Tipton?

Yes.

And how long have you known Dr. David

Tipton and Karen Tipton prior to March

the 12th of 1999?

I would say approximately nine years

eight or nine years.

During the eight or nine years that you

knew Karen Tipton prior to her death

were you close personal friends with

Mrs. Tipton?
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Yes , ma am.

As close personal friends did Karen

confide in you from time to time?

Yes, ma' am.

On one occas ion prior to Karen Tipton

death did you travel with her to a

neighborhood in southwest Decatur?

Yes, ma' am.

And at that time did y ' all sit outside
the residence and have a conversation

with each other?

Yes, ma am.

And after that conversation did you

alone travel back to that residence on

occasion?
Yes, ma ' am.

Did you make a determination as to

whose residence that was?

Yes, ma' am.

Whose residence was that?

It was H. M. Nowlin s residence.

After Mrs. Tipton s death you moved to

Alabama and moved in with Dr. David

Tipton; is that right?

That' s correct.

Why did you do that?

David called me and asked me to come.

He needed help with the children.

And during the course of the time that

you lived -- well , how long did you

live with him?

Approximately twenty one months.

Twenty- one months. When did you move?

The end of October of 2000.

When did you move in with him in

relationship to March the 12th of 1999?

I think it was sometime in April when

David bought the house on Sweetbriar

Lane. Prior to that time his children

and I stayed with my daughter until the

house was bought .

During the time that you lived with

Dr. Tipton were you paid for your

services?
As far as a paycheck?

Yes.

NO, ma' am.

Did the two of you have a j oint bank

account with beth of your names on it?

Yes.
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Were you allowed to write checks out

that account?

2779 !of 
Yes, I was.

Were you earning any money separate and

apart from what you earned working for

Dr. Tipton or what you would have

earned working for Dr. Tipton?

No.

Did you contribute at all to the joint

bank account?

, ma' am.

So who placed the money in the account?

David did.
And over and above that j oint ban
account that the two of you had, did

Dr. Tipton ever pay any money to you

personally?
Yes.

And what amount of money did he pay for

you personally?
If I remember correctly the first -

David gave me a check for $ 5 , 000 that
was for a tractor that he sold to some

friends of his that paid $5, 000, and

David endorsed that check and gave it

171
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to me.

About when was that do you know?

It was I think -- I don' t know. Maybe

June, July, sometime in the summer

after , which I deposited in my personal
checking account. And then he also

gave me signed over the title to their

van. He said I' m going to give you the
It was m sure probably valuedvan.

at about $10 000, $12 000.

When did he give you the van?

I had the title switched over to my

name it was in January of 2000, and

that was of you know, monetarysome,

value. It was an asset for me. David

was doing that so I would have

something of value.

And this was the family van that they

owned prior to Karen Tipton s death?

Yes.

It' s the white one that we ve seen in
the pictures in some crime scene

photos?
Yes.

And what other money did he pay you?
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He -- I mean, m not sure. David was

very generous. I wanted for absolutely

nothing. So I know at the time that

David and I terminated our arrangement

with the children David offered me

$20 000 and to pay for the cost of my

move to Chicago.

Okay. How did he pay you that?
It was -- he paid it -- he wrote two

checks. He wrote one out co me and he

wrote one out to my daughter , and that

was simply for tax purposes. So, I
mean, he did not pay my daughter for

any services. He just wrote out two

separate checks and she cashed the

check and gave it to me.

money.
It was my

Prior to your moving to Decatur

following Karen Tipton I s death , did

Dr. Tipton pay you any money? Let'
say in the month before Karen Tipton'

death in February of 1999?

I don' t recall that but it' s very

possible he did. David was very - - 
had access to the checkbook. I wrote a

check for anything that I wanted or

needed.
Maybe I didn' t make my question very

clear. Prior to March the 12th of '

did Dr. Tipton pay you any money?

, no , other than for baby- sitting
purposes.
Mrs. Dalton , I' m going to show you some

enlargements of some checks that have

been previously marked as Defendant'

Exhibit 41. Do you recognize these

checks as being the household account

checks?
THE COURT: Do you need your

glasses?
(By Mrs. Halbrooks) If you need to get

your glasses we 'll be more than happy

to let you.
Well , there they are I reckon.

And he always designated household

account with that so that it could be

deposi ed in the household account?

Well, you know , that money was to be

paid for bills , groceries , anything the

children needed , you know that' s it.
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And are these also household account

checks?
Yes.

m going to show you what we'

identified as checks written to you.

Do you recognize those?

Yes.

Did you receive each of those from

Dr. Tipton?

Yes.

On February the 7th of ' , a month and

five days prior to Mrs. Tipton'

murder, why would Dr. Tipton have

written you a check for a thousand

dollars?
In February of '99?

Yes rna ' am.

I don' t remember. I wasn' t even living

here.
And then in the same period of time

that you were living with Dr. Tipton

and you were writing checks out of the

household account he also wrote you

those other checks; is that right?

Yes.

2784
Here' s some additional checks written 

to you. Did you al so receive those to
you in your name from Dr. Tipton? 

I guess I did.

Here' s some other checks I August the
30th of ' 99, did you receive a check
from Dr. Tipton for $10, 000?

Yes.

What was that for?

It was for me.

Okay. October the 23rd of 2000 , did

you receive a check from him for

$9, 700?

Yes.

And what was that for?

Well , you know , quite frankly I don'
remember that check. I mean , I really

don' t remember a check for $9 700 in
October of -- I mean, prior to me --

that was just before I left for

Chicago.
Yes-, ma I am. Kimberly Danford , that'

the check that you talked about for

$10 0007

Right. So that' s probably what that
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$9, 700 is . That was to me and that was

also to me made out to my daughter.

But this was to satisfy me going on to

Chicago.
That' s $29 700 paid to you August the

30th, October 23rd, and then another

one October 23rd; is that right?

I guess.

If we totaled all those up would you

disagree that the household account

totaled $17 750 and you were paid
personally $44 700?

I guess so if you totaled it.
MRS, HALBROOKS: You Honor , we

would offer Defendant' s Exhibit 41.

MR. VALESKA: No obj ection.
THE COURT: Is that the big one or

have you got a little one?

MRS. HALBROOKS: It' s the big one.

THE COURT: I don t mind using that

as a trial exhibit but I want to offer

into evidence a smaller version of

that. I don' t mind that going back to

the jury room but I want the record to

reflect the smaller , an eight and a

2786
half by eleven, at least an eight and a

half by fourteen in evidence.

MRS. HALBROOKS: Yes , sir.

THE COURT: And that' s Exhibit

what?

MRS. HALBROOKS: Exhibit 41.

THE COURT: Show it admitted.

MRS. HALBROOKS: That' s all we have
of this witness.

E COURT: Any cross for this

witness?
MR. VALESKA: Yes, sir.

14 BY MR. VALESKA:

EXAINATION

paid you take care Caroline
and Catherine; that right?
That' right.
There ain nothing unusual?
No, there not.
Ain' nothing sinister?

sir.
You took care those two little

girls?
Absolutely.

25i the best that you could?
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Now , Mrs. Halbrooks showed you a check

and I believe it was dated - - what did

she tell you? 2 February' 99? Let me

see if I can find it. I apologize.

She showed you a check 2/7/99.

to show you --

I want

What" s our Ex.1-ibit , Toby?
COURT REPORTER: 197.

going to show(By Mr. Valeska)
you, ma' am, this bank statement.

I, will need my glasses.
THE COURT: she has herMr. Penn,

purse over there. If you would bring

it to her so she can get her glasses.

(By Mr. Valeska) This is what we call

State s Exhibit 197 and it shows a

check to Mary Dalton dated 2/7/99 and

that' s the one she just showed you --

It' s right there, top one.

Okay. She just showed you this check,

Mary Dalton , that shows up right here

on Dr. Tipton' s statement; right?

Right.
I know you hadn' t seen it but I'

That'
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telling you that' s what it is.

the same check; right?

That' s right.
And when she asked you told her you

weren' t even living here , you were

in --
Michigan.
You were in Michigan on 2/7/99; right?

That' s right.
Okay. Now , let me show you the back of

that check where it' s got -- that'

your name; right?
That' s right.
Mary Dal t on . You signed it?

That' s my name and myThat' s right.
signature.
Can you put your glasses on there and

tell me when you cashed that check?

Can you read that?
April ' 99 .

April. So we' re talking about over a

month' s difference; right?

Two months.

Two month' s difference. And in between

:hat time Karen was murdered; right?
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That' s right.
And you told these folks under oath

that you weren' t even here in Decatur

to get that check on the date that' s on

the check?

No.

And he didn' t mail it up there to you?

No.

MR. VALESKA: We move to admit

State s 197.

THE COURT: What is that?

MR. VALESKA: It' s a bank account

of David Tipton with the check , a

photocopy of the check,

THE COURT: Show it admitted.

(By Mr. Valeska) And when you left
Decatur and moved you weren t mad at

David, were you?

No.

MR. VALESKA: Tha.t ' s all, Thank

you.

THE WITNESS: I was not.

THE COURT: Any redirect?
MRS. HALBROOKS: No, sir.
MR. POWELL: We would like to

excuse , Mrs. Dalton.

THE COURT: Certainly. You may be

excused.
MR. POWELL: She s supposed to go

on a trip for her employment.

THE COURT: Thank you for being

here. Thank you.

Call your next witness.

MR. POWELL: Judge, let me see if

s here, The Defense calls Barry

Hamilton, Your Honor.

THE COURT: Is he in the State

itness room?

MR. VALESKA: Yes, Your Honor.

THE COURT: Come around and let me

put you under oath.

right hand.

If you would raise

(Witness sworn.

THE COURT: Your witness.
BARRY HAIL

A witness for the Defense

was sworn and testified as follows:
EXAINATION

POWELL:

Good morning, Barry, How you doing?
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Fine, sir.
What is your full name?

Barry Hamilton.

And what is your place of employment?

Decatur City Police Department.

How long have you been with them?

This January will be twenty years.

And back during March of 1999 you were,

of course, with the Decatur City Police

Department?
Yes, sir.
And at that time what was your rank?

I was a sergeant then.

And what were your duties or division I
believe?
I was involved in the criminal

investigation division as a whole and

primarily in the violent crime unit.

So criminal investigation division

that' s C. LD. for short?

Yes, sir, or what we used to call

simply the detective division.
So you don' t have a detective division

anymore?

It' s been reclassified as the C. I . D.

2792
C. I.D.

Yes, sir.
And so you were a sergeant in the

D. in March of 1999?

Yes, sir.
And did have you an occasion as part of

your duties as a sergeant with the

C. I. D. division to be involved in an
investigation of the homicide of Karen

Tipton?
Yes, sir I did.

And what part did you play in that?

I was the sergeant ' over the unit of the

violent crime division. I responded to

the scene , and I eventually assisted

Detective Pettey as the assisting
investigator in Mrs. Tipton' s homicide.

You were assisting Mike Pettey?

Yes , sir.

And what was his rank or position at

that time?

He was a patrolman detective and he was

the lead investigator in the homicide

case.
And when - - well I won t say when.
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Did you go out to the scene out at

Chapel Hill Road on March the 12th

2793 
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Yes , sir , I did.

When did you arrive?
It was probably about between 5: 15 and

5:30 that afternoon.

And did you receive a call or dispatch

or what directed you to there?

I believe I was already home or just

arri ved home. I think I received a

page from the department , and I called

the department and was informed of the

circumstances and left my house and

went to the scene.

You say Mr. Mike Pettey was the chief

investigator out there; is that

correct?
Yes, sir,
That' s what you said?
Yes, sir.
Well , who did he answer to?

Well initially it would be me. As far
as the chain of command it would be 

124'
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myself

and then Captain Ken Collier. As the
lead detective he was primarily in

charge of the scene and the

investigation as a whole.

And- would that include the gathering of

evidence?
Yes, sir.
And when you got out to the scene on

that afternoon was it daylight or dark?

When I arrived it was still daylight.

And when you arr i ved do you know - - did
you see anyone else there? Let' s talk
first about police officers that you

knew.

Yes, sir. There were uniformed

officers there. I believe Bruce --

Bobby willis rather , I believe Sergeant

Bill Darby, I believe other uniformed

officers were there but I did not take

a full note. I think Kevin Bloodworth

was there also.

Where is Kevin Bloodworth now , do you

know that?

I think he ' s either in Kentucky or

Virginia. I know he moved out of

16,
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state.
When did that occur?

It' s been this year.

back.
Several months

About July, summer?

I honestly did not keep up with Officer

Bloodworth.
When you got on the scene you saw these

uniformed police officers?

Yes , sir.

Do you remember where their vehicles

were?

, sir I do not.

Where did you park your vehicle?

I came up fairly close to the residence

itself.
Did you see any police vehicles down on

Chapel Hill Road?

There was one - - I passed. one at the
entrance to the residence.

And at the time you arrived there

wasn I t any impediment or blockage on

I do not recall.

27961
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the driveway that kept you from driving

up to the house, was there?

When you got there what was

thing you did or who did you talk to?

Initially Detective Pettey.

And what did y! all discuss?
We discussed -- I asked basically what

he had, what the scene consisted of.
believe Lieutenant Hale was already

there also. I believe he arrived prior

to myself and he gave me a quick

overview of what he had been informed

of.
And after that was done did you

actually participate in the

investigation of the scene?

Yes, sir, I did.

Did you participate in the

interrogation of any witnesses on the

scene?
On the scene?

Yes , sir.

A little bit later on I believe I spoke

to part of a paving crew briefly.

believe it was Hoke Bonner and Michael

Todd Jones. believe that'
Mr. Jones' full name.
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You said you did speak to Michael Todd

Jones on March the 12th , 1999?

Briefly, yes, sir.
And during tha brief conversation did

you extract any information from him in

your investigation?
Yes, sir , I did.
What was it?

When I spoke to Mr. Jones they were

working as part of the paving crew

Mr. Bonner s paving crew , next door at

the Chance residence which is

located -- actually it' s the next door

residence but it' s behind the Tipton

house.
And State' s Exhibit Number 4 I believe

that' s the aerial photo that depicts as

24 A. Yes, sir , it is.

- - 
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you remember it?
Yes , sir I do.
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Okay. Go ahead.
They were paving the Chance'

driveway. I believe Mr. Jones if I'
not mistaken, initially told me that he

had seen later on Mr. Tipton or

Dr. Tipton' s white truck at the

residence prior to the police arrival.

I bel ieve he told me , and I hadn' t read

it and recall his statement, that he

was home earlier than normal.

Did you ever talk to Mr. Michael Todd

Jones again?

Yes , sir.

And when was that?
I believe it was the following day.

believe that Saturday.

that' s correct.

I believe

And at that time you talked to him on

Saturday what you believe to be March

the 13th, 1999 , did you take a written

statement from him?

Yes, sir, I did.

Is that part of your duties as a

sergeant at that time to inte fiew

witnesses?
Yes , sir.

And you did that in the course of your

investigation?
Yes, sir , I did.

d did you reduce tha to writing?

Yes , sir , I did.

I 20
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Do you recall that statement that you

took of Michael Todd Jones?

Yes, sir. vaguely, yes, sir.

Would it help if I showed you 

What' s our next one?

COURT REPORTER: 74.

(By Mr. Powell) ve marked this as

Defendant' s Exhibit 74 and I would ask
you if you can identify that , please

sir. '
Yes, sir. This appears to be the

statement that I took March 13th, which

I believe was a Saturday, from Michael

Todd Jones.

Well , I believe you ve already said

that. From looking at the signature

line and the date line on it.
Yes, sir.
Does that verify your memory that it

was Saturday March the 13th , 1999?

Yes , sir, it does.

And is your signature affixed at the

bottom of that exhibit?

well , let me

2S00 i
back up. On Saturday March 13th , 1999

what time did you talk to Mr. Michael

Todd Jones?
6:00 p. m. is when we completed the

statement. We would have started just

prior to 6: 00.

Where was this interview conducted?

Decatur City Police Department.

And who else was present?

Just must myself.

No other police officers?

, sir.

And is that the only interview that you

conducted that afternoon in the city

police department or was there others?

I believe I spoke to Hoke Bonner also.

Okay. But the statement you hold is
from Michael Todd Jones?

Yes , sir.

And did you know him to be a member of

the paving crew that was paving the

Chance driveway on March 12th , 1999?

Yes, sir, I did.

And you identified him out on the

scene?
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Yes, sir.
And did you know who he was when he was

in the police station?

Yes, sir.
And did he at your interrogation give

you a statement about what he

remembered?

Yes, sir.
Do you know where Michael Todd Jones is

now?

, sir , I do not.

Would you please read that statement.
Certainly.

March 13th.
Of course this is dated

On May 8th" -- I'

sorry. 3/8 of ' 99 I went to 2330
Chapel Hill Road and gave an estimate

to a lady there named Karen, She

wanted her driveway paved. She

accepted our bid and we talked several

times during the paving because she

made a couple of changes. We started

on wednesday and finished up except the

clean-up on Thursday. Both Wednesday

and Thursday evening the husband would

come home around dark. The first night

280
he spoke, " this is just a copy so I'll

have to look, "he spoke to me for a

moment about the drive but Thursday

night he came in and went straight 

inside. We got a job for the next door

neighbor and started it on Thursday

night. Friday we got back to the job
site and started up around 9:00 a.

saw the white Explorer pull up and park

at the house where we finished the

first job about the same time we

started to work that morning. Around

2:00 p. m. we left the job site and went
to the Sonic to get a bite to eat.
got back and my uncle , Hoke Bonner , had

to go to Lone Wolf Trailers on

business. He later told me that he

looked at his watch and saw that it was

2: 35 when he left us. Martin Scott and

I were the only two left besides the

asphalt truck driver to finish the

job. When we got started back to work

I noticed a white truck parking.

didn' t see who was driving the truck
when it pulled in. 'le continued to

2801 2803
work and we finished the job including
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the apron. We cleaned up the job and

started on the first job clean-up when

the police pulled up. They told me to

stay around so someone could talk to

us. Within a short time a lot of

police arrived and they told us about

the woman inside being murdered. Later
I spoke to some detective including

Sergeant Hamilton and Detective Pettey

about what I saw and when the white

truck pulled up. I told them that the

small truck had been there at the house

for at least one hour , maybe longer

before the police arrived.
Did Michael Todd Jones affix his

signature to that report that you took?

Yes, sir , he did.
Did you offer to let him view and read

this writing before he signed it?

Yes, I did.
MR. POWELL: Judge , we would offer

Defendant' s Exhibit Number 74 and like
to publish it to the jury.

THE COURT: Show it admitted.

(By Mr. Powell)

2804 i
Did you ever have an 

opportunity to contact Michael Todd

Jones after that, Sergeant?

I don t believe I' ve spoken with him
since.
Have you ever known his location or

whereabouts since?
No, sir.
Did you furnish this written report to

Mike Pettey?
Yes, sir.
During your investigation or your part

in this investigation of the homicide

of Karen Tipton , did you ever talk to a

Sarah Holden?

I have spoken to Mrs. Holden but I

could not tell you when. I know it was

after the homicide of course.

You don' t remember when it was?

, sir , I don'

Can you remember the topic of the

conversat ion?

No, sir , I do not.

Do you remember where you had the

conversation with Sarah Holden?
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I would simply say it would probably

have been at the police department but

2S0S 2807
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that she told you in that conversation

that ended about 1:00 o' clock on May

the 12th that she told her something

about the paving crew outside?

That she had seen part of the paving

I couldn' t tell you for certain.

And if she testified that you took

crew. And , again, I don t know if that

notes while you were interviewing her

at Decatur City Police Department,
would you say that was accurate or not?

I would say that was possible, yes

sir.
Do you have those notes?

, sir, I do not.

Do you know if you ever made notes?

, sir. To say positive , no , sir.

was during an actual conversation with

her or if I just - - if somebody told me
that. I just can' t say for certain.

Did anybody during those interviews

take notes?

I couldn I t say for certain
Who else was present?

, sir.

Did you have any other interviews with

I would say it would have been

Detective Pettey.
Just you and Detective Pettey were

present?
Yes , sir.

And in interviewing people with regard

to the homicide , do you normally take

notes when you interview them?

Yes , sir.
2S06

Depending on who will speak

any other eyewitnesses? I know you

to who and what the conversation is

about, yes, sir.

told us you thought you talked to Hoke

Bonner.
Yes , sir.

Did Hoke Bonner have a watch?

Did you interview her about the
conversation that she had with Karen

Tipton on the morning of March - - well,
it might have been afternoon , around

the noon hour , March 12th, 1999?

m sure we spoke to her about that but

to say that I was in there during that
interview I could not say for certain.
I I m sure we did speak to her about
that.
Do you remember anything she told you

about that?
What I recall about her discussing that

or her comments about that was that she

was on the phone with Mrs. Tipton I

believe until 1: 00 0 ' clock that
afternoon. The only thing that comes

No, sir.

to mind is that I believe she had seen

part of the paving crew outside working

on the Chance' s driveway.

So the only thing that you recall about

your interview with Sarah Holden was

Didn' t have a watch?

, sir.

To your knowledge was there any other

persons that spoke to Karen Tipton

after Sarah Holden did?

Not to my knowledge, no, sir.

MR. POWELL: I believe that' s all I

have, Barry.
THE COURT: Cross?

2808
MR. VALESKA: Yes , sir.

EXAINATION

3 BY MR. VALESKA:

25 i

And none of the paving crew had watches

on out there doing that work with that

hot asphalt, did they, based on your

investigation?
, sir, nobody had a watch.

And the Michael Todd Jones he kept

asking you about is related to Hoke

Bonner?

I believe that I s his nephew.

MR. VALESKA: That' s all. Thank

you.
THE COURT: You may stand down.

Thank you.

MR. POWELL: Than you, Barry.
May he be released fromTHE COURT:

the rule? Anybody want to call him

back?
MR. POWELL:

THE COURT:

We don' t know yet.

You re still under the

rule.
THE WITNESS: Than you , sir.

Judge , for the Court'MR . '?OWELL :
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as we get this witness rounded up 

2809
information I talked with Hoke Bonner

this morning about 8: 30 and he said he
was leaving to be on the way down here

from his residence in Cullman. I don' c

see him yet. That is our next witness

but he' $ not arrived at this point.
THE COURT:

MR. POWELL:

Okay.

I'll try to call him.

That' s fine.THE COURT: Let me

put the Court in recess. going 

ask the jury to go back to the jury

lounge until we can round up this

witness , and I' ll send for you as soon
as we are ready. We'll still take our

break later on in the morning.

y' 

all be on the ready when I call for

you. Remember the instructions I'

gi ven you earlier.
(Whereupon , the following was

held outside the presence of

the jury.
MR. POWELL: Judge, we also have

another schedule to be here at 10: 
and we will use that one as soon as she

gets here if he s not here.

THE COURT; That' s fine. Let the

jury clear. We'll be in recess.
soon
we' ll start back. That will be without

warning. So stay close.
(Whereupon

taken. )

a recess was

(Whereupon, the following was

held in the presence of the

jury. )
THE COURT: You may be seated.
Call your next witness.

MRS. HALBROOKS; Bonnie Kidd.
THE COURT: If you would , raise

your right hand.

(Witness sworn.

THE COURT: Your witness
Mrs. Halbrooks.

BONNIE K KIDD

A witness for the Defense

was sworn and testified as follows:

RS. 

:::

, if you will , tell the ladies

and gentlemen of the jury your name.

EXAINATION

I 3
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My name is Bonnie K. Kidd.
2811 i

Mrs. Kidd, where do you

2329 Chapel Hill Road.

1 i ve ?

Where is chat in relationship to where

Dr. David Tipton and Karen Tipton lived

on March the 12th of 1999?

My house is directly across the street

from their house.

Okay. Had you had occasion prior to

March the 12th of 1999 to observe some

of the things that occurred over at the

Tipton residence?

Yes.

Bonnie let me draw your attention to

some months prior to March the 12th of

1999. Did you begin to see an

automobile arrive at the Tipton house

regularly?
MR. VALESKA: We obj ect to her

testifying.
THE COURT: Overruled.

Yes , I did.

(By Mrs. Halbrooks) About what time
would the automobile get there?

In the morning, maybe 10: 00 or so in

2812

5 I

111
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the morning.

Prior to that automobile getting there

what would happen each day?

My dog, Misha, who is a spits and who

barks at everything, would bark , and I

would look out early in the morning and

I would see Karen Tipton going out in

her white van taking her children to

school and then he would bark when she

returned. And then occasionally he

would bark some more and I would look

out the window and I would see a pickup

truck driving into the Tipton'

driveway.
And who would be home when the truck

got there?

Only Karen.
How long would they stay?

Couple of hours.

Okay. And then what would happen?

The truck would leave.
Okay. Did you ever see the person'

face who came to see Karen Tipton?

"..

Not close up.

profile.
I only saw the person in
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DO you recall what type of
28131

automobile 
they were driving?

It was an older pickup tr ck, small

one, about the size of an S- , and it

was a light color , either blue or light

gray. The finish was very matte.

looked as if it had never been waxed.

It definitely needed a paint job.

And , again , talking about the

appearance of the individual in there,
you never saw them full face?

No.

Later after - - well , let me not go
there yet. On the night of Karen

Tipton s murder did you talk with the

police?
Yes, I did.

Did you share with them what you just

told the ladies and gentlemen of the

jury?
Yes, I did. So did my husband.

And did they tell you - - what did they
tell you after you told them that?

When they were talking to us Dr. Tipton

was still present a his own home with

the police , and when we told the

police , that was Sergeant Hamilton

2814

and

a woman detective named Alice Evans

about the truck. They went across the

street to ask Dr. Tipton if he knew who

the owner of the truck was , and he must

have said no.

MR. VALESKA: Your Honor , we obj ect

to what --
THE COURT: I'll sustain. You

can I t speculate as to what he said.
They came back to usSorry.

immediately and they told us that he

didn I t know. And they were now very

much interested in the truck. They

tried to get us to tell them if we

could remember the model and the year

and the make of the truck, but neither

of us could remember that. Then

Sergeant Hamilton said that he would

come back the next night at 6: 30 with
pictures of pickup trucks from the 80 I S

and he would show them to us in an

effort to have us narrow down the

descript ion of the truck.
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(By Mrs. Halbrooks)

on that night?

Did he come
2815back 

No.

Have you talked with him since?

No.

You made another phone oall , did you

not , after reading 'about this case?

! '

m not sure which phone callYes.

you re referring to.
You called our district attorney, did

you not?
Yes, I did. In June of 2001 I called

the district attorney.

d did you share with him what you

shared with the ladies and gentlemen of

the jury?

Yes.

Has anybody with the police department

come back to talk with you about any of
this?

NO.

Following Karen Tipton s murder were

you looking at the paper one day?

, yes.

2816
in the

I tried to follow anything

connected with the murder in the paper.

Did something - - did a picture
paper cause you some concern?

Yes.

Following the murder back in March

, .

how

much time had passed when you saw this?

A year.
About a year later?

Yes.

What is it you saw in the paper?

I was flipping through the ads, the

classified section , and I saw a small

picture one column wide and about three

inches high. It was a picture of a

man , and I was very startled when I saw

it because it looked so much like the

individual whom I had seen driving the

truck o the Tipton residence.

And who was the individual in the

picture?
Caption said it was H. M. Nowlin.

You' re not telling the ladies and

gentlemen of the jury that you

positively know that H. M. Nowlin was

ever at Karen Tipton s house?

No.
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You never saw that individual?

No. I never met him,

2819
take our - - we'll at least take fifteen

2817

i 10
I 11

minutes here and take our morning

break. Give everybody an opportunity

i 18
119

120
And did you ever see any workmen over I 21

at the Tipton' s house in the time th
they lived there?

, yes. 

Working on their house?

2818 1

MRS. HALBROOKS: r don' t have

to smoke or whatever. We'll start backanything further. They 'll probably

at twenty till.

(Whereupon , the following was

held outside the presence of

tile jury.

THE COURT: Everybody in the
audience is free too.

(Whereupon, a recess was

have some questions for you.

THE COURT: Cross?

taken. )

THE COURT: Come on around and I'll

MR. VALESKA: Yes , sir.

put you under oath.
your right hand.

If you would raise

EXAINATION

VALESKA ,

Now , do you know Sarah Holden?

, I don'

Did you ever see her driving over or

the lady drive over to Mrs. Tipton

house regularly during the week?

I don t know Sarah Holden.

(Witness sworn.

THE COURT, Have a seat right

I asked you if you ever saw a

there.
(Whereupon , the following was

held in the presence of the

jury. )
THE COURT: Okay. Everybody be

I know.

lady driving over there in a vehicle?

No.

seated. We' re ready to start back.

And you lived right across the street?

Yes.

understand the witness arrived right

after I made the call to let y ' all 

but it' s okay.

Mr. Powell, if you' re ready.

Certainly.
MR. VALESKA: That' s all, Thank

MR. POWELL: Yes, sir , Judge.you.

THE COURT: Thank you, Mrs. Kidd. apologize for the delay. It' s my

Anything else?
MRS. HALBROOKS: NO, sir.

fault. Sorry.

THE COURT: You may be excused.
THE COURT: It' s all right.

Thank you very much.

MR. POWELL: Judge, the 9: 

HOKE BONNR

A witness for the Defense,

was sworn and testified as follows:

11 BY MR. POWELL:

EXAINATION
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0' clock witness has noted arrived but
10 minutes ago we called from our

office and he should be shortly.

THE COURT: Can we just sit right

here?
MR. POWELL: I think so,

(Brief pause.

THE COURT: I think I' m going to
put us in recess and if you get

everybody lined up. Let me do that .
m going to put the Court in

recess and let the jury go back to the

jury lounge instead of sitting here and

staring at me any longer. Remember the

instructions I' ve given you earlier.
ll send for you. We '11 go ahead and

State your name , please, sir.

Hoke Bonner.

Let me turn this on. Now go again,

Hoke.

Hoke Bonner.

And where do you live, Mr. Bonner?

Crane Hill , Alabama.

And do you have a business that you

operate?
Yes, sir.
And back in March of 1999 were you in

bus ines s?

Yes, sir.
What kind of business?
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Paving.
And did you do all types

2821

of paving or 

certain area? 
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Good Hope?

' Sir

125
d where

2822

did you specialize in any

Asphalt paving.

And would that be commercial

residential or what?

Both.
Both. And on about March the lOth of

1999 did you have a job out on Chapel

Hill Road?

Yes , sir.

And do you remember the name of the

people that had employed you to do a

job out there on about the lOth of

March 1999?

Yes , sir.

What was their name?

Mr. and Mrs. Tipton.
And do you remember that was out here

on southwest Decatur off Chapel Hill

Road? Do you know where I I m talking
about?

Yes , sir.

I s that where you were doing the job
for the Tiptons?

Yes , sir.

And who did you have working in your

crew at that time?

Their names?

Yes, sir , please.
Michael Todd Jones , Chris Wages, Martin

Lane , and Eddie Small.

So there was four of you besides

l\ .

yourself?
Yes , sir.

And did you actually go to this job and

participate or oversee the laying of

the asphalt on the Tipton driveway?

Yes , sir.

Do you remember about what time of the

day that you started , originally

started on the Tipton job?

m going to say probably about 9:00

something.
Do you remember how many days you were

there?
Seemed like it took us about a day and

a half on their job.

Okay. If I represent to you that March

the 12th of 1999 was on a Friday, do

112

141
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you know whose job you were working on

that day?

As soon as we pulled off of the first

one we went right next door and started

on their drive.

So do you remember exactly when you

started on the Chance driveway I'll

call it?
We started actually seemed like we

might have graded or something that

evening, late that evening, and then we

started paving onto it and finished up

the following day.

Who did you get your asphalt from?

I think over in Decatur on 69. I don'

know if it was Good Hope. I honestly

would have o look and see.
What is Good Hope?

Good Hope is a contract ing company.

Where are they?

n Cullman.

And is there an area up there called

was your business primarily

located?
Crane Hill.

And did you do business in any other

state?
I owned a business in Chicago,

Illinois.
What is it?

Asphalt business.
Did some of your employees come from

that location up north?

Basically all of us goes back and forth

from Chicago to Alabama.

Do you know where Todd Jones was from?

Todd Jones will be in Illinois.

And do you know Scott Lane?

Yes , sir. s goes from Illinois to

Denver , Colorado and then down here.
I believe h s first name is Martin; is

that correct?

Mart in Lane.

Mart in Lane. Does he have a middle

name?

I don know.

So you knew him as Martin Lane?

I know him as - - I' ve always called him



Martin.
d where was he from now?

Originally from DeKalb, Illinois but

he I s got a wife and a baby or ex-wife

and a baby he goes and sees out in

Denver , Colorado.

And the Wages , Chris Wages , he was

working for you?

Yes, sir.
Where was he from?

Originally Atlanta and he s got a

business in Chicago.

people there.
Those are my kin

And who is Eddie Small?

Eddie Small is a gentleman that works

with us as well.
And do you remember if he was working

with you on that occasion?

Yes, sir.
On that job?

He was working with us on the job.

Where is Eddie Small from?

Arkansas originally but he lives

somewhere over toward Birmingham

Tuscaloosa area.

2826
Do any of these people still work for

you?

, Chris, Todd , and Martin works with

me on and off when he' s not doing --
he I s kindly like his own contractor and

when things are slow he comes works for

me.

Where is Jones today, do you know?

Chicago.
Back when you were out there on the

Chance job, the next door neighbor to

the Tiptons, does that name ring a bell

with you, Mr. and Mrs. Chance?

The name don' t but the job does.

The one next door?

Yes , sir.

Were you out there on that date , on

Friday March 12th , when you began the
paving of the Chance driveway?

Yes , sir.

And these other people were with you?

Yes , sir.

Were you there all day?

I was in and out more than I was there.

Where would you go?

2825 !
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Go down and get them drinks , go get

them food , go get diesel , go get gas

2827

just running errands basically.

And when you were on the neighbors to

the Tipton' s driveway out there , did

you observe the gentleman that owned

the residence that day?

Yes, sir.
I' 11 call him Mr. Chance. I s that who

you knew him by or not?

The owner there , yes, sir.

How much time did he spend out there

while you were there that day?

Quite a bit. He was walking up and

down the drive and , you know , juSt out

there with the guys.

And so he was observing y ' all as you
paved the driveway?

Yes, sir , making sure it was laid out

the way he wanted.

Did . you on that day while you were

doing the Chance' s driveway, do you

remember what y ' all did for lunch that
day?

Seemed like I went down to a restaurant

and got us lunch.
Do you know what time you got back?

2828 !

No, sir , I don

And did you leave and go anywhere else

that afternoon?

Seemed like I ran down the street and

got some drinks and I picked up some

gas and some diesel.

When you lef to go get lunch did

anyone go with you?

Seemed like Chris rode with me.

Who would that have left on the job?

Martin and Todd.

And when you got back were they there?

Yes, sir.
All right. When you got ready to --

and I believe you went somewhere else

that afternoon; is that correct?

Yes, sir. Went and ordered a trailer

for the business.

Where did you go?

Lone Wolf.
Where is that?

Over Like towards Hartselle right off

the interstate.
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Right off the interstate?

Yes,

And who did you leave there paving the

Chance Driveway while you went to Lone

Wolf?

Seemed like most of the crew was left

there but somebody did ride with me

because I was talking to them. Might

have been Eddie rode with me or either

Chris rode with me.

You remember one, somebody went with

you, and the rest of them stayed there?
Yeah , because I told them when they was

through to make sure that around the

streets was cleaned up and make sure

the edges was straight,
And during that day to your knowledge

while you were present were you doing

work on both the Tipton and the Chance

driveway?
I was doing work on the neighbor

driveway but before they leave the job

site I make sure they clean their edges

up and make sure no papers are in the

yard and stuff like that. So I had

told Martin and Todd to make sure all

the edges were cleaned up on both

driveways and then when I pulled up

they was down by the street cleaning

up.
When you returned from Lone Wolf

Trailer do you know about what time it

was?

Towards the afternoon evening.
don t recall what time it was.

Tell the jury if you would, please,
where your crew was and what they were

doing when you returned.
When I returned Todd Martin was down

there cleaning up by the road by the

aprons , and then I seen a lot of police
cars heading that direction even before

I got to the job. So when I got to the

j ob was wondering what was going on

and --
So when you got back you say Martin

Lane was down there working?

Yes, sir.
Cleaning up both driveways?

Yep.
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And Todd Jones was down there
2831

working
cleaning up both driveways?

Yeah.

And they were there when you left to go

to Lone Wolf Trailers and they were

there when you returned; is that

correct?
That' s' correct.
Do you remember that afternoon when you

got back having you and your paving

crew together talking to any of the

police officers?

The police officer asked us questions

if we saw anything.

And did you respond?
Yeah , I answered their questions.

Did your crew , did they make verbal

responses to the interrogation of the

police officers on that occasion?

m sure if they asked them they

answered the questions.

Did you have an occasion on Saturday

March the 13th, 1999, to go to the

Decatur City pclice Department?

Yes , sir.

2832
Who went wi th you?

Me and Michael Todd Jones.

And do you remember who you talked to

down there?

No, sir, I don

Do you remember who Michael Todd Jones

talked to on Saturday the 13th of March

1999?

No, sir.
But you do remember going with Todd

Jones to the Decatur Police Department?

Yes , sir.

MR. POWELL: Thank you. That'

all. Mr. Valeska may have a question

for you.
THE COURT: Cross?

EXINATION

VALESKA :

You told the ladies and gentlemen of

the jury that these guys are your kin

that worked with you?

Yes, sir.
And Martin worked with you - believe

you told the jury nine, ten years?

Off and on probably has.
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And when you were gone that afternoon
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did you ever hear anything about 

somebody hitting some golf balls? 
I 31Yes. i 4
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MR. VALESKA: That' s all. Thank

you.

THE COURT:

MR. POWELL:

Anything else?
No, sir.

THE COURT: Thank you. You may

stand down. You' re free to go.

Call your next witness.

Come on up here, please , sir,

you would raise your right hand.

(Witness sworn.

THE COURT: Have a seat.
Your witness.

RALPH ROBERT TRESSELL

A witness for the Defense,

was sworn and testified as follows:

EXAINATION

21 BY MR. POWELL,
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What is your name?

My name is Ralph Robert Tressell.

And where do you live?

I live in Hiram , Georgia.

How old are you, Mr. Tressell?

m forty-nine years old.
And what is your trade or profession or

job?
m currently self-employed as a

forensic investigator. I provide

contract services to an association, a

corporation by the name of Burton and

Associates. It' s run by Dr. Joseph
Burton. He used to be the chief

medical examiner for five counties and

metropolitan Atlanta. I used to be

employed by Dr. Burton , and I provide

investigative services in the ' area of
biomechanics and injury causation in

automobile accidents.
As far as your employment prior to

that, what have you done in your work

career?
July of 1973 I hired on as a uniformed

,police officer , Cobb County Police
Department, Marietta , Georgia. Cobb

County is the county just north of the

City of Atlanta. It' s the third
largest county in the State of Georgia
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I remained as a

uniformed patrol officer until February

of 1975. In 1975 I was promoted to the

rank of detective and I was transferred

to what we call the Crimes Against

Persons Unit. Crimes Against Persons

is commonly referred to as the homicide

division. I remained in Cobb County

Police Department Homicide Division

until sometime in 1978 , at which time I

was promoted to che rank of detective

sergeant. At that time I was placed 

charge of the evening watch. I had six

investigators under my command at that

time. I stayed with Cobb County Police

Department until January or February, I
never can remember which month, of 1985

at which time I transferred to Cobb

County Medical Examiner' s Office as an

investigator. At that time I became an

employee of the medical examiner

office under the direction of

Dr. Joseph Burton. I stayed with the

medical examiner' s office until I
retired after twenty- five years with

2836 I
Cobb County in actually December of

1998.

And since 1998 you ve been at your

present position?
Yes. ve been employed with

Dr. Burton doing investigations for him

and I do outside consulting outside of

my arrangement with, Burton and
Associates providing services in crime

scene investigations to defense

attorneys and district attorneys

throughout the southeast.
And what formal education do you have?

Well , I' m a high school graduate and I
did attend some college. I never

graduated. During my course of

employment with the police department I

was mandated as a patrol officer

certified in October of 1973. After
being transferred to the Crimes Against

Persons Unit and during the course of

my career with the medical examiner '

office I' ve received in excess of 780
hours of additional training in

homicide and death investigations.
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received training at the University of

Florida -- excuse me University of

Miami School of Medicine; University of

Saint Louis School of Medicine;

National Law Enforcement Institute,
Santa Rosa , California; FBI academy in

8 !

Quantico, Virginia and through the

ATF. I received also training

University of Georgia, University of

Florida , and several other advanced

schools throughout the southeast.
Have you received any training

specifically in the area of crime scene

investigation?
Most of the schools deal withYes.

crime scene investigation or what we

call forensic investigations , which is

identifying, collecting and processing

evidence to be used in a court of law.
Homicide investigations are the number

one priority in that you are looking

for certain aspects of the crime. Some

of the courses

with firearms

wounds , sexual

blood spatter interpretations.
been to three separate schools

pertaining to blood spatter

interpretations.
5 I

6 i

And how many times have you ever been

involved in an investigation of a crime

7 i scene that involved homicides?

ve been involved in over five hundred

homicide investigations either as a

lead investigator or as reviewing them

to assist either other investigators or

other law enforcement agencies.

MR. POWELL: Judge , we would like
to tender Bob Tressell as an expert.

THE COURT: Granted.
MR. DILL: In 'what?

THE COURT: Crime scene
investigation.

MR. POWELL:

THE COURT:

Yes sir.
Based on what he said.

(By Mr. Powell) Mr. Tressell, have you

been furnished certain items or

exhibits by our office to you such as

piccures and other items?

Yes, sir, I have.
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Involving the Daniel Moore case?
2839

Yes, sir I have.

What has been furnished to you?

I received the package of material that

was apparently released through the

District Attorney s office to your

office pertaining to the crime scene

investigation , autopsy report crime
scene photographs, videotape of the

crime scene and assorted other items

that were contained in the package

statements and so forth.
Mr. Tressell , do you have knowledge or

a judgment as to how many times you

ever testified in a court of law?

Testified in court, probably four to

five hundred times.

During the time that you were actively

engaged as a police officer working

with some of these people , how many

times were you the lead investigator on

a homicide?

2840 I

Just estimatewise probably one hundred
fifty to two hundred of those cases.

And that was mainly when you were

working for Cobb County?

Yes, sir , when I was with Cobb County

Police Department. Medical examiner'

office as an investigator we responded

to all homicides that occurred in the

county. At the time I went to the

medical examiner s of f ice there were

only two invescigators. So most every

homicide was, depending on t e luck of

the draw whether you responded or not,
but most of the times both of us went

to most homicide scenes.

And have you had an opportunity to

review the material including the

photographs of the crime scene in the

Daniel Moore case?

Yes , I have.

Other than the photographs what else

was it you said you reviewed?

ve seen the videotape of the crime

scene, the investigative reports

prepared by the investigating agency,

and have also seen the crime lab

reports and the autopsy report of

Mrs. Tipton.
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In your area of expertise in crime

scene investigation after reviewing all

of these items and material , have you

formulated an opinion about this scene?

Yes , sir I have.

And as part of a crime scene

investigator do you also come to an

opinion or conclusion about how the

events transpired?
Well , from the evaluation of the

materials that you have , looking at the

photographs, the crime scene videotape

what documentation you have as to what

items were found inside a residence

you can come to a rationale conclusion

as to the chain of events that take

place at a crime scene, yes.
What training have you had in the
forensic area?

Well , forensics just deals with the

collection of the evidence. First of

all , number one priority is to identify

what evidence you have at a crime

scene, what things are tangible that

need to be collected and held for

further process ing by a laboratory.

The second thing is knowing how to

collect that evidence, how to package

it properly so you don t destroy the

evidence in transit from the crime

scene back to the police agency or to

the medical examiner s office and then

forward on to the crime laboratory.

For instance, the scene such as you

found depicted by the evidence

furnished to you in the Tipton

homicide.
Yes , sir.

How in your judgment or opinion, how

would the proper way to conduct an

investigation or forensic investigation

of that scene taken place?

Well, an investigation of that nature

starts with the first officers that

arrive on the scene. First thing they

must do is secure this residence so

that no contamination takes place. The

officers in- this case did a routine
search through the house to check for

other victims. Perfectly normal. Once

2841
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should they completed that no one else

have entered into the residence until

the proper crime scene personnel were

on the scene that were going to deal

with the identification of evidence,

the collection of evidence.

The scene should have been entered
with complete protective clothing:

boot ies around the shoes , complete

clothing cover-ups , complete cover-ups

of the upper torso and hair nets.
And did you find from your review of

the material furnished to you from us

which came from the Decatur City Police

Department that that was done in this

instance?
It was not done, no , sir.

And what would be the problem with that

if any?

You would - - as everybody enters into a

room they bring something into the room

with them , they will leave it inside
that room , they will pick something up

and transport it out. The simplest way

to describe that to you is sitting here

2844
in these chairs when you came in this

morning your clothing has now left

particles of the fibers of the clothing

that you re wearing on the chairs that

you' re sitting in. At the same time

your clothing has picked up fibers off

the chair and you ve toted those

outside this room with you.

So anytime you enter into a crime

scene you are actually going to be

dropping potential pieces of fibers or

hairs or bodily fluid inside the

residence and contaminating it. The

goal is to avoid the least amount of

contamination possible, to try to

minimize that.
For instance, Mr, Tressell , if you went

into a scene such as this and you saw

items of evidence , for instance items

on a bed sheet , clothing and these type

items, what would have been the proper

procedure to collect these items?

Once the crime scene has been properly

photographed , first thing you do is

photograph everything that you see.
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You then identify what it is you

going to take as evidence and you then

take additional photographs to deal

with that evidence , close-

photographs. You measure the evidence

so we can get -- you measure it with a

measuring devise in the photograph so

we get an idea of what size are we

dealing with , how big is this piece of

evidence that we' re dealing with.
Then you have to make a

determination what is the value of this

evidence and what am I going to do with

it, what kind of testing do I want to

have done with this evidence, and that

proceeds you into how you collect it

what methods do you determine to use to

collect that evidence.

Have you ever had any specific training

in crime scene investigation in regard

to blood drops or splatters or things

of that nature?

ve been trained in bloodYes.

spatter interpretations. ve been to
three separate classes and I' ve done it

on a routine basis for the last

twenty years.
If you would, explain to the jury what

blood spatter investigation is.
Blood spatter is simply blood that is

left the human body and has been

deposited. When we look for blood

spatter we look for primarily three

things. We' re looking first for

velocity of the blood. Is it just

simply dropping blood that has no

velocity to it other than gravity

pulling it to the ground or does it

have -- which we call low velocity

blood. Or does it have motion to it.
In other words someone has provided

some extra impetus to allow this blood

to gain speed.

Those sort of things can be - - if a
person is beaten with a baseball bat

once blood is flowing if the bat hits

the person the second time it spatters
the blood and that is now proj ected
blood. It gives you a specific pattern

that tells us the directionality 
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little bit about how hard the blow was

by the size of the blood drops that it

makes.

The third thing we look for is high

velocity blood stains. High velocity

blood stains are less than one

millimeter in diameter and they only

occur in gunshots or blast type

injuries where something of a very ,high
velocity has impacted a surface and

created the blood drop.

Then once we determine what blood

evidence we have at a scene we then

look for what we call transfer blood

stains. Transfer blood stains are

simply where a bloody object has come

in contact with another object and the

blood has been transferred off of the

bloody obj ect onto what we see.

Perfect example is if you cut your

hand and you have blood in the palm of

your hand and you reach down and touch

on a table top you 'll leave a bloody

imprint. That' s a transfer. You

2848
haven t dropped the blood there, you'
not proj ected the blood there , you

transferred it from your bloody hand to

a surface.

Have you also had training in

examination of bodies to determine time

of death?

Yes. One of the primary things that we

first do on a crime scene is try to get

an idea of time frame behind this

homicide event. We' re looking for

evidence on the body or from the body

that will tell us when death occurred.

It' s not exact. It gives you an

estimate. You can t do any more than

estimate the time of death.

What do we look for? We look for

rigor mortis. Rigor mortis is nothing

more than the stiffening of the joints

of the body. Rigor mortis starts in

the smallest muscle groups then works

all the way through to the larger

ffuscl' e groups, Ii; 's readily

identifiable in the ends of the fingers

and in the eyelids.
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We then look for what' s called

lividity. Lividity is nothing more

than the settling of blood in the body

to the lowest dependent portion. Blood

settles to however you' re laying, but

if you have pressure on the surface the

blood won t settle to that. It! 

because the capillaries in the skin are

closed off.
The easiest way to describe

lividity to you is to take your hand

and press in the center of the palm of

your hand with your other thumb and you

have a blanched out area. The reason
it' s blanched out is because you push

the blood out of the capillaries back

away from the skin surface. Lividity
tells us positioning.. Lividity tells
us timing. We can look at the lividity

and get an estimate as to timing.
did this occur?

When

Lividity begins immediately upon

death. Blood begins to settle. It'
not readily identifiable until about
thirty minutes to an hour after death.

2850
It doesn' t fix or become set where the

blood is actually jelled to a point

where it won t move until about four to

six hours. Once it sets it does not

leave the body.

Now , lividity and rigor mortis are

totally dependent on heat , humidity and

environment. The higher the heat, the

higher humidity, the faster the process

begins. The lower the heat, the lower

the humidity in cold climates the

slower it takes. So you have to take

into consideration your surroundings of

where you' re at in the crime scene as

to how long would this normally take.
Again it' s an estimate but it gives

you an idea about when death occurred.

Have you ever had any experience or

training with latent fingerprints?

Yes. Latent fingerprints back when I

first started in police work that was

the only thing that we actually were

trying to collect is try to find latent

prints at the crime, scenes. The

advancement in latent prints has been

2849
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tremendous in the last twenty years in

using magnetic powders , different

colored powders for different surfaces

and now using laser lights or

ultraviolet lights with certain filters
to identify fingerprints to where you

8 i
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don' t even have to hrow powder out.
When you talk about an ultraviolet or

laser, what are you doing?
device you use?

Is that a

It r S a small device. You can use it

to -- it has different colored lenses

that you put over the viewing part for

You can look fordifferent things.

biological fluids such as seminal fluid

or blood that you can' t readily see by

using a specific filter. You look for

fingerprints using a different colored

filter. The one that we have in our

office and the one that I' ve used on
numerous occasions has three different

colored filters for the different

things that you may be looking for.

Well for instance, if you were going

to look for fingerprints on a door knob 

----
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or a banister or some hard surface

what would you use?

Well , the primary thing you use is
fingerprint powder because it will

readily bring up the fingerprint, and

then you immediately take up a piece of

lifting tape, put it over the

fingerprint, lift it and put it on a

fingerprint card. If the surface is
not conducive to readily identifying or

putting powder onto the surface is when

you use the light source to look for

fingerprints that you normally wouldn'

see.
Have you had any experience or training

or education in locating and saving

DNA?

DNA at the early stages of Yes.

when I was in the medical examiner

office, no one was really sure how to

collect certain items of evidence for

DNA and what to do with it. Now we all

know through DNA analysis and the

different things that can be done with

, it is somewhat fragile and you do
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have to take certain precautions in

collecting of that evidence to make

sure that you don t cross -contaminate

between sample to sample and that you

don' t yourself contaminate the sample

by the method in which you obtain it.
So if you had gone to the Tipton

residence on March the 12th , 1999 , what

precautions would you have taken to

preserve DNA?

Well, for DNA analysis every time you

identify a hair or stain that you want

to take a sample from, if you re not --
if you don' t have a pair of tweezers to

do your sampling and picking it, with

tweezers what you would need to do if

after you collect the sample you need

to wipe them down with an alcohol swap

so that you don t cross-contaminate.

If you re collecting blood you use

blood swabs and put them in a

2853 
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gloves need to be replaced.

For instance, if you collected a group

of hairs from a single sheet how would

you preserve those?

Those would be preserved individually
in a glass container.

You wouldn' t put them all together in a

piece of paper?

, they would not be together in a

piece of paper. It would either go

into a plastic or glass vial labeled
individually as to where they were

found.
So did you use all of these methods in

evaluating what you found to be -- what

you found from the photographs of the

Tipton residence as well as a written

report from the police officer?

looked at it to see what evidence was

collected, if there s documentation as

to how it was collected and how it was

packaged. I looked at what evidence

was collected and what mayor may not
have been collected.
Did you in your revi w of the method of
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collecting this evidence , did you find

anything that was done that you would

not agree with?

Well , the collect ing of the hair

samples was done improperly.
How so?

Z\. The hair samples were all placed into

an envelope I believe or piece of paper

and placed into an envelope and later

transferred to the laboratory. They

were not separated individually to

prevent cross- contamination.
And you are aware in this particular

situation that there was some cuttings

taken from Karen Tipton s fingernails?

Routine piece of evidence takenYes.

at the time of autopsy.

And what is the purpose of that?

During an assault the victim may reach

out and grab at the perpetrator.
Depending on the length of the nails

you may get skin or blood or hair up

under the fingernails. You take the

cuttings of the fingernails along with

the debris underneath individually into

2 '
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again a plastic small container to have

it analyzed for what kind of trace

evidence mayor may not be there.
there s skin or blood or hair you can
do DNA.

And in this particular situation do you

know if cuttings were taken from

individual fingernails of Karen Tipton?

Yes. The autopsy indicates that the

fingernails were scraped and the

samples were retained and sent to the

laboratory.
Do you feel like it would have been of

any benefit in this investigation had

they been analyzed for these materials

by a forensic laboratory?

They should have been analyzed to
determine evidentiary value. sometimes

you take a sample and you do that and

you don t find anything under the

fingernail you don' t find anything of

value or that can be tested. You don

know that until someone examines and

does the testing. The records I have

indicates that these were not examined.
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Mr. Tressell , from looking at the

photographs did you make any

determination or evaluation of how

encry was gained by the perpetrator on

March the 12th, 1999?

Nell, I looked at the photographs and I

looked at the investigative report and

the statements that were obtained , and

based on the condition of the residence

the entry into the residence at the

time of this incident was through the

garage door.
MR. VALESKA: We obj ect . In his

opinion?
THE COURT: You need to qualify

that by giving your opinion.

(By Mr. Powell) Is that your opinion?

Yes , it is my opinion.
What do you base your opinion on?

All the doors and the windows to the

residence except the inside garage door

are documented as being dead-bolted and

locked. All the dead bolts are in

their proper position. The garage door

that goes from the actual garage into

2858 

the residence , it' s documented that the
dead bolt was not locked but the lower

lock, the regular lock that we all have

on our outside doors, was turned and

5 I the door itself was locked when

Dr. Tipton returned home.

Based on that, Mr. Tressell, did you

formulate any opinion about the
perpetrator of this crime?

Well , there s no forced entry

documented in any of the photographs or

any of the crime scene information we

have in this case. Entry into the

residence was made by either using a

key or Mrs. Tipton allowing the

perpetrator of this crime to enter into
the residence.

Mr. Tressell , after you determined in
your opinion what the method of entry

was and you said you determined that it

was voluntarily done by the person

inside.
MR. VALESKA: - object. That I s his

opinion.
MR. POWELL: That' s what I asked.
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MR. VALESKA:

left that out.

No, you didn'
You left out was

You

that - - you re saying like he --
THE COURT: Don' t argue with the

If you want to make another lawyer.

objection object.
MR. VALESKA: I object.

THE COURT: I '11 instruct the
witness to qualify your statement and

I'll instruct the jury that this

witness is allowed to offer opinions.

So if he states something as fact it'

his opinion that that' s what the fact
, and I think the questions have been

couched in terms of his opinion but I

admonish the witness or ask the witness

to qualify it by stating that' s it'
your opinion.

THE WITNESS: Yes , sir. Thank

you.

THE COURT: Go ahead.
(By Mr. Powell) I s everything you

giving here just your opinion?

Yes, sir. I have - - just my opinions
based on my analysis and review of the

materials.
2860

Go head.

Entry into this residence in my opinion

was made through the garage door, and

it was made by someone either having a

key or someone known to Mrs. Tipton.

All right. After you formulated your

opinion about that, what is the next

thing about this crime scene that'

important to you in your opinion?

In my opinion the next thing that'
important is to document where do we

think this incident began and what are

the movements throughout this

residence. The indications are from

the sweater that' s found downstairs in
the back den or --
I understand. Go ahead.
Whichever room you want to call it in

this residence , there s some blood on

the shirt and there s some blood drops

on the hardwood floor in the den area

which indicates that the incident most

probably started in the den.

then leads us to the victim,
The blood
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Mrs. Tipton , because again the reports

all indicate the blood inside the

residence belongs to the victim. She

then moves from the den of the

residence into the hallway, into the
foyer area. There s blood drops at the

base of the stairs , and then she makes

a turn and she goes up the steps.
appears that she then went into the

master bedroom upstairs to the left of

the stair-veIl. There' s blood on the
bed. There' s some blood spatter on the
side of the bed and on some carpet

there. There' s some blood in the
bathroom of that bedroom.

Then it appears that again

Mrs. Tipton left the bedroom and came

down the hallway. There was an area at
the top of the stairs where there' s a

small table against the hallway wall

that' s been moved, blood on top of the
table , blood on the wall adj acent to
it. And then you see where Mrs. Tipton
apparently laid for a short period of

time or a period of time and then her

2862
body was moved from where it originally

laid trying to pull her back away from

the stairwell entry.

And when you talk about where you

believe that this assault began , I
would ask you to look at what' s been

marked as State' s Exhibit Number 5.

Have you seen that?

Yes, I' ve seen this photograph.
And when you talked about in your

opinion why do you believe that the

incident began at this point?

Well, this is - - can: show this to the
jury?
You may.

This is a photograph of a --

THE COURT: You can stand down if

you want to and use that microphone

down there.

This is a photograph of the den area of

the residence and this little blue sofa

and over in the corner next to the

pillows you can see the piece 

clothing that has blood stains on it.
There s not any blood identified on the
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sofa itself.
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I don t see anything that

appears to be blood on the sofa

itself. This would indicate that

Mrs. Tipton was bleeding at the time

this garment was removed.

Let me ask you - - just lay it there for
the jury. Can you look at State'

Exhibi t , Number 38. Is that the same

garment that you talked about on the

couch?

Yes sir 1 this is the same garment.

you notice you can see that it' s inside

out and it has blood along the label

area along the collar of the garment.

Let me ask you now, Mr. Tressell, if

you 'll look at State s Exhibit Number

114 which has been identified and

marked into evidence as being the

sweatshirt.
Yes, sir.
And I don t believe you ve ever

actually seen this Exhibit Number 114

correct?

2864 i
have seen photographs 

before except from photographs; is that

That' s correct. This is the first time

ve seen it.
of it.
Would you examine that, please, at your

discretion and after you do so I'll ask

you a question.
All right.
And what do you see on that shirt?

Well , on the shirt you see that there'

blood along the front of the shirt

sweatshirt , around the collar area
dripping down in front down along the

Alabama insignia, blood along the left

side of the collar , blood on the back

of the shirt, more blood on the back

than on the front. What' s interesting

is these nice round drops that are on

the shirt. There' s also some blood
what appears to be blood on the right

sleeve and lower portion of the left

sleeve.
Have you also been furnished and viewed

photographs of the injuries that Karen

Tipton' s body had on her?

Yes / I have.

And as far as the face area, have you
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examined the photographs for injuries

to this area?

Yes , I have.

Have you also examined the photographs

for injuries to her face , neck , chest

and other parts of the body?

Yes. I viewed the photographs and the

autopsy report.
And from looking at this Exhibit, which

was the shirt that you I ve been

examining here, Mr. Tressell, can you

formulate an opinion about where that

blood came from or does that give you

any information to form an opinion

about?
Certainly the blood on the back is

heavier than what' s on the front.
Again , the shirt, sweat shirt, has been

pulled inside out.
up over the head.

So it I S been pulled
The majority of the

blood we see on the back at the lower

portion is what we call transfer blood

where this come in contact with the

back of her head where some injury had

occurred. We have drops of blood where

2S66
the injury to the back of her head has

began to drop blood on the back of the

shirt. She also has some blood drops

on the front of the shirt. She

received some blows to her face. Blood
was found in her nares or in her nose

at the time of the autopsy. So she

could have been bleeding from the nose

and dropping the blood on the front of

her shirt.
DO you have any opinion about whether

or not at this time she had been

stabbed or cut?

Well, none of the shoulder wounds or

the chest wounds penetrate through this

garment. So at the time that this was

being worn by Mrs. Tipton she had not
been stabbed in that area.

Okay. This was found based on your

examination of the police report and

the photographs it was found inside out

on the couch in the den area?

That' s correct, based on the
photographs in the crime scene.

And in your opinion is that where the

2865
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assaul t began?
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That I S most probably where everything

began is right there in the den area

somewhere.

Let me ask you if you look at these

photographs , Number 41.
that before?

Have you seen

This is a photograph of the tiledYes,

area if front -- area in the front

foyer with the dropped blood stains.

And can you describe those dropped

blood stains?
They are round. They have - - Yes.

you look closely they have little

spires that come off , kind of like a

sunburst type affect off the blood

stain. That just indicates blood

that' s dropping straight down.

doesn I t have any motion to it. It'
not moving left or right or front to

back , which is blood dropping straight

down to the surface.

Would it have been any benefit for you

in forming an opinion about this if

there had been measurements taken of

2868
these blood drops?

I f I had a measur ing device , we call it
an L shaped ruler , form of an L , which
you can actually go back in and

recreate the blood drop. You can
actually measure the blood drop and

based on testing that we do in blood

spatter interpretation schools , based

on the size of the drop you can tell

from approximately how high that drop

came from.
You can come back and sit down now I

believe. When you say take a

measurement of it are you talking

about --
The diameter of the stain.

Distance across it?
The distance across.
And how would you have been able to

make an opinion about the distance that

it dropped for the measurement.

Well, if we know the size of the drop,

we know approximately how high it is

we can try to make a determination if

it I S coming off a hand , is it coming
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of f of her nose, is it coming off a

piece of clothing, you know. We just

get an idea about how high it' s being

dropped from.
Now , I want to ask you to look at this

Number 47 of the State.

that photograph before?

Have you seen

Yes , I have.

And let me -- 41 and 45 , are they of

the same blood drops?

Yes, sir , they appear co be.
One is just a close-up?

One is a close-up and one is a little

further away and you have to turn this

one on end to make it match this one.

And what is the next Exhibit number

there?
This is Exhibit Number 47. This is a

photograph taken of the blood drops and

what I would describe as smeared blood

at the foot of the steps area of the

residence.
Do you have an opinion about these

blood drops , were they motion or

nonmotion blood drops?

Well, the blood drops are almost

symmetrically round. They have no

motion or directionality of left or

right. We don' t know -- it doesn'

show that the person that was dropping

this blood was moving at all. They

were just for the moment that the blood

was dropping was. standing still in that
location.
In your opinion looking at the

sweatshirt and having known from the

evidence that it was laying on the

couch , do you know whether those blood

stains on there were dropped on there

or used to blot or wipe blood with?

The stains that we see on the Alabama

sweatshirt or blouse, whatever you want

to call it , are all consistent with
dropped blood on the front and some on

the back and what we call a transfer

stain probably where it was taken off

and transferring the blood to the

shirt.
Let me ask you to identify that by

number and tell us what it shows.

:: I
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This is State' s Exhibit Number 39.

And what does it portray?

2871 i

It' s a stain on the hardwood floor , and
I believe this is in the den area.

does have our L-shaped ruler in it,
gives us a measuring device to give us

an idea how big this stain is.

And how big is that stain?

It' s about 85 millimeters by 55

millimeters.
Can you make any opinion from looking

at that photograph of that blood that

was on the floor in the den?

Yes , sir I do have an opinion.

What?

This appears to be a footprint from the

sole of a shoe that has like a tennis

shoe type ribbed pattern to it .
And does it tell you anything else

about the texture of this blood or

the --
Well , it clearly shows the ridges and

the texture of the ridge pattern of the

shoe. In the documentation in the

police reports , there was some

in trying to lift this

because it was still wet.

2872

Does that have that appearance to you

in your opinion?

In my opinion there' s an area of it

still appears somewhat wet but it

doesn' t appear to be - - when this
photograph was taken doesn' t appear to

be what we call liquid blood still

present.
Have you also seen some photographs of

the table that was above the landing,

the top landing of the steps?

Yes, sir , I have.

State' s Exhibit Number 19 , have you

seen that?
Yes , sir, I have.

d based on the police reports as well

as the photographs and other

information that' s been furnished to

you , do you have an opinion about what

this is on the surface of that table at

the top of the stairs?
Yes, sir I do.

And what is it?



In my opinion this is dried blood.
can see it' s started to flake off
somewhat. YouIt' s become hardened.

can see on the wall area adjacent co it
near the wall socket that the blood has

begun to dry.
In comparing the blood portrayed in 

and reviewing the police reports and

being aware of the wet condition of

that blood and also from the reports,
did it give you an impression or an

opinion about the blood on the upstairs
table?

Yes , sir it did.
And what was that?
These two blood stains, the print that

I call a footprint downstairs and the

condition of this table , the dried

blood on this table , occurred at two

different times. This one has occurred

much later than this one has because

the blood is still snoc dried

completely.
In going back to the progress of what

you in your opinion is an assault and

2S74
the progression of it, as you leave the

couch area in the den tell the jury

again in your opinion where the victim

progressed to in the house.

Well , it appears that once the incident

begun in the den area of the residence

she came out of the den to the little

short hallway, came around the corner

into the foyer area of the residence.

The fact that we have blood that is

dropped that has no motion to it

indicates that she is not running.

She s not slinging blood. There s no

blood on the walls anywhere.

transferring blood anywhere.

She' s not

There'

just dropped blood as she is

progressing. I don' t want to call her

walking because I don' t know exactly

what her movement is, but it' s as if
she' s just slowly going from the den

area towards the front stairwell area.
And at the base of the stairs you

already identified that photograph with

the blood at the base of the stairs; is

that correct?

2873
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Yes , sir.
2875 I

And in reviewing the crime scene

photographs as well as the video of the

crime scene, did you observe anything

on the banister at the bottom of the

steps?
There' s no documentation and nothing

that I saw in the photographs that

indicate there s any blood in the area

of the banister.

And did you see any documentation or
photographs or evidence of any blood

droplets going up the steps?

The only blood droplets that were

observed on the steps are two blood

drops that are on the under front side

of the stairs near the top.

Where did you first see them up there?

I don' t know whether I I ve actually seen

them in a photograph. They'

documented in one of the reports.

This is State' s Exhibit 19 which was

the upstairs table.
Yes, sir.
And 39 which was the den what you call

the footprint?
The stain on the floor , yes, sir.

2876 :

And do those in your opinion display or

project the difference in the blood as

far as wet or dry?

In timing, yes, sir.
In following or tracing the blood

pattern to the top of the steps, what

did you next find?
Well, we know that when we get to the

top of the steps we run into an area

where there' s blood to the right of
that table that we saw in the one

photograph. There' s blood on the wall
and the table appears to have been

moved, When we make the turn to the

left and go back toward the den we find

two distinct areas of blood staining on

the carpet. One closer to the top of

the stairs and the other one further to

the left which indicates that

Mrs. Tipton had been moved.

Do you mean - - you said den.
I f I said den I apologize.

master bedroom.

Toward the
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Let me ask you to look and keep up

the progress. I'll ask you to look at

what I' ve identify as Defendant'
Exhibit Number 5 and I'll represent to

you that that is a floor plan of the

first floor of the Tipton residence.

Is that familiar to you?

Yes , sir.

And when you talk about the couch 

the den , can you locate that?

I believe the one we re dealing with is

this one right here.

So then you re talking about if you
progress and I believe we ve drawn in
some droplets and places on there that

is compatible with the photographs as

to where the blood droplets were

found.
Yes, sir. She would have came out of

the den area, came into this hallway,

and then progressed down past this

closet area , down into the foyer and

apparently went upstairs.
At the bottom of the staircase there

was there more droplets of blood?

2878
There s a heavier concentrationYes.

of blood at the base of the stairs.
There' s some larger dropped blood
stains on the tile floor there. These
appear someone has attempted to wipe

them up. These stains have dried

because when you look at the photograph

you can see the outer circle of the

stain but the inner circle, which is

still somewhat wet, is still left

there. So the cleanup occurred after

the blood was beginning to dry but

before it had time to fully dry.

Do you have a professional opinion or

in your opinion as an expert in this

case , do you have a judgment as to how

long it would have been before those

blood -- from the time these blood

drops hit the floor until somebody

tried to wipe them?

Well, depending on the size of them,

they appeared to be fairly large in the

photographs, it would have taken a good

thirty minutes to an hour before they

would have dried sufficient to leave

2877
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the stain that we see.
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Thirty minutes to an hour?

Yes , sir.

In your opinion does that give you any
insight as to the nature or the

perpetrator of this crime?

Well , the fact that we have a very

small amount of blood there in the den

and we have this blood trail that comes

through the den out toward the foyer
area to the steps area and there' s no

movement to that blood , Mrs. Tipton is

not in a panic mode at that time for

whatever reason and is not running

through the house leaving a trail of

blood stains that show directionality.

How far is those blood stains to the

best of your opinion at the bottom of

the stairs from the front door?

Well , not having an exact measurement

of it, it don' t appear to be any more

than three or four feet from the front

door.
In your opinion based on the police

reports , the photographs and other

2880 I
evidence that has been furnished to you

in this case, do you have an opinion as

to whether or not she was fleeing from

any attacker at that point in time?

Well , if she was using the front area

of the residence to flee an attacker

again I would expect to see motion to

these blood drops which shows that

she' s trying to rapidly go from the den
towards the front door. The stains

don' t go to the front door. They turn

and go towards the steps. So I don'

think she s fleeing at that point from

anyone, and she doesn' t make an attempt

to go out the front door.

From the evidence or the reports and

the pictures that you ve received in
this case , did you see any evidence of

blood on the front door knobs on the

interior?
There' s no photographs showing it,No,

there' s no documentation of blood on
any of the doorknobs.

going to put Defendant' s Exhibit

Number 4 back up here and I don
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do so if we have not.

THE COURT:

MR . POWELL:

Both of them are in.
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Thank you, sir.

(By Mr. Powell) I 'll represent to you

this to .be going up the steps , and I'
drawn in there where Mrs. Tipton I s body

lay. Did you also receive some

photographs as well as some police

reports as well as forensic laboratory

reports about the bathroom off the

master bedroom upstairs?

Yes, I did.
And what did you have to study?

Her blood is in the bathroom , the crime

lab report and the incident reports

that I have.

Do you have an opinion as to how

Mrs. Tipton progressed from the bottom

of the stairs to the top and which way

did she go at the top?

Well , based on the lack of blood going

up the steps, Mrs. Tipton has not

received at this point in time an

injury that' s producing a large amount

of blood. She is bleeding probably

from her nose and from the wound to the

back of her head but she' s not

profusely bleeding. It appears that

she came upstairs and made a left turn

goes into the master bedroom and quite

possibly could have gone to the

bathroom to try to clean up.

Then the next set of blood stains

on the master - - on the bed in the
master bedroom indicate the next series

of events takes place in that room.

In your opinion was she fleeing from

anyone .at the time she went up the

steps to her bedroom?

I don I t see any blood stains in this

crime scene that show directionality or

the fact that someone is running and

fleeing from anyone in any of the

stains that are photographed or the

documentation.
You can t tell the jury with any degree

of absolute certainty whether she went

to the bedroom or into the bathroom

first or second?

2882

No. The blood in the bathroom could
2883

even be from the perpetrator who

gotten blood on him and then gone into

the bathroom in an attempt to clean

up. It can be from either source.
Did you have the opportunity to

formulate an opinion based on the items

and evidence and the reports "hat were

furnished to you about the bed itself?

Well, on the bed we' ve got some --

there were hairs found on the bed and I

don' t know the exact quantity off the

top of my head, but we have a series of

hairs that are found on the bed.

was found on a towel that' s on the

bed. There s also I believe a

washcloth on the floor that has a hair

on it right next to the bed. So there

are some hair samples that were

obtained from the bed.

And did you examine the photographs of

the bed in regard to the blood drops

stains, splatters or whatever?

Yes , I did,

And do you have an opinion based on

2884
your examination of those items -- and

let me find those. While I' m looking
for that, did you also from the reports

and the photographs, and this is Number

14, can you tell me what' s depicted in
that one?

Well , we have some blood drops on the

carpet. We I ve got a pair of blue jeans

with what appears to be a pair of

panties turned inside out. There' s a
crystal dish, I don t know if you call

it an ashtray or whatever it is, and
there' s a fireplace poker in the
floor. This appears to be a photograph

taken or is a photograph taken of the

upstairs master bedroom. And for the

record that' s State I s Exhibit 14.

And let me ask you to look at these two

and tell the jury what they are and

what they depict?
THE COURT: Identify them first.

THE WITNESS: Yes , sir. The first

one is Item 50 and 51.
THE COURT: State' s Exhibits?

THE NITNESS: State I s Exhibits SO
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and 51 are photographs

in the master bathroom

2885 

that were taken 
and the sink

area showing the blood drops that are

on the sink and actually down into the

bowl of the sink area.
(By Mr. Powell) In your opinion are

they diluted or are they just raw

blood , whole blood?

1l. These appear to be somewhat dilu ed.
Again , we have the same characteristics

as we have on the foyer floor in which

we can see the circular outline of the

blood drop but the inner portion is

gone. It' s as if this blood had been

allowed to dry somewhat and then an

attempt was made to clean it up.
And in your opinion how long did you

say you thought that was after the fact

that the blood was dropped?

Thirty minutes to an hour. depending on
the size of the drop.

Have you formulated any opinion about

the placement of the poker?

Well , I have an opinion about the

poker.

What is it?

The poker was either taken by

Mrs. Tipton upstairs as a defense

weapon or it was taken upstairs by the

perpetrator. I see no other reason for

the poker to be upstairs.
At this point from the photographs and

the police reports that you find when

she got upstairs to her bedroom, do you

have an opinion about whether she was

fleeing from anyone at that time?

Not at the time she initially goes into

the bedroom I don t see any evidence of

that , no. There I S no exit point from

that end of the residence for her to

get out of the house.

From your examination and photographs

and the crime reports, was there any

exits , entries or exit places in the
lower portion of the house?

Yes , sir , there I s quite a few.

Do you know how many?

If I count correctly I believe there

six.
Did you ever see any evidence from any

2886

of the information, photographs
2887

police
reports that you received that she

attempted to go to any of these exits

in your opinion?

In my opinion I don' t see any evidence

they she went toward any of the exits

of the residence.

Okay. ' From examination of the
photographs and the sheet , would it be

of any benefit to you if we got the

sheet out and spread it out and let you

look at it?

ve seen photographs of it.

don' t -- it' s totally up to you.
be glad to look at it.

I'll

THE COURT: State' s Exhibit 99.

(By Mr. Powell) If you would, take

this and ever how you want to or can

and spread it out and look -at it,
examine it , please.

All right, sir.
I believe this has been identified as

the fitted sheet that was on the bed in

the master bedroom. Have you seen

photographs of that?

2888
Yes, sir, I have.

Do you have any opinion about the blood

that is on this fitted sheet from that

bed?
Well , the blood that' s up here on the

upper right hand corner of the bed --
THE COURT: If the jurors want to

stand up feel free.
COURT REPORTER: Here s a laser

pointer if you need one.

THE WITNESS:

(By Mr. Powell)

Thank you.

That' s how you put the
dot on people.

ve got one of these. I just never

bring it with me. I forget it. This
blood we see right here, in this area

right here, these are dropped blood

that shows some directionality coming

from the center of the bed towards this

direction. You can tell by the shape

of the drops forming what we call a dew

drop. This tells us that it' s coming

in this direction. Now , this is a

small amount of blood.

particle of blood here.

This is a drop

Then over here
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we have the left side appears to be

transfer stain.
Let me ask you to look at this

photograph that' s State s Exhibit

Number 43.

Yes/ sir.
What is that?

This is a photograph - try to get it
oriented here. This is aOkay.

photograph of this sheet taken on the

day of the incident depicting primarily

this area up here of the stain.
And looking at that phqtograph, can you

formulate an opinion about the
condition of the blood in that
photograph versus the way the sheet now

looks?
Well, you can see in the photograph

primarily in the area of the larger

stain here in the center, right here

that it' s still very moist. It' s a

fair amount of blood that I s still moist
and still wet inside that stain.
Do you know what time that photograph

Nas made?

No, sir I don 

But in your opinion at the time it was

made the blood was still fresh?

still fresh , still fairly wet in the

center of the stain. It hadn't soaked

through.
And do you have any opinion about how

long the blood had been there in an

air-conditioned house at that time?

Well , on a sheet like this and on a

mattress it' s hard to say exactly.

probably could have been there as long

as an hour or so.
In your opinion could it have been

there longer than that?

It' s possible. It' s very difficult to

tell without doing some specific

testing.
But that red spot on that photograph

you re representing to be what is now

dried up somewhat, different color?

It' s now turning brown from

decomposition, yes.
Do you know what the yellow stain is on

this based on your examination of the

5 I
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reports and information that'
furnished to you?

2891

No, sir Let me look realI don

quick. It appears to be a biological

stain. Okay. I found where it was

sent, yes.

And based on the information and the

reports. and the photographs and the
forensic reports, do you have an

opinion about what the other stains are

where the sample I suppose was removed?

I do not. The sheet was tested by the

laboratory for the presence of blood

but they never did any further testing.
So based on the forensic reports from

the lab, I believe Roger Morrison'

lab, did you find any report or

evidence that that sample had been

examined by his lab and was furnished

back into the reports that you viewed?

The only thing they did was theyNo.

did a presumptive test for blood and no

further testing on this.

What is a presumptive test for blood?

Well, presumptive tests is just

2892
basically what we use in police

departments a lot of time , field tests

just to do a real quick cest to

determine whether or not something

reacts to a chemical that tells you

that it' s blood. It doesn t tell you

what type of blood it is; it doesn'

tell you even whether it' s human blood

or not. Most of the times most

laboratories use phenolphtaline.

Use what?

Phenolphtaline.
What is that?

It' s a chemical reagent that reacts to

blood and turns the blood a specific

color. That gives you your presumptive

finding that, yes, this is blood. Now

I need to do further work to tell me

whether it' s human or not.

Do you have an opinion based on your

examination of this and all the other

evidence furnished to you in this case

as to where the attack went next?

All the evidence in the residence shows

the next series of events takes place
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at he top of the stairs in the area of

this table that' s up against the hall wall. 
From your examination of the reports

and photographs, exhibits, pictures , et

cetera , what do you find leading again

from the bed area out to the hallway at

the top of the stair landing?

Again we have an absence of blood from

the bedroom down the hallway until we

get to the area of the stairs. Again
it shows that Mrs. Tipton is not

bleeding profusely at this point in

time. She' s not pouring blood. It'
dropping straight to the floor. 'Ne

have big gaps, big open areas where

re missing blood stains. The next

area of blood we find if you re coming

down the hallway is an area where the

body is found originally but then if

you look further into the hallway area

you find where this table has been

moved and there I s blood on the table
and there I s blood on the wall adj acent
to the table running down along the

socket.
Did you examine the

2894

photographs of the 

table as well as the carpet in the area

of the table and the wall adjacent to

the table?

Yes, I did.

And what did you find?

Well, there are some blood stains on

the wall in the area of the carpet.

There are indications in looking at not

only the area in which this takes place

but in looking at the photographs of

the body of Mrs. Tipton that her body

was drug then rearward back towards the

master bedroom somewhat.

And what do you base your opinion on

that from?

It I s the markings and the blood stains
in the carpet, the fact that we have

them in one place and then we have a

higher concentration back towards the

master bedroom. The arms outstretched

above her head indicating that she was

being pulled most probably by the

arms.
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And in this area did you find any

evidence of medium or high or low

2895

velocity blood splatters?
, I did not. There' s none on the

wall. There s no spatters along either

wall, adj acent to either wall in which
the victim was found.

Did you ever from your examination of

the evidence find any other areas on

the walls or banisters or see any

evidence that there was any splattering

or transfer blood?

That I S one of the things that'No.

unusual about this case is there' s no

transfer stains.
Let me interrupt you. When you say

there' s no transfer stains , would you

please describe to the jury what we'

talking about and what you'

examined.

First of all , we' ve looked atSure. '

the photographs, we ve read the

incident reports, and looked at the

videotape.

28961

Mrs. Tipton received an

injury downstairs. She then proceeds

to go upstairs either into the master

bathroom or just into the master

bedroom. We have some transfer stains

that occur on the bed but we don I t have

anything on any walls. No smearing of
a bloody hand against a wall anywhere.

She has some defense wounds in her

hands. So she should be bleeding from

her hands. We then come down the

hallway to where the final attack takes

place and Mrs. Tipton is ultimately

killed. There I S no blood stains, no

spatter , anything on any of the walls
in this area. There' s no transfer like
a bloody obj ect or a bloody person
rubed up against it and made a smear
across the wall as they fell to the

floor.
And in your opinion what does that tell

you?

The attack took place right there on

the floor.
And you' ve seen the autopsy report as

well as - - Judge do you want to break?

THE COURT: I 1 m fine. You pick a
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place.
MR. POWELL: That' s fine with me.

Are you fixing toTHE COURT:

change paragraphs?
All right. 'll take our lunch

break here, ladies and gentlemen.

ll ask those in the audience to

stay seated or stay where you are.

can stand up while the jury leaves.
I ask the jury not to discuss the

case among yourselves or with anyone

else or allow anyone to discuss it with

you. ll start back at 1:30.

(Whereupon , the following was

held outside the presence of

the jury.
THE COURT: As soon as the jurors

clear the elevator you' re free to move

about now.

m__

hereupon , at 12: 01 p. , the23 proceedings in the above-24 entitled matter was recessed

to reconvene at 1:30 p. m. ,

this same day.
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(1:35 p.

(Whereupon, the following was

held in the presence of the

jury. )
THE COURT: Everyone can be

seated.
Ready to continue on direct.

(By Mr. Powell) I think that we were

discussing what your opinion about the
final -- where the final fatal blows

were struck on this particular instant;

is that right?

Yes, sir , I believe we were.

And do you have an opinion based on the

evidence that' s been shown to you where

the fatal injuries were inflicted?

From all the blood stain evidence that

we have inside the residence and the

lack of blood stain residence in

certain areas , it appears that the

significant blows that caused the death

2900 i
of Mrs. Tipton occurred in the upstairs 

hallway in the area of the stairway.

In your opinion from looking at some of

the photographs and the reports from

the police department, do you have an

opinion or you stated that you did have

an opinion that from the point she was

killed she had been moved?

That' s correct , yes , sir.

And what do you base that on?

It' s on the blood stain marks that are

on the carpet in the hallway upstairs.

There' s two areas of staining, and you
can see some drag marks through one of

those stains.
I'll ask you to identify that , that'

State s Exhibit 36, please.

Yes , sir.

the stain. This is at the top of the

This is one of the areas of

steps in the area where the table is

and the body of Mrs. Tipton up to the

left of that.

Identify that one. ve got two.

This is State' s Exhibit 46 and it shows

again some blood staining in front of
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the table , some blood staining over

toward the step area and you can see

the heel drag mark through the blood

where the body has been drug back up

the hallway toward the master bedroom.

And let me ask you to identify Number

12 .

State' s Exhibit 12 , this is another

photograph looking back towards the
master bedroom showing the table

against the wall and the blood stains

that are coming down off the socket, a

few small blood stains that are on the

adj oining wall and the blood stains on
the floor on top of the hallway.

In your opinion do these blood stains
that are on the wall and in the

neighborhood of the end of the table in

State' s Exhibit Number 12 have any
significance in determining what

happened?
Well , they re away from the stairwell

area. They' re going towards the

children' s bedrooms and they' re on the
wall above the table. So it shows that

2902
the victim was upright at some point in

time. The majority of the blood stains

are fairly large dots of blood again

where it' s gone in at essentially

almost a ninety degree angle to strike

the wall. Then she s bleeding on top

of the table and then the blood coming

down the wall and you can see the

significant downward impact on the

socket where the blood has run down and

pooled on the floor underneath it.
Based on your examination of the

photograph of Karen Tipton that we have

and has been offered into evidence , and

that you have a copy of , do you have an

opinion as to what position she would

have been in when these final fatal

blows would have been inflicted?

Well , if Mrs. Tipton is leaving the

bedroom of the residence and is

attempting at that point in time to get

away from her assailant she would have

her back towards the bedroom with her

face and torso headed toward the

stairwell. She' s received two wounds
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to her back on the left shoulder and

one on the right shoulder on the upper

portions. She most probably received

5 i

those wounds as she was going down the

hallway as she was attempting to get
away. That' s what gave her the impetus

, to go into the wall , into the table,

then the scuffle takes place on the

table. The rest of the wounds were

basically essentially frontal wounds

and they would have occurred with

Mrs. Tipton on the floor.
Going back to the bottom of the

staircase , Mr. Tressell , the wiped

blood, what does the wiped blood at the

base of the stairs suggest to you 

your opinion about what occurred?

Well , what happens when we look at

wiped blood it indicates that someone

is attempting to clean up or remove

2904

evidence of the crime. The attempt to

clean up the blood was unsuccessful,

they weren t able to get it all up.

Essentially they were just smearing

it. We know that the blood had been

allowed to dry to a certain level

because we can see the dried rings of

blood on the floor. The fact that a

person takes time to try to clean up a

crime scene after a crime of this

nature has taken place indicates that
the perpetrator of this crime was not

concerned about exiting the residence

and was not concerned about being

caught inside the residence. They

either knew the habits of Mrs. Tipton

and knew what time someone would be

back at the residence or they knew that

there will be no one that would find

them at the residence.

We talked earlier about the nail

clippings that were taken by the doctor

that did the autopsy.

Yes, sir.
In your examination of the reports from

the laboratory, Dr. Morrison over

there , did you see any indication that

these nail clippings were analyzed?

The only thing they did was the

presumptive test for the presence of
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blood in the fingernails. That test
came back pos i t i ve . They did no

further testing on the fingernails.
In your opinion would further testing

have been informative possibly?
Yes. As I said earlier , there may be

an injury that Mrs. Tipton has caused

to the perpetrator by scraping them.

She does have blood on her hands.

the blood may be hers, but without

further testing other than the

presumptive tests you don' t know whose

blood that is that she has underneath

her fingernails. DNA testing can tell

you whether you have one or two donors

of a sample that' s underneath the

fingernails.
Have you been furnished a picture and

information based on Mr. Pettey'
report about a bloody sheet that was

found some two miles west of the Tipton

residence?
I have, yes , sir.

What information were you furnished

about that?

2906
The information was that it was tested

for the presence of blood and came back

positive. There was another -- either

another item there or there was a dead

animal there. They did no further

testing on this sheet.

In your examination of the photographs

and the reports that you' ve been

furnished in this case , specifically

drawing your attention to the body of

Karen Tipton, the blood that was on her

in the photographs that you' ve seen, do

you have any opinion about why or about

the blood smearing on her upper torso?

Well , the blood smearing you see on her

upper body can be caused in a multitude

of ways. It can be caused by someone

who is physically in contact with her

and they are rubbing surface to surface

crossing over. You would expect to

find blood on the perpetrator'
clothing, on his hands and so forth.
The smearing can also be from an

attempt to wrap the body in some way in

an attempt to move it. We do know the

2905 
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body was moved in order to get it out

of sight from the top of the

2907

stairwell. So there may have been an

attempt to try to wrap the body and

possibly even remove the body from the

residence.
Let me show you a photograph

Defendant I s Exhibit Number 28. Are you

familiar with those photographs?

Yes , sir , lam.

What are they?

This was the sheet and his is the

moving type blanket that was found

sometime later.

Does the photograph of this sheet

which I'll represent to you was later

disposed of , and in the reports did you
find that there was some type of

presumptive testing for blood on this

sheet?
It' s my understanding they did aYes.

presumptive test for blood from thi

sample that was cut out and sent to the

laboratory.
In your opinion does this sheet suggest

2908
to you anything to do with this crime
scene?
Well , I don t know because they didn'

do anything further than a presumptive

You can t eliminate this sheettest.
as being involved with this crime.

don t know what the blood type is or

whose blood it is on there. What'

interesting about the sheet is we have

a series of stains across the middle of

the sheet and the top of the sheet and

on both sides but we have an area right

here in the center of the sheet that is

virtually free of blood and an area

right here in the top portion of the

sheet that' s somewhat free of blood.
Now , those are peculiar and they could

indicate the possibility where a body

was placed.
In your opinion should there have been

further test ing on the sheet?

Most definitely. We must exclude this

piece of evidence as being involved in

this crime. A presumptive test they

did only tells us that it does have
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blood on it.
Have you - - in your opinion is there

any other evidence that has been shown

or given to you that will indicate that

the perpetrator in this instance felt

secure in that residence?

Well , there s several things this tells

me. That the perpetrator was very

secure inside this residence. The

primary things are the fact that the

perpetrator took time to attempt to

clean up the blood at the foot of the

steps. The second thing is there' s not

a hastily made exit to this residence.

He didn' t go flying out a back door and
leave the door flying open.

The third thing that is very

peculiar in the case and lndicates it '
a person that was very familiar with

this house and the circumstances that

were going on here was the fact that

the only portal of exit that doesn'

have a dead bolt locked is the garage

door. But whoever exited the residence

and went - - and probably had to 

through that door, took the time to

throw the thumb lock on the bottom

lock.
In evaluating or in your opinion on

looking at this, do you place any

7 '

importance in your opinion on the items

that were missing?

Yes. What I S missing from the residence

is also very important in evaluating a

crime scene.
In the report did you ascertain what

was reported missing from this crime

scene?
From the file that I have it indicates

that the purse is missing from the

restaurant - - excuse me, from the
residence. There I S cell phone , car

keys, pager , some other things that

were either in the pocket book or with

the pocket book. At a later date and

time it was found that a camera or

camcorder was also missing from the

residence.
Does that have any significance to you

in forming your opinion about the
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perpetrator?
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Well , when you look at what items were

taken , when you re doing an

investigation of this nature you try to

find out number one how do we know

these items are missing. If the items

come up missing because they re not

here in, the residence , then you have to
find the history behind , well , how do

you know they re in the residence.

then look at where the items are

You

normally kept. Does the person

normally keep them in their car or

somewhere else? You have to look at

the different things. You then look at

the camera that was taken or missing

from the residence, what value is the

camera other then pawning it.

burgl.ary was the motive in this case
then you have to look at what else was

not taken that is readily taken by a

burglar.
Do you have an opinion based on the

information that was furnished to you

in this case that whether or not this

2912 

was actually a burglary?

There was no evidence that it was a

burglary, no forced entry into the

residence. The perpetrator was either

let in or got in by the use of a key.

The items taken from the residence have

never been recovered. It' s highly
unlikely that those would be the only

items that a burglar would come in and

just take. You have television sets

you have cameras, you have additional

items, jewelry, inside the residence.

None of these items appeared to have

been taken.
And as far as in your opinion about

this being a burglary, based on the

evidence that you ve seen in this case

of course the photographs and in your

experience , can you give an opinion as

to whether or not that the type wounds

inflicted, on Karen Tipton were those of
a burglar?

They re not typical of what we see in

burglary homicide cases. Burglary
homicide cases is a person who seither
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committing a burglary in a residence

that he thinks is vacant or is caught

inside a residence in the commission of

Most of the time when youa burglary.

have a case of that nature the

perpetrator makes a very distinct short

attack on the person that discovers

them , either rendering them incapable

of chasing after them or calling the

police or kills them , and then normally

hastily leaves the residence.

doesn t want to be caught there.
The other thing that' s interesting

is a burglar is not going to pick a

residence where he knows there' s work
going on around it. A burglar picks a

house that' s by itself, no one is at

home , none the neighbors are at home.

There s nobody around so they can gain

easy access into the residence and not

be seen. Most neighborhoods that we

live in if you have a neighborhood

where there s four or five households

where one of the wives or several of

the wives don t work , you find very few

burglary complaints in those

neighborhoods because there' s adults

the neighborhood the entire time.

They re there during the ent ire week
unless they go to the grocery store.
So you don t see burglaries in

neighborhoods where people are at home

all the time unless there s some sort

of isolation.

Same question as to a robbery.

Robbery would be the same thing.
person goes in to commit an armed

robbery in a residence , knows the

person is there and knows what he

after. An armed robber brings his

weapon of choice with him, whether it

be a knife , or a handgu or some sort of
obj ect to threaten that homeowner to

take a certain piece of property or

certain pieces of property from the

residence.
And from the police report that was

furnished to you as well as seeing the

video of the crime scene and also all

the photographs, do you have an opinion
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as to whether or not the paving crew
which was working in both driveways on

this date would have been a deterrent

factor to a robber or burglar or sexual

molester or rapist or kidnapper?

Most definitely. Mrs. Tipton even

stated to the lady that she was on the

MR. VALESKA: We obj ect to what

Mrs. Tipton stated. He certainly

wasn t there.

THE COURT: Is it something you

gleaned from a report?
THE WITNESS: It' s in the police

report.
THE COURT: If you re basing an

opinion or going to make a comment

based on what you saw in a report I'll

overrule the objection.

In the police report it indicates that

Mrs. Tipton had been on the phone for

quite sometime to a friend or a

neighbor or somebody, I' m not sure who

this lady is , and he mentioned she had

been watching the paving crew while she

2916
was working on some drapes for her

husband' s office.
(By Mr. Powell) Go ahead with your

answer.
Well , it shows that she knew they were

out there and they were obviously in

plain view of not only her residence

and the back of her residence but also

should have been in plain view to

anybody that came up to the front of

the residence.

From your examination of the evidence

do you have an opinion as to whether or

not these blows that were inflicted on

Karen Tipton were done -- the time

frame is what I' m asking. The time
frame that this process from the couch
to her final resting place took?

don have opinion as exact
time frame. It can be anywhere from a

few moments up to thirty, forty minutes

depending on circumstances behind who

the perpetrator of the crime was. 
Mrs. Tipton knew the perpetrator, they

became involved in an altercation
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downstairs in which she received some

injury or injuries and started bleeding

and then went upstairs, she may have

been upstairs for quite sometime before

the perpetrator came back upstairs and

then committed the remainder of the

attack.
Based on your examination of the scene,

2917

do you have an opinion whether or not
the perpetrator would have been

aggravated or irate?

Well , when you look at this incident

and the type of wounds Mrs. Tipton

received shows that the perpetrator was

either agitated or irate or very upset

with Mrs. Tipton. There are blows to
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the face that are physical blows , fist

to face or hand to face. The poker may

291SIthe 

have been used as a weapon at some

point in time. Then whatever happened
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downstairs the perpetrator took the

time to go into the kitchen and

obviously obtain a knife that was later

used upstairs to ultimately cause

Mrs. Tipton s death.

And did you examine photographs of

scene that were made in the kitchen

area immediately after this homicide?

I did , yes, sir.

What did they tell you?

None of the drawers are pulled out.

They I re not ransacked. Nothing like

rummaging through trying to find a

weapon. It' s as if the person went

into the kitchen, found the knife , took

the sheath off, left the sheath on the

counter top, then simply closed the

drawer back and went upstairs.

In regard to the moving of Karen

Tipton' s body even though you say it
was dragged down the hall a slight

distance; is that correct?

Yeah , moved just a short distance.

Probably no more than five or six feet

at the most.

What significance does that have in

your opinion?

Well , when you look at the photographs

of the residence there' s a large front
. door with side window glasses and a
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large window above it. Whoever

committed this crime was concerned that

someone may come to the front door of

the residence and be able to see the

body apparently and decided to pull it

back far enough to where the body is

not visible from the front doorway.

And would a burglar or robber fit this

prof ile , the need for moving the body

in your opinion?

Burglar or robber is going to come in

they I re going to get caught in the act,
they' re going to commit the crime and
they re going to flee. They' re not
going to worry about moving the body.

They re not going to worry about trying

to clean the bloody mess they

created. They want to separate

themselves from that residence as much

as possible.
In your opinion , is it of any

significance that whatever was used to

wipe up the blood in the foyer has

never been found or the knife?

Yes , sir,
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Both those items being

missing are very important to our

investigation. It tells us that the

perpetrator chose to take them with him

when he left the residence or he

managed somehow to destroy them before

the crime scene was processed.

MR . POWELL: Thank you, sir. They

may have some questions for you.

THE COURT:

MR. DILL:

Cross?
Yes. Thank you, Your

Honor.

EXAINATION

DILL:

Mr. Tressell , my name is William Dill.

Do you remember talking to me on the

phone?

Yes, sir, I do.

Do you remember when I called you I

asked you how long you had been working

for the Defense?

Oh, for the Defense on this case?

sorry.
Yes.

Yes, I do.

How long have you been working for the
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Defense?
I think I told you since sometime in
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2001. I don' t remember. I didn t have
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my file with me. I do have a note in
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my file that was sometime around May of

2001 when I was first contacted.

May of 2001 when the Defendant hired

you; is that right?

Yes.

And you had Officer Pettey' s report all

that time; right?

Yes, sir.
All that time to go over this report,

look at it page by page in detail , gone

over it with a fine tooth comb and pick

out all the mistakes that you think

Officer Pettey ' made; is that right?
I didn' t say Officer Pettey made the

mistakes. I don t know who made the

mistakes.
Any mistakes in the report you' ve had

all that time since May of 2001 to sit

in your office, prop up your feet and

go over this with a fine tooth comb to

find any mistakes that you think you

can find in this report; right?

I wasn' t hired to find all the mistakes

that are in the report , sir. I was

hired to find what I thought was

important.
All right. Mr. Tressell , and
Mr. Sherman Powell pulled out the bed

sheet , the fitted bed sheet that came
from the victim s bed; is that right?

Spread it out here on the floor and you

looked at it; right?

Yes , sir.

You told the jury the tests that had

been performed on it; is that right?

That' s correct.
What did you tell them?

I told them there had been a test , a

presumpt ve test for blood.

And nothing more; right?
Well , I was mistaken.

through my --
I did check

, you were mistaken?

Yes, sir.
What else should the Department of

Forensic sciences have tested that for?

What else do you think the Department

of Forensic Sciences should have

testified that for?

MR. POWELL:

Judge.
Wait just a minute

MR. DILL: This is cross-

examination, Judge.

THE eOURT: That still doesn' t give

you the right to ask multiple

questions. If you want to ask him a

question , stop and you pick one and ask

it and wait for an answer.

(By Mr. Dill) Mr. Tressell , what else

besides the presumptive test for blood

should have been done on that sheet?

Check for seminal fluid or spermatozoa.
Thank you , Mr. Tressell. Mr. Tressell

let me show you State ' sExhibit Number

177 ask you if you' ve ever seen that
before?

2924

I have. As I told you a moment ago I

made a mistake about that.

MR. VALESKA: We obj ect to him

volunteering.
THE COURT: Just answer the

question.
MR. VALESKA: He just asked him if

he saw the report.
(By Mr. Dill) Have you ever seen that

report?
Yes, sir. I have it right here.

THE COURT: Let Mr. Dill do the

examination.
MR. VALESKA: That was just an

objection, Your Honor.

THE COURT: Let Mr. Dill make his

own objections.

have a tag team.

We' re not going to

(By Mr. Dill)

this report?

Do you have a copy of

Yes , sir , I do.

Let me ask you to flip to page five of

this report.

m on page five.
On the second paragraph in page five

says

, "

No seminal stains or spermatozoa

were identified on the sweatshirt, the

sock from the den couch, the wash rag,
the black Ralph Lauren shirt, the sock

from the bed, the beige sheet item 6A,
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et cetera , et cetera, goes on; right?

That' s correct.
So do you want to correct your earlier

testimony now, Mr. Tressell?

They checked for seminal stains and

spermatozoa and that test was negative.

So when you sat there in your chair
under direct examination from

Mr. Powell and said that the Department

of Forensic Sciences hadn' t done what

they were supposed to do you were

'tirong; right?
They didn' t do anything further --

excuse me.

Just answer the question

Mr. Tressell.
I was wrong. I admit that.

Thank you. Now , let me ask you - - let

me show you State' s 39. Do you

recognize that photograph?

Yes, sir , I do.
And what did you say that photograph

was?

Appears to be a shoe print to me, sir.
Why do you think that' s a shoe print

sir?
Because of these ridges that are

crosshatched in this blood stain.

What' s over here in this portion of the

photograph? Do you recognize any ridge

detail in this portion of the

photograph? Any ridge detail?

, sir, I don'

You don' t recognize any ridge detail in

that?
There' s some ridge detail. I can'

recognize if that' s the grain of the

wood and the blood is on top of it.
You can see these ridges here clearly.

Let me show you State s 40 and ask you

if you recognize that photograph?

Yes, sir , I' ve seen it.
Is that one of the photographs that

you ve reviewed in your preparat ion of
this case?

Yes , sir.

What dQes State' s 40 depict?
Same thing that' s depicted in State'

39 except at a further distance.

Is there nothing else in that
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photograph of any significance besides

what' s depicted in State' s 39?

r.. There s a blood stain over here on this

section of the floor.
What' s that blood stain?

I can' t tell you. It' s not close

enough. Just a stain of blood.

Can you tell if it' s a footprint or a
palm print?

I can' t tell from that far-off

photograph.
Can you tell if there s any ridge

detail in that?

No, sir, not from that photograph.

But this one you re sure is a

footprint; right?

This right here is a footprint.

And you don' t see any ridge detail in
this portion; right?

Not the fingerprint identification , no,

sir.
Let me show you State s 192 and ask you

if you recognize that.

seen those?

Have you ever

, sir , - have not.

Did you review these in preparation

this case?

292S
for

The fingerprints Justno, sir.
reviewed the results of them.

Let me show you what I' m going to
identify or what is from State s 192

latent number three , and ask you if you

recognize what that is?

It appears to be a latent lift.

Of what?

I couldn' t tell you.

Does it look like a footprint to you,

sir?
It looks like this one right here , yes,

sir.
You re saying this latent number three

looks like this footprint to you, sir?

AS you can see right here in the upper

left hand corner has the same ridge

detail as we see right here,

ridge detail coming out.

See the

So this looks like a footprint to you?

Yes , sir, it does.

Latent number three looks like that

footprint?
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Do you see any ridge detail right here?

I see some lines in there. I can'

tell you they' re ridge detail or not.

They re lines but you won t call them

ridge detail?
No, sir.
But you 'll call this ridge detail.

that also lines?

m sorry, sir. These lines here?

Right.
See , the reason these are broken up

lines you see the little dots of blood

in them? I can t tell if that' s a

ridge detail or not.

But you' re saying latent number three

matches this; is that right?

That' s what it appears to, yes, sir.

Step down and show the juty how this

matches, what you just showed me about

how this what you re calling a

footprint in latent nuw er three

matches State s 39.

If we look at State' s 39 you can see on

this area this crosshatching, which

appears to be from a tennis shoe or

tennis shoe type shoe. Then you have

some smearing of blood to the left-hand
s ide of the photograph.

Now , the smearing of blood over on the

left hand side of the photograph

that' s what you said was lines earlier;

right?
Your right hand side of the

photograph. Excuse me, not the left.

Right hand side of the photograph you

describe that as lines in the latent

print; is that right?

m not saying that' s a latent print
sir.
WeIl m taking about what is

identified or what' s previously been

identified to this court by a

fingerprint expert as latent print

number three.
m not going to argue with you if you

can identify
Fine.

it 1 S a latent print.

These are what you called lines; right?

And for me I' m not a fingerprint
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That
right there I could not call a latent

fingerprint.
But you would call it a latent

footprint?
Yes, sir.
Are you a footprint exert?

, sir , I' m not an expert but I'
seen bloody footprints at crime scenes

thousands of times.
What about bloody fingerprints , have

you seen those thousands of times?

I have, yes , sir.
You can identify a footprint but not a

fingerprint?
I don' t --

What' s the distinction , sir?

The fingerprint has certain ridge

detail and certain characteristics that

I just don' t see.

Ridge detail like that' s identified

here in latent number three?

It' s a whirl or is it a -- there

certain characteristics I would like to

know what' s identified and I don' t have

2932
that information.

You don t have that information?

sir.
But you ve had the reports since May of

2000; right?
Yes , sir.

And you re telling the jury that latent

number three is a footprint?

m telling you if that' s part of this
photograph here this is a footprint

yes , sir.

And you identified this as matching

this; right?

It appears to , yes " because it has the

same thing off the left upper corner.

You can see the spires that are ruing
off of it Just like the footprint , what

I believe is a footprint in State s 39.

And those are the big lines right up

here, right, that you re referring to;
right?

Yes , sir.

These other little lines, smaller lines

right here , you' re not willing to call
those ridge detail; right?
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m not.

But those are the same lines right here

in latent print number three?

They appear to be , yes , sir.

Now , let me show you what'

identified -- well , this doesn t have a

distinguishing characteristic from

latent number three other than

downstairs den closest to the wall.

Ask you if you recognize this?

No, sir , I do not.

Does that look similar to this?

It does have some ridge detail over on

the left-hand side, the wavy lines.
does have the appearance of it' s part
of - - I don' t know whether it' s part of

this or not.

You don

No, sir , I don' I don t know where

this was taken from.

Does it appear to be the same as this

one or are they different? For the
record I' m referring to latent number
three now.

Yes , sir.

2934
It' ! 1

The problem is someone put a

big black X in the middle of it.

hard to tell.

That was the fingerprint examiner.

m just saying it' s hard to tell based

on that. I cannot tell if they re from

the same source.

I also represent to you that the latent

fingerprint examiner didn t call it a

footprint either. Can you tell which

one is more consistent, the one you

first identified as latent number three

as being similar or the same as State

39 or the second one identified as

downstairs den closest to wall. which
one appears to be more consistent?

To be honest with you , sir , I couldn'

tell you.
You can' t tell?

, sir.

Let me ask you about this mark right

here in the photograph.

Yes 1 sir.

Do you recognize that mark right here

in this latent print identified as

downstairs den closest to the wall?
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you recognize that?
Part of it does resemble that but there

are some characteristics that are not

similar to it but that may be due to

the way it was lifted.

Part of it does resemble.

Yes, sir , it does.

Show the ladies and gentlemen of the

jury what this part does resemble.

You see this portion right here , this

drop of blood , it has two lines running

up off it. They correspond with what

appears to be this portion of the print

that they re calling a print here.

Does this resemble it more than what

you said this latent print number three

what you re calling a footprint?

I couldn' t tell you , sir.

Well , we 'll let the jury decide. They

can look at it for themselves and see

if they can figure it out because

you' re the expert, Mr. Tressell.

you want to change your testimony in

that regard too?

, sir.

MR. POWELL: Judge , we obj ect to

2936

it. Mr. Dill is testifying himself.

If he' s asking him a question --
MR. DILL: m asking him if he

wants to change his testimony just like

he changed his testimony with regards

to the bed sheet.

MR. POWELL: Move to strike his

statement.
THE COURT: I I 11 sustain as to his

statement. Just ask him questions

Mr. Dill.
(By Mr. Dill) Would you like to change

your testimony with regard to the

footprint as well, Mr. Tressell?

NO, sir, I do not.

Now that you ve compared it to the

latent prints?

I would not change my testimony, no

sir.
But you do want to change your

testimony about the bed sheet?

Yes, sir. I was mistaken about that.

All right. Let me ask youThanks.
something, Mr. Tressell. You testified
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that this bloody palm print in

40 was left sometime after the

State' s 12; is that correct?

The blood in State s 40 based on the

police report was left at a different

time , yes , sir,

Well , which one was left first,

Mr. Tressell , according to your earlier

testimony?
According to my earlier testimony the

blood up on the second floor.
Is that what your testimony is now?

Yes, sir.
And what sort of factors do you take

into consideration when you decide

which blood was left first and which

blood was left ' later?
Well, you have to take into

consideration environment, heat

humidity, things of that nature.

Well, what was the humidity in the
Tipton house on March the 12th of 1999?

I don' t have a clue.

You don t know?

No, sir , I don

29381
But you can say which one of those was

left first and which was one left

subsequent?
Well , the police officer' s report

indicates that they couldn' t lift this

stain in the floor because it ' was still
wet.

Now you' re calling it a stain in the

floor?
I call it a footprint. You call it a

latent print. This blood stain on the

floor could not be lifted because it

was still wet.

But you re not an expert in prints, are

you, sir?
Not in fingerprints , no , sir.

An expert in , fingerprints has already
testified , sir.

Well, fine.
So you I re basing it on Officer Pettey

report that this was left earlier?

Earlier?
You re saying that State 'Excuse me.

12 was left earlier than the bloody

palm print in State s 4?

Well, I don t want to call it 

palm print.

29391
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Which one?

The one on your left hand.

You said another factor was

temperature; right?
That I s correct.
How many air conditioners were in the

Tipton residence?

I don' t know , sir.

Well, what was the temperature

upstairs?
I don' t know , sir.

What was the temperature downstairs?

I do not know.

In all your experience as a crime scene

Investigator can there be variances in

temperature from upstairs and

downstairs in a residence like this?

Certainly.
Did you ever see a house like this that

has two different air conditioners?

Yes, sir.

But you don I t know what the
2940 

temperature 
was?

No, sir.

Which you ve had since May of 2001 to

review Officer Pettey s repoit; is that

correct?
That' s right.
You don' t know what the temperature was

and you don' t know what the humidity

was?

, sir I do not,

Let me show you State ' s 198.
ever seen that before?

Have you

, sir I don' t believe I have.

You' ve never seen it before?

I don I t believe so.
But you ve had this report all this

time. Did you read Officer Pettey

report?
MR. POWELL: Judge, can we have an

opportunity to read this?
THE COURT: Hold your question just

a minute, Mr. Dill, and let him look at

it and see if he Can recall if he' s had

it.
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approach MR . POWELL: Judge , may we

side bar?

THE COURT: Sure.
(Whereupon , the following was

held outside the hearing of

the jury.
MR. POWELL: Judge , this State

Exhibit I believe it' s 19S.

Okay.THE COURT:

MR. POWELL: ve never seen it

before.
Have you ever seen it?
MRS. HABROOKS: No, sir. And when

Officer Pettey was on the stand

yesterday he also was referring to a

report that I had never seen. We had

an undated report that I asked him

about. We had a report dated January

the 16th of 2001. During my

examination of him it became very

apparent to me that there was a later

report that we were never given , and I

let it go because at that point 

wasn t going to do me any good to fuss

and argue about stuff I hadn't gotten.

But I don' t know anything about that.

MR. POWELL: And , Judge, for the

record everything we had we furnished

and this witness we don' t mind --

MRS. HALBROOKS: Where is the rest

of this? It says one of three pages.

Where I s the rest of this?

(Whereupon, Mr. Dill handed

over two pages.

MR. POWELL: We' re not obj ect ing 

this but if they' re going to cross-

examine him about it we just ask that

he - - we would like for him to have an
opportunity to read it.

MR. DILL:

that.
We have no objection to

THE COURT: Can you go on to

another area of cross- examination and

get us to the break and let him look at

it during the break or do we need . to
stop now and let him do that? Do you

have much more left? Doesn' t have to

be straight up. It can be. Can you

finish with this or do you want to do

it now? Let I S put them in recess and

2942
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MR. DILL: That may be the easiest

to do.

(Whereupon, the following was

held in the hearing of the

jury. )
THE COURT: Ladies and gentlemen

m goihg to need to put you in recess

to take care of some things that'

going to take a few minutes and rather

than us being up here whispering and

you sitting there wondering what we'

saying, I' m going to put you in recess
and send you back to the jury lounge.

It may take twenty minutes. So I'll

send for you at twenty minutes until

3: 00. Remember the instructions I'

given you earlier.

You can stand down if you want to.

(Whereupon , the following was

held outside the presence of

the jury.
THE COURT: The jury is cleared and

you re free to move about now.

MR. DILL: Before you come down

2944
re moving to admit State' s 195 and

196 if they re not already admitted.

THE COURT: Are those from

yesterday?
MR. DILL:

THE COURT:

Yes.

They re admitted.

(Whereupon, a recess was

taken. )

(Whereupon, the following was

held in the presence of the

jury. )
THE COURT: Okay. Everybody can be

seated.
Mr. Dill , if you re ready we'll

start back.

(By Mr. Dill) Mr. Tressell , before we

took our break you were telling the

ladies and gentlemen of the jury what

sort of factors would be important to

make a determination when blood had

been left at the scene. What were

those factors?
Well, the factors primarily are

temperature and humidity.
And is that all you want to consider?



Those are the only things you would

take into consideration as an expert.

Inside a residence, yes.

You wouldn' t want to take into account
how thick the blood was?

, definitely the thickness of the

blood.
That' s another thing you want to

consider. And the amount of blood?

The thickness relates to amount.

Thickness amount. Well , how about -

those are the only three factors you

want to consider?

I can t think of any others off the top

of my head , sir.

m not the expert and I I m not the
investigator. What about ventilation,

would that be a factor you would want

to consider?

Only if there was some source that was

providing like a floor fan or something

that was blowing across it , directly

over the stain.
What about a big air conditioner vent

that was blowing out directly over the

stain, is that something you would

consider?
Is it an air vent or return vent?

Either one. Would that be something

It I S a big difference which one it is.
Either one?

Return vent just has a vacuum to it.
Just has a vacuum to it?

Right.
What does the vacuum do?

It recirculates the air back into the

system to be blown out through the

regular ducts?

So when - - okay.
It comes out of the air ducts much

faster than it goes into the return

duct.
And what would the difference be with

regard to a vent that blows out?

Well, the vent coming out depends on

where the vent is and whether or not

it I s directly exposed to the sample
that you re wanting to obtain.
So you would be curious about an air

vent?
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If it was directly right next to the

sample , yes.

All right. But you wouldn' t be curious

about a return vent?

, sir , not enough air flow.

Return vent sucks air up; right?

Yes, sir.
So it' s going to cause some

ventilation; is that correct?

But it' s taking it off the ceiling most

of time.

ceiling.
Most of them are in the

Most of them are in the ceiling?

Yes , sir , most of the returns.

What about the ones in the Tipton

residence, where were they?

I would have to look at a photograph to

tell you. It' s not something that I

considered in evaluating this,
You didn I t consider air vents then?

, sir.

And you didn t consider humidity?

I didn' t know any informat ion about

humidity, but, no, sir , it didn' t make

a difference.

And you didn t consider temperature?

, sir, it didn' t make a difference.

948

And you didn I t consider - - it did make
a difference. You said that those are

factors that you would want to
consider?
That can make a difference but it

doesn I t in this case.

It doesn I t in this case?
That I S right.

Some cases it would but not in this
case?
It just depends on what sample you

looking at and whether or not you

got a confined area of sampling or

you I ve got a sampling throughout the

residence.
Makes no difference in this case.

You I re confident of that fact?

Yes , sir.

So if it were a hundred degrees

upstairs and thirty degrees downstairs,

it wouldn I t make any difference in this
case. Is that what you re telling the

jury?
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If we had that disparity of

temperature , yes, it would make a

difference.
It could make a difference in some

cases?
But most houses regulate to a certain

level.
Depending on what the circumstances

were it might make a difference?

It could.

Temperature and humidity might make a

difference?
It could.

And air ventilation might make a

difference?
It depends on where that vent is.
Step down , Mr . Tressell , and show the

ladies and gentlemen of the jury on

these diagrams where the air returns

are in the Tipton residence and where

the air vents are.

I have no idea.

You don t know?

, sir.

Did you bother picking up the phone and

calling Officer Pettey and saying,

Off icer Pettey, where are - - before you
got up on this stand and told this jury

when these were left , did you bother

calling Officer Pettey and asking him

before you made that determination?

NO, sir I did not.

Did you bother to pick up the phone and

calling Investigator Pettey and saying

what was the temperature downstairs,
what was the humidity upstairs?

No, sir , I did not.

Those are the factors you want to

consider before you make that call?

As I said just a moment ago --

You re willing to come up here --

THE COURT: Let him finish his

answer.
As I said a moment ago, sir , those
things were not important in this

investigation for me to make a

determination about these stains.
(By Mr. Dill) they' re not but they

were to Officer Pettey.
into consideration.

He took them
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He took the temperature --
You don t bother taking them into

consideration, do you?

I don t know that he used them in

consideration for any of his findings.

He just documented the temperature and

humidity.
You don I t know , do you , because you

didn' t bother picking up the phone and
calling him, do you, but you don t mind

getting up there from that witness

stand and trying to pick his report

apart and tell this jury that all these

things that you perceive that he did

wrong. Just like you told them that

the Department of Forensic Sciences --
MR. POWELL: Your Honor , if he'

going to testify we' re want to put him

under oath.
MR. DILL: This is cross-

exam nat on.

THE COURT: It is but it doesn'

give you the right to make a speech.

It gives you the right to ask

questions , and I didn' t hear a question

in there anywhere.

question.

29521
Rephrase your

MR. DILL: Well, let me rephrase 

then.
THE COURT: Let' s hold it down in

the back , please. This is not funny.
(By Mr. Dill) You don' t mind getting

up on that stand and telling this jury

about all these mistakes you perceived

is that correct, when you didn' t even

bother to take these things into

account; is that correct?

m not saying that this was a mistake

on anyone I s part, sir.
Well , you did say it was a mistake that

the Alabama Department of Forensic

Sciences didn t test the fitted sheet

from Karen I s bed for sperm , didn'

you? You said that was a mistake;

right?
I said it was a biological sample and I

didn' t document that they had tested
it.
And you were wrong?

I was wrong because the report was
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negative.
And you never took any of these other

factors into consideration , did you?

, sir , I didn

Let me ask you this. I believe in your

earlier testimony you told this jury

how long the blood in State' s 47 had

been in that foyer before someone

attempted to clean it up; right?

I said that was an estimate I could

give , yes, sir.

And what was your estimate?
Could have been thirty minutes to an

hour before it dried in the condition

that we see it.
Thirty minutes to an hour. And what

are the factors that you would want to

take into consideration when you make

that judgment?

Well , I use the condition of the blood

stain to tell me approximately how long

it was th , sir.

Other that the condition of the blood

stain is there any other factors that

you want to take into consideration

before you make that judgement?

Just other than whether it was a large

antity of blood or not and based on

the blood drops it was not.
What about the temperature, humidity,

ventilation , would you want to take

those factors into consideration?

That' s why I gave a range of thirty
minutes to an hour, sir.
That' s why you gave the range of thirty

minutes to an hour?

I don t know.

You don t know. You don' t know how

long this blood was here before

somebody attempted to clean it up, do

you?

No, sir. I just know it was dry.
But you told the jury that it was

thirty minutes to an hour. Could have

been an hour and ten minutes?

I said if - - I believe if I said it
correctly, I said could have been

thirty minutes to an hour. 'i hour and

ten minutes , I' m not going to quibble
about a ten minute tame frame.

241
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Let me show you State s - - well , let me

just ask you this. What causes blood

to dry?

Temperature, humidity and environment.

What is it in the blood itself that

causes it to dry?

It' s a liquid.
other liquid.

It dries just like any

Dries just like water?

Not at the same rate , no , sir. We have

antigens and we have anticoagulants in

our bloods. That' s what causes the
blood stain to dry up and draw up

quicker than water.

And there are no anticoagulants or

coagulant agents in water , are there?

That' s correct.
So blood dries differently than water;

right?
Yes, sir it does.

Let me ask you something. Now you
testified with regard to State' s 51 and

State s 50 , didn' you about how long

that blood was on the counter of that

sink before it dried; right?

2956
Yes, sir I did.

And what was your testimony? About how

long was that there before it dried or

before somebody tried to clean it up?

If I remember correctly I said it could

have been thirty minutes to an hour.

Same as the blood in the foyer; right?

yes, sir.Correct,
But if I recall your testimony

correctly there was a distinguishing

characteristic between the blood that

you observed in the photographs from

the bathroom and the blood in the

foyer; is that correct?

You may nave to refresh my memory.

Did you not say that blood appeared to

have been diluted?
Yes, sir. Either diluted Qr it wasn

the quantity that this was, yes , sir.

And it appeared to be diluted. What

did it appear to be diluted with , the

blood on the bathroom sink?

I have no idea. , sir.I didn' t test

Would it be reasonable in your expert

opinion as a homicide investigator that
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this blood appeared to be diluted by

water?
It could have been, yes, sir.
Could have been. Would that make that

coagulate at a different rate than

blood that was undiluted?

It would slow it down.

But yet somehow you came to the exact

same conclusion that this blood , the

blood that was diluted by water, dried

at the exact same rate as the blood not

diluted by water?

Because it was a smaller sample than

the ones downstairs.

How much of a smaller sample?

I don t know. There s no measuring

devices in any of the photographs to

tell me what size the drops are.

There' s no measuring device. How do

you know it' s a smaller sample?
You can tell just by looking at it that

it' s a smaller sample.

But do you know if it was half the

size?
No, sir I don' t know whether it' s half

size, quarter size or whatever size.
How much quicker does blood dry when

it' s diluted with water than blood

that' s not diluted with water?
You would have to do an experiment to

determine that.
Have you ever done that experiment?

No, sir I have not.

Do you have any idea?

, sir , I don'

How can you be so quick to stand up

here and tell this jury that they dried

at the exact same rate?

I said they dried at approximately the

same rate based on the size of the

sample.
You never said approximately the same

rate , Mr. Tressell. I hate to correct

you but you said both of them dried

within --
MR. POWELL: We obj ect to him

testifying and arguing.

THE COURT: I'll let the jury be

the determiner of what he said and ask

you to move on to your next question.
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You don t have to leave that subj ect.

, .

(By Mr. Dill) Your testimony was that 

both of them dried within thirty

minutes to an hour , the diluted blood

sample and the undiluted blood sample;

is that correct?

As I believe my testimony was I said

approximately, yes, sir.
You don' t know how fast blood dries;

right?
It varies, sir. So you can' t say it'

going to dry at a specific rate.
Like my blood might coagulate quicker

than your blood; right?
probably would because of medication

that I may take. I mean , there s a lot
of reasons that go into that.
Right.
So that' s why you only give an estimate

and tha ' s why I said approximate.
And all those are factors you want to

take into consideration; right? Do you

know if I take any medication that

might thin my blood?

I don t know, sir.

2960
I would expect you don

I would suspect with your age being

different from mine you probably don

That would be something you would want

to find out before ycu started making

judgements about other people' s crime
scenes; is that right?

No, sir.

So you wouldn' t want to do that. Let

me ask you something, Mr. Tressell.

Have you ever heard of textile

impressions?
MR. POWELI,:

hear that.
Excuse me , I couldn'

I couldn' t hear it either.

(By Mr. Dill) Have you ever heard of

textile impressions?

Textile impressions like fiber

impressions?
Right.
Yes, sir.
What is that?

It' s just a pattern like he pattern on

the carpet in this courtroom leaving on

the body, patterns in materials that
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are left on the body or left in other

surfaces.
And you testified that you observed

some patterns on Karen' s body; is that

29611
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correct?
I don' t think I said anything about

textile patterns.

WeIl but you did testify, if you 'll
listen carefully to my question , that

you observed some patterns on her body;

is that correct?

Yes,

And you also testified that she was

probably wrapped in a sheet; is that

correct?
Now, I did not say she was probably

wrapped in a sheet.

have been.

I said she could

She could have been?

Yes, sir.
Well, in your experience as an

experienced homicide investigator , if

she had been wrapped in a sheet would

there have been textile impressions on

that body?

It depends on how tightly she was

wrapped in the sheet.

I want you to step down from that jury

stand , walk over here with those

pictures in front of the jury and show

where the textile impressions are in

the blood that was left on Karen'

body?

I never said I saw textile impressions

on her body, sir.
But you said she could have been

wrapped in a sheet?

She could have been.

But there' s no textile impressions.
you see any now?

Not in these photographs, no, sir , and

I don t believe there are any that I

observed.
No, there weren' Now, what was taken

from the Tipton residence?

I don' t have a list committed to

memory, sir.

But you reviewed this report; right?

Yes, sir,
Is it in the report?
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There s different entries in the report

about what was taken.
Mr. Tressell, did you make a judgment

based on your expert: opinion based on
what was taken from the Tipton

residence?
Did I make a judgment on what was

taken?
Did you develop your expertNo.

opinion part of what you testified on

direct examination based on what was

taken from the Tipton residence?

The part about whether or not this was

a burglary, yes.

But you can' t remember what was taken?
Not exactly a hundred percent, no

sir. I don t have a complete list.

Give us your best recollect ion.
I know a pocket. book is missing, cell

phone, car keys I believe, something

else that' s associated -- pager or
something like that associated with the

pocket book. There was a video camera

or a camera of some sort that was

taken , and I believe there was some

small pieces of jewelry.
2964

I don t know

exactly, a ring and maybe a set of

earrings.
How many pieces of jewelry?

I don t know.

But you under direct examination from

your attorney said --
MR. POWELL: We obj ect, Your Honor.

We' re not his attorney.

(By Mr. Dill) Excuse me, Mr. Powell.
You said that you based your judgement

on who performed this crime and what

type of crime it was on what was taken?

Not the whole thing. That' s a part of
it. You have to take everything in

total, not just one part. A crime
scene is a puzzle and you have to put

the pieces of the puz zle together , and

the items that were taken from the

house are part of the puzzle, yes.

And how long were you a police officer?

A police officer? I was a sworn police

officer for thirteen and a half years

then a sworn investigator with the

medical examiner's office for another
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The items you ve described that wer
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missing from the Tipton residence:
victim s purse, the jewelry, the

camcorder , I' m not sure if you
mentioned that or not.

I did.

Are those the kind of things that you

would expect to be stolen by a sneak

thief and a drug addict?

It' s possible, yes.

possible. And in your eXperience --
well, I believe in your earlier

testimony I believe on direct

examination you said that this wasn' t a

burglary because a burglar is not going

to break into a house, obtain entry to

a house if there are people around; is

that correct?

The burglary -- first of all , there

no forced entry into this residence

that' s been documented. So a burglar

that enters into a residence, normally

if he s just there to be a sneak thief

or a burglar to steal some items to

pawn to get some money, is not going

burglarize a house where someone is

present.
Never seen a house burglarized when

someone is present?

, I have seen it when they don' t know

the person is there.
Have you ever seen one where they do

know somebody ' s there in all your years
of experience?

Yeah. An elderly person being there

that they knew wouldn' t be able to

cause them any harm, yes.
And what about a robbery, have you ever
seen a robbery when they knew somebody

was going to be there?

Yes , and that' s usually where someone

comes in very specifically looking for

something, knowing that they re going

to find either money or drugs or

something that they know is at the

residence.
They know is at the residence like

maybe they' ve been there before?
Possibly has some association with the
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residence, yes,

Know there are some valuables there;

2967

right?
A certain specific item that they'

after , yes.
And in all this experience that you'

had as a police officer has it been

your experience that people who are

addicted to drugs and who are trying to

obtain materials that they can steal

and trade for drugs always make the

most rationale thought processes; is

that right?

No, sir, they don

In fact, I imagine in all these years

of experience that you I ve had as a

police officer you probably encounter a

lot of times where people come in on

robberies where they know there' s a

good chance that somebody might see

them just because they need drugs that

bad; is that right?

It has happened, yes.

You' ve seen that a few times?

Yes.

I think you testified to this jury

you developed a conclusion based on

296S
that
the

number of stab wounds to the victim.

Number of stab wounds meaning?

Did you develop a conclusion based on

your expert opinion based on the number

of stab wounds?

An opinion as to what?

Did you develop any conclusions?
She received multiple stab wounds.

That' s not a conclusion. That' s a
fact.
That didn' t indicate anything to you?
As I said earl , the type of wounds

this woman has and the location , the

fact that they re all primarily

confined to the front , not all of them

but primarily, that the person that

inflicted these injuries on her was

very irate or irritated, mad at

Mrs. Tipton.
Are you referring to the multiple stab

wounds that she re eived to the left

side?
Yes , and over the chest.
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Were you aware that the Defendant,
Daniel Moore, received multiple stab

wounds to the left side of his chest

when he stabbed himself sixteen times?

I was aware there was an incident.
didn' t know exact ly where the wounds
were.

Well , what would that indicate to you,

the same wounds on the Defendant based

on your expert opinion?

It doesn I t mean anything because if I '
sticking a person from the front I'
going right. The reason they re on her

left side is most probably the

perpetrator is right- handed.
So that doesn I t mean anything to you?
That just means that Mr. Moore might be

right-handed and when he was going to
inflict injuries on himself he used his

right hand but he s got to turn it
around the other way.

So when you have a specific set of

injuries to the victim and you have the
same type of injuries on the Defendant

it means nothing to you?

Well, in the information that I have

those were self inflicted.
It' s a yes or no question.

sir.
Now you testified that the proper way

for the Decatur Police Department

officers to enter the cr me scene would

be with the complete covering; is that

right?
I believe in my testimony I said the

initial officers did the right thing in

going into the residence but after it

had been secured that should have been

the proper procedure. So subsequent

officers should have been fully garbed.
Now you estimate or investigate
automobile accidents; is that right?

Not the accident themselves but how the

injuries occur in motor vehicle

accidents.
Is that the way you investigate your

automobiles accidents, you wear one of

those asbestos space suits like we

going to --
re not dealing with forensic
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We' re determining

how they get their injuries in the

automobile.
But that' s how you used to do homicide

investigations?
Yes , sir.

You always wore one of those asbestos

suits?
Yes , sir, very hot.
Space suits?

They' re not space suits. They come in

different styles and patterns that you

can get. Ones that we had when I was

doing it for the medical examiner'

office '..ere a pair of pants , pair of

footies that you put over the top of

that, the jacket , linen jacket, and a

hair net.

When were you an investigator with

Marietta?
With who?

Marietta?
I was not with Marietta. Cobb County.
Cobb County?

Up until 1998, end of 1998.

2972
When did you start?

Started in Cobb County 1973.

And you always wore one of those

asbestos space suits whenever you went

to a crime scene?

When we worked homicide scenes, yes

sir.
Never went to one without one of those

space suits?
The only one I might have been would be

an outdoor scene in the rain.

That' s what you were provided; right?
Yes , sir.

So you wore what you were provided;

right?
Yes , sir.

Now, how could you estimate the time of

death of the victim?

Well , there' s several different ways.

Primarily that' s used most common is
1 i vidi ty and rigor mort is.
Those are the only factors that you

would be interested in determining when

somebody died?

Those are the ones that you most
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readily get from law enforcement

personnel, Medical examiner s offices

if they get called to the crime scenes

shortly after an incident is found you

sometimes get what we call core body

temperatures.
But you wouldn' t do that as a homicide

investigator; right?

The core body temperature?

Yes.

, sir, that' s done by the medical

examiner.
And how would you determine I think you

called it liver mortis?

Liver mortis or lividity and there

rigor mortis.

How do you make that determination?

You have to examine the body

physically.
How do you do that?

with your hands.

You have to touch the body?

You have to touch the body, yes , sir.

And when did you do that?

As medical examiner' s investigator as

soon as you arrived on the scene and

after photographs of the body had been

made.

As a homicide investigator when would

you do it?
Homicide investigator we didn' t do it

until we had a medical examiner on the

scene. Now, some jurisdictions don

have medical examiner' s investigators

so the police officers are required to

do that. You want to document lividity

and rigor mortis almost as soon as you
arrive on the scene and once you have

it secured.

How do you test rigor mortis?

Well you look for stiffening of the

joints of the body.

chemical reaction.
Rigor mortis is a

You look for it?

You feel for it.
You feel for it?

Yeah. You try to move the body to see

have the joints began to stiffen.

You try to move the body, that' s what

you would do as an experienced homicide
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investigator?
Now , when we' re talking about moving

the body we' re checking the joints.

re not talking about rolling the

body over or anything like that. We'

only checking joints and small muscle

groups.
And I think when you were talking about

how this crime progressed you described

that the body had been moved

approximately how far in your

estimation?
I don' t have a measurement. I said no

more than six feet or approximately six

feet.
That' s when somebody drug Karen from

the top of the stairs out of the view

of the front door?

Yes, sir.
And when did this person in your

judgment, estimate as an expert, wrap
Karen in a sheet without leaving any
textile impressions?

I don' t know.

You don t know.

2976
It could have been - - could have put

her in the sheet before he tried to

move the body and the sheet stayed on

the floor. m justI don I t know.

saying it' s a possibility.

Now, you testified I think it was when

you were talking about coverings, that

anytime you enter into a crime scene

you take something wi th you and you
leave something behind?

Anytime you enter into any room whether

you re at a crime scene or not you

bring in evidence and you take evidence

with you, yes.
And would that include DNA evid nce?
It could.

Is that something you encountered as a

homicide investigator?
If I had blood or some sort of bodily

fluid that' s left then we obtain it and

attempt to test it for DNA.

Well , I mean as a homicide

investigator, have you found that

sometimes defendants leave DNA behind

at a crime scene?
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, definitely, yes , sir.

I think you said that you re an expert

in how you collect these hairs; right?

I ''.e --
Collect hairs from a crime scene?
Yes, sir. ve collected thousands of

them over the years,

And you always put them in a separate

container?
Absolutely.
And what' s the purpose of that?

So you don I t cross-contaminate for your
DNA sampling. You might have two hairs

side by side but they came from two

different people.

Let me ask you something about the

subj ect of contamination. If we took a

hair from my head and a hair from your

head and we put them together in an

envelope , would you expect them to
cross-contaminate each other?
Possibility is there.

don t do that.

That' s why you

There' s a possibility that --
Depends on how the samples are

contained, depends on how they are

shipped and the condition in which

2978

they
arrive at the laboratory in.
And what would be the significance of

it if you put one of my hairs and your

hairs together in an envelope in order

to determine whose was who?

If we crush them together it will

cross- contaminate the core.
Is there any way that my hair can

magically transform into your hair if

they re stored together in an envelope?

They can' t transform , no, sir , but your
hair can pick up my hair' s DNA and vice
versa. Then you would get a report

back that says --
I ask to you answer any question , sir.

Is there any way if you puc my hair and

your hair together in an envelope that

it could change to Officer Pettey'

hair?
, sir.

That' s not possible , is it?
, sir.

Now you were talking about you said
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that the perpetrator in this case

entered the home through the garage

2979

door; is that correct?

Apparently so , yes , sir.

Apparently.
Well, I don t see any other entrance

that he could have come in.

And '''hy is that?
Because all the other dead bolts are in

place.
Well I believe you testified that

Karen let whoever it was killed her in

the house; is that right?

No, sir. I said she could have let the

perpetrator in. He either he was let in

the residence or he gained entry with a

key.
If he was let into the residence,

2980l

whoever let him into the residence

could have locked the door behind him;

right?
The dead bolt is that what you'

talking about?

Either one?

It' s a possibility, yes , sir , but that

means that whoever let him into the
house knew who he was.

Right. So it' s possible that if Karen
let her attacker in the house that she

might have locked the door back behind

them; is that right?

That' s a possibility, yes , sir. But

that means she knew who the perpetrator

was.

Have you ever encountered anybody who

just habitually locked the door when

they close it , after they let somebody
in they lock the door behind them?

Not off the top of my head I don' t know

of anybody, but I' m not saying that'
not possible , okay.

All right. possible that maybe a lot
of women do that?

There might be a lot of people that do

that. I just don' t know of any that

ve come in contact with.

So it I s possible that whoever committed
this crime could have come in any door

in the house?

Yes , sir , and it would have been locked
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Now , I' m going to borrow the Defense
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Exhibit. I'll show - - I think are

these yellow marks the way that you

said the injuries occurred

chronologically to Karen?

The yellow marks are not mine , sir.

Where did this start in your

estimation?
In the den, great room, den whatever

you want to call it.

You said there s never - - it was
never -- the victim in the case, Karen

Tipton , was never headed toward an

exit; is that correct?

The only one that she was ever headed

toward was the ' front door and she
stopped here at the bottom of the

steps.
Earlier you testified that she was

never headed toward on exit.
There' s no evidence that she was ever
fleeing toward an exit, no, sir.
But now you want to change your

testimony and say she was heading for

the exit?

Well, she was walking this direction

but she doesn t go to the front door.

She stops here at the bottom of the

steps.
Just at this one point?

Yes , sir.

You base that all, your judgment , based

on the way that the blood drops hit the

floor?
And the location of them.

And the location of them. Is it safe

to say that part of the occurrence of

this attack there was no blood left in

portions of the house?

We' re missing blood. So she I s not

bleeding profusely at certain points

inside the residence.

So you don ' t know if she was fleeing at

that point or not?

She wasn' t dropping blood and leaving

any blood impressions or blood spatters
that show directionality.

Right. Because there wasn 't any blood

left in those portions of the crime 1::1

::l

scene; is that right?

m not saying it was ever missing.
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m saying there was nothing to

indicate the rapid movement of

Mrs. Tipton through this residence.

So you don' t know if she was fleeing or
not; right?

I don t see any evidence of her

fleeing, no I sir.
You don' t ow if her attacker had a

knife t.o her chest during part of this
and was walking with her, do you?

No, sir , I don

You don' t know if she was maybe fleeing

but in a panicked mode - - you said she

was not panicked, right , but you don

know how she was feeling, do you?

I don' t know how Mrs. Tipton was.

saying the blood stain evidence doesn '

show us any panic movement from the

downstairs to the upstairs.

Well , your earlier testimony was, if I

can refresh your memory, that the

victim was not in a panic mode; is that

correct?

2984
Going from the downstairs to the

upstairs.
You don' t know what Karen Tipton was

feeling on March 12th , 1999 , do you?

I don t know what she was feeling, no,

sir. She was not leaving any evidence

of a panic mode.

So you want to change your testimony in

that regard?

m not changing my testimony.

just saying she left no evidence of

being in a panic mode.

She could have been walking away from

her attacker with her hands raised when

the attacker had the knife to her

chest. That would be consistent with

the crime scene you observed; right?

It' s possible.

She could have been being led around

with a knife to her throat. Would that
be consistent?

She' s already inj ured to that point,
yes , it could be.
Somebody could be holding that

fireplace poker around her neck. Would
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that be consistent and leading her

around to different places of the

house?

It' s possible.

And that would be consistent with what

you observed?
On the lower level of the residence,

yes sir.
MR. DILL: If I can have just a

moment, Your Honor.

(Brief pause.

(By Mr. Dill) As an experienced

criminal homicide investigator would it
make any difference to you in your

investigation of this crime if you knew

that the Defendant , Daniel Moore , had

been to the victim s house and that she

knew him?

I knew that he had been to the house.

Well , just answer my question.

trying to say --
Just a yes or no question.

THE COURT: Not if yes or no is not

the answer.

That' s right. It' s not a yes or no

answer.
29S6

If she knew him more than just

being there the one time he was

supposedly at the residence , yeah , it
would make a difference. But if it was

just the one time that he had been to

the residence then , yeah. You see what

m saying? I f she knew him more than
just from the one time r the previous

time that he had been to the residence.

(By Mr. Dill) Why would tha make a
difference?
Because she would have known him more

to a point where she had met with him

more than on one occasion and therefore
would readily let him in the

residence. I can t see Mrs. Tipton or

any woman who has someone come to the

door that she hasn t seen in over a

year, knock on the door and readily let

them in.
How do you know when the last time she

saw the Defendant was?

m just saying based on the

information that I have that he had

been there when the alarm system was
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initially either put in or work done on

it.
You had the information that he worked

for the alarm company?

And was there when the alarm - - the
alarm company owner was going to repair

or an installation approximately a year

prior to this.
Did you have the informa ion in this

big file that the Defendant worked for

the alarm company?

Yes, sir. That' s why he was there with
the owner.

And did you have the information in

this big thick file that you reviewed

that Karen' s alarm system was not

working?
Yes, sir. But he was not working for

the alarm company at that time.

Well, did you have the information that

he had a toolbox that had the sticker

from the alarm company on it?

298s

ve got a toolbox when I did car work

in 1971. So, yeah it' s not uncommon

for an employee to have a toolbox with

a sticker from a company he used to

work for.
Did you have that information, sir?

Yes, sir.
And since you had all this access to

Investigator Pettey s report, where is

your report?
I did not prepare a report.

That' s because you had to turn it over
to us; is that right?

I was not asked to write one.

In any criminal investigation in your

experience as an experienced homicide

investigator , would it be important for
you to know that a suspect has

confessed to being in the victim' s home

at the time that she was murdered?

Would that be an important piece of

information , yes or no, sir

If I' m actively working the crime, yes
sir.

MR. DILL:

further.
Thank you. Nothing

THE COURT:

MR . POWELL:

Any redirect?

Yes, sir.
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POWELL:

Mr. Tressell , would it help you to

well , let me ask you this. They'

given you a crime scene technician
report dated 3/12/1999 and asked you
have you ever seen it before today; is
that correct?

I have never seen this document , no,

sir.
And I believe it' s numbered 198. Have

you ever seen that before?

No, sir , I have not, not until today.

Would it make any difference in forming

your opinion about this crime scene and

what happened on it to know that she

had a better than a one carat solitaire

diamond ring on her left hand?

Yes, sir , it would.
In regard to your opinion about whether

or not this was a robbery or burglary,
would that have any influence on your

opinion?
Got a piece of jewelry that was readily

available that wasn t taken.

Also in that report I believe it
indicates that the inside temperature

was 72 degrees Fahrenheit with 43

percent relative humidity. Would that

in any wise or manner change your

opinion about this downstairs print

that was in the den on the floor that I

believe you said appeared to be wet and

the ones in the foyer that were dry?

No, sir. This shows they were 

essentially the same environment.

So that wouldn t make any difference

about the drying time?

It just shows that the one dried

quicker than the others or the one was

deposited later than the sample that

was dried.

Now, in regard to this Exhibit Number

198 that they furnished you here today,
on page two under the narrative, the

third paragraph down in the last

sentence, what does that say?

A lift of the shoe print was found in

the foyer where the blood had attempted

to be cleaned up.
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Have you examined Exhibit furnished by

the State of Alabama and already into

evidence , Number 192 , which I'll

represent for the record to be the --
what are those things?

Latent lift card.

And have you ever seen these latent

lift cards or a copy of them before

today?
No, sir.
Have you examined them at this time?

Yes , sir, I have.

And do you have an opinion about their

content and what they represent?

Well , they are different latent prints

that were taken throughout the

residence. Under cross- examination I
learned that the reason for the X , one

of the latent prints has an X on it , is

because the latent examiner placed it

there. In checking the latent print

report there were only three latent

prints that were used to make an

identification or to be examined for

identification and only one latent

2992 I
print was found to be what I s called

AFIS , Automated Fingerprint

Identification System , quality and that

was checked with negative results.

And where was that print that was

checked through AFIS according to

exhibits in 192 found?

The latents that I have there s a palm

print listed latent print number two

that does not have an X on it.

Where was it found?

This was found on a coffee table.

assume it was downstairs.

look at the next one.Now

Next one is listed as latent print

number one. There' s nQ X in it.
There s a horseshoe that is drawn

around the latent print. It'
identified as coming from the commode

lid on the third floor bathroom.

Let me have that.
All the rest of these cards have x' 

through them.

Now , on this Exhibit 198 I believe 

is that the State --
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We offer this Exhibit , Your Honor.

m not sure whether it' s been offered

or not but we offer it.
THE COURT: Show ic admitted.

(By Mr. Powell) In the paragraph page

two it says a total of how many lifts?

Total of seven fingerprint lifts.
And how many lifts did you find in 192

I believe it is?

There' s twelve.
There' s twelve. And after the seven

lifts please tell me what that next

sentence says.
And we would publish this copy of

198 to the jury, Your Honor.

You mean the last sentence on that

paragraph?
(By Mr. Powell) Yes, sir.
A lift of the shoe print was found in

the foyer where the blood had been

attempted to be cleaned up.

Would you look through their exhibits

over there and see if you see a copy of

that footprint lift in the foyer?

I have not seen the lift of the shoe

print. I haven t seen a photograph

that shows it either.

MR . POWELL: Thank you. That'
all.

THE COURT: Anythin9 further
Mr. Dill of this witness?

MR. DILL: Just a couple , Your

Honor.

EXINATION

10 BY MR. DILL:

20 I

I show you State' s 199.

recognize that?
Do you

ve never seen this before, sir.
What does it appear to be?

MR . POWELL: Judge, we' re going to

object to them going into this because

we haven' t seen it before. It' s never

been furnished to us.
THE COURT: I'll sustain.

MR. DIt.L: Your Honor , this was

prov ded to them.

THE COURT: The witness said he had

So you' re not going tonever seen it.
be able to get it in through this

'N'itness.
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him what it appears to be.

THE COURT: He said he' s never seen
it before. He don t know.

(By Mr. Dill) Can you look at it and

see what it appears to be to yoU?

It appears to be a lift of a tennis

shoes or a tennis shoe type print.

Footprint?
Footprint.
On the back it says floor bottom of

stairway?
That' s what it says.
And the report that you reviewed from

Officer Pettey, who gave it to you?

From defense counsel.
How much did you get paid for your

services here today?

ve been paid $2 000 up until today'

testimony.
You get paid in addition to that;

that correct?

I'll be paid for today s travel and

testimony, yes.
And do you remember talking to me on
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the phone you said earlier; right?

Yes, sir, I do.

Do you remember the substance of our

conversation?
You were talking if I was going to

trash the -- about the only thing I

remember you asking is if I was going

to trash your investigation.
Right.
I said I wasn'

In fact , I think that I specifically I

asked you I said, I assume since you

been hired by the Defense as a crime

scene investigator you are going to

come in and say all kinds of bad things

about Officer Pettey s investigation;

right?
That' s exactly what you said.
And what was your response?
I said I wasn' t going to trash the

invest igation. There s some areas in

the investigation I don' t know if they

are Officer Pettey' s errors or not.

In fact you said that the only problem

that you have with Officer Pettey'
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investigation was that he didn t take

DNA from the pavers on the crime scene;
is that right?

I do remember saying - - I wasn t trying

to say officer Pettey. Yes , the DNA
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sample should have been obtained from

anybody that was a potential suspect.
Do you remember telling me that was the

only problem that you had?

Yes , sir.

You didn' t tell me anything about all
this other stuff you ve been saying in
here today; is that right?

You didn' t ask me specifically anything
else. You just asked me if I was going

to trash your investigation.

Were you sandbagging on me,

Mr - Tressell?
No, sir.
Let me ask you this. Why would you

want to take DNA samples from the

pavers who were out there on the scene?

Because according to one of the reports

in the file one of the members of the

paving crew was seen at the Tipton

residence that afternoon.

And I'll assume if you took known

samples of DNA from the pavers you

would want to compare that with

evidence that you collected from the

inside of the crime scene; is that

right?
Yes, sir.
And if you found a match between

somebody who was a suspect and the DNA

on the inside of the Tipton home would

that be significant to you?

It depends on what DNA evidence we'

talking about.

It all depends, doesn' t it,
Mr, Tres sell , on who s paying yoU?

No, sir , it doesn t depend on who

paying me.

MR. DILL: Nothing further , Your

Honor.

THE COURT: Anything else
Mr. Powell?

MR. POWELL:

THE COURT:

No.

Thank you

Mr. Tressell.

2999
THE WITNESS: Thank you , Your

Honor.

THE COURT: You may stand down.

You may be excused.

MR. POWELL: Judge , we have another

witness that will probably run much

over an hour at this time.

THE COURT: Do you want to do it

Monday, is that what you re saying?

MR. POWELL: For the court'
information, I think we re basically
down as far as we re concerned, we'

down to probably less than three hours

of testimony before we finish.
THE COURT: Let' s break here then.

We' ve still got -- are you factoring in
cross - examination?

MR, POWELL: No.

THE COURT: That r testimony from
your side?

MR. POWELL: Yes.

THE COURT: Okay. We r re go ing

break then here for the day, ladies and

gentlemen.
out loud.

m going to talk to you

I I m going to try to answer

the questions I think you have running

around in your mind , and I' m going to

3000

not make you- any promises. Just
because I' m thinking out loud with you

trying to treat you like I would

want to be treated if I were in your

situation.
I told the lawyers earlier if I

thought we had a reasonable shot at

getting through tomorrow we would work

tomorrow. I know some of you probably

rather work tomorrow than be in the

motel, but I don t see that happening.

This trial has gone rather smoothly and

if I push the lawyers into tomorrow and

make them work tomorrow I don' t think
we'll save any time in the long run

because that will deny them the

opportunity to prepare and get ready

for next week and we'll probably spend

the day we work tomorrow in breaks and

trying to, you know , get organized next

week.

So I' m going to break unt il Monday

and let you go back to the motel.



everything goes the way we re talking

about we' re looking at maybe starting

arguments Tuesday morning and me

charging you and getting you the case

to deliberate the guilt phase sometime

That' s not a promise. EveryTuesday,
time I say something like that

something goes awry and it' s beyond my

control and you say, well, that Judge

lied to me. m telling you I' m not
lying to you because I' m not making you

any promises. m predicting.

guessing. I have some experience at

this. This is the second one of these

ve done this year. So I don' t know

how many I' ve done prior to this year.
So I do it relatively often, but based

on what the lawyers is telling me we

might be able to conclude the testimony

on Monday, and if that be the case

we'll break and we 'll go to charge

conference with the lawyers outside

your presence and then we'll argue and

charge Tuesday morning. It may not

happen but that' s what we re looking

at.
m going to let you go back to the

hotel for the weekend and give the
lawyers some time to get organized and

get ready to make the stretch run here

and we 'll start back on Monday. I know

you re tire tired and I want to thank

you for your service and the way you'

handled it. I wish it didn t have to

be this way but you see how serious

this is and how important this is.
You' ve seen that for two weeks or for

at least a week. Thank you for your

patience and we 'll try to get it

wrapped up next week.

If everybody in the audience will

stay seated and let the jury go.

(Whereupon , the following was

held outside the presence of

the jury.
THE COL'RT: If 

y' 

all would stay

seated. There' s a couple of things I
need to say before you go. I had a

report from one of my bailiffs at lunch

that jurors are complaining about
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comments and hearing things going on
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behind them. They re not looking back

and they can t tell me who. I ! m not
going to tolerate that. I think y ' all
have seen those of you who have been

here for the better part of two weeks

pretty easygoing kind guy.
like to" ' let lawyers try their case.
tried cases for sixteen years and
never did appreciate a Judge piddling

in my case, and I haven t tried to try

these lawyer' s cases. I want them to

come in here and relax and feel

comfortable. ve given them broad

latitude to walk around the courtroom

come in and out and work with their

witnesses and do everything else.
done that with the audience as well.

This is a public hearing, and I' m happy
for you to be here. I know there'

keen interest in this community. The

outbreak of laughter, I don ' t know what
I said that anybody thought was funny,
but there' s not anything I' ve seen in
this trial that I call funny. A woman

was brutally, tragically killed.
3004

A man

is on trial for his life , and I' m not
going to let this place - - I can get
upset and I can get upset in a big

hurry, and I have in the past when

people have. been unruly cleared this

courtroom. I'll do it again if I have

to. It' s not a threat , just a clear

warning.
So those of you family and friends

on both sides of Mrs. Tipton and

Mr. Moore, if you see people in here

next week that are whispering or

talking, if you just get my attention

and waive to me I'll call time out and

I'll get to the bottom of it because I

know you don t want me to kick you out

of here. I'll find the guilty culprit

and get them out of here, but I will

not allow anybody to do or say anything

that' s going to treat Mrs. Tipton in a

disrespectful way or turn this into a

popcorn show of some kind. This is
not. This is very serious. Keep that

in mind.
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Like I said , next week if somebody

close to this jury is whispering or

misbehaving, newspaper people

television people , lawyers , I don'

care who it is let me know. Y' all get
my attention, waive at me, raise your

hand and I'll get the jury out of here

and we' ll sort it out. Okay,

Everybody clear on that? all have a

good weekend.

monday.

We' ll start back on

Lawyers stick around. ve got a

couple of questions about requested

charges and some things like that.
audience is free to leave.

Do y' all have requested charges?

MR. POWELL:

THE COURT:

We have them.

Monday morning first

thing will be fine.
you got any?

Both sides , have

MR. VALESKA: I f we have any
they'll be here Monday morning.

THE COURT: Are you anticipating

any?

MR. VALESKA: m really not --

3006
we' ve looked through the transcript of

the Simons case and --

THE COURT: What is that?

The Birmingham caseMR. VALESKA:

where the FBI agent testified and we

st ill checking that , but I don' t think

we'll have any. It was the same type

of case , multiple stabbing, and we'

just checking through that charge to

the jury. I f we think that we need any
we will present them to the Court.

MR. DILL: One housekeeping

matter.
THE COURT: If you want this on the

record you need speak up because I'
having a hard time hearing you.

put it on.

Let'

MR. DILL: Just housekeeping, the

yellow file that we turned over , we

turned over everything we had. We now

need to make a copy of it. Is there

logistically a way we can --

THE COURT: Toby, have you got it?
COURT REPORTER: Yes , sir,

THE COURT: See Toby.

3005 
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to have to take it somewhere to make

copies of the floppies.
THE COURT: You re welcome to my

Can you do that? Did youcomputer.
bring your floppies?

MR. DILL:

THE eOURT:

We' ve got them.

Anything else for the

record? Y' all get some rest and see

you Monday.

(Whereupon at 3:40 p. , the

proceedings in the above-

entitled matter was recessed,

to reconvene at 9:00 a. , the

following Monday.

MORNING SESSION

111- 18- 2002)

(9:05 p.

(Whereupon , the following was

held outside the presence of

the jury.
THE COURT: I got Mr. Powell'

requested charges. Do you have any?

MR. VALESKA: No, we don

THE COURT:

MR . POWELL:

Are we ready?

Yes sir.
MR. VALESKA: Can we approach one

second?
THE COURT: We' re submittingSure.

this to the Court. ll give the

Defense the cite but we' re submitting

one more case to the Court that we

found over the weekend.

MR. POWELL: What are you talking

about?
THE COURT: Where is it from?

MR. VALESKA: Al abama . And I
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thought it applied to their first

witness but he told me who it was

doesn , Judge.

THE COURT: I think I' ve seen
this. Yeah, I' ve read this case.
Really this is the case which I based

my ruling on earlier. The part that

you have underlined , it talks about 

could exclude that and violate the

Defendant' s constitutional right in
that 412 is not to be considered as an

absolute rule but in certain cases

where it excludes that information

vital to the Defendant' s right then it

must be applied on a case-by- case
basis. That' s the case I read and
based my ruling on.

MR. VALESKA: It' s the first part

Judge, what the other witness claimed

to have seen and the Court said, no,

circumstances where to exclude that

information would violate the

Defendant' s right. What I' m saying is
first of all it' s not a sexual act and,
secondly -- and it may be. You know

the Court may say well it could be

construed as that. But he has the

absolute right to show that other

people ,had the motive or opportunity to

kill this woman, you know, someone

other than him.

MR. VALESKA: I understand that

Judge, but in that case it talks about

a proffer too. That' s all we' , ever
asked the Court is to make them proffer

where they I re going with it and they
haven' t done it. We haven' t obj ected

to the other witnesses that they

brought in and testified about trucks

and seeing people from a profile.

THE COURT: Okay. Let' s get on
with the next witness. I'll still

think about it and look at it more

closely.
Get me a jury, please.

(Whereupon, the following was

held in the presence of the

3011

jury. )
THE COURT:

may be seated.
Good morning. Y' all

I hope you had a good

weekend and ready to get started back.

Mr. Powell , call your first

witness,
MR, POWELL:

THE COURT:

Russ Beard.

Send Russ Beard in 

he' s out there.

Come around, Mr. Beard. Raise your

right hand.

oath.
Let me put you under

(Witness sworn.

THE COURT: Have a seat.

Your witness , Mr. Powell.
MR. POWELL: Thank you, Judge.

RUSSELL WAYN BEARD

A witness for the Defense

was sworn and testified as follows:

EXAINATION

BY MR. POWELL,

What is your name?

Russell Wayne Beard.
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And what is your occupation?

m the Morgan County Coroner.

And how long have you been the coroner?

Started my second term.

And do you recall back on - - well, let
me ask you this way. Who '",as the

coroner of Morgan County on March 12th

1999? 

Mysel

And on that occasion did you have an

opportunity to go out to 2330 Chapel

Hill Road in Decatur? If you would

just see if you recognize this

Defendant' s Exhibit 75.
you' re looking for?

Is that what

Yes.

Would you look at that. What is that?

It' s my coroner' s report.

And what time did you receive that

call?
I received the call at 7:45 p.

And what time did you get on the scene?
I arrived at 8: 35.

And what are your duties as the

coroner?
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of death did you write

My duty as coroner is

cause of death and the

3013
to determine the 

manner of death.
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And did you do that on this occasion?

Well, you know , when I arrived en the
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scene we saw what we had and I
determined or I requested for an

autopsy to be performed.

And that' s what you did?

Yes, sir , autopsy was performed.
Is it your duty to make any finding

about the time of death?

You know , it' s hard to determine
exactly the time of death unless you'

actually " there when they draw their
last breath. We look at rigor mortis

and situations like that as maybe how

long and maybe guestimation of how long

the time of death was.

Did you do that?
You know , I did and it appeared to me

that Mrs, Tipton had been dead for

ite a '",hile. I say quite a while.

would say probably, six or seven hours

possibly.
Possibly?

Yes.

But on the time

on the report --
The time of death when I pronounced.

MR. POWELL: Okay. We would offer

Defendant' s Exhibit 75, Your Honor
MR. VALESKA: No objection.

THE COURT:

MR . POWELL:

Show it admitted.

That' s all.
THE COURT: Any cross for this

witness?
MR. VALESKA: No, sir.
THE COURT: Thank you , Mr. Beard.

You re fre€ to go.

MR . POWELL:

THE COURT:

Mr. Hayes.

Come around , please,

sir. If you would raise your right

hand.
(Witness sworn.

THE COURT: Your witness.
STEV HAYES

A witness for the Defense,

was sworn and testified as follows:

EXINATION

iiBROOKS :

If you will state your name for the
3015

record.
Steve Hayes.

And, Mr. Hayes, you testified earlier

in the State I s case in this matter; is
that right?

I did.

And you work for Bellsouth; is that

right?
That' s correct.
And you re an investigator for them,

did I understand that correctly?

Refresh my memory.

THE COURT: Hang on just a second.

Touch the button on the base of

that microphone. Thank you.
Go ahead , Mrs. Halbrooks.

sorry.
(By Mrs. Halbrooks) If you would just

again, just kind of briefly tell the

ladies and gentlemen of the jury what

you do for Bellsouth.

m a security manager for Bellsouth

and my jOb involves investigations.

m responsible for asset and reve

3016 I
protection of the company.

Have you looked at some phone records

at my request in this case?

Yes, I have.

m going to show you what I' ve marked
as Defendant' s Exhibit 76 and ask you

if these are telephone records relating

to Bellsouth number 256- 3S5- 5113?

Yes , they are.

What do the records indicate to whom

that number belongs?

This number is listed to a David

Tipton.
Is that 2330 Chapel Hill Road?

That' s correct.
If you will , turn to the last page of

that Exhibit. What does it reflect as

far as call number 74?

Call number 74 shows that telephone

number 256-355- 7567 called telephone

number 256- 355- 5113.
What was the duration of that call?

It shows to be one minute.

And what time was that call?

At 17:10 which would be 5:10 p.
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308- 2548 is associated with the City of 

3018Decatur school system. 

And is that followed by another

call?
Yes , it is.

And what is the calling number there?

The calling number is 256-308- 2548.
So that number called again to

355- 5113?

That' s correct.
And what was the durat ion of that call?
One minute.

What was the time of that call?

That was at 17: 14 which would be 5: 14.
So at 5: 10 and 5: 14 there were two

calls made to that number?

That I S correct.

Do you have any records there that

indicate the identity of 355- 7367 , the

caller for call number 74?

355 - 7 5 67 is listed to Montessori School

of Decatur.

And for call number 75, 308-2548, do

you have any information relating to

the identity of that number or to whom

that number was listed?

Okay. Let me show you what I I ve marked

as Defendant' s Exhibit 77 and ask you

if these are records relating to phone

number 256-534- 8880?

Yes , that I s correct.

And where is that number?

That number is at 2311-B Market Place
in Huntsville.
Okay. Is there a name for that

business?
Yes. It shows to be Child and

Adolescent Behavioral Health Center.
Let me call your attention to call

number 196 and ask you if you will , to

tell the ladies and gentlemen of the

jury when call number 196 was made.

That call was placed on March 12th at

15:26 which would be 3:26 p.
And what number is called on that?

Telephone number 256-536- 1910 was
called.
All right. So that was a call made

from Dr. Tipton' s office to 536- 1910?

It was made from this Child and
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Adolescent Behavioral Health Center
yes.
What I s the duration of that call

please?
That was a two minute call.
Okay. And is that the call that we

have the asterisk beside on this

particular Exhibit?

Yes.

And 1 m going to mark with an asterisk

call number 74 and call number 75 on

Defendant I s Exhibit 76, that being
those calls that you testified to

earlier; is that correct?

That I S correct.
MRS. HALBROOKS: Your Honor , we

would offer Defendant I s Exhibit 76 and
Defendant' s Exhibit 77.

THE COURT: Okay. Show them
admitted.
(By Mrs. Halbrooks) m going to show

you what I I ve marked as Defendant '
Exhibit 78 and ask you if these are

phone records relating to telephone

number 256 - 355 - 3 763?

3020 i
Yes , they are.

And what phone number is listed as

256- 355- 3763?

That is for a David Tipton at 2330

South Chapel Hill Road in Decatur.

So this number 355- 3763 is in addition

to the earlier one that you testified

to at that same residence 355-5113; is
that right?

That I S correct.
m going to call your attention first

to what I I ve marked with an asterisk
call number 107. What is the date on

that part icular call?

That is March 12th , 1999.

And what is the time of that call?

11 :22.

And does it show what number was dialed

on that particular date and time?

Telephone number 256- 355- 0741 wasYes.

called.
And do you have any information that

you ve reviewed relating to the phone

number 353- 0741?

That number shows to be aYes.
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Bellsouth internet number, a number the

customer calls Bellsouth internet to

obtain access to the internet.
So someone called at 11: 22 from

355- 3763, Dr. Tipton s residence, to

the internet access?

That' s correct.
What was the length of that call?

It shows to be one minute.

All right. Let me mark with an

asterisk call number 10S and ask you

what date and time that call occurred?

That occurred on March 12th , 1999 at

20:27 which would be 8:27 p.
So between 11: 22 and 8: 27 these records

don' t reflect any calls on this

particular bill; is that right?

That' s correct.

What number was called at S: 27 p. m. ?

Telephone number 256- 353- 2515.
Do you recognize that number?

I recognize it,
What is that?

yes, sir.

Even though I don t have records in

front of me I recognize it to be the

Decatur Police Department.

Yes, sir. And the duration of that

call was how long?

One minute.
MRS. HALBROOKS: Your Honor , we

would offer Defendant I s Exhibit 78.

MR. VALESKA: No objection.

THE COURT: Show them admitted.

(By Mrs. Halbrooks) Referring back to
Defendant' s Exhibit 76, phone records
for 355- 5113 , Dr. Tipton' s residence at

Chapel Hill Road , what' s indicated on

call number 73 that I' ve marked with an

asterisk?
This was a call on March the 12th , 1999

shows to be the time 11:31 a.

All right. And at 11:31 p. m. did
someone call from 255-355-5113,

Dr. Tipton I s number, to another number?
That was 11:31 a.
Yes , sir.

Yes.

What number did they call on that

date?
The called to number was 255- 778- 7258.

3023
And what was the length of that

particular call?

It shows to be eighty-eight minutes.

So following the eighty- eight minute
telephone call at 11:31 on 3/12/99 , the

next call would have been at 5: 10 p. m. ;

is that correct?

That' s' correct.
MRS. HALBROOKS: I don t have

anything further , Your Honor.
THE COURT:

MR. DILL:

Cross?
Thank you, Judge.

EXAJ-lNATION

14 BY MR. DILL:

, 171

Mr. Hayes , these records are not an

absolute science , are they?

Not absolute science no, sir.
Are you familiar with something, and

m not sure exactly what the correct

term would be , but I'll call it dropped

calls? Is that a phenomenon you 

I have heard that terminology before.

All right. And what does that mean?

Well , basically you re working with a

computer and there is that element of

3022
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possibility that a call would not

register on our printout.
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Okay. So just because you have a list

of phone numbers that were called from

a certain phone or to a certain phone

in front of you, that doesn' t mean

that' s all the calls that .were made to
that number , is that correct, not with

absolute certainty?
That I S true. But there are also

reasons why a number might not show up

on this printout.

Okay.

MR. DILL: Thanks.That' s all.
THE COURT: Redirect?
MRS . HALBROOKS: No, Your Honor.

THE COURT: Thank you, sir. You

may, stand down.

again.
Thank you for coming

MRS. HALBROOKS: Your Honor , we

would call Jeff Howard. permission to
publish Defendant' s Exhibit 76, 77 and

781

THE COURT: You may,

Raise your right hand.
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(Witness sworn.

THE COURT: Your witness,
Mrs. Halbrooks.

JEF WARD

A witness for the Defense
was sworn and testified follows:

EXAJ.INATION

S BY MRS. HABROOKS:

10 i

If you will, state your name for the

record , please.

Jeff Howard.

., 10 I

113
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Mr. Howard , how are you employed?

m an engineer at TVE in Huntsville.

And how long have you been employed as

an engineer?

since about 1991 , May of '91.
And what is your educational

background?
Electrical and computer engineering.

And what kind of degrees do you hold in

that particular field?

From where did you graduate?

UAH.

And following your graduation, if you

will , outline for the ladies and
gentlemen of the jury all of your work

experience in the computer field?

I actually' started working in the field
in 19S5 , my second year in college.

worked as a systems administrator

working my way through school.
worked as a co-op during my engineering

studies. After I got out and got my

degree I went to work at TVE.

systems engineer by trade now.

m a

worked on computer systems , built

computer systems for special hardware

applications for government , NASA, for

the Defense agencies , just whatever

they come and contract with us for.

As a systems engineer tell the ladies

and gentlemen of the jury what you do,

We design computer systems , put

together the hardware , software , put

together systems that analyze data

take data, motion control systems,

guidance systems, anything in the
military and NASA world we put these

computers together and oversee

systems and provide it to our

3027 

developing the code and analyzing data,
anything that' s taken from these

customers.
So in the course of your work and

employment and experience you ve had an

opportunity to take systems and

retrieve data from those systems?

Yes, ma am. I also worked for a

computer consulting company during the

mid- nineties for about four years.

did small office networking, local area

networking for like doctor offices

accountant' s offices, medical hospitals
in Huntsville and things like that.

put these computer systems in, show

people how to use them, put the

applications on, show them how to get

their data show them how to retrieve

back it up, store it, just general

office application work and in many

different fields.
And in the course of your employment

and experience have you had an

opportunity to actually review

3026
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information that has been stored on

disk and draw , some conclusions based on
what you see on those disks?

Yes, mal am. I do that every day.

MRS. HALBROOKS: Your Honor, we

would offer Mr. Howard as an expert in

the field of computer analysis.

THE COURT: Granted.
(By Mrs. Halbrooks) Mr. Howard, in

this case have you had an opportunity

to review first of all a search warrant

and affidavit signed by Investigator

Mike Pettey in this case in an attempt

to get records from AOL?

Yes, ma' am.

What is .2\OL?

America On-Line.
service provider.

It' s an internet

When you say it' s an internet service

provider , if you would tell us what
that is specifically.

It' s a very large company that has very

large amounts of data servers , computer

servers. They provide a service via

phone 1 ine and other broadband
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capability for people to log in for a

monthly price and browse the internet

get e-mail. doinstant messaging, just
your basic internet activities, They
provide that service to people for a

fee.
All right. And in reviewing the

subpoena that was issued by Michael

Pet tey in this case , was it your

understanding that the computer was

logged on at the point --

MR. DILL: Obj ect to leading.

MRS. HALBROOKS: I'll withdraw the

question.
TH-E COURT: m not sure that was a

leading question. I thought you were

trying to reference him to time and

place. I'll let you do that. You may

lead to that portion of it but don'

suggest an answer to a material

question.
MRS. HABROOKS: Yes , sir.

(By Mrs. Halbrooks) Did you understand

from that subpoena that Mrs. Tipton'

computer was actually still logged on

at the time police arrived at the

residence?
From that subpoena it was stated the

computer was still logged on to AOL.

Did you review at our request some

information that was provided to us by

the State pursuant to that subpoena?

Yes , ma' am.

Specifically did you review for us four

floppy disks that were produced?

Yes, ma am.

And have you had an opportunity to look

at those floppy disks to determine the

nature of the information compiled on

there?
Yes, ma' am.

m going to show you what I' m going to
mark as 79A and ask you if you

recognize that, Mr. Howard?

This is a printout of allYes / ma am.

the obj ect s on disk number one.
listing so to speak.

So on the floppy disks that you were
provided you were able to determine

certain information and you printed

3029 i
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that out from the screen?
3031

Yes , ma' am.

What information were you able to

gather as far as these disks?

These are temporary internet files that

are stored on the computer' s hard

disk. They were copied - - I understand
that they were copied from the computer

hard disk and placed on these floppy

disks.
And you printed out what I' ve marked as

79A. What does that tell us about what

was on disk number one?

MR. DILL: Your Honor , at this

point we re going to interpose a

continuing obj ection. That information
is not relevant and has nothing to do

with the issues to this case, and the

Defense has not established the

requisite proffer to be able to go into
this area.

MR. VALESKA:

Judge,
Just one second,

MR. DILL: In addition the witness

has incorrectly stated the four disks

3032
came from AOL.

THE COURT: Let me send the jury

out and let' s get to the bottom of
this.

Ladies and gentlemen, I' m going to
ask you to step out and let me go

through this evidentiary matter. Let'
let the lawyers discuss it freely so we

can get to the bottom of it and get

through the testimony. Remember the

instructions I' ve given you earlier.
(Whereupon , the following was

held outside the presence of

the jury.
MRS. HALBROOKS: Your Honor, I

think I misstated my question. These
particular disks came from the hard

drive , copied from the hard drive and

so I think that may be where his

obj ection comes from.
THE COURT: We all know where the

disks came from. I think you can clear

that up. I didn' t pick up on what he

said or didn' t say. So if you 'll clear
that up that will take care of that
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issue.
MRS. HALBROOKS: Yes , sir.

THE COURT: Back to rule 412 , I
looked at the case all gave me last

week that had to do with internet sites

and visiting internet sites.

an appeals court out of Ohio.

That was

MR. VALESKA: Yes , sir.

THE COURT: And it talks about --

that was a case where the Defendant was

offering to show that the lady that he

was accused of raping had consented to

the act and that he was going on to

show internet sites that she had

visited as an effort to show that

somehow she consented to rough sex is

the way the case stated it. You know

if faced with 'that fact situation I

would rule the same way Ohio did.

The Dep is case is a case where a

father is accused of raping his ten

year old daughter , and it' s just very

distinguishable from the case we have

here. Now , you know , 412 talks about

prior sexual acts. Nobody has

mentioned prior sexual acts. I guess

people would draw inferences if they

wanted to but that' s not been

mentioned, and I' m having a hard time
seeing where the fact that an internet

site was visited and it might have

contained some type of explicit sexual

material as a sexual act. That' s first
of all. Secondly, so if it' s not then

you don t even get to 412. And then
what I see , I mean, that the Defendant

is trying to do is attempt to show that

someone other than himself , other than

the Defendant, could have committed

this act. If that' s the case I think

that' s a constitutional right that he

has to show that as a defense.

MR. POWELL: Judge, we --
THE COURT: That' s where I am.

Correct me if I' m wrong either side,
move me.

MR. POWELL: Judge , I would love to
be able to say that we think or prove a

case against somebody else in this

case. re defending Daniel Moore.

3033
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THE COURT: m mot saying you can

prove it against someone else. You

prove that somebody other th him had

an opportunity or motive.

MR. POWELL:

THE COURT:

I understand.

That' s what I' m trying
to say.

MR. POWELL: Actually what we'

doing is we have a right to create any

reasonable doubt or doubt for which

reason can be given is what I think we

can do. But , Judge, this is the first

and only murder case I' ve ever
participated in that the State' s put on

an alibi for one of their witnesses

already or attempted to. So, you know

I think we have a right to put on facts

and let the jury interpret if they have

any materiality or not.
THE COURT: Well , I think it has to

have materiality before it gets through

the gate.

MR. POWELL:

THE COURT:

Yes , sir.

Go ahead , Mr. Valeska

ll let you talk.

MR. VALESKA: That' s been our only
3036 !

point, Judge. We have not obj ected to
when they bring in witnesses that said

I saw a profile of a man over there

but, Judge, in that case we gave you

from Ohio says you can t go to what'

on the computer. We just ask you to

make them proffer how the computer ties

They can t do that. They ve neverup.
been able to do that. And until they

, what was on the computer is not

quote " an opportunity for someone else
to do it. First of all common sense

would tell you there wasn' t enough

time. If they re alleging that

somebody on cyberspace picked up, which
they can' t show from their expert, that

she was corresponding wi th anybody,
that they could get to 2330 Chapel Hill

Road. The case that I gave you this

morning it talks about the proffer but

it says that in that case where the guy

was accused of molesting his daughter,

they brought in a witness to say, oh

, she was sexually active, I saw
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they haven' t even got to that point yet
because they can , Judge. They are
trying to make a leap across the bridge

from here to Athens and they can t get

there. They ve got to drive across it
and convince you that it' s material or

relevant , and then we don t care. Then
it does meet the test.

THE COL"RT: What are you offering

it to show I guess is the fundamental

question?
MRS. HALBROOKS: Your Honor

Dr. Tipton through his testimony

admitted that his wife had had an

internet encounter through instant

messaging with Mike Ezell. This Mike

Ezell also the jury has been provided

his statement where he offered to swap

partners with Karen Tipton, There'
some information here that suggests

that someone , David at CGI. com visited

Sexswap. com Sexhound. com. We also

just through Mr. Hayes' testimony tied

up the fact that five minutes after she

logs off from the internet access

number for the last time on that day

she calls Sarah Holden and has an

eighty- eight minute phone conversation
with her , the last woman to have ever

talked with her alive. The State says

through their police officer that while

they talked with her possibly on two

separate occasions and they may have

made notes, they don't have any notes

of that. They don t know what was

said. She didn' t tell us what was said
in that conversation , but we can only

suspect given the nature of what is

seen through this internet access what

that conversation might have been

about, and we think we re entitled to

allow the jury to see that this . woman

on the day of her murder was looking at

gay pornographic sites, lots of them

Your Honor. I would represent to this

Court that eighty- five percent of the
material found on the computer was gay

internet sites.
Now, the State said through Mike

3039
Pettey that this computer was logged on

at the time of her death. He said that

in an affidavit under oath. We believe

it' s important for the jury to know

what was on that computer. Of course
ve been prevented from doing that

entirely, and the Court is very much

aware of the discovery problems we

had in that regard. Mike Pettey in his

testimony in front of the jury said

that the hard drive was returned to

Dr. Tipton before we had an opportunity

to even look at it.

So we' re prepared to testify to

what we know was on the hard drive but

we also are prepared to testify to what

was not provided to us that was on the

hard drive.
THE COURT: Do you want to

respond?
MR. VALESKA: Judge, if the

inference is that Sarah Holden after

talking for eighty- eight minutes with

Karen Tipton came over and killed Karen

Tipton , you know , they can call Sarah

3040
Holden. They can infer that, but to

infer because someone is on a computer

that that gives someone an opportunity

5 !

to come kill them based even on the

time span that the Defendant has

introduced is ridiculous, Judge.

just out of space.

It'

MRS. HALBROOKS: Your Honor , we do

believe it goes to motive though. She

was looking at gay pornographic sites.

The Jury can either decide whether or

not Karen Tipton was doing it for her

own sexual pleasure or perhaps she was

looking at what somebody else had

looked at earlier.

MR. VALESKA: That' s where the rape
shield law comes in.

MR. DILL: But , Judge also she

said we suspect and perhaps and we can

infer , all this requires and this is I
think the first step that the Court

should look at in the measure of

relevance. All this that they

saying, well , we suspect and you can
speculate and you can infer requires
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just wild speculation. They are
required to say, and this is what the

Court has said we re going to require

of them , that they bring forth some

sort of proffer, that we re going to

link this up, that we' re going to show

how it' s relevant and not just through
sheer speculation or innuendo cr rumor

or just because somebody was looking at

something on this computer , then we can

speculate that maybe somebody else

killed her. They' ve got to say, well

we' re going to bring a witness in who'

going to link this up. Before we put a

computer expert on here to say that

somebody was looking at a certain type

of pornography . at some point in the
morning before she was killed, then

they' re going to have to bring somebody
else in and say, you know, that somehow

that made her more vulnerable or makes

it more likely that somebody else

besides the Defendant killed her , and

they can t do that. There s no

evidence of that. They' re' not going to

3042
be able to do that , and at that point I
think Mr. Valeska asked or indicated

that we' re going to ask for a limiting

instruction that the jury not consider

any of that. They won t link it up.

MR. VALESKA: In our original

motion in limine , which you granted,
you told them that there would have to

be a nexus and they were going to have

to meet the three tests required by the

Alabama Supreme Court before they can

start throwing out names of people who

had an opportunity to kill Karen

Tipton, and they have no name with this

computer. They have with Bonnie Kidd

they have with the pavers, they'
accused Dr. Tipton and that' s fine.

MR. POWELL: Judge , we resent

that. That was all the evidence that

was gathered by them , not us.

didn' t do it.
So we

THE COURT: And before they go

throwing out names of who did kill her,

you know , they do have to meet that

test but all they re trying to show is

3041
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the motive or opportunity that others

had. I think that' s your copy.

got a copy.

MR. VALESKA: Yes , sir.

THE COURT: If Mrs. Halbrooks can

put testimony on to what she has

testified -- not testified, what she

told me, they have you know , to me it'

admissible and the jury has to

determine what weight to give it.

it' s as farfetched as you say they

disregard it, but if it does -- it is

probative to give rise to the inference

that there may have been someone else.

Who you know, they re not going to

say. I don t think they can say

becau e they can' t meet the test you

just pointed out. In establishing

reasonable doubt and you can give rise

to the inference based on facts.

These , first of all, to me it' s not a

sexual act. In the Ohio case you

cited, they were specifically trying to

show that because she visited these

sites she gave consent to this rape

3044
that she was the victim on. That' s a

far cry from where we are. ' Nobody is

saying that she consented to it, but if

she was involved in that type of

lifestyle that does give rise to that

inference. And in trying to establish

the reasonable doubt , they have the

right to put that in and let the jury

weigh it as they may so.

MR. VALESKA: Well , you know

Judge , there' s a flip side to that

coin. She was apparently visiting the

Donnie and Marie --
THE COURT: That' s already in.
MR. VALESKA: I know but that

doesn' t go to show a lifestyle. That
just shows what was on a computer.

mean , there s a difference between a

lifestyle, and the Court' s been a

lawyer many years, been on the bench

many years. There s a difference in a

lifestyle and a computer. I mean you

can' t say someone has a lifestyle

because they see stuff on the computer.

THE COURT: Okay.
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MRS. HALBROOKS: Your Honor, I
would remind the Court about

Dr. Tipton I s testimony when he was
asked about Mike Ezell, the man who

offered to swap. You know , this man

was a pallbearer at his wife I s funeral

and they re still friends. To me that

suggests that perhaps this was a way of

life for them. I think any other

normal man might be offended by that.
THE COURT: m not going to rule

on whether it was a way of life or not,

but it is credible evidence that is

admissible and it' s something that the
jury is going to have to weigh and

consider. m not going to keep it

out.
MR. VALESKA: Yes , sir.

Before you bring themMR. POWELL:

back , could I say one more thing that

might speed us along?

THE COURT:

MR. POWELL:

Yes.

First of all, we

expect he' s going to testify that he
has had every file that are on these

3046
five floppy disks downloaded to a hard

copy and we expect his testimony will 

be that they re identical and we'

going to offer those.

Identical , the hardTHE COURT:

copies are identical to the --

MR . POWELL: To what' s on the
disks. And al so, Your Honor , we have

the disks and we have the equipment

here ready to play it and show it to

them. You know , I just want to let

them know.

MR. DILL: Play what?

MR. POWELL:

THE COURT:

Play the disks.
I don t want to play

the disks. d rather --
MR. POWELL:

you this.
That' s why I' telling

THE COURT: If he' s going to
testify and you printed hard copies and

they are documents that are admissible

we can admit the disks or only publish

the copies to the jury. I don

propose to play the disks for the jury

unless you can tell me it' s essential

30451 
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to your client' s defense.
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MRS. HABROOKS: No, sir.
printed it out on hard copy. We f el t

like it would be the least offensive

way of doing that.

they wanted and --
They could look if

THE COURT: That' s fine.
MRS . ' P.ALBROOKS : Whatever speed

they wanted to do it.
THE COURT: If the jury is ready

bring them in.
(Whereupon , the following was

held in the presence of the

jury. )
THE COURT: Everybody be seated.

We'll get started back.

(By Mrs. Halbrooks) Jeff, back to what

ve marked as 79 and this relates to

disk number one; is that correct?

Yes, ma am.

What does this first page show the

ladies and gentlemen of the jury?

This first page shows the objects

twenty- three objects on the first

3048 

disk. They are contents that are used

to build a web page. It shows the

attributes of each individual file

modified and created.
When you say modified , what does this

date tell us?

Modified dates on this one show that

these files were stored to the hard

drive on 3/11/1999 11: m. , from

11:02 a. m. to 11:1S a. m. and some on
March 1st, 1 :27 p.
So on March 1st, 1999, from 1:26 to

1: 27 p. m. these were saved on the hard
drive, is that what you re saying?

They were -- as they were being looked

at on the internet they come down to

temporary internet files on the hard

disk of the computer , yes.

THE COURT: Mrs. Halbrooks, before

you go on before I forget, let I s clear

up the issue about where the disks came

from.

MRS. HALBROOKS: Yes, sir.
(By Mrs. Halbrooks) This disk number

one two three and four , where

specifically did this information come
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from?

It was provided to me by the State.
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from AOL. It came from the

investigators whoever had the hard

drive or the computer who received that

and moved those files from the hard

disk of the computer to the floppy.
So they took some information from the

hard drive and copied it over onto

floppy disks?

Yes.

Four of them?

Yes.

Q. . So on 3/1/99 from 1:26 to 1:27 someone

accessed these documents and they were

saved over onto the hard drive as a

temporary internet file?

Yes, ma am.

All right. On 3/11 of 1999 , the day

before Karen Tipton' s murder

11:02 a. m. until 11:1S a. m. the day
before she accessed these files; is

that correct?

These files were - - this internet web

site was accessed and these files were

stored down to the hard drive.

Did you make a copy of each and every

one of these things that was looked at

on this date and time?

Yes ma' am. They were provided to us

on disk and I took the disks and made

hard copies of each individual object.
Of course I think I said Karen Tipton

looked at them.

looked at this.

You don' t know who

You just know what the

computer shows you about what was

accessed; is that right?

Yes, ma' am.

And you' ve printed out a copy as it
appears on the computer screen; is that

right?
Yes, ma am.

For pictures that are small do they

appear small here and for pictures that

have been enlarged did you print that

out as well?

There has been no file manipulation of

these objects on these disks. They

were brought up and printed out in

3051
their original format that they were

saved.
Mr. Howard , I' m going to ask you just

to flip through here and describe to

the ladies and gentlemen of the jury

the general nature of what is depicted

on this.
MR. VALESKA: We obj ect to the

relevance.
THE COURT: I think the documents

speak for themselves.

publish them you can.

If you want to

I don' t think

Mr. Howard needs to offer an opinion

about the documents if you' ve got the

documents.
MRS. HABROOKS: Yes , sir.

would publish Defendant' s Exhibit 79

for the ladies and gentlemen of the

jury.
THE COURT: What number is it?

MRS. HALBROOKS: Offer Defendant'

Exhibit 79 and' ask to publish it to the

jury.
THE COURT:

publish.
It' s in. You may

3052 i
(By Mrs. Halbrooks) With regards to

Defendant' s Exhibit SO , what does this

tell us again , this first page?

This is 103 objects that was stored

onto disk two , same type of web

internet pages containing HTML text and

hard files and images.

And we have 3/11/99 the day before

Karen Tipton' s murder from 9,: 52 a.

through 5:00 o' clock p.
Yes, ma ' am. On March the 11th , yes

am.

And does it also provide us information

with regard to 3/12/99, the date of her

death?
This disk has files on itYes, ma am.

from 3/12 of ' 997:49 a. m. through
7:50 a.
Specifically with regards to disk

number two and the information as it

relates to March the 12th of ' 99, what

does it show as far as the time frame

that someone was accessing these

documents on the computer?

This was a methodic what is known as
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are being stored down in a timely

fashion every few minutes or so all the

way to 10 :3S a. Actually there'
another page here, 10: Sa. m. on March

the 12th.

Do you have an opinion as to whether or

not Mrs. or whoever was accessing this

was accessing documents that were

already on the computer stored there?

That' s a definite possibility.
could be stored as a favorite.
could already have been viewed once.

It could have been a favorite file that

they were just going back and looked

at. If someone knew how they could get

the temporary internet files and look

at them that way, but they were

accessed at those times and viewed that

day and those times.
This date created , what does created

mean over here in this column?

Created means the time that the file

was actually - - modified, created would
have been the same date the moment the

3054
file was originally stored down in the

computer. Then when the investigators

or whomever took these files and put

them onto a floppy, you have a new

creation date. The modified date stays

the same, shows the original date

because the file and the content of the

object file was never changed.

So this would have been the date that

it was copied onto these disks for our

use at this trial?

That' s correct.

Behind this list as Defendant' s Exhibit

Number 80 does it also have the copies

that you printed out from the

information that had been accessed on

3/l1 and 3/12 for that day?

Yes , ma am. This is a complete list of

all the parts of the web pages

visited. Each part of that page of the

printout is on a single page.

And you didn t do anything to alter or

change what would be seen on the disk?

None of these filed were altered. They

were printed as is,

3055
MRS. HALBROOKS: Your Honor , we

would offer Defendant' s Exhibit SO and

ask permission to publish it.
MR. VALESKA: Same obj ection as to

relevance.
THE COURT: Overruled. Show it

admitted and you may publish it.
was disk two?

That

MRS. HALBROOKS:

Exhibit 80.

Defendant'

THE COURT: Was it disk two?

MRS. HABROOKS: Yes , sir.

(By Mrs. Halbrooks) Let me show you
what I' ve marked as Defendant' s Exhibit

Sl and ask you if these documents

relate to disk number three?

Yes, ma' am.

And what does it show us as far as the

date that these files were accessed?

On disk three we have access from

3/11/1999 at 9: 55 a. m. through
ll:07 a.
And, again , we have the created date as

4/6/99 , that being the date that they

were copied over?

3056
Yes , mal am.

Did you make a copy of each of these

items that were accessed on the

computer that day just as it appeared

on the computer?

Yes , ma am. Each obj ect was printed
out in its original format.

MRS. HALBROOKS: Your Honor , we

would offer Defendant' s Exhibit Sl,
that information related to disk number

three and ask permission to publish it

to the jury.

MR. VALESKA: Same objection as to

relevance.
THE COURT: So noted. Overruled.

Show it admitted.

Mrs. Halbrooks, you referred to 79

and 79A. Is there a 3?

MRS. HALBROOKS: No, sir. I was

going to do it A , B , C , D , but I
thought it better to number them

numerically,
THE COURT: Okay.

(By Mrs. Halbrooks) Defendant'
Exhibit 82 , is this information
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relating to disk number four?

Yes ! ma am.

And what does it tell us as far as the

date that these files were modified?

There were some files, the internet

22 files; is that right?

231 A. The temporary internet files are on the
241 hard drive too. This is regarding the
25 ernet files and web pages browsed

3060 i
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files from 3/12/1999 at 10:28 a.

through 3/12/99 11:26 a. m. these files
were stored down from the internet to

the hard drive.
m sorry, what did you say as far as

modified what does that show us?

That it was the date of the death

3/12/9910:28 a. There s one file on

here that' s from 2/24/2000, a folder,
and it' s irrelevant to internet

settings , a temporary file.

So these internet temporary files were

accessed at these dates and times with

regard to disk number four?

Yes, ma' am.

And this shows the last time that

anybody accessed this information would

have been at 11: 26 on March the 12th of
, 99; is that correct?
That' s correct.

3058 :
Did you make a copy of everything that 

appeared on disk number four as it

appeared on the computer?

Yes , ma I am. There' s a hard copy
printed out in it' s original size and

format.
MRS. HALBROOKS: Your Honor, we

would offer Defendant' s Exhibit 82,

that being information related to disk

number four, and ask permission to

publish it to the jury?

MR. VALESKA: Same obj ection, it'
not relevant.

THE COURT: Overruled. Show 

admitted.
(By Mrs. Halbrooks) You were provided

some information regarding a hard

drive; is that correct?

Yes, ma' am.

And specifically what is the hard drive

of a computer?

The hard drive is where software is

physically stored in the computer.

It' s where the operating system

resides. It' s where the applications

I :1
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reside,
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It' s when you turn your

computer on and it' s accessed it brings
up what you see on your screen.
stores all the files that are

physically kept on the computer and not

actively erased from the time that you

turn it on and turn it off. They are
always en that hard drive until you

physically remove them or overwrite

them.

Did you have the hard drive to review

in preparation for your testimony

today?
No, ma am. All that was provided were

these disks.
And on the disk that would be a fifth

disk; is that right?

Yes, ma' am.

Okay. This fifth disk relating to the

information on the hard drive , these

four relating to temporary internet

and I believe this was e-mail sent

read, and received on the e-mail.
The subpoena that was issued in this

case asked for information relating to

the e-mail; is that correct?

Yes, ma ' am.

Did you also copy from disk nuw er five
information relating to the e-mail that

was received?
, I did not make copies.

copies were provided to us.
These

All right. And let me ask you , if you

will, to look at Defendant' s Exhibit 83

and ask you if those were the copies

that were provided to us from this

disk?
With regards to the e-mail that is in

this listing, printed out hard copies

it was on the disks. There are a

couple of images that were provided

hard copies of that I recognize from

those printouts as well. There are
some things in here that what are

called cookies. They are small text

files that were put -- that were
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printed out a hard copy of that were

not provided on any of the disks.
When you say they were printed out a

hard copy of, are you talking about

these pages here?

It is four that I see hereYes rna ! am.

in hard copies and those were not

provided on the disk.
What' s the name of those cookies?

is at the top of the page?

The top of this page says

david flycast. txt, stands for text;
david sexhound (2) . txt and there s a

couple in there.
What is this one?

David at CGI, space or underscore, I

can' t tell from the copy, sexswapl. txt;
David at CGI underscore sexswap2. txt.

And when you say they are cookies

what' s a cookie?

A cookie is another type of internet
file that you get downloaded to your

computer r S hard drive while you

browsing web pages unbeknownst to the

user. It r S stored physically on the

hard drive and it' s different place

than the temporary internet setting

files. It is a - - when you print it

out it looks like code. It' s just text

file but that file it is used to

provide information about the user of

this internet and his browsing so to

speak. It is a way that people who

design these web pages find out things

about the user' s browsing habits,
stores things like log- in names and

registration names. It can be used to

track your browsing experience so they

can use ads to target you. It' s used

for several different things, and it
goes on in the background. It'
information transferred between the

servers of the sites that provide the

web pages down to your personal

computer.
When you said that it shows

david sexswap . com , david sexhound. com

did any of that information related to

that show up on these floppies?

No.
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Would it have been there at one point

in your opinion?

It should have been there , yes,

thorough downloading of all the

information from the hard drive to

these floppies would have revealed

cookies and temporary internet

settings.
Let me show you what I' ve marked as

Defendant' s Exhibit 83 and ask you if
that' s what you r re talking about being
the hard copy of the information

contained on the hard drive disk number

five; is that correct?

Yes, ma' am.

MRS. HALBROOKS: Your Honor , we

would offer Defendant r s Exhibit 83.
MR. VALESKA: Same objection , no

relevance.
THE COURT: Overruled. Show it

admi t ted .

MRS. HALBROOKS: Your Honor

permission to publish to the jury?

THE COURT: You may.

(By Mrs. Halbrooks) Let me show what

: I
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you I' ve marked as Defendant' s Exhibit
84 and ask you if this was a listing of

the information that was provided to us

along with these disks just indicating

a description of what was contained on

them?

Yes rna , am. This is someone' 

handwritten list of what was on each

one of these disks. They had scribed

the file name and they have given a

heading of description on the side.

Each page corresponds to disk one , disk

two , disk three , disk four , and the

very end there' s a page that describes

what was on disk five before we got

disk five.
And when we were provided disk five and

we compared it to - - well, let me back

up and ask you this. Did you look

through and compare this list with the

information contained on disk one

through four?
This handwritten list uponYes , ma am.

investigation shows exactly what' s on

those disks.
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With regards to what' s on disk five and

the information here , does it relate to

sent e- mails, new e-mails , read

mails , and three buddy lists?
Yes, ma' am.

When you looked at disk number five and

compared it to this list , how did it
compare?

It matched.

Okay. Did you get information

regarding buddy lists?

Yes. There was - - yes , these buddy
lists were listed under a folder on

that floppy, yes.

Was there any information other than

what you see here on this disk?

No.

Are you familiar with AOL and their

instant messaging system?

Yes , ma am.

And , if you will, describe to the

ladies and gentlemen of the jury the

information regarding instant messaging

that would be found on the hard drive

been placed there by the person

at it?

3066
looking

and would be on disk number five had 

Instant messaging is a live

communication between two people that

are usually listed on buddy lists. You

don t have to be. It' s where you can

sit there and type and the messages go

directly to whom you re connected to.

It' s a type of live communication

similar to a phone call. The instant

messaging does not get stored on the

computer hard disk the same way these

internet - - browsed internet files do.
What happens is it gets what they call

cached down onto the computer'

unallocated disk space and gets

stored. The way to find it is do a

search for the screen name of whoever

was instant messaging at the time , both

receiver and the sender.

We were provided information regarding

the screen names of Dr. Tipton and

Karen Tipton were we not?
Yes , ma am.

Let me show what you I' ve marked as

, IS

, 20
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Defendant' s Exhibit 84 and ask you if
that' s the on- line account profile from

".OL?

Before I get to that , your Honor

Defendant' s Exhibit 84 would be the
description furnished us by the State

regarding the information contained on

disk numbers one through four as well

as disk number five and we would offer

that at this time?
MR. DILL: Your Honor, we' re going

to obj ect to that. Can we approach?
THE COURT: I see that as work

product. Those aren' t admissible.
(By Mrs. Halbrooks) Is this the

line account profile for Dr. Karen

and David Tipton s computer?

Yes , ma' am.

And it gives you the information with

regards to their screen name?

Yes, ma am.

MRS. HALBROOKS: Your Honor, we

would offer Defendant' s Exhibit 84.

THE COURT: Wait a minute.

though 84 and 85 were out?
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I just remarked itMRS. HALBROOKS:

84 to keep it --

THE COURT: Are you withdrawing the
offer?

Yes, sir.MRS. HALBROOKS:

Show 84 is withdrawnTHE COURT:

and then we'll have a new 84.

Yes , sir.MRS. HALBROOKS:

apologize.
THE COURT: All right.
MRS. HALBROOKS: Permission co

publish the Defendant' s Exhibit 84

being the AOL account profile?

THE COURT: Make sure it' s the

right 84. Show it admitted.

(By Mrs. Halbrooks) Getting back to
your testimony with regards to the AOL

screen names of Dr. David and Karen

Tipton , with that information if you

had been provided a hard drive in this

case would you have been able to

retrieve the instant messaging

information?
Yes, ma' am. All you would have to do

is do a search of the hard drive using



the screen names.

MRS. HALBROOKS: I believe that'
all I have , Your Honor.

MR. DILL: Can we have just a

minute?
MR. VALESKA: Just one second.

THE COURT: Sure
(Brief pause.

EXAINATION

10 BY MR. DILL:

191

201

22 i

These reports that have been passed

out, when did you make those reports?

I didn t make them. I printed them out

3069
information that you were provided on

those floppy disks, that this

3071 

from the disks last Thursday.

Are you related to anybody in this

information has been looked at
previously?

No. Not with the information provided

case?
Am I related to anybody in the case?

Yeah.

no.
And all these files that you printed

out from the floppy disks you were

provided , this is somebody looking at

this information in the privacy of

their own home; is that right?

Yes.

, sir.

MR. DILL: Nothing further.
EXAINATION

Are you related to anybody in this

15 BY MRS. HALBROOKS:

Related by marriage or by blood? 

related to Sherman Powell, yes, b
:070

1 ". m :iage. 
31 Q. Now, you were talking about cookies in

this case and that they register based

::1
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room?

Yes, sir.
Who is that?

Either.

on or the communication between the

computer and a web site; is that right?

Yes , sir.

And the cookie is going to register in

whatever name the computer is

registered to; right?

Not necessarily, no.

Not necessarily.
There can be different users of the

computer.
All right. You responded to the

Defense - - the Defense asked you if you

had an opinion about whether or not the

person who was looking at these or

whoever was looking at this, information
on this computer was looking 

information that somebody else had

looked at previously. Do you remember

being asked that question?

Yes , sir,

Is there anyway to tell from the

i 221
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You were asked about if there was

anyway that we could tell if somebody

had looked at this information

previously. If you had the hard drive

would you have been able to make that

determination?
Yes, ma' am.

So the hard drive would have contained

the information relating to when that

information was first accessed and by

3072
whom?

Yes, am.

MRS. HALBROOKS: That' s all I
have. Thank you.

THE COURT: Any recross?
Nothing further.MR. DILL:

THE COURT: Thank you , Mr. Howard.

You may stand down. This looks like a

good place to take our morning break.

m going to put the Court in recess.

We'll take a twenty minute break like

we ordinarily do. I'll ask the jury to

not discuss the case among yourselves

or with anyone else or allow anyone to

discuss it with you. I '11 send for you

at twenty minutes until 11: 00. You may

leave your notes in your chairs if you
like.

(Whereupon , the following was

held outside the presence of

the jury.
THE COURT: Everybody else is free

to go. We'll be in recess.
(Whereupon

taken. )

a recess was
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THE COURT: Are y ' all ready?
MR. VALESKA: State is ready.

THE COURT: Who' s your next

witl1ess?
MRS. HALBROOKS: Steven Thomas

Link.
(Whereupon , the following was

held in the presence of the

jury. )
THE COURT: Thank you. Be seated.
Call your next witness.

MRS. HALBROOKS: Steven Thomas

Link.
THE COURT: If you would raise your

right hand and let me put you under

oath.
(Witness sworn.

THE COURT: Your witness.
STEV LINK

A witness for the Defense,

was sworn and testified as follows:
EXAINATION

POWELL,

What is your name?

Steven Link.

And where do you live , Steven Link?

In Cullman County.

And what do you do?

truck driver.m a

Truck driver. Back on March the 12th

of 1999 were you a truck driver then?

Yes.

What kind of truck were you driving

then?
Dump truck for Good Hope Contracting.

Good Hope Contracting?

Yes, sir.
What were you hauling that day?

Asphal t .

And did you have an occasion to haul

some asphalt to a job here in Decatur
Z\labama?

Yes, sir.
Do you remember where it was?

I don' t remember exactly the name of

the house , but it was located over

there behind the mall. I think it was

somewhere over around in there.

Talk right in that microphone and maybe

look toward the jury instead of me.
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It was somewhere over there behind th

mall on a street back there.
Did you just go to it by an address or

somebody direct you there?

They give me directions.

Okay. And did you -- were you familiar
or did you know of a Hoke Bonner Paving

Company'!

I didn' t until that day.

And was that the person you delivered

the material to?

Yes, sir.
That material being what?

Z\. It would be asphalt used in driveway

paving.
And when you - - how many loads did you

make that day?

I just made two loads.

Do you remember when you made the first

trip?
The first trip was around 9:30 10:00

0' clock that morning.
And when you went out there was that

the first time that you had had an

occasion to deliver a load of asphalt

to the Bonner Paving Company crew?

Yes, sir.

3076

And did you see any people there

working?
The firs time I did.

Who? Would you know them by name?

No, sir.
How many people were there?

I really don' t remember. There was

four to five, something like that.

And when you get there tell the jury

what you do with your load of asphalt.

When I get to the job site I usually

just back up to their machine that

unloads the asphalt and then when they

direct me to I just dump a little bit

at a time into their machine until the

load is completely dumped out.

So does the machine travel, you know,

wi th the asphal t -

Yes , sir.

-- until it' s all spread out?

Yes, sir.
And after you dump the first load what

do you do?
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I went back to Cullman to get the

second load of asphalt.

Do you know about what time you left --

well , let me ask you this. If I
identify that job the paving crew was

doing on 3/12/99 as the Chance job, is
that familiar to you?

Probably would be, yes, sir.Yes.

And did you deliver the asphalt to the

driveway that was next door to the one

that you were doing on that Friday?

No, sir.
Go ahead and tell me what time you left

and went back for the second load.
I left around 11: 30 and went back to

Cullman to get a second load.
What time did you get back with the

second load?

It was around 2: 15 when I arrived back.
When you got back with the second load

did you see any of the paving crew in

the area?

The only one I saw was the one on the

Bobcat next door at the house over

there at their driveway.

And if you talk about the house next

door , if you were turning up the
driveway that you were paving that day,

in which direction if you were facing

into the driveway that you were hauling

the asphalt to, which way would it be

left, right , east or west?

The house was located to the left next

or.
It you was going in what I'll call the

Chance driveway and then over here on

the left is where you saw the guy on

the Bobcat?

Yes.

And where was he in relation to that

house over there?
He was back at the house when I

arri ved .
Well , what do you mean back at the

house?
He was like next to the house towards

the back of the house on their driveway

back there. As I got there he started

back up on the Bobcat.

And how did he progress from where you

3077
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saw him around the back of the house on

the left next door?

Just from the back area of the house.

I really don' t know from where.

How did he - - which way did he gO?
He was headed back up towards the

street when I got there. He was going,
you know, frontwards up toward the

street.
So he was coming from around the back

of the house. Did he come down the

driveway?
MR. VALESKA: Obj ect to him

testifying.
THE COURT: I'll sustain. Try not

to suggest an answer.

Yes, he traveled --
(By Mr. Powell) From wherever he came

from?

He traveled down the driveway to the

street and then when he got on the

street he turned and corne up the next
driveway beside me.

Okay. And when he came by you did you

look at his Bobcat?

307S
Yes, sir.

161
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Did you see any tools or materials?

I didn' t see any kind of material s or

tools of any kind on his Bobcat.

And after this person on the Bobcat got

over there to where you were going with

the second load of asphalt, did you see

anybody else there with him?

No. The rest of the crew didn' t show

up until about probably ten minutes

after he had got over there.

So you did not see anyone else other

than the Bobcat driver until the crew

showed up?

Yes, sir.
MR. POWELL:

THE COURT:

I believe that' s all.
Cross, Mr. Valeska?

MR. VALESKA: Yes.

EXAINATION

' BY MR. VALESKA:

And , Mr . Link , can you tell the ladies

and gentlemen of the jury what time youI 22

I 23 finally left there that day?

I left there about 3: 00 0' clock that
afternoon.



MR. VALESKA: Thank you.

That' s all.MR. POWELL:

THE COURT: Thank you , sir. You ! re

free to go.

MR. POWELL: Call Daniel Moore.

THE COURT: Come around

Mr. Moore. If you would raise your
hand.

(Defendant sworn.

THE COURT: Your witness.
DANIEL WADE MOORE

A witness for the Defense,

was sworn and testified as follows:

15i BY MR. POWELL:
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EXAINATION

What is your name?

Daniel Wade Moore.

And how old are you Daniel Wade Moore?

Currently twenty- eight years old.
Daniel, I want to go back several

years. Let' s go back to the time you
finished high school.

to high school?

Where did you go

I graduated from Austin High School in

1992.

3082
And at that time where were you living?

I was living down Modaus Road right

past Cedar Ridge Golf Course with my

parents.
And who did you live with? Tilho are you

calling your parents I guess?

My mother and my stepfather , Gordon and

Virginia Bird.

And how long had you lived with Gordon

and Virginia Bird who is your

stepfather and your mother?

since I was about five or six years old

when they got married.

When you were going to high school did

you have - - did you work anywhere?
I worked out on Old 24. It' s a

forklift company owned by Wayne

Mahaffey.
right now.

T can' t recall the name
I worked in several grocery

stores.
Were you a bag boy, stock boy, what did

you do?

Little bit of everything.

Are you talking about Wayne Mahaffey

out there at Valley?
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Yes , sir , yes, sir.

And that' s on what you call Old 24?

3083

Yeah. It' s Old 24 right before you go

up Trinity Mountain right before you

get down to the intersection where you

take a left to go to West Morgan High

School.
How long did you work there?

I worked for him about I say around a

year.
'\out a year?
Yes , sir. I was co-oping through the

high school.

What does co- oping through the high
school mean?

It means I took a marketing class in

the morning and then I took a couple of

classes I had. that was required to take
to receive a diploma, and I got out

around 12: 30 in the afternoon so I
could go to work.

Were you - - when you were a senior did
you work during your senior year?

Yes sir. For the second semester of

my junior year and the full time I was

3084
a senior in high school.

And after you got out of high school,

Daniel , what did you do next? Did you

go to school, did you work , what

happened?
That fall I went down to Monroeville,

Alabama down by Mobile where my father

was working. I lived down there.

went to one quarter at -- I' m trying to

think of the name it' s been so long.
want to say it' s Patrick Henry

Community College. I just took basic

courses. Right after Christmas I moved

back up to Decatur again living with my

parents, and the following fall I

attended Calhoun for a little while.

What were you taking at Calhoun?

Just basic courses during that time.

wasn! what direction I wanted tosure
go.
Where were you living during that time?

I was living with my parents, Gordon

and Virginia Bird.
After you left over there at Calhoun

Community College. after you attended
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those classes what did you do next?

worked odd jobs such as Parisians
like said think worked another
grocery store. Around the time I was
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probably nineteen or twenty I went to

work for Epic Electric located here in

Decatur , Alabama. It' s owned by . Gary

30S6
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Hammond. We did industrial electrical

work and some commerc ial work.

And how long did you work there?

I worked there about six months and I

left employment there to go to work

construction out here at the plants

along the river because you work more

hours and they pay better money.

So were you ever without a job?

Yes, sir. ' until the time I was
twenty- four years old, which is when I
caught a felony charge, I would work --

this type of work is not permanent

work. The jobs are usually two to

three year jobs. I might work until I

was laid off and sometimes I would

leave and take a month or two off

because, like I said, we usually worked

six, sometimes seven days a week.

might take a month , two months off and

then go to work somewhere else.

Were you ever fired or discharged from

any of your places of employment?

Yes , sir. ve been discharged from

several jobs for calling in to work,

you know, missing days, stuff like

that.
Did you ever just voluntarily leave

work?

Yes , sir , there s been jobs where I
didn' t necessarily have another job
lined up I would just be , you know , ill

mood and not feeling good , something

like that and I would just quit.

Back when you were going to high

school , Daniel , did you date regularly?
I dated some. I had maybe one or two

I was - - I ran aroundrelationships.
with the same group of people that I

grew up with and I would just, you
know , run around with them,

really looking for a steady

I wasn'

relationship at that time. I went out

13 .
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from time to time but I was not looking

to be involved.

So after you left these other jobs did

you ever have an occasion when you went
to work for Howard Godbee' s Alarm

Company, whatever the name of it is?
Yes, sir. It was after I - - in the

fall of" 9S I went to work with

Mr. Godbee.

the paper.

I answered an ad he had in

Called him I went in for

an interview , and then he hired me.

At this period of time , Daniel , had you
in your life had some problems with

substance abuse?

Yes, sir. Prior about --
Let' s stop a minute.
Yes, sir.
When did you first have a problem with

this substance abuse?

I didn' t start drinking alcohol,

smoking marijuana or anything until the

started smoking marijuana, and
3088

over the

second semester of my senior year in

high school. Before that I was around

it. I just never chose to really

participate. I started drinking and I

years it progressed into other things

such as I' ve taken acid on occasion,
taken ecstasy, powder cocaine , crack

cocaine and some prescription pills.

Did you ever have any problems with

your home life with your moma and your

stepdaddy about this usage?

Yes, sir. The alcohol and the dr

use coupled with I led a very immature

lifestyle. Like I said, I would just

leave jobs for no reason. I would just
throwaway opportunities to have good
jobs because I was too concerned with

running around with my buddies, and

they just -- I was not being

responsible and I was living under

their house and I was doing things that

they didn' t approve of.
Well , when you came in drinking or

something like that, would they throw

you out or punish you our how did that

work?

Well , not initially when I lived with

them for a while, but once I had had an
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apartment of my own and I lost it , I
had been running around pretty hard on

the drugs, and I called them and told

them I needed help. It was at that

point I voluntarily went into a alcohol

and substance abuse program at Sunrise

Lodge in Russellville, Alabama.

Where?

Russell ville, Alabama, sir.

Sunrise in Russell ville?
Yes, sir.
Is that a government subsidized

treatment facility or is it --

It is either government or state one.

I know it' s $250 to enter and there is

a waiting list.

How long were you over there?

It was a thirty day inpatient program.

And about what period of time did you

get out of there, Daniel?

m going to say around the end of

August or the first of September in

1998,

So it was around Labor Day of 1998 , is

that what you said?

Seems like it was just after that

because I do remember being in there

during one holiday because we had

discussions about it.
After you got out of the Sunrise over

at Russellville , Alabama , what did you

do next as far as trying to work or

jobs or school or whatever?

Like I said, I moved back in with my

parents and it was a couple of weeks

after that I went to work for

Mr. Godbee. I would give my parents my

check, just keep out enough money what

I needed for food, cigarettes , saved up

several checks and used part of that

money to make a down payment on a truck

that my parents bought and finanoed for

me.

Now , what kind of truck was that?

It was an ' 86 full sized Chevrolet CI0.

I'll ask you , Daniel , to look at what'

marked here as Defendant' s Exhibit
Number 85. What is that?

That is my truck with a sign in the

back that I drove in a Christmas parade

30891
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in ' 98,
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the fall of ' 98. This was

shortly after I bought the truck with

the help of my parents.

Is that the same truck that you had on

up through April of 1999?

, S1.r.

Where is the truck now?

It was - - I was arrested for second
degree theft of a gold chain. I was

pursued by the police. I lost control

of the truck , wrapped it around a

tree. It has since been sold off by

parts while I' ve been incarcerated.
And when was the truck wrecked?

That was in early April of 1999.

MR. POWELL: We would offer

Defendant' s Exhibit 85 and like to
publish it.

THE COURT: Show it admitted. You

may publish it.

(By Mr. Powell) Did that - - who did
you get that truck from , Daniel?

It was down on 6th Avenue down by Minor

Tire. It' one of those car lots right 

there on the right going toward 

3092
Hartselle. I can I t remember the name
of it right off.

Had yoU saved up enough money for a

down payment?

Yes, sir. I saved up it was around

$800 o $1 000 I do believe. I had

some more money saved up as part of my

checks but shortly after getting the

truck the transmission went out in 

and I had to have the transmission

rebuilt.
So was that the only vehicle that you

had from the time you bought it in '

up until even now?

Yes, sir, it is.

And you hadn' t had or used any other
vehicle other than that blue truck?

My mother used to have a Jeep Wrangler

that I drove on two or three occasions

before I bought the truck.

than that, no, sir;
But other

Okay. Did you purchase this before or

after you went to work for Mr. Godbee?

It was probably a month to six weeks

after I went to work for him.
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atelli tes, a lot of things along that
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Do you remember how much Mr. Godbee

paid you to work for him?

Not right off. It was probably around

$8. 00 to $10. 00 an hour because having

worked and having several years

experience as an electrician there were

other jobs but I didn' t want to work

that many hours. But it was around

$8. 00 to $10. 00 an hour I do believe.

And what shift were you working for

Mr. Godbee?

It was a day shift. Sometimes we

worked later into the evening trying to

finish up a job. Sometimes we would
work on weekends trying to finish up a

job in more of a commercial setting

like that.
Well , what did you do for Mr. Godbee?

I installed home alarms as far as

security, fires , different sorts of

detectors such as carbon monoxide

'tlork?

Yes , sir. Low voltage electrical work.

Low voltage electrical work?

Yes , sir.

d how many different residences did

you visit while you were employed by

Mr. Godbee?

As far as just residences , I would say

probably between twenty and thirty.

You know , I went on several service

calls with him and some of the

residences were brand new that were

still being built and. we were
installing the systems as the house was

being built. Some of the systems we

installed on houses that were already

buil t . We did work at a variety of

different residences.

And what area or location did you work?

ve done work in Huntsville
priceville , Decatur allover the

Decatur area. Seems like we did one in

Madison jusc anywhere he secured a

ontract to do work on a house , you
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know , either I or when I started there 
were a few other gentlemen working for

him but they left shortly after I

started and it was just me and

Mr. Godbee who did the maj ori ty of the
work.

Did he ever send you out on calls or

jobs by' yourself?
Yes , sir. I went out on a variety of

jobs where we would talk , he would tell

me the location of whether it be a

house, there were several gas stations

businesses, stuff like that. He would

either come with me initially, we would

do a walk-through and he would outline

the work that he had been contracted to

, or he would just give me" a basic
outline of what he wanted me to do as

far as runing wires, you know , getting
preparation work really to put a system

in, Then at that point he would either

come out there and he would, you

know - - eventually he would show up and

he would outline exactly how he wanted

things done on the job.

And how long did you work for
Mr. Godbee?

3096

From around September to the end of

December of 1998.
So really you say sometime the end of

September through the end of December?

m not sure of the exact date in

September but it was around that time

and I say around between the 15th and

the 20th of December I left work for

Mr. Godbee.

And during the time that you worked

over there did you ever use your own

vehicle for any of the jobs?

Yes , sir. Once I got a vehicle I would

load stuff up, I would go out a lot of

jobs by myself and he reimbursed me it

was twenty something cents a mile.

kept up with my own time and I kept up

with all the mileage.

And when you were an employee of his

did you have access or keys to his

business?
Yes , sir. I alsoHe gave me a key.

had my own code to deactivate the alarm
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because I was usually the first one to 
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would prepare all the stuff I needed to 

use that day so once he got there I 5 i

could talk with him and make sure, you I 6
know there was nothing else had
changed and wanted me that day 8 i

and would leave for the job.
part your duties out there did

you open and close the cash register?
Yes sir. Every night when

- -

was

instructed on the cash register that
had credi t card just the old swipe I 14

well check scan that ran.
Mr. Godbee made a point informing

that every night was the one

who put the money up we leave the
drawers open someone broke 191

they wouldn bust the register looking
for money. would keep between fifty ! 21
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and a hundred dollars in just one of i 22
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the little zip bank bags. There was a

certain place within the store that I

would put it in the evening. If I was

to open in the morning I would put

money in the register: you know, close

the drawer, and flip the sign and just

4 i do anything necessary to get the front

half of the store ready for business

that day.

During -- back up a little.Okay.

I s

i 1
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When you first went to work for him,

how did you carry your personal ools
that you had to work with?

In industrial work we carry what'

called a pouch. That' s about what it 12!

is with a belt on it except we carry it

over our shoulder because you can carry

181

a wide assortment of tools and small

materials that you work with. The

thing about them is they tend to get

dirty because they' re made of like a

25,

rough leather type.

211

i 25

Init ially I
carried it but Mr. Godbee didn'

especially like it because when I would

go on service calls with him to a home,

you know , people don' t like you

bringing this dirty pouch and stuff and

sitting it on their carpet in the

homes.
3099

As a result of that did you purchase a

toolbox?
Mr. Godbee came in one afternoon and he

had bought two toolboxes. One was for

me which he took out of my check. The

other one was for some of the different

smaller. items we used in the
installation of alarms such as contact

switches, screws,

of that nature.

small censors, stuff

What was the other one for?

The other one was for me to personally

carry my tools in.
Did you have any tools to put in the

box?

Initially when I started work I had

some. The difference in as I said I

did industrial work. We used a lot of

large pipe. It was. very - - the alarm
system is small electronics. They are
very delicate and the screws and

contacts you wo k on them you have to

have very small screwdrivers and such.

I had some but most of the tools that

used were stuff of a larger nature.
3100 !So 

over the course of my employment with

him I bought some tools that I needed

to do the job and was given some tools

that things like it' s called a glass

break detector. The sensor is up in

the ceiling. It' s a little box and you

hit a button and it puts out the same

pitch as if you busted out a window

stuff of that nature. There' s a small

eight inch TV we would use because when

you install a camera you had to

directionlize to get the view that you

wanted as well as focus it. So rather

than have two people on either end, we

would hook the small TV up o it right

there so we could focus it in and then

move to the next camera.

Did you have any other specialty tools

like a line tracer or drills or bits or

alIen wrenches or any of stuff?

Yes, sir. I used - - he actually had 
for sale and he took out to allow me to

use it. It' s called a line tracer.

One s a little box with two wires and
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clips. You hook it to a line that

you re wanting to trace down through

wall , and the other thing looks like
little wand or something. You press

the button and when you get near the

line that you' re hooked to it will emit

a beeping noise. You use this to trace

wires down through a wall system.
We had cordless drills. We al so

had a half- inch drill that we used to

put I call them auger bits down through

wood and stuff so we could ru our
lines. There were things like that

were called push rods. They were long

green fiberglass rods that we would

tape the wires to and use to feed them

down an existing wall. There was a

variety of tools of that nature that I

wouldn' t necessarily use on a daily

basis. They were company tools and on

an average unless it was a service call

there would usually be two or three

ladders as well as four or five

toolboxes containing various things
that we would use.

Do you remember an occasion while you

worked for Mr. Godbee that you spent

the night down at his shop?

Yes , sir. It was after I had my

vehicle I had went out, had some beers

with some friends and I smoked some

marijuana. This was on a Friday

evening. The following Saturday I
felt, you know , I could have -- my

parents did not know I did it , but I
confronted them and told them what I

had done. Like I said, due to my

history they were upset. And you

know , they asked me if this was the

type of lifestyle I wanted to live , and

at the time I told them I wasn' t sure

because it' s hard to change. I mean , I

didn' t want to live like that but I
kept doing it . So they told me if that

was the way I wanted to live: would

not live under their roof.

Excuse me , go ahead.

So I u

I packed my clothes and , like I said , I
was at the time living down by Cedar

Ridge Golf Course, I walked from there

3101
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to the business which is up by the Home

I entered the business and I

punched in my alarm code. A few

minutes later Mr. Godbee called me

because there s a board in the alarm

panel that anytime that alarm is
activated or deactivated it would page

Mr. Godbee and put the shop number.

he would know that someone had either

entered or left the business, He asked
me what I was doing there at this time

and I explained to him that, you know

what I had done. I talked with my

parents about it and I had left my

house or my parents' house.

Did you continue to work there after

that?
Yes , sir I did.

And during this early part of your

employment , I believe you said that you

went there sometime latter part of

September of ' 98?

Yes, sir , somewhere around there.

And do you recall - - well , let me ask
you this, What kind of service van did

3J:04
Mr. Godbee have?

He had a gray minivan basically is what

I call it. It had the luggage rack on

top because sometimes we would -- the

long ladders we couldn t fit in the

back of the van we would strap down to

the top.

And do you recall on or about October

, 1995 ever having gone with

Mr. Godbee out to 2330 Chapel Hill

Road?

I went out there on a service call with

him' one time. The exact date of that

call I do not know.

At the time you went out there can you

tell the members of the jury, Daniel

who was present with you and who was at

that residence?

Me and Mr. Godbee arrived. We went up

to the front door and knocked. A woman

who -- Mrs. Karen Tipton answered the

door. She let us in. Her and

Mr. Godbee went to talking.

introduced me as his assistant or

whatever. He then told me to go ahead
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and get the ladders and some of the

boxes because on the way out there he

had outlined to me that they had a

problem with some of the censors that

were battery operated and they also had

problems with the motion detector in

the front foyer.

and the tools --
So I got the ladders

3105 
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Wait a minute.

Excuse me.

You said on the way out there 

y' 

all
discussed the nature of the complaint.

Is that what it was?

Yes, sir.
And after you approached the door with

Mr. Godbee he said this is my

assistant. Did he call you by name?

He introduced me, this is Daniel, he

works for me. I don' t remember the

exact nature of the conversation but he

did introduce me.

And at that point in time did you leave

the presence of Karen Tipton and/or

Mr. Godbee?

Well, like I said, we entered through

the front door and in the front foyer

there was a motion detector probably

ten foot up on the wall. He told me to

go ahead and get the ladder and the

toolboxes containing motion detectors

and stuff like that. I brought them in

and checked the motion detector first

off to see if there was a fault in the

wiring or a fault in the device itself.

Well, you got that electrician talk a

little fast.

Excuse me.

When you went out there did you get a

stepladder or did you get a straight

ladder or what did you get?

Yes , sir, it was an eight foot just

fiberglass , you know , wedged out like

that and the arms locked in the middle.

You carried that into which room of the

house?
The front foyer.
Had you ever been past the front foyer

of that house?

Not at that time, no , sir.

And what did do you in the front foyer?

: I
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I had to
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set the ladder up because it 

in the j oint of two walls. Iwas right

remember it because the way I had to

set the ladder up I had to step up to

the top of it and lean into the wall to

work on the motion detector.
Let met ask you , Daniel , if you'll look

at what, I' ve drawn off here and will

represent to you as being the front
door of the -- this is Defendant'

Exhibit Number 5 , Toby. This was the

front entrance to the house of the

Tiptons at Chapel Hill Road. I don

know where the picture of it is , but if

I represent this is the front door and

this is the foyer. DO you remember

what wall that you' re talking about

that you had to set up to work on the

motion detector?
Yes, sir. From this there was a

partial wall right in here coming out

maybe two or three feet.

DO you want that little buggy whip?

Right in here. It came up maybe two or

three feet. It wasn' t much but it was

more of just a door opening there.
3108 

The

motion detector was located right here

in the corner around nine to ten feet

up on the wall.
So that' s where you set up?

Yes , sir it is.

Who told you where the motion detector

was?

Mr. Godbee did.
Had you ever been there before?

No! sir I I had not.

When you got your ladder and set it up

down there on the wall , what did you do

when you climbed up on the top of it?

The front casing on a motion detector

is just like a clip on. You just

squeeze it and you can pull it right

off. I looked at it --

Wait a minute. What is a motion

detector and what does it look like?

A motion detector is a small box a

little bit larger than say the size of

your driver' s license. It' s about

three inches deep. It has a censor,

There s like a white plastic piece
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that - - I mean , you know one if you
one , but i = looks through there and
has a range of between twenty and

thirty feet. Any motion it can

detect. They also make them for if you

have dogs in your house. Something if

it' s under thirty- five pounds it won'

set the motion detector off. There'
different forms of them. It also has a

little plastic piece on the bottom to

where if you had it above a doorway and

somebody walked through that doorway it

would automatically set it off. That
way the person can I t reach up and
disconnect the motion detector. But it

has roughly -- if you had it on a flat

wall like where I' m at, it would have a

full sweep of this room ranging out to

twenty or thirty feet. If anything
moved it would automatically -- it I S

wired in two wires to it. It' s what

would be referred to as a normally open

circuit. That means the panel sends an

electrical charge to the motion

detector but since the circuit is

opened it does not return to the

panel. When the motion detector picks

up a movement within its field of view

it closes a set of contacts which

allows that electrical current to

return to the panel and that sets off

the alarm.

And how would a motion -- how many

motion detectors have you ever worked

on while you were with Mr. Godbee?

Probably around a hundred.

So you became familiar with those

during your employment?

Yes , sir. That and other array 

censors.
Now, on this system out there that you

went to in the foyer of the Tipton home

back I believe it was October the 2nd

or sometime thereabout , did he

specifically tell you and direct you as

to what to do?

Well, initially he told me to check the

censor because the wires ru to them
are very small and sometimes they are

known due to changes in temperature to
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break because it' s a very fine wire.

He told me to check the contacts , make

3111

sure the wire hadn' t broken , the

contacts hadn' t corroded, just to see

if it was just a basic wiring problem.

It was not.

When you got up there did you have to

take it. apart or how do you do that?
, sir. The top is on like a hinge

and the bottom just is a little arm

that goes through and it' s got a notch

on it. It clips down in the bottom and

you simply squeeze it and you can lift

it up and pull the whole front cover

off. Then , like I said , the sensor is

embedded right there in the back body

of the motion detector.

Did you find anything wrong with that

one?

As far as the wiring, no , sir. The

problem either had to be at the panel

or there was a problem in the detector

itself.
And what did you do? Did you make a
report to Mr. Godbee about that?

I went and told him the wires 'Ilere fiI'
and he told me to just go ahead and

replace it.
And what did you do after he told you

that?
I went back there I s anywhere from two

to four depending on - - you can set a
motion detector at different angles

regardless of where it I S mounted at
using different holes. I just simply

took the wires out. Took the sheet

rock screws out of the back of the

detector, punched out the notches 

the new one and rescrewed it in and

rewired it.

At that time did you run a test on it?

Well , when I hooked it back in I went

and told Mr. Godbee I was done.

went to the keypad. A keypad has a lot

of different codes you can use. The

one we used is called a programer

code. The system has to be deactivated

for me to use my code. It allows me to
get into the programming or the

directions we give the alarm as far as
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you might have heard Mr. Godbee

referring to different zones.

program it to each zone to tell the

computer what it is , whether it' s a

motion detector fire alarm front
door , stuff like that. We went into

the program and reset it, which means

it runs sort of a diagnostic. If the

motion detector has come back up it

still shows what they call a fault in

it. We would have known the problem

lied in the main alarm panel.

not.
It did

So it worked?

Yes , sir. It worked fine once I had

replaced the censor.

And which panel did you go to to test

it?
Then we checked another censor in the

living room. I don' t remember if it

was the smoke or a glass break but it

was in --
MR. VALESKA: We obj ect . It I S not

responsive to
panel he went

THE COURT: Listen to his question

and try to answer and wait for the next

question. '
Yes, sir. We eventuallym sorry.

did go to the alarm panel to check the

batteries and everything in it.
(By Mr. Powell) Was that the one --

where was it?
It was located on the second floor

what' s been referred to as an attic.

It was more of a closet type. It was a

door - - it I S not on that panel. It' s a

door right - - you come into the bedroom
and take a right. There I S a bed on

your left and there I s a door directly
in front of you. It I S probably four
feet deep and then the roof slants

down. Once you go in the door the

alarm panel was right on your left.

And did you have to do any work on

that --
Well , we simply h
-- box or whatever it is?
We opened the box and it has a large

battery inside so if the power goes out

3113
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your alarm system stills works.
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disconnected it from the alarm and you

took a normal voltage tester just to

see, you know , if the battery was

wearing down because about every six

months they need to be replaced.
And what else did you do at the Tipton

residence that day?

Like I stated , there was an alarm in

the living room. m not sure - - I
can I t remember if it was a smoke or

glass breakage because there was some

large windows directly behind it.

I distinctly remember me and

But

Mr, Godbee - - there was a couch in the
way. We had , to move it to set up the
ladder to check it.
Was that in the back room you called

living room or do you know where the

living room is in that house?

I guess being referred to as the great

room where this couch right here.

was directly above that.

On the ceiling, is that what you mean?

Yes, sir.

3116
After you did that what else did you do

that day?

We did that. Like I said, it was

roughly right there above that couch.

Right above that couch in the drawing?

Yes, sir.
And after you did whatever to that

sensor that you had to do what next?

Like I said, we had already checked the

battery in the panel. Once we got done

with it we called the monitoring

company. Some alarms are monitored

some aren It depends. You pay a

monthly fee and it I sa company that
basically they have tellers with

computers. We call them , we give them

your account number , and we give them

Mr. Godbee has an access code to let

them know that he is the person who is

installing the alarm and we run the

diagnostic through the alarm company,

which means we tell them we' re fixing
to test the system. We then arm the

system , and all the different zones I

referred to whether it be doors, glass
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breakage censors , fire , mot ion

detector, we go through the house and

we set them all off. We make sure that

we go through there and we do whacever

is necessary to set them all off.

once we' re done we shut the alarm

Then

down. We call the monitoring company

back and we say, okay, what information

did you receive from the system? And

they'll go through and say zone one

front door entrance. They ll tell us

what all censors had been activated so

we know the alarm is functioning

properly.
And when you talk about a motion

detector I think like you said that

detects motion?

Yes , sir.

And you talk about a glass breakage?

Yes , sir.

And you got a some kind of device that

sounds like glass breaking?

Yes , sir. It' s just a box you hit the

button on and it makes literally the

sound Qf a window being busted.

Specifically it puts out a certain

frequency is my understanding that when

you break glass it has a high pitch to

it. That' s what the detector detects.
It' s listening - you can t just tap on

the glass and set it off , you have to

actually bust it.
How about was there any other kind of

censors besides the smoke out there

that you know of?

That I recall , no, sir. There was some

smoke detectors or heat detectors.

not sure which one they are.

Do you have anything on there that

would hook to the doors and windows?

I do not recall.

And after you checked that out and you

ran that test with that service

provider what did you do?

Well, at that point we left. Yeah , he

talked with her for a little while.

gathered up everything and made a walk-

through to make sure we didn t have. any

tools , scraps of wire , anything like
that left within the residence, took
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the ladders and all the toolboxes back 
outside and loaded them up on the van.
And was there anyone else there that

day besides Karen Tipton?

While I was taking everything back out

to the van someone had arrived. When I
went back in the house I carne and went

through. the front door. When I got QU 

there to put some stuff in the van

there was another vehicle. When I came

back in Mr. Godbee introduced me to

Mr. Tipton.
And when this other person that you

were introduced to by the name of

Mr. Tipton came in, had you finished
doing your work there?

Yes, sir. I was takingLike I said

everything back out to the van and I

already made sure we didn' t have many

tools or scraps laying around in the
residence.
DO you remember what time of day you

went out there?
No, sir , I do not.

Did you ever see any small children?

No, sir.
3120

There were no children at the

house the day I was out there.
So after you loaded up your things and

left that day, Daniel, have you ever

been back to that residence?

No, I have not.

Not for any reason?

, sir, not for any reason.

Did you ever have an occasion to make

any other service call there?

No, sir, I did not.

After you -- and I believe or represent

that to be somewhere around early

October 1995?

Yes, sir , if that' s what the record

states.
And after you worked on there several

months for Mr. Godbee s company you

said you had an occasion to go to other

residences where you made service

calls?
Yes , sir. ve been to several

residences usually with him. I went to

several commercial businesses without

him doing like I said a basic se ,ice
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call, Usually it involved batteries
and stuff like that.
And when you left employment with them

in December of ' 98 did you go tc work

3121

anywhere else?
Initially I moved to Hanceville

Alabama and while I was there I

initially gained employment at the

Wal- Mart Distribution Center working a

night shift.
And why did move to Hanceville

Alabama?

I enrolled at Wallace State Community

College. It' s a two year - - excuse me,
associate' s of science degree in

industrial electronics.

Well , do you remember when you enrolled
down there, Daniel?

I enrolled , like I said, late December

early January. I actually started

around mid-January I do believe is when

of the year when

3122
And how much did you make at Wal-Mart

Distribution Center?

It was around $7. 00 an hour. something

And what shift were you working?

I worked weekend shift , Friday night

Saturday night and Sunday night.

was a twelve hour shift, total of

thirty- six hours but they paid us for
forty.
Well , work thirty- seven and paid for

forty?
worked thirty- six but. yes, sir.
Thirty- six. m sorry. How long did

you work for Wal-Mart?

I didn' t work there but maybe two or

three weeks because about that time

classes started and , like I said , I was

getting off at like 7: 00 0 ' clock on a
Monday morning and having classes that

same day, and I just wasn t able to do

that.
Defendant' s Proposed Number 86 and 87

Daniel, and I' ll ask you if you can
identify what those are?
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Both of these are checks to me from

Wal-Mart. It doesn t say Distribution

Center but from Wal-Mart.
And do those checks have dates on them?

This one is February 4th. I do believe

that' s two. And this one is January

21st.
What year?

1999.

MR. POWELL: Okay. We would offer

Defendant' s Exhibit No. 86 and 87.
THE COURT: Show them admitted.

MR. VALESKA:

(By Mr. Powell)

No objection.

After you left the

Wal- Mart down there, Daniel , when

classes started back , did you have a

job anywhere else?

Once I quit at Wal-Mart about a week or

two before I turned in applications at
several places throughout Cullman.

was hired at Fresh Value. It' s a

grocery store in Cullman , Alabama.

And what' s the name of it?
Fresh Value Grocery.

Fresh Value?

3124 

I believe that' s right.
And when you went to work for them what

were you doing?

I was working in the meat department.

I would come in - - I didn' t do - - they
have two different saws for processing

different forms of meat. I usually

I would justcame in in the evening.

go through the coolers pulling out

stuff the expiration date was gone and

then the evenings I worked I was in

charge I had to pretty much hose doWn

the whole meat department room.

So you were kind of cleaning up?

Pretty much , sir.

How long did you work for them?

Until about a week or two before I was

arrested.
Let me ask you to look at this 88

proposed Defendant' s Exhibit 88.
you know what that is?

It' s paychecks from somewhere.

Do you see the dates on them?

Yes, sir. March 6th , March 13th , and

March 20th.
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Okay.

Of ' 99.
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Of 1999?

Yes , sir.

And do you recognize whether those are

the paychecks that you got from this

Fresh Value or whatever you re talking

about?
During these dates that was the only

place I worked.

MR. POWELL:

So it has to be.

We would offer number

S S, Your Honor,

THE DEFENDANT: May I get something

to drink?

MR. POWELL: Do you want me to get

it or you go get it.
THE COURT: Show it admitted.

(By Mr. Powell) So you talkedOkay.

about you said you worked for the Fresh

Value and cleaned up in the .meat

department down there up until a week

or two before you were arrested?

Yes , sir , somewhere in that line.

And during this period of time that you

Yes , sir.

And were you going to class?

Yes , sir.

What hours?

I had classes on Monday, Wednesday and

Friday from around 8: 00 or 8: 3 0 until
about 2:30 or 3:00 o clock in the

afternoon.
And sometime prior to this, Daniel

prior to the spring of 1999 , had you

ever received any tickets for instance

for DUI?

Yes , sir. I guess it was 1997 around

December I was working going to a place

over in Huntsville down Upper River

Road. State trooper pulled me over for

speeding and I was initially charged

with DUI, possession of marijuana

illegal possession of prohibited

liquor , open container , speeding, and I
think that was all of them.

Well , what did you do? How did you --
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how were those cases adjudicated?

I went to court. They initially wound

up they offered me a plea bargain.

They were willing to drop either the

DUI or the possession of marijuana.

Pretty much I was told I was going to

be prosecuted for one of the two and it

was pretty much my choice. Everything
else was dropped. I plead guilty to

the DUI.

And as a result of that pleading guilty

to the DUI , did you end up going to a

CRO?

Yes, sir , court referral officer.
was given a year and a day suspended

sentence I fine, court cost, I think it
was like one year I had to go see

Mr. Fields for once a month for like

one year.
And do you remember when the last time

you ever had to go to Mr.

office was?

Fields I

Yes, sir. It was in March of ' 99. 
Do you remember what day?

Aooording wi'h all 'hi, going an ir wa, 
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the 9th or the 12th one.

Friday.
It was a

It was on a Friday?

Yes , sir it was.

Do you remember that sometime about

then you made your last visit?

Yes, sir.
And about that period of time did you

have to make or on that last visit did

you have to make any kind of payment?

Yes, sir. Every time I came to see him

I was required to pay it' s a $20

supervision fee.
So on that Friday there in April of '

did you go and make your final payment?

Yes, sir, I did.

Would it be fair to say that was your

last $20 payment?

Well, it was my last $20 payment , yes

sir.
And you were working during this period

of time?

Yes, sir I was.

And also during this period of time,

Daniel , had you learned how to write
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that.
And the checks that you wrote for

certain items, for instance , what are

we talking about? Are you talking

about you write one to Wal-Mart or a

store?
Not at that point Usually I, sir.

would stop at a gas station , get $5

worth of gas, and write the check for

$45 , and they would give me $40 cash.

And did you ever buy any items of
merchandise at any stores that you

issued a check for?

Yes , sir, after that date.

And for instance, what are you talking

about?
I bought the firstI went to Sears.

occasion or when I got this item it was

a Sony camcorder with the button you

can flip. It' s sort of like night

vision so you can record stuff at

night. I then went back and I bought

two more on a separate occasion.

occasion I bought a five disk DVD

One

player. I bought probably thirty

something inch TV. I bought a Kenwood

car CD player. I went to places like

Rex and I bought another CD player.

bought a TV with built- in VCR.

been to Wal-Mart and buy those shelf

stereo systems , and I would buy them

and the following day I would take them

back and get a refund.
So when you carried them back and got a

refund did they give you a check back

or --
No, sir, they gave me cash.

What were you doing with that money,

Daniel?
Using it to buy drugs.

So even though you were using again at

this point in time were you still

functioning as far as all your jobs

goes and your schooling?

If you' re in reference to the days of

my last visit to Mr. Fields, I had been

using - - I had been drinking and I had

3129
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been using drugs off and on up until
3131

that day, It was not an every day or

every week but it was probably every

other weekend. It was an off and on

thing.
So to finance this you used your

paycheck as well as these checks?

On a couple of occasions, yes, sir.

But were you still attending your job

and attending? class?
Yes, sir , I was.

Now , let me fast forward a little bit

here to on or about the first week or

latter part of the first week of April

of 1999. Did you have an occasion to
go out to a place called JC Penny'

Yes, sir , I did.

And did you go in there and write them

a check for some merchandise?

Yes sirs I did.

Was the check good or bad?

It was bad.

And when you wrote this check and

presented it to the salesperson what

were you attempting to purchase?

3132
It was a twenty something inch

herringbone chain. It was originally

priced at eight hundred and something

dollars. It was on sale for I believe
it was three hundred and something.

Through my work with Mr. Godbee as I

said I ran a check scan. These are

things that they scan the bar code on

the bottom of the check and they check

with the company. I f you had bad
checks before this company knows about

it and they 'll decline that check.

they don t have any history of you

writing bad checks they 'll give you

what' s called an accept and that means

if the check is bad they'll guarantee

payment of it and then they would

pursue me or whoever for prosecuting

for the fees regarding that check.

For the chain, it had already been

placed in a box and in a bag sitting on

the counter. When she ran the check it

wouldn' t accept it. So she brought it
back to me and said, you know , it was

showing a problem , and I said , well
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I'll just go down to the bank and see

what the problem is and I would get

cash while I' m there and I said I'
come back.
Then what happened?

Well , she turned around to walk over

and do something to the computer and I

just grabbed the bag and ran.
As a result of that running did it end

up in a chase by the police department

which ultimately led to the wrapping of

your little truck around a tree

somewhere?

Yes , sir When I got in in a sense.

vehicle and left from the parking lot

they had come out and they stopped some

citizen and unbeknownst to me he was

following me talking to police on his

cell phone. I went down - - I ended up
on 6th Avenue heading toward

Hartselle, There was a lot of police

coming up behind me and some coming the

other way toward me. So I pulled over

in the Race Track gas station. I put

it in park , I cut the truck off , I

opened the door and I stepped out.

When I stepped out I looked up and the

officer - - I was parked here.
led up adj acentto me here and he

had opened his door and drawn his

pistol. When I saw the pistol I got

back in the truck and I cranked up and

took off.
And then did you crash?
Yes , sir. I went down Highway 31 , I

took a right on 67 , I went past the

Ramada Inn , which is where I was

staying. There s a tree line right
there. On the other side is one of the

board of education. I locked down the

brakes trying to, you know, pull up in

that driveway and pull in that tree

line and hopefully hide from the

police. The rear end of the truck went

off in the grass and I lost control.

slid sideways for a ways. I regained

control of the truck and tried to drive

between two trees. I lost control of

the truck again and I slammed into the

trees , and the driver s door hit and
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bounced me off the passenger door.

Did the police take you into their
control and arrest you?

Yes , sir , shortly af er the wreck.

And at that period of time had you

negotiated and written and cashed or

whatever some bad checks?

Yes, sir. I had written numerous.

Numerous. Do you have any idea how

many?

Between seventy- five and a hundred
total.
So this was - - do you remember what

date this crash occurred?

I do believe it was the 8th of April.

Sth of April , 1999?

Yes, sir.
And when they carried you and put you

in j ail on all these things including
running off with the JC Penny'

herringbone gold necklace, did you get

out on bail?

Not that night. I called my

grandparents and pretty much they told

me they were going to let me sit

3136
there. Well , my grandfather came and

bonded me out the next morning.

signed a property bond.

Okay. Prior to this date and time had

you ever purchased a shotgun?

Yes , sir. I bought it from K-Mart.
was a Mos sburg . 410 pump. It was

probably a week to a week and a half

before I stole the chain and ended up

totaling my truck out.

Are you sure it wasn' t more than that?

Well, it could have been. Like I said,
it was roughly - - there was about a

three to four week period where I was

writing all those checks. So it was

somewhere I would say around the middle

to latter half of that.

And it wasn' t until the incident out at

JC Penny' s that you had ever had a

problem negotiating one of these

checks?
I had had them rej ected before but I

would just leave and go somewhere else.

Now , on the night of April ' 99 did your
grandparents come and bail you out?
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Yes , sir , my grandfather did.

And after you got out of j ail where d d '

you go?

We went back to my room at the Ramada

and he was fussing at me , I mean , about

the things that I had been doing, about

stealing and ru ing from the police.
When we got back to the room he toldmf'.

to get all my stuff , he said he wanted

me to come stay with them and they were

going to put me back in treatment.

Of course, you were anxious to do that

that day, weren t you?

, sir I was not. I was already --

you know, I had in addition to being

charged with the second degree theft of

property they also charged me with

reckless endangerment, reckless

driving, attempting to elude, resisting

arrest , and there might have been some
other traffic offenses involved in that

also.
Did you plead guilty to those?

When I finally went to court several

months later they offered' me a plea

bargain. They dropped all the - - I
plead guilty to second degree theft, and

they dismissed all the other charges.

Have you ever been through a trial

before this one that you were accused

of something?

A trial, no , sir , I have not.

Okay. So after you got out of jail you

said your grandparents wanted you to

move in with them and carry you back to

treatment I believe?

Yes, sir.
And did you decline?

I told my grandfather I couldn'

didn t tell him about the bad checks.

I told him that me and some friends had

broke into a house in Cullman and that

the police were looking for me.

So did you ever try to get your

grandparents off of your bail bond?

Yes, I did. I had initially intended

on cashing some checks and getting a

bondsman myself. My grandfather

refused to leave me. He said come on

wi th us, you know , come back to the
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house, He said we'll call your
3139 ifather 

and talk to him and see what we need to

do.

It was at that point he called my

father. My father told him to call my

Uncle Sparky. I called my Uncle Sparky

and he came over there , and I pretty
much to d him I said, the police are

looking for me, you ve got

these charges, and I' m not going to go
to jail.
And why was Uncle Sparky over there?

Because my father told my grandfather

to call --
MR. VALESKA: We obj ect to that.

THE COURT: I'll sustain.

(By Mr. Powell) JustThat' s fine.
listen to me, Daniel.

Yes , sir. m sorry.
Did you have any discussion either with

Uncle Sparky, your dad or your

grandparents about getting them off of

your bail?
Yes, sir, I did.
And when and where was that?
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Once my uncle got there I told him that

the police were looking for me in

addition to the other charges , that I
planned on calling a bondsman to get my

grandparents off my bond, and that I

had no intention of going to prison.
And when you told -- when you say you

had no intention of going to prison

what are you talking about?

Well , they started telling me, you

know , I couldn' t ru and they would
catch me sooner or later , and - told

them that I wasn t planning on runing.

What were you planning?
I was planning on committing suicide.

Had you already made any effort to kill

yourself?
I had probably within a week before

that I had loaded a shell in the

shotgun and stuck the barrel to my

mouth , but I didn t want a closed

casket funeral so I didn'
Why were you suicidal?

I was - - I hurt my family a lot. The

drugs and the alcohol are a problem but
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it' s also a lifestyle. You know

, -

wasn : going around anybody I knew any

more. I was depressed, whatever you

want to call it, but I kept going back

to drugs. This isn' t what I wanted.
You know , I made a lot of mistakes in

my life. You know, like I said , I'
thrown away opportunities at a lot of

good jobs. I just decided everybody

would be, better off if I wasn I t around

any more.

Could you get off drugs by yourself?

, sir , at that time I didn' t feel

like I could.

Had you been able to?
For short periods of time , yes , sir.

How about drinking?

For short periods of time , yes , sir.

Are you an alcoholic?
Yes, sir.
Were you addicted to the use of drugs?

Yes , sir , I was.

Did your plan or effort to take your

own life have anything in the world to

do with Mrs. Tipton?

, sir , it did not.

Had you been reading the papers during

that period of time?

Yes, sir , I had read some papers.

Did you upon hearing or seeing in the

paper about Karen Tipton' s death , did
that ring a bell with you that you had

been there or that you knew her?

MR. DILL:

THE COURT:

Obj ect to 1 eading 

I'll overrule on that

one. He can answer that one.

As far as the name, no , sir. When I

saw a picture of the house in the paper

I recognized the house.

(By Mr. Powell) And you had never been

back there since that day you left with

Mr. Godbee?

, sir. The occasion with Mr. Godbee

was the only time I' ve ever been in
that home.

And so after you - - well , let me back
up a little bit. Did you ever sit down

and make any suicide letters?

Yes, sir. My uncle made my bond for

me. That evening - went back to the
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I still had crack.

started getting high. I called my

dealer, I got some more. I wrote some

more checks. I wrote out letters to my

family apologizing and saying good by.

Now , let' s back up a little bit.

You re talking about Uncle Sparky I

believe, you said made your bailor
bond, whatever you prefer to call it?

Yes, sir.
And after you was out there with Uncle

Sparky and your grandparents , did all
ever leave there and start toward the

jail ?

We got in my Uncle Sparky' s full- sized
Blazer and we left --

Who is we?

Me, my Uncle Sparky and my grandfather.

Okay. Where did y ' all go?

First we went by the bank. It was down

there I believe it was across the

street from your office. It'
somewhere in that general area.

cash money to pay the bondsman.

He got
Then

we went on down to the jail.

3144
At this time were you using drugs?

I had not been on it - - like I said, I
was arrested in the afternoon. I spent

all night in a holding cell at the

county jail. This was around lunch the

next day when I got out. It was

probably around the afternoon and I had

not used any since the morning before.

So when you got out that morning your
grandparents went on the bail?

Yes , sir. He signed a property bond.

And the conversation that youOkay.

had with Sparky and your grandparent s,
what was it about as far as who was

going to be on your bail bond?

Like I said, I told Uncle Sparky I had

no intention of going to prison or

jail, however I termed it, and told him

I intended on - - I was going to get a
hold of some money and I was going to

get a bondsman, and he said he would

pay the bondsman.

All right. Did you know at that time

how many worthless checks you had

issued?
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I knew it was a bunch. I had been

through a couple books of checks.

And did y ' all go down to the jail?
Yes sir I we did.

And on the way down there did you talk
to Uncle Sparky about not putting you

back in the jail?

He told me he knew someone in the

district attorney s office , the best

thing I could do would be to go talk to

them.

What did you tell them on the way down

there about this prior conduct that you

had had?

I just kept telling him that I couldn'

do it. I said, it wasn t going to

matter, and he kept saying, well , if I

cooperated with them , you know , I

wouldn' t be in as much trouble as if I

didn'
Did you ever tell anyone including your

Uncle Sparky that you had done any harm

to Karen Tipton?

, sir , I did not.

Do you remember what you did tell him

about that subject?

He started telling me that -- you know

like I said, I told him the initial

thing happened in Cullman. He said he

had a friend in the D. ' s office and

that we could talk to people and we

could get this worked out. - just kept

telling him I said , No , they' re not

going to do nothing. And he said,
Well, we need to at least talk to

them. I said , You don t understand.

said, About the lady that got killed

out on Chapel Hill Road. He said
Yeah. I said, Well , I had worked on

the alarm before. I said, Me and some

guys broke into the house. I said, It
was my job to get past the alarm.

said , When we got in the house and I

was upstairs trying to get in the safe

and I heard somebody scream. I said , I
came downstairs and apparently

Mrs. Tipton had come in and I said, By

the time I got down there one of the

guys had already killed her.

d was that the truth?

3145 '
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- - and basically
it was not.

So you understood that
that' s what Uncle Sparky told ,that you
told him out there going to the jai:

out there; is that correct?

Yes, sir.
And were you in that house on or about

March the 12th of 1999?

No sir 1 I was not.

Do you know where you were that day?

I was either - - I was in Decatur three
times that day, once to see Mr. Fields
and I did go down to Moulton Street and

bought some crack cocaine , a small

amount. I would use it when I was

drinking to sober up. I went back to

Cullman . Later that afternoon I came

back the second time. I bought some

more crack and I bought some

marijuana. I went back to Cullman.

Later that night came back a third
time and bought some more crack and
went home. Those were the only three
times I was in Decatur that day, and

that' s what I was there for is to get

3146 I
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drugs other than to see Mr. Fields.

Did you have money?

3148

The first - - well, yes, sir I had

money each time but it was a smaller

and smaller amount.

Did you ever on that date that you

talking about go out on Chapel Hill

Road to the Tipton residence?

, sir , I did not.

Did you have any buddies down at

Wallace State Technical College that
were going to school with you that were

from Hartselle?
T'. No, sir , not to my knowledge.

But you said that you told Uncle Sparky

that y' all had broke into that house
out there?

Yes , sir , that' s what I told him.

told, him that " you know, these
people - - he said he knew people in the

A. ' s office. I said they re not

going to do nothing for me because it

was my job to get past the alarm,

said, you know , I was - you know

, -

was very involved with it. They' re not
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going to cut me any kind of deal.

And why did you tell him that?
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Because he kept on and on about talking

to somebody and that , you , the

best thing I could do would be to talk

to somebody about this and I might can

get off with a lighter sentence.
you know , I already had all these

But,

charges from the theft and all that and

had all these checks coming in. I just

couldn' t see going to j ail or prison.
Did you want to get your grandparents

off your bond?

Yes , sir , I did.

Why?

It was my - - at the time I didn'

understand a lot about j ail and the
legal system and all that.

understanding was my grandfather put up

his property to arantee that I would

show up to court and if I didn' t show

up to court he could lose his property,
his home.

And so did you want him off?

Yes, sir , I did because I knew I wasn'

3150 .
they

wasn t going to be there.

Where were you going to be?

At that time I planned on being in a

coffin.
So after that night after you talked to

Uncle Sparky and your grandparents you

went back to the motel instead of going

to jail; is that right?

Yes , sir , I did.

So you didn' t have to go back in jail
that day?

No, sir I didn'

When you left your grandparents I home

what was the plan for you going to jail

or not?

My uncle got me off -- he paid the

bondsman. We stopped by the store and

I went in and cashed the check because

my grandfather had given me $20.

cashed another check and got enough

money to pay for one more night at the

hotel room. Like I said , I went back

and my Uncle Sparky told me he said

just don t do nothing tonight.

said , just get a good night' s sleep.

He said, think about this , you know

and I told him okay.

Did you tell him that you were going to

kill yourself?

Yes, sir , I told him I was going to

kill myself.

MR. POWELL: Judge, we are fixing

to start in these letters. It will

probably --
THE COURT: Good place to break?

Yes , sir.MR . POWELL:

THE COURT: re going to break

for lunch here, ladies and gentlemen,

If you'll stay seated while the jury

leaves, If you would remember the

instructions I I ve given you earlier
ladies and gent lemen. You re free to

go.
Mr. powell, we ve got some exhibits

on the jury box. Let' s gather those
up. Actually Mrs. Halbrooks published

them. I would like to gather them up

before we go.

(Whereupon , the following was

held outside the presence of

3152 i

the jury.
All right. Let theTHE COURT:

jury clear the elevators and you '

free to go. 'll start back at 1:30.

(Whereupon , at 12:00 p. , the

proceedings in the above-

entitled matter was recessed,

to reconvene at 1: 3 0 p, m, ,

this same day.
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THE COURT: Everybody be seated.
Mr. powell, your witness.
MR. POWELL: Daniel , I talked to

you a little prior to the noon recess

about what I believe to be State

Exhibit 141 and, Judge , I don

remember if it I s offered or not and if
not we do offer it.

THE COURT:

MR. POWELL:

State' s Exhibit 141?

Yes, sir.
THE COURT: I believe they'

already in.
I believe so.MR. POWELL:

THE COURT: If not I'll put them

in. You re not going to remark them

but just want to make sure --

MR. POWELL: No. I 22
123(By Mr. Powell) Specifically let me

ask you to look at these four envelopes

that were contained iri that Exhibit.
! 24

i 25
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Five.
Five?
Five envelopes.
Five them. What are they?
First one letter to my mother the

second one letter to my

stepfather third one letter to my

father, fourth one letter to my

little brother and the last one

101 letter to my sister.
THE COURT: They ''ere admitted

previously.
(By Mr. Powell) For instance you

started with the one about

- -

151 My mother moma.

What does say?
says moma. '17

And on the back what does say?

says love you.

When the last time you saw these?

p...

The night "rote them.

And what night was that? I 22
would the night before was 231

brought for questioning by the
Decatur Police Department.

After you were brought in on that

evening for questioning, Daniel , when

3155

did you next leave the presence of the

police or their custody?

They were with me - - I was under pol ice
guard the whole time at the hospital.

I was brought back from the hospital

and I was then requestioned by Officer

Pettey and Officer Hamilton. At that
point I was informed I had been

arrested for misdemeanor possession of

drug paraphernalia. I was taken over

to the courtroom over at the city

hall. I was brought before a judge.

He told me I was more than likely just
getting probation , something like that,

for the paraphernalia charge. I told,

him I wanted to go ahead and talk to my

lawyer. So he set my case off.

At that point I was taken back to

the -- I was put in a one-man cell in

the city jail, put under suicide

watch. Later that afternoon or the

next morning I had a gause bandage over

my chest wounds with a gause pack over

that. The dressing started leaking.
3156 !

They called the ambulance again and

took me back to the hospital and they

changed my dressing. They brought me

back. The next morning I was led to

believe they were going to - - they
didn' t want me in there because of the
medical and all that. They were going
to release me on a signature bond

because i was just a misdemeanor

charge. My family came off my bond on

the theft charge at the county jail

because they were scared I might go

back to drug use.

MR. VALESKA: We obj ect to - - never

mind. Withdraw it.

MR. POWELL: Don t say what they

said.
THE COURT: Ask him another

question if you would.

(By Mr. Powell) So the questionOkay,

I originally asked was you were 

their custody for a period of time.

you remember how long?

The city -- just the city police I was
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in the hospital a couple of days.

was probably in the city jail two or

three days before I was transferred

over to the county jail.

Was it on or about April the 9th that

you were first talked to by

Mr. Hamilton and Mr. Pettey?
I would say that' s about correct.
Let me ask you this, Daniel. Where

were you when they came and asked,
asked you to come downtown with them?

I was in the hotel room. This was the

day after I bonded out. Like I said , I
still had drugs left and I got some

more that evening. I had been up all

night. I had called my drug dealer to

bring me some more. I was going to go

get some prescription pills. He said
he was on the way. Ten minutes after I

called him and I had a crack can in my

hand somebody knocked on the door, and

I assumed it was him. I opened the

door and it was Detectives Pettey and

Hamilton standing there. I had my hand

behind the door and I went to shut it

and one of them stuck their foot in

front of it, and I stuck my foot in

front of it. I crushed the can and

dropped it and then I stepped back.

They asked me, Why did you try to shut

the door on us? I said, 'ilell, I was

drinking a beer and just paranoid.

You say you had been up all night that

night before they came and got you that

morning?

Yes, sir I had.

Do you remember about what time it was

they came over there and knocked on

your door?

Seems like it was around lunch.
mean

time.
I couldn' t give you an exact

You don t know what time it was?

No, sir , I don'

So the night of the Sth after you had

gone over to the j ail and Uncle Sparky
and them let you go back to your room?

r;. Yes , sir.

Did you have any lapses in memory or

blackouts or anything?

3157
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I did not.

You say you were using crack cocaine?

Yes, sir.
And what is crack cocaine?

Crack cocaine is a mixture of cocaine

and baking soda. It' s cooked in water

and it' s more powerful than cocaine
alone. .. It I S more addictive due to the
fumes given off from the chemicals it'

mixed with.
How much did you weigh on or about

April the 9th , 1999?

As of the 9th , I know when: was

transferred from the county to the city

jail - - excuse me, The night I was

arrested for the theft I had to see the

doctor because my elbow was split up

from the wreck and I had to see about

giving me stitches. And I weighed it

was somewhere in the range of 125 to

130 pounds.

How much do you weigh today?

I weigh about 180 right now.

And when you use - - you re talking

about a can, .beer can or paraphernalia

you were arrested for having

paraphernalia after they came in your

3160 i

motel room?

Yes, sir, that' s correct.

What do you do with a beer can in order

to ingest a rock of cocaine?

Crush the top of it down o a flat
surface, poke small holes in it, poke a

hole in the side, Then put cigarette

ashes over the small holes and put the

crack on top of it and it melts and the

ashes pretty much hold it, and you just

inhale the smoke. The hole in the side

is to let air come through.

a homemade pipe.
It' s just

Do you take one of those Bic lighters,

that type of lighters and burn it?

that what you do?

Yes, sir , you melt it.

And then while you' re doing that you

inhaling it?
Yes , sir.

And when you re on that crack cocaine

like that , what does it do to you?

You don' t really think about a whole
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be around people period. 24
So you said that -- let me ask 

3162 
look , I don t remember what number the 

lot else. I mean , it' s really hard to
It gives you like a headdescribe.

rush , something like that. But, I
mean pretty much that! all you do.

It' s not a social drug, You don

smoke crack and go to a party or

something like that. It' s bad to make

you paranoid , you know , stuff like

that. But it' s a very -- it' s kind of

an isolatory drug. You don' t do it

around a whole lot of people. Pretty
much once you start smoking it that'

all do you just sit there and smoke.

You won t really think about anything

else.
Do you get sleepy?

, sir , you do not get sleepy.

Do you get hungry?

, sir you do not get hungry.

Do you get to where you want to have

any relationss with other people or

sex?

State' s Exhibit is, Daniel , but I'll

show you a copy of one of the State'

exhibits which I'll represent to be a

waiver that you signed and initialed on

a certain date. Do you recognize that
date?
It' s 4/9, April 9th , 9:39 a.

That' s my signature and my initials.
Okay. Do you believe that to be the

correct time that you would have signed

that?
Yes, sir, if that' s what it says.

How long was it after they took you out

of that motel room until you signed it?

Probably whenever we got there to the

interrogation room. I don t have an

exact recollection of signing it but

that is my signature.

Okay. When you got down there that

morning and you went in the
interrogation room at the City of

Decatur, do you remember that?

Yes, sir , I do.
Who else was in there?
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Just myself , Officer Pettey and

Hamilton.

3163 i
Officer 

And you heard the testimony from

Mr. Pettey that when they got you out

there they did a pat down search to make
sure you didn J t have any weapons?
No, sir, they did not. When they

entered' the room I took my foot out
from behind the door and, you know

they asked me why I tried to slam it.
I told them I had a beer in my hand.

And they said, well, we' ve got some

questions we need to ask you. I sat

down on the bed and got my cigarette

pack and I said, well , have a seat.

They said, no, we need to go down to

the station. I said all right and I

lit up a cigarette , and once we stepped

outside they said you can' t smoke in

the car. So I took a couple more puffs

and I threw it away and put my

cigarettes in this pocket and my

lighter in the other pocket. They put
me in the rear of the car and I believe

it was Officer Hamilton that sat in the

rear with me.
3164

He walked around the
other side and Officer Pettey gpt in

the front. I was never searched.
So after you came down and signed that

wai ver did they start asking you

questions?
Yes, sir , they did.

Do you remember what they asked you?

They started asking me who my friends

were, who I hung around with, and I

just kind of ignored them. When they

kept on I said, look, who my friends

are isn' t any of your business.
that point I think one of them said

look, Daniel , we ve already talked to
your family and we know what you did.

At that point I told them, well , I want
to talk to a lawyer.

Did you know what he was talking about

at that point in time?
I knew when they showed up it

probably -- I mean , I knew it had to do

with what I told my uncle, but I tried

co lie , you know. I didn' t really want

to accept that. I would say it was
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probably about the theft but, I mean I !
3165

pretty much knew what they were there

for.
At this point iTI time how were you

, 13
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feeling?
Well , it' s hard to explain. I mean,
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pretty paranoid basically. You know

like I said, I had been up all night

and now I' m with a bunch of police and
I just - - it wasn' t a very pleasant

situation for me.

Were you ill?

I wasn t really ill. I was real

nervous.
Were you coming down off of a crack

high?
MR. VALESKA' We obj ect to him

testifying.
THE COURT: I'll sustain.

(By Mr. Powell) When was the last time

you had smoked any crack?

Right before I answered the door.
Okay. And was those beer cans used

that you smoked crack with , were they

in the room and visible?

They weren t visible. I had them --

you can only use one for so long and it

gets clogged up and you have to make a

new one. I had the rest of them

crushed and put away where if you walk

in the room you wouldn t see all this

stuff sitting around.

Do you know how long you were down

there in the interrogation room that

morning with the two officers?

, sir, I don t but it seemed like a

pretty good while.

And at some point in time did they

leave the room?

Yes , sir , they did.

d after they had been gone from the

room a while what did you do?

Well , it was pretty much right after

they left the room due to some of the

conversation we had and state of mind I

was already in , I mean , I was already

contemplating suicide. I was already

planning on it and with all the stuff

that '.-ent on in that room I just said
tha t ' s it, and I reached in my pocket
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got my pocket knife out and I remember

I grabbed the arm of the chair and I

gritted my teeth because I expected it

to hurt. I felt where my heartbeat was

and I stabbed myself what I thought it

seemed like about five or six times.

found out later it was fifteen. I set

the knife down, and I leaned back in my

chair and I waited to die.
and I didn' t f eel nothing,

I sat there

I mean, no

pain , no nothing. I looked down and 

had a bunch of blood on my shirt.

mean I was conscious. So I reached up

and grabbed the knife and I don

know - - I can t remember which hand I

held it with , bu I felt my heartbeat

and I held it like that and I drove my

hand in with the other one and that one

hurt. Last thing I remember before I

passed out was leaning up and sitting

the knife on the table. And next thing

I knew I was out in the hallway on a

stretcher. I had a bunch of people

around me, and I remember telling them

I was going to be sick. I leaned over

316S
and the only thing I had on my stomach

was a glass of water I drank. They

took me down and they were talking - - I
can' t remember what all they said. But

they put me in the ambulance and it was

hurt ing bad then.
MR. VALESKA: We obj ect . It' s not

responsive to the question.

THE COURT: Ask him another

question.
(By Mr. Powell) So do youOkay.

remember what was said to you by the

police officers fmmediately before they

left the room where you stabbed

yourself?
Yes , sir, I do.

What?

They had been - - I wouldn' t answer for
a while. I repeatedly asked for a

lawyer and they just kept ignoring it.
And finally they said , look, if you

don' t have anything to hide how come

you won' t cooperate with us? And I
said, Why won' you bring me a lawyer?

And he said, I' m not going to get you a
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lawyer. He said you re not going 
anywhere until you tell me what I want 

to know. At that point I just shut
::d

::t
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and then they 

MR. VALESKA: We object, 
nonrespons i ve .

(By Mr. Powell) After you were in the
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ambulance and going to the hospital

Daniel , do you remember that part of
the trip?
Yes, sir I do because my wounds were

hurting and the paramedic he seen

that - - he knew that my lung was
punctured. He had both hands on my

20 I
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wound and was pressing down on it , and

that really hurt. I was screaming and

I was trying to get out from under him

because the more he pressed down the

more it hurt. And it was pretty much

that way until we got to the hospital.

".ll right. That was on April the 9th.
Do you remember staying in the hospital

two or three days, ever how long it

was?

do you

the City
of Decatur and going back to the

interrogation room?

Yes , sir. Once I got here they took me

straight to the interrogation room.

How did you feel then?

I mean, I was still on pain medication

but I wasn' t high. You know , I just

sat down and

for a while.

you know talked to them

At that point in time do you remember

what they asked you?

They started asking me about my actions

on the day Mrs. Tipton was murdered.

They asked me why I tried to kill

myself and I told them. They asked me

why I said what I said to my uncle.

told them. They wanted to know all

about that , when I had been out to the
house and worked on the alarm , how if

you' re going to break into a house how

to get by an alarm , you know , the

different -- all the different
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things - - we talked a while about alarm
systems, Finally after it was a while

they said , okay, got up and on the way

back to the j ail they told me that some
of the officers in the -- I forget the

name they used for it but it was about
the bad checks I had been writing were

probably going to be coming to talk to

me. At that point I was taken over to

the city jail , and I didn' t see them

again until later that year.

So after they carried you back to the

city yail did you go ahead and bond out

on the new charges , the possession of

paraphernalia?
NO, sir. That same day I was taken

into court or I want to say that same

day or the day after it might have

been, taken into court and it was just

one of the prosecutors, the Judge and

myself. They told me if I would plead

guilty I would probably just get

probation, maybe a fine, something like

that. And I told them , no , I want to

talk to a lawyer.

3172
And did you later talk to an attorney

about representation in that case?

Yes , sir. Several months later

Sergeant Harvey, who' s over at the city

jail , came over to the county. I was

working in the kitchen as a trustee

and he got me and walked me over in a

courtroom with a lot of people in it

and sat me down on the front row. Some

lawyer, I don' t even know hi s name,

came and talked to me and he said the

Court is offering you a plea bargain.

He said they' re offering to give you
thirty days in jail run concurrent with

the time I was already serving in the

county jail. And he said, no fines , no

court cost and no probation.

Did you enter a plea of guilty to the

paraphernalia charge?

Yes , sir , I did.

At what point in time , Daniel , do you

remember the exact date that you

entered a plea of guilty to the theft

of the necklace charge?

Around probably -- no , it was before
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October. Probably around August or

September of that year,

Okay. During that interim time from

back around the middle of April of '
until the fall of 1999 did anybody ever

come and talk to you again about the

Tipton case?

Not until the fall, sir,
early October.

It was 

And who came to you then?

I was in - - had been transported to
Cullman County jail because I had wrote

a lot of bad cheoks up there. I was

waiting to go to court. They came

upstairs and got me one day, took me

down and took me to an interview room.

Officer pettey ' was sitting inside.
fiaaaDirl:n:aay card from my

grandmother. I just had my birthday.

He had a card from my grandmother in21 Florida. He said somehow or another
the card had got mailed to over there

and that he wanted to bring it up to24 me. He then asked me' if I would 
25 willing to submit samples for DNA
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testing and I refused. Once again he

asked me he said, look, everything that

went on that day, he said , if you don'

have anything to hide how come you

won t cooperate with us. I just looked

at him and I said, how come that day

how come you wouldn' t bring me a lawyer

when I asked for one. He just kind of

shrugged his shoulders.

At that point I just got up and

walked out , kind of startled the
officers there , and they put my

handcuffs on me, which is what they do

when they bring you out, and took me

back upstairs. About a week later they
came got me

- -

MR. VALESKA: Objection. That'
not responsive to the question.

THE COURT: Ask him another

question. Don' t let him testify in a

narrative.
(By Mr. Powell) Did you hear any more

from them iri several days , Daniel?

ike I said , about a week later I was

brought down , put in handcuffs and
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shackles , put in the back of a Cullman

County. Officer Pettey and Officer

Hamilton were there. They had a

warrant or an order or whatever signed

by a Cullman County Judge allowing them

to take samples off me for DNA testing.

So they did that down at Cullman

Hospital; is that correct?

Yes, sir. The hospital on 278.

think it! Cullman Regional Center.
At some point in time or I believe at

that period of time had you or had you

not been placed in j ail for the
necklace case?

I had been in jail. I was transferred

from Morgan County j ail to Cullman
County jail. I had been incarcerated

since the day of the initial interview.

So you hadn' t been back out?

, sir , I had not been back out on the

street.
Now that point time after

CuI 1 man County down there that fall
when they took the samples when did
you next here from them?

3176 i
Well was November 1st 2000

before I saw them again.

So that would have been about how much

later?
Little over a year. About a year and a

month or two months.

So who did see at that time?

I was at Limestone Prison. I had come

from work release and they put me 

the prison the following day.

taken to the warden' s office.
I was

Officer
Pettey and Officer Hamilton came in and

said we need to take some pictures.

I 'stood up and they took pictures with
a Polaroid camera, and I sat down and

they handed me a Grand Jury indictment

on the charges of capital murder. They

said , now - - Offioer Pettey looked at
me and said last time we talked, you

know , you said that you were involved.

As soon as he said that I said, no,

sir. I told you' last time we talked I

t have anything to do with thi s .
I said, now , I don t have anything else

to say to you until I talk to a lawyer
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and at that point they took me back

my cell in the segregation unit.
During the time that you were over

there were you ever moved from East

Limestone to any work release?
That was before that , sir.

'N'hen was that?
I was sent down - - I was sent to the

Department of Corrections penitentiary

system in January of 2000. I was

transferred to Bullock Prison in

Bullock County where I took a substance

abuse program that I was court ordered

to take. At the end of that program I

was then sent to Frar Lee. It I S an
honor camp, no fences. I was there for

two weeks before I went to Decatur Work

Release located out on Highway 20.

was there for about four or five

months. I was working two jobs the

majority of the time.

I was on the job on October 31st

when I looked up and two sergeants from 

the work release were coming in the

building. They came down , took me out

to the van , put me in restraints and

all they would tell me was that they

said my lacement at work release known

as community custody, someone had

protested me being at work release 

Later that afternoon IMorgan County.
was taken up to Limestone Prison, I was

processed in, and I was put into a

one-man cell. The following afternoon
is when Officer pettery and Officer

Hamilton came to speak to me.

So since then have you been back in the

system this whole time?

On December 7th of that year I had

what' s known as a split sentence.
had to do -- I had a three year term.
I had to do eighteen months of it.
December 7th of 2000 I did what you

call EOS. I ended my sentence on that

eighteen month part, I was brought

back to the Morgan County jail.
stayed there until they shut the jail

down for rennovation. I 'lias sent to
I stayed from theChilton County jail.

fall of 2001 to about January of this
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year. Then we were brought back to the

county j ail. I stayed there this past

summer. I asked the Court to violate

my probation so that I could get out of

the county jail. I was sent back down

to prison. I was sent to Kilby

Correctional Facility which is where

everybody has to go through upon being

sent to the penitentiary. I was placed
in a segregatin unit in a one-man cell

where I stayed until I was brought back

up here for the preliminary matters

relating to this trial.

Can you remember in July of 2001 where

you were?

July of 2001 I was in the Morgan County

jail.
Do you know a Redmon fellow that was up

here the other day to testify?

Yes, sir, I know David Redmon.

Do you know when your mother employed

us to represent you?

About a few days after I had been at

Limestone Prison you and Mrs. Halbrooks

came and talked to me.

180 I

It was sometime

shortly therein.
Was that - - what year was that?
That was December of 2000.

This is nearly two years ago?

Yes , sir , something like that.

At that time had you ever - - excuse
me. At that time going back to July

of -- I mean December of about 2000

shortly thereafter we agreed to

represent you in this case; is that

correct?
Yes , sir, that' s correct.

In July of 2001 did you have any

conversation with Mr. Redmon about

anything that happened on March the

12th , 1999?

ve only with anyone other than my

lawyers discussed certain aspects of

this case which are known to both

sides. Most people I tell them I don

talk about it. I I ve known Mr. Redmon.

ve never called him at his house but

we have friends in commcn and I' ve seen

him at parties --

MR. VALESKA: We obj ect . It' s not
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responsive to the question.

THE COURT: Listen to the question

and answer the question and wait for

the next question.

THE WITNESS:

(By Mr. Powell)

Yes, sir.
Did you in July of

2001 have any conversation in the

Morgan County jail with Mr. Redmon

about the events of March 12 , 1999?

Yes, sir, I did.

What did you say?
I told him that first off I didn' t do

it and that everyone that knows me

knows I didn' I related to him the

fact that a large quantity of drugs

were found at the house yet the owner

has never been ' charged wi th them. And

I told him that there were people who

were there around in full view of the

house all day long and they never saw

anybody come or leave. I didn t say

anything else relating to this case to

him.

And that was some seven or eight months

after we were employed to represent

you?

Somewhere in there , yes, sir.
And have we discussed various items of

the case with you , pros and cons of the

case?
Yes , sir , you had.

And did we also advise you not to speak

of this case in any manner?

Yes, sir. You told me not to say

anything relating to it.
Did we also tell you not to even talk

about it?
Yes , sir , you did.

Did you make a statement to Mr. Redmon

that I was high and I don' t remember

what I was doing or anything of that

nature?
, sir , I did not.

Let me ask you this. Have you ever

broken into the residence out at 2330

Chapel Hill Road?

, sir I have not.

Have you ever been back to that house

eicher by yourself or with anyone since

the day you and Mr. Godbee was there?
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I have not.

Have you ever known anything about this

case except what you read in the paper

until we were employed?

Yes , sir. Until you were employed all

I knew is what I had seen in the news

or read in the papers.

And did you keep up with it in the

local paper when this was going on?

I wouldn t say really kept up with it

but I seen several articles or items

about it in the news and I read a

couple of papers where it was displayed

on the front page.

What was -- what called your attention

to the fact that you had been to that

house?
The picture of it on the front page I

recognized the house.

Did you remember their names?

No, sir , not right off.

So going back then to what you told

Uncle Sparky.

Yes , sir.

And you already testified what you told

3184
him.

Yes, sir I have.

I want to ask you again, were you in

that house when Karen Tipton was

murdered?
No, sir I was not.

Have you ever assuming that there was a

purse or camcorder or pocketbook or

credit card or pager or cell phone

have you ever seen or do you have any

knowledge about the items that they say

were taken from that house?

, sir , I do not.

Again , when they searched your
apartment and truck and your motel room

you were incarcerated?
Yes, sir ! I was.

MR. POWELL: That' s all.
EXAINATION

VALESKA ,

Now , Mr. Moore , you told Sparky Moore

that you were in Karen Tipton s house,

didn' t you?
Yes, sir , I told him that.

d tell the ladies and gentlemen what
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Sparky Moore said to you about you,
Daniel Moore , telling the people that

killed Karen Tipton where your

grandparents lived.
that?

Do you remember

He asked me if they knew what they

lived.
What did you tell them?

I told him , no, sir, they don'

Now , that' s when Sparky Moore told you

we can go to the D . A. ' s office and

clean this up, didn' t he?

, sir. He said that prior to that

statement.
Right. That day your Uncle Sparky

Moore said , Daniel, we can go see Wes

Lavender and clean all this up, didn

he?
When I was telling him that it happened

in Cullman, yes, sir.
And you didn' . take him up on that , did

you?

, sir, I did not.

Now, you told the ladies and

of the jury a minute ago when

police, Pettey and Hamilton, came to

your door you knew why they were there?

Once they identified themselves as

police officers I imagine it had to do

wi th what I told my uncle, yes, sir.
And before that, before that you had

never stuck that Mossburg in your mouth

and pulled the trigger, had you?

I had not pulled the trigger, no, sir.
But you knew that Uncle Sparky Moore

was going to call the cops because of

what you told him , didn' t you?

I didn' t want to think that he would

but once they were there I ew that'

what had happened , yes, sir.
And that' s the night you wrote your

suicide letters , right , the night

before you knew the cops would be

corning the next 'day?

No, sir , I did not know they would be

corning.

Well , did you think Uncle Sparky was

going to sit on that information whep

you confessed to being in Karen

Tipton s house the day she was

3185
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I didn' t know what he would do sir.
Well , how long had you known Herman

Sparky Moore?

My entire life, sir.
Law abiding citizen; right?

Yes, sir , he is.

And you told him you had been in the

house when Karen Tipton got murdered

and you didn' t think that he would tell
the police?

I didn' t know what he would do,No.

sir.
Well you had never harmed a hair on

Daniel Wade Moore s head until the

police told you they were looking at

you for killing Karen Tipton; right?

Yes, sir , that is a correct statement.
That' s the first time you' ve ever hurt

yourself?
Yes , sir.

In fact , you told this jury, oh , I

wasn' t going co shoot myself because I

wanted an open coffin?
Yes, sir, I did.

31881
Well, you gave Karen Tipton a closed

coffin , didn' you?

NO, sir , I did not.

Now , do you remember when Mr. Powell

asked you about 12 March 1999? Do you

remember him asking you about that?

Yes , sir , I do.

You said you went to the Court referral

officer.
Yes 1 sir, I did, Mr. Gerald Fields.

What did you tell Mr. Powell you did

next in Decatur, Alabama?

I went down to Moulton Street and I

bought some crack. I stopped at a gas

station on my way to the interstate and

I bought some beer and I went back to

Cullman or Hanceville, Alabama where I

had the apartment.

Now , then you told Mr. Powell something

else about crack. Do you remember

that , on March the 12th?
Yes, sir.
Tell the ladies and gentlemen of the

jury what you said the second time?

r came back a second time to buy more
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of f Moul ton Street. I couldn' t get a

hold of the guy I normally bought

from. I bought some crack and bought

some marijuana and I returned to

Hanceville , Alabama again.

What did you tell Mr. Powell you did

later?
Later that night I returned to Decatur

for a third time. This time I got a

hold of the guy who I usually went to

and I bought some more crack and I went

back to Hanceville , Alabama.

And , of course , that was Darnell

Ellison; right?

Yes, sir, it was.

And you called Darnell on the phone

three times on March the 12th , didn't

you?

That' s what the records show , yes , sir.

You don' t remember, Mr. Wade?

I remember calling him. I don

remember exactly how many times or what

was said, but that' s what the record

shows, yes , sir.

And you just told the ladies and

gentlemen of the jury that you bought

crack here twice and went back to

Hanceville?
Three times , sir.

Why didn' t you just buy it all at one

time, Mr. Moore?

Because the first two times I bought

off the street. The easiest way they

said they sell it rock by rock.

I just asked you why you didn' t buy it
all at one time?
Because I couldn' t get a hold of

Mr. Ellison and I get more for less

money from him.
little bit.

So I just bought a

d you ran out of money after you left

the Court referral office and went to

Moulton Street to buy your crack;

right?
, sir I did not.

And then you went out to 2330 Chapel

Hill Road on your crack and went up to

the door at Karen Tipton' s and knocked

on the door , didn' t you, Mr. Moore?

, sir , I did not.

3189 3191
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call before, sir.
And you told the ladies and gentlemen

of the jury that you and Mr. Godbee

walked up to the front door and knocked

on it?
Yes , sir . we did.

And what did Mrs. Tipton do?

She answered the door , Mr. Godbee told

her how you doing and we went inside.
She let you right, Mr. Moore?

Yes, sir , she did.
Now , the day you came to the Court

referral office to pay your $20 , what

did you bring with you?

I don t believe anything, sir.

Were you staying at the Ramada Inn on

March the 12 th?
, I was not.

Where were you staying?

I was staying at my apartment in

Hanceville, Alabama.

3192
State' s Exhibit 133, Mr. Moore , look at

it and open it up.

Yes, sir.
Whose is it?

That' s mine, sir.
Where was it on March the 12th , 1999?

It was at my apartment in Hanceville

Alabama.

And, of course , it looked a little bit

different that day, didn t it , than it
does today?

Yes, sir. It had a sticker on it at

the time.

And what did that sticker say?

It said AEA in big letters and under it

had the address and phone number of the

alarm company that I used to work for.
And show the ladies and gentlemen of

the jury where that sticker was?

Right here in this area.

Look inside there. You already did.

Is there anything in there that will

cut the wires that were on the keypad?

Yes sir there is.
And what' s that , Mr. Moore?
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Pair of small needlenose pliers that

are used for working on eletronics.
Now , when the police came out to your

motel room there at the Ramada Ir , why

were you living in the motel room?

Because I got tired of having to make

the long drive from Hanceville to

Decatur and back to buy drugs.
So you had an apartment in Hanceville;

right?
Yes , sir, I did.

And you were staying in a motel room;

right?
Yes, sir I 'las.

How much was that a day to stay in 

motel room?

Around $40, $50 a day, sir.
$40 or $50 a day to spend the night;

right?
Yes , sir it was.

d how much did that crack cocaine

cost you.

I went through about $100 to $150 worth

a day.

Now , let' s see , that' s $280 a week for

the motel.

Roughl Y sir , yes.
And $150 for how much crack cocaine?

It' s about the size of a matchbox , sir.

How many did you do a day?

About one of those a day, sir.
Of course , the high doesn' t last for

about ten minutes; right?
That' s with each hit, yes, sir.
And how many hits in a matchbox?

You can cut about, depends on the size,
thirty to forty rocks out of that one

piece.
That' s $1, 200 on crack cocain per week

right , if it' s $150 for a matchbox?
Dollarwise.
Did the meat market where you were

working pay that kind of money to you?

No, sir, it did not.

And , of course, the check companies had

caught on to you; right?

Not at that time, s

When you started going to turn in your

checks that were no good and, of
course , that' s a lie, isn' t it,
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Mr. Moore?

, sir. I didn' t wrice the checks co

the bank, sir.
Writing a bad check aint a lie

Mr. Moore?

I wrote them , yes, sir, but you implied

I wrote them to the bank. I didn' t do

that, sir.
m saying you lied about havingNo.

money to cover those checks?

Oh, yes , sir , I did.

That' s a lie; right?
Yes , sir. I did not have the funds to

pay those checks.

So the people that you were presenting

the checks to they didn' t know you were
lying, did they?

No, sir , they did not.

And there ain t no way for this jury to

know whether you re lying either , is

there?
NO, sir , there is not.

But you are an accomplished liar

aren t you , Mr. Moore?

Yes, sir , I guess you could say that.

And the meat market and all the bad

checks don' t add up to that kind of
money a week, $1, 500 a week; right?
Yes, sir. Some of the drugs you'

implying I traded goods for.
The question I asked you, Mr. Moore,

was the meat market salary and the

checks that were you kiting did not

come up to what you were spending a

week on a room and your dope, did it?

Yes, sir, they did.

So therefore you were fine. You had

plenty of money to get all the dope you

wanted?
I wouldn' t say plenty. I wrote enough

to get me some and when I ran out I

wrote more checks or I bought more

goods.
And, of course, you never stole

anything from anybody, did you?

Yes , sir, I have.

JC Penney' s, sir,
I stole a chain from

And you told the ladies and gentlemen

of the jury that you were upstairs in

Dr. Tipton s house in the master
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bedroom working in that little four
foot closet. Remember that?

You mean on the service call sir?
Right.
Yes, sir. I checked the main alarm

panel that is off the master bedroom

sir.
And I guess you saw what was laying

around Karen Tipton' s bedroom; right?
Yes, sir , I would imagine so.
Like jewelry?

Not that I recall.

Not that you recall. Now , do you

remember -- in fact , you lied to your

employer , Mr. Godbee , didn' t you , about

the work you done one time?

him testify in here?

You heard

Yes, sir , I did hear him.
And when you and Mr. Godbee went out

there, you saw that was a pretty nice

house; right?
They had a nice home, yes , sir , they

did.
And that wouldn' t - - a nice home like

that wouldn' t interest no crackhead

sneak thief , would it?
I guess that depends on the individual

sir.
Well , did you go down to Moulton Street

and steal anything from the people down

there?
NO, sir, I did not.

But, of course, you called him

Mr. Tipton but you know Dr. Tipton had

plenty of stuff that you saw in his

house; right?
I was not aware at the time that he was

a doctor , sir.

Were you aware, Mr. Moore, that there

were any valuables in that house when

you went there with Sparky Moore on a

service call on Octcber the 2nd or

whatever date you told the jury?

THE COURT: Do you to want to

restate your question?

(By Mr. Valeska) Yes, sir. Did you

see any valuables at all in the Tipton

house when you and Howard Godbee went

there on a service call in October?

Yes , sir. They had a nice home.
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And if a crackhead sneak thief needed

any money to support a $2 000 a week 
crack habit , he knew where the Tipton 
house was; right?
If they had been there before, yes

sir.
You had?

es, Slr, I had.

When you told Sparky Moore that you

were in the house when Karen Tipton got

killed, you told the ladies and

gentlemen of the jury that that was a

lie that you told Sparky; right?

Yes , sir , it was.

And the reason you said it was a lie

was because your friends that you said

were downstairs killing Karen Tipton,

they didn' t exist, did they?
NO, sir.

The fact of the matter is , Mr. Moore

it was the truth in that statement

because you killed Karen Tipton?

, sir, I did not.

Now , when Sparky Moore asked you to

identify the people who were downstairs

killing Karen Tipton like you told

right?
him ,

32 00 

Yes, sir.
You didn give him any names?

No, sir , I did not.

And you didn t say, oh, that was just a

joke , Uncle Sparky, did you?
No, sir, I did not.

And the next day when the police showed

up you knew why they were there?

Yes, sir.
Now, you told this jury that when the

police asked you for DNA you refused?

Yes, sir , I did.

Didn' t they explain to you that DNA

might clear you of the crime?

, sir , they did not.

But you refused?
Yes, sir , I did.

And it' s your testimony that when Mike

Pettey and Barry Hamilton left the

interview room on 9 April that you

whipped out your knife?

Yes, sir.
knife.

I pulled out my pocket
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And you ve seen the knife; right?

Yes , sir, I have seen it.
That' s your knife?
Yes sir , it is.
And you went to stabbing yourself?
Yes , sir.

times.
I stabbed myself several

And I assume you carried that knife

with you all the time?

Yes , sir, or one similar.

So did you have a knife with you on 12

March 1999?

It was very probable I did , sir.

And you were high on the crack you told

us about?

Yes, sir I was.

And you re telling this jury that you

didn' t go to Karen Tipton s house?

That is correct , sir, I did not go

there.
There' s no doubt on the 12th of March

you called Darnell Ellison that night
three times?

Yes, sir I knew him as Don.

Right , Don. Well , it di ' t make any

3202
difference to you whether it was Don or
Darnell, did it?
No, sir , not really.

And that night after paying your money

co the Court referral officer you had

cash; right?
Yes, sir , I had money left.
And you gave it to Mr. Ellison?

Yes, sir, and two other individuals.
Now , when the police first talked to

you after they got you out of the

Ramada Inn motel room, they asked you

about the Tiptons and where they lived;

correct?
Not initiallily; sir. Later on in the

conversation, yes, sir, they did.
You denied knowing where the .Tiptons
lived, didn' t you?

Yes , sir , I did.

Buc once they mentioned Howard Godbee

you knew that the police knew that you

had worked for Howard Godbee; right?

Yes , sir.

And that' s the first time you ever
mentioned that you had been in the
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Tipton home ever; right?

To the police yes , sir.

3203

Right. You never provided the names to

Police Officers Pettey and Hamilton

when they asked you the names of the

men that you said were downstairs

killing Karen Tipton , did you?

NO, sir , I did not.

So if your layer asked Mr. Pettey when

he was on the stand why they didn' t go
search out all the male students at the

junior college you went to there

weren' t any, were there?

There were male students yes, sir, but

I didn' t give them any names, sir.
Had you given them the names of the

people you said killed Karen Tipton

Officer Pettey could have gone and

found them; right?
Yes, sir , I imagine he could.

But the truth of the matter is,
Mr. Moore, is there never was anybody

else in Karen Tipton' s house with you,

was there?

MR. POWELL: We obj ect to the form

3204
of that question.

THE WITNESS: I was never in Karen

sir.Tipton' s house
THE COURT:

MR. POWELL:

I'll overrule.

Never mind. I'll
withdraw it.

THE WITNESS: Excuse me.

(By Mr. Valeska) The police and your

uncle gave you a chance to provide the

names of anybody that you first brought

up were killing Karen Tipton?

Yes, sir, that' s true.

And you told Uncle Sparky that you were

on the second floor of the Tipton

house; right?
Yes, sir , I told him I was upstairs.

And, of course, all this investigation

and all this talk with your lawyers and

sitting in here, you now know that

Karen Tipton was found dead on the

second floor; right?

Yes , sir, I have since learned that.

And, of course, when Mr. Sherman Powell

asked you about reading the newspaper

you told him that you did?
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Yes, sir I did.

Now , are you telling this jury that a

crackhead sneak thief reads the

newspaper?

Yes, sir I did read the newspaper.

Did you read the editorials, Mr. Moore?

No, sir , I did not.

Did you read the classifieds to look

for a job?

No, sir, I did not.

Truth of the matter is , Mr. Moore , all

this time prior to March the 12th , 1999

when you were hooked on crack cocaine

you never even looked at a newspaper

did you?

ve read several newspapers, sir , from

various areas.
And when the police came to your motel

room you had the beer can wi th the
crack cocaine in it in your hand?

Yes, sir , I did when I answered the
door.
And, of course, that was after you told

Sparky Moore what had happened in the

Tipton residence; right?

Yes, sir it was.

And that' s when you tell the ladies and
gentlemen of the jury that that night

you became suicidal?

I was already suicidal, sir.
Well, you never harmed yourself up

until 9 April 1999 , did you?

NO, sir. Not actually harmed myself

no.
And, of course, you had plenty of

opportuni ty to do it?

Yes , I did.

And you told the ladies and gentlemen

of the jury that you were just afraid

, going to j ail and your bond coming
off; right?

I was scared of going to prison , sir.

And Sparky Moore told you that he would

pay the bondsman to keep you out of

jail on 8 April 1999; right?

He agreed to go ahead and pay it , yes
sir.
So you

right?
going to j ail that day;TNeren

, Slr , not that day.

3205 

And that' s what put you in such an
tizzy that you had to go home and think
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about killing yourself?

Sir, I had already been contemplating

killing myself.

Well , had you written any notes to

anybody prior to that night, Mr. Moore?

No, sir, I had not.

And when you went to the Court referral

office that morning on 12 March 1999

'\.

do you remember that?

Yes , sir, I do.

Were you on crack then?

, sir, I was not. I was sober at the

time.
And, of course, they didn' t give you

any tests?
, sir , they did not.

But the minute you got out of there you

were on your way to Moulton Street?
Yes, sir I did as soon as I left

there.
Now , in all the jobs that you told the

ladies and gentlemen of the jury about

you told them you didn' t keep any jobs
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any amount of time?

No lengthy amount, no, sir.
And, of course, Sparky Moore has been

in the house construction business all

of your life?
Since I was young, yes, sir.
Now , you gave the ladies and gentlemen

a list of the drugs that you have
taken.

Yes , sir.

And what was that, please , sir?

Marijuana, acid , ecstasy, cocaine,

crack , crystal methamphetamine, and

some prescription pills,

What about Oxycodone?

That' s a prescription pill , that' s a

Lorcet. Oxycontin.
Were you on that back then too?

, sir. I took them at various times

though , yes, sir.
So is there any drug that you hadn'

taken?
ve never done heroin , never done

needles, anything of that nature.

Now , after you had done all this buying
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of crack cocaine on 12 March 1999

where did you go that night?

I went back to my apartment in

Hanceville, Alabama , sir.

Where did you go the next day?

I might have gone to work. I might

have come back to Decatur, sir.

not real sure,

What about the day after that?

m not real sure, sir.
What about the day after that?

m not real sure, sir.
And the reason you re not very sure is

because you were strung out on dope

you didn' t know what you were doing;
right?
NO, sir , not really at that point , no.

But you don t remember where you were?

m sure I went to work one of those

days.
Well , were you back down on Moulton

Street looking for Mr. Ellison?

I might have been , sir.

And , of course, there' s no way for the

Court referral office to know where you

were on 13 March?

No, sir, there is not.

On 14 March?

No, sir.
On 15 March?

, sir.

Did you go anywhere out of state?

, sir. I don t believe I' ve ever

left the State during that time frame.
But you told the ladies and gentlemen

of the jury that you knew how to get

to, what was it , Bruton , South Alabama?

Bruton?
Did you not tell the ladies and

gentlemen of the jury under direction

examination by Mr. Powell that you had

been or knew of some junior college

in --
I had been to Monroeville, Alabama

above Mobile, sir. I lived down there

for a short while with my father.
attended Patrick Henry State Community

College.
So you had somewhere to go after March

the 12th of 1999 if you wanted to?

3209 '
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My father was no longer

1 i ving down there , sir.

Well, was anybody you knew 1 i ving down

there?
No, sir, there was not.

Now , when Officer Pettey and

Mr. Hamilton picked you up at the motel

room and took you back down to the

police department, you told the ladies

and gentlemen of the jury you knew what

it was about?

Yes , sir. I didn t want to admit it to

myself but I knew when they showed up I

knew what they were there for.

But you never told Officers Pettey and

Hamil ton that I know why you guys are

here , to talk to me about the Tipton

murder , did you?
No, sir, I did not.

You never said, oh , what I told Sparky

Moore was a joke or wrong, did you?

Yes , sir , I did tell them that later on

in the interview.

Later on; right?

3212
But when first asked about whether you

Yes, sir.

had told anyone about the murder of

Karen Tipton you denied it, didn' t yOU?

Yes , I did, I denied it.

That' s a lie, isn' t it?
Yes , sir , it is.

Right then , Mr. Moore, if you had not

been involved in the murder of Karen

Tipton you could have told the police

right then that - know what Uncle

Sparky told you but I' m telling you I
had nothing to do with it?

Yes , sir , I could have told them that,
yes , sir.

And you did not?

NO, sir.

But it doesn' t bother you to run from

the police when you' re not caught, does

, Mr. Moore?

I knew I was caught , sir.

I didn' t ask you that, Mr. Moore.

said it doesn' t bother you to flee from

the police when you are not caught;

right?
m not sure exactly what you re trying
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to imply with that, sir.
Didn' t you tell these ladies and

gentlemen of the jury that one time

when the police were after you you

jumped in your truck and took off?

I stopped , cut off the truck and when I

stepped out the officer had pulled his

pistol out and was leaned out across

the car. When I saw the gun I got back

in my truck and I left, sir.

, you' re telling us you ran because

the police officer pulled out his gun?

I was high and when I saw a gun, yes

sir , it startled me.
well, he didn' t shoot you, did he?

No, sir , he did not.

But you ran from the police and smashed

up your own truck?

Yes, sir , I did.
And you were given every opportunity by

your own relative, Herman Sparky Moore,

to go talk to the authorities about

what you told Sparky concerning the

death of Karen Tipton on 8 April 1999?

Yes / sir. He asked me repeated times

to go talk to a guy he knew in the

district attorney s office.
Well , do you like Uncle Sparky?

Yes , sir, I do.

Do you trust him?

Yes , sir.

And you still wouldn' t do what he told

you to do?

, sir, because of the other crimes I

knew were fixing to be -- I was fixing

to have warrants for.

Well , up until then , Mr. Moore you

hadn' t been in jail at all; right?

Other than for like I stated the DUI

and the possession of marijuana.

been arrested once for open container.
You hadn' t spent any time in j ail for
any of those little things, have you?

No more than a few hours, no , sir.

But after you told Sparky Moore about

being upstairs in Karen Tipton' s house

you knew you were going to jail then

didn' t you , Mr. Moore?
For the other crimes, yes, sir, but

nothing relating to that, sir.
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MR. VALESKA:
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Judge , I need just
just a minute.

THE COURT: Sure. Take what time
you need.

(Brief pause.

(By Mr. Valeska) Now , tell the ladies

and gentlemen of the jury, Mr. Moore,

how much money you had left when you

left the Court referral office on 12

March 1999?

I can t give you an exact amount , sir.

m not sure exactly how much I had on

me.

In fact you didn' t have any money
except what it took you to buy the

first crack cocaine down on Moulton

Street; right?

, sir. I know I had enough for the

first two and I also bought the

marijuana on the second trip.

believe I wrote some checks to obtain

more money when I came back the third

time.
And , of course, we haven t seen any

checks dated 12 March 1999?

None have been shown to me , sir.

Well , you were the one writing them

around town, Mr. Moore; right?

Yes, sir. I wrote numerous bad checks.

On your account?
Yes , sir, on my account.

And you told the ladies and gentlemen

of the jury that you would go to Sears

and you bought a Sony camcorder wi 
night vision?

It has a switch you can flip. It I S not
true night vision but makes where

you can video- tape night a night

setting without much light.
And, course you could use that

look at somebody' s house at night;

right?
You probably could , yes, sir.

And can you tell the ladies and

gentlemen of the jury where you were on

11 March 1999?

, sir , I could not.

And, of course, when your grandfather

put up the house for you so you could

get out he told you you had to come
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stay with him; right?
Yes , sir , and that they were going to

put me back in treatment.
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But you turned that down, di ' t you?
Yes , sir , I did.

Just like you turned down telling the

police anything about Karen Tipton when

they talked to you on 9 April 1999

until they mentioned Howard Godbee;

right?
Yes sir I that is true.

And , of course , there I s no way for this
jury to know when you' re lying, right,
Mr. Moore?

No, sir there' s not.

Truth of the matter is, Mr. Moore, that

you went out there , got Karen Tipton to

let you into her house, then attacked

her and you killed her and you stole

all that property that the jury has

heard about?

No, sir , I did not.

MR, VALESKA:

Judge.
Just one second

(Brief pause.

(By Mr. Valeska) And it' s your
testimony to this jury that on 12 March

1999 you were in the Decatur area from

10: 30 at least in the morning until you
saw Darnell Ellison that night after

you called him three times to get your

dope?

Right. I was not in Decatur the wole

time, sir.
You had access to the Decatur area that

whole day, didn' you Mr. oore?
Yes, sir, I did.

You could go anywhere in Decatur on 12

March 1999; right?

I could have went anywhere , sir.

MR, VALESKA: That' s all. Wait

just one second.

THE COURT: Hang on, Mr. Powell.
MR, VALESKA: That' s all I have.
THE COURT: Redirect.
MR . POWELL: Yes, sir. Defendant'

Exhibit 89 , 90 , 91, Your Honor.

EXAINATION

POWELL:

Let me ask you to look at ' Defendant'

211

5 I

Exhibit 91, Daniel.

This is a 89 , sir.

3219 i

89.

Yes , sir.

What is that?

This is the check I wrote to J-Mart on

my account for $9. 09 on March the 12th
of ' 99.

That also shows the back of it there?

Yes, sir, it does. There' s the back
where it was processed by the cash

machine , stamped from Compass Bank and
then I guess this looks like --
On the back of that Defendant I s Exhibit

Number 89 there' s also a copy of the

same check?

Yes, sir , it is,

And what does it show on it?

It says returned not something.

got NSF and it' s got an X.

It'

Did you write that check on your

account on March the 12th, 1999?

Yes, sir. That' s my handwriting and my
signature.
Let me ask you to look at Defendant'

322
Exhibit Number 90 and identify that

please, sir?
This is a check wrote by me to

Southmart Number Five on March the 12th

for $31. 30.

And what does the next page of it

reflect?
Next page is stamped for deposit only,
Southtrust Bank.

Let me ask you to look at 91 and see if

you can identify that?

This is the check wrote by me to

Jet-Pep for $29, 21. It has again for

deposit only Jet-Pep, Compass Bank

stamp on the back. It' s again stamped

on the front NFS , nonsufficient funds.

Do you know why you wrote those checks

like in Number 89 to the J-Mart?

I couldn' t tell you right off, no , sir.

And where is J-Mart?

Mart Lee I s is a gas station out 
priceville right by Interstate 65.

And did you receive any cash back for

that check?

I do not believe SO sir.
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How abouc this one , Number 90 , to

Southmart?
I could have. I do not recollect

though, sir.
$31.30?

Yes, sir.
Where is Southmart Number Five?

m not real sure, sir. I believe it'
one of the Wally World Stations.

And this one is Jet- Pep, it r SOkay.

Number 91, it' s for how much?

$29. 21, sir.
And these were checks that you wrote

that day?

Yes , sir all on March 12.

Did you buy that much gas?

No, sir, I did not.

When you would write checks like this

would you receive any cash?

On a lot of occasions, yes, sir.
So on that date you were still writing

Yes, sir , I was.
MR . POWELL: We would like to offer

, 90, and 91 , Your Honor.

THE COURT: You may.

(By Mr. Powell) These items, these

five letters that you wrote to mama,

Tracy --
Ryan, daddy and Gordon.

Have you ever seen those before today

after you wrote them?

No, sir, I have not.

MR. POWELL:

THE COURT:

That' s all.
Cross?

MR. VALESKA: Just a few.

17 BY MR. VALESKA:

EXAI:-ATION

Mr. Powell just asked you about check
for $9. 09; right?

201 Yes sir.
21i How much dope can you buy for $9.

::1

down Moulton Street?
None, sir.
None. then asked you about check

for $31. 30; right?
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And you said you couldn t remember if

you got any money or not?

, sir , not to be - - I do not recall
exactly what that check was for.

So if you got no money you can t buy no

dope; right?
, sir.

Then he talked to you about $29. 21;

right?
Yes , sir.

How much dope can you buy for $29. 21?

You can buy some but not a lot.

Then he asked you about the letters;

right?
Yes , sir , he did.

Wrote them letters after you told

32241

Sparky Moore that you killed Karen

Tipton, didn' t you?

Yes, sir , I did.
MR. VALESKA: That' s all.
MR. POWELL:

THE COURT:

No more questions.

Thank you , sir. You

may stand down.

Want to break here?

MR . POWELL:

THE COURT:

I believe so , Judge.

We' re going to take our

afternoon break right here. m going
to put the Court in recess for twenty

minutes. If the jury would retire to

the jury lounge and everybody else stay

seated while they exit. Remember the

instructions I' ve been giving you the
last couple of weeks now.

(Whereupon , the .following was
held outside the presence of

the jury.
THE COURT: There are rest rooms on

every floor. If you want to give the

jury about ten minutes access to these

you' re free to move about now.

start back at ten after.

We'll

(Whereupon

taken. )

a recess was

THE COURT: I asked Mr. Powell if

they were going to rest because I don

want to bring the jury in and then send

them out after he announces that he

rests and send the jury out to take up

motions. So are you ready ' to make your
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decision? Mr. Powell , do you have

anything further for the record? Are

you going to rest or are you going to

call more testimony?

MR. POWELL: Judge , before we rest

we do have a couple things to offer.
MRS. HALBROOKS: We previously

marked as Defendant' s Exhibit 57 the

statement of Kevin Bloodworth and we

would like to offer that at this time

Your Honor.

THE COURT: It' s been in.
Everything that' s been in it is in the

record. Any obj ection from the State?

We went over it word for word.

MR. VALESKA: Right. I don' t think

it' s admissible. They' ve been over it

word for word but , you know, it' s been
there.

MR. DILL: And there s some things

that have been contradicted by other

fact witnesses. There' s some things
the statement where he says , you know

this was said to me and then they'

called in people who came back and

said, well, no I didn' t say that.

it' s inaccurate on its face.

THE COURT: Well , that would be a

question for the jury. You know

ordinarily I would say no

automatically. With Officer
Bloodworth' s situation and he was 

you know , we tried to accommodate him

by not bringing him here. m leaning
toward putting it in. I mean it'
technically not admissible. The jury
has heard it. So is there any real

heartburn that the State has about

putting it in?

MR. VALESKA: Well , it' s like the
Court said, you know , we accomodated

them every way with Bloodworth, and all

that' s come in. It' s like the Court

said, you know before I wouldn' t have

let it in anyway. So other than that

you know, I just ask the Court, of
course we re not going to arguments

right now , depending on whether they

rest and our rebuttal , I just ask the

Court to think about it.

3225
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THE COURT: Is there any parts of
3227 

it you didn' t go over?

MR. POWELL:

THE COURT:

No.

I thought you went over

it line-by- line word-by-word , didn

you?

MR. POWELL: Yes sir. Judge, the
only ex eption to that would be the

statement that Bonnie Kidd who did

appear as a witness in this case and we

say that would be admissible because

they cross- examined Bonnie Kidd and

they could have cross-examined her

about part of that that' s her statement

as well.
MR. VALESKA: And here' s the point

Judge. In this statement by

Mr. Bloodworth , which they did not go

into, is that Kidd also relayed that

she thought the victim had a small

scruffy looking dog. Well , she never

testified to that, and there s no

reason for the Court to let that part

go, Then she goes on to further say

that --

3228
I f there' s some part ofTHE COURT:

it that was left out previously, I

mean , it is inadmissible. The only
reason I would let it in is because

Bloodworth was unavailable.

MR. POWELL: I think you have an

option just to clip that last paragraph

about her off then.

THE COURT: To redact it.
MR. DILL: Well , I think you also

have to redact the part about where he

goes into this generalized statement

about what the members of the paving

crew said because they called in

members of the paving crew and two

members of the paving crew said we

never said at least several of the

things that are generally attributed to

the whole crew.

THE COURT: But that could be

offered for impeachment purposes.

me that would be the part that would

come in because you can offer it for

something other than the truth

asserted. You can offer it for
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impeachment purposes and then it comes

in.
MR. VALESKA: Like I said , when the

Court looks at the last part of this

you 'll see that that stuff was never

asked by their witness. In fact it'
just never come out. Now it' s in a

document and it' s like we said,

Bloodworth wasn' t available but she

was.

MR. POWELL: She was here, Judge,

and she testified and they had an

opportunity to cross-examine her.

MR. VALESKA: m sorry. Go ahead
Mr. Powell. I didn' t mean to

interrupt.
MR. DILL: And it' s really double

hearsay.
THE COURT: Well , I' m not going to

let it in. I think you ve got the bulk

of the testimony out of it. You had

opportunity to go over it without

obj ection really as I recall.
concerns me that part of it wasn' t gone

into and then the only evidence before

those portions. All right.about,
there anything else?

MRS. HALBROOKS: Your Honor , the

Defense rests at this time.
THE COURT: Okay. Do you want to

renew your motions that you made

earlier?
MR. POWELL: Yes.

MRS. P.ALBROOKS: Yes

THE COURT: I still think that

there s enough evidence to go to the

jury on the issues charged in che

indictment. So we 'll go to rebuttal.

Do you have rebuttal?

MR. VALESKA: Yes , sir.

THE COURT: Are you ready to go

with it?
MR. VALESKA: Yes sir.
THE COURT: Do you want me to send

for the jury?

3229 i
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MR. VALESKA:
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ve sent for him.

THE COURT: Can I send for the

jury?
MR. VALESKA: Yes , sir.

THE COURT: Mr. Penn , if you 'll get

me a jury.

(Whereupon , the following was

held in the presence of the

jury. )
THE COURT: Thank you. Be seated.
Ladies and gentlemen, the Defense

has rested, and rather than me bring

you in here and let them say we rest in

front of you and then send you back out

to take up the matters I always have to

take up when one side rests , I let them

go ahead and rest on the record and we

took up those matters before I sent for

you.

At the close of the Defense case

the State has the right to present

rebuttal testimony.

And, Mr. Valeska, if you' re ready

we'll call your next witness.

MR. VALESKA: M. Nowlin,

THE COURT: Come around

3230 

the jury would those portions
this statement that, what was her
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MR. POWELL: Kidd.
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Mr. Nowlin. Raise your right hand.

(Witness sworn.

THE COURT: Your witness
Mr. Valeska.

NOWLIN

A witness for the State

was sworn and testified as follows:

EXINATION

VALESKA :

State your name , please, sir for the

ladies and gentlemen of the jury and

the Court.

My name is H. M. Nowlin.

And where do you live, sir?

I live at 1831 Brookemead Road

Southeast, Decatur.

What do you do here in Decatur?

m a real estate lawyer and also

real estate developer.

I 1m a

And how long you been doing that here

in Decatur?

Since 1975.

Let me take you to the week of March

the 5th and ask you to tell the ladies
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and gentlemen of the jury where you

were , please, sir?

3233
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I guess that was a Friday.

I was here in Decatur.

That Friday

What about the next day?

The next day I left with my family to

go on a ski trip to Beaver Creek

Colorado. My wife went with me, my

six- year- old daughter , my four year
old - - excuse me, they are f our years
old now. They were six months old at

the time , six month old twin sons, and

my wife s brother and his wife , my

brother- in- law and sister- in- law.
went to Beaver Creek , Colorado for a

ski trip.
And what day did you arrive in Beaver

Creek , Colorado?

On the 6th of March.

And did you bring anything with you,

Mr. Nowlin?

Yes, sir , I did.
And would you get out what shows your

arri val in Beaver Creek?
I have my statement from the resort

that we stayed at. It' s called The

Charter at Beaver Creek.

Just one second, Mr. Nowlin.

Mark that for me, Toby.

Also I have --
You can t talk. s got to take it

down.

MR . POWELL: Judge , at this time we
obj ect to this testimony. This is
rebuttal. They' re trying to start with

a new apparently case in chief

witness. I don' t even know what

they' re trying to rebut. Certainly
we' ve never said that H. M. Nowlin was
accused of the death of this lady.

don I t know what this rebuttal is for.

THE COURT: What are you trying to

prove?
MR. VALESKA: They have brought up

and introduced into this case this name

and this person. They have brought a

witness in here that says that she

identified this man from some photo she

saw in the newspaper as being out at

Dr. Tipton' s house.
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THE COURT: Not on the day of the
3235 i

murder though.
MR. VALESKA: Right. But I want to

show where he was before the week of

that and then I' m going to finish up
with the rest of it.

May it please the

Don has a way of hearing

MR . POWELL:

Court, Judge.

the evidence differently from my view

apparently.
MR. VALESKA:

MR . POWELL:

Judge, I --
And the testimony in

this case is nobody has testified that

he was there that day or that they saw

him that day or anything like that.

That' s just not rebuttal. There' s no

evidence in here to say anybody --

3236 

THE COURT: You know I can

comment on the evidence , but I do tend

to agree with Mr. Powell that there was

nothing that implicated Mr. Nowlin on

the day of the murder in any way.

MR. VALESKA: They have told this

Court from day one opportunity,
opportunity, opportunity counts.

S certainly rebuttable. And if

:::' want to state to this jury that
wasn t there that day and had nothing

to do with Karen Tipton just like he

did I'll go back to the next question.

MR. POWELL: Judge, you know , if we

would have said there was a Chinaman

out there that day and he wanted to

bring a billion Chinese in to say I

didn t do it I might understand that

but we have no evidence, there s been

no testimony, not even an inference of

evidence that said Honorable H. 

Nowlin was seen or out there on Friday

March 12th of 1999. That I s just not
true.

THE COURT: I don t see what can be

accomplished with the testimony.

MR. VALESKA: What I told the Court

a minute ago , they brought in two

witnesses in their case and they

brought his name into it. We didn'

and it' s certainly rebuttable.

will move on now based on his

But I

statement.
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THE COURT: That' s fine. Let I S

move on.

MR. VALESKA: Great.
(By Mr. Valeska) Mr. Nowlin , have you

ever in your entire life gone out to

Dr. and Karen Tipton' s house?

NO, sir , I never in my life went to

their house.

MR. VALESKA: Your witness.

11 BY MR. POWELL,

EXAINATION

13 
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, did you have an ' 85 or '
Chevrolet pickup truck?
I had an ' 87.
187?

Right.
What color was it?

It' s mostly rusted now but it was an

old gray ' 87.

truck.
It was a full- sized

::1
171

BY MR. DILL,

19 Q. State

251

MR. POWELL:

THE COURT:

That' s -all.
Anything else?

EXAINATION

VALESKA :

Full sized?

Yes , sir.

MR. VALESKA: That' s all from
Mr. Nowlin.

THE COURT: Thank you , sir , for

coming.

THE WITNESS: Thank you.

Judge, I' m going toMR. VALESKA:

withdraw 200 through 206.

THE COURT: Okay.

If you would raise your right hand

please, sir.
(Witness sworn.

THE COURT: Mr. Dill , your witness.
RUSSELL YAWN

A witness for the State

was sworn and testified as follows:

EXAINATION

your name for the record.

Russell Yawn.

Where do you work Mr. Yawn?

I work for the Office of Prosecution

Services in Montgomery.

And in what capacity are you employed

there?

3237
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m an investigator.

And how long have you been employed

3239

with OPS?

Since July of this year,

What did do you before that?

I was a sergeant with the Shelby County

Sheriff' s office. My primary

responsibility was the investigation of

child abuse and child exploitation.

How long have you been in law

enforcement?
Almost eighteen years.
And have you received any sort of

specialized training in regard to your

law enforcement experience?

Yes , sir I have.

Could you describe that for the ladies

and gentlemen of the jury?

Yes. In 1994 I attended an intensive

seminar in Washington, D. C. that dealt
with computer evidence. At that time I

- became DOS seizure certified.

Subsequently I received certification

3240 I

in DOS processing as well as windows 95

and Windows 98 processing. That falls

up under the umbrella of a certified

forensic computer examiner.

And have you ever gone to any

specialized classes with regard to

forensic computer e amination?
Yes, sir, I have. In addition to that

semi ar I' ve attended a number of
schools put on by the Federal Bureau of

Investigation as well as several

commercial companies , data access in

Miami , couple of school s in Birmingham

several schools like that.
And have you ever been an instructor in

the field of forensic computer

sciences?
Yes, sir , I have. For the past eight

years I' ve either taught or assisted in
the teaching of over a thousand law

enforcement officers literally from

across the United States. These would

include officers from state and city

governments or law enforcement

agencies federal agencies such as the

FBI , Army CID , IRS CID , Department of

Defense, NASA, CIA as well as officers
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and agents from across the world to

include Great Britain , Netherlands

Germany, Taiwan , Japan, Bahamas, New

Zealand and . Australia.
Have you ever been certified as an

expert in Alabama courtrooms for

forensic computer examination?

Yes, sir, I have. In the 18th circuit.
MR. DILL: State moves to admit

Russell Yawn as an expert in forensic

computer examination.
THE COURT:

(By Mr. Dill)

Granted.
Now , Mr. Yawn, were you

approached by somebody from my office

with regard to some information that

had been downloaded from the Tipton

computer?
Yes , sir I was.

And when were you first provided this

information?
Friday afternoon at approximately

5:00 p.
Okay.

MR. POWELL: Could he define what

Friday afternoon that was , please?

THE COURT: I assume it wasYes.

last.
THE WITNESS: Last Friday.

THE COURT: That would have been

the 15th of November?

THE WITNESS:

(By Mr. Dill)

Yes, sir.
Were you provided with

some floppy disks to look at?

Yes, sir. fiveI was supplied with

three and a half inch diskettes.
And did you have a chance to review

those disks?

Yes, sir, I did.

And what was - - well , there was some
informat ion on those disks; is that
correct?
Yes, sir there was.

Can you tell when that information had

been accessed?

Z\. The first diskette that I labeled it as

number one was the results from

execution of a search warrant from the

America On- Line service provider. The

subsequent diskettes contained a number

of files that the majority of the files

3241
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were accessed between 3/11 and 3/12 of 

1999.

And could you tell just generally the

time that the information on those last

four diskettes were accessed?

Approximately early to midmorning.

From around 10: 00 0' clock to around
12:00 o clock.
From the information that you were

provided, was there anyway that anybody

could determine if those files had ever

been looked at by anybody prior to the

dates that you ve mentioned?

No, sir , there' s no way to determine

that.
Anything else would just be pure

speculation?
That' s correct.
The information that you mentioned that

was recovered from the AOL subpoena

what sort of information was that?

That was primarily the account holder

information , billing address, method of

payment , and any type of operat ional
procedure that took place as far as

121
122
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upon the execution of the search

warrant the AOL staff took over the

"" 

account , changed the password and shut
it down. In addition there was also

the log- on and log-off times for this
particular account.

And could you explain to the ladies and

gentlemen what the term spam means?

Spam is generally considered

unsolicited or junk e-mail that
normally carries some type of

advertisement. Typically it' s going to

There' s generally somebe pornography.

that' s going to involve medications,

specif ically, the sale of Viagra, and

certain other products or services that

people normally wouldn' t go out and try

to obtain.

And did you see any evidence based on

your experience and expertise of any

spam on that disk?

Yes, sir. There were several unread

e-mail messages that appeared to be

spam or junk e-mail.

All right. m going to show you some
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of the Defense documents that the

Def ense has introduced. Defense
Exhibits 80 , 79, 81 , and 82 and ask you

to just flip through that and see if

that' s famil iar to you.

Those appear to be the files from the

four diskettes.
Okay. Those are the hard copies of the

files that you were provided by our

office this weekend; is that correct?

That' s correct.

And what form were those files stored

in on the disks? Is it fair to say

that these are temporary internet

files?
These are consistent with the way

temporary internet files are stored on

the disk.
And what could you tell from looking at

the temporary internet files that were

stored on those disks?

Well , there were a number of , of

course , graphic images but there was

also a number of HTML documents or web

pages that had the thumbnails embedded

within them. So if the user went out

to the web site and looked at one of

the web sites , they may download

through the process of the way the

browser works a number of these images

automatically.
So you can' t tell if whoever was on the

computer that morning actually looked

at all those images; is that correct?

That' s correct.

And is there anyway to tell if each one

of those images was accessed

individually?
No, sir , there s no way.

Can you explain how there might be

multiple images that might be accessed

at the same time?

On these web pages there are typically

small graphic images that are commonly

referred to as thumbnail images and

these are imprinted or imbedded inside

the web page itself. So when the user

goes out to the internet all that

information is transferred from the

host or the site, the web site , and
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copied over to the hard drive locally

so that the premises is that if they go

back to the web site it doesn' t have to

download that information again.

just reads it locally. It speeds up

the viewing process or the browser

process. Within the web pages itself

there are a number of again thumbnail

image s . So it is possible for the user

to download to their drive ten or

fifteen graphic images at a time.

And all those would be stored or would

be created on this temporary internet

files just from one click?

That is correct.

And was there any information from the

information that you were provided that

indicated anybody had attempted to save

this or anything?

, sir.

Just it had been accessed at one point?

Just that it was accessed at one

point.
And are you familiar in your experience

and in your field of expertise with

,,"

pop-up windows?

Yes, sir , I am.

And what dQes that mean. How do those

work?

Well, with some of these sites they use

the pop'-up or also referred to as push

technology, and you try to exit out of

the web site or the web page and

multiple windows will pop open , each

with some graphic images. In some

instances it' s very difficult to close

all those windows out. Again , as you

try to close them out more windows are

going to pop open and those windows

typically have graphic images embedded

as well.
And sometimes those windows pop open

behind what' s being looked at?
Yes, sir.
You might not even know they' re there?

That' s correct.
When you re logging onto the computer?

That' s correct.

And there' s been some testimony with
regard to something called instant
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3249that? Are you familiar with

Yes , sir , I am.

What is that?

Instant messaging is a real-time

client-to- client communications tool.
Basically the communication session is

taken place between one user s computer

and the other user s computer , and it'

two- way real-time chat if you will.

Based on your experience in dealing

with these things in the past , are

instant messages normally recorded on a

hard drive?
By default there' s no log- in turned on
for the instant message sessions.

some of the older machines because of

the memory limitations for the random

access memory or the RA, the chat

sessions were spooled out to the hard

drive, but as the technology has

increased and memory has increased in

the available computers , we begin to

see that
went by.

less and less as the years

So in the past five years or

so it' s been my experience that I'

not recovered any chat sessions from

the hard drives.
Mr. Yawn, these images that are in

these Defendant' s Exhibits 79 , 80, 81

and 82 , is there anyway to tell if the

way that they appear in the Defendant'

Exhibits are the way that they appeared

on the computer screen in question?

These images didn t appear likeNo.

this on the screen.

How is that? Explain why that is.

The smaller thumbnail images are again

typically embedded within the web page

or the HTML document. So there s going

to be text with the pictures or the

pictures with text around it , and that

would be the way it was displayed.

All right. And finally, Mr. Yawn , can

you explain to the jury what a cookie

is in computer terminology?

A computer is - excuse me a cookie is
a small text file that say for example

I went to Ebay and Ebay ' s web server 
going to send me a cookie saying these

are the preferences that I'
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selected. It can identify me by user 
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name. It knows the areas that I 
prefer. It' s just a method of keeping

track of what I like and the way I'

got the browser set up. It also tracks

in some instances viewing habits or

surfing habits and typically the

cookies are used or designated by the

name of the computer. For example, my

machine at home is under RYawn and any

of the cookies that I receive are going

to have RYawn at whatever the site that

I went to. It' s primarily just to

track the user' s browser experience and

then keep track of any preferences that

they have for that web site.
So the cookie is going to come back

registered under the name of whoever'

computer it is; right?

Yes , sir, that' s correct. The name of
the computer , not the actual user.

Sometimes the user name and the name of

325

the computer are going to be different.

So if I was on your computer and I

accessed Ebay the cookie that would

come back it would be RYawnat Ebay?

That' s correct.
Not William Dill at Ebay?

That' s correct.
Even though I was the one using the

computer?
That' s correct.

MR. DILL: If I can have just a

moment, Your Honor.

THE COURT: Sure.
(Brief pause.

MR. DILL: That' s all I have at
this time.

THE COURT:

MR. POWELL:

Cross?
Yes, sir.

EXINATION

POWELL,

On this -- where are those exhibits?

What time last Friday did you look at

this?
I received the diskettes at

approximately 5:00 o clock.
Where were you?

On the side of the interstate or at one

of the Cullman exits. I think the
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Highway 157.
Did you get a copy of the disks?

Yes, sir.
Did you have a laptop where you could

look at them?

I looked at them over the weekend.

You didn' t have one with you at that
time?
Well , I had one but I didn' t look at

them at that time.

For instance, this Defendant' s Exhibit

Number 82.

, SJ.r.

What does that modified mean?

Modified means that the file was

actually opened. Whatever application

opened the file it may not have altered

the contents of the file but something

actually opened the file and updated

the modified date.

Well , I noticed in your answers to

accidentally. Is that what you said?

It' s possible that the thumbnail may

have been downloaded without

intentionally saying I want to see that

thumbnail; is that correct?

Yes sir I that' s correct.

But for that thumbnail to pop in there

would you not have to call on that web

page?
That' s correct.
Okay. What was it you were saying

about the user names and the cookies?

I didn' t understand that. What is a

cookie? m asking you that.
A cookie is again it' s a small text

file that' s generated from whatever

site the user is visiting, and it'

sent to and stored on the local hard

drive . It generally details the

viewer' s preferences as far as the
resolution of their browser and their

monitor settings , any type of user

name, user password , things of that

nature.
Well , the bottom line is, what I'

3253
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asking you , in your opinion as an

expert on March the 12th , 1999

beginning at about 10:28 a. m. going
down until 11: 26 that same day, for

instance looking at Defendant' s Exhibit

Number 82.

Yes, sir.
Did someone look at all those sites

that morning?

Something opened those files up on that

date and time.
Something?

An application on the computer, yes,

sir.
What would it mean if you saw something

on like that fifth disk that says David

swapguy or something like that dot

com. Is that a name that somebody goes

Where is that?by?

m not sure what you' re referring to.
MR. DILL: I think he' s referring

to the cookies.

MR. POWELL: I'll have to find it.

(By Mr. Powell) In the Defendant'

Exhibit Number 83, what I' m speaking to

is what is on page seven,

Yes, sir.
What is that at the top?

That is going to be the name of what

appears to be a cookie.

And how do you get a cookie?

It comes from the web server.

Okay. And if you go to that web site

and click into it and open it, do you

get a cookie?

Not all the time but under these -- in

this respect , yes, sir , you would.

So that says, David at CGI. What' s CGI?

It' s a programming language.

What does it next say?

It' s underbar then sexswap, then open

paren, one, close paren, dot TXT.

What does that mean?

Sexswap is a tracking site that helps

advertisers determine how many times

their web site has been accessed or

visited by the users on the internet.
Well , why would that be on this disk

from the Tipton s computer?

Obviously someone ' ,\ent to a web sice

3255 i
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cookies that you just referenced to 

David at this and David at that, those ; 21

that had sexswap as the tracking

software.
Turn one page, another , and let me

see. That says fifteen. What is that

on page fifteen of Defendant' s Exhibit

Number 83?

It appears to be , another cookie.
What does it say?

It says david sexhound (2) . txt.
Does that indicate to you in your

expert opinion that someone at that

computer contacted that web site and it

shot them a cookie?

NO; sir. Again, sexhound. com is a

tracking service or tracking business

that put s these cookies - - well, 

tracks the user' s habits as far as

going to different web sites.

Tracks the user' s habits of going to
web sites?

Yes, sir.
MR . POWELL: That' s all.

EXAINATION

DILL,

Just a couple real quick Again

are going co come back to however that

computer is registered; right?

That' s correct.
Doesn' t have anything to do with who

looking at it; right?

That' s correct.

You mentioned spam earlier, spam

e-mail. In your experience and based

on your years of expertise have you

ever seen these types of web sites get

sent out on e-mail anonymously where

the person who opens it up can' t tell

what it is?

Yes , sir. As a matter of fact , I
receive those myself.

Is there any evidence that anybody

based on your review of these temporary

internet files interacting with any

other person?

, sir , no evidence whatsoever.

MR. DILL: Nothing further.
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If you had the entire hard drive could

you have determined if that occurred?

Are you asking would there have been

evidence of any type of instant

messaging chats?
Or interaction with these web swap

sites so to speak?

There s no way for me to know that

unless I actually have the hard drive.
But if you had the hard drive you could

have told the jury about that whether

that happened or not?

Possibly.
How about if you subpoenaed all the

records from AOL within say a week or

two from March the 12th , 1999?

, sir. AOL does not track instant

messages.
But that would have been on the hard

drive if it existed?

If the user was engaged in some type of

interaction with someone else it'

possible.
MR. POWELL: Okay. That'

- .

THE COURT: Thank you , sir. You

may stand down.

MR. DILL: Can the witness be

excused?
THE COURT: Thank you forSure.

coming.
MR. DILL: We need justa minute,

Your Honor.

(Brief pause.

MR. VALESKA: State rests.
THE COURT: Ladies and gentlemen,

you ve heard all the evidence that

you re going to hear in this case.

going to send you back to the motel for

the evening. m going to try to start

in the morning with the closing

arguments and the Court' s charge.

It I s tempting now that you' ve heard

all the evidence to start deciding the

case , and I would encourage you not to

do that. It will be I think beneficial

for you to hear the lawyer'

argument s . What the lawyers say is not

to be considered by you as evidence but

it always, ?articularly at the close of
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a very long case, would be helpful to

have one side summarize the facts or

point out the strengths of their case,

the weaknesses in the other side'

case. So I would ask you to still keep

an open mind.

ve got to go through a charge

conference with the lawyers and make

sure that we re ready to argue. I say

that we' re going to start back at 9: 00

0' clock in the morning but I' m not sure
we' re going to be ready, right at 9: 00 .

It may be 10:00 o' clock. I will

communicate that with Mr. and Mrs. Penn

before I leave the courthouse tonight

so that they 'll know tonight at

suppertime what time we re going to

start back in the morning, but we will

start back in the morning as soon as

'tJe re ready.

I don t want you to be brought over

here and then us make you wait in the

jury lounge. I know you ' re gett
pretty tired of that. So as soon as we

are ready in the morning we ' 11 go.

3262 cet ll stay here tonight and try to

everything finished , but I' m not going
to make you any promise that I cant

keep.
Remember the instructions that I'

given you earlier about not discussing

the case with yourself or with anyone

else. I want you to take your notes

with you tonight and protect them.

You' re free to go and we'll start back

in the morning. I'll talk to Mr. and

Mrs. Penn tonight and let you know

exactly when.

(Whereupon , the following was

held outside the presence of

the jury.
THE COURT: If y' all lee the jury

clear the elevators you re free to go.

(Whereupon , a charge

conference was held in Judge

Thompson s chambers with all

parties present.

THE COURT: Y' all sit down and make

yourselves comfortable. ! didn'

really see much obj ecticnable with

23! stated.
THE COURT: Do you

nineteen? Let' s see,

4 :
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Mr. Powell' s stuff.
to look at it?

3263 

Have you had time

MR. VALESKA: The expert did,
Judge.

THE COURT: Little repetative but a

lot of it is some of the same stuff I

say in a different way.

MR. DILL: And that' s what it

looked like to us that most of it would

be covered in your oral charges.

THE COURT: Most of it is.

there anything that really jumped out

at you that caused you a lot of

heartburn that you want to obj ect to on
the record?

MR. DILL: Generally we wouldn'

want it repetitive. We wouldn' t want

the stuff hat' s already covered in your

oral charge.

THE COURT:

MRS. POE:

Right , I understand.
It just looked like

nineteen was confusing the way it'

have our

what is that.

Yeah , I had marked this one refused

because it was a little "- but I do

3264

speak to that in a different way. Let
me go over with you when I' m talking
about reasonable doubt and this is the

charge I' ve been giving forever about
it' s a doubt that reasonable and fair-

minded men and women would entertain

consciously and entertain under all the

circumstances. I note that the State

is not required to convince you of the

Defendant' s guilt beyond all doubt but
simply beyond a reasonable doubt.

Beyond a reasonable doubt does not mean

to an absolute unqualified positive

certainty. Everything relating to
human affairs and depending upon moral

evidence is open to some possible or

imaginary doubt. A reasonable doubc

may arise from the evidence or it may

arise from a lack of evidence or an

insufficiency of evidence.

reasonable doubt is one for which a

good reason can be given , and another

way to say that is I believe the State
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has failed to prove the Defendant'

guilt beyond a reasonable doubt because

I have a doubt about blank and then be

able to articulate the doubt that you

have. Each juror could have a

different reasonable doubt about the

Defendant' s guilt. You do not have to

all have the same reasonable doubt.

So that' s how I approach that.
don' t think that' s confusing.

MRS. POE:

THE COURT:

No.

Can you live with

that?
MRS. POE:

THE COURT:

Yes.

So I had marked that

confusing. Can y all live with that?

MR . POWELL:

THE COURT:

Yes , sir.

Really why I called

this meeting is I want to make sure

that I' m on the same page with what
you' re expecting. You ve got a five
count indictment charging intentional

murder during a kidnapping, intentional

murder dur ing a rape , a robbery,

attempted , or sexual abuse and burglary

is five of them. Okay. Or an

thereof , and you want me to give -- are
you asking that I give all five of

those plus attempt on most of those

attempted burglary, attempted robbery,

and then we ve got felony murder and

murder as well.
You know , I' m happy to do that but

I still wonder, I said this the other

day, if there s not some way to pare

that down somewhat because in just

trying to put it together it' s going to
be so confusing to a jury that it'

going be counterproductive for
ever.fbody.

MR. VALESKA: Perhaps if the Court

could just give the attempt one time

and say it applies to the counts in the

indictment. And , of course, the

Defendant can not be convicted if the

jury believes the evidence of the

capital offense and then the regular

murder. They ve got to, you know

And obviously he can not bechoose.
convicted of rape and attempted rape.
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It' s either one or the other.

sexual abuse could be included

3267
Now , the

in my

opinion but - - just one second.
don t think the Court has to go attempt

five times if that' s what you'

asking.
THE COURT: m trying to figure

out an decent way to put it. You know

ve listened to judges that sort of

sit up there and sort of shoot from the

hip and rattle off. In a cap case -
well , any case really I' ve trained
myself to script it , prepare it,
deliver it , because I like to talk and
I don t want to get loose at both

ends. It' s just hard. What I have put

on paper , and of course this is by no

means a final draft, is to go through

you know to convict the State must

prove the first one is kidnapping in

the first degree with the intent to

inflict physical injury or to violate

or abuse sexually. The elemencs would

be that Karen Tipton is dead; number

two , that Daniel Wade Moore caused the

death of Karen Tipton by stabbing her

or cutting her with a knife or other

"'8 I

sharp instrument; number three, that in
committing the acts which caused the

death of Karen Tipton the Defendant

intended to kill the deceased or

another person and then give the
definition about a person acts

intentionally when it' s his purpose to

cause the death of another person and

the intent to kill must be real and

specific; number four , that the

Defendant , Daniel Wade Moore , abducted
Karen Tipton; number five , that the

Defendant intended to inflict physical

injury upon Karen Tipton or to violate

her sexually; and number six, that the

murder took place during che

kidnapping, and then give the
definition of abduction which means to

restrain a person with the intent to

prevent her liberation by either
secreting or holding her in a place

where she' s not likely to be found or
using or threatening to use deadly
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physical force.
Then having given them the

instr ctions on intentional murder

during a kidnapping in the first

degree, then instruct them on the

elements of intentional murder during

an attempt to commit kidnapping in the

first degree. Defendant is also

charged with an intentional murder

during an attempt to commit kidnapping

in the first degree. A person commits

the crime of attempted kidnapping in

the first degree if with to commit the

offense attempted he does any overt act
toward the commission of that offense.

To convict the State must prove beyond

a reasonable doubt each of the

following elements of attempted

kidnapping in the first degree: that
Daniel Moore intended to commit the

crime of kidnapping in the first

degree; and two, that acting with the

intent to commit the crime of

kidnapping in the first degree the

Defendant did an overt act towards the

commission of that offense.

I mean those are the elements.

m clear about that, but if I do that

in count one and go to count two giving

murder during a robbery in the first

degree and give che six or seven

elements of that and then come back and

go through an attempted robbery giving

them the elements of attempt.
MR. VALESKA: I think youI agree.

can just tell them instead of going

back through it say attempt applies to

all these if the Court is comfortable

with that.
THE COURT: Just at the end of each

first degree charge say he s also

charged , you know , with attempt?

all okay with that?

MR. POWELL: But you re not going

to charge them again on each count?

THE COURT: No. I charge them on

all five counts for the first degree

offenses - - robbery, rape, kidnapping,
burglary, and sexual abuse - - but only
charge them one time rather than charge

Are
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them on kidnapping and robbery I charge

them one time on attempted kidnapping,
attempted rape , attempted sexual abuse

attempted robbery, and attempted

burglary.
MR. POWELL: Well, you re going to

say that under these five main counts

of the indictment that he' s also

charged with an attempt but you re not

going to specifically make an attempt

charge for each one? Just going to do

it one for all five , is that what

you re saying?

THE COURT: The elements are the

same. There are two elements of

attempt: that Daniel Wade Moore

intended to commit the crime of robbery

in the first degree, rape in the first

degree, sexual abuse in the first

degree; and , two , that acting with the

intent to commit the crime of whatever

in the first degree the Defendant did

an overt act toward the commission of

that offense.

My question is do I need to give

3 !

that five times, the attempt charge
3272 !

five times? Because if you look at the

code, the capital code,
the attempt thereof.

it' s robbery or

Well , Judge , I guessMR. POWELL:

give them all five times because we

don' t even - - we think some of the
counts in this thing are really

repugnant. You either go over there to

kidnap her or you go over there to

sexually molest her. I don' t see

both. But they re the ones wanting

everything in there. Give them all.

MRS. HALBROOKS: I think so too.

THE COURT: I had a question.

know what it was. On the burglary, the

indictment - - I think I' ve got it
right, we went over this at lunch , the

indictment makes reference to capital

murder as charged in 13-A-540-A4 on

burglary. Then if you look at that

it' s burglary in the first degree or

second degree. Second degree is not

applicable here because the charge is
he entered into a dwelling as opposed
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ALESKA: Right.31 THE COURT: What crime? The

indictment doesn t charge the crime.

That causes me some heartburn because

as I understand the charging instrument

it has to charge a specific crime.

burglary is not necessarily the crime.

It has to be enter the dwelling to

commit a theft or did he enter the

dwelling to commit intentional murder.

Do you see what L' m saying?

MR. VALESKA: Yes, sir.
THE COURT: The cases I' ve read say

specifically that the charging

instrument must set out the crime for

the burglary. It' s just insufficient

to say a felony or a crime. So I'
puzzled as to where to go there. Every
time I have ever charged on , - - and 
you look at the indictment that the

A. returned it sets out

specifically - - which one is burglary,

CLERK TOSH: Very last one.

THE COURT:

MR. DILL:

The last one.

That' s the theft of the
purse, i sn ' t it?

LAW CLERK TOSH: In the original

one.

MR. DILL: Yeah.

THE COURT: Not in the one we

trying. All right. The burglary would

be I think count five. To convict the

State must prove beyond a reasonable

doubt each of these elements of murder

during burglary in the first degree:

number one, Karen Tipton is dead;

number two , Daniel Wade Moore caused

the death of Karen Tipton; number

three, in committing the acts which

caused the death the Defendant intended

to kill the deceased; that' s not all of

it but, number four , that Daniel Wade

Moore knowingly and unlawfully entered

or remained unlawfully in the dwelling

of Karen Tipton; number five, that in

doing so the Defendant acted with the

intent to commit a crime, namely,

blank. And I go back to the charging

3273
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instrument and the only thing that it

references is the code section , which

3275

references burglary one or two. You

can' t have a burglary charge without

. naming a theft or a crime.
it doesn' t fly.

It just h

This is 480 Southern Second 41

headnotes are eight and nine somewhere

in there. m reading from the case
where Judge Garrett out of Birmingham

was reversed. It' s an ' 85 case. Said
that they reversed it for other grounds

but it says , "however, while it is not

necessary for us to pass upon the

sufficiency of the indictment in this

case, we point out that an indictment

for burglary must set forth and define

the crime intended to be committed.

a general rule the use of broad terms

such as intent to ccmmit a felony is

not sufficient for the particular

felony must be specified. The averment

that the accused has broken and entered

into a dwelling for the purpose of

committing a felony fails wholly to

apprise him of the specific offense

which it is claimed he intended to

3276

commi t . It is not to be oppressed by

the introduction of evidence which he

can not be prepared to meet. When you

look at this indictment on count five,

you can look at this if you want to.

MR. VALESKA: We' ve got our

appellate division on the line, Judge.

That' s who he s talking to.
THE COURT: The indictment charges

that he caused the death during the

time that he knowingly and unlawfully

entered a dwelling with the intent to

commi t a crime therein. So I'
wondering if I really ought to charge

on the burglary.
MR. VALESKA: Just one second,

Judge.
THE COURT: Take what timeSure.

you need.
(Brief pause.

MRS. POE: Can I look at this case

Judge?
THE COURT: You sure can. Eight
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and nine was where I was reading from. 

3277

MR. VALESKA: Judge , we' re talking 

to our capital litigation division and 
re being told that' s all you have to 

3 i

4 i

do is allege that felony. We' ve got

them working on it right now.

THE COURT: Okay. How do they

explain this one?

MR. VALESKA: I think it' s an '
case, Judge.

THE COURT: It is.

MR. VALESKA: But that' s what we'

working on right now.

got on the phone.

That' s who we'

What they re saying, they'

looking right now. In their opinion

ve alleged it correctly and all I'll

tell the Court is we re working on it

right now.

THE COURT: All right. So y ' all
are okay then if I go through each of

these and like the first one is

burglary. Not burglary. Murder during

a kidnapping in the first degree and

there are six elements, and the last

one is that the murder took place

during the kidnapping, and I give the

definition of abduction and two

elements of kidnapping.

elements of abduction.

Yeah , two

Al'ld then go
into intentional murder during an

attempt and rather than go back through

all of the elements and read it in

terms of the six elements of

intentional murder just give the

attempt as opposed to the kidnapping

but give that for each one, give the

attempted elements after each one.

that what y ' all are saying?
MRS. HALBROOKS: That' s fine.
MR. POWELL: Yes.

THE COURT: Okay. Where did Beth

gO? That' s fine. I thinkAll right.
m okay then.

quest ions?

Do y' all have any

MR. VALESKA: Not from us, Judge.

THE COURT: All right. Within the
offense of capital murder as charged in

the indictment is the lesser and

included offense of felony murder.

211
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after your consideration of the offense 

in accordance with the instructions

ve given you re not convinced beyond 
a reasonable doubt that the Defendant 

is guilty of the offense of capital

murder as charged in the indictment,
you can not find the Defendant guilty

of that. offense. Instead you must next

consider the evidence as to the lesser

and included offense of felony murder.

Really it ought to be murder, felony

murder.
murder.

Murder first then felony

MR. VALESKA: Right.
THE COURT: And then determine

whether the Defendant has been proven

guilty beyond a reasonable doubt of the

lesser and included offense.

person -- let me just read over it.

3280

can put murder in. We didn' t put it in
but we'll put it in in front of felony

murder. A person commits the crime of

felony murder if he commits or attempts

to commit burglary in the first

degree. Couldn' t be second degree

here.
MR. VALESKA: No.

THE COURT: Arson escape
kidnapping, I don' t really need to talk

about these that aren' t an issue here;

right?
MR, VALESKA: , sir.

THE COURT: So that would take out

kidnapping in the firstarson escape,
degree , rape in the first degree
robbery
felony
life.

in any degree , or any other

clearly dangerous to human

In the course, furtherance or
immediate flight from the crime he is

committing or attempting to commit he

or another participant causes the death

of any person. In showing to convict
the State must prove beyond a

reasonable doubt each of the following

elements of murder: that Karen Tipton

is dead; Daniel Wade Moore or another

participant caused the death of Karen

Tipton by stabbing her or cutting her

with a knife or a sharp instrument;

three that in committing the acts
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of Karen Tiptonwhich caused the death

the Defendant or another participant

was acting in the course of or in the

furtherance of or in the immediate

flight from and then list what we

got; and then four , that in doing the

acts which constitute the commission of

the felony of one , two, three , four or

five, and during the course of which,

in furtherance of or in the immediate

flight from which the death of Karen

Tipton was caused by not Daniel Wade

Moore but another participant; right?

If he did it it would be murder or

capital murder.

MR. VALESKA: Yes.

THE COURT: If another participant

did it it would be felony murder.

think I' m good to go. Any questions?
MR. VALESKA:

MR. POWELL:

Not from us, Judge.

No, sir.
THE COURT: Y' all go home and get a

good rest. Can we go at 9:00?

MR. DILL, Go straight into

arguments?

THE COURT: all okay with that?
3282

MR. VALESKA: Yes sir.
THE COURT: We'll go at 9: 00. I'll

call Mr. and Mrs. Penn and tell them to

get them over here.

want to argue?

How long- do you

MR. POWELL: Depends on what they

tart out doing , Judge.
out we'll chew on.

What they drag

THE COURT: Y' all can argue it
however you want to.

MR. DILL: ThaIlk s .

MRS. HALBROOKS: Are we going to be

allowed for me to do a closing and

Sherman to do a closing and we' re not

going to have screaming and hollering

if I say something and he says

something similar or , you know , relates

to the same evidence?

THE COURT: m not going to scream

and holler at you.

that.
I think I' ve proven

MRS. HABROOKS: I meant , we would

be subj ect to obj ect ion just because I
argue some of the same points that he

161
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does.

THE COURT: I'd rather just let
' all loose unless you get outside the

bounds of decency or go somewhere , you

know

, - 

- I really can' t see holding you

back if Will says something and you say

the same thing I don' t care.

' all ' s ' case.

That'

MR. VALESKA: We intend not to

repeat ourselves but it' s never been

our position to object in final
argument unless , like you just said , it
goes outside the bounds of decency.

don t intend to obj ect . You know , we

take it at our peril to start repeating

oursel ves and I assume they know the
same.

THE COURT: That' s what I' ve said.
It' s your case , you try it however you

want to. If you want to repeat what

Sherman says that' s your business.

MRS. HALBROOKS: Well , I' m not
saying we will. m just saying, you

know , it' s hard to divide this up and
not have it overlap in some manner.

just didn' t want to, you know , have

them jumping up and screaming.

32841

MR. VALESKA: We' re not going to do

that. re not going to pick at her

or Mr. Powell.

THE COURT: Good.

I mean, we don' t doMR. VALESKA:

that.
THE COURT: Y' all have done a good

job. It' s been a long two weeks , three

weeks now and I would like to get the

hay in the barn without any more

fractious --
MR. VALESKA: That' s what I took

Mrs. Halbrooks for saying is we would

obj ect and we' re not going to do that.
MR. DILL: She' s talking about

based on repetition.
THE COURT: That' s fine.
MR. VALESKA: m representing to

the Court that we' re not going to do

that.
THE COURT: Good deal. Do I need

to be ready - - I mean , I expect y' all
may want to argue all morning. Are
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MR. VALESKA: I hate to say one

thing to the Court and then do another

but I don' t see it going all morning.

MR. DILL: It' s not going to e --
there' s a lot of stuff.

THE COURT: There s a lot of

evidence , a lot of witnesses.

MR. VALESKA: Are you talking about

both sides going all morning?

THE COURT: Yeah , State and the

Defense.
MR. VALESKA: We' re not going to

repeat ourselves.

MR. POWELL: That' s impossible.
It t s too much in here. You , can repeat
your own self wi thout knowing it,
Judge. It' s just too much.

THE COURT: Yeah , it is. And if

all don t want to go at 9:00 , I need

an hour and I --

MR. VALESKA: We'll go at 9:00.
THE COURT: If it will help y all

to go later , you know , I'll let y all
make that call. If y ' all are ready to

2 i

6 i

go at 9:00.

MR. DILL: We' re ready.

MR. VALESKA:

9 : 00 , Judge.

He says he' s ready at

MR. POWELL:

THE COURT:

Yeah, we re ready.

Y' all have been ready.
MR . POWELL: Been ready

That' s fine.THE COURT: ll go

at 9 :00 and try to nail it down.

other question about definitions.
all of these charges they have the same

definitions about what intentional is

and during, you know. I think that --
LAW CLERK TOSH: And I didn' t ask

this so I wouldn' t have to type it.
It' s all in there. He just doesn'

want to be up there repeating it.

THE COURT: Having been through
this you ve got, mul t iple charges.
give , A person acts intentionally with

respect to a result or to conduct when

it is her or her purpose to cause that

result or engage in that conduct, if I

give that five times plus maybe even on

the attempts and chen on the felony, if

One

If I
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I give that thing twelve times.

MR. VALESK.".: One is fine with us.

THE COURT: Are y ' all okay wi th
once on these definitions?

MR. POWELL: I am.

MRS. HALBROOKS: Yes, sir.
THE COURT: I do think I need to

close, you know if you find from the

evidence that the State has proven

beyond a reasonable doubt each one of

the elements of the offense of capital

murder or intentional murder during the

course of a robbery you shall find the

Defendant guilty. If you find the

State has failed to prove - - I think I
need to give all of that each time.

Maybe I can limit that to seven times.

If it' s okay with y' all I'll give the
definitions of intentional and during

and knowingly and --
LAW CLERK TOSH: Where would you

like them?

THE COURT: 'll figure that out

when everybody leaves. If y ' all are
okay with that I won t give those

twelve times.
3288

All right. We'll see what happens.

MR. VALESKA: Thank you, Judge.
THE COURT: Yes, sir.

(Whereupon , at 4: 54 p. m. , the

proceedings in the above-

entitled matter was recessed,

to reconvene at 9: 00 a. m. , the
following day.
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MORNING SESSION

(11- 19- 2002

(9:00 a.

(Whereupon , the following was

held outside the presence of

the jury.
THE COURT: What I' ve done is

prepared a verdict form for the jury,
and I want y ' all to look at it and make
sure y' all are okay with it. What it

does it tracks the indictment , count

one , two, three, four and five and the

lesser included of murder and the

lesser included of felony murder and

not guilty to capital murder and all

lesser included. I want to go over

That gives them allthat ,..ith them.

their options.

MR. DILL: Okay.

In the order in whichTHE COURT:

m going to charge them.

ve prepared a verdict form and I

want y ' all to look at it before
the jury in. What it does it tracks

the indictment. First one is whatever

the count one is guilty, second one is

whatever count two is guilty, third one

is whatever count three is, four and

five. Then it goes from there to

murder as a lesser included , then to

felony murder , and then the not guilty

to capital murder and all lesser

inc 1 uded . When you charge lesser

included there' s only one option of not
guilty.

MR. VALESKA: We still got our

capital appellate division working on

the burglary.

THE COURT: m going to give it.
If it' s error for appeal that' s - - you

know , I' m going to give it and sort it
out later.

One other thing before y ' all
leave.

Will , one other thing. m going
to try to figure out a way when it

comes time to release the alternate to

3289
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do that, I think I know who they all

are , without calling her name because

3291

she has requested through the bailiffs

that she not be identified in open

court. And all of them have expressed

a desire not to talk when this is

over.
MR. VALESKA:

anybody.

We don' t talk to

THE COURT: That' s fine. m going

to tell them that it' s okay but I

understand that they don' t want to.

m going to instruct the crowd not to

talk to them , and I' m going to instruct

the sheriff to get them to their

vehicles and go. , you know, I just

wantedy ' all to be aware of that.
y' all understand I was going to try to

release the alternate without calling

her name.

MR. VALESKA: Juror number 38.

THE COURT: They don t know thei

number.

MR. VALESKA:

3292

Do you?

THE COURT: I do.

MR. VALESKA: m not butting into

the Court' s business but

THE COURT: I thir what I'll do is

point her out and say come here and

when she comes up here I' ll ask her if

that' s her name and tell her that'

she s the alternate and she s free to

go.
MR. VALESKA: I do want to point

this out. In voir dire, and it just

slipped by me, I remember twice that

Mrs. Halbrooks said that the Defendant

is prevented by law from proving that

another person committed the crime.
That is not the law and we re going to

object if she goes there under 4801.

And I just missed it in the voir dire.

THE COURT: Do you want to look at

this?
MR. POWELL: Judge , we were just

acting under what you told us we could

or could not do.

THE COURT: I was really kind of

speaking out of turn I guess. It says

it I s discretionary with the trial
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judge. It also says that' s a general

rule and that it is limited in Alabama

to where you can only offer legal

evidence. You can' t offer hearsay or
reputation evidence of, you know

somebody else. So I don t think that'

changed your strategy in any way

because if y ' all had any legal evidence
of someone else s guilt you would have

been waiving it long before now. So I
do think, though , and I think this is

right, I' ve read thi s over and over
again that the Defendant has the right

to show other people had an opportunity

or mot i ve to kill them and you don'
have to limit it to who , when or what.

We all know when. I guess I'll give

you your book back. I have one of

those. Anything else?
MR. POWELL:

THE COURT:

No, sir.

MR. POWELL:

Are you ready to go?

Yes , sir.

THE COURT: Okay.

Mr. Penn , if you 'll get us a jury I

think we' re ready to start.

(Whereupon , the following was

held in the presence of the

jury. )
THE COURT: Everybody can be

seated. Okay, ladies andThank you.

gentlemen , you ve heard all the

evidence that you re going to hear in

this case. What the lawyers say is not

evidence and is not to be considered by

you as evidence. So we re going to

have what' s called summation.
Sometimes it' s called closing

arguments. It' s helpful at the end of

a case particularly a case of this

length , for the lawyers to be able to

speak to you and point out the

strengths of their case or the

weaknesses in the other party s case.

So that' s what we re going to do

this morning before I charge you on the

law or instruct you on the law that'

to be applied in this case and give you

the case and the evidence to retire to

the jury room and reach a verdict.

Now , the lawyers - - and let me

3293
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compliment the lawyers on both sides.
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This has been as well a tried case as I

think we could have under the

circumstances, and I want to compliment

them for the professional way they'

handled this case , but it has been a

long case. And as you can see there is

a lot of evidence in this case. So I
want to warn you. They may say
something in argument, either side,

don t know which side and hopefully

nei ther side will , but because of the
length and the complexity of the

evidence, the quantity of the evidence,

they may say something in argument that

doesn t jive with your memory. Just
because they say it in argument , I want

to warn you your judgment or your

recollection of the evidence in this

case is what you rely on. They may

misstate something unintentionally or

they may state something a little more

persuasively to your side than you

think the evidence really justified

them saying.

32961
So that may happen and they re not

intending to trick you. I don' t think

either side is going to do that on

purpose. I say this though to make you

understand that you heard this

evidence. You are the trier of the

facts in this case. You are the Judge

of the evidence and what really

happened in this case. You re being

called upon to 'Neigh this evidence and

decide what the true facts are.

rely on your recollection of the

So you

evidence in listening to these

arguments and measure what you recall

the witnesses saying against what the

lawyers argue because this is

argument. This is not fact. This is
argument. So we will get into that.

I want to say one other thing to

kind of explain to you kind of how this

works.

proof.
The State has the burden of

The Defendant has no burden of

proof. When I say burden of proof , the

State brought these charges. Burden of
proof essentially means it' s their
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responsibility to prove to you the

thfulness of the charges they

3 i bring. Because of that our rules allow

for the State to argue first and last.
So the State will argue and then the

Defense will argue and theh the State

will have a rebuttal argument and then

I will charge you on the law.

Now , as I mentioned before , I think

at least once , I used to try cases

myself and I like to let lawyers try

their cases however they want to try

them. So I' ve not put any time limit
on these lawyers, and I' ve given them
the freedom for both lawyers to argue

on either side because both lawyers --

or three lawyers on the State side have

been involved in this case to a

substantial degree. So I' m going to
let the State make their opening

statement however they want to , divide

their time if they want to. m going

to let Mrs. Halbrooks and Mr. Powell

both speak for the Defendant and then

the State will have the same

opportunity on reply.
So I don t know how long it' s going

to take. I'll let them be the Judge of

that. I do know that because of the

number of charges it' s going to take me

a good while to go over each of those

with you and try to explain the law and

the verdict forms to you. So, you

know , realistically we'll probably get

all that done this morning for sure.
Whether you get to deliberate this

morning I don t know. We'll just play

it as we go because nobody has really

been able to proj ect a time. We will

take a break around 10: 30. So the
lawyers need to be aware of that.

won t cut you off in the middle of an

argument but at some appropriate place

around midmorning we will take a

break.
So with that I' m going to hush and

let the lawyers speak to you.

Mr. Dill, are you going to make the

opening statement?
MR. DILL: Yes, sir.
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THE COURT: Do you want to move
3299 ;

this board out?

MR. DILL: Yes , please.

Officer Pettey, willTHE COURT:

you help him. Just put it right here

in front of me wherever the jury can

see it best. They re the ones that are

going to have to decides the facts.
you want to move that microphone?

We' re through wi th it. You can unplug

it and get it out of your way if you

want to.
Mr. Penn , would you help him with

that.
MR. DILL: ve got it , Judge.

If that chair is inTHE COURT:

your way feel free to kick it out of

your way. You may address the jury.

MR. DILL: Thank you , Judge. May

it please the Court, Mrs. Halbrooks,

Mr. Powell, ladies and gentlemen of the

jury. We told you , the State told you

at the outset of these proceedings that

we were going to prove to you beyond a

reasonable doubt that the Defendant

Daniel Wade Moore, is
3300 

guilty of capital 
murder.

Let me stop you just aTHE COURT:

minute , Mr. Dill. m struggling

hard. I don'I do have to hear you.

have to see you but Toby has got to

hear you. When we put that partition

up and you \ re looking away it' s really

hard. So kick it up a notch.

MR. DILL: Thank you, Judge.
If you want theTHE COURT:

microphone we can arrange that.

MR. DILL: We told you at the

outset of these proceedings that we

were going to prove to you beyond a

reasonable doubt that the Defendant is

guilty as he is charged in the

indictment by the State of capital

murder. The State has introduced over

a week' s worth of testimony to you in

support of the charges in the

indictment. I am satisfied that we

have proven to you beyond a reasonable

doubt that the Defend t is guilty of

murder committed during the course of a
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sexual assault , either rape or sexual
abuse, murder committed during the

course of a kidnapping, and murder

committed during the course of a

robbery.
Now , you heard evidence, you sat

there and heard the evidence and the

State, as I said, has introduced this

evidence to you and the Judge will

charge you at the close of these

proceeaings with regard to what

kidnapping means legally, with regard

to what suffices as rape or sexual

assault , with regard to what suffices
as robbery. But you heard the
testimony of the manner in which Karen

Tipton was attacked brutally in her

home at 2330 Chapel Hill Road, about

the way that that attack progressed

through the home and the evidence

clearly indicated to you that she

didn' t voluntarily go with her attacker
as she traveled through that home.

was taken through that home either at

kni f e point or as Dr. Pust ilnik

testified with that poker , fireplace

poker , which could have been used as an
instrument of control and would explain

why the poker was out of place. That
Defendant had taken this poker and put

it around the victim s throat and

carried her from place to place in that

house , carried her upstairs , and that

would explain why this poker was in the

master bedroom of the victim s house

where the police photographed it.
You also heard Dr. Pustilnik

testify with regard to Karen s injuries

and that the injury to the bridge of

her nose that you saw in the

photographs was consistent with this

poker and that it would have been

reasonable that she had been led around

the house with this poker around her

neck and tried to get away that that

poker could have hit her right here in

the bridge of the nose. It matches.

You saw the injury and you ve seen the

poker in the bedroom where it was

collected by the police , and the Judge
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is going to charge you on the elements

of kidnapping, and that is kidnapping,

ladies and gentlemen of the jury.
The Judge is going to charge you on

the element s of rape or sexual abuse

and you heard the evidence that this

murder was committed during the

course - that there was a rape or

sexual assault committed during the

course of this murder. You saw the
photographs of how Karen Tipton was

discovered without any clothes , nothing
but her brassiere hanging off her left

arm. You saw or you heard

Dr. pustilnik' s testimony that there
was an abrasion in her genital area.

You saw the photographs of where the

blood on her legs had run backwards

when her legs were obviously raised as

she was being assaulted sexually by the

Defendant. You ll have those

photographs.
You saw and you heard the evidence

that the Defendant' s pubic hair , two of

the Defendant' s pubic hairs were

33041
recovered from the victim' s bed and

that one of those , pubic hairs had Karen
Tipton s body fluids on it. That,
ladies and gentlemen of the jury, is

evidence that this murder is capital

murder and it was a murder committed

during the course of a rape or a sexual

assault.
You'll also be charged on capital

murder or murder committed during the

course of a robbery, . and you heard the
evidence of. the items that were stolen,

taken from Karen Tipton during the

course of this murder. There was

numerous items of jewelry that were

taken, a large blue topaz ring, yellow

gold band, matching earrings , an

emerald ring with matching earrings

, .

pair of diamond earrings square cut,

eight gold chains, video camera, and

the victim s purse, and chat , ladies

and gentlemen of the jury, is evidence

that the Defendant committed this

murder or during the course of this

murder was also guilty of robbery,
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which makes this offense capital.

makes the Defendant guilty of capital

murder. And this , ladies and gentlemen

of the jury, is whac we told you we

were going to prove at the outset of

these proceedings.

The Defense also told you what they

were going to prove at the outset of

these proceedings, and they' ve proven
none of them. They told you that they

were going to prove that this was a

crime of passion. In fact , the

evidence is contrary to that. They

told that you they were going to prove

numerous things that were irrelevant

had nothing to do with Karen Tipton'

death, and they did bring a lot of this

out in an effort to obfuscate, in an

effor to cloud the issue , in an effort

to try to get you to look away from the

facts and the evidence in, this case and

not convict their client.
But here is what the evidence in

this case has shown NO\ , at the

outset of these proceedings the State

has told
3306 '

you and the State has proven 
and Mrs. Tipton awoke on March 
of 1999 at 6:45 a. m. and they 

that Dr.

the 12th

got ready for work. Dr. Tipton got

Karen Tipton got theready for work.

kids ready for school and left. They

both left in the driveway at the same

time , 7:30. Kissed good by in the

driveway. Dr. Tipton arrives at work

Karen went about her normalat 8: 15 .

every day activities.

We know that around 11:30 a. m. that
Karen Tipton received a phone call or

made a phone call to her friend Sarah

Holden , and we know that she talked to

her for almost an hour and a half

getting off the phone at 1:00 p.

know that sometime or around 3: 00

clock that afternoon , 3:00 p. , that

Karen was unable to pick up her two

daughters from school as she normally

did. Caroline and Catherine were not

picked up at 3: 00 p. m. when they
normally should have been picked up by

Mrs. Tipton.
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We know that at 3: 26 Dr. Tipton

called in a prescription to Dwight

33'

Tipton at The Medicine Shoppe, and you

heard from Dwight Tipton that Officer

Pettey and Officer Hamilton came to see

him a few days after March the 12th and

asked him to pull that prescripcion and

he did and this is it. You ll have it

in evidence. You can review the
records as to when this document was

pulled, d it was pulled between 3: 

and 4: 00 on March the 12th. And you

heard him indicate that he spoke to

Dr. Tipton and Dr. Tipton called in

this very prescription. You'll see the

phone records that have been admitted

into evidence where this call was made

where Dr. Tipton called The Medicine

Shoppe at 3:26 p. And you heard

Dwight Tipton say he hasn' t talked to

anybody about this since he talked to

the police about it a few days after it

happened and he as confused I will

submit to you with regard to the time

3308

or the length of the call. But you

seen the records and you ve seen the

copy of the prescription that

Dr. Tipton called in to Dwight Tipton

at 3: 26 , and that was pulled by the

pharmacist just a few days after March

the 12th.

You heard the testimony that between

3:30 and 3:45 Dr. Tipton left his

office , and you heard the testimony

from Mike Pettey that Officer Hamilton

and himself drove that route from

Dr. Tipton' s office to his home and

that it took forty- five minutes. You

heard the testimony from Dr. Tipton

that' s, in fact, what he did. He drove
home from his office and it took him

about forty- five minutes. He was

planning on meeting his wife , going to

a production of The Sound of Music that

evening, that he arrived home somewhere

between 4: 15 and 4: 20 , somewhere around

that time.

You heard Dr. Tipton testify in

very particular detail about how he

arrived home and what he found when he
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arrived there, about the precise

movements he took when he walked

through the house and about how he

discovered Karen s body, and you heard

about what he did after that. You'

seen or you will see a statement that

he gave to Officer Pettey right after

this happened. You heard the phone

call that was received at the 911

office at 4 :29, and you 'll have this

card , the 911 dispatch card.

Immediately police were dispatched to

go to the Tipton home. You 'll see that

Officer willis arrived at 4: 34 , and you

heard the details of the subsequent

investigat ion.
Now , what' s the details of Karen

Tipton' s day and her husband,
Dr. Tipton , and what do we know about

what the Defendant, Daniel Moore, did

on that day? We know that Daniel Moore

had an appointment in the afternoon

with his probation officer. We know

that he called up here to the Morgan

County courthouse and said he needed to

move that appointment to the morning.

We know that he was allowed or he came

in to meet with his probation officer

sometime around 10:00 p.
What happened after that? Well,

Mr. Moore has told several different

stories about what happened after he 

met with his probation officer at

10:00 p. When he was initially

confronted by Officer Pettey and

Officer Hamilton and asked to account

for his whereabouts at the time that

Karen Tipton was being murdered, he

said that he met with his probation

officer at 10: 00 and he went to the

store in priceville and bought beer and

cigarettes and went home to his

apartment in Hanceville and stayed

there for the rest of the day. He" s

never said anything different until

yesterday when he took the stand.

But we know that Officer Pettey

investigated whether or not this was

true. Officer Pettey subpoenaed the

Defendant' s phone records from his

3310
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apartment in Hanceville and was able to

determine that that was not true, that

in fact, the Defendant had been in

Decatur later during the afternoon or

during the evening, and that he had met

with somebody who owned this pager.

Officer Pettey traced the pager and

connected it to Darnell Ellison, the

Defendant' s drug dealer.
You heard Darnell come in here and

testify to you that he met the

Defendant on March the 12th after the

Defendant had beeped him three times

that he met him at the Piggly Wiggly

parking lot across from Stonegate and

sold him $150 worth of crack cocaine,
seven crack cocaine rocks, and only

after the Defendant sat in here in

front of his drug dealer, his drug

dealer pointed him out, said I met him

that night , that' s when comes in here

the first time yesterday and says,
well, yeah, I was in Decatur several

3312

times. In fact, I was in Decatur

several times prior to my meeting

around 11: 00 0' clock wi th Darnell
Ellison.

And he said that he met several

other people down on Moulton Street and

bought crack on some other occasions

and he said that obtained the funds
to buy this crack by writing checks,
and you ve seen the checks. Mr. Powell

showed the Defendant the checks that he

bounced that day. One of them was for

$9. 00, one of them for was for $31, one

of them was for $29, those are the

checks that he wrote. That might

explain the crack that he bought in

here on other occasions that he was in

Decatur but he s never explained to you

where he got the hundred dollars cash

that he paid Darnell Ellison for those

seven crack rocks. He' s never

explained that to you, and he won'

because it came from Karen Tipton'

purse.
Ladies and gentlemen of the jury, I

would submit to you that what you have

here during the time period from
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1:00 p. m. to 3:00 p. m. is opportunity.
Now, the Defense would have you believe

that this was some sort of rush to

5 i

judgment on Officer Pettey s part and

Officer Hamilton, that they heard that

: I

the Defendant told his uncle that he

was in Karen Tipton' s house at the time

that she was murdered and made up their

mind right then. That , ladies and

gentlemen of the jury, is quite simply

not true. There was a great deal of

investigation done in this case. The

Defendant told his Uncle Sparky Moore

that he was in the victim' s house at
the very time that she was brutally

murdered on April the 8th of 1999 , less

than a month from the time that she was

killed. The police did an incredible

amount of investigation in this case.
There was numerous items of evidence

that you heard from this witness stand

that have been introduced into

evidence, and the Defendant was not

arrested until November of 2000. And

that evidence , all the evidence in this

case, points to one person. Points
the guilt of one individual and that

person is Daniel Moore.

Let' s look at some of that
evidence. The Defendant made several

statements in this case , and you heard

Sparky Moore, his uncle, come in here

to talk about the statements that he

made to him. You heard the Defendant

told his uncle that he was in Karen

Tipton' s house at the very time that
she was killed. That evidence points
to Daniel Wade Moore. You heard the

Defendant describe the victim

injuries. You heard that he told his

uncle that Karen Tipton had been

stabbed in the heart and that her

throat had been cut. That came from

him. You heard Dr. pustilnik tell you

how the victim died. She was stabbed
in the heart , and that was what the

Defendant told his uncle on April the

8th. That evidence points to Daniel

Wade Moore.

30w much credibility should you
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assign to those statements that the

Defendant made to his uncle? Who knows 

him better than anybody? Do you think 

his uncle knows him? Do you think

Sparky Moore knows his nephew that he

had known all his life? How much

credibility did Sparky Moore give 

Daniel Moore' s admission to him and

description of the victim' s injuries?
Did Sparky Moore believe him? What did
Sparky Moore say? Did you tell him

where mom and dad are? Did you tell

him where your grandparents live?

Sparky Moore was afraid. That evidence

points to the Defendant, Daniel Wade

Moore.

Sparky Moore believed him enough to

call his friend Wesley Lavender in the

' s office and tell him what his
nephew had said. That evidence points
to Daniel Wade Moore. And you heard

the Defendant testify and you heard

Sparky Moore say that the Defendant

told him he was going to kill himself,

That, ladies and gentlemen of the jury,

33' 

is evidence of remorse . and it doesn ' t 

point to anybody else, any other

person' s name that' s been brought up

here in this courtroom except Daniel

Wade Moore.

And what' s Daniel' s explanation?

What' s th Defendant' s explanation why
I told my uncle that? Well, he says I
didn' t want to go back to prison. Does

that wash? Does that hold water?

says, I wanted to make sure that they

were going to come off my bond. Well

Sparky Moore sat up there in that

witness chair and testified to you that

he went over there to get his

grandfather or to get his father , the

Defendant' s grandfather , off of
Daniel' s bond and that he was going to
pay for the bondsman. The Defendant

wasn' t going back to j ail and he knew
it. The whole purpose for Sparky Moore

coming over there was to make his bond,

to get a bondsman on the bond. They

were waiting out in the parking lot in

front of the j ail for the bondsman to
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get there. . There was no reason fO him
to make th s story up because he wasn'

going back to jail. The Defendant'

explanation doesn' t make sense because

it' s a lie.
Now , what happened after Officer

Pettey found out about this
conversation. He called the Defendant

in and he asked them if he knew Karen

Tipton or the Tiptons or had ever been

out to their residence. The Defendant

lied. Why did he lie? Because he knew

he was about to be caught and that'
evidence that points to Daniel Wade

Moore.

What happened when Officer Pettey

asked the Defendant, why did you say

this to your uncle? He lied agairi and

said I never said that to my uncle,

Another lie. That' s evidence that
points to Daniel Wade Moore. Did he

say, oh I just didn t want to go back

to jail , no. That' s a preposterous
explanation and it doesn t make any

sense. He lied. He lied again.

What happened when they asked him

to account for his whereabouts? When

Officer Pettey said what did you do on

March the 12th , what did he say? You

saw the time line. He said I was in

Morgan County that morning with my

alibi probation officer. Then I wen 

and bought beer and cigarettes, went

back to my hotel or went back to my

apartment in Hanceville.

lie.
That was a

Why did he lie about that? What

possible reason could Daniel Moore have

to lie about his alibi? Because he was

guilty. Because he' s the one that
killed Karen Tipton and he knew it.
Now , he' s going to say, well , ! didh' t

want to tell the police chat I had been

back in Decatur buying drugs but that'
a lie. He told the police that he had

a drug problem. He told the police

during that very interview that he lied
about his whereabouts, that he had r-

bad drug problem and he had been

bouncing checks allover town to
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support his drug habit. It' s a lie.
It was a lie then and it' s a lie now.

It' s evidence that the Defendant is

guilty.
Once he' s confronted , once the

Defendant is confronted with the fact

that the police know he worked for

Howard Godbee , that they know that he

worked for the very alarm company and

they know he s been in the house

before, only then does he admit it.

Just like when Darnell Ellison comes in

this courtroom and points his finger at

him and said , I sold drugs to him , then

he admits it for the first time when he

knows he can' t weasel out of it.
What happens when the police

confronted him with his involvement

with Karen Tipton s murder. You heard
Officer Pettey describe the change in

the Defendant' s demeanor. He became

pale. His mouth was dry. He was

jittery. That' s evidence and you heard
the Defendant -- you heard the

description of what happened when

3320
police left the Defendant alone in the

room by himself. You heard that the

Defendant sat in there after being

confronted , after he was confronted

with the fact that the police knew what

he told his uncle , he took this knife
out of his pocket and he started

stabbing himself, started stabbing

himself in the chest.

sometimes when a defendant takes

the stand and testifies you 'll hear

something interesting come out of his

mouth. You heard him say yesterday he

said he thought he stabbed himself only

four or five times but later he found

out that he stabbed himself a

considerable amount of times more than

that. In fact sixteen times. And if
you recall what he told his uncle about

the number of times that Karen Tipton

was stabbed. He didn' t count those too
well either. Apparently when Daniel

Moore starts stabbing people he doesn

keep real good track of how many times

he stabs them. But you heard Officer
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Pettey say what they observed when the

Defendant took this knife after being

confronted with what the police knew of

his involvement and he stabbed himself

sixteen times right here , left side of

his chest.

Why did he stab himself there?

What did he tell you? He said that he

intended to kill himself. How did he

know that would kill him? Well , he

said he reached for his heartbeat.

will submit to you Daniel Moore knows.

where to stab somebody if he wants to

kill them, and he stabbed himself

/ing to kill himself in the same

place that he stabbed Karen Tipton when

he wanted to kill her. And that' s the

evidence, and that evidence points to

the Defendant, Daniel Moore.

And you heard the evidence of how

the Defendant behaved when he went to

the police - - when he was transported
by the police to Decatur General

Hospital and worked on by Dr. Workman.

Dr. Workman said he was in a rage, he

was profane, he was threatening

hospital staff. That was Daniel

Moore s behavior on April the 9th.
Now , what else has the Defendant

said in this case. You heard a friend

of his, David Redmon, come in and

testify from that stand that he had

known the Defendant ten or fifteen

years and that he shared a cell with

the Defendant over there in the Morgan

County jail for a brief period of time,

and he asked Daniel Moore what are you

in for after Daniel Moore asked him to

explain or account for his being in

jail. At that point he felt free to

say, well , Daniel , what are you here

for and Daniel told him. He told him

that he was being charged with the

murder of Karen Tipton , and Redmon at

that point asked him, well , did you do

it, Daniel? Are you guilty? Daniel
said I was so messed up on drugs I

don t know what happened. But then he

goes further and he says , but I didn'

mean to hurt anybody, and , ladies and
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gentlemen of the jury, that' s what

man said to his friend of fifteen
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years. You didn' t hear any reason

David Redmon had to get up there and

lie about his friend. It scared him

and that' s evidence, ladies and

gentlemen of the jury, that points to

Daniel Wade Moore. Those are all

statements that came from this man,

statements or actions that came from

this man, this Defendant. It' s all

evidence that points to him.

And what else do we know. What do

we know about the Defendant' s knowledge
about the Tiptons. We know that the

Defendant worked for Howard Godbee at

Advanced Electronics and Alarm. And we

know that he had been to the Tipton

home before. We know from the

Defendant' s own mouth that he had been
in Karen Tipton s bedroom and he had

seen the valuables that were there.

know that he had been there at a

similar time in the day. He knew that

Karen Tipton would be alone. He knew

3324
that Karen Tipton would be vulnerable.

He knew that her children would be at

school and her husband would be at

work. That' s what he Theknew.

Defendant knew that. The Defendant had

been there before. Daniel Moore knew

all these things about Karen Tipton.

What else do we know about the

Defendant' s opportunity. You I ve seen
the time line. You ve also seen this

toolbox that the Defendant stole from

Howard Godbee and Advanced Electronics

and Alarm. You know that at the time

the police recovered it from Daniel

Moore that it had a sticker on the

front of it that said AEA Electronics,

signifying that he worked for the alarm

company. We know that this was in his

possession. We know that it had wire

cutters in it. We know that he could

have used this as a means to obtain

entry into Karen' s home, and that'

evidence that points to one person and

that' s Daniel Moore.

We know that Karen Moore' s(sic)
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alarm was not working on March the
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12th 
of 1999. We know that Karen knew the

Defendant because he had been out to

her home before. She had no way of
knowing that he no longer worked for

the alarm company, and that' s evidence

that points to Daniel Moore.

We know that the Defendant had

knowledge of how to disarm the panic

button that was on these alarm face

plates that were cut when Dr. Tipton

arri ved home from work. The Defendant

had knowledge of how this alarm system

worked. The Defendant knew that it had

a panic button on it that if the

victim Karen Tipton, could get to that

panic button, hit that panic button

that the police would be notified and

that his scheme would be interrupted.

The Defendant knew how to disable those

panic buttons. He knew if he cut those

wires that panic button wouldn' t work

any more.

The alarm system when Dr. Tipton

arrived home from work was disabled

and the alarm face plates were

removed. The Defendant was in Decatur

that afternoon. We know that the

Defendant had a motive, We know that

the Defendant was a drug addict. That
was information that was developed by

Investigator Pettey. We know that the

Defendant had a scheme for supporting

his drug habit and you heard the $1 500

a week drug habit that he admits to and

that he supported that by going around

town and writing checks. We know that

that scheme was no longer working.

know that the local businesses ih

Decatur were picking up on it , that he

was having a harder and harder time

passing these bad checks.

And you heard the evidence about

what happened at JC Penny' s and you

heard that this had happened to him

before. That when he said local

merchants were taking his bad checks

and running them through this check

machine that they weren t working.

They would say this check is no good,
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and he had to find some other way to

support his drug habit. So he starts

snatching things , and when he can I t

write checks any more he remembers his

old job. He remembers Dr. Tipton and

Karen Tipton s house. He remembers

being out there. He remembers that

they had a lot of valuables in the

house , things that he could trade for
drugs. He remembers that he s got this
toolbox that he took from Howard Godbee

with the alarm sticker and he could go

out there and he could pass himself

off , I' m here to check on the alarm.
He knows Karen Tipton was alone.

knows that she has no reason to fear

him, and that' s how he decides he'
going to support his drug habit.

You ve seen the checking account

records, that he had bounced numerous

checks allover town. And you saw that

evidence that this check scheme was not

working any more, that he was at the

end of his rope but his drug habit

wasn' t getting any better. If anything

3328
he was having to spend more and more

money on drugs.

You heard some other evidence from

the witness stand. You heard

Dr. Pustilnik describe the attack

describe the victim s injuries , and you

heard the Defense try to characterize

this as a crime of personal hatred.

What did Dr. pustilnik , a man educated

at Yale, a medical doctor, pathologist

a person who' s looked at thousands of

crime scenes, investigated thousands of

deaths, thousands of violent murders,

and he said this was not a crime of

personal hatred. The person who

assaulted the victim probably had no

long- term relationship with her. There
was no attempt to depersonalize her

because there was no personal

relationship with her to begin with.

That' s what Dr. Pustilnik has testified
to. That' s the evidence in thi sease.

And you' ve seen or will see the

Defendant' s letters that he wrote on
April the 8th after he told his uncle
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of his involvement in Karen Tipton'

murder. He wrote a bunch of letters

expressing his remorse to his family

members, and those are in evidence.
They were written on April .the 8th
after he had told Sparky Moore that he

was in Karen Tipton' s home at the time
that she was murdered.

You heard from Martin Scott Lane

came in here, flown down from

Michigan - - excuse me, from Illinois
one of the pavors who' s out on the

paving crew. You heard that on or

aro d that date that he was working

out by himself around the Tipton

residence and that a tall skinny man

with long browh hair came up and asked

if there was anybody home at the Tipton

residence, indicated that he worked for

the alarm comp?ny or had worked for the

alarm company and he left some tools

out there. And you heard Mr. Lane

testify that his memory was jogged way

back when after this crime had happened

when Hoke Bonner , his boss , told him
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that somebody from the alarm was being

looked at.
And, ladies and gentlemen of the

jury, you heard from several expert

witnesses in this case. You heard from

Roger Morrison from the Alabama

Department of Forensic Sciences. You

heard from Dr. Sinha and Gina pineda

from Reliagene Technologies in New

Orleans , Louisiana. You heard from

John Case also from the Department of

Forensic Sciences. Three different

scientists , three different

laboratories, three different tests
performed on the Defendant' s pubic hair

that was found in the victim' s bed.

Ladies and gentlemen of the jury,
that' s evidence that points to Daniel

Wade Moore. You have never heard one

explanation from the Defendant as to

how these pubic hairs got in the

victim' s bed.

Let' s look at these hairs, three
hairs recovered from the crime scene,
three pubic hairs that were examined.
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Hair number two, you ve seen the

picture of the washcloth recovered from

the victim s bed , and from this

washcloth packaged up and sent to the

Alabama Department of Forensic Sciences

this hair was recovered from it. This
hair is a pubic hair recovered from

this washcloth from the victim'

bedroom , and it belongs to the

Defendant.
You heard testimony about hair

number four recovered from the victim'

bed, also a pubic hair, and it belongs

to the Defendant. You saw the sheet,

the victim s sheet where this was

recovered. Hair number eight is also

tested by the Alabama Department of

Forensic Sciences, recovered from this

towel at the foot of the victim' s bed.

This towel that you heard the testimony

from Dr. Morrison had the victim

blood on it, and this hair was

ultimately found not to be the

Defendant' No predetermined

conclusion going on here but there are
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three tests on these three hairs by

three different scientists , and I want

to talk to you for a few minutes about

those tests and about what those

scientists found.

John Case examined these hairs as

they were provided to him and he

compared them, these three hairs, these

three pubic hairs, he compared them to

the Defendant' s known pubic hair

samples that were recovered by Dr. Lynn

Jetton. You heard that testimony.

These known samples of the Defendant'

pubic hair were sent to John Case.

compared these pubic hairs that were

recovered from the victim s bed and

around her bed with the Defendant'

known samples and also the victim'

known pubic hair samples , and those are

the only two known samples he had to

compare those hairs to at that time.

You heard him testify this is not a

science of absolute certainty but all

he can do it detect similarities, and

it' s basically a screening process at
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that point. s looking for
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similarities of these hairs and to rule

out the hairs that were also recovered

from the crime scene that didn' t belong
to this guy but belonged to the

victim. & d he looked through and

found some similarities with these

three hairs with the Defendant' s hair.

They were all sent at that point to the

Department of Forensic Sciences , Roger

Morrison , for DNA testing.

Now, if you will recall

Dr. Morrison told you something about

these three hairs: the hair from the

washcloth, the hair from the bed, and

the hair from the towel. Dr. Morrison

told you that when he does nuclear or

genomic DNA tests on hair that the only

way he can get nuclear or genomic DNA

from hair is if that hair has a

sufficient root or skin tag, sufficient

genetic material for him to get nuclear

or genomic DNA from that hair. You can
not get nuclear or genomic DNA from the

shaft of the hair itself. You can only

get it from the genetic material that

would be attached to the root. And you

heard Dr. Morrison testify about each

of these three - - each of these three
hairs, and he said that in his

experience and he s done this test

thousands of times , that hair number

two and hair number eight did not have

sufficient genetic material or

sufficient root for him to get nuclear

or genomic DNA from those two hairs but

hair number four did.

Roger Morrison explained to you why

some hairs have sufficient genetic

tissue and why some hairs don If a

hair is forcibly removed such as would

be from a violent encounter , then it'

liable to have or most likely will have

sufficient genetic material or root to

enable him to perform the test and find

nuclear or genomic DNA from that hair.

Hair number two and hair number eight

did not have that, but he went ahead

and ran the test anyway. Found no

nuclear DNA just as he suspected with
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regard to hair two and found no nuclear

DNA from the hair number eight but he

did find that there was a profile on

this hair from the contaminate on the

hair, from the biological material that

was on that hair. In other words , this

hair if you will recall was found on

this towel that had Karen Tipton'

blood on it, and was ultimately

determined to be her husband'

course you would suspect a husband to

have hair on and around his bedroom

but the nuclear profile or the profile

of the nuclear DNA came back of course

with blood from the towel that

contaminated the hair.

Hair number four you will recall

had a mixture of DNA, and you heard

Dr. Morrison -- excuse me , Roger

Morrison testify about what he found on

the hair , this hair , hair number four
from the bed. He found a DNA profile

that was consistent with Daniel Wade

Moore , and he also found the DNA

profile that was consistent with Karen
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Tipton. He explained to you how that

could happen. That the root material

on this hair from which he performed

his DNA test belonged to Daniel Moore

and that it was contaminated just like

hair number eight, blood from the

towel, it was contaminated with either

blood or some other form of body fluid

from Karen Tipton. He told you what

the odds were that this DNA profile

would occur by accident or from some

other random person , and he told you

that it was one in 7. S million. That
ladies and gentlemen of the jury, is
consistency. This is ' a match. That'
about as good as you get , one in 7.

million.
But they sent the hairs at that

point for further testing to Reliagene

Technologies. You heard Gina pineda

testify about the test that they

performed on hair number four , hair

recovered -- the Defendant' s pubic hair

recovered from the vict im ' s bed , and

you heard that they washed the hair
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initially because remember now

Reliagene is doing a different type of

DNA test. Reliagene is not testing for

nuclear or genomic DNA like Roger

Morrison did. Reliagene is testing for

mitochondrial DNA which comes from the

shaft. You can recover mitochondrial

DNA from the shaft of the hair. You

don t need a root, you don t need a

skin tag, and you don t need any

genetic material, totally different

test, totally different process. When

they got this hair in they washed it to

remove any blood or contaminants that

might be on it. They performed the
test and it came back again with a

mixture , and the mixture you heard

Dr. Sinha and Gina pineda testify, that

the mixture was consistent with the DNA

profile , this is a different type of

DNA , mitochondrial DNA, but again it

comes back consistent with the

Defendant and the victim, which tells

you or gives you an idea of how much I 24
1 25
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hair , how much of Karen Tipton s blood 

body fluid was on the Defendant' s pubic

or body fluid even got on this pubic

hair when he attacked her.

So they went back and they rewashed

it a second time with distilled water

to make sure they removed all the

blood, all of Karen s body fluids off

the Defendant' s pubic hair and they

tested it a second time. The results

from that test came back exclusively

consistent with the Defendant, Daniel

Wade Moore. It was his hair.

different test, a different tYPe of

DNA, still matches the Defendant

Daniel Moore.

Performed the same test on hair

number cwo came back the Defendant,

Daniel Wade Moore, and this test was

matched to Dr. Tipton, hair number

eight recovered from the towel. And

you heard the statistical analysis

performed by Gina pineda and Dr. Sinha

that the match was 99. 8 percent
consistent exclusive of anybody else-

Two different tests, two different
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same results. These two hairs belonged

to him. They are his pubic hair. You

saw where they were recovered from , and

there' s no explanation for that.
reason for these hairs to be there

except for the fact that Daniel Moore

killed Karen Tipton on March the 12th

of 1999.

When the Defense called Dr. Acton

to respond to this , did you hear

Dr. Acton explain that these results

were inaccurate? No. Did he say that
he had gone back and tested them in his

laboratory and really matched somebody

else? He didn' t do that.No.

fact, he said that he had been told

that there was not enough material left

to retest these. But you heard Gina

pineda and Dr. Sinha that they don'

ever use up all the genetic material in

their tests. In fact , you can take

these hairs back to the jury room and

you deliberate and you look. There
still hair left here. They could have
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tested it if they wanted to. They

didn t want to. They knew what they

would find if they tested it. The same

thing that the State of Alabama found,
the same thing that Reliagene found

that these pubic hairs belonged to the

Defendant.
What el se did Dr. Acton say, their

DNA expert? He said that he didn '
like the databases that Reliagene used

and he also didn' t like the database
that the State of Alabama uses, the

FBI' s database that are used by all the

DNA labs allover the State. He said
he didn' t really agree with those
databases and statistical analysis that

arises from those databases, but I did

find it interesting that you didn'

hear from him what happened when he ran

the test through his own database and

did his own calculations based on his

more accurate database. You never
heard that from Dr. Acton because he

never ran that. If he had run the test

results through his own database
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perhaps he could have come up with a

more accurate or more satisfactory

statistical analysis. Perhaps instead
of the one in 7. 5 million odds that
belonged to this hair he would have got

one in 8. 5 million. I f he had done

that , if he had- performed that and
found out that it was really according

to his database one in ten million , of

course he would have had to turn that

over to us and he would have had to

tell you about it. That' s why he
didn' t perform that analysis according
to his own database. He didn' t want to
get up and tell you about how he

doesn' t like the databases, the FBI
database used by the FBI , used by the

State of Alabama.

You saw my colleague, Mr. Valeska

show you the Defense book Dr. Acton is

listed in put out by the Florida Public

Defender' s Association. When a defense

attorney has a guilty client who leaves

his DNA at a crime scene he calls

Dr. Acton , come get my client off come

talk bad about the Alabama Department

of Forensic Sciences or the Mississippi

state lab or the Oklahoma Department of

Forensic Sciences or the Tennessee

Department of Forensic Sciences or the

Arkansas Department of Forensic

Sciences or the Louisiana Department of

Forensic Sciences or the Florida or the

Tennessee or Virginia or United States,
any Department of Forensic Sciences,

come talk bad about them and get my

client off. That' s what Dr. Acton
does.

I found it interesting if you

recall when Dr. Acton was testifying

under direct examination from

Mr. Powell that Mr. Powell asked him

what other cases have you testified

in. He said , well, I' ve testified in
five other cases and three of those

were for the State. He didn' t tell you
He didn' t tell youabout any of these.

about any of these until Mr , Valeska

got up and started asking him. rNell

did you testify in this state for the
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Defense? Yes. Did you testify in th
state for the Defense? Oh , Yes. What

about this one , what about this one

what about this one , what about this

one , went down the list and he read --

MR. POWELL: We obj ect to this
because that was not what the testimony

was. They asked him what he testified

to in Alabama about and he clearly

explained that. Mr. Dill is not

arguing what the testimony and the

evidence was and I want it on the

record that he is misrepresenting the

evidence in this case.

THE COURT: I'll instruct the jury

to use your own recollection of what

the evidence is, and I would ask

Mr. Dill to make certain you argue

within the evidence and don' t mislead

the jury.
MR. DILL: Thank you , Judge.

You heard what Dr. Acton testified

to. You sat there and heard what he

said from the stand, and you heard him

say, oh, I really don' t keep a record
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of any of the cases I testify in none

of that is anything that I keep in my

files, but you heard Mr. Valeska asking

him about each one of these cases that

he testified for the Defense on , and he

remembered them when he called him on

them. Those were just the cases that

we were able to find, the ones that we

were able to track down.

You heard Dr. Acton. He didn'
disagree with the results. All he

disagreed with with regards to these

hairs were the database and the

statistical analysis. But , again, he

never ran his own statistical analysis

and he never ran his own test.
Dr. Acton told you that he does

paternity testing, and Mr. Valeska

asked him , well , when you do a

paternity test and you get somebody who

is alleged to be the father of a child

what sort of results do you get when

you find out that that person , that

alleged father , is the father of the
child? What did he say? We send him a
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let ter , and I' ve seen these letters.
prosecuted child support cases for a

ve seen these letters. Whatyear.
do they come back and say? They say
you cannot be excluded and there is

some sort of statistical probability,

one in 7. 5 million , one in six million

whatever it is. What it means is you

That' s what Dr. Actonare the daddy.

told you. He says when his lab does a

paternity test they send the daddy a

letter that says you can not be

excluded as being the repudiative

father of this child and they assign a

statistical probability to it. Any

court in Alabama when you come in there

with that letter that says you cannot

be excluded and the odds are one in two

million or one in five million or one

in 7. 5 million , they are going to say,

buddy, you I re the daddy and you
paying child support for the next

eighteen years. That' s what Dr. Acton
does. Those are his letters, but he

didn t do those calculations with

these. All he did was complain about

the database, don' t like the FBI

database, should do it differently.
Don' t like the Oklahoma database, the

Mississippi , Tennessee, Arkansas
Louisiana , Florida, don' t like any of

those databases. You ought to do it

differently.
And why would Dr. Acton try to

discredit the Department of Forensic

Sciences? You heard Dr. Acton testify

that he sent this letter to all the

s in the State of Alabama , and

you 'll have a chance to review the

letter when you go back in the jury

room. This is the letter that

Dr. Acton sent out to the D .A. ' s in the

State of Alabama soliciting their

business, trying to get them to hire

his laboratory instead of the Alabama

Department of Forensic Sciences because

he has a better database according to

him.

You also heard Dr. Acton testify

that his lab lost $30 000 last year and
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that this business , the business of the

Department of Forensic Sciences testing

criminal evidence is a lucrative

business, and that, ladies and

gentlemen of the jury, is what I submit

to you why Dr. Acton would come in here

and give these spurious results because

he wants to try to get the District

Attorneys, law enforcement officials to

hire his laboratory instead of the

Department of Forensic Sciences to do

these types of tests. So he won' t be

going in the hole $30 000 next year.

You 'll have this letter.

You also heard from a gentleman

from Atlanta , Cobb County, Bob Tressell

who came in here after having had over

a year to review Officer Pettey

report, go over Officer Pettey' s report

for the investigation in this case with

with any sort of problem or any sort of 

a discrepancy, anything that he could 
point to which would indicate that the 

Decatur Police Department hadn ' c done
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a fine tooth comb and try to come up

something right with regard to this

case.
What did Bob Tressell come in here

and tell you? Well, Mr. Powell took

this , sheet out of this bag and spread
it out allover the floor and you heard
Mr. Tressell tell you that the sheet

had been tested presumptively for blood

by the Department of Forensic Sciences

and that was all. He said that two or

three times, that the only test

performed on this sheet was something

for blood and it was clearly a

biological stain on this sheet that

should have been tested for the

presence of semen.

Then we broke for lunch. We came

back from lunch and Mr. Powell

continued with his direct examination

of the Defense witness Bob Tressell,

police officer from Atlanta who came in

here and told you all this stuff that

supposedly he

differently.
lunch did he

would have done

When he came back from

start off his testimony by
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saying, oh , wait, wait , wait.

realized over lunch that I made a

mistake and, in fact the Department of

Forensic Sciences did test this sheet

for the presence of semen and found

that it came back negative. He didn'
tell you that. The only time he told

us that was when I confronted him with

the fact that his testimony was false,
and I hope you noticed when I

confronted him with that that he

immediately, he didn' t hesitate , he

didn' t say let me think about it, you
know , I think I was wrong.

immediately as soon as he realized that

I was asking him about the forensic

report on this sheet, he immediately

said oh, wait, wait , wait, I made a
mistake , let me correct this, which

means he must have known about it

before I confronted him. But he wasn'

ever going to tell you about it that he

had testified falsely. He was going to
wait and see if we caught him.

Bob Tressell is not credible , and

Bob Tressell came in here and told you

all sorts of incredible tales that I

would submit to you were patently

ridiculous. Bob Tressell sat up on

this stand and you heard me ask him

you know , in all your years, all these

homicide cases that you investigated in

Marietta , Atlanta , would it be

important to you to find out that a

defendant or a suspect had admitted to

being in a victim s home at the time

that she was murdered. And what did he

say? He said , well, you know , that

depends. Perhaps in some cases but

maybe not. That is preposterous

ladies and gentlemen of the jury.

You heard Bob Tressell get up and

tell you that this was a footprint, and

first he compared it to what Gloria

Walters from ABI identified as a latent

palm print right here. You heard
Gloria Wal ters get up here and talk

about this latent palm print, and Bob

Tressell told you it was a footprint.

And then when I pressed him on it a
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little bit he said , well , I' m really
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not an expert in footprints. I f he'
not an expert in footprints or

fingerprints or palm prints then why

did he get up and say that the

investigation is incorrect and that

that was a footprint? Because he was

paid by' the Defense for one reason, to
come in and try to undermine the

State' s investigation in this case , to

try to get you not to have confidence

in the State' s investigation. That'
why the Defense paid him. That' s why
they brought him in here, and that'

what he was bound and determined to

do.
You heard Mr. Tressell say, well

this couldn' t have been Daniel Moore

who killed Karen Tipton because he

didn' t take her engagement ring. Well

this is the way Karen Tipton' s hands

- _

through with her. You can' t see any24 wedding ring. This is where Daniel
25 Moore left Karen Tipton in the hall of
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appeared after the Defendant was

her house next to the master bedroom.

You heard Mr. Tressell say that

diluted blood dries at the same rate of

the undiluted blood. Tha t ' s

5 ' ridiculous. You heard Mr. Tressell say

that it doesn t matter what the

temperature and the humidity or where

the air continuing vents are and where

the air return duct is. None of that

matters. That the blood from the palm

print, which may have been a footprint

but later was determined to be a palm

print , was deposited later as opposed
to the blood in the hall because of the

dryness without ever knowing the

temperature , without ever knowing the

humidity, which was in the report,

without knowing where the air returns

were. He didn' t say anything about the
blood in the bed which he admitted or

indicated was still moist. He didn
say that was left after the blood in

the hall. In fact, that' s directly
contrary to what he said because, once

again, all he s paid to do is come in
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and try to get you to undermine the

credibility of the investigation.
That' s what he s paid to do.

He also told you something else.
He told you that Karen Tipton was not

in panic mode after she had been

attacked , and he painted a picture of

her walking calmly through the house

after she had been br tally attacked.

And he agreed with the investigators

with Investigator Pettey and

Investigator Hamilton , where she was

initially attacked in the den of her

home. He agreed that the blood from

this sweatshirt indicates some of her

earliest injuries, which you' ve already
heard the evidence and testimony,
matches the wound , the slashing gash to

the back of her neck. Bob Tressell

wants you to believe that after that

happened, after Karen was gashed on the

back of the neck with a knife , that she

was walking calmly through her
downstairs, calmly walking up the

stairs, and perhaps washing off in the

bathroom.
Karen was in a struggle for her

life and she knew it, and after Daniel

Moore made this incision on the back of

her neck there could have been no doubt

in her mind and there should be no

doubt in your mind that she was in a

panic mode. And for Bob Tressell to

testify otherwise is preposterous and

it' s a lie and you shouldn' t believe

him. It' s indicative that he is paid

by the Defense to come in here and to

do anything he can to get you to doubt

the authenticity of the State

investigation.
And you heard under cross-

examination him admit to the more

reasonable explanation that she was

either being led around that house with

this poker around her throat or held at

knife point and walked through that

house , but to say that Karen was not in
panic mode after she had received these

types of injuries, after she had

received a beating that you ve seen to
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her face where her lip was smashed and

the back of her neck was cut is

absolutely preposterous.

Bob Tressell tried to tell you that

the investigation was deficient because

of these sheet s, the dog sheet and

blanket. Ladies and gentlemen of the
jury, you heard evidence about this.

This was recovered several weeks after

the murder .by investigators two miles
away from the Tipton house. There was

a dog that had been wrapped in this

sheet and wrapped in the blanket , that

the dog was not the Tipton' s dog in

spite of what they tried to imply.

was a big Rottweiler that had been

killed either in a fight or some other

violent means , that they recovered this

in an abundance of caution , sent it to

the Department of Forensic Sciences

told them where it was recovered , told

them the circumstances that the dog was

wrapped in the sheet, wrapped in the

blanket. The Department of Forensic

Sciences testified it was dog blood.
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Bob TresselL tries to tell you that

perhaps the victim was wrapped in a

sheet , but you ve seen the evidence

from the crime scene just like

Investigator Pettey. There s no

evidence of that. The victim' s body

was only moved even by Bob .Tressell' s
testimony six to eight feet from the

place that she was murdered. There was

no reason or no evidence that she was

ever wrapped in any sheet, certainly

not this sheet where this dog was

discarded. Absolutely preposterous.
You ve seen the pictures of her

body. You heard Bob Tressell testify

under cross - examination, well, there
no fabric impressions on this body and

those would be there if she would have

been wrapped in a sheet. That is
preposterous. All Bob Tressell is

trying to do it is come in here and get

his paycheck and undermine officer

Pettey.
Did Bob Tressell call them. He had

this report for a year. Did Bob
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Tressell ever call the Defense and say ! 1

I found the missing link, I found the ' 2

smoking gun? This sheet was never 
tested , take and it get it tested. It 
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will prove your client' s innocence.

Did Bob Tressell ever call them and

tell them to do that? No. Did they
ever call Roger Morrison and say test

this sheet? No. You heard Roger

Morrison say you ask me a reasonable
request to test the sheet I would have

tested it. They don' t want it tested.
They know it' s dog blood just like
Officer Pettey knew it. Preposterous.

You heard Bob Tressell testify

that -- you heard him testify about

contamination , about improper evidence

collection , and the way that he does it

in Atlanta differently and , you know

the exhibit that he didn' t like the way

Officer Pettey stored the evidence in

this case. You also heard him say he

didn I t tell me about that. In fact , he

misrepresented things to me when I

talked to him on the phone.

But , nevertheless, even Bob

Tressell admitted you can t by

improperly packaging a hair recovered

from a crime scene , one hair can'

change to another person s hair.
would this crime scene been

How

contaminated if it had been

contaminated by improper police
procedures? Well , the police were

walking around and you heard Tressell

say that they should have been wearing

some sort of mask or space suite or

something to keep them from breathing

out contamination. Well, if Officer

Pettey had contaminated the crime scene

it would have been with his own DNA

not Daniel Moore s pubic hair , not

Daniel Moore s pubic hair that was

forcibly removed during his attack on

Karen Tipton. You can' t change one
person s hair into another person'

hair, which was tested three times.

THE COURT: Mr. Dill , I' m not
trying to stop you but if you re going

to go much longer we need a break if
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this is a good time.
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MR. DILL: That r S fine.
THE COURT: Do you want to break

now?

MR. DILL:

THE COURT: Ladies and gentlemen

Yes.

we r re going to take break here.
We'll recess for twenty minutes.

ask the people the audience

stay seated while the jury retires to

the jury room. I f you would, do not
discuss the case among yourselves or

with anyone else or allow anyone to

discuss it with you.

(Whereupon , the following was

held outside the presence of

the jury.
THE COURT: We will start back at

five until 11:00. You may be in

recess.
(Whereupon

taken. )

a recess was

THE COURT: Bring the jury in,
Mr. Penn.

(Whereupon , the following was

3360
held in the presence of the

jury. )
Okay.THE COURT: Everybody can be

seated. We I re ready to start back.

Mr. Dill , you still have the floor.

MR. DILL: I don t have much

longer. You ve been very patient and I

appreciate that. I want to thank for

on behalf of the State of Alabama and

on behalf of Karen Tipton and her

family.
I would like to tell you a little

story. When I was growing up my

grandmother lived in Georgia , and we

used to go visit her. She had a kind

of a small it wasn' t really a farm but

several acres she lived on , and in the

back of that piece of property there

was a creek that flowed through the

back of her land. I used to go back

there with my cousin when we would have

family reunions and when we would get

together and play in that creek.
Occasionally we would build damns and

damn up the creek and hunt for crawfish
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and little minnows stuff , you know
kids like to do in the summertime.

I remember on one occasion we built a

damn and was playing in that water and

we had been playing in that water all

day long and had kicked up so much sand

and silt and mud that what was normally

a crystal clear stream that you could

see straight to the bottom of was

completely obscure and you couldn' t see
the bottom of that creek any more

because we had been playing in it all

day long. And as I waded in that creek

in that muddy water I stepped on a

broken bottle that I couldn' t see

because the water was so muddy. And

quick as you please I cut my foot wide

open. My grandma had to take me to the

hospital and get stitches.
I tell that story because I think

it illustrates a point that is relevant

to these proceedings here today.

this case , in any case , in any criminal

case that' s brought to justice, brought

to bar anywhere across the State of

Alabama , anybody who participates in

these proceedings has a job to do.

the prosecution we have a job to do.

We have to marshal the evidence, the

evidence that was collected Dy Officer

Pettey, Investigator Pettey when he was

doing his job. We take that evidence

and bring it into court, we put it

together and we present it to the

jury.
You re the jury and you have your

job to do. It' s your job to look at

that evidence and evaluate that

evidence, make a determination. The

Judge has his job to do. The Judge

marshals over these proceedings, makes

sure that they are coordinated in an

orderly fashion , makes sure that

everybody follows the rules , and at the

end of the proceeding the Judge is

going to charge you as to what the law

is. You re going have an opportunity

to go back and put that law that the

Judge gives you together with the
evidence that' s Deen brought in here
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Well , defense attorneys also have a

job. Mrs. Halbrooks and Mr. Powell has

a job , and they' ve done an excellent
job zealously defending their client.

But I want you to recall when they get

up here and talk what their job is

it' s their job to convince you to let

him go , put him back out on the street,

ignore the State' s evidence , to ignore
the evidence of his guilt and to put

him back out on the street.

And the way defense attorneys do

that is to muddy the waters, to throw

up anything and everything that they

can think of to try to obfuscate and

try to cloud the issues, try to get you

to look away from the facts so you

can' t see the evidence, so you won'

see that bottle that' s at the bottom of

that normally clear stream. That'
what they ve done in this case over the

past few weeks.

We told you in my opening statement

I told you at the outset of these

3364
proceedings when the police first came

upon the crime scene at 2330 Chapel

Hill Road they didn' know who did it.

They looked at everything. They took
everything they could find. They

collected every little tidbit of

information desperately trying to find

some information that would link them

to the killer in this case. In the

course of that investigation they found

some information that didn t have

anything to do with Karen Tipton'

death, and I told you at the outset of

these proceedings that we weren' t going

to put that evidence in. We weren'

going to put those items in evidence.
We weren' t going to bring that out

because it didn' t have anything to do

with this case. It was irrelevant

Dr. Tipton has to live in this

community and he has to raise these two

little girls in this community, and we

were not going to put in front of you

and in this public arena a bunch of

information that had nothing to do with
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Karen Tipton' s death just to embarrass 

her , that would serve no purpose other
than to smear here name, to smear this 

family s name , and to try to get you

again to look away from the issue.
That' s what we told you at the outset
of these proceedings.

up to that.
We tried to live

NOW , what are some of these rabbit

trails or smoke screens or muddying

techniques that the Defense has

attempted to accomplish in this case.
The Defense made a big show of dragging

out some marijuana that was found in

the Tipton residence and taking it all

out of its case and dragging it out in

front of you. You heard Officer Pettey

that it didn' t have anything to do with

this case. You heard Officer Pettey

said that was found on the third floor

of the Tipton residence and that there

was no indication that the killer ever

went up on the third floor. There was

no evidence on the third floor that was

linked to this crime in any way, shape

or form. It had nothing to do with

it. It was irrelevant. It was nothing

but an attempt to distract you from the

issues , to get you to look away from

the evidence , to get you not to see

what' s crystal clear , the Defendant'
pubic hairs that he left in the

victim' s bloody bed.

Defense made a big show out of

showing you this dog blanket, this

sheet wrapped around a dog killed in a

dog fight, wrapped around a blanket and

thrown out by the side of the road

several miles down the road. Big
show. Nothing, no piece of evidence
has linked this to anything that'

relevant to the victim s death.

Nothing to do, nothing but a smoke

screen.
Defense made a big deal , blew up

all these checks, went and subpoenaed

Dr. Tipton s checks , blew up all these

checks , started asking about payments
he had made to Mary Dalton , his nanny.

?ayments that he had to make to hire a
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nanny to help him take care of these
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two little girls because the Defendant

killed their mother. And they blew

these up and took them out of order

took them out of sequence and made a

big show how much money are you paying

her. She worked for you another a year

and a half and how many thousands of

dollars did you pay her? They didn'
say, well what else might Mary Dal ton
have been doing with this money?

Obviously they had joint checking
account she could buy groceries,
stuff that Karen had been doing and

stuff she couldn' t do because he killed

her. He needed a nanny. He needed
somebody to help him take care of these

kids while he went to work.

And particularly they pointed out

to you this check, which again is taken

out of order and misrepresented in

accordance with where Dr. Tipton had

written the wrong date on this check.

They didn' t show you the whole story.
Again, that' s what Defense attorneys

do.
3368 i

Mrs. Halbrooks , Mr. Powell done an

excellent job trying to obfuscate

trying to confuse and blow smoke and

: I

muddy the waters. But we brought and

put into evidence the complete records,

the complete accounts which have been

published to you, which you reviewed

and you can take back to the jury room

which shows the true facts in this

case. The account, that particular

check, check number 1005, the fifth

check ever written on that account , was

not opened until March the 26th of

1999. You can clearly see from the

records in this case. That account was

not opened until after Karen Tipton --

for several weeks after her death , two

weeks after her death.

You can see the progression of the

checks. The first check , check 1001

was written March the 26th of ' 99 for
$580. The second check, cheek 1002 , on

this very account where they brought

all these checks up, blew them up and

took them out of order , the second
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check to Shelton Funeral Home for

$5, 547. That' s the second check ever
written on that account where

Dr. Tipton was paying for his wife

funeral. The third check written on

3/26 for $2 000 , you can look through

them and see what they' re for. Fifth
check written to Mary Dalton , which is

misdated, February the 7th of 1999

written subsequent to this March 30th

check and immediately prior to this

April the lOth check. Dr. Tipton

clearly wrote Feb ary when he meant to

write April. That' s obvious when you
look at the full records. That'
clear. And the check itself on the

back indicates that it was cashed in

April. You can tell that. That'
obvious. They knew it. That' s why
they took it out of order , blew it up

on this big sheet and tried to come in

here and tried to act like it was

written before Karen' s death. The

account wasn 't opened before Karen was

murdered. Nothing but a smoke screen.

Nothing but an effort to try to

distract you, to get you to look away

from the facts and the evidence in this

case.
You heard they brought in Bonnie Kidd

to testify that H. M. Nowlin was coming

over to the Tipton house every day and

that her dog, Misha , barked at H.

Nowlin every day when he came over to

the Tipton house. That' s not true.
Doesn' t have anything to do with

anything. And Bonnie Kidd obviously

and her dog Misha don' t have a very

good view of the Tipton house as is

evidenced by Mr. Nowlin who came in

here and said he had never been there.

It was a lie. It wasn t true. It was

false. It was nothing but a smoke

nothing but an effort to muddyscreen,
the waters and distract you and get you

to look away fro the evidence in this

case.
You heard the Defense told you in

their opening statement that they were

going to introduce evidence that the

3370 
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victim , Karen Tipton , had drastically
3371 I

changed her appearance prior to her

death. You ' vegot a series of pictures
here that we ve put into evidence that

put back to the life that show you how

Karen Tipton appeared several months

prior to her death all the way up to

the time that she died and her

appearance never changed. That' s not

true. It didn t happen. It' s nothing

but a smoke screen by the Defense to

try to get you to look away from the

facts and try to get you to look away

from the evidence.

You heard testimony -- you heard

the Defense say that they were going to

introduce the testimony of wife

swapping. They put this out in a

public hearing, in a public proceeding

and they know that it' s being covered

as evidence when it doesn' t have

anything to do with anything. When it

comes out in actuality it' s nothing but

that this woman was propositioned at

some point before she died and nothing

ever came of it.
33721

She was a beautiful

woman. Somebody propositioned her and

nothing ever came of it. It' s nothing

but an effort to embarrass her, to

embarrass her memory.

They told you in voir dire they

were going to do nothing to devalue the

life of Karen Tipton , and they get up

there and spread this stuff.

doesn t have anything to do with

anything. It' s completely irrelevant.

The police investigated it and it had

nothing to do with Karen Tipton

death.
They tell you that -- at one point

they told you that the Tiptons had a

dog that was missing and made the

inference that that dog was the big

Rottweiler-Doberman mix that was found

with the bloody dog sheet and dog

blanket. And you heard from Officer

pettey and from Dr. Tipton that they

had a tiny little Cocker Spaniel and a

Terrier. And the defense puts the

family videos in evidence. You want to
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look and see if it' s the same dog?

Take these back in the jury room and

3 ! look at them and see if the big

Rottweiler that Officer Pettey found

two weeks two miles down the road and

two weeks after the murder has anything

to do with this. Of course not. It'
nothing but a smoke screen , nothing but

an effort to muddy the water and

distract you and get you to look away

from the facts.
You heard the Defense brought an

expert in here, Bob Tressell , to say

there was all kinds of problems with

the way the police processed this crime

scene. They should have done this and

should have done it differently and

they don t do it the way we do it in

Atlanta. Well , that' s nothing but a

smoke screen, ladies and gentlemen of

the jury. ve been doing it for

several years and I have never once

seen a Defense attorney who is happy

with the way that his client' s crime

scene was processed. If Officer Pettey

had tested that sheet with the dog

blood on it , then they would have said,

well , you should have tested the dog
and you should have taken the dog,

encased it and taken it in evidence and

done a lineup with it and looked at the

stomach contents or something else

because there' s always going to be
something that they say that the police

didn' t do. It' s nothing to do with

It has nothing to do withthis case.

Karen Tipton' s murder. It' s nothing

but a smoke screen, nothing but an

effort to muddy the waters and get you

to look away from the evidence in this

case and try to distract you.

And probably what' s the unkindest
of all is this, these Defense exhibits

taken from the vict im' s computer, that
the Defense brings in here and pulls

out in front of you and misrepresent to

try to smear this victim , to try to

devalue her life , embarrass her

embarrass her family in front of the

whole , community. Remember these cwo
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little girls have to grow up in this

communi ty . And like we told you , we

weren' t going to put that in evidence.

We weren t about to do that to these

two little girls. It doesn' t have

anything to do with this case , nothing,

nothing whatsoever. They haven' t shown
you any- link and they won' t be able to

show you any link because whatever

Karen Tipton had looked at on her

computer on the days in question had

nothing to do with her murder. There
was no reason for it to be brought up.

To embarraSs her , to smear the victim
to degrade her and her family.

You heard from the Defense expert

on computers and you heard from the
State' s expert. First of all , you
couldn t tell anything about these

items except that they had appeared on

the victim s computer at some point

when she was there at home by herself.

Now , whether she was looking at them or

whether she got them in unsolicited

e-mails. You heard the State s expert,

3376
Russell Yawn, tell you about how a lot

of times these pornography sites will -

send out unsolicited e-mails, people
click on them , and once you click on

them they pop up a dozen different

windows. And I don t know if that'

what was going on. I don t know if

I don' t know what was going _on and

neither do they. You didn' t hear any
evidence to the contrary that anybody

knows anything more than these were

looked at at some point when Karen was

home alone. That' s all you heard.
You also heard the Defense get up

and say, well, each one of these as it

appeared in these packets that they

brought out here in front of you

appears exactly as it appeared on the

screen. You heard from the State'
expert said that' s not true. That is
completely not true. It's nothing but

an effort to make it look like she was

sitting there looking picture after
picture after picture after picture.
And you heard the state' expert says
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that you'll click on one of these sites

and it might pull fifty or it might

pull up several, multiple pictures in

one site. It might pop open several

other sites that might have ten

pictures on it or more. But it'
nothing but an effort to smear Karen

Tipton , to smear her family and

embarrass her family, obfuscate , cloud

the issues , try to get you to look away

from the fact s in this case.

You heard the Defense made a big

deal out of bringing out some

prescriptions that Dr. Tipton , who is a

medical doctor and went to medical

school, wrote for his wife and for

himsel f . That' evidence that he wrote
prescriptions for a yeast infection has

nothing to do with that case.

doesn' It' s nothing but ,an effort to
devalue Karen Tipton and smear her and

embarrass her family. No reason for

that to be brought out. It' s nothing

but a smoke screen to get you to look

away from the evidence.

Ladies and gentlemen of the jury,

you' ve seen - - there was no videotape.

There was no eye-witness. You all

spoke up during the voir dire process

and said you wouldn' t require that.

It' s not required. ve proven this

case beyond a reasonable doubt that the

Defendant is guilty of capital murder

as is charged in the indictment.

This is the way that Daniel Moore

left Karen Tipton on March the 12th of

1999. This is where she lay in her

hall when her little girl Caroline

called up on the telephone and said,

mommy, you forgot to pick us up from

school. And why did he do it? Why did

Karen have to die? Why did she have to

suffer these indignities? Why does her

name have to be drug through the mud

here in court three years later and the

whole Tipton family including her two

little children have to suffer, because

of his drug habits , because he couldn'

pass -- he was having trouble passing

bad checks. He had to find another way
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to score some property, get some stuff

that he could trade for drugs. He had

been out there before and he went out

there , took this toolbox , managed to

get Karen to let him in the house , and

when Karen found what he was doing,
found him in the bedroom stealing stuff

and cou d not stop him stealing stuff

this is what he did and this is where

he left her. This is where she lay

when Caroline called and said , mom, you

forgot to pick us up.

the microwave.

Her lunch was in

The Defense wants to come in here

and devalue her just like they told you

they weren' t going to , talk about

prescriptions , they implied that they

didn' t have a good relationship, didn
have a happy home , that this was not a

happy family. Ladies and gentlemen of

the jury, if you have any doubt you

3380 

got the tapes. Take them back there

and look at them. The Defense put them

in evidence. The tapes are there of

the family together there interacting

on birthdays, Christmas.

them.
Look at

I just want to say this in

closing. Cases like this or any case

that I prosecute I' m always terrified

that I might do something, that the

State' s prosecution might do something

in some way that might offend the jury

and you might hold that against the

State s case. I would ask if anything
like that has happened, we are required

to come in here and zealously prosecute

this case , zealously put this evidence

before you. If I' ve done anything
offensive or my colleague, Mr. Valeska

said anything, Mike Pettey has done

anything that you found offensive in

the prosecution of this case, judgment

calls that he made that you might

disagree with, I ask you that you hold

that against the State. Hold it

against me.

Mr. Valeska.

Hold it against

Hold it against Mike

Pettey, but don' t hold it against Karen

and her family. If you have any doubt
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about whether or not this was a happy

family here are the tapes. The Defense

put them in evidence. Don' t hold it

against Karen. The State has proven

its case beyond a reasonable doubt.

I would ask that at the end of this

case after the Judge has charged you

with regard to the law to go back and

deliberate on the evidence and you

return a verdict of guilty of capital

murder committed during a robbery,

committed during a kidnapping,

committed during a rape or sexual

assaul t. Thank you.
THE COURT: Thank you, Mr. Dill.

Mrs. Halbrooks.

MRS. HALBROOKS: Yes, sir. May it

please the Court , Mr. Valeska , Mr. Dill

and Mrs. Poe.

Ladies and gentlemen of the jury,
every now and then as a Defense

attorney you just have to stop for a

minute when you look at a case and call

time out and say what happened , what'

going on. Why does nothing make

sense. We told you at the beginning

our case that we would show you that

this was a crime of passion. The State
will tell you that we re doing that as

a smoke screen. I submit to you as a

prosecutor for four and a half years

ve heard that. It seems to me every

time a Defendant has a valid argument

in a case, evidence doesn t add up,

it' s certainly a smoke screen. It'
suddenly an effort to muddy waters and

not facts.
I would submit to you that what we

have shown you in this case are facts.

That' s why we were enabled under the
law to do that because they are facts

relevant to this case. They go to a

different motive for a crime, one we

call a crime of passion , one which

caused an individual to go into Karen

Tipton' s home not to steal from her,
not take the rings off of her hands

but to stab her twenty-eight times , cut

her nine times which included stabbing

her behind her ears , cutting the back
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of her throat , cutting her throat

twice.
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here

Does it make sense chac somebody

who came in there equipped with a

toolbox would go into a house in broad

daylight , nobody see him, and steal
jewelry, a camcorder , her purse, her

cell phDne, her wallet, her pager , and

again walk out in his drug- induced
craze that they would have you believe

in broad daylight and nobody saw it?

The pavers didn' t see him , Mr. Chance
didn t see him, but the one person that

they brought here to sit in front of

you to try and convince you that Daniel

Moore did this was Martin Scott Lane.

Well , what did Officer Pettey tell

they go down. When he' the
phone with them set that told
Officer Pettey, well wait,
already told you everything I knew. 
had my back to the house. I didn' t see

anything. They go down to Batavia,

Illinois , to talk to Martin Scott Lane
and he tells them, well, Hoke and Todd

Jones told me y ' all had a suspect in
that case , some man that worked for the

alarm, you know , I thought that was odd

when he did it because it made me

remember that somebody walked up and

asked me a question about the alarm at

the Tipton house that day. And you

heard Officer Pettey tell you, ala

bells didn' t go off in my head , sounded

perfectly normal to me.

Every now and then you have to call

time out. Every now and then you have

to say wait a minute. What' s going on

here. What is going on in the house

where you go in, the police do, at 4: 

in the afternoon and you allow officers
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to go in and out of the residence , they

are wearing protective footwear only.

You re seeing a brutal murder.

takes you from 4 :35 in the afternoon
until after 12: 00 midnight to process

the scene. You take a woman' s husband

through the crime scene after 12: 00

midnight after he' s been sitting

outside waiting according to Officer

Pettey to come in and tell you about

the property in the house or any

questions he might have. He comes in
through the house and he tells you what

steps he took. Tells you that he went

and took his shoes off in the laundry

room just like he always does when he

gets home, but according to Officer

willis , and you have his report and his

testimony, according to Officer Pettey

who went through the house with him

after 12: 00 midnight he never told him

once how he got his shoes back on.

When did he do it? But guess what

Dr. Tipton told you how he did it when

he took the stand. Says, oh , I was

going to go back to the back door and

was going to go up to the Chance' s and

I was going to use the phone up there.

Every now and then you have to call

time out, have to say wait a minute.

Why didn' t they - - why didn t the

police say something is not right

here. They keep him out in the car all

those hours and they bring him back in

and guess what , folks , he tells them

well, the purse is on the counter.

It' s missing. Bob Tressell told you

two people know what' s missing, the

person who put it there and the person

who took it. Nobody else is going to

know that the purse was on the counter

but Dr. Tipton did.
Dr. Tipton also provided some real

important information for the police in

their thorough investigation of this

case. About three weeks after the

murder Dr. Tipton called him up and

said there' s some other stuff that'
missing and he gives them a list:
camcorder , jewelry, all these things
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Why wasn t he asked that

night , Tell us what' s missing. Does

she have any jewelry? What' s the
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mot i ve here? But, no, they take him

down to the police station and he gives

them the statement that day even though

Officer Hamilton said he' s a suspect.

You know , everybody is a suspect.

re going to make sure we cover all

of our bases.

They also give their suspect free

access, free reign in the home where he

is free to come and go as he pleases

while they are still conducting the

investigation in this case.

contaminate the crime scene?

Did they
I submi t

to you at a minimum they did.

They bundle up hairs all together

to submit them to the Department of

Forensic Sciences. Dr. Acton told you

something as simplethat even a sneeze

as a sneeze can contaminate hair. You

wad them all up together you re going

to get everybody s DNA all mixed up.

Another thing I questioned about

3388
all the hairs that we' ve seen , where

did they come from? We' ve got an

evidence invoice that indicates one

hair was taken off of that fitted sheet

in the bedroom. Where did they come

from? We heard all the DNA evidence in

this case and at a minimum it was

confusing.
When we heard all of that I found

some things interesting, some things

that I noted as I went along.

going to literally read some of the

things that I have written simply

because to do otherwise I think is

adding even more confusion to this.

But I do want to point out some things

that I found fairly interesting.

First of all, the DNA analysis was

approached kind of backwards. You

know , John Case testified last and

Reliagene testified first and their

testing was exactly opposite of that.

John Case got these hairs and he did a

microscopical analysis. He told us

that in microscopical analysis all
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22 i Dr. Tipton, why was he not charged with

hose? will we really ever ow? Was

124 it a judgment call on the part of Mike
i 25 Pettey as he said it was or is there3390 3392

So do another reason? Dr. Tipton hadn'

hairs look the same basically under a

microscope. So he tells them , you

know can' t really tell you anything

about it but, you know, Daniel Moore'

hair looks microscopically similar to

this particular hair. Well , when we

look at the hair that was found on the

towel next to the floor of the bedroom

m not sure what Mr. Dill said these

were , Roger Morrison said the towel in

the floor on the bedroom was positive

for Karen Tipton' s blood. There was no

semen on that towel. John Case said
one hair is microscopically similar to

Daniel Moore. They send that hair

that' s microscopically similar to

Daniel Moore to Roger Morrison at the

Alabama Department of Forensic

Sciences. He says that that hair is

consistent with Karen Tipton. Roger
Morrison sends it to Reliagene.

Reliagene says that in their

mitochondrial DNA analysis of this hair

that it' s not consistent with Karen

Tipton or Daniel Moore but they say it

is consistent with David Tipton.

you see what' s happening here? We just

have people saying that hairs are

different folks every time we see

something, and I submit to you that

that I s basically a lot of what happens
through the course of this whole

analysis , people contradicting each

other.
Mr. Dill kept saying a match.

Therekept saying Daniel Moore' s hair.
was not a single witness on this bench

who told you this is Daniel Moore

hair, we can represent to you that it

is. Their language was consistent with

not a match , not his , they simply can

not tell you that. . They won

When you begin to look at this case

and begin to consider the evidence as

you heard it , we have to ask ourself

what about the killer? Was he bloody?

How did he get out of that house

carrying the toolbox , carrying the

jewelry carrying that pillowcase with

all his goodies in it? All this blood

3389
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Is there another

explanation for that? well, perhaps

there is. The police in their report

said that in the chird floor bathroom

where Mr. Dill has told you nothing

about this crime happened, they said in

their report it appears as though the

shower was used in an effort to perhaps

clean up before leaving the residence.

Dr. Tipton told them immediately, I

used that bathroom. I use it regularly

to get ready to go to work every

morning. So he would go upstairs every

morning to take a shower and come back

down and get dressed I suppose. But is
there another explanation for why

nobody saw anybody leave? They

bloody from head to toe as they would,

have been from the blood from Karen

Tipton.
The drugs that belonged to

worked in over a year. They talk about

how my client supported his drug

habit. What reason would there be to

ignore that? What reason would there

be for the police to ignore Bonnie Kidd

saying I saw somebody visit regularly.

What reason would they have for never

following up on that? What reason
would they have for ignoring all of the

witnesses who said that Dr. Tipton'

truck was there or a white truck was

there? Why would they ignore that?

What reason is behind that?

There was no semen found on

anything in this house. I think

Dr. Pustilnik said that perhaps the

killer could not get an erection , he

didn' t ejaculate, he wore a condom.
think those are the three things that

he talked about. Do you believe that

somebody that they painted to appear

like Daniel Moore would go in there

with a paving crew outside , with

Mr. Chance out in his yard , broad
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all these wounds on this woman, try to 
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3 i have sex with her , try to clean it all
up, take a shower before he goes?

you really believe that somebody would

do that for the sole purpose of going

in to steal money for drugs? Whoever

did this to Karen Tipton was mad at

her.
Well, who has a reason for being

mad? Was there finally something that
had occurred that was different from

before? Karen Tipton we know from

these computer records that we'

offered spent the morning of her death

looking at gay men engaged in

homosexual acts. Five minutes aft,
she logs off of the computer for 

last time she gets on the phone wi

Sarah Holden. Sarah Holden says
one Karen' best friends the

her death. talked for eight

eight minutes. The last person
or to talk with Karen alive that
know of, she wouldn' t tell us what

: I

Karen said. Officer Pettey test if
yeah, I talked with her but I don'

remember what she said. Do you tr
it would be important to know what

somebody talked abqut for eightY-E

minutes, the last person to know or

talk to her?

MR. DILL: Your Honor.

MRS. HALBROOKS: The last person to

talk to Karen Tipton alive. Officer
Hamil ton, same thing. Well , yeah, I

think I may have taken notes. If I did

I don t have them any more but I don'

remember what they talked about.

wonder what they talked about? We know

what she was looking at. We know that

Dr. Tipton' s good friend, according to

him lifelong friend , confronted him

about swapping with his wife, the same

man that he asked to be the

pallbearer.
forgiveness?

Is that indicative of

Is that indicative of a

flippant attitude toward propositioning

your wife or is it a way of life?

'tlhich is it?
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Had Karen Tipton decided to move on 

with her life? Do we know? We know 
she had a regular male visitor.

know who he is identified to be.
know that he denied it although he says

he has a full- sized truck that meets

every other description that Bonnie

Kidd gave for the truck , H. M. Nowlin.

Had she moved on with her life?

The crime scene photos, all of the

evidence taken in this case , all the

pieces of clothing were female

clothing. What was she doing when

Dr. Tipton came home that day?

packing up getting ready to go?

Was she

Defendant' s ExhibitS 9 , I asked
lY other
lrea over

it some blood

here. When

lS I would

Look right

(ourself what

=y didn'

this area.

I think
3396 '

that
sion in that

---

d two miles

ant you to
bel eve we' re UU..U:: l.U..o: ,-0 muddy the
water. They took in into evidence.

They not only took it into evidence but

they put it in a locker, they allowed

it to dry and cut a sample and they

send it for testing. But then, you

know , when it tests positive for blood

they don t find it important to see

what kind too. They had already

destroyed the rest of the sheet. When

they find out it' s blood do you think

they wanted to know because how are

they ever going to bring that sheet

into this courtroom? They can' It'
burned. It' s gone.

The reason that we believe that

sheet to be important or one of the

reasons is that if you recall they

found another fitted sheet in the floor

of the master bedroom. You know , they
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took the one off the bed. That'
one that we' ve all seen displayed

the blood on it. There was another
that nobody mentioned. Officer Pettey

explained away that the evidence

invoice that indicated that that was

found .that night was a typo.
flat sheet match the fitted?

Did the
We will

never know. Do we have a picture of

the fitted sheet? No. Did they bring
a picture in here to show it to you?

No.

Officer Pettey testified that a

bloody dog was found all mangled up

with this moving blanket and the

sheet. Did he take a picture? No.

we have anything to document how that

sheet was found? No. At least we

haven t seen it yet in this case.

The database for DNA comparison

Reliagene and the Department of

Forensic Science could not tell you

what made up that database. They

couldn' t tell you what persons and what
their make-up is jn that database.

Dr. Acton told you that a database can

make a big difference and alter the

accuracy and calculations that are used

to determine the frequency of the

genetic make-up for a particular

sample. He also told you that people

from different geographic areas can

alter a database and can also skew the

numbers. Don t know what their

database is made up of , what kind of

people comprise that database , but it

is interesting that in Reliagene' s own

testing and the records that you have

to look at if you choose to do that in

your deliberations , that same database

that was used to find that Daniel Moore

his DNA was consistent with those

samples zero people have it. Not only

zero people of Caucasian but African

Caucasian , Hispanic , Asian and Native

American decent zero were consistent

with Dr. Tipton, that was consistent

with him. Just kind of curious to know

what that database is comprised of.

would be good to know what the make-

3398

of that database was.
3399 i

Dr. Acton also told you about how

you must apply a correction factor to

your calculation. It wasn t done in

this particular case. So we don t know

what those numbers would be had they

taken their test and applied the

appropriate calculation.
He also explained to you how the

documents that provided to him bywere

Reliagene show that they had failed one

out of thirty-nine proficiency tests:
That also is not used in the

calculation of any numbers that they

testified to with regards to the

consistency or reliability of the

test.
Mitochondrial DNA analysis

Dr. Acton told you it' s a new test.

Reliagene told you that they only began

to offer it in April of ' 99 after this
crime in March of ' 99. Dr. Acton told

you that in the scientific community

they believed that mitochondrial DNA is

that made up of the maternal lineage of

3400
the family. They don' t know that for

sure but that' s the way they'

treating it and that' s true of the

entire scientific community. But is it

reliable? Can we depend on it given

all of the other inaccuracies that we

have to convict a man of capital murder

based on what they say is consistent

with his DNA , two hairs.

They told you that mitochondrial

DNA analysis is used when genomic

testing is not possible. What is that,

a last resort? Do we base decisions on

accuracy of tests on last resorts?

Cigarette butt found out in the

front yard. There s some pictures of

it. Not consistent with Karen Tipton,

David Tipton or Daniel Moore.

No test ing done on Karen Tipton'
fingernails. What would it have shown

us? We will never know.

Her urine was tested for drugs.

Her blood was not. The only items

tested to determine whether or not

blood or DNA was on those i ems of



evidence was the sweatshirt found on

the den sofa , sock from the bed in the

master bedroom a night shirt , towel,
the blood found in the foyer , the blood

on the table on the second floor

landing, the blood on the bathroom sink

counter the McDonald' cup and straw
and a piece of the moving blanket that

they say is dog blood.

The paving crew, not a single

member of that paving crew was asked to

provide a DNA sample in this case, not

a single one. Martin Scott Lane was

asked to give fingerprints. None of
the rest ' of them were ever even
fingerprinted.

The police were given Daniel'
clothing on April the 9th of 1999 when

he entered the hospital.
his boxer shorts.

That , included

When talking about the mixture that

they found on the hair and how they

washed it all down and cleaned it all

up and they were able then to make an

analysis- on that , Dr. Acton came in

here and he told you , you know , what

they told you may be right but it' s the

rest of the story. What did they not

tell you? What they didn' t tell you is

that there are lots of other ways that

you can get that same result, lots of

other people, other genetic make-ups,
other DNA.

The Alabama Department of Forensic

Sciences lost their accreditation, a

problem that occurred in their lab

causing contamination of some samples.
They also just began to do DNA testing

in 1999.

MR. DILL: Judge , that was just

completely incorrect. She just said

they just started to do DNA testing in

99. That' s just stating a fact that'
not in evidence and not true.

THE COURT: I can t comment on the

evidence. So I'll ask the jury to

remember the instructions I' ve given

you earlier. If lawyers on either side

misstate the facts, you re the ones

that have to remember the testimony and

3401
recall what' s accurate and what' s not.

3403 i

MRS. HALBROOKS: No murder weapon

was ever found in this case , but who

provided us with the only information

we have about a possible murder

Dr. Tipton. Two days afterweapon?

this murder and remember he had

complete access to this home , two days

after this murder they go back and get

a plastic sheath that they say was on

the counter top there in the kitchen.

ve looked at these crime scene

photos. I have yet to see a plastic

sheath on the counter top that they say

they went out and got two days later

off the counter.

Dr. Tipton also gives us some

important information about a knife

that' s missing from the kitchen
drawer.

3404
lot

Well, does that mean then that

again Daniel Moore in his crazed state

wenc in there and nicely opened the

do this with because he

co find it I' m sure.

3402
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kitchen drawer , picked him out a knife

knew exactly

They would

have you to believe that he knows a

about this house because he had been

there with Howard Godbee before. They

say he picked this house because he

knew Karen Tipton s habits. He knew

she would be home alone. I think

that' s scratching. I think to use

Mr. Dill' s word , that' s preposterous.

The 911 call that we listened to in

court , I think it' s extremely telling

as well. Dr. Tipton and what he says

the five minutes he' s been there he

tells the folks I' ve been here five
minutes, there' s no forced entry, alarm
panels are ripped off the wall. Howard

Godbee told you that Karen Tipton said

she had taken care of the problem.

the five minutes that Dr. Tipton was in

the house he was able to tell that

there was no forced entry; although

Mike Pettey said it took them about

fifteen , twenty minutes to figure out

if all the doors and everything was

locked and that there had been no

forced entry in the house , but
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Dr. Tipton was able to do that fairly

quickly.
Mike Pettey in his report said that

it was surgically removed , the alarm

panels were surgically removed. Well

I submit to you that may be fairly

insignificant to most of us but I do

find that to be an interesting

statement in this case.

Dr. Tipton told Mike Pettey, I
didn t look for my children I don

know if they' re in the house or not.

Dr. Tipton says that he came in the

door and called out for his wife and

children and knew that they should be

home. He goes upstairs and finds her

He goes to the bedroom to find abody.

phone. If you would like to take a

look at the crime scene video Officer

Pettey told us that the children'
bedrooms are right down the hall.

would have taken him a matter of five

seconds to find out if his children

were in their bedroom. He goes
downstairs and goes to the office that

he says he had to use the fax line

phone to call the police. Right across

the doorway are the children s play

He didn' t look in there.room.

submit to you that Dr. Tipton knew

where his children were and he knew

they weren! t in the house.

The blood on Dr. Tipton s hand,

Dr. Tipton said he checked for his

wife' s pulse. He said , as a matter of

fact, I did it twice , which is more

than most doctors would do. That' s how
he explained the blood on his hand.

Did they at any point say, Dr. Tipton

let' s take a look at that. Let' s get a
sample of that blood. Did you cut
yourself? Let' s look at it. Let' s see
what' s going on with that blood. No.

Would it have- told us something about

this case? We will never know.

The evidence that we offered in

this case that has been eluded to as a

smoke screen and that we did to devalue

Karen Tipton' s life , I must apologize

to Karen Tipton' s sister and her family

3405
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members. I wouldn' t want to have to

look at that. I wouldn' t want to have

to see that in this setting but facts

are facts , motives are motives. When

you have a situation where the facts

show you there' s another motive here

this didn' t come down the road to be

misrepresented. You have to present

the facts to the twelve people who are

going to decide what the verdict is.
I f you don t do you have all the

story? Did the police in thisNo.

case attempt to get the whole story?

No.

The hard drive of this computer

which would have answered some of the

questions that the State says they

would like to have answered, they gave

back to Dr. Tipton before we even had

an opportunity to look at it.

Bob Tressell said that blood drops

would have to be in that house for

about thirty minutes to an hour to be

dry and appear to be the way they

appeared on the floor in the house.

said no forced entry means that Karen

Tipton either knew her attacker or she

3408

let them in or the attacker had a key.

He said the blood drops were dropped

blood. That means Karen Tipton wasn'

running. There s no blood on the wall

in the house. She never attempted to

get out the door. She passes by these

stairs by Mike Pettey s testimony and

by Mr. Tressell' s testimony, she comes

right by this door. There' s no

evidence to suggest that she ever even

attempted to get out of there. There
a hanger right there not even knocked

off of the railing. Does the evidence

suggest to us that Karen Tipton was as

she was when Sarah Holden talked with

her , in the den watching the paving
crew out the door? The killer comes

in, strikes her , she' s beaten on her

face, we know that. Her shirt becomes

bloody and she goes upstairs not to r

from the killer that she knows but to

remove herself from him. She takes
that fireplace poker upstairs with her,
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you ! re going to stay away from me.

goes upstairs to the sink in this

bathroom and begins to clean her

inj uries, and that drawer in the
kitchen is open and something that

Karen Tipton didn' t expect happened
upstairs in her bedroom. Is that what

happened? will we ever know for sure?

But what does the evidence suggest , and

that' s what you get to decide. That'
what you all get to talk about and

deliberate about.

What they have suggested with

regards to my client, his motive, his

opportunity, his intent , simply doesn
exist. Did Daniel Moore have a dr

problem? Did he use some bad judgment
, you bet you. Did he plead guilty

to what he had done? Did he serve his
time? You bet you. He sure did. But

did he kill Karen Tipton? Has the
evidence suggested that he did? Could

he have given what he knows? I suggest

not. I don' t believe he did.

believe at the least there' s reasonable

doubt.
MR. DILL: Your Honor , we re going

to object to her stating her belief.
That' s clearly improper arguments.

I'll rephrase it,MRS. HALBROOKS:

Your Honor.

All right.THE COURT:

MRS. HALBROOKS: When you consider

all the evidence in this case and go

back and begin to talk about the

evidence , do not , you will not be able
to find Daniel Moore guilty beyond a

reasonable doubt. There is doubt in

every phase of this investigation.
When Mike Pettey tells you that

Dr. Tipton wasn t charged with a thing,

when he had drugs and we looked at

them. They re in the bag. I didn'

count those bags but look at them.

Wasn t charged with a thing. It'
because of his judgment that they were

not. What kind of judgment is that?
Do we go from that poor judgment to a

judgment that is bad enough to put

Daniel Moore through what he and his

3409
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family have been through for the last

two years, for a case that has played

out in this courtroom in the way this

happened? Through an investigation

that if it didn' t lead to Daniel Moore

they didn' t look at it.
state of affairs,

It' s a sad

We do appreciate your patience.

know that you folks have been in a

hotel room for weeks away from your

family and he ow that' s a big

sacrifice. We appreciate it. We hope

that we have given you this case in as

quickly a manner as' we possibly could
to get you back with your families.

But on behalf of Daniel Moore and his

family, we appreciate you. We know the

seriousness of the decision that you

have to make, but we do believe in this

case that the only decision you can

make is to find Daniel Moore innocent

of all of the charges.

much.

Thank you very

THE COURT: Thank you,

Mrs. Halbrooks,

3412
'll break for lunch here, We'll

start back at 1:30. I would ask the

jury to not discuss the case among

yourselves . Even though we' ve heard

arguments from both sides it' s still
not time to begin deciding. So enj oy

your lunch. ll start back at 1:30.

You may leave your notes and stuff in

the cb.air.
(Whereupon , the following was

held outside the presence of

the jury.
THE COURT: Those of you in the

audience if you would let the jury

clear the elevators. You re free to

go. 'll start back at 1: 30.

(Whereupon, at 12:02 p. , the

proceedings in the above-

entitled matter was recessed

to reconvene at 1:30 p.

this same day.
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AFTERNOON SESSION

(1:34 p.

(Whereupon , the following was

held in the presence of the

jury. )
THE COURT: Everybody can beOkay.

seated.
Mr. Powell, you may address the

jury.
MR. POWELL: Thank you , Your

Honor.

Ladies and gentlemen of the jury,
Mr. Valeska Mr. Dill , Mrs. Poe,
Doctor , Mr. Pettey, Barry and others.
At this point in the game it' s time for
us to give our final summation. You

know ' a lot of people have been arguing
about what the evidence is or is not up

here so far today, but I think it'
important that you realize that what is

your gauge, what is your rule , what are

you going to measure by.

In this particular case I think

Judge is going to charge you , the

3414the 
jury,

that it' s the burden of the State to

prove beyond a reasonable doubt each

and every element of the crimes that

Daniel Moore is charged with. I don

really think there s a whole lot of

elements to deal with. I think it

simply boils down to whether you

thought he was over there or not.

guess that' s the only issue there is
here. If he wasn t there he couldn'

do all these horrible things that

somebody else did, and I can assure you

I believe the evidence in this case

will prove to you beyond a reasonable

doubt that he was not there.
I think in addition to that there

something equally as important that the

Judge will tell you , and I think this

too is part of the measuring stick that

you must use You must lay this down

to evaluate the evidence that' s been
presented to you. I think the Judge

will tell you in certain words that in

3413
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a case of circumstantial evidence that

if there' s more than one inference that

can be gathered or gleaned from the

circumstantial evidence , if any

inference comes from that evidence

other than guilt, it is your sworn duty

that you will vote your opinion and the

inference that is most favorable to

this Defendant.

good yardstick.

Now , thac' s a pretty
It' s easy to follow.

In this particular case there'

been a lot of inferences and

innuendos. I mean, from the very

begi ing there' s things like, well , we

proved he was in Decatur. We proved he

worked for an alarm company. We proved

he had a pair of wire cutters. You

know , that applies to a lot of us.

What does that really prove? We don'

think that really proves anything.

A week ago yesterday we celebrated,
we didn' t, none of us did, but some of
us celebrated what is known as

Veteran s Day. That used to be

Armistice Day that came about at the

3416
end of World War II on November the

11th. And , of course , there s a lot of

people that' s been to a lot of wars for
the United States and the basic

principles that we have. I think that

one of the best ways to characterize

the United States and our civilization,

our government, is what Patrick Henry

said in 1775, "Give me liberty or give

me death. You can t live if you

not free.
In this particular case that' s what

talking about. These people that

have died in foreign wars have fought

to give you the privilege and the honor

to sit here and judge your fellow man.

You must interpret the evidence; you

must interpret the facts; you must use

your experiences in every day life and

your common sense. You ve got to
evaluate the people that testified and

how they spoke.
your oath.

You' ve got to honor

In the beginning you all took the

oath, and I think that you were
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instructed and I think you 'll remember

that and you agreed that you would give

everybody' s testimony the same weight
even Daniel Moore' I submit to you

in this case that he has testified to

you and he has testified to you

truthfully. And I can tell you that he

looked you in the eye and he answered

the questions no matter who asked them

or when OJ; how. I submit to you that

he' s told you the truth.

I told you in the beginning and I

think the evidence clearly has born me

out that he was a sneak thief, that he

wrote bad checks , and that he snatched

a gold necklace or whatever it was from

JC Penney s and ran with it.
Mr. Dill has got up here and argued

with you that he run out of money and

that' s why he resorted to the murder

get money for dope. That is
unsubstantiated. That is a statement 
de by him just like some of the 
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his mouth when he says that. That may

be his feelings , ladies and gentlemen

of the jury, but the evidence does not

bear it out because it was twenty-six

days after March the 19th , 1999 when

Daniel Moore was charged with grabbing

a necklace off the counter out at

Penney s and running with it. During

that entire period of time he told you

that he financed his drug habit with

these bad checks. That' s an impersonal
sort of crime. That is not going up

and knocking somebody down and taking

their money out of their pocket.

is not going to their house and

That

burglarizing it , raping, robbing,
sexually molesting, kidnapping,

burglarizing, it' s nothing like that.

He was not a - - he was never a threat
to any- person. There' s no evidence in

this case that will ever show you that

he was mean , hateful , overbearing or

aggressive toward anyone.

There' s also testimony in this case
that he tells you that when he was on

this horrible drug that he was veri

paranoid and he didn' t trust anybody,

3419 :

that he stayed alone. Their argument

in this case is that he got high on

drugs and went out and negotiated the

roads of Decatur , Morgan County, and

Cullman County, Alabama and could drive

all the' way down here and go out there

and do this.
In his opening statement Mr. Dill

talked to you about the fortuitous

occasion that he had to be there.
Well, that' s a big word for me. Just
means that he just lucked up on the

situation where he could bop up there

and knock on the door and say your

alarm is broke and I will fix it. That
didn' t happen.
all.

That didn' t happen at

If he wants to talk about lucky or

haphazard; let' s talk about Mr. Howard

Godbee. She knew him. He knew her

alarm was broken and so did the guy

riding in the truck with him that day.

I don' t know that they' ve ever talked

3420
to him or drug him up here either , but

if you talk about to somebody that knew

about it and had an occasion to go out

there and knock on the door and be let

, that was the two that did it.

Mrs. Tipton didn' t know Daniel Moore.
She had never been formally introduced

to him, anything like that whatsoever.

They argue that he knew that she

would be out there alone when the

evidence in this case with Mr. Howard

Godbee said every time he ever went out

there the children were there.

believe they told you in their opening

statements that these children were

like three and five or three and six

years old. You wouldn t expect a three

year old to be going to school. And

also in this case Mr. Tipton testified

that on this occasion when they were

out there working he was there also.

They can get up here and say

anything they want to say but I want

you to lay this legal yardstick along

side of it and I want you to measure
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it. I want you to be precise because

what they re aSking you to do up here.

Unlike the people that were drafted to

go to wars and fight for our freedom

they re asking you to take a gun and

hold it and aim it right at his heart

and they' re asking you to pull the
trigger on that gun. They want you to

do their dirty work for them based on

their innuendos and insinuation. But

when you get right " down to where the
rubber hits the road, you re going to

have to evaluate this evidence

yourself, each and everyone of you.
And if anyone of you or all twelve of

you believe there' s an inference from
the evidence in this case that is

favorable to this Defendant it' s your

sworn duty to vote that inference of

not guilty, and that' s what it will

be.
Also it has to be beyond a

reasonable doubt , any doubt for which a

reason can be given. And in this

particular case I think there s so much

to talk about that the day is not
34221long 

enough. There' s no way that I can sit
here and go over all the evidence

that' s been brought' - 

weeks in a snort per

think you remember w

think you evaluated

think you studied wh,

say or don t say.

that in a case like 

are , Daniel Moore, 

myself. On the otheI
the FBI , ABI , Morgan

State of Alabama, the

ability and they tell you there' s no

eyewitness in chis case and yet they

drag a man out from Colorado down here,

fly him in , put him up and bring him

in. If that' s not supposed to be an

eyewitness I don' t know what would be.

But they claim he s not and I claim

he' s not either because he didn' t know

anything. The only thing he remembered

is after his amnesia was cured that

somebody had suggested to him years ago

3421 i
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that there was somebody might be out

there from an alarm company looking

around. Well , he told yeti it was 
long haired , sandy brown haired man.

And you noticed that they never did

say, well , is that him over there with

black hair? They never did ask that.

He never did say it was. So I submit

to you when they say they don' t have

any eyewitness he was another one of
them.

I don' t know what they spent in

money in this case , but they ve brought

you people like that up here that had

nothing to contribute to this case

what soever. They ve done everything

they can to hide the truth in this

case. If they had been wanting to

bring out the truth in this case why

would they not put on in their case in

chief like Defendant' s Exhibit Number

, which was the eyewitness. Michael
Todd Jones. That was his statement,

and if you remember in this case we

brought it out from Mr. Barry Hamil ton

sitting over there, who was the

sergeant in charge of Mike Pettey

3424

investigation, that we put him on the

stand and asked him on Saturday March

the 13th, 1999 did Hoke Bonner and this

Michael Todd Jones come down to the

police station? Yes, he did. And we

asked him what he told them; they wrote

it down. And what does that statement

say? This is somebody that has no dog

in this fight. This witness who was a

witness by this statement through Barry

is one that I submit to you that could

have been found if they wanted him up

here. They can find anybody else.

They can get an expert Friday night

for, you know, Tuesday. That' s no
problem for them. They can find

somebody in Denver, Colorado.

noobj ect to those people.

Money is

And I submit to you and I think

this is true in this case , that this

tends to show you that this is a game

to these people. That these Attorney

Generals have come up here in order
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just to do battle. That' s the only
reason they re here.

I object. You toldMR. VALESKA:

this jury why we were here. He knows

that' s not a fact. It' s never been

introduced into evidence , and he'

standing up here telling them that and

I told you he would, Judge.

THE COURT: Well it' s argument.

m going to give you some leeway, but

I wish you would keep your comments to

what is before the jury. Okay?

MR. POWELL: Yes 1 sir

THE COURT: Or reasonable
inferences therefrom.

MR. POWELL: Well, maybe that' s not

a reasonable inference. Maybe I'
being unreasonable. I apologize to

you.
In this particular case I don'

think it' s unreasonable to talk about

Defendant' s Exhibit Number 74 , and I'll

talk about Mr. Ezell' s statement,

Exhibit Number 39 , a little later

also. But I' m also going to talk to

you a little bit right now about the

way this thing works.

I believe it t S a reasonable

inference from the evidence in this

case to believe that Mike Pettey was

put in charge of a maj or murder

investigation. I think it' s a

reasonable inference from the testimony

that' s offered in this case that he
never been in charge of one of these
before, and I don' t know whether he'

been charged with one since. I don'

remember about that. But I'll submit

to you human nature is such that in a

case like this one' s ego can be

damaged. And I don t represent to you

that Mike Pettey intentionally did

anything wrong in this case whatsoever,

but I do believe from the evidence in

this case based on the testimony that

he was probably improperly trained for

that assignment that was given to him.

I think based on the city police

department' s improper training that
they probably demoted him and now he
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says he' s canine unit guy and he
doesn t wear a suit and tie any more.

3427

I don' t really think that' s his fault.
I think that was the lack of training

on the part of the city to provide him

the tools and education he needed to

make an investigation like this. And

without regard to whether it was his

fault or intentional or negligence on

the part of the city in his training

and education , the bottom line is still

the same. This investigation was

incomplete and improperly done.

not done properly.

It is the duty of a police

I twas

department just like it' s the sworn

duty of the prosecutor and the A. G. ' s

office included that they try to bring

the truth out in these cases. They

trying to bring the truth. They re not

trying to prosecute somebody. They

not supposed to be out here trying to

get you to pull the trigger on

somebody.

the tr.lth.
They' re supposed to bring

They re supposed to be

34281
impartial. They re supposed to be for

the little man as well as the rich man

too, and have they done that in this

case? There' s no way you can sit there
and believe that they have.

They go over there and they go to

see Dr. Case or Mr. Case, whatever he

is, and they go see Pustilnik and they

go to see Mr. Morrison and they say,
looky here, this is what we need in

this case, buddy. You work for the

State. We' re all in this ship

together. This is what we need.

don t need that. We don t need to

evaluate this sheet. We don t need to

do the fingernail clippings. We don'

need to do the combings of the pubic

hair. All we need is a little hair or

two here and we c an burn this guy.
And you know what Dr. Case said

that struck me? said in a case in a

hair when I evaluate these and look at

them he said I always find out that

usually when these hairs have any meat

on them or skin tag or whatever they
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talk about , that they' ve been plucked 
out. Did you notice the timetable in

all this and who kept all the

evidence? It was the City and their

We didn' t have anything to dobuddies.
with that whatsoever. So if they

needed a hair over there smear it

around in some of the bodily fluids or

blood of somebody they have, they

got it. They don t have any watchdogs

over them. They' re like Jesse James

guarding the bank. They can do as the
please. re not there. We have no

witnesses there and we' re not privy to

that and yet Dr. Morrison or

Mr. Morrison would tell you up here

that, why, I would give them any kind

of testing they want if I think it'

reasonable. How much do you think he

would think was reasonable if we asked

him to do anything?

nothing.
I submit to you

That' s the kind of treatment we'

had in this case all along. It doesn

take a real rocket scientist to figure

3430 

out in this case that perhaps what kind

of favoritism a prominent Huntsville

psychiatrist that lives in the upbeat

southwest neighborhood receives.
seen what kind of favoritism they

You

recei ve in this case. Is this a level

playing field? Are you going to pull

the trigger on him because he wrote bad

checks? Are you going to pull the

trigger on him because he' s addicted to

drugs? There' s no proof in this case
that this man was out there and did

anything at all at Karen Tipton' s house

on March the 19th of 1999.

I want to talk to you a minute

about that. They have a tendency to

snip out these tidbits over here and

these over here , and they have argued

to you and represented to you today

they said, well , Daniel Moore told

Uncle Sparky out there on the 8th or

whatever day it was, I believe it was

the 8th of April 1999 , they said,

well, he told him he had killed a

doctor or somebody down in Cul1man
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County.
to jail.

Didn' t believe that, went on

Got on down there closer to

the jail and he said , no , it was that

woman in Decatur. He says , you mean
the lady out on Chapel Hill Road?

says, yeah. He said , We broke into the

house. I was upstairs and the guys

downsta rs cut her throat and stabbed

her three or four times. Well , we know
that' s not true. They know it' s not

true. She wasn' t killed downstairs and

the house wasn' t broken into yet they

want to clip off those bad parts that

they don' t want to talk about. They

want to say, well , there wasn' t anybody

wi th him and he didn' t break in the
house , that he had that box that they
found down yonder in his apartment in

Hanceville. They said he had that box

out there and he went up there , and I

don' t know how he got up there.

guess Scottie beamed him in there , but

nobody saw him with all the people out

there. He had to drive his blue truck

or whatever it was up there. Nobody

3432
out there saw that. They said, well,

that doesn' t matter , said he still

went. They said he went up there and

showed her that and said is your alarm

broke, I' m here to fix it. Well
wouldn' t have any idea about the broke
alarm. That'That' s ridiculous.
desperation. That' s as desperate of a
suggestion to you as bringing that guy

back here from Denver.

And also like Mr. Redmon, that guy

' t deserve a cross- examination
question. He didn' t have any business
here. He was just doing that staying

good with those people. He was trying

to get out of j ail when he did it, and
those statements that Daniel told you

were not true and I submit to you

they re not true because be didn' t say

that.
So now , let' s get back to Sparky.

They say, well, Daniel told him this.

They never investigated to see if there

was any - - this is what they say.
Never made any investigation to go down
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to Wallace State and see if there

any men from artselle registered there

where they could go talk to them , but

yet they said they didn' t believe

They don t argue to you that.

They said he went out there by

himself. But on the other hand he gets

up here and argues to you , well, Uncle

Sparky says , well , Daniel did those
mean guys know where we all lived?

he says no. So what they' re saying is

201
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on one hand that what was told to

Sparky is half truth and over here

they re saying that half is true.
They re opportunist in this. They'

3434 
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telling you anything that they can.

you listen to the evidence and don'

you listen to those prosecutors because

they re here to deceive you in this

case. They have not brought you the

whole truth,

Now , we re going to talk a little

bit about the next phase of this that

they' re so big on. Daniel Moore

stabbed himself. Yeah, sure did wi th a

little two inch knife if it was that

long. Why did he do it? Well , he told

you why he did it. He was on crack

cocaine. He said he was smoking some

when they knocked on the door out there

and he thought it was Darnell Ellison

bringing him some more. So we know he

had money in his pocket , and we know at

that time they kicked the door in on

him and grabbed him. We know at that

time they probably smelled it burning.

We know at that time they saw the can

in his hand, and they said , well , why

don t you come with us and go downtown

and talk to us. They knew he was high

as a kite because they caught him there

smoking crack.

And I tell you something else, they

said they patted him down for their

safety and his safety.
of pat- down was that?

'Nell , what kind

Was that any

more effective or efficient than the

rest of this investigation they

done? I say, no, it was not.

So they get him downtown, and you

can look at the timetable on this

stuff , and after two and a half , three

3435

hours they say he' s sitting there and

his mouth is dry and he s smacking his

6 !

lips and he s nervous and he s jittery

and shaking. That' s because he'
coming down off that crack. And

another. reason he didn' t talk to them
right then is because he told you that

when you' re on crack you' re real

paranoid. You don' t want anything.

You don t want sleep, you don' t want

food , you don t want sex, you don'

want all that, all you want is more

crack. Some of you may have some

common experience to know some people

that have been addicted to these

horrible things , and I believe that to

be a true statement. Nobody has

contradicted it from the testimony or

evidence in this case.

So at that point in time he

probably said some things to the police

officers and they said did you do this

did you do that, and he said, no,

because if you re paranoid you don

trust anything or anybody. At that
point in time he ' had already written
these suicide letters , and r invite you

to read them. They say nothing to

indicate that he had ever done any harm

to anybody. These letters when you

read them I think will tell you and

convince you beyond a reasonable doubt

that he was simply ashamed of his

lifestyle, that he could not kick this

habit. He knew his family was very

troubled by it. His own mother throwed

him out of the house. His granddaddy

had signed his bond, and he also told

you that he was afraid if he killed

himself and didn' t show up for court

his grandaddy would lose his house.

think that' s reasonable. Nobody said

that' s not true.
In addition when they were going

down to the j ail down there and he was
telling Uncle Sparky these things, he

did not want to go to j ail because he
was high on this crack he was still
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on. He knew in j ail you wouldn' t get

no more of it , and he al so by the same
reason that he didn' t want to get back

in j ail he didn' t want to go to

grandpa s house because he knew he

wasn' t going to get any over there

too. He wanted to stay free of the

He wanted to stay free of Unclejail.
Sparky. He wanted to stay free of his

grandma and grandpa. He wanted to get

back over there to that room where he

could order some more crack cocaine,
and that' s exactly what he did.

After he got down there and he was

coming down off this stuff and he had

already written these suicide notes and

letters to his ' family, his brother and
sister and mother and daddy and his

stepfather , he pulled out a knife down
there when he was shaking all to pieces

and started stabbing himself , and

that' s something that he had planned to

do. That does not have anything in the
world to do with the death of Karen

Tipton.

Usually if you have a situation

such as this you wouldn' t see that

reaction out of them. You just see

somebody say, why, you can' t prove a

thing, copper. I didn' t do nothing.

But let' s look a little further. After
he goes down to the hospital for the

three days and he comes back , what did

Mike Pettey tell you about him? What

did - - well, I don' t know if Barry

spoke on the subj ect , but when they got
him back down there they carried him

straight to the interrogation room

again. ' At that point in time he told
you he sat there and talked to them for

a very long time and tol'd them

everything they wanted to know about

alarm systems , told them that he did

work out there for Mr. Godbee, told

them he was not at the Karen Tipton

residence, that he didn' t murder her

and didn' t know anything about it, and
he did that sitting there when he was

straight and level and off drugs.

talked to them, you know , in a ver

3437
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them, and I submit to you that that'

the truth.
In this particular case there'

more than one inference you can take
from the fact of what he said down at

the jail. There' s more than one
inference that you can take from the

fact that he stabbed himself , and if

either one of those inferences and

either one of those cases is in favor

of the Defense it' s your sworn duty

that you will come in and vote to

acquit this Defendant.

And now after you get past that

stage of it , I begin to wonder again

about where this investigation is

going. I do know that they said that

after that that -- well, let me back

up, another thing I missed. When Mike

Pettey and Barry Hamilton had him in

custody and put him in the hospital

they put a guard wi th him. The reason

they did that was not so they could run

get a warrant and arrest him for the

3440 

three cans out there that were crushed 
up, but the reason they did that was to

get that warrant on him to make sure

that he could not get out of jail , that

he could not go back to his motel room

that he could not go to his wrecked

truck, that he could not go to his

apartment in Hanceville and that'
good. So they make these affidavits

for these search warrants to go search

all three of these places , and they

tell exactly what they re looking for.
And you notice that on the return of

these search warrants and from the

testimony in this case that they have

not found one shred of physical

evidence at all period that will

connect him with Karen Tipton'

murder. There' s a simple explanation
for that. He was not there. He didn'
take anything from her. That is not

And if thetrue. He did not do it.

inference in this case and beyond a

reasonable doubt I think you must

agree , you must agree that the evidence
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is not so strong in this case so that

you can pull the trigger on this man.

We'll get to this hair business

after while. Now , after this, of

course , they went down there and they

kept him in jail. They revoked - - I
don t remember whether he was on

probation or awaiting sentencing or

what, but he never got back out of jail

since then. s been there ever

since. This rocks on for a year or so

until I believe it was November of

2000 , which is two years ago, and they

finally arrest him and charged him with

this murder of Karen Tipton. They make

out like they were just doing it to

wait on DNA evidence I suppose , but

they had all this other stuff before

that. So if they had all this other

stuff before that and they did not

arrest him, they did not believe it.
They did not believe any of that was

sufficient , and I submit to you it was
not.

So Catherine and others have

already talked to you some about the

hairs and the DNA and all that And,

again , that' s kind of beyond me , but it

will be awful hard for me to vote to

take somebody' s liberty which would

fact, take their life based on two

hairs under these circumstances.

The DNA people, none of them told

you who left that hair there if they

did and none of them told you when it

was left there. That' s the only
evidence that you have about

this , blouse about when or where.
was somewhat questionable and somewhat

unusual that you were

- -

doing this for the sake argument.
can' t see anybody brutally beating that

lady and torturing her and probably

hitting her and beating her down there

on the couch because she had to take

her blouse off and hold her face to

stop the flow of blood. which is
another thing, I believe that did

happen. I believe that' s why that

shirt 
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re going to obj ect toMR. DILL:

what he believes. That' s improper
argument.

MR . POWELL: Everything I say I

believe is an inference from the

evidence, Your Honor.

MR. DILL: But he can' t say what he

believes. That' s improper.
THE COURT: He can suggest to the

jury, and if you ll rephrase it.

argument.
It 

Again, ladies and gentlemen of the

jury, I' ll remind you that you heard
the facts and you have to decide the

facts and the lawyers can argue. What

they re saying now on either side is

not evidence, but they can make

argument based on the just and

reasonable inferences shown by the

evidence.
Go ahead , Mr. Powell.

MR . POWELL: That' s what I' m doing,
m making an inference from that. And

I believe it' s an inference from the

evidence in this case that whoever

worked her over down there after she
3444 

admitted them into the house without

any forced entry that they were sitting

down there talking on that couch in the

den. At some point in time and, you

know, whether it' s jealousy, rej ection
I don' t know , but some kind of terrible

situation started to unfold.

It started out from what I see and

infer from the evidence in this case

that somebody probably poked her right

in the nose, busted her mouth , nose and

lip and there s some evidence that they

hit her upside the head. I think

there' s an inference from the evidence

in this case that at that point in time

she was bleeding profusely. I think if

you get that sweatshirt out of that

sack , whichever one they' ve got it in

and look at it, it will indicate to you

that somebody is bleeding heavily from

a point, and I don t know whether it

dropped on it. I think that she took

that off, and I think she used it to

catch the flow of blood from her head
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is not so strong in this case so that

you can pull the trigger on this man.

We'll get to this hair business

after while. Now , after this, of

course , they went down there and they

kept him in jail. They revoked - - I
don t remember whether he was on

probation or awaiting sentencing or

what, but he never got back out of jail

since then. s been there ever

since. This rocks on for a year or so

until I believe it was November of

2000 , which is two years ago, and they

finally arrest him and charged him with

this murder of Karen Tipton. They make

out like they were just doing it to

wait on DNA evidence I suppose , but

they had all this other stuff before

that. So if they had all this other

stuff before that and they did not

arrest him, they did not believe it.
They did not believe any of that was

sufficient , and I submit to you it was
not.

So Catherine and others have

already talked to you some about the

hairs and the DNA and all that And,

again , that' s kind of beyond me , but it

will be awful hard for me to vote to

take somebody' s liberty which would

fact, take their life based on two

hairs under these circumstances.

The DNA people, none of them told

you who left that hair there if they

did and none of them told you when it

was left there. That' s the only
evidence that you have about

this , blouse about when or where.
was somewhat questionable and somewhat

unusual that you were

- -

doing this for the sake argument.
can' t see anybody brutally beating that

lady and torturing her and probably

hitting her and beating her down there

on the couch because she had to take

her blouse off and hold her face to

stop the flow of blood. which is
another thing, I believe that did

happen. I believe that' s why that

shirt 
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re going to obj ect toMR. DILL:

what he believes. That' s improper
argument.

MR . POWELL: Everything I say I

believe is an inference from the

evidence, Your Honor.

MR. DILL: But he can' t say what he

believes. That' s improper.
THE COURT: He can suggest to the

jury, and if you ll rephrase it.

argument.
It 

Again, ladies and gentlemen of the

jury, I' ll remind you that you heard
the facts and you have to decide the

facts and the lawyers can argue. What

they re saying now on either side is

not evidence, but they can make

argument based on the just and

reasonable inferences shown by the

evidence.
Go ahead , Mr. Powell.

MR . POWELL: That' s what I' m doing,
m making an inference from that. And

I believe it' s an inference from the

evidence in this case that whoever

worked her over down there after she
3444 

admitted them into the house without

any forced entry that they were sitting

down there talking on that couch in the

den. At some point in time and, you

know, whether it' s jealousy, rej ection
I don' t know , but some kind of terrible

situation started to unfold.

It started out from what I see and

infer from the evidence in this case

that somebody probably poked her right

in the nose, busted her mouth , nose and

lip and there s some evidence that they

hit her upside the head. I think

there' s an inference from the evidence

in this case that at that point in time

she was bleeding profusely. I think if

you get that sweatshirt out of that

sack , whichever one they' ve got it in

and look at it, it will indicate to you

that somebody is bleeding heavily from

a point, and I don t know whether it

dropped on it. I think that she took

that off, and I think she used it to

catch the flow of blood from her head
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injuries at that time. I don I t know

whether somebody cut her at chat time

or not. I believe she was bleeding

from the inference from the evidence

that I see.

I think she knew these people and I

think she wasn t ashamed to take off

that sweatshirt at that point in time

and used it to try to stop the blood.
I think that you can infer from the

evidence in this case that at some

point after she did that that she laid

that down and she started down out the

door of the den , down the foyer and up

the steps. And Mr. Pettey as well as

Mr. Bob Tressell from over there in

Georgia both told you that it appeared

that those were not moving drops , that

they went straight down and hit the

floor I want you to try to figure out

from the evidence in this case here if

this blood was in that hall and those

droplets were down there and there was

a pretty good bit at the base of the

steps and Mr. Dill have you to believe

3446
that somebody had a poker around her

neck like that and she was bleeding and 
cut and battered. You know, there'
not any evidence all that the poker

had any fingerprints had any

blood on ever been used strike
anybody. It had no DNA, had no blood

had no nothing on it. So I submit it I 
reasonable to infer that this was never

part of the assault on Karen Tipton.
If it had been you would have had some

of these blood stains , you could have

had DNA , and you could have had things

Co trail it towards.

I think you can infer from the

evidence in this case that she went

down the hall , that it looks like at

one point there was some blood droplets

hit the floor , but you notice nobody

steps in those. So if somebody' 

coming down there struggling with her

and these droplets and they re holding

her back like this against them and

she s struggling and they fall then

somebody is going to walk through

3445 :
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them. But they don' t have any tracks

in them down there, and that seems odd

to me.

It' s my opinion that he doesn'

like that you can infer from the

evidence in this case that she was

going along and then she stopped down

at the bottom of the stairs and she had

an ample opportunity to go out the door

if she had so wanted to do so. I think

it' s a reasonable inference from the

case that when she stopped there that

she probably - - there' s no rags,

nothing else that she was using her

hands , that she started bleeding again
d it resulted in a big splattering of

blood right there at the bottom of the

steps. If she was bleeding and she did

catch it with her hands and she started

up those steps, the evidence didn'

show any droplets hardly at all to my

recollection say until you get to the

top of the steps.

So if she had been going up those

steps and she had been pounded with a

3448
fist and she hadn' t been trying to stop

the flow with her hands at this point

in time, I submit to you that anybody

would probably have been using that

banister co go up those steps.

remember they didn't have any

And you

fingerprints that mat ched. Said they
couldn' t find any. Said they couldn'
find any fingerprints from that

banister.
I think from the evidence they

offered in this case you can infer chat

she was holding her face to stop the

blood and went to her bathroom where

she washed herself. At that point in
time she wasn' t fearing any further

attack. She thought it was over. She

thought that , you know , she was free
from any further danger. I think this

was a fatal mistake for her. I think

whoever came up there at that point in

time had gone to that kitchen where

they knew where the knife drawer was,

they opened it , they had taken out a

blade and they laid the cover down and
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followed her up those steps.
I thi that when she was back in

the sanctity of her bedroom that this

attack resumed. I don t think it began

by somebody jumping on her with a ife
because whoever it was not only meant

to harm her but they meant to degrade

her, they meant to torture her , they

meant to hurt her badly before they

killed her. And the reason I say this

is from the inferences in this case I

believe that is why someone pulled here

clothes off, to degrade her. I see no

sign and no evidence in this case or no

inference , no reasonable inference from

the evidence in this case that she was

sexually assaulted , molested or that

rape was attempted.

that in this case.

I just do not see

You know Dr. Pustilnik' s, testimony
was that whoever did something like

this was trying to have intercourse

with her without having an erection

and that' s kind of like shooting pool

with a wet rope. It' s really hard to

3450
do that, and I sure don' t think you can

skin anybody up trying to do that

either.
I think what they have done is they

have conspired in this case to try to

concede or just some kind of case

against this man because he s the

little man. He' s the fall guy in this

case. He wasn' t there, and they'

done everything they can and raised all

of these little tidbits from here

there and yonder to try and tell you

that you should pull the trigger on

him , that he' s the guilty guy.

m going to tell you something, in

a case like this you listen and be sure

to listen closely to what the Judge

charges you with because I think that'

very important. As much as we argue

about this evidence in this case he'

the man that' s going to give you this

yardstick. You listen to it real

carefully and you remember your oath

and you remember what he says.
Now , in a case of circumstantial

3449
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of course , we' ve talked aboutevidence 

the little bunny tracks , and Judge

Thompson gives one of the best examples

ve ever heard. He talks about if a

hunter goes out in the woods and it' s a

new fallen snow and you see the little

rabbit' s tracks across there and by the

circumstantial evidence you know that a

little rabbit has been across there.

And that is a good example but it' s a

very simple and plain example.

doesn' t really tell you much except
where you need to start in a case like

this because you I ve got a lot of
circumstantial evidence to evaluate

and unless this bunny trail as we

called it runs direct from this scene

of the crime to Daniel Moore unfailing,

unfaltering without a branch or turn in

it, then it does not meet the burden

that you re to find somebody guilty

under circumstantial evidence.

you re following that trail and another

bunny rabbit crosses and you don' t know

which way to go, then there I s two

inferences there , one this way and one

that way, then you must take the one

3452 
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most favorable to this Defendant.

That' s your sworn duty.
There' s a lot of other ways to put

that. ve heard it talked about that

if you go down to the beach and there'

footprints , human footprints there,

then you know a human has been there.

Yes , in this case you' ve got to know a

lot more than that. You ve got to know

that these footprints are Daniel

Moore' s and they were in that house

over there.
And another thing talking about

footprints, did you notice in this case

that in spite of Karen Tipton having

been bleeding that she only had a blood

smear on the heel of one foot. So, you

know , I think she was going in such a

manner as to avoid stepping in her own

blood as she proceeded through that

house. Her assailant and the

perpetrator in this case was probably

watching their footprints too because
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they didn' t want to walk through it,
and most likely whoever it was that did

that horrible crime may have stepped in

that at the bottom of the steps, and

that explains why they went back and

tried to wipe up that spot right there

because they ew they left a calling

card right there.

As Bob told you in this case a

burglar , robber is not going to go over
there where - - a burglar is not going
to go over there where they know

somebody is at home in broad daylight,

people all around, paving crew at the

neighbor s and everything else and go

in the house to burglarize it. That'

34531
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not going to happen , and that' s not

what happened here. He also and I
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chink you can infer from the evidence

in this case that if somebody went out

there to rob them they would have

carried a weapon. You re not going to

go out there to rob somebody or a store

or home or anywhere else where you know

somebody is at home and not carry a

weapon.
3454

That just doesn t happen that

way. That' s not logical and therefore
I submit to you that you don t have to

believe that kind of thing.
And, again , in this case I don'

believe that they ve shown you any

evidence whatsoever that this lady was

sexual molested or sexually assaulted.
It' s also equally hard for me to

believe that you re convinced to any

degree that this was a kidnapping.

None of that is true. This was a crime

by somebody that she knew , she admitted

co the house, somebody that knew her

and somebody that was very angry with

her. I think it' s very clear in this

case.
I want to talk to you a minute

about they re making out like we

trying to degrade somebody.

trying -to degrade anybody.
m not

If Karen

Tipton watched pornography on the

computer that day or not , I don '

condemn her for that. If she wat:ched

it every day all her life , I don'

2 i
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think she deserved what she got.

sure don' And I' m not even sure that
that was her stuff she was watching

because you can look at some of these

things and Mr. Yawn told you that

well , yeah , this one right here, David
Sexhound and David Swapper or whatever

it is on those things that they

intentionally went to that site.

she may very well have been looking at

a site that somebody else had

downloaded into the data bank or

reseDre or whatever you call that

stuff. m not very literate on

computers. And I' m not representing to
you that she was up there looking at

that on those two mornings for her own

personal pleasure. She may have just

discovered that stuff and been in

amazement and wonder about who did it

and why, and that in my opinion from

the evidence of this case might give

you some kind of further idea about

another motive that might have occurred

out there. In other words , from the

3456
evidence in this case if you can infer

from the evidence that perhaps someone

else was looking at that and she called

their attention to these kind of sites

that she knew about it , they might get

real angry with her about that.

that' s another thing I think you need

to think about in this situation.

Now , we' ve talked about some of the

things that went on. We talked about

Mr. Ezell' s statement that he gave the
police in this case. s a life- long
friend of David Tipton from boyhood

on. They had been making music since

he was ten years old. It I s undenied in
this case , undenied in this matter that

he made a statement to Karen Tipton.

believe he said it a few months before

her death , that I' m kind of attracted
to you , how about we switch partners.

well , I don' t know about the upbeat
southwestern neighborhood but I know

down in south Morgan County if you do

that to a fellow s wife you ain t going

to be his best friend no more.
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either that' s true and acceptable or if
it' s not true and acceptable there

ain' t no more friendship there. That'
not going to be there. Your common

sense tells you that is not true , that

something was going on out there.

And I tell you something else,
case like this I' ve never seen a

in a

situation where we came into one where

the State or the prosecution felt it

was their burden to prove an alibi for

a couple of different people that might

be considered as having a motive to do

this crime themselves.

But in this case Mr. Pettey told

you that they talked to David Tipton

and that he was a suspect. So they

went over there the next day or two and

they talked to his partner

Mr. Kalachman I believe you. pronounce

it, and they had him up here and

testified. He said , yeah, he got up

there ninish every morning. We went to

lunch about 11:30 or 12:00, whatever it

was , and we got back about 1: 00 . Said

well , did you see him any more the rest
of that day or when did he leave?

said , I didn t see him any more after

1:00 o clock. I didn' t see him.

So the next thing they do is they

bring Jenny Jackson or whatever the

name is. They asked herI forget it.
and she said, well , they got back from

lunch and he had some appointments that

afternoon, and I think she said he

called the drug store and these other

things and said he left at some point

in time. Well , they talked to Dwight

Tipton and you heard him testify up

here. He said, yeah, I' m a druggist
over there The Medicine Shoppe and
said talked believe David Tipton
several times before and talked
his office. It' s not uncommon for the

nurse or whoever to call in a

prescription. Whoever calls ic in

without regard to them , if they say

this is David Tipton' s office I put his

name on it. And he said , I remember

this day well because I talked to him
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at length about out common name and

ancestry to see if we had any

3459the 
relationship or kinfolks in common.

said , I know it was at least fifteen

minutes. That' s what he told you from
this stand right up here, and he told

you it had to be fifteen minutes.

asked him several minutes about it, and

he said at least fifteen minutes.

had a wonderful conversacion. Talked
at length about that.

Well , we brought the records out

that the State, the police department

had furnished to us and low and behold

at that date 3:26 , March 19th, 1999,
was a two minute call w s the only one

from Tipton' s offices over there to The
Medical Shoppe where Dwight Tipton

worked. So what does that tell you?

That tells you that as adamant as he

was about remembering that conversation

that if that be true it had to be some

other day. It wasn' t that day because

you can t shrink fifteen minutes down

to two. You just can' t do that.

And going further in this case the

things that concern me, especially

3460 

concern, me is when Mr. Tipton carne home

that day. He said it was about 4: 30

4:15 or 4:30 , and the 911 tapes that

we I ve got a transcript of and I'
listened to it several times and you'll

have it in evidence. He calls in and

m David Tipton,relates some facts.

my wife has been murdered. Then he

goes on to say I don I t know where 

children are. If he truly did not know

where his children were, if he thought

that Karen Tipton had picked those

children up from school at 3: 00 0' clock
that day and it' s 4: 30 and she has been
brutally beaten, tortured and murdered

I don' t believe there' s anything in the

world that would stop me from going

those other ten steps down that hall to

look in those babies' room to see if

they were there, to see if they were

alive or dead.

I think there s an inference in
this case that he knew that she did not
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pick them up from school that day.

think that' s very obvious in this case
that he knew that at that time.

don t think any common, rationale human

wouldn t have taken that step.

I want to look at a few more things

and talk to you about it, but I' ve kind

of - - how long have I been going?
mentioned to you before in this

As I

particular case is another thing that

really concerned me. Dr. Tipton said

when he left that morning that the key

panels were not off the wall. Howard

Godbee testified to you that several

days prior to that that his office had

been called and they were made aware of

a problem in this system , which turned

out to be a short which you couldn'

shut these keypads off. The best you

could do is program them and in three

hours they' re going to start beeping
again. . said that would be
unbearable, that you couldn' t put up

with it. And I submit to you in this

case that Dr. Tipton did not realize

that Karen Tipton had called him and

aborted his mission to her house on

that Thursday before she was killed and

told him she had taken care of that

herself because she had. You couldn

put up with that. You couldn t sleep

in that house every three hours beeping

going on. He didn t realize that she

had taken care of that problem.

didn' t realize that she called Howard
Godbee and told him that just like he

didn' t realize when he made the
statement there s been no forcible

entry. Somebody tried to wipe up the

I don' t know where my kids areblood.
and my wife s purse is gone off the

kitchen counter. Nobody would have

known those things and there' s no

reason for him to volunteer those

unless he was trying to lay some tracks

to cover himself. And if that doesn'

create a reasonable doubt in your mind

or inference from the evidence in this

case that Daniel Moore did not do what

they re trying to pin on him then I

3461. 
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don' t think nothing Hill.

that' s strong.

3463 

I think

But it gets stronger. In this

particular case like I said

Defendant' s Exhibit Number 74 was a
statement of Michael Todd Jones.

that case we read it to you , we offered

it into. evidence, and you can read it

for yourselves because on the 13th

Barry Hamilton wrote it down and signed

it and it said in there talking about

I noticed the 'white pickup about 2: 
when he left us , Martin Scott and I -- 

and I don' t think they know what that

guy s name is. I don t know if it'

Martin Scott or Martin Scott Lane or

Scott Lane or Lane Scott or Lane

Mart in . I don' t think anybody does.

-- and I were the only ones left

behind. The asphalt truck driver with

the asphalt to finish the job. When ',e

started back to work I noticed the

white truck parking. I didn t see 'Nho

was driving the truck when it pulled

in. We continued to work and finished

3464
the jOb including the apron.

cleaned up the job and started on the

first job' s clean-up. And do you

remember this Martin Scott Lane said

that he was on that Bobcat that day and

he went over there and cleaned up the

first job while everybody else was

Do you remember that? Saidgone?

well , what did do you? He said , I got

over there and I raked the gravel up

and I cleaned the asphalt and

everything up out of the grass and I

smoothed up the edges. We' ve marked

some photographs and I' m going to
display ttiern to you , 65, 70, 69, 68,

66, 67 and there' s Number 6 in there
too. You can look at these and you can

look at the photographs that were made

by the police department on that

afternoon and you can make - - you can
be your own judge about whether anybody

has ever straightened the edges up on

that asphalt or cleaned up that yard.

I want you just to look through these

while I cont inue and see if you can'
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easily tell that that was not done.

So if Martin Scott Lane was over

there that day it wasn t to do that job

that he said he was doing. He was

doing something else. So he becomes

another suspect in this case. What

amazes me about it is the police

department will go all the way up to

Illinois where all these people are

from and apparently where about $44 000

and a Chevrolet van went when this was

allover with and they don t even ask

him for a hair sample or anything,

nothing. Yet he is a suspect that was

seen and identified as being at the

residence on that date and occasion and

yet he says I don t know nothing. They

said, well , all right, that' s it for

you.

Who else did they do that way in

this case? Another one, the only other

person that was seen the only other

person that was seen over there that
day was this Michael Todd Jones when he
said that - - I' m sorry, not a person

but a vehicle. That he recognized it
being Dr. Tipton when he came back

hour , hour and a half , at least one

hour maybe longer before the police

arrived. And he tells you in this

statement that they were getting

through with the Chance job and they

were going back over there to clean up

the first job. Martin Scott Lane told

you that he, cleaned up that job over
there in the middle of that day. You

look at those pictures and look at this

statement and see if that' s true. It'
not true. That' s not the way it
happened.

They can say what they want to.
They can hold their breath and turn

blue , whatever they want to do. These
pictures are not going to lie to you

about it. These were made and they

speak for themselves, and I want you to

study them and study them closely. You

can see what Martin Scott Lane said was

not true, and in my opinion he had an

opportunity and probably had a reason
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or motive to do this and may very well

have done it. And in a situation like

this if in ten or fifteen , twenty years

from now somebody goes out there and

digs up the Chance driveway and they

find a woman' s purse under it it' s not

going to surprise me because I think

that was a shady outfit. m not sure

where they came from or where they

went, but you remember in this case

that they all scattered like quail a

few days after March the 19th, 1999.

And another thing that I believe

that you can infer or gather from the

evidence or the lack of it in this case

is Mr. Dill wants to get up here and

argue that this man over here is a

vicious aggressive rapist, robber

burglar, kidnapper , but if you also

remember Mr. Godbee gave him full run.

He was in charge .of the cash drawer and
everything he had out there in his

business and he didn t have any problem

with him. All these other houses he

went to, if he had been so desperate

and had a motive of operation to going

to these people and carrying a little

34681

toolbox and saying I' m here to change
your batteries and going in there and

killing them and raping them and

robbing them, kidnap, burglarize , rob

or whatever , there would be a list of

dead bodies in this city and county

where he worked. That' s just not
true. It is not true at all. His
method was simply an impersonal type

deal where he was cheating merchants

and other people out of their money by

writing bad checks, and that' s what he

used to finance his drug habit.
And they want to make out like he

was doing $1, 500 to $2 000 per week.

That' s another interjection they made
into this case because when Daniel

testified he said -- they asked him

well , what did you do the next day or
tr-'O? Well, I was either at work or I

was at school. He was in probably a

tightening spiral dive in this
situation where the longer it went the
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more he used but back at the time of

this he was still working. He' s still
3 i drawing a paycheck , still going to

class. Two or three weeks later it got

down to the point where he tried to

cash a check and it didn' t work then.

It didn' t work. So he snatched a gold

necklace and ran off with it. He '.vas

caught for it and he paid the price.

We' re not talking about in this

case if you believe that he should be

put in jail for two or three years for

stealing or bad checks or anything

else. re talking about whether or

not you believe he' s guilty of murder

and the evidence in this case doesn'

bear that out. And he told you and

looked you straight in the eye from
that chair up there that he' s never

been back to the Tipton residence since

he went over there with Mr. Godbee on

that occasion.

Excuse me, Judge. I know I'

gone long and I didn' t mean to go this
long.

THE COURT: I didn' t put ti

. \, ,

, J'

limits on either side.

MR . POWELL: Going back to 

the testimony and evidence that

offered in this case ladies an

gentlemen of the jury panel , it
to me that if - - I'll put it th,
I never heard any evidence in this case

from anybody that denied that there was

any of this swapping or viewing of

pornography or these other things that

went on. It seems to me from the

evidence in this case that where you'

got their experts say that this David

sexhound or swap or whatever those

things were , he said you had to

voluntarily go to those sites, and I

think if you couple some of that with

the fact that what Mr. Ezell said to

his wife , he never , ever took any
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offense with that that something may

have been wrong in paradise. I just

feel like if these things happened like

it' s undenied, undisputed gone on in
the evidence in this case from the

testimony and the physical evidence

that this happened and it' s never been

a factor denied by him.

I want to go back a moment and

touch on what Dr. Acton' s testimony

was. He testified in here that he

wasn t for' anybody. He said I' m a
scientist and I work at this lab at UAB

in Birmingham. He draws a salary down

there and any work that he did in the

State of Alabama that money goes to

that lab. That' s where the money that
we paid him will go. They may lose
another $30 000. I don' t know. But he

told you in this case that the reason

that the State lab over here lost their

accreditation or whatever you want to

call it was because of their

contamination problem. He told you

that if you don t have an air flow in

rooms that progressively go and if

somebody touches this and touches

3472

another sample it could be polluted,

and I think that' s very well what could

have happened in this case.

I do know that regardless of what

the DNA says, regardless of what you

,row in these little Petri dishes or

,hat ever they re talking about, that in

his case these samples that are

estified to by the State lab as well

as the Reliagene down there they can

say whatever they want to say about

those numbers and statistics. They

create their own. The databases they
use are unrealistic. I contend that

from the evidence in this case there'

no way at all that you can take a

database of 156 people in Birmingham

Alabama and say that is accurate in

Decatur, Morgan County, Alabama.

just don' t believe that is true.

submit to you that these people cooked

the books , they make their own

numbers. They did it just like Enron
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or some of these people. They make

their books say what they want them to

And , you know it may costsay.
somebody a lot of money in Enron but

here if they ve cook the books and

misrepresented something to you because

they were being paid to hunt for the

State in this case, then it could cost

Daniel Moore his life or liberty.

That' s why I say you' ve got to be very
careful when you evaluate this.

When you try and say based on two

hairs that was improperly picked up,

improperly stored , improperly

transported , put in a dirty lab by the

friends of the prosecution and the

police in this case, if you re going to

take all that and say this man s life

is over and pull the trigger on him

based on that kind of evidence then I

think you didn' t listen well to your

oath or the legal measure that the

Judge is going to put on you in this

case.
This is a case that' s serious.

3474
It' s been long and it' s been hard , and

I can surely tell you that I' ve never
participated in a murder trial that

lasted this long or had this many

facets to it. It is difficult to

foresee. It' s difficult to follow and

it' s even more difficult to try to keep

accurate notes on it and argue it to

you. And that' s why I say they can

argue the facts and the evidence in

this case all they want to , but when

you get down to where the rubber hits

the road it' s going to be based on your

common experience and what you believe

to apply based on the Judge' s charge in

this case. It' s not your duty in this

case to find someone guilty. It' s not

your duty in this case to say that he'

guilty or not guilty because this , that

and the other. It is only your duty to

ascertain whether or not the legal

burden has been met by the evidence in

this case , and I submit to you , ladies

and gentlemen of the jury, that in this

case you can not do that because you
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have got to make a decision that you
3475 

can not only live with tonight but you

can live with the rest of your life.
Whenever you have gotten to the end of

your road and you run your race and

fought your fight, if you have any

twinge, any thought in all your minds

that says I just don' t believe that boy

did it , then that' s a doubt or reason

for you to find not guilty. If you got

a twinge of a heart string that tells

you I just can I t convict him because I
don' t believe the evidence in this case

is adequate , it is your duty to vote

not guilty in this case. I believe

that you look at all this evidence
and you evaluate like the Judge will
tell you to do and regardless of what
they say to you in their closing

statements listen to the Judge, listen

to the evidence from the stand , and I

believe that you have no choice if you

remember your oath other than to find

Daniel Moore not guilty of the murder

of Karen Tipton. Thank you.

3476
THE COURT: Thank you , Mr, Powell.

Mr. Valeska , you have the final

rebuttal.

6 i

Yes sir. May itMR. VALESKA:

please the Court.

Ladies and gentlemen of the jury, I

want to thank you on behalf of Karen

Tipton and her family. The State has

the burden of proof. Beyond a
reasonable doubt doesn I t mean beyond

all doubt. When you go back to the

jury room and you vote on this

evidence, use your common sense. Don'

be a doubt ing Thomas. We don' t have to

prove our case to you beyond all

doubt. We asked you when y' all came
into this jury room two weeks ago did

you require an eyewitness, did you

require a video of the crime and all

of you told us that you did not , that

you could base your verdict on the

evidence and the law. That' s what the
Judge is going to tell you that the law

is.
Now , Sherman Powell spent one hour
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telling y all that Dr. Tipton did it.

Then in his last five minutes he said

no, Martin Scott Lane did it. Now

ladies and gentlemen of the jury, your

common sense will tell you this. You

can call a duck an elephant but it'

not. Don t let them pull the wool over

your eyes. Don' t let them pull the

wool over your eyes.
He wants to talk about bunny

tracks , and we told you tnat it was a

circumstantial evidence case. Why?

Murderers don' t kill in front of the
bank president. They do their dirty

work where there is no witnesses'

That' s why circumstantial evidence
applies.

Now , Mr. Powell says , oh , you know

Judge gives a good example. He' s going

to talk about tracks in the snow.

almost snowed the other day.

have seen a good example of

You would

circumstantial evidence. Then
Mr. Powell says, oh , oh , Lord , guess

what , there s some tL'acks in the sand

down at the beach but, you know, you

can' t tell whose tracks they are.
Well , it' s funny to me because
Catherine Halbrooks stands up here and

says , there was no semen found.

Well , look folks , we don t get to make

up the evidence. We don t get to go

get something and put it in the crime

scene even though he inferred that

Mr. Pettey is an idiot. But who do

they go get? They go get Investigator

Tressell. They bring in , you know

Dr. Acton, but before we even get to

those guys guess where the buny tracks
go?

go?

Guess where the steps in the sand

They go to a confession.

The Defendant - - the Defense claims
that we re hiding stuff. See this

State s Exhibit 193. I can' t just make

up evidence. I can t go grab old

Sparky and say, Sparky, just finger

your nephew. Just go ahead, finger

him. And , of course the Defendant

tells you just like Mr. Dill , oh , I
wasn' t depressed. I knew Uncle Sparky
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had heard my confessicn.
3479 .

I k."lew he was

going to tell the police because he

asked me :0 go to the D. A. ' s office.
Now , what does an innocent man do?

The guilty flee. Does he go to the

s office, nope , but folks that'

what evidence is. So instead they go

get Dr. ' Act on. And, you know I love

to watch witnesses come into a

courtroom because they may tell you I'

an expert, I testify a lot of places

but I tell you when you hit this

stand - - don t let me forget where I

was.

MR. POWELL: Judge , we obj ect 

don' t believe what he loves is in

evidence in this case.

THE COURT: Overruled.
MR. VALESKA: And I want to thank

you for talking about Veteran s Day

because I' m a veteran. I served my

country in a war , and I'll tell you one

thing, if you think I can be bought out

of what vial venom comes out of his

mouth then you let that murderer go.

3480 

ve been doing this job thirty- one
years. ve been to this county but

this is where I' m going. When those

witnesses come in here and take that

witness stand you never know where

they re going to go.

So they call old Dr. Acton , and you

know what he is. You know that under

oath , and he brought it up, he brought

up the Watson case over in Florence

where he went and testified for the

Defense. I read him what the

Defendant' s lawyer asked him.
Dr. Acton , are you trying to put the

Alabama Department of Forensics outs of

business? Oh, absolutely not. He goes
on and tries to explain it but he sends

a letter. This is where I' m going.
comes in here and out of his own mouth

unsolicited by us and even unsolicited

by Sherman Powell he says , oh , ladies

and gentlemen of the jury, I did the

baby case in Tuscaloosa where they cut

the baby out of the woman while she was

still alive. m sitting over there , I
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fell out of my chair. I ran over here

and got the pen out and said, oh , you

did. Well , guess what? m the one

who tried all three of those killers.

And I said name them.Me. , Lord.

I can' I'll have to ask my office

Do you think for a minute,manager.
and I asked him, that' s the most

horrendous case you ve ever been in?
That' s the most horrendous case you'
ever been in? He said yeah. I said

name them. I can' The State of

Alabama versus Frederick Polian , State

of Alabama versus Felicia Scott , State

of Alabama versus Angela Burton.

Let me tell you this , when you use

your common sense and you evaluate that

man , Mr. Powell said we' re a bunch of

hired cahoots when Bob Burrell asked me

to come up here. The teenager' s name
was Karethia Curry. He couldn' t even
remember that. Guess what, a year down

the road where he hits every other

state in the south for money, where he

and his wife run this corporation that

we asked him about and showed you in

the Defense manual , he' s not going to

know the name of this case.

guarantee you I'll never forget it and

neither will you.

Theil the Defense goes and gets Bob

Tressell from Atlanta. Do you remember

him? Did you watch him laugh up there

on the witness stand? Did you?

there anything funny about what

happened to Karen Tipton? He laughed.

You knowBut use your common sense.
what he was? I know y ' all used to
watch the Johnny Carson Show. Carson
would get out an envelope and he would

put it up to his head and Ed MoMan

would say, Carnack , what is the

answer? And Carson would say it out.

Then he would open the envelope and

guess what , it would answer the

question. That' s what Bob Tressell
is. He told you that woman was not in

a pani c mode. That is horrendous.

That is horrendous. The only more

horrendous thing is that this man did
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Mr. Powell said that you cannot

convict - - as you get close to running
the last race in your life , you can

be happy if you vote on the evidence

and listen to the law to convict Daniel

Moore. Guess what? If you find him

not guilty he will come knocking again

because he' s going back to that dope.
He doesn t care about anything but that

dope , and he s going to get it. For
Mr. Powell to stand up here and tell

you that Daniel Moore knew what he was

doing, he just didn' t want to go to

jail. Well , he wasn t going to jail.

When he told Uncle Sparky that he was

in Karen Tipton s house and guess what

floor he told Uncle Sparky he was on?

He didn t say the third floor.

didn' t say the first floor. He didn'
say the basement. He said I was on the

second floor , and that' s where they

found Karen Tipton.
And, of course , he tells Uncle

Sparky some other people did it, and

3484 

Sherman Powell and Catherine Halbrooks

still stand up here and say that Mike

Pettey should have gone to the junior

college and looked for people who did

it. They hadThey had been looking.
been looking. But guess what? After
this had they looked anywhere else you

might start to question Mr. Pettey
capabilities.

Now , these are reports. Where was

Dr. Acton s report? There wasn' t one.

Where was crack Investigator Tressell' 

report? There wasn' t one. You can use
your common sense when y ' all go back to
the jury room and vote on this case.

Now , for the Defense to stand here

and tell you for an hour that he did it

and then for the last five minutes to

say that, no, Martin Scott Lane did it

is offensive. You know why we went and

got Martin Scott Lane? I know it'

hard to remember all this stuff , but

when you lock back in your notes when

we started this case both sides got to

give you an opening statement.
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Mr. Powell told you in his opening

atement that a guy on the Bobcat came

racing down the driveway and

disappeared never to be seen again.
Well guess what? We got him. He came

right in here and told you , looked you

in the eye. That' s all I can do
folks. m not Carnack like Bob

Tressell out of Atlanta.

Now , here s the strange thing.

Mr. Powell stands up here and tells

' all , well, guess what, the other guy
did it , Todd Jones. We don' t know

where he is. Well , who do they call in

here? They call in Hoke Bonner , his

relative , and they tell you we don'

know where Todd Jones is. Remember

about Todd Jones, Martin Scott Lane

came in - - that' s his name, Martin

Scott Lane. I don' t know what the big
deal is. : mean , my name is Donald

George Valeska. His is Martin Scott

Lane. Mr. Lane comes here to tell

' all what he did. He didn' t bury
anything out there in the Chance

driveway. But whatThey know that.

did Martin Scott Lane tell you? All
the guys go off to get lunch. They

leave me there. I really do all the

work and Todd snuck off to hit golf

balls.
Then guess what the Defense does to

prove our case about that? They go get

Mr. Link, the asphal t driver. They

bring him in. And what does Mr. Link

tell you? , when I pulled up there

the only guy there was the guy in the

Bobcat. Now , Sherman Powell calls them

alibi witnesses. He I s trying to tell

you that Jenny Gonsewski Jackson and

Marve Kalachman and Dr. - - I mean , the
Pharmacist Tipton, alibi witnesses , I'
telling you that we put them on so you

knew where this man was.

They 'Jrought in Bonnie Kidd to tell

' all that she saw H. M. Nowlin come out
there. You know , that dog don t hunt.

You can' t make a silk purse out of a
sow s ear. We go and get H. M .

comes in here and tells y ' all he was
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skiing. They then say, oh , we never

said H. M. did it, but then they say

H. M. , what kind of truck do you have?

Got a little small truck? He said , no

ve got a great big truck. But H.

Nowlin looks y' all in the eye and said
ve never been to Dr. Tipton and Karen

Tipton " s house.

Now , see, all those t acks that go

around it all goes back to this

confession. And you know what,
sometimes murderers catch themselves.

Sometimes they make a mistake.

Sometimes they tell. That' s what the

Defendant did. That' s why we' re here.

When you decide this case you have

all this evidence and you know what I

find funny? Mr. Powell it' s kind of

like one of those things he said

shooting pool with a wet stick or

whatever. He tries to run and hide on

one side then jump back on the other

side. I wonder why the Defendant who

was low on money to buy all that dope

I wonder why he never sold that. You

3488
heard the police testify his place was

bare. And , of course, he' s living in a

motel room while he s got an apartment,

and he told you why.

I can' t make up evidence. I can

go make up some apartment in Hanceville

and some motel here in Decatur , but:
can go look at what the police found

that the Defendant did. He lied about

where he was on March the 12th. You

seen it up here on the board.

guarantee you this , in opening
And I

statement when the Defense was telling

you that , oh , the guy in the Bobcat did

, oh , the guy coming every day, and

they meant H. M. Nowlin, did it. They

never said to you that the minute the

Defendant left the Court referral

officer he went straight to Moulton

Street for the crack. And guess what,
they knew it. Did they tell you that?

Nope, nope. They re going to wait and

see if we can prove it. We brought in

Darnell Ellison. , brother then they

fes up, and that' s why I told you.
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They have given you a duck and tried to

call it an elephant. It just won'

fit.
Now , there s no such thing as a

perfect investigation; however , that

does not change the fact that the

Defendant confessed. I couldn' t tell

you in opening statement or Mr. Dill
all of the stuff that - we were going to

show you. You just can' t cover it

all. But we did tell you where we were

going and what we were not going to

introduce. I wrote it down. He got up

here just like Mrs. Halbrooks and told

you that they weren t going to degrade

Karen Tipton. You know , that' s like
the spider talking to the fly. Then

they had the audacity to tell you, oh

'you know who else had the chance to

kill Karen Tipton?

you, believe that?
Howard Godbee,

The only interesting

thing about what Howard Godbee and the

Defendant both said was when they went

to Karen Tipton' s front door and

knocked on it she opened it because she

had no reason to fear them.

Now, do you think for one minute

that an educated woman who got a degree

in medical technology, was a school

teacher one time in her life, do you

think she going to cut $3, 000 alarm
system when she could just unplug
it was bothering her? Yeah, there was

a short in it but she' s not going to

cut it and bear that expense. I mean,

there' s no common sense in that , but

that' s their story and they' re sticking

to it.
You know , they ve done nothing but

like Mr. Dill' s example of the stream
with the little fish that nibble

around. They ve done nothing but

nibble around at our case, Then they

put the Defendant on. He s only had

three years to get it right. But guess

what the Judge is going to tell you

about when the Defendant testifies.

The jury can consider that he has the

most to gain, the most to gain by lying

to y' all. And , of course, we know
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above all else that Daniel Moore is
3491

not
a liar. Right. That dog don' t hunt

either. Just put the hay down where

the goats can get it.

and he s a 1 iar 
He' s a murderer

Any of y' all that follow football

you remember there used to be a famous

coach at Texas that said we dance with

who we bring. That' s all I can do.
canot make up evidence, but I' m going
to tell you this , this man , this man

got his killer. He worked like crazy.

He has testified to you under oath and

they hadn' t been able to shake him.

Because you know why?

the truth.
You can' t shake

There s an old saying, the truth

shall make you free. ':he one person
that can not testify to you about

everything that happened on 12 March is

Karen Tipton, but she can testify with

the videos. You go baok there and you

plug them in. When you see how she

loved this guy and when you see how she

loved those kids and the truth; she

doesn' t want to be where she is free.
34921

She wants to be here with those two

little kids , but you 'll see they can

run but they can' t hide from that.

They drug the videos out the same time

they brought out the bag and they never

said a word about the videos. You know

why? Because they thought y ' all were
going to think there was something on

those videos. Mike Pettey told you he

watched them for thirteen hours with

Catherine Halbrooks and there s nothing

on there but a woman in love with her

husband and her life and her kids. She

wasn t going nowhere. If she wanted to

leave she could have left that day with
those kids from what they try and trick

' all with.
And, forgot this. Like

told you, you never know what a witness

will say. They call Russ Beard, the

coroner. They call him. They say what

time did you get the call? 7: 45. What

time did you get there? 8: 35. I wrote

it down and I saw some of y all taking
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notes. They then asked him , well , part 
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to determine how long Mrs. Tipton was

dead. Said that I s right. What did you

Did you do it?do? , yeah. What

did you, say? Six to seven hours he

felt Mrs. Tipton had been dead. They

want to tell you that he came home

early and killed her.

This man testified. They had every
chance to cross-examine him. Not one

time did it come out of his mouth about

monsters. Guess whose mouth it came

out of? That' s whoSparky Moore

Daniel , if you believe him , hung around
with. But that' s the one part of this
statement that' is a lie. There wasn

anybody else involved because he would

have ratted those names out in a

minute , and Pettey would have been

right down there on them.

m not as young as I used to be

when I came up before. Sometimes I'
got to write some notes. The bottom

line is this , isn' t it strange that a

man who didn t do it and wasn' t there

confessed to his uncle? He al so had
knowledge of the alarm system and had

been in the house on prior occasions.

He left some of his hair there.

don' t care what they say about it.

course they re going to say, well, the

tests are no good, the labs are no

good. Do you know what the strange

part is? The more testing we did the

more they complained. I f we had done
none they would really holler. Bob

Burrell sent it all the way to New

Orleans before I got in this case.

Then here s the same man that stabbed

himself when the police had him in

custody after he knew they knew 

confessed.
My wife wrote me this note. It'

not enough for this Defendant that he

murdered Mrs. Tipton in the most

violent and painful way a human being

could die. It' s not enough that he

attempted to sexually assault her

robbed her and stabbed her twenty-two
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times and mutilated her body and killed

her. Now he and his lawyers want to

attack this woman after she' s in her

grave by trying to smear her character

and tarnish her reputation. If it
weren t so mean and evil it would

almost be laughable. In Dante

Inferno' he describes evil. Well , I'
going to tell you something, there sits

evil personif ied. There he sits. And

for them to suggest that what she

looked at on the internet somehow

caused her to be raped, tortured and

killed is ludicrous.

They drug through the mud. They
bit off more than they could chew.

They gone out on a limb but you
know what' s important? For the great

veteran' s speech that Mr. Powell gave
you , a great English philosopher said

this: All that is necessary for evil
to triumph is that good men and woman

do nothing.
We fought those wars that he talked

about to have a jury. You' re our

4 !
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jury. You ve sworn an oath to decide

this case on the evidence and the law.

They have tried every lowdown trick

there is.
Going back to the sheet, they have

inferred to you in their arguments that

this man quit work after his wife

death. He told you he worked for two

years , two and a half years after

that. Then they claim there'
something going with Mary Dalton

because he paid her money.

Now I can t cover everything.

When y ' all get back there and you get
to talking about it, decide it and

reach a verdict. As all of you know

one definition of the word verdict is

to speak the truth , and the truth is

very simple.

Mrs. Tipton.
The Defendant killed

The evidence all points

to him , and the worst thing he did

besides what he did to Mrs. Tipton is

he drove Caroline and Catherine out of

their home forever.
Thank you , Judge.
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THE COURT: Thank you, Mr. Valeska

Mr. Dill, Mrs. Halbrooks, Mr. Powell.
Thank y ' all.

re going to take our afternoon

break here. It' s probably going to

take me forty- five minutes to an hour

to go over all the law that I have to

go over. So we' re going to take --
well , I' m going to shoot for twenty
minutes. I want the lawyers during

that break to go through all the this

evidence and make sure that we have it

carted up for you so if we run a little

longer than twenty minutes it' s going

to be because they' re st ill doing

that. But when we come back I'
charge you and give you the law that

you need to apply in this case, then

give you the case and let you begin

your deliberations. If everybody in

the courtroom will stay where you are

and let the jury exit. We'll start
back let' s go ahead and say 3: 30 and if
it' s longer I' ll send word to you.

(Whereupon , the following was

held outside the presence of

the jury.
THE COURT: Okay. Everybody else

may leave. We'll start back at 3:30.

I know the last thing you guys want

to do is look at this evidence , but I
really do need you to sort of go over

it and go over your list and make sure

everything that' s offered is in the

cart and that nothing is in the cart

that wasn' t admitted.

MRS. POE: Judge, I' ve got some
things I need to take up on the record

when you get back.

(Whereupon , a recess was

taken. )

(Whereupon , the following was

held side bar out of the

hearing of the courtroom.

THE COURT: m coming down here

because I know Mrs. Poe has some things

ll take up on the record but this is

about alternates. After I charge this

afternoon I' ve got to release the
al ternate. Mrs. Penn tells me I' ve got

3",
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to be one juror and I' ve authorized her

taken to the doctor twice already in

3 : the last two weeks and she' s coughing

and spewing on the back row. If we get

a conviction we likely will be here all

of this week and maybe some into next

week. m very reluctant to leave her

in the group of twelve with no

alternates. She went to the doctor

Friday I think was the last trip she

made. She doesn' t sound any better to
me. I will not without an agreement

excuse her over the designated

al ternate . But we re in a dangerous

situation here in my opinion.

know who the alternate is?

Do y' all

MR. VALESKA: I think so.

THE COURT: The blonde.
Mrs. Widner , the blonde. The one I'
talking about is Mrs. Brooks, Tara

Brooks. She sits back there with her.

Her hair is down today. She' s the one

that coughed all during your closing.

MR. VALESKA: Can you ask her? Can

the Court bring her in and ask her?

THE COURT:

MR . POWELL:

3500 

See how she feels?

If she says I' m fine

we can go with that.
THE COURT: Yeah. Mr. Penn , go gee

Tara Brooks and bring her in and let me

ask her some questions.

Did you hear me?

MR. VALESKA: I'll tell

Dr. Tipton.

DR. TIPTON:

MR. VALESKA:

Yes, sir.
I want to make a

unique motion to the Court. I would

ask Mr. Powell to voluntarily give back

to the Court all of the autopsy photos

so the Court can seal them.

THE COURT: Absolutely.
MR. VALESKA: I don' t want anybody

breaking into his office and them

getting out.

MR. POWELL: That' s fine. We don

have any problem with that, Judge.

We' ve kept them under lock and key.

MR. VALESKA: I know that.

THE COURT: Out of an abundance of

caution I would like to have them
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back. Let Toby keep them with the

other evidence and then on appeal if

appeal is necessary, appellant counsel

can ask me and I'll give them to them

if that' s necessary. I think that will

be the easiest thing we could do.
MR. VALESKA:

MR. POWELL:

Thank you.

That' s no problem with
us. Like I say, we kept the majority

of them.

(Whereupon, Juror Tara Brooks

present in the courtroom.

THE COURT: This is Tara Brooks.

You' re a juror in this case. How you

feel? I noticed you coughed all day

and I know you ve been to the doctor

twice.
JUROR BROOKS: Yes.
THE COURT: And after I charge I'

got to release the alternate and I'
not telling you that you are or aren

the alternate. m just wanting to

know how you feel and what if we had to

go another week? Be honest with all of

these people because once I release you

or the alternate, you know , we' re down

to twelve.

Right.JUROR BROOKS: I think I

can keep going.
THE COURT: You can?
JUROR BROOKS: Yes.

THE COURT: That' s all I wanted to
know.

JUROR BROOKS: As long as coughing

is not bothering anybody.

THE COURT: Your coughing is not

I know you ve gone to abothering me.

doctor a couple of times and doesn'

sound like you re getting much better.

MR . POWELL: I think that' s Penn

that' s doing all the coughing.

THE 'COURT: It may be. Thank you.
You may go back to the other group.

wanted to be sure before I went on.

All right.
(Whereupon , Juror Tara Brooks

retired to the jury lounge.

THE COURT: You want to go on the

record regarding the charge , I believe

count five.

:'" 
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MRS. POE: Yes, Your Honor. The

State would move to amend the

indictment pursuant to rule 13. 5 of the

Alabama Rules of Criminal Procedure

which allows for the amendment without

consent of the Defendant if it doesn

substantially -- if it does not change

the nature of the offense as far as a

new offense not previously charged and

if it works no substantial harm to the

Defendant. In this case it doesn'

change the substantial nature. It r S

still a burglary charge. It only would

go to specify that the crime intended

to be committed therein was either

theft and/or sexual assault or sexual

molestation and it would not

substantially harm the Defendant'

ability to defend because the basis of

the allegations was known prior to the

time of trial and certainly during the

time of the trial. If it would be of

any assistance to Your Honor I have

Justice Maddox' s Alabama Rules of

criminal Procedure that does a brief

3504,
discussion of that , and it' s marked if 
it would be helpful.

THE COURT: What are the ones you

have named?

MRS. POE: Theft and sexual

assault. Actually, Your Honor , I would

prefer if you can amend it to say

and/or. I would like to also cite the

case of Levi Pace versus State of

Alabama, 652 Southern Second 321.

that case, this would be by analogy,

the indictment was allowed to be

amended to correct or to specify that

description of the weapon or other

instrument used. It doesn t change the

offense of burglary. It just specifies

more specifically what was intended to

be committed once the burglary was

committed or the unlawfully entry.

THE COURT:

MR. POWELL:

Okay.

Judge , it' s my
understanding that you gave them that

option twenty- four hours ago and they

elected not to do that.
THE COURT: Well , I brought it to
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their attention twenty- four hours ago

that I thought the indictment as it

stood was defective and was going to

proceed on charging a crime which I
think might have been defective.

don' t know. Can you articulate how the

Defendant would be - - I can' t see how
at this date how he would be

prejudiced. You defended against the

burglary as you have the others.
MR. POWELL: Yes

, _

sir, we have.

Your Honor, we would like to have known

that before argument.

THE COURT: Well , I think I left it

yesterday I was going to leave it in.
So I certainly can' t see how knowing it

before arguments would have changed it

any. I didn' t get any indication in

the charge conference that I was going

to take it out. So I' m going to amend

MRS. POE:

THE COURT:

Thank you, Your Honor.

We' re ready to go. For
the record , has everybody looked,

everybody being lawyers on both sides,

not only looked at the documents that

you' ve offered but you' re satisfied

that the documents offered by the other

side are in this wagon and that nothing

is in there that' s not been admitted?

A number of items were or I guess these

in the wagon and on the witness stand.

MR. DILL: Do you want us to look

at each other'

THE COURT: Yeah. I want y ' all 
represent to me on the record, ve got

a pretty complete list, and if we need

to take more time we re going to have

to take it before the jury gets the

case. I want y' all to be satisfied

that y' all - - I don' t want you coming
to me later saying, well , Judge , this

went back on their wagon and I didn

know it was in there. ve been asking

to you look at them and satisfy

yourself that it' s there. Make myself

clear?
MR. POWELL:

Judge.
You 1 re very clear I

MR. DILL: Is this supposed to gO?

3505
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That' s not part of --

MR. POWELL: Defendant I s Exhibit
Number 3.

Whose is it?THE COURT:

MR. POWELL, Defendant' s Exhibit
Number 3.

THE COURT: Defendant' s Exhibit 3
is admitted.

MRS. HALBROOKS: That' s willis'
statement.

THE COURT: According to my list.

Toby, have you looked through

them?

COURT REPORTER: ve pulled the

ones I knew were not admitted.

THE COURT: I'd rather take some

time now and be sure. We' re going to

have to do it before they start

deliberating.
MRS. HALBROOKS: If you can give me

time I'll go through it.

MR. POWELL: I think if , Toby, you

know. I don' t have a list of their

exhibits. I didn' t keep one.

trusted the Court Reporter on that.

3508
THE COURT s done a good job

doing it and I' ve got a pretty good

list of it myself. We' ve conferred and

our notes have matched. I don' t know

of a place where our notes didn' t match

as to what was in and what was not in.

8 i

But we ve asked about it. I haven

checked every Exhibit myself. It' s a

dangerous thing when I let the jury go

back and something goes back there that

didn I t belong back there, and I sure

don' t want to have to do this again on

account of that. Take what time we

need now to be certain.

MRS. HALBROOKS: Yes, sir. Why

don t you give me an opportunity then

to take Toby s list and just make sure

that those things that are admitted are

on the cart.
THE COURT: You need another

fifteen minutes or so?

MRS. HALBROOKS: Yes , sir. That
would be great.

THE COURT: Take longer if you need

:.t. m not going to push anybody at
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this time.

MRS. HALBROOKS: I'll do it as

quick as I possibly can.

THE COURT: Mr. Penn, tell the jury

re going to be fifteen more

minutes.
I will.BAILIFF BILL PENN:

THE COURT: ow this is going to

take a while but I' m sorry for the
inconvenience. But the volume is so

high that I' m not going to sluff off a
three week trial because I' m going to

save ten minutes.

(Whereupon , a recess was

taken. )

THE COURT: The jury is going to

get the case today and it' s going to
take me thirty, forty- five minutes , I
don' t know how long, to charge them

but they' re going to work tonight.

ve told them that they can work until

10:00 o' clock if they want to.
that' s our plan for those' of you that
are interested.

(Whereupon , the following was

held in the presence of the

jury. )
THE COURT: Ladies and gentlemen,

you ve been here for two weeks tomorrow

and you ve heard a lot of evidence.

You' ve heard arguments and now it' s my

responsibility to charge you on the law

and go over with you the charges that
are made and give you some general

instructions on how you are to go about

your deliberations and what you are to

consider. Now , under no circumstances

am I trying to tell you how you are to

decide this case. ade that clear

from the beginning. That is your job.
I want you to be certain it' s not my

job. My job is to give you the law.

Now, a lot of you have taken notes,

and because of the number of different

crimes charged there are going to be a

lot of different things I need to go

over. You may takes notes during what

ll tell you now I can notI say.

give you a copy of my written charge.

In other words and I' m talking without

3509
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a script now.
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I like to talk and I

catch myself talking too much

sometimes. So I' m very careful to
script what say that can stick

script and not get off some

trail that don' need on.
So I' m going to go over this.

not going to hurry through it.
going to give you a lot of definitions,

words that you might think don' t need

to be defined for you but they might

have some separate legal meaning.

throughout this I' m going to give a
number of definitions and the

definitions I will give you apply to
how they are used in the elements of

the offense.

So let me go over with you first

the indictment in case number CC- 2002-

646, which charges the Defendant

Daniel wade Moore , with five separate

counts of capital murder. Count one in
the indictment is murder during a

kidnapping in the first degree by

abducting Karen Tipton with the intent

to attempt to do those things.

Count two in the indictment charges

3512
to inflict physical injury upon her or

to violate her or abuse her sexually or

Daniel Wade Moore with murder during a

robbery in the first degree while armed

with a deadly weapon or a dangerous

instrument or the attempt to commit a

robbery in the first degree.

Count three charges murder during a

rape in the first degree by engaging in

sexual intercourse with Karen Tipton by

forcible compulsion or attempting to

engage in sexual intercourse with her

by forcible compulsion.

Count four of the indictment

charges Daniel Wade Moore with murder

during sexual abuse in the first degree

by subjecting Karen Tipton to sexual

contact by forcible compulsion or the

attempt thereof.
Count five charges Daniel Wade

Moore with murder during a burglary in

the first degree , by causing physical

injury to Karen Tipton or the attempt
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to commit burglary in the first

degree.
Now , those are the five counts of

the indictment. Within each of those

counts there are the lesser and

included charges of murder and felony

murder , and after I give you some
general principles that you need to

apply in this case I'll go over each

one of those seven charges with you and

give you what are called elements.

Elements are the things that the State

must prove in order to sustain a

conviction , that you must find beyond a

reasonable doubt before you can find

the Defendant guilty of any of those.

I'll go over them in the order of the

indictment and the order in which you

should consider them.

The first thing, though , I want to

tell you is that the State' s indictment

is not evidence in this case. You

should not consider the State

indictment as evidence in the case.
indictment is just a written charge

that' s made by the State in order to
put this case in the trial system.
other words, once an indictment is
returned it' s filed in the clerk'

office and we know this case has to be

resol ved usually by trial or whatever.
It' s your duty in our jury system,

in our trial system to decide the

facts. You take the law as I' m about

to give you and you take the evidence

as it' s been presented during these

last two weeks and from that you

determine the true facts.

To the charges placed against him

the Defendant has plead not guilty.

defendant is cloaked with a presumption

of innocence that' s with him when he

enters upon the trial of a case and

this presumption stays with him as a

shield against his conviction until

but only until , the State meets its

burden of proof and proves his guil t 
You must be convinced of the

Defendant' s guilt after full , fair and
impartial consideration of all the
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doubt , and it
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evidence before you can return a

verdict of guilty.

3515

Now , in determining any issue of

fact that' s been presenced in this case

you should be governed solely by the

evidence that' s been presented during

the course of the trial. That' s why
we' ve taken such great pains to protect

you from having other influences
speaking to you or allowing you to read

things or see things. You can t try

things on anything - - you can' t dec ide

this case and do your) ob and uphold

your oath on anything other than the

evidence as it was presented during

this case. You should not indulge in

speculation or con) ectures or

inferences that are not supported by

the evidence. The Defendant' s guilt
must be proven beyond a reasonable

doubt and each member of the jury must

be satisfied of that.
Now , I want to attempt to clarify

or define for you this term reasonable

may help you for me to

explain that the doubt which would
351

justify an acquittal must be an actual

doubt , not merely a guess or a surmise,
and it should not be a vague,

conjeotural or speculative doubt but a

reasonable, actual doubt arising from

the evidence and remaining after a

careful consideration of all the

evidence. It' s a doubt that reasonable

and fair-minded men and women would
entertain consciously and would

entertain under all the circumstances.

Note that the State is not required

to convince you of the Defendant'

guilt beyond all doubt but simply

beyond a reasonable doubt. Beyond a
reasonable doubt does not mean to an

absolute, unqualified, positive

certainty because everything that

relates to human affairs and that

depends on moral evidence is open to

some possible or imaginary doubt.

reasonable doubt may arise from the

evidence or it may arise from a lack of

evidence or the insufficiency of the
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evidence. A reasonable doubt is one

for which a good reason can be given.
Another way to say that is , I believe

that the State has failed to prove the

Defendant' s guilt beyond a reasonable
doubt because I have a doubt about

blank then you fill in the blank. You

need to be able to articulate the doubt

that you have , why you feel that way.

Each juror could have a different

reasonable doubt about the Defendant'

guilt. You do not all have to have the

same reasonable doubt for a reasonable

doubt to exist. I charge you that if

after considering all of the evidence

you are convinced of the Defendant'

guilt beyond a reasonable doubt then it

would be your duty to convict the

Defendant; however, if you still have a

reasonable doubt then the Defendant is

entitled to the benefit of that doubt

and you should acquit him.

Now , as Judge I' m not permitted to

express my opinion or to comment on the

evidence that' s been presented to you

nor am I allowed to comment on the

credibility of any of the witnesses who

have testified. Therefore, any rulings

or statements or expressions that have

been made by me during this trial are

not to be considered by you as an

effort on my part to convey to you any

feeling or opinion about the facts of

this case or the credibility of any of

these witnesses. You twelve are the

sole triers of the facts.

Now, it' s your duty to attempt to
reconcile the testimony of all the

'Nitnesses. If you cannot reconcile all

of the testimony then it' s your duty to
consider the testimony with a view

toward determining what is the truth.
In doing so you may accept or you may

rej ect any part of the testimony of any
witness and accept only the testimony

that you consider worthy of belief.
you believe that a witness willfully

testified falsely to a material fact,
you may, in your discretion, disregard

that portion of that witness ' testimony
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or, in your discretion, you may

disregard all of that witness'

testimony. The weight to be given to

each witness' testimony is for you to

determine. In determining what the

truth is you may take into

consideration any interest or any bias

that a witness may have as a result of

any connection with the case. You may

take into consideration the demeanor of

a witness as to whether that witness

has apparently testified frankly or

evasively. I charge you to weigh all

of the testimony in light of your

common observation and experience and

reach a verdict that will be based upon

the truth as you determine it to be

from all the facts.

Now , the evidence which you

heard in this case can be classified as

either direct evidence or

circumstantial evidence , and you may

consider both. Direct evidence

demonstrates the existence or the

nonexistence of a precise fact that'

3520
in issue without the need to draw

inferences or to apply presumptions.

On the other hand , circumstantial

evidence is comprised of secondary

facts or circumstances which by logical

inference does demonstrate either the

existence or the nonexistence of the

fact that' s in issue. Circumstantial
evidence is based on certain

circumstances.
I think the lawyers made reference

to this fact. When I have a

circumstantial case or cases involving

circumstantial evidence I give this

example because what I just told you is

some legal writing, but this is an

example that sort of I think makes it

clearer than anything else I could say

from a legal perspective. My example

is this: Let' s say that an experienced

hunter is in the woods after a recent

snowfall and he comes upon fresh tracks

which he recognizes as the tracks of a

rabbi t . As I said , the snowfall is

recent and the snow is otherwise
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undisturbed.
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The hunter does not see

If the hunter saw the the rabbit.
rabbit that would be direct evidence of

the rabbit' s presence. If' the hunter
does not see the rabbit , he only sees

the tracks , is it reasonable for the

hunter to believe that a rabbit passed

that way since the snowfall? The

circumstances are the recent snowfall

the tracks , and the ground otherwise

undisturbed. The observation of an

experienced hunter can lead him to

reasonably believe that a rabbit passed

that way.

Now , this is an example of a

conclusion drawn from circumstantial

evidence. You should not convict the

Defendant using circumstantial evidence

unless it excludes every reasonable

theory other than the one supporting

your verdict. No mat ter how strong may

be the circumstances , if they can be

reconciled with the theory that the

Defendant is innocent , then the guilt

of the Defendant has not been shown by

3522
the full measure of proof that the law

requires and the Defendant should be

acquitted,
I charge you also that in a case

based on circumstantial evidence if
there is more than one inference that

can be gleaned from the circumstantial

evidence you must take inference from

the evidence which is most favorable to

the Defendant.

Now , you may consider both

circumstantial evidence and direct

evidence in your deliberations. The

law makes no distinction between the

weight to be given to either ,direct
evidence or circumstantial evidence.

The law requires only that you weigh

all of the evidence and be convinced by

the evidence beyond a reasonable doubt

of the Defendant' s guilt before you

reach a verdict of guil ty .

Now , as I said, there are five

counts in this indictment, and you must

consider the evidence as to each of

these counts separately and determine
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whether the Defendant has been proven 
guil ty beyond a reasonable doubt of the
offenses charged in each count. As I 

said, there are numerous definitions 
that I' m scill yet to give you and they 
are scattered. Some of them apply in

each count. So I' m not going to repeat
those other than in the first count.

m going to go over those with you

but there are several definitions that

are peculiar to a particular count and

I will give you those as I go through

that count.

Count one of the indictment charges

the Defendant with capital murder. The

law states that an intentional murder

committed during a robbery in the first

degree or an attempt thereof is capital

murder. Now, a person commits an

intentional murder if he causes the

death of another person and in

performing the act or acts which cause

the death of the person he intends to

3524

kill that person. And I'll go over

specifically and I'll call them out

one , two, three , four for you, but

that' s a general definition of an

intentional murder.

A person commits robbery in the

first degree if in the course of

committing or attempting to commit a

theft he uses force against the person

of the owner or any person present with

the intent to overcome their physical

resistance or physical power of

resistance or threatens the eminent use

of force against the person of the

owner or any person present with the

intent to compel the acquiescence to

the taking of or the escaping with the

property and in doing so he s armed

with a deadly weapon or a dangerous

instrument.
Now , within each of these counts

s charged with , this one is murder

during robbery in the first. There'
also an attempted robbery. Now , a

person commits the crime of attempted

robbery in the first degree if with the

intent to commit the robbery in the
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first degree he does any overt act

towards the commission of that

offense.
Now , in order to convict the State

must prove beyond a reasonable doubt

each of. these elements , and I' m going

to go over them with you , elements of

intentional murder during a robbery in

the first degree or attempt thereof.

The first element is this , that Karen

Tipton is dead. That' s element number
one in count one. The second element

is that Daniel Wade Moore caused the

death of Karen Tipton by stabbing her

or cutting her with a knife or sharp

instrument. The third element is that

in committing 'the acts which caused the
death of Karen Tipton the Defendant

intended to kill Karen Tipton or

another person. The fourth element is

that the Defendant, Daniel Wade Moore

committed or attempted to commit the

theft of one purse containing an

indefinite amount of money in lawful

currency. The fifth element is that in

3526
the course of committing or attempting

to commit the theft or in the immediate

flight after the attempt or commission

the Defendant either used force or

threatened the eminent use of force

against the person of Karen Tipton with

the intent to overcome her physical

resistance or physical power to resist

or to compel acquiescence to the taking

of or escaping with the property. The
sixth element is that the Defendant was

armed with a deadly weapon or dangerous

instrument. The seventh element is
that the murder took place during the

robbery or attempted robbery.

are the seven elements.

Those

Now , within those elements I talked

about theft of property. A person

commits the crime of theft of property

if he knowingly obtains or exerts

unauthorized control over the property

of another with the intent to deprive

the owner of his property. I used the

term deadly weapon. There s a

definition for that I need to give
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you. A deadly weapon is a firearm or
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anything manifestly designed , made or

adapted for the purpose of inflicting

death or serious physical injury.
There are other definitions which

have a specific legal meaning which I

want to go ahead and give to you.

Within those elements I us the term

intentionally. What does it mean when

I say a person acts intentionally?

person acts intentionally with respect

to a result or to conduct when his

purpose is to cause that result or to

engage in that conduct.

One of the phrases within those

elements is "intended to kill" The
law has a specific definition for

that. What does it mean when I say

"intended to kill" as it relates to the

intentional killing portion of the

separate counts in this indictment.

the sense used here , a person act 

intentionally when it is his purpose to

cause the death of another person and

the intent to kill must be real and

specific.
35281

What does it mean when I talk about

a person acting knowingly.

acts knowingly with respect

A person

to a result
or conduct when he is aware that his

conduct is of that nature or that the

circumstances exist. Within the
definition that I gave you of attempt

there are the words " overt act" , and I

want to define that for you. What

constitutes the commission of an overt

act towards the commission of the

offense charged in a separate

indictment is for the jury to decide

under the circumstances. It requires

that the Defendant do some act directed

toward he eventual effectuation of the

crime; however , mere remote preparatory
acts which are not reasonable in the

chain of ca sation leading to the

effectuation of the crime are not

sufficient.
Here' s another definition that'

used repeatedly in these elements

during. Most of you think you might
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1241 arty. What does forcible compulsion

ean? Forcible compulsion is physical 
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force that overcomes earnest resistance

I 2 or that is a threat, either expressed

i 3 threat or implied threat , that takes a

know what during means. During means

in the course of the commission of or

in connection with or immediate flight

from the commission of the crime

charged.
Now , if you find from the evidence

that the State has proved beyond a

reasonable doubt each of the elements

of the offense that I have just charged

you on charging the Defendant with

capital murder during a robbery in the

first degree as charged in the

indictment , you shall find the
Defendant guilty of capital murder.

you find from the evidence that the

State has failed to prove beyond a

reasonable doubt anyone of the
elements that I' ve gone over with you
of the offense of murder during a

robbery in the first degree or the

attempt thereof, then you can not find

the Defendant guilty of capital

murder.241 Count two of the indictment charges

Defendant with capital murder and
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the law states an intentional murder

committed during sexual abuse in the

first degree or attempt thereof is

capital murder. A person commits an

intentional murder if he causes the

death of another person and in

performing the act or acts which cause

the death of the person he intends to

kill that person.

A person commits sexual abuse in the

first degree if he subjects another

person to sexual contact and does so by

forcible compulsion. m going to

define that for you in just a minute.

A person commits the crime of attempted

sexual abuse in the first degree if

with the intent to commit the offense

of sexual abuse in the first degree he

does any overt act toward the

commission of that offense.

In order to convict the State must

prove beyond a reasonable doubt each of
these elements of an intentional murder

during sexual abuse in the first degree

or attempt thereof. The elements are

3529
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that Karen Tipton is dead. That'
number one. Number two is that Daniel

Wade Moore caused the death of Karen

Tipton by stabbing her or cutting her

with a knife or other sharp

instrument. Number three , that in

8 i

committing the acts which caused the

death of Karen Tipton the Defendant

intended to kill the deceased or

another person. Number four , that the
Defendant, Daniel Wade Moore, subjected

or attempted to subject Karen Tipton to

sexual contact. Number five, that the

Defendant did so by forcible

compulsion. And number six, that the

murder took place during the sexual

abuse or attempted sexual abuse.

Now , sexual contact, let me give

you the legal definition of that.

Sexual contact means any touching of a

sexual or other intimate parts of a

person done for the purpose of

person or places a person in fear of

death or serious physical injury to
herself.

If you find from the evidence that

the State has proved beyond a

reasonable doubt each of the elements

of the offense of intentional murder

during sexual abuse in the first degree'

or attempt thereof as charged in count

two , then you should find the Defendant

guilty of capital murder. If you find

from the evidence that the State has

failed to prove beyond a reasonable

doubt each of the elements of the

offense of intentional murder during

sexual abuse in the first degree or

attempt thereof as charged , you canot
find the Defendant guilty of capital

murder.
Count three of the indictment

charges this Defendant with capital

murder. The law states that an
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intentional murder committed during

kidnapping in the first degree or

attempt thereof is capital murder.

person commits an incentional murder if

he causes the death of another person

and in performing the act or acts which

cause the death of the person he

intends to kill that person. A person
commits a kidnapping in the first

degree if he abducts another person

with the intent to inflict physical

injury upon her or to violate her

sexually. A person commits the crime

of attempted kidnapping in the first

degree if with the intent to commit the

offense of kidnapping in the first

degree he does any overt act toward the

commission of that offense.

In order to convict the State must

prove beyond a reasonable doubt each of
these elements of incentional murder

during a kidnapping in the first degree

or attempt thereof. The first one is

that Karen Tipton is dead. The second

one is that Daniel Wade Moore caused

the death of Karen Tipton by stabbing

her or cutting her with a knife or

sharp instrument. The third one is

that in committing the acts which

caused the death of Karen Tipton the

Defendant intended to kill the deceased

or another person. The fourth one is

that the Defendant, Daniel Wade Moore,

abducted or attempted to abduct Karen

Tipton. The fifth one is that the

Defendant intended to inflict physical

injury upon Karen Tipton or to violate

her sexually. And the sixth one is

that the murder took place during the

kidnapping or attempted kidnapping.

There' s another definition I need
to give you. What does it mean when it

talks about abduction. Abduction means

to restrain a person with the intent to

prevent her libe ation by either

secreting or holding her in a place

where she' s not likely to be found or
using or threatening to use deadly

physical force.
What does it mean when I say

3533
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restrain or use the word restrain in
3535

these elements. Restrain means to

intentionally or knowingly restrict a

person' s movements unlawfully and

without consent so as to interfere

substantially with her liberty by

moving her from one place to another or

by confining her either in the place

where the restrictions commences or in

a place to which she has been moved.

Restraint is without consent if it'

accomplished by physical force

intimidation, or deception.

Another definition for you is

deadly physical force. Deadly physical

force means physical force which under

the circumstances in which it is used

is readily capable of causing death or

serious physical injury.
Serious physical injury, what does

that mean. Serious physical injury is

a physical injury which creates a

substantial risk of death or which

causes serious and protracted

disfigurement, protracted impairment

3536
health and protracted loss of

impairment of the function of any

bodily organ. Death by definition

would constitute serious physical

injury.
If you find from the evidence that

the State has proved beyond a

reasonable doubt each of the elements

of the offense of intentional murder

during a kidnapping in the first degree

or attempt thereof as charged , you

shall find the Defendant guilty of

capital murder. If you find from the

evidence that the State has failed to

prove beyond a reasonable doubt each or

anyone or more of the elements of the
offense of intentional murder during

the kidnapping in the first degree or

attempt thereof as charged, you can not

find the Defendant guilty of capital

murder.
Count four of the indictment.

Count four of the indictment charges

this Defendant with capital murder.

The law states that an intentional
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murder committed during rape in the

first degree by forcible compulsion or

attempt thereof is capital murder.

person commits an intentional murder if

he causes the death of another person

and in performing the act or acts which

caused the death of the person he

intends to kill that person.

A male commits rape in the first

degree if he engages in sexual

intercourse with a female and does so

by forcible compulsion. A person

commits the crime of rape in the first

degree if with the intent to commit the

offense of rape in the first degree he

does any overt act 'toward the
commission of that offense.

In order to , convict the State must

prove beyond a reasonable doubt each of
these elements of intentional murder

during rape in the first degree. The

first element is that Karen Tipton is

dead. The second element is that

Daniel Wade Moore caused the death of

Karen Tipton by stabbing her or cutting

3 !

her with a knife or other sharp

instrument. The third element is that

in committing the acts which caused the

death of Karen Tipton the Defendant

intended to kill the deceased or

another person. The fourth element is
that the Defendant, Daniel Wade Moore,

a male , engaged in sexual intercourse

with Karen Tipton. Number five is that

the Defendant did so by forcible

compul sion. Number six that the

murder took place during the rape or

attempt thereof.
The law gives us a definition for

sexual intercourse and this is it.

Sexual intercourse has its ordinary

meaning and occurs upon any penetration

however slight.

required.
Emission is not

Forcible compulsion, let me give
you that definition again. Forcible
compulsion is physical force that

overcomes earnest resistance or is a

threat expressed or implied that places

a person in fear of death or serious

3537
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physical injury to herself.
If you find from the evidence that

3539

the State has proven beyond a

reasonable doubt each of the elements

of the offense of intentional murder

during rape in the first degree or

attempt thereof as charged you shall

find the Defendant guilty of capital

murder. If you find from the evidence

that the State has failed to prove

beyond a reasonable doubt anyone or
more of the elements of the offense of

intentional murder during a rape in the

first degree or attempt thereof as

charged , you can not find the Defendant

guil ty of capital murder.
Count five of this indictment

charges the Defendant with capital

murder. The law states that an

intentional murder committed during a

burglary in the first degree or an

attempt thereof is capital murder.

person commits an intentional murder if

he causes the death of another person

and in performing the acts or act which

3540
causes the death of the person he

intends to kill that person. A person
commits a burglary in the first degree

if he knowingly and unlawfully enters

or remains unlawfully in a dwelling and

he does so with the intent to commit

the crime of theft and/or sexual

assault and while affecting injury or

while in the dwelling or in the

immediate flight therefrom he or

another participant in the crime is

armed with an explosive or deadly

weapon causes physical injury to any

person who is not a participant in the

crime or uses or threatens immediate

use of a dangerous instrument.

A person commits the crime of

attempted burglary in the first degree

if with the intent to commit the

offense of theft and/or sexual assault

in the first degree he does any overt

acts towards the commission of that

offense. To convict the State must

prove beyond a reasonable doubt each of
these elements of intentiona murder
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during a burglary in the first degree

or attempt thereof. The first one is

that Karen Tipton is dead. The second

one is that Daniel Wade Moore caused

the death of Karen Tipton by stabbing

her or cutting her with a knife or with

another sharp instrument. The third

one is that in committing the acts

which caused the death of Karen Tipton

the Defendant intended to kill the

deceased or another person. Fourth
element is that the Defendant, Daniel

Wade Moore, knowingly and unlawfully

entered or remained unlawfully in the

dwelling of Karen Tipton , that in doing

so the Defendant acted with the intent

to commit the crime of theft and/or

sexual assault. The sixth one is that

while in the dwelling or in effecting

entry thereto or in the immediate

flight therefrom, the Defendant or

another participant in the crime caused

physical injury to Karen Tipton, was

armed with an explosive or deadly

weapon or used or threatened imminent

use of a dangerous instrument. And

number seven seventh element, is that

a murder took place during the burglary

or the attempted burglary.

ve defined for you a dwelling.

think I'll do it again. A dwelling is
a building which is used or normally

used by a person for sleeping, living

or lodging therein.

What does it say when I talk about

a person entering or remaining

unlawfully. A person enters or remains

unlawfully in or upon premises when he

is not licensed, invited or privileged

to do so.
ve defined for you but I'll

define it for you again, a deadly

weapon. A deadly weapon is a firearm

or anything manifestly designed , made

or adapted for the purpose of

inflict ing death or serious physical
injury.

If you find from the evidence that

the State has proven beyond a

reasonable doubt each of the elements
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of the offense of intentional murder

during a burglary in the first degree

or attempt thereof as charged , you

shall find the Defendant guilty of

capital murder. If you find from the

evidence that the State has failed to

prove beyond a reasonable doubt anyone
or more ' of the elements of the offense
of an intentional murder during a

burglary in the first degree or attempt

therefore as charged, you can not find

the Defendant guilty of capital

murder.
Now , within the offense of capital

murder as charged in the indictment

you'll find the lesser and included

charge of murder. A person commits the

crime of murder if he causes the death

of another person and in performing the

act or acts which cause the death of

that person he intends to kill that

person or another person. In order to

convict the Defendant of intentional

murder the State must prove beyond a

reasonable doubt each of these

elements.
3544

One, that Karen Tipton is

dead. Two , that the Defendant , Daniel

Wade Moore, caused the death of Karen

Tipton , and that the third element is

that in committing the act or acts

which caused the death of Karen Tipton

the Defendant acted with intent.
Again , a person acts intentionally when

his purpose is to cause the death of

another person in this instance.

If you find from the evidence that

the State has proven beyond a

reasonable doubt each of the elements

of the offense of murder as charged

then you shall find the Defendant

guilty of murder. If you find that the

State failed to prove beyond a

reasonable doubt anyone or more of the
elements of the offense of murder then

you should not find the Defendant

guilty of murder.

Now , the way it works is you go

through the five capital murder

offenses and if you re not satisfied

that the State has met its burden you
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next consider murder. If you re not

satisfied after you considered the

murder charge you would next consider

felony murder. Within that offense

charged you would have the lesser and

included offense of murder and also the

lesser and included offense of felony

murder.
A person commits the crime of

felony murder if he commits or attempts

to commit burglary in the first degree

or attempt thereof, kidnapping in the

first degree or attempt thereof , rape

in the first degree or attempt thereof

robbery in the first degree or robbery

in any degree actually or attempt

thereof , or any other felony that'
clearly dangerous to human life and in

the course -of and in the furtherance of
the crime he is committing or

attempting to commit or in the

immediate flight therefrom another

participant causes the _death of any

person.
In order to convict the State must

prove beyond a reasonable doubt these

elements of felony murder. One, that

Karen Tipton is dead. Two , that

another participant in the crime caused

the death of Karen Tipton by stabbing

her or cutting her with a knife or

sharp instrument. That in committing

the acts which caused the death of

Karen Tipton the other participant in

the crime was acting in the course of

and in the furtherance of or in the

immediate flight from the crime of'

burglary or kidnapping that I' ve gone
over with you or rape or robbery or any

other felony that would be clearly

dangerous to human life. And the
fourth element , that in doing the acts

which constitute the commission of a

felony, either burglary in the first

degree or attempt thereof or kidnapping

or rape or robbery or any other felony

clearly dangerous to human life during

the course of which and in the

furtherance of or in the immediate

flight from which the death of Karen

3545
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Tipton was caused by another

participant in the crime.

3547

Now , if you find from the evidence

that the State has proven beyond a

reasonable doubt each of these elements

of the offense of felony murder you

should find the Defendant guilty of

felony murder. If you find that the
State failed to prove beyond a

reasonable doubt each of these elements

of felony murder as charged, not each

of them, anyone or more of them , you

could not find the Defendant guilty of

felony murder.

Now , it' s time for you now to reach
a verdict in this case. Your verdict

must be unanimous , that is , all twelve

of you must agree individually and

jointly with the verdict.

the verdict of all of you.

It must be

I have prepared for you a verdict

form and I want to go over that with

you. I have prepared it for you in the

order in which I' ve charged you simply
because I think that little bit of

3548
continuity might make it easier for

It' s a three page document. It'you.
one verdict form and it has to the

charge of capital murder during a

robbery in the first degree or attempt

thereof , we the jury find the
Defendant , Daniel Wade Moore, guilty.
It has a place for the foreman to print

his or her name and date the verdict

and then a place for the foreman

signature underneath it. please print
and sign because some people

signature I can t read it. The second

option would be to the charge of

capital murder during sexual abuse in

the first degree or attempt thereof, we

the jury find the Defendant, Daniel

Wade Moore, guilty. Third charge would

track count three that I' ve gone over
with you. The fourth verdict would

track count four. The fifth verdict

would track count five. The sixth

option would be to the lesser and

included offense of murder , we the jury

find the Defendant , Daniel Wade Moore,
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The seventh option would be to

the lesser and included offense of

felony murder , we the jury find the

Defendant , Daniel Wade Moore , guilty.

Then the eighth option on this form is

to the charge of capital murder and all

lesser and included charges, we the

jury find the De Bendant , Daniel Wade

Moore , not guilty. It has the style of

the case on the front and the name, but

those would be basically eight options

that you have.

Now , you will have done your duty

as citizens if you sign anyone of
these eight options and it' s based upon
the evidence that you' ve heard during

this trial and nothing else. One side
is going to be happy and one side is

going to be sad regardless of what

happens , and if you do your duty
everybody will have to live with it.
If you sign this verdict form or allow

your foreman to sign this verdict form

and it' s based on any other reason , in

other words , you can' t try to fix

something.
specific.

3550
You have a task that' s very

You can t look beyond this

case , well, what if we do this , what I s

it going to cause here and what' s it
going to cause there. You can

concern yourself with those things.

Your job is very specific. It I s 

decide the facts of this case. It '
not to take into account things that

have not come into evidence.

I know you haven' t had access to

the internet but I' ve had juries in the
past and had to declare mistrials where

jurors have gone home and wanted to

research something. So they got on the

internet that night and looked up

something because they weren t really

satisfied with the definitions that

they got in court. That' s inj ecting
into this case things that do not

belong.
oath.

That' s a violation of your

So whatever you decide as long as

it' s based on the evidence and not

based on something else you will have
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fulfilled your duty and there will be

nobody who can say anything to you

3551

about that.
Now , when you retire to the jury

room your first order of business will

be to select a foreman. You I re foreman
will moderate your deliberations and be

your spokesman for any communication

that' s necessar/ with the Court. When

you reach a verdict it will be the

foreman' s duty to sign the verdict form
in the appropriate place and notify the

Court that you have roached a verdict.

It will be necessary for you to return

to the courtroom and deliver your

verdict.
Now , when you go back we re going

to use the jury room in the back

because it' s pretty secluded and y' all
can have privacy there. There' s a
buzzer mechanism on the wall that you

would think if you pushed the button it

would let me know that y ' all have a
verdict. It doesn t work and hadn'

worked since I' ve been here. So we use

3552
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an old fashion method of knocking on

the door. Mr. Penn will be stationed

or somebody will be back there.

Usually it' s Mr. Penn , somewhere close

and say we' ve got a verdict.
Couple of things about your

deliberations. You do not have to stay

in that jury room or ask my permission

for a break. I f you ve been back there
a while and you want a break take a

break. Just knock on the door and say,
Mr. Penn , we want a break. Agree on

how long you want to break and you can

break. You know , you go back to the

jury lounge and walk around, whatever.

You just protect yourself from anybody

talking to you. That would be

inappropriate altogether. I won' t make

you stay in there. I'll give you

breaks as you need them. My only

instruction about that though is this.
I do not want any discussion about this

case taking place even if all twelve of

you are present anywhere other than in

the jury room to which I' m about to
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send you. If y all take a break , six

you leave and six of you stay, six of

you that go outside don' t be plotting a

strategy that you re going to be using

against the other six that don' t see it

your way. Y' alls discussion needs to

take place in that jury rQom when the

jury room door is closed.

You may not reach a verdict

tonight. It' s getting late, and I told

you or sent word to you through my

bailiff that we can work late tonight

if you want to. We' re prepared to do

that. You don' t reach a verdict

tonight and we go home y' all aren I t

free to go back to the motel and sit

around even if' all twelve of you are
present and continue to talk about it.

You can' t talk about it at breakfast in
the morning. You have to wait and talk

about it when you get back over here

and have the evidence present. Now,

ve made arrangements and I think 6: 
' clock pizza is coming?

BAILIFF BILL PENN: Yes, sir.

THE COURT: Rather than y ' all going
back to the motel and eat I understood

y' all wanted to have pizza here and

keep working. You know , when it gets

around 10: 00 0' clock I' m going to call

it a night. Y' all can call it a night

quicker than that. m not making you

work you understand. Y' all have
indicated to me through my bailiff that

' all would like to stay and work.
Y' all are going to be locked up in a

motel anyway. If you re going to be

locked up you might as well be here

working if that' s what you want to do.

If somebody is tired, it' s been a long

day and if somebody gets tired and says

ve had enough, whichever one of you

is the foreman needs to knock on the

door and say we need to go back to the

motel and start back fresh tomorrow

because you don t need to be in any

kind of hurry. So y' all don t do any

pressuring anybody to stay who'

exhausted because I know this is tiring

for you.
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m going to send you out and I'
going to make sure that the lawyers

3555 

don' t have any obj ections to what I'
said or sometimes especially in a

charge this long I might misspeak and I

might need to bring you back in and

correct something that I' ve said that
was incorrect. I need them to have the

opportunity to correct me outside your

presence. So I' m going to let you go
back to the jury room. It' s going take

us a couple of trips I think to get all

the evidence back there. All the

evidence goes back to the jury room

with you. There is a VCR and

television here. m not going to send

that back with you now , but if you want
it all you have to do is ask for it.
Okay? When Mr. Penn comes to the door

and says go ahead , you 'll be free to

start your deliberations , and we'll be

here until it' s time to go home

tonight.
Okay. If a question were to arise

at you need me to answer, put it in

:: 
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writing and let Mr. Penn have it. 

will bring it to me and I'll look at it

and let the lawyers look at it and see

3554
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if I can' t get you an answer and bring

you back in and answer the question if

I can. So if I need to go over any of

the elements again , I' m not reluctant
to do that. You can come back out and

go over the elements of count whatever

or the charge about this and I'll do my

best to answer that for you.
All right. Is there any reason I

can' t let the jury g , from the State

or the Defense, at this time?

giving you an opportunity to object.
need to let the alternate go. Juror
number according to Mrs. Penn'

number number one. Do you know who

you are? You re the alternate. So see
Mr. Orr over here. AS the jury goes to

the room if you'll go with Mr. Orr.

Let me say this, I'll say this so

everybody can hear this. Jurors have

sent word to me they don t want to

talk, and I' m going to let you go with
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Sergeant Clemons there and he

you back to your car. I f you don
want to talk you don' t have to talk.

Now , when I release you chis is
America, y ' all can talk. But you can

also say I don' t want to talk. So if
somebody approaches you you don' t have

to say anything. You don t have to

explain yourself , you don' t have to

tell them how you might vote because

you re the alternate. You re not going

to get to vote. So I'll do my best to

protect all of you but you are free to
talk but you do not have to. So I
would ask everybody, newspaper people

television people, whatever , jurors say

I don t want to talk you need to honor

that. Lawyers as well.

So if the jury will retire and

number one will go with Mr. Orr.

(Whereupon , the following was

held outside the presence of

the jury.
THE COURT: Those of you that are

still here , the north side door that'

3 i
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on - - I don' t know what street it' s on

Cotaco Park side, is closed. The south 
side door on Lee Street will be opened

until we leave.

If you want to go smoke and come

and go that' s fine, that' s your

business. Just use the south side door

on Lee Street, okay.

security people are.
That' s where the
So y all are free

to go if you want. If you go quietly.

Wait just a minute before you go.

Mr. Powell , do you have any

obj ectionto the Court' s charge?

MRS. HALBROOKS: No, sir.
MR . POWELL:

THE COURT:

, sir.

Mr. Valeska?

MR. VALESKA: , Your Honor.

THE COURT: Now you can go.

And y ' all have looked at the
evidence and everything is ready to

go?

MR. VALESKA: Yes.

THE COURT: Okay.

(Whereupon , the jury retired

to deliberate at 4 :59 p.
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(Whereupon , at 8 :31 p. , the

jury returned to the motel,

3559

and the above- entitled matter

was recessed, to reconvene at

9:00 a. , the following day.

356

MORNING SESSION

(11- 20 - 2003)

(Whereupon , the jury returned

to the jury room at 9: 02 a.

to deliberate further.
(Whereupon , at 9:44 a. , the

jury returned to the courtroom

with a question.

THE COURT: Okay. Everybody can be

Mr. Batchelor isseated. Thank you.

the foreman and he sent me a note

saying that you grid locked and you

think nobody willing to budge.

Well , nobody said this was going to be

easy, and I wanted to talk with you

just a minute. If some of you are

firmly convinced in your mind that

there s reasonable doubt, if some of

you are firmly convinced in your mind

that there s not any reasonable doubt,

then obviously you as jurors picked up

on different things in this trial that
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conclusion. caused you to come to that

Now , the last thing in the world I want

to happen is for you to decide this

case because you re tired and we just

want to get out of here. I know that.

m not the brightest kid in town but I

picked up on that last week. re all
tired, and I know you re tired.
tired and I' ve been going home every

night and seeing my wife and kids and

you re not. I understand how

difficult -- I say I understand.

not sure I do understand, but I can

only imagine how difficult that is for

you.
But if you' ve come after hearing

all this evidence , having been

sequestered now for over two weeks or

it will be two weeks around noon , and

if some of you come to different

conclusions, and this is easier to say

than it is to do and I know that, but

you must continue to discuss , to

articulate why you ve come to the

position you' ve come to in an effort to

make the other party who' s on the

opposite side of the issue from you see

why you believe the way you do and see

if you can convince each other to view

the evidence in a different light,
point out what you think is so strong

about your position or weak about the

other party s position. Not only

should you say this is why I believe

what I believe but this is why I can

never believe what you believe and see

if you can at least view the evidence

from the same perspective and reach a

consensus.
You know , I don' t have to tell you

what effort has been put into this case

not only by you but myself and my staff

and the lawyers on both sides not to

mention the Defendant and the victims

to get this case to this point. Now

you know , there' s a lot of discussion

that' s going to have to take place.

mistrial is not something - - and if I

mistry it, if y all can t reach a

decision it' s called a mistrial, and
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the process is to start over with a
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different group. You 'll never convince

me having watched you for two weeks now

that there will ever be welve people
in this county that can hear this

evidence and do a better job of

ciphering through it and coming to a

just and fair verdict than you twelve.

all have worked too hard to give up

now.

, you know , I encourage you to go

back , be calm and rationale about your

discussions. There' s no reason to
yell. Yelling doesn t help anything

but you need to think. If you need to

prepare your reasons on paper I'll give

you tons of paper , but articulate why

y?U feel like you do, why you are

voting the way you are voting and why

you can never vote the other way. Then

once you identify these issues look at

the evidence again , talk about it.

long as you can talk about it there

hope that you would be able to reach a

verdict that I s fair and based on the

3564
evidence. Again' I encourage you, I'

not asking you to leave your common

sense outside the jury room, but don

inj ect into this case anything that --
(Mr. Valeska s cell phone

rings. )
THE COURT: Don t inj ect into this

. case anything that does not belong.
Try this case solely on the evidence

that you heard during this trial. You

know , don t inj ect something that you

may know from somewhere else that' s not

based on common sense and good

judgment. Don' t try to say something

that' s just not in the evidence.

you re in that position you' re not

fulfilling your oath. I f you
inj ecting into this case something
that' s not coming from your vision and

hearing of the evidence, you know

you' re not fulfilling your oath. So I
encourage you to be careful about that

but discuss it.
Mr. Batchelor , if you would, just

make them talk about it , keep working
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because I' ve seen juries in this
position before and I' m a long way from
giving up and starting over. So that
ought to encourage you to keep

working. So I'll let you go back and

if you need a break take it but , you

know , we' re going to stay here unt il we
reach a verdict.

(Whereupon , the following was

held outside the presence of

the jury.
THE COURT: If that telephone goes

off in here one more time I' m going to

own it or you I re going to be in jail.
ve known you a long time but I'

tired of putting up with it.
about the tenth time.

That'

MR. VALESKA: I apologize, Judge.

THE COURT: Good , that' s the end of

it. I don t care why or what , but if

you can' t come in here you ve got two

other lawyers that can. I f you ve got
business in other parts of the State,
you need to be on the telephone, fine

stay out of here with that thing.

you understand?

MR. VALESKA: Yes , sir.

THE COURT: Good. We'll be in
recess.

(Whereupon

taken. )

a recess was

(Whereupon, at 12:01 p. , the

proceedings in the above-

entitled matter was recessed

to reconvene at 1: 00 p.
this same day.
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(Whereupon , at 1:37 p. , the

jury returned to the courtroom

with a question.

THE COURT: Thank y' all. Y' all may

be seated. all are all in different

chairs now. ve got your questions

and for the record the questions are,
Can we get the criteria for capital

murder , murder , felony murder as well
as the definitions for intent and do

any of these three types of murder have

to be premeditated.

Let me I guess apologize to you in

one sense. I struggle with charges and

I try to make them clear and that I s why

I write them down, and I hate 4aving to

basically read them to you. I go over
them as slow as I can and try not to

just read straight from a script , but

at least it keeps me focused. So let

me just talk to you in more of a

3568
conversational tone than in the tone I

charged you on and gave you.
While' it is the law I' m not

surprised that you have some questions

about it. m going to start at the

bottom. Do any of these types of

murder have to be premeditated.

Premeditated is not a word that we use

any more. If you watch some television

or been on a jury years ago we talk

about an intentional murder or an

intentional killing. So premeditated

as I remember it carried with it things

like planning and anything about and

pondering it and, you know , over a

period of time. An intentional killing

you can form an intent in an instant.

, you know , definitions of intent let
me highlight those for you.

Now these are specific - - there
are two definitions having to do with

intent that I gave you and one talks

about the intent to kill as opposed to

just intentionally doing some other

act: . What does it mean when I say
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intended to kill or when I use that

phrase in one of the charges I gave to

you as it related to the intentional

killing in the separate portions of the

capital murder counts. A person acts
intentionally when it is his purpose to

cause the death of another person.

intent to kill must be real and

specific. Now; that' s the legal

definition of intent as it' s used there

and I'll go over it again. A person

acts intentionally when it is his

purpose to cause the death of another

person , and the intent to kill must be

real and specific. Now, I used another

definition of intentionally. A person

can act intent'ionally with respect to a
result or to conduct when it is his

purpose to cause that result or to

engage in that conduct.

Now , those two definitions are not

different. They re just different ways

basically of saying the -- giving the

definition of intentional, one relating

to the intent to kill, the other

relating to the intentional doing of

some act in general or any kind of

act. So the first definition I gave

says a person acts intentionally when

it is his purpose to cause the death of

another person. The intent to kill

must be real and specific. The second

definition I just gave you says a

person acts intentionally with respect

to a result or to conduct when their

purpose is to cause that result or

engage in that conduct.

Okay. Those are the legal

definitions of those two uses of the

words intentional or intended to kill

as I gave them to you in the charge.

Now , the criteria - - we' ve got a five
count indictment here charging capital

murder. Each one of the five counts

charges capital murder. In order for
it to be capital murder under our

statute it has to be a two-part test.
It has to be an intentional killing in

the course of a kidnapping. If it was

just an intentional killing that'
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murder, but if it' s an intentional

killing during the course of a

3571

kidnapping or during the course of a

rape or during the course of a sexual

abuse or during the course of a

burglary, which one have I left out

robbery, or a kidnapping during the

course or coupled with a robbery, those

are the five counts charged. So you

have the intentional killing and the

robbery, intentional killing and the

kidnapping, the intentional killing and

the burglary, the intentional killing
and the rape, intentional killing and

the sexual abuse. It has to be one or

more of those. You could actually find

him guilty of more of those if the

evidence supported it , but what makes

it capital is the fact that in the

course of committing or attempting to

commit any of those. I did not say

attempt but attempt applies to any of

those. In the course of attempting to

kidnap her or in the course of

attempting to rob her or burglarize her

3572
home or rape her or sexually abuse her

he intentionally killed her in that

That would make it capital.process.
Does that answer the question

Mr. Batchelor, you think? That' s what

distinguishes capital murder from

murder.
Now , murder would be that you found

that he intended to kill her but he

wasn' t trying to kidnap her wasn

trying to rape her, wasn t trying to

sexually abuse her, wasn t trying to

rob her or burglarize her home or

whatever those five were. Have I left

one out? I didn' t mean to. Does that

distinguish the two between capital

murder and murder?

JUROR BATCHELOR: Yes.

THE COURT: And the felony murder

would be if you found that he was

participating in something and one of

his cohorts, not himself , but someone

else killed her not him, the way I

charge you on felony murder. Now , do I

need to go over those elements more
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specifically or more formally like I

did yesterday? Does that answer your

question? Mr. Letson, I see you

Mr. 3aits , Ishaking your head yes.
see you shaking your head yes.

All right. That' s all the

questions I see on this sheet. I f you
have any more write them down and send
them to me and I'll my best. Let
just not philosophy but give you some

general instr ctions here. I don'

mean to brag but I guess I am

bragging. ve been doing judging
twenty- two years, eight on this bench
in this courtroom but fourteen years

before I was given the privilege of

sitting here I ' served as a municipal
Judge where I tried cases without the

benefit of the jury. Especially as a

young Judge I would scratch my head and

say I just don t know what' s going on

here, but I learned at a very early age

I think any person who' s ever sat in
judgment of testimony and the facts

will tell you , and this is the way our

3574
system is des igned, there' s a burden of
proof in every case and I' ve gone over
that with you. The State has the

burden of proof to satisfy each of you

beyond a reasonable doubt of the

truthfulness of their claim. When

you re scratching your head and you

think , well , this sounds reasonable and

this sound reasonable, you always fall

back on the burden of proof. Have they

met the test , yes , have they not.

So I don' t know how you' re divided

and I don' t really want to know.

don' t know what you' e discussing, but

that' s how you decide cases within the

system and uphold your oath by

measuring it against the burden of

proof. So if you re divided go back

and talk about the burden of proof that

ve charged you on, what burden they

have, and satisfy yourself that they

have met the burden. If they' ve not

met the burden of proof to prove to you

to your satisfaction beyond a

reasonable doubt then he should be
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3575the If he has and if you'

one saying that, you know , he,' s not
guil ty because I don' t want to convict

him but they ve met their burden of

proof, your duty is to find him

guilty. It can go either way. m not
trying to sway you either way.

want to' know or care how you'
I don

divided. All I ow is you told me

you' re divided. So that applies

regardless , either way. You know

that' s the test you have. You fall

back on that. When you re scratching

your head and saying I just really

don t know who to believe or what to

believe or I believe this and I' m not
considering this other evidence, you

got to consider it all. You ve got to
weigh it all. ve told you I don

care what weight you assigned to each

piece of evidence but you have to

consider it all. You have to apply the

burden of proof , and when you do that

you will have done your duty.

m through preaching now. That

3576 

wasn' t a question but that was for

free.
Go ahead , Mr. Batchelor , take them

out.
(Whereupon , the following was

held outside the presence of

the jury.
THE COURT: We'll be in recess.

(Whereupon

taken. )
a recess was

(Whereupon, the jury returned

with a verdict at 2:26 p.

THE COURT: Okay. Ladies and

gentlemen , I understand that we have a

verdict. I want to say a couple of

things before I bring the jury. You

can be seated , Mr. Moore. I don' t know

what the verdict is. I won' t know

until I read it off the verdict form.

This has been a long and emotional

trial , and if you cannot hold your
emotions I want you to leave now.

don' t want to have to put anybody in

j ail for contempt if there s an

outburst of clapping or cheering. You
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know , if you want to cry that' s fine,
you can sit and cry quietly. But I'
going to go ahead with my speech here.

You know , if you re a newspaper person

and you got to meet a deadline , if you

want to stand outside and listen that'
your business but I want everybody to

be able to stay seated when the verdict

is announced. I don' t want any

outbursts of any kind until I can get

the jury out of here. The jury has

made it clear to the bailiffs who are

in charge of taking care of them that

they don' t want to talk to anybody

after this verdict, and I' ve got the

sheriff deputies standing by. So if
it' s the kind of verdict that will

allow them to be released they 'll be

going back to the motel and I would ask

you to give them their privacy and

their peace. As soon as we can find
the Defense lawyers 'Ne' 11 proceed.

(Brief pause.

THE COURT: I think we have a
verdict. Okay. Is everybody clear on

the fact that there will be no

outbursts and everybody will stay

seated until we get through. If you

are we'll bring them in , Mr. Penn.

(Whereupon, the following was

held in the presence of the

jury. )
THE COURT: Okay. Everybody can be

seated.
Mr. Batchelor , I understand you'

reached a verdict; is that correct?

JUOR BATCHELOR: Yes , sir.

THE COURT: Would you give that to

Mr. Penn.

(Juror Batchelor complied.

THE COURT: Mr. Moore, the verdict

reads, to the charge of capital murder

murder during the robbery in the first

degree or attempt thereof , we the jury

find the Defendant , Daniel Wade Moore

guilty, singed Tyler Batchelor , dated

November 20th , 2002.

To the charge of capital murder

murder during sexual abuse in the first

degree or attempt thereof , we the jury
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find the Defendant , Daniel Wade Moore,

guilty, dated November the 20th , 2002.

To the charge of capital murder

during a kidnapping in the first degree

or attempt thereof, we the jury find

the Defendant, Daniel Wade Moore

guilty, signed Tyler Batchelor.

To the charge of capital murder

during a burglary in the first degree

or attempt thereof , we the jury find

the Defendant , Daniel Wade Moore

guilty, signed Tyler Batchelor.

Is this the verdict of each of you

all of you individually and together?

(Jurors nod affirmatively.
THE COURT: Mr. Hall , is that your

verdict?
JUROR HAL:

THE COURT:

Yes , sir.

Mr. Little , is that

your verdict?
JUROR LITTLE: Yes, sir.

3580 

THE COURT: Mr, Brechtel
is that your verdict?

JUROR BRECHTEI': Yes.

THE COURT: Mr. Stalnaker

your verdict?
JUROR STALNAKER: Yes, sir.
THE COURT: Mr. Sanders , is that

your verdict?
JUROR SANERS: Yes, sir.
THE COURT: Mr. Batchelor , is that

your verdict?
JUROR BATCHELOR: Yes.

THE COURT: Mrs. Hughes , is that

your verdict?
JUROR HUGHES: Yes.

THE COURT: Mrs. Davis that
your verdict?

JUROR DAVIS: Yes.

THE COURT: Mrs. Brooks, that
your verdict?

JUROR BROOKS:

affirmatively. )
(Juror nods head

THE COURT: Mr. Letson, is that

your verdict?
JUOR LETSON: (Juror nods head

affirmatively. )
THE COURT: Mr. Pendergrass, is

that your verdict?

JUROR PENDERGRASS: Yes , sir.
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yourTHE COURT: Mr. Bates , is that

verdict?
JUROR BATES: Yes.

THE COURT: I'll enter a judgment

in accordance with your verdict. The

next phase of this trial will be che

sentencing phase, which will begin in

the morning at 9:00 o' clock. m going

to send you back to the motel. We'll
start over with the sentencing phase in

the morning.

, Mr. Penn, if you 'll take them

out we'll go from there in the morning

at 9:00 o' clock.
BAILIFF BILL PENN: Yes , sir.

(Whereupon, the following was

held outside the presence of

the jury.
THE COURT: Mr. Moore, I will

adj udge you guilty of capital murder,
murde during a robbery in the first

degree or attempt thereof. I will,

adjudge you guilty of capital murder

murder during a sexual abuse in the

first degree or attempt thereof.

will adjudge you guilty of capital

murder , murder during a kidnapping in
the first degree or an attempt thereof

and I will adjudge you guilty of

capital murder, murder during a

burglary in the first degree or an

attempt thereof.
This is the guilt phase. The

sentencing phase will begin at 9: 00

' clock in the morning.
MR. POWELL:

THE COURT:

Yes , sir.

The Court will be

dismissed.

(Whereupon, at 2:32 p. , the

proceedings in the above-

entitled matter was recessed,

to reconvene at 9:00 a. , the

following day. 
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SENENCING PHASE

MORNING SESSION

(11- 21- 2002)

(9:04 a.

(Whereupon , the following was

held outside the presence of

the jury.
THE COURT: We' re ready to go

forward with the sentencing phase of

the trial. I s there anything
preliminarily we need to take up before

we bring the jury?

MR. VALESKA: Not unless they have

something.
MR. POWELL:

THE COURT:

, sir.

Bring them in,
Mr. Penn.

question.
This may be a stupid

Just to be certain

, y'

all
yesterday were rather emotionally

charged , you understand there were four

35,
convictions. He was not convicted of

rape. The media was reporting all

night that there were five convictions

but he was convicted on the four all

but the rape.

MR. VALESKA: Yes , sir.

(Whereupon , the following was

held in the presence of the

jury. )
THE COURT: Everybody may be

seated. Thank you. Good morning,

ladies and gentlemen. As I told you

when we began this trial , there are two

phases to the trial: The guilt phase,

which we completed yesterday, and then

upon a conviction . of capital murder in
one or more of the offenses we next go

to the sentencing phase.

Now having convicted the Defendant

of four counts of capital murder , my

sentencing options are life

imprisonment without patrol or death by

lethal injection , and the jury must

hear evidence on that issue and render

a verdict to the Court recommending
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life imprisonment without the

possibility of parole, which means life

imprisonment without the possibility of

parole , or death by lethal inj ect ion.
So we 'll have another trial

beginning now , and the lawyers will

make opening statements. The statute

or the Code of Alabama, the laws of the

State of Alabama , all those mean the

same thing, set out a procedure by

which we must follow. The procedure is

that the statute lists aggravating

circumstances , and the State will
present evidence beginning today of

aggravating circumstances that they

find that exist in this case.
Then at the close of their evidence

after they present all the evidence

they have as to the statutory

aggravating circumstances , the

Defendant will have the opportunity if

he so chooses to present evidence of

what are called mitigating

circumstances. It' s a balancing

The

State may have one , two or three or

more aggravating circumstances and the

Defendant may only have one mitigating

circumstance. Your duty is to weigh
the evidence , weigh the aggravating

circumstances against the mitigating

circumstances and whichever weighs more

that' s how you should vote.
Now , let me use this analogy.

think it' s simpler.

of who has the most.

It' s not a matter
In other words

the State could only have one

aggravating circumstance and the

Defendant would have ten but the one

aggravating circumstance weighs more

than the ten combined and in that event

you should vote death. If the

Defendant only has one mitigating

circumstance but it weighs more than

six or seven or eight or however many

the State has , then you should vote

life without patrol.

I'll put it in monetary value.

the State has one aggravating
circumstance that weighs a weight equal
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to a dollar and a quarter and the

Defendant has four and each weighs a

3587

weight equivalent to a quarter , a

dollar and a quarter would weigh more

than a dollar. So you should vote
death. Do you understand what I'

It' s the combined weight ofsaying?
the circumstances weighed against the

combined weight of the circumstances.

And , of course , it will be your job to

attribute how much weight to give to

each circumstance but it is a weighing

process. So this phase of the trial

will be limited to what aggravating

circumstances the State can prove , what

mitigating circumstances the Defense

can prove.
At the close of the evidence I will

instruct you or go over the charges or

charge you again on the law and how it

actually applies. ve sort of given

you a general overview of it. I will

talk to you about the burden of proof

and the proof required to prove or the

amount of evidence required to prove an

aggravating circumstance as opposed

the amount of evidence required to

3588 Ito 
prove a mitigating circumstance. I'll
give it to you to go back to the jury

room to deliberate and reach a

verdict.
When we close - - when we come out

rather than just coming out and signing

one verdict form and saying we the jury

recommend death by lethal inj ection or

we the jury find or recommend life

imprisonment without parole , on the

verdict form you will have to record

your verdict, not individually but

record the number. A vote of ten to

two for death the Court will take as a

jury' s recommendat ion as death.

order to recommend life without parole

at least , seven of you must recommend
life without parole. It must be at

least. seven or more recommending life.
So if you re six six you

deadlocked. Does that make sense? You

have to keep deliberating until - - not
deadlocked. Deadlocked means there'
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no ultimate end , but you haven' t yet

reached a. verdict. You can t come back

with a vote of six to six, six for

death six for life. You have to have

at least seven for a jury

recommendation to the Court to be life

without and you have to have at least

ten for your recommendation to be death

by lethal inj ection.
So that' s an overview of what to

expect today. m not going to make

any prediction as to how long this is

going to take. I know that' s in the

back of all your minds , but we ll just

take however long it takes.

wi th that instruct ion I' m going to
be quiet and l ook to the State if you

have an opening statement, Mr. Valeska,

Mr. Dill or Mrs. Poe. Mr. Dill is

getting up. So I guess he will make it

and then the Defense will have the same

opportunity.
You may address the jury.
MR. DILL: May it please the Court,

Mr. Powell , Mrs. Halbrooks , ladies and

gentlemen of the jury. As the Judge

told you we ve been through a long

trial here. We appreciate your

service. The State appreciates your

service and wants to thank you on

behalf of the State of Alabama and

behalf of the Tipton family. It' s been 

a long journey and arduous and

difficult task and we appreciate your

attention and appreciate your help.

This aspect of the trial will not

be near as long as the guilt phase of

the proceeding. In fact, we will ask

the Court in a few minutes to

incorporate the evidence from the guilt

phase of the proceeding into this
sentencing stage. We don t think

you re going - - there are a few

conditional parts f evidence from the

State but it won' t be anything like

ve been through before. The Judge

described to you the balance test.
We' re going to talk to you some over

the course of this morning about the

balancing test. Aggravating factors
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have already been proved in this case.

They ve been proved in this case in

chief, and when you go back to

deliberate I will ask you to weigh the

aggravating factors against the

mitigating factors in this case and to

do what justice requires. Not revenge

but justice. The aggravating factors

in this case outweigh any possible

mitigating factors , and justice in this

case demands and the law demands that

the ultimate penalty be prescribed in

this case and that be death. Thank
you.

THE COURT: Thank you, Mr. Dill.

Mr. Powell , Mrs. Halbrooks?

MRS. HALBROOKS: We don' t have

anything, - Your Honor. Thank you.
THE COURT: You may waive. We look

for the State to - - are you going to
waive opening or are you going to waive

anything?
MRS. HALBROOKS: We' re waiving

opening at this point.

THE COURT: That' s fine. You'

gone over that with your client and

understands?

3592

MRS. HALBROOKS: Yes , sir

THE COURT: Mr. Moore , do you

understand you have the right or your

ttorneys have the right to make an

opening statement?
THE DEFENDANT: Yes, sir , I

understand completely.
THE COURT: And they re waiving

that right?

THE DEFENDAN: Yes , sir.

THE COURT: And you' re okay with

that?
THE DEFENDANT: Yes , sir.

THE COURT: You understand fully

the consequences of it?

THE DEFENDANT: Yes , sir, I do.

THE COURT: Okay. Call your first

witness.
MR. DILL: Your Honor , the State

moves to incorporate the evidence from

the guilt phase of these proceedings

into the sentencing phase.

THE COURT: Granted.
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What I have done, ladies and

gentlemen , is rather than repeat all

the evidence you ve heard over the last

two weeks , thac evidence has now been

admitted in this portion of the trial.

So all the evidence that you ve heard

during the guilt phase of this trial is

now before you and is available for

your consideration during the penalty

phase. Is that clear?

Call your first witness.

MR. DILL: Your Honor , also at this

time we ask and this may be a legal

issue, I don' t know if the Court '.rants
to entertain it at this time , the

circumstances of the three underlying

counts of capital murder , the

aggravating circumstance of robbery,

burglary and kidnapping and the jury be

instructed on those aggravators.

THE COURT: I'll do that now.

Ladies and gentlemen, as I
mentioned , the Code of Alabama , the

statute by which we go and the rules by

which we try these cases , lists

aggravating circumstances which the

State may prove. Under section

13A-5-49 subsection 4 of the Code of

Alabama says , The capital offense --
this is listing or describing one of

the aggravating circumstances - - that
the capital offense was committed while

the Defendant was engaged or was an

accomplice in the commission of or an

attempt to commit or flight after

committing or attempting to commit

robbery, burglary, or kidnapping.

based on your verdict yesterday that he

was guilty of capital murder while

engaged in those three acts, I will

admit evidence in this case or point

that out to you and will grant

Mr. Dill' s motion for you to consider
that as an aggravating circumstance in

this case for those three offenses

that would be the robbery, burglary and

kidnapping.
MR. DILL:

Tipton.
State calls Dr. David

THE COURT: Mr. Tipton come
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around. You were put under oath

earlier in this trial. m going to

instruct you that you re still under

oath. Do you understand that?
MR. TIPTON:

THE COURT:

Yes , sir.

Same oath you took

earlier still applies.

Your ' witness, Mr. Dill.
DAVID TIPTON

A witness for the State,
was sworn and testified as follows:

EXAINATION

13 BY MR. DILL,

Dr. Tipton , you have described the

events of March the 12th where you went
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to work and came home and found your

wife brutally murdered on March the

12th of 1999. You' ve already described

to the jury the events that lead up to

that. This is your opportunity to

explain to the jury how this has

affected you as the victim in this

case.
On March the 12th, 1999 , I walked up

the stairs of my house and into a world

3596
where everything was crazy and it'
still crazy. For a long time after
that I felt as though I had a thousand

things to do and I didn' t know how to

do any of them. I was in the funeral

home with Karen when Pettey and

Hamilton told me that they verified my

alibi and that they knew I was in

Huntsville at the time Karen was

killed. So before Karen was even

buried I had two responsibilities 

was supposed to tell them everything I

could think of and otherwise keep my

mouth shut. And for 1, 350 days I have
kept my mouth shut. It was more

important to catch who had done this

than what inquiring minds thought of

me. I would do the same thing again.

ve had a lot taken away from me:

Karen, my work , my home , my privacy,

every penny I have ever made, my

reputation , my good name. But I'
thankful for what I have left, my two

little girls, my family, and my

friends, and today I can still say I
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have everything anybody could ever want

and more. And I' m thankful that on
March the 12th , 1999 in hell that two

men named Pettey and Hamilton were

there and I' m thankful that Jan and Ray
did everything. Note I didn' t say
everything that they did, I said they

did everything. They were there at

4 : 30 in the morning on March the 13 

and they' re still here. They' re still
on duty and I' m proud to have good
friends.

The morning of the 13th I had to

look into the eyes of my little girls

three and seven and tell them their

mother was dead. I told them that she

was in heaven. That, that , was the
worst moment of my life.

The first time I went back to my

house was to get clothes for my

children and me for visitation at the

funeral home , to get Buster , Caroline'

favo ite stuffed animal, to get the

music for Karen s funeral, Donnie

Osmond and Celine Deon, and a picture

to put on her casket. When I got to

the house that day there were four

carloads of press standing on my front

porch banging on my door, ring ng my

doorbell again and again. I will never
forget the pain of standing in that

house and the banging and the banging

and the ringing and the ringing. I was

in agony.

walking.
I was having trouble

It was a most private time.

When you die all that' s left are your

memories, and you would think that

anyone who had died as badly as Karen

would be allowed some dignity, that

anyone who had lived their life as well

as Karen would have been admired. You

would think anyone who had gone through

what me and my children have gone

through would be allowed some dignity

in our grief. I have been profoundly

traumat ized to be in this courtroom.

It would have been bad enough already

but to have to sit silent while Karen

is described as some kind of pervert

as some kind of whore while I thought
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that a whore was someone who would do

anything for money.

stabbed enough?

Hasn' t Karen been

Karen was my friend. She was my

She was thelover. She was my wife.
mother of my children. She was a
second grade school teacher. She was a
kind and gentle person. She put

children first. I loved her and one

day she was gone, and that' s bad enough

but the way she died it was evil.
stood in my house and I looked at the

blood spatters and I could feel the

evil still there , and how can I

describe the impact on my two little

girls? Karen s two little girls. She
isn' t here to see them growing up
beautiful , smart , kind , like her , and
their mother is dead in heaven.

youngster should have to feel such

pain , such loss.

But the pain does not end there.
Karen was a sister and a daughter , she

had cousins, nephews , nieces , and aunts

and uncles , brothers- in- law , sisters-

in- law,
3600 i

She was as close with her

sister Lori as a sister could be. She

was as close to her brother Lance as a

sister could be. They talked with

Karen all the time by phone. They went

on vacations together. We spent

holidays together. We spent holidays

together. They were intimately

involved in each other' s lives. They

were connected and now where Karen was

is just a big hurt. Where there was

once joy now there is tragedy and loss

forever.
And Karen had friends, a lot of

friends, friends whose lives have been

devastated , forever changed. I have a

brother who' s been here every day to
help me all day here and help me all

night with the girls. I have a brother

who' s been here every day because this

was done to a Tipton. I have family

that can' t come because listening to

this is more than they could bear.

have family that couldn' t take a shower

for a long time without somebody
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sitting outside to make sure they

wouldn' t be killed. We were all

afraid, afraid we would next, and we

were that way for a very long time.
About midnight the 12th .vas

taken back through the house. I saw my

bed , the bed where my children were
conceived, where Karen and I had slept

together , had pillow-talked together
for almost ten years. It was my

sanctuary. It was my mos private
place, and where I laid my head in

peaceful sleep for ten years there was

blood, a lot of blood. Evil was there

in my bed. It took me two months to

buy another bed. I could not go to bed

because if I closed my eyes I was in

that bed. I would drift almost off to

sleep and have that feeling of being

there.
I still don t sleep on that side of

the bed. Two weeks ago I was in bed

reading and Catherine came into the

bedroom and said, daddy, why do you

always stay on this side of the bed.

And I looked down and there was five

feet of empty bed over here and I was

right on the edge, and I didn' t know

how to answer her question. It'
because your mother was tortured

there.
The evening of the 12th I sat for

seven hours in the police car.
remember flash bulbs from the house and

the crowd at the road. I remember

watching as my wife was carried out in

a body bag. I remember everything.

you remember how you felt on September

11th , 2001, multiply it times a

thousand and do it every day for 1, 350

days and you will begin to understand

the impact of Karen' s death. Karen is
missed. She was a good wife, a good

friend , a good sister , a good daughter

more than anything she was a good

mother. It was the most important

thing in her life by far.
, David , Caroline, Catherine,

Lauri Don , Lance and Ana , Mac and

George and Lee, Lyn and their wives and
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Ray, Steve and Melinda , Mike and Kelly,

Gary and Holly, Susan , Jeanie, Mary and

Sarah and Dot and Bill and Steven and

Bernie and Donna 'and Cindy and Anita
and Ed and Sonny and Beth , Mr. William

Dill , attorney at law , and Don , Bill
and Mike and Barry, all the people who

helped me and the girls starting March

the 12th , 1999 , I' m proud to stand with
these people and I' m proud to stand on
the side of good and:' m proud to stand

up against the side of evil.
If you want a true measure of a

person' s character look first at how
they love their children, and if you do

that you will find good people

everywhere you look.
Last week Caroline asked me , daddy,

when you re in heaven can you change

into other animals , and I said what do

you mean? She said, turn into an eagle

and fly, turn into a horse and run

turn into a dolphin and swim , and I

thought what a beautiful thing to say. 

And' Caroline, baby, I hope so. I hOp
:604

so.
I may have some more things to say
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sometime , but right now this is another

very private
MR. DILL: That' s all, Your Honor.

time. Thank you.

No questions.

Thank you , sir. You

MR. POWELL:

THE COURT:

may stand down.

MR. VALESKA: State rests.
We have nothing.MR . POWELL:

THE COURT: Ladies and gentlemen

m going to ask the jury to retire.

The lawyers t,ell me that' s all the

evidence we' re going to hear in this

case. m going to ask Mr. Moore in

front of the jury, I heard. Mr. Powell
answer , but you are sure you have
nothing you want to offer?

THE DEFENDANT: No, sir I don'

THE COURT: Do you understand the
situation that puts the jury in and the

situation that puts the Court in and

the situation that ultimately puts you

in?
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THE DEFENDANT: Yes , sir , I do.

All right.THE COURT: m going
to let you go back to the jury room

ladies and gentlemen. When I' m ready
for you I'll send for you. I need to

go over the charge that I have prepared

for you with the lawyers and make sure

re all on the same page, and I will

send for you when we' re ready. I think

we'll be at least twenty minutes , and

if it' s going to be longer than that
I'll send word through Mr. and

Mrs. Penn.

I will remind you not to discuss it

yet. You know , the same instruction

ve given you maybe a hundred times

now.

(Whereupon , the following was

held outside the presence of

the jury.
THE COURT: AS I read the statute

Mr. Valeska , Mr. Dill , there are three

aggravating circumstances that would

apply in this case. There were three
that I mentioned about the Defendant

having been convicted of robbery,
burglary and kidnapping and it was done

for pecuniary gain; that it was

especially heinous, atrocious or

cruel. That' s what I' ve prepared the
charge on. You didn' t mention anything
other than the one. Are you asking for

one charge only or are you asking for

all three?

MR. DILL: We' re asking for all

three. The only thing we would ask

with regard or in addition to what

you ve already stated that the jury be

instructed that I guess what you'

describing as first aggravating

circumstances has already been proven

beyond a reasonable doubt.
THE COURT: Well , if they hadn'

been we' ve got a problem.

MR. DILL:

THE COURT:

Right.
You know are you

asking me to instruct them as to that

as a matter of law?

MR. DILL: No.

THE COURT: Okay. Let' s just go in
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recess and let me go back in the

study. ve finished the charge that I
was preparing before I went home last

night, but I think I' m ready to go.
Let me look at it again. We may

reconvene before I actually send for

the jury back , but give me about twenty

minutes and let me make sure. So we

will be in recess until 10:00 o' clock.
I didn' t ask this. This is a

little less than expected.

going to argue?

Are you

MR. DILL: Yes.

MR. VALESKA: It will be a short

argument.
THE COURT: Are you going to

argue?
MR. POWELL:

THE COURT:

No, sir.
Are you going to both

argue?
MR. VALESKA: This will be aNo.

short argument.

THE COURT: Short. Okay. Thank

you.
(Whereupon, a recess was

taken. )
3608

THE COURT: The sheriff has asked

me about preparations and , John, who

knows what the jury will do.

certainly don' Assuming they come

back with a verdict recommending death

the code says that I shall order a

presentence report and conduct a

hearing. I don' t know if that can be

wai ved or not. Are you going to ask

that it be waived or do you want me to

conduct it?
MR. POWELL:

THE COURT:

Let us ask our client.
Contemplate it.

don t have to have an answer now.

Y' all be contemplating that.
MR. POWELL: ve already

contemplated it but, you know we don

have an answer.

THE COURT: That' s fine. I don'

have to have an answer. I'll order a

presentence report and set a

presentence hearing unless I get an

answer to the contrary, and I haven'

looked and unless I' m satisfied that he
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MR. POWELL: We read the statutes

and we understand what it says just as

you ve stated, Your Honor, and actually

we anticipated that there would have to

be one.

THE COURT: I haven t found any

place in there that says he can waive

it. So I' m planning until I find that
to go ahead with it.

MR. POWELL: Let me ask you this

Your Honor. If he does not waive it do

you know when it would be?

THE COURT: Soon. Generally it
takes six to eight weeks to get a

presentence report but under certain
circumstances 'I imagine they can do one
sooner. I don' t know. I guess you

need to speak with Murray Millwee,

chief of probation officers , and see

how long it takes them to do a

presentence report but I would set it

special.
MR. POWELL: Judge, the only

problem I have right now with waiving

it is this issue in the code section

about any previous significant crimes
and , you know , which would have had to

occur - - even the necklace deal was
after March the 12th. re aware of

some criminal conviction misdemeanors

prior to that. We don' t feel that

they' re significant, but again this is
something I do not have an answer at

this moment.

MR. DILL: Couple of things we

wanted to put on the record. We ask

that the Court instruct the jury on

mitigating circumstances. If there

none that apply in the Court' s opinion

as a matter of law then at least an

instruction I think would be in order

on what mitigating circumstances are

and that they can -- and, you know

list the mitigating circumstances or

factors and that they can consider any

of the evidence that they heard during

the trial
THE COURT:

MR. DILL:

As mitigating?

Right.

THE COURT:

MR. DILL:

All right.
And also outside the
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presence of the jury, that the

Defendant be put on the stand under

oath and asked. I know it was

explained during the argument section

but asked and have explained to him

that he has a right to testify at this

stage of the proceedings, mitigation.

He can call any witnesses he wants

and , you know , obviously that his side

is required to call any witnesses that

he wants to put on to testify with

regard to mitigation.

THE COURT: Okay. ll do that

outside the presence of the jury.
been under oath once. I'll do it

again. m not going to swear him in

again but I'll remind him that he

under oath.
Okay. Mr. Moore, +' 11 remind you

that you' re still under oath.

THE DEFENDANT: Yes , sir

THE COURT: It' s been done before

but it' s very unusual that a person in

3612 '
your situation would waive any

opportunity he has to present evidence
of mitigating circumstances.

understand that?
DO you

THE DEFENDANT: Yes, sir , I do.
THE COURT: You have the right to

call witnesses. DO you understand

that?
THE DEFENDANT: Yes , sir, I do.

THE COURT: Do you understand you

have the right to take the stand?

THE DEFENDANT: Yes , sir , I do.

THE COURT: And speak to the jury.

And you understand that -- I mean

ve been at this a long time and

we' re tired but even that doesn

matter. I mean , if you need more time

if you re lawyers say, Daniel , we know
of a witness somewhere or you know of a

witness somewhere and we just don'

have time, I will as Judge of this

court work with you to try and get that

person. I'll send the sheriff after

them if I have to or whatever is

necessary to get someone here to
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testify on your behalf as to mitigating

circumstances. Do you understand that?

Yes sir ITHE DEFENDANT: I do.

THE COURT: And you still want to

stand without making any presentation

or statement or offering any testimony

to this jury at this time?

THE DEFENDANT: Yes, sir that'
correct.

THE COURT: And you' ve talked with

your lawyers about that and they

talked with you since - - I mean, the
verdict came back about 2: 30 yesterday
I believe it was and we quit then so

everybody could prepare for today.
You' ve had opportunity to talk with

them?

THE DEFENDANT: Yes , sir , I have.

THE COURT: And you re still
standing by your statement?

TH Nj)AN: Ye'5s r-; I am.

MR. DILL: One other thing, Your

Honor if we could that I would like to

add, and I' m sure he understands it.
Just for the purposes of the record if

it can be explained to him what

mitigation is under the code section.

THE COURT: I think that' s his

I'll be happy to .take alawyer' s job.

stab at it if you think that would help

anything. Whatve got it here.

section is it?

MRS. POE:

THE COURT:

Section 49.

ve got it here.

Here' s your book back.

MR. POWELL: Judge, for the record

we talked to Daniel about the

mitigating circumstances and I'

explained to Daniel that we feel like

there s probably three that might apply

in his case , that being age, any

significant previous criminal

convictions , and also whether he would
like to change his testimony from what

he offered in trial, you know , as far

as forgiveness remorse I et cetera.

We' ve explained that and he at this

time does not want to offer anything.

He does request a presentence

investigation which we feel will show

3614
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his age and show whether or not there'

significant nature. And the third one

he does not have anything else to add.
THE COURT: I understand. And I'

not trying to pressure you into saying

anything, Mr. Moore , but I just out of

an abundance of caution I want to be

certain that you are fully aware of

what you' re doing and that you'
knowledgeable about your rights and

your opportunities and circumstances

surrounding that and what you have the

right to do at this stage and that

you re making a knowing and intelligent

waiver and that you' re not under any

duress or compulsion , that you know

what you' re doing.
THE DEFENDANT: Yes, sir , I am.

THE COURT: And I know

Mrs. Halbrooks and Mr. Powell has gone

over these with you , but I want to go

over with you on the record what the

law says are mitigating circumstances.

THE DEFENDANT: Yes sir

3616
THE COURT: These are the things

that the law says you have the right to

show evidence of and tell you also that

you re not limited to these. There are
statutory aggravating circumstances

that are listed in the code and the

State has to stick by those. If they

have some aggravating circumstance that

they want to put on and it' s not listed
in the code they can I t go there. But

these are five or six that are listed

in the code, seven actually. You'

not limited to these. There are others

that there may be that you could think

of with the help of your lawyers or

someone else that you could put on.

The ones that are listed in the

code are that the Defendant has no

significant history of prior criminal

activity. The second one is that the

capital offense was committed while the

Defendant was under the influence of

extreme mental or emotional

disturbance. The third one is that the

victim was a participant in the
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Defendant' s conduct or consented to
it. The fourth one is that the

Defendant was an accomplice in the

capital offense committed by another

person and his participation was

relatively minor. That being your

participation was relatively minor.

The fifth one is the Defendant acted

under extreme duress or under the
substantial domination of another

person. The sixth one is the capacity

of the Defendant to appreciate the

criminal icy of his conduct or to

conform his conduct to the requirements

of the law was substantially impaired.
And the seventh one is the age of the

Defendant at the time of the crime.
Those are just suggestions. That I S not
an exhaustive list. Do you understand

that?
THE DEFENDfu'JT: Yes , sir, I do.

THE COURT: The Court is

satisfied. I think we should go on,

and I will instruct the jury that they

can consider not only the testimony

3618
offered in this phase but. in the trial
on the guilt phase , and I will charge

them as to aggravating and mitigating

and the weighing process as if there

had been evidence offered at this phase

of mitigating.

MR. DILL:

THE COURT:

Thank you, Judge.

Sheriff , does that
answer your question? re not going

anywhere today. It will be sometime

later. So whatever preparations you

were making to maybe make a transport

today, forget it.
Mr. Penn , if you 'll get the jury.

BAILIFF BILL PENN: Yes , sir.

THE COURT: We will go.

(Whereupon, the following was

held in the presence of the

jury. )
THE COURT: Everybody may be

seated. Thank you. Ladies and

gentlemen , it' s my duty to instr ct you

on the law that you must follow in

applying a recommendation for

punishment in chis case or applying
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recommending punishment for this case.

The first thing I want to point out to

you is that you ve heard evidence this
morning but I have admitted and you may

consider as evidence before you all the

testimony and all the evidence that was

presented to you during the guilt phase

of this trial.
is before you.

So all of that evidence

Before I actually get into the

instructions specific to this hearing,

I want to remind you of the

instructions that I gave you concerning

the basic law defining terms like

reasonable doubt and the burden of

proof. ' 11 talk about burden of
proof a little bit more as we go

through this and your duties and your

responsibilities that you have as

jurors and the oaths that you have

taken.
Now , if any of you feel like it'

necessary I'll go back and go over

these other principles of law to which

m making reference about reasonable

doubt, about burden of proof. I f you
feel like that' s necessary I will be

happy to do that. But I am going to

reinstr ct you concerning the

definitions and the elements of the --

m not going to reinstruct you on the

definitions and the elements of the

capital offenses that were charged and

for the four which you found the

Defendant guilty in this case because

that issue is now settled and due to

your verdict finding the Defendant

guilty of capital murder in this case

re to go on with the sentencing

phase and the instructions will be a

little different.

I would ask that you listen to

these instructions and as you do you

will note that certain questions of

fact may exist for you to determine.

You are not to assume as true any

questions of fact merely because I

refer to them in these instructions.

Instead you are to determine what the

true facts are from the evidence
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presented and what the recommended

sentence should be.
The Alabama law provides that the

punishment for a capital offense or the

four capital offenses which the

Defendant stands convicted is either

death by lethal injection or life

imprisonment without the possibility of

parole. Life imprisonment without the

possibility of parole means just that

no possibility of parole. It' s the law

of this state that if the Defendant is

sentenced to life imprisonment without

parole he will never be paroled.

The law also provides that which of

these two punishments should be imposed

upon the Defendant , whether death or

life imprisonment without parole,

depends upon whether any statutory

aggravating circumstances exist and if

so whether any aggravating

circumstances outweigh any mitigating

circumstances.
Now, an aggravating circumstance is

a circumstance specified by law which

36221
indicates or tends to indicate that the 

Defendant should be sentenced to

death. A mitigating circumstance is

any circumstance which indicates or

tends to indicate the Defendant should

be sentenced to life imprisonment

without parole instead of death. Now

you are to consider the circumstances

of aggravation if any and the

circumstances of mitigation if any and

weigh each against the other in

deciding what the proper punishment

should be in this case. In making your

determination concerning the existence

of the aggravating and mitigating

circumstances , you should consider the
evidence presented during the guilt

phase and you should also consider any

evidence that was presented during the

penalty phase this morning that is

relevant to the existence or to the

nonexistence of any aggravating or

mitigating circumstance.

Your first task when you begin your

deliberations is to determine whether
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any aggravating circumstance exists for

recommending punishment by death.

the list of aggravating circumstances

provided by law , those which you may

consider in this case if you find from

the evidence that they have been proved

beyond a reasonable doubt are the

following: The first one is that the

capital offense was committed while the

Defendant was engaged or was an

accomplice in the commission of or an

attempt to commit or flight after

committing or attempting to commit

robbery, burglary, or kidnapping. The

second aggravating circumstance that
you may consider is that the capital

offense was committed for pecuniary or

monetary gain. The third aggravating

circumstance that you may consider is

that the capital offense was especially

heinous, atrocious or cruel compared to

other capital offenses.

To assist you in considering this

aggravating circumstance I want to give

you some definitions or define the

terms heinous , atrocious or cruel.

Heinous means extremely wicked or

3624 !

shockingly evil. Atrocious means

outrageously wicked or violent. Cruel
means designed to inflict a high degree

of pain with utter indifference to or

even enjoyment of the suffering of

others.
What is intended to be included in

this aggravating circumstance are only

those cases where the actual commission

of the capital offense is accomplished

by such additional acts as to set the

crime apart from the norm of capital

offenses. For a capital offense to be

especially heinous , atrocious or cruel

it must be a 'consciousless or pitiless

crime which is unnecessarily tortuous

to the victim.

The burden is upon the State to

convince you beyond a reasonable doubt

from the evidence that at least one or

more of such aggravating circumstances

exist in this case. The same

definitions I gave you concerning
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reasonable doubt apply likewise to this

determination. If after your

consideration of the evidence you are

not convinced beyond a reasonable doubt

that anyone or more of such

aggravating circumstances exist , then
you must recommend that the Defendant'

punishment be life imprisonment withCJut

parole regardless of whether there are

any mitigating circumstances in this

case.
The fact that I' m instructing you

regarding these aggravating.

circumstances which are designed by law

does not mean that these circumstances

have been proven beyond a- reasonable
doubt in this case. Whether any of
these aggravating circumstances which I

have defined for you has been proven

beyond a reasonable dCJubt based upon

the evidence in this case is for you

and you alone to determine.

The evidence upon which a

reasonable doubt about an aggravating

circumstance may be based is both the

evidence you heard in the guilt phase

of the trial and the evidence you'

heard during the penalty phase. The

4 i Defendant ,bears no burden to disprove
anything about an aggravating

circumstance. The burden is wholly

upon the State to prove beyond a

reasonable doubt one or more of the

aggravating circumstances which I !ve
defined for you. A reasonab e doubt

about any aggravating circumstance may

arise from all the evidence , any part

of the evidence or a lack or failure of

the evidence. You may not consider any

aggravating circumstance other than the

aggravating circumstances on which I'
instructed you, and if you find that

none of these aggravating circumstances

have been proven beyond a reasonable

doubt, then as I told you earlier, you

must return a verdict recommending that

the Defendant' s punishment be life

imprisonment without parole. In that

event there would be no need for you to

concern yourself with any mitigating

3626
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circumstances in this case. Only if

you find beyond a reasonable dCJubt that

one or mCJre of the aggravating
circumstances exist, you would then

proceed to your second determination

which would be to answer the question

what mitigating circumstances exist in

this caSe.

The law of this state provides a

list of some of the mitigating

circumstances which you may look for in

answering this question; however , the

finding of mitigating circumstances is

not limited to this list. Included in
this list are the following specific

mitigating circumstances which you may

consider: The first one is that the

Defendant has no significant history or

prior criminal activity. The second

one is that the Defendant or the

capital felony was committed while the

Defendant was under the influence of

extreme mental or emotional

disturbance. A third one is that the

victim was a participant in the

Defendant' s conduct or consented to
3628the 

act. The fourth one is that the

Defendant was an accomplice in the

capital offense committed by another

person and his participation was

relatively minor. The fifth one is
that the Defendant acted under extreme

duress or under the substantial

domination of another person. Sixth
one listed in the code is the capacity

of the Defendant to appreciate the

criminality of his conduct or to

conform his conduct to the requirements

of law was substantially impaired.

person s capacity to appreciate the

criminality of his conduct or to

conform his conduct to the requirements

of law is not the same as his ability

to know right from wrong generally or

to know what he s doing at a given time

or to know what he is doing is wrong.

A person may indeed know that doing the

act which constitutes a capital offense

is wrong and still not appreciate its

wrongfulness because he does not fully
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ve just given you , other mitigating 

I :

comprehend or is not fully sensible

about what he is doing or how wrong it

is. For this mitigating circumstance

to exist the Defendant' s capacity to
appreciate the criminality of his
conduct does not have to be totally

obliterated. It is enough that it was

substantially lessened or substantially

dimini shed. This mitigating
circumstance would exist even if the

Defendant did not appreciate the

criminality of his conduct if his

capacity -- or even if the Defendant

did appreciate the criminality of his

conduct if his capacity to conform to

the law was substantially impaired

since a person may appreciate that his

actions are wrong and still lack the

capacity to refrain from doing them or

refrain from doing them. And the last

one is that the age of the Defendant at

the time of the crime you may

consider.
Now , in addition to these seven

specific mitigating circumstances that

circumstances shall include any aspect

of the Defendant' s character or record

and any of the circumstances of the

offense that the Defendant has offered

as a basis for a sentence of life

imprisonment without parole instead of

death. In other words, your

consideration of the mitigating

circumstances is not necessarily

confined to the specific circumstances

which I' ve listed for you. Any

mitigating circumstance considered by

you must be based upon the evidence

that you ve heard. When the existence

of an offered mitigating circumstance

is disputed, the State bears the burden

of disproving the factual existence of

that circumstance by a preponderance of

the evidence.

Now , the burden of disproving a

mitigating circumstance means that to

consider the circumstance does in

fact - - let me say that again. The

burden of disproving the mitigating

3629
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circumstance means that you are to

consider that the circumstance does in

fact exist unless considering the

evidence as a whole you determine that
it' s more likely that the mitigating

circumstance does not exist.

Let me explain that. I sort of

butchered that, and I' ve gone over with
you the burden of proof that we' ve used

in this case is beyond a reasonable

doubt. The burden is on the State to

prove the aggravating circumstances

exist and the measure that they use or

must be applied to them is beyond a

reasonable doubt, beyond that point for

which a good reason can be given

without a doubt.

Now, In proving mitigating

circumstances we use what' s called a
preponderance of the evidence. The

best visual description I can give to

you is if my hands represent the scales

of justice and you put evidence on

3632 so 

this
side and evidence on this side and you

weigh them , a preponderance of the

evidence is when the scales tip

slightly one way or the other.

ver
Fifty

percent plus something to make it tip

just a little. That' s the difference.
You use a different scale when you

measuring mitigating circumstances than

you use when you re measuring

aggravating circumstances. Do you

understand that? A preponderance of
the evidence is tipping the scales ever

so slightly. Beyond a reasonable doubt

they have to tip substantially to the

point where there' s no doubt left , no

reasonable doubt left. Is that clear?

Now , if there is a factual dispute

over the existence of a mitigating

circumstance, then you should find that

the disputed mitigating circumstance

does exist unless you find from the

evidence that it is more likely than

not that the mitigating circumstance

does not exist.
You may want to consider this

example in determining whether a

disputed mitigating circumstance exists
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and I' ve just given it to you. That
you have this scale and you tip it.
Evidence offered to disprove the

existence of a mitigating circumstance

when it' s placed on that scale must

outweigh the scale or the evidence

offered on the other side.
Now, before I instr ct you on the

next process in your determination that

you must make from this evidence , I
want you to keep in mind the critical

distinction between how you are to

decide whether or not an aggravating

circumstance exists and whether or not

a mitigating circumstance exists.

order for you to consider any

aggravating circumstance which I'
previously defined that' s necessary,

that all of you unanimously agree that

the aggravating circumstance exists.
All twelve of you must be convinced

beyond a reasonable doubt that one or

more of the aggravating circumstances

exist in order for any of you to

consider that aggravating circumstance

in determining what the sentence

be.

36341
should 

On the other hand, it' s not

necessary for all of you to unanimously

agree on the existence of a mitigating

circumstance before you can consider it

in setting the punishment. If you as

an individual juror find under the law

as I' ve given it to you that a
mi t igat ing c ircums tance exi s t s , then

you can individually consider and weigh

it against any aggravating circumstance

regardless of whether or not any other

jurors agree with you about the

existence of that mitigating

circumstance.
In summary, there must be a

unanimous agreement on the existence of

any particular aggravating circumstance

before it can be considered and weighed

by any juror. However , there need not

be a unanimous agreement on the

existence of any particular mitigating

circumstance before it can be

considered and weighed by the jury.

3633
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Now , during your deliberations

concerning the existence of any

36351
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aggravating and mitigating

circumstances in this case, you must

avoid any influence of prejudice,
passion or other arbitrary factor.
Your deliberations and your verdict

should be based solely upon the

evidence that you have seen and heard

and the law on which I' ve instructed
you. There' s no room for the influence
of passion or prejudice or any other

arbitrary factors.

The one that comes to my mind most

is you re tired and you want to be

done. That' s not to come into this.
While you are -- while it' s your duty

to follow these instructions which I'

given you , no statement or question or

ruling or remark or other expression

that I have made at any time during

this trial either during the guilt

phase or during the penal ty phase is to

be considered by you as an opinion or a

comment on what the facts are, on what

the punishment should be.
36361

It' s your

responsibility to determine the facts

and to recommend to this Court the

punishment and in doing so you should

not be influenced in any way by what

you imagine my views to be on the

subj ect . .

This brings me to the last point.

After considering all the evidence and

following the instructions that I'
given you you find the existence of any

aggravating circumstance that you are

allowed to consider and anyone or more

mitigating circumstances , then you must

weight the aggravating circumstance , if

any exist , against the mitigating

circumstances, if any,

recommended sentence.

to arrive at the

The process of

weighing aggravating and mitigating

circumstances against each other to

determine the proper punishment is not

a mechanical process. You' re weighing

of the circumstances against each other

should not consist of merely adding up

the number of existing aggravating
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circumstances and comparing that number

to the total number of mitigating

circumstances. Alabama law recognizes

that it' s possible in at least some

situations that one or a few

aggravating circumstances might

outweigh a larger number of mitigating

circumstances. Similarly, the law also

recognizes that it' s possible at least

in some situations that a large number

of aggravating circumstances might be

outweighed by one or more or a few

mitigating circumstances. On other

words, the law contemplates that

different circumstances may be given

different weights or values in

determining the sentence in this case.

You are to decide what weight or value

is to be given a particular

circumstance in determining the

sentenCe in light of all the other

circumstances in this case. You are
bound to follow this process of

weighing the aggravating circumstances

if any, against the mitigating

circumstances, if any, in determining

the appropriate punishment to be

recommended to this court.
I will warn you, not that you have,

m not accusing of you doing this , but

jurors have in these situations in the

past have gone into the penalty phase

and said, well , if you'll vote guilty I

promise I' ll vote for life. You know

we'll just convict him or we won

sentence him to death. That is not a

process. That is a violation of your

oath if you did that. m not saying

you did. Don , t misunderstand me.

trying to emphasize to you the

importance of following this process

which I have outlined in this case.

you understand? It is critical that

you follow this process and weigh these

circumstances.
Now, in order for to you return a

verdict recommending punishment by

death at least ten of you must vote for

death. Irl other words , a verdict of

death must be either unanimous or

' 19
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eleven for death and one for life

without parole or ten for death and two

for life without parole. Any number

less than ten can not be a recommended

death penalty.
On the other hand, for you to

return a verdict recommending a

sentence of life imprisonment without

parole, at least seven of your number

must vote for that sentence.

words , a verdict recommending
In other

imprisonment without parole must be

either unanimous or eleven for life

without parole and one for death, ten

for life without parole and two for

death, nine for life without parole

three for death, eight for life without

parole and four for death, or seven for

life without parole and five for

death. Any number less than seven

canot be recommended by the jury as a
sentence for life imprisonment without

parole.
Regardless of whether ten or more

of you can agree to recommend a

3640
sentence of death or seven or more of

you can agree to recommend a sentence

of life imprisonment without parole by

the casting of a single ballot , you

should not be influenced or act hastily

or without due regard for the gravity

of these proceedings. You shall listen

to and consider the views of each other

before you vote. You should carefully

weigh , sift and consider the evidence

and carefully apply the law as I'
instructed you realizing that a human

life is at stake. It' s your duty to

bring to bear your best judgment on the

sole issue which is before you today.

That issue, of course , is whether or

not this defendant should be sentenced

to life imprisonment without parole or

be sentenced to death 

In addition to your recommendation

of either death or life imprisonment

without parole your verdict must show

the numerical vote or actual count of

how many of you voted for punishment by

death or how many of you voted for life
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imprisonment without parole. Only the 
totals of each should be given. You

are not required to record on the

verdict form how each of you voted.

Now , after full and fair

consideration of all the evidence in

this case if you re convinced beyond a

reasonable doubt that at least one

aggravating circumstance does exist and

that the aggravating circumstance or

circumstances outweigh the mitigating

circumstance or circumstances, then

your verdict would be we the jury

recommend that Daniel Wade Moore be

punished by death and the vote is as

follows: blank death , blank life

without parole and the foreman will

sign it and date it. However if after

full, fair and impartial consideration

of all the evidence in this case you

determine that the mitigating

circumstances -or circumstance outweighs
any aggravating circumstances or

circumstance that exists or you' re not

convinced beyond a reasonable doubt

2 i

that at least one aggravating

circumstance does exist , your verdict
3 i

4 i

would be to recommend punishment of

life in imprisonment without parole.

The form of the verdict would be , We

the jury recommend the Defendant,

Daniel Wade Moore, be punished by life

imprisonment wi thout parole and the
vote is as follows: blank death , blank

for life without parole.

Now, that concludes my instP ctions
regarding this issue of punishment.

m going to let the bailiff take the

verdict form and take you back to the

jury room to begin your deliberations.

I need to have an opportunity to speak

to the lawyers before you actually

begin. When Mr. Penn comes to the door

and says go ahead you may begin your

deliberations. All the evidence needs

to be transported back.

Toby, is it all on the cart?

COURT REPORTER: Yes , sir.

THE COURT: We'll need to take that

Mr. Stalnakerback as well.
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Mr. Bates , one of y ' all , if you
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want

let you follow them out. Mr. Penn will
know in just a minute.

(Whereupon , the following was

held outside the presence of

the jury.
THE COURT: Either side have

anything for the record?

okay?

Defense

MR. POWELL:

THE COURT:

Yes , sir.

State okay?

MR. VALESKA: Yes , sir.

THE COURT: All right. Toby, that
will be it. 'll be in recess.

MR. DILL: Judge , for the record , I

forgot. We need to move to substitute

photostatic copies for some of the

family photographs.

THE COURT: Absolutely. We have no

need to put the family photos in the

Court Reporter s lock-up.

MR. DILL: And also we may want to

substitute copies , videotape copies of

the eight millimeter family tapes.

THE COURT: Absolutely.

Will you seal the
3644

MR. VALESKA:

photos like we talked about the other

day?

I will. You'll need toTHE COURT:

remind me later when I' ve got my mind

on that. m perfectly willing to do

that just help me remember it.
Yes, sir.MR. VALESKA:

All right. We' re inTHE COURT:

recess.
(Whereupon,

taken. )

a recess was

THE COURT: I understand we have a

verdict. If you bring them in

Mrs. Penn.

(Whereupon, the following was

held in the presence of the

jury. )
THE COURT: Okay. Everybody can be

I understandseated. Thank you.

you ve reached a verdict

Mr. Batchelor. Hand that to Mr. Penn.

(Juror Batchelor complied.

THE COURT: Mr. Moore , the verdict

reads, we the jury recommend that the
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Defendant , Daniel Wade Moore, be
punished by life in prison without the

possibility of parole. The vote is as

follows: four death and eight life

without parole , dated 11/21 , signed Ty

Batchelor. Is that the correct verdict

of the Jury the way I read it?

(Whereupon, the jurors nodded

heads affirmatively.
THE COURT: m going , to set a

scenting hearing for 9:00 a. m. on
January the 17th, 2003. ll order a

presentence report. We'll reconvene on

that date at 9:00 a.

MR. POWELL:

THE COURT:

Thank you , sir.

Ladies and gentlemen

this will conclude your jury service.
ll ask you to go back to the jury

lounge one more time and Mr. Orr will
meet you down there and check you out.

I understand from Mr. Penn that y ' all
have asked that - - y' all don' t want to
talk to anybody. This case is over and

you may, you re free to. You' re not

under any court order. m going to

instruct those who are here to not

approach you. m going to ask the

sheriff to get you back to the motel

and get you to your car and get you

home and whatever is necessary without

anyone approaching you , but I do want

you to understand you re not under my

order any longer. This is America.

You can talk to whomever you like about

this. You may be approached by the

lawyers at a later time , you know , if

they want to talk. If you don' t want

to talk say I do not want to talk or

you can say that to the media as well

I don' t want to talk about it and they

should le ve you alone.
You re free to go if you want to

Mr. Penn.

BAILIFF BILL PENN: I have their

checks.
THE COURT: You have the checks?

BAILIFF BILL PENN: Yes, sir.
THE COURT: As soon as y' all 

back to the jury lounge and the sheriff
will work with us to get you back and
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get you home.

your service.

3647
Thank you very much for

I hope you' ve learned a

lot.
(Whereupon, the following was

held outside the presence of

the jury.
THE COURT: Okay. It will take

several' weeks to get a presentence
report. We should have those in time

to do this January 17th at 9:00 a.

'll be in recess. Thank y' all.
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THE COURT: Thank you.

seated. Okay. We' re ready I believe.

Everybody is here.

MR. VALESKA:

MR. POWELL:

Yes, Your Honor.

Yes, sir.
THE COURT: We' re ready for

sentencing. Mr. Valeska , I'll ask if

the State has any opening comment or

statement.
MR. VALESKA: Your Honor , I'

reserve it for rebuttal depending on

what the Defense does.

THE COURT:

MR. POWELL:

Mr. Powell.

Yes , Your Honor.

only --
THE COURT: Before you do that , I'

sorry. I just had this yesterday.

had ordered a supplemental to the

presentencing report and I have a copy

of that for you here.

Mr. Penn , if you 'll give him that.

I seen Mr. Valeska earlier today and I
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wanted you to have that.
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It works in

Mr. Moore' s favor. I'll explain it to

you before you make your opening

statement. When I first saw his

presentence report I saw some seventeen

I believe, I' m thinking from memory,
seventeen total arrests, some fifty-

eight different charges. As I
understand the statute as a mitigating

factor I have to consider the prior

significant history of criminal

activity. When looking at it more

closely he only actually has five prior
criminal acts. Two of them vt/ere

running a stop sign , one of them was

illegal possession of prohibited

liquor. One of them was a misdemeanor

DUI and the other one was violation of

the open container law I believe. All
of the issuing worthless check acts

'Here subsequent. So I had Mr. Trimm go

back and check each file individually

and find the date the instrument was

drawn on the worthless check and all of

them turned out to be subsequent.

that' s what that report verifies.

Now, I' m sorry I interrupted you.

3652

I should have done that in the

beginning.
Judge, I' m just goingMR. POWELL:

to say and let the Court know that we

really don' t have any evidence or

testimony to offer today, and the only

thing that we I re going to do is ask the
Court to recall Daniel' s sworn

testimony during the trial of this

case. He doesn t wish to change any of

that or add to it.
THE COURT: I think the Court is

bound to take under consideration all

of the testimony that I heard during

the entire trial including Mr. Moore'

testimony. I'll do that.

MR. POWELL:

THE COURT:

Thank you.

So you have no

opening. Do you have any evidence you

want to offer?

MR. VALESKA: , Your Honor. Just
the trial evidence that the Court has

heard, the jury verdict, of which we
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contend are the aggravating

circumstances , and then the number
eight especially heinous, atrocious and

cruel we will offer to the Court.

THE COURT: Mr. Powell, do you have
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any evidence you want to offer other

than Mr. Moore' s statement?

MR. POWELL:

THE COURT:

, sir.

The process is that

just like a trial. You get an

opportunity to make an opening

statement, you get an opportunity to

offer evidence , and you get an

opportunity to make closing arguments.

So that takes us to the closing

argument phase. Anybody want to make

an argument of any kind?

MR. VALESKA: I'll waive the

opening and ask for rebuttal depending

on what Mr. Powell says.
MR. POWELL: Judge, I think we'

spoken our peace.
THE COURT: That' s fine. All

right.
Mr. Moore, it' s the duty of this

Court before imposing the sentence in

this case to first weigh what the law

calls the statutory aggravating

circumstances that have been proven

against you as well as the mitigating

circumstances that might exist on your

behalf . I have found that there are

three categories of aggravating

circumstance that' s exist.

The first is that the jury found

that the capital offense was committed

during a robbery, that it was committed

during a burglaDJ, and that it was

committed during a kidnapping. Now

whether the Court considers this as one

circumstance or three circumstances is

really immaterial because it' s the

weight that the Court must consider of

the circumstance, the weight of the

circumstance and not really the number

of circumstances that the Court must

consider.
Secondly, the Court must consider

whether the capital offense was

committed for pecuniary gain. I f the

jury found there was a robbery, that
3655 i

there was a burglary during the capital

offense then the Court must conclude

that the capital offense was, in fact

committed for pecuniary gain.

And third , the Court must consider

whether the capital offense was

especia ly heinous, atrocious or cruel

compared to other capital offenses.

Now , the Court has found there are

three mitigating circumstances that

exist that the Court must consider.

The first is whether the Defendant has

a significant history of prior criminal

activity at che time of the capital

offense. Second the Court must

consider the age of the Defendant at

the time of the capital offense.

third the Court must consider the

And

recommendation of the jury as a

mitigating circumstance. The jury
recommended to the Court that the

Defendant be sentenced to life

imprisonment without the possibility of

parole by a vote of eight for life

3656
without possibility of parole and four

for death.

Now , in weighing the mitigating

circumstances the Court first looked at

the age of the Defendant at the time of

the capital offense. It' s my finding,

if I understood the presentence report

and if it' s correct, that you were

twenty- four years and five months old
and maybe a few weeks at , tbe time the
offense occurred. Although considered
by many to be a young age , the Court

can not really place great weight on

this circumstance. In my experience

it' s not uncommon for a person of that

age to have completed the requirements

for a college degree and be gainfully

employed for maybe two years by the

time they re twenty- four years old.
Many twenty- four- year-old people have
completed military service and gone to

work. Many people by that age have

married and have several children and

have been working very hard to support

their families. The Defendant was well
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past the age of accountability at the

time these acts occurred for which he

now stands convicted; therefore, the

Court attaches little or no weight to

the Defendant' s age.

Next the Court looked at the

Defendant' s history of prior criminal
activity, and as I mentioned earlier

when I first looked at the presentence

report it appeared as though you had a

significant history of prior criminal

activity; however , the Court asked the

probation officer who did the report to

investigate further and now it is the

finding of the Court that prior to

March 12 , 1999 , the date Mrs. Tipton

was murdered , the Defendant had been

found guilty of running two stop signs

or stop signs on two separate

occasions. s been found guilty of

misdemeanor driving under the influence

of alcohol. He' s been found guilty of

illegal possession of prohibited liquor

one time, and he' s also been found

guilty of violation of the open

container law. It' s the finding of

this court that the Defendant has no

significant history of prior criminal

activity and to that finding the Court

attaches significant weight.

The last mitigating circumstance

that the Court considers is the jury

recommendation of life imprisonment

without the possibility of parole.

Al though not bound by the jury'
recommendation , the Court does attach
significant weight to the jury

opinion. In weighing the aggravating

circumstances set forth in the

statutes, the Court first looks at the

jury' s verdict finding the Defendant
guilty of four separate counts of

capital murder. Three of those counts

for which the Defendant stands

convicted are also to be considered by

the Court as aggravating

circumstances. Those are the

intentional killing during a burglary,

the intentional killing during a

kidnapping, and the intentional killing
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during a robbery. The fact that the

jury found the Defendant guilty of

these three counts is evidence beyond a

reasonable doubt that these aggravating

circumstances exist. It is also

evidence beyond a reasonable doubt that

the killing was done for pecuniary

gain. The Court attaches great weight

to these aggravating circumstances.

The remaining aggravating
circumstance is whether this capital

offense was especially heinous,

atrocious or cruel compared to other

capital offenses. The evidence is
undisputed in this case that Karen

Tipton was hit in and around her face

and head, that she was stabbed twenty-

eight separate times , that she was cut

nine other times. She was stripped

naked , left in the floor of her own
home where she bled to death. If thi s

crime does not meet the requirements of

especially heinous , atrocious and cruel

as intended by the drafters of the

Alabama statutes , then the aggravating

3660
circumstance should be amended out of

the statute and never considered

again. The weight that the Court

attaches to this aggravating

circumstance outweighs all other

circumstances combined both aggravating

and mitigating. Therefore , the Court

fixes punishment in this case at death

either by lethal injection or

electrocution if the Defendant

affirmatively elects at the proper time

according to law.

In not accepting the jury'
recommendatio of life without parole

the Supreme Court has said that a trial

Judge must state specific reasons in

writing for giving the jury s verdict
the weight it was given. This Court

can not reconcile the apparent

inconsistency of the jury' s finding
that the Defendant did all these things

to which I previously made reference as

well as convicting the Defendant of one

count of capital murder during sexual

abuse of the victim. No one can ever
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know what goes on in the mind of a

person who commits the crime like this

but the Court is certain life in prison

without the possibility of parole

should not be the fate of this

Defendant having been convicted of four

separate counts of capital murder.

It is therefore ordered that the

sheriff of Morgan Coun y immediately

deliver to the custody of the director

of the Department of Corrections this

Defendant, that he be safely kept by

the director until a date fixed by the

Supreme Court of Alabama for the

execution of this judgement after an

exhaustion of the Defendant' s appeals.

On the day ana a time fixed by the

Supreme Court the designated execution

shall at the proper place for the

execution of one sentence to suffer

death by lethal injection cause such

medicines to be injected into the

Defendant to cause the death of the

Defendant , Daniel Wade Moore.
the Defendant chooses death by

Or if

electrocution, the executioner shall

cause a current of electricity of

sufficient intensity to cause death to

pass through the body of the Defendant

Daniel Wade Moore , until he' s dead.

Mr. Moore, may God have mercy on

your sole.
The Court Reporter is ordered to

immediately prepare and file a

transcript of all the evidentiary

proceedings held in this case , and the

clerk of the Court is ordered to

prepare the proper transcript so that

he can be transported to the Department

of Corrections. The appellate process

will commence immediately. The written

findings of the Court and the judgment

of this Court will be filed if not

today in a- very few days with the clerk
of this court. A copy of the Court'

written findings and the judgment and

the order of this Court will be made

available to the Attorney General , to

the Defendant' s attorney, and likewise

to any other person who may be of
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I can t think of anything else that

we need to cover today but I may stand

corrected.
Mr. Valeska , is there anything else

the Court needs to address?

MR. VALESKA: No, Your Honor from
the State s side.

THE COURT: Mr. Powell , from the

Defendant' s side?
MR. POWELL:

THE COURT:

, Your Honor.

Mr. Moore , you'll be in

the custody of the sheriff. I would

ask everyone in the courtroom to stay

seated while the sheriff removes the

Defendant from the courtroom. I would

ask everyone when we conclude here --

Captain , you may go ahead take

him.

When we conclude here I'll ask

everyone to leave the courthouse

immediately. The courthouse is closed

today. The security people needs to

secure the courthouse as soon as

possible. So that won t be but about

thirty seconds until Mr. Moore clears

the hallway and we 'll be able to go.

Thank you. We are adj ourned.

END OF SENTENCING
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